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42D CoNGRESS, } HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. { Ex. Doc. 1,

3d Session.

Part 2.
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REPORT
OF

THE SECRETARY OF WAR,
ll.F.!NG l'Al1'l' 01>

THE MESSAGE AND DOCUMENTS
COl\{1\'fUNI CATED TO 'l'HE

TWO HOUSES OF CONGRESS
AT THE

BEGINNING OF THE THIRD SESSION OF THE FORTY-SECOND CONGRESS.

VOI_.~UME

I.

WASHINGTON:
GOVERNMENT

PRINTING
18 7 2.

OFFICE.

REPORT
OF

THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
W .AR DEPARTMENT, November 1, 1872.
1\fr. PRESIDENT: A comparison of the expenditures of the War
Departm'e nt for the present fiscal year and the one immediately preceding, will show that the actual expenditures for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1871, were ............................. $35, 7DD, mn 82
For the year ending June 30, 1872. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35, 372, 157 20
Showing a reduction of .............. ·.............. .

427,834 62

The total estimate for military appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1874, is ........... . .................... $33,801,378 78
The estimates of the Chief of Engineers are submitted separately as
presented by that officer, namely:
Fortifications and other works of defense ................ . $3,725,000
River and harbor improvements.... . ........ ...... ... . 12,302,800
Public buildings and grounds and vVashiugton Aqueduct .
Gl2,024
1G,G3D,824

Since my last report tb~re have been turned into the Tremmry by
surplus-fund warrant, balances of previous appropriations amounting
in the aggregate to $6~243,960.51. Had these balances been app1ieable
for the use of the current or ensuing fiscal year, the estimates could
have been reduced very materially, as, in the item of expenses for
recruiting alone, the sum of $300,000 was returned to the Treasury,
being double tbe amount asked for nuder that head for tl.Je next fiscal
year. An estimate of $2;0UO,OOO has been submitted to meet Treasury
settlements iu fayor of States for expenses incurred for enrolling and
subsisting troops called into the United States service duriug the late
war, under the :ICt of July 27,1861, and $100,000 for payment for horses
lost or destroyed wbile in the military service of the General Government; these being the amounts required as reported by the Third
Auditor, the officer charged by law with the examination and settlement
of the accounts.
The reports of the General of the Army and of the division and
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department commanders show that the various duties required of the
.Army have been performed with faithfulness. Desertions hav-e decreased in number, the enlightened legislation in connection with the
pay- of the enlisted men having contributed greatly toward that end.
It bas been found impossible, thus far, to reduce the force in the
Southern States east of the Mississippi which were engaged in tlte Wnr
of th0 Rebellion. .About one-sixth of the .Army is still located there.
It is to be hoped that an imprO\-ed condition of affairs in that section
may permit the withdrawal of a portion of the forces.
I renew the recommendation that the extra lieutenants now authorized
by law to serve as regimental adjutants and quartermasters in the
artillery, infantry, and cavalry regiments be discontinued, as vacancies
occur in tlwse grades. A yearly saving, with no injury to the service,
of nearly $160,000 would thus be effected.
Thorough inspections, especially in connection with those branches
of the service having charge of disbursements~ have been ordered, and
the inspector will be held responsible for any defalcation or misapplication of the public money or property which may occur within the district assigned to him, that an active vigilance on his part might have
detected.
Under the recent legislation placing the control of the Freedmen's
Bureau under my immediate charge, the transfer of the records, accounts, elaims) ehecks, Treasury certificates, and property from Howard
University to a building near the War Department was completed
about .August 3d last, and regulations for the discovery, jdentification,
and payment of the claimants for pay, bounty, prize money, or other
moneys due to colored soldiers, sailors, or marines, or their legal representatiYes now residing or. who may have resided in any State in which
slavery existed in the year 1860, have been framed and put into execution.
The examination by the Bureau of Military Justice of the records of
trials occurring in the different military departments, brings constantly
befor~ it what is felt to be a most serious defect in the administration
of justice, and a most positive injury to the service; which is, the inequality of sentences adjudged by different courts for identical offenses.
Desertion, for instance, receives in one department a punishment of
two, three, four, and even :five years' confinement at bard labor, while,
in another, a sentenee providing but for one year's imprisonment iR
deemed an ample expiation, and this in cases which, from the trialrecord.·, appear to be, in all respects, deserving of the same proportion
of puni. hment. Prisoners thus differently treated are often brought
togetllrr, when, by comparison, the injustice wrought is made manifest
to tlle uffere·r. , and the result naturally is to harden rather than reform the culprits .
..i. ·ce.':arily large discretion muNt be reposed in courts-martial, as to
the mea::;nre of puni ·bment required by the demand.· of jn. tice, in a
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vast number of cases brought before them; yet the opinion is entertained that tile service would be greatly benefited, and its. 1norale increased, by the adoption of a code providing specific penalties for welldefined offenses, with a miniruum and maximum limitation to meet first
offenses and the cases of persistent offenders. By the pursuit of this
plan, it is believed the character of certainty of execution would attach
to all sentences, adding largely to their correctiYe power, and relieving
the Executive frow tile numerous applications for clemency that are
now received.
The absence, too, of proper places of confinement for the enforcement
of sentences is pregnant witll deplorable results. It has led, through
the necessity of the case, to the designation, by this Department, of the
different State penitentiaries as military prisons, and prisoners guilty of
purely military offenses are there compelled to associate with the vilest
felons in the country, and subjected to all th·3 humiliating and degrading disciplines of those iustitutions. Many men who migllt, under
different treatment, again become useful soldiers, are tbus yearly added
to the criminal classes by the stigma of infamy attached to them,
and the demoralizing influence of their prison associations. In connection witll this subject, I would again call attention to the report
of the board of officers wbo iuvestig·ated the subject of military
prisom; in Canada, in the summer of 1871, wllich report was transmitted.
to Congress at its last seRsion.
Under the existiug laws there is no warrant or provision for the arrest
by civiliaus of deserters from the Army, and when such arrests are
made in cousequence of awards offered by the military authorities, the
civilian is compelled to assume an the responsibility of his act,
and the expense ancl Yexation which may arise from a suit. As a
natural consequence, the deserter, in a measure, eujoys immunity
from arrest by the citizen, and it is tberefore recommended that
legislation be had looking to the protectio1i and defense by the Bnited
States of persons against whom suit shall lJe instituted for such arrest.
The expeuditures for tlw serYiee of the Quartermaster's Department
during the year have been $12,5l7,6:H.37.
rrbe legislation which requires a separate account with each of the
many different lleads of appropriation to be kept by every clislJursing
officer, complicates accounts, in<~reases the amount of capital lying idle
to the credit of these officers, and makes larger appropriations necessary
than under the old system, inasmuch as every disbursing officer needs
a, working balance on account of eYery appropriaLion, instead of a single
"·orking balance applicable to an appropriations.
The examination and settlement of accounts of the war, a work of
Yast labor, bas at length bef\n completed, and. this business is now brought
up to date. All accouuts for money and property prior to 1871 haYe
ueen examined and transmitted to the Treasury for final settlement.
An improved. and simplified. system of rendering and settling money and
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property accounts, which was introduced during the year, has greatly
aided in this result.
The num her of cavalry and artillery horses purchased during
the J·ear is estimated at .
3,277
Mules for the trains ................. ~ ........ . .......... .
209
The number of horses in sen; ice :i.s ......................... .
9,720
of mules ..... ~ ..................... .. ........ . 8,758
n

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

l\Iuch of the clothing and equipage left on hand at the elose of the
war bas been used; a large quantity of it has suffered from the P-ffects
of time and decay, and has been sold. The changes in the uniform and
dress of the Army, recommended. by a boa.r d of officers convened with
reference to that subject, were, with some modifications, approved, and
the new clothing is being manufactured as rapidly as possible. The
uniform adopted is believed to be a grea,t improvement, and wi1l, it is
hoped, give genera.l satisfaction in the Army.
The expenditures for clothing during the past year have been $667,529.63, and the Quartermaster's Department has deposited in the Treasury, from sales of clothing and equipage during the year, $1,843,831.40,
which sum is not available for cur"'ent use.
Tran sportation by railroad bas eost. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1, 300, 000 00
Of this $800,857 was over the Pacific Railroads.
Wagon transportation .............................. . 1,100,000 00
Water t ransportation ....................... ........ .
626,37.3 52
Stage transportation ............................... .
48 7 !J75 84
And the amount paid on account of purchase of transportation animals, purchase and repair of army and
spring wagons, and carts, harness, &c.; hire of teamsters, wharfage, tolls, was .... . ................... ___
924,650 64
Making a total of...... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 000,000 00
exhausting the appropriation.
The cost of construction and repair of military buildings bas been
$385,923. Ninety-five new buihliugs have been erected at military
po~ts, at a cost of $240,853, and $15,000 bas been expended upon
wharves.
The SLlm of $100,000, et aside for the purpose of constructing a depot
at San .Antonio, Texas, ha8, under the operations of the law of May 18,
18721 b('en returned to the Trea ury, and the work stopped. The city
of ~ an AIJtonio gave a ite for this building, the title to which has been
finally approvfd by the .Attorney-General. It is recommended that the
money be re-appropriated, and. that the special authority required by
that law for construction of a permanent depot building be given.
HcnL' are co. tly, and there i. much need of a central depot for the
troop. in that great State.
One hundred and thirty-eight thousand one hun<lred and thirty-two
dollar and eventy-five cents have been collected from the indebted
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Southern railroads, and unsettled accounts on file will probably increase
this sum about $230,000, making in all $370,000, derived from these
accounts dui'ing the year. The balance still due at t.h e end of the :year
was $4, 734,442.43.
Under the law' of July 4, 1864, for relief of loyal citizens in certain
loyal distdcts, the Quartermaster-General bas examined and transmitted
to the accounting officers for settlement 665 claims for qnartermaster's
stores taken <luring- the war, amounting, as allmved, to $367,102.72;
274 others have been rejected, amounting to $396,100.75. There are
10,351 claims under this law still on file, stated at $6,857 ,006.56, but a
large proportion of these are probably unjust.
The 74 national cemeteries now contain the remains of 317,962 persons. All but 16 of these cemeteries have been permanently inclosed, or
are being inclosed under contracts now in operation. The Gettysburg
cemetery has been transferred to the care of the vVar Department, and
accepted under the resolution of Congress of July 14, uno. The superintendents of national cemeteries have been classified with reference to
the importance of their respective charges. There were 59 superintendents at the close of the year.
As legislation is needed in connection with the cemetery near the City
of Mexico, purchased in accordance with the act of September 28, 1850,
it is again Tecommended that a special act be passed placing this cemetery on the same basis ·with other cemeteries, with a duly appointed
superintendent, and that a portion of the regular appropriation for
national cemeteries be made applicable for use upon the one in
question.
The condition of the tenure of the sites of military posts in Texas,
to which the attention of Congress was called last year, remains unchanged. The land is priv-ate property, genera11y located by speculators at low rates, immediately after their occupation by troops. Extravagant rents are demanded, and as the law now forbids the War Department to purchase lands without the authority of Oongrescl, tbe officers
of the United States are in the position of trespassers, and the claims
on account of these lands are um~ettled. An act authorizing tJ1e Secretary of War to acquire title to sites already occupiell, and to purchase
such as may hereafter be required on this remote frontier, is needed to
remedy this evil.
The sources and methods of supply for the Army haYe since the war
been gradually brought into close conformity with the customary usages
governing in commercial transactions.
A terrible conflagration having laid in ashes a large part of the city
of Chicago, the Subsistence Department was, under telegraphic instructions to General F. H. Sheridan, called upon to furnish and distribute
food to the sufferers by that calamity; accordingly supplies were hurried
forward from Saint Louis and Cincinnati; but the munificent contributions by the people, for their suffering fellow-citizens, soon poured into
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Chicago, from all qna"rters, so freely, that the sum of $3,705.83 only was
expeuded for this p~:.rpose by the Subsistence Department. 'rile supplies sent to Chicago were, however, most opportunely there to meet a
call for aid from the governor of "'\Visconsin for the sufferers by the
forest fires, which swept over a portion of that State: For this purpo~e, Lieutenant-General Sheritian, under my authority, caused foo(.l ,
yalned at $30,836.11, to be issued to Governor Lucius Fairchild, "on
condition that the State of vVisconsin will account for the stores at
their value, if required to do so hereafter."
Subsistence snppliPs, valued at $89,048.12, h:we been issued to India,ns of the various tribes visiting the military posts on the frontier, or
in their respective nations, no part of which amount is returned to the
appropriation for the subsistence of the Army, and issues of subsistence
stores to Indians have also been made to meet special emergencies to
the amount of $103,137.99.
It is recommended to set a future, but not distant day, as a limit
after which claims upon the Subsistence Department under the act of
July 4, 18G4, shall not be presented to or received, and another day,
not later thr~n twelve months thereafter, for the termination of all
action by that office on c1aimH under this law.
The want of an assistant to each post-commissary is represented by
the Commissary-General to be the greatest edl with which the Subsistence Department has now to contend in its important ministrations.
To remedy it, I recommend that Congress authorize the appointment
of as many commissaryT-sergeants as the sen·ice may require, not to
exceed one for each military post or place of deposit of commissary
stores, to be selected from such non-commissioned officers who shall
h:.we faithfully served as such for three .\ears, and in the Army at
1ea8t five ;years, whose duty it shall be, under the orders of the proper
officers of the Subsistence Department, to assist in receiving, presen-mg, issuing, selling, and dnly accounting for, under proper regula.tious,
all stores pertaining to the Subsistence Department under their charge,
and who shall receiYe for their services the pay and alloY1auces of
onlnance-sergeants. This would. make a small addition to the enlisted
force of the . A..rmy, but woul1l lessen the total expense of the Government for its support, as by the cow.;tant care a,ud skill of well-selected
commissary-sergeant~~ the Luge quantities of stores now lost for wa.nt
of such care and skill wonld be s::wed. for jssue.
The montllly reports of . ick and wounded received during the year,
repre:ent an annual average mean strength of 24,101 white and. 2,494
colored .·oldier . Among the white troops the total number of ca!:les of
all kind: reportPd on tlw .·icl--list \\'a:-:; 47,57.:>; the totaluuml>er of cleaths
rcportec1 wm; :JG7. Among the colored troops the total num l>er of ca~:;es
n'portc·d wal-5 3,514; til•~ nnmber of deaths from all causes reported
wa.· 5t
The Army Medical :Jitveum eontinues to rcceiYe Ya1uable contribu-
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tions, which are at once properly prepared, mounted, and their histories
entered in Lhe descriptive catalogue. The number of visitors to it
during the year was over 17,000, many of whom were in search of information not attainable in any other quarter. J\1emoranda and photographs have been furnished, to assist in the decision of cases of applicants for the benefits of the various acts of Congress in relation to
maimed and disabled soldiers and pensioners; and as the extent of this
collection .becomes better known, its usefulness is widely increased, not
only by affording opportunities for study to the professional man, but
also in promoting the ends of justice in supplying evidence for comparison in criminal trials.
I unite with the Surgeon-General in the recommendation that the
necessary legislation be had to provide for the publication of an edition
of one thousand of the catalogue and tables of the anatomical section
of the Army Medical Museum.
The first part of the Medical and Surg·ical History of the War was in
a state of sufficient forwardness to lay before Congress near the close
of the last session. By the wording of the act making appropriation
for tho continuation and completion of this work, its distribution is still
to be ordered by Congress. The report of the Medical Statistics of the
Provost Marshal-General's Bureau is now in the bauds of tpe Congressional Printer, and in process of being printed.
My previous reports have called the attention of Congress to the
large number ofvac::tncies at present-59-existing in the Medical Corps,
and the injury to it and the service, resulting from the prohibition of
appointments and promotions. It would require many years to fill the
vacancies now existing, as the number of successful candidates rarely
exceeds eight or ten in any one year. Numbers of the most desirable
candidates, after waiting years for examination, have established themselves in civil practice. With the Army at its present standard, distributed as it now is, there is a constant and absolute necessity for a
Medical Corps of the full number established by the act of Congress
approved July 28, 1866.
·
The legislation of Congress at its last session has tended materially
to encourage and impro\re the condition of the rank and file of the Army.
The pay-bill carries the system of retained pay to those of all ranks, and
no one can doubt the good effect of such a system.
The appropriation for the manufacture of arms for the current year
(1872-'73) 1s limited in its application to such system of breech-loading
arm as may be selected by a board of officers, now in session. Should
the selection be so long delayed as to cause an unexpended balance of
the appropriation to remain on hand at the close of the fiscal year, its reappropriation is recommended. The system being once adopted, arms
sufficient to supply the Army aucl militia should be at once manufactured,
and a large resene should be accumulated year by year, for the· e-xigencies of war, and, to this end, liberal appropriations will be required.
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Reports from the :field are all fa;vorable to the use of revolvers using
metallic cartridges.
:B'ive thousand sets of new infantry equipments, combining the knapsack, haversack, canteen, cartridge-box, waist-belt, and the bayonetscabbard into one system, have been made during the year, and issued
to the troops for experimental trial. A sufficient sum is asked to supply
the service with these equipments.
The board on heavy ordnance, authorized by the act of J nne 6, 1872,
have made their report, alld measures have been taken to carry out
their recommendations. The procurement and trial of the gum;; recommended by them will probably consume the whole of the year 1873.
A moderate sum is estimated for the procurement of cast-iron smoothbore guns and iron carriages for the fiscal year. Nearly 800 of such
guns, besides 300 mortars, are still needed for our forts.
Such of the arsenals east of the Mississippi River as' can he spared
should be sold, and the proceeds applied. to the establishment of a
large arsenal of construction and repair on the Atlantic coast, and the
erection of suitable <lepots for the storage of the powder and niter belonging to the Department. The means of rapid communication of
modern times obviates the necessity of having an arsenal in almost
every State of the Union, and the consolidation of several of them into
one establishment would result in great economy to the Government, and promote efficiency. A proving and experimental ground for
heavy ordnance is much required, and the purchase of a suitable site
is recommended. The grounds at present used, at Old Point Comfort,
Virginia, are inadequate to the wants of the Ordnance Department.
Suspension of the sale of certain arsenals has been directed until the
opening of Congress, in order that the law requiriug the sale may be
so amended as to enable the Department to save the property from
sacrifice in case of combinations of bidders. The act directed the
sale of Apalachicola arsenal, but that property had previously been
granted by Congress to the State of Florida. The provision directing
its sale should be repealed.
Some plan for settling the long-disputed claims for royalty on the
arms that have been alterecl at Springfield armory should he devised,
and the attention of Congress is called to such legislative enactments
as tend to deprive the GoYermnent of the inventive ingenuity of its
officers and employes, by preventing them from receiving ro;yalt.v or
participating in profits derived from inventions made by them while in
the United States service.
The Chief of Ordnance calls attention to the necessity for the repeal
of the law prohibiting promotions and appointments in that corps.
Congres.- by an act pas. ed at its last session relieved. the Corps of Engineer. from the operation of the act approved .l\larch 3, 186D, and in
my jndgrneut it is now advisable that all of the staff corps of the Army,
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affected by the law of March 3, 18G9, should have the same privilege
extended to them.
During the past year the Corps of Engineers has been engaged upon
the works for the defense of our coasts; upon river and harbor improvements and the surveys for them, and for the protection of the navigable .
wat~rs of t.he United States against deterioration, whether from bri<lging or other cause ; upon the geodetic and hydrographic survey of the
lakes; upon surveys for the defense of the coast; upon military surveys
and reconnaissances in the interior; upon geographical and geological
explorations; npon public buildings and grounds in the Distriet of
Columbia; upon the construction of light-houses; and upon the demarkation of the boundary between the United States and Great Britain.
The work upon our c.o ast defenses and f::>rtifications has been prosecuted with vigor, and already a large number of po~itions for guns and
mortars of the largest calibers, to be mounted behind sand parapets,
have been provitled, while others are in an advanced state of construction. These works should be continued, as they are the basis of our
harbor protections, and are essential for the efficacy of the nccessory
defenses, especially of torpedoes and channel obstructions, which form
a part of our own system of defense.
The Battalion of Engineers, in its reduced organization, numbers 315
men, bnt retains its marked effieiency in drill and discipline, and
furnishes the instruction to the cadets at the Military Academy in practical military engineering, while at Willet's Point it forms the school
for the torpedo-defense of our harbors, and the guards and workmen
for the distribution, care, and preservation of the bridge-trains, and
engineer equipments of the Army. The appropriations asked for this
depot and post are recommended to Congress, while the repeated recommendation of the Chief of Engineers, for the repeal of the seventh section of the act of July 13, 1866, taking from engineer soldiers the per
diem granted to other troops, is approved.
The torpedo experiments~ made under the immediate direction of
Major H. L. Abbot, commanding engineer battalion, have been brought
so far to satisfactory conclusion as to enable us to devise a plan of torvedo defense in connection with the fortifications, simple in its ~ork
ing, certain in its application, and effecti-ve in its results, while at the
same time our own shipping will not be endangered. An estimate tor
providing means to apply the system to a few of the principal harbors
is submitted in the annual estimate for fortifications.
The river and harbor works, and the many surveys annually directed
to be made iu extending the system of improvement, have been carried
on with skill, energy, and economy. The increased security and facility
to navigation which these works of improvement have afforded, though
many of them are only partially completed, have saved to commerce
many times the amount of the sum expended on the works; and the
increase of commerce, with greater depth of channels, greater security
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in their navigation, and the saving of time in their use, adds millions
annually to the wealth of the country, and increases the reso L..:.·ces of
the Government. For further information respecting these improvements and surveys, reference may be made to the report of the Chief of
Engineers, which contains a detailed account of the steps taken to carry
out the provisions of the river and harbor bills, and the progress and
condition of these works, as well as of the public buildings and grounds
, in Wasllington, and of the Washington Aqueduct, works wllich have
been carried on in a highly creditable manner.
The river and harbor bill, approved J nne 10, 1872, appropriated the
sum of $145,000 for payment to the Green Bay and Mississippi Canal
Company for so much of its property and rights of property in and to
the line of water communication between t1'2e Wisconsin River and the
month of the Fox River, as were reported by the Secretary of War to
the House of Representa,tives on the 8th March, 1872, to be needed. In
conformity with the requirements of the act referred to, the Green Bay
aml Mississippi Canal Uompany transferred the property to the United
States, and the sum of $145,000 was paid to the company on tlle 24th
of September last.
The construction of the bridge across the Mississippi River at Rock
Island has been completed, and the bridge will be immediately opened
for railroad and wagon-road use.
In conformity to the requirements of the two acts relating to bridging
the Mississippi River, the one approved April1, 1872, the other approved
June 4, 1872, the proper site for the bridge at La Crosse and vicinity
has been determined.
The riYer and harbor bill approved June 10, 1872, directed the Secretary of War to report to Congress, at its next session, or sooner, if
practicable, the condition of the canal at the Falls of the Ohio River
and the. provisions necessary to relie\e the canal from incumbrance,
with a view to such legislation as will render the same free to commerce
at the ear1iest practicable period. This report will be completed in
time to be submitted to Congress at its meeting in Decembt>r.
The survey of the lakes bas been conducted in a very satisfactory
manner; the survey of Lake Superior having been completed, and that
of Lake Michigan having been extended so far as to require probably
1mt one more working season to complete it. The operations in other
portions of the field of survey, comprising Lakes Erie, Ontario, aud
C'hamplain, and the Saint l.Jawrence Itiver, haYe been equally successful, as have hern the meteorological and lake-surface observations,
which extend O'\'er the whole lake-region.
'Ihe geological exploration between the Sierra :Nevada and ea tern
slop of the Rocky l\Iountains will probably be completed by the close
of tb pre:ent. ea. on for field operations. The re~mlts of thiR work are
f the \ery hicrhe. t value in the department of geology, topography,
and miujng engineering. The exploration in ..~.?e va<la, Utah, and Ari-
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zona was continued until December of 1ast year, when a preliminary
report of the results, affortling valuable information for mining as well
as for military operations and to immigrants, was submitted to Congress
and published. The field-work, which, in addition to the usu~l subjects
of observation, comprises the careful determination of an astronomical
base, was resumed this summer as soon as the appropriation was available.
•
In addition to these special works of exploration the officers of Engineers serving on the staff of the generals commanding divisions and
departments have made important reconnaissances, such as that of the
Upper Yellowstone Hiver and that of the Uintah Mountains, and have
made many contributions to the topography of the Territories of the
United States.
·
In compliance with the act approved JYiarch 19, 1872, authorizing the
survey and marking of the boundary between the territory of the
United States and the posses~:;ions of Great Britain from the Lake of the
Woods to the summit of the Hocky Mountains, four officers of Engineers
were detailed for that purpose and ordered to report to the Secretary of
State for duty. The survey is now in progress.
The duties of the Signal Office in observations and reports for the
benefit of commerce and agriculture have been continued throughout
the year with gratifying success. Stations have been maintained at
each of the principal lake, sea-port, aml river cities. Tbe display of
bulletin reports, of reports at the river stations, giving the rise and fall
of tlle principal rivers, of the large weather-maps showing, by changing
symbols, the meteoric changes at the different reports; and finally, at
designated stations, the exhibition of day or night signals, on occasions
of supposed especial danger, has been regularly made. Since tbe date
of the last annual report ten additional stations have been established
within the United States.
A comparison of tbe tri-daily forecasts, or "probabilities" as they
have been styled, with the meteoric condition afterward reported, anu,
so far as known, has given an average of 69 per cent. as verified up to
:November 1, 1871. Since that date, to the present time, (October 1,
1872,) the average of \erifications llas been 76 1~ per cent.
Tl1e difficulty of telegraphic communication with the stations was
greatest, and was most seriously felt during the months of July and
August. It then not nnfrequently happened that the most important
and wide-spread of the press "probabilities," i.e., those drawn at midnight from the midnight reports, were made in the absence of any current telegraphic information at that hour due from the obserw~rs west
or south of the Alleghanies. It is on this section on which the office is
most dependent for the intelligence which suggests the metoric changes
impending in the Easteru, Middle, and Southern States, aud upon the
lakes.
The practical results of this branch of the service, with all its errors
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and imperfections, can be summed up, it is believed~ in the statement that
since the inauguration of its duties no great and continuous storm has
traversed the territory of the United States, or raged along the length
of its lakes, its gulf or sea-coast shores, as in tb.eir course such storms
have sometimes done, without fair and general premonition given at the
great majority of the points endangered to any who cared to seek or
heed them.
Since the date of the last annual report, arrangements were ma.de
with tile Chief of the Dominion 1\Teterological Bureau of Canada for an
exchange of reports with his office as rapidly as the system may extend
in the Dominion. Arrangements of a similar description are contemplated for the exchange of observations by telegraph with various points
in the West India Islands. These arrangements will be carried into
effect, if possible,. before the opening of the stormy spring season.
Since Jan nary 1, 1872, statements of the changes in the depths of
water in the principal western rivers, being iu direct relation to the
meteoric changes, have been reported daily from all stations established
upon those rivers. These reports are carefu11y prepared, and have been
received with a marked degree of interest. It is hoped that as the number of stations increases and communication with the proper authorities
is organized, a portion of the great problem of the protection of the
river commerce fi.·om ice and freshets, and of the lower river levees from
breakage and overflow, with the consequent disasters, will be solved.
Under the act approved June 10, 1872, the service before technically
limited to the lakes and sea-coasts was extended throughout the interior,
and many of. the agricultural societies in tile country have been requested
to appoint a permanent committee to confer with the Ollief Signal Officer,
and to take in conjunction with him such steps, or to recommend such
action, as might be deemed desirable to accomplit-:h the objects of that aet.
In addition to the committees above referred to thirty-eight (38) boards
of trade and chambers of commerce have standing meteorological committees, which are in direct communication with the Chief Signal Officer.
A personal visit to West Point and inspection of the operations of the
Academy in June last, and tile report of the Board of Visitors, whose
investigations were very thorough, disclosed a satisfactory state of proficiency iu <liscipliue and study. Since my last annual report there has
been no breach of tliscipline or impropriety on the part of cadets calling
for the exerci.'e of higher authority thau that of the Superintendent
an<l Aca<lemic Staff.
The number of fail nrc. to rna ter the academic course, including original rejection., were 87, the nnmber of admissions 05; the total number
of ca<let. now at the Aca(lem i · 240. 'Ihere are 53 vacancies, cau~ed
hy failur . upon preliminary examinations, discllarge of e<~dets for defic:i'ncy, anfl the failure of cougre. :ional Hepre. entatives to selectsuitabl ·an<lidate for the pa.'t Sept muer examinatio11. 'l,llC tandanl of
profiei ·ncy in tb corp.' of cadet.' ha' much improved, but great oustruc-
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tion to the usefulness which the Academy might otherwise attain in fitting scientific and highly educated young men for the public service is
experienced because of the large amount of time necessarily expended
in giving new cadets a thorough knowledge of the mere elementary
branches of learning, which they should have acquired before entering
the Academy. Under the present system a large percentage of the candidates who seek admission to the Academy fail in their prelimin~ry
examination, or are found incapable of mastering the academic course
during the first year. Many of those who go to West Point with the
prestige of high scholarship, obtained elsewhere, fail, under examination, in the very rudiments of an education. That such failure cannot
be charged to a too severe examination is shown by the fact that the
qualifications demanded of candidates are less than those established
by perhaps a majority of the higher scholastic institutions of the country; and the examinations are not conducted more rigidly than is absolutely necessary. A consideral>le modification of the existing mode of
seleetion of cadets seems to be demanded, as the only effectual remedy
for this evil; and in this connection attention is invited to the report of
the Superintendent of the Academy, which furnishes some interesting
data on the su~ject of admission.
The department of Philosophy is very destitute of necessary apparatus for instruction: but it is hoped Congress will supply this important
want through liberal appropriations.
The subject of the revision of the academic regulations is now under
consideration, and many changes which experience bas shown to be
advisal>le will l>e made.
Legislation by Congress is also needed in aid of the Military Academy
band, which is now the only one provided for by law, and the pay of
which experience bas shown to l>e wholly insufficient. Attention is
invited to the recommendation of tb.e Superintendent for the increase of
its numbers and pay.
It is a matter of great satisfaction that an appropriation liberal in
amount has been made by Congress for the erection of a :fire-proof building, a portion of which is for the use of the vVar Department. The
necessity for a safe depository for the valuable records, now scattered
iu insecure localities, renders the speedy erection of this building a matter of great interest to the country.
WM. W. BELKNAP,
Secretary of War.
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HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARJ.Vn.·,

Washington, D. C., November 1, 187~.
SIR: I ha\·e the honor to submit, herewith, a statement showing the
organization of the Regnlar Army, and exhibiting the actual strength
of the regiments and detachments that compose the present peace
establishment, together with the stations occupied by them at the dates
of the latest returns. According to this statement the actual force of
enlisted men is 29,336, aud of commissioned of-ficers 2,104.
I also transmit, herewith, the annual reports of the division and
department commanders, whieh cover the whole area of the United
States, and give all the lletails necessary to understand the labors performed by the troops.
But few changes have occurred in the past rear. 1\Iajor-General G.
G. Meade commands the Division of the Atlantic, composed of the
Department of the Lake:-;, Brigadier-General P. St. George Cooke, and
the Department of the Bast, Brigadier-General I. _McDowell.
IAeutenant-General Sheridan commands the Dh7 isiou of the Missouri,
embracing the four jmport,a nt Departments of Dakota, Major-General
Hancock; Department of the ?latte, Brigadier-General Ord; the Department of the l\lisRotui, llrigallier- General Pppe; and the Departmen t
of Texas, Brigadier-General .A.ugur.
.
.
General Schofield commands the Division of the Pacific, embracing
the Department of the Columbia, Brigadier-General Canby, the Department of California, and Department of Arizona, Lieutenant-Colonel
Crook. -General Sehofield exercises an immediate command over the Department of California, in the absence of a separate awl distinct commander.
Since the death ·of Ueueral Halleck, tl1e President has not named
any successor t0 the }lilit;-uy Division of the South, and the department commanders, Urig·adier-Geueral Terry and Colonel Emory, report
direct to the Adjutant-General of the Army.
The reports of all these officers are so full a ud complete that they
leaYe nothing for me but to submit them, with my hearty apprO\·al of
the :ev-eral recommenthttions therein.
I baye the honor to be your obedient sen-ant,
vV. T. SHERMAN,
Genel'«.l.

Hon. \Y. \Y.

BELKNAP,

Secretary of lVar.
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Statement showing the m·ganization of the Regular .A1·my, compiled jl'otn 1·etnmsreceit:ed at the
..ddjutant-Geneml'li O.ffice up to October 20, 1H72.
FIRST REGIMENT OF CAVALRY.

Companies, &c.

Station.

Headquarters .......... ___ .
:Non-commissioned,
staff, & battalion.
18
A ................ .
(}2
5:3
n .. ... . ···--··-·-··

c .......... ······· ·

60

F ................. .

61
61

D ................ .
E ................. .

G . ...... ··· · -- ... .
]{ ....

--.- .... - .... .

I ...... ··-· ....... .
K ................ .
L ... ... -···········

M ............... ..

•·)
~7

64
fi5
62
62

Benicia Banacks, Califoruia.

Do.
...... uo . . . . . . . Fort Whipple, Arizona Territory.
.••... do . . . . . . . Fort Klamath, Oregon.
. •.. .. do ....... Ca,mp McDermit,Nevada.
...... llo ....... Camp Lowell. Arizona Territory.
...... do . • . . . . . Fort Lap'll"ai, Indian Terri to1 y.
...... do . ...... Camp Warner, Oregon.
...... do ....... ~amp Bidwell, California.
.•.•.. do . . . . . . . 1 Camp IIarney, Oregon.
...... do ....... 1 Camp Verrle, Arizona Territory.
...... do ....... Camp Halleck, N evarlrt.
...... do . . . . . . . Camp Apache, Arizona Tenitory.
do.......
Do.
................ Recrnit~ left Saint Louis rlep ot, September 1'7, 1812.
.............. lte~;ruit:-; left Saint Louis tlepot, September 29, 187;.!.

24 j---- ..

200
3

Total . . . . . . . . ..

Aug. 31, 1872
...... do........

923

SECO:ND lmGIMENT 01<' C.A.V AI,RY.
Headquarters .............. Aug. 31, 1872 ' Fort Handers, IV.)oming Tenitory.
Non-commissioned,
staff, & battalion.
20 ...... do ....... 1
Do.
A . . . .. .... . . ... . . .
70 1 •••••• do . . . . . . . :l!'ort Fred Sterle, Wyoming Territory.
H...... . . . . . . . . . . . .
72 ...... do . . . . . . . Fort Bridger, IV .voming •.rerritory.
U.. ........ . . .. . . ..
70 ...... clo . . .. .. . Reel Willow Creek, Nebraska.
D ...... . .... .. .. . .
55 1 •••••• do ...... ·j Camp Doug-las, ITta.b Tcnitory.
E............ .. . . ..
ti6 L ..... do . . . . . .. l ~ort Laramie, Wyoming 'l'erritory.
F...... .. .. .. . .. . ..
4:3 ' ...... O.o .. . .. .. :Fort Ellis, Montaua Territory.
G.. ..... ...... ....
43
do .......
Do.
H..................
;J(i .• • .•• rlo. .... ..
Do.
I..................
62 ...... clo ....... Fort Sanders, Wyoming Territory.
K..................
69 ...... <lo . . . . . . . Fort Laramie, \Vyoming Territory.
L..................
51 ...... flo ....... I Fort Ellis, Montana Territory.
M .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..
70 ...... tlo .. . . .. . Omaha Barracks, Nebraska,
7 , ....•.....••.••. Unassig-ned recruits.
50 ................ Recruits left New York City, May 20, 11372.
9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H.ecruih; left Saint Louis depot; July 12, Hf'ptem!Jer 12,
1

......

Total ........ ..

:mel October 1, 1872.
150 recruits or<leretl, October 16, 1872.
813

THIItD

REGUfl<:~T

HParlq uart!'l'R.... .. .. . . . . . Aug. 31, 1872
~ ·on-comm i s~;imH•c.l,

"tatf, & battalion.
.A ................. .

J:. ................ .

G ................ ..

ll ............... ..
}; ............... .

r ............... ..

n ............... ..

H ................. .
!. ..... . ...... . . ... .
K ............... ..
L ................. .

I------ ........ ..
Tot.d ..........

21
76
i·l
7il
74
i!l

...... clo
...... clo
...... do
...... rlo
1. . . . . .

OF CAVALRY.

J!'o1·t ::'.fcPhcrsou, Xeb1·aska.

...... .
Do.
.... .. Hillney Barracks, Nebraska.
..... .. I•'ort hlf'Phrrsou, N~>hraska.

..... .. Fort D. A. l{uHsell, \Vyomin g Territory.
r\o ...... .
Do.

...... clo ...... . :F'm·t Saurh•rs, \Vyoming- Tenitory.

1:; ...... clo ...... . I•'ort ~IcPIJerson, :Xt•hraHka.
71 ...... rio ...... . :Fort D . .A. ltussell, \Vyomiug Territory.
t!O ...... 1lo ..... ..
Do.
77 ...... rlo ...... . T•'ort hlc·Phrr-;on, Xehra!lka.
,_
......
(
()
.......
('ampltPd
\Villow, NPhrask<l.
~-~
l
Iii ...... rlo ..... •. }'orL D. A. llus~wll. Wyoming To·l'l'itory.
7~ ...... clo ....... Fort . fr ·Plwrson,. -.,hra1-1k!t.
8.) n•cmit.; onlo·r!'rl. Or·tnlwr Hi, 11'!72.

I
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Statement shmt'·ing the o1·ganization of the Regnla1· A·nny, g·c.-Contiune'll.
FOURTH

REGIME~T

OF CAVALRY.

1
<.:ompauie~,

I

&:c.

fltati011.

Dateof'"P"t.

I
I_

Hc:adfl mntpr>;. . . . . . . ..... .

:Xon-commissim:ed,
1

.A.~~~~~-~~~~. ~~~~ ~~---.

]~..

.. . .. . .. . _.. . ..

1

. <.: . . _....... _.. _.. . .
D ................. -j
E .......... _. . . . . .

]' ....... ..........

G-- .. -- ..... - .....

H................. 1
I .. ---- ...... --- ...

K ....... .......... 1
L. ---- .............

)L ................. 11

Total -- -- ......

1 ..:\

- - - - ; - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -

ng·. 31, 1.'·72

Fort Hicbardson. 'l'exa>;.

;~ l -j-~~~~a~o."is72' 1

~~:

60 Aug. ~H. 1872
Do .
71 ...... do . . . . . . .
Do.
691 J nne 30, 1872. 1 Fort ConclJO, Texas.
63 An~. 31, 1872 Fort Richanlson, Texas.
64 June 30,1872 FortGritliu. '.rexas.
Tf.. l Aug. ::!1, 1872 1 Fort Concho, Texas.
74 ...... rlo ....... Fort Griffin, Texas.
:\6 --- --.do ....... Fort Concho, Texas.
73 1 . . . . . . do .......
Do.
li l 1-..... do ...... -I Fort l~ichardson, Texas.
G7 ...... do ....... FortBrown.Texas.
116 .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. . 160 r~c_rnits left ~f!-int Lm~is r1t>pot, May 29, 1872; ~4 ,joincrl.
4 ........ _....... }f nswmns le1t !-:iamt Lom;-; tlepot, October 1, 187 - ·

I-9331

I

'FIFTH REGIMENT OF C.A V ..l.LRY.
Headquarters .... __ I__ ......
:Non-commi:-;sioncd,
29
staff. & battalion.
A.................
72
B.................
7;)
<.:...... ...... ......
74
D.................
74
E ...... _.. _........
14
F ......... _._ ... _..
48
G................
72
H..................
14
I..................
liS
K .......... _.. _...
70
I,...... .. .. .. .. .. ..
:VI .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

74

70
22
4

~~

Total .. .. .. .. ..

.An.!!. 31, 1 i2 1 Camp McDowell, Arizona Territory.

.. .... do .. ---..
Do.
...... do ....... CampVerclf•.Ari:wna'l'erritory.
...... do ....... CampMcDowell,Arizoua Tenitor:y.
...... 1l0
Do. .
.
.
...... do ------- 1C~tmp Bo1ne, .Ar1zona Terntory.
...... do ....... Camp Date Creek, .Arizona Terl'itory.
...... do . . . . . . . 1 Camp C'rittendeu, Arizona Territory.
...... do ....... , Camp :McDowell. Arizona Territory.
...... clo .......
Do.
...... clo ....... CampGrant,..;\-riz~naT~r,ritoFY·
...... do . . . . . . . Camp 1Iun.lpa1. Anzona I ern tory.
...... 1lo . .. .. .. CamJl Grant, Arizona Tenitory.
..... .<lo .. .. .. .
Do.
.............. -- 1201re~rnits ~eft ~aintJ-''?nis tlepot/mJe23,ltl72; 17~joiu ed.
............ _... Rt>crmtR leJt F;awt Loms depot, September 17, 1872.
.............. -- ~ Ilecmitf;left ~nint Louis depot, Octo her 14, lo72.

-------1

1, 010

.

SIXTH REGIMEXT OF C\.V ALRY.
Headquarters ...... . . . . . . . . 1 Aug. 31, 1872 l<'ort Hays, Kamm!l.
:Non-commil'!sionell. 1
taff. ,UJattalion. 1
~~ . . . . . . tlo . .. .. ..
Do.
A...... . ..........
,1, ...... •l•J .......
Do.
B .................
,'-'t.l , ••••• • tlo
Do.
U . ...... ...... ....
82 ...... do.......
Do.
D.................
7!3 , ...... do ....... 1-'ortWallarr, KaJlfias.
E.................
'-0 ...... tlo ....... SoutlleasternKan!la~;.
F .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 1
:-2 ...... c1o ....... l;oort Ilays, Kansas.
~---·.·.·.·.· _-_-_-_-_-_-_·_:::: 1
~~ _: : : : : : ~i~
1 :Fort jj~~lge, Kansas.
I. .. _.. .. .. .. .. .. ..
50 ...... tlo .. .. .. . Oxford, :MisAissippi.
K............ ......
!i:l ...... do ....... ::VIeridiau, Mississippi.
7!1 ...... do .. .. . .. ]'ort Ilays, Kansaf!.
L _.. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .
)[ ............... _.
6!3 _..... llo _.... .. 1''ort ~yon, Colorfl:dO Terri lory.
1 ...... .......... 1 Unass1~edrecrmt.
I !39 .. .. .. . .. .. . . . .. 104 recrnitl'!leftSaiutLmd s depot,Angnst22,1872; (i5joined.
57 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . RecruitR l<'ft Saint Louis depot, Se1;tem bcr 12, 187:.!.
5 ................ Recruit;; left Saiut Louis dopot, September 29, 1872.

·······1

:::::::

Total .. .. .. . .. .

1, 000

I
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Statement 87wwing the OI'!JCtnization of the Regnla1' .d·r?n:'}, cf·c.-Continued.
SEVENTH REGIMENT Ol!' CAV .ALRY.
---

------------~----------------------------------------------------

Companil's, &.c.

Station.

-

1leadqual"t.ers .. .... . . . ... .
Non-commissioned,
20
staff, & battalion.
59
A ......... ·····--B ............. . . . ..
fi4
(.) .... .. ........... .

D ............. ··--

68
56

E ................ ..
I<' ................ ..

.39
67

(; ................. .

61

l-1 .. .... ...••.. ···-

G9
65

I -................. K ............... ..
L ................ ..

58

1\i ----- ·----- .... ..

51
4

61

I

Ang. 31. 1872 Louis·dllc, Kentucky.
...... do
...... do
...... tlo
____ .. do
...... do
...... 1lo
...... do
...... do
...... do
...... do
...... do
.. __ .. do
...... do

...... .
...... .
... .'.. .
...... .
...... .
_..... .
. .... ..
...... .
..... ..
...... .
...... .
...... .
..... ..

Do.
Elizabethtown, Kentucky.
Spartanburgh, Kentucky.
Charlotte, Nortll Carolina.
Opelika, Alabama.
UnionYille, South Carolina.
Louisville, Kentucky.
Laurensville, South Carolina.
Nashville. Tennessee.
Shelbyville, Kentncky.
Yorkville, South Carolina.
Do.
Unionville, South Carolina.
7 recruits left Saint Louis depot, Augnst:!O, 1rl72; ~joined.
11usicim1 lPft, Saint Louis rlepot, September ~9, 1872.
Recrnit. left Sa.iut Lon is depot;, October 13, 187::1.

1
1

Total ... -- . .. ..

764

J~IGJITH

Hcadqnartcl's - .... \ ...
N ou-commi.ssionel1,
staff, & battalion.

~:::: :': ._:_:_:_:_:_-:-::::: !
~:::::::.·.::: ::::::'
!<' •.•••.•••. ··•···•·
( } .... - ....... -.----.

II. .......... -- ... .

1 .................. .
]" ______ . ---- ..... .
L ............ ------

'. -·----- --------- ·

Ang. 31. 1872

l<'ort Union, New Me:xico Tenitory.

23 ...... do ..... ..
Do.
!i2 ...... do ...... . Fort Bayar1l, K~>w ::\[exico Territory.
!iO ..... tlo ...... . ]!'ort Union, New l\lexico Tenitory.

~~ 1:::::: ~}~ :::::::
;j(j
;)5

64

5l
tH
50
.)5
Gl

:n

1!01
Tntrtl ..........

REGlll.ENT OF CAVALRY.

Do.
Fo;rt Stmtton, New Mexico Territory.
...... . l<'ort Wiltgate, 'Xew Mexico Territory.
__ ... .. l<'ortGarland, Colorado Territory.
...... llo ...... . .Fort Seltlen, New :ft{exico T<>rritory.
...... 1\o ...... . l<'ort Tularosa, New Mexico Territory.
...... tlo .. ... .. l•'ort Ba:vard, N<>w Mexico Territor:v·.
...... rio_ .... .. l<'ort \Vingat<>, Nt>w 2\1exico Territory.
...... do ...... . Fort Union, New Mexico Tenitory.
...... tlo ..... .
Do.
·
··········· ·-·- lOin,emitsleft Saint Louis dt>pot,Marrlt 25.1872: 70joittrtl.
RPeruits ldt SaiJ1t Lonis llPpot, SeptPutbcr 2!i, ltli2.

...... do
. . . . . . do

!16:3

XL'Til

l~EGI::\IE:::.l'T

Hnlflttmtrh•rs ...............\.11~. :ll, 1~7:!
1 tHt-eolnllli.~sioHr•rl.
.~tatf, 6...lmttalio11.
'~tl ..... _tin . . • • •
A..................
;,fi •..... 1\o ... .. . .
1.1 ............ ·...
::1 ...... tliJ .......
C . --..............
-~~ ...... tlo ......
11.. ... ... ...... ...
.,:; ...... r\n .......
E................ . .
::il ...... do.......
,',:! ·-- . . . do .......
•
ll ...... tl<J . . . . . . .
H ... •. ...... .... ..
~0 ...... tlu .......
1 ....... ... . . . . . . .
l.i ...... tlo .......
}" • ··- • ••• -.........
II" ...... d•J . . .. . ..
L ·· .• . . . .. . . . . .
lili ...... do .......
l .. .. .... ..
;:,:; ...... rio .......
I ................

I

Fort Clark 'J'Pxax.

Do.
JJo.
llill!!!!nltl Ban:tf'l\!-1, Tt·xas.
~:()]:t l?~ll~t:a~'; T:·:as.
l:01t Cl,uk, :rex,u;.
Do.
I•'ort )lr·KaYf'tt, 'l'n_ :1s.
Jo'mt Chtrk, Tn:<:ts.
Fort :-;tot:kton, Tt•.xa,;.
Fort })ads. Texas.
Fort J~lis!'!, TexaH.
Fort )ldntosh, Tnxas.
Fort ::\!I:Kantt, Tl·.-as.
1tr-1Ttti1s li'J'L ."aint Loni.- rkpot, ,July 2~, lb72.
... ...... .... . . JtN~t·uif~ ld't ~aint. Lou if< rlr•pot, An~nst :!li, 18'1:! .
. . .. .•.. .. . .. ... HPrrni1~ lPlt ,'a iut Loni!l tlr•piJt, O<:tflbt•t· 7, 1'-'7:!.
. . .. ....... .. ... l!t;nui~ left Saiut Lflni.- tll'pot, Ottoltt·r 1:1, ltli:!.

·I

f! .· ·. ·. ·_: ·..--..··.-·. ·.·.· ·.--.
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8tctff'11Wnt .sho1cing the ol'ganization of the Regnlar .Army, .J·c.-Coutiunel1.
TE"NTH REGIMENT OF CAVALRY.

Companies, &c.

Station.

llcadquarters ......

An g. ill, 1872

. .. . ....

~on-commissioned,
staff~ & battaliou.

1

A..................
B .................. '

j·.....

Do.
19
clo ...... .
40 ...... !lo ...... .
Do.
do ...... . Fort Gibson, Jntlian Tt~nit.or_\.
Camp Supply, Indian Tcl'l'itury.

42 1......

~:::::::::::::::::::

n::::::~~ :::::::

(}..... .. . . . . .. . . . . .

:Jo ...... do
:39 .•.••. (10
24 ...... !lo
'24 .•.••• do
:I:J .•.••. do
47 ...... do

1<'..................

Fnrt Sill, Indi;m TPnitory.

Do.
Fort Sill, Indian Territory.

57 ...... do ...... . Camp Slll)ply, Inclian Territory.

...... . :Fort Sill, Indian Territory.
..•.... Fort Gibson, Indian Territory.
...... . Fort Sill, Indian 'l'erritol'y.
...... .
Do.
Do.
...... .
Do.
...... .
llecrnits
left Snint I,ouis tlqwt for compauics C an1ll<'.
25 ~ ..... ---.------- .. -

}{. ••.. •. •.....•. ••.
I.......... . . . .. . . .
J(..................
I,........... .......
-:'IL........ .. ......

Aug11Rt 30, 1872.

JtecrnitR left Saint Lonis flepot, Octol>el' 4, 1872.

178 ...... .
__ Total=

... -~

I_
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Hendflt~artcrs ...... I~ .~~ .. ~-

Aug.

:n, 1872

Fort Hamilton.

:i\('\1'

York Jinrhor.

1\ Oil-commissioned ,

staff, & battalion. I

~ \. .................

.

B ··················

c ······· ···········'

D ... ... ....... . ... .

{: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: :~ ~: :~ ~ ~ :~ ~
I ......... ·········'

t~~~~ _J:~.t~~-? ~~::: I

) f ............... .

Total. ..... . ..

I

:j

21 ...... flo ...... .
Do.
42 ...... do ...... . J~ort Ont:wio. SCI\' York
<10 ..••.• tlo ...... . :Fort \Vaclsl\·orlb, New York liarhor.
4il ...... do ...... . Fort Hamilton, New York llarl.Jo1·.
:;·! .•••.. clo ...... .
Do.
46 ...... flo ...... . Fort vVoocl, Now York IIn.rl)or.
:17 ...... tlo ...... . Marlison Barracks, New York.
:>7 .•.... flo ...... . :Fort :Mon roe, Yirgillia.
n ...... flo ...... . l•'ort. 1lamilton, :X rw York Harbor.

:Js ...... <lo ....••. Fort \Voo<l, New York Harbor.

lifi ....•. 1lo ...... . :F01·t Hamilton, N('W York Harbor.
:u ...... rlo .. .... . Fort Niagara, New York.
:!8 ......• lo ...... . Plattslmi·gh J~nrrncks, New York.
Unassigurclrccnlits.
8
'..!0 ............... . }t('eJ'Hits !11ft l•'ort. Colnmlms for l1a1tm·y J,, Sept. 3, ltfd.
Rcm·nit.s left I~ort Colnmhns, October 11 1872.
89
~0 rrcrnits or•krcd to Lig·bt Battery K, Octobrr 5, 187:.!.
l(cgiment ordered to Df•part.mcnts of the South and Gulf.
fitlli

:-iECOXI> JtEGT:\LKK'.r OF AitTILLEI:Y .
JfPlHlfjllaJ't f'l'S ..... .
); Oll·COJilllliilRiolled.
staff, & lmttaliou.

J~i~:l~~ ~·~~~~1~~ :~::::
])

................. .

E ................. .
!" ....... .......... .

.Aug. :1 I, 1o72

·"' ..... do.......

::;:; ...... do . . . . . . . Poinr San .ros<·, California.

1· .....

.ifi ...... do

fiO ...... 1lo
:e ..... . do
l'l ...... flo
:n ...... do
<!:.! • ••.•. do

.... . . .1
Do.
....... Hitlea, .Alnska.
....... J>resiclio, San FraHriilf'O, (\Jlii'ornia.
....... l'mt ~\-Iouroe, Virgiuia.
....... ~\katraz hlawl, California.
. . . . . . . J•'ort :::\t('VelJ8, On1gmt.
................ rn;1F;Si,ZlH'fl J'('CrnitR.
Hrgimeut ortlPrml to DPpm-tm• •li(:O. oi' iltr Ea~t ami South.

];2

Total. ........ .

Do.

·JO ' •••••. do ....... Cape D
. is:tppointmrnt, .\Y~·oming 'l't•rrif•n·y.
.~:i
!lo . . . . . . . J'r<':;i!lio, ::).an J!'n.wds~:o, () .·1 lifor11ia.

1[. •..•.•..•••••..••

K ................. .
L ................. .
:'If······· ......... .

:-ian Yranei,..c-c•, Californin.

fiO ~ -·····flo ....... Al•·at.ray; Isbnll, California.
:ill ...... tlo . . . . . . . Hitka. A.lnkka.

(: ......... ........ .

I············ .... . .

I l'n·>li•1io,
no.

'..!:t .••... ilo ....... I

G:l!J

I
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THIRD REGIME:NT OF ARTILLERY.
I'<~
<li ;::<

see

~
~~
~ ~

Comp::mie:;;, &c.

Statio11.

Date of report.

,....)

.,.... 0

r.J2

~ ~;~

_ _ _I - - - -- -

ilcallq uarters ...... , ...... _. \ .dug. 31, 1872 , Charleston, South Carolina.
:Non-commissioned, 1
I
staff, & battalion.
20 ...... do . . . . . . .
Do.

~ ::::::::::::::::::

1~

Light Battery C ... 1
D..................
E . _........... . . . . .
:F ..................

G ..... _...........

L...... . .. . .. .. .. ..
~L.........

48
do
491 ...... do
47 ...... do
51 ...... do
48 ...... 1lo

....... 1 :Fort Pulaski, Georgia.
...... Fort,Jefferson,Florida.
_. __ . _. 1 Fort :Barrancas, Florida.
..... __ I l!'ort Pnlaski. Georgia.
....... 1 Charleston, South Carolina.
clo ....... I fiavannah, Georgia,.
47 ...... do . ...... 1 Fort Barrancas, 'Florida.
39 ...... <lo .......
Do.
Regimentordercdtothe:Militat·yDidsionofthrAtlantic.
1 ......

1

·j'

H ........ __ ........
I .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. ..
K ..................

1 ::::: :~}~: ::::::1~~~ ~~~~:o~;,:f~;~~nh.

6:2 ..•... do ....... ' Cllarleston, SonLh Carolimt.
-!L ..... . do .•...• KeyWest,Florida.

45 ......

i

.......

-· j

- - .

Total. ........ -

;)9o

1

1

FOURTH ItEGI::J:E.XT OF ARTILLERY.
1

Hcadquartels ...... \ ........ Ang. 31, 1R7Z
:N on-commhsioned \
1
1

-<'-_~~~~: -~-~~~~~~ ~~--

I,tght BaHPl'Y 13 . ..

<'

t ~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~

I

-.----- I

H ...........
H..................
I .. - .. --- .......... 1
K............ .... ..

J ........... ........ \
:M...... .. .. . .. .. ..
j

l~ I::::: ::l~ ::::::: Clutr~rtr. ~orth Carolinn.

..... do ........Fo1·t ::\Ic.Hemy. Mary laud.
do
· llaleig;h, X orth Caroli11a.

53
42

1~ I :;;~;~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~; ~: ,

l'ort

~:~Henry,

Marylan<l.

:3;2 [ ..•... do . . . . . . . Fort, J ol1nston. ::Yorth Carolimt.
-13 ...... do ...... . Jtalcigh .. Xorth Carolina.

54 1...... ll<J .. ..... , :Fort AI onroe, Virginia.

-1~ ...... <lo ....... Fort Macon, Xorth Caroliua.
43 ...... do.......
Do.
41. ...... <lo .. .. . .. Fort J<'ootr. Maryland.
~ \... .. . . . . . . . . . . . 'G uasRign etll't-'<:l'llit;;.

2H I'PCnlits onlPr('(l to Light 1~atter,,·1~. ()ctoher 8,1872.
HPgiment m·drred to the Military DiYision of the Pacifk

---

Total.~._....... I_

FortY[cllemy,:Maryland.

5i~

1

1

}'Il:'TH

J~ECiJ:\.IEXT

OF AltTILLERL

Hcadq11arterf: ...............\.u~. 31, L 72
Xon-r·ommiR.;ionr•tl,
statl', & battalion.
• \.... . ............. .
H ...... .... .. .... ..

C..................
D ..•............•.. '
J·~ ------ ..... ..... ..
Lhht Battery }' . . .

G..................
H. ................ .
1 ............ ......

T~aL. .....

:19 ...... dn
till ...... •lo
:n ...... tlo
4:~ ...... <lo

...... .
.... _..
...... .
...... .

11 , ...... do ..... ..

K ..................
1•.•••••..•...•••.•• 1

. r ... . . .. .. .. .... ..

21 .••••. flo .... . . .
Do .
] )I),
4 L ...... rio ...... .
40 ...... do ...... .
Do.
:>G ...... tlo ..... .. }'ul't )fonroP, Yir.((inia.
:I·J ...... do ...... . Fort 1\'arr<'Jl. )[assachn,;cUR.

:J~

...... rln ...... .

:!1)

.••••• <ln

:j,'j

•••••. tln

...... .
...... .

i-,; : : : : : : : :

Fort Iudrprndencr, )Ia,saehu,;etts.
}'ort Adams, Rhorle Jsland.
Plattsburgh BalTackR, New YorJ,_
}'ort Trumlmll, Connecticut.
Do.
Fort HnlJi,·an. )faiiu'.
J"ort AdamR, Rhode Island .
1''ort J>rPult•. ).Jaiur>.
ltN-rHit }pft Fort Columlm". ~t·plentl)('I' :.!:l. l i:i7:2.
Jt<'trnits IPI't Fort Columbus, Odolwr ;;, lf-'7:.!.

•
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GENERAL OF THE ARMY.

Statement sho1cin,r; the organizat•on of the Regnlar L11·my, cJ·c.-Continncd.
l<'Il~S'l'

REGTiYrEN'l' OF INF A~TRY.

i').-c:::

<li;:::

sc:

ComprrnieR, &c.

]

~ ~ Date of re]Jort.

oornCJ

Rtntion.

1

-- o rn

r::::;~~

r;jl=-<c:

I

Headquarters ...... , ........ : Aug. 31, liliil
~ on-cornmissionetl,

staff, & battalion.

I

j}. ~: .· ~:::::: ~:::::: '

C ... . . . .... .. ... . ..

~

-!7 ..••.. clo ....... Fort Porter. Xt'W York.

~~

:::::: ::::::::::::

{L~~~----~::::~:::::: 1

::::::

;{~

::::::: 1

:Fort ~~~yne, ..\lichigan.

;~ ::::::~l~ ::::::: ~~~:~~~~~l~~~~~~,;r~~l~ff~n.

H.-- ... -...........

k·.·-~ ·_ ·_·_·_
·_-_·__._-: .-~:.-~ I

J"ort "'1\'ayne, :.Vrichigan.

,...... tlo ....... I ., Do. . . .
~1 :::::: ;{~ ::::::: ~i~:t~\~t':{r~:~~~~.gK~·w York
?:~

44

~~

I·____ .do ...... - [ }'ort Hratiot. :Michigan.

1::::: ::~~:: :::::

~:~~~ ~~~X~\~~~\1~~~~-

.

_b7 ................ , l{cc-l'lnts lett X rwportBarracks, :SP]ltember 18mul25, 1872.

1

Total ..... _.. _· /

567

---- --

--- - - -

SECOND REGUIEX'l' OF INFANTRY.

--- ------------------lieaflqnarter:-; ....... __ . ___ . Aug. :ll, 18i~
I
X on-commissionecl,
staff, & battalion. ·
~4 ..•... •lo .... ·. . .
..1. ...............••.
48 ' ...... do .......
B ..... ............ .
~3\! .•.••. tlo . .... ..
c ................. .
n ...... do ...... .
D ................. .
40 ...... do . . . . . . .
1·~ ...... ..... ........ I
3\1 ...... do .... _..
];' ................. .
41 ...... do .......
(_7 ______ ___________ _
47 . . . . • . do ....... 1
H ................. .
4 t 1.. . ... do . . . . . . .
31 .•.... do . . . . . . .
50 ...... llo .......

f{.":: :: ~: ...-:::::::::I
Total .......... ,

::Uooile, Ala1>a·mn.

Do.
Atlantn, Gnorgia .
Do.
llunt:>Yille, Alabama.
Spa,rtanlmrglt, South Carolina.
Chattanooga, 'l'en ne~;see.
~mutAngustine, Florida.
~!<?bile, Alabama.
..
:-;amt Augu,;t111e, Flonclfl.,
Chfl.Manooga, 'l'emJessee.
Mohile, Alahallla.

447 1

THIRD RJ<.;;GIME:X'l' OF JNl!'ANTRY.

Headquarter,;; ..... _I

Aug. 31,1872

__ .. ...

·Fo):t Hays, Rausa;;.

~ on-commission<>tl.

sta,ff, & battalion.
_\... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
B ---.-- . -.--.......
C..................
1>........ ..........
E .. .. .. ... .. . ... . . .
1~ ..................
G..................
H..................
1;·····-----·----···
h .. -........ . . . . . . . .
"

il:J . __ ... do . . . . . . .
:i6 ...... rlo . . . . . . .
-!9
do .......
.1R ...... do··---- - 1
:Jti ...... do··----;,g I· ..... do . . . . . . .

Do.
Dodge. K;msn".
Ca,mp Supply, Indian 'l'eniLory.
Fort .Hays, Kam;as.
Camp Supply, Inclian Territory.
}'ort Hays, KausaR.
41 ...... tloJ ••••.•• FurtLyou, Colorado Territory.
47 1...... clo .......
Do.
41 . . . . . . clo ..••.• • 1, Fort,Yallace,Kansas.

I·.....

~8

1

1 . . . . . . 110

.• . ••••

l~ort

CampSupply,Iutlim~Tenitoly.

.. .... do ....... 1 Fort Lea veHworth, h .ausas.
39 .. ... . .. . . ... . .. JO;;! rectnit:; left Newport Banacks, July 10. 187'2;
1 joinl'tl.
- 1
590
,J t

Iotal ...... ··-·1

I

G .~

REPORT OF' THE SEOHETARY OJ!' WAR.·
8tcttement .sh01ring the Ol'gani.zation of the Regul££1' ..1nny,
FOURTH

REGihlE~T

OF INF A.NTRY.

--~-----.---------------------

~§53 IDate of report. ,

-----

'"::1-::..3

Companit>s, &r.

'lJ

H

0

~:e

Station.

]~2
1"'1

Jr(\adqnarters ..............
N on-comruissioJJed,
19
staff, & b[tttalion
A..... . ............
5!
R..... .............
,n
C..................
49
D... ........ .. .. . . . .
n
E..................
54

Aug.

31, 1872

~fc.--Conti nnel1.

I Franldort, Kentuoky.

...... clo . . . . . . .
Do.
...... do ....... ! Lexington, Kentuoky.
...... do ....... I Crab Orcliarcl, Kentucky.
...... flo ....... Leba.non, Kentucky.
1

...... clo .. ·. .... Franldort, Kentucky.

...... do
52 ...... do
liO ...... do
50 ...... do

. .. .. .. :i\1ouut Sterling, Kentucky.
...... . , Elizabeth town, Ke11tucky.
....... Paducah. Kentuck_y.
....... 1 Louisville, Kentucky.
37 ...... do ....... · Leba11on Kentucky.
43 ...... (1o .. .. .. Fmukfort, Kentucky.

]<'.. .... .. .. .. . .. . ..

fL.................
H.......... .. ......
1 . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .

K.......... . . . .. . . .

Total..........

5;28

FIFTH REGIMENT OF

INFA~TRY,

\

Hf'adqnarters ...... . . . . . . . . A.ng. 31, 1872 Fort I-ea...-enwol'th, KansnR.
Non-commissioned, 1
staff, & battalion. 1
20 ...•.. clo . . . . . . .
Do.
A . .... . . . . . . .... . ..
5tl ...... (lo . . . . . . .
Do.
H . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. • ..
59 ...... Llo . .. .. .. Fort Scott, Kausfts.
C .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. . ..
58 ...... 110 . .. .. . . l<'01·t Dodge, Kausas.
D...... . .. . . . .. . . ..
.)!) . . . . . . tlo . .. .. .. :Fort l-amed, Kansas.
E..................
57 ...... do ....... Fort Hays, Kausas.

zi :::::: :::::;: :::::

~~

:::: ::~l~ :::::::

J\. .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. . .

,

__58_

... ... do . . .. . ..

Total..........

liOl

ir_._·_·_·_·_·::::::::::::

~:~~~ t:~~~~~~l:.wt~am;as.

~~ ::::::~:: :::::::1

B~:

Do.

HI X'l'll nEG DIE. 'T OF
l!t·;lll< 1 uart~>rs ...............\u!!;.

:n, 1

J\oll-t'<IDJI!lis:;imwcl, ·
~<taft', c\:. battalion.
A ................ ..

~li

B ................. .

·lti ...... c1o

('

................. .

11 ............... ..
1~

•.................

'!' ................ ..
(y

. . . . . . . . . . . . ..

II .. .............. .
J ............... ..

'I'ot.1l .. .. .. .. ..

i2

I~TA.~l'H.Y.

Fort Bnforc1, Dakota Tenitm·y.

Do.
Do.
...... . XorthPrn l'adlic Hailroac1 :mel )li;;:-;ollJ·i HiYc·r.
-l:; ...... c1o ..... ..
Do.
:iti ...... clo ...... . l•'ort Bufm·•1, Dakotn. Tenitor.v.
Do.
·" ...... clu ..... ..
...... dn ..... ..

;;.., ...... c1o ...... .

;,j ...... clu ...... .
:i!l ...... do ...... .

Do.

Dtt.
dO ...... . l"m't ~t .. vt>JJ.on, Dalwb Territon.
:i!) ...... c1o ...... . Fort Hnfortl, J)akota 'l'enitory. •
;,; ...... 1lu ...... . l''ort ~tCYC'1JSOll, Dalwta Territory.
:11 •.••••.•••...... 100 r•·rTnitH lPrt I•'ort ColHmltu~, ,junr ~.i. l..,i:!; Cli .iuilll tl.
:!
ltt•('J'Ilit:< lt n Xc·WliOl't llaJTHI'k:<, A 11.!!:11"( :!, 1-~:.!.
•II

lilti

••••••

GENERAL OP THB ARMY.

Statement

~;hou:illg

the Ol'gan·izcttion of the Regnlm· Army, g·c.-Continuecl.

SEVENTH REGIMENT OF L'fFANTRY.

a :IS

~] ~

Companies,. &c.

.I

I

0)~
;::'1:S

Date of rep01·t.

]~]
~Aol

1

_H_e_a_u_q_u_a-r t-e-rs- . _-_-_-. .
Non-commission ed,
stafl', & battalion.
A..................
B ............ ......
U •. . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . .

._ ._ -.-.._-.·.:::.

~-- ~-- ~ ~ ~ ~

lf . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

G ..................
H....... .. . .. . . . . . .
I... .... . .. .. . . .. . ..
J{_ . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .

Total... . ......

Station.

I
I

-A-n-g-·.-31,-1-8-72~·~ Fort

1
........

Sha~,-;lo: ta~a Te~ritory.

-I

20 ...... do ..... .
Do.
59 ...... do . . . . . . . Fort Ellif!, Montan::t Territory.
59 ...... do ..... " ·1 l!'o1·t Benton, Montana Tenitory.
42 ..•... {10 . . . . • . .
Do.
~~
:g~
Fort !j}~~w, ~Iontana Territory.
46 ...... do . . . . . . .
Do.
37 ...... do.......
Do.
58 ...... do . .. . .. . Fort Baker, Montana Ten:itory.
47 ...... do . . .. . .. Fo1·t Shaw, Moutana Ternto1·y.
57 ..••.. do . . . . . . .
Do.
.
19 ................ 100 rem·nits ll'ft Fort Columbus, ,Jnly 3, 1872; Sljoined.
14 . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Musicians left Fort Columbus, September 18, 1372.

::::: :::::::

556

EIGHTH REGIMENT OF INFANTRY.
Headquar.ters ..... .
Non-commissioned,
stafl', & battalion.
A ................. .
B ................ ..

u ................ ..

D ................ ..

E ................. ..

.!<' ...•..............

<t . ................. .

H .... ........... ... .
I .................. .
]{_

....

"·

. ..... .... .

Aug-. 31, 1872
...... do ...... .
...... do ..... ..
June 30 1872
Aug. 31: 1872
...... do ..... ..
...... do ..... ..
June 30, 1872
Aug. 31, 187:!
55 June 30, 1872
:37 Aug. :n, 1872
5:3 June 30, 1872
}:3
3
25
38
50
47
46
47
50
42

so
Total ..........

Fort. D. A. Russell, \Vyoming; Territor,y.
Do.
F01-t Rice, Dakota Territoty.
Do.
Du.
Beaver City, Utah Territory.
Do.
Fort Rice, Dakota, Territory .
Beaver City, Utah 'l'erritor.1.
Fort Rice, Dalwta 'l'erritory.
Beaver City, Utah Territory.
:Fort Rice, Dakota Territory.
Unassigned recruits.
Musicianf! left Fort Colnmlms, ,Jnly 3, 1872.
Uecrnits left Newport Barracks for Compm1ies D. Ji.:, G,
and I, August 22, 1872.

386

XIN'l'H REGI:UEN1' OF H\FA.:NTRY.
Headquarters ............. . Aug. 31, 1872
N on-commissioneu.
staff, & battalion.

A ................. .

B . ................ .

c ................ ..

J ,_-- .. - .... -.- .. - ..

............... ..
..
<L ................ .
IL ............... ..
] ................. ..
]{. ... - .. - .... - . . --.
}~

}.' .......... . .....

20 ...... flo ..... ..

5:J . ..... ao

...... .

OmaJm Barracks, Xebraska.
Do.
Do.

54 ...... do ..... .. llco1 Willow Creek. Nebra.;ka.
G2 ...... do ..... .. Omaha Barracks, Nebraska.

Fort D. A. Russell, '\Vyoming Tel'l'itory.
Omaha Barracks, Nebraska.
]fort D. A. H11ssell. Wyoming Territory.
Siduev Banach~, Nebraska.
Fort Sanders, '\Vyoming Territory.
.1!)
·18 . ..... !10 ..... .. ]fort D, A. Ru~sell, ·wyoming Territory.
;34 .. ·... do ..... .. Ji'ort I<'red Steele, Wyoming Territory.
Recruits lcl't Xewport Banacks, .1>11gm;t 22. 1oi2.
4
3:3 ...... tlo
5ti ...... do
55 ...... tlo
46 ...... do

..... ..
...... .
...... .
..... ..
••••• • •10 ..•. ---
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TENTH REGIMENT OF INFANTRY.
~'§---~..,

Companie~.

'g § ~

&c.

--~-

.
Date of report.

]~~

Stntion.

l
i

~ :::..~

Headqnartrrs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A.ng. 31, 1372

:Fort ::UcKavett, TexaR.

~on-cornrui:ssioned.

statl', & battalion.

lfl ...... rlo . . • . . . .
.J(j ...... do . . . . . . .

_.\.. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

B ........ __ .... __ ..
C .. __ ..............
D __ ........ .. ... .. ..
]!~ . • • • • • • . . . . • • . • . • .

__ ...... __ . . . . . . . .
G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
H.... ....... .. .....
I. __ ... __ ...........
K .................. _

J~

Total . . . . . .. .. .

Do.
Du.

52 ...... do .. .. .. .
Do.
3:{ ...... rlo .. .. .. . San Antonio, TcxaR.
flO ...... do .. .. . .. .A.ustin, Texas.
;Jl ...... llo . . . . . . . :Fort .McKavett, TexaR.
49 ...... do . . . . . . .
Do.
40 ...... llo . . . . . . . Fort Clark, TexaR.
47 ... ... do------·
Do.
53 ____ .. do . .. . . .. Fort '}[cKavett, TexaR.
51 ....... clo -- ----- ~:Fort Clark, Texas.
511

------

----

----------------------------~------

ELEVEXTH ItEGI::UEXT OF INF.A.XTRY.
Heauquarters ...... 1. . . . . . . .
~on-commissionerl.

-- ---- ----~\ug. 31, 1872 Fort Gritl-ln, TexaR.

1

staff, & battalion.
A .................. 1
]3
I
C ::::::::::::::::::
D __ ................

19 ...... do
:n ...... do
.JO
do
.J:3 ::::::rio
46 ...... do

~: ::::::: ::·:: ::::::1

Ji ::::: :~~: ::::::

i(:::::::: ~:::: :::::'I

~~-~

G ...... ----·-·- -- -H

Total . .. .. . .. ..

.. . .. •.
. .. .. ..

Do.
Do.
Fort Concho, Tcxa;;.

::::::: Fort Richardson, TexaR.
.. .. . ..
Do.

~~~:~ a~r~~~·J-:~~~~-

:H ...... clo. -----·
Do.
4~
tlo
Fort Concho,

•

::_ :_ :_ :_ :_ ;_l_:~

__: _: _: :_ :_ :_ :_ 1 .Fort

Texa~.

j}~~hardson, Texas.

Rccrnit,; lr-ft Fort Columlms, .July 6, 1872.

.J.);2

TWELFTH

Im(~J'}fEXT

O.F

IXFA~TRY.

Hcat1ftnarter« ............ .
..in~el Islanu, California.
~()n-commi,;simwd .
·}4 ...... r]o ...... .
.;taff, & hattaliou. 1
Do.
..JO ...... rlo ... __ .. l'ort Ynma. Califoruia.
A.. ................. .
.11 ...... clo ..... .. Camp InduJH'nrlence, California.
]3 ------------------ '
c ................. .
40 ...... rln ... ... . Fort ITall, ldal1o TelTitorv.
:!; ...... tln .. ... __ Fort Ynrua, California. ·
j)_ •• ----.--------;ill .. ____ do . .... .. Camp ·wright, Califomia.
}<; ··--·--·· --------}' ...... ..... ...... .
.-.2 ...... •lo .... .. . Camp J~eale's Springs, Ariz011a Tenitory.
..J;)
...... rlo ..... .. Camp Uaston, California.
<~------ ------- ----H . ... ..... , ....... .
;,] ...... do .... . .. ('alllp Halleck, Nevada.
:n ...... flo _____ __ Departmrnt of Arizona.
I. ..... .. ......... ..
:n . ___ .. flo .. ___ .. C'amp (}aHton, Califomia.
K ................. .
l:P<TnitR l<'ft Fort ('olnmlms, ,Jnly 2fl. 18i:!.

Tota J • .. . . . . . . .

'Hi::!

GENERAL O.F THE
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AR~IY.

Statement showing the m·ganization of the Regnlat· A1·nty, <fc.-ContinueL1.
TIDRTEENTH REGIMENT OF INFANTRY.

Companies, &c.

Station.

lleauquarters .............. Aug.
:X on-com missioned,

staff', & uattalion.
A. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .
~ ::::::::::::::::::
D.......... .... .. . .

31,1872 1. :Fort :F1·cl1 Steele, \Vyomiug Territ-ory.

25 ...... do . . . . . . .

Do.
Camp Brown, vV:nmling Territory.
Carnlb~oug;lus, Utah Territory.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Fort Bridger, Wyoming Territory.
Camp Douglas, Utah Territory.
Do.
Camp Stamh>tugh. Wyoming Territor.~.
130 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rcurnits left Fort Columbus, August 21, 187:1.
55 ...... do .. . . .. .
~~ ::::::~~ :::::::
:38 ...... do.......
40 .•.... do . . . . . . .
37 ...... do.......
41 ...... do . . . . . . .
49 ...... do .......
52 ...... do . . . . . . .
47 ...... do .......

E . . . .. . . ..... .. . . . .

r ..................
G... ............ ...

H..................
I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
K. ..... ............

Total . . .. .. .. . .

599

:B'OUltTEENTH REGUIEN'l' OF IN.F ANTRY.
He::tdquarters ..... . . . . .. . . . Aug. 31,1872 Fort Laramie, Wyoming Tenitory.
Non-commissioned,
27 ...... do.......
Do.
staff, & battalion.
A ............... ..
48 •••••• do.......
Do.
B ................. .
52 ...... do.......
Do.
c ................ ..
47 ...... do ....... Fort D. A. Russell, Wyomin,g; Territory.
Tl ................ ..
50 ...... do ....... 1 ]fort Fetterman, Wyoming Territory.

E ................. .
'~<'

(}

~~ ::::::~~ :::::::1

••••••••.••••••••.

................ --.

]f .... - .. -.-.------.
}

.................. .

49 ...... do.......
Do.
47 ...... do ....... '
Do.
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Recruit left Fort Columbus, July 29, 1872.
1 ..•.... ...... .. . 1 Rect·nit left Newport Barracks, .A ngnst 22, 187:.!.
8> """'" "docod, Ootub& 9, 187<

K ................. .

Total ......

E~:

47 ...... do.......
Do.
51 ...... do ....... 1 Fol't Laramie. Wyoming Territory.

----1

I

525

FIFTEENTH REGIMENT OF INJrAN'l'l{Y.

l

lle.a<lqnarters ...... l........ Aug. 31,1872
Non-commissioned,
;;tafl', & l.Jatt<tlion.
16 ...... do ...... .
A....... ...... .....
4t! ...... do ...... .
I~.................. .
47 ...... do ...... .
C..................
54 ...... do ...... .
J). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
47 ...... do ...... .
E...... ... ........
49 .. .. .. do ...... .
F ---- -- ............
49 ...... do ... __ ..

1~ ~:::::::::: :::: :::

K..... .............

Total . . . . . . . . . .

1

Santa Fe,

1:

ew Mexico Territory.

Do.
Fort ·wingate , New Mexico Territory.
Fort Mcl{ae. New Mexico '['erritory.
l!'ort Union, New Mexico Territory.
]'ort Garlanrl, Colomuo Territorv.
.Fort Bayard, New Mexico Terri'tory.
Do.
Fort Cummings, New Mexico TerritoYy.
]'ort Craig, New Mexico Territory.
Fort Stanton, New Mexico Territory.
46 ...... rlo ...... . Fort TulcroAa, New )fexico Territ,ory.
93 ...... do ..... .. 100 recruits left Fort Col11ml.Jns, AugoHt ::i,

~g ::::: :-~~ :::::: :

.)!)i3

1~7-3:

7 joineil.
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St(dcnwnt 8lwwing the organi.::ation of the Regula1· A ·l"my, 9 c.-Coutiuued.
SIXTEEXTH REGIMENT OF INFANTRY.

\ §"g - ~ ~

Companies , .x:c.

1

;

l j '§ I

~ ~~1!

S~ntiou.

Da_te of report.

I

I ~ A~

-------

~--- -------

1

ileadqu::trter;; ...... •••• •••• 1 Aug. 81 , 1872 ::'irashYille, TennrsseP.
Xon-commissionrd, I
I
staff & battalion.
~9 ...... <ln ......
D<_>.
A ... ...............
:>i:J .•...• do .... . .. Lomsv1lle, KentHcky.
H -- · - · - ·- · - · - ·- -- -- 'I
'it ...... <lo ...... - ~ Jackson, Mississippi.
C..................
56 ...... do ....... Abcrrlcen, ~ississippi.
D ................ . . 1
47 ...... do . . . . . . . Humboldt, Tennessee.
E...... . ...........
49 ...... do ... . ... . Louisville, Kentucky.
J~ .................. 1
51 ...... do . . . . . . . Nashville, Tennessee.

·j

~1-, ~:: ~ ~: ::: :: ~:: :::i

;~ : ~:::: ~~

I............. .. ....
J.L ... .. . .. . . . ... . . .

I. _

Total ..........

1

.

Jack~~~ ~[ississippi.

: :: : : : :

47 ...... do...... .
Do.
45 ...... do ....... Saint Augustine, Florida.
8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C"nassigned recmi.ts.

_

500 \

SEVE~TEE::'ii"TH

.

REGD1ENT OF INFANTRY.

I

HeallquartP,t'S .............. \ Ang. 31,1872 : Fort Rice, Dakota Territory.
)[ on-commissionccl,
staff, & battalion.
20 ...... do . . --- · - ~
Do .
.!.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50 Jnnc 30, 1872 Grand Ri>er Agency, Dakota. l'onitory.
B ... . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .
59 Aug. 31, 1872 Big Cheyenne Agency, Dakota Territor~·.
U . ••. . . . . . • •• . . . . . .
4\} J nne 30, 18i2
Do.
_
D............ ... ...
F .Aug. 31, 1872 I ~ttcr l!rossing. Dakota :rerritory.
J<~ •••••• •••.. .••••.•
;:,9 ••• .• • clo
J<ortlbue, Dakota'Icrntory.
J•' . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
~9 ...••• do . . . . . . . Grand ~i vel· Agency, ~akota Tenitory.
G •. . .. . . . . ••. . .. . . .
;>9 ..•.•. clo ....... Fort RICe, Dakota Tern tory.
1 f.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
57 ...... clo . . . . . . . :Fort Totton, Dakota Territory,
1. .. . . . . .... . . . ... ..
:iS ...... do ....... 1 Fort Rice, Dakota Tcnitory.
7 ...... do .... . . ·I
l(. · · · · .. - .. · - - ·- - -Do.
·
0
151 recruits sent from X ewport .13arrac1:;;, August 2, 1872 ;
1
!ll,joiUf•cl.
Total .... .. .. . .
G:24

·······1

·('>)_

••••••••• • •••••• J

EIGHTEEXTJJ TIEGDIEXT OF INFANTRY.
J leadcptal't<>r,.;.-.....
Son-commi><Rionr!l,
staff, &- battalion.

I· ....... .A1~g.-

•\. ...... .. . • . . . . . . .
ll.. .... . ...... . .. ..

C............ .. .. ..
1>....... . . . . .. .. ..
g............ ... . . .
1•'............ . .. ...
(} .... .............. I

H ................. j
l. .................. 1
K .. ....... . . . . . . . .

Total..........

31. 1872

1
1

C~lun1~ia, South Carolinn.-

28 ...... clo ....... I
Do .
~9
••... •lu .. . . . . . Atlanta, Georgia.
4!l ...... rlo ....... Colnmhht, South Caroliua.

40 ...... do ....... \ Yorkville, South Caroliua.
4.) ...... rlo ....... Columbia, Soutl1 Ca1·olina.

4.) ...... clo ...... ·I Atlanta, Georgia.

42 j...... clo ....... Sumter, South-Carolina:
42 ...... du ....... Columbia. Sonth Carolina.
43 ...... <lo . .. .. . . Chester, South Carolina.
4ti ...... rlo ....... I.anremwille, Routh Um·olina.
:31 .. .... do .... .. . Nl'whpn·_,.. ~uuth Carolina.

4GO

1

1
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GE::\ER.AL OF THE ARMY.

Statement &howing the organ-ization of the Regular A1'1ny, q·c.- Continued.
NI:XETEENTH REGIMJ-:NT OF INE.A:K'l'RY.

I ~]
Compauie,.:. &:c.

-------

l

j~j II

Station.

Datn of report.

~P.,<O

_I _ _

-

HcauquartE'rs ............ _. .Ang;. 31. l il72 Baton Ronge, T,onisiann.
Non-commli:;sionetl, i
Do.
20 ... - .. (10 .... --. I
staff, & battalion.
53 ...... do .. .. .. .
lJo.
_\., .... --. -.-.- -...
43 ...... do ...... .
Do.
B ...... ······------ '
51
.
...
..
tlo
......
.
:East
Pascagoula, Missis>'iPI•i.
c .... ·-·-·····--··· 1
44 ...... do ...... .
Do.
39 ···- .. (10. ·-·--- Holly Springs, M issiRsippi.
44 ...... do ...... . Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
46 ..... do ...... .
Do.
54 ...... do ...... . East Pascagoula, MisRiRsippi.
39 ...... tlo ..... __ Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
54 ...... do ...... . Litt.lc l<.ock, .Atkansat;.
J

~-. ~-: Oii··· :
~~~~ ~ ~: _::_:_:_:_: : ::: :i
,- - Total . . . . . . . . . .

487

T\rEXTIETli

·1·.... __ ...\.ug·.

Heauquartet·R .....
:Non-commissioned.
staft~ & battalion.
A...... ...... .. . ..

I

JL. _..... _......... ,

C.... . . . . . .. . .. .. ..

D...... . . . . . . . . . . .
E. . . . . • . . .. . . . .. . . .
}'............ . . . . . .

G...... ...... .....
JI ................. 1

I. ........... _......

K. . . . . . . . . . .

Total . . . . . . . . . .

}~EGIMENT

31. 1872

OF INF.c\.NTRY.

Fort Sm·lling, .Miunesotn.

2:l ...... (\o .. • .. ..
Do.
50 ...... Llo ....... Fort Abercrombie, Dakota Territor)·.
5:3 ...... do . . .. . . . :Fort Cross, Dalwta Territory.
4ti
do ...... -1 Fort Snelliup;, :iVIinnesot.a.
45 ...... t1o . . . . . . . .Fort Cross, Dakota Territory.
48 1...... do . .. . . .. :Fort Totten, Dakota Territory.
50 ...... tlo . . . . . . . Fort Wadswort.h, Dakota Territor,\·.
4H
···-·-- 1Fort R ipley, M.innesota.
50 ...... do . ...... FortTottm~,Dakota'l'm;ritory.
41 ...... Ho ....•.• 1 Fort Pembma, Dakota Terntor.r.
37 ... __ .llo _. . . . . .
Do.
2 ..... ... _....•.. I Unal;sip;ned recmitR .
100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Recl'llits left Fort Colnm bus, Septem IJer 18,

I" ....

1······do

l~i2.

600

T\YE~TY-FlJl::)T

llEGlMEKT OF INP.::\..:NTRY.

HeadquartPrs ...... __ ...... -~ np;. 31, lo72 Fort Vancouvm·, \Yashington TPrritory.
Non-commissiore l, I
staff, & batt.al.on.
lil ...... do ...... .
Do.
Camp Ilarnry , OrE'~Oll.
Do.
Fort Vaucouvet, Washino:ton 'l'enitory.
Camp I'Varucr, Oregon. ~
Colville, \VaRhington Territory.
:Fort Klamath, Oregon.
:Fort Lapwai, Idaho Territory.
San Jnau Island, Washiugton 'l' erritol'~·.
Fort Vanc.mt,·cr, Washington Tenitory.
Fort Boise, Icl,1lto Territory.
;:; recruits kft I•'ort Columlins, July 2fl, 1872: :! join e•l.

~:-~-~-~-~-~·.-:-:·:-:-~-·::::::

11 1:::::::~~ :::::::

r~Total i ! 1--,!! I::~
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Statement showiug the organization of the Ref!ular Army, 9"-e.-Continned.
TWE"XTY-SECO~D

RE.3TliENT OF INFANTRY.

;:l'::l
<ll;:l

sc;:

r-g "§ ~

Companies, &c.

Date of report.

~~$

Station.

1

::l p.c;:

F1

- -- - - - -1 - - - - - Hcaclquarte1·~-- .... __ ...... Aug. 31, 18n

Fort Sully, Dakota Territory.

~ ou-conuni~~ioned,

staif, & battalion.

22 ...... do ...... .

Do .
Do.
Fort R:m<lall, Dakota Toni tory.
Lower Bri.tle ..A.genuy, Dakota Territory.
Fort Randall, Dakota Territory.
Fort f::iully, Dakota Tenitory.
Do.
Fort Ramlall, Dakota Territory.
Do.
Fort Sully, Dakota Territory.
:Fort Randall, Da,kota Territory.
Recruit~ left Fort Columbus, September 18, 187;Z.

5!i ...... do . -----.
52 . ..... do ...... .
52 ...... do ...... .
44 ; June 30, 1872
5-1 ..A.ng. 31,1872
5!i Juue 30.1tl72
44 ...... do.·____ __
48 1 Ang. 31, 1872
56 ...... do.-----39 .. _... llo .. __ .. .
-~~ -----------·

..c\. -----·------. •• •.
H.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C.... .. .. .. . . .. .. ..
1).... .. .. .. .. .. . ..
E..................
F..................
U ........... ______
H...... .. .. .. .. . ..
I ------ ___ . __ -----·
1\: ......... ------..

623

Total .......... \

REGIME~T

TWEXTY-T.IIIRD

·1·_. __ ...

Ht' a<lquarters .....
"Xon-commiHsioncd,
staff, & battalion. \
.\

• • • • • • - - - - - - - - - --

H ...... --------·--·

1

C------------ ---- -- ~
I>..................
E..................
J?_..... . . . . . . . . . . . .

INFA.~Tl~Y.

I Fort ·whipple, ..lrizona

Territory.

\

13 ...... do . . . . . . .
. :J?o. •
, .
.
41 ...... do ....... BrmmaBarracks,Cahforma.
M .•.... do ...... . CampDateCn. ek,.ArizonaTcnitory.
4U -- ----do ... --.
53 .. . _... do------60 ...... do .......
60 June 30, 1872
3B Aug. :!1,1872
51 ...... do .......
45 June 30, 1872
40 Aug. 31, 1872

IT ..••.•..•.• . . .••.

H...... .... .......
1. _. _... _... __ .... __
K........... . . . . . .

1
Total._. .......

..Aug. 31. 1872

Ol!'

Camp McDowell, Arizona Tenitory.
CttmpCrittenueu . .ArizonaTerritory.
Camp Lowell,.ArizonaTenitory.
Camp Bowie. Arizona Territory.
C_'ampHualpai,.ArizonaTerritory.
Camp Grant, Ari,.,onaTerritory.
Camp Verde, A1·izona Territory.
Camp Whipple, .Arizona 'l:erritory.
1 . . . . . .. .. . .. .. .. Recruit left Fort Columbu~>, July 29, 1872.

~~ij
TWENTY-l!'OURTII REGIME'XT OF I.XFA:NTRY.

------.,-~-

Heacltl'lUl'ters...... . . .. . .. . Aug . 31, 1872 l!'ort lkow11, Texas.
• •on-commissione<l,
"tuff, & battalion.
20
do .. .. .. .
Do.
_
fio _..•.• clo ....... 1 Hinggold Tiarrack~, Toxa:;.
A ...... ·-----· ....
5tl ...... do .. .. .. .
Do.
B .. ---------- -----50 J··----t1•J ....... :Fort Brown, Texas.
~~------ ----------- ]) _______ ---------54 •..••• do------- ' FortMcintosb,Texa ..
5!l .Jtme 30, 1 72 ])'ort Brown, 'J'exas.
~~ ..
---- ----- -- 5t! ..lug. 31, 1872 :Fort Duncan, 'l'exa~.
!-' ............ -----(l ...... ~ . -- - - - - . - .
fi7 .••••• do------- .l!'ortBrowu,Toxa~.
:ifl ...... clu .. .. .. .
Do.
H
....
---------·
} _________ ____ _____ _
5fi ...... d<J .. .. .. •
Do.
;)fl ...... do . . . . . . . Fort Dmwan, Tc1xas.
.
_ ..
K ...... ------- ....
I ................ 55 recruit:; lPft Xewrort Banar·k~, .Jannar:v 7,lt!7;Z; ;;lJNncrl.
:.!1:! ................ RN:ruil!-! left Fort 'olmnlJuR, .Jul y 6, ll'l72.

1--....

----

To al . .. .. .. .. .

fl:21
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GENERAL OF THE ARMY.
Statement showing the o1·ganization of the Regular Army, '-f·c.-Continued.
TWim1'Y-FIFTH REGIMENT OF INFANTRY.
::l"<:l
I

Compan ies, &c.

Q.l;:l

~ ~!~ I

.
g : Date of report. I
l ~~~
1

~ ~

Station.

~ ~

l =(~u~~11, 1872 :·~r~~aY~s, Texae.

Headquarters ......
No n-commissio~ ed, i
staff, & battahon.
.d....... . . . .. . . . . . . 1
B .................. 1
C.. .......... . . . . . .
D ................ . 1,
E ..................
F.•-- --·-· ····· ......
G ........... ·· ·--- ~
H...... . . . . . . . . . . .

I
20 , ...... uo . . ... . .
I

---

·--

Do .

:'iS ...... do .. . . .. . San A.ntouio, Texas.

...... do ....... :Fort Bliss, Texas.
...... do .... :. ·1Fort Gibsou, Indian Tenitory.
...... do . . . . . . . Fort Davis, Texas.
...... <lo .......
Do.
57
•• • .. uo ....... , For.tStocktou, Texas.
38 ...... do ....... FortDavis,'l'exas.
5(1 ...... do ....... Fort Bliss, Texas.
I,.:..................
~9 .. .. ... <lo ....... Fort Gibson, lii(lial:lt'l'erritory.
h.. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. ..
.)9 1 . . . . . . do .. . . .. . Fort Sto-:; Jrto n, !'eJSaS.
1
-H ~- . ------- -. --- .. - 1 48 recrmt~> left Newport Barracks, April 25, 1872;
j_ _
I _joined.
j'

Total ..

~-- .... j

59
58
56
59

G~f
ENGir rEER lUTT.A.LIO'N.

1

Reallqnart.ers ......
Non -commiO<sion cd,
staff, &c battaliou. '

•••••••

_I

\VHl ct'~

Aug-. 31, 1872

B.... . ...... .. .....

~:: :::: :::::': :::::: ,

~~ 1 :::::::{~ :::::::

.i .................. '

. :::::::::1-3:: _,......

-~ -~~~:1~:

roint, New York Harbor.

J

15 ...... do ..... ..
71 1--····clo .......
71 ...... do ... ... .
1

Do.
no .
Do.
Do.
Do.
\Yr!'.t roint. Yew York

do.
_I _ _

-------

----------

I
.d..vailable rrcruits at Fort Colnmln1s, Kew York liarbor-general service
all(l colored.
rec-ruits at ... ~cwport nanack:;, Kentucl<y-general seiTiee and
color<>d.
A Yailahle recruits at Saint Louis depot, ::YiiHsonri-Iuomite<l sen icc . . . . . . . . . .
~l.vailaule

Total. ......................................... ........ ...... ...... .... ,renna,nent anu rocrnitiug parties, lllll&ie-boys, aml re-cruits at ucpots, not
availabl e for assignment.
(;.eneral-scrTice men 011 duty in bureaus of the \'-tar Department, Army, Division, antl Department Lcadquarters, &:c.
Onlnanco Department ................. . ... ... __ ....... ..... .. ........... .... .
\Vest-Point detachments ......................................................

l4l?i;I~~i~~~~~;~~~:~ :_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_
:_:_:_:_:_: ~ ~ ~:::: ~ ~::::: ~:: ~::::: :: ~::::::::

I

Enlisted
men.
208

I Date of re}JOl-t•

Oct. 20,1872

93 ...... do .....
350

Oct. 10,

187~

_653

1, 009

Oct. 10, 1872

442

Aug. 31, 1872

448 ...... do .... .
238 ...... do .... .
289 .. . . . .'do .... .
3R1 ...... do .... .
116 ...... do .... .

NOTE.-The staudarll strongtli-f'nlisted men-of the following-n:tmed organizatim1s is as follows:
Engineer 13attalion ............... .... ........................................ ...... . _. .......... 35

I~r~~~ ~~:~ t(~~i~~;l~~~ _
·_ ·_ -_ -_ -_ -_ ~ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_-_ -_ -_ -_ ~ ~ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -_: ~ -_ -_ ~ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ -_ ~ ~ -_ ~ -_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -. ~ ~ ~ ~ ._::::::

6

~J

~;1~~~~~I~~i~;,,+••••;•·•••••••••• •••••:•••••: : •••.•·•··••• ·•. :~
3w

.
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
RECA.PIT ULA.TIOX.
1

Regiment.

II

Number
of men.

- - - -- -- - - - - -- -- -- -- - - - - - -

.

.

§~~~~~az:~:it:i .-~ ~ ~: ~ ~::: ~:::::::::::: _-:

1

1

Nnmber
of men.

R egim ent.

II, _________________________

I

Third Cavalry ________ .. ---- .. -.. - -- --- -

t~W~~ttt::::•~:•: : :• • • • ••
Tenth Cavalry _____ ____ --- -- -- - - ------

{~~~tA~I~tH~r~ _:_:_:_: -: : :-: :::::::::::.

~r~~tt~~\~~FJ~:: :: :::::::::::::::::::

925
''813
t925
9:33
1, 010
1, 009
764
ll6:l
f.32

69 1
~68 6

629
596
§572

5:26
567

~~~~I~~~~f::::::::. : : •:•· ·•:· '

447
:'5 90
528
GOl

ll~1f~¥1~1tf •. • • • • •

5;:,5

Sixth Infarttry ___ ---------------------- -1

•.••.•. '

Eleventh Infaittry ______ ---- -- __ __ ______ I
Twelfth Infantr:v. _. ___ -- ---- --- -- --- -- -.
Thirteenth Iufalltrv ------ ---- -- -------]'onrtceuth Infantry _____ . ________ - - ---_

~:~i~:~~g~ i~r-:~~:~r.:·::::::: :: ::::: -_-_:::::

G~G

586
55-1

511

SoYentcenth Inf::wt.ry _. __ - _- - - --- Eighteenth Infantry ______ . __ ------ -- --.
Nin eteenth Infantry ______ -- - .. - -- ---- Twentieth Infau try ___ _______ - - - . - - -- - - 'l'wenty-fir8t Infantry ____ ___ ___ . - - . ----.
Twenty-second Infantry _________ -- --- - 'l'wenty-thirtl Iufantry ___ ___ -- --- - ----- Twenty-fonrth Infantry _____ - ------ - --.
Twenty-fifth Infantry __ __ __ - _- ___ - _---- Engineel'lhttalion __________ - ___ . __ - --Permanent and recruiting p:wtif'H, musicboys, aud !'ecruits not available for
assignment.
General-serdce men on duty in tl1e bu11 r en.usof t.he \Ya,r Department, Army,
Division, aiH1 Departutent henLlquar1 ters, &c.
OrclnanceDepartmeut ------------·----\Vest-Point tletach111ents. ___ -----------I Sigmtl-detaclnnent. ____ . _______ __ ___ ___ .
I H?sp_ita!-s~e~v_ards : ___________ --- -- -- - --.
0tL1n,1nt C - ~etg,ennb; ___ _. ____ ------.--- ·
11 AYailn blo recruits at <lepots ______ . _ . ___
Rerruits sPnt to battnieil of artillery at
Fort l\1cnroe, Septcm!Jer 7, 18i2.
.

45~

4(;:3 11
599
11525

5ns
500

I

·I

1, 000
442

~j~
2f!9

3 8 ~>
_,

11

6J3

:JO

-------

Total enliste<l men. ____________ --Com!llis:;ioned ollicers .. _____ . ___ --.Aggregate ____ ________ .. __________

624
460
487
600
504
623
4d6
621
640
318

~0, :J:J6
2,104

----1

:H, 4'10

I

'' 150 re01·nits on1ered, Odobcr I G, 1tl72.
t 85 recruits on1cre<1, October 16, 187·~.
~ 20 recruits onl er011 to Light Batter~' K, October 5, 1fln.
§ 2llrecruits ot·dered to Light Ilnttery H, Octo!Jer 8, I 87~ .
II 85 recruits ordered, October !J, 1872.

WM. D. \YIIII'PLI~.
A ssistant A djtttant-Ueneral.
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LIEUTENAST-GENEHAL SHERIDAN.

ITEADQUARTERS l\1ILI'I'Al-:,Y DIVISION OF 'l'HE MISSOURI,

Chicago, Illinois, Octoue1· 12, 1872.
I luwe the honor to submit, for the information of the
General of the·Army, my aunnalreport, accompanied by the reports of
tlw Department commanders.
The :M ilitary Division ,of the J\li::-;souri 1~-; composeu of the Departments
of Dakota, the Platte, the Mis ·ouri, mHl T<'xas, com mauded respecti,·ely
by Major-General \Viufi~ld S. llancock, Br1g;adier-General Edward 0.
C. Onl, Bl'igac1ier-Geueral John Pope, and Brigadier-General Christopher C. Augur. It embraces a large extent of territory, basing a great
diyer. ity of interests, aml contains nearly all the restless and hostile
bands of Indians. For the protection of tlle:e iuterests, and to hold the
restle .· and ho tile Indians in check, seYenty-t\YO milit:uy posts and a
number of nmmer encampments are occupied at neccs...;a1-y poiutf; from
tb lin of l3riti:h Columbia to the Gulf of l\Iexico, nn<l from the 1\li.souri Hin·r to the ea. tern line of California ancl Arizolla. These post:-:;
are gmri:-;onecl by. even regiments of caYa1r,Y, " ·ith an ag·gregatc streugtll
for dnty or 4,474- men, and fifteen r giments of infautry, with nn ag·gregatc ,·tr 1wth for duty of G 771 metJ. 'l'hP dcm;uJ<1s made npon tlli:
:Ill all fon·e for the p1 otedio11 of :ettl<'llH'llts :tu<l rnilroads; (•:eort:s for
anthorizc·<l c•xploriu:.r ·xpe<litioiL" tltC' prot<'diotl of the• long· lillt' of the
Hio Oramle, aucl of Indian ngc11ts 011 n·:-.:t•!Tntion:-;: l '· <:. l·.('. han· ginm
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it active work during the past year, for a detailed. account of which I
respectfully refer you to the accompanying reports of the department
commanders.
The line of frontier settlements has Elteadily advanced during the year,
especially in Kansas, Nebraska, :Minnesota, and Dakota, gradually
absorbing the country which only a year or two since was in the possession of the Indians.
The Northern Pacific Railroad will, on the 1st day of January next,
llave reached the Missouri River, and actual surveys and location are
now being made as far west 'tlS the mouth of Powder River, a distance
of nearly two hundred miles west of the Missouri River. This surveyillg party is protected by a strong force from General Hancock's uepartment, under commaud of Colonel D. S. Stanley. A preliminary surveying party, escorted by Major E. M. Baker, started down the Yellowstone Valley from Fort Ellis, to connect with this surveying party at
the month of Powder River, but was unsuccessful in accomplishing its
design 011 account of the demonstrations of hostile Indians. It, however, returned, making a preliminary survey up the valley of tlle Muscleshell, so that the expedition need not be considered an eutire failure.
These suryeying parties h~we required large escorts, and should the
railroad go ou next year, an additional force, and especially of mounted
troops, will he required for its protection, as well as the establishment
of one or two htrge permanent posts. Two new posts haYe been established on the line of this road, one at the crossing of James River, in
Dakota, tbe other at the crossing of the Missouri River, near the mouth
of Hart Hi ver.
No additional protection has been required: t.h is year for tbc U11ion
Pacific H.ailroad, and the same is also true of the Kansas l)acific Railwav.
The Atchison, Topeka and Sanbt F6 Railroad has been pushed forward with commendable .euergy, passiug by Fort Larned and np the
.1\.rkansas Ri'i·er, to Yort Dodge, to which place I believe it is now in
successful operatiou.
The Atlantic and Pacific road, which is to run up the valley of the
mai11 Oana<liau River, hat:~ not yet passed beyond the frontier line of
settlements, but preliminary surveys farther west have already been
made.
Orders were giycn for the concentration of escorts for the surveying
parties of the Southern Pacific road at El Paso; one party to work east
from that point, and the other to work west toward Arizona.
The demands for the protection of all these great enterprises, and the
development they will give our agricultural and new mineral interests,
indicate work for some time to come for that portion of the Army located
along the line of this frontier.
There have been no general hostilities by the Indians this year, but
the number of murders and depredations committed by small war parties is greater than during the year preceding.
I fully indorse the efforts now being made to civilize and Christianize
the wild Indians, and thiuk that the reservation system awl the policy
of tl1e GovernmeJtt toward the wild tribes is the most liberal anu
humane that has en~r been adopted by any go\ernments toward savage
people; and so far as the military is concerned, every effort will be
~nade to carry out its intentions. The principttl enor that I discover in
J tR successfnlmanagcmellt is that, while efforts arc being made to teach
the Indian what is right, HlHl to induce him to do l'ight, sufficient importance has 11ot bceu gi'i'Cll to tencl1ing llim what is wrong·.
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I very mneh fear that the course pursned toward the wild Indian does
not cause him to fully realize from his own standpoint that he is doing
wrong when be commits murders and other depredations, and if some
wise system of punishment could be arranged and canied out which
would have the efiect of controlling him in this respect, it would much
sooner terminate the Indian troubles on our frontier.
Looking at the present progress of settlement and the speed at which
the great lines of railways are being constructed, the time cannot be
far distant when we will be required to make every portion of our territory safe for our citizens to travel over. •
The troops generally are comfortably quartered, and there bas been
less desertion since the passage of the pay-bill approved .May 15, 1872.
Much embarrassment and probably waste of money has occurred by
the provi sions of the clause in t he appropriation bill approved :May 18,
1872, which requires that 110 permanent posts "wlwse cost shall exceed
$20,000," can be established without the concurrence of Coc.gress.
This necessitates a waste of money for t em porary shelters, which could
otherwise be used in the construction of permanent posts. It bas bl~en
necessary to establish such posts on the Tularosa reservation in New
Mexico, and at Beaver City, Utah Territory, and the construction of
these posts as well as those on the line of the Northern Pa1:ific Railroad,
has been greatly embarrassed by the clause in the act r eferred to.
I also desire to call the attentiou of the honorable Secretarv of War
to the embarrassment that arises from the htw of Congress which
prevents tlte transfer of the f unds of one appropriatiou to those of
another. H complicates matters aud at times obliges us to go before
Congress with deficienc.v bills, while there are unexpended balances in
the bands of the vYar Department that othervdse eonld be applied to
co\er unforeseen expenditures in other quarters; besides operating so.
as to create extra and separate sets of papers for the disburscmeut of
these specinl funds .
The proyisions uo"· beiug made Ly Brigadier-Ueneral C. C. Augnr
for the better protection of the line of the Rio Grande from the tllieying
1
L)ands from Mexico, will, it is belim-ed, greatly modify this cYil; but the
great length of this line aud the small force available for its protection,
lead me to behe,·e that the dcpr~£lations can onl~- be stopped by so me
in tcrnational agrecm en t.
I respectfully call the att<-'ntion of the General of the ~\.nny to the
great 11ece~sit~· existing of gi ,-ing to the Army a new ::;ystcm of l'egulatiom;.
•
The e\·ents of the late war in our country req niretl so many ue\r
order , and so complicated the old regulation.'. as to make them almost
unintelligible.
The num rom; il'r gnlarities of tl1e . erYice cauuot well be corrc{!ted
for want of some . tau<.lanl to go hy. I tllcrefore reRpectfully ask, in
tlle name of tiJ.e ofiicers and .'oldier!-; of my militar,r diYiHion, for n new
.·y. tem of regulation.·.
T.hc strict '.·t pcr:oual attention lla bPen giyeu to my command
clnnng tlle la. t year, and I take pleasure in announcing the cheerfulne R
with "·hi ·h e\·ery department commander bas labored. for economy
an cl th , goocl of tl.J e pn hlic ,·en·ic .
Y ·r~· r :pcctf'nll~-, yonr obedient :en·ant,
I. H. SIIERIDA......,

Lieutenant- General Oommanrl in g.
Brigac1ier-Geu ral E. U.

'IO"\\'X, 'E.TD,

Arljutant-G u ral of the .Army W'"asltillfJlon, JJ.
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HANCOCK.

HEADQUAR'l'ERS DRPAR'l':M:EN'l' OF DAKOTA,

Saint Paul, J1finnesota, October 3, 1872.
SIR: I have the honor to submit my annual report of military opera,tions in this department since October 23, 1871.
The department is, as at that date, subdiYided into districts as follows:
District of Minnesota, district of Montaua, and Middle District, and the
indepenoent post of Fort Buford, commanded respectively by Colonels
George Sykes, Twentietll Infantry, John Gibbon, SeYenth Infantry, D.
S. Stanley, Twenty-second Infantry, and \V. B. Hazen, Sixth Infantry.
The posts in the district of lVIinuesota are garrisoned by eompanics of
the Twentieth Infantry, distributed as follows:
Fort Snelling, regimental headqnarters and one company.
Fort Ripley, one compauy.
Fort Abercrombie, one company.
Fort \Vadsworth, one company. (Another company of tllis garrison is
now on temporary duty at Fort Cross; will be returned to li'ort vVadsworth by November 1.)
Fort Totten, two companies. (To be increased during the winter by
a company of the SeYenteenth Infantry, which will proceecl there on the
return of the Yellowstone expedition.)
Fort Pembina., two companies.
Fort Cross; one company, (and until winter by an additional company
detached from li'ort vVadsworth.)
In the district of ]\fontana the troops, consisting- of four companies,
Second Cavalry and the Seventh Infantry, are stationed aR follows:
I1'ort Sha\V, regimental headquarters and se\'en companies of infantry.
Fort Ellis, four companies of cavalry and one company of infantry.
Fort Benton, one company of infantry.
Camp Baker, one compa,uy of infantry.
The SeYenteenth aud Twenty-second and four companies of the Sixth
Regiments of Infantry garrison the posts in the Middle District, and are
distributed as follows:
:B"'ort Sully, regimental headquarters and four companies of Twentysecond Infantry.
Fort Rice, regimental headquarters and five companies of SeYentccnth
Infantry.
Ellwinton, one company of SeYenteentll Infantry.
Fort Randall, fiye companies of Twenty-second Infantry.
Fort Stevenson, two companies of Sixth Infantry.
Fort 1\'IcKeen, two companies of Sixth Infantry.
Lower Brule ageucy, one company of Twenty-second Infantry.
Clleyenne agency, two companies of Seventeenth Infantry.
Grand HiYer agency, two companies of the Seventeenth Infantry.
Six companies of the Eighth Infantry, under command of LieutenantColonel II. D. \Valleu. Eighth Infantry are temporarily on duty in the
department, with the expedition, commanded by Colonel D. S. Stanley,
Twenty-second Infantry, escorting the Northern Pacific Railroad surveying party to the Yellowstone River, Montana Territory. They are
to be relim~etl from duty in this department on return of the expedition,
about October 31, and seut to the Department of the Platte.
The independent post of Fort Buford is garrisoned by six companies
of the Sixth Infantry, henclquarters of tlle regiment being at the same
post.
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The approximate strength of these different commands, as shown by
the last received offieial returns, is as follows:
District of Minnesota.
Posts.

Officers. Jilen.

72

i~~l ~[~t~n~~-~~~-~ ~ -~~--:·~-~ ~ ··~- -~- ~- · .-·~ - :·:-_- .- ~-:·:·~-~- ~-~-~- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~
Fort v\ auS'iVOrth . --- --- - --- - -- - - - - -- - - - --- . -- - - . - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - --Fort 'fotten . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I<'ort Pen1hina ....... _....... . ............... _.......... _. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Cross... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7

Total ........... _....... .

50
G2

6
7

51

7

8;)

5

\:1 8

39

505

97

District of Montana.
Officers. Men.

Post~.

Fort Shaw_ . . ..................... . .......... _... _........... _. _.. _..
Fort Ellis ........... _ .............. _....................... _....... . .
Fort Ben ton... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................................ - . -.
Camp Baker ............................ ---· .... __ ............. . ... ..

25
17
3
3

369
254
60
59

Total ••. _•... _. _...................................... _... __ ...

48

742

Middle District.
Posts.

Fort Sully .......................................................... .
Fort l~ice. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......................... .
In camp near Ed winton, Dakota Territory ...... _.......... _......... ..
:Fort Randall ............ .. ........................................... .
Fort Stevensou ................... _. ......... _.... . ........ _... __ .... .
Fort Mcl{een ............. _....... _....................... _.......... .
Lower Brule agency ................................................. ..
Cheyenne agency .................................................... .
Grand River agency ............. . .................... _.............. .
Total .................. --- ..................................... .

Officers. :Men.

:3

17
()

116

7
5

104
53
86

5

119

83

1,242

Officer·s.

Men.

:{

Troop• temporarily on dnty ·in th e departm·ent.
Companies A, B, C, F, H, and K, Eighth Iufantry . ............ ___ ......

251
234
51
228

17
20

--319

20

Independc11i post.
Poflt.

I<'ort Buford ... _... _. ... - ..... - . ..... _. .. ... _.. _.. ." __ .. . _... _... _.. __ .

Officc•r!l. :Men.

21

407

In addition to the above statement of the stre.ngth of the command,
there are now en route, bnt not a~ yet officially returned, a~ assigned to
co mpani es, recrni ts a::; l'ollows : 40 for four compan ies, Second Cavalry, at :Dort I~llis, Ioutaua Territor.); 114 for Seventh Infantry; 150
for SeYenteenth Infantry; 100 for Twentieth Infantry, and J 00 for
Twenty cond Iufantry.
The grancl total of troops heretofore mentioned a~ ~CITing in, or en
ronte to the Department of Dakota, is as follows:
Post!!.

Di.-triet of :\linncsota .... __ .. __ ... .. ........................ __ ..... _..
l>i 'tric:t of Montana .. __ .................... - .... - ... --- .. ---- .... --- ·
.lirlr11r! lJi:1rict. ....... ____ ............ ·--- ........ --· - ............. .
Fort. Bnforrl. _.. ___ ........ _..... ___ ........ __ .. . __ ... _. _. - ... ---- .. -'l'Pmporari l.v attar:l1Pcl. ............. ------ ·--··· ....... -----· --- ... ----

OflicPrs.

::\Ir·n.

:39
4fl

505
742

:~

1, ~42
407
:n9

21
20

504

Hcr·nti ts rn ro11tr ... ____ .. _..••.......• _••..••.. -.- •.• - ..... ...... --- .

c; ran(l total.. __ ... _........ _........ _............. _.. ...... _. .

211

:~,
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Tlle following changes in stations and movements of troops hasc
l>een m~de in this department since last relwrt, viz:
• Headquarters and. six companies of the Sixth Infantry to Fort Buford,
Dakota Territory, relieving three companies Seventh Infantry; the latter proceeding to Fort Shaw, ·Montana Territory, and forming a part of
that garrison.
Two companies Sixth Iufantry to Fort Steve11son, Dakota Territory,
relieving two companies Seventeenth Infantry, the latter proceeding to
:Fort Rice, Dakota Territory.
Two companies Sixth Infantry to a. new post, "Fort McKeen," at the
Northern Pacific Railroad crossing of the :Missouri.
In Dakota, east of the Missouri, one company bas been d.etailed from
Fort Rice, and stationed for the winter at Ed winton, Dakota Territory,
near the Northern Pacific Hai1road crossing of the Missouri Hiver, for the
protection of the stores of the company and the employes at tlleir depot at that point. One company of tlle Twentieth Infantry has been
stationed at the Northern Pacific Uailroad crossing of the James River,
and a new post established there, designated Fort Cross. One company of the Se,reuteenth Infantry has been ordered from Fort Hice to
Fort Totten, for qmtrters during the winter. With this exception the
strength of the posts in companies will remain the same during this
winter in Minnesota and Dakota as at the date of last report.
Several of the companies of the Twentieth Inf~mtry have been in
camp during the summer, proteeting workmen of tlle Northern Pacific
Railroad east of the Missouri Ri\rer.
In Montana the strength of the posts remains as at date of last report,
save that the garrison of Fort Shaw, Montana Territory, bas been increased by three comp~tnies, as before stated, from. Fort Buford.
During the past summer a detachment bas been stationed at FlatHead Pass, J\1ontana 'ferritory, as an addi-tional protection to the Gallatin Valley. It will be recalled as winter approaches.
.
From Fort Randall detaclnnents llave been stationed at Ponca Indian
agency, for the protection of that tribe ag-ainst hostile Indians, and a
detachment has been stationed on Lhe Niobrara, as a defense of the
settlers ag·ainst mm·andiug Indians.
From :U""'ort Ripply, Minnesota, frequent detachments have been made
at the reqnest of tbe agent of the Chippewas, to at,teuu the payments of
annuitieR, to preserve order, aud as a protection for the erriplo;ye!-' of the
Indian department and other persons at times of ala,rm.
A company of the 'fv,·entieth Infantry is detaclled from Fort Pembina
to escort the bonudat·y conunission, and is still on that service.
The Indians of the plains, throngh some of their ehiefs, notified us
early in the spring that they iatemled to resist tlle lmillliug of
the Northern Pacitic Hailroad west of the Missouri Hiver, and,
notwitllstandilJg' that tllreats of ludi:ms are not a1 wnys followed by
aets, in this case it wa:-:; JH'O\'ed they were not entirely idle, as attacks,
more or les~ formidable, were snbseq nently ma(1e by them upon the commauch; 8ent as escorts to the railroad surveying parties operating during
sumtucr and fall on the l\lissonri and along the Yellowstone Ri'iTers.
On the ~Dth Jnue I reeci\'Cd instrncLions from the Lienteuant General
to prepat'e two command:-; aR escorts for two principal sunTe.ving parties
of the ~ orthern Pacific Hailroa•l Company, one to proceed from Fort
Rice, on the :;.\li:::;souri Hi ,-er, to the mouth of Powder H,i,Ter, a distance of
auont two hundred and forty miles, <ttHl return; the other from Fort
Ellis, ::\lontmm, to the month or Powder River, a distance of abont three
hntHlrcd and ten miles, aud retnrn by tlw .Muscle ·bell.
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The first-Harned body of troops was placed under tbe command of
Colonel D. S. Stanley, Twe::1ty-second Infantry, commanding the middle
district of this department, and con:5isted of about GOO infantry and a
batter~T of two Gatling guns and one brass 12-ponnder.
The second detachmr.nt, under command of M;-ljor E.J\1. Baker, Secoud
Cavalr;y, consisting of about 400 men, of which lt;2 were cavalry, the remainder infantry. These expeditions were deemed strong enough, in
all probability, for the purposes for which they were intended. 'rhey
would have been made stronger, however~ had more troops been avail·
able.
Colonel Stanley's command started -on the 1st of August from Fort
Rice, and reached Powder RiYer on the 18th, and is now on its return,
escorting the engineers while making a detailed survey to the point of
departure. The Indians skirmislled with this command on several occasions, but up to t.he latest dates no serious encounter bad occurred with
them. It is quite proba.ble, however, that the eommand will be attacked
in force before its return, whieh is expected about the 31st instant. It
is believed that this force will be successful in accomplishing the o~ject
for which it was organized. Our latest information from it ·was dated
the 25th of August.
Major Baker's command started from Fort Ellis on the 27th of July.
On the 14th of August, at Pryor'H Fork, one hundred and forty-eight
miles from Fort Ellis, it was attacked by a large body of Indians, who,
after a contest of considerable duration, were repulsed. The command
resumed its march si1bsequently, but after proceeding to a point styled
''Pompey's Pillar," about twent,y-four miles beyond Pryor's Fork, discontinued the march down the Yellowstone, owing, as I am informed,
to the belief on the part of the railroad engineers that the foree was
uot stroug enough to give adequate protection to the party. It theu
proceeded to tlle 1VInscleshel1, to perform tbe <luty <lssigned it ou that
route, ·and was last heard from sixty miles below the forks of that
stream.
It must be admitted tllat, in not proceediBg to the mouth of Powder
River, part of the objects of this expedition \Vill not be accomplished
tbis year. Whether the force was ina<1equate, the action of the commander jt.u1icious, or "-bother the responsibilit.y for not proceeding
farther rests with the railroad engineers, cauuot ue determined until we
have further arlvices. The commander of the District of .l \Iontaua ha:
been directed to make an inYestigatiou into the conduct of tbe command,
an<l when his report shalllmYe been received it will be transrnittc<l.
It is now quite eYi<lent (no matter what may transpire thi.;; fall
affecting the movements of these expedition. ) tllat to succeed in tlw
con 'traction of the railroad l>etweeu the .Mis~wuri and Yellowl:'tone
Hi"Vers, and along the latter to the Gallatin Valley, .:\fontana, it will
require much larger bodies of troop than we now haYe Llisposable iu
thh; department. An accession of canllry is especially required.
In this connection it may be RUlted also tl1at it vl'ill be 11ecessm-y to
e. tabli. ·lJ military vo. t · along that route, 1rhich, for a time at least, will
haY to he occupied by large garri 01JS-11ot les:-; than a regiment at
caeh po:t.
I r ·eomm ·nd that a military post be estahlii-ihe<l during the pmming
:\-car at or near the poiut where tlle railroad from the ca:-;t will strike the
· _1low:ton , (probably near the month of Pow<ler H.iver,) aucl wh n the
ra1lr?a<l :hall have brcn ·on ·trndcd beyond tllat point, (prohnhly the
n:mng- '!I ar,) anoth r post at or n ar tb • month of the Big Horn is
~urrrre.·ted.
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I do not snppo::;e that the railroad will be built beyond the first-named
point next year. and I therefore do not recommend the establishment of
the latter post during the eusuing ~eason. The expense of establishing·
such post will thus be much decreased, as by this delay we will be
enabled to use the railroad as a means of transportation for supplies
instead of the long and more expensiYe wag·on-routes.
That the Indians intend to resist the buildi11g of the railroa<1 I have
uo doubt, and it m11y be necessary before its eompletion to place the
relations of the nomadic tribes in that region on a different basis from
the present.
It will eertainly be cssenbal to compel the Indians concerned to
recognize the authority of the Goyernment in the territory in question
before the railroad could he constructed alHl suceessfully operated.
Passing, as the line does, through the great hunting-grounds of the
Sioux tribes, it is practicable, considering their 11um bers, fol' them to
collect such bodies of w·arriors, at comparatively short notice, as wonld
effectually prevent the operation of the road.
Our Indian relations should, and no doubt will, be more clearly defined before the road is completed. The settlement of these relations
will doubtless entail much expense, and the more, as the policies of the
Government regarding Indians are not apparently direct, practical, and
to the purpose .
.At present, while bodies of our troops are moving- from the Missouri
to the Yellowstone, or from }\fontana down the latter river: escorting
railroad surveyors, it is notorious, aud not attempted to be concealed
by the Indians themseh~es, that their supplies and munitions of war to
enable the1h to carry ou campaig-ns against these troops are provided
directly by the authority of the Government at tlle different Indian
agencies and at other points (trading-posts) within reach, at which establishments the emplo;pSs have to be protected by troops from insults and
violence of the same Indiaus. Even uow supplies nre being distributed
to these Indians, who do not attempt, even while receiving their subsistence, to conceal the fact that when they leaye these depots of supply it ~r ill be for the purpose of joining in attacks upon our troops
who are engaged elsewhere in the surveys mentioned, and who otherwise occupy a friendly attitude toward. the Indians; and it is known
that when the Indians return from sneh attacks for further supplies
they do not hesitate to boast of their ncbievements agaiust our troops
on their last fon1y, or of tbeir purpose of hostility in the next.
In my opinion tbe time has arrived when it is but merciful and just
to the Iu<lians as ·well as to the whites to interfere with the nomadic
habits of the former, at least when accompanied by sueh conditions as
abo,·e described, m·en should it be necessary violentl.Y to place tllem on
res&vatious and rigidly to keep them there.
It will, of course, in such e\-eut be uecessary for the Gov-ernment to
provide for their sulJsistence to the extent that might be deemed necessar.}. But no matter what may be tlle course pursueu lJy the authorities
in tile future, it is manifestly just that our charity to the Indian sllould
not be the means of encouraging -war against the troops of the Goveriunent, and, to that end, I would recommend that when subsistence
supplies are provided. to the Indians, they be issued to families or to
sepa,rate indiYiduals, and for ~hort 11eriods, daily if neceE"sary, in order
to pre"Vent mag-azines of proYisions being collected. for hostile expeditions against the same a uthol'ity wldch furnishes the supplies. This
course might i11terfere with tbeir periodical bunts now sanctioned by the
Indian Depmtment, but it 'rould preYellt those Jm1ians who receive
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annuities, and rt>.main quiet tilling the soil, from being considered as
merely old meu and children incapable of hostility b.Y other Indian8,
who, while drawing their supplies, none the less consider themselves at
war with civilization and free to initiate hostilities against the. Government.
There are several Indian agencies on the J\'Iissouri River in this de.
partment for the protect.ion of which there are military stations, viz,
Brule, Cheyenne, and Grand River, besides trading-posts, as Fort Peek,
Fort Belknap, and Fort Browning, also under the sanction of the In. dian Department, but at which no troops are stationed, and established
as depots of supply or convenience for purchases for .Indians. To these
points the wild Indians resort for the purpose of drawing their periodical supplies of subsistence, arms, and ammunition, and around them
the old, the women, and children, and others who may feel disposed to
plant, congregate, aud pursue their inclinations so far as facilities may
be offered. It was at first considered that no troops shonld be stationed
at these a~encies, iu order, as far as possible, to separate them from the
demoralizing influences supposed to be incident to their contact with
whites. I then recommended that i~snes to Indians should be made at
or near the great military posts, under the supervision of their commanders. That view was not favorably considered, however, as being
inconsi.;;tent with the policy desired to be pursued l>y those having- control of Indian relations. It was not. long, however, before the violent
action of the Indians made it necessary, in the opinion of the authorities controlling Indian affairs, to establish troops at the agencies to protect the employes from insult aud outrage, and to guard the public
property there, and thus military stations finally grew up at these points~
They are too weak, however, to command that respect which policy
should dictate in dealing with Indians, and only serve their purpose,
(in an inferior uegree,) which would result from causing the issues to
Indians to be placed under the supervision of the greater military posts.
Under these circumsta.nces there would seem to be no suffieient reasons
why the military stations at these agendes slwuld not be abandoned in
the ensuing season, and the points of issue to Im1ians (especially considering their present attitude) be removed to the vicinity of the important military posts. l\1nch money \roul<l thus be saved, and the
authority of tbe Goverument \Yould thereby l>e more respected by the
Indians, and at tlw same time such control conld be exercised over the
issues to the latter as wonld be dictated by tueir good or bad conduct.
Tratling-posts, when not under direct supen-i~iou of the Go,Tm·nment
anthoritie,, and carried on under well-known prescribed regulations,
. hould l>e broken up.
If arms are is~ned or ::;old to the Indians, they should not l.Je otu arms
of precisimJ, l.Jnt only tho:-;e of au inferior quality, yet ~nital.Jle for the
hunt, ancl in thi8 matter we could wisely follow the praetice of our
neighbors in tbe Briti h po:He . . ions.
'Ilte want of an additional caYaly force in thi:-~ department has l.Jeen
heretofore mentiouecl b,..,- me, mHl in Yiew of the new conditions forced
upon ns hy th ~action of tb ~ IndianH, this faet continneH to l.Je HO apparent U~at I ne <l add nothing fnrtlter on the suhjcet, n~ IUY :-mperiors in
antlwritv are w ,11 informecl in th , matter.
I wOl{lcl al.-o recommeml that at lea~t a n'ginwnt of infaJJtry be
orclc!n.: cl to thi.· department in the <:'Il. ·uing Hpring for each of tlw Ite"·
po. t. wbieh it i.- proposccl to co.;tabli.-11 on the Y<'llowKtoue, :mel thi.
altbm1c,.h w • ,'hould tOlltinn to o c~;npy our pr se1tt clcf'n.-iY' attitntle
t ow:ml t!Jc~ Inclian.-.
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It may be here stated that at this date the Northern Pacific Railroad
is finished about thirt,y miles west of Fort Cross, on the James River,
and one hundred and twenty-fise miles west of the Red River of the
North; there remains seventy miles to complete the road to the Missouri,
and tl.Jere is no reason to doubt its completion to tlwt point (opposite
Fort McKeen) before the winter has closed in. We now have communication with the last-named post by a telegraph-line constructed along
the line of the r3.ilroa<1.
The Saint Paul and Pacific branch of the Northern Pacific Railroad,
which connects with the main line of the latter at Brainerd, (passing
Fort Ripley,) will be completed this fall, and also the branch of the same
road running from Saint Paul via Saint Cloud and Sauk Centre to Pembina, Dakota Territor,y.
·
Another important railroad line for military pnrposes in this department has just been completed, (between Saint Paul and Sioux City,
Iowa, on the Missouri IUver,) thus giving us quite a direct connection
witlt the Union Pacific Railroad to Omaha, Nebraska.
The Winona and Saint Peter Railroad Company have also extended
their line westward during the present year from New Ulm, '.Minnesota,
seventy-six miles, and it is understood that it will reach the Big Sioux
River in Dakota before winter; and another important line for military
purposes is now under construction from Sioux City, Iowa, to Yankton,
Dakota Territory.
.
The health of the troops in this command during the past year bas
been uniformly good, and, aecordiug to the report of the medical director
of the department, better than for the previous year.
Owing to the excessive cold on the northern plains of the department,
I would recommend that the quantity of fuel for troops be increased
over the present allowance during the winter months. The present
regulation allowance is not sufficient during the winter season, and owing
to the small supply of timber on the reservations at most of the posts,
it has been found impracticable for the troops to supply the deficiency
by their own labor.
I would also recommend (owing to the severity of the climate) tllat
buffalo overcoats be prodded for tlw troops at each post-at least a
number sufficient for guard purposes. 'Ve have now a fmv ou hand at
some posts, but recent requisitions for additional ones ha\Te not been
filed.
The duties of the different staff depa,rtments at tbese beadqnarters
have been promptly performed, and all practicable economy bas been
practiced in the administra,tion of affairs in this command. 1\fuch embarrassment has been cansed by the frequent changes of chief quarter~asters of the department, four different officers having been on duty
1n that capacity during the last six months, which has led to some confusion in the accurate control of that department.
This report having been called for at an earlier date than is usual, is
forwarded without awaiting arri,ral of reports of subordinate commanders, sa,-e that of Colonel George Sykes, Tw·entieth Infantry, commanding
District of 1\Iinnesota; the others will be forwarded as soon as received.
Herewith I inclose tlw annual reports of the cuief~ of the staff depart~ents at these headquarters, togetlwr with certain other papers which
g1ve some information concerning the late an<l present In<lian relations
in this command .
. I lea,-e my headquarters this dny on a tour of inspection along the
hue of tl1e Northern Pacific Hailroad, visiting the new posts of Cross
an.! McKeen; thence via Missouri H.iver to Sioux Cit,y, inspecting on
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the route the posts of Fort l{ice, Gr<md River, and Cheyenne age~cies,
Fort Sully, Lower Brule a.gency, and Fort Handall, Dakota Terntory.
I expect to be absent upon this service about eighteen days.
I am, sir, Yer,y respectfully, your obedient servant,
WINFIELD S. HANUOUK,
JJfajor-General, Unitecl Stcttcs Army, Commanding.
The

ASSISTAN'l' ADJU'l'ANT-GENERAL,

Jlfilitary Division of the Missouri, Chicago, Illinois.
P. S.-Since writing the foregoing-, I llave received a copy of a communication, dated Septem bcr 19, 1872, showing tllat action by the Interior Department in reference to the sale and is~ue of arms and ammunition to Indians at tlw different trading-posts referred t.o in this report,
and I deem it proper to file a copy of t,hc same herewith, to show the
action ta.ken on the subject to tlli::; date.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
WINFIELD S. HANCOCK,
JJfajor-Gcnentl, United Stcttes ArmJJ, Commnnding.
The following papers accompany this report:
1. Annual report of acting assistant inspector-general of the department.
2. Annual report of the judge-advocate of the department.
3. Annual report of the cllief quartermaster of the department.
4. Annual report of the chief commissary of subsistence of the
department.
5. Annual report of the medical director of the department.
6. Annual report of the cllief payma.ster of the department.
7. Annual report of the eng-ineer officer of the departmeut.
' . Annual report of Colonel George Sykes, Twentieth Infautry, commanding District of Minnesota.
9. Letter of Colonel Stanley, (April12, 1872,) giving substance of talk
with " Spotted Eagle," chief of tlle Sans-Arc uand cf Sioux.
10. Telegram of Colonel Gibuon, (Jnne 25, 1872,) giving aYailable
strength of cavalry and infantry for escort to expedition down the
Yellowstone.
11 and 12. Telegrams of commanding-general :J1ilitar.v Division of
the Missouri, (June 29, 1872,) directing escorts to be furnished by July
20, 1872, to accompany two s urveying parties of the Northeru Pacific
Railroad to the Yellowstone.
13. Depa,rtment special onlers, (No. 142 current series,) directing the
supply from tllat command of the two escorts, in accordance with aboYe
telegrams, (1.1 and 12.)
.
14. Telegram of Colonel Gibbon, (Jn1y ~-1, 1872,) giving strength of
ca'.'alry and infantry in expedition.
15. Telegram from department headquarters to Colonel Gibbon,
(July 25, 1872 ) directing ca.valrymen wllo.~e terms expire in August
and fptemb r .·hould accompany the expedition.
lG. T •1 gram of Colonel Gibbor1, (.Jnl.r 27, 1872,) saying infantry com·
rnand . tarted tbat tlay, and ea,·alry leave .July 28, 1872.
7. Lett r from Colonel Gil bon, (July 30, 181~,) giving reason why
e:xp lHi 11 did not .·tar 011 the 25tll iu1:1tant.
1 '. T'1egram of !ol n 1 ~'tanl y, (.July 31, 187~,) tating that he
march . at 7 a. 111. 1 xt dtt: and gi\·e.· :tr ugtll of ·ommam1.
1
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19. 'l'elegram of Colonel Stanley, (August 7, 187~,) forty miles from
Fort Rice.
20. Telegram of Major Baker, (August 15, 1872,) reporting attack uy
Indians on the 14th.
21. Telegram of Colonel Stanle;y, (August 24, 1872,) reporting attack
by Indians on the 16th. He has directed commanding officers of posts
in Middle District to take possession of arms, &c., in hands of traders.
22. Telegram of Colonel Stanley, (August 25, 1872,) saying engineers
will be engaged one month west of Little Missouri. Asks tllat traders
who sell rifles be stirred up.
23. Letter of Colonel Crittenden, commanding District of Montana,
(August 29, 1872,) forwarding cop,y of letter of commanding officer
Fort McKeen, of August 27, 1872, reporting attack of tile mail party
from that post, by Indians; and his letter to commanding officer at
Otter Crossing, directing him to render any assistance in his power to
commanding officer at Fort :McKeen, if called upon.
24. Letter from department headquarters to Colonel Gibbon, (September 2, 1872,) acknowledging receipt of his letter of 19t,h ulti1no, and
directing him to make full inYestigation of the f~tets mentioned in that
communication.
25. Letter of Captain Boyd, Seventeenth Inf~mtry, (September G, 1872,)
giving an account of the attack on 1\iajor Baker, as related by Sioux
Indians who were enga,ge.d in that fight.
2G. Telegram of Colonel Gibbon, (Septen1ber 7: 1872,) stating l\1ajor
Ba,ker . reported his command on tbe 2<1 instant, on the Muscles hell,
coming ba,ck, engineers declining to proceed farther than "Pompey's
Pillar," considering escort too small.
27. Telegram of Captain Boyd, Sel-enteenth Iuf<tntr.r, (SBptember 7,
1872,) says the Indians who were engiJ,g ed in the fight with Baker
bave scattered, and were to re-unite with the Uncapa,pas, to attack
Colonel Stanley. Se,-eral from tllat agency· ha,Te go4-e to join the
hostiles.
28. Dh-ision headquarters furnishes copy of Secretar,y of Interior's
letter of September 19, 1872, iuclosing copy of Commissioner of, Indian
Affairs' letter of September 17, 187:?, racomrneuding certain action for
the suppression of the sale of arms, &l~., to hostile Indians in Di.tkota
and lVIontaua.
20. :Field return of expedition under Colonel Stanley, (July 25, 1872.).
30. Field returu of expeditiou under l\lnjor Baker, (July 28, 1872.)

HBPORT OF

BIUGADIEl~-GE~EUAL

POPft.

1IEADQ1JAR/l'EI~S DEPARTJIEXT OF TilE MISSOURI,

Fm·t Lea l'enwortll, J[ansm;, September 28, 1872.
I haYe the honor to snbmit, for the information of the
Lieutenant-Geneeal commanding the diYision, my annual report of affairs
in this department.
Tile report is necessarily, aud, I tn1st, Ratisfactorily, brief, as I have
no Indian ho. tilities, depredations, o1· disturbances of any moment to
recount, and notlling except the relation of a very quiet and peaceful administration of my office.
UoLONEL:
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INDIAN TROUBLES.

In the early spring some Kimva Indians, seven in number, rau off the
mules of a train betvveen Camp Supply and Fort Dodge. A portion of
the animals ha,·e been recovered, but a large part of them are still in
possession of the Indians, with whom, as they are reservation Indiaus,
and under the entire control of the Indian department, the military authorities are denied the right to interfere, an<l can neither punish such
Indians nor use force to recover the public property so stolen.
rhe judicious aud efficient management of Indian affairs at and near
Camp Supply by Lieutenant-Colonel Davidson, r,renth Cavalry, in command of that post, has largely tended to avert hostilities and keep quiet
a mong the Indians in that region.
Of course thousands of rumors, amounting at times to positive and
detailed accounts of Indian depredations and murders, have, for reasons well understood here, been widely circulated, but have given little
or no nneasiuess in this <lepartment, from the fact that aU post commanders ha,ve long since been instructed, upon the first inception of
such rumors, to send a force to the spot promptly, to ascertain andreport t!Je facts. Nearly aU such reports h~we been thus squelched at
once,_ and the frontier settlements of Kansas have enjoyed an unprecedented season of quiet anti prosperity. .A large cavalry camp, occupied
by most of the companies of the Sixth Uava1ry, under Lieutenant-Colonel Neill of that regiment, wa1:1, e::trly in the spring, established near
Fort Hays, and companies from that command have kept the wbole
region north of the Arkansas Hiver, and much of it between that river
and the southern line of Kansas, thoroughly scouted dnring the whole
summer. Robberies of stock have several times occurred in tlwt region,
but s uch acts being rapidly followed up by the cavalry, 1uwe, in most
cases, been prO\'ed to have been committed l>y gangs of white thieves,
who have been caught and turned over to the civil authorities, or by
pllrties of Osage Indians, who w0rc absent from their reservation hunting, it is understood, by permission of the Indian department. It seems
inconsistent with an,y trne policy, as it is undeniably a 'vrong to the
frontier settlers, that Indians to whom reservations have been assigned,
and from which in some cases actual white settlers in large numbers
have been removed by military fo['ce, in order that the IudiauH might
occupy the lands, should on any grounds be permitted to lea vc such
reservation ou pretext of hunting-, an<1 permitted to roam through sections of the country where they have no right to go, and wllicll arc
properly aml legally occnpied by white settler~. ltestrictions as to
locality sbould l>e reciprocal in order to bear eYen tlw Hrml>lance of
justice. If whites are forbid <len to intnulc on Indian rer.;ervations, it is
their right with equal propriety to demand that the Intliam; be prohibite<l from in rndiug on land~ wbich tl1ey either actually occupy, or which
are their.· to occupy under the ht\VH of the Uuitecl States whenen~r they
choo. e.
:\lost of the robberies, an<l all tht> anxiety and nnca~'i ue~-;s in this department, han~ bee11 oemvione<l by the presence alHl ads of these rescrYation 1 ntlian: wh re thPy haY I' no right to be, a~~d I re:;;pectfnlly but
mo.,t :tl'Ongly repr<'scnt tltat. th<' pnwt ic~e of giving permis:ion to reser,._atiou In<lian:, or <}11Y other liHli<tll -', to go into rpg·ious of couutry tlH'ir
tlt1t> to whi ·h has hcen hong-ht, atH1 whid1 are eitlwr ~wtua11y oecmpicd
h~T whit<· :l·ttlN:-5 01· :nhjN;t to their ocenpation at a iiY time, is au nnw1:1·, if' not ill(·g·al: <1i:crilnillatioll agaiu~t tll · wl!itl·d, 1ilu•ly to <:reat(·
{a·. inlle1·d: it Ita: (·u·ate•1) llitft·l- l1·Pli11g·. illl<l whi(jh ha · oc·c·n~iolled
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much wrong-doing on lwth sides. It is far better policy and ·wiser
economy, if game be absolntely essential to Indian diet, to hire white
hunters to furnish it from lands subject to white men's occupancy, than
to allow Indians to intrude upon white men's lands, while wLite men
are prohibited from setting foot on an Indian reservation. I trust sincerely that the practice of giving such permits to lnclians to hunt will
he discontinued in this department at least.
NEW l\IEXICO.

The reservatiou for tlle Apaches of Southern New .Mexico, in the
Tularosa Va.lley, bas been located, and a military post established there.
Many, if uot most of these Imliaus lmve been placed upon it without
serious difficulty, owing Jarg-el.Y to the good management and wise action of Lieutenant-Colonel Devin, Eighth Cavalry, \Tho was placed in
immediate cLarg·e of tbe movement. Such of the Apaches as have
remained awa,y it is believed \Till soon be brought in, and a state of
quiet secured in that part of the Territory hitherto unknown.
In the northwestern part of the Territory there "·as some dissatisfaction among the Ute Indians which threatened, at one time, to occasion
serious trouble, but the promut and judicious aetion of l\1lljor Price,
Eighth Cavalry, commanding Fort Wingate, acting mH.lcr the instructions of Colonel G. Granger, commanding tbe district, in co-operation
with the Indian department, effecte(l a peaceable settlement of the
questions involved. In this place it is proper for Ine to state that much
of the unusual freedom from Indian hostilities in New Mexico has been
due to Colonel Granger, the district commander, w·hose sensible and (liserect. management of Indian affairs in his district has commanded my
hearty appreci.ation aml approval.
1.\IILITAH.Y E:X:PEDI'l'IOXS.

Tile only military movem ent i11 any force it has seemed judicious to
make was a movemeJJt of some companies of the Eighth Cantlry, under
command of Colonel J. I. Gregg, of that regiment, from their summer
camp on the Canadian, near olu Fort B<:tscom, aloug the eastern liue of
the Staked Plain as far as the sources of the Hed B,i ver of Louisiana.
This movemeut had in view very largely tLe purpose to pnt a stop to
illicit traffic of New Mexicm1 traders with the Kiowas and Uomauches;
a trade embracing exchange of pO\vder and lead on one side for cattle
and horses stolen in Texas by tbe Indians. I lmve directed tbat all
st~ch rascals from ~ew 1\iexico, caught in this traffic, be sent to Texas,
w1th the stolen stock, and. turned O\Ter for trial to the civil authorities of
that State.
RAILHOADS.

Tlw completion of tbe muTo\v-gange road from Denver to Pueblo,
Colorado, has changed onr point for shipping supplies in wagons to
New 1\le:x.ico from Kit Carson to Pueblo-rt great gain to us in many
ways.

The Atcbi~on ,
r~nning itH traiu:-;

Topt·ka <md Santa F6 road is now completed and
to li'01t DodgL', Kausas, 1-rhicll enables us to dispense
With a large part of the wagon t l'ausportation, 'rhich has hitherto been
a heavy expenHe in this depart1nent. With the exception of J''ort Lyon
~nd Oa111~> ~npply, e\·ery vo~ t in this <lrvartment, east of New l\Iexico,
1~ on a nulroad, ancl there i:-; littl e donht that, by spring, the Atclti so11,
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Topeka and Santa Fe road will be completed to Fort Lyon.
Supply is only eighty miles south of Fort Dodge.

Camp

MILI1'ARY POSTS.

The military posts of Harker, Reynolds, and McRae hase been abandoned this year, and, in my judgment, one or more of the posts in New
Mexico coul<l be given up judiciously as soon as shelter can be had for
troops at points where military force is more needed and would be
better place<l. The great lines of railroad indicate pretty clearly what
are to be tlwroughfares across the country, and where settlements
induced uy them, and in want of temporary protection, may be found.
I do not, however, in view of the scant appropriation for purposes of
building, recommend any further changes this year.
I renew the recommendations of my annual reports for the past two
years for building at Fort Leavenworth. If it were left to my judgment,
I would concentrate here all the tl'oops in this department east of New
Mexico as win~er quarters, and depend altogether upon summer camps,
thrown out from here in the early spring, for all needed military protection of the Kansas frontier. As I h~we said many times, tllere is no
danger from Indians in tllis region in the winter, and the summer
camps, placed, if judicious, nea:r wlu~re tile present posts now are,
would furnish, and furuish better and with more efficiency, the military
protection now imperfectly supplied by the small posts.
Forts I.Jarued, Dodge, antl Lyon are substantial, well-built posts, and
'"ill last a long time; but Hays ar1d Wallace are the frailest temporary
:-;trnctures imaginable. 'fhey were neYer fit in their uest days for occupation during tlle seYere winters of the plains, and are now nearly worn
out. Another year 'Yill, I trust, see the end of them.
1.. ueg leaye to repeat here the opinion expressed in eYery annual
report made by me since I haYc been in command of this department,
that the abandonment of the numerous small posts, and the concentrat iou of tl1e troopR at posh; \Yllieh slln1l eontain at least one regiment, is
demanded by eYery Yiew of military efficiency in the protection of tlle
frontier, by eYery eom;icleratioH of ·wise economy, and by eYery neces8itJ· of discipline and. well- being of the troops. :From these large posts
summ er camps could be thrown ont early in the spring, thoroughly to
eoYer the \\hole frontier, and eyery mau, except the small detachments,
left to take eare of tlte few large posts, ~·onhl be available and in condition for immediate and efficient sen·ice. \Vith the present system of
. mall posts, the a<lministrative machinery of each of which is nearly if
not quite as 1aro·e a~ woul•l be 11eetle<l for each of the large posts, '"e are
11ot able, on the mCk' t liberal ealenlation, to pnt more than two-thirus
of the force acrnally in the field.
Fort Lean·u worth, with its large reservatiOIJ, eentral location, and
the abundant and clu·ap productio11s of the conntry aronnd it, togetl.J.er
with it. · imm ec1iate aucl rapirl connection by rail ~Yith all parts of the
frontier. of K~uJ.-a: mHl ( 'olora<lo, is pre-eminently fitted for a large con·
centratwn of troop: for :erviC'e on tlli. frolltier. (1.11d Hlwnld be ~nlarged
acc~n·<1ingly .·on: to lw r·apabl> of accommo(lating at least two or three
regnn e11t.·. I ha\·e pre>s.-ecl tllis matt 'I' :o often mH.l. o urgently for th
pa. t t\\'o )"l'ilr.· that it .-c•Pm: Hllll('C(•:sary further to pnnme the r-;n~ject
ltet'P.
'Yhi1 ' t lH· llllllJher of d ·.·ertiou.- frollt tlw troops in thiH '1epartment
lt,. mtt eh cl ' ·rea:ecl dlll'ing th , }JcL t yrar, tltp~· al'(' yet numeronH rnongh
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to be the cause of dissatisfaction and uneasiness. rrbe causes of desertion hitherto assigned need not be repeated; but I venture to suggest
that, in the intervals of duty, the soldier needs more amusement, mental and physical, than is now possible for him to have. The first essential
to contented service is some agreeable and useful occupation when not on
actual duty, and it would be economy to furnish this in reason, even if it
required a direct appropriation to do so. It can, however, be rea,sonabl.v
accomplished without additional expense; and I herewith present a
plan for doing so, which I trust will be adopted. It was first proposed
in a letter from me to the Secretary of War, part of which is herein
quoted:
The desedious from the Army within the last two years have been so numerous as·
to be a subject of deep concern to tbe country, and to occa8ion much uneasiness and
mortification to military commanders, who have been earnestly seeking a cause for it.
I think it lJOt useless to submit for yonr consideration a few remarks on the subject.
While, no doubt, the reduction of pay and the thousand of opportunities to better
his condition, furnished to the soldier by railroad and other enterprises, have proveu
a gre~tt incentive to desertion, it is believed that such causes may be obviated, or
greatly modified, by provilling tbe soldier with some proper means of recreation or
improvement. At present there is no provision of the kind, and the dry and monotonous routine duty of the solJ.ier becomes weari8ome to the last degree.
Such post-libra,ries, reading-rooms, &c., as existed before the war have all <1isappeared, and there cannot be collected unuer present regulations a sum at all sufficient
to 1·eplace tllem. It follows, of course, that when the soldier is not actually engaged
in the performance of some duty, he is without resource of any kind, and naturally
takes to idling and complaining. Those at all inclined to drink become dissipated and
worthless, are put into the guaru-honse, and sentenced by courts-martial to confinement of greater or less duration. Of course the routine duty they are thus debarred
from performing mnst be done by the other members of the company, who have done
• no wrong, bnt who are actually punished by this extra duty for the sins of others.
Of course this is a further cause of discontent.
The fine imposed on the soldier who sins, aud whose confinement transfers his
duties to the shoulders of th e innocent, in no respect inures to their bcuetit, but is
appropriated for t4e Soldiers' Home, in Washington, where fe\Y soldiers ever go, aud
wLich is already the richest institnt.iou in this country.
I see tha.t about $200,000 were collected last year from fines thus imposed, to be appropdated to the Soldiers' Home, which, from funds on hand and the interest upon
them, bas already an income far larger than its neceesities. It is needless to say that
such an arrangement is extremel~7 distasteful to the Army.
I assume, 1ts a matter of course, that it is the policy of the Government (as it is certainly common sense) to do everything that can reasonably be done, to sati:-;fy the soldier with his lot. As a mere question of expense to the Uniteu States, it is certainly
the true policy. A contented soldier will not ...lescrt, and will surely perform his duty
better than one who is discontented.
This naturally leads me to what I wish to commend to your attention, viz: The
propriety and good policy of devoting at 1eaRt 50 per cent. of the fiues collected from
courts-martial sentences to the purchase of books, magazines, newspapers, &c., for the
establishment of post-libraries aud reading-rooms at the military posts iu the Army.
Such a diFJpo:o;ition of tl1c fines in <JUestion, would not impair at all the efficiency or
comfort of the Soldien::~' Home; would involve no increased expense to the Government, but wonlU really save the United States many thousands of doJJars now paid
out for arrests of deserters, their confinement in penitentiaries, anrl the very great expense of so mauy courts-martial, alHl ·would, llesides, go further than any measure I
know, to arrest desertiom;, anu render the Army more etlicient, contented, and sat,isfac~ory. ·whether it he in your power, witbont legislation, to make such use of the fund
lll question, I do not know ; bnt, if it b e, I may safely assure you t.ha.t yon can do a.n
act of infinite advant.age to the service, awl one wLielJ, I a.m sure, will be nuanimonsly
aceeptable to the Army.
The details of expenditnre of ihiH money for post-libraries, &c., and the regulations
for. tbe lllanageweut of the fund, and the c;n·e of the bnildiugB, books, &c., wonld
eas1ly he made.

If legislation l>e needed to accomplh;h tlle pnrpese, I respectfn1ly
suggest that it be asked for at the next session of Congress.
4w
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The necessity of military prisons for the Army, established and regulated on some well-considered system, becomes more apparent every
day. In so large a military department as this, there are always as
many as one hundred men, and sometimes more, undergoing sentences
of confinement and labor of long duration. It is impracticable at
frontier posts to execute such sentences, because the means of confinement are limited and insufficient, and because the garrisons of posts are
either too small or too actively employed to permit the detail of the
necessary guard. .Such prisoners must, therefore, be sent elsewhere
for the execution of the sentences against them. The guard-house at
Fort Leavenworth is an unusually large and strong building, and it
has been my custom to order the confinement in it of as mauy such
prisor.ers as it can be made to accommodate-generally about fifty;
but there still remains a large number, which, under existing circumstances, must be sent to one of the State penitentiaries-that of Kansas
or Missouri.
While the United States is compelled to undergo the expense of
clothing and subsisting such prisoners during their imprisonment in
these penitentiaries, the public service derives no compensating benefit
from their labor, which now inures to the profit of the States or the
contractors. It should seem that, whatever benefit can be derived from
the labor of such prisoners, properly and naturally should be for the
use of the military department which is thus deprived of their services,
.and of the soldiers who are compelled to do the duty which they have
disqualified themselves from doing. Certainly the Government, which,
I believe, now pays about $3,000 every year for supporting prisoners in
the State penitenthtries, ought to derive some remuneration from their
labor, and it is in this view that I respectfully recommend that the sum
of $10,000 be appropriateu to enlarge the means at this post of confining prisoners sentenced to long terms of imprisonment and labor. It is
central and well suited to the convenience of the frontier posts. The
value of the labor of such prisoners now lost by their confinement in
penitentiaries would, in tl1 ree years, pay the cost of builtiing such a
prison here.
DEPAR'l'l\IEN'l'~

OF 'l'HE

UENEl~AL

STAFF.

It is a pleasnre, as well as a duty, to report that in the performance
of my duties, I luwe recei ,-e<l at all times the most cordial and valuaule assi 'tance from tl1e officers of the general stafl' sen·ing at these
headquarters. The bn:ines of their several departments has been cou<lucted with euflrgy aud abilitJ, and the results are phtinly manifest in
the general condition of the department, and the economy and efficiency
of its admini..:trati Ye departm nt ..
To Lieut ·nant-Colorwl H. \Vi1liams, assistant adjutant-general; Colonel .r . 11. lJavi.·, iuspector-geueral; Major 1\L I-t. Morgan, chief
commi::ary ubsi. tf'nce; J\ ajor S. G. Swaim, judge-advocate; Major
J. G. Chandler chief quarterm~ ster; Surgeon G. Perin, medical dir ctor; aud Li ntenant E. II. nnffner, Engineer.·, my thank for thi
condition of atl'air: arc ...:p cia11y dn . I tran. mit inclosed tiJe reports
of th . e oftic !r:, of.tlw hn:in ..... of tbeir respP- ·tive department: for the
pa. t y ar.
T-h indefa igahle iudu. try of I.Ji •utr.naut ltntl'ner, united to his intellur nt coulprP.h n. iou and .~y. ·tcrnHtie work, ha. largnly added to au
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accurate knowledge of the topography and general physical character
of those portions of the department about which little was known, as
well as large sections very inaccurately laid down on the present maps.
It is hoped and believed that two or three more seasons of such active
and thorough work will go far to complete with accuracy our maps of
this region.
Second Lieutenant Philip Reade, Third Infantry, a.cting signal officer
at these headquarters, bas performed his duties with zeal and intelligence.
I submit herewith a roster of this department, and a return of the
troops serving in it.
I am, colonel, respectfully, your obedient servant,
JNO. POPE,
Brevet Major- General, U. S. A.., Commanding.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. B. FRY,
.
Assistant Adjutant- General JJfilitary Division of the JJfissouri.

REPORT OF BRIGADIER-GENEHAL ORD.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE PLA'l'TE,

O·maha, N ebraslca, September 30, 1872.
In regard to affairs in my department since I assumed
command, December 11, 1871, I have to report that during the winter,
an unusually severe one, the troops were engaged in their regular duties
at their stations, eleven in number, extending fi·om this place to Nevada,
and garrisoned by the Ninth, Third, and Fourteenth Infantr.r, and eight
companies of. the Second, and a detachment of tlle Fifth Cavalry.
During the prevalence of the heavy snows which began in October,
and continued almost without intermission until April, the Union
Pacific Railroad, which supplies all the posts in tllis department west
of this place and east of Utah, was so much obstructed with deep
snows, that for about a month at one time tlle cars failed to go through,
and about ten traius were united with their freights, and passengers to work
through the heavy snow-b:1nks that filled many of the deep cuts on the
high plateau east of the Green Hiver basin; they drew rations from the
military post of Fort Fred Steele (Colonel de Trobriand) when the
supplies which had been accumulated by the railroad company in large,
and it was supposed sufficient, quantities began to faiL It was a singular
though cheerful sight for the passengers to witness the ·slow but sure
mule-train working up through the snow to the relief of some twenty
locomotives and their long train of cars out in the cold.
There was also danger of a famine at South Pass Uity, and among
tlle miners of the vicinity, for the same reason, that the trains were all
snow-bound; but Major Brisbin had enough at his post-Camp Stambangh-to spare the citizens a supply of food nntil the roads were open.
A coal famine also occurred at the town of Cheyenne, and the necessities of the inhabitants had. to be relieved from tlle surplus at the military
post of D. A. Hussell.
All these ales of supplies were approved by proper authority, as have
been some L sues which had to be made from posts farther east, to the
hal~~starved. bands of Sioux, who were making their way to their reserYatwns from their winter bunt on the Republican.
A. oon as the roads were open from the Pacific, the Third Cavalry,
COLONEL:
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which bad been waiting at Benicia, arrived from California and took
the posts Vv'bich had been occupied by the ],ifth, and the detachment of
that regiment was sent to Arizona.
As spring advanced, some of the roving bands of wild Sioux,
Cheyennes, Arapahoes, Minneconjoux, Utes, &c., began to move, and
during the spring and summer the troops have formed seven scouting
and observation camps to cover advancing settlements, and the operations of surveyipg parties, &c.
Lieutenant Wheeler, Clarence King, and Professor Hayden have
received aid, and in three or four cases escorts from the military posts
in this department, and several smaller parties of land surveyors have
been provided with escorts where there was reason to apprehend attack.
There are five extensive frontiers to guard in this department: The
east and west of the Great Utah Valley, which is surrounded by deserts
and mountains, inhabited only by Indians; then coming east are the
settlements extending from Fort Bridger to Wind River, also surrounded.
by a wide scope of Indian country; thence coming farther east, over
the plains occupied by roving anti wild bands, until the settlements
which are auvancing west up the tl'ibutaries of the Missouri are reached.
BesiUes these, there is a line of settlements and small towns along the
Union Pacific Railroad, and all of these are more or less sensitive in
proportion to the scanty numbers of settlers and their remoteness.
In Southeastern Utah, \Vind River Valley, along up the Republican
and Loup Fork, and on the streams near the Nortll Platte, heading in
the Black Hills, the settler's nearest neighbor is sometimes eight, ten, or
twenty miles distant, and every man plows and mows with his rifle in
his hand or at his back. Stock to be safe have to have armed herders
with them, and with such au extensive district }tnd series of almost
helpless frontiers, and such a severe winter to stimulate the hnng·er of
the Indians, the wonder is that so little harm was done by the111. The
list of casualties foots up auout as follows:
In Wyoming: Three men killed, and about tweuty-~even mules and
horses stolen.
In Nebraska: One soldier kille11, th1·ee or fonr small herds of cattle
taken.
In Utah: Two whites killed, and verhaps two hundred head of :-;tock
stolen by hungry reservation Uter;, whose reservation (almost a desert
south of the Uintah Mountains) affords them uo game; and not enough
food having been provided there, aud being accustomed to Utah Valley,
from ''bich they had been takmt, they returned and continued to prey
on the l\Iormons, until troops were Reut after tllem, when they retur ned
to their reservation on prouli:e of lJeing fed.
In every case; except tlw::;e named llelow, the Indians committing the
depredations bave lleen pursne<l alHl, in some caseR, the stolen Rtoclc
recovered, aud ..four or five Imliam; bave Leen killed in these pursuit .~.
Vhen the df'predation has oeenne<1 near the extensi,·e reserve Indian
di. tri ·t north of the ... orth Platte. all(1 the ln<1imJ8 have tied aero. 8 that
riYer au<l tak ·n refuge among the' nmnerons ba1Hls there provicled for by
the Government, awl from whnse conntrv white men are by treaty
:-:pcc:ially exclude<1, the Indian Department ha · 11ot deemed it politic to
allow a pm:uit, whic:h, if attempt<:d at all, woulcl haxe requirecl a huge
forc:e, and perhavs l('d to fl; war in wlti ·lt peaceable mHl innocent I1H1ians
wigbt lmYe ~ufferecl. '\VLile thi: conclusion may be cm-re<;t, and iB
lnnuan >to the lnuian:, th :ettler:-;, wlJO~ • ~tock hm; hC'eu Htolen mHl
1 enlrr · killr.d, might see it iu that light if the~- were paid for their lo: '<'S
ou of tl1 • I u<liau ammitie:-.., a· j..,, I lwli ·ve, pH,Yi<lcd for Ly tltt• ·a me
T
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treaty which authorizes these Indians to hunt an:y\Yhere in the white
settlewents south of their own lands.
In regard to discipline, the troops of nearly ttll the posts in this department, whP-n not out scouting, escorting civilian parties, or building
posts, have been, since the winter, regularly drilled, and target practice
held weekly. Considerable improvement in the skill of the men has
been the result, tl10ugh while in late years such continual improvement
has been maue in the arms issued to the soldier, until his rifle has become a delicate and valuable instrument, comparatively little care is
taken that the hire of the man to shoot this highly-improved arm has
increased with the character and expensiveness of his arm and current
rates of wages on the frontier, so that while we have a much nicer and
more different arm to handle than we used to have, I rather tllink we
have a much less intelligent soldier to handle it.
The first sergeant of a company of troops is expected to keep all the
books, call all the rolls, attend all the drills, be responsible for all the
company arms, never get drunk; he and the other sergeants have entire
charge of the men in quarters, and frequently of scouting and escorting parties, and are expected on those occasions to do an officer's duty,
and the duty-sergeant's pay, $17 per month, only exceeds by a few cents
per day that of the private soldiers, (with whom they have to eat and
sleep, because they cannot afford a separate mess.) Sergeants of engineers and ordnance, whose duties are not half as dangerous and not
more responsible, recei ''e double the pay. It is difficult to understand
the reason of this, but the result of poor pay is poor sergeants, and, as
a rule, the line does not get non-commissioned officers who command
the respect or obedience of the men.
Desertions, it is true, have somewhat decreased since the new pay-bill.
went into operation, but if a sergeant was paid as in the ordnance or
engineers, the line would probably secure tile services in that grade of
intelligent young Americans, especially if there was a prospect that
Dccasionally one would be commisRioned.
There are only eight companies of the Second Cavalry, averaging
about 70 men each, in this department, and there have been 165 desertions among them in eight months of this year. In one regiment of
infantry there were in the year ending January, 1872, a little over 290
recruits sent them anu a little over 300 desertions, and but few of these
men are ever apprehended, because the trifling reward offered a civilian
for the deserter's apprehension and deli very is not enough to pay expenses to the post and home if the deserter gets fifty miles away. Some
of this wholesale desertion is doubtless uue to incompetent company
commanders, who turn the discipline of their men over to harsh and
intemperate sergeants; but the reduction in the number of desertions
since the small increase in the man's pay ind icates that a still further
increase would be attentled with similar good effect.
The law directing post-schools at military posts has been generally
carried out in this department. It is proposed to establish a system of
instruction for such 8chools as soon as the summer and fall scouts are
over.
Schedule marked A shows the operationf::i and movements of troops
a. far as reported; B, the casualties occurring in regiments; 0, the present position of troops in the Department. It will be seen by the latter
that four companies of the Eighth Infantry have been recently stationed
at Beaver, Southern Utah, where barracks for the soldiers to the amount
~11owed by law, $20,000, are in process of erection. This sum is entirely
madequate to build store-hou es, hospital, officers' quarters, a guard-
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house; the officers will have to spend the winter (which at that elevation is severe) in tents, and I recommend an appropriation of at least
$60,000 for the erection of proper quarters, store-houses, &c., at that
place.
The necessity for a military station in that district of country is due
to the rapid increase of valuable mineral discoveries in the sterile
mountains of Southern Utah, which discoveries are generally remote
from each other and from the Mormon settlements. To develop these
and discover others, the small bands of miners and prospectors should
have some military posts near, where the United States flag is kept flying, and where they will feel that they have friends who will stand by
them; and from which posts frequent expeditions can be made to insure quiet and cover their advance. I also think that a military station
of two companies of cavalry for the same reason is now needed at Saint
George's or Kanab, in Southern Utah, where the United States Government and its flag are scarcely known.
I also have to request that a sufficient appropriation be asked to build
a two-company post on the Upper Republican, where rapidly advancing
settlements are pushing out, and where the Indians go in large numbers
annually to hunt. Thirty thousand dollars will, I think, cover what is
needed there. (See letter of Mr. Royal Buck, appended, marked D,
which shows how the settlers there feel about it.)
The officers' and men's quarters at Camp Douglas are old and dilapidated, built about eleven years since, of logs resting on the grounu.
They are now, especially those of the men's, scarcely habitable on account of the logs in that damp winter climate having rotted. New
quarters of stone can be erected at comparatively a small expense if as
the stone is convenient and could be quarried and brought in by the
soldiers for this purpose. I have to ask an appropriation of $30,000 ;
the probable unsettled condition of affairs there, I think, will make the
post necessary for many years, and hence the call for good and sufficient
quarters.
I am, colonel, very respectfully, ;your obedient servant,
E. 0. C. ORD,
Brigadier-General, Commanding.
Lieutenant-Colonel JAMES B. FRY,
Assistant Adjutant-General United States Army,
Headquarters Military Division of the .Missouri, Chicago, Ill.

REPORT OF BRIGADIER-GENERAL AUGUR.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS,
OFFICE .ASSISTANT .AD.JUTANT-GENERAL,
San Antonio, Texccs, September 28, 1872.
COLONEL: I have the honor to ubmit the following report of military
operation within thi: department since I a .. umed command, January
~!), 1 72:
.~c fter due examination and con. ideration, I deemed it advi:al.>le to
mak con. i<l rahle change: in the . tation of certain companies and regim nt:, ·w ith a Yiew of getting companie' of the same regiment together,
or a· 11early .·o a· praetieah1 ·,and to bl'ing more cavalry to the line of the
IUo 'rand , '"h re it wa: thought it coull be mad more n·~efn1. 'J'he1:le
c·hang '· Wf'r , ma<l' \\ ith our own tran. portation.
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Being apprehensive that the system of subposts found in operation
(with their days and manner of scouting prescribed in orders) might
degenerate into mere routine, I thought it better to substitute for it
another with a more direct responsibility, as follows:
The orders now existing in this department establishing subposts, and prescribing
the number of troops at each post to be engaged in scouting, are rescinded, antl the
following substituted therefor:
Every commanding officer wm be held r·esponsible that within the limits of his post,
as prescribed in General Order No.6, from these headquarters, of 1871, the troops under
his command are employed to the extent of thp,ir ability in giving protection to exposed
settlements and rontes of travel, and in guarding against Indian incursions; and in
case the latter do occur, that they be not content with a mere formal pursuit of a few
days, then losing trail aml returning, but see that a rigorous, det.ermined, and continued
effort, even to the extent of privation to men and horses, if necessary, be made to overtake and punish the marauders. To this end, they will establish snch camps and stations on mail-routes and near settlements, and direct such sconts as, in their opinion,
will most surely aid in accomplishing the desired objects.

If this system has not been altogether successful in repre.s sing Indian
raids, it is not the fault of commanding officers or that of the troops.
They have all shown great zeal and intelligence in endeavors to capture
and to punish the raiders.
The Texan frontier settlements suffering most from incursions of hostile Indians are those on the north, extending from Fort Richardson by
way of Forts Griffin and Ooncho, and toward Fort Stockton to the
Pecos River, a distance of over four hundred miles; and those on the
west, down the Pecos and Rio Grande Hi vers as far as Fort Mcintosh,
about the same distance.
It will be observed that the northern line is directly opposed by the
Indlan Territory, where are collected all the quasi friendly tribes, and
by the Staked Plains, the home and hiding-plaee of all the marauding
bands who refuse to go upon reservations.
There is free and unrestrained intercourse between the two classes of
tribes, and it is well known that the Kimvas of the first class have been
connected with the latter in most of t he outrageR, maraudings, and murderings during the past summer.
The Staked P lains and Indian reservations afford, by short lines,
refuge awl security to these outlaws, and to their plunder.
The western liue is exposed to outrages from bands of Indians pertnanently loca.ted in Mexico, and others who make of Mexico a base for
operating against our frontier settlements, and by short lines, a refuge
from pursuit, and a market for their plunder.
In view of these favoring surroundings it is nearly impossible for
troops acting simply on the defensive as it were, and limited in pursuit
by Mexico on one side and reservations on the other, to prevent these
raids upon settlements, or to punish the marauders.
In addition to these Indian outrages the frontier Texan settlements
are exposed to anotller enemy almost as fatal to their prosperity as the
Indians-the cattle-thieves from New Mexico, on the northern line, and
the cattle-thieves from .Mexico, on the western line.
The great cattJe.ranges of vYestern Texas lie near the Hio Grande,
which is a mere mark of boundary without being in the least an obstruction to the operations of the thieves. It is an obstacle only to the troops
and others who follow tllem, and endeavor to recover their property.
The cattle-thieves from New .1\Iexico are in league wit];l the Indians of
the Staked Plaius, to whom tl.H'../ snpply arms and ammunition and
whatever else they ref]uire.
On the 28th i\Iarch, Sergeant \Vilsou, of Company I, Fourth Uavalry,
sent ont from Fort Uoncho in pun:nit of a (supposed) body of Indian
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marauders, overtook them and bad a brisk little :fight, killing 2, wounding 3, capturing 1. This prisoner proved to be a New Mexican, and his
account of himself, in brief, was that he was one of about fifty men
from New J\l[exico, who were regularly employed to come to Texas to
steal cattle. He gave the name of his employer and the wages he was
to receive; mentioned the eamps of Indians on the road who were
working in concert with them, and related his operations generally to
day of his capture. He stated what was hardly credited, that there
was·a good wagon-road across the Staked Plains, ,,·ith plenty of permanent water and grass, and that all the stolen cattle were driven over it
to New Mexico. I directed measures to be taken to verify as far as
possible his statement. A party was sent from Concho, which, under
his guidance, found, on the headwaters of the Colorado, the large Indian camp be spoke of1 but abandoned, and evidences of large numbers
of horses and cattle having been driven that way.
With a view of breaking up this cattle-stealing, and stopping incursions of hostile Indians along· the northern frontier, I directed, in May,
Colonel J\llackenzie, Fourth Cavalry, to establish a camp of cavalry and
infantry on the Fresh Fork of the Brazos, from which his cavalry should
operate in pursuit of hostile Indians.
Colonel J\llackenzie had the New Mexican as a guide, and in his operations <.liscovered the road, which he (the guide) had passed over on hiR
way from New Mexico. Its appearance indicated that large herds
of cattle bad passed over it, though, from recent rains, it was impossible
to judge how long before. Colonel Mackenzie determined, very properly,
to follow it, to find its termination, and possibly to recover some of the
cattle. It led him directly across the ·Staked Plains, where be found
plenty of water and grass, to near Alamo Gordo, in New Mexico.
After striking the settlement it gradually broke up into small trails that
l)romised no result from further advance. He endeavored to find the
parties charged by the guide as being engaged in this traffic, but they
could not be found. They had probably left,, he reports, to escape capture by a party of citizens who were arresting cattle-thieYes, and taking
possession of stolen cattle.
On his return Colonell\-Iack<>nzie took the route from Fort Bascom to
head of Red River 1 thence to his camp on Fresh Fork of BrazoR. Of
this last route he says:
This route haR permanent and excellent water across tlle plaius, aml no clu;t:~nce of
more than 30 miles between water. All tlle water runs into Red River, the Palo
Douro being undoubtedly the Upper Reel Hi ver. The t~:ail I took in going across is
more depeudent on rain, but tlle Palo Douro trail bas permanent spring-,vater. There
i~ good water au<~ grass by both routes, they being in almost every respect better
than the Pecos trails, and could be ruade ~:>afe to legitimate cattle-drovcnl.

Thi. i · the first im;tance, in my knowledge, where troops have beeu
succe: fu1ly taken aero . the Stal{ed Plains. This fact, that troops can
be so moYed and the general knowledge of the country, and the specific
knowledge of the rontcs and modus operandi of tlJe cattle-thieveR, obtained by Colonel J\Iackenzie, I regard us very important, and well
. worth th ·nmmer'. labor. l\I~p. and itineraries are being prepared by
him, awl will he cornpletc<l when hi: command comes iu, (by November
1.) A :oon a· rccei,Tcd they will he forwar1l<.'d.
So far he ha. f~1i1ed to find any Indians. He appears to think they
1 ave gon north, of Ued JUver, to keep out of l1i 'Yay. It i · believed,
too, that the Apaebf•:· 'omanch '-'· an<l other haJHh; recently gone to
. . fexico ar th<~ hancl: wlJO luwc af·o h<·C·lJ <lri\·cn from tlrat country by
... < ekeuzie':-> operation
th re. Iu :Jfareh la:t the Pre..,icleut dircct<>d
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that all persons in the Indian Territory south of Kansas and west of
Arkansas and Missouri (except such as bore authority from superintendent of Indian affairs in the Territory to remain, and sucli as are
actually in good faith engaged in building and operating the railroads
now being constructed through the Creek and Choctaw countries) be at
once removed, and that a sufficient military force be detailed for the
purpose. The carrying out of this order was confided to Colonel Grierson, Tenth Cayalry, under the following instructions:
You will communicate at once with t.he superintendent of Indian affairs for Indian
Territory, or if that is impracticable, with the local a.gents, and obtain from them the
names and location of the persons autllorized to remain, and also the names and location of unauthorized intruders, whose removal is ordered. To these latter you will
cause notice to he given of the order of the President for their removal, and of your
instructions for its enforcement; and, :fixing a reasonable time, you will inform them
that at the expiration of that time they must leave the Indian Territory; if not, that
force will have to be used to effect this removal. They should be impressed, too, with
the fact that this order has been given after a great deal of discussion of the matter in
the public newspapers and in Congress, and that there is not the slightest chance of
its being recalled. It is hoped this will be sufficient to induce a general acquiescence, and that nothing more than a mere show of force will in any case be necessary. If, however, unfortunately, they will not listen, and quietly retire, and it
becomes necessary to use force, you are expected to do so, and in such a way as will
effectually show there is no hope but in compliance. At the same time you will be
careful to impress upon all engaged in this duty that no unnecessary violence is to be
exercised toward these people, nor are they to he subjected to a.ny exactions or losses,
nor made to undergo any hardships not inseparable from a thorough execution of the
order. It is barely possible there may be attempts to organize a resistance. You
should take measures to have yourself promptly informed of every effort of this kind,
and in every ca.se your force in hand should be sufficient to render any resistance
hopeless.

Under his judicious management the removal has been effected without trouble or a single complaint, so far as I have heard.
In consequence of this duty, and others connected with troubles on
the line of the :lVIexico, Kansas, and Texas railroads, it was found necessary to re-occupy Fort Gibson. Two companies of the Tenth Cavalry,
and two companies of the Twenty-fifth Infantry, now occupy that post.
It is doubtful if there are sufficient quarters for these troops and officers.
I shall, however, visit that post early in November, and determine the
n urn ber of troops necessary to be retained there. It is believed that one
company at least can be sent to Fort Sill for the winter.
To remedy as far as practicable irregularities on the Rio Grande frontier the following instructions were issued to commanders of posts along
that line:
Numerous reports, official and otherwise, have reached these headquarters of irregularities along the Rio Grande frontier. It is stated that parties of Mexicans, sometimes
armed, cross to this side, steal cattle, and commit other crimes, and that parties of
Mexicans living on this side, quasi citizens of the United States, also cross to the
Mexican side antl commit depredations there. These irregularities are believed to be
mostly due to the condition of revolution in which the Mexicans find themselves at
present. The defeated bandt:. of either party seek safety by crossing the river, where
they watch for a favorable opportunity to r·eturu-frequently joined by friends from
this side.
But, whatever the reason, a vigorous effort must be made to save our frontier from
becoming a theater of robberies and a refnge for armfld bodies of Mexicans on one side,
or a base for organizing offensive operations to be carried on within the limits of a
friendly power on the other.
All the cavalry that can he spared from other posts has been ordered to Fort Brown
and Ringgold Barracks. TIJis cavalry is not intended for duty at those posts, but for
3ervice in watching and patroling the river to prevent violations of our territory by
armed bodies of any description from either sido the river, and.to a1ford protection to
our revenue officers while engaged in the execution of their duties .
. The cornmandln~ oflicers of all posts on the Rio Grande will cause their troops to he
vJgila.ut, to fiud out c.tnd capture aud disarm, and turn over as prisoners to their respect-
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ive posts, any armed body of Mexicans found on our soil; as also armed bodies of meu
on our side who contemplate making Mexico the sceue of warlike operations.
The commanding officer of Fort Brown, with the company of Fourth Cavalry
en route to his post, and the company of infantry, which he is authorized to mount, is
expected to do this as far up the Rio Grande as Ringgold Barracks.
The commanding officer Ringgold Barracks, with the company of Ninth Cavalry
under orders to report to him, is expected to do this service as far up the river as the
Sau Juanita.
The commanding officer Fort Mcintosh~ from the San Juanita to Kingsbury's Rapids.
The comman(ling officer Fort Duncan, from the latter point to any point above where
he learns of any cause for action.
The limits of operations given above are for general guidance. They will no~ be
observed when opportunity occurs to either command to accomplish anything by gomg
beyond them.

I am assured that the action taken by officers in pursuance of these
instructions has greatly diminished the irregularities complained of,
though not by any meaus effectually stopping them. It is believed they
never can be stopped without radical changes in the character of the
Mexican border population.
The commanding officer of government forces in Piedras Negras,
Mexico, directly opposite to Fort Duncan, Texas, having been for some
time besieged by superior revolutionary forces, abandoned that place on
the night of March 1, and brought all his force and arms to Fort Duncan and surrendered them to the commanding officer. Having been
disarmed they were d1sbanded.
Some time after an attempt was made to re-organize this force on our
side the river for purpose of recrossing into Mexico. Some arms and
ammunition and a number of recruits were obtained. Captain 1\Ieyer,
Ninth Cavalry, commanding at Fort Mcintosh, hearing of this, proceeded to the camp, and arrested all the parties-seven officers and
thirty-seven privates.
The commander, .with a large part of the command, bad crosseu the
Rio Grande the night before. Heturning to this side a few days after,
he was also arrested by Captain Meyer, and sent with the other officers
to their headquarters, wl.Jere they were held subject to the civil authorities for breach of neutrality laws; the privates were released. But as
the civil authorities failed to take any action in th eir case, I was instructed to release them on their parole to appear whenever called fo r.
Up to this time they have not been called for by the cidl authorities.
I do not think tl.Jat Forts :Mcintosh and Quitman are of sufficient use
to warrant their retention as military posts. 1\fcintosh is too remote
from the Nuece settlemeuts to be of a.ny protection to them, and as a
mere point to be held on the Rio Grande i~ of no particular value. A
company of cavalry encamped near the SPttlements on the Cariso would
be of practical enTice to them. Having it changed frec1ueutly from
Fort Clark, no qnarterR T!eed be built, as in case of very severe weather
it could ue brongllt iuto the post. Quitman appears of uo value except
as a point on the mail route to be protected, and this could be clone by
a detachment from Fort Uavi~ quite as w·ell, and thus ~ave all the surrounding.· of a po t. Or one company m]ght be kept tl.Jere d(ltached
fr01 :Fort Davi., to lJ"' ehauged freqn ntly-Fort D~wis to be con i<lered
as 1t: po:t. I re.:p ctfull,y recomwerHl that botll these po:ts be abandon ed a.- military po 't.'.
The gr~at extent of onntry cover ·d l1y milital' · po ·t · in thiB department, and the~ m ·~u1 .: of communicating betw •en them limited g(lnera1ly
to wagon: rc·ncl•r: tlt' re~nlar paym nt of tltc troops a matter of gr at
1. bor ancl mn<.:h time. \Vith OIII'limit •(l number or paymasters, it was
fonnd imprae i ·a1>1 · t > (1 it without , ('ltange ot' By. t 'Ill. On the rec-
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ommendation of the chief paymaster, the following arrangement was
made:
I. The payment of troops in this department will, until furt.her orders, be made
under the following directions and assignments of paymasLers:
Major E. D. Judd to be stationed at San Antonio, Texas, reporting to the chief paymaster for such duty as may be assigned him.
II. Major George E. Glenn to be stationed at San Antonio, Texas, and is charged with
the paymen~ of the troops at Fort Mcintosh, Ringgold Barracks, l<,ort Brown, and
Brazos Sant1ago.
III. l\1ajor J. W. Nicholls to be stationed at Galveston, Texas, and is charged with the
payment of the troops at Forts Richardson, Griffin, Sill, and their sub-stations.
IV. Major P. P. G. Hall to be stationed at Fort Concllo, Texas, and is charged with
the payment of the troops at Forts Concho, McKavett, Clark, Duncan, and their substations.
V. Major W. P. Gould to be stationed at Fort Stockton, and is charged with the payment of the troops at Forts Stockton, Davis, Quitman, BlisR, and their sub-stations.

Under this arrangement the troops have been regularly paid. For
the payment of troops at Fort Gibson, we have been indebted to a paymaster from Department of the J\iissouri. The completion of the Texas
· Central, and Mexico, Kansas, and Texas roads in a very short time will
enable us to dispense with this arrangement, aud do all of onr own
work.
The transportation of supplies, almost entirely by wagons, to the
various posts scattered over tbis immense department, is a matter of
serious importance, and of great difficulty. The contracts for this service have been made this year at what nre regarded as reasonable rates,
and lower than those of last year.
It is believed that by adopting a modified schedule of rout~s, which
will be submitted in time, that another year tilis work can be simplified,
and be procured at still lower rates.
The progress of railroads in this State will assist in this at present,
and in a few years will entirely change the present system.
No ·complaints have thus far reached me of any failure of contractors
to deliver supplies in time.
To prevent, as far as practicable, the silipment of imperfect stores,
I have given the following instructions to all concerned:
Tho great expense attending the transportation of stores in this department renders
it very important that only such as are in perfect condition for use be transported.
Hereafter, when supplies are to be shipped for use of troops from any supply depot
in San Antonio, or from any post, they will :first be carefully inspected, and none sent
that are not perfect in quality and condition. Original, or other packages, the condition of whose contents is not fully known, will not be sent without the prescribed
~xaminatiou. Stores unfit for use should be detected at the depots and inspected, and,
1f necessary, condemned and disposed of there, and the Government saved the useless
expense and trouble of their transportation to posts where they are of no use, and
:vhere th~ final disposition of them entails additional expense, and often very great
1nconvemence.

The difficulties and complications arising from the anomalous tenure
of the sites of all of our military posts, bas been fully reported upon
by former commanders of tilis department, and is familiar to all. I
only refer to it here to state that there is no diminution of the troubles
connef'.ted tilermvith.
The Tenth Infantry has been, for nearly four years past, stationed on
tile Lower Rio Grande, anu the men were suffering a great deal from the
effects of that debilitating climate. I have given oruers for it to change
stations with the Twenty-fourth Infantry. The change is now being
effectP.d gradually, as we use our own transportation.
The labor and privations of the troops in this department are botll
severe. 1\Iuch of the privation is du:e to tile effects of climate, which
renuer it impossible to grow fruit or vegetables at many of the posts,
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and prevent their being supplied from the· depot, as such articles, anrl
nmny other essential small-stores, spoil en route.
The cavalry particularly are constantly at work, and it is a kind of
work too that disheartens, as there is very little to show for it. Yet
their zeal is untiring, and if they do not always achieve success, they
always deserve it. I have never seen troops more constantly employed.
The recent legislation of Congress iu the interest of the enlisted men
of the Arm~T' will have, I believe, a .,Tery happy effect upon that not
wholly appreciated class, and render them more zealous, if possible, in
performing their arduous and thankless labors.
The officers of the general staff on duty at these headquarters are
efficient and faithful officers, and to them, as also to my personal staff,
I am greatly indebted for cheerful and ready assistance in every effort
for the public service.
I respectfull.Y inclose a statement of all Indian depredations that
have occurred in the department thus far reported, a tabular statement
of expeditions and scouts, a statement of the movements of troops,
and a synopsis of labor performed.
·
I am, colonel, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
.
C. C. AUGUR,
Brigadier-General, U.S. A., Comma.nding.
Colonel JAMES B. FRY,
Assistant Adjutant- General, Headq~wrters Military
Division of the Missouri, Chicago, Illinois.

REPORT OF MAJOR-GENERAL MEADE.
HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF TIIE ATLANTIC,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, October 1, 1872.
SIR: In conformity with the instructions of the General-in-Chief, I

have the honor to submit for his information the following· report of the
operations of the troops in this division since the date of the last re})Ort,
viz, October 24, 1871.
The lYiilitary Divi ion of the Atlantic is formed by the Departments
of the East and of the Lakes, and geographically extenfls from the west
end of Lake Superior to Eastport, Maine, and from the latter post to
the Capes of Virginia.
·
The troops located therein consi~:5t of 4 companies of engineers, 31
batteries of artillery, 1:3 companies of infantry, 12 <h~tachments of
ordnance, garrisoning 2:3 posts, exchu;ive of arsenals.
The change. in tbe geographical limits of the divisiol\ and of the
troop tationed therein ha \·e been during the past year as follows : .
, 'oon after the date of my la t report, the State of North Carolm~
was transferred from the Department of the Bast to the Department of
the South, au<l with it the troop then on duty in the State, viz, one
company of caYalry alHl . \·en lmtterie. of m::tillery.
On ....'"o~emher 2, 1871, Hll!ler the order. of tile "\Var Department, four
companie:· of the Eighth H. •giment Infantry, under a fi •]d oflicer, were
tran ·ferr d from th J) prll'tlllPnt of the East to the ::\filitary DivL~ion
of the ~ Ii :ouri and on ,Jnly 5, 1872, the remaining companies of the
·(wiment, togctll !I' with tb! headquarter·, w rc tran ·ferred to tlw same
<livi:ion.
Th only movemen : of the troop.· in the <livi:ion <luring the year
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have been the sending on May 12 last, to Houghton, Michigan, of parts
of four companies of the First Infantry, on the requisition of the governor of the State, approved at Washington, to aid the civil authorities
in the suppression of disorders in the mining region.
The following changes of stations of troops have also been made:
Battery F, Fourth Artillery, from Fort Foote to Fort Washington,
Maryland; Battery lVI, Fourth Artillery, from Fort Washington to Fort
Foote, Maryland.
In September last, Fort Washington, Maryland, being required by
the Engineer Department, its garrison, Battery F, Fourth Artillery,
was transferred to Fort :lVIcHenry, Maryland.
I transmit, herewith, the reports of Brigadier-Generals McDowell and
Cooke, commanding respectively the Departments of the East and of
the Lakes.
I also forw ard the reports of the several chiefs of staff at these headquarters.
I beg leave to concur with the recommendations contained in the
report of Brigadier-General Irvin lYicDowell, of the urgent necessity for
the establishment of a penal post, where prisoners sentenced by general
courts-martial to imprisonment and hard labor can not only be properly
punished, but where measures can be taken to reform those capable of
reformation and restoration to the service, and the service purged of
those proved to be incorrigible. In connection with this subject, attention is invited to the report of Brigadier-General P. St. G. Cooke, who
fully sets forth the evils arising from having no proper place to send
prisoners, and also states that, in case some such place is not provided,
the prisons at the several posts in his command will have to be enlarged.
I beg leave also to invite the attention of the General-in-Chief to the
recommendation made some time since, that an appropriation be asked
for to erect suitable barracks and quarters at David's Island, in New
York Harbor. Last :November twelve months, when the Eighth Regiment of Infantry was ordered to New York, preparatory to going west,
there were no quarters that could be a!::lsigued but the unsuitable
remains of former hospital, then standing on David's Island; these
w.ere repaired and put in. as good condition as possible, and were occupied during the time the regiment remained. These emergencies of
sudden and unexpected concentration of troops, and the occasional
necessity of removing garrisons in the harbor and for repairs of the
works, or for sanitary reasous in case of epidemics, render necessary
ad<lilional quarters in the harbor over and above those supplied by the
Tegular works, and as the Government has purchased David's Island,
and it is favorably situated both as regards its being supplied and sanitary condition, I hope no time will be lo:-;t in ereeting on it suitable
quarters for officers and men.
Very reHpectfniiy, :your obedient sf~r'Yant,
GEO. G. ~IBADE,
11lajor-Oeneral Oommandinr:.
The ADJUTA:~T-GENER.AL oF 'I'IIB AuJ.rY,
lVa.~·hhngton, D. 0.
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REPORT OF BRIGADIER-GENERAL McDOWELL. •
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF 'l'HE EAST,

Ne'W Tork City, September 30, 1872.
SIR: In obedience to the instructions of the major-general commanding the division, conveyed in your letter of the 14th instant, I have the
honor to submit the following report of operations in this department
during the year ending September 30, 1872.
October 10 and 11.-Pursuant to instructions from Major C. H. Morgan, Fourth Artillery, commanding at Raleigh, North Carolina, Batteries "G" and "K," Fourth Artillery, rejoined their respective stations,
(the former Fort Johnson, the latter Fort Macon,) from detached service
in Robeson County, North Carolina.
October 17, 1871.-In compliance with instructions from the War Department of October 11, Captain H. \V. Closson, First Artillery, with
three companies of the First Artillery from Fort Hamilton, one from
Fort V\'ardsworth, and two from Fort Wood, New York Harbor, and
Colonel Bomford, with the Eighth Regiment of Infantry from David's
Island, the whole under command of Colonel I. Vodges, First Artillery,
proceeded to Brooklyn, New York, to assist Supervisor S. B. Dutcher,
Internal Revenue Department, in the execution of his duties. The
troops, after performing in a creditable manner the duties assigned
them, returned to their respective stations in the evening, with the exception of one company of the Eighth Infantry, which remained at the
navy-yard in charge of the captured property until October 19.
November 1.-The State of .North Carolina was transferred to the Department of the South by General Orders No. 66, War Department,
Ac~jutant-General's Office, November 1, 1871.
November 2.-In pursuance of instructions from the division commander, four companies (D, E, G, and I) of the Eighth Infantry, under
.:Major J.D. \Vilkins, Eighth Infantry, left David's Island, New York
Harbor, for Chicago, Illinois, in the Military Division of the :Missouri.
November 6, 7, and 8.-In pursuance of instructions from the War
Department, hased on the representations of the Secretary of the Treasury as to the pos:ibility of there being a riot in New York City during
the November election.~ , the troops at Forts llamilton and vVood, Ne\Y
York Harbor, "·ere held in readiness to come to New York at a moment' noticr, with a view to protecting the treasure in the office of the
Assistant Trea nrer of the United States. No occasion arose for the
nse of the troops.
December 12.-I inspecteu the post of Fort vVood, New York llarbor.
Ji"ebruary 12, 187~.-The remains of Brigadier-General Robert Ander.·on Unite(l States Army, were brought to New York Uity from Fort
.:\lo11roe, Virginia, and were depo:ited temporarily in the Marble Oemeter~·, Sc,:ond ayenue.
11JaJ·ch 24 and 2:3.-l in .·pected Forts l\fcllenry, Foote, and Wa ·bing·
ton, l\Iaryland.
Jtpril :J.-The remain · of Brigadier-General Anderson were taken
from the ::Uar1Jl • Cemet ry, econd avenue, New York City, to
the foot of Thirt -fourth 'treet, ~ orth Ri"Ver, and placed on a st amer
for "\V . t Point, the plat of fh1al interment. Light Battery K and
Batterje.- }..~ and U, Fir:t nited 'tates Artillery, sm·eral regiments of
the .1:Tational Guard, ~'tat of .1. ew York, cjyic societie ·,&c., acte(l · au
:ebrt n tb o ·ca ·ion.
April ~.J.-1 in:pected Fort ':\Ionroe, Virginia.
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May 11.-I inspected Forts Hamilton and Wadsworth, New York
Harbor.
June 19.-In compliance with instructions from the War Department,
Batteries M and F, Fourth Artillery, stationed respectively at Fort
Washington and Fort Foote, Mar,yland, exchanged stations.
During the months of July and August I inspected the eastern posts
of the department and the post of Plattsburgh Barracks, New York.
July 5.-In obedience to orders from division headquarters, the headquarters and · companies A, B, 0, F, H, and K, of the Eighth Infantry,
stationed at David's Island, New York Harbor, left that post for the
Military Division of the Missouri. The post remains in charge of an
agent of the Quartermaster's Department.
Septembm· 16.-In compliance with instructions from division headquarters, Battery F, Fourth Artillery, left Fort Washington for Fort
McHenry, Maryland. The former post is now in charge of the Engineer
Department.
As the officers at Plattsburgh Barracks are much crowded in their
quarters, and may become so much so, when the northern portion of the
reservation at that place is set apart for civil purposes, as to make it
necessary to hire quarters in the village, at a great distance from the
men, I have to recommend that the battery of the First Artillery, now
there, be transferred this autumn to New York Harbor, in order to give
another battery to the extensive and important works on Staten Island.
These works will soon have sufficient quarters for this addition, which
they much need.
A recent visit to Halifax, and to the British troops stationed there,
has confirmed me in the opinion I have heretofore expressed in my
reports, that in the manner of enforcing discipline we are much lJebind
the British service. I :find that, wbile their soldiers are worse paid,
worse fed, and worse clothed, their punishments are milder and their
discipline much betGer than witll us.
Much of this difference between us, in the latter particular, is, I tuink,
beyond a question due to their system, and to our want of one, in the
matter of military punishments. This subject bas been already before
the vVar Department, and by it submitted to Uongress, and I wish to
adu :Uerc but one additional remark to w:Uat I lutve before said on this
subject; that is, that while their system is more readily and more' perfectly carried out lJy appropriate buildings, it is not dependent upon
tlJem. At. Halifax the military prison was iu an old frame building of
but l.ittle value. I am sure, the system, as far as it is applicable, can be
readily adopted in our service at comparatively little cost, aud, by
auth?rity of the \Var Departmeut, without further legislation.
I mclo. e hrrewitll a return showing the present distribution of t,he
troops in the department; also, the reports of the several chiefs of the
s~aff departments at these :Ueadquarters, exhibiting in detail the operatiOns of tueir departments during the past year.
Very respectfully, your obedient serYant,
IHVJN :l\IcDOWELL,
Brevet jlfa)or General, Commanding Department.
The ASSISTANT ADJUTANT-GENERAL,
Headquarters Jlfilitary Division of the Atlantic,
Philadelphia, Pewa-;ylvania.
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RBPORT OF BRIG.A DIER-GENERAL COOKE.
HEADQUARTERS DEPART31:ENT OF THE LAKES,

Dettoit, JJ1.ickigan, September 27, 1872.
SIR: I have the honor to report, as follows, the operations of this
military department in the last year.
:No change has taken place since my last annual report in the stations
of the First Infantry and three batteries First Artillery, which conRtitute the military force of the department.
The northern part of this State, but especially the great promontor.v
into Lake Superior, is a sterile copper and iron mining region; its chief
population miners-many of these rude and ignorant foreigners; the
ciYil authorities are feeble, and t here is uo militia organization in the
State.
In :Ma.y last at least 1,500 of these miners, in the Yicinity of Houghton,
combined in a "strike;" they became nearly all armed, and at last not
only defieLl the civil authorities, but rescnell p.risoners, disarmed the
sh~riff'::; posse, and threatene(l the peaceably disposed. The governor of
the State, presenting to me official proofs of this state of things, receiYe<l
by telegraph on May 11, made \·ery urgent application for military assistance. The emergency appearing grcaJ, I determined to give thB instant
aid of a military posse.
Accordingly troops were ordere<1, and 'lere in a few hours in motion;
parts of four companies, First Infantry, from Forts Wayne, Gratiot, aud
Brady, all under com maud of Captain K. Bates. He reached Houghton
l\Iay 16, and, aecompanying the sheriff, made a night-march, and reached
the Calumet and Hecla miue, the seat of disorder, Yery early in the
morni11g. f"rhis demonstration pro,Tecl sufficient; and in a short time a
large procession of miners, he~Hled by a band of mnsic, appro:-.whed
with the men for whom warrants had issued in front, aud these sturenderell themselves to the sheriff.
After a few clays, when eYersthing ·was qniet, the battalion was
reman<led to their sm·eral statiomJ, the two companies of Fort Wa_yue
arriving Jnne 2.
Captain Bat~s praise:-; in llis report the "excellent quiet and dignified
condnct" of lu:-; men. lie himself slwwe<l jtl(1gment, prudence, and
taet.
The ,,-hole. action seem: to haYe lJeen not only necessary, lmt \ ery
promptly, (}UJetly, and efl'ecti\Tel;r execnkd.
The ehange.· of the ypm· in 11nmber~ are a: follo,,H:
LO~S.

tt:::~~:::~,:; i~;,:_:_: ::: :_: :_ :: :_:_: :.::_: "::i ;m: ~:~,\~~rff:: :: ::::::: :::::: :::::: :~~
By1kath..........................
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Of the a1JuYI~ recrnit: 1:3,) al'P oHlY How on their wav to tlwir al'signed
:tatiou.-, and it appear: that 1-W lntYe heeu enli.'ted ~·Lt the po~t:-;.
onf'onniltg· to in:tnwtion.- from lliYi.'IOII hea<.lquartPrs of ,Jannar,y lD,
1. 72 .-iu ·e that <1at~ th <1i:eharge<l c:ouvict ·of the <lepartment ha-ve
lJ •(•Jl impri 'otH·<1 at I'ort: \YH.\"11 • <IIHl . . . ~iagara, and }la<li::;ou Barracks.
A 1 ort \Yayu • I fitul that, with thi. acl<lition to onliuary prisouer.', the
pri. on ae omm<Hlatiou · :earc ·l.v . Hnlei ·11t or se('ure; and if this ph n
b · c >lltimw l tlH~ ·1' ·c ion o · a ~" 1: ra t• mal ·tro~1ger pri:'Oll i:-; recomm •nd d.
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At Fort Niagara the difficulty has occurred of an insufficiency of
force to guard securely the prisoners at work; this owing to the reduced
strength of the single company constituting the garrison. If the change,
which has been recommended, to a general prison-system be legalized,
these difficulties of course will cease.
At Fort Brady the hospital is so old and worn that it is recommended
that a small new one be erected next summer, in which case the old
building would be used as long as habitable by laundresses, for whom
there are now no quarters in the garrison grounds.
The health of the troops has been excellent; at my inspection of the
posts there was scarcely the average of one patient in hospital.
I cannot on this occasion praise the proficiency in military exercises
shown by some of the First Infantry garrisons, and particularly Fort
W~yne, whose permanent commander has for several months been on
detached duty.
The number of claims for honorable discharge, bounty, and pay, by
late volunteers, mostly reported deserters on muster-out rolls of their
organizations, received since last report, is 171, (in the preceding year
119 ;) the number disposed of during the year, 180; 87 receiving honorable and 93 dishonorable discharges, leaving 106 under investigation.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
P. ST. GEO. COOKE,
Brigadier- General, Commanding.
Colonel RICHARD C. DRu::.vr,
Assistant Adjutant-General, 111.ilitary Div'ision of the Atlantic,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

l~EPOitT

OF :MAJOR-GENERAL SCHOFIELD.

HEADQUARTERS l\1ILIT.ARY DIVISION OF 1'HE PACIFIC,
&tn Francisco, California, October 2, 18 72.
SIR : I have the honor to submit the following report of operations
in this military division during the past year.
The organization of the division remains the same as at the date of
my last annual report. Generals Can by and Cook remain in command
of the departments of the Columbia and Arizona, respectively. General
Ord having been transferred on the 14th of December last to the Department of the Platte, the immediate command of the Department of
California has, since that date, devolved upon the division c~mmander.
The troops serving in the division are the same as during the previous
year, with the exception of the Fifth Cavalry, from the Division of the
Missouri, substituted for the Third, in the Department of Arizona.
The Twenty-first Infantry, having served the usual period in Arizona,
J1as been transferred to the Department of the Columbia, being replaced
by the Twenty- third from that department. One company of the
Twelfth Infantry bas been relieved from service in Arizona by another
company of the same regiment from the Department of California. The
remaining two companies of that regiment in Arizona will be relieved
by similar transfers as soon as practicable. One of the batteries of the
Second Artillery, composing the garrjson of Sitka, .Alaska, has, in like
manner, been relieved by another battery from San Francisco. 'l'hese
transfers have been made from time to time during the year, as com5w
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panies could be rnoYed without injury to the service, and with all
possible regard to economy.
It is believed to be just and wise policy to limit the period of service
of troops at very remote and unhealthy stations to a period varying
from two to four years, according to circumstances.
The small force, (less than five hundred men,) exclusive of the garrisons in San Francisco Harbor, serving in the Department of California,
bas been successfully employed during the past year in preserving
peaceable relations between the numerous bands of Indians inhabiting
the mountainous regions of California and Nevada and the scattered
settlers. Although the troops have frequently been called upon to prevent or settle minor difficulties between individuals, no serious disturbance of any kind has occurred. :Thl[any of the Indians are industrious,
all are peaceably disposed, and continue to maintain very satisfactory
relations with their white neighbors.
The only ground for serious apprehension in future is the starvation
that is sometimes inevitable, during the severe winter months, unless
relieved from the miHtary stores. This humane and economical mode
of preventing war by removing its cause having now been prohibited
by law, unless the Indian bureau is fully prepared to meet such emergencies, which, I apprehend, it is not, a conflict with the Indians in this
department during the coming winter may reasonably be expected.
Camp Independence, California, formerly built of adobes and destroyed
by earthquake last spring, is now in process of reconstruction. The
new buildings are to be of wood, obtained mainly in the vicinity of the
post, put up in the plainest and most economical manner. The troops
at the post (one company of the Twelfth Infantry) are doing an important service in protecting the settlement of Owen's Hiver Valley and the
adjacent mining regions. It is hoped that section will be able to dispense with the aid of troops in a few years.
Camp IIalleck, Nevada, llaving been established before the location
of the Central Pacific Railroad, is twelve miles from that road. It is
consequently less efficient and more expensive in the snppl,y of troops
than it would be at some point on the road. Yet, as the buildings are
now in good condition, having been repaired within the last year, to
avoid the cost of building a new post, I do not now urge the removal of
Camp Halleck. It is occupied by one company of the First Cavalry
and one of the Twelfth Infantry.
Camp .JicDennit, NmTada, is barely fit for occupation during the coming ·winter by its present garrison-one company of the First Cavalry.
It cannot be made comfortable for any considerable time at a cost les8
than that of the building of a new post. It is not well located, and i~
an expensive point for supplies. It is believed a much better point,
nearer the railroad and nearer the sources of fuel and forage, can ue
.·elected. I therefore re:)pectfully recommend that the necessary fnnd ~
1Je supplied to rebuild Camp l\IcDermit at a more suitaule location.
l''ort Ha.11, Idaho, recently transferred to this department from that
of the Columbia, i · a ne\r po. t, well located, and in good coudition, oceupied hy oue company of the 'rwelfth Infantry.
'amp Bid w ll, Califomia, one company of the First Ca ,-airy, i:-; judieiou:ly loeat ·a in a rich :eetion of country, where the presence of troop;·
i: Ycr,\· u ·c ,·:ary to protect the large agricultural and grar,iug interest.
ap;ainst IJHliau <lepredation:. l~Ycn though the Indians be remove<1, a:·
propo: d, to a, re:crvation a.t :ome <li:tancc, it will be Jleees.·ary to maintain tbi · po~t for eficetin! protection of t1te :cttlcmcuts from raidinrr
]Htrti b' whi ·h ·<utnot 1 I.! }H'< •,·ent d from 1 ·a,·ino· the re ..ervati )!l. The
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is in fair con<lition, but requires some repairs, for which special
estimates will be made.
Camp "\Vright, one company, and Oa.mp Gaston, two companies
Twelfth Infantry, are judiciously located, and it cannot be foreseen
when they will. no longer be necessary. The buildings require some
slight repairs, the estimates for which have been called for.
Camp Metah was a temporary summer camp located on the Lower Klamath l{iver, for the purpose of preventing collision between two hostile
bands of Indians, which threatened to involve the neighboring whites.
The troops have recently been withdrawn to their quarters at Camp
Gaston.
· Angel .Island and Benicia Barracks, California, are the headquarters
of the Twelfth Infantry and First Cavalry, respectively, and are the
-depots from which recruits are distributed throughout the division, and
the temporary quarters for troops in tra,nsit~t. Additional barracks for
one company of infantry should be built at Angel Island.
The Presidio of San Francisco is the headquarters and principal station of the Second Artillery. It is an important permanent post, to be
occupied by the garrison troops of the neighboring defenses of the
Golden Gate. Permanent barracks for this garrison are much needed,
and I hope an appropriation will be made for their construction, according to the plans heretofore submitted.
·
Point San Jose, or Black Point, an important position in the defenses
of Sau Francisco Harbor, is occupied by one battery of the Second Artillery, sheltered in temporary and inferior buildings. I do not recommend the construction of any permanent barracks until after the completion of the permanent fortification of the point.
Alcatraz Island, the most important interior position in the harbor of
San Francisco, and now in process of permanent fortification, is also the
military prison for the entire Division of the Pacific, and is much the
most important post on the Pacific coast. It is garrisoned by two batteries of the Second Artillery, also serving as prison-guard. All soldiers
convicted of desertion and other crimes, whose sentences involve dishonorable discharge from the service, are sent to this prison. The criminals are thus sepa.r ated from contact with their former comrades, and
the troops in active service are relieved from the burden of guarding
them, while their escape is rendered impossible by the insular position
of their prison. Their labor upon the fortifications more than repays
all expense incurred on their account. This system is found to be in all
respects advantageous to the service, and its general adoption is believed
to be advisable.
Some enlargement of the prison at Alcatraz should be made, of which
plans and estimates have heretofore been submitted, and permanent
barracks for the garrison should be constructed within the next year.
Plans and estimates for this building have been submitted by the board
of engineers for the Pacific coast, with whose views on this subject I
take pleasure in expressing my concurrence.
. Yerba Buena Island, in addition to its great importance as a defensIve position, is the best point for the main depot of supplies for the
Pacific coast. It is now occupied by the division quartermaster's depot,
under guard of a small detachment of the Second Artillery. The buildings are of a temporary character, but sufficient for present uses.
'.rhe business of the several staff departments of the Division and
DeJ?artment of California has been transacted during the year to my
entire satisfaction, and with economy and :fidelity to the Government.
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I respectfully refer to the reports of Generals Can by and Crook for
the details of operations in their departments.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. M. SCHOFIELD,
The

Major-General, Commanding.
vVasMngton, D. G~

.ADJUTAN"l'-GENERAL UNITED S'rATES ARMY,

REPORT OF BRIGADIER-GENERAI.J CANBY.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF 1'HE

CoLUMBIA,

Portland, Oregon, October 1, 1872.

SIR: I have the honor to submit, for the information of the major·
general commanding, the following report of operations in this depart-·
ment during the past year:
Under instructions from division headquarters, the Twenty-third Infantry has been transferred to the Department of Arizona, and the
headquarters and nine companies of the Twenty-first Infantry have·
joined from that department. Company H, Second Artillery, has joine~
from the Department of California, and Company I of the same regiment has been transferred to that department; and, by War Department
General Orders No. 56, of June 26, 1872, the post of Fort Hall, Idaho,
with its garrison, (Company C, Twelfth Infantry,) has been transferred
to the Department of California. The force now in the department
consists of four companies of cavalry, four of artillery, and nine of
infantry, with an aggregate strength of (present and absent) 1,072,
which will be increased by another company of the Twenty-first Infantryr
now en ro~tte from the Department of Arizona.
The distribution will be as follows:
Fort Stevens, Oregon. -Company M, Second Artillery; aggregate present, 2 commissioned officers, 37 enlisted men.
II'ort J{lamath, Oregon.-Company B, First Cavalry, and Company F,
Twenty-first Infantry; aggregate present, 4 commissioned officers, 99
enlisted men.
Camp Warner, Oregon.-Company F, First Cavalry, and Company D,
Twenty-first Infantry; aggregate present, 3 commissioned officers, !)4
enlisted men.
Camp Harney, Oregon.-Company H, First Cavalry, and Company .A,
Twenty-first Infantry; aggregate present, 4 commissioned officers, 89
enlisted men.
Fort Boise, Idaho Territm·y.-CompanyK, Twenty-first Infantry; aggre·
gate pre. ent, 2 commissioned. oflic~r , 41 enlisted men.
Fort Lap1.cai, Idaho Ter-ritory.-Oompany E, li'irst Oavalry, and Company G, Twenty-first Infantry; aggregate present, 5 commissioneu
officer. , Ul enli.·ted men .
. Fort Colcille, 1Va.shington TerTitory.-Oompany E, Twenty-first Infantry; ~~·gregate pre~ent, 2 commis. ioned otlicers, 47 enlisted men.
Fort Vwwow:er, 1Vashington Territory.-Ileadqnarters, and Companies
1
an<l I, Twenty-fir ·t Infantry; !lggr gate pr('. cut, 11 commissioned
officer , 1U7 nlL tecl men, and, after its mTiva.l from Arizona, Oompany
B, 'l\V •n y -fii ·t lnfalltl',r, aggT gate unknown.
Fm·t Crtpe 1Ji8appointmcnt H'wshington Terrilory.-Company E, Second
Iti11 eiy: aggn·gatc plP: ('nt :3 cmmui::im.«1 oilicer.·, 00 enlisted men.
C(Wil' } ·, 11 ./ um J.·lrtnrl ~Vrfsltinf}ton :l'erritnrv.-Company I1, Twen.ty-
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first Infantry; aggregate present, 2 commissioned officers, 43 enlisted
men.
Sitka, Alaska.-Oompanies 0 and H, Second Artillery; aggregate
present, 6 commissioned officers, 115 enlisted men.
Vancouver A1·senal, Washington Territory.:.._Detachment of' ordnance;
aggregate present, 1 commissioned officer, 15 enlisted men .
. The changes within the department are exhibited by the accompanymg table A.
The changes in the personnel during the year have been as follows:
LOSS.

GAL.'I".

By transfer. ___ . ___ ... _...... __ .. . .
By r~cruits .........................
l!..,rom desertion ...... _. _.. _.. . . . . . .

983
315
48

By transfer . ...... . .... ___ ... ___ .. 1. 033
Bydischarge .. . .. ··-- -···--·· .... ·218
By death .. _______ . _ .. _... . . . . . . . .
9
By desertion ..... ___ ••.... _.......
239

One hundred and twenty-seven discharges were by expiration of enlistment, twenty-six for disability, fifty-five by sentence of courts-martial, and ten from miscellaneous causes. One hundred and six of the
recruits were enlisted or re-enlisted within the Department. The proportion of desertion is as great as during the period embraced in my
last report, and is due to the same causes. The laws of May 15, 1872,
"to establish the pay of the enlisted men of the Army," and" to establish
a system of deposit to prevent desertion, &c.," have been in operation
too short a time to produce any marked effects, but it is not doubted
they will soon work a very beneficial change.
The standard strength of the companies assigned to this department
is 1,194, but the actual strength is usually so far below the standard
that at small posts the effective strength is absorbed by the necessary
working details, and when this occurs at posts in the Indian country
and remote from succor, this condition is not only embarrassing, but is
an exhibition of weakness that jeopardizes the influence of the post over
the surrounding Indians. Several instances have occurred during the
past year in which the ability to exhibit, and, if necessary, to apply force,
would have exercised a salutary influence. The appropriate remedy is
the concentration of the troops and the occupation of fewer points; but
when this cannot be done, I recommend that the strength of artillery
and infantry companies at remote and isolated posts, such as .Fort Boise,
Fort Colville, and Sitka, be increased to eighty men. Under existing
laws, I suppose that can only be done by subtracting it from the
strength of other companies more favorably located, and, objectionable
as this might be, it is preferable to leaving distant ports in their present
weak and inefficient condition.
The relations with the Indians in the department during the past year
present no marked features. Some apprehension of trouble with the
Modais made it necessary to keep a detachment iu their country for a
short time in the early spring. It is proposed by the superintendent for
this State to collect these Indians during the present month, and
establish them on their reservation near Yainax Station. No trouble i
anticipated, bnt provision has been made for giving the superintendent
the aid of the troops, if force should become necessary. Some robberies
were committed in Southeastern Oregon by Pah-utahs of Wea-we-wa's
band, but the robbers were promptly pursued by the troops, tile property recoyere<l, and the thieves are uow undergoing punishment at
Camp 'Varner. Some unea iness was occasioned in Idaho by the annual as. emblage of tile Indians at their camas-groun<ls, following imme-
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diately after some murders committed on Wood River -by the band of
"Bannack Suir," as reported on the 23d of July. The number assem1Jled this year was about 2,500, and was composed mainly of Indians from
the Nez Perce, lYiuatilla, and Snake Bannack reservations, and they
were absent, it is understood, by permission from their respective agents.
They are peaceable in their character, but are so liable to be misconstrued that, if their absence cannot be prevented, I think it would be
good policy to send with the Indians from each reservation an agent or
employe, who would be useful in controlling the Indians, and as a
medium of communication between them and the settlers, in allaying
any apprehensions that might be felt by them as to the objects and intentions of the Indians. If the cavalry force in the department is not
reduced, I propose to send next year a company to Fort Boise during
the season of camas-digging, and would have done so last summer but
for the fact that the cavalry was then under orders to leave the department.
On the 1st of June a difficulty occurred at Sitka, in which some Indians living at Cross Sound were wounded. The band to which the
Indians belonged assumed a threatening attitude upon the occasion of
the visit of the steamer Rose, a trading-vessel, to that place. No actual
hostility was committed; but as the trade in Alaska is extended, it is
very possible that outrages may be committed, and as our future relations with these Indians will very greatly depend upon our ability to meet
and punish them promptly, I renew my previous recommendation that
an armed steam-vessel should be stationed at Sitka. For the same
reason, the strength of the garrison should be increased, as suggested
above, as with the present strength no detachments can safely be made.
Some confusion seems to exist with regard to the sale of arms and ammunition to the Indians in AlaskR. The instructions of February 20,
1869, have been suspended by others of a late date, the exact purport of
which is not known here. The collector at Sitka complains of the commanding officer for not breaking up the ~iquor traffic, while, on the other
hand, it is represented that the efforts of the military authorities are
embarrassed by the fact that liquors seized by the custom-house are sold
at 8itka, the vendors alleging that they sell only what they have purchased from the Government, and that the purchase carries with it the
right to sell. To take away this e;x:cuse, it is recommended that the
Secretary of the Treasury be asked to direct that liquors seized hereafter be sent out of the district for sale.
Since the date of my last report, a reservation has been selected for
the Pah-Utah Indians in Southeastern Oregon, and another in Washington Territory for the Indians north of the Columbia and Snake Rivers
and east of the Cascade Mountains. The concentration of the Indians
upon these re ·ervations will authorize a reduction in the number of posts
and a corresponding increase in the efficiency and economy of the service.
The explorations in Southeastern Oregon show that Camp Harney is eligibly situated for the control of the Indians on the new reservation, and
a copy of :Major Otis's report is transmitted herewith, marked B.
' The explorations north of Snake Itiver, interrupted by tile proposed
tran fer of cavalry from this department, were resumed as soon as it
wa known that the trau. f'er would not be made, and ha\e jnst been concluded. A . :oon a. Captain Sauford · detailed report i · receiYed, it will
he forwarded, with a :eparate report.
In the neighborhood of the vropo:ec1 1e. eryation in \Ye. tern Idaho
< ud \Va 1Jington T •1-ritory th re are a Humber of Indian: who have establi ·lJ <l tl! 1n: h- •.- ont.-i<1c of the limit.· of the propo~ed 1·e~cn~ations,
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a~d made impr9vements that are of value. They are generally of the
~Ixed race, and, although still retaining the tribal connection, have but

little tribal interest; and it would be a serious hardship if they were
compelled to abandon their homes and go upon the reservations. It is
Loped that some arrangement can be made by which their homes can be
secured to them and made inalienable for a number of years. The
~ooner the tribal organization is broken up and the Indians absorbed
mto the general community, the better it will be for them an<l for us;
and I think that this case presents a fair opportunity for making the
experiment.
'fhe posts in the department have all been inspected since the date of
the last annual report, and found to be improving in discipline and in
administration. The health and comfort of the troops ha\e been well
cared for, and the sanitary condition has been excellent. The medical
director reports 1,422 cases of disease and 8 dea,t hs during the year .
. The condition of the works an<l public buildings at some of the posts
IS very poor. The fortifications at the mouth of the Columbia, (Fort
Stevens and Fort Cape Disappointment,) constructed hastily and of indifferent material, are rapidly falling into decay, as will be seen by the
accompanying reports, marked C, D, and E. While there is no anticipation of their being soon needed for the defense of the river, the importance of the positions they occupy, and the growing importance of
the country th2y are intended to cover, require that they should not be
left in their present unserviceable condition. At Fort Klamath a new hospital, officers' quarters, (already authorized, but the work postponed,) and
\ery extensive repairs and improvements are needed. The buildings at
the post are of the most flimsy and temporary character, and it will cost
almost as much to put them in proper condition as to erect new buildings. For this reason, and because the present location of the post is
almost inaccessible during several months of the year, I have delayed
submitting estimates until I can learn the result of a reconnaissance now
being made. (See reports herewith, marked F.) I have already recommended that Camp Warner should be abandoned and its garrison transferred to Camp Harney. .As this post has now accommodations for
three companies, with capacious store-houses and stables, it will be necessary to make provision for one company only, and estimates for this are
now being prepared.
.
.At Fort Lapwai a new hospital and new officers' quarters will be required if the post is continued. The Indian commissioners have recommended its abandonment and the establishment of a new post to the
north, and the explorations made indicate two or three points where a
post could be established that would subserve the purposes of bo.th Lapwai and Colville, and cover the whole of that fi·ontier much more effectua11y. .At Fort Colville the repairs needed will cost more than the
buildings are worth. (See report, marked G.) Fort Dalles has been
used for several years past only as a sub-depot for interior posts, but is
now no longer needed for that purpose, and I recommend that it be
~bandoned as a military post and sold. The report of the assistant
mspector-general, showing the present condition and estimated value
of the buildings, is transmitted herewith, marked H.
Estimates for the repairs required at Fort Townshend to prepare it
for re·occupation, when the troops are withdrawn from San Juan Island,
have already been submitted.
Proposals for the purchase of the buildiugs at Forts Kenoi and Kodiak,
.Alaska, haye been made, but were rejected because the price offered was
too small, and because the title to some of the buildings at Kodiak-
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those transferred by the Russian authorities-is understood to be in
contest.
It was hoped that the decision upon the Mission claim to a part of
the reservation at Fort Vancouver would have settled all the questions,
but since the decision was announced two other claims have been
revived, and are now being pressed.
For details of operations in the several staff departments, reference is
made to the reports, transmitted herewith, marked I, K, L, 1\1, and N.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
ED. R. S. CANBY,
Brigadier- General, Ommnanding Depa,rtntent.
The ASSISTANT ADJUTANT-GENERAL
JJfilitary Division of the Pacific, San Francisco, Oalifm·nia.

REPORT OF COLONEL CROOK.
HEADQUARTERS l\1ILITARY DIVISION OF THE PACIFIC,
San Francisco, California, October 18, 1872.
SIR: I have the honor to forward herewith the annual report of Brevet
:Major-General George Crook, commanding the Department of Arizona,
to accompany my report of October 2, 1872.
I think it must now be evident that forbearance toward the Apaches
of Arizona has reached its extreme limit, and that no course is left us
but a vigorous and unremitting prosecution of the war they have so
long invited, until they are completely subdued. I recommend that
General Crook be given ample means and full authority to deal with
this difficult problem. While the generous provisions made for those
Indians who remain upon their reservations should be continued as
long as necessary, great care should be taken not to afford, in this manner, a place of refuge and of preparation for those en gaged in acts of
hostility. The department commander should have full authority to
prevent such abuse and, for this purpose, to impose all necessary restrictions upon the Indians on reservations.
The importance of telegraphic comJnunication -with the principal points
in Arizona is so great that I unite with General Crook in again inviting
attention to this subject, and beg leave to refer to my special report of
December 12, 1871, for the details of the proposed line all<l estimated
cost of construction.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J . .l\1. SCHOFIELD,
Jl!ajor- Gene-ral, OommM~ding.
Th AD.TUT.tL~'iT-GENERAL UNITED BTATES Al11IY,
1fashington, D. C.
HEADQUARTER,' DEPARTJIE~T OF ~\..RIZONA,

Prescott, September 21, 1872.
•'m : nefcning to affairs in this <1 partment since my annual report
of L st year, l have the honor to .·tate that at the time that report wa.
made he~ulrpUlrt r. of the <1cpartment were en Toute to this place, at
which poj n they ". ~re onl red to he re-c. tablil)hed in punmance of
uthority from the <li vi.· ion command ·r.
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The officers composing the department staff, with their clerks and
records, arrived here October 2, a month later than I had anticipated,
a.nd where I had been waiting since September 1.
Temporary shelters for the officers, offices, and records wel'e hastily
erected, and hostilities against the Indians having been suspended,
at~ention was directed to correcting the many abuses which were in
existence in the administration of affairs in the department, and which
the distance fr·om headquarters, at which the posts were located, had
heretofore rendered it difficult, if not impossible, to remedy.
The records were full of applications from officers serving outside of
the department, or from chiefs of departments at Washington, for information and data to close this or that account. To facilitate this, boards
of survey were instituted, inspections by competent officers ordered, and
a general closing up of unsettled business inaugurated, and the past
:rear has been ane in which the administrative departments have been
put in admirable working order; and with the improvements still going
on in this direction, under the efficient chiefs of the respective departments on duty at these headquarters, it is hoped that in the future
Arizona., instead of being a place where all the irregularities known to
the service exist, will present as fair a record for economical and effective
administration as can be found elsewhere in the Army.
The quartermaster's department has had to labor not only against
the natural climatic disadvantages, which make transportation of great
difficulty, but the movements of the Third Cavalry and Twenty-first Infantry out, and the Fifth Oavalry and Twenty-third Infantry into the
~epartment, imposed additional burdens in that direction, which it was
Impossible to foresee, or, with the limited quantity in the department,
to provide for. In consequence, contractors for transportation of supplies have in some instances failed, or moved so slowly as to render it
almost as embarrassing as complete failure.
The transportation of supplies in a country where ox and mule teams
are the sole dependence is, of course, necessarily slow, but in this country, where there is such a dearth of grass and water, most of the roads
passing over arid deserts, upon which the rays of a burning sun fall with
uninterrupted. fierceness for months, the problem is proportionately complicated.
Not only this, but the freighter encamped for the night_is liable to
find himself the next morning without animals to haul his heavily-loaded
wagons, while the Apaches are feasting upon his mules or oxen.
Upon investigation it was found that the number of clraught-auimals in
the department was largely in excess of the allowance prescribed in
existing orders, and measures were taken to have the surplus, consisting of broken-down and worthless animals, condemned and sold at public sale.
While the number of animals for draught purposes was thus materially reduced, the efficiency of the transportation belonging to the GovernJ?lent was not impaired, and the worthless animals sold made a great
savmg of expensive forage.
While depending upon the somewhat uncertain transportation afforded
by the couutry is often the source of vexatious delays and expense to
the Government, it is thought that for the Government to maintain its
own transportation would be a heavier expense, and certainly a great
?utlay in the beginning, and it would therefore be better to trust to the
unp~oYemeuts that time will undoubtedly bring in this particular, and
contmue to coutract for the transportation of supplies, using such measureR as may be iu the rower of the Go, erument to enforce compliance
7
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with contracts entered into by parties controlling the means of t,ransportation in the country.
In the furnishing of the forage-supplies required in the department,
the quartermaster's department has been embarrassed by failures on the
part of contractors, and although the remedy provided may in part recompense the Government in future, the evil, for the time being, is accomplished; e. g., supp9se a contractor agrees to furnish a hundred
thousand pounds of barley, at a certain point, on a certain day, and
places himself under bonds to do so. The horses and mules at the point
specified are made the sufferers if the contractor fails, as it does not help
them, or the expedition or duty depending upon them, that the contractor pays fo~ his failure in future. It is, therefore, important that
contractors, for this important supply especially, should be not onljT
under good and sufficient bonds, but, in cases of repeated failure, contracts should not be intrusted to them.
Ever since the occupation by our troops of Arizona, the public quarters occupied by the troops have been, generally speaking, unfit for the
occupation of animals, much (more) less the troops of a civilized nation.
This condition is probably traceable to several causes, among which
may be mentioned a want of judicious use of the funds set apart for this
purpose, a lack of interest and energy on the part of the officers themselves, who, being heretofore so far from department headquarters, and
<tpparently farther still from any one having any interest in their comfort or welfare, have undoubtedly felt themselves rather in a position to
endure their tour here as a punishment than to exert themselves to
make their posts }:labitable.
Although the fund for this purpose is small, by a judicious use of it,
and a careful consolidation of small into large posts, there has been a
vast improvement in this respect, and when the two posts under orders
for establishment in the southern part of the Territory, one near Tucson
and one on the Ariyapai, near Grant, to take the place of four now occupied~ the troops in the department will be as comfortable as temporary
barracks can make them.
For details in relation to affairs in the quartermaster's department
your attention is respectfully invited to the inclosed copy of Major
Dana's report, (A,) in whose hands its complicated and difficult duties
haye been energetically and faithfully administered.
SUBSISTENCE DEP .A.RTMENT.

In a country where communications are so un<;ertain as this, it has
always seemed to me that the officer who controlled the subsistence
upplies for the department should be near department headquarters,
for obvious reasons, one only of which! mention: the changes in the number of troops drawing supplies from a post, which are liable to occur at
any time where activ-e operations are either in progress, or are at the
be t but temporarily suspended, which it would be impossible to fore·ee, and which, to properly provide for, the officer <;on trolling should be
near the department commander.
Upon my recommendation, coucurred in by the division <;ommander,
~uthority wa giYen hy the \Yar Department to retain the services of
Major J~yan , Third Cavalry, iu this capadts. Thi.· officer as.'umed his
dutie · early in D ·c mber.
..
... Tearly an the :ub.·i.'t 11CC :npplie.· fur this department are furnished
UTH1 r tl1e <lir ·ction of the chief commi:sary of the diYision at San Franci; ·o, the ·l1i ·f eo111rni::ar.v of thi: drpartmcnt lmYiurr no control oYer
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them until they arrive at Yuma depot, Arizona City, at which point an
officer under his direction bas had special charge of the duties since
]{arch.
·
As far as could be anticipated, the depot commissary at Yuma has·
been advised of changes in strength of garrisons, and the destination of
stores changed in accordance therewith; but there has been some delay
in getting the supplies forward to some of the posts, subjecting officers
and men to inconvenience, to avoid which a few purchases in open market at high rates have been made. This failure may be attributed to
the non-arrival at Yuma of the stores purchased for Indians, thereby
causing the supplies for the troops to be diverted from their proper use;
to the unexpected demands made upon the transportation in the country by the movements of the troops before mentioned, and the consequent failure on the part of contractors engaged in transporting these
supplies from the Colorado to the posts in the interior.
The want of proper store-houses at the different posts bas, heretofore,
been the cause of serious losses by exposure to climatic influences
and theft. J\tiany of the store-houses have heretofore been occupied as
offices, and, through constant passing and repassing of persons having
or pretending to have business there~ both large and small stores were
purloined, these thefts being covered in one way and another.
The store-house at Camp 1-Iuaipai was found to have been prepared
for conflagration by a train of combustibles carefully laid, and ready for
lighting, undoubtedly -the work of some previous occupants; and the
store-house at Camp Date Creek was destroyed by fire, the cause of
which was its occupation by the enlisted men employed in the office,
whether by accident or design I am unable to say.
In addition to this, issues were too generally made under the supervision of non-commissioned officers, or other irresponsible parties, subjecting the Government to frequent loss, with no means of establishing the responsibility. To remedy this, General Orders No. 5, (inclosure B) was issued, providing for secure store-rooms and cellars, storerooms to be without fires, to be unoccupied by clerks and enlisted men,
constantly under sentry, and never opened except in the presence of an
officer, preferably the officer responsible for the stores, by whom all issues were to be superintended in person.
The store-rooms either have been or are being provided as rapidly as
possible, and the regulations prescribed carrieu out, to great advantage·
to the service and saving to the Government.
It will be observed that ]{ajor Evans has been in charge of tllese du- ties for only about eight months, but in that time he has inaugurated
reforms long neeued, and, so far as he has bad control of the affairs of
his department, bas exercised that control for the best interests of the
public service, and to my entire satisfaction. His able and interesting
report is appended. marked 0, to which your attention is respectfully
invited.
'
~1EDICAL

DEPART:J1ENT.

Witlt the improvements in quarters, and the personal atteutiou of an
officer of high rank and experience iu this department, present at department headquarters, the care of the sick is daily improving. Good
results have attended the recommendation of the medical director for
the changing of stations of enlisted men suffering from local malaria,
as well as chronic cases, to the hospital at this station, where they could
be treated under his immediate supervision. In some instances men
supposed to be incnntble, anu subjects for discharge, have been saved
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to the service. His recommendations relative to bathing facilities for
enlisted men are excellent, and it is hoped that as the posts are improved,
this feature, so important to the health of the troops, will receive the
attention it deserves.
Efforts have repeatedly been made to secure to this department a
proper sh~re of the young medical officers of the Army, without sue·
·cess. While I should not recommend that any officer of the staff' corps
be kept at the objBctionable posts in the department for over two years,
yet a due regard for the care of the troops serving at these distant stations demands that they should have the best of medical attendance,
instead of, as is too often the case, the most worthless of the class employed by the Department. While there are so many that are worthless, due care should be taken not to confound those of known worth in
the same list. There are notable instances of excellent men in the
department, who are employed by contract, and the recommendation
of the medical director in regard to a system of changes of station, to
apply to them as well as to other officers, is concurred in.
Surgeon E. I. Bailey has been the medical director of the department during the year, and has from time to time urged the recommendations herein mentioned relative to the officers of his corps, and which
I trust will receive that attention in the future which has been denied
them in the past. His valuable report is appended, marked D, to which
you are respectfully referred for important details.
PAY DEPARTMENT.

Heretofore payments of the troops serving in this department ha~e
been made by paymasters assigned to duty in Arizona, but stationed1n
San Francisco. For this purpose a large number of animals, spring
and Army wagons were kept constantly employed in transporting each
paymaster, as he arrived at Yuma, from that point through the department. This system was attended with such heavy drains upon the
quartermaster's department for animals, wagons, and forage, and upon
the troops for escorts, as to render it very desirable that some other
method be adopted, and a change is now being made, by which there is to
be a paymaster each at Tucson and Prescott, from which points pay·
ments can be made regularly, and with a great saving to the Government compared with the former method.
The stationing of a paymaster at Prescott is an ad<litional reason
to be urged for the establishment of a designated depositary at that
point, which I have frequently urged upon the attention of the proper
officers, and which I believe is now receiving the attention of the honorable ecretary of \Var and the Paymaster-General.
.Major C. J. Sprague is the chief paymaster of the department, but,
:nth the other officers of his department, has heretofore been stationed
1n San Francisco, under tlJe immediate or<lers of the division commander and from whom uo report has been received. I believe, howeYer. th troops haYe been as regularly paid as the system "'.Yould allow.
L.";'PECTlON.' OF Pl' BLIC PH.OPER1T.

In <'Oil ·cqn nee of tl1 large amount of public vroper4-y l> ing con ·
JlPmne<l ancl di:po: d of, uucl<'r that paragraph of the H.egnlation · (1010)
~·lhieh

t garcl
.the ~~-

all nv.· comm<JIH1ing; ofiiecr. · to inspect, without, as I believe, due
t J conomy anc1 h ' intcre t. of the public ·ervice, I felt that
tci TJcedefl a ·11 ek, an(l i::n d }eneral Orders ...."o. 20, serie of
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1871, (copy inclosed, marked E,) forbidding such inspections, except by
regularly or specially appointed inspectors, diseased horses and perishable stores, rapidly deteriorating, only excepted. This, of course, imposed additional burdens upon the division inspector, and rendered
necessary tl1e appointment of a department inspector, for which tho
authority of the vVar Department was asked and obtained. Captain W.
H. Brown, Fifth Cavalry, was appointed depa.r tment inspector, and has
recently entered upon his duties, which bid fair to be numerous and important to the serYice.
TELEGRAPHIC COMMUNICATION.

The nearest telegraphic communication to be had is with the office at
Los Angeles, California, which is generally reached from here by mail
in seven days.
There can be no doubt that the establishment of telegraphic communication with all the important points in the Territory with the connecting lines outside, would be an advantage to the public service too
great to be estimated. The particular points from which and to which
the lines should run are questions easily determined by proper officers,
but the general fact that the establishment of such communication is
a public necessity is too patent to nee<l argument, and only requires
that I should invite that earnest attention thereto which the importance
of the subject demands.
BOARDS OE SURVEY.

The defects which have existed in the system of boards of survey, as
heretofore practiced, and which have been pronounced by officers of
high rank as " mere whitewashing concerns," have been overcome in a
great measure, by a system, a brief of which is embodied in Circular
No. 6, of 1871, (appended and marked F,) from these headquarters,
which, among other important changes, requires the proceedings to be
approved by the department commander, previous to being used as
sub-vouchers to accounts. Heretofore the proceedings were considered
complete upon the approval of the officer commanding the post, and
were too often received back from the accounting officers at Washington, for correction, many months, and sometimes years afterward, when
the officer concerned had been ea1led to duty elsewhere, and the necessary data long since disappeared.
Under the present practice at these headquarters, as soon as the proceedings of a board of survey are received they an~ submitted to ·the
chief of the department on duty here, in whose department the ·property or stores belong, who carefully reviews and returns them to the
adjutant-general with his remarks. The remarks, being on separate
slips of paper, are retained in the adjutant-general's office until the proceedings have been submitted to another officer of the staff, whose review is of a more general character. 1'he proceedings, with the remarks
of both officers, are then carefully examined and revised by the adjutant-general of the department, who submits the whole to the department commander for his orders.
If there are any defects they are carefully pointed out in the indorsement, returning them for correction, and when complete and approved,
one copy, with all the remarks, is retained at these headquarters for
file and future reference, the others being disposed of as directed in
existing regulations.
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By this method the proper staff officers at department headquarters
are always advised of damages that may have occurred to property in
their departments, and the probable cause for the sa.me, while the proceedings themselves are rendered complete, correct, and a valuable
means for establishing administrative responsibility.
TROOPS.

The present organization of troops serving in this department, with
the aid of our Indian allies, will, I think, be sufficient, but the organizations themselves should be filled up to the maximum allowed by law.
As they are now, their strength is, in most cases, below even the minimum, which, reduced as they are by sick and absentees, makes the
effective force for actual service a very small one. I would, therefore,
earnestly recommend that the requisitions for recruits for these organizations be filled, and the men forwarded to their commands at the
very earliest possible date. (See inclosure marked G.)
ESCORTS AND GUARDS.

In connection with the remarks relative to filling the organizations to
their maximum, I would mention that I am constantly called upon to
furnish escorts to surveying parties and Government officials, as well as
citizens passing from one post to another, and guards for families Jiving
in isolated localities threatened by Indians, which, in most cases, I
would be powerless to grant, e,~en if the number of troops at my command were four times as great; still, with the greatest economy in this
particular, I am often obliged to comply, and the drain is very great.
When troops are to be used as escorts, I have generally required them
to travel in open wagons adapted to the purpose, in order to save the
horses of the mounted troops for actual service. This method of transporting escorts bas been found to be a great saving of public animals,
and materially aids in keeping the cavalry arm ready for service.
Attention is invited to the inclosed order on this subject, General
Orders, No. 16, series of 1871, as well as General Or<ler, No. 28, current
series, relative to furnishing forage to public animals en route, both of
which are appended and marked H and I.
INDIANS.

Although autllority from various sources Las been given for the
chastisement of hostile Indians, in order to co-operate effectively with
the different agents sent to make peace with them, the operations having i'n view such chastisement have necessarily been confined to pursuit and rmnishment of parties actua1ly engaged in massacres of citizens or depredating upon their stock. Snch pursuit is too generally
un. ncces~ful, for the reason that when out on these raid the Indian ~
arc neces:arily on the f]Ui ?'ive, and where such is the case in a country
cut up by huge calion:-;, with mile.· of lava-beds, over which an Indian
can pa. s without leaving the lightest mark hy which be may be trailed,
fin<li11g him, much le:s hi!'; surpri:e or capture, i · 11ext to impo sible,
aiHl the mere.·t ac ·iclent iu the wor1<1 .
• clcl to thi fact that Indian~ on some of the reserve~, o.: tcnsihly at
I eace, all(l feec1ing upon Government Htore., luwe beeu :wcomplice._,
am1: in ·om' c·a: · prindpal:-; in robberies and murder:-;, of which the
imlOGf!nt of the :ame trii> :, owing to f ·ar and otltPr causes, will not
inform, ancl ·orne of the difficnltie:-; eau h unc1er:tood.
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· Having iu view tlw great and earnest desire of the Government to
find a peaceable solution of this problem, I have earnestly and honestly
supported the agents sent out for this work, and the long and bloody
list of murders and robberies committed during the year, by the very
Indians w lto, at one time or another, have been fed at the public expense,
is a ghastly commentary upon the result.
I append herewith a list of these outrages (marked K) which does not,
by any means, comprise all, but such as I officially vouch for.
I think, therefore, I am justified in saying that I have fully carried
out that portion of my instructions which required me to co-operate
with the agents referred to, and believe that humanity demands that I
should now proceed to carry out the remainder of my instructions, whiclt
require me to punish tile incorrigibly hostile. In doing this I shall
ask and expect from the civil agents of the Indian Department that
hearty co-operation in the future which I have not failed to extend to
them in the past.
CONCLUSION.

Tho offieers of my staff, not named in the foregoing report, are,
Captain A. H . Nickerson, Twenty-third Infantry, aide-de-camp and
acting assistant adjutant-general of the department; Second Lieutenant William J. Ross, Twenty-first Infantry, aide-de-camp and field
quartermaster; Second Lieutenant John G. Bourke, aide-de-camp, field
adjutant.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
GEORGE CROOK,
Lieutenant- Colonel Tu:enty-third Infantry,
Bret·et Major-General, Commanding Department.
The ASSIS'l'ANT ADJUTANT-GENERAL
ll!filitcwy Div·is·ion of the Pacific, Sew Francisco, California.

Depl'eclations cormnitted by Indians in the Department of Arizona.
September 1, 1871.- Eio'ht head of horses, belonging to miners, stolen from Pine Flat.
Septernber 4, 1871.-Po~t herd of Camp Crittenden, consisting of fifty-seven horses
and eight mules, driven off.
Septembm· 5, 1871.-Gabriel, a Mexican herder, in the employ of Mr. Campbell,
murdered in Chino Valley .
. September 10, 1871.-A party of Pinal prospectors fired into; one man and two horses
killed.
ScptembeJ·13, 1871.-Mail-dder and stock-herder murdered two miles from Tucson; mail
captured and destroyed.
September 2Z, 1871.-Ilousc of D:wicl Hatz, at Agua Fria, burned, and several head of
stock stolen .
. October 14, 1871.-Ranclt of R. M. Gilbert, on Cienega Sauz, burned; Richard Barnes
killed and :Mr. Gilbert wounded.
November 5, 1871.-Mail-stage on ronte from vVickenburO'b. to Ehrenbero· attacked
about nine miles from the former-named place. Driver lohn Lauz and passenO'Ol'S
l!'!·ederick Slt,ohole!I, Frederick W. Loring, R . .M. Hamel, V-l.' G. Salmon, ~ntl C. S. Ad:ms,
killed, ancll! redenck Kruger and Miss Silepard wounded.
January 4, 1872.-0ne hundred head of stock, belono'inO' to citizens ncar Camp Hualpai, stolen and driven off.
o b
Janual'y 13, 1 72. -Ca~tle-11Crd at Camp Bowie stampeded.
Janum·y20, 1872.-Mail-.stage, on rout~ from. Tucson to Camp Bowie, attacked;
Thomas Dono\:;u, A. J. Bwe, auc~ -?"ohu I otty, lulletl; driver, John Bedford, wounded.
Janua1·y 24, 1872.-A party of Citizens, engaged in cutting hay near Camp McDowell,
fired upon.
Janua-ry 26, 1872.-Stock stolen near Fort Rock, on Prescott and Mojave road.
Ji'ebJ·uary 8, 1872.-l•'iYe head of oxen, belonging to citizens stolen near Camp McDowell.
'
4
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Febncary 17, 1872.-Auguerre's freight-train attackeu on the Hassayampa, and two
men wounded.
Februm·y 20, 1872.-Robert Bell badly wounded near Camp Verde.
February 21, 187~.-~lr. Leroux shot at and dangerously wounded near Camp Verd(}.
Febr1ta1·y 22, 1872.-Cullumber's Station, near Date Creek, attacked; S. T. Cullember
and Thomas Harris killed, and stock stolen.
Februm·y 26, 1872.-Cattle-herd at Camp Bowie dri veu off; one herder killed ancl one
wounded.
JYim·ch 17, 1872.--Eight bead of work-oxen stolen from citizens near Camp Verde.
Ma1·ch 17, 1872.-Eudilleso Rebas murdered near Camp Venle.
Jiarch 24, 1872.-Mr. Rivas killed ncar Camp Verde.
March 29, 1872.-Mr. Gallaher wounded near Camp Verde .
.April17, 1872.-0sborn P. Clack killed about one mile north of Mint Valley.
April19, Hs72.-James Kelliher wounded, and three head of stock stolen in Verde
Valley.
April 20, 1872.-J. Callaghan wounded by Indians on Beaver Creek.
Ap1·il20, 1872.-George vV. Smith and Joseph Ackerman killed near ';Vorruser and
Wertheimer's ranch, on the Agua Fria; four horses stolen.
.
April17, 1872.-Private William Irwin, Company D, Twenty-first Infantry, killed
while on escort duty to Camp Apache .
.Ap1·il20, 1872.-Tweut.y head of beef-cattle stolen at Tubac, Pima County.
Ap1·il 26, 1872.-A Mexican killed near Camp Crittenden, and eight head of stock
stolen.
April27, 1872.-House of John Whitehead, in Sonoita Valley, attacked; Mr. Whitehead and one herder killed ; Mrs. ·whitehead wounded.
May 4, 1872.-Two horses and one mule stolen, and cattle-herd fired into and stampeded near Camp Verde.
May 4, 1872.-Mail-stage between Tucson and Camp Bowie attacked; driver, Henry
Abrahams, killed, and mail captured.
May 4, Hl72.- Stock stolen from Mr. Brewster, near Camp Hualpai.
May 10, 1~72.-Three men killed on farm of Wales Arnold, near Camp Verde.
May 11, 1872.-Stock stolen from the mail-station, four miles from Camp Date Creek.
May 15, H;72.-Beef stolen from beef-contractor at Camp McDowell.
May 18, 1872.-Stock stolen from Mr. Brewster, near Camp Hualpai.
May 20, 1872.-Cattle-herd of beef-contractor at Camp Verde run off.
May 22, 18i2.-Florence Cosgrove killed, and two horses stolen in Sonoita Valley.
May 22, 1872.-Theodore Putz killed near Prescott, and 2,000 head of sheep stolen;
stock afterward recovere<l.
J~me 7, Ul72.-Stock stolen from Thomas Hngbes, and one herder killed in Sonoita
Valley.
Jnne 13, 1872.-Adam Ricsbeck mortally wounded near Prescott.
Jnne 15, 1872.-Joseph Goldwater badly, and Dr. Jones slightly wounded, whlle
cros!:!ing Granite Mountain.
Jttne 15, 1872.-Sheep-henl of Mr. Stevens stampeded near Prescott, and herder
wounded.
June 20, 1872.-Three hundred head of cattle, belonging to Campbell & Baker, stolen
near Oaks and Willows.
June 24,1 72.--Moore & Gardner's ranch, in Sonoita Valley, attacked; Adolphus,
Brown killed, and six horses and four gnus stolen.
Jt~ly 5, 1872.-Twenty mules stolen from Mr. Jacob's train, three miles from Camp
McDowell.
July 26, 1872.-Two horses and one mule stolen from Indian ao-ency at Camp Grant.
July 31, 1872.-Stock stolen from Mr. Reavis, near Camp McD~well.
AuguBt 21, 1872.-Se.cond Lieutenant ReidT. Stewart, Fifth Cavalry, Corporal .Josepl~
Black, Company F, Ftfth Cavalry, and two Mexicans, murdered in Davidson's Cailon.
AuguBt 27, 1 72.-Four Mexicans murdered on Santa Cruz River.
Scptefrnbe?· 4,1 72.-W. V. Goodrich murdere<l eigbt miles below Camp Mojave.
S(plcmber 4, 1b72.-All stage and other stock stolen from Cullen's Station, on the
Wickenhurgh au<l. La Paz roacl.
IU:C.\.PITUJ.ATION.

Officers: ki1Iecl, 1. Enli.'tP.cl men: killed, 2.

Citizens: killed, 41; wounded, 1G.

Ca~tle stolen : pToperty of Govcmment, 6t!; property of citizens, 4 9.
'!hero were ·I ·o ~;cveral hcacl of cattle stolc:n from citizens, September 22, 1 71,
tTa_:JUary :l6, Jo'elmtaJ)' 2~, May 4, 11,1 , allCl 20, June 7, July 31, and September 4,

bd, !Jut tlw nmnbcr

JS not sta.tecl.
The n·cmclH at headquarter ~lilitary Division of tho Pacific show that tho cattle
reported a having IJeeH "st:unpt>1le1l 11 at Camp Bowie .J<1.uuary 13 and February
~6, 1 t2, and at Camp Verc1n1 J.Iay 4, 1 -72, were rccovored.'

IlEADQ AH'l'I~I~S MIT.IT.\ItY lJJVJSIO •• l'A 'II< I ',

;:al! Frartt;isco, Oclobu lG, 1872.
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HEADQUA.R'l'ERS DEPARTMEN'l.' OF THE SOUTH,

Louis?,ille, Kentucky, October 1, 1872.
I have the honor to submit the following report of military
operations in thi8 department since October 2G, 1871, tlw date of my
last annual report:
At that date the Department of the Sout.h comprised the following
States, viz, South Carolina, Georght, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi,
Tennessee, and Kentucky, and formed part of the Military Division of
the South, commanded by the late M<ljor-General H. W. Halleck. January 15, 1872, the Division of the South was discontinued, and I was
directed to report direct to the Adjutant-General of the Army.
The troops occupying the various posts in the department consisted
of the Seventh Cavalry, eleven batteries of the Third Artillery, and
the Second, Fourth, Sixteenth, and ~ighteenth Regiment,s of Infantry.
The posts were garrisoned as follows :
Sn~:

SOUTH CAROLINA.

Charleston.-Light Battery C and Battery I, Third Artillery. (Temporarily at Summerville, South Carolina.)
Columbic~.-Cornpanies B, D, and I, Eighteenth Infantry, and L and
M, Seventh Cavalry. (L detached ser\ice, Winnsborough, and .IYI, Darlington, South Carolina.)
Ohester.-Oompanies C, Seventh Cavalry, and H, Eighteenth Infantry. (Company C, Seventh Cavalry, temporarily at Rutherfordton,
North Carolina, in the Department of the East.)
~.~
Yorkv'ille.-Companies K, Seventh Cavalry, and C, Eighteenth Infantr,y.
Newberry.-Company K, Eighteenth Infantry.
Unionville.-Company B, Seventh Cavalry.
Spartanburgh.-Companies E, Seventh Cavalry, and D, Second Infantry.
Sumtm·.-Company 1?, Eighteenth Infantry.
GEORGlA.

Fort Pulaski.-Batteries E and H, Third Artillery.
Savanna.h.-Battery K, Tllird Artillery.
Atla.nta.-Uompanies G, Seventh Cavalry, A and C, Second Infantry,
and A, E, anu G, Eighteenth Infantry.
FLORIDA.

Saint Augustine.-Companies F and II, Second Infantrv, and R/Sixteeuth Iufantry.
Key West.-Batteries B ancl D, Third Artillery.
Port Jt:tferson.-Batteries F, L, and M, Third Artillery.
Port Burrancas.-Battery G, Third Artillery.
v

ALABAMA.

H~mtsville.-Company B, Second Infantry.
1Jlobile.-Uompanics G and K, ::>econd Infantry.

Gw

•
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MISSISSIPPI.

t.Taclcson.---Cornpanies B and H, Sixteenth Infantry.
Meridian.-Company I, Sixteenth Infantry.
Aberdeen.-Cornpany C, Sixteenth Infantry.
TENNESSEE.

Nashville.-Cornpanies H, Seventh Cavalry, and F and G, Sixteenth
Infantry.
Humboldt.-Company I\ Sixteenth Inf&ntry.
Chattanooga.-Companies E and I, Second Infantry.
KENTUCKY.

Ta.ylor Ba1-raclcs.-Louisvi1le, Company F, Seventh Cavalry, H,
Fourth, and A and E, Sixteenth Infantry. (F, Seventh Cavalry, det.ached service at Meridian, Mississippi.)
Frankfort.-Oornpanies G and K, Fourth Infantry.
Lexington.-Company A, Fourth Infantry.
Crab Orchard.-Oornpauies D, Seventh Cavalry, aud B, Fourth Infa.ntry. (Company D, Seventh Cavalry, temporarily at Columbia, South
Uaroli na.)
Paducah.-Compauy D, Fourth Infantry.
Jl[ount Sterling.-Company B, Fourth Infantry.
Elizabethtmcn.-Compauies A, Seventh Cavalry, and F, Fourth Infantry.
Leba.non.-Companies C and I, Fourth Infantry. (Company C, detached service, La11caster.)
Shelbyville.-Uompany I, Seventh Cavalry.
Nenpo·r t Barraclcs.-Hecruiting depot.
The principal changes which have taken place in the distribution of
troops in this department during the past year are as follows:
Ou October 26, 1871, Battery I, Tllird Artiller;y, was ordered from
Charleston to Spartanburgh, South Carolina.
On October 31 Company M, Seventh Cavalry, ordered from Spartanburgh to Unionville, South Carolina, and Company B from Unionville to
Spartanburgh, South Carolina.
November 1. By General Order No. 66, vVar Department, Adjutant
General's Office, series of 1871, the State of North Uaro1ina was transferred from the Department of tbe East to this department, thus adding seYen batteries of tlJe Fourth Artillery to my cornma11d. They were
stationed at the time of transfer in the following manner, and so continue at the pre ent time:
Oharlotte.-Battery A, Fourth Artillery.
Rnthe1jordton.-Battery C, Fourth Artillery.
Rnleigh.-Batteries D and II, Fourth Artillery.
Fort John ·ton.-Battery G, Fourth Artillery.
Fort Jlla('on.-Batterie. K aud L, I;'ourtll Artillery.
By the provi:iou of tbe "·arne geueral order the State of lUis issippi
a1Hl tl1> Gulf po.t.· a. far a:t\'ianl a.-, aod embraei11g: Fort· Jeffer on
anrl Y y \Y st w r tran. f·n· d from my command to form part of the
newly- ·r •atecl D 1 artm nt of the Gulf.
ubHe(Juently, by General
Ord ·r . . . ~o. 11 fr m th \Yar Departm ut .. erie· 1, 71, the po t of 1obile,
1al>ama wa: •xPmptc~l from th provi:iou: of General 01der No. 66,
from h • :am ~ nrc'.
A
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The six batteries of the Third Artillery, which formed the garrison
of Key West and Forts Jefferson and Barrancas, Florida, and four
companies of the Sixteenth Infantry, which were stationed at Jackson,
Aberdeen, and Meridian, Mississippi, were thus transferred from my
command.
NoYember 14 Company F, Seventh Cavalry, was ordered to return to
its proper station in this city from detached service at .Meridian, Mississippi.
Company I, Eighteenth Infantry, was ordered from Columbia to
Unionville, South Carolina, and Company G, Eighteenth Infantry, from
Atlanta, Georgia, to Columbia, South Carolina.
.
All traces of yellow fever at Charleston, South Carolina, having disappeared, the garrison of that post, which had been temporarily at Summerville, South Carolina, was, on November 14, ordered to return to
Charleston.
On November 24, Companies E, Eighteenth, and C, Second Infantry,
at Atlanta, Georgia, and one section of Light Battery C, Third .Artillery,
at Charleston, were ordered to Columbia, South Carolina.
On December 11 Company E, Seventh Cavalry, was ordered from
Spartanburgh to Unionville, South Carolina.
On December 27 Company H, Seventh CaYalry, was ordered froru
Nashville, Tennessee, to Hunts-ville, .Alabama.
On December 30 Company I, Eighteenth Infantry, was ordered. back
to Columbia from Union·dlle, South Carolina.
Jauuary 10, 1872, the section of battery temporarily at Columbia 1ras
ordered to return to Charleston, South Carolina.
On Ja.nuary 13 .tlle remains of the late .Major-General H . W. HaJleck
were temporarily deposited in one of the vaults of Cave Hill Cemetery,
in this city.
CompanieR F and G, Sixteenth Infantry, from N ashYille, Tennessee;
Compauies I, Fourth Infantry, from Lebanon, G and K, from Frankfort, and F, Fourth, from Elizabethtown, Kenturk;y, arrived in Louis- ·
ville, and. with the three companies of infantry and one of cavalry
stationed in thiR city formed the fnueral escort. ~!rhe troops afterward
returned. to their proper stations.
January 14 Company B, Eighteenth Iufantry, W[LS ordered from Yorkville to Columbia, South Carolina.
January 16 Company 0, Second Infantry, was cnlerecl to Huntsville,
Alabama, from Uolnrnbia, South Carolina, and Company B, of the same
regiment, ordered from Huntsville, Alabama, to Atlanta, Georgia.
Jan,uary 2:3 Company E, Eighteenth I11fautry, was ordered back to
Atlanta, Georgia, from Columbia, South Carolina, and on the 27t.h of
the san1e month Battery 1, Third. .Artillery, was ordered. from Spartanburgh to Charleston, ~outl1 Carolina.
.
On February 8 Company H, Seventh Cct\'C:tlry, was ordered back to
Nashville, Tennel:lsee, from Huntsville, Alabama, aud on February 29
Company U, Se,·euth Cavalry, was ~;ransfelTed from the post of Rutherfonltou to Lincolntoll, X orth Carolma.
On ::\!arch J 2 the post of Opelika, .Alabama, was established, and garrisoned. by Uomp<tn.Y D, Sen!nth C:-tvnlry, ordered there from Ullester,
South Carolina.
Ou :\I<trch 2.3 Company G, Fourth Infantry, was ordered from Frankfort to Paducah, Kentucky, and Uompauy D, of the same regiment,
fron1 Padncah to Frankfort.
On Apl'il 2.3 Compan~- G, Eighteenth Infantry, was ordered from Col nm bia to UheRter, South Carolina.
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On 1\Iay 16 Company A, Second Infantry, left Atlanta, Georgia, for
Montgomery, Alabama, and returned to its proper station July 8.
On August 13 Company G, Seventh Cavalry, was directed to proceed
from Spartan burgh, South Carolina, to Laurensville, South Carolina, to
take post, and on the 17th of the same month Company I, Eighteenth
Infantry, was ordered from Columbia, South Carolina, to the same place.
In addition to these changes, more than one hundred and sixty temporary detachments have been made from the garrisons of posts for the
purpose of aiding civil officers. These detachments have been made on
the requisition or request of governors of States, sheriffl:l, and other
local State ci vii officers, and U uited States marshals, district attorneys,
and officers of the Internal ReYenue Department. These detachments
do not include those made in South Carolina. to aid the civil authorities
of the United States in the proclaimed counties of that State in the
performance of their duties Ull(1er the enforcement act. For a detailed
account of the military operations in that section of the departme11t, I
refer to the inclosed report of Major Lewis Merrill, of the Seventh Cavalry. It affords me pleasure to be able to report that in every instance
the conduct of the troops, while performing this delicate service, bas
been exemp1ary. The ttoops in the department are at the present time
distributed as follows:
KEN1'UCKY.

Louisville.-Uompanies F, Seventh Cava1ry; H, Fourth Infantry; A
and E, Sixteenth Iufa,ntry.
Franlifort.-Companies D and K, Fourth Infantry.
Lexington.-Company A, Fourth Infantry.
Crab 01·charcl.-Compauy ll, Fourth Iufautry.
Paducah.-Compa.ny G, Fourth Infantry.
J11ount 8terling.-Company E, Fourth Infantry.
Elizabethtown.-Cornp~tllies A, Seveuth Oava.lr;y, and F, Fourth Infantry.
Lcbanon.-Uompanies U and I, Fourth Infantry; (C, detached serdce,.
Laucastm·.)
Shelby?:ille.-Uompany I, Seventh Cavalry.
Newport Ba'r racks.-Hecruitiug depot.
TENNESSEE.

Na.slcvillc.-Compauie II, SeYenth Cavalry; I,, and G, Sixteenth In fa try.
Humuoldt.-Company D, Sixteenth Infantr,y.
ChrrttanoorJa.-Comvanie8 E aud I, Secoud Infantry.
ALA.BA:\I.A.

lltndsriile. - 'ompany (', S eon<l Infantry.
Jl!obi/r·. -C otupaui(.A · G HH<l K, St>cotHl Jufantry.

Opr·l i!:rt.-Uompauy]) , 'en~ 11tl1 Cavalry.

·

FLORIDA.
1

1

0int

.A llfJ N ·tin c.-Compani •: F and H, •'econd, aiJ<l K, Sixteenth

lnfantry.
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GEORGIA.

Fort PuZaski.-Batteries E and H, Third Arti11ery.
Savanna.h.-Battery K, Third Artillery.
Atlanta.-Uompanies A and B, Second, and A and E, Eighteenth
I nfantry.
NORTII

CAl~OLINA.

Fort _M acon.-Batteries K and L, Fourth Artillery.
Raleigh.-Batterie;s D and H, Fourth Artillery.
Ruthe1iordton.-Battery C, Fourtll Artillery.
Lincolnton.-Company C, Seventh Cavalry.
Charlotte.-Battery A_, Fourth Artillery.
JJ"ort Johnston.-Battery G, Fourth Artillery.
SOUTII CAROLINA.

Oharleston.-Light Battery C and Battery I, Third Artillery.
Oolumbia.-Companies B, D, and G, Eigllteenth Infantry, (G temporarily at Chester.)
Ohester.-Company II, Eighteenth Infantry.
Yorkville.-Companies K and L, Seventh Cavalry, and C, Eighteenth
Infantry.
Newberry.-Compauy K, Eighteentll Infantry.
Unionville.-Companies E and M, Seventh Cavalry.
Spartanburgh.-Cornpanies B, Seventh Cavalry, and D, Second Infantrv.
Smnter.-Company F, Eighteenth Infantry.
La,urensville.-Companies G, Seventh Cavalry, and I, Eighteenth
Infantry.
No change requiring mention has been made since the date of my last
report in tlle method of furnishing the troops iu this department with
subsistence and quartermaster stores.
T!Je sanitary condition of the troops is excellent; the medical supplies
are ample and promptly furnished.
I inclose reports of the commanders of posts belonging to the de- ·
partment.
Very respectfully, your most obedient servant,
ALli~RED H. TERRY,
Brigadier- Genera.l, Oonwwnding.
The AD.JUTA~1' GENERAL OF 'l'HE AR~.fY 1
. lYashington, D. G.

HEADQUARTERS POS1' OF YORKVILLE,

lrorkville, South Carolina, September 23, 1872.
In compliance with Circular No. 10, Headquarters Department
of tile South, September n, 1872, and your subsequent telegram, I have
the honor to submit the following- report:
T.he permanent changes which have taken place in this command
durmg the past year, and the movements of this command and detachments thereof, permaueut or temporary, during t!Je same period, are
pre:ented in tabular form appended to this report.
Sn~:
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GENERAL CONDITION OF 'fi-lE TROOPS.

The garrison of this post consists of one field officer of the Seventh
Cavalry, commanding post, one acting assistant surgeon, (medical
officer,) one hospital steward, one veterinary surgeon of the Seventh
Cavalry, two companies of the Seventh Cavalry, Company K: (Captain
Hale,) Company L, (Lieutenant Wesson,) and one company of the
Eighteenth Infantry, (Captain Christopher,) Company C.
.
The general condition of the. troops is gQod, the officers in the ma.m
attentive, and faithful in their discharge of duty, and in personal hab1ts
exemplary. In point of discipline, while tlle troops do not fall below a
fair standard, the 'circumstances of easy aceess to whisky-shops, and
being stationed in a village where close supervision of conduet is by no
means easy, without undue attempt to restrain the men from recreati~~~
contribute to more looseness of con<luet than would be found at a milttary post or camp ~tway from suchsurroundiugs. Notwitllstanding this
the offenses against discipline are not extraordinary in either number or
gravity. In their relations to the civilians among whom they are stationed
the men are in the main inoffensive, and occasions are rare in which any
trouble bas arisen. In the few cases in which it has occurred there has
been no instance iu which the folly and misconduet of the civilian have
not been the original incentive in bringing about difficulty.
Desertions from the seve.ral companies of the Gommand have been
unduly frequeut, but whether iu greater number than from commands
similarly circumstanced I am unable to say. It has been impossible to
recapture deserters owing to the ease with which they can get beyond
reach before the fact of the absence being desertion is known, and the
additional fact that the sympathies of the people ai"e so much with
deserters that little or no information is to be bad from them when
sought for. The desertions lately have been chiefly from the recruits,
and in most of these cases of men who should never have been enlisted.
l!"'or some reason the recruits sent to this command have been of lower
gra<le than, under present inducements of pay, &c., should be enlisted in
the service. From whate\'er cause this arises it is a serious aud expensive evil.
I have no doubt, from various sources of iuformation, and from careful observation, that desertions are encouraged and facilitated by KuKlux and their ympathizers. It is very difficult, and so far no success
has attended the effort, to secure exact legal evitleuce on which tllose
guilty might be brougllt to punishment, but there is every moral con·
viction that no effort has been spared by these persons to breed disaffection and di · atisfaction among the men. So far as I can observe there is
no sympathy among either enlisted men or officers with the lawlessness
whi ·hit might become their duty to assist in suppressing, and with the
exception of deserters and one other ca e, I have had no reason to think
that any one could ha,-e been indnced to betray his duty.
'lhe two noted lm,-e been the chief causes of desertious, though to
th · . hould be added Rome di.·sati~faction with the quality and allowance of ·lothing which I pre,.nme will cea. e so soon as the nmv uuiform
i: fnrlli:lu:(L
Th lJealtl1 of the com numd has heen exceptionally good.
Ko
picl •Juic elL ·a:e.- l1aYe appeared, alHl tll re ha. been but little sickne · .
"hr ·e. <1 ath 0111y ]Jan"! occnrrecl, two from di. ea.-e or injury contracted
hf'fore coming hen· an<l OIIC! from falling from a window wL.il in fever
<1 ·lirimn. .:\Io. t of tl1 nnfitn •,·. for <lnt lm~ been from atci<lental injuri!·:: amon~ wl1i ·h 1m: hc> ·n a n·mark;1hle fact that iu the la.'t year
y
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jive men have fallen from windows, resulting in one death, one amputation of a leg, and serious injury in three other cases. There is nothing
remarkable about the placing of the -windows which should bring such a
result.
The climate is very fine both winter and summer, and as healthful and
pleasant as any in which I have ever lived.
The health of the horses has been good in the main, and their condition fine except for glanders appearing among them. The disease appears to have been brought here by the horses purchased at Louisville.
It is stated that it appeared there before they were shipped, which, if
the fact, should have induced the quartermaster shipping them to give
notice of it so that due precaution might have been taken in time to
prevent its spread. So far four have been shot, and I fear that several
more will be lost by reason of it. Every precaution is taken to prevent
its spread.
The instruction of the men has been ~mch as the climate and constant
calls for duty permitted. It is far from being up to the standard, but I
think quite equal to the average of the service, and as good and
thorough as the cir.cumstances and peculiar duty have permitted. So
long as recruits are sent to the cavalry companies with practically no·
knowleuge whatever of their duties, the instruction of the cavalry will
fall far short of even a respectable standard, because it is almost always
the fact that the eircnmstances of duty are such that but small opportunity is to be had to lay any thorough groundwork of either horsemanship or elementary drill. From this arise want of. accuracy in the
drill and the formation of habits of carelessness and slouchiness, which
are very hard to eradicate, even if opportunity to do it should be found.
Tile officers, as seems in the nature of things universal and unavoidable in the service, are not well instructed professionally. While commendably faithful and attentive to duty, constant service with small
commands and under circumstances which afford little time and no
facilities for theoretical instruction, has tended to bring about a degree
of satisfaction with low professional attainments, and with ability to
discharge simply routine duty, which is highly detrimental to the best
interests of the service. Situated as this command is there is no presellt remedy save to encourage ever.v individual efi'ort toward a better
knowledge of the profession, a remedy wholly inadequate to the e\'il.
::.\11\..NNER IN WIIICII TIIE TROOPS ARE QUARTERED.

The two cavalry companies occupy a large brick building, formerly a
hotel, situated. on the main street, near the center of the village. This
building comfortably accommodates both companies with their kitchens
and mess-rooms, anu also furnishes rooms for guard-house anu post
reading-room. Belonging to this building is a stable which shelters
indiffereutl,y, bnt sufficiently well the horses of one company. The
llorses of tile other company are sheltered in a fair stable in close
Yiciuity, (jnst across the street.) Tile infantry company is quartered in
a wooden building on tlle opposite side of the street from the cavalry,
bu~ i!1 close vi.cinity. The building answers the purpose as well as
bmldmgs not mtended for such use could do. On the next lot to the
infantry qnarter~ is the building used for a hospital, wilieh is reasona~ly adapted to 1ts use, aml of sufficient accommodation for the siek
hkel,v to be foun(l in this command.
'Ihe lann<lres~e. , sa\~ e ~nell. as pref<>r to hire their owu quarters, are
accotll modat('<l m a bmldmg m the outskirts of the town.
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For the present and until the weather becomes rough and cold the
guard and prisoners are kept in tents on open ground not far from the
quarters.
·
The officers are quartered in houses and a hotel rcaso11abJy convenient
to the quarters of tlle troops.
The supplies are stored in an isolated building, 11hich also furnisltes
rooms for the post quartermaster and commanding officer's offices.
The total rental pai<l for buildmgs and stables is within the limit set
by the commanding general, and is less than would be the wear and
tear of the necessary canvas, and for that reason the troops were not
moved iuto camp during the summer.
SUPPLIES.

~u bsistence

stores, except fresh beef, are furnished from the d~pot
at Columbia, and have been abundant, good, and promptly supplied,
except one small inYoice of flour a.nd a few barrels of pork, which were
inferior and bad. These were reported on at the time their quality was
discovered. Fresh beef is supplied by purchase in the open marke~.
It is of inferior quality and high in price, owing to the fact that tb1s
section raises no stock, and there is scarcely auy business energy among
the people, and little market for fresh meat outside the troops, and so
no competition among person.s to supply beef.
Early in the spring I directed the seyeral company commanders to
secure ground and prepare gardens for the use of their companies.
They have been ver.v successful, notably Captain Hale, who bad better
ground than the others, and the gardens have furnished a large supply
of fresh vegetables to the companies. Aside from the gardens of the
companies it would have been difficult, if not impossible, to procure
needful suppplies of vegetables. The effect of abundant supplies of
vegetables on the health and contentment of the men bas been excel·
lent, and the gardens have shown bow much it is possible to add to the
comfort and well-being of the men by a small expellditure of time and
effort of this kind on the part of company commanders. It is tbe :first
time that any of them have bad any great success in gardening, and
this experience is likely to be valuable to their companies in the future ..
Quartermaster's stores haYe been furnished from the various depots of
that department.
Forage since July last bas been furnisheu by the contractor delivery
here. Thus far the supplies have been abundant aud good. Some embarrassment has arisen from the contractor having to ask the post quartermaster to act as hiB agent for the payment of freight, having no
agent here. The practice might prove objectionable, and I woulu recommelld tllat it be discouraged whenever possible.
Fuel bas been supplied by purcllas<'s of wood in the open market.
It is of inferior quality and uncertain in supply. TlliR is owing to the
wa11t of energ-y aud bnsinesR tact of the people here. \Yoo<l and water
are the t\YO tlJings wllieh nature has most almn<hwtl,y supplied here, but
the people . <·em neYer to thi11k of }1Teparing any fuel uutil it is needed
fori nnnec1iate u. e, and then tlw ellief supply iH eitltcr green woou or
half rotten wi11dfall:-;.
For the .-npp1y of troops the rcsou1 ces of tltc <:onntry furnish nothing·
.·ave fnc·l ancllnmber if lH~ N1ed.
GE~EHAL

L FOH:\I.ATIOX.

The org·anization. lJHrpo:e:, anr1 condnet of the Kln-Klttx Klan liaYe
' O full~· 1epox-t~(lnpou predou '1:y that it i: ne ·(111..·~-;:-; for 111e to add

he'll
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anytlting to those reports. All that was then a.t the Yarious dates
reported Las been abundantly confirmed by subsequent de\elopments.
The general history of the relations of this command to that conspirac:r,
and of the conspiracy itself, are recounted in my previous reports, to
which I beg to invite your attention for any facts relating to it.
Since my latest reports the work of arresting such as there was process
for Las gone on by the United States marshal aud his deputies, in most
cases assisted by small detaehments of troop:;;. Tllese are furnished
whenever asked for. The arrests nmYare<lifficult because of the efforts to
evade them, but no serious apprehension exists of resistance when troops
accompany the deputies. I consider it advisable in most cases to have
troops accompany the deputies, because the temptation to resistance
and perhaps fatal consequences is thereby avoided. Were the deputies
to attempt by themselves to make the arrests I feel sure t.h at in some
<;ases resistance wonld be attempted, and also that if troops were not
present there would no doubt be some attempts at rescue after the arrest
is effected.
In only one case lms any serious consequence resulted from a.n attempt
to arrest. In April last, one l\1:inor Parris was shot while eyading
arrest. The facts were fully reported at the time, and that report is
referred to for any further information which is needed. The facts, in
my estim::~.tion,justified the shooting, and this judgment is confirmed by
the investigation and verdict of the coroner's jury, which justifies the
conduct of the posse which resulted in Parris's death. This is the only
case in w hieh violence· was necessary or was used. Prudence, firmness,
and g(\Od sense on the part of the officers and men used as posses have
prevented violence, to which the conduct of many of the persons
arrested was strongly provocatiYe, so much so that great forbearance
was not unfrequently necessar~7 •
In my report of January 17 last I expressed the hope and opinion
that it would not be long before the efforts of the better men here and
their influence on public sentiment would supersede the necessity for
the interposition of the military forces of the national Government. I
regret to say now that events since then do not justifY that opinion, and
that I am forced now to think it was premature. It was, of course, too
much to hope that there would be any sudden regeneration of sentiment
among people who were so blinded by ignorance and prejudice, and so
misled by men whose passions and irreconcilable hostility to the results
of the war led them to look with allowance, at least, when it was not
open approval, on such inhuman barbarities as were practiced by the
Ku-Klux; but it was reasonable to expect that the severe lesson to be
learned from the sudden collapse of the organization, and the flight or
arrest of its leading men, would Lave bad a very wholesome effect in
silencing bad counsel and inducing the dupes to be more wary of fol~owiRg it when given. The fact, lwwever, appears that either through
Ignorance or prrju(lico, or both combined, the majority of the whites
here learn but little by experience. The wildest and most absurd
run~ors set afloat through tho country are received with amazing credulity. Stories of the pm·don of t1lose convicted, of the successful overthrow in the Rupreme Court of the la,vs under which the prosecutions
were had, of Executive disapproval of my conduct and my consequent
renwntl from command, of Executive orders to the judg-es of the United
States courtR to hear no more Ku-Klux cases, aud :::;imilar absurd tales,
have ~ue afte~· anoth.cr spr~a<l lik.e wi~d:fire o,·er the country, au<l have
been for the tnne bemg l>ehe,·ed Implimtly. The readiness with which
tLey were cr ·tlite<l an<l the congratulatory comwents of the llearers, not
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unfrequently coupled with threats of what would now happen to the
negroes and to such wltite men as had been witnesses, go to show how
deep-seated are the causes from which all this lawlessness has sprung,
and how ready these same people would be to renew in the same or
some other form the efforts of the past.
vVhile it is true that good men are more free in expression of denunciation of Kn-Kluxism than before, the tyranny of that organization
over public opinion was SQ nearly perfect that its effect will be for a
long time very great. So strong is this effect still that it is idle to expect for a long time to come that the State laws will be enforceu in any
Ku-Klnx cases. One notable instance in Chester County shows wha,t
the condition of public sentiment is there. A case was recently tried
before tlte State court in which the evidence most conclusively established a deliberate and cold-blooded murder of a negro man by a white
man, "a Kn-Klux;" but the jury, composed wholl,y of white men, a?quitted the murderer with scarcely any hesitation. In this county it IS
no better, and I doubt the possibility of l>ringing any offender to justice
before the State courtR, no matter how plain the e-vidence, where th.e
offense has any immediate or remotP; relations to the Ku-Klux orgamzation.
·
'fhe administration of government in tllis State in the present condition of society demands qualities of wisdom, honesty, and executive
abilitJTwhich are wholly wanting in the rn8jority of the public officers,
and tbere appears no reasonable ground for expecting anything bet.ter.
Between ignorance among the [sic] of the voters, and blind, unreaso~
ing, and sullen stubbornness among the intelligent whites, resulting m
the control of public aff'airs by men of whom the major part are l>oth
dishonest and incompetent, the condition of things here is such as leaves
litUe to hop~ for jn the near future. vVha.t remedy there is for it, save
such as time and education may afford, is not easy to see; but it is
gra-vely to be apprehended that it may result in anarchy in its "orst
form bef01·e these means have time to effect the result.
The only laws which have any chance for just execution in protecting
the citizen are those of the United States. The 1uachinery for the execution of these never contemplated snch a state of affairs as has existed,
and still exi::>ts, here, arHl in consequence is wholly inaLlequate to the·
ta k. The United States courts are choked with a quantity of business
which amount.· practically to a llenial of a hearing of four-fifths of the
cases which are before them, while even this number of cases is but a
small percentage of the gross Yiolntions of law wllich are cognizable by
those court:-;. Pul>lic sentiment doe.· not condemn law-breaking, or demaud its puui.'hment, except in cases where negroes are the law-breaker.', or in gro .. s ca. cs of whiteH against wllitm;. To a degree that is surprising and di. graceful negro labor is F:l\\'indled out of it::; earoingR, and
t.lli ·w ith hardly a remedy. Pnblic officer generally are slJamefull,y ueghgf'nt of dnty aud notably deficient in con ·cientious disposition to do
right. TlH' obligation. of pulJlic oflicc arc <li."reganled, either from corrupt mutin~: or from utter incompetency, to an extent that is hardly
T~clilJlc·, c·onple<l a. it i.· with it.- tolerauce or excuse by tboRe wlJO certmul_y k11ow lwtter. In the conrtH the .-acr('(ln 'HR of the oblig·ation of
an oati1 L <1i. rPgnr<lcd to an extent alHl by indivi<lnal of a social grade
tha t would lH~ iu ·recliblc cl ·ewh<•rp; it i. clone lJoweYei' with impunity.
Puhli e :cntilll 'Il 'X ·n:e.- an<1 palliate.' it whr:l done ir; tlw defen. c
ru-Irlu x. aiHl ;·o t•nc;onra~P.' it. in other InattrrH. ~o lono· as the very
t'ouutaill : of ,iu. tic·e me polluted in tlti: way, awl it liH~er' \\itlt l1ardl~-
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condemnation, there is small hope for the good order or 'Yell-being of
society ..
Such a state of things as exists here and elsewhere in large sections of
this State is so hopeless of any promi::;e of good for the future, and so
disgraceful to the whole country, that it has been with the greatest reluctance I have compelled myself to believe that these are the facts. I
have come very slowly to the belief1 and only on such multiplied evidence as would convince the most incredulous, if at all fair-minded. In
my experience it has no parallel, either in the wanton and brutal cruelties inflicted or approved and encouraged by the majority of the whites,
or in the utter deadening of the moral sense in large parts of whole
communities commonly reputed and believed to be far removed from
the barbarism of savages.
As matters now stand, the only protection which citizens can look to
with any assurance is the General Government; the only laws justly
enforced are those of the Uuited States; and e'Ten this would avail but
little if it were not for the moral effect of the presence of United States
troops, and the feeling among the people that violation of United States
law will be promptly and fully investigated, and the perpetrators brought
to justice if possible.
Lest I may be misunderstood, I wish to add that I do not consider
that it is either necessary or advisable for the military to interfere, except so far as they may be called upon by proper authority, but I do
think the moral effect of their presence absolutely essential to any approximatton to good order and observance of or enforcement of law.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
LEWIS MERRILL,
~JJlajor

The

Seventh Cct'IXtlYy, Commanding Post.

AD.JU1'ANT-GENERAL,

Department of the Soztth, Louisville, Kentucky.

Permanent ohanges at post of Yo1'kville, Sonth Cal'olina, since Septembe1' 30, 1871.
Date of reporting for or bei n g relieved
from duty at
the post.

Oct. 12, 1871. Company B, Eighteenth Infantry, from Columbia, South Carolina, per
Special Orders 1\o. 108, Headquarters Post of Columbia, South Caroliua, October 11, 1871.
Oct. 14, 1871. Troop D, Seventh Ca.valry, from Columbia, South Carolina, per Special
Orders No. 108, Ileadqmnters Post of Columbia, South Carolina, October 11, 1871.
Oct. 14, 1871. Troop L, Seventh Cavalry, from Winnsborough, South Carolina, per telegraphic instrnctions received at that post.
Nov. 15,1871. Acting Assistant Surgeon T. C. Skrine, United States Army, from Winnsboro11gb, South Carolina, per Special Orders No. 116, Headquarters
Post of Columbia, South Carolina, October 29, 1H71.
Nov. 18,1 71. Troop D, Seventh C::walry, transferred to post of Chester, South Carolina.,
per Special Orders No. 83, Headquarters Post of Yorkville, South
Carolina, November 17, 1871.
Dec. 5,1871. Acting ~ssistant Snrgeon William A. Tompkins, United States Army,
transferred to Post of Unionvill<', South Carolina, per Par. II Special
Orders No. 24G, Headquarters Department of the South November 2:3,
1 71.
'
Dec. - ,1 71. First !.-~icntenan~ James H. Bradley, Eighteenth Infantry, B, transferr~<l
~o eventh Iut<;tutr.v, per Special 0l'ilers No. 457, vVar Department, AdJutant-General~ Office, \VaslJiugtou, D. C., November 28, 1871.
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Dec. 9,1871. Assistant Surgeon Joseph R. Gibson, United States Army, arrived at post,
per Par. II Special Orders No. 252, Headquarters Department of the
South, Louisville, Kentucky, December 2, 1871.
Dec. 13, 1871. Acting Assistant Surgeon T. C. Skrine, United States Army, contract annulled, per Par. II Special Orders No. 101, Headquarters Post of Yorkville, South Carolina, Decem her 13, 1871.
Dec. 22, 1871. Hospital Steward Arthur M. Reybold, United States Army, arrived at
Post, per Par. II Special Orders No. 261, Headquarters Department of
t!le South, Louisville, Kentucky, December 1o, 1871.
Dec. 22, 1871. Acting Assistant Surgeon John Harvey, United States Army, from
Unionville, South Carolina, per Par. III Special Orders No. 246, Headquarters Department of the South, November 23, 1871.
Jan. 18, 1872. Company B, Eighteenth Infantry, transferred to Post of Columbia,
Sonth Carolina, per telegraphic instructions received from headquarters Department of the South, rlated January 15, 1872.
Mar. 19, 1872. First Lieutenant Henry J. Nowlan, Seventh Cavalry, L, appointed regimental-quartermaster of the Seventh Cavalry; relieved from duty at
post, per Special Orders ·No. 56, current series, Headquarters Post of
Yorkville, South Carolina.
Mar. 23, 1872. Acting Assistant Surgeon J obn Harvey, United States Army, transferred
to post of Lincolnton, North Carolina, per Special Orders No. 55, current series, Headquarters Department of the South.
Apr. 13,1872. First Lieutenant J. F. Weston, Seventh Cavalry, joined Troop L, from
detached service at regimental headquarters Seventh Cavalry.
May 3,1872. Veterinary Surgeon John Tempanny, Seventh Cavalry, arrived at post,
per Par. II Special Orders No. 84, current series, Headquarters Department of the Sooth.
June 5, 1872. Acting'AssiRtant Snrgeon R. G. Recld, United States Army, arrived at
post, per Par. I Special Orders No. 112, current series, Headquarters
Department of the South.
June26, 1872. Assistant Surgeon Joseph R. Gibson, United States Army, transferred to
Charleston, South Carolina, per Par. II Special Orders No. 112, current series, Headqu:arters Department of the South.
Respectfully submitted.
' LEWIS MERRILL,
Major Seventh Cavalry, Comrnancling Post.

HEADQUARTERS DEP.A.RTMEN'r OF THE GULF,

New Orleans, Louisiana., October 4, 187~.
SIR: In compliance with instructions of the 23d September, I have
the honor to subwit the following report of operations in this department from November 28, 1871, up to this time. This does not embrace
the full military year, as I did not assume command, and was not in the
department, uutil the date last mentioned.
Application was made for the records of this <lepartment for tlle time
preceding 1ny command, bnt it was not found practical>le to furuish
them .
. T?is.department embraces tlle Htates of Louisiana, Arkausas, :JlisSlSSlppi, and the Gulf po 'ts as far castwanl as (and embraciug) Key
"\Ye ·t, Florida. TIJ.e military po~-;t::; in the harbor of MolJile are excepted,
au<lnot iu tiJ.e command.
Tile present force iu the department consists of t\vo companies of cavalr~, six lmtterie. of artillery, four companies of the Sixteenth and. the
. enttrc rcg·iment of the . . Tineteenth Infantry, with an aggregate strength
(Augtl 't 01: 1 '7~) of 1,14B. 1:lle troop· are distributed as follows:
LOUISIA.!TA.

Baton R?uoc.-II '<Hlc1narter: ancl ('1ompanic: ~~, D, F, G, and I, Niueteenth lutmttl'\'.
,Jru:b;rm lJa1·;·rwlts.-(In eamp at East Pascag-oula,) Companie.' C, D,
aucllf ....~ilwt ·enth Infa11try.
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ARKANSAS.

Little Rock.-Company K, Nineteenth Infantry.
MISSISSIPPI.

Jackson.-Companies B, II, and I, Sixteenth Infantry.
Aberdeen.-Cornpany C, Sixteenth Infantry.
Holly Springs.-Oompany E, Nineteenth Infantry.
Oxjorcl.-Oompany I, Sixth Cavalry.

)lferidian.-Oompany K, Sixth Cavalry.
FLORIDA.

Fort Barrcmcas.-Batteries G, L, and M, Third Artillery.
Fort Jefferson.-Battery F, Third Artillery.
Key TVest.-Batteries Band D, Third Artillery.
During the ten months covered by this report the following changes
and movements of the troops have tak<.n1 place:
On December 12, 1871, the post of ..Meridian, Mississippi, was discontinued, and the company stationed there transferred to Jackson, Mississippi.
On January 5, 1872, Companies G and I, Nineteenth Infantry, were
brought temporarily from Baton Rouge to New Orleans, Louisiana, and
on ~Tanuary 7, Companies A and H, Nineteenth Infantry, followed
them.
On January 27, 1872, Companies I and K, Sixth Cavalry, arrived in
this department from the Department of the Missonri, and took po~ition
::tt Oxford and Saltillo, Missi:::;sippi; aud on March 15, Company K was
moved from Saltillo to Meridian.
On ~January 27, 1872, Companies A, G, and 1, Nineteenth Infantry,
returned to Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
On June 28, 1872, Company F, Nineteenth Infantry, was transferred
from Jackson Barracks to Baton Rouge.
On June 28, 1872, the garrison of Jackson Barracks, Louisiana, conRisting of Companies C, D, and H, Nineteenth Infantry, moved to the
Government reservation at East Pascagoula, Mississippi.
Ou August 12, 1872, Company H, Sixteenth Infantry, was ordered to
take temporary post in the vicinity of McComb City, ..Mississippi.
On August 19, 1872, Batteries Land M, Third Artillery, were mo,Ted
from Fort J eff'erson to Fort Barrancas, Florida.
In addition to these principal changes in the station of troops, about
forty detachments have ueen fnruisbe<l from the garrisons of the posts
for the purpose of aioing ciYH officers. These detachments have all
been made upon the written requisitions of United States marshals,
exeept in two instance~, \vhere the requisitions were made by the governors of StatPs, an<l in all cases, aR far as the facts could be ascertaitH'd, thc,se civil officers would Hot ha,Te been able to perform their
(1nties without military protection, and I think I can aver with absolnte certaint.Y, that in 110 ('ase lunTe tile troop~, or any official, directly
o1· i11<l ire<.:tly eonnected witlt them, ue('Jl used for the attainment of any
}Htt·ti.-;Hn ol~jed wltateY('l'.
'l'ltPir n~e hnl-4 bN•u sol <,ly iu the i11h>rest of law and order aud in no
ea~e Ita:-~ thi:-~ actio11 lwvn :-~1wh <~~ to illcur the displeasure of' any class
of the eommunity; on th e <~ontmry, as far as my iuformatio11 goe:-;, their
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action has been satisfactory to all good citizens and property-holders, of
both political parties, in the communities in which their aid has been
invoked.
The enwute of January 5, and the days following, which threatened
such disaster to the commerce and prosperity of the city of New
Orleans, may require some special notice in this report.
A short time after taking command of this department, and before
sufficient time had elapsed to enable me to familiarize myself with the
situation, this community became very much excited and its business
relations greatly disturbed. The animosities growing out of the excitement seemed to be directed against the governor of the State, and the
portion of the legislature acting in concert with him.
The financial condition of the State generally, and more particularly
of the city of New Orleans, was such, and is still such, that the taxes
on real estate in the city of New Orleans amount to between 5 and G
per cent. ; in fact, if the laws are rigidly enforced, the effect would be
the same as if the property were confiscated. The community, with
what justice it is not for me to say, attributed this condition of things
•to corrupt legislation and maladministration, and the state of affairs,
bordering on i11surrectioll, was in fact but an outcrop of the dissatisfaction felt by the property-holders and tax-payers of the cit.r, who appeared to have no confidence in the ballot-box or the judiciary of the
State to redress their grievances.
After the storm was ra,ised lJy the free expressions of dissatisfaction
on the part of leading- citizens, and the opposing parties began marshaling their forces for the fray, the propmty-holders of the city and
the great mass of law-abiding citizens saw that the direction of the insurreetionar.Y force~ was in the hands of chieftains not of their own
selection, and with wbom they were not in accord, and that they had
raised a force t.hey could uot control. New issues were deYeloped,
which looked a~ if the colltroYersy between the contending factious bad
degenerated into a scramble for place and the possessiou of the State
treasury .
.A committee or fifty m· seYenty citiz:enl'l, representing the wealth and
busine ' S men of the city, bt>lievinp; tlmt the movemeut was likely to en(l
in a lJloo<ly riot, ·which would be diHat:ltrous to the prosperity of the city
and to it· commerce, 'vhich at that season of the year was at its culrniJJating point, became alarmed and solieited the ititerposition of United
~tates troop. -in ~·act asked for martial law. The goYenwr and his
party, whom the dl.'contented citizens were opposiug, sought at that
same time the intt>rpo~-;ition of United States troops.
The emergency wa ' so SlHl<leir, and the demand was so urgent from
both contending parties, pmticnlm·ly from the governor, whm:;e letters
are appe11ded, (see Appendix A,) aud havi1Jg at tlle same time before my mind th fatal resnlts of delay in the terriule events which·
happened here in 1 GG, I did not he:-:;itate to take the respouRibilit~r , and
or1lered tlre troops to tit" front, an(l telegraphed to the \Var Departm ut what I had. (1one, a1Hl my com·,' was approved. 'Ihe preseuee of
the troop ' alla~- ('(1 exdtenrrnt, a11d probably lWe,·ente<l collision of
arm <1 hodie:. Th • troop., a tHl tho:e who commanded. them, however,
took no )Htrt what ·Yer in any of thr di .'c n:. iom;, arre:ts, or any other
net.· of the r.ont '1H1in~ partie~, and it caunot 1J ,' aid, with the . lladow
of tnnh tlta tb . a ·tion of the troop. or those who contro11 d their
morPmPJl .' llacl any oth<'r objc·tt or effect thau to hol1l the situation in
the int •r '-'t CJf jn:tic~c· nnd Jl ·ac:c> an<l give an opportmrity to the partie.'
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aggrieved to seek redress through legitimate clumnels. .At no time 'vas
the General Government or its troops a party to the contest.
After the lapse of a few days, everything being quiet, and believing that the presence of the troops would be used to perpetuate
abuses by the State authorities upon a loyal and hospit~tble people, I
withdrew the troops, first giving both the contending parties notice of
my intention, and apprising the War Department of my intention to do
so. This act was also approved at \Vashington, and it had the effect
which I anticipated, the immediate repeal of the obnoxious laws; those
laws under the operation of which the State and city are supposed to
have been brought to their then condition.
Unfortunately, this repeal of the obnoxious la\YS was not in earnest.
The whole thing was a sham, and upon its discoyery the moyerneut to
dispossess the governor and his party was again organized, and a very
considerable armed force was marshaled to attack the governor and
his party, who were barricaded in the building occupied as a statehouse, which was defended by artillery.
The day but one before the intended attack, the leader of the attacking party issued a proclamation stating his intention to assault the
eapitol, and asking mercllants in the streets adjc-tcent to close their·
stores, and warning non-combatants to keep out of the way.
I had com\3 by this time to thoroughly understand the situation, and
it was my intention not to interfere unless ordered to do so by higher
authority, which authority was kept informed by telegraph of all that
was passing. The threatening proclamation above referred to was communicated in full by the State authorities to the Presideut, and was
telegraphed in every direction by the press. This caused serious apprehem;;ious all O\'er the country, in which, 1 confess, I did not participate.
As might have ueen expected, however, wllen the news of this proclam8tiou reached the Pre:-;ideut, orders were gi\·en me to pre,·eut any collision between armed bodies of men.
These instructions, to prevent collision, were communicated by me to
the chieftains of the opposing forces th e moment tlley were received,
and it is due to the person nutri'ihaling the attacking force to say that
immediately upon the receipt of a copy of the President's instructions,
he at once disbanded his forces, and the emeute was at an end.
I tiJink it not out of place to say that during these ver,y serious diffi~ulties the officers and men lateJy in arms c.'tgainst us acted with admirable forbearance, and very generally expressed to me personally their
desire to take no part in any domestic difficulty, but a ,·owed their intention, if required to take any part, to render every aid in their power
to the officers of the General Government in maintc'tining peace.
The whole subject of tllese difficulties was thoroughly investigated
by the committee of Congress who came here for that purpose, and the
elaborate report made by that committee, which has been printed by
Congress, makes unnecessary any more detailed narration of events
connected with it. There will be found in that report copies of all communications between the Government and myself, and between myself
and the State authorities and the citizens, touching this matter.
During the period embraced iu tllis report, the health of this command has been unprecedented. There llcwe been but thirteen deaths in
that time, and during the present seas011 uot a single case of malignant
or ye1lo\v fe,·cr. .
·
I strongly recommend the continuance of the system recently inaugnrated of moving the troop from the fort~:; to convenient camping-ground:::;
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or barracks, and leaving the forts in charge of small guards. To this
system I attribute the improved health of the troops.
The discipline of the troops has been very satisfactory, considering the
detached cbaract,e r of the service they have been required to perform.
The staff departments as now organized are ahm in a very ~atisfac
tory coudition, and. all their duties are performed with promptness aml
economy. A consolidation has been made of all the offices into one
building, and all the store-houses un<ler one roof, at a saving to tlle
Government of about teu thousand dollars a year.
From this consolidation the subsistence department bas been necessarily excepted. In addition to supplying this department the chief
commissary is charged with most of the supplies that go to Texas, and
jt was not found necessary or proper to make any retrenchment or reduction in the store-room required by Lim.
The inclosed memoranda of gain and loss in the forces are furnished
for reference.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully,
W.H.EMORY,
Colonel Oommctnding.
The AD.JUTANT-GENERAL OF 1'HE AR::.vrY,
Washington, D. 0.

STATE 01!' LOUISIANA, BXEClJTIVB DEPARTMEXT,

New Orleans, Jannm·y 5, 18i2.

U. S. GRA~T, P resideut United States, Wa8hiogton, D. C. :
Dauger of a riot and tnmnlt is iruruiuent. There is no quorum in the senate, antl hence
the legi~]a,t me cannot call on yon for assistauce. The a!Jseut senators are on the United
States 1'8Venue-cutter vVilderness.
I respectfully a~k that General Emory be instructed to co-operate with me in preserving the p eace, ~tnd protecting the government from attack aud overthrow.
H. C. "\VARMOTH,
Governor of Louisiana.
[Official copy furnil:lhed General Emory by Goveruor vVarmotb.]

A t1ue copy.
"\V. T. GENTRY,
Captain Nineteenth Injmd1·y, A. A . A. U.

STATE OF Lours uxA, ExECUTJYE Dm'ART:\IRX'l',

Xew Orleans, Jaunary 5, 1872.
GE:s:Jm.\L: The conrlitioJJ of af1'airs is snf'h tl1at it is ueccs. arv tllHt I sbonl<l haYe an
infl!l'\'iPw with you, and I am advisNl that it wonlrl be in,indidons for me to leave the
r·apitol at the pre ~ut time. I therefom reHpectfully reiJnest that you will do me tim
honor to call upon TJJe imuJe!liateJy at lilY o1li{'e.
Yery IC~jpcctfnlly, your ol.H•!licut ::;crvaut ,
II.('. WAIDfOTH,
Oorc·ruor of Lnlisiana.
).Iajor- r·u,.ral E:\JORY,
(;rwwwudin[J DelJlO'illlCnt <~f the 01dj.
A true cop·.

W. T.

r;E~THY,

('uptniu Sin :; l!'l'llilt fllj(wf, ·y .. 1. .1. .1. 0.
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ST.\.TE OF LOUISIANA, EXECUTIVE DEPARTlVIENT,

lVe.w O?'leans, Janum·y 5, 1872.
[Extract.l
GENERAL:

Since the troops were dismissed from the vicinity of the state-bouse, I am in receipt
.of information which leads me to recommend that the troops under your command be
kept within easy call during to-day and to-morrow.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. C. 'VARMOTH,
Governor of Lonisiana.

Mnjor-General

E:'I10RY,

Commanding JJepw·tment of the Gulf.

A tme copy.

W. T. GENTRY,
Captain Nineteenth Infantry, A. A. A. G.

STATE OF LOUISIAXA, E:xECUTIYE DEPA!tTMENT,

New Orleans, January 5, 1872.
lExtmct.l
GENERAL:

I take this opportunity to thauk yon for the promptitude with which you responded
to my request, through General Longstreet, to co-operate wit,h me in preserving the
peace, and I respectfully request you to incamp yonr troops and artillery in close proximity to the state-bouse during the night.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. C. "WARMOTH,
Gorernor of Louisiana.

Major-General

EMORY,

Cornmanding Depal'lment of the Gulf.

.A tme copy.

W. T. GENTRY,
Ca]Jfain Nineteenth Injant1·y, A. A. A. G.

STATE OF LOUISIAN.A, EXECUTIVE DEP.AHT.L\IENT,

·
New Orleans, January 6, 1872.
Gmom.u,: On the application of Hon. H. 0. Brewster, speaker of the house of rep-

resentatives, and upon the affidavit of a brother of one of its members, and with the
advice of the best legal authorities in the State, a writ of habea.s corpus bas been applied for to tho bonora.l>le the judge of the eighth district court of the parish of Orleans. The writ is now being served by the sheriff. Should arrest be resisted and I
called upon to assist in executing the order of the court, I shall use the power at my
command, and in the event of my being unable to serve the paper and to preserve the
peace with my present forces, I most respectfully request that you will repair to the
scene of action without further notice, to aid me in enforcing tbe law and in preserving
the peace and dignity of the State.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. C. WARMOTH,
Gove1·no1· of Louisiana.
:\f~~jor-General E~ronY,

Commanding Department of the Gu,lf.

.A true copy:

W. T. GENTRY,
Captain Nineteenth I1tjanfry, A. A. A.

7w

G~
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STATE OF LOUISIANA, EXECUTIVE DEPAUT::\IENT,
New Orleans, Janum·y 8, 1872.
GENERAL: The following telegram from General George Baldy, of the board of metropolitan police commissioners, has been recei vecl_at this office, and is herewith respectfully submitted for your information :
" To Governor WARMOTH :
"A battery of fo ur guns was seen hy Army oillcers last evening, about thirty miles
above here, on right bank, moving toward ,the city. The command appears to be in
citizens' clothes.
" GEORGE BALDY."
To which the following supplementary telegram has been received.:
" To Governor vVARMOTH :
"Captain O'Reilly, of the Nineteenth Infantry~ is my authorit y . He says several
other officers saw the same.
"GEORGE BALDY."
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. C. WARMOTH,
Governo1· of Louisiana.
Major-General E:!\IORY,
Commanding Depa·rtmcnt of the Gulf.

P. S.-Detectives have been ordere(1 to be sent to ascertain th e facts.
A true copy.
\V. T. GENTRY,
Captain Rinetecnth hfantry, .A. A . .A. G.

ST.\TE OF Lon:srAKA,

ExiWUTrvg DEPARTMENT,
]few Orlean 8, January 10, 1 87~.

[Extract.]

GENElLU.:
,. ;
I respectfully request yon to place yonr eommaml on Canal street, near the Cla.y
statue, at the earliest possible moment, that yon may be able to assist me in suppressing
any riotous demonstrations that may be made. The presence of your troopt~ will lw
sullicient to prevent any uist nrbance whatever.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. C. WAR.MOTII,
~fajor-( ~cneral

Oorerno1' of Louisiana.

El\rOHY,

Comnw11di11!J 1Jrparl711<nt

of the

G11U~

.\. trnc ·opy.
W. T. GENTRY,
Captaiu Siui'IN'Hth Infantry, .1. A. A. G .

• ''I' vn:

()F

I~"( ' l!-iJA , ·.~, ExiWUTIVE DEl'AHTMBXT,

New Orleans, .Janua1'y 11, 1872.
GE.:-n ;J:.\J, : Atl'u1rtl ba, t~ :l:)snm <l such a :-;hape now that I think danger of riot or tu-

mult ba ._ ahout pa:sed. I \vrite to say that I think hy to-morrow at 12 o'clock yon can
;afely Wltlluraw your troop!.! t the barracks.
I cannot let the opportunity pa. s to thank yon and your troops again for yonr
prompt and efficient · ·n·icc in the interests of peace an<l ol'der <luring the !last two
day: . :mel to ar-. nre you of my highest consideration and regard for youn;clf.
I han tllf' honor to h V<'ry trnly. your .
lL '. WAR~IOTIT,
Gorrn1o1' of LolliHiana .
• faj or-Ucncrnl :E:-.tORY,
Commaocliug JH·porln11·11l of lht· (;u1f.

A tnH!

c"p~·.

W. T. GE. ~ TRY,
('aplain ... ·intlc nih Jnjrtnfry, . 1. I. .1. U.
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STATE

OF LOUISIA~U, EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT,

New Orleans, Ja11tta1·y 13, 1872.
GENERAL: I have just learned that an opposition party of several thousand men are
prepared to make a riot to-day at noon, and that threats are made that not a stone of
the State capitol sball be left upon another after they are through with their work.
It is probable that these reports are sensational, yet, as a matter of precaution, I
would respectfully suggest that you recall all of your forces to the city as speedily as
possible.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. C. WARMOTH,
Governor of Louisiana.
Major-General W. H. EMORY,
Commanding Depa1·tment of the Gulf.

A true copy.
\V. T. GENTRY,
Captain Nineteenth Infantry, A. A. A. G.

ST.\TE OF LOUISIA~A, EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT,

New 01·leans, Januctry 14, 1872.
Your letter of to-dn,y is at hand, and in reply let me respectfully call your
a ttention to the dangerous condition of publi.c affairs and the great necessity for you
t o continue the policy which you have followed so far.
GENEHAL:

*

*

*

~

*

*

*

I have studiously avoided bringing you into the qnestion of which is the legal legislature, and I shall he careful not to do so in the future, hut it is not contended by anyb ody that I am not the executive of the State, and as such, the legislature not having
organized owing to the want of a quorum in the senate, I address ;you in accordance
with section 4 of Article 4 of the Constitution of the United States ancl the orders of
t he War Department to which you called my attention a few days ago, and request you
t o bring your troops to the city at an early hour to-morrow morning in order to prev ent or suppress domestic violence which is very seriously threatened, aud which will
be prevented by the simple presence of your troops.
*
*
~
*
Yer,v respectfully, yonr obedient serYant,
H. C. WARMOTH,
Govento1· of Louisiana.
Major-General vV. II. E.:\TORY,
Cornman cling Df'parlmcnt of the Oulf.
A trne copy.

W. T. GENTRY,
Captain .Yineteenth Infantry, .A . .A. A. G.

DF.PARTMRNT,
New Orleans, Jannm·y 14, 1872-9.30 p. m.
MY DEAU GEXERAL: I l1ave positive information that Colonel Carter and his friends
are swearing a large number of sergeants-at-arms into their service, and that a general
arrest of members of the honse and an attack will be made on the state-house some
t ime during the next eighteen honrs. I write this note in onler to keen you posted on
t he situation.
~
Yours truly,
H. U. W ARMOTR.
Mnjor-General E~IORY.
A true copy.
W. T. GENTRY,
Captain Nineteenth In.fctnt1·y, A.A. A. G .
STATE <W Loui,.;IAN"\' ExECUTIVE

• ·T.tTE OJ,. LoerSL\.t'i.\, AD.JU'l'ANT-GENERAL's OFFICE,

New Orleans, January G, 1872-11 a.m.
GEXETI.\.L: On behalf of his excellency· the governor, I am directed to say that solemn reports ba Yf' reached him that au armed band of citizens, consisting of fifteen hundred
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or two thousand members, have associated together for the purpose of assaulting and
breaking up the city police, and other riotous and disorderly purposes, and threateningimmediate execution of their purpose, and that .the particular and especial purpose of this
threatened outbreak is to assault the office of his excellency, with the probable intent
to commit great violence to his person. He therefore directs me to appeal to you to
so dispose of the United States troops under your command as to have them convenient to the capitol of the State, the supposed objective point, with instructions, in case
of riot, to crush it in its inception.
It is supposed that you may make such disposition of your forces without infringing
any law or orders for your governance or your desire to pursue the strictest impartiality
toward the political parties of the State.
I think proper to add, in the commercial interest of the city, that any violent outbreak
of this. kind will be attended with very disastrous consequences.
I remain, general, your most obedient servant,
JAMES LONGSTREET,
Adjtdant-General

Major-General W. H.

EMORY,

Lo1~isiana

State Militia.

U. S. A.,

Commanding Depa1'iment of the Gulf.

A true copy.

W. T. GENTRY,
Captain Nineteenth Infantry, A. A. A . General.

STATE OF LOUISIAXA,

ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S

OFFICE,

New Orleans, Jamtary 9, 1872.
{Extract.]
Gl~NERAL: His excellency the governor directs me to respectfnlly suggest tbat you
retain the United States forces now in the city, and that you apply for the additional
regiment thart bas been placed at your disposal by the War Department.
if

1f.

1f

"if

If

·X·

He hopes ~ha~ you.will permit. th~ expression of opinion that nothing but your exalted apprematwn of honor and JUStice has thus far saved us from bloodshed.
I am, general, most respectfully, yonr obedient servant,
JAMES LONGSTREET,
.

Majo1'- General Commanding Louisiana, State Militia.

MaJor-General W. H.

EMORY,

U. S. A.,

Commanding Depa1'tment of the Gulf.

A true extract copy.

W. T. GENTRY,
Captain Nineteenth Infant1'y, A. A. A. Geneml.
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in all thirl y-s ix nitlt ·~·tlt·- <; :lt".p. nnol :d~o I IH• milit a r.' "'' n~·t:n·y (Ji ,. IIIPn:tl t·!llonl'l) 1.o Lilt' Li e ulcnn.uL C:rnm·nl , l1Pi11g
!:Jid'll 1t·on1 1 "·" 1'111'1' ~ Ill' l'l'gttll l' ll1s in !hi' slt'Pil g th of" hi• •h tltf'.\ :11·• · it:•·ltlllt' (l , .11'1', to ;noid C'Ollllt,ing tl1rm t wict ·.
t"\ <'llltl• ·,t~· as aHkH antlmil itary Sl'l'1'<'1HI',\', f'rolll I li P ~·oltllllliX ·' t,ol;tl t'.lllltlttissinll i' C1 ,. an tl " n.ggrP-g;ato."
(t' ) Ill~' onlllllll_,.,, st_on·kePpc·r and l"l.\"tltast .l'l' :t1 Ill\' nn.l.iol~;d :) l'ltt ll t',Y , at- 1-)prin_glill l ~l , l1ns l".ltt' l'ank , ]l:t.v, ;ulll
t · Hwlttnll · ltl ~ ofJHOJIIl' ol c:n " ah·y ; a111l all otltl'1' s 1111 · ~·k~-~'JH'l'K l1:11·~· !111' t·nnk , p :t.Y , :11111 Pn tolrmtl'llb; or cnp(nins or
<';t\':th·.\. (i"l'C'tiOil 1, m·L o1 ~ltll 'l'il :l, 11-ili/.)
~rll . \ Hs isiHnL Ht.ll'g'I'Oll s h:ll'l' 1111· r:ndc , 1"1.\', and •·lttttlii111PII1s nl 1il'llff'll:lllt ~ ol ' nl l' :tll·.\ lor 1lto • li1 'HI t111'1'1' yc::1rs '
s1·11 11; •'- :till! at·n Pnl.tLlt·111 .o prott ttt!iotlt 111 , Htld lo n·c·t•il' t• (It t• pay :ttld l'ttlldlltttPu1s 111', t.Jtt, gr:lllt• ol' c·,ap1 .ain afl-~·r't iii' J' t\
,\ P:t1's. Ht' l'\ H' f' . Snr g o ·o n ~ at ttl ns;'i s l :111! H llr g ~ · on s of' 1 ol ttttt ,.,.1·s, ''I to lta I'C ' " t'l '\ ,·d I hi'<'!' .n' at·s ns ~11elt prior to :l)l"poiu1 .
111•·11! _111 ! ill' Ht ·.~ nlnr .\1'111 .\ . at~' IIH 'IIItl l' ll ill 111!• IH' IIdit s ol' tlti~ pro\ iRiol! . l~t • in g; Pli,!.;·ibl r- t'or promotion 1o tiH' grn~1P otl'
~ · :\]ll:t!lt lllllt!i • ilwl r l ~ 11po11 ! 111 ' 11' apprlllllllh •lll itt tltl' ~ ~~·~ ttl ar .\1'tll\' .
(S o·i'tin11 I I , :tt'tol' ,Jill)' ~! r' l t!tili· Sl·t·tirJtt:; al'(
ol ~hu-,·h ~ ~ 1,.;07.)
·
·
·
'
,
·
(r·) l>,Y H ~ · ~ I in•.• !1 , ol' tllt' :_tl"i or . \l:tto ·lt :l, ,, _,;j, :tlil ' llll ' lt:tlll ol' i' tt g" IIH 'I' I"H :tttolonltl:ii1V<', lt:t\ ill >' -~ 1 '1"\ ' t•d l'onriel'll Yi':ti"~
•·o ttlt lllltnts ly a s lu · n~<'n:tn! . 1s _Pntt1l <·d In pt·nul n lintt to till' 1·atd, nl' l'<tpl:titt. htt( ,.;111·1! Jll'Otlllllioll i H nollo iU('J'( · a ~c · tl11 ·
II IJII It• fllllllht •l' Ill ollii 'I'J'o< Ill l·t( 111•1' or H:tid f'll1 ' JI><
• 1./) '1' 111 • :td,j\tlalll Ulltl IJII:tl'[t ·l'ttt:t Hit ·l' :tllo\\;•ol (o !Ito• lo.J(( :!iinll of' l' ll"illl'i·I 'S 11Ul ht•itW Slt]H·l'lltlli\CI':ll.' Y Oflii'I'IS llltL
'" tu c:.l'•tt• · l"d' · ~l ".1. :1.H· ~ tn·tt .c:. llt ol 1111' ' ' "·~· ps '" 11iti•·ll lht·.1 l,t:lnllg , ar;:-, to a1oitl t'liuntin).': tlif'm lwil'r, rxc·lttdt:d :1 s
h. tl t. t "'" st. dl. nlfll~t s, !tout IIH • .-olltHt1 t~ . to tal l'lltttlltl :<,.; toltt 'll ' :1111l ·· ng~n·gntr.·• oJ' llt l' il' tl<'[~<ll'tlllf'lli.
Crt~ ~ nii~ · J Hf'f' iloJI I, ol !Itt • ad nt ,\pt'il ~l'l , t ,~ !·l. a s lllnllili l' cl h1 ~· · •·linn 1!1 of liH· net. or .J11ly 15 l il70 CttH' at1ditil>ll 'ti
•.•· • •11 !'.. "' 11 t 1' 1•a n t ( t••/J o -~holllu· '' f/l"ll tlllo/r: qf' lh P .lli/it"''!l . I Nul'' "i.•!) i allo,w/lo el'C'''I comp rui11. ;l'!Jc 1;nmh~r autho;·
IZI I1 I r,o,tt I' 'J. Il :'ll ( ,J .~ j mq /111/1(/I'Pd (l!lrftlt,'l'flj -jil •e. '
'
'
(hl ~ h• ' h. t]IL111t H 111 th r- rolnn••li'I' " IIIH ·nt" {1ottr) '111lltoriz1' tl l11 tl , ' t 1' T 1 28 186G
·
!1hi11.1 J ant hnriwtl h 1· (1 11 nl'l or :'II • . .1 ~' l i-<• IIJ. .. .. ·, .
.'
. -. . I( ,L(' "': II ;r • 1, , ~111Jt·l 1r pos t elJHplmn
s
1 .\ K tnpimns
•
· ·"' I-,
·, 1,111,
nl lll fnnlr .\. (8P<'l lon 7. nf't (II l\fnrt'1 1 2. ·r~tl7.)
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(i) Tile SP('rdary ol' \Yar i,; nnlhori:>~cll to ap Jo int aR many h m;p ilrV, ~~~~ war~l_s a s Uw srr" ice n:ny req_uir~. One
li•1~ pilal stf'\1 anl i:> also allowrcl to l'rt('b military oF; I.. Tht• totnlnnmber ot l1 0 R]Htal Rt PII' anls JJOW m sernce IS tbt'eo
ltttlllln·ll Hllll pir.·hty-oJH'. (Se rtiou I. n.et of .Apri l Hi, 18U'2; SL'rtion 17, nrt or .Jnly 28, 1860.)
.
(/.') 'L'bc nH~lllor of ti Htstcr wa.~Ollflrs and wa,c,OJHll'S nllowNl in ihe Qtl:ll'trrmaRter'H Jkpnrtme11lls lumted only IJy
t IH' ~·,i~eul'irs of til(' ~rn·iec. (Sectioll ~- act of \.tl_gust 3, l flli J .)
.
0

0

On(• Y!'tPrinary Hnrgron, at scvcJdy-llw clollars p er month. i H nl l(l\\'!'11 to raeh ol' t li P (':!valry re,! uments: fr?m tlw
lirs1 lo tht• six1h, incht~ive , (l';ect.ion :37. a(·t of :\farrh 3, J~G:l,) a111lto 111C 1"1'\'Pll(h , E'1ghtl1, 111Utb, aJI(] tenth IC~lllHmts.
hvo r:td t :uo n llowro l-onc at. ono hnnrlrctl aml ono nt sC\' Pnl .l'·fh•r doll :ll'R]Wl' month. (Hl'clion 3_, ac~ of -JHly NS, ~866.)
"Xot l11·ing rt ' cogui;;;r!l a.~ enlisted nwn, iiii'HP n·tr·1·innry Hl tl'!-(I'Ons a rr rxcltttlt• (l l't·on• 1h P organ 1 ~ntwa table. Thcl'P
at·•· Jtow ei_gl,t or them employed.
.
.
.
,
. .
1· .
. \ <;nprrintPn•lrnL is allowecl to ca('h na1wnal <:t' mder_y. who Hltallre t:('II"C f'<>mpen~atwn at the 1aie oi fwm B Xt,l
h> fWVI'J tts -fin• 1lo ll an; per month, (with (JU<Lrtc~s ,tml fuel ,) according to the extent ~1111 imJlo!·tan.ee of the ce~et?r.l, tt~
wltielt n R::;i~JH"tl. Not being- cOJisicler crl M enhste<l men !Itt',\' are exclll(1 cd frn.m t!Je on::~mzatlon ta~le. Thete au
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B.-GENERAL RETURN OR EXHIBIT OF THE ACTUAL STRENGTH OF THE ARi\1Y O.E' THE UNI1'ED STATES, ACCORUING TO THE LATEST RETURNS RECEIVED AT THE ADJUTANT GENERAL'S OFFICE, 1872.
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REP 0 R 'I,
OF

THE ADJUTANT-GENERAL .

.AD.JUT.ANT-GENER.A.L'S OFFICE,
1~rashi·ngton,

Octobe1· 12, 1872.

Sm,: The Adjutant-General being temporarily absent in consequence
of injuries received, I have tl1e honor to herewith transmit, for him, the
annual report of this office.
I am, sir, very respectfuUy, your obedient servant,
WM. D. vVHIPPLE,

Assistant Adjutant- General.
The Honorable the
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in all thirl y-s ix nitlt ·~·tlt·- <; :lt".p. nnol :d~o I IH• milit a r.' "'' n~·t:n·y (Ji ,. IIIPn:tl t·!llonl'l) 1.o Lilt' Li e ulcnn.uL C:rnm·nl , l1Pi11g
!:Jid'll 1t·on1 1 "·" 1'111'1' ~ Ill' l'l'gttll l' ll1s in !hi' slt'Pil g th of" hi• •h tltf'.\ :11·• · it:•·ltlllt' (l , .11'1', to ;noid C'Ollllt,ing tl1rm t wict ·.
t"\ <'llltl• ·,t~· as aHkH antlmil itary Sl'l'1'<'1HI',\', f'rolll I li P ~·oltllllliX ·' t,ol;tl t'.lllltlttissinll i' C1 ,. an tl " n.ggrP-g;ato."
(t' ) Ill~' onlllllll_,.,, st_on·kePpc·r and l"l.\"tltast .l'l' :t1 Ill\' nn.l.iol~;d :) l'ltt ll t',Y , at- 1-)prin_glill l ~l , l1ns l".ltt' l'ank , ]l:t.v, ;ulll
t · Hwlttnll · ltl ~ ofJHOJIIl' ol c:n " ah·y ; a111l all otltl'1' s 1111 · ~·k~-~'JH'l'K l1:11·~· !111' t·nnk , p :t.Y , :11111 Pn tolrmtl'llb; or cnp(nins or
<';t\':th·.\. (i"l'C'tiOil 1, m·L o1 ~ltll 'l'il :l, 11-ili/.)
~rll . \ Hs isiHnL Ht.ll'g'I'Oll s h:ll'l' 1111· r:ndc , 1"1.\', and •·lttttlii111PII1s nl 1il'llff'll:lllt ~ ol ' nl l' :tll·.\ lor 1lto • li1 'HI t111'1'1' yc::1rs '
s1·11 11; •'- :till! at·n Pnl.tLlt·111 .o prott ttt!iotlt 111 , Htld lo n·c·t•il' t• (It t• pay :ttld l'ttlldlltttPu1s 111', t.Jtt, gr:lllt• ol' c·,ap1 .ain afl-~·r't iii' J' t\
,\ P:t1's. Ht' l'\ H' f' . Snr g o ·o n ~ at ttl ns;'i s l :111! H llr g ~ · on s of' 1 ol ttttt ,.,.1·s, ''I to lta I'C ' " t'l '\ ,·d I hi'<'!' .n' at·s ns ~11elt prior to :l)l"poiu1 .
111•·11! _111 ! ill' Ht ·.~ nlnr .\1'111 .\ . at~' IIH 'IIItl l' ll ill 111!• IH' IIdit s ol' tlti~ pro\ iRiol! . l~t • in g; Pli,!.;·ibl r- t'or promotion 1o tiH' grn~1P otl'
~ · :\]ll:t!lt lllllt!i • ilwl r l ~ 11po11 ! 111 ' 11' apprlllllllh •lll itt tltl' ~ ~~·~ ttl ar .\1'tll\' .
(S o·i'tin11 I I , :tt'tol' ,Jill)' ~! r' l t!tili· Sl·t·tirJtt:; al'(
ol ~hu-,·h ~ ~ 1,.;07.)
·
·
·
'
,
·
(r·) l>,Y H ~ · ~ I in•.• !1 , ol' tllt' :_tl"i or . \l:tto ·lt :l, ,, _,;j, :tlil ' llll ' lt:tlll ol' i' tt g" IIH 'I' I"H :tttolonltl:ii1V<', lt:t\ ill >' -~ 1 '1"\ ' t•d l'onriel'll Yi':ti"~
•·o ttlt lllltnts ly a s lu · n~<'n:tn! . 1s _Pntt1l <·d In pt·nul n lintt to till' 1·atd, nl' l'<tpl:titt. htt( ,.;111·1! Jll'Otlllllioll i H nollo iU('J'( · a ~c · tl11 ·
II IJII It• fllllllht •l' Ill ollii 'I'J'o< Ill l·t( 111•1' or H:tid f'll1 ' JI><
• 1./) '1' 111 • :td,j\tlalll Ulltl IJII:tl'[t ·l'ttt:t Hit ·l' :tllo\\;•ol (o !Ito• lo.J(( :!iinll of' l' ll"illl'i·I 'S 11Ul ht•itW Slt]H·l'lltlli\CI':ll.' Y Oflii'I'IS llltL
'" tu c:.l'•tt• · l"d' · ~l ".1. :1.H· ~ tn·tt .c:. llt ol 1111' ' ' "·~· ps '" 11iti•·ll lht·.1 l,t:lnllg , ar;:-, to a1oitl t'liuntin).': tlif'm lwil'r, rxc·lttdt:d :1 s
h. tl t. t "'" st. dl. nlfll~t s, !tout IIH • .-olltHt1 t~ . to tal l'lltttlltl :<,.; toltt 'll ' :1111l ·· ng~n·gntr.·• oJ' llt l' il' tl<'[~<ll'tlllf'lli.
Crt~ ~ nii~ · J Hf'f' iloJI I, ol !Itt • ad nt ,\pt'il ~l'l , t ,~ !·l. a s lllnllili l' cl h1 ~· · •·linn 1!1 of liH· net. or .J11ly 15 l il70 CttH' at1ditil>ll 'ti
•.•· • •11 !'.. "' 11 t 1' 1•a n t ( t••/J o -~holllu· '' f/l"ll tlllo/r: qf' lh P .lli/it"''!l . I Nul'' "i.•!) i allo,w/lo el'C'''I comp rui11. ;l'!Jc 1;nmh~r autho;·
IZI I1 I r,o,tt I' 'J. Il :'ll ( ,J .~ j mq /111/1(/I'Pd (l!lrftlt,'l'flj -jil •e. '
'
'
(hl ~ h• ' h. t]IL111t H 111 th r- rolnn••li'I' " IIIH ·nt" {1ottr) '111lltoriz1' tl l11 tl , ' t 1' T 1 28 186G
·
!1hi11.1 J ant hnriwtl h 1· (1 11 nl'l or :'II • . .1 ~' l i-<• IIJ. .. .. ·, .
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. -. . I( ,L(' "': II ;r • 1, , ~111Jt·l 1r pos t elJHplmn
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(i) Tile SP('rdary ol' \Yar i,; nnlhori:>~cll to ap Jo int aR many h m;p ilrV, ~~~~ war~l_s a s Uw srr" ice n:ny req_uir~. One
li•1~ pilal stf'\1 anl i:> also allowrcl to l'rt('b military oF; I.. Tht• totnlnnmber ot l1 0 R]Htal Rt PII' anls JJOW m sernce IS tbt'eo
ltttlllln·ll Hllll pir.·hty-oJH'. (Se rtiou I. n.et of .Apri l Hi, 18U'2; SL'rtion 17, nrt or .Jnly 28, 1860.)
.
(/.') 'L'bc nH~lllor of ti Htstcr wa.~Ollflrs and wa,c,OJHll'S nllowNl in ihe Qtl:ll'trrmaRter'H Jkpnrtme11lls lumted only IJy
t IH' ~·,i~eul'irs of til(' ~rn·iec. (Sectioll ~- act of \.tl_gust 3, l flli J .)
.
0

0

On(• Y!'tPrinary Hnrgron, at scvcJdy-llw clollars p er month. i H nl l(l\\'!'11 to raeh ol' t li P (':!valry re,! uments: fr?m tlw
lirs1 lo tht• six1h, incht~ive , (l';ect.ion :37. a(·t of :\farrh 3, J~G:l,) a111lto 111C 1"1'\'Pll(h , E'1ghtl1, 111Utb, aJI(] tenth IC~lllHmts.
hvo r:td t :uo n llowro l-onc at. ono hnnrlrctl aml ono nt sC\' Pnl .l'·fh•r doll :ll'R]Wl' month. (Hl'clion 3_, ac~ of -JHly NS, ~866.)
"Xot l11·ing rt ' cogui;;;r!l a.~ enlisted nwn, iiii'HP n·tr·1·innry Hl tl'!-(I'Ons a rr rxcltttlt• (l l't·on• 1h P organ 1 ~ntwa table. Thcl'P
at·•· Jtow ei_gl,t or them employed.
.
.
.
,
. .
1· .
. \ <;nprrintPn•lrnL is allowecl to ca('h na1wnal <:t' mder_y. who Hltallre t:('II"C f'<>mpen~atwn at the 1aie oi fwm B Xt,l
h> fWVI'J tts -fin• 1lo ll an; per month, (with (JU<Lrtc~s ,tml fuel ,) according to the extent ~1111 imJlo!·tan.ee of the ce~et?r.l, tt~
wltielt n R::;i~JH"tl. Not being- cOJisicler crl M enhste<l men !Itt',\' are exclll(1 cd frn.m t!Je on::~mzatlon ta~le. Thete au
now s ixh·-tlnr Rupf'l'intrntlf•uts emp loved. (Secti m i, act oJ' July Zt', 18G6 ; s ectwn 3, act of Ma:y 18, 18t2.)
lntli:in "~'0111>; to ill<' lll1111brr of one thonsallll may he cmployec1 in the Ten'itol'iPS and Inch::~ C01!ntr,r. 'Yho.slmll
0
1'C'f'f'i I'P the 1"1.V antl nli iiii' Hlli'I'R of' r-.nYH lry ~oltlif'r.;. 'I'IH'l'l' ll l'l' nmy in M·n·i~·P onP hnnfll'C'Illlufl fiH,y-nmr. (Hec!HIII ·
ac·t of' ,Jnly :l.~ , I R!il:.)

\DT. ll. WIIIPPLK

. l .,s islarlf Arlin/(1/l/ lii' IINIII ,

\it.li '' l.\:\ '1' (~J-: XELlAL; .; 0FFH ' II.
lrrlsln'ilflllln, n. 0., Orto!Jer 10, 11:<.-!.

B.-GENERAL RETURN OR EXHIBIT OF THE ACTUAL STRENGTH OF THE ARi\1Y O.E' THE UNI1'ED STATES, ACCORUING TO THE LATEST RETURNS RECEIVED AT THE ADJUTANT GENERAL'S OFFICE, 1872.
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
C.-Position and cli8tribntion of troops in the Military Division of the Missouri, commanded
·
1·etnnt8 on file in tlw AdjutantGAUlliSONS.

POSTS.

• I

I

PRESE:iT.

COMMANDING
OFl<'ICERS.

SITUATIONS.

DEPAHTME.\'T OF
DAKOTA.

Headquarters ...... Saint Paul, Minn ........ Maj.-Gcn.W. S. Hancock.

Department 1 .. 3 1 ..
staff.
Fort Snelling:, Minn. 5 miles below Saint Paul. Col. G. Sykes, 20th Inf ... 1 20th Inf............. ..
Fort Ripley, Minn . 47 mile!! north of Sauk Capt. W. S. McCaskey,
1 20th lnf.. ........... ..
20th Inf.
Fort Wadsworth,
Lake .. ...... . Capt. J. S. Mc:Naught,
1 20th In f.. . .. .. .... .'...
D.T.
20th Inf.
Fort Cross, D. T ... At . crossing of James Capt. H. G. Thomas, 20th 3 20th Inf. ............ ..
Rtver by theN. P.R. R.
Iuf.
Fort Totten, D. T .. On southeastem t>hore of Lt.-Col. L. C. Hunt, 20th 2l 20th Inf.. ........... ..
Devil's Lake.
In f.
FortPembina, D. T. On Red River o! the Capt. L. Wheaton, 20th
2 20th Inf. ............ ··
North.
In f.
Fort Sully, D. T .... On Missouri River, 318 Col. D. S. Stanley, 22d In f. 4 22<1 Inf....... . ....... .
miles above Sioux City,
Iowa.
Fort Rice, D. T .... On Missouri River, 760 Col. T. I •. Crittenden, l2 8th and 17th
miles above Sioux City,
17th In f.
Inf.
Iowa.
Fort McKeen, D. T. At crossing of Missouri Lt.. Col. D. Huston, jr.,
2 6th Inf.............. ..
River by theN. P.R. R
6th Inf.
Fort Stevenson, D. On Missouri River, 923 Maj. J. P. Roy, 6th Inf... 21 6th Inf.. ............ ..
T.
miles above Sioux City,
Iowa.
1
Fort llandall, D. T. On Missouri River. 146 Lt.-Col. E. Otis, 2211 Inf.. Gl22d
In f .. . .. · . . · · · · · · · ·
miles above Sioux City,
Iowa.
Cheyenne agency, On Mis~:~ouri Rh·er, 7 Capt. C. Boyd, 17th Inf.. 2 17th Inf ............. ..
D.'l'.
mil es above Fort Sully.
Lower Brnlo ag'cy, On Missomi River, 80 Capt. John Ilartley, 22d 1122d Inf ...... ......... ..
D.T.
miles uuovo Fort RanIn f.
dall.
Granrl River ag'cy, On Missouri River, 00 Capt. E. Collins, 17th Inf. 2 17th Inf ............ ..
D.T.
m ile!l above Fort Sully.
Camp Baker, M. T. 18 miles northea~:~t of Capt.ll. B. Freeman, 7th 117th Inf.. - ........... ..
Diamond City.
In f.
Fort Shaw, M. T ... On 'un 1Uver, 80 miles Col. John Gibbon, 7th In f. 7l 7th In f. ......... ·- .. ..
11orth of llelPna.
Fort Elli!l, :ll. 'l' . .. In GallatluYalloy, 3milcs
hlaj. E. :i\.1. Baker, 2d Cav. 5I 2d7ty a~;/nu .. · · · · · · · ·
from Bozemau.
Fort Buford, D. T .. XPar the month of the Col. 'W. B. Hazen, 6lh Inf. 6l 6th Inf .............. ..
YPllowstone.
'Fort BPn ton, :ll. T . On :i\1issonri nint·, 143 Capt. T. S. Rirtlantl, 7th
1 7th Inf .............. ..
mile>~ uortb of ilolcna.
lor.
__ I
____ _

o~Jl~~~1~

1

Total ......................

··············,·············· · ···········~ .............. ~!~-l~J
--~

I>J;l'.\unrE:-;r OFTI!I:

~~- -~--

I

l'l.A1TJ:.

llea,lr1uarter~ ...... Omaha, 't:ht· ............ Brig .. Gco.J<~.O.C.Ord...
Omf!ha.

• c:hr.

Fot~t

Barrar:k,

1

1

4 milr:aahoYcOmahaCityl Col. I .•-;-. Palm(•r, 2<1 Cav.

On Platt~'! l,ti\'f• r, Gmilr•.
~unth ol )ld>ltcr,on
•·tatiun.
Camp Heel 'Villc>w, • ·"ar jnnrtion of }!('(1
Willcm· Ctn·k IIIIU n,.
• 'chr.
pnhli1·nn ltiwr.
Shl!JP.Y narrac·ks, ,.·f'~r ;'il!lii,.Y ,'tatirm, rm
• ·hr.
. I . J,, 1..
.1.

!:hr.

Cc,J. J. J: ltP,rnolcb, 3ll

fcl'h,.,r· on,

Ca\·.

C'apt. .J.D. Devin, !Jth Inf.

,

:M:~.i .. -.A. ".\f.Dndlry, 3cl
Ca\·.

DPl)artmcnt 1 .. :3 1 ..
statl:
4 2<1 C;w., 8th . . . . . . . . . .
& 91 It Inf.
4 3d Cnv .............
..
1
1

3 211 & 3<1 Ca\-. . ........ .
& !Jlh In f. 1
1

2 311 Cav. anu 1. . . . . . . .
1

Oth Iuf.

"I
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ADJUTANT-GENERAL.

vy

Lientenant-General P. H. Sheridan, headquarters Chica:Jo, Illinois, taken jr01n the latest
Ge1teral's Office, 1872.
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF vVAR.
C.-Position ancl distribution of troops in the
GARRISO~S.
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Re.dments.
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COMMANDING
O.I<'.FICERS.

SITUATIONS.

l'OSTS.

PHESI<:NT.

i

:

I;

Fort Sanders 1V. T. 1Ou liue of the UP. R. R. L~t1~oi~2· P. Bradley,

31 2c1&& ~~ y~r

Fort D . .A.. Russell, 1... __ .do .......... __ .... .
W. T.
Fort Fred Steele, ...... uo .................
1
W. T.
FortBridger,W.T. 10milessonthofCarter's
Stat-ion, on U. P. R. R.
Fort Laramie, W. 89 milep north of CheyT.
enne City, on U. P.RP.
Fort Fetterrnan,W. 170 miles from Cheyenne
T.
City, on D.P. R. R.
Camp Stambaugh, 67 miles from Point of
W. T.
Rocks, on U. P R. R.
Camp Brown, W. 138 miles from Bryan, on

9 3 Cav.. 9th 1 ...... -- -& ,14th lnf. i
i
2 2d Cav., 9th ~ -------- ~ -& J:~tl~ Inf.
I
1 13th Int ..... ... · ·-- ~ -- ~ --

C~p

~:y;,~

9

Col. J. H. King, 9th Inf
Col P.R. De Trobriancl ,
1~th Inf.
MHj.R.S.LaMotte,13th
Iuf.
Col. J. E. Smith, 14th Inf
Lt.-Cthol . Gf:_.A..Woodwanl,
14 111
Maj.1.S.Brisbin,2dCav.

I

I

7 2d Cnv. and .... -- -- -14th IJ_Jf. I
1
•t 14th lnf.---- -- -- 1 -- 1 -- ~ --

1

1

1,

1

2 2 Cav_-. and 1-- .. .......
1

13th I_nf.
Capt. H. .A.. Torrey, 13th · 1 13th Iuf
1

Lako ~;{ilinf

-- ~

. . · · · · ··

I

!

- -- -- -·

I ''\,~f,vj.,l_~~ ~ · ·I-- --~~ -- ~

Doogha, U. 3
of Salt
L
A. Mocmw, 8
Beaver City, U . T .................. .. ..... ... Maj.J.D.\Vilkins,8thinf. , 4 8th Iuf. ..... , .. ---- -·-Total -- :---- - -. ,.----------------- ·------- ------------------- ----- MISSOURI.

~~~

---1

~ -- ,~

DKPARTJIIENT OF 1'1-!E
I

Road quarters ..... . 1 Fort

1

Lea;~·euworth, Kans. Brig.-Gen. John Pope .

-

---

·--· I ]]~ 2
1
:

1

Department 1 .. 2 1 1
stn:tl;
Distnctstaff. . . . . -- . . --

1

Santa Fe, N. M .... I Hf'adqnarters District of Col. Gonlon Granger,
1 New Mexico.
15th Inf.
Fort Craig, N. M ... On tlie Rio Grande .... .. Capt. J. H. Stewart, 15th

1

15th Iuf..... 1... - -- - - - -

I

1st~[
Lt. .A . .A. Humphreys,
15th In f.
Ma_j. D. It. Clendenin, 8th
Cav.
Capt. C. McKiubin, 15th
Inf.
Col. .T. I. Gregg, eth Cav

Fort Cummings, N. A.t Cook's Springs.......
M.
Fort Selden, N. M .. On tl1e Rio Grande, 350
miles from Fort Union.
Fort Stanton, N. M . On the Rio Bonita, 9
miles from Placita.
Fort Union, N. M .. 5 miles from the Rio
Moro, 387 miles from
Sheridan.
Fort Bayard, N. M Ncar Pinos .Altos, 448
miles from Fort Union.
FortWingate,N. M . .A.tthehead-watersofthe
Rio Puereo.
Fort Tulerosa, N. 114 miles west of Fort

--

15th In f. ...... -- -- -- --

2 8th Cav ........ - -- -.

..

I

8th Ca.Y. and .... - .. -1 -15th Iuf.
8th Cav. and .. -- -- -- -15th Inf.

I
I

I

Lt.-Col. T. C. Devin, 8th 4 8th Cav. and 1-- -- -- ~ -Cav.
:
15th Inf.
Maj. IV. R. Price , 8th Cav. 3 eth Cav. and ~ -- - ---- -1
1 15th Inf.
Capt. F. \V. Colemnn,
2 8th Cav. and . . . . . . ..
M.
Crai~.
15th Inf.
15th Inf.
1
Fort Dodge, Kans .. 96 miles southwest of Ma,j. R L Dodge, 3d Inf .. 3 6th Cav. auu 1.... ....
1
Hays City.
3d Inf
I
Fort Larned, Kan>~ iO miles from IIays City. Cnpt. II. B. Bristol, 5th
2 5th Inf _· ........... -Inl'.
'
Fort Rays, Kans ... t ~~-~~:n.nk~ay City, on CuJd
Floyd-Jones. I 3 \ 3\n~~<l 5th .... -- ..

I

II

I

Fort Leaven worth, 3 miles above Lea,-enKans.
worth City.
}'ort 'Nallace,Kans. 2 miles from \'ln1laco
, tation, on K. P. 1l. 1{,
Camp Df'ar Fort ~TP3.1' }'ort Hays ------ ..
Hays, Kan .
.'outh ·a. lcm Kan- , At Fort.'c:ott and \'lei nit~·
aa. .
Fort Lyon C. T . ... Jn Arkan!ln'-' T:i,· r. :i2
mil• ·K fmm Kit 'arsnu.

r:l·

Col. N . .A. )Jiles, 5th In f..
Capt. L. T. Morris, 3u In f.
Lt.-Col. T. II. Xeill, Gth
Cav.
Capt. J ..J.
pham, Gth
'a'"·
Lt.-Cnl. .r. R. lll'ookr>, 3d
In!'.

1

I

----

--..

6 3cl and 5lb ........ -Inf.
J
1
216th Cnv. and ..... . .. ..
3<1 Iuf.
I j
. , 6th ca,- .. - .. -- -- -- .. --

I

I
. ·I-- .. .. -I ,

2 5th In f.----- .. -- ~ --~-- 1-1

3 Gth CaY. n.nd
311 In f.

I
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ADJUTANT-GENERAL.

Militai'!J Division of the Missou1·i, g·c.-Continued.
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REPORT OF THE SECRETAH.Y OF WAR.
C.-Position and distribution of troops in til e
GARRTBO:KS.

PRESENT.

<Ti

COMMANDING
OFFICERS.

SITUATIONS.

POSTS.

'-'

'§
Regiments.

A

....~
0

I
\

----~-------- ~ ------

-----

DErARHillNT OF THE

M1ssouur-Cont'd.

I

Fort Garland, C. T. On Utah Creek, 150 miles Capt. H. Jewett, 15th Inf.
from Kit Carson.
Camp Supply, I. T .. Ncar .i unction of Wolf ~~Lt . Col. J. \Y. Davidson,
and Beaver Creeks.
lOth Cav.

2 8th Cav. and ......... .
15th In f.
6th and lOth ........ . .
Cav. and
3<1 Inf.
Saint Louis depot .. At Saint Louis......... Col. E. Hatch, !)tb C:w ..... Detachment ......... .
I
ofrecruits.

DE:~::.::~~~-.~~-

.......................... ·I·......................... -~ 1 -

. ... ..... ....

~[ ]~ 2

TEXAS.

Headquarters ...... San Antonio, Tcx ....... Brig.-Gen. C. C. Angur .. ... Department 1 .. 3 ... .
statr.
Austin, Tex .................. .... .......... . Capt. E. E. Sellers, lOth
l l lOth In f. .......... · · · ·

.

~(

San Antmlio, Tex ............. . .............. , Capt. N. Prime, lOth Inf.

2 lOth and 25th ......... .
In f.
Ringgold Barracks, At nio Grande City . .... "Maj. T. M. Anderson,
4 !)th Cav. and ......... .
Tex.
10th
f.
Fort
Bliss, Tf'x .... Nenr Franldin .......... Capt
.. F.InM.Coxe,
25th Inf 11 2v.., It 11otih11I1_u_f_··. . . . ........ .
Fort .Brown, Tex ... .At .Brownsville .......... Lt.-Col. A . .M.cD.McCouk, 6 4tll Cav. nnd ......... .
lOth In f.
1 1Oth In f.
Fort Clark, Te'x ... On Las Moras River, 126 Lt.-Col. Wesley Merritt,
7 !)tb Cav. anu ......... .
miles west of San An9th Cav.
24th Inf.
I
touio.
Fort Concho, Tex .. At the jnnction of the Major J. P. ITatcb, 4th GI 4Lh Cav. aml ........ ..
Main auu North ConCav.
11th Inf.
chos.
Fort Dnvis, Tex .... On the Lim pia River, Col. G. L . .A.n!lrcwA, 23t:h
3 9th Cav. nnd ..........
4GG mi!Ps northwest of
Iuf.
~5th Iuf.
San Antonio.
1
Fort Duncan, Tex .. At Ea:rle Pass on the Mnj. H. :Merriam, 24th 3\ 9th Cav. :md ......... .
Rio Grancle.
In f.
241 h In f.
Fort Griffin, Tex ... .A.t Maxwell's Ranch . ... Col. 'iVm. II. Wood, 11th 5 4th C;w. nnd ......... .
Inf.
11th Inf.
ForUt:eintosh, Tex. At Loredo ............... Capt. C. T. \V. Cnn:1in:;- ~~ 9th Ca...-. nnd .. .. --~ .. ..
I
ham , 24th Inf.
24th Inf.
Fort:McKa>ctt, Tex On San Saha Ri>f'r, 2 Col. A. Doubleday, 21th
7 9t. h Cav. aml ........ ..
miles from its fi()\ll'CC. I In r.
24th In f.
:Fort Quitman, Tex. On the Hio Grnn!l<', 80 Capt. D. D. Van \alzah,
2 25th Inf. .............
.
1
miles below Franklin. 1 25th Inf.
1
Fort IUchardson, .At Jacksburough ........ Col. R S. Mackenzie, 4th 10 4th CaY. aud ......... .
,.'l't>x:
, .
1
C:t";,· ~ . C)I
ll!h Int'.
.E ort ~torkton, Tex. At Comancl1c Sprmgs ... :;'\[aJ. z. h. Bliss, ~->tll Inf. 3 !Jlh Cav. :md . . . . . . . . .
1 ,
,
.
I 23th, In f .
.EOJt(r~bson,I.T ... ~enr.]ttnrtJOnOfJ <'osho Col.B.II.Gncrson,lOth
410th Cnv. & ..........
'
..
"
Ul~d Ar_kanH~H Rh·_f'I_B.
'?-V; r
2:-ith,lnf.
1- ort • tll, T. 1 . . . . . . At Jtnlehon o£ ::Uc·!li!'IJHl :illn.J. G.\\. Schofield, 10th tl lOth ( av ............. .
l~lntfanc1Cach·Ctccks.
CaY.

I

I

,. ,.

I_ . . _

I

I

I

Tot,!. ..... ..... ..... -········-··:,;,,;

· ····-····--·········

i2.

~·

I

•••••••••

I

-.~~~~1:l
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ADJUTANT-GENERAL.
Military Division of the Missotbri, 9·c.---Continued.
l'RESE:Ii'l'.

l'RESE::\T A~D
ABSENT.

AUSE~T.

\ -----

2

11

167

178

7

18

288

306

128

134

25

465

490

]16

122

WM. D. WHIPPLE,
Assistant Adjutant-General.
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REPORT- OF 'l'HE SECRETARY OF WAR.

D.-Position ancl distribntion of troops in the Mi,litary Division of the Atlantic, commanded
'
the latest t·eturns on file in
rllESEXT.

GAU!tiSOXS.

CO'NIMANDING
OFFICERS.

SITUATIONS.

POSTS.

l1c~iments.

li
'Z

~-~ ~ta,~,f!nD~ 2]]~

OEPU<T~~~ nml
0>'

Headqu arter s ...... , New Y ork City . . . . . . . .

Brig.-Geu.l. MeDowell . .

J

Dcpnrtment 1 . -1 21 1 staff.
1
l sLArt .... . -- ---- --- -

1

1

For t Hamilton, K . On southwestern ex· Col.I.Vodges,lst Art .
11 tremit.v of Long f1<land.
Y. Harbor.
Fort Wadsworth , I On StatPn IslaULl,atthe Maj .J. ~L Brannn,n, lst
N. Y. H::trbor.
Nanows.
A rt.
Fort ·wood, N.Y. OnBet.lloe's Island....
Maj . .JohnHamilton,lst
H:n·bot'.
Art.
FortColnmbus, N. InXcwYorkHaruor ... Mnj. M. :ll. J3lunt, 14th
Y Harbor.
Iuf.
WillPt's Point, N . .... .. do............
Maj. H.L.Abbott,Corps
Y. Harbor.
ot Engineers.
l'lattsbutgh Bar- At Plattsburgu . . . . . .
Capt. R A mold, 5th Art
rac11s, N.Y.
Fort- T rumbull, j' .RcarNewLondon ...... , Capt. G.A..Kensel, 5th
Conn.
! Ar~
.Fort "\V arre:n,Mass. InBostonHaruor ....... ' Capt . .J. B.l{n,,·lcs, 5th

15th Art ..... -- .. -- -- 1--

]<'ort Indt•p cnilencc.l . ..... 110 ........ .... . .... I

113th Art .... .. . . - -- 1· ..

1st .Art ..... -- --

2 l stArt ..... ----

-1

---- ,

-- ~--

1
--

I

Detachm ent-- .. , .. . . . .
1
ofr1•cruits.
1
1
4/ Ba~tal'nEn- -- .. -- ~ -- ~ -gmeE>rs.
1
2 1st and 5th .... -- .. ..
Art.
I
1
2 5thArt .. .. ..... 1. . . .
1

I

MnL

I

1

, ..

1

M~~-~\rm. Hays, 5th .Art.

1

1

1

..

1

\

1

Fort Preble, Me .... 1 On Spring Point ..... ... Mn.i. T. S<'ynwur,3th.Art.J 1 5th .Art . ........ -- -- 1-Fort Snllivau,Me .. l Near Eastport .......... 1 Maj.G.P . .A.ndrews,5th
113th.Art ..... -- .. 1 -- ~ --~-Art.

1

I

I

I

l<~ort A. dam;;, H. r .. _ o~~~~:~n~~~.'b~-~iu t, Sow· I Col. H . .J. Ilnnt, :Jth .Art
1'ortl\fcTicnry,Md. 1 AtBitltnnorc ..... ....... • Col.H.13rooks,4th Art ..
l"ort ]?ootl', ~ld..... On th e Potomnc Rh·er, 2 ' Capt. C. ll. Throckmor~1\l!,\;~~~~~':. ~~e-~~~~. ton, 4th Art.
FortMmmw.Va .. .
.. Col."\Y. F.TintT)',2<1.Art. l

~\.tOlc1Pnint Comfort.

4,· 5th Art · · - · · -- -- 1 --

.. , ..

3 4thArt ........... -- ..

1 4th Art . .. . .... .•. -- · ·
I .
j
1
1
51st, 2rl, ]rl, ··
I

~

II

4th, & ,Jth
Art.

- - - -\-

Total .. . .................... . ..... .. ..... .... ............. . ...... --1 :321.... .......... ~~--=--~~
=--=
- -~-~-~L.\KES.
1

Hf'ail!J.nartcrs ...... Ddroit, .:.Vlich ...... .... ])J~~;;l?~.n.P. :-:it.G!'orgc

1

l!'olt "\\'a~· ne, ~HelL 3 milPS helow Detroit -.. r~\:;~-~1. I'. J.ugcubecl,1st

I :l

Fort Gratiot, :Mich. :X car oullet of Lake lluron.
T<'ort 13raih•. :\Tirlt .. .At ."~ult H t P. irt a 1' i c.
.Fort :\1ac'k i 11 ac·, OH 1'11ir·hili mackinac
}fich.
!"land.
I
.FortPnrtl-1".• -.Y .. ~\tlJuffhlo ......... .....

I

Fort:Xiagara,:X. Y. _\t
Fm-t Onlaric>, -·. L
\Tnclison Tia!Tai·lo<,
. •. Y.

.\t

'onn;,?;>~to\\ll

ID~t:J:twcut

1

21l·I

1st Ini: .. -- .. -- ~ -- ; .. --,--

Capt. T. :M. Tolman, 1st
1\ Jst Inf .............. ..
Inf.
f'apt.I.D.DE>RuRR)·,l r;tin1 2 1st Inf .......... ' .... -Ca11t. L. Swith, hsL In f. .. , ~ ~ 1 st Int.· ........ , .. , .... 1..
Capt.R.ILJobn ton,lr;t

c~'{;nllJ>ol"o"·'''

........ 1

o~'n!!o ..... ......... C:~~~.'t_"\'lm. ,'iln•,,,

lRt

At :--a • J<,.tt'" 1f!n·loo t ... . ::\Tnj. C. L. nc·.-t, l>;t Art _.

.,

~

--- .. 1..

l st int

'I"'"''
~ 1:. tt ~rrtt.-. ·.:.. · _._.
:!

1,,

...,_

------------------------~-~

[II .
1

.___ ._._ ._._ ._._

1

u •.

lst Iuf.

Total ........ - .• ·-- · · - · · · ·--- ·-- · ·-- ·--- ·----- ·-- ·-- ·---- · ·- ·---- · ·_:~~-- - ·-- ·-- · ·-- ·
innni'tht,,\tlautic· ..

1 ..

4;:,1" _____________

1

1

]-:-:-']}1=
:ii~J-i

aj1

AD.JUTANT-G ENERAL.
by Mc(jor-Generul

GMI'{te G. ]J[eade, headquarters Philar7dphia, Pcnnsylcania, taken
the Adjutant-Genf'ml's Office, 1H72.
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HEPORT OJ<-, THE SECHETARY OP WAR.

E.-Position ancl clistribution of t1·oops in the Military Division of the Pacific, comman~ed by
1·eturns on file in the Adju
GARHloOXS.

PHESENT •

..;
~~

POSTS.

Iii
~

~

COMMA.NDIN"G
OFFICERS.

SITtJATIOXS.

"§
Regiments.

P..

~

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -!- - - - - - - - - - - - -

~

~

_'11 _;

£: . ]

~

t~S8~1

1z----=-~unt
~ ~ ~~~~

DEPAln'MEXTOFTIIE
COLU11BIA.

:Headquarters ... ... rortlau<l, Orcg .......... Brig.-Gen. E.IL S. Canby .. . Staff of Di- 1 . . 2 1 1
vision.
=====
Department
2 .. 1
st.aif.
21st lllf. ... ........ .. .
:Fort VancouYer, 18 milcfl north of Port- Col. R. S. G1·anger, 21st
land, Oreg.
I of.
W.T.
21st Inf ... .. 1 • • • • ••
Fo1·t Col\' ille, W. T. 35 miles soutltofdinding Capt. E'·an Miles, 21st
line betw een Unite(!
In f.
States and British Columbia.
2d Art .. . ............ .
Capo Diflappoiut- At the month of tho Co- 1st I,t. J'. C. Scantling,
lumbia Rh·er.
2t1 Art.
ment, \V. T.
Fort Klamath, Oreg. Near Lake Klamath .... Maj. J'oiln Green,lst Cas. 2 1st Ca\. and ......... .
21st Inf.
2d Art .............. ..
Fort Steve-ns, Oreg N<'m· mouth of Columuia Capt. A. C. M. PenningRh·er.
ton, 2cl Art.
Fort Lapwai, I. T .. 12miles from L e,Yislon . Capt. H. M. Smith, 215t 2 1st Ca.v. and ... . .... ..
21st In f .
Iuf.
21st lnf .............. .
:Fort noise, I. T. . . . Near noise City . ....... . Capt. G. M . Downey, 21st
luf.
Sitka, Aln.skaTe r .......................... .. Maj. II. A. A ll en, 2<1 Art 4 2 2c1 Art .............. ..
2 1st CaY. and .... ..... .
Camp ·warner, Oreg. 15 miles west of Warner Lt.-Col. P. ·wheaton,
Lake.
21st Inf.
21st Inf.
Campllarney, Oreg. GO miles south of Calion Maj. Elmer Otis, 1st Cav. 2 1st Cav. and ........ ..
City.
21st Iuf.
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18

11..

J)]\l'AllT~mXTOFARl

ZONA.

IT endq uarters...... Prescott, A.

•.r . . . . . . . . . .

Camp Apache, A. T. In White :?!fountain
country.
Camp Mojave, A. T . :X f'ar tbe'bea!l of Mojave
Valley.
Cam'(> Beale ' s 43 mile>! west of Camp
Mojave.
Springs, A. T.
Camp Bowie, A. T . At .Apache l'ass .. .. . .. .

luf.

Capt. E. T. Thompson,
12th Inf.
Capt. Thomas nyrne,
1:2th Inf.
Capt. S. S. Sumner, 5th

2311 In f.
;,2 rnil!'!ll!Orth of ~1ari c o- ::\Iaj. E. A. Carr, 5th Ca>.

I-'nrt Y11mH , Cal...

·I

'apt. C. C. C. C'arr,lst
Cav.

~cl~t

5th Cav .............. .
2 5th Cav. and ......... .
~d~£

2

I

I

3

5j
3

Ca·.t. Th"mas ~lt:Utcgor , 21
l «t C;w.
At jnnl'linn of lhP Gil,l Capt. A. B. :'.l ac nowan, : 1

Fort \Vhipplt·, A. T . • ·Par

l're>~cntt

12th Inf.. ..... .. ..... .

2 5th Cav. and ......... .

~~

Camp Crittenden , 56 mile11 southrast of 2cl Lt. William r. IIall,
A. T.
Tucson.
5tbCav.
Camp Date Creek, GO milrs soutbwcst of Cn]Jt. J'ames .IIenton, 23d
A. T.
J'Tescolt.
~l
Camp Grant, A. T . 56 mil es norlh ofTucsou :llaj. W. n. Royall, 5th
Cav.
Camp llualpai, A. T. 40 miles uorllnvest of Maj. E. W. Crittenden ,
Pre!i<:olt.
5th Cav.
Camp Lowell, A. T . At Tucson .. ... ......... Capt. T. l\:1. K. Smith.

Camp ~1cDowf'll,
.A. T.
pa W!·ll..
CampVcrdc,.A.T. !l8m il!'. frcnnPrr.~ c:o tt ..

Depa!·tment . . . . 3 ....
statr.
3 1st Ua,-. n,nu .. ....... .
23dlnf.
12th Inf ............ ..

Lt.-Col. George Crook,
23tl In f.
Maj. A. J'. Dallas, 23d

•.. . . . . . .

5th Cav. and
~:Jcl Inf.
5th Cav. and
2:Jd In f.
l~;t Cav. and
23d Inf.
5th (.;av. and
23d Inf.
lst and 5th
Cav.
and
23<1 fnf.
l Rt CaY. and
2:1d Inf.
12th Inf. ... .

......... -

......... .
.... .. ... .

. ...... .. .
......... .
......... .

......... .
nwl ! 't~lomc!IJ ltiH·r ·.
Htltlnf.
- '
----1
'l'otnl........ . . . . . . ................... : ..... .... ................. 1 :1ol........••.. ..•.:..-1:. . : '_;:,;;I~

AJ,.J

11 3

;TA~T-<H~.NEHAL.

.

Maj()I··Uencml.l . • 1. .';rofw{dd, hfndqu:rrta.~ Sau Fraudsco, California, talcen ft'om llw lattst
tanl-Oeueral's Oj)in, l~i2.

.

£' n::-r;'\ 1.

T
AW•EKT.

-

----

I l'HEHE:\T
A\ I)
A£l8El\T.

I
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~.U::PORT

OF THE SECRETARY OF WAl{.
E.-Pos-ition a.nd distribution of troops in the
GARRISO XS.

PRESENT.

I

~ -~--,1

I

)
.::>.

POSTS.

COMMANDING
OFFICERS.

SITUA'l'ItiNS,

~

ri

I ·~:_

I ~50

t-

Regiments. 1.,; .;'l .

'-

'iS
'- 6
oe 0 .
.0
~ z;
. . . >-..; 1=1 .E

I 0

DIDPltn;r;~~~~~FCAL·

i

II

~

1.1

. 8t2~~1
(l<

..
I~ ~

I~

~~

~5is~g

~~~~!

------~--T

Headquarters. c . . . . San Francisco, Cal . . . . . . Maj.-Gen. J. M. Schofield,·.. Depar·tment ... - . . 1 -:Presidio, CaL . .. .. -···-------------------··- Lt.-Col. William H. i
French. 2d Art.
Point San Jose, CaL In San Francisco Harbor Capt. E. R. Platt, 2d Art.
Angel Island, CaL ....... do ................. Col. 0. B. Willcox, 12th
Inf.
.. Alcatraz Island, Cal. ...... do ................. Capt. J. M. Robertson,
2
2d Art.
Benicia Barracks, At Benicia.............. Col. A. C. Gillem,1st Ca>. . . .
Cal.
Camp In depend- On Oak Creek in Owen's Capt. H. C. Egbert, 12th
ence, Cal.
River Valley.
Inf.
Camp Bidwell, Cal. At;~l~~-end of Surprise c~:.~.R. :E'. Bernard, 1st

I

Camp Wright, Cal. In ~otind Valley, 203
m1les north of San
Francisco.
Camp Gaston, Cal.. Near junction of Trinity
and Klamath Rivers.
{;amp Halleck. Nev. 12milessouthofHalleck
station, on the Central
Pacific Railroad.
Camp McDermit, SOruilesnorthofWinneNev.
mucca, on the Central
Pacific Railroad.
Fort Hall, I. 1'. ... 140 miles north of Co-

I 0~r~~ P~~il~·R~Yir~~d.

2~tt~t ....... J. ·· --~~--

2ll Art ............ -- -12th In f ..... -. -- · · -- -2d Art ............ -- -Head quar- .... -- -- -·
ters 1st Cav.
12th In f.. ......... -- -1st Cav ....... .... -· ..

Capt. E. C. Woodruff,
12th Inf.
·

12th Inf.. ........... · ·

Lt.-Col. A. D. Nelson,
12th Iuf.
Capt. James Biddle, 1st
Cav.

2 12th Inf.. ....... ·· -· ~·-

I

2 1st Cav. and ....... - -12th lnf.

I

Capt.HenryWagner,1st
Cav.
•1
Capt. J. E. Putnam, 12th

rur.

-

1stCav .....

1..1
.. ....
I

..

I

I

12th lnf. ..

I

1
I

--j~~~:~

Tota~0;;.; ;;,+~;;-~;~,;;;~ ;; .~:;~; ~~- •••• __: ••.• -• .- •• · ~~ ••• _- :_::__ ~ ~~~~~~~
Ao.ruTA:>iT-GEXRRAL's On•rCJ¢,
Washington, D. 0., Oc:ober 10, 1):172.
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ADJUTANT-GENERAL •
.Military Division of the Pacific, i.fc.-Continued.

- - - - -, - - - - - - - - PRESENT
AND
ABSENT.

ABSENT.

1'ltESENT.

I

I
• 2 ............. . ...........

····I

: :: :: :: -~ :: :: -~ -~ : :: -~~-~ :r
- - -- -- -- - - -- - . 1 -- 1 . - 1 1 -- 1 1
21
1 ................ 2......

1 .......... 1 1 ......

3

1 ....

10
225

18

53
72

5
8

951
19

1 ................ 1 .... ..

2

511

1 ......

2

511

1 ......
.. . . . . . . . . .... 1 .... 1 ..

:::,::1::1
1 ...

J.

391
21
4

ll

10

..

.. ...

243 .. 1 ..
58 .. ..

80 ..

..

-·

~

-. .

3
2

881

3

11

1

1
4
1 ....

5
1

4

5

.. ...

10

~0

20

22

232

~4

57
73

63
81

96

106

24 -- 1 . - --- -.- -

19

25

55 .... ----------·-··---

51

54 ...... -..

52

94.. .. ..

2----

2

2

3

2

..1 ...

1

.I

GO . . . . . .

10

1 - ...

41 .. -- .... -

118 ....

2

---- . ....
4

101 -- -- -5

112

581

20 ..

2 . ...

0

4

43

41

3

89

97

114

120

61

64

·I ,1• ,
·I ,
12-:-:-6 41-:-:- 3j-:-:- 2 3 211-:-:-13 3 29 -9lOITI 987-:-:-2-:-:- -12,2514 --w m
J:o'26
19 31812 2 ~ 9 ~ 3 5 ~54~ 6 =sr1oo 3:702 244 ~ ~ 4 91361'W2149 mr293 3~ 4,09.
40

4

........................ 1 ......

1

1

935

1

WM. D. WHIPPLE,
Assistant A djt{lant- Glfltm·al.
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OP \V AR.

F.-Position and distribution of troops in the D epartment of the Sonth, commanded by Briyu
fi le in the AdjntantGARRISOX>;.

COMMANDING
OFFICERS.

SI TUATION:::l.

POST.-).

·~

\

II~ I!!~

~

§"

1

Re!).'iments. ,;,

2

~~·$U

~I;~-~~

I

~I

!--------------------------------------1 -------Louisville, Ky ..... ...... .................... , Col. S. D.Sturgis, 7th Cav.

4

Col. F. :F. Flint, 4th In f ..
Maj.A.Cham bers,4th Inf.
1
Maj. J.G.Telford,7th Cav
Capt. Wm. H. Powell,
4th Inf.
Mount Sterling, Ky. . .. . .. ...... ... . . . . . . .. . . Capt. C. J. V,on Herman,
4th Inf.
· 1
Elizabethtown, Ky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lt.-Col. G.A. Custer, 7th
Cav.
Lebanon, Ky ........ ---- .................... -~ Lt.-Col. J. H. Potter, 4th
In f.
Shelbyville, Ky... . . .. . . . ....... .. . . . . . . . . . . Capt. W. \V. Keogh, 7th
Cav.
Newport Barracks, At Newp01-t, Ky . . . . .
Lt.-Col. A .V. Kautz, 15th
Ky.
Inf.
Nashville, Tenn.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . . Lt.-Col. Jas. Van Yoast,
16th Inr.
Humboldt, Tenn... .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. Capt. U. A. Tbcaker,
.
16th Inf.
Chattanooga, Tenu. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . .. Capt. H. C. Cook, 211 Inf
Huntsville, Ala .............................. Capt.'\Y. .F. Drnm, 211 Jnf.
.Mobile, Ala.... .... .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . Lt.-Col. T. C. English, 2d
1
In f.
Opelika, Ala .... ............ ................. Capt. '1'. n. Weir, 7tbCav.
Saint Augustine, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Capt. C. B. Layton, lGth
]'Ia.
1 Inf.
Savannah, Ga ........................... ..... CaJ,t. L IL L. Lidu~l slon, :id Art.
Atlanta, Ga. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ~Ia,j. P. T. Swaine, 211Inf.
Fort PnlaRki, Ga ... On Cockr;purJsl'cl, month 1 Capt. D. R llan~<ou, 3c1
of Savannah lUver.
Art.
!"ortMucon,:N.C ... On Boguo Island, in Maj. ,Jos. Sr... wart, Hh
Beaufort Ilarl.Jor.
Art.
Fort Johnston, X. C . .-.\.t Smithville.
CaJ~t i~~;~l }.ltmll<>uhall,
l~aleigl1.X.C ................................ -:\fnj. C. H. )lorg;au, ·lth
Art.
Rtltberforclton. N.C ........................... Capt. H. C. Cushing, 4th

2
1

•

~~d~~b~ rr;(~~-~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::

i

Lincolnton .. "'. C ......... ------------ ........
CltarlottP,. ·.C ............................... •
Charleston, S. C . .. . __ ......... .. . . . ..... ..
Columbia,.·.c; _ ............................

·1

ChP.;,t~r,S C' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. •. J

~r~:~,::~:~; ~-(; ~ ~- ~ ~ ~ ~:.:--:. ~:::::::::: ~:.
l ii,OII\'ill• .'.('

Sp:utanbnl'::!h,
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-1------ ........... ..

'nmtP.r,.'.C ..................... .
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otal IJ

·I•:lfl,mca~ of ll

At1JUTA ·r. (a~.'P.RAL's CJVI'IC ' ,
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Capt.V. K. H:trt, 7thCav.
Capt. E.'l'homas, 4lh Art.
Col. G. W. Getty, :3rl Art.
Lt.-Col. H. 'll. Black,
lr<th Tnt'.

:Maj. W.H. Browu, 18th
Jnf.
1r(j~/-c·wis ::.rerrm, 1t11

C•y;ti·. J as. St<·walt,

18th

1

I

1.

1

:!
1

2i

I" I"•

Hi1H

~~

Frankfort, Ky . . .. . .. ..................... ..
]Alxington, Ky ............................ .

rnESEKT.

I~ I ~~~ ~ ~ ~

1Department 1 ..
staff.
7th Cav. and
4th & 16th
In!'.
4th InL ...... -- -- -- -4th In f..... . . -- -- -4thinf. ..... ---------4.thinf.. ... .
-- ~-4th Inf. ...

l------- 1-- -- -- -- -7th Cav. and~~-- · · -- -- ~ -4th Int:
4thl~L------~--~ -- ------

1 7th Ca\. ....

--~--~--

-

r

Detachment .. -.
1
of recruits.
317t~a~~r·r:tl -- -- . - -- ..
1 16th In f.. ... -- ..
..

--

--

..

--

--

1

1

':1 2<1 In f ....... -- -- -- -- -·
J

2dluf.-----t ·l-- ------

~: ~:~:~~~\~·:: :·. ::1::1::~:::::
-'!' T
1

3 2ll & 16th fnf ..
..
1
1 3ll A.rt ...... __ , __ -- -- 1--

~d&l8tbinf 11)__1 ::1:.1

..
2 .Jd .Art ...... - - -- - ·

I

1

I

I

4th Art ....... -- -- -- --

._._i: :~:: ::

4ttllt .:1··tt ._ ._ .__· ..__.
4 1~ 1

1

4th Art .........
1

I
..

--

--

I

I

7th C:w ..... , .. ! .. -4th .-.\1 t ........... -- -: l~tA r[t -._--_ -_ -_ -. _--_ -_ ·_
_
111
--

--

1

1 11

1

I

::I:: ::
I

ll:!th Iuf. ........ .. -1

1 1

7U \.r ~-~~~~ra
18th Iuf. ....

--1

,. -- - - -

1

i.... -. -- ··

Cnpt. T. II. French, 7th , 2 7th Cav ...... . . . . -- -('a,·.
~fa,i.::\f.A.nc·uo,ithC':n· .
2 ithCa,·.:uHl ......
---1
21llnf.
('npt.T ..J. Llnyd,lt'th fnf
18th Inf. .............. 1
Capt. B. 1:. Krl'!t•r, l~th
2 7th Cav.an1l .... - -~--~--~
I ut~
Idh Iuf.

I

uO .. -- .. .. .. • ..

rr~l31lr~l
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cUer-Gcneml .A. H. Terry, headquarter.~ Louisrillc, J[entucky, taken jmm the latest returns on
General's Office, 1872.
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G.-Position and distribution of troops in the Department of the Gulf, commandecl by
front the latest ret·urns on file in
GARRISOXS .

POSTS.

SITU A 'I'IONS.

COMMANDING
OFFICERS.

~~.

,;,
co
-~
A
~

Regiments.

<.:>

"-<
0

'co"'

p

E

~
Jackson Barracks, .At New Orleans, La ..... Lt.-Col. .Alfred Sully,
La.
19th Inf.
Raton Rouge, La. __ -- .. -- .. --................ Col. C. H. Smith, 19th
In f.
Aberdeen, Miss .... -------------------------- Capt. T. E. Rose, 16th
In f.
Holly Springs, Miss. -·--·- ---- ..... __ .. _..... . Capt.C.W.Hotsenpiller,
19th Inf.
.
.Jackson, Miss ........... ---- .. ---- ........ _.. Maj. S. A. Wainwright,
16th Inf.
Meridian, Miss..... .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. 1st Lt. Adam Kramer,
6th Cav.
Oxford, Miss ....... --.---....... ..... . . . . . . . Capt. A. B. Chaffee, 6th
Cav.
Key West, Fla .. --- .. ------ .. -- . .. .. .. . .. . . .. Lt.-Col. R. B . .Ayres, 3d
Art.
1•'ort Jefferson, Fla . .At the Garden Key, 1st Lt. .A. G. Verplanck,
Tortugas.
3<1 .Art.
lt'ort Barrancas, Fla In Pensacola Harbor._.. Capt. Erskine Gittings,
3d Art.
Uttlo Rock, Ark __ .............. __ .......... Capt. H. E. Stansbury,
1
lath Inf.
Total Depart mont

5 19th Inf......... -- ....

16th Inf ...... .. -- ....
19th Iuf .. . . .. .. -- - ..
16th Inf ........ -- -- ..
6th Cav ......... -- .. ..
6th Cav .. ... -- .. -----2 3d .Art .......... -- ....
3d .Art ....... - . - -- -- --

3d .Art .. . . . .

--1-- -- -- --

19th hd' - --- - -~--~-- -- --

of~1e~ Gulf. __ .... --1------ ............ ___ .. ___ :..'2 ____ .. _.... _.. ~~~3~~-

AnJUTAKT-GENERAL's OFFICI~ ,
1Va~hingtcm.

Department . . .. 3 ....
statf.
3 19th Inf. __ ...... -- ....

D. C., Ot:fobm· 10, 1872.
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Repm·t of the t·ccYuiting ser1 ice frmn October ] , 1871, to October 1, 187 2
1

AD.JUTANT-GENEl!AL'~ OFI<'lCE,
lfashington, October 5, 187~.

In the principal northern and western cities rendezvous have been
maintained with fair success for cavalry, artillery, and infautr.v.
The depots for artillery and infantry recruits remain as heretofore at
}1~ort Columbus, New York Harbor, and Newport Barracks, Kentucky;
and that for the cavalry service at Saint Louis depot, Missouri.
Recruiting for organizations on the Pacific coast is still kept up under
the supervision of the commanding general, J\1ilitary Division of the
racific; but few men, however, are obtained. owing, it is supposed, to tlle
great demand for labor in that section of the country.
Iu March, 1872, recruiting for tbe colored. regiments of infantry waR
discontinued, those organizations having been :fiiled to the authorized
strengtll.
All recruitiug officers, except those on the Pacific eo:t~t, recruit alRo
for the colored regiments of ca\alry.
In July, 1872, the standard of height for recruits was lowered to five
feet fonr inches, it having been found impossible to otherwi::::;e snpplythe
demand for recruits to keep the various organizations full.
vVM. D. \VHIPPI_JE,
Assi. dant Adjuta,nt-General.

Statement showing tltc number of enli8trnents and re-cnli!itments in the Regular Anny from
October 1, 1871, lo October 1, 1872 ; compiled frorn rcpm·ts fot·wa1·de4 to thi-9 o.f]lce by
superintendents of the 1'ccruitiug service, 9-c.

Tif'gimeuts, &e.

neucral sen·irc .. - .. .. ..
~!onnterl Rf'r-dee ....... .
J<;np;inecr Battalion .... .
Ordnance Department ..
filitary Acaclemy ..... .
.Artillery School ....... .
•'ignal C01·ps .... ...... . .
( lrrlnance-srrgcan t11 ... . .
Hospital-stcward'i ..... .
Fir»t Cavalr'' .......... .
: ·_c·c_ond ~:avai ry ........ .
1 hlf(l Cavaln· ......... .
}'onrth CavahT ........ .
Fifth Cantin·: ..... _._ ..
Sh:tl1 Gavalr)· ... .. ..... .
, 'cvPnth Gavalry ....... .
I<:i::::hth Cavalry' ••.•••...

~. 457 11

3,

476
J47

~36

4G
2
i!l

l:J
:!0

:n

I

71'1
"!."'i

1!1
.,.,

li!l

1:311
~o

I

Ninth Canlry ....... .
Tenth CaYalry ....... .
I•'irst .Artillery ....... .
Second .Artillery ..... .
Thit·d Artillery ...... .
Fourth .Artillery ..... .
J<'ifth Artillery ...... ..
J•'irst Infantr.}• ...... . .
f'econd Infantry ..... .
Tllirclinfantry ...... ·J
~?urth Infantry .... .
Jqfth Ittfantry· ............. .
Sixth Infantr~·-- ... ..
SI'Yfllltll Infa1itry ...•.
Eighth Infantry .•..
• "in th Infantrv .... ..
Tenth I nfautry . . ... I

I

1 Jt T.\

r G1. 1 nAt.'. Otwttl:
W ~h ·nu n, t) b"r r; 1"7~.

!15
80
Hl4
ll7
'j'()

!l!l

66
108
87
IOl
!17
t~n

51
17

2~~

Elcn•enth Infantr_y.. ... . . .
:1r.·
Twelfth Infantry .... . . .. ·1
7:1
Thirteenth Infantry.. ....
22
Fourteenth Inf:mtr,y... . .
21
F_ifteenth Inf:!ntry ...... -I
!14
Stxteeutlt Infantry......
1:21
Seventeenth Infantry . . . .
!l
Ei:$htecnt.h Inf:antry......
!1K
NllJeteenlh Infantry......
J:ll
Twentieth Iufant1·y
~r.
Twenty-first Infantry...
H5
Tweuty-!:lecond Infantry..
Hi
Twenty-third Infantry .. '
7~
Twenty -fourth Infantr~·.
~h
• Twl'nty-liJtb Infantry ... -~-~

······1
·I

Tot:tl. ... _..... ... . .

;J!l

1~,

:.J!)t

I1

-

W.M. n. WHIPPLE,
.1 >Ni-,f11n.t A rljutrmt (Jpn~·r •I .

REPORT OF THE INSPECTOR-GENERAL;

I

REPOR rr
OF'

THE INS P E 0 T 0 R- GENERAL.
HEADC~UAI~TEHS AR::\IY 011' 1'HE UNITED STATES,

INSPECTOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

lVa:Jhington City, October 10, 1872.
8rR: No cbanges have been made in the stations of the inspectors

general or assistant inspectors-g<tneral of the army during the past year.
Under the act of Congress approved June 8, 1872, LieutenantColonel Nelson H. Davis, assistant inspector-general, was appointed
inspector-general, with the rank of colonel, and placed next to Colonel
B. Schriver upon the list of inspectors-general.
The officers of this department, with the officers detailed as acting
assistant inspectors-general at the headquarters of departments, have
during the :year been actively engaged in inspecting the numerous military posts and stations so widel.Y dispersed over our extended domain,
many of which are only accessible through unsettled territory, frequented by hostile Indians. Besides this, uumerous inspections of damaged public property, with a view to its condemnation, have been made;
irregularities and derelictions in duty have been examined into andreported upon, and various other matters not exclusively military, such
as the investigation of claims, &e., have been intrusted to them, and it
is believed these services have been satisfactorily performed.
The officers of the regular establishment have been employed during
the ~-ear as follows, viz:
I was engaged, until the last of July, as president of a board convened by direction of the Secretary of ·vvartoprepare a system of general regulations, and a new code of Rules and Articles of War, for the
administration of the aft~·tirs of the Army; also in devising a new mliform for the Army and preparing descriptions of the same. After
which I proceeded to San Francisco, California, and made an inspection
djrecte•l by the Secretary of War, under Special Orrlers No.175,Adjutant
General's Office, July 31, 1872.
Ins~J~ct or-General D. B. Sacket has made thorough inspections of all
the military posts occupied by troops of the line within the limits of the
Military Division of the Atlantic. In August be was detailed as a memuer of the Army retiring board at Philadelphia, and has attended all its
He~sions since that time.
Inspector-General E. Schriver has been in ebarge of the inspectorgeneral's office, at the headquarters of the Army, during my absen~e,
the g:reater pa.r t of the year. He bas also made special investigations
and reports U}Wn Yarious important matters intrusted to him by the
Secretary of vVar.
Inspector-Gener~1 N. II. Davis bas been occupied in making inspectiOns, and p~rformmg the other duties of the inspection service, under
th ord<>rs of the commander of the Department of the MissonrL
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Inspector-General J. A. Hardie has been occupied 'vith the customar~'
duties of the inspection service, and with special services under orders
of the Secretary of 'iYar and the Lieutenant-General, commanding the
?11ilitary DiYision of the Missouri. .
An elaborate report relating to Montana Indian \\Tar claims, with
important papers relating thereto, was destroyed. in the great conflagration at Chicago, atHl the replacement of these in,TolYed much time
and labor. This was executed, approved by the Secretary of War, aml
submitted to Congress.
Assistant Inspector-General TI. Jones has during the year inspected
every military post in the Department of Arizona, and all in the Department of California, excepting Camps Gaston, Wright, and Independence;
in the performance of which laborious services he was occupied one
hundred and thirty-five days. This officer has also made many investigations and reports on other matters intrusted to him by the division
commander, who indorsed upon his annual report the following: "Colonel
Jones has discharged his duties with his customery strict fidelity, in the
most satisfactory manner, and with ma,ked benefit to the service."
Assistant Inspector-General A. Baird has during the year been engaged in making inspections and important investigations, under the
~orders of the Secretary of War and the commander of the Military
Division of the South.
Assistant Inspector-General E. H. Lmlington bas during the year
inspected every post in the Department of the Columbia, occupying one
hundred and twenty-three days, and bas rendered other valuable services in investigations, &c., under the direction of the commander of
.the Department of the Columbia.
The number of regular inspectors haYing been insufficient to meet the
requirements of the inspection Rervice during the year, one colouel, one
major, and three captains have, from time to time, been detailed to act
as inspectors.
The inRpection reports for beYeral ~·ears past bavc shown that the
issues from the clothing remaining ou hand after. the rebellion, which,
as a measure of economy, haYe been consiclered as unavoidable, ba,·e
caused considerable dissatisfaction among the enlisted men, for the
reason that this clothing is made from material inferior i11 quality, and
cut so badly that the soldier has generally been obliged, at his own
expense, to llave bis coat and trousers made over again.
I l1ave no cloubt that tbe existing system of fabricatiug the clothing,
whieh bas been practiced for a long time, has been zealously conducted
by the officer of the Quartermaster's Department, but as we are about
introducing a new uniform, it bas occurred to me that this system might
with benefit to the service be somewhat modified by selecting, for the
permanent direction and control of the fabricating establishment, au
officer of ra11k and experience, who has peculiar fitncsR for the position,
and bu ·inc."s fJUalifications. Such an officer, with no other duties to
perform, wonlcl, it is hclieved, take pride in improving the condition of
t.he ~·:tahli . hm cnt, and, hy proper <lpplication and study, make himse1r
fam1har with the material, fahrif'ation, and preserYation of milit2tr.Y
clothing iu all it: branchc . .
~1o eL of very artic1 of tlH~ uniform, properly cut and made, ar-; we1l
a· tanclarcl cloth :mel other material ·, shonlcl be prepared and retained,
ancl no elothing cnt, made, or recci\·c<l that doc!-> 11ot strietly conform to
tlte eriteriou e t.ab1i:hed. Tlti: can ca:ily he accomplii-llu:c1 when the
matm ial now 011 hand i: COli . umecl.
Colon 1 Ia.nli<': in hi~ annual n•JJOI't, ;;ny.-; : "The new ~t.) lr~ of nni-
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form clothing are belieYed to be generally acceptau1e to the Army, but
great interest is felt in the introduction of better material for clothing
for enlisted men.'' Also, that "the law of March 15, 1872, with reference to the pay, &c., has already had a beneficial effect iri promoting
content among the enlisted men, and it is belie·red that it will material1y
lessen the number of desertions."
A uniform system of. tactics for tlJe cavalry would be highly a(.l\Tautageous to that arm of the service, and, in my judgment, an early adoption and promulgation of the new code of Army Regulations iR greatl.v
to be desired, and is anxiously looked for b.v the· Army.
The Army Regulations of 1SG3, which, under the act of July 28, 186G,
are to remain in force until ne\Y regulations are adopted, are not altogether a<.lapted to the existing requirements of the service. Indeed,
npon many military questions that frequently arise they are altogether
silent, which leads to occasional discrepancies among officers regarding
the interpretation of laws, regulations, and orders, and a corresponding
want of uuiformity in the methods of performing military dut;y at diferent places. It is believed that the new code of Regulations and Articles of War provide for the settlement of such doubtful military questions, and are adapted to almost any contingencies that are likely to
arise. 1\foreover, they give ample and minute details upon the subject
of calling out, mustering in and out, organizing, paying, &c., of volunteers and militia when called into the service.
The data for this have been deduced from extended service experience
<luring the recent rebellion, and as none but very meager instructions
upon this subject have ever been introduced into any pre·dous edition
of Army Hegulations, the want of such a system as is contained in the
new Regulations was seriously felt at the commencement of the late rebellion, and doubtless caused the unnecessary expenditure of a great
deal of time and monev.
The inspection repm~ts during the year have been ca,refully examiued
in this office and extracts taken from them of all matters that it was
deemed necessary to bring to tbe notice of the authorities at the headquarters of the Army, and these have beeu referred to tile proper officer~
for their information and action.
The reports of the different inspectors sLow that through tlleir reeommendations and agency, sustained and enforced by tlJeir commander~,
there bas been continued improvement in the discipline, efficiency, and
moral tone of the troops, as well as the promotion of a. more discriminating and careful regard for the economical application of publie money
and property.
P. H. 1\IAHUY,
Inspector Ueneral, U. S. A nny.
Jlrigadier-General E. D. 1'0WNSEND,
Adjutant-General, U. S. Army.
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THE JUDGB-ADVOCATE-GENERAL.
WAR DEP AR'rMENT,
J~tstice, October 1, 1872.

Bureau of JJfilUary

SIR: I have the honor to submit for your consideration the following
statement of the business of this Bureau since the date of my last annual report:
1. Number of records of military courts received, revised, and registered, 17,353.
2. Number of special reports made in regard to court-martial proceedings, upon applications for the remission of sentences, upon claims
against the War Department, and upon the miscellaneous questions of
law referred for the opinion of the Bureau, 1,112.
3. Abstracts of proceedings of trials furnished to the proper officials
of the War and Treasury Departments, 1,495.
4. The copies of records furnished under the ninetieth Article of War
to parties tried, have amounted to 7,088 pages.
It will be observed that the labors of the Bureau for the past year exceeded those of the year preceding by 5,159 records of military courts
reviewed, 197 special reports, a.nd 95 abstracts of proceedings of trials
furnished.
The work of arrang·ing, indexing, &c., the of:ficial papers of the late
Provost-Marshal Baker, has progressed as rapidly as the limited clerical
force of the Bureau would allow. Its completion within twelve months
from the present date may be confidently anticipated.
The examination, in review, by this Bureau, of the records of trials
occurring in the different military departments of the country, brings
constantly before it what is felt to be a most serious defect in the administration of justice, and a positive injury to the service-namely,
the iuequalit:y of sentences adjudged by different courts for identical
offenses. Desertion, for instance, receives in one department a punishment of two, three, four, and even five years' confinement at hard labor;
while, in another, a sentence providing for but one year's imprisonment
is deemed an ample expiation, and this in cases which, from the trialrecords, appear to be in all respects deserving of the same proportion of
punishment. Prisoners thus differently treated are often brought together, when, by comparison, the injustice wrought is made manifest to
the sntferers, aud the result naturally is to harden rather than reform
the culprits, one of the highest objects of punishment thus being made
impossible of attainment.
Neeessari1y, large discretion must be reposed in courts-martial as to
the measure of punishment required by the demands of justice, in a vast
number of c~se · bronght before them; yet the opinion is entert~ined.
that the sernce would be greatly benefited and its rnorale increased by the
adoption of a code proyiding . pecific penalties for well-clefinefl offenses,
9w
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with a minim'lan and maximum limitation to meet first offenses, and the
cases of persistent offenders. By the pursuit of this plan it is believed
the character of certainty of execution would attach to all sentences,
adding largely to their corrective power, and relieving the Executive
from the numerous applications for clemency which are now submitted.
The absence, too, of proper places of confinement for the enforcement
of sentences, is pregnant with deplorable results. It has led to the designation of the different State penitentiaries by the War Department;
through the sheer necessities of the case, as military prisons, to which
prisoners guilty of purely military offenses are sent to associate with the
vilest felons in the country, and subjected to all the humiliating and
degrading discipline of those institutions. Many men who might under
different treatment again become useful soldiers, are thus yearly added
to the criminal classes by the stigma of infamy attached to them, and
the demoralizing influence of their prison associations.
It is remarked upon the enforced use of these penitentiaries as military prisons, eo nomine, that while the letter of the law may not thereby
be violated, its spirit most unquestionably is, as the legislative branch
of the Government has indicated in the cleare~::~t manner its intention
that soldiers guilty of purely military offenses should not be treated as
felons.
The erection of prisons at small cost in different parts of the country,
where prisoners might be I)laceu wholly under military restraint, would
not only, it is believed, save many good men to the service, but would, as
well, be an absolute economy of expenditure.
I ha-ve pleasure in remarking upon the general efficiency, faithfulness,
and zeal of the corps of judge-advocates, and of others associated with
the Bureau in the performance of its multifarious duties.
J. HOLT,
J'ltclge- Ad,vocate- General.
The SECRETARY OF WAR.
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THE QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
QuARTERMAS'l'ER-G ENERAL'S OFFICE,
Washington, D. 0., October 10, 1872.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the annual report of operations of
the Quartermaster's Department during the fiscal year ending June 30,
1872.
On July 1, 1871, the balance on account of appropriations for years prior
to July 1,1870, remaining to the credit of the Quartermaster's Department in tho Treasury, undrawn, was, by report of last year ...•..•. _.
$898, 016 27
Amount placed to the cre<lit of these appropriations by deposits, tierived principally from sales, during the year, of public property purchased from appropriations of former years ......... _............... 2, 467,633 61
Add sums which, having been expended by this Department, have been
refuude(l by other Departments ... _..... _.............. _... _...... _.
215, 879 51
3,581,529 39
Requisitions on account of settlements made at the Treasury of cla.ims
and accounts ....................................... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 291, 36-1 68

Balance to credit of appropriations for periods prior to July 1, 1870, remaining in Treasury on June 30, 1872....•................••...•. _.. 2, 290, 164 71

Balance of app,.opriations for yca1· ending Jnnc :30, 1871.
Amount placed to the cretiit of appropriations by deposits, deriYed principally irom sales during the year of public property purchased
within the year ending June 30, 1871.---- .....• ------ ·----- ---- .... . $333,493 91
Add sums which, having been expended by this Department, have been
refunded by other Departments ......... _............•....... _.....
12, 223 47
345,717 38

Requisitions on account of settlements made at the Treasury of claims
and accounts .. __ ... _... ___ .... _....... _. __ ....................... .

72,855 13

Balance to credit of appropriations for the year ending June 30, 1871,
remaining in Treasury J nne 30, U372 ..... _... __ . _. _........ _....... .

272,862 25

Appropriations for the fiscal yem· muling Jnnc 30, 1872 .
.Appropriation for fiscal year ending Juno 30, 1872, act of Congress approved 1\Iarch 3, 1871. ...•..•.. __ ..............•............... _. __ $11 055 000
Appropriation for deficiencies, act of Congress approved May 18, 1872.. 1' 450' 000
Amount placed to the credit of appropriations by deposits, derived prin- '
'
cipally from ~ales during the year of public property purchased
within the year ending June 30, 1872 ... _. ___ ... __ •........ _______ . _
110, i:l04
.Add sums which, having been expended. hy this Department, hu.vc Lcen
rcfundccl by other Departments ...... ·······---···-··- ...... ......
1,680

00
00
46
30

l:t, 617,484 76
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Remittance to officers for disbursement on requests of
the Quartermaster-General. ...•........•.•. - •.... - - $12,238,169 09
Requisitions by the Secretary of War on requests of the
20,800 00
Ordnance Department ...... ------ ...•............ Requisitions on account of settlements made at the
258,652 28
Treasury of claims and accounts •..................
----$12,517,621:37
Balance of appropriations for the fiscal year ending Jnne 30, 1872,
remaining in the Treasury on June 30, 1872 ...........•.......• ----

99,863 39

The remittances on account of the appropriations for the :fiscal year
have been made upon estimates from the disbursing quartermasters,
approved by their commanding officers, and have been distributed
among the divisions, departments, and general depots, as follows :
To the Military Division of the Atlantic:
Estimate chief quartermaster, headquarters ......... .
Department of the East ............................. .
Department of the Lakes ....... ..................... .

$4,495 64
288 029 92
103:549 92

Total Division of t he Atlantic ..................•.....•.......

$396,075 48

To the Military Division of the Missouri:
Department of the Missouri. ........... ........... __ _ $1,244,945 72
748,841 94
Department of the Platte ........................... .
Department of Texas ...................... _. _.. _. __ . 1,636,959 65
813,427 48
Department of Dakota ................ _............. .
577,349 02
District of New Mexico ............................. .
Depot of Saint Louis ................. _..... _.... _. _.
324,356 71
285,726 88
Depot of Chicago··-·-·-----·----------···--·-··--·Total Division of the Missouri. .............. __ .............. .
To the Military Division of the Pacific ............ _.............. .
To the Department of the South ..................... _.... _..... .
rro the Department of the G11lf.. .•••.........••••..••••.•.••.•.••
To the principal depots :
New York .......................... _.. _.... ___ . __ .. _
Philadelphia ..................... _........... _..... .
Washington ......................... __ ........... _..
Jeffersonville........................................ .

$497,060
652,566
632,495
136,670

5,631,607
2,999,158
1,003,662
197,290

40
59
92
56

56
96
27
47

Total to principal tlcpots ....... ................... _........ .
Point ...... -----·.............................
$61,286 00
Nat1onal armory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3, 266 96
Columbus arsenal.. ............................... _..
1, 149 10
Indianapolis arsenaL ..... .. .... .. . . ........ _.. . . . . . .
1, 2~6 69
Watertown arsenaL .................................
12,613 10
Alleghany arsenal.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 810 00
Watervlietarsenal.... .... .... . . .. .... ..... ...... ....
2,539 40
Frankfonl arsenal...................................
900 00
~<lg_n~ta ar.·enal.... ...... .... .... ...... ...... .......
2,246 50

1,918,793 26

We~t

j)~~~~~~ ~~~;~~} : ~ ~: ~::: ~ ~ ~: :~:: ::: ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~ :~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~
Ror·k hlaw1

at"~·nal.. ................... _....

.... ....

2

~~i ~1

'
2, 844 GO

Totn1 to iucl1·pcn cle11 t 110sts .................................. .
]lrawn onn•qn<>>'ts nf tlH· Orcl!lalH:C J)f'}lflrtmcnt ................... .
.~mount

of

Tr~:~

nry ··c·ttl,•meuts .................................. .

U:3,3H

(\.I

20,600 00
258,602 28

'I'"tal :un:tnnt remitlt>•l ft•om ille appropliatious of the: QuarLern:

tl'l'"

I!'}Hil'fll!t'llt ..... .... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

12,:Jl7,G'21 :17
--~=--
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_A_t the close of the fiscal year some money remaineu in the hands of
offiers unexpended. Some officers had accounts for forage and necessary supplies, for transportation, and for other military service, presented to them in excess of the amounts available in their offices for
their liquidation. The balances unexpended were called in, deposited
in the Treasury, or transferred to officers who were deficient, and the
accounts have been settled as far as possible; but there will probably,
on final exhaustion of these floating balances, remain some accounts in
excess of the specific appropriations, and it will probably be necessary
to present to Congress an estimate for a deficiency on this account.
The rigid legislation of the last few years, changing the system of
expenditure of the appropriation of the Quartermaster's Department,
increases the complication of aceounts and makes it more difficult to
keep the expenditures within tho specific appropriations. The floating
balances in hands of officers must be larger when an officer is prohibited
from using the surplus he ma.y have on one appropriation to pay the
bills chargeable under another. He must have, to eomply with the
law, at aU times a working haJanee on aeeount of every appropriation.
Formerly, so long as he had any publie funds of the Quartermaster's
Department to his eredit, be eonld meet any just demand. Now he may
have $100,000 to his eredit in the publie depository~ but be unable to
pay a bill for a ton of forage.
The annual estimates of this Department are based upon experienee
of the actual requirements of the service during past years. 1'hey are
made out, under the present requirements of regulations, in the fall of
one year, and attempt to declare, in anticipation, the wants of the military service for the whole of the year, which does not begin till ten
months after they arc preRented, and which ends nearly two years after
their presentation.
While the total gross average yearly expenditure in all branches of
the service of the Quartermaster's Department can be estimated nearly..
no one can pretend to accuracy in each and every item, or in eaeh and
every branch. It is true economy to allow the gross amount of the appropriations to be available, so that a sa\ing in one branch, as in forage,
may serve to provide for an unexpected or accidental increase of expenditure in another, as in transportation. One appropriation thus supplements another. But with the system lately adopted, in order that the
service may be paid for, that those who sell to the . Government their
property or labor may be promptly paid, to keep intact the faith of the
Government, it will l>e necessary to make a sufficient provision for each
branch of the service, to be certain that no one sllall be found insuill.ciently provided for at any time or place.
There are nine different heads of the regular appropriations of the
(~uartermas te~·'s Department. :Nine contingent balanees are, therefore,
to be appropnated, and each one of the hundreds of disbnrsino- officers
from. P loricla to _ Alaska, and from ::'lfaiue to Arizona, needs t=~to have
\YOrkmg balances to his credit on several of these <lifferent accounts for
the use of the Quartermaster's Department alone. This requires so m'uch
of tllC funds of the Department to be distributed throughout the country
that at the close of the :fi cal jTcar there is liable to be found a consider:
a~le surplus to be retnmed to the Treasury by some officers aud a consulerablc dcficieitry of ftu1(1::; to pa.v tlw liabilities 1ncurred 'by those in
other districts.
Th? ac?ount~ a~ul Y~HtcLerK \Yhich have passed the administrative
exammatwu of thu; oflwe, mHl have been transmitted to the Treasnrv
Jor .·ett1ement since tlte la. 't mmunl report, show disbursement..
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From appropriations of years prior to June 30, 1871, amounting to ...• $35,256, 492 42
In the fiscal year ending June 30, 1872 .....•............... -.-.. . . . . . .
4, 532, 361 69
Total examined and sent to the Treasury .... ·_. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .

---·-

39, 788, 854 11
=====

These disbursements are charged to appropriations as follows:
1. Appropriations for the Quartermaster's Department, viz:
Regular supplies ............... --- ...............••• $14, 3~0, 023 72
Incidental expenses...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4, 061, 144 77
Purchase of cavalry and artillery horses .... _, . . . . . . . .
903, 226 81
Barracks and quarters. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
G, 633, 339 40
Army transportation ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11, 712, 509 35
Mileage, transportation of officers' baggage...... . . . . .
549, 711 68
Material for and amount expended in the purchase and
preparation of clothing, camp and garrison equipage.
727,558 25
Purchase of stoves.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
225, 869 61
National cemeteries._ ................ __ .... _. _..... _.
597, 811 56
- - - - - - $39, 711, 195 15

2. Special appropriations and expenditures for other
Departments, viz :
Pay Department ...... ·---- .... ---- ____ -----· ·----Medical Department ........ ___ .... __ .. ____ .. _______ _
Ordnance Department .... --. __ .·--- .... ________ ____ _
Navy Department ............ _... _...... _.. ________ _
Indian Department ............ ------·----------· ___ _
SubsistenccDepartmcnt. ___ . _____ .. _. _.. _.... _..... __
Army contil1gcucies .. _. __ .. _. _.. _..... ____ . ________ .
Military telegraphs ........... _.... _... _____________ _
Uuitecl States Military Academy .. ____ . ____ . ______ _.. _
Recruiting service .... ·----------- ....... ----·-·-----Reconstruction service ........... ___ .. ____ .. ________ _
Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen, and Abandoned Lands.
Care, &c., of sick aml disabled soldiers. _______ .. __ . __

$14,06122
5,589 40
1,361 47
440 31
34, 84~2 55
381 51
11,003 14
5,410 01
1,717 28
55 15
1,642 90
1 069 62
' 84 40
77,658 9G

Total disbursements exhibited by the accounts examined during
the year ........................ __ .. __ .. _.... _____ ... ____ .. 39, 788, 854 11

The work of the offiee in examination of accounts and returns is
nearly up to date, for the first time since the great increase of the Army
and of business attending the war threw upon it such a vast accumulation of accounts of money and reports of property. The only branch of
its busine. s which is not in a satisfactory condition is the examination
of claims under the law of July 4, 1864. Too many of these claims
remain on its files not finally acted on.
The Quartermaster's Department is charged with the duty of providing
means of transportation by laud and water for all troops and for
all the material of war. It furnishe. the horses for artillery and
c~xalry, and the hor. e. and mules for the wagon-trains. It proVIde· and di.-tributc. clothing, tents, camp anclgarri. on equipage, forage,
lumber and all materials for camps, and for shelter of the troops and
store: . It huilds barrack.·, lwspitals, and tore-hou e. ; provides wagons
awl amlmla11ce:, llarn ::,except for cavalry and artillery hor es; builds
or ehart(•r. :hip. a11d .-teamer., dock and w·harvcs; constructs and
r ·pair: 1·o~Hl , 1 ail way; and t1H~i r bridge.· ; clothes the Army, and i.
charged g !1erally with the pn~'m nt of all xpeuses of the moYcment ·
~ _nd ov ·1·:. tlon · f th · \nn~·, 1wt e ·prc::ly a:.·igue<.l b,v law and regulaIOn om .r other 1 ·partm )1 t.
...\.rm:, ammunition, medical aucl 110 vital
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stores, and subsistence stores are purchased and issued by other Departments; but the Quartermaster's Department transports them all to the
place of issue in camp, garrison, or in the field, and on the field of battle.
These duties ha-ve been efficiently performed during the year.
The corps of quartermasters is not large enough to afford officers for
tlle smal1er military posts. 'rlw nature of our military service requires
a great uum ber of military posts, garrisoned each by a few companies,
and the work of the Department at these posts is generally done by
lieutenants of the line, detailed as acting assistant quartermasters.
Their work is responsible and onerous. They incur responsibility for
large quantities of property, and sometimes a heav.v money responsibility, occasionally involving them in severe losses. For this duty they
receive no special compensation beyond the pay of their lineal rank.
Under these circumstances the duty is not desirable, and it is a-voided
rather than sought. The number of line officers who, during the fiscal
year, have been on duty as acting assistant quartermasters, is reported
at 380. Through their hands large amounts of public money pass.
They are charged with operations in the erection of quarters, barracks,
and store-houses, involving very heavy expenditures. 'fhey have charge
of the stables and of the public animals, on whose condition depends
the success of military operations, and that regularity of supply and
transportation which is essential to the comfort, health, and efficiency
of the troops. So important a duty should be sought, not imposed., and
the allowance of some moderate sum to cover the responsibility, and
compensate the officer for the losses to 'ivhich he is exposed, such as is
allowed to acting assistant commissaries, is ver,y desirable. Tbe difference in the cost of all military structures and in the length of serYice
and condition of animals, wagons, and all materials of transportation,
which would be maue by the selection of tl!e most intelligent and. efficient
business men among tbe lieutenants of the line for the duty of acting
assistant quartermasters, would amply l'epay tbe small amomit required
to pay this allowance.
The average number of line officers on duty as acting assistant quartermasters during the past fiscal year was 175; the total number who
so acted, 380, showing that they are frequently changed. The amount
of an allowance of $100 per year to each· would be $17,500. The
amount to be saved by making the service desirable, one to be sought
by intelligent officel's, desirous of remaining on duty instead of being
relieved from it, is many thousand dollars per annum.
The officers of the establishment are stationed at the principal
purchasing and distributing centers, as purchasing and disbursing
officers. They are not so numerous as econon~y requires, and two have
resigned, two have died, and one has been cashiered since my last annual
report was rendered, whose places, under the laws as they now stand,
it is not possible to fill.
The interests of the military service require the removal of the restriction upon appointments to tbe Quartermaster's Department, and the
Treasury would be benefited still rnore than the Army by its repeal.
EXA1UNATION AND flETTLE:\-IENT OF MONEY ACCOL'"KTB AND PROPETIT Y
RETfilWS .
.1lfo ney-account~ .

F.i \'e thousand eight hundred and sixty money accounts were examined
There remain in the office to Le examined 3,427, of

dnnng the year.
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which 2,242 are for disbursements in the year 1871, and 1,185 in the
year 1872. All those of earlier date ha.Ye been completerl a.nd sent to
the Treasury.

Prope't'ty-rctu?·ns.
Nine thousand eight hundred and fifteen property-returns haYe been
examined and sent to the Treasury since last annual report. There
remain in the office 2,537, of which 1,716 relate to the year 1871, and
821 to the ye~tr 1872. All of earlier date have been examined and sent
to the Treasury.
On the 27th of September, the number of money-accounts of dates
prior to 1872, remaining in the office not examined, was reduced to G68,
and of such property-returns to 1,056.
Until the issue of General Orders, No. G4, of October 25, 1871, only a
partial examination of property-returns was required of this office, and
they were transmitted to the Treasury, where the examination was
completed. Since the issue of that order, of which a copy accompanies
this rel)Ort, a complete examination is made in this office, and they are
not transmitted. to the Treasury until all proper possible corrections ha1e
been made.
N otwithstan<ling the increase of work thrown upon this office, the
S3'Stem has worked well, and the arrears of work are now less than
since tbe beginning of the war.
Under the act of June 23, 1870, to relieve officers from charges
arising from unaYoid.able errors and accidental losses, 80 settlements
have been made during the year. The total amount allowed in these
.
special settlements is $52,159.70.
The office loses from time to time the services of skillful and expenenced clerks, who find promotion in other offices denied to them by the
classification of the establishment of this one. The officer who has
special charge of this brauch of the office, recommends that the classification be modified to allow the same number of clerks as now, but
classified as follows: One of class four, twelve of class three, sixteen
of class two, and twenty-seven of class one. Believing that this would
increase the efficiency of tile office, I ask that it be recommended. by
-you to Congress.
PUBLIC ANiiYIALS.

The whole appropriation for piuchase of cavalry and artillery hor ses
has been expended, and the r eports show t he purchase of 3,277 horses.
Prices h a-\e varied from $1D9.37, paid for 15 horses purchased at ' 'rashin gton, t o . 102.92, the ail era ge cost of 707 purchased in Texas.
T wo hun dred an d nine mules h ave been purchased for the train s. Of
some purch ases made j n D akota repor ts have n ot yet been r eceiYed, so
t hat t he fnll number of all i mals bought w ill som~w h at exeeed tlle aboYe
Illlll1UCl'S .
.~AL1~.

'.

On· thou:aJH1 au<l 11incty-fiye hor:-;cs have been ."Old for ~4:7,:)8 1. 1 1,
·D :~ mule:-; for .~ 18,~:~3 . 00, :lll<l .J. o.·en for F;;~.J:I .GG. 'I he proceeds of these
.~ale~ haYe bec·n pai<l into th • Treasnry of the Gnitml StateR.
ThrPe 1mndn·<l mul :cY~>uty-on • l~or:cf4, 5~0 mule.· mal 5 oxen have
<lit·d: and J 7 hor'<. nml :~ W mule:-; baYc been lo.'t. or ':to len during the
<':11'.

'lbr> tl tal .llltll1JI~l' n port Pel in S'•ryic; • on 00tlt .Tunc·, is H, 1:20 hor cs;..
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8, 758 mules, and 117 oxen. It appears, therefore, that one-third of the
cavalry horses require to be replaced yearly.
SUPPLIES.

The annual estimates or requisitions for supplies to the military posts.
are examined in this office, in order to correct them when unnecessarily
large, and to supply from the general depots such articles as are still on
hand therein, principally the stock collected in those depots at the close
of the war. Perishable articles of consumption are obtained by contract, under the direction of the chief quartermasters of divisions and
departments.
CONTRACTS .

Six hundred and thirty-two contracts haYe been :filed during the year.
Among these are: for forage 243 for 23,626,032 pounds of oats a.nd
barley, 31,012,240 pounus of corn, and 53,042 tons of hay. There
have been :filed 20 contrctcts for coal, for 18,117 tons, and 3 for coal,
quantities to be as needed; 114 contracts for 99,664 cords of wood, and
22 for wood, quantities not stated., but as needed; 34 for charcoal, for
43,725 bushels; 23 for building-materials; 9 for repairs and construction
of buildings; 37 for transportation; 12 for 1,961 cavalry and 75 artillery
horses, and 241 mules; 14 for clothing, camp and garrison eqnipage;
20 for work on national cemeteries, aud 23 leases.
FORAGE, STRAW, AND li'UEL.

The issues during the year have been-of corn, 701,244 bushels; oats,
886,127 bushels; barley, 170,806 bushels; bay, 54,840 tons; straw, 3,839
tons; wood, 115,995 cords; anthracite coal, 17,102 tons; bituminous
coal, 11,042 tons.
HORSESHOEING.

A book with thirty-three illustratiOiis describing and explaining the·
Dunbar system of horseshoeing, in which the farriers of the Army were
instructed, by direction of Congress, having been prepared by 1\:Ir. John
Kiernan, farrier in the service of the department, submitted to a board
of officers, and by tllem recommended for distribution to the Army, has
been publislled by your authority. Copies have been sent to each
mounted company, and to each quartermaster in service. The book will
preserve an excellent method of shoeing from falling out of use. A few
copies remain for future distribution.
CLO'l'IIING AND EQUIP AGE.

The Army has been supplied with clothing and equipage during the
past fiscal year in great measure from tile stock on hand at the close of
the war. Tllis has suffered from long storage, notwithstanding all
efforts to preserYe it. 1\foth will penetrate the most ingeuiously contdYed defenses, and leather, and shoes, and knapsacks, and all painted
cloths suffer fi.'om chemical reactions among their perishable inoTedients.
The: clothing is pri11cipal1y collected into two arsenals or depots-one
at Pluladelphia, tile Schuylkill arsenal; the other at -Jeffersonville, Indiana, on the OLio River.
At the Schuylkill arsenal a goo<l mnsom'.}~ fire-proof warehonsc afford~:
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facilities for the preservation of the property. At Jetiersoin'ille a warehouse, also :fire-proof, is uearly completed, to which the stock, heretofore
kept in temporary wooden warehouses~ relics of the campaigns in the
vVest, is being transferred.
At Jeffersonville, at a sale at public auction in September, 1871, goods
to the value, as determined by the auction offers, of $1,291,830.16, were
disposed of. Of this sum, $1,366,830.16 bas been turned into the Treasury. '.rhe remaining $25,000 is the value of au invoice of clothing bid
off at auction by merchants, who were allowed to transfer this portion
of the purchase to the National Asylum for Disabled Soldiers, substituting that asylum for themselves. The accounts for this $25,000 have
been duly presented, but thus far I am not advised of their payment
into the Treasury.
Sales made at Philadelphia from the Schuylkill arsenal produced the
sum of $510,423.17. Other small sales of materials and of clothing to
officers of the Army for their personal outfit, and some sales to persons
organizing under State laws as uniformed militia or volunteers, carry
the total of the account of sales of clothing and equipage during the
year to $1,861,373.63, of which $1,843,831.40 have already been deposited in the Trea3ury under the law. There is a great loss in these sales.
The original cost to the United States of the old clothing sold during
the year was probably over $10,000,000. It was purchased at war
l)fices, tow·ard the close of the war, but it bad been exposed in transfer
from camp to camp, or from warehouse to warehouse. Some of it was
of inferior material when purcbased. It was impossible to maintain
~luring the pressure of the war-demand the highest standard of quality
1n all cases. \¥hen one contractor failed, it \Yas necessary to make contracts or purchases from another of the best material obtainable, or see
tlle Army of the Republic suffer iu face of the enemy for want of sufficient clothing. The sales made have been principally of this originally
inferior material, or of wool which the moths have attacked and injured,
and of leather which time has injured. The appropriations for this
branch of tl1e Army service for the fiscal year have been $650,000. The
expenditures during the year, including $17,542.23 received by various
officers from sales, and uset"l in the purchase of clothing and equipage,
haYe amounted to $667,529.63. The amount turned. into tlle :Treasury
by the Quartermaster's Department on this account during the year
teing $1,843,831.40, exceeds the expenditures for clothing and equipage
of the Army for the year by $1,17G,302.37.
The old. knapsacks, made of painted. cloth, having become generaJly
unfit for use by chemical decomposition, which rendered the blaek pa1nt
with whi~h they were covered. oft and sticky, I recommended that in
commencmg the manufacture of a new equipment for the Army, the
whole e.quiprnent . hould be re\ised. After study, and discussion, and
c~mpa::1son of models, you determined to adopt, provisionally, the style
of eqmpment recently adopted in the British armv after many year of
t~·ial and experiment. A . this required the manuf'acture of belts, cartrulge-]_)Ouche.-, andlmap. ack and ha\ersacks on entirely new patterns,
I adn.· .d that tbe whole qnipment be made under one department;
a.nd .a· the Ordnance Departm nt ha bad the charge l1eretofore of
malan.',. the hu·~· r part of the l ather equipment of the soldier, that the
mannfactnr' of th · compl t
quipmcnt, includi11g knap. acks hav·r:a ·k~ : ~ ncl <:ant~e11:, :hould h(• trau8ferrccl to tllat Departme11t. This
111 t th · approlm 1011 of tlH~
enel'al of the Army and of yourself, an(l
th_ trn:1. f ~· wa .. onle~· ·c1 by GcJH'r<ll Or<lcr · ~~o. 75, of Dccemb r 26 .
• 1; ot winch a ·opy fo" re<·ortl atcompaui H thi ·report. .2uch articl ·
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of the old equipment in possession of this office as were serviceable,.
and $20,800 of the appropriation for clothing and equipage, were transferred to the Ordnance Department under this arrangement.
The sum of $41,953 from the present fiscal year's appropriation for
clothing and equipage will also be transferred to the Ordnance Department, these being the sums which bad been appropriated by Congress.
upon estimates of this office.
Among tile articles transferred were 1,844 dressed sea.l-skins, which
had l>een purchased in Alaska, and dressed in California for the purpose
of manufacture into knapsacks, before the change was d0termined on.
Congress having appropriated money specially for preservation of
clothing and equipage from moth and mildew, and it being understood
that the process of George A. Cowles & Co. was specially intended,
and that appearing from experiments reported in the Army to be the
one giving most promise of success, a considerable sum has been expended in the preparation of great-coats, uniform-coats, blouses, trousers, and materials by this process. I am not, as yet, fully convinced
that the result will be absolute safety. The first reports were generally
very favorable as to the prevention of moth and mildew, but quite recently observations have been reported of ravages of moths in articles
believed to have been prepared by this fi.rm. It is not, however, yet
absolutely certain that the articles injured were not of those subjected
to some of the other processes which have been tried.
Considering the large quantity of woolen material which is now in
store, and its great value, I have directed that some of it be placed in
a close vessel and the air exhausted by pumps. No living animal can
stuYiYe long the absolute deprivation of air, and if this deprivation of
air will also destroy the vitality of the egg, this process, supplemented
perhaps by tl.te introduction of carbonic acid gas into the receiver when
first opeued, will be a cheap method of treatment of cloths and clothing
in bales and boxes, destroying the moths without the expense of breaking open and handling the separate articles. Carbonic acid is not only
a non-supporter of life, but acts as a poison. I have hopes that by fit-·
ting up proper machinery and apparatus at the arsenal, I may be able
to put an end, at a clwap rate, to the ravages of the moth.
As a vacuum is also a powerful desiccator, t.his process, which is not
expensive, might probably be applied with advantage to grain and
breadstuffs intended for storage, or for shipment on long \oyages.
l\foisture evaporates rapidly when the articles containing it are relieved
from atmospheric pressure, and tlJC weevil and other vermin will be
destroyed by being deprived of air.
During the past year an improYement in the shoes and boots of the
Army has been made by the adoption, as a standard, of those in which
the sole is secured to the upper leather by screwed l>ra~s wire, instead of
wooden pegs or linen thread. Those issued and tried in service have
given great satisfaction.
A new standard bl~nket has also been adopted for the Army. It is
of better material and better workmanship than bus ever before been
furnished to the troops. The old stock ba\ing been finally exhausted,
advantage has l>een taken of the opportunity to improve the standard.
The new one adopted as the standard was made at the Mission 1\Iills,.
San Francisco, California, justly noted for the excellence of their manufacture". The army on the Pacific coast is being supplied with the
manufactLlre of these mills. The contract to make a similar blanket in
the East has been awarded, on pul>lic competition at the Schuylkill
arsenal, to Se,ill Scofield. This blanket costs more than the old one:
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but it is 'Tarmer, softer, aud will be more durable than any heretofore
issued.
A change in the uniform of the Army has been ordered. This will
increase the expenditures for the present fiscal year by the making· up
· o f complete outfit for the troops, not anticipated when the appropriations were made by Congress. Efforts are being made to distribute the
new uniform by the 1st December. JVIost of the material needed is in
the arsenals. The principal expense will be the making up of the gar·
ments, and the purchase of facings and trimmings. A new and better
stanuard stocking has also been adopted.
But few claims on account of clothing and equipage, under the law
of 4th J nly, 1864, are presented.. Seven only, amounting to $8,567 65,
have been received and oisposed of during the year.
Tlle examination of returns of clothing and equipage, though made
more complete under your General Orders No. 7 of 1872, than under for,m er practice, has been kept up to date, and in this branch of the business of the office there are no arrears.
Statements of the quantity of clothing ?und equipage on hand, distributed, sold, lost, and destroyed, and of the proceeds of such sales,
and of the e~peJ?ditures and receipts of the Department on this account,
accompany the report of Major J. D. Bingham, quartermaster, who
has during the past year had charge of this branch of the office, and
also of the settlement of accounts, and of the business in this office relating to the national cemeteries. His detailed reports on these several
.subjects are herewith.
IRON BUNKS.

During the year 8,666 iron bunks were distributed to the troops,
whicll give great satisfaction. They give each soldier a separate and
distinct bell, and conduce both to comfort and health, and are a great
improvement upon the rough wooden two-story bunks heretofore in general use al military posts. The contract for the ensuing year bas been
awarded to the Composite Iron Company, their bunk being the best.
The price is $5, which is the same as last year's price for this bunk.
TRANSPORT.A.TIOX.

The Quartermaster's Department has transported during the year
.54,068 persons, 4,011 animals, principally horses and mules, and
123,083,701 pounds of material.
The regulations concerning transportation of this Department have
been the growth of many years, during which they have undergone
many modifications by general or special orders and instructions. No
single book can now be referred to containing them all in a compact
form. The whole have, during the fiscal ;year, been revised and modified in this office, and tran mitted to the Second Comptroller, whose
duty it ir-;, under the act of 3d March, 1817, to report to the Secretary of
War tbe oflicia~ form for disbur iug the appropriations of the Army,
and for . tating tlw account. of its officers. \Vhen returned they will
be. nbmitt d to you for action . Some conci e collection of these rules
or cu ·tow: of en-ice i much needed for constant reference aud conultatiou \en of offi er · of exp rience, and Htill more for the in tructi n of y uu ofli · r.· nl ring for the fir:t time upon duties a acting
a.·. i:tant quarterma:ter:.
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RailToacl transportat·ion.
Number of persons moved by railroad, 24,567; number of animals
moved by railroad, 3,636; freigllt," 52,850,235 pounds, or 26,000 tons.
So far as yet reported, disbursing officers of the Quartermaster's Department, at various points, have paid, unring the year, on account of
railroad service, $411,599.08, and in this office there have been examined
and transmitted to the Treasury, for settlement and payment, accounts
for railroad service to the amount of $1,157,764.72; making a total expended by officers, and referred for settlement through the Treasury for
railroad transportation, $1,5G9,363.80, of which amount the sum of about
$1,300,000 was on account of service for the fiscal year.
The moYement oyer the Pacific Hailroads has been :
Per·sons.

Union Pacific Railroad. _____ . __ . _.. _.... _.............. _..... .
Central Pacific, of California. __ ............................. .
Kansas Pacific .. __ .... __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..................... .
Sioux City and Pacific .. ____ .. _.... _ . _____ ... _...... ___ . ___ ..
Total on Pacific Railroads._.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
or 1.>:!,813 tons.

Material iu
pounds.

J,939
243

14,501,918
5, 111,980
16,858,340
1,155,306

9, 320

37,627,544

3,645
1, 49:)

The earnings of the Pacific Hailroads, settled during the year, by
payment of 50 per cent. in cash at the Treasury, and the retention and
application of 50 per cent. to the repayment of interest on the bonds
of the United States issued to these railroads, amount to:
Union Pacific Railroad Company ... __ .. _. __ .... . _. _...... _. _ ......... .
Kansas Pacific Railroad Company .....................•......... _.... .
Central Pacific Railroad Company .................................... .
·western Pacific Railroad Company ................................... .
Sioux City and Pacific Railroad Compauy ............................ .

$:199, 193
166,113
229,111
64
6, :)73

72
20
75
50
83

Total ........ _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

800, 857 00

Last year the settlements with these roads aggregated.................

$767,047 99

A table of ]and-grant railroads, belieyed to be complete, has, with
much difficulty and after long research, been compiled and printed. A
copy accompanies this report.
Congress has granted lands to various companies upon various
couditions. Some of the grants are on condition that the railroads shall
remain public highways for the use of the GoYernment of the United
States~ free from toll or other charges upon the transportation of any
property or troops of the United States. In settling vdth these roads
33! per cent. is deducted from tbe ordinary freight tariff rates; in other
cases the condition of the grant is such that the property and troops of
the United States are to be at all times transported over the roads at
the cost, cha.r ges, and expense of the companies owning or operating
them. To these roads 110 payments are made for transportation.
lVagon and stage tnmsporta,tion.
Number of pas engers, 9,391; pounds of freight, 27,682,352, m· 13,841
The cost, so far as reported, has l>een $1,127 ,801.88, of which all
but $77,mn.12 has bee11 paid by dif;bursiug officers of this Department.
The latter sum "·as settled through the accounting officers of the
Trea. ury, on reference from this office.
ton~.
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The serYice is performed under contracts with the chief quartermasters
of the Yarious military divisions and departments, made under the
supervision of department and division commanders. Some of the more
im11ortant contracts are submitted before conclusion, for consideration
of the Secretary of War.
·
'rhe rates of land transportation have not changed materially since
last annual report. On Route No. 2, from points on the railroa.ds to
any points in the State of Kansas and Territories of Colorado, New
1\Iexico and Arizona, and to such points of the Indian Territory an<l
State of Texas as are north of the Red River and west of the ninetyseventh meridian, the price has been reduced from $1.21 to $1.17~ per
100 pounds per 100 miles. On Route No.4, in Minnesota and Dakota,
the price has been reduced from $1.27 to $1.23. In Montana, from
$1.57 ~ to $1.05.
The rates for supplying :Fort Sill, Indian Territory, and Forts Richardson and Griffin, Texas, from Saint Louis, have increased. In 1870-'71
the rates were, to .Fort Sill, $3.70; Fort Richardson, $4.70; Fort Griffin,
$5.70. In 1871-'72 they have been $3.93, $5.72, and $6.82, respectively.
The expenditure for stage transportation during the J-'ear was
$48,975.84.
TVate1· transportation.
Four schooners, one sloop, one sail-boat, two fiat-boats, eleYeri steamers,
one propeller, and oue barge ha,~e been under charter as transports at a
cost of $34,014.02.
One steam-launch, one flat-boat, one barge, one propeller, and two
schooners, owned by the United States, Lave been employed at a, cost of
$35,259.01.
The total mOVt'ment by wa,ter has been 27,110 persons, 375 animals,
and 42,551,114 pounds, or 21,~75 tons of freight, at a cost of $626,373.52.
A steam-launcll, 50 feet long, 12 feet beam, and 4 feet de.ep, with a
cylinder of 10-inch diameter and 10-inch stroke, was built by :Messrs.
Pusey, Jones & Co., of Wilmington, Delaware, for the Department, to be
used as a tender and transport for Fort Pulaski, Savanmth l~iver. Her
purchase is iuclmled in the aboYe. She keepl:i up the communication
between the fort and tlJC city, transports mails, passengers, and provisions, and tows a barge loaded with stores. Her ordinary speed is, with
the tide, 11.47 miles, against the tide, G miles per hour. She cost $7,000,
and the expense of running her is $137 per month. Her usefulness in
keeping up communication, sadng the wear and tear of life of soldiers,
formerly exposed in a row-boat to se,-ere toil under a bot suu, in a most
malarious region, is very great. 'Ihero are otller military posts at which
similar boat~-1 would be verv useful.
·
For transportation by ,~·.-ater in the Di\Tision of the Pacific during the
year, officen; haYo paid , '3GJ ,OS8.8H. l"or steamboat transportation in
the DiYiHion of tll ~ .Jii.·. ouri they baYe paid 8156,810.25, most of which
was paicl nuder contract for mon~ment of troops and supplies bct~reen
Sioux: City awl point: on the Upp r 1\Ih;.'ouri. ....\bout oue-fonrth of tho
aboYe ,,a . paid for serYice at other points on the "\Yestern ri,·ers in the
Di,·i.·ion of thL· .Jli:souri. In the DiYi~ion of the Atlantic there has
been pai<l f<ll' trau .. portation b ' ·w ater . ·;JL ,21 :J.:n.

R ecrcpitulatior1- of

r..tpr:nd itures

c1urinr; fiscal year

on

account of trans-

JJOrtation.
_\monlltpa~d 011 acconntC!f.railroacl transportation. _____ -··-·· _______ .-·I,:WO,OOO

Amoun paul on accouut ot water trun:portation _____ , ·--- ______ ---· __

li:W,

0

:li:~ !j~
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Amount pail1 on acconnt hf stage transportation.............. .. . . .. . . .
$48,075 84
Alllount paid on acconnt of \Yagon tra.nsport.atiou .. .......•...... . ..... 1,100,000 00
Amonnt paid on account of purchase of transportation animals, purchase
and repair of army aud spring wngons, and carts, harness, &c., hire
of tea.ms ters, wharfage, tolls, &.c............................... . ....
924,650 64
Amount of appropriation ........................ . .•....... . .. . . 4, 000, 000 00
1\'IOVEMENTS OF TROOPS.

The principal rnoYements of tmops during· the year have been the
trausfer of the Eighth Infantry from the sea-board at New York to the
Departments of the Platte and Dakota in the valleys of the Mississippi
Hll(l Missonri; of the Sixth In fan tr.v from the Department of tlw l\Iis~ouri
to that of Dakota; of the Twenty-first Infantry from Arizona to the Department of Colnm bia, exchanging stations with the Twenty-third, which
moved from the Columbia to the Colorado and Gila; of the Fift,h Oav~~lry fi.'om the Department of the Platte to Arizona; and of the third
from Arizona to occupy the stations in the Department of the Platte
Yacated by the Fifth. l\fany other local changes of station have been
carried out during the year 7 but these were the most considerable.
MILITARY BUILDINGS.

BcoTacks and qzta.rters.
During the year ninety-five new buildings have been authorized.
They include barracks, officers' quarters, stables, store-houses, gnarcl110nses, &c. Tlwy are at military posts in fourteen States, viz: 1\fnine,
:New York, 1\:far:yland, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Ken tueky, Tennessee, Louishma, Texas, Illinois, Kansas 7 Nebraska, ami
California.; and in seyen Territorie~, viz: Colorado, Dakota, Montana,
New Mexico, U t~th, Arizona, awl the Indian Territory. Their estimated
cost was $24:0.853.
'
Wharves.
Authority was giYen for construction and repair of wharves to the
amount uf $14,903.
Repairs.
"Gpon special estimates submitted to the Secretary of War authority
lws bren given to make repairs, alterat.iolls, &c., of public buihlings at
the vnrions military posts to the amount of $92,948. These fxpenditnres, under tll ese special authorizations, were distributed as follows:
Dt>partment of the :Missonri. .............•.......•................ . ....
Department of th e Platte _..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
Dop:ntmcnt of Dakota ..................................... _. _.. __ ... .

l>epartment of the East .............. _......... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l>epartment. of the Lakes..............................................
JJepartmeut of the Sonth .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .•
D1·p:n'tment ofTexas ..................................................
Ikpartm<·nt of tlw Gnlf. ..................................... _....... _.
Dt>partm<'nt of C:tliforuia.... ... . .... .. .... .... .... ...... .... .... .. ....
Departmc:nt of Arizonn ................. _................ _. _...... _.. ..
Departmcut of ColuruLht . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

$58,119 00
10, ;~:10 00
111, 4!"";0 00
78, f-9o 00
200 00
2n, 41'6 00
Gr3,0<10 on
Ul Hi2 00
;wo 00
;3, 000 00
~' 000 00

r,;

T.he whole appropriation for barracks and qnartm·s has been expen<led
dllnug- the .Year. Unl'l'ent small repairs at the mjlitary posts, mH.l con-
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struction of huts at camps taken up temporarily in the exigendt>s ·of
military sen.,.ice, with rents, hire of mechanics, and other incidental
expenses attending the care and preservation of several thousand hnildings occupied by the Army, absorb a large part of the appropriatiou
whose application has not yet been analyzed in detail.
New posts.

On 13th February, 1872, the Lieutenant-General commanding Military Division of the Missouri, was authorized to establish a new post for
four or five companies near Beaver City, Utah, and application W<lS
made to Congress on 6th May, 1872, for a special appropriation of
$120,000 to erect the necessary buildings. No appropriation was made
by Congress.
On the 6th April, 1872, the establishment of a new post for two companies, at or near the crossing of the Missouri River by the Northern
Pacific Railroad, was authorized and is now under construction. At
the same time orders were given to make Fort Buford, in course of construction, a six instead of a ten company post.
.·
Since the close of the fiscal year the construction of two new posts in
Arizona, one at or near Tucson, and one near the mouth of the San
Carlos River, has been authorized. These posts are for four companies
each, and to them the troops are to be removed from Camp Crittenden
and from Camp Grant, a very unhealthy locality, with old and worn-out
huts.
Other new posts have been authorized, since the close of the fiscal
year, at Otter Crossing, James Hiver, crossing of the Northern Pacific
Railroad, and Camp Tularosa; also extensive reconstruction at Fort
Bayard, New Mex.ico; Fort Clark, Texas; Camp Douglas, Utah; Camp
Independence, California, destroyed by an earthquake; and at Camp
Supply, Indian Territory. The estimates for most of these works were
larger than the amount which, with the appropriation, could be suppli~d,
and the expenditures authorized have been limited in accordance w1tll
the appropriation law.
Bu·ildings sold.

Fifty-three huildings have been sold during the year, upon authority
of the Secretary of War.
Property given up ..

Under the act of 2d May, 1872, the wharf property in the city of New
Orleans has been relinquished and transfened to the city authorities.
Hospital buildings.

Construction, repairs, and alteration of hospital buildings during the
year have been authorized by the Secretary of War, as follows: Fort
Conch?, Texas, $350; J!ort ~cKavitt, Texas, $13,000 ; Savannah,
Georgm, _$3,888; Fort Sill, Indian Territory, $10,000; Fort Stanton,
New :Mexico, $500 ~_!ort Reyn?lds, Colorado Territory, $890.37; Leban~n, ~entucky, llo; Fort Hiley, Kansas, $1,213.25; Haleigh, North
Carolina, $202.67; Fort Adams, Hhode Island, $318.26 · Nashville Tennes ee, 8501; Chicago, Illinojs, 8160; Fort Hamilton,'New York' Harbor, '178.80; Fort Foote, Maryland, $83.25; Fort Wasllingtou, 1\Iary-
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and, $465; Fort Whipple, Virginia, $450; Fort Wadsworth, New Y
Harbor, $1,075; Fort Da\ is, Texas, $277.25; Jackson Barracks, Louisi-ana, $1,006.52; Fort Riley, Kansas, $2,614.59; Fort Johnson, N ort,h
Carolina, $171.62; -total, $37,520 ..58.
Jeffersonville depot.

The work of construction of fire-proof warelwuses for storage of Government property at Jeffersonville, Indiana, is to be completed by the
middle of October. These warehouses h~tve been arranged in the form
of a hollow square, located upon ground given to the United States for
the purpose by the cHy of Jefferson ville. They are of brick, one story
high, except the office-room, which is placed over the main entrance.
The building is 52 feet 8 inches wide, and surrounds a court-yard
which is 696 feet square. The exterior and interior fronts are alike,
except in extent, the interior fronts being each 696 feet, and the exterior
801 feet 4 inches in length.
The architectute is plain, consisting of arches and piers, with pibsters of the Tuscan order, an executed in brick-work. The roof is of
slate. The floor is paved with brick, grouted with cement, so as to be
proof against vermin.
There are no openings, doors, or windows in the exterior wall, except
in the center of one of the fronts where the entrance to the court vard
is placed, and over which is the office. At this entrance provision" will
be made for the entrance of railroad cars, as well aR of Army wagons.
The building is divided by brick fire-walls into rooms of about 68 by
50 feet. These fire-walls go through the roof, and in case of fire originating among the stores in any one warehouse, would prevent its communication to those adjoining.
The arches in the outer walls are blind arches closed with brick-work.
Those in the interior walls facing the court-yard are closed by hinged
doors, to be opened at will for light, ventilation, and communication.
As a precaution against fire a steam-engine and pumps used in the
old wooden buildings, now abandoned, have been erected in the center
of the court at the base of a tower of 100 feet in height, in which, at.
the height of 70 feet, is a watchman's room, from which every door in
the warehouse is visible. Above the watchman's room is a tank containing a supply of water, with a head of 90 feet, to be used in case of
need until steam is raised in the engine-boilers.
The building contains 150,000 square feet of warehouse floor, or very
nearly 3~ acres. Its storage capacity is about 2, 700,000 cubic feet. It
incloses 14~ acres within its outer wa11s, and the court-yard contains 1'1;!
acres. It is plainly and substantially built, and being constructed,,
under contracts, now nearly completed, and for the amount of the original appropriation, which will not be exceeded, its cost will be $150,000,
which is at the rate of $1 per square foot of warehouse floor, or
cents
per cubic foot of storage room.
The result is creditable to Captain Hoyt, assistant quartermaster,
under whose immedia.te supervision the work has been constructed;
upon plans which I bad the honor to submit to the Secretar3r, and which
met his approval.
Its completion will place in safety a very large quantity and value of.
military material. The saving in expenses of watchmen and of provi·sionl
of fire-engines and fire organization necessary in the old wooden· buildings heretofore occupied, will be sufficient in a few years to pay for tile
whole cost of the warehouses.
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Depot at San Antonio, Texas.
Dif-ficulties and mistakes in the conveyance to the United States of a
site for this depot, postponed the making of contracts for its erection
until the act of 18th May, 1872, making appropriations for deficiencies,
went into operation. As the buildings were to be of permauent construction, the money set aside for their erection has been returned to tlle
Treasury.
The city of San Antonio has giYen to the United States a suitable
site. Good store-houses for the depot at San Antouio are very desirable,
and wonld, in a few yenrs, save in rents~ by dispensing with the use of
hired bnildiugs in that city, the $100,000 which \Tere de,~otecl to their
construction.
I trust that Congress will see fit to re-appropriate the money 110w
returned to the Treasury, and to authorize the construction of a suitable
depot at this central station.
lt will be many years before the frontier line of posts in Texas, to
which San Antonio is the natural central distributing depot, can be
abandoned.
Plans of military posts and buildings.
Tbe rude and temporary character of the buildings or huts erecte~l
hastily in the wildemess for the shelter of troops sent to occupy pmntions far from all markets and settlements, ltas led officers, in many
cases, to neglect sending to the War Department full and intelligible
plans of posts long occupied. I haYe COJlstantly endeavored to remedy
this defect in the records of thi~ office, and have now, I bE>lieYe, :-;uc-.
ceeded in completiug a set of plans for every military post. Ma!ly of
them are rude as the buildiugs they often represent, but they are mtelligible, and, in all uew constructions authorized, care is now taken to
preserve true and accurate copies of all plans which the Secretary has
approved. These plans are Yery necessary to enable tbe War ~epart
ment to det<:'rmine upon questions of additions, repairs, and estimates
of coRt constantly presented for its action.
Standard plans for temporary barracks ~mel quarters at military posts
in the West haYe been prepared aml distributed. Uopies thereof are
submitted with this report.
EXPLORING EXPEDITIONS.

The expedition into Nevada and Arizona, under command of Lieutenant George M. ~'heeler, of the Corps of Engineers, was supplied with
tnmsportation, animals, forHge, and miscellaneous stores by this Department, aud, under your instructions, sales of necessary small-stores to
the ciYilian members of the expedition were authorized.
The geological stuYey of the fortieth par81lel, under Clarence King,
geologiHt, was, under like authority, proYided with means of trausportatiou and. furnished with such other necessary articles of outfit as this
Department ordinarily provides for the troops.
lXDEllTED RAILROADS.

During the past fi. cal year the balance due from railroads inclehted
to tile United • tates for JHu·chn::;es of railroad matel'ial at the doRt' of
the \Yar~ has iucreased h,y accruing in~erest and expenses, exceediug the
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payments made by the snm of $10,091.90. The balance of this debt,
on J nne 30, 1871, was $4,734,442.43. The total collections <luring the
y<-1ar were $138,132.75.
There are filed in this office claims for credits, on the part o:f certain
indebted railroad companies, for serdees of military transportation
which, when finally settled, will probably amount to about $170,000,
and some $60~000 due for mail service are also applicable, though uot yet
applied to the reduetion of this debt.
Two roads, the Memphis and Ohio and the vVashington, Alexandr-ia
and Georgetown Hailroad, extinguished their debt, during tlle year, by
payment of $12,415.57.
Eight roads, viz: the Alex::1ndria, Loudon and Hamp~bire, the East
Tennessee and Virginia, the Knoxville alHl Kentucky, the 1\tfississippi
and Tennessee, the Nashville and Cllattauooga, the New Orlenns and
Ohio, the Pacific Railroad of Missouri, awl the Selma, Rome, and
Dalton, l1ave reduced their iudebtedness, ba,ving paid during the ;year
the sum of $84,891.71.
There are ten companies whose indebtedness has. through accumulation of interest, increased during the year, notwithstanding the payment, by them, of the aggregate sum of $84,294.91.
Por details of these accounts I refer to the tabular statement which
accompanies this report.
The act of 3d March, 1871, (16 Statutes, chapter 109, pa,ge 473,) empowered the Secretary of War to compromise suits brought against
eertain railroads· on account of the bonds given by them under Executive orders to secure payment for railroad supplies sold to them at the
close of the war.
The suits against the East Tennessee and Virginia, and the East
Tennessee aud Georgia Hailroads, now consolidated and forming the
East 'rennessee, Virginia and Georgia Hailroad, have been compromised for the sum of $195,000, to be paid $5,000 cash, $D5,0UO in
ten, and $95,000 in fifteen years ti'om January 1, 1872, with interest,
payabl-e annually, on the 1st day of January of each year, at the rate of
four per cent. per annum, to be mTidenced by two bonds of said companies to the United States for Raid sums, wHh interest coupons annexed,
payment secured by a mortgage upon all the property, rights, and income, and by the lien of a decree to be entered in said cases, to be enforced by execution and sale in ease of default.
The suit against the Na,shville and Decatur Hailroad Company is
under consideration of the War Department, and in a fair way toward
a satisfactory compromise.
In the suits against the Nashville and Northwestern, the Mc~finnville
and lVIancllester, and the Knoxville and Ke11tucky Railroad Companies
no progress is reported.
T~e Alabama and Chattanooga Company has been sold under proceedmgs in bankruptcy in the district court of the United States for the
mid<lle district of Alabama, the purchaser being the State of Alabama,
at the pri('e of $312;000.
.
The claim of the United States has been- filed with the register in
?ankru.ptcy, and its validity and justness recognized by the State. It
IS promised by the u nlted States district attorney that the claim will ue
settled· this fall.
In. the suit against ~he New Orleans and Ohio RaHroad Company,
pendmg, as I reported, In the Supreme Court of the United States at
the date of my last annual report, decision has been rendered in favor
of the United States, and tlle stun of $10,D4G.47, being tlle value of the
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property upon which the United States retained a lien, has been paid
and deposited in the Treasury of the United States. ·~rhere remains a
balance of $25,529.17 unpaid, and the company being bankrupt, the
road sold under the first and second mortgages, and all legal measures
exhausted, there is no prospect of its recovery.
The 1\iobile and Ohio Railroad has filed accounts which, ·with its unpaid posta.ge dues, are nearly, if uot quite, sufficient to liquidate its
debt to the Quartermaster's Department.
·
.
The claim against the Alabama and Florida Railroad Company, being
for repairs to the road by the United States in 1865, being disputed by
the company and appeal being taken by them to the accounting officers
of the Treasury, these officers have differed with the Quartermaster
General, and made an award in favor of the railroad company, which
is now under consideration by the War Department.
The :Mississippi, Gainesville and Tuscaloosa Railroad has been sold
under its first mortgage to the Mobile and Ohio, and the Mobile and
Ohio resists the payment of the debt of the former road. Prior to sale,
such of the property purchased from the United States as had not been
worn out and consumed was restored to possession of the United States,
and reali),';ed, when sold, the sum of $2,299, received awl devosited to
credit of Trea~mrer of the United States. About $40,069.72 remain unP~Iid. Postal dues, properly applicable to rednction of this debt, are not
applied to it, because the present owners of the road refuse to assent to
such application.
During the :fii::lcal year, the Quartermaster's Department collected
in money and postal dues from the indebted railroads, the sum of
$118,294.47, all of which bas been deposited to credit of the Treasurer of
the United. States on account of appropriations prior to July, 1870, and
credited also upon the account of indebtedness of these railroads.
CLAIMS.

The act of 4th July, 1864, imposes upon the Quartermaster-General
the duty of examining all claims for quartermaster's stores taken and
used by the Army during the war and not paid for, in certain districts,
and if convinced of their justice and of the loyalty of the claimant, and
that they were used by the Army, then of referring them to tile Tllird
Auditor, with recommendation for settlement. Tile force at the uisposal of this office has not enabled me to dispose of these claims as
rapidly as is desirable.
During tlle fiscal year 665 such claims have been referred to the Tllird
Auditor, with recommendation for tlleallowance of $367 ,10~.72. The
claimants llad stated their claims at $777,337.67. Tlley were reduced
$±10,234.95, more than 50 per cent., by the examination of this office anu
its ageuts, who visit the locality of all important claims and there ex.amiue into the facts before reporting- upon them. Two hundred and
seventy-four such claims, stated at $396,100.75, haYe, on examinatiou,
heen rt>jetted. At the close of the year there remained 011 tile 10,351
claims UIHler this law, stated at S6,837,006.5G.
Ill iscellaneous claims.

Two thonsanu three hundred and forty-six miscellaneous claims, stated
at 8.:>38,38~ .22, were examinPd iu thiB office during the year ancl referred
to the proper officers for settlement at $.JOG,330.71. Three hundred and
twelYe claim , stated at 810 ',GG8.2U, llaYe been rejected.
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There remained in the office at the close of the fiscal year 14,485 miscellaneous claims, stated at $7,558,791.75. At the beginning of the fiscal
year, the number in the office was 14,585, stated at $7,457,183.82.
· The number and amount of these miscellaneous claims settled during
the year are but little greater than the amount of the new claims filed
during the same period.
Since 1861, the commencement of the war, there have been filed in
this office 66_,096 miscellaneous claim.s, stated at $34,919,569.08 ..
Accounts and cla.i ms for trc(;nsportation.

During the year 325 accounts for transportation have been examined
in this office and transmitted to disbursing officers or to the accounting
officers of the Treasury for settlement, amounting to $803,171.26; also
538 claims or accounts for transportation, amounting, as allowed here, to
$4:71,998.87, and 170 such claims, stated at $1,911,722.36, have been
rejected.
There remained in the office, not finally acted on, at end of the fiscal
year, 22 transportation-accounts, $2,587.43, and 134 claims on account
of transportation, stated at $275,057.02.
NA'l'IONAL CEMETERIES.

There are 74 national milit.ary cemeteries, of which all but one, that
at Antietam battle-field, are under the management of this Department.
They contain the remains of 317,962 persons, of whom 170,162 are known
and 147,800 are not identified.
During the year four bodies have been removed by friends, and one
hundred and sixteen have been discovered, taken up, and interred in
national cemeteries. These change the total reported last year.
The appropriation for the establishment and care of these cemeteries
for the fiscal year was $200,000, to which may be added $50,000, appropriated in the deficiency bill in May, 1872, just before the close of the
fiscal year .
.Stone walls have bee_n erected or begun during the year to inclose the
following: Annapolis, Maryland; Na,shville and Stone River, Tennessee; Marietta, Georgia; City Point, Virginia; Jefferson City and
Springfield, Missouri; Salisbury, North Carolina, and Beverly, New
Jersey. Brick walls have been erected at Corinth and Natchez, J\1ississippi, and at Camp Butler, Illinois.
Permanent lodges have been erected or are now erecting at Culpeper
anu Hampton, Virginia; Newberne and Wilmington, North Carolina;
Nashville and Stone Hi ver, Tennessee; Corinth, Mississippi, and J efferson Uity, Missouri.
Uoping has been contracted for at certain cemeteries where walls had
been originally erected without finished coping.
~he expenses have been :
For i nclosnres and gateR, aud for walls, six aud a quarter miles in alL._. $106, 994 01

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: m
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Repairs ____ . _. _..... _... __ .... __ •.. _______ . ____________ __. . ____ . ____ • _ 23, 361 25
:Miscellaneous - ................... _.•. __ .·. _. ____ . _. _. ___ . ____ .. ____ ____
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Total ...••......... _..... ____ . ___ . __ . _. _______ . ____ . ___________ _ 250,000 00
=============

Permanent lodges are still needed at eleven national cemeteries, viz:
Audersouville, Georgia; Brownsville, Texas; Camp Nelson: Kentucky;
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Fayetteville, Arkansas; Beaufort, South Carolina; li'ort Gibson, Indian
Territory; Fort Le.avenworth aud Fort Scott, Kansas; GraJtou, "\Ve::;t
Virginia; Knoxville and Pittsburgh Landing, Tennessee.
Permanent inclosures are needed at sixteen: They are Audersonville,
Georgia; Culpeper, Fort Harrison, aud Fredericksburgh, Virginia;
Fayetteville aud Fort Smith, Arkansas; Fort Gibson, Indian Territory;
Fort Leavenworth and 1.1'ort Scott, Kansas; Lexingtou, Kentucky; Mound
Uity, Illinois; Whitehall, (Bristol,) Pennsylvania; Grafton, \Vest Virginia; Memphis, Tennessee; Chalmette, (New Orleans,) LouisiatJa, :HHl
Vicks burgh, Mississippi. rrhe estimated cost of these works is $:347,000.
The Gettysburgh national cemetery, constructed with the aid of the
\Var Department, by State action, lias been transferred to the custol~Y
of the vVa.r Department, under the act of the legislature of Pennsylvama
of 14th April, 1868, and the resolution of Col:lgress of 1±th July, lt$70.
The transfer was made on 18th April, 1872.
The Antietam Cemetery bas not been transferred to the War Department.
The gateway to the Arlington Cemetery remains unfiuishe<l, though
nearly complete. The contractor having failed, the work will be finisLed
by the United. States. A contract has been made for a simila.r gateway
at the Nashville Cemetery, to be constructed of stone fi'om that region
of country.
Advertisements and notices have been published, inviting proposals
for marking all the graves with head-stones, as req nired by the la\Y of
8th June, 1872. The bids will be opened on the 12th October, in this cit,y,
and the award made by the Secretary of vVar, as required by tbe law.
The appropriation of $200,000, made by Congress to carry thi:-.; !aw
into effect, cannot be sufficient to erect hea<l-stoues at 300,000 graves.
Twenty-six volumes of the Roll of Honor, lists of soldiers interred by
the United States, have been published. Volumes 27 and 28, tbe latter
a new aud revised. edition of the lists in volumes 1 an<14, and containing
a record of 21,192 graves, are now in the hands of the priuter, and volume
2!) is in course of preparation.
The superintendents of national cemeteries have been classified as
directed by the law of 18th .May, 1872, with reference to the iUJportauce
of tlwir duties.
Superintendents are required at sixty-two cemeteries. Ten were appointed during the year, four resigned, two died, two were di~charged,
and. fifty-nine were on duty at the close of the year.
The cemeteries have been kept iu good order, and the work upon them
during the year is believed. to have been generally faithfully and
economically done.
Some contractors have been careless in the quality of their masonry,
and their work will need some repair and improvement. The system
of competition and contraet with the lowest bidder, H'(lnired by htw, is
economical, and on the \Yhole the best, but it is not always possible on
work so widely scattered, and sometimes taken at insufficient prices, to
secure as perfect workmanship as is d.el:lired.
FINANCE AND INSPECTION.

The labor of the branch of this office charged with the examination of
e timates and requests for funds, and of remittances anct. of depo1-1its,
]ms beeu_ increase<~ by late legislation, which requirel-l, iu all remittanceB,
~10re .· tnf~t attentwn to tlie several special appropriatious than heretofore.
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The weekly reports of officers, showing the balances in their hands
and the places of their deposit, are examined in this branch and compared with the statements of the Treasurer. of the United States of the
balances appearing by reports of the depositaries.
All reports of inspection of property for condemnation and sa1e are
examined in this branch of the office. The receipt and distribution of
orders and general letters are in its charge.
During the year 62,500 copies of orders have been sent out, 4,DOO drculars or general letters, 2,300 copies of the Roll of Honor, and D20 Juiscellaneous papers, besides the ordinary correspondence upon the financial business of the Department.
During the winter of 1871-'72, under your instructions, I pm$SCd
o-ver the Pacific Hailroad and the routes of transportation into Arizona.
From San Frandsco I 'ivent by steamer to San Diego and tllence rode
across the Coast Range and the Colorado Desert to the Colorado Hi H'r
at Fort Yuma. I ascended the Gila Valley for a few miles, aud,
descending the Colorado to its mouth, returned ~o San Francisco by
the steamer Newbern. This steamer was originally sent to the Pacific,
b;y this Department, as a transport, to supply the troops in Alaska.
On the withdrawal of tile greater part of these troops and the estflblishment of private commercial lines of communication to Alaska, slle
was sold, and her purchasers have put her on the ronte betw·eeu Sau
Francisco and the head of the G nlf of California. She is met at the
mouth of the Colorado by light-draught stern-wheel steamers belonging
to the Colorado Steam Navigation Company, which transfer her freight
and passengers to Yuma, Depot at Arizona City, opposite Fort Ynwa,
and which, in the intervals of the monthly trips of the Newbern, can,y
freight and passengers as high up the Colorado as Fort l\fohaYe. 'This
line is a great ad vantage to the military service in Arizona. Troops
arriving by the Newbern~ after a sea-voyage of some ten days, are in
better condition than those who have undergone the toHsome march of
two lnmdred miles across the Colorado Desert, and those leaYing
Arizona, exhausted by its heat and aridity, fiud a grateful restorati\Te in
tl1e sea-voyage along the coast of the Gulf of California and the Pacific.
The rates of freight are bigh-everything is costly in these desert
regions-but the saving to the United States in the transportatio11 of
supplies for the 2,500 troops who, in Arizona, keep the Indians in
check, and enable the citizens of the United States to pursue their
avocations in comparative, though, I regret to say, by no means in
entire safety, is -ve1·y considerable.
It is impossible to convey to any one, who bas not himself traYeled
in a sandy, stony, and rocky desert, any clear idea of the desolation of
the regions through whieh the Lower Colorado and Gila flow. They
are a true Sahara. The beat is i11tentse; daily for some moHths it
rises above 100° Fahrenheit in the shade. Haiu is almost unknown.
The common sayiug, when I visit<-'d the country in the spring of 187~,
was that it had 110t rained for three years. This was not literally true,
for the meteorological records at Fort Yuma show occasional showers,
anu sometimes they are ~eYere; but they last but a short time. 'I' here
is no rainy season,. and the general character of the country and climate
is that of extreme sterility, caused by the absence of moisture. In tile
valleys of the GiJa, and Colorado, a moderate breadth of bottom-land is
capable of inigation and cultivation, but the generally forbiddi11g
aspect of the country, the danger of robben' and murder from the
roving bands of saYflges all(l of Mexieans, wb'o cro~s tb.e border from
Sonora, have prevented any large settlements growing up on the lower
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course of these rivers. Most of the people who live there depend upon
the business of transportation of supplies to the Army and to the mines
for their support, and were the Army withdrawn the settlers woul<l
qui{j that portion of the country. It is a most expensive country in whicll
to conduct military operations and to maintain an army, but it is full
of the precious metals. It is occupied by a small population, partly
natives and partly emigrants from the East, all of whom the United
States is bound, by its treaties with Mexico, from whom we acquired tlte
country, and by our obligations to our own citizens, miners, and farmers,
to' protect. The country too embraces one of the routes for the transcontinental railroad below the line of deep snow, and the construction
of that railroad will be the best and speediest and least costly mode of
protecting the inhabitants from the Indians and Mexicans.
The officers who have been on duty in this office during the fiscal
year are Colonel Robert Allen, assistant quartermaster-general, in
charge of finance, of reports of inspection, of boards of survey, of estimates for funds, of general orders, and special oruers.
Major J. :Q. Bingham, quartermaster, in charge of clothing, camp and
garrison equipage, examination of accounts of officers making returns
and reports of money aud property, and of all the business connected
with the national cemeteries.
M:::tjor M. I. Ludington, quartermaster, in charge of business relating
to supplies of the Army, regular and miscellaneous, except clothin.£?·,
camp and garrison equipage; of transportation of the Army and of
its supplies, and of all claims growing on t of such service and supplies ;
of the business relating to indebted railroads; to telegraphs; of barracks and quarters and hospitals and other military buildings; and. of
all claims for individual allowances, and of the records of this office.
I am indebted to these officers for assiduous attention to the dnties
with which they have been charged and for valuable assistance.
The most important otller posts of the Quartermaster's Department
have been filled byColonel D. H. Rucker, who has been on .duty as chief quartermaster
Division of the Missouri, Chicago, Illinois.
Colonel Rufus Ingalls has been chief quarterm:::tster, Department of
the East, and in charge of gener:al depot of the Qtlartermaster's Department at New York City.
Colonel L. C. Easton, assi~tant quartermaster-general, chief quartermaster Department of the Missouri to May 27, 1872, when he was transferred to Phil:::tdelphia to relieve Colonel Stewart Van Vliet.
Colonel Stewart Van Vliet, assistant quartermaster-general, chief
quarterm aster Military Division of the Atlantic, and in charge of the
general depot at Philadelpllia and of Schuykill al'senal until June 1,
1872, when r elieved by Colonel L. C. Easton. Colonel Van Vliet is now
on leav-e of absence and nuder orders for dntv at Fort Leavenworth as
chief quarterm aster D epartment of the Missouri.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. C. McFerran, chief quartermaster Military
Divi. ion and Department of th e Sonth. who died on the 25th April, 1t;72,
to the great loss of this Department. '
Lieuteuant-Oolonel S. B. llolabinl, chief quartermaRter Department
of Dakota to April 30, 1872, and from June G, 1872 chief quartermaster
D epartm ent of Texas.
'
Li eutP na nt 'olouel R. 0. Tyler, chief quartermaster Military Division
of tlw Pacific .
.I-~i <• t_t tr n at J t· ~ olon el C. II. TorJ?_pkin~, chief qnartermaRter Department
of ... nzona to D eeml>er .W, 18 t1, when relievefl by l\Iajor J. J. Dana,
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and from May 1 chief quartermaster Department of Dakota, at Saint
Paul, Minnesota.
Lieutenant-Colonel .Tames A. Ekin, chief quartermaster Department
of Texas, San Antonio, to April 26, 1872, and from May 8, 1872, chief
quartermaster Department of the South, at Louisville, Kentucky.
Lieutenant-Colonel H. C. Ransom, chief quartermaster District of
l\Ioutana, at Fort Shaw.
I_jieutenaut-Colonel A. R. Eddy, chief quartermaster Department of
the South to January 31, 1872, when relieved by Lieutenant-Colonel J.
U. M(~Ferran; from February 3 to May 11, 1872, chief quartermaster Department of the Gulf; from June 1 on duty at the Philadelphia depot.
Lieutenant-Colonel Rufus Saxton, chief quartermaster DepartmeDt of
t-Ile Columbia, Portland, Oregon.
Major A. J. Perry, chief quartermaster Department of the Platte,
Omaha, Nebraska.
M::ljor H. U. Hodges, Schuylkill arsenal, and chief quartermaster
third district, Department of the East, Philadelphia.
lVIajor 0. G. Sawtelle, chief quartermaster Department of California,
San Francisco.
MajorJ.J. Dana, chief quartermaster Department of the Lakes, Detroit,
Michigan, to October 31, 1871; from December 29, 1871, chief quartermaster Department of ArizoDa, at Prescott.
Major .Tames M. Moore, in charge of division depot at Fort Leavenworth, KaiJsas.
lVIajor William Myers, in charge of depot at ~~ashington, District of
Columbia.
l\fajor B. C. Card, in charge of depot at San Antonio, Texas.
Captaiu C. H. Hoyt, in clmrge of general depot at Jeft'ersonville, Indiana.
· .
Captain John F. Rodgers, military storekeeper at Jeffersonville, Indiana.
Captain V. P. Van Antwerp, military storekeeper at Schuylkill arseual, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
l submit reports of the stations and duties of the officers of this Department.
I regret to report the death~ on 25th April last, of LieutenaDt-Colonel
J. C. McFerran, while on duty as chief quartermaster of the Dl_,partment of the South. During a long service in the Army he had well
performed e-very duty committed to him and had seeured the approbation and esteem of every commander. His death is a severe loss to
the Quartermaster's Department. Captain David W. Porter, assistant
quartermaster, died at Fort Quitman, Texas, on the 15th October, J 871.
Two a~sistant quartermasters, Captain Charles W. Thomas and George
E. Alden, resigned during the year, and Military 8torekeeper Captain
\V. G. Hodges was tried by court-martial at Galveston, and, on the 4th
No\Tember, cashiered for misappropriating a sum of money, which he
was compelled to replace before his dismissal.
REGULA'l'IONS FOR MONEY AND PROPERTY ACCOUNTS.

The issue of General-Orders Nos. 64 and 68 has put into operation the
system of property and money accounts, referred to in my last annual
report. The result of practical use has been fayorable to the re·d sed
system, as simpler and involving less clerical labor than that which it
has replaced.
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SI'l'ES OF MILITARY POSTS IN TEXAS.

I again call your attention to thB unfortunate condition of the tenure
of the military posts on the frontier in Texas and renew the recommendation made last year on this subject.
Owing to the property in all public lands in Texas being in the State,
and not in the United States, and to the restrictions imposed upon tlle
War Department by the h"tw of May 1, 18:30, (Statutes at Large, volumt~
3, chapter 52, section 7, page 568,) which forbids the purchase of any
lands for use of the United States without a special law authorizing it,
most of the militar,y posts in Texas have been established upon lands to
wllich the United States has no title. These posts haYe generally been
located far in advance of any settlement, and, when located, there has
probably been generally no knowledge of the condition of the title,
whether in the State, or taken up and entered nuder State laws by indi,yiduc"tls. Such lands, until occupied and protectert, have generally
hau very little value. Probably 25 cents per acre would be a large price
for lands in the vicinity of most of the frontier posts in Texas, e¥en
after proteetiou was assured by their occupation by troops of the United
States; but the moment the United States begins to build shelter for
the troops, the lands are, if the property of the State, entered by some
citizen, or, if the property of an unlettered person, purchased by some
man of business, who sees in them, occupied and improved by the Unite~
States, a prospeet of great improvement in value and the foundation of
a claim for rent or sale.
Tlw War Denartment, in the present state of the law, is helpless in
this matter. If the demands of those who hold title are extraY<igant,
it has generaJly thus far declined to pay rent. It is prohibited by law
from purchasing.
'
Some of the sites in Texas have a certain ya1ue as containing springs
of water, which in some pal'ts of that State are well-kuown Btoppiugplaces for traders and travelers and for \Yarriors; and these springs are
gradually being taken up and made private property at prices probably not
exceeding 25 or 50 cents per acre for the land. which must be entereu
in oruer to control them. Without the use of these springs, very large
tracts in the neighborhood are valueless~ indeed uninhabitable. I recommend that the ~"tttention of Congress be caJled to this subject and t,h at
the Secretary of 'Var be clothed with authority to purchase the sites of
such militm'y posts as are already, or as may be within a few years,
established iu Texas, at prices which he may determine to be just ami
reasonable, considering the value of the land before its occupation by
tlle United States. I see no other mode of settliug a very dispntedaud
important question. If this authority is granted, a moderate appropriation should be made to pay for the land. Tlle sites, when occupied by
the United States, had little intrinsic Yalue. Their present value depend~, in a great degree, upon the improvements made by the United
States for the protection of the State aud its inhabitants.
The reports of officers on duty in this office, which are herewith, aud
the aecompan,Ying taulm;;, are referred. to for iuforrnation in detail upon
the severall-;tthj~ctH of this report.
Respe{jtfully submitted.
1\f. C. MEIGS,
Quartennaster-Gene'ral, Brevet lJiajor-General, U. S . .A..
Hon. \V.ILLIA)I \Y. BELK~AP,
fiet'retary of 11rar.
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List of papel's accompanying the annual report of tlle QM1·tamasier-General for the fiscal
yeaT ended Jwne 00, 1872.

1.--Report of Colonel Hobert Allen, assistm~ qnartermaRter-general U. S. A., of the
inspection and finance branches of the Quartermaster-General':,; Office during
the fiscal yt~ar cud eel J nne 30, 1872.
Accompauying papers:
A.-List of officers on duty in the Quartermaster's Depn,rtment during the fiscal year.
D.-List of line officers on dnty as acting assist.:wt quartermasters, and of the stations at which they have served duriug the fiscal year.
C.-Report of tlw Rtat.ions and duties of officers of the Quartermaster's Department
011 July 1, 1 87~.
2.-Report of l\Iajor J. D. Bingham; quartermaster U. S. A., of the operations of the
accounting bra11ch of the Quartermaster Geneml's Offiue during the fiscal year
ended Jnne :30, 1872.
3.-Report of M11jor J.D. Bingham, quartermaster U. S. A., of the operations of the
clothing branch of the Quartermaster Geueml's Office during the fiscal year
ended Jnne :~0, 1872.
Accomp:tnying papers :
A.-Statement showing the quautity of clothing, camp and garrison eqnipng0, and
clothing materials in t.lle hands of officers .Jnne ~0, 1871, the qnantity purchased, manufactured, sold, lost, and iRsned <luring tbe fi:->cal year, and quantity remaining ou hand for tlw supply of the Army on Jnue :30, 1872.
B.-Statement showing expenditures ou acconnt of clothing, camp and garrison
equipage, during 1,be fiscal year.
C.- Statement of amounts received from sale~> of clothing, camp and garrison equipage during the fiscal year.
D.-Statemeut of tho amounts received and expended on account of clothing aud
equipage during the fiscal year.
E.-Statemcut of returns of clothing, camp and garrison eqnip:-tge received, examined, and transmitted to the Treasury Department., aml of letters receive<l ~md
writt.en duriug the fiscal ye::tr.
4.-Report of Major J.D. Bingham, qnartormaster U. S. A., of the operations of tlJC
cemctm-ial Lmtnch of the Quartenmtster Geneml's Office during the fiscal ~'ear
ending Jnne 30, 1872.
5.-Report of Major M. I. Ludington, quartermaster U. S. A., of the operations of the
regular supplies, transportation, ana barracks aud quarters hrauch of the Qnartennaster General's Office during tlw fiscal yea,r ended J uue 30, 1872.
Accompanying papers :
A.-Statement of the in(lebtedncss of southern railroad companies for railway material for tho tiscal year.
B.-Table of land-graut railroads.
C.- Abstract of contracts for wagon transportation entered into by the Quartermaster's Depa.rtment dnring the fiscal year.
D.-Statement of vessels chartered, impressed, aml omploye(1 during the fiscal yenr.
E.-Statement of vessels owned or purchased by the Quartermaster's Department
during the fiscal year.
F.-Abstract of contracts for water-transportation dnring the fiscal year.
G.- Statement of troops and stores tmnsported dnring tho fiscal yea.r.
H.-Statement of amonnts paid on account. of rail, river, stage, and wagon traJ\sporta.tiou dming the tiseial year.
I.-Statemellt of accounts and clnims in transportation (1ivision for the fiscal year.
K.-Sta.tcment of claimR filed nnder net of Jnly 4, 1864 during the fiscal year.
L.-St;ttement of llli::>cellaneons claims file(ltluriug the fiscal year.
6.-Genera.l Orders Ko. 64, \Var Dep:1rtment, A(1jnt.ant General's Otlke, October 25, 1871.
7.-General Ordef's No. 75, War Department, Adjutant General's Office, December 2G,
1f:l71.
8.-Pamphlet of drawings of military bnildings recommended to the Secretary of ·war
by the boanl on revision of the Army Rc~nlat.ions .
9.-List of nnmber of iu terments of Union soldiers iu Jlational military cemeteries and
mformation for bidders for fnrnislling headstones for the same.
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

1.-Report of Colonel Robert Allen, assistant quarterHutster-general,

U.S.A.

WAR DEPARTMENT, QUARTERWLAS'l'ER-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
·
Washington, D. 0., July 1, 1872.
GENERAL: I have the honor to submit herewith a report of the operations of the :finance and inspection branches of this office during the
fiscal year ended June 30, 1872.
FINANCE BRANCH.
The operations of this branch em brace action on estimates of funds;
the preparation uf requests for remittances to disbursing officers; the
receipt, acknowledgment, and transmittal of all certificates of deposit
niade on account of sales of publie property or as refundments, jncluding the designation of appropriations to which the amounts should be
credited upon being covered. into the Treasury; the recording and reference to the Treasurer of the United States, for comparison with the records of his office, of the weekly statements of balances in hands of diRbursing officers; the verification of the report of the Treasurer, with
the statements of the officers, and the action thereon necessary to correct any discrepancies discovered.
Under recent laws and the new regulations in regard to rendition of
accounts, the labor in this branch bas been somewhat increased, and
the number of its official communications written during the fiscal year
exceeds 3,500, exclusive of correspondence had in connection with the
weekly statement of funds.
INSPECTION BRANCH.
The duties of this branch continue as specified in previous annual
reports, and are principally as follows:
Keeping narrative-reports of stations and duties of all officers per-·
forming duties in Quartermaster's Department.
Examining and preparing, for such action as may be requisite, proceedings of boards of survey, inventory and inspection reports, cOJumunications on assignments of officers and distribution of employes.
Filing and distribution of orders, circulars, and other printed documents .
. ;preparing monthly returns of officers of the departments for the Ad~
Jutant-General's Office.
Keeping books of" letters received" and "letters sent," relating individually to officers, agents, and employes of the Department.
Duriug the fiscal year the corrected monthly returns of offi(1ers for
1863 and 1864 bave been completed for the Adjutant-General's Office.
The follo""ing is an approximate statement of the number of orders,
circulars and books received and distributed during the fiscal year:
Received. Distributed.

General orders, Qnartermaster-Genera1's Office . _____ ______ ______ __ _______
General orders, AL1jntant-Genera1's Office ____ ________ . ______ . _____ 41, 300
G~neral court-martial orders, Adjutant-General's Office ___________ . 19, ROO

5, 500
39, 000
1tl, 000

~~\1~t~~~~~
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .-. ~ ~ :~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~::: ~ ~ ~: ~: ~ ~: ~ ~: ~ ~ ~: ~ ~: ~ ~: :-.: ~:: g: ~~~
on borseshoeing-- ....... _... ____ .. ____ . ____ _ ______ ____ ____ 1, 000

~: 7e0
~~~

H~nts

~llscellaneou s

---- -- ---- --- ......•..... _____ . ____ . ________ . _____ 1, 530

920

During the. ameyeriod about 1,086 inventory and inspection reports
and 180 board. of survey have been examined, and, when necessary,
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acted upon; 4,028 entries have been made in the book of" letters received," above referred to, and. 433 letters written and iudorsemelltli
made, which are recorded in the corresponding book of" letters sent,''
besides a greater number recorded in other parts of the office. Thecurrent business of the branch is believed to have increased.
I respectfully inclose herewith lists of officers on duty in the Quartermaster's Department during tlle fiscal year; also, stations and duties of
officers of the Department on July 1, 1872.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
ROBERT ALLE~,
Assistant Quctrtermctster- Genera.l.
Brigadier-General l\1. 0. l\!{EIGS,
Quartennastm·- General U. S. A., 1Vashington, D. C.

A.-.:lllllttal report of o.(Jicas of tlw Qual'lcrmaster's Deprwtment for tlw fiscal year ending June :30, 1872.
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Dniirs, &c.

nrmk.

Nnmo antl gratltl.
Ql".\lt'mH)L\STElt-GE:\l•:H,\L.

~[ontgomtn)

C.

~It·igs .......... -• · ... I llrigatlicr-gencr,11 fll\(1 brevet major-general .... .

In charge of 1hc Quartermafltf•r's Department at Wasl1ington, D. C.; from December 16, 1P7l, to l\1arcu 23, 1872, absent in Califomia and Arizuua on an
iu~pcction tour.

\1:':;11'\T.\KT QliAUTH:HM \STER-GE:\Jm.U.S.

Colonel antl brCYt't major-general ............. .

nolll'rt . \lieu ...... .
:1

On dnty in the Quartrrmnstf'r-Grnoml's Ofl'icc at Washington, D. C.; from Deeemuer lG, 1871, to :\lnr(·h 23, lcl7~, ..ou (1uty as actiug (luartl'rmaster-Cxeucrnl.

I DnuiPl H. HnckC'r ................. ... . Colonel am1 brc1·ct major-general .............. . Chid" qnartennaster Jliilitm·.r Di...-ision of the Missouri, aud i11 clmrge of del>ot

at Chir'ngo, Ill.
Colonel and brevet mfljor-goncral .............. . Chief (luartermastcr Department of the East, and in charge of depot at New
York City.
Lnngtlon C. En::: ton .................. . Colouel and brevet mnjor-gcneral ........ .... .. . 'l'o :May 27, 187~, chief quartermaster Dep:trtment of the ~1.issouri, at .Fort Leaven'IYOrth, Kansas; tlwnce1orward en 1"01de and chief qnarterruastcr .Milita1·y
DiYif;ion of the Atlautic, in charge of depot and Suhnylkill arsenal at l'hila1
flt'lphin, Pa.
~tt'wart Y:m Ylil't .................... I Colonel antl brPYet major-gcnC'ml . ............ . . To .Jn11e 1, 1872, chief qnartrrmaster :M:ili t.ary Di dsion of the .Atlantic. in charge
of dPpot mHl Schuylkill nrSPlJal at Philadelphi~t, Pa.; t.benceforwarclwakiug
tr:m:>fers, awl on lcaYc of abseiJCe.
llEl'UTY lll",\HTEIDI .\f<TJ([(-(:K:-<ElLl.LS.
I:ufns Ingnllg ...... .

·I

,J vhn C. :\[cFcrrau .................... I Lieutenant-colonel and breYet
~

I

~amud

hrigatli~;r-general.

R. IIulahirtl ................. . I"icutenaut-colonel and brevet brigadier-general

1

:l

JlobE'rf 0. 'l'ylL'I' ...... . . .............. . JJientcnant-colonel alHl breYet nJnjor genernl. ...
11. Tompkin~ . .......... .... . . Lien teuaut·colouel au<l brevet lJrigadier-general

•J

l'harll'~

5

.James .d. Ekin ....................... I Lieutenant-colonel and breYet brigadier-general.

(;

Frellt•ri('k \lyt'rs ............ . . : ....... / Lieutenant-colonel aud brevet brigadier-general
Hyatt C.

l~ausom ..........

.

.Asher R. Ethly ..... . ............... . .

Lieuteuant-colonrL ........................ __ .. .
Lieutenant-colonel aud brevet colmtel. ......... .

'l'o J:muary 15, 1872, cl1irf qnartrrmns1crMilitary Division of thr Sonth, at LonisYille, Ky. ; theucef"onvnnl chief quartermaster Department of the South to
April 25, 1872, on which datf' he l1ied.
'l'o ~\Jnil18, l872, chief quartermaster Department of Dakota, atSaintPanl, Minn.;
to June 6, hl72, making transfers, on ,;pecial duty, nml en 1'0u.te; thenceforwnn1 cllief qnartermm;tor Depart111ent of Texas, at San Antonio, Texas.
Chief quartf>nnnster Military Divi<don of tho l'acific, at S:ta .FmiJCif;co, Cal.
To Drcember 2D, 187l. chief qnartennastPr D<'partmcnt of Arizonn, at Drnm
l3arrac1;:s, Cnl., and Prescott. r\. 'I'. ; to Aprill8, 1872, nn Toztte, a-...vaiting ordt>rs
at Si!Jt J<'ranchco, Cal., and en rmtte; thenceforward chief quartennastm· Dep:~rtuwnt of Dnlwta, at Saint Paul, ~linn.
To October 26, 1871, on sick leave; to April 26. lf!72, chief quartermaster De·
partment of TcxaR, at S:w Autouio, Texas; tltcneefonntrd en Tottte aud chief
quartermastc·r Department of the Sonth, at Louisville, Ky.
'l'o NoYcmher 20, 1871, on sick lP::t\'e; thcnccforwanl cldcf quartermaster District of Nrnv Mrxico, at. Snnta Fe, N. J\L
Quartermaster District of New 11:exico, ancl post quarterma!lter at Fort Sbaw,
::U. T .
To January 30, 1872, chil•f quartermaster Dcpnrtment of the Sonth, at Louisville,
Ky. ; from February :3 to ~Iay 1D, 1872, <'hief qnartrnnaster lkvartnwnt ol 1lle
Gulf, atHl in dmrg;c of 1lepot, at No'\\· Orlcnus, Ln . ; thcncpforwan1 en 1·oute all(l
chiP f flllHrtPrtna><tPr th.inl quartenuast01·'s district, Dep:u·truent of the East,
at P!til::ttlelpltia, Pa.
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Rufus Saxton ........•.••..•.......... , Lieutenant-colonel and brevet brigadier-general. Chief quartermaster Department of the Columbia, at Portland, Oregon; from
1
·
.August 25, 1871, to June 10, 1872, absent at vVashington, D. C., engaged in theI sf'tt1ement of his acconnts, and en 1'0Hte tberf'from to Portland, Oregon.
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.Ait·xautler Montgomery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Major .......................................... To June 1, 1872, quartermaster ~t Buffalo,_~- Y., an<llu d1arbe of tl1e (~llltrlet· ·
master's clepartmeut at the Yanous posts m IV estern~ ew York; tl.tenceJorwartl
1
transferring property, en route, and cllief quartermaster second qnnrtennas·
I
ter's district, Department of t.he l<Ja.st, at Boston, Mat:~s.
Tretlwell Moore . ...................... MaJor aud brevet bl"igarlier-general ............. Post quartermaster at Fort Adams, R.I.
Judson D .. Bingh?~ ................... , Majol: and b~evet b~!gad!el:·~eneral . . . . . . . . . . . . . «n. dnty in. Q~1artermaster-General's. Office at Washington, D. C.
·
.Alexaudet J. l'en) .................. MaJOI and b1evet bugad1er-,.,eneral . ............ Ch1ef quartennaster Department of the Platte, at Omaha, Neb.
Henry C. Hodges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J.\1ajor and brevet lieutenant-colonel ..... .. .... To May 24, 1872, chief quartermaster third quartermaster's district, Dcpartmel!t
of the East, at Philadelphia, Pa.; thenc~Ci'orwarcl engagNl in the transfer ol'
!
property, &c.
John G. Cl1amller .. ........... ..... .. I :Major and brevet colonel. . ......... ............ ·1To June 16, 1872, cllief quartermaster srcond qnartermastN·'s district., Department of the East, at Boston, Mass.: to June 28, tranl'lferri11p; property autl en
1·oute to Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, where, to June 30, receiving transfer of
depot.
.
Charles G. Sawtf'llc .................. , Major and brevet brigadier-general ............. , Chief quartermaster Department of California, an<l in charge of t1cpot at San
Francisco, Cal.
Jamf'il J. Dana............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . MHjor and brevet bl'igadicr-geueral . . . . . . . . . . . . . To October 31, 1871, chief quartermaster Department of the Lakes, at Detroit.
Mich.; to January 11, 1872, transferring property, en .1·oute, and on special
:l.'~tt.; thenceforward chief quartermaster Department of .Arizona, at Prescott,

·I

Joseph .A. Potter ........... - .. . ...... , Major and brevet brigadier-general . . . . . . . . . . . . . To November 6, 1871, on sick leave, and awaiting orders, at Painesville, Ohio;
thenceforward chief quartermaster Department of the Lakes, at Detroit., Mich.
10 1 Richanl N. Batchelder ................ Major and brevet colonel............... .... ..... Chief quartermaster .first quartermaster·s district, Department of the East, at
New York City.
11 Marshall I . Ludington . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . Major and brevet l_ientenant.-coloJJel............. On duty in Qua1:termaster General's Office at Washington, D. C.
12 1 James M. Moore ...................... 1 MaJor and brevet lleuteuant-colonel ............. In charge of depot at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas; from May 24 to Jnne 30, 18i2,
.
acting chief quartermaster Department of the Missouri.
13 ' JamesBelger ........................ . MaJOr.--.- ... - .. -. - ........ ·.. --. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . To Februar,y 3, 1872, in charge of depot, and from N ovem bcr 28, 1871, also chief
quartermaster Department of the Gulf, at New Orlcam;, I ... a.: t.bencefm·war<l
.
.
.
transfening property and on duty as quartermaster at GalYeston, Texa>~.
14 William M.rers ........... . ......... .. MaJor and brevet bngatlwr-general ............. , In charge of depot at Washington, D. C.
15 Herbert M. Enos ..................... . Ma.jor aud brevet co~one~- . .. .................... During_tlle year sick at Wankesha, Wis.
16 Benjamin C. Canl. ................ . . .. Ma..Jor and brevet bnga(her-general ............. . In charge of the •lepot at San Antonio, Texas.
ASSISTA~T QUARTEmiASTims.
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ULa,rles \V. Thomas ................... Captain and brevet lieutenant-colonel ....... .. . - ~
.
.
2 Charles A. Reynolds.. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . ~apta~u aml brevet he?t.en_ant-colonel....... . . . .
3 George B. Dandy .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . Captmn and brevet br1gad1er-geneml . . . . . . . . . ..
4 George H. Weeks..................... Captain and brevet lieutenant-colonel...........
.
.
.
.
5 Ehas B. Carhug ................. .. .... Captam and brr1et lteutf'nRnt-colonel ...........
6 WU!iam B. Hng:hes .................. -1Captain .........................................
1

D

ToM. ay 31, 187'2, settling accouutf! Rt \.\rasLin.gton, D. C., when resignat.ion ac·
cepted.
In cl1arge of depot at Cheyenne, W. T.
.
In charge of depot and post quartermaster at ·F ort A bercrom b1e, D. T.
To _May 17, 1872, iu charge of depot at Saint Louis. Mo.; thenceforwanl t1·ansfer·
rmg property, en route, &c.
Post quartermaster at Fort Monroe, \a.
.
To .April20, 1872, on duty at Ogden , Utah Territory; tbenccforwal'Cl transferrwg_
property, chief quartermaster Department of the Gnlf, and in charge of
depot at ~ew Orleans, La.

~
~
~

A.--Annual report ofoffioe1'8 oftlw Quartermaster's Department for thejiscal yem· encling June 30, 1872-Continuecl.
Namo and grade.

No.

Rank.

f-.l,
~
~

Duties, &o.

G. Robinson ....... ......... , Captain and bl·evet majol' ...................... . To May 20, 1872, post quartermaster at For~ Hays1 Kansa~; thenceforward
transferring property, and en route to Fort Sill, Ind1an Tern tory.
Edwan1 D. Baker..... . ... .. .......... Captain .......................•........ . ..... __ _ To December :H. 1871, post quarterm~s.ter at Camp Halleck, Nevada; to April
18, 1872, transferring property, awa1tmg orders, and en route; to Ma:y 15, 1872,
on duty at Ogden, U. T.; thenceforward on duty at Salt Lake C1ty, Utah
Territory.
IIoury w·. .Jane:~ ................. .... -I Captain ancll>revet lieuteuant.nolonel ....... _.. . In charo-e of depot at Fort Vancouver, W. T.; also, from A.ugust 23, 1871, to
.June io, 1872, acting chief quartermaster Department of the Coh1mbia, at
Portland, Oregon.
10 I llcnry Inman ........... .. ...... ..... -I Captain and brevet lieutenant-colonel ...... _... . To August 16, 1871, awaiting orders at Fort Abercrombie, D. T.; to October 31,
1871, on duty in the :fieiu in the Departmm;t of Da)l:ota ; thenc~forward
settling accounts, on leave of absence, on tnal at Samt Paul, Mmn., and
awaiting orders at Fort Abercrombie, D. T.
11 .James G. C. Leo.-- .. - ....... - ..... -- ~ Captain and brevet lieutenant-colonel ___ .. __ _ In charge of depot at Yuma depot, A. T.; from October 16, 1871, to .January
29, 1872, on leave of absence and special duty.
·
1:1 ,Jnmes Gilliss ......................... Captain ...... ------·--:·_ .................... .. Purchasing and disbursing quartermaster at Chicago, TIL . .
13 Tbt'otloro .J. Eckerson ............... Captalll and brevet maJor--·····-·······------- During year on sick leave and awaiting orders at Ch~ster, Pa.
14 ...lnd1·c w J. McGou nigle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Captain and brevet colonel ............. _... _.. . To September 10, 1871, in charge of depot at Fort Umon. N. M.; from September
13 to November 2t, 1871, chief quartermaster District of New Mexico, at
Santa Fe, N. M.; thenceforward in charge of depot at Fort Union, N. M.
15 I Etlwnnl B. Grimes .................... 1 Citptain and brevet major ............. . ........ . To April15, 1872, post quartermaster at Fort Wingate, N. M.; to May 16, 1872,
transferring property and en 1·oute; thenceforward in charge of depot at Saint
Louis, Mo.
16 I James W. Scully .................... -- I Captain and brevet colonel.. .................. .. To August 6,1871, post quartermaster at Ringgold Barracks, Texas; to December
23, 1871, en routr,, on leave of absence, and awaiting orders; to March 23, 1872
in charge of depot at Sioux City, Iowa; to April26, 1872, transfereing property:
and en route; thenceforward post quartermaster at Fort Rice, D. T.
17 I William T. Howell.. .................. 1 Captain and breYet major ..................... .. To .July_15,_1871, post quartermaster at Fort Griffin, Texas; to August 10, 1871,
transferrmg property, &c., and en route; to .January 14, 1872, on duty in
connection with the purchase of cavalry-horses at Fort Richardson, Texas ;
to March 8, 1872, en route and awaiting orders; thenceforward post quartermaster at Fort Griffin, Texas.
18 i Charlef< W. Foster .................... 1 Captitiu and brevet colonel. ................... .. To October 4, 1871, in charge of depot ani!. chiet disbursing officer Northern
District of Arizona, at Fort Whipple, .A.. T.; to November 9, 1871, transferring
property, on court-martial duty, and en route; to February 11, 1872, on duty
at Ehrenberg, A. T.; to April 1, 1872, en route and awaiting orclers; thence·
forward in charge of depot at Sioux City, Iowa.
19 George IY. Brnc1lry ................. --- ~ Captain ... ..................................... . In charge of depot at Charleston, S. C.
20 George E. Alden. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Captain and bre vQt mitjor ......•............. _.. To December 11, 1871, when resignation accepted, ouleave of absence, on courtmartial duty, en route, and awaiting orders.
21 Simon F. Barstow............ . . . . . . . . . Captain and brevet lieutenant-colonel .......... . .A.i<'!e_-ile-camp at headquarters Military Division of the .A.tlautio, at Phi1adelpllla,Pa.
22\.John II. 'Belcher ..................... -~ Ca1>tain and brevet major. ...... ......... ..... .. In charge of depot at Omaha, Neb.
Post quartermaster at Camp Supi>ly, Ind. Ter.
~~ !~~~s~~_lt~I~ i;,~li ~: :: :: ~::::::: ~: : :: : : : 8~~~~1~:: ~ ~ ~: ~ ~
~
To -4-ngnst 22, 1871, on c1nty at Kit Carson, C; T .. t0 Septe111ber 10, ab~cut op
...lngn~tus
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25 , .Almon F. Rockwell . .. . ............... , Captain and IJrevet lieutenant-colonel . . ........ .
26 Gilbert C. Smith .. .................... Captain .. . ........ .... . .. ...................... .
27 Thomas B. Hunt ...................... Captain and brevet lieutenant-colonel .......... .

281 Edward J. Strang .. . .. ................ , Captain anu breYet lieutonant-colonol. ...... . .. .
29

D:wid W. Porter ............ .. ........ Captain ... ... ........... .. .. ......... . . .. .... .. .

leave; to December 1, in charge of depot at Fort Union, N. M:.; to December
8, transferring property and en Toute; thenceforward post quartermaster at Fort
Riley, Kans.
Post quart-ermaster at Fort Sill, Ind. Ter.
Post Quartermaster, and assistant to depot qua:-termaster at San Francisco, Cal.
To August 8, 1871, post quartermaster at Fort Davis, Tex.; to August 21, transferring propert.y, &c.; to October 23, in arrest, and awaiting result of a court of
inqniry in his case; thenceforward en TOttte on trial by general court-martial
at Newport Barracks, Ky., and awaiting: orders.
To July 31, 1872, transferring property at, New Orleans, La., and en ?'mde; thenceforwa.rcl post 11uartermaster at Brownsville, Tex.
Ph! ~~~irormaster at ]'ort Quitman, Tex., to October 15, 1871, on which date

30 I Nathaniel S. Constable ...

Captain ................ ... .. ...... .. .. . . . . . . ... . To July 12,1871, transferring property at Fort Randall, D. T. ; to .A.u~ust 12, en
?'oute, settling accounts, and on special duty at Sn,int Pttnl, Minn.; to August
21, en ?'Ottte, and awaiting orders at San Antonio, Tex., where, to March 12, 1872.
engaged in the purchase of cavalry horses; thenceforward en ?·oute to and
post quartermaster at :Fort Concho, T ex.
31 I John V. Furey ......... .... .. . ... . ... - I Captain . .... .......... ...... . ..... ...... ..... .. . To December 1, 1871, in charge of depot at Sioux City, Iowa ; to February 22,
1872, transferring property. and en TOt6te; thenceforward on duty at 'Tucson, A . T.
Lewis C. Forsyth ..... ...... . ..... . .. Captain and !Jrevet major ...................... . To July 31,1811, en ?'oute and awaiting orders; thenceforward post quartermaster at Fort Ellis, M. T.
33 Charles H. Hoyt .................. . ... Captain ............. . .......................... . In charge of depot at Jeffersonville, Ind.
34 AsaP. Blunt .......................... Captain ancl brevet colonel. .................... . To May 17, 1872, post quartermaster at Fort Buford, D. T .; thenceforward
en Toute and on leave of absence.

32 1

·1

JIIILITARY STORE-KEEPERS.

l l l~~~1lfif~;J::i: (/.::::: ~: ~~~~: ~: ~.: ~ ~: . :~:::::.: . i: ~::::::.:: .. :::.:
William G. Hodges...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Captain ................... . . .... . .. . .... . ...... .
7
8
9
10
11

Nathan D . .A.. Sawyer ................. Captain ......... .................. ............. .
John Livers ..........................
Hamilton Lieber...... . ........... . ...
Verplanck Van .Antwerp.. . ...........
.Addison Barrett .......... ........ . ...

12 I William P. Martin

Captain ........................................ .
Captain .......... ... ........................... .
Captain .............. ..... ..................... .
Captain .............. ... ............ . ........ . . .
Captain ........................................ .

Acting assistant quartermaster at Pittsburgh, Pa.
Acting assistant quartermaster at Baltimore, Md.
On duty at Jeffersonville, Ind.
On duty as acting assistant quartermaster at Fort Sanders, Wy. T.
To .A.pril10, 1872, settling accounts, awaiting orders, and en ?'oute in the Department of .Arizona; thenceforward before retiring board, ancl awaiting orders
at San Francisco, Cal.
.A.waiting orders at GaLveston , Tex., and New Orleans, La., to November 4,1871,
when cashiered.
ToSeptember4, 1871, acting assistant quartermaster at Indianola, Tex.; thenceforward on same duty at Victoria, Tex.
On duty at Fort Leavenworth, Kans.
On duty at Fort Snelling, Minn. .
.
On duty at Schuylkill arsenal, Philaclelplna, Pa.
To September 1, 1871, on duty at San Fmncisco, Cal.; thenceforward on ch1ty at
Yerba Buena Island, California.
To July 27, 1871, on duty at. Charleston , S. C.; thenceforward acting assistant
quartermaster at Columbia, S. C.
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QUARTEK\IASTER-GENERAL.

B.-Lisl of o.fjicers 011 duty as acting assistant qum·tennasters, ancl of the statio11.~ at 1chich
they hare sen:ecl clm·ing the fiscal year ending Jww 30, 1-:l72.

Name.

Lineal rank and
regimeut.

!

Brevet
nmk.

I

Time tlnriup: )'Par on <111ty a:-;

Station.

.L\ .A.Q.~.

- - - - -- - - - - - ----- - - -.Abbott, L. iL . ...... . 1st Lt. 6th Cav......... . . Fort Riley, Kaus... . .. ,J tily 1 to Dec. 15, 1871.
AdamR, H . H ........ . 1st Lt. 18th Inf.......... .
Adams, J'ohn Q ..... . 1&t Lt. 1st. CaY......... ..
Aldrich, Bishop ..... . lstLt. &R.Q ......... ..
.M. 8th Inf.
Allison,J'as. N ...... . 2d Lt. 2d CaY .......... ..
Allsworth, Etlwartl .. 2d Lt. 25th In f. 1st Lt .. .
Anderson, ;John ..... 2d Lt. 18th Inf . .... __ .. ..

Armstrong, R. G .... .
Arn(l!d, Isaac ....... .
Austin, .Albert . ..... .
' l~acon, George Jt .... .
:Badger, N.D ....... .
Bailer, E. L ....... - ..
Baltlwin,F.D ...... .
Baldwin,J'as. Jl ..... .

Chester, S.C.......... May 1 to Jnne 30, 187:.!.
Camp vVamer, Orog .. Ang·. 24,1871, to.Tnne:30, 187:.!.
DaYicl's Island, New July 1,1871, to June 30, 11:!72.
1
York Harbor.
Xorth Platte, Nebr .... Jan. 31 to .c\pril 30, 1872.
Fort Stockton, Texas . .A.prill to June 1, 18n.
Columbia, S. U __ .. __ .. J'nlr 1 to 31, 1871.
Newberry, S. C . _..... Oct. 2:3, 1871, to J'une 30, 1tl7'?.
2d Lt.1Rt Inf .... _....... Fort Porter, K. Y ..... July 1, 1871, to June 30,1872.
Capt. Onl. _. . . . __ ... __ . • Allegheny arsenal, Pa. J'nly 1, 1871, to May 20, 1R72.
2tl Lt. 14th In f ... ____ . _.. Ridney Barracks, Nebr. J nly 1, 1871, to Ma 0• 5, 187:.!.
211 Lt. 1Rt CaY ....... . __ . Camp HaUeck, Kev . _. Jau . 1 to .Tunfl 30, 1872.
1st Lt. 22tl Inf. l Captain . ·whetstone .Agency, Jn-ly 1, 1871, to April30, 1872.
Dnk.
1
2d Lt. 4th I11f. Lt.-Col .. Paducah, Ky. ___ ..... . July 1 to 10, 1871, and ,Jan. :1
·
to _.t\ pril 5, 1872.
lRt Lt. 5th In f. ........ .. Fort Larne<l, Kans .... I l\1ay 1 to June 30,1872.
.Atlanta, Ga........... Jnl_,- 1 to Sellt. 15, 1871.
1

s~.ltst?i·n~·

··; ··- ····

Fort Ellif', ::\Iont ... _..•Tnl_,- 1 to :H, 1871.
Fort ~eHcnry, ::\ttl._ ...Jnl~· 1,1871, to June 30, 1tli:.!.

Ball, Efl ............. . Capt. 2cl CaY ........... .
Bancroft, E. A . . .... . 1st Lt. & R. Q. .. __ .... ..
JU. 4th .Art.
Bannister, J ohu ..... . 2clLt. 20thinf. 1st Lt ...
:Bamard, P. P .... _.. . 2<1 Lt. 5th CaT'. Captain.
Barnhart, F. H ...... . 2tl Lt. 18th In f ... _.... _..
1
Barrett, Gregory, .it· .. 1

:Fort R:msom, Dnk .... 1\ov. 1,1871, to 11Iar.31, lSN.
Camp McDowell, A.riz. • Mar. H to Jnne 20, ltl72.
Sumter, S. C _ .. _... __ . J nly 1, 1871, to J rme l, 187:!.
Fort Bro·wn, Texas ... . J11ly 1 to A.ng. 31,1871.

si,lt·o~1 i~1~·

1

Bartlett, E. C ....... . 1st Lt. 1st Cay.
]~a,;com, G. :M .. ... - .. 1sr Lt. & H. Q. Major. ..
1\1. 13th litf.
1
Bateman, John U .... 2d Lt. 2<1 Inf .. ..........
Rates, R. F _.......... 2d Lt. 18th Inf. 1 1st Lt ...
]3earu, ,John \V. ..... . 1st Lt. 13th Iltf. Captain.

Camp 1\IcDermit N eY. 1 Ort. 1 to 31, 1Ril.
Camp Douglas, Utah .. Sept. 6 to Oct. 1G, 1871.
1
]'ort Frctl Stecle,'Wyo. Kov. 1, 18'71, to June 30,1872.
HnntsYille, Ala ...... I .Tan. 1 to 31, 1872.
Chester, S. C .......... July 1, 1871, to Apl'il30, 187:!.
E:-..[ledition for remOY· April!) to June 30, 1812.
al of Apache In11ians to Tularosa lleserYation.
' '----'
:Bed<. \Viii ialll ll..... l"t Lt. <.\:. R Q. . ......... ' Fort Gibsm1, C. N..... June 14 to 00. lt'i·~.
' :\L 10th CaL
1
IIeatltlnartcrs district June :3 to 30, 1Bi:l.
Indinu TC'rritory.
Beebe, \YilliaJH S ... 1st Lt. 01·1l.... Mnjor. .. ·watervliet
arsenal, Aug. 1, 18';'1, to June ::30, 18i2.
N.Y.
I
Bennett, C. E .. . ... . Capt. lith Inf _I __ . . . . . . .. Grand TiiYcr .A.genry, July 1, 1871. to Feb. 29,1872.
D~k.

·I-....... ..

I

Benson, II. M .. .... . 1st Lt. 7tli In f
Camp Baker, :Mont ....
Bernard, It. F . _.... _ Capt. l~t Un v:. Colo~lf'l. Camp Bidwell, Unl ... ·j
Bird, Charles ...... _ 1st Lt. _3<lln1 . Lt.-CoL. Camp Ran Jnau Islnud,
\Vash. Terr.
I
mair, Thomas .... .
1st Lt. l.itl1 Jnf. l __ ... _.... Fort Ba_1m·d, N'ew :l\fex'
Hogle, A . .... ....... . 1st Lt. 23thinf. 1 Captaiu. Fort Duncan, Texas ...
Bonsall, S. VIr .. _.
l<>t Lt. 311 IuL ......... .. Ji'ort Lyon, Colo .......
Fort Reynol<lR. Colo...
n(loth, Charh•s ..i .... . 2fl Lt. lstinf..
Fort Brady, :Mif'h . . . . .
J)oswell, R. D ..... _..
11
.Teffcr::;on, Texas .. . . ..
Hontdlc, F . .A ...... _
Fort Klamath, Oreg ...
l~oy<1, 0. B .... _..... . 1st Lt. 8th CaY .......... . 1•'ortStanton, NPwlVlcx
Camp ncar Fort Basc_om, Nc~v MPx~ ,
1
Rratlen, Charlt>s . _. __ . 2d J,t. 7tl' ('a,- 1 . . _ . . . . . . . WmnRborongh,S.C ...
I~ratl ford, R. E .. _. __ . lstLt.15thinf. l ........ .. Fort McRne,NHw Mcx
Braclle.v, .Tamel:l Il.. _. 1~ Lt. 71 h In f. ........ .. ]~ort Benton, :Mcmt....
Brinckle, J. It ....... . 1st I~t. 5th Art :Mnjot· .. . Fort Wane11, Ma>~s ...
Brin kerhoil', ll. R ... . 1stLt.15thinf... ____ .. .. Fort Wingate, N.l\fex.
J)rodie, A. 0 . ______ .. . 2<1 Lt.lst Ca,T ......... .. Camp ApaelH\, Ariz ...
J{ronsou, Nelson .... . 2<1 Lt. 6th Inf .
Fort L:unf'll, ICtnR ....
Brown, J{. P ....... _.. 2d. Lt. 4th Inf .
Lexington, Ky.......

l........ ..
~~it l~~ J:~~: I .?_~~~~~~~~:

Brown,W.li ........
Brush, D. H ... .. .....
Bnbb, Jolin \Y .......
Buffum, :NI. ]' ........
I~urnett,

T,. F........
]~utler, vVillinm P. ..
Ualhonn, .TarMs ......

Jnly 1. 1871, to Oct. 21, 1871.
,Tttl.v 1 to Anp:. 30,1871.
July 1 to Sept. 30, 1871.
,Tan. 31 to June 30, 1872.
July 1 to Aug. 31,1871.
July 1 to Oct. 31. 1871.
Nov. 14. 18il, to 1\Iay 31.11372.
Ol't. 17, 1871, to June 30, 1872.
.T11l,Y 1 to Kov. 1, 187l.
July 1 to Oct. :n, 1871.
.July 1 to Oct. 1,1871.
Juuc 19 to :.!0, 187~.
,

,.

Julyl to0ct ..31,11:'11.
July 1 to Dec. 13,1871.
April 30 to June 30, 1872.
July 1, 1R71, to Jrme 30, 1872.
April15 to J'nne 30,1872.
July 1 to 31, 1871.
April1 to l\Iay 1, 1872.
July 1 to Dec. 12, 1871, nurl
Der. 2-J,187l,toJnue 30,1872.
Capt.5thCav. Major ... NortbPiatte,Nrll .. .. Ort. 31 to Nm·. 23, 1871.
2dLt.17thinf.
GrandltiYer Ap:oucy, hlny 1 to J'nne 30, 1872.
Dal,:.
lst.Lt. & n. Q........... l<'rankfort, Ky ..... .. i11ay J to J mw 30, J 872.
M. 14th IHf.
l~tLt.!:Hhinf :Mnjor. __ Fort Crnig, N. :Mex .. . •Tnly 1 to Oct. 2G, 1871.
Fort, Tularosa, N. M .. . 'May G to Jnpe 30, 1872.
2fl Lt. 7tlt juf.. 1 Captain. Fort Renton, ~!out .. . Jul_y 1, 1871, to April 30, 1872.
20. Lt. OnL ...
Rock Isl'<l arsenal, Ill .. Ang:. 5, 1871, to ,Tnne :io. 187:2.
lflt Lt. 7tltCav . ......... 1~lizabethtowlJ, Ky._ .. .Jan. 8 to ,JLUle 30, 1872.

I
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF vVAR.
B.-List of officets on dnty as acting assistant qnartermaste1·s, <)'·c.-Continued.
Name.

Lineal rank and
regiment.

Brevet
rank.

Station.

I

Time during year on duty as
A.A.Q.M.

-----------------,

Callahan, C. M....... 1st Lt. 3d Art. Captain. Summerville, S. C . . . . Oct. 25 to Nov. 23, 1871.
Callinan, D.l!'........ 1st JA 1st In f .... ...... . Fort Brady, Mich ..... July 1 to Oct.l9, ltl71.
Camp, E. M ......... _ 1st Lt. 12th Inf .Captain. Angel Island, Cal. ; July 1 to Aug. 16, 1871
Camp McDermit, Nev. May 31 to June 30, 1872.
Campbell, Charles E. 2d Lt. 3d In f.. ......... . Fort Lamed, Kans .... July 1,1871, to Aprill, 1872.
Campbell, L. E ..... .. 1st Lt. 22d In f .......... . Sioux City, Iowa...... Dec. 2~ to 31, 1871.
Campbell, W. J .... .. 2d Lt. 22d lnf. ......... . Fort Randall, Dak _... Aug. 1,1871, to ,Tunc 30,1872.
Campion, William II. 1st Lt. 4th In f. ..... .... . Paducah, Ky ..... __ .. _ Jnly 10, 1R71, to Jau. 3, 1872.
Capron, T. R ....... . 1st Lt. 9th Inf. ...... , .. . Camp Vincent, Neb.·.-~ May 1 to June 30,1872.
Carey, A.B ......... . Major & P, M. Lt.-Col. _ Santa Fe, N. M., (act- July 15 to Aug. 31, 18'11.
ing C. Q,. M. of clist.)
Carland, John ....... . lstLt.&R.Q .......... . Fort Gibson, I. T _.... J nly 1, 1871, to May 4, 1872.
M. 6th Inf.
Oatley, Henry __ .... . 1st Lt. 2dinL ...... _.. _ Montgomery, .Ala ..... July 1 to 31, 1871.
Caveuau~h, H. G .... _ 1st Lt.13thinf. ...... _... Camp Douglas, Utah .. Oct. 16, 1871, to June 30,1872.
Cl1amberbin, R. B .. . 2d Lt. lOth Inf. ....... __ . Fort :Mcintosh, Texas. ,Tnly 1, 1871, to May 8, 1872.
Qhamberlin, L. A _.. . lstLt.lstArt .... ...... . Fort W adswortll, N. July 1, 1871, to June 30, 1872.
Y. Harbor.
Chance, J. C ........ . 2cl Lt. 13th In f. ........ __ Fort Fred Steele, Wyo. July 1 to Nov. 1, 1871.
Chase, Constantine . _ 1st Lt. 3d Art .......... . Key ·west, Fla ....... . July 1 to Sept. 30, 1871.
Clague, John J ..... . 2<lLt.12thinf. ...... _.. . Fort Yuma, CaL_ .... . July 1, 1871, to April 29, 1872.
Clark, E.R ......... . 2d Lt. lOth In f .......... _ Austin, Texas . ...... . Jnly 1, 1871, to June 30, 1872.
Clark, S.E ......... . 2d Lt. 2d Inf.. Captain. Mobile, Ala ......... . July 1,1871, to Jan.13, 1872.
Clifford, J. C _...... .. 2d Lt. Ord. _............ . Benicia arsenal, Cal .. July 1, 1871, to June 30,1872.
Coe, John ~ _....... _ Capt. 20th Inf .......... . Fort Totten, Dale .... July 31, 1871, to June 30, 1872.
Conrad, C. R __ ...... . 1st L t.l5thinf ......... .. Newport Barrack>~, Ky AprilS to June 30, 1872.
Cotton, G. P .... _... . 2d Lt.lst Art . _........ . Fort Niagara, N. Y ... July 1, 1871, to Jan. 9,1872.
Courtney, M. L ..... _ 1stLt.25thinf. Major .. . Fort Dm1ean, Texas .. Nov.-, 1871, to April1, 1872.
Coxe, R. E .......... . 2d Lt. 8th Cav .......... . :Fort Selden, N. Mex . _ J nly 31 to Dec. 15, 1871.
Craft, D. L ... _...... . 2d Lt. 6th Inf _ Captain_ Fort Smith, Ark ..... . Sept. 30 to Nov. 15, 1871. .
Craig, Samuel. .... _.. 1st Lt. 8th Inf .......... . Chicago, IlL. ........ _ Nov. 3 1871, to May 3, 1872.
May 25 to Juue 30, 1872.
Beaver City, Utah.
Craigie, D. J _....... _ lstLt.12thinf. Captain. Yuma Depot, Ariz ... . July 1 to 2:1, 1871.
Angel Island, Cal. ... . Aug. 16, 1871, to J"une 30, 1R72.
Cran>~ton,.T. R __ ... __ 2<1 Lt. lOth In f. _.. _..... _ Brazos Santiago, Tex. ,July 1, 1871, to June 30, 1872.
Crawford, E
1st Lt. 3d Cav _ ...•.. _.. _ Camp on Laramie May 10 to June 30, 1il72.
River, Wyo.
Craycroft, W. T _.... _ 2d Lt. 7th Cav _ . .. . . . . .. . Bagdad, Ky _........ _ July 1 to Sept.l, 1871.
Oct.-, 1871, to Oct. 10, 1871.
Shelbyville, K_y.
Crosby, Eben ... __ . _. 2d Lt. 17t.h Iuf
Gr-an(l Ri\7 er Agency, Feb. 29 to April 30, 1872.
Dak.
(~ush!ng-, ~I..? - -······ 1stLt.4thArt. Major ... Raleigh, N.C ........ . J11ly l to Sept. 21, 1871.
Capt. allll C. S. M<ljor .. _ San Antonio, Texas; Sept. 15 to Oct. 21, 1871.
CHslnng-, K I
(acting C. Q. M, allll
Depot Q. M.)
Cusick,<'. C ... __ .... _ 2cl Lt. 22cl Inf ........... Lower Brule Agency, July 1 to .A.ug.13, 1871.
1 Dak .
CnstPr, n. ::.r _. __ . _. _. lstLt.24th Inf ......... _I Fort Dfw1s, Texas ... _ Aug. 8, 1871, to May 31, 1872.
Cn~ter, Thoma~:~ IV . _ 1st Lt. 7tltCav _ Lt.-CoL _ Darlington, S. C _.... . July 1 to Oct. 31, 1871.
Kov. 7, 1871, to Jan. 31, 1872,
Unionville, S.C.
and May 15 to June 30, 1872.
Dayi,.., ( ·. K L. B . _... lst Lt. Eng ........... :. "Willett's Point, K. Y. July 1, 11!71, to J nne 30, 1872.
Harbor.
j
D;tvis, Charles L .... _ 1st Lt. lOth In f. Major._. Ringgold Bflr'cks, Tex. ,Jan. 1 to Jnno 30, 1872.
1)a"i~, Georg-e B ..... . 2d Lt. 5th Cav ... .... ... . Camp Bowie, Ariv. __ .. l!'eu. Hi to ,Jnne ~0, 1872.
DeLany, C. M ...... . 2dLt.15thinf. .......... Fortl3ascom,N.Mcx .. July21,187l,to.June30,1S72.
DeLany, II ......... . 2cl Lt. 9th Inf. lsi Lt ... Camp Ruggles, Neb .. _ ,Tnly 1 to Nov. ~0, 1871.
Dempsey, C. A_ ..... . 1.st Lt. 2d In f.. . . . . . . . . . . Chattanooga. Tenn .....July 1 to Dec. 31, 1871.
Do Rnssy, R. E ..... . 1st Lt. 2d A..r t .... ....... Camp Tulare, Cal .. _. July 1 to 10, 1871.
Deshler. George W .. 2u I,t. 18t Art. . . . . .. . . . . l!~ort Ontario, N. Y.... ,Jnly I, 11!71, to Jnne 30, 1872.
Dodge, F. J............ . 2u Lt. 2:3d Inf . . . . . . . . . . . Camp llarney, Oreg . . Oct. 21 to Nov. 30, 1871.
Dodge, H. C .. .... ... _ 1st Lt. 211 Art. Captain. Sitka, .Ala~ka _........ }fay :n ro June 30, 1872.
Dove, Wilham E .... _ lstLt.1~thlnf. . . . . . . . . . . Camp Inuepenclen('e, Jul:y1,187I,toJune 30,1872.
Cal.
Drc•w, Gc·or;!e A . ... _ l:;t Lt. ~<l Cav. Captain 1 C'<llnp Bowie, Ariz . . . . .Tnly 1 to Dec. 31, 1R71.
DncUey, R ~-........ :!tl Lt. 2t1 Art ........... ·I l!'ort Capo Diappnint- July 1, 1871, to ,J uue 30, 1872.
mellt, \Vash. Terr.
Duff, Gl'ot')!!' . -.- . . . . 211 Lt. 1st Iuf.
Fort Gratiot, Micll .. -. .fnl~- 1, lil71 I to .rnno ao, 1872.
])utton, C. E ....... -~ J L Lt. Onl.... . . . . . . . . 1\'a:;llingtou arsenal, Xov. fi, Jo71, to ,June 30, J 72.
D. C.
J~agau, f'l!atle-, I' .... h;tLt.l2thinf.......... Camp }fojnve 1 Ariz .. . .July J to Dc·r . :JJ, 1871.
Eakiu.C.I' ......... bLLt.bt..~.\rt. }Iajor. .. }'ort 1\rciocl, 1'\. Y . .Jnlyl toAu~;.1,187J.
II arbor.
En!itlllan. -T <tltll'. E ••• 1st Lt. 2tl .\rt ........ . A lcatrav. IOilallfl, Cal .. I ,July I, 1R71, to ,J nnP :{0, 18i2.
Eatou, ,Jolllt D . ...... lst Lt. :l!l Art Captain. 1-inllllllf'ITillP, H.() ..... An>-'. :JOito Oct. 25, 1871.
Ehsl1·in, F. Tf. E ...... :l<l Lt.l!l:;t luf ........ . . f'amn Date Crcck,.Arb: ,Jnly 1, 1871.. to .rune\ :10,1872.
Ecl~t·rl.r,"·.s .: ..... 2clLl.ithCav .......... . ::\TPriclian, :;\li~s .... _... f.iept. 5 to Nov. 6, 11171.
Opelika, Ala ...... __ ._ ::Vlarc·h 19 to June :10,1 872.
:F:clic, -John J:.,jr .. ... Capt.tiu Orcl .. :\Injnr.. 1\j~~'(}.Hgton anwnal, .Jul.v 1 to J:i, 1!:!71.

1

E~hPrl, .\. T~

..•...•• 2<1 Ll. :!1l Tnf.

I

. ........ Tallaha;;;o;PP, FIH ...... ,July I to 4,1871.
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I

1'
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Elderkin, W. A . . . . . . Capt. and C. S. .Major ... Denver, Colo ......... . .July 1, 1871, to May 13, 1872.
Pueblo, Colo ......... . .May 13 to .June 30, 1872.
J<:ngle, .John B ....... . 1st Lt. 15th Tnt'.......... . Fort Craig, N. M ..... . Oct. 26, 1871, to .June 30, 1872.
:.ltl
Lt.
7t,h
Inf
..........
.
Fort Buford, Dak . .. . . May 17 to J 'nne -, 1872.
English, \Villi am L ..
l•:skridge, R. I. ...... . 1st Lt. 23d Inf. Captain. l<'ort Vancouver, Wash. .July 1, 1871, to .Jan. 31, 1872.
J;;vans, Geor17e \\' ... . 1st Lt. 21st In f. .... do ... Drum Barracks, CaL .. .Jul.v 1 to Aug. 31, 1871.
Everett, William ... . 2d Lt. 4th Art ........ .. Fort ';Vashington, Md. .July 1, 1871, to Mar. 31, 1872.
Ewing, E.S ......... . 1st Lt. 16th In f. Major .. . Humboldt, Term ... _.. .July 1 to Aug. 11, 1871.
l•'echet, E. 0 ......... . 2d Lt. 2d Art ........... . Fort Stevens, Oreg ... . Sept. 1, 1871, to .Jnne 30, 1872.
Ferris, S. P ......... .. Capt. 4th Inf .. .Major ... Lebanon, Ky ........ .. May 6 to .June 30, 1872.
Fitch, .J. R .......... . 1st Lt. 15th In f . ......... . Fort Cummings, N. M . .Jan. 3 to Feb, 14, 1872.
Fleming, W. W ..... . 1st Lt. 12thinf.
Beales' ~prin,ps. Ariz .. .July 1, 1871, to May 10, 1872.
.Foote, George I~ ..... . 1st Lt. & R. Q. Captain . FortUmon, N. M ..... . .J ul.v 1 to Sept. 30, 1871, aml
l\'fay 1 to .J nne 30, 1872.
M. 8th Cav.
Forse, A. G ......... . 1st Lt. 1st Cav .......... . Cavalry Depot, Saint Aug. 10 to Aug. 30, 1871.
Lonil'i,Mo.
Ji'ow1er, .J. JJ . ......... 1st Lt. 2d Cav .......... . North Platte, Nebr ... . No>. 25, 1871, to .Jan. 31, 1872.
Fuger, Frederick .... , 1st Lt. 4th Art. Captain. Fort Foote, Md ...... . .July 1, 1871, to .Jnne 20, 1872.
Fort Washington, l\Id. .June 20 to J'tme 30,1872.
n-anagher, M. F ...... 2n Lt. 2rl Inf .. Captain. Spartan burgh, S.C .... l<'eb. 1 t,o May 15, 1872.
(hn·,·ey, Thomas ..... 2d Lt.1st Cav .......... . In field near Camp i::lept. 10 to Nov. 11, 1871.
McDowell, Ariz.
Camp McDowell, Ariz. Nov. 30,1871, to Mar. ~1, 1872.
(H ubs, E. B ..........
Lt. 6th Inf .......... . Louisville, Ky., ofl.ice J 'uly 1, 1i:l71, to .June 30, 1872.
of C. Q.M.
I
Gibson, F. M ......... 2tl Lt. 7th CaY ......... . Bagdad,Ky .......... . Sc1)t. 1 to 28, 1871.
Shelbyvi.lle, Ky ...... . Sept. 28 to Oct.-, 1871.
I
Gilbreth, B. H ....... . Capt. & 0. S. K ......... . Champlain arscnaLYt. .July 17, 1~71, to .Juno ~0, 1872.
(rtlbreath, E. C ...... . 1st Lt. llthinf.. ......... . Fort Griffin, Tex .... .. .July 15 to Aug. 3, 1871.
Hodwin, E. A ...... . 2d Lt. 8th CaY .......... . Fort Selden, N. M .... . Dec. 15, 1871, to June 30, 1872,
Goodloe, A. H ....... . 1st Lt. &It. Q ......... .. Fort Sully, Dak ...... . .July l to Sept. 22, 1871, ancl
M. 22rl Inf.
May 1 to .June 30, 1872.
{;.ordon, Cbarle;; G . . . 1st Lt. uth CaY .......... . Camp near Fort Hays, .July 1 to Oct. 23, 1871.
I •
Kans.
Gottshall, ,Johu ...... · 2rl Lt. 10th Inf.l ......... . Ringgold Barracks, Tex .Aug. 15 to Dec. 31, 1871.
{}rant, Alexaudcr.... 1st Lt. 1st Cav _ I_ ..••••.•• Camp Verde, Ari,; .... Dec. 4, 1871, to Mar. 21, 1872.
Urealisb, M . ,J. .... : . . Capt. & 0. S. K . . . . . . . . . . Pikesyille Arsenal, .Md .July 1, 1871, to .June 30, 1872.
Greene, A. P ......... 1~;t Lt. 4thArt. 1
Fort Macon, N. C ..... Oct. 1, 1871, to .June 30,1872.
Ht'ier, M. C .. . . . . .. .. l:;t Lt. 4th Art., ........ .. Fort Washington, Mu. .Mar. 31 to .Jnne 20, 1872.
Fort Foote, Md .... .. . .June 20 to 30, 1872.
{}rimes, Geor~;e S .... 1st U. 2d Art.
Fort Whipple, Va .... . .July 1, 1871, to .June 30, 187:2.
Groesbeck, R. 1\r...... 2d J..,t. 6th InL ... -- ... .. Lit.tle J1ock, Ark ..... . .July 1 to Oct. 15, 1871.
Guthrie, .J. B ......... 1 1stLt.13thinf.......... . Camp Stambang·h,-Wyo .Jnly 1 to Oct. 8, 1871.
Camp Brown, ·wyo ... . Oct. 20, 1871, to .June 30, 1872.
Haines, Abner, jl' .... 1st Lt. 2lllnf. _I _ . . . . . . . .. Spartanburgl1, S. C ... . Ang. 1, 1871, to .Jan. 31, 1872.
Hall, R. M . . . .. .. . . . . 1st Lt. & H.
Colonel . Fort Hamilton, N.Y. .July 1, 1871, to .June 30, 1872.
Harbor.
M.1st Art.
Hall, William P...... 2d Lt 5th Cav
NorthPlatk Nebr ... . .July l to Oct. 31, 1871.
.Halloran, .James ..... 1stLt.. 12thinf.':::::::::: Camp Wright, Cal .. .. Jan.1 to ,June 30,1872.
Hamner, \Villiam H.. 2d Lt. 20th lnf .......... . Fort Ripley, Minn .. . .July 1,1871, to Mar. 31,1872.
Hannay, .John IV . ... 211 Lt. 3rl Inf .......... .. Fort Re:n10lds, Colo .. . May 31 to June 30, 1872.
Harrold, C. \V..... . . . 1st Lt. 3rl Art ... ...... .. Fort Pulaski, Ga ..... . .Jnly 1, 1t<71, to May 31, 1872.
Hart,Daniel ......... 1stLt.25thiuf. Ma,jor .. . ·Fort Bliss, Tex ....... . .July 1, 1871, to .J nne 30, 1872.
Harwood, Paul....... l8t Lt. 20th Iu f .........•. J<'ort Pembina, Dak .. . .July 1, 1871, to .Jnne 30, 1872.
Hartz, W. T .......... 1stLt.15thi11f. .Major .. . Fort Bascom, N . .M ... . ,July 1 to 21, 1871.
l<'ort Garland, Colo ... . J\.Iay 17 to .June 30, 1872.
Hathaway, 1<'. II ...... 2L1 Lt. & R Q. Captflin. Fort
Leavenworth, .July 1, 1871, to .J rme 30, 1872.
M. 5th Inf.
Kans.
Haughey, .Janws A . . 1st Lt. 21st Inf.......... . Ehrenberg, Ariz ..... Feb. 11 to .June 30, 1872.
Hawley, William .... lilt Lt. 20th In f .......... . FortWads·worth, Dak . .July 1, 1871, to ,Jan. 31, 1872.
Hayes, E. M .... .... .. 1st Lt. & R. Q. . ........ . FortMcPherson, Nebr. .July 1, 1871, to Mar. 31, 1872.
M.5th CaY.
Hi3in,O.L ............ 2r1Lt.1fltCav ........... CampVenle,Ariz ... . Mar. 21 to .Jnnc 30, 1872.
Hill, R ~L........... C<tptaiu Ord .. Major... Indianapolis arsenal, .July 1, 1.871, to .June 30,1872.
Incl.
Hobbs, C. W . . .. .. . .. 2rl Lt. 3r1 Art.. Captain. Key West, J<'la. ....... . Oct. 1, 1871, to .Jnno :10, 1872.
Horlgson, H. R........ 2d Lt. 7tlJ CaY . . . . . . . . . . . Unionville, .S. C ...... . .July 1 to 25, 1871.
Hofman, William E •. lflt Lt. 9t.h Inf ........... Fort Sanders, Wyo ... . Oct. D to 24, 1871.
Holtlen, E. S .......... 2d Lt. 4th .Art ........... Fort ,Johnston, N.C .. . .T11ly 1 to 31, 1871.
Howarrl, C. 0 ........ 2d I,t. 2r1 Art ............ ]>oint San .Jose. Cal .. . .July 1, 1871, to .Jan. 17, 1872.
Howard, 0. H . ... .... 2d Lt. 5tlJ Art . Mnjor ... J!'ort Trumbull, Conn .. .July 1, 1871, to .June 30, 1872.
Howe, .Albion ........ 1st Lt. 4th Art. Captain . Rutherfordton, N.C .. . .July 1 to Sept. 4, 1871.
Charlotte, N. C ....... . Mar.16 to .June 30, 1&72.
Howe, Walt<>!' .... . ... 2!1 Lt. 4t1J Art .......... J~ortMacou, N.C .... .. .July 1 to Oct.. 1, 1871.
Hoyt, Geor~c R .. . . . . 2d Lt. 1Hth Inf . . . . . .. . . . A tlant.:.t, Ga .......... . Sept. 15, 1871, to .June ~0. 1872.
Hubbard, E. J3....... 1st J,t. 2d Art ......... ·1Ca.mpSau .Tna.n Island, .Jan. 4 to .Juno 30, 1872.
.
Wash. Ter.
Hudson, C. J, . ...... 1st Lt.4th Cav. Captain. Fort Concho, Tex:1s _.. .July 1 to 9, 1871.
lumpbrey, C. F' . . . . . 1st Lt. 4th Art .1 .. .. .... .. 1 l•'ort .Jolmstou, N. C .. . Aug. 1 to 24, 1871, an!l Oct. 1,
1871, to .June 30, 1872.

1 1~t

.........
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Can~p-

IIumphrey, C. F .. .. ·· 1 1st Lt.4thArt.
I
Seymour, N.C ..
.ffuuter, Ed......... . 1st Lt. & R Q.
1 BemCla Bmracks Cal
M.lstCav.
Hurst, J. H .......... 2<1 Lt.12thluf. Captain . Camp "\Vright, Cal ... .
Beales' Springs, Ariz ..
Ingersoll, Edward . . . Capt. & 0 . S. K. Major .. - ~ Spriugficl<.l A1·mory,
Mass.
Fort Preble, Me ...... .
lves, R. A ......... .. 2<1 Lt. 5th Art. . .. .. .
Jacob, R. T.,jr ...... . 2d Lt. 6th Iuf. . . . . . . . . . :Fort Dodge, Ka11s ... . .
Camp 1\JeDowell,Ariz.
,Jocelyn, S. P ........ . 1stLt.21stinf. ...... . .
Johnson, H. C ...... .. 2d Lt. 23d Inf . .... ... . . Cn.mp SanJuanislaml,
WasiL T cr.
Johnston, John L ... . 1st Lt. & 1~. Q......... . Tncson, Ariz ......... .
M. 21st In f.
.Jones, E. P . . . . . . . . . . Capt. & 0. S. K . . . . . . . . . Colnm bus arsenal, 0 ..
Jones, F. B ........... 1st Lt. &R: Q. ........
:l!'ort Dodge, Ka;ts ... .
M. 3d In.f.
Fort \Vallace, ll...ans ...
1
1 Fort Ha_\"S, Kans .... ..
Jones, S.R ........... \ 1stLt.4thArt ........... Raleigh, N.C ......... .
•Tordan, Charles... . .. 2d Lt. 16th In f. . ~........ Jackson, Miss ........ .
Keetle, Joseph ....... ' 1st Lt.5th Art. Captain. Plattsburgh Banacks,
N.Y.
Kelton, D. H......... 1st Lt.lOtblnf. . . . . . . . . . . San Antonio, Texas .. .
Kendall, J<'. A ........ 1stLt.25thinf. Captain. Fort Duncan, Texas .. .
Kendall, H. M .. . .. .. 1st Lt. 6th Cav. . .. . .. .. .. Oxford, Miss ........ ..
Kilbourne, C. E...... 1st Lt. 2d .Art . . . . . . . . . . . Fort Stevens, Oreg ... .
King, .A.. D . . . . . . . . . . 1st I,t. 3d Cav. . . . . . . . . . . Camp McDowell, Ariz.
King, James S....... 1st Lt.12thinf. .. .. .. .. . J!'ort Hall, Idaho . .... .
Kingsbury,GeorgeW 2dLt.12th Inf. 1st Lt ... Camp Gaston, Cal. ... .
Kingsbury, H. P ..... 2d Lt. 6tll Cav ........... Saltillo, Miss ........ ..
:Meridian, Miss ....... .
1
Knox, Thomas T ..... ! 2dLt.1stCav ........... Camp McDermit, Nev.
1

I

Ang 24 to Oct. 1, 1871.
.July l, 1871, to June 30,1872.

July 1 to Dec. 31,1871.
J\Iay 10 to Jnue 30,1872.
Jul_y 1, 1871, to June 30,1872.
Jnly 1. 1871, to June 30, 1872.
Nov.15, 1871, to Apr. 30,1872.
Aug. 15 to Oct. 21, 1871.
Sept. 30, 1871, to Jan. 4, 1872.
July 1,1871, to Feb. 23,1872.
Sept. 1 to Dec. 3, 1871.
July 1 to Nov.15, 1871.
D ec. 1, 1871, to April 30, 18'i2.
::\'lay 20 to June 30,1872.
April 30 to June 30, 1872.
July 1, 1871, to June 30,1872.
July 1, 1871, to June 30, 1872.

May 8 to June 30, 1872.
Aug. 31 to Nov.-, 1871.
Jan. 28 to Jnne 30, 1872.
July 1 to Sept. 1, 1871.
Oct. 21 to Nov. 30, 1871.
Mar. 31 to Jrme 30, 1872.
July 1, 1871. to J nne 30, 1872.
Feb. 1 to .Mar. 6, 1872.
Mar. 6 to June 30, 1872.
Nov.1 to 30,1871. and Mar. 10
to May 31,1 872.
Krazynsld, M ........ 2<1 Lt. 12th In.f ..... ·..... - ~ Camp Mojave, Ariz .. . Jan.1 to June 30,1872.
Krause, William. . . . . 1&t Lt. 3<1 In f.. . . . . . . . . . :Fort Dodge, Kaus .... . April 30 to Jnn e 30, 1872.
Kress, John. A ....... 1st Lt. Ord .............. Vancouver
arsenal, July 1,1871, to June 30,1872.
·wash.
Kyle, William J .... . 1st Lt.lltb In f .......... -I Fort Itichan1sou, Tex ,June 1 to 30, 1872.
Lafferty, John ..... .. lstLt.8tbCav ........... Jfort Union. N.Mex .. . Dec. 1, 1871, to .April 30, 1872.
Lambert, John J .... . 2d Lt. 5th Iuf ........... 1 :Fort Reynolds, Colo .. . July 1 to Nov. 14, 1871.
Lamed, C. W ...... .. 2d Lt. 7th Cav ........... J,ouisv!lle, Ky ....... .. :Feu. 29 to .April1. 1872.
Lawton, H. W ...... . 1st Lt. 4thCav ........... Fort RIChardson, Tex. ]'eb. 4 to JmJC 1, 1872.
Lee,J.M .......... .. 1st Lt. 9th In f. .. .. .. . . . . l!'ort D ..A.Hussell,\Vyo. ,fan.1 to Mar. 6, 1872.
J,eefe, J ohu G ....... . 1st Lt. & R. Q. Captain . 1 Baton Rouge, La ... ~ .. July 12 to 31, 1871, aml Oct.
31, 1871, to June 30, 1872.
M.19th Iuf.
I ,ewis, Granville ..... 1st Lt. 5th Inf ............ 1 Fort. "\Yallace, ~ans: .. ,July 1 to Dec. 1, 1871.
J,ord, J. H . . . . . . . . . . . 1st Lt. & R. Q. MaJor... P1·esHho, San l! ranms- July 1, 1871, to June 30,1872.
:M. 2d Art.
co, Cal.
Fort Ranf<om, Dak ... . .July 1 to Oct. L, 1871.
J,ord, Thomas \V ..... 2d Lt. 20thinf.
l<'ort Snelling, Minn .. . Oct. 4, 18"11, to June 30,1872.
Mackay, WilliamS . -I 2<1 Lt. 3d Inf.. . . . . . . .
Fort Lyon, Colo ...... . Nov. 1, 1871, to June 30, l872.
Mac:Nutt, Ira . . . . . . . . 2d Lt. 3d Art.. . . . . . . . . . Barrancas, l!'la .. ..... . July 1, 1871, to .Tune 30, 187:l.
:\fahnken, J. H ....... i lstLt.8th Cav. Mn,jor.
Carlisle Barracks, Pa .. J ul,y 1 to 27, lt'71.
J{.ecruiti ng
RelJ(]p;r,. .Aug. 1, 1871, to June 30, 1872.
vous, N. York City.
Maize, W. R . ..... ... 1st Lt.20th Inf. Captain . Camp Sykes, Dak .... . June -to 30, 1872.
~Ianley,JohnA ...... lstLt.20thinf. ... ....... 1 .B'ortRipley,Mhm ... . .A prill to J mw :Jo, 1872.
:W[arkley, .A. C ........ J ist Lt.24th In f. . . . . . . . . . . Fort Mcintosh, Tcxafl ~fay 8 to Juno 30, 1872.
Mathey, E. G .. . .. . .. 1st Lt. 7th Cav. .. .. .. .. .. Union ville, S. C ...... . Aug. 3 to No\·. 7,1871.
Spartanburgl1, R. C ... . 111ay 15 to JnnP :10, 1872.
McCaskey, WilliamS. ! 1st Lt. & R. Q.......... . :Fort Suclling, Miun .. . July l to Oct. . J., um.
M. 20tl..t In f.
:\[cCnuley, C. A. II ... 2d Lt. 3d Art ............ Sa"annah, Ga ......... .Jnly 1,1871, to ,June 30, 187~.
:McCoy John ... .... .. 1HtLt.16th Tnf. ].llajor... d.berdeen, ~lif>S ....... Jnly 1 to Aug·. 7,1871.
?vrcCrea, Tull_y ....... 1 Capt.lat.A.rt .. .. .. do ... ·west !'oint, N.Y . .... Jnly 1,1871, to June 30,1872.
:\1cDermott, George .. 1st Lt. 5th Inf. .......... NPwport BarrackR,Ky Jnl.}· 1,1871, to April 8,1872.
)..f<'Dcrmott, George 2<1 Lt. 2:3r1lnr ......... . . Camp Three .Fork!'l, ,fuly 1 to Ang. 31, 1!:!71.
H.
Owvhee, Idaho.
, . ·
~'oTt -?oisP, Idal.w.,
Sept. 4, 1871, to ~Jnne 30, ],.r;2.
)-l<·Dougall, T.:M ..... Jst Lt.7tlJ Cav ...... .. .. . Spalt.tnhurgh, B. U .... ,July 1 to 31, Hid.
. I
Gnirmvilh·. S. U ....... , Jan. :n to May l.i, 1372.
::\Icintyre,A ......... 2<1 Lt.2d Inf ............ Patona, .Ala ........... Jnly L to3l, lt:!'il.
1 Chattanooga, Tonn . .. . 1 Jan.1 to .Tnur. :10, 1i372.
. 1
)[c'Xang11t, .J. S ...... Capt. 20th Iut . .......... Fort 'Vad!:lworth Dak ,Juno 1 to 30 l t-72.
• fcXutt, ,Johu ........ :\Iaj. Onl ...... Colouel Columbus arsen;tl, 0 .. July 1 to HPpt. 1, 1871, aJHl
D~>c. :~ , 1871, to JUJw 30,1872.
::Ui<·haeliR, 0. E ..... -. 1st Lt. Onl .... 1 Captain., "ratcrtown an,cnal, .July 1, lt:!71, to ,Jtwe 30, 187:.!.
1
Mass.
)riles, Ev!ln ......... Capt. 20th In f. ......... Fort Col \'ilk, "'asl1 ... 1 .Tunr 10 to 30, 11372.
"'rill1 t', .fall If'
l!-<t Lt. & 1:_. (l. . . . . . . . . . . lfuu t>.Yillr·, .\ Ia ..... .. , .Tnly 1, lts71, to ,Jan. 1, 1872..
~L':!<llnt.
1
.J<Ju.l:l1o.funr:JO.l87:.!.
1 ~Tob ilt·,.\la ..........

I

1

I

I

I

I
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B.-List of ojJiccl's on
Name.

clt~t!}

cts ctcting ctssistant quartel'mastcrs, (f'c.- Continued.

Lineal rank and• Brevet
regiment.
rank.

Station.

Miller, "\Villiam .A. . . . 1st Lt. 18th In f .. __ - . _. . . . Newberry, S. C._. . . . . .
Miller, W. H .. . .... _. 2d Lt. 9th Inf.
Red Willow, Nebr .. _.
Miltimore, .A. E. __ ... 1st Lt. 1st .Art.
Madison
Barracks,
N.Y.
Moore, Francis. . .... 1s1r~~itt ~~~Fort Stockton, 'l'cx....

Time during year on duty as
.A.A.Q.M.
J nly 1 to Oct. 23, 1871.
1\fay 1 to Juno 30,1872.
July 1 to Sept. 1, 1871.
Jt~~/· 1871, to March

31,

Fort Clark, Tcx....... April 21 to June 30, 1872.
Morgan, .A. S.M .... _. Capt. & 0. S. K ... _.. . . . . .Allegheny arsenal, .Pa . May 20 to June 30, 1872.
Morrison, T. W . . . . . . 2tl Lt. 16th In f.

Meridian, Miss ... . . _.. July 1 to Sept. 5, and Nov.
16 to Dec. 9, 1871.

Morton, Alfred . . . . . . h<t Lt. & R Q.
M. 9th Inf.

Fort D. .A. Jlu ssell,
·wyo.

Moss, ll..JI ..... - .. -.
Murdock, D. H ..... ..
Myers,J. W ··------Nave,.A.H ........ ..
Neide, Horace ...... .
Nelson, ·william H .. .
Nixon,Jobn B ...... .

Fort Klamath, Oreg .. .
Fort Scott, Kans ..... .
Fort Gibson, G. N .... .
Shelbyville, Ky ...... .
Paducah, Ky ......... :
Camp Baker, M011t ... .
Fort McKavett, Tex ..

O'Brien, John J ____ ..
O'Brien, L. M ....... .

1st Lt. 1st Cav .......... .
1st Lt. 6th Inf ......... ..
2d Lt.lOthCav. -----· .. ..
2d Lt. 7thC:w .......... .
1st Lt. 4th In f. Major .. .
2d Lt. 7th Inf ......... ..
1st Lt. &R. Q.......... .
M.24thlnf.
lstLt. 17thlnf......... _.
lstLt. &RQ.
M. 7th Cav.
2c1 Lt. 4th Inf.. ... _......
1stLt.17thlnf. _________ .

O'Cmmor, S .. _.... __ .
Osgood, H. B.........
Overton.G.E ........
Palfrey, C. F ...... _..

1st U. 23d Inf .......... .
1st Lt. 3d .Art .......... .
2dLt.6thCav ........ _..
2d Lt. 1st .Art.

Parker, F . H ........
Parnell, W illiam R ...
Parry, William \V...
Paul, .A. C .. .. .. .. .. .

Captain Ord .. Major ...
1stLt.1stCav. Lt-Col ..
1st Lt. 13thlnf.. _. _..... .
2d Lt. 3d Cav ... _... __ ...

Northup, E. B ....... .
Nowlan, H.J ..... . ___

Pn.ul, C. R .. _... _.. .. lstLt. 18thlrJf. Captain.
Penney, C. G......... 1Rt Lt. 6th Inf.... do ....
Phipps, F . H .. _.. .... 1st Lt. Ord . ...... do....
Pickett, George B ... 2rl Lt. 16th In f.
Poland, M. L ......... l~t Lt. Ord . ... Captain.

July 1, 1871, to Jan. 1, 187:?,
and March 6 to June 30,
1872.
Oct 31,1871, to Juno 30,1872.
Jul,y1 to Oct. 20,1871.
May 4 to June 14, 1872.
Oct. 10, 1871, to June 30, 1872.
.April5 to June 30, 1872.
May 15 to June 30, 1872.
July 1,1871, to June 30,1872.

Fort Stevenson, Dak .. Oct. 1,1871, to June 17,1872.
Louisville, Ky ..... __ . .April1 to June 30,1872.
Mount Sterling, Ky ...
Cheyenne
.Agency,
Dak.
Camp Crittenden,.Ariz.
Fort Jefferson, ]'la ... .
Fort Wallace, Kans .. .
Madison
Barracks,
N.Y.
Detroit arsenal, Mich.
Camp Harney, 0£'e~ ...
Camp Douglas, Utan . .
Camp Hnalpai, .Ari~ . ..

Jnly 1, 1871, to June 30, 1872.
Dec. 20, 1871, to June 30, 1872.
March 31 to June 30, 1872.
July 1, 1871, to June 30, 18i2.
.April 30 to June 30, 1872.
Sept. 1, 1871, to June 12, 1872.

July 1 to Nov. 7,1871.
Nov. 30,1871, to June30, 1872..
Jul.v 1 to Sept. 4, 1871.
July 1 to Oct. 31, antl Dec. 1
to 8, 1871.
Sumter, S. C . . ........ . June 1 to 30, 1872.
:Fort Buford, Dak .... . June - to 30, 1872.
Washington arsenal, July 15 to N OY. 6, 137J .
D.C.
.Aberdeen, Miss ....... Sept. 30 to KoY. 20, 1871.
Rock Island arsenal, July 1 to .August 5, 1871.
Til.

Pollock, Robert ...... It<tLt.21stlnf. .......... FortVaneouver,Wash. Feb. 1 to May 8, 1872.
Pope, John, jr· : ....... 2d Lt. 1st Art .. _........ . Fort Wood,N ew York .April 30 to June 30, 1872.
Harbor.
Porter, James E...... 2d Lt. 7th Cav .. ... __ .... Lincolnton, N. C ..... . March 14 to June 30, 1872.
Pratt, H. C ........ _. 1st Lt. 13th In f. Captain. Camp Br·own, Wyo ... . July 1 to Oct. 20, 1871.
J~rice, G. F -------- .. lstLt. 5th Cav .......... . Camp McDowell .Ad~. June -to 30. 1872.
Prince, Willimn ... _.. 1st Lt. Or d ....... : . .... . Frankford arsenal, Pn.. Jul.Y 1, 1871, to June 30, 18n.
J~ullman,.J. W ....... 2clLt.8thCav.
Camp at ohl ]'ort May 17 to June 30, 1872.
Lowell,N.M
Quim by, II.B ........ 1stLt.&R.Q.
Fort Clark, Tex ..... -. July 1, 1871. to .A pril21, 1872.
M. 25th lrd'.
Fort Davis, Tt>x....... May 31 to June 30, 1872.
(~uimhy, Ira .......... 1st Lt. & R.Q.
:Fort Gr·iffin, Tex ..... _ Aug. 3,1871, to Mar·ch 8, 187::!.
M..llth Inf.
Quinn, Thomas F._ .. · 1st Lu. 4th In.f. Ca1)tain. Frankfort, Ky ........ July 1, 1871, to May 1, 1872.
ltandall, E. L . .. . .. .. 1st Lt. 5th In f. ........ .. ] ' ort Harker, Knns .... July 1, 1871, to June 30, 1872.
]t:;phall,.A.M ....... 2dLt.llthlnf. ·-·-······ Fort Concho, 'l'ex . . . . . J·uly 9, 187 J, to .April 8, 18"12.
ltawolle, W. C ....... 1st Lt. &R Q.
Omaha Banacks,Nebr. .July 1, 1871, to June 30,1872.
M.2uCav.
]1(·e€1, IT. A . . . . . . . . . . 2<1 Lt. 2r1.Art.
Camp ~rcDcrmit, Nev. Jnly 1 to Oct. 1, 1871, ancl
D ec. 1, 1871, to March 10,
1872.
Fort Ra1Hlall, Dak .. _. July 1 to Aug. 1, 1871.
LD~~~_.J~rulu .Agency, Aug. 13, 1871, to June 30, 1 e7::!.
Jtegan, James ........ Jst Lt. 9th Inf ..... __ .... Fort Kearney, Nebr ...
J-teilly, ;James W ..... l!;t Lt. Oru.· ... Captain. vVatervlict arsenal,
N.Y.
Rexfor!l, William IL. Capt.& 0. S. K. . __ . __ . _.. Mount Vernon arsenal, .A.la.
Rheem, E. B ........ . 2<1 Lt. 21At In f .......... . Fort Whipple, .Ariz .. .
}{ice, William F...... 1st Lt. 23d In f. . _....... . ]'ort Colville, Wash .. .
Richards, William V. 1stU. & R Q. Captain. Nashville, Tenu ... ___ .
:M. JGihJnf.
J~ol)etts, C .......... lstLt.l7thlnf... do ..... FortStovenson, Dnk ..

0l't. 1 to NoY. Hi, 1871.
July 1 to 31, 1871.
July 1, 187 1, to June 30,187:2.
,Jnly 1, 1871, to .Aptil30, 1872.
,Jnly 1, 1871, to JHne 10, 1872.
July 1,1871, to June 30, 1872.
JHlyl,187J,to Sept. 30.1871.
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B.-List of officers on dztty as acting assistant qna1·termasters,
Name.

Lineal rank and
regiment.

Bre>et
rank.

~c.-Continued.

Time during year on duty as
A.A.Q.M.

Station.

Robinson, Frederick. 1st Lt. 5th Art. Captain. Fort Independence, July 1, 1871, to March 31,1872.
Mass.
Robinson, F . U ...... 2dLt.2flCav ........... . Camp Stambaugh,Wyo Oct. 8, 1871, to June 30,1872.
Robinson, Thomas B. 1st Lt.19thlnf......... .. Fort Jackson, La .... . July 1 to Nov. 30, 1871.
Little Rock, Ark .... . Dec. 19, 1871, to June 30, 1872.
Robinson, W. W.,jr .. 2d Lt. 3d Cav ... ....... . In the field, Ariz ..... . Aug.15 to Nov. 18,1871.
Rockwell, C. 1:1 •••••. 2d Lt. 5th Cav ... .... ... . Camp Grant, Ariz ... . Jan. 31 to June 30, 1872.
Aug. 31,1871, toJune30, 1872.
l~odgers, C. P........ 1st Lt. 5th Cav.. ........ . Cavalry Depot, Saint
Louis, Mo.
Rogers, B. H.. .. . .. .. 1st Lt. 13thinf..... .... .. Fort Bridger, Wyo .... July 1, 1871, to June 30,1872
Rogers, J . S .. .. .. . .. 2d Lt. 1st Inf. .. ........ . Fort Wayne Mich .... June 1 to 30, 1872.
Rogers, William P . .. 2dLt. 17thlnf.......... . Cheyenne
Agency. July 1, 1871, to Dec. 20, 1871.
Dak.
Rofio-ers, W . W ...... .. 1st Lt. 9th Inf. ......... . Sidney Barracks,Nebr. l!iay 5 to June 30,1872.
Ro in:!, James H .... . Captain Ord ........... . Augusta Arsenal, Ga. Jul'y 1, 1871, to June 30, 1872.
Romeyn, Henry ..... . 1st Lt. 5th Inf. Ca.ptain. Fort Scott, Kans ...... Oct'. 20, 1871, to June 30,1872.
Ropes, James M ... . 1st Lt. 8th Cav ......... .. Fort Garland, CoL.... ,July I, 1871, to May 17, 1872.
Rosencrantz, Fred'k. 1st Lt. 16thIn f. .. ....... . Aberdeen, Miss . . . . . . . No>. 20, 1871, to June 30, 1872.
Ross, John M ...... .. 2d Lt. 21st Inf ..... .... .. Camp Pinal, Ariz . . . . . July 1 to Aug. 31, 1871.
.Ross, ·william J .... .. 2d Lt. 21st Inf. ........ .. In the field, Ariz . . .... Jnly 1, 1871, to June 30, IBn
Jtutherford, R. G ... .. 2d Lt. 12th Inf. Captain. ]fort Columbus, N. Y. I July 1, 1811, to June 30, 1872.
Harbor.
Ryan, E. T. -.... ...... 2<1 Lt.15thinf. ..... : ... . Fort Cummings, N. July 1,1871, to Jan. 3,1872.
Me:s:.
Sage, George E .. .. .. 2d Lt. 5th Art .......... . Fort Independence, April1 to .Tunc 30,1872.
Mass.
San bourne. M . C..... 2c1 Lt. 7th Inf. Captain. Camp Baker, Mon. . . . . Oct. 21, 1871, to May 15, 1872.
::lands, J. H.......... 1st Lt. 6th Ca>......... .. Camp near lfort Hays, May 27 to J uue 30, 1872.
Kans.
Sarson, H. B .. . .. .. .. 2rl Lt. 2c1 Inf .......... .. Huntsville, A la . ...... Jan. 31 to June 30,1872.
Saxton, M . W........ 2d Lt. 24th Inf .......... . Fort Quitman, Tex: .... Oct. 15, 1871, to June 30, 1872.
:4chenck, A. D . .. .. .. 2cl Lt. 2d Art ........... . Camp Tulare, Cal ..... July 10 to 24, 1871.
En ?'cute to San Fran- July 24 to Aug. 4,1871.
cisco. Cal.
Schwatka, Freel...... 2d Lt. 3d Crtv ........... . North Platte, Neb.r .... April30 to June 30, 1872.
f>cott, J olm .. .. . .. .. . 2d Lt. 4th Inf.......... .. Mount V m·non, Ky ... ·July 1 to Oct. 9, 1871.
Crab Orchard, Ky..... Oct: 10, 1871, to J nne 30, 1872.
Sellmer, Charles ..... 2d Lt .3d Art .. Captain. Fort Pulaski, Ga .... Jun e 1 to 30, 1872.
Rharp, Thomas .. .. .. 1st Lt. 1st Inf. .. ...... .. Fort Mackinac, Mich.. July 1 1871 to June 30, 1872.
·Sheetz, J. A..... . . . . . 1st Lt. 4th Inf . Major .. . Lebanon, Ky.......... J u(y 1: 1871: to May 6, 1872.
!Shelby, Isaac 0 .. .. .. 2d Lt. 16th Inf. . ....... .. Vicksburgli and Nat- July 1, 1871, to June 30, 1872.
chez, Miss.
Sheldon, George W . . 1st Lt. 4th Art....... .. . . Rntherforclton, N.C ... Jan. 1 to Mar. 31,1872.
Shelton, E. H ........ 2d Lt. 1st Cav .......... . Fort Lapwai, Idaho . . . Dec. 1, 1871, to J nne 30, 1872.
Sherman, H. P ..... .. 2d Lt. l5thinf.
Fort Cummings, N . Fob.14 to May 16,1872.
l\iex.
Sherman, ,James L . . . 1st r.. t. 1st Art .......... . Fort Niagara, N.Y ... . Jan. 9 to June 30,1872.
.:-\herwood,WilliamL. 2dLt. 2 tstiHf_ ........ .. Camp Crittenden. Ariz. July 1, 1871, to Feb. 29, 1872.
Shookley, George.... Capt. 15th Inf ......... . Fort McRae, N.Mex .. Dec.l:J, 1871, to ,Tune 30, 1872.
Silva, V. M. C........ 1st Lt. 21st Inf. ......... . Yuma Depot, Ariz .... Oct. 18,1871, to Jan. 29,1872.
J!'ort Vancouver, 'IV ash. Mav 8 to June 30, 1872.
Rlade, Cb:ulf's E . . . . . 2d Lt. 15th Inf.. .... . ... . :Fort Stanton, N.Mex .. Oct: 1, 1871, to June 30, 1872.
Smallwood, J. IL..... 2d Lt. 2d Cav ..... .... .. . Fort Kearney, Nebr ... July 1 to Sept. :10, and NoY.
16 to 28, 1871.
Smith, .A. E . . . . . . . . . 1st Lt. ith Cav. Captain. ElizabetlJtown, Ky .... Jnly 1,1871, to Jan. 8.1872.
Smith, H. 2\L......... Capt. 21st Inf .......... . Camp Bowie, Ariz . .. Jau.l to :Feb. 16, 1872.
Rmitb, Lewi,.; .. .. .. . . 1st Lt. & R.Q. .. ....... _ Charleston, S.C....... July 1, 1871, to Juno 30, 1872.
M. 3d Art.
Spurgin, \Vil] iam Ji' . . 1st Lt. 21st Inf.......... . San Diego, Cal ...... . _, Jnly 1 to 12, 1871.
Camp Critteuden,Ariz. :Feb. 29 to ~Iar. 31, 1872.
Stafford, .J . :::;_ ........ 1st Lt. 20thlnf.......... . :Fort Ransom, Dak . . . . Oct. 1 to :n, 1871, and April 1
.
1
to J~me 30, 1872.
Stansbmy. IT. :E...... Capt. 19th Inf .......... . Ltttlo Rock, Ark...... Oct. 1;) to Dec. 19, 1871.
Starr, Irwin ),L...... 1st J.,t. Utlt Cav... ...... _. l!'ort Duncan, TPx. . . . April 1 to June 30, 1872.
St'lele, (.;.<.'ol·ge W .... 1st I .. t. & R.Q. . .. ... ... . Fort Laramie, 'IV yo ... July 1, 1871, to June 30, 1872.
M.14th Iuf.
Steelbatnwf'r, Cha" . . Capt. 13th Inf ....... _.. . Fort Bayar<l, N. Mcx .. l ,Jnly l, 1871, to ,Jan. 31, 1872.
l!'ort Cummings, N. ' .M ay 16 to June 30,1872.

·I

Stewart, \\"illiam I<' • .
Htill6, L. lt .. . .. .. . ..
Stone, B. W ..........
:--itycr, Cltarl<'s .......

Mf'X.

1st JA. 4th Art .. ..... ... .
h;t IA. 2:ld luf ........ ..
h;t J,t, 21!-!t In f. Lt.-CoL.
Capt., As11 ' t ......... .

Raleigl1,N. C ........ .
Fort Lapwai, lilll ho .. .
J>rnm Barracks, CaL ..
Fort Seldon, ·.:Vex ..

Taylnr, .\. C .. .. . .. l;;t Lt. 211 Art .......... .
Taylor, J•'rnnk . .. .. .. 2il Lt. 14th In f. ........ ..
Taylor, (7•·rn·gp :.'\{C'.)l
Lt.l~:l<l In f. ........ ..
Taylor,, . W .. .. .. . .. :.!11 Lt. 4th Art. .... __ .. .

Sitka, Alaska ........ .
}:()rt Fetterman, \\'_yo.
I•ort Bm~<>. Irlaho .... .
lltttlu•rfonltou, N. C .. .

Sur~.

list

'I'ltr·ller, E. R......... l~t Lt. 214 In f.' ....... ..
'1'hilJaut, F. W .. ..... 1 h;t Lt. lith Iuf 1......... .

Sept. 21, 1871, to Apr. 30, 1872.
•Tuly l to Nov. :JO, 1871.
Sep't. 1, 1H11, to .Jau. 31,1872.
,July 1 to 31, 1871.

.Jnly 1, 1871. to May 31, 1872.
.Jul:v 1.1871, to Jnnc 30, 187:.!.
,July 1 to Scvt. 4, 1871.
Sept. 4 to Dec. :H, 1871, and
April 1 to .ruue 30,1872.
Camp Ilnalpai, Ariz .. J>e1~. tl, 1 71, to June 30, 1872.
I< m·t S:niO.b, Ark ...... ,July 1 to Sept. :JO, 1871.
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B.-List of o.fficas n duty as acting assistant qual'tamastm·s,
N am c.

I

L~ueal. l~ I Bre~et
I
r·an c I

ran
au regimen .

'Thomas, Evan . . . . .. . Capt. 4~h Art ..

Station.

~c.-Continued.

Time during year on duty
asA.A.Q.M.

~ - ~-C-1-la-r-·lo-t-t.-e,-N-r-_-C-. -__-_-_-. .- .·I -D_e_c__-1-l,-l-8_71_,_t_o_M-ar-.-1-6-,1-8-7'>-~.-

Thompson, Jolm C ... 1st Lt. & R. (~ ........... Camp Ver<lc, Arizona.
M. 3d Cav.
I Fort McPherson, Neb.
Thompdon, R. E ...... 2(1 Lt. 6tb Inf ........... 1 Fort Stevenson, Dak ..
Thompson, ·william .. Capt. 7th Cav. Lt. CoL. I Unionville, S.C .......
Thorne, P. M . . . . . . . . 1st ~t. 2211 Inf. 1 . . . . . . . . . . :Fort ~ully, Dakota.-...
Todd, John ·w ....... MaJor Orcl .............. Detro1t.A.r~enal, Mwh.
'J.' rout, John F ....... 1st r.t. 23d In f ........... Uamp Warner, Or~gon.
"Tyler,John ......... . 1stLt.&H.(.),. ~fajor ... 1 FortWa.vne,Micli ....
M. 1st In f.
Bnfl:'alo, N. Y......... .
Upham, F. K .. ... .... 1stLt.lstUav ........... 1 Camp Apache, Ariz .. _
Van Horn , \Vm. hl ... 1sil~·?fb~; ~. . . . . . . . . . . , Fort Rice, Dakota ....

July 1 to December 4,1871.
Ma1·ch 31 to June 30, 1872.
June 17 toJuue 30, 1872.
July 25 to August 3,1871.
Sept. 22, 1871, to Apr. 30, 1872.
Nov. 7, 1871, to JUlie 30, 1872.
July 1, 1871, to Aug. 24, 1871.
July1,1871,toJlme1,1872.
June 1 to 30, 1872.
Aug.1, 1871, to June 30, 1872.
July 1, 1811, to May 29, 1872.

Vedder, S. C ......... 2LlLt. Hlthinf. .......... 1 Jackson Barracks, New
1
01:leaus, La.
Vogdes, A. W ........ 1st Lt. 4th Jof .......... . Lexmgton, Ky .... .. _.
Yose, \Villiam P ..... 1st Lt. 211 Art. Captain. l l'oint San Jos6, Cal. ..
Walker, ,John P ...... 1st Lt. 3d Cav ........... Camp Hualpai. Ariz ..
Walker, Mark ....... 1st Lt.19thinf. Uaptain. Baton Rouge, La ......

July 1, 1871, to June 30, 1872.

J

1

Wallace, W. M .......
\V'altou, John M .. ...
Ward, E. W .........
Ward, F. K ..........
·ward, H. U ...... _...
Webster, Isaae 1' ....
\Vesendorff, Max . . . .
Wessels, H. \V., jr _. _
·weston, Jolin I!' . . .. .
Wbitall, S. R ........
\Vbitehead,F.l<' .....
"Whitman, It. E ......
\Vhittemore, J. M....
Willey, Thomas M ...
Williams, W. M . .....
·wilson, D. B. ... _....
Wilson, GeorgeS .. ..
\Vinters, William H.
"Wishart, A lexauder.
Wood, 0. I<~ ..........
\Vootl, \V. \V .... _...
Woodruff, Thomars M
\Vorclen, John L .....

December 12 to 24, 1871.
January 17 to June :30, 1872.
Oct. 31 to Nov. :10, 1871.
July 1 to 12 and Aug.1 to 31,
1
1s11.
1st Lt. 6th Cav ........... Aberdeen, Miss ..... _. Aug. 7 to Sept. 30, 1871.
2d Lt. & R. Q........... Fort Richardson, Tex . July 11871, to Feb. 4, 18-:'2.
M. 4th Cav.
1
1stLt.5thCav ........... CaY. depot, St. Louis, - - - - t o Ang. 10, 1871.
Missouri.
1stLt.1st Cav . .......... I f;mnp Ramey. Oregon. July 1 to Oct. 21, 1871.
1st Lt. 16thlnf. Captain. Tallahassee, Fla .. _.. July 4 and 5, 1871.
San Augustine, Fla .. . July 5, 1871, to June 30, 1872.
1st Lt.. 1st Art .......... Fort Wood, N.Y. H .. . .A ng. 1, 1871, to April 30, 1872.
1st Lt. 1st Ua,-. . . . . . . . . . . In the fielrl, Arizona .. July 1 to Sept. 10, 187l.
Fort Whipple, Anz ... May 1 to Juue 30, 1872.
Jst I.t. 3d Cav.
Camp McDowell, Ariz. July 1 to Aug. 15, 1871.
1st Lt. & R. Q. . .. .. .. .. . Louisville, Ky ........ July 1, 1871, to Feb. 29, 1872.
l\1. ith C:n~.
I
211 Lt. 16th Inf .......... Humboldt, Tmm ... .. . Aug. 11, 1871, to June 30, 1872.
1sti,t.18thinf. l\fnjot ... YorkvillC',S.U ....... . Jnly 1, 1871, to June 30, 1872.
1;;t Lt. 3d CaY ........... Camp Grant, Arir. .... . July 1, 1871, to Jan. 31, 1872.
Capt. Ord . . _. _ . . . . . . . . . . Kennebec a.rsonal, Me. July 1, 1871, to June 30, 1872.
2rl Lt. 6th Inf.
Newport, on Mo. River. - - - - - t o June 30, 1872.
2tl Lt. 19th IHf.
Holly Springs, Miss .. . Dec. 20, 187l, to June 30, 1872.
lst Lt. 25th Inf
]'ort Stockton, Texas .. June 1 to 30, 1872.
211 Lt. 1:!th Iuf.
Fort Hall, Idaho .... __ Jnly 1, 1871, to Mar. 31, 1872.
1st Lt. 1st Cav.
Camp Bidwell, Cal .. . Sept. 1, 1871, to June 30, 1872.
bt Lt. 20th Iuf. Captain. Fort vVadswor!'.h, Dale Jan. 31 to May 31, 1872.
Newport, James River, June 3 to 30, 1872.
Dakota.
1st Lt. 5th Art ... _...... Fort Sullivan, Me ..... Jnly 1,1871, to JunC' 30,1872.
:ltl Lt. 20th lnf. I.......... l•'ort Totten, Dakota .. July 1 to 31, 187l.
2d Lt.. 5th Iuf ........... Drywood Camp, Kans. Jnuc 26 to 30, 187:.!.
1st Lt.1llt Iuf ........... l\iaclison Bar'ks, N. Y _ June 12 to 30, 1872.
1

C.- Statio11s aud

dnfit'8

of o.tfi.ceJ'8 o.f the qucl1'fcnna8fe1''8 Depm·tment, July 1, 1872.

I.
(lU , \HTEll~fAI-ITER-GKNEH . \1..

)Ieigs, BreYct

~\Tajor-General

:\-1. C., Washington, D. C.

· COLOXELS A""D ASSISTAXT

(ll.' Al:TER:'IL\STER-GE~JWALS.

Allen, ]~revet Major-General Robert, QuarterJunRtPr-General's Ortice, \Vashington,
D. C.
Rucker, Brevet Major-General Daniel H., chief qnartermastcr Military Division of
the Missouri, and iu charge of drpot, Chicago, IJlinoiH.
Ingalls, Brevet Major-General H.nfus, in charge of depot, alld chief l]_nartermaster
Department of the East, New York City.
Easton, BrcvC't Major-General Langdou C., chid' qnartcnnaster Military Division of
the Atlantir, in charge of dt>pot aud Schuylkill arsenal, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Van Vliet, Brevet Mnjor-GPllC'l'al Stewart, chief quartermaster Dcprntrneut of the
:Missouri, Port Leavenworth, KaaHas, on leave of absence.
.
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Holabird, Brevet Brigadier-General Samuel B., chief quartermaster Department of
Texas, San Antonio, Texas.
.
. .
. ..
Tyler, Brevet Major-General Robert 0., chief quartermaster lVIlhtary DlVlSIOn of the
Pacific, San Francisco, California.
.
Tompkins, Brevet Brigadier-Genera] Charles H., chief l]_nartermaster Department of
Dakota, Saint Paul, Minnesota.
Ekin, Brevet Brigadier-General Ja,mes A., chief I]_Uartermaster Department of the
South, Louisville, Kentucky.
.
Myers, Brevet Brigadier-General Fre(lerick, chief quartermaster Distnct of New
Mexico, Sant.a 1!'6, New Mexico.
Ransom, Hyatt C., quartermaster District of Montana, and post quartermaster Fort
Shaw, Montana Territory.
. .
Eddy, Brevet Colonel Asher R., cllief quartermaster third quartermaster's chstr10t,
Department of the E!'tst, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
.
Saxton, Brevet Brigadier-General Rufus, chief l]_nartermaster Departmet:tt of the Co]nmbia, Portland, Oregon.
:\LLJORS AND QlJARTElDIASTERS.

Montgomery, Alexantler, chief quartermaster secoml quartermaster's di~trict, Departmeut of tile East, Boston, Massachusetts.
Moore, Brevet Brigadier-General Tred well, post l]_nartermaster Fort Adams, Rhode
Island.
Bingham, Brevet Brigadier-General Judson D., Qnartermarter-General's Office, Washington, D. C.
•
.
Perry, Brevet Brigadier-General Alexander J., chief quartermaster Department of
the Platte, Omaha, Nebraska.
Hodges, Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel Henry C., closing accounts, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Chandler, Brevet Colonel John G., in charge of depot, antl acting chief quartermaster Department of the Missouri, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.
Sawtelle, Brevet Brigadier-General Charles G., chief quartermaster Department
California, and in charge of depot, San Francisco, California.
. .
Dana, Brevet Brigadier-General James J., chief l]_nartermaster Department of Anzona,, Prescott, Arizona Territory.
Potter, Brevet Brigadier-General Joseph A., chief quartermaster Department of the
Lakes, Detroit, Michigan.
.
Batchelder, Brevet Colonel Richard N., chief IJ.Uartermaster first crnartermaf:lter's dJstrict, Department of the East, New York City.
Ludington, Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel Marshall I, Qnartermaster-GcueraFs Office,
Washington, D. C.
Moore, Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel James M., closing acconnts, Fort Leavenworth,
Kansas.
Belger, James, q nal'tPrmaster, Galveston, Texas.
Myers, Brevet Brigaclier-General vVHliam, iu charge of depot, Washiugton, D. C.
Enos, Brevet Colonel Herbert M., on sick ]eave, WEtukcslta, ·wisconsin.
Card, Brevet Briga1licr-General Benjamin C., iu charge of 1lcpot, San Antonio, Texas

Reynolds, Brevet Lieutenant Colonel Charles A., iu charge of depot, Cheyeuue, \Vyoming Territory.
Dandy, Brevet Briga,<lier-General George B .. Fort Abercrombie, D~tkota Territory.
vVeeks, Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel George H., under orderr-; to report in pen.;on to the
Qnartennaster-Gcneral.
Carling, Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel Elias B., Fort :\Ionroe, Virginia.
II~I~hes, \Villiam B., chief 1ptartermaster Department of the Gulf, New Orleans,
Lomstann.
H.obin~on, ~re\·et ~hjor An~nstm; G., eu I'Oitie cha.11ging ~tation from Fort Ha~·..,, Kansas, to liort 111, In111an Terrntory.
Baker, E<lwanl D. Salt Lake City, Utah TPnitory .
.James, Brevet I... icuteuant-Colond Henry \V., i.u eharue of 1lepot Fort Van<:ouvcr,
\Yashington Territory.
"'
'
Inman, !3revet Limtt!•utmt-ColotH·l Henry, awaiti11g- or<ler:-;, Fort Abercrombie, Dakota Terntory.
L ·n, Brevet LinntPJJallt.-C'o1onl'l .TalllPS G. C'. in ehnro·n of 11Ppot. Ynni:t<lPpot. Arizona
Tt·rri tor~· .
'
,.,
'
'
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Gilliss, J ames, Chicago, Illinois.
Eckerson, Brevet Major Theodore .J., awaiting orders, Chester, Pennsylvania.
McGonnigle, Brevet Colonel Andrew .T., in charge of depot, Fort Union, New
Mexico.
Grimes, Brevet Major Edward H., in charge of uepot, Saint Louis, Mi souri.
Scully, Brevet Colonel .James vV., Fort Rice, Dakota Territory.
Howell, Brevet Major 'Villiam T., Fort Griffin, Texas.
Foster, Brevet Colonel Charles vV., Sioux City, Iowa.
Bradley, George W., in charge of depot, Charleston, South Carolina.
Barstow, Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel Simon F., on duty as aid-de-camp, headquarters Military Division of the Atlantic, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Belcher, Brevet Major John H., in charge of depot, Omaha, Nebraska.
Kirk, Ezra B., Camp Supply, Indian Territory.
Kimball, Amos S., Fort Riley, Kansas.
Rockwell, Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel Almon F., Fort Sill, Indian Territory.
Smith, Gilbert C., San Francisco, California.
Hunt, Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel Thomas B., awaiting orders, San Antonio, Texas.
Strang, Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel Edward J., Bro?i·nsville, Texas.
Constable, Nathaniel S., Fort Concho, Texas.
Furey, John V., Tucson, Arizona Territory.
Forsyt.h, Brevet Mn;jor Lewis C., Fort Ellis, Moutana Territory.
Hoyt, Charles H., in charge of <.lepot, Jeffersonville, Indiana.
Blunt, Brevet Colonel AsaP., on leave of absence.
C AI'TAIXI'i AXD

~1ILIT.\RY

STORE-KEEI'EHS.

Potter, Reuben M., acting assistant quartermaster, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Alligood, Charles A., acting assistant quartermaster, Baltimore, Maryland.
Rodgers, John F. Jeffersonville, Indiana.
Hull, Gustavus A., acting assistant quartermaster, Fort Sanders, 'Vyoming Territory,
Dimpfel, George H. A., settling accounts, San Francisco, California.
Sawyer, Nathan D. A., aeting assistant quartermaster, Victoria, Texas.
Livers, John, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.
J,ieber, Hamilton, Fort Snelling, Minnesota.
Van Antwerp, Verplanck, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Barrett, Addison, acting assistant quartermaster, Yerba Buena Island, California.
Martin, W illiam P., acting assistant quartermaster, Columbia, South Carolina.

II.
Ql.JAHTER:.VIASTER· GEXER.\.L'S O.Fl!'ICE.

:Meigl:l, Brevet Major-General Montgornery C., Quartermaster-General; Allen, Brevet
Major-General Robert, assistant quartermaster-general; Bingham, Brevet BrigadierGeneral Judson D., quartermaster; Ludington, Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel Marshall
I., quartermaster.
GESEHAL DEPOTS J•;S'L \BLffHfETl BY GE~ERAL OJ:DEHS KO.

APRIL

32,

8, 186H.

HEADQFA.RTERS All"l\'IY 1

New rork.-Iugalls, Brevet Major-General Rufus, assistant quartermaster-general iu

charge.
Philaclolphia aud Schuylkill Arsenal, Pennsylcania.-Easton, Brevet Major-General
Langdon C., assistant quartermaster-general, in charge; Van Antwerp, Captain Verplanck, military store-keeper.
Washington, D. G.-Myers, Brevet Brigadier-General ·william, quartermaster,iu charge.
Jeffe1·som·ille, Indicma.-Hoyt, Captain Charles H., assistant quartermaster, in charge;
Rodger~-;, Captain John F., military storekeeper.
~IILITARY

DIYISION OF TI-lJi: AT1,AK'l'IC.

Headqll nt·tel'8 1 P!tilaclelpltia, Pennsylva11ia.-Easton, Brevet Major-General, Langdon
C., assistant quartermaster-general, cllief quartermaster.
Depm·tmcnt of the East, headqnart£ws, New York Gity.-Ingalls, Brevet Major-General

Rufus, assistant quartermaster-general, chief quartermaster; Eddy, Brevet Colonel
Asher R., dep!1ty quartermaster-general, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Montgomery,
Major Alexander, quartermaster, Boston, Massachusetts; Moore, Brevet Brigadier-General Tredwell, qnartermaster, Fort Adams, Rhode Island; Hodges, Brevet LieutenantColonel Henry C., ctnarterroaster, settling accounts, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania;
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Batchelder, B1 evet Colonel Richard N., quartermaster, New York City; Carling, Brevet
Lieutenant-Colonel Elias B., assistant quartermaster, Fort Monroe, Virginia; Potter,
Captain Reuben M., military store-keeper, Pitts burgh, Pennsylvania; Alligood, Captain
Charles A., military store-keeper, Baltimore, Maryland.
Department of the Lakes, headquarters, Detroit, Michigan.-Potter, Brevet BrigadierGemr.tl Joseph A., quartermaster, chief quartermaster.
MILITARY

DIVISIO~

OF TPE

~IISSOURI.

Headqum·ters, Chicago, lllinois.-Rucker, Brevet Major-Gcn~ral Daniel H., assist~nt
quartermaster-general, chief quartermaster; Grimes, Brevet Major Eel ward B., assistant quartermaster, Saint Louis, Missouri; Gilliss, Captain James, assistant quartermaster, Chicago, Illinois.
Department of the Missouri, headqum·tm·s, Fort Leavenworth, Kansa8.- Van Vliet, Brevet·
Major-General Stewart, assistant quartermaster-general, chief quartermaster, on leave
of absence; Myers, Brevet Brigadier-General Frederick, deputy quartermaster-general,
Santa Fe, New Mexico; Chandler, Brevet Colonel J ohu G., quartermaster, Fort Leav.enworth, Kansas; Moore, Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel James M., qua.rtermaster, se~tlmg
accounts, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas; Robinson, Brevet Major A ngustus G., ass~stant
quartermaster, en ?'Otde from F01 t Hays, Kansas, to Fort Sill, Indian Tern tory;
McGonnigle, Brevet Colonel Andrew J., assistant quar1,ermaster, Fort Union, New. Mexico; Kirk, Captain Ezra B., assistant quartermaster, Camp Supply, Indian Terntory;
Kimball, Captain Amos S., assistant quartermaster, Fort Riley, Kansas; Livers, Captain John, military store-keeper, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.
.
.
Department of the Platte, headq1wrters, Omctha, Nebraslca.-Perry, Brevet Bnga~Ier
General Alexander J., quartermaster, chief quartermaster; Reynolds, Brevet .Lieutenant-Colonel Charles A., assistant quartermaster, Cheyenne, Wyoming Tern tory;
Baker, Captain Edward D., assistant quarteTmaster, Salt Lake City, Utah Territory;
Belcher, Brevet Major John H., assistant quartermaster, Omaha, Nebraska; Hull, Captain Gustavus A., military store-keeper, Fort Sanders, Wyoming Territory.
.
Depm·tment of Dakota, headqum·ters, Saint Paul, Minnesota.- Tompkins, Brevet Bngaclier-General Charles H., deputy quartermaster-general, chief quartermaster; Ransom,
Lieutenant-Colonel Hyatt C., deputy qnartermaster-O'eneral, Fort Shaw, Montamt
Territory; _Dandy, Brevet .Brigadier-General George B.,~assistant quartermaster,, Fort
Abercrombie, Dakota Terntory; Inman, Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel Henry, assistant
quartermaster, awaiting orders, Fort Abercrombie, Dakota Territory; Scully, Brevet
Colonel James W., assistant quartermaster, Fort Rice, Dakota Territory; Foster, Bre~et
Colonel Charles W., assistant quartermaster, Sioux City, Iowa; Forsyth, Brevet MaJ?I'
Lewis C., a~>sistant quartermaster, Fort Ellis, Montana Tel'l'itory; Lieber, Captam
Hamilton, milit.a~y store-keeper, Fort Snelling, Minnesota.
.
.
Department of Texas, headquarters, San Antonio, Texas.-Holabird, Brevet BngadwrGeneral S. B., deputy quartermastcr-general,'chiefquartermaster; Belger, Major James,
quartermaster, Galveston, Texas; Card, ·Brevet Brigadier-General Benjamin C.,
quartermaster, San Antonio, Texas; Howell. Brevet Major William T., assistant
quartermaster, :E'ort Griffin, Texas; Rockwell; Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel, Almon F.,
a.s sistant quartermaster, Fort Sill, Indian Territory; Hunt, Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel
Thomas B., assistant quartermaster, awaitinO' orders San Antonio, Texas; Strang,
Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel Edward J., assista~t quart~rmaster, Brownsville, Texas;
Constable, Captain Nathaniel S., assistant quartermaster, Fort Concho, Texas; Sawyer,
Captain Nathan lJ. A., military store-keeper, Victoria, Texas.
MILITARY DIVISION OF THE PACIFIC.

Headqum·ters, San Fmncisco, California.-Tyler, Brevet Major-General RoLert 0.~
d~~uty quartermaster-general, chief quartermaster; Dimpfel, Captain George H. A.,
Imhtary store-keeper, awaiting orders, Sau Francisco, California.
J?epa!·tment of California, headqttartm·8, San Fmncisco, Califm·nia.-Sawtelle, Brev~t.
B:1gad1er-Gen~ral Charles G., quartermaster, chief quartermaster; Smith, Captam
G1lber~ ~., assistant quartermaster, San :E'rancisco, California; Barrett, Captain Addison, m1htary store-keeper, Yerba Buena Island California.
.Departrnm1t of Arizona, headquarters, P1·e8cott, 'A1·izona Te1Titm·y.-Dana, Brevet Brigadier-General James J., <]Uartermaster, chief quartermaster Lee Brevet Lieutenant~olon~l James G. C., .assistant quartermaster, Yuma depot, Arizo~a Territory; Furey,
Captam John V., ass.u;tant_ quartermaster, Tucson, Arizona Territory.
.
.
Depa1·tment of the Columbw, headquarters, PoTtlaucl, Oregon.-Saxton, Brevet Bn~adwr
General Rufus, deputy (Jnartermaster-geuera1 chief quartermaster· Janes Brevet
Lieutenant-Colon el li<·nry \V., assjstaut qnart~rmaster, Fort Vancou;er, Wa~hington
Territory.

QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
DEPARTMENT OF THE SOUTH.

Headqum·ters, Louisville, Kentucky.-Ekin, Brevet Brigadier-General James A., deputy
quartermaster-general, chief quartermaster; Bradley, Captain George W., assistant
quartermaster, Charl-es-ton, South Carolina; Martin, Captain 'William P., militaryf:ltore-keeper, Columbia, South Carolina.
DEPARTMENT OP THE GULF.

Headquarter8, New Orlean8, Louisiana.-Hughes, Captain vVilliam B., chief quarter-master.
MISCELLANEOUS.

Enos, Brevet Colonel Herbert M., quartermaster, on sick-leave, vVaukesha, Wisconsin ; Weeks, Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel George H., assistant quartermaster, under orders to report in person to the Quartermaster-General; Eckerson, Brevet Major Theodore J., assistant quartermaster, awaiting orders, Chester, Pennsylvania; Barstow,
Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel Simon F., assistant quartermaster, on duty as aid-de-camp
::tt headquarters Military Division of the Atlantic, Philadelphia, Penns,Ylvania; Blunt~
Brevet Colonel AsaP., a,ssistant quartermaster, on leave of absence.

2.-Report of Major J.D. Bingham, quartermaster U.S. .A.
QuARTER~IASTER-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
Washington, D. C., September 27, 1872.
GENERAL: I have the honor to submit the following report of the
accounts branch of this office for the last :fiscal year:
App1·opr·iations for periods prio1· to July 1, 1870.

On July 1, 1871, the balance of appropriations of the Quartermaster's
Department in the Treasury for years prior to July 1, Hl70, undrawn,
was, by report oflast year ... . • . . • .. . . . . . . .. .. . • . . •. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .
$898, 016 27"
Amount placed to the credit of appropriations by depo.sits, derived principally from sales during the year of public property purchased fi·om
appropriations of former years ............ - .......... -............. 2, 467, 633 61
Add sums which, having been expended by this Department, have been
refunded by other Departments . . . . • . • . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . .
215, 879 51
1'otal .......................•...............................•. 3,581,529 39 ·
Reqnisitions 011 accou11t of settlements made at the Treasury of claims
and accounts_ . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 291, 364 68
Balance to credit of appropriations for periods prior to July 1, 1870,
remaining in Treasury on 30th June, 1872....... ... .... .. . . ... . .... . 2, 290,164 71
A]Jpropriation/3 jo1· the fiscal yem· ended June 30, 1871.

An.tount placed to the credit of appropriations by deposits, derived principally from sales during the year of public property purchased within
the year ending Jnne 30, 1S7L............... ... • . . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .
Add sums which, having been expended by this Department, have been
refunded by other Departments . .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .
Tot~l ......................................................... .
Requisitions on account of settlements made at the Treasury of claims
and accounts ....................•.................................

Bala.nce to ?r~dit_of approp1·iations for the year ended 30th of June,
1871, remaunng m Treasury 30th June, 1872 .. ...................... .

$333, 493 91
12, 223 47
345,717 38
72,855 13
272,862 25

==========-
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Appropriations for the fiscal yea1· endecl June 30, 1872.
Appropriations for the fiscal yea.r ended June 30, 1872, act of Con~~ress
approved March 3, 1871 .........................•..•............• $11, 055,,000
1, 450, 000
Appropriations for deficiencies, act of Congress approved May 18, 1872.
Amount placed to the credit of appropriations by deposits, derived
principally from sales during the year of public property purchasefl
110,804
within the year ended June :30, 1872- ........•.....••..•.•.......
Add sums which, ha.ving been expended by this Depa.rtment, have been
1, 680
refunded by other Depa.rtments .................. ___ ............. Total __ . _................................•................. Uemittances to officers for disbursements on requests of
the Quartermaster-General ............. _.. . . . . . . . . $12, 238, 169 09
}{equisitions by the Secretary of "\Var on requests of
the Ordnance Department ...•.... _. __ .... _...•.. _.
20, 800 00
J~eqnisitions on account of settlements made at the
Trca.sury of claims and accounts. __ . _. _.. _.. . . . . . .
258, 652 28

00
00
46
30

12,617,484 76

12,517,621 37
Balance of appropriations for the fiscal year ended
June 30, ltl72, remaining in t.he Treasury 30th June,
1872 - - - . - -....... - - - . - -. - - - - .. - .... - - .. - - . - .... - -

99,863 39

'The accounts aml vouchers which have passed the admiuistrati ve examination of this office and been transmitted to the Treasury for
final examiuation and settlement since the last annual repOl't show
disbursements from appropria.tions of years prior to the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1872, amounting to __ ............•.. _....... _... . $35,256,492 42
4, 532, 361 69
In the fiscal year ending June 30, 1872 ............................. .
Total __ ...... __ . _ .. _. __ . __ . ___ .. __ . __ .. __ . ________ .. _.. ___ . _

39, 788, 854 11

Appropriations are charged with these disbursements as follows:
1. Appropriations for the Quartermaster's Department, viz:
:Regular supplies ...............•.. _•..... _•. _•.••••• $14, 300, 023 72
Incidental expenses ............. _.......... _.........
4, 061,144 77
Purchase of cavalry and artillery horses . . • . . . . • • . • . .
903, 226 81
.Barracks and quarters ....•............•.... _._.....
6, 633,339 40
Army transportation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . 11,712, 509 35
Mileage, transportation of officers' baggage .. __ .. . . . .
549, 711 68
Material for and amount expended in the purchase aml
preparation of clothing, camp and garrison equipage .. -................•................... _. • . • . .
727, 558 2G
J.>urchase of stoves- ..................... _. . . . . . . . . . .
225, 869 61
National cemeteries.................................
597,811 56
- - - - - - $39,711, 195 15
2. Special appropriations and cxpenditnres for other
lJepartments, yjz:
I>ay Department ....... _.... _..... . . _............... _
14.061 2~
Medical Department ...... _..............•... ____ . __
5;589 40
·Ordnance Department .................... ____ .... __
1,361 47
Navy Department .... ------- ...................... .
440 31
Indian Department ............ -----· ............... _
34,842 55
uhsistence Department . _.•.. _.. __ ....... __ .• _.... .
381 51
Army contingencies ........... _... __ ......... _. __ .. .
11,003 14
Military telegraphs ................. ·--· ........•...
5,410 01
lJnitc~l ~tates ~ilitary Academy ..... ____ .• _.... _...
1,717 28
hecrm tmg Herv1ce. _.......... _. ____ . _____ . _..... _. _
55 15
RN·onstrnction service_ ..... __ ..... _.. _____ ... _.. _..
1,642 90
Hnrean of Refugees, Freedmen and Abandoned Lands.
1,069 62
1 are, &e., of . ick and disabled .·oldiers ___ . _. _..... __
84 40
77,658 96

Total 1li ·hnrsements exhibited by the accounts examined dnr1\ nrin~ tbo year-······---······-··················-·--··

39,788,854 11
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The following tables exhibit the number of money-accounts and property-returns ou hand at the commencement of the fiscal year, the number received and examined during tlw year, and the number remaining
on hand, unexamined, at the close of the year:
Money-accounts.
For what calendar year.
1862.

1863. 1864. 1866. 1867.

I868.

----------·1-- -------- -

Onhand.Jnly1,I871. .........................................
Received during the year.______
1
6
3
2
I

-

1869.
- -

209 2,00.0
38
2

1870.

I871.

1872. Total.

-- -- ---2,74~
2~

1 ,22~ ...... ?,'148
1, 8'1J 1, IR6 a, 109

- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - TotaL...................
I
6
3
2
I
247 2,.C02 2,770 3,0691,186 9,2t-7
Examined during the :year ... _____
I __
6 __
3 _:_ _ _
1 I 247 12, 002 2. 770 ~ _ _
I 5, 860
1
On hand, unexamiued,.J uly I, I872 __ ................ , ............ \ ....

--1-- .. -- \-- .... 2, 242

1, 18.5 , 3, 427

P1'operty-rehtTn s.
For what calendar :year.
I862. I863. 1864. 1865. 1866. 1867. 1868.

h~nd

A

-

-

1869. 1870.

1871. 1872.1 Total:

- - - - - - - - - - - --

On
.JnlJ: 1, 1871.. .............. ........ _: . .... ....--. .. .. .
Rece1ved dunng the year.______
6
24
2::>
8
1
4

17~

~05

-- -

318 3, 2:3!J 4,
I,
....
8
m 2J 2, J4l 821

-

·I 8,3, 832
520

Total--------··--·--··--·
25_S_ _I_4_"'"32(t3,296 4,195 3,646 821~-12,352
Examined during the yeat· ______ _ 6_ ~!- ~- _ 8_ _1_ ~- ~~- 3. 296 4, 195 1, 930 .:..:....:....:..: 9, 815

6-24-

On hand, unexamined,J uly 1, 1872 .... · [-- .. - ....

-1-- .. - .... ..... - ................. 1, 716.

821 j 2, 537

At the date of this report the ·number of money-accounts pertaining
to years prior to 1872 remaining in the files unexamined is 668, Tile
number of such property-returns is 1,056.
Previous to the fiscal year the examination of property-returns was
only partially made in this office, and completed by the accountingofficers of the Treasury. Under General Orders No. 64, Adjutant General's
Office, October 25, 1871, a complete examination of property-returns is
now made in this office, and they are not forwarded to the Treasury
Department until all necessary corrections have been made. Notwitllsta.nding the increase of .work resulting from this change, a very sati:sfactory gain bas been made on the work in arrears.
Duri11g the year eighty settlements have been made of officers' accounts under the act of J nne 23, 1870. The amount allowed by such
settlements is $52,159.70.
The number of clerks employ-ed in the accounts branch is fifty-six,
classified as follows: One of clnss four, five of class three, six of class
two, aTHl forty-four of class oue. So large. a proportion in the lowest
grades has the effect of cansing some of the most efficient to seek and
obtain promotion in otber offices.
BeJieving that the efficieney of the branch woulcl_be greatly increased
thereby, I respectfully recommend that the clerks in this branch be ela.ssi.fi.ed as follows: One clerk of elass four, twelve clerks of class three,
sixteen clerks of class two, and twenty-seven clerks of class one.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. D. BINGHAM,
Quartermaster, Brevet Brigadier-General, U. S. A.
The QuARTERMASTER-GENERAL OF 1'II_E Al~MY.
12 w.
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3.-Report of llfajor J.D. Bingham, quartermaster U.S. A.
Qu.A.R'l'ERMASTER-G ENERAL'S OFFICE,
Washington, D. 0., September 30, 1872.
GENERAL: I have the honor to submit the following . report of the
clothing branch· of this office for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1872.
The work of this branch has been as follows: The distribution of
clothing and equipage required by the Army, to the various military
posts throughout the country; replenishing the stock with articles not
on hand, and required; the care and preservation of the large stock of
clothing, equipage, and materials on hand at the two principal depots
at Philadelphia and Jeffersonville.
The issues of clothing and equipage to the Army are exhibited in the
arcornpanying statement, marked 1. The same statement shows tlte
large quantities of clothing which haYe been sold during the fiscal year,
principally on account of its nnserYiceable condition, either from damage by moths, long storage, or other defects discovered while being
overhauled preparatory to repacking for issue or for storage. The
amount realized from sales of this kind, which have generally been
made at public auction after due advertisement, and from sales of
clothing made to officers of the Army for their own use, was
$1,861,373.63, of which $1,843,831.40 were deposited in th e Treasury of
the United States, as proYided by law. Of this amount, $ 1,291,830.1~
were obtained at the sale at Jeffersonville, in September, lt>71. Only
$1,266,830.16 of this amount have been turned into the Treasury, as
$25,000 worth of the clothing thus sold was, und er authority of the
Secretary of War, transferred by one of the purchasers to the National
As,ylnm for Disabled Volunteers (General B. 1!"'. Butler, president) and.
the account presented to said institution for payment. 'fhe records of
the office do not show that this amount has been placed on t he books of
the Treasury Department to the credit of the Quartermaster's Department. Five hundred and ten thousand four hundred and twenty-three
dollars and seventeen cents were realized from sales made at the
Schuylkill Arsenal, at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The original cost
of the articles sold during the fiscal year was $10,369,950.59.
The appropriations by Congress for clothing and equipage during tbe
fiscal ,year, including $50,000 appropriated for preservation of the stock
on hand, were $ 650,000, to which should be added $17,54~.23, received by
various officers from sales, and again used in the purchase of articles
of clothing and equipage. The expenses on account of clothing and
equipage were $667,5~9.63. Balauce in Treasury, $13.20. The amount
turned into the Treasury from sales of clothing and equipage was
$1,843,831.40, an excess of $1,176,302.37 over the amount used for
clothing and equippi11g the Army during the same period.
Upon the recommendation of the Quartermaster-General, the Secretary of '\Var authorized the transfer of the control and issue of knapsacks, haversacks, canteens, and great-coat straps from the Quartermaster's to the Ordnance Department; and all of those articles found
to be in a serviceable condition have been turned over to that Department. The >'Urn of $:W,800 was also transferred from the appropriation for clothing to that for orduauce, this being the amount appror)riate<l by Ootwre s for the purchase of such articles. Forty-one thousand
Hiue lmru:hed aud fifty-three dollars will also be transferred from this
year'.· appropriation for the ame purpo ·e.
In 1 11~- la:-;t report, reference was 11nt<le to t h e great losses sn~;tai ned by
the (luart~rwa::;ter's Departlllent from t he destruction of woolen fabric::;
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by the ravages of moths and to the experiments then being made to
protect the large supplies on hand by use of a process said to render
woolen articles moth-proof. Congress having appropriated a sufficieut
amount to make the trial on a more extended scale, great aud uniform
coat,s, blouses, and materials were submitted to the process, and from
reports of officers to whom such articles were issued, and also from the
officers in charge of depots, it appears that the results of the trial have
been very favorable, and it is expected that large losses will be avoided
hereafter. Of the amount appropriated for this purpose by Congress
at its last session, a portion is now being expended in the preparation
of materials in store.
The brass-screwed bootees referred to in last year's report, of which a
limited supply was procured and issued to troops for trial, having given
such universal satisfaction, the Quartermaster-General submitted the
subject to the Secretary of vVar, who, upon the recommendation of a
board of officers. selected the brass-screwed boot and bootee as the
standard for the Army. The old stock of boots and bootees in store
since the war having deteriorated to such an extent as to render tllem
unfit for issue to enlisted men, purchases of the brass-screwed are now
made to fill all requisitions. These boots and bootee~ are considered
much superior to any previously issued to the Army.
The large stock of woolen blankets on hand at the close of the war having become exhausted, efforts were made to contract for a year's supply
that should be equal to those issued to the Army before the war. Ou
examination it was ascertained that the blanket's thus contracted for
were not up to the standard intended by the Quartermaster-General.
Some sample blankets were then obtained from California, one of which
was adopted by the Secretary of War as the standard for future purchases of woolen blankets. A supply has recently been purchased by
contract at San Francisco for issue to troops on the Pacific coast, and a
contract is now being made at Philadelphia for supplying the depot at
the Schuylkill arsenal, all in conformity with the new standard. Such
instructions have been given relative to inspection during the process of
manufacture as will, it is believed, secure the best blankets ever issued
to the Army.
Samples of stockings have also been manufactured to order and
adopted as standards, and it is expected tha.t the quality of stockings
will hereafter prove satisfactory to the Army.
A few complaints having been made that the tariff of sizes, according
to which trousers and bootees are issued from the principal depots,
caused an accumulation at military posts of sizes not required, instructions were given to furnish the particular sizes named in the requisitions, without reference t.o the tariff, and for the careful inspection of
all articles required in filling each requisition before shipment, with a
view of furnishing only the best on hand and to secure uniformity of
color of woolen garments.
The expenses of the depots at Philadelphia and Jeffersonville, whieh
had been about $10,000 per month, have been reduced to about $7,000
per month.
The President of the United States having approved some changes in
the uniform of the Army, effort,s are now being made to have the new urnform ready for distribution by the 1st of December next. The changes of
course render a large quantity of clothing now on hand unserviceable and
increase the expense of clothing the Army to some extent. A further
appropriati1m by CongreRs at its coming session will be require<l for the
pre:seut fiscal year, to meet the additional exp.ense. The receipts from
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sales of clothing and equipage during the fiscal year, which, under existiug laws, are being covered iuto the Treasury, will, it is belieYed, amount
to more than the appropriation required.
Seven claims on account of clothing and equipage, principally under
the act of July 4, 18G4, amounting to $8,567.65, haye been· received
during the fiscal year and have been acted upon.
The clerical force of this branch has remained the same during the
fiscal year a.s on the 30th of June, 1871, viz, 18 clerks and 3 laborers.
· Prior to the fiscal year returns of clothing and equipage were but
partially examined in this office, the examination being completed at
the Treasury Department. But under General Orders No. 7, AdjutantGeneral's Office, 1872, returns for the fiscal year have been thoroughly
examined in this office and corrected before being sent to the Second
Auditor for final settlement. Notwithstanding the increased work
thrown upon the branch by such examination, the work has been kept
up to date throughout the year.
For further details of the operations of the clothing branch, I respectfully refer to the accompanying statements, viz:
1. Statement showing, as far as can be ascertaine<;l from the records
of this office, the quantity of clothing, camp and garrison equipage,
and clothing materials in the hands of officers of the .Army June 30,
1871; the quantity of clothing and equipage purchased, manufactured,
sold, lost, and issued to the Army of the United States duri'llg the fiscal
year ended June 30, 1872; and the quantity remaining on hand for the
supply of the Army at that date.
2. Statement of amounts received from the sale of surplus serviceable, unserviceable, damaged and irregular articles of clothing, &c.,
sold at the priucipal clothing depots, &c.; also of the amounts derived
from sales to officers, &c., during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1872.
3. Statement showing expenditures on a-ccount of clothing, camp and
garrison equipage duriug the fiscal year ended June 30, 1872.
4. Statement of the amounts received and expended by the Quartermaster's Department on accouut of clothiug aud equipage during the
fiscal year ended June 30, 1872.
5. Statement of returns of clothing, camp and garrison equipage received, examined, and transmitted to the Treasury Department, and of
letters received and written during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1872.
Very respectfully, :your obedient servant,
J. D. BINGH~~M,
Q~(;artermaster, United States .Army.
The QUAR'l'ERMA~TER-GENER.AL OF 'l'HE ARMY.

A.-Statement showi ng, as far as can be asce1·tained front the 1·eco1·ds of this office, the qttantity of cloth-ing, camp and gan·ison eqttipage, and clothing rnaterial in
the ha11ds of o.fJicers of the Army June 30, 1871, the quantity of cloth-ing aucl eqnipage pw·chased, man1J,j'actu1·ed, sold, lost, and issued to the ..d1·my of the
United Stales during the fiscal yea1· ending June 30, 1872, and the quantity remain·ing on hand for the supply of the Army at that date.
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l31ockiug-twine ..... .................................... .
T<>nt-buttons. number ....................... .. ......... ..
l3ed->~ac.k tape. pieces .... ................................ .
1
1

~111~a;~ ;~~V:~~~~- ~~~~~: ~: ~:::: ~:::: ~: ~::::::::

·_
· · · · · · ·- ·- iSwan fountain-plumes . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. ..
1
Vulture plumes....................... . .. . .. .
4

~~;~-]~it~~y~~~~t~~ .-.·_·_·_· .·.::::::::::::::::::::::::

~~l~: ~~~~t~~~~-(~~:::::::::::: ::::::::~::::~:

1

Ligbt-blne flannel ... ~. .......................
CauYas, yards . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Hemp-twine, pounds......... .... . .. ... ..... .
Flax-twine, pounds . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. . . . . .
Cott-on-twine, pounds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . ..

10, 000
18, 780
1, 008
502
20,000
1, 000
11:0
1
1
4
1
10

1

~~

7

13
1

~!

~~i~?~Il i~:~~~u-1~1-~~t~,-~-;;~b~l:: :_-_-_- _- ::_-_-_-_-: _-:: ::::: ::::::: :::::::::::: :::::: :·····
0

18,315
70
1, 622
1, 7!:!0
246
7-16

I

1, 780
1, 008
502

1, 999

628
1, 175
542
372
17

13,979
:350
38, 437
7, 8!:!5
2, 039
!:!60
246
1-16
10, 000
17, 000
1, 008
502
20,000
1, 000
180
1
1
4

1
10
1
195
26
50

2!

..0

~
~

1-3
t::l
~

~

P>-

257
99
7, 904
39,755
693

Ul

7

7

13
1

13
1

t::l

5

5

23,483
304
24
87, 167
1, 8!)9
628
1, 175
542
372
17

23,483
304
24
71, 902t
1, 856
628
1, 012

60
505
18, 545
64

8, 409
58,300
757

58,~~~

::O.fanilla-rope, quarter inch, pounds.......... .
87, 167
Seal ski ns ... .............................................. _.. ...... _.... _.. _. _.. .
Tent-cntti11gs . .. . ............................................................ _.. .
G r ea t-coats, lin ed ............................................................... _
Scraps , pounds .... ...... ..... ...... .... ...... ... .............. ....... ...... ..... .

14, 639

18, 315
70
1 622
1: 790
246
7-16
·1. 780
1, 008
502

195
26
50
2t
257
159

257
159
8, 409

•-::_

14, 639

1

2~

23
•

28, 618
350
56 752
7:965
3, 661
2, 750
246

t

10, 000
18, 780
1, 008
502
20, 000
1, 000
180

50

~~~~:-~.g~~~;,~e~~. b-o~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::

iJXi~~~:~;~'·· '"": •: • :: : :

1, 010

1~

G1lt epaulet.. . . ..............................

Uniform-coats, white . .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . .
Uniform-trousers, ·white. ....................
Uniform-tronserR, linen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

23, 607
350
36, 500
102
2, 569
1, 2:i0
246

60
505

18, 545
64

-.. -.. -... -.,. -. --... i 43 ·1. _. _.~~·- ~~~~

15, 264t
143

41 ....... --··-

163
542
372
17

159

542 . ···········
372 ·····- ......
17 ~ - --·········

~

~
~
I

Q

zt::l

~

P>-

r'

ReSJlCctfully submitted.

.J.D. BINGHAM,

QUARTEmiASTER·GENERAL'S OFFICE,

September 30, 1872.

Quartermaster, United States Arrny.

~
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B.-Statement showing expenditures on acconnt of clothing, camp a'nd garrison eqnipage
dnring the fiscal yea1· ending J"une 30, 1b72.
$250 00
Department of the Lakes, Detroit, Michigan .......................... . .
226 10
Department of the East, New York ................................... .
920 00
Depot at San Francisco .............................................. .
Depot at Louisville, Kentucky ........................................ . 53,006 71
100 00
Depot at San Antonio, Texas .......................................... .
1,859 50
Depot at New Orleans, Louisiana .................................... ..
3.600 00
Depot at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas .................................. .
'120 00
Depot aL Omaha, Nebraska .......................................... ..
2,395 56
Depot at St. Paul, Minnesota ........................................ ..
7,207 77
Depot at Saint Louis, Missouri. ................ ---~-- ................ ..
1, 892 00
Depot at Chicago, Illinois ............................................. .
541 70
Depot at Washington, District of Columbia ........................... ..
14,967 62
Depot at New York . ..... ....... ........ .............................. .
61,911 67
Depot at Jeffersonville, Indiana. ............... ~ _..................... ..
Depot at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania ................................... - 497, ti52 05
60 00
Colnmbus arsenal .................................................... ..
Ordnance Department ................................................ . 20,800 00
18 35
Treasury settlement .................................................. .

Total .........................................................
Respectfully submiLted.

QuARTERMASTER-GENERAL's OFFICE,

667,529 03

====

J. D. BINGHAM,
Quartermaster, Unite1l States .drmy.
Septernbe1· 30, 1872.

C.-Statement of amo1mts 1·eceived front the sale of .snrplus serviceable, nnserviceable, damaged,
and irregnlar m·ticles of clothing, camp and ga:ITison eqnipnge and mater·ials sold at the
principal clothing clepot8 ancl other stations ; also of the amotmts derived from sales to
officers of lhe Army, dnring the fiscal year ending Jtme :30, 1872.

From sales at J efferso nville, Indiana ................................. $1,266,830 16
Prom sales at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania ...... _... __ ._...............
510, 423 17
From sales at San Francisco, Ca,liforuia ........ _.. __ .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
60 86
From sales at Fort Snelling, Mjnnesota ........ _..... __ ...............
1, 680 10
From sales at New Orleans, Louisiana........ ...... ..................
7, 976 9:~
From sales at San Antonio, Texas ........ __ ... : __ .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .
4, 331 99
From sales at Fott Union, New Mexico...............................
2, 442 42
From sales at various other c.lepots and posts ..... _ . __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
42, 509 06
From sales to officers ........................ __ ..... _........... _....
25, 118 94
1, 861, 373 63

TotaL ............... .

=============

Respectfully submitted.
QUARTEHMASTER-GE~ERAL's OFFICE,

J. D. BINGHAM,
Qtta1·ternwster, United State11 .drmy.
September 30, 1872.

D.-Stctternent of the amounts 1·eceivecl ancl expenclecl by the Qncwtennaster's Department on
account of clothing ancl eqnipage dul'ing the fiscal year eliding June 30, 1872.

Receipts:
Amount.

Appropriations by Congress .................. _"_ .................... ..
Received fro1n sales ... _..................................... __ ..... ..

$650,000 00
1, !:i61, :373 ():~

Total recf•i pts ... _........... __ .. _. _.... __ .. ____ .. __ . _. ___ ..... _.
Total cxpen(liturP ...................................... __ .... ..

2, 511, :~73 63
2, 511, :360 43

Balance in •rrcasnry ............ _...... ___ ... _. _. _.•. _.. __ .. ... _.

13 20

====
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Expenditures:·
Expenditures for clothing and equipping the Ar~ny ........... ....... .
Transfer to Ordnance Department on account of knapsacl;;s ..... ·- .... .
Covered into the Treasury from sales, &c ............................ .
Treasury settlement ..............•..................................
TotaL.......... . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$646,710
20,800
1,843,831
18

68

00
40
35

2, 511, 360 43

Respectfully submitted.
J. D. BINGHAM,
Qtt.a1·te1'master, United States Anny.
QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL's OFFICE, Septembm· 30, 1872.

E.-Statement of Tetu1·ns of clothing, carnp and garrison eqttipage 1·eceived, examined, and
tTansfen·ed to the TTeasnTy DepaTtment, and of letters 1·eceived and wTitten, du1'ing the fiscal
yem· end-ing June 30, 1872.

Nnmber of returns of clothing and equipage on hand June 30, 1871....... ....
118
Number of returns of clothing and equipage received during the fiscal year
ending June 30,1872 .............. ........ .... ... ---~-- .................. 4,420
Total _..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 531:1
Nnmber of returns of clothing aD<l equipage !?Xamined and transmitted to the
Treasury Department . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 458
Remaining on hand June 30, 1872. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... ....

80

Number of letters received during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1872 .. ...... 4,111
Number of letters written during the same period ............................. 11,189
Respectfully submitted.
J. D. BINGHAM,
Qum·tm·mastm·, Un'ited States Anny.
QUARTERMASTER-GENElUL's OFFICE, Septernbm· 30, 1872.

4.-Report of Major J.D. Bingharn, qua'rtermaster U.S. .A.
QUAR'l'ERMASTER-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Cemeterial Branch, Washington, D. 0., September 18, 1872.
GENERAL: I have the honor to submit the following report of the
operations of the cemeterial branch of this office during the :fiseal year
ending J uue 30, 1872:
The number of interments in the national cemeteries reported last
year, 317,850; the number of bodies of Union soldiers since found and
removed to the ~emeteries, 116; number removed by friends, 4; remaining in the cemeteries, 317,962; the number of k11own, 170,16~;
unknown, 14 7,800.
The appropriation for national military cemeteries for the fiscal year
was $200,000. To this was added in 1\fay, 1872, a deficiency appropriation of $50,000, making the whole appropriation for the :fiscal year
$250,000.
The following work has been done 'during the year:
Stone walls have been or are now ueing erected around the following
cemeteries, viz: Annapolis, Maryland; Nashville and Stone River, Tennessee; l\1arietta, Georgia; City Point, Virginia; Jefferson City and
Springfield, :Missouri; Salisbury, North Carolina; and Beverly, New
Jersey.
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Brick walls have been erected around th e following cemeteri<:s, viz:
Corinth and Natchez, Mississippi, and Camp Butler, lllinoil:!.
Superintendents' lodgeR have been or are now being erected at the
national cemeteries at Culpeper and Hampton, Virginia; New Berue
and ""\Vilmington, North Carolina; Nashville and Stone River, Tennessee; Corinth, Mississippi; and Jefferson Uity, Missouri.
Coping has been contracted for the walls around the national cemeteries at Arlington, Alexandria, Ball's Bluff, and Riehmond, Virginia;
Soldiers' Home and Battle Gronnu, District Columllia; Jefferson Barracks, Missouri; Nashville and Stone River, Tennessee; Marietta,
Georgia; and ""\Vilmingtou, North Carolina.
The expenditures have been as follows:
Por gates for inclosing-walls ___ .••.......... ___ ...... _..........•......
Por walls, 33,057 linear feet ....... _..•...... __ . __ ..... _...........•....
Por lodges for superintendents, eight .................................. .
Por trees and shrubs ..............•...................................•
For labor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... _............•......•....
Por repairs ................................•...........................
Por copiug walls, 41,853 linear feet .................................... .
J\1iscellaneons ....•.•...•............. , ........... " .............••.....

$8,566
9!-:l, 427
35,410
636
30, 360
23,361
46,779
6, 458

40
61
70
20
44
25
29

11

Total ................................................ _.. • . . • . . . • • • 250, 000 00

=========

At the following national cemeteries permanent lodges for superintendents are required, viz: Andersonville, Georgia; Brownsville, Texas;
Camp Nelson, Kentueky; Fayetteville, Arkansas; Beaufort, South
Carolina; Fort Gibson, Indian Territory; Fort Leavenworth and Fort
Scott, Kansas; Grafton, West Virginia; Knoxville and Pittsburgh
Landing, Tennessee; eleven lodges in all.
The following national cemeteries require permanent inclosures, to
wit: Andersonville, Georgia; Culpeper, Fort Harrison, and Fredericksburg, Virginia; Fa,yetteville and Fort Smith, Arkansas; Fort Gibson,
Indian Territory; Fort Leavenworth and Fort Scott, Kansas; Lexington, Kentucky; Mound Uity, Illinois; Whitehall, (Bristol,) Penn~yl
vania; Grafton, West Virginia; Memphis, Tennessee; and Ullalmette,
(New Orleans,) Louisiana.
The amount required for the erection of these lodges and inclosures i~;
estimated approximately at $:238,240, namely:
Eleven lodges, at $4,000 _...... _.....•......... _....... _............. _. . . . . . $44, 000
Walls atAndersonville, Georgia, 6,756 feet, at $5 ..... _....•... _. _.. _..... . .... _..... . 33,780
Culpeper, Virginia, 2,077 feet, at $5 ... _.............. __ ........... _.. _..... . 10,385
Port Harrison, Virginia, 910 feet, at $5 .. __ .. __ ..... _. _... _.. _ .... .. ... _.. _..
4, 550
Fredericksburgh, Virginia, 2,831 feet, at $5 ................ __ ... __ ........... . 14, 155
9,:120
Payetteville, Arkansas, 1,864 feet, at $5 .... _. __ ............................ .
9 3~5
Fort Smith, Arkansas, 1,865 feet, at $5.. . . .. . . . . ....... _..... _...... _..... .
9; 000
Port Gibson, Indian Territory, 1,800 feet, at $5 ................. .'........... .
9,500
Fort L eavenworth, Kansas, 1,900 feet, at $5 . ...................... _........ .
9, 240
Port Scott, Kansas. 1, 848 fe et, at $5 _................... .. .. _............. _..
Lexington, Kentucky, 1,920 feet, at $5 .......... _.......... _....... _. _.... _.
9, 600
Mound City, Illinois, 2, 760 feet, at $5 ... _................ _. _..... _....... . . 13, 1300
vVhitehall, P enn sylvania, ·A H feet, at $5 ............ __ ..... __ ....... _.... _..
4,240
Grafton, West Virginia, 1,373 feet, at ~5 ...... .... _.... _.. _...... _... _..... .
6, 865
Memphis, Tenn es ee, 5,462 feet, at $5 . . .. _..... _... _.... __ ....... _... __ .. _.• 27,310
Chalmette, Louisiana, 4, 634 feet, at f.l\5 _........... _ .... _... _.............. . 2:l, 170
Total ............................ _....... _. __ ... _.. _..... _...... _.. 23t:!,240

--

The national ·_emet~r.r a~ Ohal~ctte, (New Orleans,) Louisiana, is inGlo:e<l on two :Hle~, ;JOO fret , w1th irou r ailin o·s · t he other t wo side'
e<1l'l1 ~,:31 7 feet long, hayc 011ly a wooden picket f~ncc.
'
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The national cemetery at Vicksburgh, Mississippi, with a circumference of about .'1,576 feet, is situated on the bank of the Mississippi
river. One side of the cemetery borders on a ravine where it would be
impossible to build a wall or even a fence. An Osage orange or pyracantha hedge would be the most suitable inclosure. Only about 1, 700
feet can be inclosed by a wall, which~ at the rate of $5 per foot, would
amount to $8,500; and the total amount for walls would t,hen be
$202,740, and the total amount required $246,740.
The land occupied by the Gettysburgb. national cemetery was purchased by the State of Pennsylvania, and tb.e title vested in the State
in fee-simple in trust for all the States having soldiers buried therein.
On the 14th of April, 1868, the general assembly of Penbsylvania
passed an act authorizing the cornmissioners in charge of the cemetery
to transfer to the United States all the right, title, interest, and care of
the same upon its completion, the cession being· made upon condition
that the United State~ Government take upon itself the management
and care of the cemetery and make provisions for its maintenance.
By ·r esolution of Congress approved July 14, 1870, the Secretary of
War was directed to accept and take charge of the cemetery wbenm-er
the commissioners in charge of it were ready to transfer its care to the
General Government.
On the 22cl of June, 1871, the commissioners passed a resolution authorizing Daniel "\Vilis, esq., the president of the board, to transfer the
cemetery to the officer authorized to receive the same on the part of the
United States.
On the 28th of February, 1872, Mr. Wills notified the QuartermasterGeneral' that he was ready to make the transfer, and on the 11th of
April, by your order, I visited and. inspected. the cemetery. 1\lr. 'Vilis
completed the transfer on the 18th of April by forward.ing the deed to
this office.
No report has been received from the Antietam Cemetery As~ociation
relative to the proposed transfer of tllat cemetery to the United States.
A contract h~s been made for the erection, at the Nashville military
cemetery, of an arched gateway of the same design as the one at
Arlington.
By the act approved June 8th, 1872, Congress directed the Secretar.v
of War to cause each grave in the national military cemeteries to be
marked with a small head-stone, with the name of the soldier and the
name of his State thereon, if known, and also the number of tile grave;
and to acl\ ertise within ninety days from the passage of the act for
proposals for furnishing the head-stones and placing them in position at
the head of the graYes. No action on this was t.aken before the close of
the fiscal year.
. By act of Congress, approved May 18, 1872, the compensation of
superintendents of national cemeteries was fixed at from $60 to $75 per
month, according to the extent and importance of the cemeteries to
which they are assigned, and fuel and quarters as previously allowed.
The .Adjutant-General has <lecided that under this act superintend-·
ents are not entitled to medicines or medical attendance at the expense
of the Government.
By act of J nne 1, 1872, all soldiers and sailors, honorably discharged
from the service of the United States, who may die in a destitute coudition, are allowed burial in the national cemeteries.
On the 20th of June, 187:3, the Secretary of War directed that the
whole of the cem eteri~:1l business be placed. under the charge of a u
officer of the Quarterm:u;ter's Department, t o be on duty iu this oflice,
7
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who shall, under your direction, conduct all the correspondence and
business pertaining to the cemeteries, directly with the superintendents
or the officer in charge, to have charge of all funds appropriated for
national cemeteries, and not to be assigned to any other duty that will
interfere with the proper discharge of his ce.meterial duties. Also,
authorizing the detail of an officer, if necessary, for this special duty.
Twenty-six volumes of the Roll of Honor have already been published.
Volumes 27 and 28, (the latter a revision of volumes 1 and 4, and containing a record of 21,192 graves,) are in the hands of the Public Printer,
and volume 29 is in course of preparation.
Superintendents are requirect at sixty-two cemeteries. Ten were. appointed dhring the year; four resigned. ; two died ; two were dismissed,
and fifty-nine remained on duty at the close of the .vear.
· I am, general, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. D. BINGHAM,
Quartennaster, United States ATrny.
The QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL OF THE ARMY.

5.-Report of JHajor 111. I. Lud,ington, quartermaster U. S. A.
Qu.A.R1'ERM.A.STER-G ENERAL'S OFFICE,
September 21, 1872.
GENERAL: I have the honor to report that during the past fiscal
yea.r I performed duty in your office in charge of the several branches
thereof pertaining to the collection of the debts due the United States
from southern railroad companies; the transportation of the Army,
barracks and quarters, regular and miscellaneous supplies, and the
examination of miscellaneous claims, and claims filed under the act of
July 4, 18G4.
The following report of the general operations of these branches of
your office during the fiscal year ending June 30, 187~, is respectfully
submitted :
INDEBTED R.A.ILI·W.A.D COMP.A.NIES.
At the close of the, fiscal year ending June 30, 1871, there waR due
the United States from railroad companies which purchased railway
material and. rolling-stock, under the provisions of executive order.' of
August 8 and October 14, 18G5, and repairs to railroads, $4, 7~4,.'350.53.
During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1872, interest has accrued upon
this indebtedness and expenses have been incurred to the ~trnount of
$148,224.G5. Payments have been made and credited the companies to
the amount of $138,132.75, leaving unpaid on the 1st of July, 187~,
8±,734,442.43-$10,mn.90 more than on the 1st of July, 1871.
T\"~O companie , the Memphis and Ohio, and the \Vashiugton, Alexand.na an<l Geor~etown, discharged their indebtedness, during the year,
paylllg· to the Umte<l States the Rum of $12,415.57.
l~igh t cou1pani(·s, tbe .Ah•xmH1ria, Loudoun aud Hampshire, the EaRt
Tennes:Pe Hll<L Yirgiuia, the Kuox\' ille and Kentnckv the Mississippi
and T<~um·,'sC><•, the .J..TasltYille and Cbattanoog<l the New Orleans mal
Ohio, the J><H·iti · Hailroa<l of :Misr-;onri, aa.(l the B~lma H.ome aud Dalton,
l'educed their iud >lJteduc:::;s :·Gl,78'i.il. These com1;anies also paid ou
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account of interest $23,104.35, making their total payments during the
year $84,891.71.
The indebtedness of ten companies, the Alabama and Chattanooga,
the East Tennessee and Georgia, the Edgefield and Kentucky, the McMinnville and Manchester, tue Mississippi, Gainesville, and Tuscaloosa,
the l\fobile and Ohio, the Memphis, Clarksville and Louisville, the
Memphis and Little Rock, the Nashville and Northwestern, and the
Nashville and :t)ecatur-has increased $84,294.91. They have, however, paid to the United States during the year, $40,825.39.
The indebtedness of the Indianola Railroad Company remains as at
the commencement of the year.
In addition to the amount stated above to have been received and
applied to the liquidation of this indebtedness, accounts for trausportation of troops and supplies have been :filed and are under examination
as follows, to wit:
Alabama ancl Florida Railroad Compn,ny, in Treasury Dep:utmen t ...... . $11,573 82
70, :~62 87
Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company, in Treasnry Department ..... . ..... .
5 905 05
Mobi le and Ohio Hailroad Company, in Quartermaster-General's Office .. .
Memphis aud Little Rock Hailroacl Company, in Treasury Department .. .
2: 165 88
Memphis, Clarks ville and Louisville Railroad Company, in Treasury Depart:3,445 77
rnent .....•..... --- . ---- .. -------- ·---- ·----- ---- ·---- · ·---- · ·--- • ·2,152 77
Missi~sippi and Tennessee Railroad ComptM,ny, in Treasury Department ....
Nashville and Northestern Railroad Company, in Treasury Depart1,474 70
ruen t ......... -. - .. -.- ... ---- . ----- -- · · ·-- ·- · ·- ·-- · -- · · · ·- ·-- ·----- ·
Nashville and Chattanooga Railroad Company, in Treasury Depar:tment ..
32,971 55
Nashville and Decatur Railroad Company, in Treasnry Department.----.
8, 710 Oi3
Pacific Railroad of Missouri in Treasury Department .............. _..
841 .00
Selma, Rome and Dalton Railroad Company, in Treasury Department ... .
1,880 80
Selma, Rome and Dalton Railroad Company, in Quartermaster-General's
4,937 58
Office .........•...................... ----·----· ...... ---·- .... ------.
Alabama and Chattanooga Railroad Company, in Quartermaster-General's
Office ............ ____ ...... -----· ......... .. ... ---· .... --- ......... .
480 00
East Tennessee and Georgia Railroad Company, in Quartermaster-General's
Office. _____ ..... ----· .... ---- ........... --- .........•........ .. .....
687 10
East Tennessee and Georgia Railroad Company, in Treasury Department ........................................... - .................. .
7,890 73
East Tennessee and Virginia Railroad Company, in Treasury Depart16,595 10
ment ......... - ............. -.- .. --.-------------------- ·---- ·---- -East Tennessee, Virginia and Georgia Railroad Company, in Quarter663 92
master-General's Office ............. - . -.- ... -- .. - -. - ---. ---- --- ---- -Total ................ _............................... ~ ......... _ 172, 738 72

When these accounts shall have been :finally examined and adjusted, they.
will be placed to the credit of the respective railroad compames, thereby
reducing the total indebtedness, as shown above, to $4:,561.703.65.
There is also the sum of about $60,000 due for postal service, which

will still further reduce the debt.
Under the provisions of the act of March 3, 1871, (16 Statutes, ch. 109,
p. 473,) empowering the Secretary of War to act in such cases, the suits
against the East Tennessee and Virginia, and the East Tennessee and
Georgia Railroad Companies, (now consolidated and known as the East
~rennessee, Virginia and Georgia Railroad Company,) have been compromised for the sum of $195,000; five thousand dollars cash, and onehalf of the balance to be paid in ten, and the other half in fifteen years
from Ja,nnary 1, 1872, with interest at the rate of four per cent. per
annum, payable annually on the 1st day of January of each year, to be
e-videnced by two bonds of said company to the United States for said
snms, with interest-coupons annexed, pa,vment thereof secured by a
mortgage upon all the property, rights, and income, and by the lien of
13 w
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a decree to be entered in said cases, to be enforced by execution and
sale in case of default.
The suit against the Nashville and Decatur Railroad Companies is
under consideration by the War Department, and in a fair way of being
satisfactorily compromised.
.
The suits against the Nashville and Northwestern, the McMinnville
and Manchester, and the Knoxville and Kentucky Railroad Companies
remain as at the beginning of the year.
.
A little more than a year ago proceedings in bankruptcy were commenced against the Alabama and Chattanooga Railroad Company in
the district court of tile United States for the middle district of
Alabama. On the 13th day of lYiarch last, an order was made by said
court directing the sale of the road and franchise of the company.
The road was sold on the 22d of April, 1872, to the State of Alab~ma,
for $312,000. The claim of the United States was :filed with the register
in bankruptcy.
The sale of the road has been affirmed by the district court, and the
claim of the United States declared to be a superior lien to all other
liens and elaims, except costs of suit. The district attorney writes that
the governor of the State recognizes the justness and validity of t~e
claim; also, that the United States will certainly get the money this
fall.
The suit against the New Orleans and Ohio Railroad Company, which
at the date of the last annual report was pending in the Supreme Court
of the United St<:ttes, was decided a.t the last term of said court in favor
of the United States, and on the 11th day of April last the sum of
$10,94:().47, being the value of the property on· which the United States
retained a lien, was p~Lid to me and deposited to the credit of ~the
Treasurer of the United States. There is still a balance due the Umte<l
States of $:25,529.17; but as the company is bankrupt, the road l~ay~ng
been sold under the first and ~econd mortg<:tges, there is 110 possiblhty
of recovering the amount. All legal means to that end ha\e been
exhausted.
The l\Iobile and Ohio R~tilroad Company bas filed transportatio~.
acconnts, which, with its unpaid postal dues, are sufficient to uearly> 1f
not quite, liquitlate its indebtedness. These accounts, in connectwn
wHh its accounts for purchases of property from the Onitecl States,
are under examiuation and consideration by the accouuting officers of
the Treasury.
The claim ~tgainst the Alabama, and Florida Hail road Company, being
for repairs to the road by the United States in 1865, is disputed by the
company. An appeal having been taken from the ruling of the Qmutermaster-General, <Lpproved by the Secretary of War, to the accouutillg
officers of t.he Treasury, those officers have decided the case ad \'erse to
the United States, and made an award in favor of the railroad company...
Tl.Jat award, together with all the papers and facts in the case, is now
mH1cr consideration by the War Department.
'IIJe ~Ii~si~sippi, Gaiuesville ail(} 'ru. ca1oosa Railro::~cl haYing been
. ol<l under iti3 fir t morto-age to the :Mobile and Ohio Rai.lroad Company,
tltere i~ no po:; il>Hity that the amount due the United States will en:>r
be collected. Ther i a. Htnall sum dne for postal serdce over tbe roadwhi ·b, by th proYi:ions of the boncl executed by said Mis i ~sippi, GaiuesYill and Tu.·ealoo,·a Uailroacl Company to the United State~ Hhonld be
applied to the li(1nidation of the dcl>t, but sn<"11 application of the postal
eami.llp:: i: re. i:te(l by the l\Iohile and Ohio Railroad Company.
Pnor tu th' :al of th 1·oad, such of th property sold to the company
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as had not been worn out and consumed, was restored to the United
States and sold at public auctioJJ-, and tlH~ sum of $2,299 receiYed aud
depositell to the credit of the Treasurer of the United States. Tlwre is
still a balance due of $40,069.72.
During the fiscal year, I received from indebted railroad companieR,
in money and postal dues, $118,294:.47, all of which has been deposited
in the Treasury of the United States, and also credited upon their
indebtedness.
TRANSPORTATION.

The number of persons transported by the Quartermaster's Department during the fiscal year waR 54,068; the number of ·animals, 4,255;
and the number of pounds of stores, 123,083,701. The amount expended
for persons was $488,168.10, and for freight, $1,596.7G0.94. Total expenditures, $2,084,929.04. This amount was paid by officers of the Quartermaster's Department. In addition thereto, claims and accounts to the
amount of $1,275,170.13 have been referred by this office for settlement
during the fiscal year.
Since the adoption, several years since, of the general system now in
force of providing transportation for t.he military srrvice, and sett.Ung
the accounts for the same, orders have been issuf'.d from time to time
changing or modifying it iu so many particulars, that officers of this
Department are sometimes embarrassed in their aetion on account of
the complication of instructions on the subject of transportation.
These changes or modifications in the system ha,-e been found addsable
by the practical experience of the Department, or W\-'l'e rendered necessary to comply with the laws of tile country and regulations promulgated by proper authority for the go\' ernmeut of the Army. Agaiu, it
has been found by the experience of the Department, that the system
now iu force neeessitates, in certain details, considerable clerical labor,
which might be saYed by the adoption of a. method simpler iu its
workings and requirements, and at the same time fully protecting the
interests of the United States. For these reasons I have deemed it
advisable that the present system should be remodeled, so as to save
clerical labor, and to meet the requirements of tile service at the preseu t
time; the system adopted to be published in general orders from the
War Department.. Accordiugly letters were addre8sed to officers of the
Quartermaster's Department inviting suggestioiJS ou the subject. After
having fully considered the suggestions made by them, a draugilt of a
proposed system was prepared and submitted to tile QuartermasterGeneral for his approval or othenvise. Haviug· received his approval,
with such changes as he desired to make, it was, on July 30, by his
direction, submitted to the Second Comptroller, under the requirements
of the act of 3d of March, 1817, and is still with that officer.
LAND-1'RAN•SPOR1'A'I'ION.

Under this head is classed, at this office, the transportation ser,ice
performed by railroad, express, and stage eompanies, under contract
or as common carriers, and by Governmeut wago11s ~md teams, as also
by hired wagons and teams, eruploye<l under coutraet or otherwise.
RAILROAD-'J 'RANSPORT.A'l'ION.

The extent of the transportation sen·icc by railroad ·On account of
the Quartermaster's Departme11 t, iu connectioH with the movements ot
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the Army, and for its supply, and the cost of the service, are shown by
the following statement compiled from the reports of officers, so far as
rendered to this office :
Number of persons transported by railroad............. ... ...............
24,567
Number of animals transported by railroad .... , ..... ·----· ........ ---·--3,636
Number of pounds of freight tmnsported by railroad ...................... 52,850,235

The amount paid at posts, depots, and stations by disbursing officers
of this Department, for this class of service, so far as has been reported,
was $411,599.08. In addition to this amount, there were examined in
this office and referred for settlement at the Treasury, railroad accounts
and claims amounting to $1,157,764.72, making a total sum of $1,569,363.80 ·paid by officers and referred for settlement through the Treasury,
of which amount the sum of abont $1,300,000 was on account of service
for the fiscal year.
Of the total sum the following amounts were allowed on the aecounts
of Pacific Railroads, settled through this office at the Treasury, viz:
No. of
accounts.

To tb~ Uuion Pacific Railroad Company ... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 147
To the Kansas Pacific Railroad Company .. _.•.... __ .. . ..... ___ . 29
To tl1 e Central P:wific Railroad Company._ ....... _•.•..... __ .. 94
To the Western Pacific Hail road Company ...... _...... . . . . . • . .
8
To the Sioux City and Pacific Railroad Company........... . . . • 40
Total ....••.•••...•••....•......••........................ 318

Amount.

$399, 19:{
166,113
229,111
64
6,373

72
20
75
50
83

. 800,857 00

Of tbe transportation service performed for this Department, as auoYe
stated, the number of persons and pounds of freight transported by these
Pacitie Railroads during the fiscal year were as follows:
No. of
persous.

Pounds,
freight.

Union Pacific ...... _................................. __ ...... 3, 645
Central Pacific of California,· including Western Pacific. __ ... _. 1, 493
Kausas Pacific ......... _.............. _...................... 3, 939
Sioux City and Pacific ................ __ ............ __ .......
243

14,501,918
5, 111,980
16,858,340
1,155,306

Total ....•........................... __ .............. _.. 9, 320

37,627,544

The number and stated value of the Pacific Railroad accounts, receiYed at this office during the fiscal year, were as follows:
No. of
accounts.

Union Pacific Railroad Company .. _. _... ~ _........ _.... __ . _. . . 157
Kansas Pacific Railroatl Company ....................... _... _. 29
Central Pacific Railroad Company ..... _.. _........... _........ 114
1::\ionx City and Pacific Railroad Company .............. __ ...... :~5
Total _. _.. _.. _....... ___ ..... __ ........ _............ _.. _. 335

Amount.

$410, 192
171,450
146,77
13,581

51
12
23
10

742,001 96

----

The table of land-grant railroads referred to in mv last annual report
bas been completed, and was published iu circular' from this office of
.B ebruary 2U, 187~.
WAGON AND STAGE 1'RA:NSPORT.ATION.

Th bu.·in ,
been a, follow.
~nmher

by wagon-transportation, during the fiscal year, ha.

ofpeL-,Oll. tran;,portNl.. ___ ........... ___ . __ ........ __ ...... __ ..
1, 16-t
lHI1HH1 · of frl'ight tran s1wrted .. ................... ....... ... . . 27, 6 1, .:.-:>:1

• mul,cr of
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The amount paid for such transportation, during the fiscal year, by
officers of this Depa.rtment, so feu as reported to this office, \Yas
$1,050,780.76. In addition to this amount there were examiued in this
office, and referred to the Treasury for settlement, wagon-transportation
accounts amounting to the sum of $77,021.12, making a total amount
paid for wagon-transportatiou of $1,127 ,801.88, of which about $1,100,000
was for services for the fiscal year. ThiR service is usually performed
under contracts, made yearly by the chief quartermasters of the military departments, at specific rates per 100 pounds per 100 miles, or per
100 pounds for the whole distance from the depot of supply to the poiut
to be supplied.
During tbe year 1,227 persons and 459 pounds of freight were transported by stage. During the same time $4G,434.69 was paid on such
account by officers of t,his Department, and accounts amounting to
$2,541.15 were referred by this office to the Treasury for sett1ement, making a total sum of $4.8,975.8! paid on account of stage-transporta,tiou
during the fiscal year.
During the year there was paid for miscellaneous services pertaining
to land-transportation, such as for the services of tlte United States
military railroad and telegraph employes, &c., the sum of $2,383.-15.
\VATER-TR.A.NSPUR1'ATION.

Four schooners, one sloop, one sail-boat, two flat-boats, eleven steam ers, one propeller, aud one barge have been in service as transports
under charter during the year.
One steam-launch, one flat-boat, one barge, one propeller, and two
schooners, owned by the United States, have been employed in transporting freight and passengers between points where no regular
transports plied.
There were transported by water, during the fiscal year, 27,110 persons,
375 animals, and 4,255,114 pounds of freight.
The amount expended for water-transportation was as follows:
Paid by officers to common carriers __________ ·----· _______________ . _____ $542,100
Paid by officers for chartered vessels _______________ .____________________
34, 014
Paid through this office uy accounting officers to common carriers __ .____ _
8, 000
Expense of running and ma,intaining Government vessels, including purchase of one stearn-lauucb _______________ ___ . _.. _ . ___ . ________ ________ 42, 259
Total _. ___ . __________________ ... _. _________ . __ . ___ . __________ . __ . .

49
0:2

00
01

626, 373 52

A steam-launch, built by Pusey, Jones & Co., of Wilmington, Delaware, under instructions of the Quartermaster-General, bas been purchased by the Quartermaster's Department, at a cost of $7,000, to rnn
. between Fort Pulaski and Savannah, Georgia, and was dispatched to
its destination, Fort Pulaski, on the 22d of February, 1872, reaching
there April11.
This launch is 50 feet long, 12 feet in breadth, and 4 feet iu depth,
with an engine of 10-inch cyli11der, and is covered by an awning fore
and aft, with side curtains to protect tlw passengers in stormy weather.
During the trip of the launch from \Vilrnington, Delaware, to Fort
Pulaski, severe gales were encountered, in which the anchor was lost
and. the steering-cable broken, but with these exceptions the vessel
arrived in good coiH.lition at Fort Pulaski.
The expense of ruuning and maintaining tlw launch is about $137 per
mouth; the average consumption of coal per round trip, 1,200 pounds;
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speed, with the tide, 11.47 miles per hour; againRt the tide, 6 miles;
aYerage speed, 7.88 miles per hour.
The most important water-transportation service performed for this
Department during the fiscal year, has been in the Military Division of
the Pacific. The sum of $361,088.89 has been paid by officers on such
account.
Next in importance has been the service in the ·Military Division of
the Missouri, costing the sum of $156,810.25, about three-fourths of
which were paid for transportation, under contract, of troops and supplies on the Missouri River, from Sioux City, Iowa, to the posts and
stations above, on said river. At each letting of the contract for the
transportation service on the .Missouri River, for several years past,
there has been some embarrassment in awarding the contract, on account of straw-bids and bids from irresponsible persons having been
offered; but the Department has succeeded in securing the service at
rates deemed to be reasonable.
In the Military Division of the Atlantic the sum of $58,215.37 has
been paid for transportation service by w;1.ter.
BARRACKS AND QUARTERS.
NEW BUILDINGS.

.

During the fiscal year, ninety-five new buildings-barracks, officers'
quarters, stables, Etore-houses, g·nard-bouses, &c.-have been authorized a.t military posts in Maine, New York, Maryland, Virginia, Nort~1
Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Texas, Tennessee, Kentucky, Illinois, Kansas, Nebraska, and California, and in the Territories of O~lo
rado, Dakota, J\1ontana, New Mexico, Utah, Arizona, and the Ind1an
Territory, at a cost of $240,553.
WHARVES.

The sum of $14,903 haR been allowed for construction and repair of
wharves.
HOSPITALS.

So far as reported, the sum of $37,521 has been devoted to the construction and repair of hospitals.
REPAIRS.

As the public buildings at nearly all of the military posts are of a
tPmporary character, many repairs are necessary every year to presen-e
:md place them in a proper condition. For this purpose, and for the
eou.structiou and repair of cisterns, wells, &c., the sum of $92,948 has
lJeen expended upon estimates specially authorized.
The expenditures authorized for construction and repair in the se\'eral
Departments have been as follows:
Department of the Missouri_ __ .. ____ . ______ . _____ . ____ . __ . ___ ... ______ . ___ . $58,110
10, 3G0

R~:}:~n~r~!
HR:<~k~~:~-~~-~_:_~_:_~_~_:_:_:_ ~-~-:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~: ~ ~ ~ ~
>Ppartmen t of the

1
Lakes . ____ . _____ . _____ ... _________ _ ______ . ____ . _______ .
1)t'}1artu1ent of tho ,'onth. _____ ·----·
.
lJ L'lHI rtiiH'JJt of Texas. _____ . ____ . __ ---. - ·----- ·----- ------ ·--- ·- --------Jh'imrttuent of the Gulf_ ___ --··-· __ -_-_-_·__ -_-_-_-_·.-------~:~::::~~::~:~~:-·:~::::~:~

111, 4:ill
7t!,t'!l:'
;21)0

29. 4"'(i

rio, OliO
19, Hi~
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Department of California ................................................. .
Department of Arizona .................... - ............•............... - ..
Department of t.he Columbia ...... --·· .................. ---········ ...... --
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$5,200
3,000
2,000

Total _.......•..........•.... _.. _................................... 31;5, 925
NEW POSTS.

The War Department, by letter dated February 13, 1872, authorized
the commander of the Military Division of Missouri to estai)1ish a four
or five company post at or near Beaver City, Utah. The estimated cost
of buildings is $120,000; and application was made May 6, 1872, to
Congress, for "early appropriation" of this sum, but no definite action
seems to have been taken by Congress in the premises.
The War Department. also, by letter of April 6, 1872, to the department commander, authorized construction of a two-company post at or
near the point where the Northern Pacific Railroad crosses the Missouri
River, tl1e expense attending this work to be met by erecting only the
requisite buildings for six companies at Fort Buford, Dakota Territory,
instead of ten companies, as previously authorized, and the setting
aside, from the moneys in the bauds of the department quartermaster,
such sum as would be a proper ratio of the whole amount transferred
to him originally.
BUILDINGS SOLD.

During the fiscal year the sale at public auction of fifty-three buildings, of various dimensions, has been authorized by the Secretary of
War.
PROPER'I.'Y 'I.'RANSFERRED.

By the act approved May 21, 1872, the Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Navy were directed to relinquish possession of the \Yharf
and _landing occupied by the United ~tates in the city of New Orleans,
Lomsiana, and to turn over the same to the authorities of that city.
This Yaluable property was very useful to the Quartermaster's Department, but title of the United States thereto was simply that of right by
capture.
DEPOT BUILDINGS AT JEFFERSONVILLE, INDIANA.

Work on the new :tire-proof buildings at J e:ffersonville, Indiana,
authorized by act of Congress approved March 2, 1867, was commenced in the spring of 1871, and lias been prosecuted with energy and
economy. It is thought that the sum (of $150,000) appropriated by
Congress will fully complete the work. From last reports received,
certain parts of the buildings have been completed and are now in occupation. When entirely finished the buildings will be an ornament to
the city, and a safe repository for the stores of great value concentrated
there.
The plan of this depot was designed by the Quartermaster-General
of the Army, rmd all the drawings necessary for guidance in the work
of building were prepared at this office under his direction.
The style of the architecture is Tuscan, well maintained throughout.
The buildings are of i)rick and one story high. The fronts are constl'ncted with arcades ~1. ncl pilasters of molded brick work. The arches
of the exterior fronts are closeu by l>lank brick walls, so as to leaYe no
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openings, except the doorways in the middle of each exterior front.
The arches looking to the court are closed by hinged wooden doors which
give access and light to every store-room.
The lmilding consists of numerous store-rooms, offices, &c., but all connected so as to form but a single structure, built in the shape of a squara
with an interior court or yard. Fire-walls without opening are lai(l
up through the roof, t,l ms dividing the building into separate ware~
rooms for storage of property. The exterior dimensions of the square
is 801 feet 4 inches. and the uniform width of the building is 52 feet ~
inches. The interior court or yard is 696 feet square. The four sidea
of the structure front upon four streets, and the depot covers an area ot
four squares of the city.
It is confidently expected that the work of building will be entirely
completed during the month of October, proximo.
DEPOT A'l' SAN ANTONIO, 'l'EXAS.

In my last annual report it was stated that the deeds executed by tha
cit.v of San Antonio, conveying to the United States a site for depo~
buildings at that place, had been decided valid, and that by authorityo£
the Secretary of War instructions had been giYen March 31, 1871, to
<"Ommence the construction of the buildings, but it appears it was
afterward found that through an error or misunderstanding of those
llaviug the matter in charge in Texas, the site conveyed was not that
desired or expected. This prevented the commencement of the work,
but on representationof the facts to the city authorities they v~ry
promptly conveyed additional groun¢l to the United States. The title
of the United States to the additional ground conveyed has b,een de·
cide<l by the Department of Justice to be good and sufficient.
To carry out the work as contemplated funds had been set aside; but
the deficiency bill, approved May 18, 1872, contains the proviso, "that
hereafter barracks and quarters, and all buildings and structures whatever of a permanent nature, shall be constructed upon special authority
to be given by act of Congress, except when constructed by troops, and
no such structure, whose cost shall exceed $20,000, shall be erected, or
continued in erection, unles~ by such authority so specially granted."
As these buildings were to be of a permanent cllaracter, and no
suelt "special authority" bas been granted, the \Var Department bas
decided that "no further action about building c<:tn be had for tlte
present." The department commander has therefore been requested to
eause the $100,000 to be turned iuto tl1e Treasury to the credit of the
appropriation for barracks and quarters.
PLANS, DRAWINGS, ETC.

During the past fiscal year the several dranghtsmen employe<l in your
office haYe been engaged in the preparatinn and revision of plans and
estimates for proposed new buildings; in making plats of national cem·
deries, and copies of maps of military reserYntions; in making for the
file ' of this office tracings of all plans and dra willgs of structures authorized dnri11g the year to be erected, au(l in collecting and properly
markiug all(.l filing the old plan:, dra,Ying·l:i, and maps on hand at tllis
om(' , and sy. ten1atizing the record of the ame. The importance of
havin~ at t~i.' offi ·~a. full <.le,'c·.ription, with eopies of th e p1ans of con.· trnct10n, Of all Utuld.mg~ throughout the COUlltl',Y ill charo·o of the
Onart 'l'IUU 't r' · ]) partweut i~ apparent, and to snell eud ao tllorongll
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examination of the records has been made, and the proper officers
called upon to prepare and forward any plans not on file and needed to
complete the record. Although many of the plans are unskillfully drawn,
:ret it is believed that there are now at this office the necessary plans
and drawings, or descriptions, to give an intelligent idea of the climensions, character, and capacity of nearly all the public buildings, &c.,
constructed by the Quartermaster's Department, and now occupied or
held at the various posts and stations throughout the United States.
IRON-FRAl\iE BUNKS.

This branch of the office has until within a few months acted upon all
business connected with the supply of iron barrack-bunks, but as it has
been decided that bunks should more properly be classed with "camp
and garrison equipage," all papers on file and correspondence relative
thereto have been transferred to that branch of this office.
POST CEMEi'ERIES.

Authority bas been granted by the Secretary of vVar awl instructions given by this office for the construction of a wooden fence around
the Fort Brady, Michigan, Post Cemetery, and stone walls around those
at Fort Kearney, Nebraska, Old .B-,ort Lyon, Colorado Territory, and
Fort Sedgwick, Colorado Territory, when proper title to the ground is
Yes ted in the United States.
Three interments have been reported during the fiscal year.
Instructions have been issued for the removal of four bodies from the
cemetery at Fort \Vadsworth, New York Harbor, to Cypress Hill Cemetery.
The Secretary of \Var, under date of June 19, 1872, directed that the
graves (about 180) at Forts Hamilton and \Vood, New York Harbor,
should not be disturbed, but that no more interments s110uld be made
in the cemeteries at these two posts. When soldiers die there, their
remains will be interreu in the Cypress Hill Cemetery.
REGULAR SUPPLIES.

The following statement shows the number of animals, with their total
and average cost, purchased in the several military departments during
tile fiscal year ending June 30, 1872:
Where

purc~ased.

~~~:~~:

Mul es.! T otal cost. , A.verage,

----------------------------------------1-----DopartmentoftheEast ..... --------------- -·---- --- -- -- ·· ·
2
Department. of the East . __ . _. _. _.... _.. ___ . ____ . . ____ . ____ ... __ . ___ . . .
2
Department of the South .... _._. ___ _____ . ___ __ _. ____ . __ .. __ .
380 . __ .. __ .
Depart.meut of Texas. __ ...... __ . . _. __ _._. ___ ..... ____ _. __ ...
707 . __ .....
Department of Texas. ___ .... _____ . . __ . __ . __ .. __ . ____ . __ .. _... __ . __ ....
lSO

£~~~~~~~~~~ ~i ~~~ M~~~~~~-~:: ~ ~ -_ -_-_::: ·. ·. -_ -_·_-_ ~ -. ·.::: ~::::::::::
Department of Dakota*···-··- -· ---···-·· ·-- ---- - -----···--·
Department of California ................ ···-- · ·---·-- ·- ----·

$150 eo
150 00
143 '&3
102 [)2

$300 00
00
76
14

300
5:1, [) 18
72, 736
2.5, 962

5lJ

1, 4;~ :::::::: ] i~: ~~~

~~

123 21
1:35 08

No reports ren dered.
158
2!.!,805 18'

180 21

14-1 23

E~~~~~~~~~~ gi ~~-l~fi~~~i~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::·. ·-- --- 352· . __ .- ~~- 4~: ~~:i ~~

Dcpartn1entof thoCulumhia.......................... ...... .

~l~!!U ~~:r,~~lo:

78 ........

172 75

1::!3 eo
lGO 0()
lHfJ :l7

12,480 00

:: :--:-:- : :::_:-_ : : - 'i : :~ i;il ~~

\Vest Point, Now Yol'k.-. -- .... ·-·- - - -------· --- - ------· -- -·
Total------·--···--·--··- __ ·----·-----·--- .. --------··

33 ..... _..

3, 277

·200

241 50,

150 00
145 0(}

HO 7G

4, 942 OS

445,5GS27 1------·· ..
I

~

The appropnation for the pnrchase of horRcs (1nrin.g the iiscaJ year "·as $450 000 all of wl1icl1 vYas
CX]l01H1 e<1. No r otnrns ha ving been l'CCOiYel1 from t ho Department
Dakota tile' en the expom1itu.re is.
not shown by this statomeut.

of
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The following is a tabular statement of the sales of public animals iu
the different departments, showing number sold and amount realized:
Total.

Oxen.

Mules.

Horses.
Departments.
No.

Amount.

No.

Amount. No. Amount.

Department oftbe East......
22
$992 64
$334 00
DepartmentoftheLakes. .. .
4
178 00 ...... ·······-·--43
2, ~ 11 90
1
75 oo
Departtmentt off' ttbl e GSou ~h . . . .
1
31 00
D
. epar men o 16 u .. _...
·3
"' 00
Department of the Missouri .
319
16, 268 95
145
7, 588 78
Department ofthe Plat te. . ..
204
10, 347 07
75
4, 513 50
Depart.ment of' Dal{.Dta* ..... . ..... _.. ... ............ . . ....... .... ..

11

96

~~~~~:~::~~ ~~ J:I~f'o~-~;i~ ::::

Department of Arizona . . . . . .
Department of the Columbia.
Depot of Washinp:ton .... ....
:DDepotoff.:NJ:reff';York .
epot o e ersouvil e . .. .. .
WestPoint, New York......

1.........

'rotal .......... __ ......

3~i

39
16
5
3
2
15

IAmount.

No.

~~~\ $1,326 G4

.... ..........
4
17800
4!
2, ~~~ ~~
. -- ... -... .. . .
. . -- .. - ... ---.. .. _ . . . . . . . .
464 23, 857 75
.. .. . . .. . . . . ..
279 14, tl60 57
.. -. -.-------. --- ·- - -·

1i:1, ~~~
~~ ~~ i: ~~~ ~~ :::::::: :: :::: 4~~ 1~: ~~~ ~~
438 55
101
3, 229 40
2
$ 100 46
142
4, 76tl 41
372
372
340
46
1,236

66
50
00
50
00

7
152 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
......... _........ .. .. .. .. . . .. ..
...... . . .......... .... ..........
.............................. ..
.................. 2
247 20

· 23
5

~~~ ~~

~

3!~ ~~

17

1,483 20

1,095 47,5~ '413'18,23390 4 34766\1,5t2l66,1693:i
*No reports renderecl.

SUMMARY.

The fo1lowing is a. summary statement of the number of animals purchased, sold, died, &c., and-remaining on band during tbe fiscal year
ending J nne 30, 1872.
Horses.

On hand, purchased, &e.

- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -

Mules.

Oxen.

- -- - - - - - 109

9 756
124
I 209
..........
66

To be accounteu for. __ ......... . .... . .. . .. _............ ... . .... .. -u.382

------w;-031-- 124

On hand July 1, 1871 ..............•..•.......•....•.......... _. . .. _.. .•.
Purchased ................. _... _............................ _... _...... .
'l'aken up, &e ..................................... __ ... _.............. .

7, 996
3, 277

=1= = 413

R.ld

n1ecl.
~ ~:: ~:: ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~::::: ~: ~: ~ ~:: ~ ~:: ~: ~::::::::: :::::::: ::::: ::: :: :
Lost and stolen ............................. _...... _..... . ...... _.. . . _..

'

~~r

187

5~o

=

340

Total solu,died, &c ..................................... . .... ,.... ~--1,653 --1,273 1= OnbanuJuno30,1872 . . ..... ...... .......... . ..... .... .................

2
5
7

=~=8,758~--w

ANNUAL ESTIMATES.

Estimates for regular and miscellaneous supplies deemed necessary
for the service during the fiscal year were received from the following
posts in the Military Di·dsion of the 1\-'Iissouri, viz: Fort Rice~ Fort
~haw, Fort Stevenson, Fort Ellis, Fort Fetterman, Fort Buford, Fort
J.1aramie, Fort Sill, Fort Snelling, Fort; Wa.dsworth, Fort Ripley, Fort
Pembina, Fort Abercrombie, Fort Totten, Fort Sully, Fort Benton, Fort
Randal1, Sionx City, Whetstone Agency, Cheyenne Agency, Lower
Brule Agency, Grand River Agency, Camp Baker, Santa Fe, Fort
Bayanl, Fort Craig, Fort Gar]all(l, Fort Selden, Fort Stanton, Fort
'ingate, lrort ~I ·Rae, Fort Unmmings, Union Depot, and Fort Union.
The: e:timat . \vere carefully examiued, with a vi w to the economical
:npp1y of only Hnch of the articles called for a8 appeared necessary for
the int re ·t · of the service. Purcha ·e of tbe store.· uot on hand at the
U('}>Ot:; wher tis old material of the war is ~toretl was authorized to be
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made under the supervision of the chief quartermasters of the Military
Division of the Missouri and of the several departments composing it.
With a view of encouraging the production of cereals and hay in the
vicinity of the outlying posts, it was directed that the forage be procured as far as possible by local contracts, to be awarded in the manner
prescribed by General Orders No. 57, War Department, Adjutant-General's Office, dated August 12, 1871.
REQUISITIONS.

There were received at this office during the fiscal year, and instructions gi-ven relative to the supply of t.he stores called for thereon, requisitions as follows :
Military Division of the Pacific __________________ ------ ________ ------ ____ ·----Military Division of the Missouri_ ........ _•. ___ .. __ .... _. ~. _... _.... _. _..... __ .
Military Division of the South ................................... ·--------- ....
Military Division of the Atlantic. ____ ... ___ . . ___ .. _. __ .. ___ •...... __ .. ____ .. _..
Depot of Washington ........ _.. ___ .... ___ ... ___ .. __ .. ___ •....... _.. ___ •... __ ..
Depot of J ef:l'erson ville ........... __ ... _. _ . __ • _•. ____ ..•. __ .. _. __ . _... __ . _ .•. _. .
Military Academy at West Point . ..••.. _. _..... _..... __ ....... __ ... _. ., _.... _..
Miscellaneous sources .......•.....••........... ---- ...•.... ____ .....••.........

3
65
89
44
25

2
8,
2

Total .....•..••••.•.................•... _... _. __ .•••.........•..•.... __ • 238
FIRE-EX'l'ING UISHERS.

Fire-extinguishers of the authorized pattern were, during the year,
suppUed to the following posts, viz:
4
4
4

2
2
3
7
2

2
1
4

2
1
4

Total ... __ .....•• _.. ____ . _________ .. _. __ ... ___ •.. _. ____ • _. _____ .. _ . _. _..

42

On the morning of March 19, 1872, a small frame building attached to
the rear of the subalterns' quarters, at Camp Douglas, Utah, 'vas found •
to be on fire. The building was consumed, but by the use of the extinguishers it is reported the spread of the fire was pre-vented, and an
entire set of quarters saved from destruction.
SPRING-WAGONS.

In September, 1871, former orders were modified so as to allow, at
certain frontier posts, light spring-wagons for two horses or mules, "to
be used wben no other suitable conveyance can be obtained for carryillg the mails and transporting officers traveling under orders .on public
c:lnty." Under this authority of the Secretary of \Var, instructions have
been issued by the Quartermaster-General for the supply of a limited
number of spring-wagons.
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W .A.RREN COOKERS.

The attention of the Department having been called to the patent
cooker invented by Captain F. P. Warren, of the English navy, and in
use by the army and naYy of Great Britain, a number were purchased
and supplied to the Army for practical test. The results of the trial
have not as yet been fully conununicated to this office.
CONTRACTS.

There were filed and examined in this office during the fiscal year
632 contracts, as follows: 243 for forage, (including bran,) embracing
11,358,576 pounds of oats or barley; 383,358 bushels of oats ; 553,790
bushels of corn; 53,042 tons of hay; 14 for forage, quantities as required; 16 for both forage and fnel; 11 for straw; 20 for coal, 18,117
tons; 3 for coal, quantities as required; 114 for wood, 99,644 cords; 22
for wood, quantities as required; 34 for charcoal, 43,725 busllels; 23 for
building-materials; 9 for repairing and constructing buildings; 37 for
transportation; 11 for services, miscellaneous; 12 for cavalry horses,
1,961, and artillery horses 75, and mules 241; 14 for clothing, camp
and garrison equipage; 5 for stationery; 20 for national cemeteries; 1
for charter; 23 for leases.
FORAGE .AND STR.A.\V,

The issues of forage and straw during the fiscal year were as follows:
Corn, 709,244 bushels; oats, 886,127 bushels; barley, 170,806 bushels;
hay, 54,840 tons; straw, 3,839 tons.
The issues of fuel were: Wood, 115,995 cords; anthracite GOal, 17,102
tons; bituminous coal, 11,042 tons.
KIERNAN'S HIN'l'S ON HORSESHOEING.

Under the authority of the Secretary of War, referred to in the last
annual report of the Quartermaster-General, one thousand copies of this
work, provided with thirty-three illustrations, designed to explain th~
practical workings of the system, have been distributed to the ArTI?-Y·
Each company of cavalry and battery of artillery has been supplied With
a copy, as also each quartermaster in the service. As far as known to
this office the system works satisfactorily.
EXPLORING EXPEDITIONS.

The expedition under comnmnd of Lieutenant G. M. Wheeler, of the
Corps of Engineers, to which reference was made in the last annual report
of this ollice, was by authority of the Secretary of War supplied during
the fiscal year with forage, animals, and miscellaneous stores by tbis
Department. Sale of stores to the ci,Tilian employes connected with
the expNlition at cost price to the Government was ordered. This
Department has granted every assistance at its command to facilitate
the operations of the expedition.
!he geolo~ical survey of the. fortie~b parallel, iu charge of Clarence
Kmg, geologLt, wa.· ah;o provided with means of transportation and
fnrui:hed with uch other nece.'sary article.· of outfit called. for as within
t he jurisdiction of this Department to supply.
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CLAIMS.

During the fiscal year the examination of miscellaneous claims, claims
filed under the act of July 4, 1864, and claims and accounts for transportation, bas been continued with such results as could be accomplished
with the force of clerks available for the purpose. An addition of ·six
clerks to the force now employed on duty, in connection with the examination of claims filed under the act of July 4, 1864, would be Yery
advantageous, and is respectfully recommended. This increase of the
force would enable this office to dipose of the cases more expeditiously
than can now be done.
'
Claims filed under the act of July 4, 1864.
Six hundred and sixty-five claims, stated at $777,337.67, filed under
the act of July 4, 1864, have during the year been referred to the Third
Auditor of the Treasury for settlement, at $367,102.72, having been
reduced $410,234.95, aud 27 4 claims have been examined and rejected,
stated at $396,100.75. The number of these claims remaining on hand
at the close of the fiscal year not finally acted upon was 10,351, stated
at $6,857 ,006.56.
Miscellaneous claims.
Twenty-three hundred and forty-six miscellaneous claims, stated at
$538,382.22, were reduced $32,031.51, and referred for settlement at
$506,350.71, and 312 claims, stated at $108,668.19, were rejected. There
remained on hand at the close of the fiscal year 14,485 claims, stated at
$7,558, 791.75.
Transportation claims and accmtnts.
During the year 325 transportation accounts were referred to the
Treasury Department aud to disbursing officers for settlement, of
$803,171.26; 538 claims on account of transportation were referred for
settlement, at $471,998.87; and170 claims, stated at $1,911,722.36, have
been rejected.
There remained on hand June 30, 1872, to be finally acted upon,
22 trr~nsportation accounts, stated at $2, 587.43, and 134 claims for
transportation, stated at $275,057.02. Total transportation claims and
accounts on hand June 30, 1872, 156, stated at $277,644.45.
The following is a statement of the public funds in my possession
during the fiscal year:
On hand July 1, 1~71 ....•.. __ --· .. _..... ---- .. _-- ... ___ ............. ___ .
Received from officers during the year._ ............. _.... __ .......... _..
$71 09
Received from the Treasury Department ....... _..•... _.•.....•..........
Recei vecl from snles of rail way property .. _....... _.... __ ......... __ .. _.. 118, 294 47
Received from other sources ..................................... ------.
Total received during the year .......... _..... _....... _.. _.. _.. _.. 118, 365 56
Disbursed during the year. ..... ----·---· ............ __ ---- ............. .
Transferred to other officers. __ ......................................... .
Deposited to the credit of the Treasury of the United States during the
yeaT ............. - ...................... _....... _. _•..... _........... $118, 365 56
Remaining on hand June 30, 1872 ..................................... ..
Total .......................•.................................... 118,365 56
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For infonna.tion in detail on the several subjects of this report see
the papers submitted herewith, as follows:
A.-Statement of the indebtedness to the United States of south·
ern railroad companies on account of purchase of railway material for
the fiscal vear.
B.-Abstract of contracts made by officers of the Quartermaster's
Department for water-transportation.
C.-Table of land-grant railroads.
D.-Abstract of contracts made by officers of the Quartermaster's
Department for w~tgon-transportation during the fiscal year.
E.-Statement of vessels chartered and employed by officers of the
Quartermaster's Department during the fiscal year.
F.-Statement of vessels owned or purchased by the Quartermaster's Department during the fiseal year.
·
G.-Statement of all troops and stores transported under direction
of the Quartermaster's Department during the fiscal year.
H.-Statement of amounts paid by the Quartermaster's Department
on account of rail, river, wagon, and st.age transportation during the
fiscal year.
'
I.-Statement of accounts and claims at this office on account of
transportation for the fiscal year.
K.-Statement of claims filed at this office under the act of July
4, 1864, for the fiscal year.
L.-Statement of miscellaneous claims filed at this office for the fiscal year.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
M. I. LUDINGTON,
Qu.arternutster, United Sta.tes Army.
Brigadier-General M. 0. MEIGS,
Quartermaster (}eneral United States Army.

A.-Statcmenl of /he inr7!'1Jiec7nos8 of certain railway companies for 1·ailway material and rolling-stock pnrchased unclel' provisions of e:cecutive orclers of August
tl a ncl Uetoba 14, ldli~, and onlers of the (Juurlcrnwsler- U eneral, U1.1ilecl States .A1'1ny, for the year ending Jnne 30, 1872.
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:\ .lPxandri;l, Lomlnnn anllllamp~hiro. ... . . . .. ... . . ... . . .
$62, :i92 !Hi
$20,237 13
~ 175 73
$83,003 82
$ 11,836 10
$123 10 ... ... ......
2 I .\b.l.mma, aud Florida . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . ..
27, 10~ 04 . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .
27, 1UD 04
11, :380 81 . .. . .. . . . . . . . . ........ _..
"\ Ia uam~t aud Cl~<ttta noo,ga. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .
30, 248 52
12, 467 :31
5-!3 03
4:3, 258 SG
17, t!Sl 45
876 18 .. .. . .. . .. ..
Ea::;t T enn eRscc and Gcuq.1;ia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3ii6, 183 02
160, 986 77
2, 322 73
529, 492 52
350, 4-!7 58
2;), 557 93 .... ..... __ .
East. T enmss co mHI Yi rgiuh:,........................... ..
265, 655 l;5
llu, 906 07
2, 322 73
3R4, 884 <15
249, 228 8 1
5, 91\J 43 __ ..... .. __
Erlgdi l'ld aml Kcu tud,y.. ...... ..... .....................
114, 772 86
55, 829 54
I, 745 00
172, 347 40
114, 772 86
45, 562 58
$1, 145 00
7 lllllia:Iola...... ...........................................
20,000 00 .............. ..............
20,000 00
15,000 00 .............. ............
12, 3:3563
4,268 86
15427
16,75876
D,54489
59677 ... .........
8 KHox\·illorrudKontuck_v ................................
!} ::Ut·'hlinnYilleand.il1nn chestc> I'.............................
41), 508 54
21,06217
2,77S 20
70,34!:> 91
46,508 54
17,654 02
2,175 20
10 l\Ii;;~is~ippi.Gnin cs YillonllllTuscaloosa ..................
3:3, 476:{!)
1G,3tll67
6775
49,D25Sl
3::1,47639
4,14287 . ...........
ll ::\.1ouile aucl Ohio..........................................
505, J 4:3 70
80, 2!i5 69 .. .. .. .. . .. ..
585, 409 39
74, 2!i9 05
7, :3[)7 19 .. . .. .. .. .. .
12 hlissi~sippi arHI Tennessee................. .... ...........
127, 750 :i2
30, 207 81 ........... _..
157, !);)8 33
16, 240 52
120 18 .. .. . .. .. . ..
1:3 .llem phis, Clarksl"il le aatl Louisville . . .... -..............
336, 93~ %
163, 045 99
1, 8·15 00
501, 823 35
33ti, 932 36
106, 735 30
400 00
H
l\[e;upiii:;antlOIJio .......................................
10ti,D29 13
22,998 78 ..............
129,927 91
11,840 38
357 58 ............
13 :Me mph iH alll1 Little Ronk . .. . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . .
133, 673 tJ!)
4fi, G47 95
7!'i 40
200, 397 24
78, 093 84
2, 467 75 .. .. . . .. .. ..
61:),63 1 70
2,23412 2,184,-4 17:15 1,47·1,206 55
3t3,125 86 ............
16 :Nash\·ilJenntlUhatta,noogn. .. ............................. 1,566,.15173
17 Na~li,·illea:ulNol'thwt · stem.............................
525, •100 26
25(),666 28
2,2:H ll
787,:100 65
52l,19~ 58
17V,962 23
566 06
18 Nas:l\" ill ~ <HH~ nc,~a t~ll'- ......... - . .. - ........... ---- .. -..
40:'5, 1~3 !J2
1<1_1, 407 9~
~ :2 :15 I 5-!9, f.JO •l 2~
280, 8~0 10
4~, 2~5 71
274 35
19 Ne" Orl•. an:; :Lild Ohto.- .. ... .... -- .. -- ......... ----- .. -..
32, 1::J0 00
13,719 9:J
4, 6-!7 20
50, !'i 17 IJ
27,961 19
;>, 962 13
1,114 OD
20 Paeitiel~ailma<lof .Missouri.............................
125,·133 65 ....................... -- ~
1;35,4'33 65
11 , 715 57 ............. ..........
21 Sont lmn;;t branch of Paei6 c Rnilr·ofMl of Missour·i . . . .. .. .
57, 115 24 ..... ___ . __ ...... __ _ _
57, 115 24
56, 11:; 24 ...... _. . . . .. .. .. .. .. ..
18:3, 27u 49
76, 367 68
5:3 95
259, 698 12
140, 540 20
1, 636 48 ......... _..
22 Rt> lm a. I:.:om•J and Dalton ........ - .............. -.........
23 \Vashin gtou , AloxmHlria and Goorgotowu .. .. .. .. . .. .. . ..
324 06 ...... __ .. __
__ _____ .... _
324 06
217 61 .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..

Total. ................ _.. .

-------

...... . . . . . . . . 5, 1o1, 757 3G

1, SG L, ODD 3·1

2 1, 4!J8 57

w
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$11,959 20
11, 380 81
18, 7:17 63
37u, 005 51
255, 148 ~4
161, 480 44
15,0 0 00
10,14166
66,337 76
:n,6 102G
81, G66 24
I 6, 360 70
4-14, OG7 6G
12,197 9u
80, 561 59
1,S:"i7,332 41
7('1,720 87
3~!· 3~0 ~8
.!,>, O:Js 31

11,715
5fi, 115
1·12, J s.;
2l7
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61':!
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A.-Statement of the indebtedness of cel'tain ?'ai.lroarl companies for milway materials and ?'olling-Bfock, g·c.-Coniinnod.
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.\lt'xnmlrin, Lnutlonnnmlllampshiro ....................
$742 44
$12,70164 ..............
$2,507 56
$7~,3041~
.Alabama nntl Floritht... .... ... . . ........... .... .......... ..............
11,380 81 ....... ....... ...... ..... .. .
1::>, 728 2.{
\.Jal>alna:nHlChatt:mooga................................
1,727 94
20,485 57
$1,727 94 ..............
22,773 29
East'l'Pnno:;sN>aml(}eo'rgia..............................
12,896 44
388,90195
3,0'15 79 ..............
140,590 57
Enst Tl'llliCS;<et' aut! Virgiuia ... _......... .. .. _...........
9, 171 63
264, 3L9 87 .. . . .. . . .. . . . .
660 49
120, 564 58
Etl!!dioltlantlKentncky...................... .... ........
!J,OUl 37
170,481 8L
9,00137 ............. .
1,865 59
7 I 11 tlianola................................................ ..............
15,000 00 .............. ..............
5,000 00
H Knox,·illonnclKcnlncky.................................
698 70
10,840 36 ..............
22 30
5,918 40
!l .:'lft•:'IIitllt\·illPnntlalnncheRtur.............................
4,00440
70,34216
4,00440 ......... .....
375
10 :\li~sit-\si ppi. GaincsYilio aml Tuscaloosa . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .
2, 450 46
40, 069 72
2, 450 46 . . . . .. . . . .. .. .
9, 856 09
1l :\In bile aut! Ohio .. _........... _.... _.................... .
5, 436 49
87, 102 73
5, 435 64 .. .. . . . .. . . . ..
498, 306 66
l::l :\[i.s:>i><~ippi mul Tl'nncssoo .............. _.............. _..
888 96
17, 249 66 .. • • • .. . .. .. ..
8, 435 09
140, 708 67
1:1 :\[emph is, ClarksYillo ancl LouisYillo ........ _....... . .. .
25, 263 43
4(i9, 331 09
10, 545 71 . . . . . . . .. .. . ..
32, 492 26
11 :l[emphisnndOhio ...... . ......................................... . ....
12,19796 ..............
12,197!J6
ll7,72995
1.'i .:'l[l'mphisnJHlLHtloRock ................................
5,632 51
86,19410
1,075 52..............
114,20314
lli Nasllvillt'nndCha.tlanooga ..................................... ..... .. . 1,857,3:32 41 ..............
21,757 52
327,08514
l i NashYillo and Northwestern_ ........... __ ............. _..
38,151 26
73(), 872 13
26,452 08 .. . . .. .. . .. . . .
47, 428 52
lti Na:lltdlleamlDet'ntnr....................................
20,556 00
341,89618
20,556 00 ..............
208,008 08
19 NewOrkansandOhio..................... .. .............
1,697 01
36,735 32 ..............
9,249 44
1:3,78183
~0
PacifioRailroadof Missouri............................................
11,715 57 ............ ..
7,103 63
113,718 08
21 Southwest branch Pacific Railroad of Missouri .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. .
56, 115 2-! . .. . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. .
1, 000 00
2? Sl'lmn! Rome and Dalto_n _.. _....... . .. . .. .. _........ . . ..
!J, 905 61
152, 091 29 .. .. .. .. . .. .. .
12, 051 41
107, 606 !!3
23 Washwgtou, .A.loxandna and Georgetown ................ ~.:....:....:_:~ --~~- ~..:..:_.:....:....:_:.:....:....:_: --~~ --~~
•' I

Total.............. .. ............................ . .. .

148,224 65

4, 872, 575 18

84, 294 91

74, 203 01

2, 114, 780 29
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$3,250 CO
$7~,55-! 18
........... -..
b, 728 23
..............
22,77:3 2!l
9,85065
150,44122
9, 832 12
130, 396 'i'O
..............
1,8135 5!J
....... .......
5,000 00
72100
6,639 40
... ........ ...
375
.. .. .. . .. .. . ..
9, 856 09
85
498, 307 51
9, 324 05
L'iO, O~Q 72
14, 717 72
47, 200 US
12,19796
J2!1,927Dl
4,556 99
118,76013
21,75752
3<18,842 66
11, 699 18
59, 127 70
..............
208,008 08
10,946 45
24,728 28
7103 63
120,821 7L
...... '........
1, OUO 00
21, 957 02
129, 56~~ 85
_ _ 217 ~ --~24 OG

~;:l,-<

~

M
~115 75
.......... ..
2,185 07
28,60~172

5, 258 94
53,963 95
.......... ..
57<147
2 L,05842
6, 593 3J
12, 8:32 83
64 46
117, 631 01
.......... ..
4,86719
361,3fi8 3,1
20G, USO 37
60,801 "/3
.......... ..
.......... ..
........... .
1, 593 90
~~~

138, 132 75 ,2, 252, 913 04\

884, 49:J 48
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0
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A.--Statement of the indebtedness of certain milroad companies fo1' railway material and rolling-stock,
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Name of company indebted to the United States
.July 1, 1871.

;...

I

Q)

A

.Alexandria, Loudoun and Hampshire .......... . ......... .
Alabama and Florida . .. ................................. .
.Alabama and Chattanooga ................................ I $419 05

'1
5

6
7
8
9
10
11

1:!
13
14
15

2.1

,....

~~~

j:Q

H

~2~~

---- -$9, 451 64
ll, 380 81
20, 485 57

East Tennessee and Georgia ............................. .
East Tennessee and Virginia ............................ .

350, 447 58
249,228 81

379, 051 30
234, 487 75

Edgefield and Kentucky.................................. 1, 745 00
Indianola .......... . ............................................... .
Knoxville and Kentucky .......................................... .
McMinnville and Manchester............................ . 2, 775 20
Mississippi, Gainesville and Tuscaloosa ........................... .
MobileaudOhio ..... .............................. ...... ------·-··
Mississippi and Tennessee .............................. .
50 00
l\IPmpbis, Clarksville and Louis\ille .... .
Memnhis and Ohio ..................... .
:Memphis and Little Rock ............................... .

114, 772 86
15, 000 00
9, 544 89
4!i, 508 54
33, 476 39
74, 269 05
7, 861 15
336, 932 36

170, 481
15, 000
10,119
70, 342
40, 069
87, 101
7, 925
454, 613

76,769 92

81
00
36
16
72
88
61
37

81, 637 11

-- 1·--·-··-··11,474,206 55 ! 1,835,574 89

Nashville and Northwestern ............................. . -- ...... .
Nash,ille and Decatnr. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . ......... .. . . .. . . .
274 35 ·
New Orleans and Ohio ............................................. .
Parific Railroad of Missouri .................. . .................... .
Sonthwestern branch Pacific Railroad of Missouri. ................
.
1
Selma, Rome and Dalton ..... .

I Washington, Alexandria and Georgetown . - .... - .. -- .. - ..

Terms of payment-Remarks.

!=~~""'""'~

$9, 335 89
11, 31:!0 81
17, 8f<1 45

16 I Nash,ille and Chattanooga.
17
18
19
20
21
22

g 0'0

A

ag

·~~~~

,. . . . R

ca~~

~

~

2
3

1

.~~
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,........'_l-
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~c.-Continued.

..... · · · · .

521, 192
280, 820
25, 788
4, 611
56,115
128, 540

58
1()
87
94

24
37

728,172
341, 89fl
25,788
4, 611

95
18
87
94
56,115 24
130, 134 27

.. - · .. - .. --- ..
1

Due .June 30, 1865, $45,000: first-mortgage bonds rlcposited as collateral.
Transportfttion accounts :filed sufficient to liquidate the debt.
Dne .April 30, 1871.
(Companies consolirlated. Debts compromised by Secretary of War uu< der act of March 3, 1871, for $195,000; $5,000 cash; balance, one-half in
ten and one-half in :fifteen years from .Jnne 1, 1872, with interest of 4
1
l per cent. per :wnum, paynble semi-anually.
Dne October 31, 1870.
Payable in transportation.
Dne .August 20, 1869. Suit pending.
Due .July 1, 1869. Suit pending.
Due .Angust 31, 1869. Company bankrupt.
Due .Tuly 31, 1871.
$1,500 payable mon tbly.
Due October 31, 1869.
Deut rlischflrp:ed October 27, 1871.
Interest ancl $1 ,000 payable monthly in money; postal and transportation scn·ice to be creditetl.
Compromised by Secretary of War under act of :March 3, 1871, for
$1 ,000,000. vayable one-half in ten and one-half in twenty years from
.June 1, 1871, wit.h interest. at 4 per cent. per annum.
Dne November 30, 1870. Snit pending.
Due April, 1870. Suit pending.
Company bankrnpt. Nothing further can be collected.
Payable in tran!lportation; one-half to be applied.
Payable in transportation ; one-half to be applied.
$1,000 payable monthly in money until October 1, 1872; the11ce $2,000 nntil October, 1873 ; thence $3.000 until debt is paid. Postal and transportation service to be credited.
Debt discharged August 16, 1871.
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Total.. ..... - .......... - .. -- ........ - ..........•.. --. 5.26360j3, 844~85 35 1 4,734,442 43
1

t-.:)

0

c:.o

t--.!1

The jollou;ing-named companies have dischm·ged their indebtedness to the Un,ited States.

-r
!I
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2
:l
4

5
6

7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

t>
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Name of company.

oc~

.

...
p.~

;:::; c:f

C::-->

'+-<0

0<11
<l)

::::

~

TRicb mond, ]'rcdericksburgh and Potomac ......................... --

Geoi·gla Rnilron.d n,nd B::tnldng Compau_y ............. .. ........... ..
Southwestern .... . ...................... . ........................ . .
-:\lacon and \Vestern . ............................................... .
Sm1th Cn,roliua ...................... --- ............................ .

fi~~~~~if!~~-~~;i~~t~i-~-~-: : i~ ~ : ~ ~ ~: -~ -~ -~-: -~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~-~ -~ -: ~ -~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Xcw Orlrnns, .Jackson and G-reat Northern ...... . .. . ... . ..... . .. . .. .

¥ii~~~~~~~cfT~~~~-s·s~-e-: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::
.)[ontgomery and \Vest Point . ... . ........... . ... . ........ , ....... --.
\il·giuia Central .................. . ................ ... .... --- ..... .
Rome .......................... . . . .......... .
Western and .A tLwtic ................................ . ............. .

~~~~fs~~~~:~e-~~~_r_i~-::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::
~~~~i~~~~t~~ctFYo~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : :::
New Orleans, Opelousas and Great We1:stern ....... . ................ .

~~::r~~la;~r~~tc~~~ll~~h_._·:: ::.-.-.-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Atlantic and Nort.h Carolina __ ............. __ . ____ .......... . . . .... .
Macon a11d Brunswick .... __ .................. __ ................ __ ..
Selma and Meridian .................. __ .... ....................... ..
San .Antonio and .llexican Gulf ........ __ ....... _....... __ ......... ..
'l'otal. ..................... . ................. . ...... .

$7,449
11, 935
46, 159
83, 6:!8
23, 458
5, 244
65, 0(10
547, 494
14, 6:n
200,865
78, 460
102, 880
38, 559
70, 000
22, 086
472 944
118, 895
4, 623
81, 500
51, 912
113, 773
2,112
14, 2()9
51, 45:l
26, 820
146, 327
41!, 775

<lic.i

"-'<r:noo

;:::;..-<

g,6

~~
E>;;

~§

H

~

i::l~

!;>

.B

x""

<1)0

"I-:>

27 ------------ --- -·-··
05 ------------ ------- ·
89 ·-----·----- ------15 ------·-- - -$1, ()46 76 ·------50
20
4::!4 57 ·--- ---00
3, 633 60 · --- ---09
30, 889 64 ·····-··
73
1, Hl2 55 ·····--15, 6:)6 91 -------·
58
6, 368 56
00
14, 371 05 ··-··--·
00
3, 324 93 -------·
66
10, 364 66 ------·
00
1, 778 57
05
66
70, 194 71 ------ -12, 4H7 44
74
t!64 87 ........
51
9, 946 31 . -.. - .. 00
00
6, 355 18 ............
45
11, 947 35 ·------00 ------·----·
82
2, OE4 08 $48 00
93
11, 040 15
00
4, :':til 44
61 80
92
2:l, 936 79 ;168 00
19
17,048 49
4 25
~

-~- ~ §

~.-<

oi::lp.,
....

"@roO~

SP
,...,~

.e-i=l 0
·C~~r!
s=..oornOO
ce ~ § ~'O-S p.,g
Q<:i~

~0

Remarks.

p.~
<l).

3~~
o~>-<

~
t_:rj

8

H

$7,449
11, 935
46, 159
83, 638
;!5, 105
5, 668
68, 633
578,383
15, 830
216,522
84,828
117,251
41, 884
80, 364
23, 864
543,139
131, 393
5, 488
91, 446
58,267
125, 720
2, 112
16,401
G2, 494
31, 743
170,832
65, 827

~

0

"' ..

27
05
89
15
26
77

60
7:1
28
49
56
05
59
66
62
37
18
38

:n

18
80
00
90
08
24
71
93

$7,449
11, 93;)
46, 1;';9
83, 6:'l8
25, 105
5, 668
68. 6:33
578, 3R3
15, 830
216,522
84, 828
117,251
41, 884
80, 364
23,864
543,139
131, 393
5, 488
91, 446
58, 267
H5, 720
2, 112
16, 401
62, 494
31, 743
170,832
65, 827

Debt discharged .Tauuary 1, 1866.
Debt. discharged .Janu:u.'v 12, 1866.
Debt discharged May 4, "1866.
Debt discharged November 24, 1866.
Debt discharged January 31, 1867.
Debt discharged May 15', 1867.
Debt disr.harged .Angust 23, 1867.
Debt discharged October H), 18ti7.
Deht discharged October· 31, 1867.
Debt. flischargecl February 29, 1868.
Del!t dischm·geu .April 11, 1868.
Debt dischargeu .Apt·il 16, 1868.
Debt discharged July 16, 1868.
Debt discharged .July 21, 1868.
Debt discharged August 10, 1868.
Debt discharged .A ugnst 27, 1868.
Debt discha•·gefl Octobf!r 3, 18GB.
Debt discharged October- 8, 186::l.
Debt discharged November 4, 1868.
Debt discharged May :H. 1869.
Debt flischar·ged August 21, 1869.
Debt clischargecl .January 11, 1870.
Debt discharged .June 6, 1870.
Debt discharged .Tuly 31, 1870.
Debt discharg·ed January 25. 1871.
Debt discharged .June 13, Hl71.
Debt discharged June 14, lt!71.

27
05
89

1"5
26
77
60
73
28
49
56
05
5H
66

62
37
18
3S
31
18
80
00
90
08
24
71
93

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- - - -- - - -

2, 451, 276 39

260, 428 61

682 05

2, 712, 387 05

2, 712,387 05

I
I certify the nbove statement to be correct,
M. I. LUDINGTON,

Jlfajor and Qttarte?·rnaster, United States Army,
In chm·ge of railroad indebtedness.
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B.-Absf'l'act of contracts jo·1· water-transportation ente1·ed into by the Quarterrnasfe1''s Department during the fiscal yem· ending June :30, 1872.

Names of officers.

Date of
contract.

Names of contractors.

Major R. Saxton, quartermaster U.
S. .A..

I J. H. D.

u.l

MR.ior R. Saxton, quartermaster
S.A.
Lt.-Col. J . .A. Ekin, deputy quartermaster-general.

Lt.·Col. J . .A. Eldn, deputy quartermaster-general.
Lt.·Col. J . .A. Ekin, deputy quarter·
master-"eneral.
Col. D. H.'iiucker, assistant quartermaster-geuera.l.
MRjor Wm. Myers, quartermaster
U.S.A.
M>~.ior C. G. Sawtelle, quartermaster
u.s.A.

Gray .......... -I July

'I

1, 1871

July

1, 1871

Kenedy & King .. ....... July

· 1. 1871

Thomas Coupe .........

I Kenedy &

King ........ -I July

1,1871

1, 1871
C. .A. Whitney & Co., July
agents Chlls. Morgan.
Grant Marsh._ . . ...... . . March 1, 1872

Thomas Sta0kpole ...... ,Tuly

1,1871

Geo. A Johnson & Co ... July

1,1871

Route of supply.

Rates.

ARtoria to Fort Stevens, Oregon, and Cape
Disappointment, Wash.

$450 a month, $6 au hour, and
$30 for each extra trip, in

Date of expiration of contract.

I .June

coin.
Transportation of military mails between $300 per month for maUs and I .June
passengers, and $3 per ton
Port Townsend and Camp San Juan, \Vas h.
for stores.
TransportRtion of stores from Brazos San- Schedule rates ................ I .June
tiago, to Fort Et·own and Ringgold Barracks, Texas.
Transportation of officers and men from Schedule rates ................ I J nne
Ernzos Santiago to Fort Brown and Ringgold Barracl;~, Texas.
New Orleans, Louisiann. to Galveston, Bra- Schedule rates ................ I June
zos Santingo, and Indhmola, Texas.
Sioux City to Fort Benton aml intermediate Schedule rates ................ I October
points on the Missouri River.
Wa~hington, D. C., to Forts Foote and WashSchedule rates .......... -.... -~ June
ington~ ~Illrylanrl.

S:m Fr:mCi>iCO, California, to Port Isabel,
Colorado River.

$12. 50 per ton, in coin. . . . . . . . . June

30, 1872
30, 1872
30, 1872
30, 1872

.0

q
p..
~

1-3
30, 1872

t_:rj
~

31, 1872

~

30, 1872

en

30, 1872

~

1-3
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t.r:l

Correct:

M. I. LUDINGTON, Quartennaster, United States Anny.
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C.-Table of lund-g1'.mt railroads.

f--1.
~

(CIRCULAR.]

The followin"' table of land-grant railroads in the United States, compiled from the statutes of the United States, records of the General Land-Office, and other official sources,
"'
is published for the information of all concewod.

IPrt'!l('nt names of companies

Termini of l and-grant portion.
Original names of companies I States or cor- l l - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - 1
ownin~ or operating the to which grants were made. ·
poration.
r oatls.
Miles.
ToFrom-

No. ,

Alabama and Chattanooga ... Will's VallPy and Northeast Alabama ..... I Wauhatchle, Tenn .... I State line Miss.-Ala.- 270?%
and Southwest.
'1 . _\.tl'hi$Oll, Topeka and Santa Atchison, Topeka and Santa Kansas ........ l Atchison, Kan . ....... 1 The State line ......... ........ .
Fe.
I•'t\
Atlantic and Pacific . ....... . .Atl:mtic and Pacific, with a Corporation __ . Springfield, Mo., via The Pacific Ocean .. _.. !....... -I
branch from the Canadian
Canadian Ri \'er, .AlRiYer to west(lrn boundary
buquerque, the Agna
Frio, and the Coloraof Arkansns at or near Van
do Rh·er.
Buren, Arkansas.
Southwest Branch Pacific Missouri ..... . Saint Louis, Mo ....... Springfield, ::do ...... . 241
4 l .......... do.
Railroad of :Missouri.
::> ' Bnrlington
and Missouri Bnrlington and :Missouri )Iowa .... ----~ Burlington, Iowa ...... , Missouri River . ...... .
(Nebraska ... Plattsmouth, Neb_ .... Fort Kearney, Neb,-[ .... - .... .
River.
1 Rin\·.
G ChieagonmlNortlrwestern- Cedar Rapids and Missouri ~ Iowa _...... {Clinton, Iowa .... . ... M~ssouri River, Iowa.. 353
River.
5
Branch-Lyons, Iowa Clmton, Iowa .. . . .....
3
Iowa <livision. *
7 Chieap;o and Nortbwestern- Chicago, Saint Paul and Fond Wisconsin .... Foml clu Lac, Wis ..... Wisconsin State line ......... .
duLac.
\nsconsin division.
8 Chkagonnd Northwcstern- Bay de Noc and Marquette .. Michigan .... -~ Wisconsin State line.-~ Marquette, Mich., via . . . . . .
1'cn'insnln. division.
Escanaba.
Cltieap:o. Rock Island and I Mississippi and Missouri. .. Iowa ......... Davenport, Iowa ...... Missouri River........ 1 310
Pacific.
10 , Cc~.;tralPacific-mainline ... Pacific Railroad ............. ! Corporation ... ! Oa;den ................. 1 Sncrarnento, CaL .... .. 743

l279

I

11

I Central
Pacific-western di-~ Western Pacific ............ ·1· ... do ........ -~ Sacramento, CaL ..... -~ San Francisco, CaL._ .. I
vision.

13

I

I

I

~
trj

"'0

0

~

Deduct 33t per cent. from tariff rates.
Do.

1-3
0

":j

Full payments may be made to the
cr,mpany.

1-3

Deduct 33t per cent. from tariff rates.

rn

p::
trj

Do.
Do.
Do.

trj

0

~
t::j

1-3
p...
~

Do.

~

Do.

0

Fift.y per cent. to be retained by tho
United States.
Do.

Paci1?-c-Or!3gon eli- California and Oregon . ...... California and Junct~on with Central Portland, Oregon ...... . _...... No payment should be made for
VlSlOU.
Oregon.
Pac1fic.
transportation over this road.
Central Branch Union Pacific Atchison and Pike's Pea,k. .. Corporation __ .Ate bison, Kan .. : .. . ... Waterville, Kans._.... 1 100
Fifty per cent. to be retained by the
United States.
No pa,yment should be made for
14. I Cairo and Fulton .. __ ...... _.I Cairo and Fulton. __ . . ... __ .. \ Missouri and Mississippi River, op-~ Texas boundary, near
tl·ansportation over this road .
.A.Tkansas.
posite Cairo, via Lit.Fulton, Ark.
tle Rock, .Ark.
Full payments may be made to this
106
Corporation . . Denver _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Che_yenne .
Kansas Pacific
15 I Den-ver Pacific.
company.
Dclluct, 331 per cent. from tariff rates.
l(i Fl~rifla . . __ ___ .... _..... __ .. \ Fl?ricln . ___ ; ........ _....... \ ln?rhln ...... ·\ Fe_rnanil!na, Fla ....... Cedar ~ey~ . ..... : . .. ·\ 154
Do.
17 .!!'hut nmll'cro Marquette ... l~lwt and Perij Marquette . .. Mwlngan ..... l"hut, Mwh ........... Lake J\hclllgan, Mwh ........ ..

12

C e 1~t~. al

138

Remarks.

1-:l:j

~

p...
~

Grand Rapids and Indiana .. Grand Rapidg and Indiana. ·1 Indiana and Fort ·wayne, Ind ..... -~ Traverse Bay, Mich .. -~- ...... ·1 Deduct 33!- per cent. from t[uiff rates.
Michigan.
HmJDibal aud Saint'Joseph .. Missouri ..... . Hannibal, Mo ......... Saint Joseph, Mo...... 206
Do.
20 Hastings and Dakota ....... . Hastiugs, Minnesota River Minnesota ... . Hastings.............. IV estern boundary of . . . . . . . . No payments should be made for
and Red River of the
the State.
, trausportation over this road.
North.
21 Illinois Centrnl-nmln line .. Illinois Central. ............. Dlinois ........ Cairo, Ill .....•. ... .... Dunleith, Ill ......... . 456
Deduct 33t per cent. from tariff rates.
!22 Illinois Central- Chicago llliuoiB Central. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... do .........
do ............... Chicago, Ill .......... . 363
Do.
Branch.t
23 Illinois Ccntral=Iowa divi- Dttbuque and Sioux City, and Iowa ......... I Dubuque ...... ........ 1 Sioux. City ........... . 326
Do.
sion .
Iowa Falls and Sioux. City.
24 Jackson Landing and Sagi- Amboy, Lausing and 'l'l'a- Michigan ..... §Amuoy, Mich ... ..... StraitsofMackinaw ... 1 . . . . . . . . 1 No payments should he made for
naw.t
verse Bay.
tran~:~portation O\·er this road.
25 Jacksntrdlle, Pensacola and Florida, Atlantic and Gulf Florida ...... , I Jacksonville, Fla ....... 1 Quincy, Fla .......... . 189
Deduct 33} per cent. from tariff rates.
Mobile.
Central, and Pensacola and
Georgia.
26 Kansas Pacific ...... ...... . . Leavenworth, Pawnee and Corporation . . Kansas City, Mo . . . . . . Denver, Col. ......... . 639
Fifty per cent. to be retained by the
Western.
United States.
27 Litt~e Rock and Fort Smith .. Little Rock and Fort Smith . .Arkansas ..... Little Rock, Ark ...... Fort Smith, .Ark ...... .
No payments shouhl be made for
trausportation over 'this road.
28 Lake Superior and Missis- Lake Superior and Missis- Mtnnesota .... Saint Paul, Minn ...... Du Lutb, Miuu ....... . 156
Deduct 33~ per cent. from tariff rates.
sippi.
sippi.
29 LeaYeuworth, Lawrence and Lea Yen worth, Lawrence and Kansas ........ Leavenworth, Kan .... South line of State ..
177. 6
Do.
Galvestou.
Fort Gibson, with a branch
ft·om Lawrence to the
.Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railroad.
30 I Mobile and Ohio •.
Mobile and Ohio . ........... . Al~bama and Mobile, .Ala ........... Columbus, Ky ........ . 472
Do.
Mississippi.
31 Mobile and Montgomery .... Alabama and Flot·ida ........ Alabama ..... Montgomery, Ala ..... Pollard, .Ala . ......... . 186
Do.
...........
... .. ...... , .... do .........
•.
........
Ala ... .. .. ..... .
84
Do.
33 Memphts aud Ltttle Rock ... Memplas and Ltttle Rook ... .Arkansas ..... Mtss1ss1ppt R1ver ..... Ltttlo Rock, Ark ..... . 135
No paymentt< should be made for
transportation over this road ..
3-l I Marqnette and Ontonagon ... , Marquette and Ontonagon ... , Michigan .... ·1 Marquette, Mich . ... . . Ontona.gon, Mich ..... .
Deduct 33} per cent. from tariff rates.
35 Mi:;souri, Kansas and Texas . Union Pacifie-s out her n Kansas ........ .Junetion City, Kau ... . Southern boundary of I 182!
No payments should be made for
branch.
Kansas, and to Fort
·
transportation over this road.
Smith when the Indian title is extinguished.
36 I Missouri River, Fort Scott I Kansas and Neosho Valley .. !... .do ........ I Kansas City, Mo ..... . South line of Kansas .. I 16HDo.
and Gulf.
(Saint. Paul, via MenI dota , Fariltault,and
37 I 11 Milwaukee and Saint Panll Minneapolis and Cedar Val-~~
, Lyle, Minu .........
112
~Deduct 33} per cent. from tariff
-IowaandMinn esotadiviley.andMinnesotaCentral,
Minnesota .. ~ .Austin.
Minneapolis,viaFari- f ...... do............. 115
5 rates.
sion.
.Austin and State Liue.
banlt, Mendota, and
.Austin.
*See Railway Guide-Iowa Midland Railroad.
t Branch road commences at Centralia.
~Operated by Michigan Central Railroad Company.
§That portion of the Jackson, Lansing and Saginn,w Railroad between Jackson and Lansing is not a Jancl-"'rant J"ailroad.
11 See llaihra_y Gnide, Iowa aud Dakota division, for distauce from Austin to Lyle.
"'
,-r NO'I'I~.-For di:staucc from Plattllmouth, Nebraska, to .Fort Kearney, Nebraska, or to end of completed toad, see Rail was Guide.
18
19

I Hannibal and Saint .Joseph . .

I

I......

I

J

J

I

32IMobile~udGira~·d

, Mobile~ndGira~·d

C~lm;ub.us A~a

T~·oy,

1

.D
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C.-Table of land-grant milroads-Continued.
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Termini of land-grant portion.
~· ' Pn' l:ll'llt n_ ames of eo~11 P 0 r11'es
-~ Ori,!!innlnnmesofcompames States or cor-1------------------,------------------~----
..=:
owuin,!! or operating the to which grants were made.
poration.
S
routls.
Miles.
ToFrom~
I

I

~

-------------~------------------~-------------------

I

;j'l

-

3!1
40
41
42

43

43j

44

l'l[ilwonkl'e n_nd Snint. Pun I- McGregor nnd Sioux City,
and McGregor and Mislo\YU all(l Dalwta division.
souri River. ~
?.lilwaukee and Saint Paul- i La Urosse and Milwaukee ...
La Crosse division.
l'lltH'f!au's, Louisiana and Ne.w Orleans, Opelousas, and
Great \VeRteru.
Tl' Xas.
North Loulsinua antl Texas .. Vicksbnrgh, Shreveport, and
Texas.
Nl'w Orleans. Bnton Rouge, New Orleans, Bnton Rouge,
and Vicksunr,!!h.
nml Yiel,t~burg;li.
N Ol'tlwrn l'acific .......•.... NorthPrn Pacific, with a
bran ch via Columbia River
to a point near Portland,
Oregon.
Oregon and California ....... Oregon and California .... _..
0l'cgon Central.. ...... - .. - .. j Ob~~~~h t?.~~~~~~-t G~;;;~ t~
Yamldll River, near McMinm- il!E~.

Pt>nsncola and LouisYille .... I .Alallama and Florida ....... .
Pueific Hailroacl of Missouri* Southwest Brauch Pacific
Rnilroad of Missouri.
47 Plnccrville and Sacramento Placerville and Sacramento
\"alley,
Valley.
4:3 South aild Nortli.Alabama ... TennesseeanclA!abamaCentral.
49 Selma, Rome, and Dalton . . . . .Alabama aml Tennessee, :tnd
Coosa and Tennessee.
50 Sa~::~. Lon Is and Iron Mount- s~t~~ Louis and Iron Mount·
<15
46

I

51

IIowa ....... --~ Calmrtr, Iowa. ___ ... _. -~.Tnnctiou
with Saint 1- .••••• -I Deduct 33§ per cent. from tariff rates.
Paul and Sioux City
Railroarl.
Wisconsin .... Portage City, Wis ..... Tomah, "Wis.------ .... I

62

Do.

Louisiana ..... I New Orleans, La ...... j Brashear, La ......... .

80

Do.

. . .. do ......... I Delta, La .............. I Monroe .

72

Do.

Full payments may be made to this
company.
Do .
.... do ......... LakeSuperior ......... PugetSound .................. .
Corporation .. , New Orleans, La ...... , Texas State line ..... ..

No payments should be made for
transportation over this road.
Full payments may be made to this
company.

South boundary of
State.
.... do ......... !...... do ............... 1 Astoria and McMinn·
ville.
Oregon ...... _.I Portland

·j

Fl~)]'ida ·.- .... _·jl!e_nsacola,, Fla .... _.. Pollard_, Ala. . . . ..... .
M1ssoun ...... Smut Loms, Mo ....... Franklin, Mo ......... .

4,1
37

I Deduct 33!! per cent. from tariff rates.
Do.

Califomia ..... l Folsom, Cal. .......... l Placer-v illc,Cal. ....... i ....... l No payments should be nHMle for
tra11sportation over this road.
Alabama ...... Montgomery, _Ala ..... Decatur, Ala ................ _. Deduc.t 33tper cent. from tariff rates.

.... do ......... Selma, .Ala ............ 11 miles north of Jack156
sonville, .Ala.
Missouri anrl Pilot Knob, Mo ...... . . Heleua, Ark ........... , ...... .
Arlmrisas.
Saint Paul and Sioux City ... Minnesota Valley ......... . Iowa and Min- Saint Paul, Minn ...... Sioux: City, Iowa ..... _

SiouxCityauclPaciiic ....... I SiouxCityanclPaci:fic ......

53

I

~

tr:j
~

0

~

.-:3
0

~

.-:3
~

tr:j

r~!~o~~d Ne- SiouxCity, Iowa ...... Fremont, Neb ....... ..
braska.
So.i_ut Paul aud Pacific, (main Saint Paul and Pacific ...... _ Minnesota . _.. Stillwater, via S:<int Breckenridge, Minn .. .
hnu.)
Paul.
54 I SuinL Paul and Pacific, (br.) Saint Paul and Paci~c....... . .. do ......... S~~~l~'l~~~'cr~\~ -J.~:~~~~ N;;:~~-ern Pacific Rail-

52

Remarks .

" .Junction with Atlantic and Pacific Railroall, Franklin, Missouri.

Do.
No payments should be made for
tr[l.nsportation OYer this roafl.
Deduct 33i- per cent. from tariff rates.

113 I Fift.y per ce11t. to be retained by the

Uuitetl Stn,tes.
Deduct 33tper cent. from tariff rates.
Do.

rn

tr:j

0

~
t;rj

.-:3

>

~
~

0

~

~

>
f'

·j

55 Saint Paul and Pacific, (ur.) Saint Paul and Pacific .. ___ ._ Minnesota . _. Stilhvater, via, Sa.int : Pembina ......... .... -I-..... --I Deduct 33~per cent. from tariff rates.
Paul and SaintClond.
56 Saint Joseph and Denver NorthernKansas ............ Kansas ... ..... I Elwood,Kalls ......... Jnnction with Union ........ . Fttll payments may be made to ·this
company.
I City.
Pacitic Railroad.
57 j Stockton and Copperopolis . . Stockton and Copperopolis .. Cal ifornia ..... Stockton, CaL ......... Copperopolis, CaL .... . , ...... . . No payments should be made for
transportation over this road.
Full payments may be made to this
58 I SouthernPacificofCalifornia SouthernPacificofCalifornia .... do ......... San Francisco, Cal
Some point on the Atcompany.
lantic and Pacific
Railroad near the
boundary line of Califomia.
Do.
59 I SontbernPacificofCalifornial----- -do ----------- --·- ·-----1 Corporation ... From a point near Te- Texas Pacific Railroad
hachapa Pass, via Los near the Colorado
(branch line.)
Angeles.
River.
No payments should be made for
60 I Southern Minnesota ........ ·1Root River Valley, and I Minnesota .. . . Mississippi River, op- Western boundary of
transportation over this roatl.
posite La Cros11e.
the State.
Soutbem Minnesota.
61 Texas and Pacific ........... Texas Pacific ................ \ Corporation .. . From apoiutnearMar· San Diego, CaL ........ , ...... .. Full payments may be made to this
company.
shall, TexaR, vi::t El
Paso, to southeru
boundary of California, thence37
Do.
62 1Utah Central ............... Utah Central. .............. Territory of Ogden, Utah .......... . Salt Lake City, Utah ..
Utah.
63 Union Pacific ............... Pacific ...................... Corporat~on ... 1Omaha, Neb ........ . --1 Ogden, Utah ........ .
8821 Fifty per cent. to be retained by the
United States.
!15 Dednct3:l1 per cent. from tariff rate!>.
~~ Vicksbur.gb n._n~l Meridian . . s~~lthern Missi~sippi.- - .. - . . ]\l.f~ssissippi..-. Ja~.kson, M_iss.-- ... - . . Meric~ian, Miss .. . .....
6::> IV mona and :Smnt Peter .... \\ 1nona aud Samt Peter .... . Mmnesota .. . . Wmona, Minn ... .... . A pomt on the B1g . . ......
Do.
Sioux Rivf:'r.
Do.
66 \Vest Wisconsin ............ Tomah and Lake Superior ... \Viseousin .... Tomah, Wis ....... . .. . Hudson, Wis .......... . . . . . . • .
Do.
67 Wisconsin Central ......... . Portage, "':inucbag:o, and .... do ......... Portage City, via Ste- Bayfield, thence to 1... , . .. .
Lake Supenor.
. vens Point.
Lake Superior.

·j

I

·j

'I

·I

ROBT. ALLEN,
Acting QuaTte.nnw;te?'-Geneml.
Official:
QUARTERMASTEn-GENERAL's 0Fl<'ICE,

Wash·ington, D . 0., Fe.b1'ua1·y 29, l87fJ.

M. I. L UDIXGTON,
Qum·tcnnaste.r, United States .A·1·my.
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D.-Abstract of contracts for wagon-transportation entered into by the Qua.1·termaster's Depa1·tment dm·ing and jm· tlie fiscal yea1· ending June 30, 1872.

l'-!)

1-L

OJ

Names of ofliccrs.

Captain n_ C. Card, aeli11g chief
1-~~· ~rS ~~~:~~~tJ.~fJ~artment of
!l!n jor Rufus Saxton. chief qnrwternin::~tt>r Depadment of Columbia,
l'lll' tlanrl. Oregon.
C:tpt. H. \\y. J:uws, n~iMant qMrte!'ma.;;ter, Pu1·tlaud, Ot·ogon.
Do .....

1 1

Lt. Col. S, B. Holabird, chief quar·
termaster Department of Dakot.n, Saint Paul, ~Hnue.sota.
Do . ... ........ .

Do ........ ..

Date of contract.

Yames of contractors.

I

Gai\•eston, Houston, and July 1, 1871
H enderson R R., Robert
Colwell, manager.
J. }{. StephcUJSon & Co .... May 15, 1871

Route of supply.

I From
Ship's Tal'\kle, at Galveston, to Bremond or
the t erminus of the railroad.
.
From ·wallula, Wash., to Fort Boise, Idaho, 250
mi.les.

I

Andrew Cl·ouly . .....•.... Sept. 3, 1871 Carrying the mail between Camp Warner, Oreg.,
ana Camp Bi.clwell, Cal.
A. J. Brown ............... Dec. J 9, 1871 Carrying the mail between Yreka, Cal., and Fort
Klamath, Oreg.
R. G. Terry ..... ·. . . . . . . . . . Aug. 19, 1871 CaJT_ying- the mail and express between Forts
Stevenson and Buford, Dak.
N. P, Clarke and Samuel
Mayall.

I Aug. 21, 1871

For the transportation of at least 42 tons of public, military, or other stores, going with and accompanying a 1ltilitar.v escort to a surveying
party of civil engineers of the Northern Pacific
R. R., mo ving and encamping, going- and coming, in such manner as the commanding officer
or quartermaster of the escort shall direct,
from September 6, 187l,until the end of the trip.

·1

Aug. 24, 1871 Carrying the mail and express between Forts
Stevenson and Rice, Dak.
William Hudnell .......... Mar. 4,1872 Between all points now, or which may be, established in Montana Terl'itory between April I,
1872, m•d Mareb 31, 187::!.
Do .......... : .... .
N.P.Clarke
. ·I Feb. 14, 1872 From Saint Paul, Saint Cloud, and other points
in Minnesota and Dakota, to any post in Minnesota and Dakota.
Lt.-Col. L. C. Easton, chief quarter- I W. C. Graham ............. J Aug. 22, 1871 From Sa,int Louis and Fort Leavenworth to Fort
master Dep:trtmcnt uf the MisSill, Idaho, and Forts Richardson and Griffin,
souri, Fort Leascnworth,Kansas.
Texas.
James Richmond .........

D<>.

J. R. Barrett ..

Do

E. B. Allen ..... ........... I Mar. 26, 1872

Mn,r. 20, 1872 I .......... do
From any points on the Kansas Pacjfic Railway,
Atrhiflon, To11eka, and Sm1ta Fe R.l{., aucl
Dell\·e•· :lllfl Hio Granlle R. R ., to :my point in
the State of Kansas aucl Tenitories of Colora-

Date of expiration
of contract.

Rates.

58 cts. per 100 lbs. per 100 miles.! June 30, 1872
$3.50 per 100 lbs. for entire
distance.
$149 coin per month ... . ......

I June

·1

30, 1872

~
t_:::j

'"d
0
June 30, 1872

$1~~ coin per month........... June 30, 187~

$32J per moi!th ................ . Oct.

1, 1872

~
~

0

h:;j

~

$14 per ton per day from the
time of starting from Fort
Rwc, Dak., until the return
of the escort to t.he same
!'lace or one equally distant
from Fort Wadswo'rth, Dak.

Date of the
r eturn of
the escort
at Fort
Rice, or to
a point
equally
distant
from Fort
Wadsworth.
$175 per month .... ........... . Oct. 1,1872
$1.05 per 100 lbs. per 100 miles

Mar. 31, 1873

$1.23 per 100 lbs. per 100 miles -I M.ar. 31, 1>l73
From Saint Lonis, $4.15, $5.05,
and $6.25 per 100 lbs.,respectively; from Fort Leavenworth, $4.10, $5, and $6.20
per 100 lbs., respectively.
$3 . ~3, $5.72, and $6.82 per 100
lus., resprctively.
$1.17tper lOOlbs. p er100miles,
aYcmgc rate fur the year.

I

Mar. 31.1872

I Dec.
.

31, 1872

Mar. 31,1873

~

t_:::j
l/)

M

0

~

M

~

~
~
Kj

0

':rj

~

~

do, New Mexico, and Arizona, :md in s ucl1 portions of Indian T erritory a n<l the State of
Texas as li e north of the Red Ri,·er and west
of longiturle 97°; also from any intermediate
points on the routes to the same places.
Cartage in San Francisco, Cal ... .... ......... . . . Vario us r ates ................ . I .Tune 30, 1872

Captain G. C. t":mith, aesistant quar-~8mith & Cutter ...•....... , Aug. 29, 1871
termaster. San :E'rancbco, Cal.
Major C. G. Sawtelle, cbiC'f qnarter- E llis & Co .... .. ... . .. . .... June 1, 1872 From San Francisco to Camp Wright, Cal, 192
master Department of Califor>nta.
·miles.
Po.---· ...................... Sigmond GreenbauiQ. ...... 1 June 1,1872 From San Francisco to Camp Gaston, Cal., 2!l0
miles.
Do ......... .
J. S, RothschUd ... . ........ 1 June l, 1872 From Snn Francisco to Camp Independence, Cal.,
693 miles.
Do .... ...... . , ... • . ,. . ...... . \ J. & G. W. Stan~ey . ..... .. 1 June 1,1872 From Corinne, Utah, to Fort Hall, Idaho, 140
miles.
Po .... .
Wbitney & Co ............ , J uue 25, 1872 Fr-om Reno, Nev., to Camp Warner, Oreg., 312
milef:!.
Do .... .
. ... •• ... .. , ...... do . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • . . . . June 13, 1872 From Reno, Nev., to Camp Bitlwell, Cal., 262
miles.
Lt.-Col. E. 0. T.rlel', chief quarter , I Pavid Nea4l' ......• •. ..... 1 July 28, 187l From Ynma D ep ot, Cal. , to TtH'!IOn, Ariz., 275
mnstPr :l1ilitar:r Division of til-e
miles; Camp Grant, Ariz., 268 milell; Camp
Pacitic, San J<'n:wci~co, Cal.
Crittenden, Ariz., 326 miles; Camp McDowell,
Ariz., 222 miles; Camp Bowie, Ariz., 380 miles;
Camp Pinal, Ariz., 390 milel!l; Camp A.pache,
Ariz., 4!Jlmiles.
Do .. ,,,..,, . , ,, . . • ._ ., , . . ... l J.)f.Barnoy .............. l Aug. l9,1871 From Ehr enberg-. A ri z., to Camp Hualpai, 204
miles; Camp Date Creek . 117 miles ; Camp
Verde, 2t6 miles; Camp \Vhi[llJle, 177 mileo;.

$5.50:1- per 100 lbs. for entire
distauce, (average. )
$3.15 5-12 per 100 lbs. for entire
dis tance, (average.)
$7.08 5-12 per 100 lbs. for entire
di stance, (aver·age.)
$2.10 per 100 lbs. for whole
distance.
$7.50 p er lOO lbs. for whole
distance.
$6.10 per 100 lbs. for whole
distance.
$2 per 100 lbs. per 100 miles . .. .

June 30, 1873
June 30, 1873
.Juu e 30, 1873
June 30, 1873
Oct. 20, 1872
Oct.

31, 1872

June 30, 1872

Do ..... ,., . . ... , , •. .. •• ...... 1 . . . . . . dp . .... ,, . ••.. , .. ,, .. \ Jqne 3, 187l

:From San Antonio to Fort ClarkE\ 126 m iles 1 Con cho, 215 miles l Davif', 466 miles; Duncan, 155
milea ; Griti:in, 305 mileB; McintoslJ, 165 miles ;
McKavett, 175 miles; llic!Jardson, 330 miles 1
Stockton, 3!l'! miles .
F:rom Bremond to l!'ort Griffin, 268 miles 1 to
Fort J:,ichardson, 191 miles.

p.-..

~
~

~

~

p.-..
To Camp Hnalpai $2.85 per 100 I J'tme 30, 1872
lbR. per 100 miles; to the
other posts S2.75 per 100 lbs.
per 100 miles.
Variou s rates ...... . .... ..... . I Jnne 30, 1872

Antop~o,

JJo ...........• • •. . ....• • . i .. -1-•... . !lo ..•• .. • • ..•..••.. - - J n n e 3, 1871

q

t:::l

!tlnjor A. R. Eddy, chief quarter, I G. M. J\fartiu.
July 1, lS71 Drayage in and about the c ity of Charleo;ton,
!DaRter Depar tment of the 8outh ,
S.C.
Louisville, Ky.
Do .... --- ·-- -·· ···· --· ---- -- A . T. Smith . - ....... -... .. , Sept. 27, 1871/ Dr:1yage In and about the ci.t_y of Savannah, Gft. ·1- ..... do ..... .... .... .......... ,.June 30, 1872
Lt.-Col, -Ja,, A , E l<fn, chief quarter- AdamJJ & \ Vic kas . ........ June 3, 1871 From Indianola or the terminns of the Mexican $1.23 per 100 lbs. per 100 miles . .June 30, 1ti72
maste r Depai"tl!.le)Jt of T f3)1:as,
G ulf R. R. to San Antonio, Tex.

Ban

.0

$1.!33 p er 100 lbs. per 100 miles. I .June 30, 1872

U2
~

trJ

~
I

0

trJ

z

M

~

p.-..

~

$2.23 per 100 lbs. per 100 miles .1 June 30, 1872

Respectfully submittetl,

M. I. LUDINGTON, Qttct?'termaster, United Stcttes .Anny.
I'-!)
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Period of sentice.

~

Xnme .

I

Clnse.

I

o:l

Fl

I

Fl
0

P . ~ - Utant .. Stcalnor ........... .
1'nktw\ln . .... .. <lo ......... . .... .
Jlt>nn Smith . ... . tlo .. .. . 108
Jo'lm·t:nn• _....... do ......... _.....
J',lpt' C. t lin ..... _rlo .. .. _ 118 11-95
'!'Ito,;. Hilt•r ...... do .. .. - ......... .
Lookcllol .. . . P1·opellor . 67
'Ant namrcl. .. l~ar~e .. ........... ..
Nt•ptuno .. •. . , l!'l~tt-boat1'hi,;tJo ...... Schoon or . 100

When
oh::u·tered.

tO

E-1

I

July 1, 1871
July 1, 1871
June 1, 1869
Oct. 15, l871
D ec. 5, 18il•
Apr. 3, 18'72
July 18, 1871
.Jul,y 181 1871
Mar. 1, 1872

Prom-

Jul.v
July
Jnly
Oct.
Dec.
Apr.
July
July
Mar.

1, 1871
1, 1871
1, 1871
15, 18'71
5, l tl'7l

3, 18/:l
18, 187l
18, 18'71
11 1872

Mar. 22,1872 For round

Eh·ira . ...... ~ - ... do..... 60
Christian::t . . . Steamer .. -........ . Oct. 18, 1871 Oct. 18, 1871

June 12, 18'72 For round

Dec.

9, 1871 Dec. 9, 18'71

Feb.

6,1872 Fob.

~~:~:." .....J• :: ••••' • ••• :

6, 18'72

Apr. 2, 18'72 Apr. 2,1872

:1iernltl ....... 1 Schooner _
I

Feb. 23, 1872 Feb. 23, 18'7;}

Mnccui1Htw . . Stenrucr _

A..ug. 7, 1871 Aug. 7,1871

Rate. .... .... Schooner

Uec. 28, 18'71 D ec. 28, 1871

Fla~ll

Feb.

. .. . . ..

Sloop .. ..

5, Hi72 F eb.

5, 18'72

1

Oltlham . . ... - ~ Tug ..... .

1tar. 1, 1872 M a r. 1,1872

N(•t n:uned... Flat-l>ont .

Oct.

Do . ...... I Sail-bout ._

1, 18il Oct.

1, 1871

Oct. 12, 1871 Oct. 12, 1871

I

Iru:~~'f,"~':;!~\; Illy

whom pnt

ln "'vioo

I

Rato of

pay. l

...,;:::
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2o<~
cr. -
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June 30, 1 87 ~ Portlaml, Oreg ... - Maj. R. Saxton, Q. M .....
Jun e 30, 1872 -··· .. <lo-- .. -- .... . ...... do .....•............
June 30, 1875.! New York City ... Col. Rufus Ingalls, Q. M ..
Oct. 18, 1871 ...... no_ ......... . ...... do ..................
5! hours .... _ ...... do ... . .... . . . . .... . do ..................
Apr. 3,1872 _.. ... clo - ... .... .. . . ..... do ..................
Sept. 2'7, 1871 San Francisco, Gal. Capt. G. C. Smith, A . Q.M.
Sept. 13, 187 1 ... . . . clo .......... . ... ... do ............. . ....
Apr. 1,1872 Mobile, Ab, ...... . Lt. James Miller, 2d Infa,ntr.v, A. A. Q. M.
trip ............... do ......... .. Lt. ,fames Miller, 2d Infantr,y, A. A . Q. ~'L
trip_ . ..... . _ ...... do ......... .. Lt. Jamei:l Miller, 2d Infan try, A. A.~- M.
Oct. 18. 18/L Savannah, Ga .... _ Lt. C. A. H. Me onley, 3d
Artillery, A. A. Q. M.
Dec. 9, 1871 ...... do ..... .... .. Lt. C. A. H. McConle_v, 3d
Artillery, A . A. ~- M.
Feb. 6, 18'72 ...... do ......... _ Lt. C. A. H. McOon e_v, 3d
Artillery, A. A. Q. M.
Apr. 2, 18'72 ...... do ......... .. Lt.. C. A.. H. McUonley, 3d
Artillery, A. A. Q. M.
Feb. 2::!, 18'12 Charleston, S. C _. . Lt. C. A.. H. McConley, 3d
Artillery, A. A. Q. M.
Apr. 30, 1872 FortJobustob, N.U Lt. C. A. H. McConle_v, 3d
1c\ rtillery, A. A. Q. M.
June 2'7, 1872 ...... do .......... _ Lt.. C. A. H. McConley, 3d
Artiller.v, A. A., Q. M.
Feb. 5, 18'72 ...... do ........... Lt. C. A . H. McConley, 3rl
Artillery, A. A. Q. M.
:Ma.y 18, 18'72 ...... do ........... Lt. C. A. H. McConley, 3d
Artillery, A. A. Q. M.
Oct. 1, 1871 Fort Macon, N. C __ Lt. A. P. Greenfl, 4th Arti11ery 1 A. A. Q. M.
June 22, 1872 ...... do ........... Lt. A. P. Greene, 4th Ar·
tillery, A. A. Q. M.

~ 450 a mo* .. $6,246
$300 a mot ... 3, liOO
~45 a chty ... _ l6, 470
$200 a day . _
800
52
$10 an hour ..
80
$80 a day ....
1,
400
$600 a mot ...
18!)
$100 a mot- ..
915
$ 15 a day ....

42 · ·-·· :1jl6, 246 42 .............
3, 600 00
00
00
l6, '170 00
800 00
0'
52 50
:iO
00
80 00
co · · - -· 1, 400 00 $3, 1!J9 72
99
189 9U ..............
915 00 ......... ...
00
160 00 . ...........

~
t:j

"'d
0
~

1-3
0

M:j

......................

160 00 ......

·-·-····------

90 00 ....

90 00

$75 a voyage _

75 00

.......

75 00

... do .......

75 00

.....

75 00 ...............

0

_.. . do .......

75 00

-----

75 00 ...............

.... do .......

75 00 .....

M
1-3

75 00 . .............

p...

----·--·------·-

><:

--------------- -

$350 a voyage

350 00 --·-·

350 00

12 cents }Jer
100 pounrls.
12 cents per
100 ponuds.
12 cents per
100 pounds.
12 cents per
lOO pou11ds.
Fo1· the trip

42 32 ;Ji8 81

51 13

2'7 86 11 31

3!J 1'7 ...... ........

.... do .......
. .. .......... _,30,

":il-30 for cxtl·a trips and $6 pet· hour for ovcr-tirue.

§

·aP1

'fo-

'l'otnl .... ....... .... ..
'ot'l'C'ct :

t-.!l

oj t•tsscls chal'tered, inyJ1'essed, d1' employed by the CJual'tel'11l.a&tr.r1s Departm6nt tiw•i-ug theji8cal yeal' ended June 30, 18i2.

4 42

---·

4 42

9 57

9 57

17 35

17 35

38 '75

----

;941SI ~o

--------

38 75

12:30, st4

3ol3.199 12

t $3 per ion for stores.
t In com.
lH. I. LUDINGTON, Qua•·tennaster, United States Anny.
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F.-Statement of vessels owned or purchased bt· the Gorermnent ancl employed in the Qttartermaster's Department dw·ing the fiscal yea1· ended June :30, 1872.
"0
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~~
0
Nnma.

Clao;s,

<ll

I::J)

g
>:l
0
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~0

Ge.ner~_l McPhenwn..... P•;opeller ... 1104. 231 Se_P!·· 1, 1867.
Pulaski .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. lilt m launch ...... MaJ . - , 187\l
l\Inrgaret . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Schooner... 22
Feb, 9, 1864
Matchless ................ . do ....... 1"(0
June 5,1863
ShooFly .... , ... , ...... Sai]-boat .... 3
............ ..

TotaL .......................... , . __ ... , .... ......... .

....

~
:::;

~~

~

~~
E~
C\'l"'
E~
:e

By whom employed.

Where employed.

'[rr
~-~

Remarks.

t:lo,.

0$1)

S'"'

~

<!j

$40,000
"1, 000

700
13,:\00
Q,
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Capt. G. C. Smith, A.. Q. M . . - ~
Lt. Cha1>1. Hellme r, A.. A.. Q M.
Ma,jor R. Saxton, Q. M ......
Uapt•. W. B, Hugh es, A. Q. M.

San FI-·n-nclsco, Cal - ~ $27, 411 17

Fort PnlaRld, Ga ... _

Portlnnd, Oreg......
Kny West, F la.... ..
Lt. A, P : Greeue, A. A, Q. M. ]'ortMacon, N.C ... _

54t! 00

2,199 il4
5, 000 00

Coin, including cost of new boilers and
repairs to machinery, &c.

.!0

100 00

d
p:..

35,259 01

~
~

~

~

Correct;

t?

M. I. LUDINGTON, Quartermaster, U.S. A.

"""'
p:..
en
~
tr,j

~
I

Q
tr,j

~

M
~
p:..
t"'

~
~

c.o

G.-Siatcmcnl of all troops and stores imns]Jorted 1wder the directiou of the Qua/'tm·master's Depctrtment during the fiscal yem· ending Jnne 30, 1872.

t-.!>

('.!)

0
PASSENGERS.

Kind of transportation.

~ I v.

<:)

l'l

f£3
0

;:s

I ~ 1 ~ ,' ~ 1
0

.;:;

NOT OWli'ED Olt lW!\ BY GOYERN.m:;;NT.

J!ndt·muls . --· .. _------ .... -- ................ ..
:Sit>•llnuuats, !>urges, &c. ___________ . _______ . __
.. ..... ............ ·----- ...... ____ ... _. .
\\'a .~tlUS ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • · · .... ·----- ·~rugP~

Total .................. .

24, 567
15,39:2
1, 227
1, 164

978. 1 23, 589
557 14, 835
28:!
944
122
1, 042

3

Commissary stores.

Quart<>rmaster
stortos.

Ordnance
stores.

Medical

stores.
.s
H_ _~_ _
.-; _ ~_H_I --- - - - - - - - - - 0

_

STORES.

ANDIALS.

-· 1, ~40 1 40, ~~· 42,350

3,176
238

"

0

Miscella- /Total "No. of
ueous.
pounds.
-

----

I Pound<.
P~nd'
Pound<.
P~nd•
996, 074 I 5,
928, 114
460 -....
3, 636 17,
713, 552 I 25,
471, 786 I
6, 233, :;:
': 319, 27'
':
'
49: '86
...
" l oo 1 -- ' " 116: '": '16 11, 88': "' 1, 113, 776 819, 804 1, 450,
733
...... -..... .. --.. . 13, 212, 368 11, 085, 212

I 3, 487 1_

Pound•
2,
740, 709

684

I_

30

I

3, 957 1. 47,424,436 1 48,443,793

! 10,088, ~:_I_ 3,_~_:_155

,__10, 728,

~

t:rj

1-d

52,850,235
39,347,924
459
27,681,893

~~1 119, 880~~

0

~

"':3

0

hj

"':3

OW\"ED

0}~

P:::

nuN BY GOVEHNMENT.

t:rj

~~~~~~-~~~~i9; i;~~:ies: &~:: ::: ~ ~::::::::::::::: :,--2.- i<ii --9:557 i1,-7is - ~ ~~ -- ·i5l .. 31.· .~ ~-54 · ··i; 456: 5il4- -· · ·6o3: 33o - ~ ---- i!Ji.-352- .. -- ·35: 862·
· 1_

Total........... .... ....................

2, 161

Gr;wd totnl ............................ /-;101
J~e:>pcctfully

9, 557 j n, 718
49,

1

8

;~;~-;~68~:. . ~~95-

15

I

31 /

54

1, 456, 5G4

603, 3:30

191,

~152

-

35, 862

·· ·

9ia:os2· ~ - · ·3:2o3; i!io
916, 082

3, 203, HJO

1

699 ,- 611 4, Oll . 48, 881, 000

49, 047 123 , 10, 279, 946

3, 231,

017 ~ 11~644, 615 1 123, 083,-701

U1
t!j

0

~

t:rj

"':3

P>

~
1--<j

submitted:

M. I. LUDINGTON, Quartermaster, Unitecl States A1·my.

0

hj

~

P>

ro
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H.-Statement of amounts paid on account of rail, ri1'er, stage, and wagon transportation by
the Qu.artm·master's Departnwnt during the fiscal year euclecl Jn11e 30, 1B72.
Kind of transportation.

Passengers.

Freight.

Railroad ............................ .
Steamboat, barges, &c .............. .
Stages .............................. .
Tl7 agons . ...... ........... ... ....... .

$203, 624
238,806
45,006
729

$207,808
331, 676
922
1, 045, 193

Total ............ ·............. .

34
9:3
96
87

Expenditnres., Grand totals.
31l
71
61
69

$1611
55, 889
505
4, 857

38
88
12
20

$411 , 599
626, 373
46, 43·1
I, 050, 71!0

08
52
69
76

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·- 488,168 10

1, 585, 601 37

Respectfully submitted.

61, 418 58

2, 135, 188 05

M. I. I,UDINGTON,
Qttartermaster, United States A1·my.

I.-Statement of accounts ancl claims in the tmnsportation di1nsion, Quarte1·master-General's
office, joT the fiscal year ended June 30, 1072.
Number.

Value.

N urn ber of acconnts and claims on band .July 1, 1871 ....................... .
Number of acconnts receivo!l during the fiscal year ................... ____ __
Number of claims received during the fiscal year .................... ____ .. .

233
342
639

$1, 822, 793 20

Total number of accounts and claims on band and received ...... ..... .

I, :ll4

3, 470, 230 95

Number of accounts referred for settlement dnring the fiscal year ......... .
Number of claims referred for settlement dnring· the fiscal year ............ .
Number of claims transferred to other brancbos .. __ ... _____ ............... _.
Number of claims rrjocted during the fiscal year ........ ... ....... ..... .. . _.
Number of claims suspended at the close of fiscal year . ..... ... ......... _. _.

325

Total number of accounts and claims referred, rejected and suspended

Total number and amount ........ __ ................................. ..

S38

14
170
11

744, 316 22
903, 121 53

1::03, 171
471, 998
4, 371
1, 911. 722
1, 316

26
87
];}
:16
89

1, 058

3, 192, 5136 50

22
134

2. 587 43
275,057- 02

156

277 644 45

Respectfully submitted.
M. I. LUDINGTON,
Q1tartennaster, U. S. A.
~o.T~.-Dmin,g the fiscal year ended June 30, 1872, tho following claims of t he East Tennessee and
VJ_rgmia, and East Tennessee and Georgia Railroad Companies, (representing large amonuts,) were
reJrcted bJ: this _office, viz: East Tennessee and Virg·inia Railroad Company, $751,200.07; Ea~;t Tennessee
aud Georgia Rmlroarl Company, $165,912.33. Five claims, of large amountA, for use and value of steamers, were also rejected during the fiscal year, stated collectively at $1!!2,684.61.

K.-Statement of claims tmde1· the act of July 4, 1864, chapter 240, in the QuartermasterGeneml's Office for the fiscal yem· ended Jnn~J 30,1872.
No.
On band July 1. 1871, which had previously been sus- 10, 166
ponded or had received no decisive action.
Received during the year.............................. 1,124

Amount.

No.

Amount.

$6, 547, 130 80
1, 483, 314 18

. _Total ~mmber on hand and received ...................... __ ........ __ .... 11, 290
Decisive actwn taken during the year:

$8, 030, 444 98

~1~{£~;~~~!-c~~j~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~::::::::: :_:::::::::: ---- ~~~ · i!~: ~~~ ~~ : ~ ~:::: ::::: ~::::::::
Total upon which final action bas been taken .. __ ....... . ............... .
Remaining on hand Jnnc 30, 1872 ........ _·__ .. --.- __ ......................

939

10,351 j

1, 173, 4:38 42

6, 857, 006 56

Respectfully submitted.
M. I. LUDINGTON,
QuartermasteT, United States .Anny.
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L.-Statement of miscellaneous cla:irns in the Qttat·fe1·nwste1·-Geneml's Office for the fiscal
yem· ~Jndecl June 30, 1872.
No.
.Amount.
No.
Amount.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1---1- - - - - - 1 - - - - - On band Jnly1, 1871,which had pnwiouslybeen sus- 14,585
pended ot· bad received no decisive action.
Received during the year ___ ._ ... __ ............. __ ... __ 2, 558

$7,457,183 82 ·--··-- · ·----··-·····748, 658 62 .................... ..

Total number on hanrl and received .. ··-- .. ---·-.~~~=:-:-=:-:-~
Decisive action taken during the year:
506,350 71
.Approved............ .. . . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . ... . . . 2, 346
32,031 51
Reductions on claims approved .................... .... ... .
103,668 29
Claims rejectecl .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .
312
Total upon which final action has been taken.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

17,143

e8, 205,842 44

.................... ..
................... ..
.................... ..
2, 658

647, 050 51

Remaining on band June 30, 1872 ........................... _............ 14, 485

7, 558, 791 93

------

Respectfully submitted.

M. I. LUDINGTON,
Qua?·termaste?', United StatP,S A1·my.

[GENERAL ORDERS No. 64.]
WAR DEPARTMEN'l',
Adjutant- General's Office, October 25, 1871.

The following regu1ations in regard to rendering property-:e~urns ~nd
the settlement of property-accounts are publisLed for the mformatwu
and guidance of all concerned:
I. The following-named reports, heretofore required of officers doing
duty in the Quartermaster's Department, will be discontinued after
November 1, 1871:
FoRM 4.-Report of stores received for transportation and distribution.
·
FORM 5.-Monthly return of public animals, wagons, harness, &c.
FORM 6.-Monthly report of forage issued.
FoRM 8.-Report of persons hired and employed in the Quartermaster's Department who have deceased, deserted, or
been discharged, with piiY due.
II. The following-named reports and other papers will, after November 1, be made and disposed· of as indicated by the notes on the accompanyjng forms:
FoRM 1.-Report of persons and articles employed and hired, (to
include the information heretofore contained in report
Form No. 8.)
FORM 2.-List of persons and articles employed and hired and
transferred, (heretofore known as Form No. 53.)
FoRM 3.-Roll of enlisted men employed on extra duty.
FoR:vr 4.-Consolidated report of all Government troops and stores
transported.
FoR:vr 5.-Invoice of stores turned over for transportation.
FoRM 6.-Receipt for stores turned over for transportation.
Copi of the. e forms are appended.
III. The quarterly retur!l of qua~terrnaster's stores (Form 27, heretofore ~nown a. ~orm 2?) will h reafter be mafle, according to the accompanymg form, m duplicate only; one copy, with abstracts and \ouchers
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complete, to be forwarded to the Quartermaster-General within twentJT
days .after the expiration of the quarter to which it pertains; the other
copy to be permanently retained by the officer for hiR protection.
IV. As soon as possible after its receipt by tlle Quartermaster-General, the return will be examined in his office, and suspensions or disallowances will not be made ou account of slight informalities which do
not affect the validity of a voucher, but the officer's attention will be
directed to them by suitable advisory remarks.
V. The exalllination having been completed, the officer making the
return will be notified of all errors and irregularities found therein, aud
granted three months, if stationed 'east of the Rocky 1\'Iountains, or six
mouths, if serving west thereof, to correct them. If the necessary corrections in tbe return be not made within the preseribed time, the
proper commanding officer shall be requested by the QuartermasterGeneral to appoint a board of suryey to ascertain the value of any articles for which the officer fails to account, and as soon as the valuations
are received by the Quartermaster-General, the Paymaster-General will
be requested to stop tlleir amount from the pay of tlle delinquent officer,
and the Paymaster-General will notify the Quartermaster-General of
the stoppage, which notiee will be ftled with the officer'8 return. (See
Form A, hereto attached, letter requestiug the detail of a board of
surYey.)
VI. As soon as the return shaH ltave lleen fully corrected, it shaH Le
forw[-lrcled to the Third Auditor of the Treasury for settlement, under
the directjon of tile Secretary of vVar, accompanied by a report of errors,
and the manner in which they have been remoYed, iucluding a statement of the aseertained money value oftlle deficient artieles of property.
VII. Upon re(~eipt of the return by tlle Auditor, it will be examiued
so far a.s to ascertain if the quautities of publin property and stores on
hand at the date of the last return are correctly r·estated iu the preseut
return, and a report of any errors in such restatement will be promptly
trausmitted to the ~uartermaster-General, who will take such measures
for their correction as herein prescribed for errors in other portions of
the return.
VIIL The Third Auditor, l'eviewing the remarks and the a<~tion of
the Quartermaster-General upon the errors and irregularities contained
iu the return, will submit any portion thereof tllat he may deem necessary, with his own views, to the Secretary of \Var.
IX. When(-'Ver the errors have been corrected, or compensation therefor made as provided, and the action of the Quartermaster-General concurred in by the Auditor, or sustained or modified by the Secretary of
v""Var, the return will be regarded as settled, and the Auditor will so certif,y to the Quartermaster-General, for the information of himself and
of the officer aoncerned.
X. The return, abstracts, vouchers, and supplementary papers will
remain in the custody of the Third Auditor, subject at all times to theii·
temporary recall by the Quartermaster-General, or to the inspection of
any person duly authorized by that officer· or by the Secretary of War.
XI. The return ·of provisions (Form 1) and return of commissary
property, (Form 8,) Subsistence Department, will be made and forwarded to the office of the Uommissary-General of Subsistence as heretofore, where a similar course of examination and action shall be taken
upon them as is prescribed in these regulations, (II t.o X.)
XII. The returns of engineer-property will be made, in duplicate, on
the forms now used for this purpose, and forwarded to the Uhief of
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Engineers for his action, who will, after examination, transmit them as
provided for in these regulations.
By order of the Secretary of War:
E. D. TOWNSEND,
Adjutant- GeneraL

A.
WAR DEPARTMENT,
QuARTERMASTER-GENEHAL's OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., - - , lb7-.
To the commanding officer Fort McHenry, Maryland:
SIR: I have the honor to request that a board of survey be by you convened to ascertain the value of the following-named a1:ticles, for which Lieutenant A - - B - - ,
-th Infantry, failed to account on his return of quartermaster stores for the-quarter, 187-, while post quartermaster at Port---, A. T.: (he1·e insert a list of the
articles.) Lieutenant B - - was notified of these errors, (here insm·t the date of such
notice,) but up to this date no correction or satisfactory explanation has lJeen received.
Please forward the report of the board to this office as soon as practicable.
Very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant,

----,

QuaTtm·rnaster General, United States .Anny.

QU ARTERMAS'l'ER- GENERAL.
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FOJC\1 No.1.
R eport of perso111i mul articles hired fm· the month of - - -, It;-, by - - - - - -, qum·ter~
n~aster - - -, United States Army, at - .- .

[To be iu duplicate; one copy to ue retained, one to ue forwarded directed to the
Quartermaster-General within ten days after t he end of the month . When any increase
of the number of persons cmploye(1 occurs, n copy of the nnthorit~r therefor to accompany the report . ]

15w

w

No.1.

FORM

~
0')

RQwrt of pcrson.q and articles employd an(lllircd at-~- during the month of---, 18 , by - - - - , quattermaster -· - - , U.S. Arm.y.

SPITiO€'
durin)!' th e
month.

r:

Xnmt•s nfpt•r" IHJ,; :Jiltl ill'tielt•>< .

Rate of hire or compensation.
Date of
co ntract,
agreement,
or eutr.v
into scrYice.

nrsi~nntion
aml ' OC<'U ·

patiuu.

-

.,;

f

~§
I

;:.
11

::::::

I

0

A

"'I

:S·1 month,
voyage.
§

I

Q

-~-;-!--

liuu>'t', 3 ruomR . .
lltlltH\ ~rooms . .
lltllll'l' . 2ronms . .
::-;hip l~nnny . . . .

!l
10

I ~ t,
8 1A

d

Days,

Quarters .. ..
::'itorc-hous€1.
Gnard-hons<'.,
Trattsport ..

31 131
31
29
31 31
31 31

Sl'hr. lirt·oiue . . . Transport . . 1
'Yn~on & team .... : . . .. ..... ..
1
Cbal:l . •TnnH' R . . .. Clerk . ...... 1
Isaac Lowtl . . . . . , Interpreter . 7
Pt.>ter K€'€'tt c . . . . :Express.... . 7
.Tohn l't•tert' . . . . .Blacksmith . 25
Thos. Cross..... Laborer..... 1

31
31
31
10

31
31
31
4

12

6

31
31

7
31

I

40
31
10
22, 000

I 0000 IMonth
Month ··1
.July 3,
1,1860
. . Dec.
1859
00
00

Month .. Dec. 3, 1859
Voyage . May 3, 1860

700 00 Month ..
100 00 Month ..
75 1 00 Month ..
2 00 Day .....
40 0() Month ..
2 00 Day .....
20 00 Month ..

.June
.Jan.
Dec.
.Jan.
.Jan.
.Jan.
May

By whom
owned.

4,1860
1,1860
3,1860
7, 1861
7,1861
1, 1861
3, lt!60

H/j

40 00
29 00
.Jas.~la~k
10 00
G. Wllkms ...... .

.A. Byrne . . ,

.Jas.Black.

T. Browne .
.Jas.Barry .

700
100
75
8
7
14

20

00
00
00
00

REMARKS.
Showing l:Y whom the buildings
were occupied, and for what }Jurpose, an d how the vessels and men
were employed during the month .
Transfers, discharges, deaths, and
desertions will be noted under this
head, aud the name of the officer
from whom received or to whom
transferred, date of transfer, discharge, death, and desertion, and
all information necessary to a full
understanding of each case given.
Deserters forfeit all pay due at the
time of desertion.

1:!
t:l

0

~

~

~

£

E-;

~

~
:g
A

.,;

'i:l<I>
Q

"'j

~

1860.
1861.
D ec. 1 .Jan. 31
80 00
Dec. 3 .Jan. 31
60 00
Cos. I and K, 3d Infantry .................................. .
Transporting stores to Benicia....
Voyage not completed.
1861.
1861.
Transporting stores to Brazos ..... .Jan. 1 .Jan. 31
700 00
Hauling stores to San .Antonio ..... .Jan. 1 .Jan. 31
100 00
Quartermaster's office .. ...... ..... ..... .. ... . ..... ... .. .... .
Employed by commanding general. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .

~~ i~fii~~~}~l~i~~f~:~:~::~~:~~:: ::: :::::::::::::::: :::::: ::::

1
1
1
I

I:n31 · 3131
31

150
100
50

31

I 00
00 I Month . ·1Dec.
:Month .. Dec.
00

1, 1860
1, 1860
Month . . Dec. 1, 1860

150
100
50

00
00
00

~ ~ Stea~ship

sent to Brazos.. . . . ..

{I

11

.July
.July 1 .Jnly31
.July ::11
.July 1 .July31

150
100
50

00
00
00

'

..imount of rent and hire lluriug the month ......................................... . .... --- 11,303 I 74

Total amount due and remaining unpaid ........ 11, 240 I 00

1 certify, on honor, that the above is a trne report of all the persons anu articles employed and hired by me during the month of---, 18 ;
i hat the observations under the head of" Remarks" and the statement of amounts due a.nd remaining unpaid are correct, and that enlisted meu
couhlnot be detailed wir,hont manifest injury to the serv ice to perforrn the clntics of the eivil employes h erein reported.
Ap1wove<l:
C--D-------,
(f'ig;nt•d in dnp1icntc)

0

0::

M
U2
trj
Q

~

M

~
~
~

0

1-:j

.Jas. C'orwin . ... . Captain.. . . .
Gt>n. Pt·att .. .... Engineer ...
John Paul ...... Mate .. .. .. .

__
I_

~

M

1-d

I Major
3d Infantry .................
Subsistence store and office .. ......

'C. S. S. Pa .~llion.

11

Time, and the amount dua
and remaining unpaid.

Couu;wllclill[f·

lJnartcn?tMter,

~

>-

~
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No.2.

List of p61's0118 and m·ticles transferred by - - - - - - ,
States Army, at---.

q~ta'l'tennast61'

- - - , United

[To be in triplicate; one copy to be retained by the transferring officer, two to be
delivered to the receiving officer, who will take up the persons and articles on his Form,
(1 or 3,) ar:d, in transmitting the same monthly to the Quartermaster-General, will file
one of the said duplicates with it.]
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:FonM No. 2.

lJcscl'iplice liiit of pCI'IiV/18 awl articles employed ancl hired in the Qum·lermaster's Departmellt, ancl t·mn.~ferred by--- - - - , at - - -, to--- - - - quartermaster - - - ,
0
at - - - , on the - - clay of - - -, lts-.
---------1

Period for

Rate of hire
or compendne. _" _ I
sation.

I "·Licb pay is I

I

tfsa)
c-:: - o

•

J~ 0--·;:::
-;:i
~~

: : : ,§
<:D
g

S
I I
9
0

I-;:;:;

I

,n

I

8~ ~

._;;;

"""'8-E

·I. I ~- 8 ~J)•
~ ·~
;e, ~ w ~ ~ ~ I w -E ~o~
I

I I

11

+"
;::J

0~ 1 0

h
0~0

+>

•

0

<:D ~

1

I

..... ,

0

~

I H ~ ~ ~ 0 I~~ p. A 0 ~
- 1-- - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - --

I

!

I

!

I

Total alllonnt rlne ....

I <·eJtit'y, on l10nor, that the aboYe i .· a t;rne lit of persons aud articles transferred
1111! ~o ------.-,at---. ou ~he-- day of---, 18-, ancl tbat the periodt;
l)f lnr• or compen.·at1on, aud amonut · due arc correctly stated.

h~·

ul . r•n"ll'<'! ratr·

------,

Qo ortennct-~tcr.

QUARTEH.MAST.ER-GENEHAL.

FORM

22~

No. ;).

Roll of enlislell men ernployed on extra duty b y - - - - - - , qlta1·famasle1· - - - Glliled
States Army, at-- -, during the month of---, 18-.
[To be j n duplicate ; one copy to be retained, one to be forwarded direct to tllC
Quartermaster-General withh1 ten days after the end of the month. \Yhen a new nam(•
appears on these rolls a copy of the authority or or(ler should accompany the roll.]

FORl\I

Roll of

11011 -rommi.~.~io11ed

1\!)

No.3.

C):)

o.tJicel'.'l and prirates em]Jloyecl on extra tluty as mechauics and labol'ers, - - - , during the month of - - - , 18-, by--- - - quco·tennasfel' - - - , Unitecl Stcttes A.nny.

0

- - - -- -, Per I Rate and
Term of service.
diem. am't of pa.y.
XnnH'R.

Rank or
designation.

~

~
p.,

Regiment.

s
~ ---

By whose order employed.

Iu what capacity em- I From- I To- 1 No.
of
days.
ployecl.

1

Ct.s. 1 Dolls. I Cts.

How employed.
Remarks.

~

~

--

1 I .Jacob Allen

Corporal

B.

20th Infantry. Colonel George Yonng. Overseer ...

1

15

15

35

2 ' James .Jonlnn

Prh•a tc. _, B.

20th Infantry. Colonel George Young. Artificer ....

1

15

15

:35

IPril·ato. ·I B.

20th Infantry . Colonel George Young. Artifieer ....

1

15

15

35

;~

4

William Jones
George Gray ..

Pri \' ate . . B.

20th Infantry . Colonel George Young. Laborer ....

1

15

20

15

1

I

"'d

0

0

!

~

M

!

5

25

5

25

5

25

3

00

In charBe of
over 2 men.
Carpenter at
post.
Blacksmith at
post.
General work
at post.

0
'"':i
~

~

tr:J
[/).

M

Q

~

M
1-3

>~

I

~

0

I I
/
___

____.:________

~

I
Total amount\ ........

.. - . - .
1

.---- .. .--- 1

181 75 ... .•...........

1

I certify that the aboye is a correct roll of non-comn~issioned officers, musicians, and pr-ivates employed on extra dnty, under my direction, during the month of-- -, 18-, and that the remarks opnosite their names are correct and just.
A - - - B---, Qum·tm·mastm·.
Examined:
C---D---, Commanding.
(Signed in di1J)1icat<'.)

~

>-
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No.4.

'Consolidated 1·eport of transportation at---, during the - - - qum·ter, 18
- - - , qum·termaster.

by---

[To be made by each quartermaster who may furnish transportation, and forwarded.
·to the Quartermaster-General within twenty days after the end of the quarter.]
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REPORT OJ? THE SECRETARY
FORl\I

01!~

\VAR.

No.4.

Co11soliclliletl rtJJOI'l of all Uot:ernmcnt troops, ~Stm·es, ~f'c., imnsporlecl b.IJ - - - - - - , quartrnnaste1' ---,ji·om - - -, clu·riug the--- quarte1·, 18- , including those transpm·ted
in bo(tls owned m· uncler clta1·ter to the Government.

Rema1·ks.
\ (River, ocean ,

1J:ItC,

or rail.)

I

I

1

- --- i__ 1__
TotaL ..•.. \.. 1.. 1.. 1..

+1_

1
1
_ :_ _ _ _ _ _

1.l j.. ;. !·:·· ..

I c·m'tify tbat tlw ahoYc· report i.· concc ".

l__ l _j_ ____ _

jJ j. .

l·l ······ ..............
------,

Quartermaster.

~if' , 'hip111cnts Iliad· on lwats ow11et1 or in exclusive service of tbe Government, b.r
charter or otbcrwi. e, 71Utst be iudicated in 1·ed ink.
~ Uncler tho beacl of remarks, officers will in all cases give tbo general rateR paia for
tralltiportation to privat parti . cl11rin~ thr month , thr stnge of ·w atrr in Tiver, &f'.

(.: ignl'd in tlnplir·afe.)

QUARTEHMASTER-GENERAL.

FORM
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No.5.

Im:oice of stol'e8 lransfen·ed to - - - on the - - day of---, 18 , {o1· tmnsportation·
to---, at---.
['l'o be in uupli.cate; both copies to be signed by the offic<'r who turns over the·
stores, and to be ]landed to the quartermaster who receives them for transportation.],
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
FORM

No.5.

Invoice - - tJ"ausferred this - - day of---, 18 - , to - - - - - - , quartermaster
- - - Unitecl States A1·my, at --,for transportation and delivery t o - - - - ,
Unitecl State,s .A1·my, at - - .

:Marks.

Number
of

packages.

Cost.
Articles am1 quantities.
1

Dolls. Cts.

I

Gross
weight.

1

------,
(• 'igne<l in duplicate. )

QUARTERMASTER- GENERAL.
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Fomr No.6.
Receipt for stores transferred to - - - quartermasta ---at ---for tmnsportaUon
t o - - at--- on the --day o f - - 18 -.
[To be in duplicate, both copies to be signed by the officer who receives the stores
for transportation, an<1 to be handed to the officer who has turned them over to him. l
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REPORT Ol!' THE

SECIU~TARY

Ol!' WAR.

Fonu No. G.
Receirecl at---, llti8 --£lay of---, 18-, j1'0m - - - - - - , i n gooll order and
eonditiou, tlw ·ullder-mentionellpaclcctges oj---foJ' transpo1·tation caul cl(;!livm·y t o - - --,at---.
Cost.

:Number
of

1mck:-~ges.

Gross
weight.

A.rticles and •Jmtutitie:;;,
'

Dolls. Cts.

I

I
I

I

------,

(,Juarterma slt•l'

( • igo <1 in duplicate. )

QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

FORM

-
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No. 27.

- - , qHarfcl'masla:

Quartcrlyreltwns of qual'tenna8la's stores received and 'ilisned in the qual'ter ending on tlle
--day o j - - , 18-.

[To Le made in duplicate; one copy to be forwarded to the Quartermaster-General
within 20 days after the expiration of the 11narter, the other to be retained by the
officer.]
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY

FORM

0~"'

W AU..

No. 27.

NOTE.-To be made in duplicate; one to be retained by the officer, one to be sent t().
the Quartermaster-General's Office.

Quarte1·ly return of qua·rtermaster's sio·res 1·ece-ivcd, issued, mul rcmain·ing on hand at---,.
·in the quarie1· ending on the-- of--.-, 18-, by--- ---,quartermaster.

NOTE.-ln order to secure uniformity in returns of quartermaster's stores, they should
lle itemized ancl classed under the following heads:
1. Fuel.
2. Forage.
3. Straw.
4. Stationery.
5. Office and barrack fnrniture.
6. Means of transportation.
7. Veterinary tools.
8. Blacksmiths' tools.
9. Farriers' tools.
10. Carpenters' tools.
11. Wheelwrights' tools.
12. Masons' aml brickla:rers' toolf.
13. Saddlers' tools.
14. Miscellaneous tools.
15. Machinery.
16. Miscellaneous stores for expenditure, alphabetically arrangeu, as building mat
rials, bricks, horse-medicines, horseshoes, lumber, rope, steel, &c., &c.

Quarterly return of qual'fermaster's stores l'eceived and isBued at---, in the qttm·ter ending on the-- day of---, 18-, by~-·Classes ....

~.-~ ... --~----- - ---:---~~-~-nard wood.
I

'

Abstractf', &c.

..,;

0

C)
C)

~

-1
A

' - - 1

Perlustreturn.I Onb~ncl................
.Abstract D .... Rece1vecl by purchase . .

.

CoaL

I

•

$

'8

iJ

'20

.d
Q

~

..,;
d)

uJ

•

d)
,..:l

"'
':j

g I 0~

<D

c;S

~

'"<D

;...

'!3

~

Cl)

2. FORAGE.

~

~

..

·s

~

~

~

El I .:5
olo:!

'~

1

c.;;

I

R

H

I

~

<tj

I
I

0

~

<D

.;o :§<Do~
;8 ~

:o

o

~
I
!

~§'
§<
. 1J
~ ~ ~ ~ I?<bl) "' 0
~~~§ .s ......g. ..<?
~

'g

b ;g

~ ~

P<~

;§

~

~

4. STATIONERY.

,~
.
~.

ciJ

00

;::!
0

. .- -.-.-.-.- .- -.-.-.

J3. STRAW. :

~ I ~ I! ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ -~ == "I ~ ~ ~=
~ , _~
I

.Absh·actE .... Receh·ed from officers..
Abstract 1" . .. . Fabricated, taken up, &c

I
<D

~

0

.s

'

':j

;...

,

Kindlingwood.

Soft wood.

00

riJ

--.

1. FUEL.

------

H

R

~

~

<D

~

~

00

~

0

0
,Q

~

~

I .s
~

.;.l

.s

~

§

c;S
......
,:q

Q
~

"<::!

~

~ I_-1-J=I-~~ -~I JIi
P'l

~

~

I
·

,-

repairable.

~

trj
~

~

• :

1_ · -'-

____________________

I_

trj

pj
~

0

tlj

ztrj
~

_ 1_ 1I_ 1__1I_ 1_ -~-I--1 ---'-'-'
--' ---1 ---1 - ' --' - · - rP>
I
J

J

J

J

J

J

Condition-~: :I ~nil~o~0~r~~~~i~~.- -b~t· -~--~ -- --~- -~ -~------- ---~-- 3 .. Totally unfit for service.

~

~

,- - . ~-~. -

I

issue~ ~d

P>

'l/2

1

Per..o\bstractl:I Stationery. -----------Per Abstract I. Expended, sold, &c .....
Per AbstractK I ssued and transferred . _ _ _ _ _ ·_
Total
expended---·· ...
Total romammg on hand .. - .. ----.

c

P>

I

-~-~--- --,-,-~---,- ~-~-~-~- - · -,- , -,- ·Per .Abstract Gl l"uel, forage, and stra"W. -~- ~- ·--~-~- -~---- --~-~-~-- ~-- - . ~--- -~- -~~ ·Total to be accounted for .. ... ..... -

..0

,

i

I

I

j

j

J

J

J

.- - - - -~~ - - - -·1

I

t-.!)

CJ.J

c;,p

f,>ual'ferly l'l'fm·u of qllal'lenna8lel''s 8/ures,

~
~

<)·c.-Continued.

0
<1. STATIOXI<:RY.

f'ln~st'.-.t

~ ~-~· ~--~-~ ~,~
I~
.;,...

,.:

I'£

~

~

•

:;

4:

5
P••rla,.;lrl'!uru.
..\ h:~lr:td D ....
Ah:~tml't . E ....
,\ h~tr:wt }' ...

~'•'1'

On han<l. ........... . .. .
Reeei,·etl by pure hast" ..
Heeehell fnnn ofticen:L.
Pahrirate<l, tnkeu np, &r

uP

:weountc•l fot· .. · · .... · ·

~'ncl

t.:
.. forng-t>. aml straw.
II t-;taliOlll'I'\" ............ ·
1. Expt>tHleci, sold, &c . . . . .
..o\.bstmct K Issued :tnd trnusfel'l'ell

l't>l' _\ll'<tnwt
Pl'l' . \ h::;t ra• •t

l'otnl

i~,;uptl nn!l e-xpemle•l ........

Tutalrelllainin~ on

hantl... ..... .

·Ill

I :

I

I'

:::0

I

I :,

~ ~ ~ I I II
I'
iII
II !
. I
I_/1_--___:____l_l_l_l_l_l_l_:_i_
~ ~ ~ I ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ I ~ z I_I_IJ_I_I_
-

~
8

•

I

~ ,;:: I ~ . ~

~

0

c:

.<:>

a'..

I

I

I

I

,!t:l

0

0

I

0

I

I

I

I

-------------~---------------

0

0

1

_____ l_ _ i _ _ _ l_
·

1

I ,

11l__ j_

!_ '__l__ j_!__l_l_i__l_l______l__l_l_i_l_

I 1 I I

I

[

I

1

J

I

I

j

I

I I

J

I :

I III I
I' II 1 I I

I

-------------·----------------------------- ~ 1
1

I

I

====1=
I

1

1

I'

I

1

I

1

II I I

II I

I

:

I 1I

.
·
·
I
I
I
1
=~-· ~ = ~=~ = ~= =[~! =[ 1 ]]]]]]]=' ]===[1 = ;]]=1]J]=]==]=
1
I
I I .
I I I I : I I I I I
I: IIIIIII
I

1

j

=

•
1

1

I

I

1

J

:

1

J

j

1

I

1

I

I

I

1

I

I I

I! II

iI

I

I I I ~-~ I
1

1

1

·

1

'

,I

[Here insert an.v extm l ea Yes that may be requirt>tl by the nnmbe1· of mticles borne on tbe ret.nrn .]
leertit'y. 011 honor. tlmt the t'm egoing return exhibits a true
Department, dnriog the quarter entliug on tl1e o f - - . 1:'1--.

aJ1•1

col'!'ect Rtatement of all thE-I1l'Opf't'ty '' hicb ha s romP into m_v hantls 1 on account of tlu" Qnnrtcrmastel''s
•

t".::

"tt

0

~

"":3
0

";j
~

::r:
~

w

t_=j

0

~

t;rj

"":3

>

~
~

0

i':!j

J

-.- ~- - ~----- -------~ -- ~ -----~---~ ---~-~-: -I-,-~-~---~-~-

repairabl<>.

Tot• II>''" fitfm " " h '·

-~ I

- I i .

I'

I

0cr:

iu

I

('nntlitinn-1 .. I~1 ~ootl order-~······· - - - ··-~':! .. l utit for sCI·ncc, but

3

c
:;l

A

s:<

rr.

8 1~

11)

.:;

<1)

1'.-t' .\ l1>\ll'IH't

z;

. , ~ .s ~ ~ ~n ~ ~
s 1v ~ a a I -~6 -* 1' ~ ~ ~
co
co I A
::s
d::l
~ w w C' H o
x
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.\ hslt';H•t;o, ,\:1'.
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~

>
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Fmm No. 28.
ABSTRACT D.

Abstract of articles purcltastd dn1·ing the - - - quarter, 18-, b y - - - - - - , qua.rte1'rnaste1', Uwitecl States Army, at - - - .

[To be in duplicate; one copy to be retained, one to be sent with quarterly return of
property to the Quartermaster-General within twenty days after tho expiration of the
quarter.
This abstract appertains exclusively to the property r~turn, and is designed to show
all the supplies purchased by the quartermaster, whether paid for or not. No vouchers
of the purchases paid for accompany this abstract. They arc in Monthly Abstract A.
l)urcha.ses not pahl for are vouchell as in Form No. '29.]

16w

l''omr No.

~8. ·

t..,:)
~
~

..lbBlracl of al'ticlcs pul'chaBed at--- during---, 18-, b y - - - - - - .

--

- -------

.

I~
llak

~

~

0

.....

- -

--

--.

-·

--

1- -·

--

~~-~- ·----;

I

s

~

I i - II, _

t:::j

__!_I___ ·-·.- -,---- --,-

•

8

~

~

~

•

o

rn

~

8

~

~

8

•

I

,

:

1:0

~

~~ I

j

.

I

~

j

hj
~

1
1
1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I

.

II

::0
t:::j

111111

!__ /_______ ,_ ,_ ,_ ,_

w

I

0

t:::j

~aiclf~!_ _ '_~-.-!---~-~-~--~---.----'---~--H-1-1-1-C---Articles purchasetl and

-~ -~ -~-~ -:-~- -~-~ -~-~ --~-----!- -~ -~ -/_/_/_/_l_/_1_1_
I

I

1

I

~otpuidfol·.--~ --~ -----·---_1_1 _ _ /_ _ _ _ _ _ ,____ _
T ochnsecl
t n l pnrdurinn-

the

mo{;:th .. _..

1
1

I

I

I certify that the aboYe abstract is correct.
(Higncd in tlnplicnlc.)

1:0
1-d

I

0

~~~-§ ~ ~-§ 'E ,I ~

~

1

chu~ed nnd '

II I I I . I

l

0

- . -1

.
I 1'_ 1
I_ i1 __
--._ 1__:_1 _:i__,____
Ar1JClcs pnr- 1

I

;;g~
I ~-:;k -~$ ~-g IiE
:Q .S g

I

Soft woo(l. I Kindling1
wood.

,n- j - - - - - , - 1 -3
w
r1

Dolls. Cts.

--

--1

.

r

0

~

-

Hard wood.

Amonnt.
From whom
purchased.

Forage. IStraw.! Stationei'y.

Fuel.

Cla~scs .

I
•

I

I

1

I

1:0
t:::j

~

>

1:0
~

0

"'j

~

>
~

1

'
------,

Quartennaste1·.

QUARTERMASTER- GENERAL.
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No. 29.

Xo . - - , .1bstmct D, - - - qum·ter, 18-, - - Dollars, - - YOu·
Property pnrchasecl ancl not paicl for by cncl of fJ_Uctl'tCI'.

[To be in dnplicate; one copy to be retained by the officer, one to be forwarded
with Abstract D, within 20 days after the end of the (]Uarter, to the QnartcrmasterGeneral.]

REPORT OP THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
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FOR:.\I

No. 29.-(Youcher to Abstract D.)

THE UNITED STATES,

1'o - - - - , D r .

Place and date
of purchase.

I CEllTIFY, on honor, that the aboYe account is correct and jn t; that I pnrchasetl
the articles aboye enumerated of the s a i d - - - - at the prices therein charged.
'l.mounting t o - - an<l - - ce-llt., and that I h:wc not pait1 the account.

----,

Q11artcnna8!CI'.

(Signed in dnplicat .)

r~UARTERMASTER-GE~ERAL.
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Pomr No. 30.
ABSTRACT E.

drticles1'eceiw7from oJ]icusllul·ing the--- qucwter, 18-, b y - - - - - - , q_Het1·tennasle1',
- - United States At·my, at - - - .
[To be in duplicate; one copy to be retainecl by the officer, one to be sent to the
Quartermaster-General with the Quarterly Return.
All property received from other officers will be entered on this abstract, whether
receipted for or not. It wm be snpportetl by vouchers No. 31.]

1'.!)
~

Fom:r No. 30.-(Abstract E.)

0":>

Abstract of al'ticles recehwl jl'om o.(Jioers at--- in the qum·tm· ending on the-- day' of---, 18-, by - - - - - - .
Classes .............

·---~· /_

I
.....

~

Date.

-5;;::!
...
......
0

I

I ~v hom '
IProm
rece1 ,·eel.

0

0

;

Harc1
wood.

Soft
wood.

i ~ji

----- 0

I

Fuel.

~-

_::_

_____

I

Forage.

Kindling~' ~~ ~8 .g.~. . ~8 . .
wood.
..s:1

rn

l=l

Straw.

_::__ - - - - - - _::__ _::__

Stationery.
1
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~;e

I
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I
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~
0 O >=Q ~ ~
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I
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1

1

~ _::__ _:::_ _...:l__ ,_l_ - - - , - - -
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0

~

J-3
0

1-lj

J-3

::r:1
t;:j
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:

I

!

I

i

I

I

I
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.
I

(')

~

M
J-3

>~
II

~

0

1-lj

i

I

I

~

I

-·--·--·-j-[--~- ~-----~----r---h-IT
I certify that the above abstract is COl.Tcct.
(Signctl in t1uplicate. )

------,

------.
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FoRJVI No. 31.
V:oucher No.--, Abstract E, - - quartoc, 18-.
Invoice of stores tmnsjm-rca b y - - - - - , qttm·tennastel' - - - , United States Army,
a t - - , to - - - - - - , quartermaste1· - - - , United Stcttes A1'11PY, at - - .

[To be made in duplicate; both to be forwarded or delivered to the officer to whom
the articles are transferred. He will retain one and forward the other, with his
Abstract E, to the Quartermaster-General.
NOTE.-When no invoice is receivecl the receiving officer will substitute for this form
of voucher a list of the stores received, certified by himself. When the person responsiule for the property enterell without invoice is kn_o wn it will be entered in his namo. ]

J!'omr No. 31.-(Vouchcr to Abstract E.)

furvitx of quartermaster's sfvrcs,

~

~

~f'c., transj~Jrrecl

by - - - - - - , quatietmastet - - - , Unitecl Stales Anny, ut
--,United States Army, at---, on the-- day of---, 18-.

--~,

lo - - - - - - , quartermaster

00

Cost when new.
Number or quantity.

In

.fi!fiii'CB.

I Dolls.

0

7.1

1-3

Forty ..••.....•......••..•. -I Felling-axes .•.........

·;oo

Three hundred pounds ....••. Bar-iron, assorted ..... .

10

Ten ..•...................•.. Wheelbarrows .....•...

I

'Vagons, ( 4-horse) ...••.

1

4

150

G • Fivo ...........•.........•.. 'Vagons, ( 4-horse) ..... .

'.!0, 000

7.1

M

1-d

In tcords.

40

5

Remarks.

Per.

Cts.

--~-

I

I

Condition when
delivered.

Art.icles.

00

Each .... New· .......... .

0

06

Pound ... New ........... .

,_::

00

Each .... Worn .......... .

150

00

Each .... New ........... .

Twenty thouRand pounds .••.. Corn ......•... ....... I

1

00

Bushel .. Good ........

~

~
~

m

Each .... Worn ......... ..

00

j

FiYO ....................... .

t-::j

~

0

7.1

M
1-:3

;....

~---

~
~

0

I·

~

~
;....

?:l
I certify that I haYe this day lr::tnsferred t o - - - - - - , quartermaster---, United States Army, at---, the articles specified in the foregoing list.
(Signed in duplicate.)

------,

Qna1·te1'Jnaster.
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No. 32.

ABSTRACT F .
.d l'lides received jrmn -uctrious som·ces clm·ing the - - quarter, 18-, - - - - - - , quar-

termaster---, Unitecl States Army, at - - - .
fTo be made jn duplicate; one copy to be retained by the officer, one forwarded to
the Quartermaster-General vlith the q narterly return.]

1'-::>

Fomr No. 32.-(Abstra.ct F.)

Q""(

lb81racl of articles receircd from ra1·ious sources during tlte qnm·te-r ending on the-- clay of---, 18-, by - - - - - - , quartermastel' - - - , United
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States Army.
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(Signetl in duplicate.)
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is correct.
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Quarlermaste~·.

NoTE.-This abstract contains all quartermasterJ5 property found a.t the post not borne on the previous return; all that may come to the
rrn:nterma.stor's possession without his knowledge, who may be accountable for it; articles manufactured in the quarter; material or parts of arti<'les. that l~ave b~Pn condemned or urokeu np; fnol and fora.ge issned, bnt not consumed, &c. Separate lists of eacl1 class, with the necessary e:s:planatwn , wtll be ltlC(.l with the abstract.
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No. 33.

ABSTRACT G.

Fuel, fm·age, ctnd stmw issued during the - - - qum·ter, 18-, by - - - - - - , quarte1·maste1· - - , at---.
[To be in duplicate; one copy to be retained, one to be sent with quarterly return
to the Quartermaster-General. All fuel, forage, and straw issued is entered on this
abstract; that transferred to other officers, to be nccouutecl f0r by them, is entered on
Abstract K.
·
·
~'or vouchers, see Forms 34 ancl 35.]
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l•'o1ni No. 34.

Voucher No.--, Abstract G, - - - l]_narter, 18-.

Requil!ition fur fwd, fomge, an(l sf!'au•, Tequil'ed by - - - - - - . Issuec1 - - - - - -,
18-.
['I'o oe in duplicate; one copy retained lJy issuing officer, one sent to the Quartermaster-General with Abstract G.
'I'his form of requisition is used for a regiment, company. detachment, and single
officer of whatsoever rank.]
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Fomr No. 35.
Voucher No.--, Abstract G, --quarter, 18-.

Forage and straw issuecl to public anirnals by - - - - - - , qua1·terrnastm· - - - , Unitecl
StctJtes A1·my, at---, in the rnonth of - - - , 18-.
[To be in duplicate; one copy to be retained by the officer, one sent with the quarterly abstract G tQ the Quartermaster-General.
This form is use(l to account for the forage consumed by the public animals under
charge of the officer w b o issues the forage.]
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:Fomr Ko. :35.
Statement of jomgc wul stmw issned to ancl consumed by the public anlmal/5
tion at - - - , dnring the month of---, Hl-.
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Qua1'tcnna.sta.

Approved:
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Commanding.

(. igoed in dnr•licatc. )
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No. 36.

ABSTRACT H.

Abstmct of stationery issued during the--- q~tartt:r, 18-,--- ---,quartermaster
- - - , Un ·ited States A1·my, at---.
[To be in duplicate; one copy to be retained by the officer, one sent with the quarterly return to the Quartermaster-General.
The stationery used by the quartermaster in the public service is entered on this
abstract, as are all issued by him.
The voucher to this abstract is Form 37.
'fransfers are entered on Abstract K.]
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FuJof No. 37.

Voucher No.--, Abstract H . - - quarter, lf3-.
Reqlli8ition jm· 8iatlonery for - - - - - , at---.[To uc in dnplicate; one copy retained by officer, one sent to Quartermaster-General
witlt Quarterly Abstract H. J

Fomr No. :1i.-(Youcher to Abstract H.)
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I errtify that. tbe nboYo reCJ_nisi•ion is correct, and that I have not drawn stationery for any part of tlHI time specifiecl.
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Heeein'!l at---, on the-- day of·--, 18-, o f - - - - - - , quartermaster---, United States Army,--- quires of foolscap-paper,
- - - (ruin•s of letter-paper,--- quires of folio-post paper,--- quires of envelope-paper,--- sheets of blotting-paper,--- official
L'll Ye1opeR, - - - letter-cnYelopes, - - - 2-q uire blank-books, - - - 3-quire blank-books, - - - - quire l>hink-books, - - - bottle- of black ink,
---bottle- of red ink,--- ounces of wafers, - - - ouncrs of sealing-wax,--- steel pens, - - - quills,--- lead-pencils,--- of office
tape,--- inkstands,--- wafer-stamps,--- erasers,--- paper-folders,--- bottlas of mucilage,--- pieces of rubber,--- rulers,
i11 fnll of the ahoye requisition.
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PonM No. 38.

A1stract I. - - - quarter, 18-.

Articles expended, lost, clest1'oyed and sold.
- - - - - , quartermaster---, United States Army, at---.
[To be in dnplicate; one copy retained by the officer, one sent with the quarterly
return to the Quartermaster-General. The vouchers to this abstract are Forms 39, 40,
41. Stationery expenclecl uy the quartermaster for public service in his own offic~
should not be entered on this abstract; it sboul<l be entered and accounted for on
Abstract H.]
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:FORM

No. 39.

Voucll cr No.--, Abstract I , - - - quarter, 18-.

Monthly list of stm·es expended, - - - - - - , quartermaster - - - , United Sta./es Army,
·
at - - , in the month of---, 18-.
·
[To be in duplicate; one copy to be retained by the officer, one to be sent to the
Quartermaster-General with the Quarterly Abstract I.
NOTE.-This list should be made out monthly, to enable the quartermaster to know
the exact state of his supplies. The abstract, when forwarded, will be accompanied
by all the monthly lists.]
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No. 39.-(Voucher to Abstract I.)

List of quartermaster's stol'es in the public sm·vice at---, under the d,ireci'ion o f - - - - , quartermaster - - , United States Arn% ·in the nwnth o f - - , 18-.

Number or quantity.

Articles.

Application.

I certify, on honor, that the several articles of quartermaster's stores above .em~
merated have been necessarily expended in the public service ~t this station, as mdicated by the marginal remarks annexed to them, respectively.

------,

Qum·termaster.

Approved:

----,

Comrnan(1ing.

(Signe<.l ju duplicate.)

QUARTERMASTER- GENERAL.
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FoRM No. 40.

Voucher No.--, Abstract I , - - quarter, 18-.

Articles lost or dest1·oyed in the month o f - - , 18-.
[To be in duplicate; one copy to be retained by the officer, one to be sent to the
Quartermaster-General with the Quarterly Abstract I.
NOTE.-Thislist should be made out monthly, to enable the quartermaster to know
the exact state of his supplies. The abstract, when forwarded, will be accompanied
by all the monthly lists.]
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FoRM No. 40.-(Voucher to Abstract I.)

List of article.s lost o1· destroyed in the public service at--- while in possession and cll(l;l'ge
o f - - - - : quarte1'master - - - , Dnited States A1·my, in the month o f -- , 18-.
Number or quantity.

Articles.

Circumstances and cause.

I certify that the several articles of quartermaster's stores above enumerated have
been unavoidably lost or destroyed while in the public service, as indicated by tho
remarks annexed to them, respectively.

------,

Qna1'termastm·.

Approved:

------,

Comma11ding.

(.'igue(l iu duplicate. )

QUARTERMASTEH-GENERAL. -
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No. 41.

Voueher No.--, Abstract I , - - - quat>tcr, 18-.
ACCOUNT OF SALES AT AUCTION.

- - - dollars - - - cents, on tlte - - of - - - , 18-, - - - - - - , f}Martermaster
- - - , Unitecl States A1·my, at - - - .
[To be in duplicate; one copy retained by officer, one sent by next mail to Quartermaster-General for file with the quarterly return, when received, to which it pedains.
An account in this form should be prepared at every sale of public property. All
money received from sales should be immediately deposited in the nearest United States
depository to the credit of the Treasurer of the United States; the original certificate
of deposit to be forwarded at one to the Quartermaster-General, with one copy of this
account of sales, and the duplicate* certificates of deposit filed with the accountscurrent.]
* See General Orders No. 65, A. G. 0., 1871.
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FoRM No. 41.-(Voucher to Abstract I.)

Account of sales of articles of pnblic property sold at public auction at - - - , uncZe1· the £lil'ection o f - - - - - - , qua'l'termaster - - - , Unitecl States .drrny, on the-- of--~
18-.

Number or quantity.

Articles.

--

Purchaser.
--

I--

Amount.
---

I

I
II

I

II

I
I

I

I
I certify that the above account of sales is accurate and just.

------,

Auctioneer.

I certify that the above-cnumeTated :nticles were sold at public auction, as above
stateu, pursnaut to - - - , an<l the amount received therefrom, after deducting the
expenses of the sale, (the vouchers for which are filed herewith,) has been taken up on
my account-cunent for the month of---, 18-.

------,

Quartennasfl'r.

( igncd in duplicate.)

QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
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FoRM No. 42.

Abstract K, - - - quarter, 18-.

Art-icles t1·ansjen·cd b y - - - - - - , quartennasic1· - - - , Uuited States Anny, at - - - .
[To be in duplicate; one copy retained by officer, o11e sent to Quartermaster-General
with quarterly return.
NOTE.-This abstract contains all transfers of stores to other officers, to he accounted
for by them; the vouchers will l.Je their receipts. · When these are not received in time,
tbe quartermaster will substitute his own certified list of the stores sent and the bill
oflading. The receipts be will afterward transmit when be receives them.]
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FonM No. 43.

Voucher No.--, Abstract K, --quarter, 18-.
Receipt for qttal'fcrmaster's stores tmnsjer1'ecl t o - - - - - - quartermaster---: a t - - ,
on the - - day of·--, 18-.

[To be in duplicate; one copy to be retained by the officer who transfers the property, one to be sent to the Quartermaster-General, with Abstract K, at end of guarter.]
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FORM

No. 43.-(Voucher to Abstract K.)

Received ctt--, this - - day of - - , 18-, f1·om - - - - , - - quartm·rnaster - - , United States Anny, the following named aTticles:
Number or quantity.

Articles.

Condition.

Remarks.

- - - (J11m·terrna11ler - - .

( 'ignr·d

In

tluplieat~>.)

QCJ..RTBRMASTER- GENERAL.

273·

Fon:>J No. 44.
Voncller No.--, Austract K, - - - 'lnarter, 18-.

Special Heq11i.sitio11.

[To llc in duplieate; one copy to ue ret::tincll by tllc officer who issues the property,
one to be sent to the Quartcrmastm·-Gcneral, with Austract K, at the eml of the quarter.]
The cost of articles issued or transferred on special requisition, and orders of commanding officers, will 1Jc entered on the requisition ::tnd on the list or invoice furnished
tile receiving officer.
Ifth~ quartermu.ster bas the property on baud he will take the receipt of the officer
to whom he issues or trausfCi·s it on this form, and will file it with Quarterly Abstract K.
If the quartermu.ster bas not the property on haucl he will submit the Special Requisition to the commanding officer for orders.
If he is ordered to pnrchasc it, the ref)nisition, 1dth the order, wi1llJe :filed with the
purchase vonchers.

18

w
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FoiL\f Ko. 44.-(Yoncber to Abstract K.)

Specinl Bequisitiou.

I For
1

I
I

- - - - - - - - - - ·- - - - - - - -

-

I certify that the above requisition is correct, anu that the articles spcciftcu arc ab~o
lutc1y l'C(fHisite for tho public service, rendered so by tht' followinfr circumstances:

- - · - - - , 1uartormastcr:

thc.auove requisitiou.

Uuited :·tatt;s Army. will i...,;;nc the articles ::;l)Ccificd i'l

------,

Commanclin!J.

Ilccoivc<l at---: the-- o f - - -1 18-1 o f - - - - - - 1 quartermaster, lJnit011
A1·my, - - - , in full of the alJOYC 1·equi~ition.
------)

.~tates

(...:i(l'ncd in duplicate.)

QUARTER~lASTER - GENERAL.
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7.-Gene·ral Orders No. 75.
"\V AR DEPARTl\1EN1', ADJUTANT-GENER.AL'S 0Fl<'lCE,

Wctshington, December 26, 1871.
The accompanying table of the price of clothing and equipage for the
Army of the United States, with the allowance to each soldier for
clothing in kind during each year of his enlistment, and the money
allowance therefor for each month and year, is approved and published
for the information and guidance of all concerned. It will take effect
on the 1st of January, 1872, and will remain in force until further
orders.
Knapsacks, haversacks, canteens, canteen-straps, and great-coat
straps, will hereafter be supplied by the Ordnance Department.
Oommanuing offi.cers of companies and detachments, accountable for
the articles above mentioned, will have the unserviceable inspected and
disposed of as camp and garrison equipage; the serviceable they will
tra,nsfer from the Return of Clothing and Equipage to the Return of
Ordnance Stores, filing a receipt for the articles with the Return of
Clothing and Equipage, and an invoice \Tith the Return of Ordnance
Stores.
A.ll post quartermasters having such articles in charge will in like
manner dispose of the unserviceable, and t.r ansfer the serviceable to the
officer at tllC p·ost having charge of ordnance stores for issue. (See par.
14~0, Re·dsed Regulations, 1863, for the Army.)
A like disposition will be made of such unserviceable articles in the
possession of officers in charge of depots; but the serviceable will be
reported to the Chief of Ordnance for his orders.
R,y order of the Secretnry of vVnr.
E. D. TOWNSEND,
Adjutant- General.
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Sta tnne11t of the pl'ice at 1chich cloth-ing fol' the Army of t.he United States 1cill be i &~wcci fron~
January 1, 1872, until fru·th er order8.
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l.)ricts al which carnp mul garrison equipage 1oill be chal'gecl ·in caieB of
AllTICLES.
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REPOllT OF THE SEC'JlETARY OF

\Yt\1~ .

8.-Pwnphlet of drawings of m-ilitary buililings reconLuwndetl to the Secretary of lYar by the Bocwil on Revision of the Anny Regulations.
\V.A.R DEPAR1'J.\'I:ENT,
QuAlt1'EUJ.\I.A.S1'El~-GENERAL'S 0FFIC.B,
Washington, D. 0., Septembm· 14, 1872.

The accompanying drawings of military buildings were recommended
to the Secretary of \Var by the Board on Hevision of tl1e Army Hegnlations.
lVI. C. lVIEIGS,
QuaTtermasta-General, Brc1·et Jlfajo1·-Generaf, U. S. A.
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number of interments of Union sold-iers in nat·i onal mil-itary
cemete·rie~.

W AU DEPAR'l']l'l:EN'l',
QrATI'l'ER.:.\IASTER-GENERA..L'S OFFICE,
1Vashington, D. 0., - - - , 1872.
t:;nt: I inclose herewith " .L ist of ·national cemeteries, &c., with

number of graves in each," for which head-stones are needed, under act
of Congress of J nne 8, 1872 ; also, " Information for biduers."
No size, kind of stone, or style of letter is prescribed. The law
requires the War Department to invite proposals for head-stones. :From
the designs antl samples devised and submitted hy the bidders, the
8ecretary of War will ma.k e a selection, as required by the Jaw, which
bas been distributed to all who have asked for it. This is all the information communicated to the Quartermaster-General.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
lVI. U. MEIGS,
Quartennaster- OeneHcl, Brevet JIJajor-General, U. 8. A.
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Li.•t of number of interments of Union sollliers in uafioual military <'('111c/m·ir8 ((1/(l in <·cmeterie8 other than national.
LIST 01<'

~.\.TIONAL

CE:\rETElUES

I~

THE 1.7:\' lTED MT.\.TE!-\.

~ ~~

Eg_~

I

:~.9

·~~aC)

'-'

~

:X:nuo of Cf'HH:t<'ry.

0~ u.i

Location.
1

~

-- -- -----

o

~2 ·a

u; ~

s~ ~

~cDg

s§g

J~~_:_-~ ~~

CJ-pl'ess Hills Cemetery.... . . On I-ong Islaml, eight miles from :Xew York I :J, !J33 1
City. .
.
In 1.. .
Beverly Cemetery ....... __ .__ One aucl a half miles from llevel'1y, X. J ... . . -Bl'attleborongh Cemetf'l',\' _. __ At llrattleborough, Vt .. - ------.--------- · ·--IB
\\'bite Hall Cemetery_ .. _.... NJle~~::t~ristol, seYenteen mllcs from Pllihulel- 1
IH ....

:s, ()34

'T
.i.i
_,a~ion~l cc~ne~::ries ....... . . •\t~hila.d~lp}tia,Pa .. ..--. ·: ......···:::··_·-~-·.-·:·:· I I, B~G
:l I
1{mal Cem( tm.r ....... ... .... At Cheste1, I a., one unle itomuulv. ::l:J·Statwn.
;>0 I
Harrisburgh Cemetery . _.. ___ At Harrisburgh, l'::t ........ __ .... _. . . . . . . . . . . .
J 17
:2:1
J>rospcct Hill Cemetery ... _.. \ At York, Pa., one-half mile frorn railway-~tation
151
~
Antic tan~ Cemetcr!. _.... . . . . Onc-l~al~ mile _fro~l :5harpsburl,lll, Mel.......... ,'; yu~ I '!,flO~
Annapohs Cernetety ... .. .... . Onc-fomt.h nnle trom Annapolis, :;\o[d .•.•.•.. -. ~, .JO!l 1
J !15
Culpeper Conrt-House Ccn 1 -~ At Cnlpepel' Court-llonse, V:t ....... ....... -. - ~
447
~02
ctery.
City Point Cemetery .. _... . _. One and one-half miles from City Point, V:t ... :l, l'l!J
1 4:37
Cold ~arbor Cemetet·y.... .. . Eleven :1~<1 o~.;-half miles from Riehmonu, Y:~.
U7-1
;.l48
Danv1lle Cemetery .. _.. _..... 1.\t Danv1lle, '\ :t .. ____ . ____ .. _............ __ ... 1, 17l
148
:FredericksllurghCemelcl·y ... At J!re<leriek~bnrgh , Va., o11o milo from the 1 2, !JOB 12,7:34
ra1l wa.y-statwu.
:Fort Harrison CemetPr,\ . . . Eight miles from Rir.lmwnrl, V:J,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
239
57.1
Glendale Cemetery .. ..
:Fifteen miles from Richmom1, Va... ... .......
2:35
H.)7
Hampton Cemetery .......... One-half mile from Hampton, Va.............. 4, U70
·192
Poplar Grove Cemetery ...... Five miles from ]'etersbmgh, V a.._. __ .. .. ... . . 2, 050
4, 137
~iehmond Cemetery ...... _. Three and on~- half mi~es ft:om R~ehmond, ':a-.
8·1::1
5 684
f;taunton Cemetery .. ---- .... 1 One and one-fourth nnles irom Staunton,\ :1..
·~30
'518
Seven Pines Cemetery ..... _. I Nine miles from Richmoml, Va _. __ ...........
128
J, :l2!l
Winebcste1· Cemetery .... ·.... I One-fourth mile from Winchcstet·, Va ..... --.. •!, 09:3
:!, 339
Yorktown Cemetery ......... One-halfmilefrom Yorkto·•;nt, Va...... .. .....
748
J,434
Grafton Cemetery....... .. ... One-fourth mile from G-rafton, W. Ya . . . . . . . . .
u33
620
Loudon Park Cemetery . __ . _. Three miles from Baltimore, :Md . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J, 380
ti3
:Xew Berne Cemcter.) ..... __ . One mile from New Tierno, N.C ... _.. . ........ ~. Hi2
J, 063
ltaleigh Cemetery .... _...... . One mile from Ra.leigh, N . C __ ... __ .... .. .. . . . 1
604
557
l';alisbury Cemetery .......... Onc-balfmile from Salisbury, X. C... . ........
85 12, 027
·wilmington Cemetery ..... _. Oue mile from V{ilmington, N. C._.... . .......
696
1, :lfll
~ew Albany- Cemetery ..... __ .A.t New Albany, Ind. ___ ... ___ ----............
~. 1:lO
6_7 G:
31•
Crown Hill Cemetery ........ Three miles from Indiana.polis, Jnll ....... -.-.
67;.l 1
Arlington Cometery. _. ... ... I Three miies from \Vushington, J>. C ......... -- Jl, .109
4, 07u
I
Alexandria Cellletory ....... _I At ~\lexall(lria, \'a .. ___ ..... __ ..... ...... .. ... :J, fi::Jr) 1.
1
Ball's Rlu±r Cemetery ...... __ On the Potomac Jlh·er, opposite Ethnu·ol"s 1
:J:J
I
. . ,
,
, J~eiT,r.
.
.
.
,
j
~7il
Mold1crs llomc Cemetery .... I 1 ,,.o mlles frotn '' ashwgton, n. <, ... __ . __ .. .. .), -~ lO
.JO I_- - .....
Hattlo Cemetery . -- .......... I ]<'cnr miles from IV rrshington, D.<' ............ '
l'lorence Cemetery..... .. .... One mile from Florcue;c, S. C ............... --.
J6.) I ~. 7137
:l, 007
Beaufort Cemetery ...... . .... Three-fourths mile from J~eaufo1·t , !:i. C ....... . .), ·Hi.i
·Hll:i I
:!47 I
Mobile Cemeter~-: ............ At :::'.lobile Ala .... ---------- .............. - .. .
Barraneas Cemctl•ry ........ _ K<'a.r :Fort Ban:lllcas, } '1:1 ...•.•...... . .. - ..• -. ], 000
:lr>3 1
.IK:J
~f-:1
Lebanon Cemetery ........... Two and one-half miles from T.cl.mnon, K~· . . .. 1'
:Ho 1 :)fil'l
l,ogan's Cross-Roads Ccmet·~·· At ~fills Springs. Un colnvillo, Ky._ ..........
J. Ji!l I
Camp Nelson Ccmetcry ... __ . Six: milE::; from Xicholas\ill •, K~· -- .. -- ....... . :2, 4:i!J
J, 07.)
KuoxYilln Cemetery . . . . . . . . . 'l'hrce-Jourthfl mile from Knoxville-, Tcn11 .... . :.!, 080
i, (J.jl
1, !):}7 !
< 'llattano(J~~a C<'mct<-Js....... OtHI and one-fourth miles Jrom Chattanooga,
Teun.
I, 00:!
XashYillt• Cemetery ... _...... ."ix mile<'~ from :Xa;;hvillf', T~;n!l . __ ........... . J :!, -m~.
:.!, :107
.·tone':-~ lti\·cr C(•mett•ry ... ... '.fhree mile~ from :'llurfrc;Pshorough, 'J'cJm . . .. .
!;12 I
J-'ort Douel~on Cemetei:v ... .. <?.n<'-h:llf m_1le frmn lJo\:er,, Tf'Hu ... ..... ...... . :~. ~~~
A, rl lfl
. remphi!i CPmet<'ry--- _._. -- ' IX: tmle~ from 11emphlfl, rcun--------.- . . -- . . 5, 14!1
Pittsburgh Lallclin~ Crmctl•ry Three and oue-fonrth miles f'rolll ~lllluh, 'J'enn
] ,2:H I ~,;l:>U

1, 911
33
140
15J
4, 695
;), 504
1, 340
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I .__ 1__ I
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til

J:

i

~i~~;~~~~~r~!\\~r-f;;~~~~. :·~-::::: ~ i ~r~~~1~~<;t~~~-l~"~ -~-~~::::::::::::::::::: ::::::
C~Jrinth Cr~met1•t y............

902
:l, 035

1'2, 812
7, O!i9

Thrr·e-fonrth'i mile· from Co1·intlt, ~fifl~- ...... .
. n.tc1wz 'Ptllr.tely . . . . . . . . . . . OnP anrl one-half milt•t; frolll .•."atdJcz, :.llis>l .... ' J, ~~~
\'ick bur_!!ll Cr·met1·1s ........•\t \h-'k,;bnrgh, ~li..:; ... ___ .. ____ . __ .. __ .•. __ _ 5, 4:i!l
r; halrnf'tt,, 'c·uu:tl:ry..... .... ~ix: ndlf':; from X w Orll'all~, La. ____ .... . __ ._ . H, "IO!J
Batou Rrm~f' Cc•nwtc·r.r..... . ~\t. Baton ltnugf', La _.. ____ .. _... __ . _. .. _. _. _. ~. 4:3.)
. \ ]P.xanclria CPnH:tc·ry . . . . . . . {)Ju wilo from .\lexaur\ria, I AI .• _____ • __ • •• __ ._
!ilf'
l'ort Hucl on 'r-nwt<·1·~· .•.. -. 0111' anrl onr·-hal f 111 ilcs l'n:m J'ort llndsou Lr~
:ifl:3
J!ro"\>"11 ville Ccml'tPry . . .. . . . . · c·:u· Fmt Jli'Own, To~ ·as .......... ___ . __ . ~. __ . J, :l:ld
f:it ln_H'?ck CemPtf·ry.--..... Onr, ~nol Olle-llalt' milc>l from Little ltoc·.k, .Ark. :J,](il
.ur rm_hCPmet r~·---····· Onr·-tonrthwilr.f'rom Fnrt."mith,Ark ....... .
;.i!itl
l ·I,YI't •·"\'Ill~> l'c·mr·tr·t-y • ••. . . . Clnf'-halt' ruilfl t'1 ·om Fa.wttevi\11', .\ rk ______ . _..
:;en
,J<·Ifr· ttll I:ana ·k f'•·nll' lc·J'f· On tlill lllilitnry n·ll<·l"\'1' I',[ .ffr•rsOil gurr •. l'l ~,
8, :J.i:l
!••n 1nil" t'r•tlll .'ainl l.o 11i~ .\lo.

I

:J, 8()9
2, 'jl(;

4, 43~

•) 18"
23J
1, 4ti3
:l, 24:i

1:

1, lUl

12, 112
2, 057
2, 800
708

1::··>, !i8~
63.1
:;.J

:;, 48:40
;!,

na2

!J, 07;)
845
1, :Js:s
f!66
70B
:s, 63ti
:J, 155
1:.!, 87~

111,

49~

(j

]:S!l
'U70

13, !}(i:i
:l, 500
1:l,7H
10,094
!i, 667

~J !)2";
•1 l

1

76:3
:!,211
1, :>Ol

:3:004

\) 'li;)

71:1

74~

1, 357

:s, 0 I
16, 585
1:2, 19:!

I l, 126
::1,1 1
4!12

-, ii4G

814
1, lG:J
:;, lli2
(i, 187
u, 529

I

:.!, 3!1
:1,433

1, 514
I "lli

10: ~Iii

28i)

Q l' .AJ~TElUIA~TER- GES EHAL.

List of !lumber of i11t cn n('lds of Union

8o ldi cr.~ . g·(•.- Contiuuel1 .

Lol'atiou.

);ame of <'I'Jlletcry.

J'c trersou City Cemetery ... .. At Jetrersou City, Mo........................

~~~rl~g~~We?.c~~;~~~r): ~ ~ ~: ~: ~i~r:il~~ f~~~ S~1~li~~~1~~¥h ~~ ~ ~ ~:: ~: ~::::
1

0

1.

::\I.ound City Cemetery . ..... .
Rock I sland Cemetery . . . . . . .
:Fort Leavenworth Cemetery
Fort Scott Cemetery ...... : ..

3~0

:l:JO

g~~

~~~

~.50-!

One and one-half miles from Mound Cit.y, Ill . .
On Hoek Island, in the Missouri River ..... ... ,
One-half mile from Fort Leavenworth, Kans •. ·I
One and one-half miles ii·om Fort Scott, Kant; ..
;~~~\~i~~~.fn~~~c~~~~Ie~)::::: ±~ ~~~~~i~~~r~ ~~lit~~;erritory ............. •
Keokuk CcmetP ry ..... : ... . . At Keokuk, low%'.' . . .... :::~:::: : :::::::::::::

TIT . \~

I

:~oG

}g _1. 972

11.... ;!i .I

ti04

1

i:g~~
5, 14t
144
1, 09:1

407
2,

i~ 1

G25

15!),!)14 ];l(;,·7:3 :~9G, GB7

Total ..... . ...................... . .. . . . ..

LI."'T 01•' CK'\JETEJti.ES OTHER

·2, t;:H ,
"7
G76
lOt

lli
'!17

1

G70
1

I

•

X.\TIO.NAL.
~

p

0~

";:o

.;:::;
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l<'ort Schuyler, New York H:nbor. Kew York . . .............. . ........ .
Fort Hamilton, New York Harbor, Now York ........... ......... . ... .
WilleWs !'oint, New York Harbor, ~ew York .. ...... ..... .. . . ·· · ... · ·1
Handy Hook, New York Harbor, Kow Y01·k ... ........... .. . .. . . ...... .
David's I sland, New York Harbor, Xcw York ......................... .
Woodlawn, Elmira, New York ...... , .......... ...... . .. . ...... . . .. .... ;
f.enningtou, IY.voming County, New York ......... ... ....... . .. .... ....
.ural, Albany, New York . .. ............ .... .............. .... .. . .. ... .
Fort Columbus, New York Harbor, Now York ...... .. .. . ......... . ... .
.Fairmount, Newark, New Jersey ....... .... ........ ... . ... .. ......... . . 1
l!'ort Adams, N eWJIOrt, IU10do Islancl. . .... ............................. .
F01·t Wadsworth, New York lla1·bor, Nl'w York . . .. ... ... ..... . . ... . . .
Plattsburgh Banacks, New York .............. .... ..... .. .... ...... . .. .
Heo('hwoo1l, New Rochelle, New York . ................................ .
Catholic, New Haven, Connecticut ............ .... .......... . . ......... .
Evergreen, New Haven, Conncciicnt .. .... ........................... .
Oakwood, Lewisburgh, Connecticut .......... . ........ ...... . ...... ... .
.Fort Trumbull, New London, Counccticnt .... . ...... . ................. .
Rural, \ Vorcester, Massachusetts ...................................... .
Pine, \Vorces tPr, Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. '
t-iaint John's , Worcester, MaAsaclntsett:> .. ................ ... . .......... '
Pine Grove, Manchester, N cw Jiampshi n• .... ......... ........ . .... ....
Valley, Manchester, New Hampshire ... . .. .. .......... .. ............. . 1
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Dedham, 1\-IaRsachusrtts ............. ...... .... ...... .... ........ . .. ... .
~fount Hope, \Vrst Roxbury, Mas>~aclut~;l·tb; .......................... .
\Voodlawn, Chelsea, Massacl.InHotts ....... ............. . .... . . .... .. .. . .
<;arden City, Chelsra, Massach usetts . . ................. . ... . .. .. .. . .. . .
Hollywoo(l, Brookline, MassachusettH ................................. .
City Ccmeti'ry, Brookline, MasRacbu,wth ............................. .
Catholic, Cam hri1lge, Mnssachnsrf ts ...................... . .... . ....... .
c;aJJop's blaml. Boston Hnrbor. )las"n(·hn;-;d!s ........................ .
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Old Ccmetcl'y, Concord, New Hampshire .......... ............ .... .... ....... .
Piscata<1na, ~anchester, Ne·w IIampshirc .. .... .... ... ........ . ........ I
Stowell, Manchester, Kcw Jiampshirc ........... . .................... j
Goff's Falls, M::Lllchcr;tcr, New Hampshin• .. .. ...... ..... ....... ....... .
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f.i!:5l of 111tmuel' of intcnnc11l8 of [iuioll soldier.-:, cf·c.-Couti1111ed.
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Hupe, \\'orc·e:;ter, MassaclmscttR . ............... . .................. .
1
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Barracks, Sackett-'s Harbor, 1\ C l\' York ... . ........ . ....... .
Forrest L:nn1, BaJi'alo, New York ......................... .......... -.-.
Limestouc Hill, BntT'alo, New York ................................ . . - -.
Pine Hill, Bntfalo, :New York ..... .. ...... . ............. .. ............ - ~!allison
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1

Wilmington a111l J1randywine, Delaware .. . . . . ....... .. ........ -....... · ,
Old Swede's, 'Wi lmington, Delaware ................................. - ..
Zion Methodist Episuopal, 'Wilm ington, Dela.11'are ..................... .
Asbury Chapel, ·wilmington, Delaware .............................. - ..
Saint Nary's Catholic:, "\!'ilmi~gton, Del~wa_re 1 •••••••••••.•••••••••••••
~onnt Lebanon ~[et~o.dJst EptBC<?pa~, W1lmmgtou, Delaware ...... .... . i
~ Pwark :\IPtbod1st Epu;copal, "\Vllmmgtou, Delaware ................. .
~[~unt,Plea.sant Metl!odist ~piscopal. ~Vi~mington, Delaware .......... -I
Smntlet<'rs~lf'tho<list Ep1scopal, "\V1lmmgton, D laware ...... ....... l
Mount Salem :\fl'thodist Episcopal, Wilmington, Delawal'e ............. .
~cwport Methodil!t Episcopal, "\V'ilmiP.gtou, Delaware ... ... ..... .. .. . . .
. aint .Tame'! :M<•thodist Episcopal, Wilmington, Delaware ... . ....... .. . '
Presbyterian, "\V'ilmiugton, Delawar ............................. .. ... .
Friend!!', "\Vilmiul!;ton, Delaware ....................................... .
.'~int ~~ars',H 9.a~!lolic, _Pi~tsburgh, Penusylvania............. .. ........

Ftorhl Hill , :.\la1liM11 , 'Vi .~<~on~in .... . ..... .. . ................ . ....... . . '
111
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Scranton, J,m:crne Connty, Pcnu~ylyn,nm ...... . ....... . . ............ - ..
::-\aint James Bpi~CO]ntl, Bristo l, l'ennsyh·::mia, ............... . - .. - ... - .. 1
Rural, Che.;;ter, Penm;ylvania......... ............ ....... .......... .. . .. .
Saint Michael's, Chester, Pcnnsyl vauia .. ..... ................... . ... -- .
Odd Fellows, 'l:amaftua, Pennsylvania ... ..... ... .. . ... .. .............. .
German Reformed aml Lutheran, Tamaqua, Peunsylvauia ....... . .. . .. .
Springfield, l':lhippensbur~ll, Pennsylvania .... . ............ . ...... ---.-.
Lutheran, Sllippensbm·gh, PennsylYn,nb ............ . . .... ..... ........ Cemetery two miles from Shippensbnrl!h, Pcnu'!_yl vani:t ......... . ..... .
Baston Cemetery, East011, Penus:dvania ................. . ......... -... Arndt's, !<:aston, Pennsylvania ................ ......... ... . ....... . .... I
Hay's, Baston, Pcnnsylvani<L .......................................... .
J<'il·st Prc>~byterian, Easton, l'ennsylvani:t ...... .. ...... ... . -.--.------ 1
German Reformed, J•jaston, Pcnnsyh·ania .... . .......... .. ........... -.
German Catholic, Ens ton, Pennsylvani:t ........................ . ... -.-. '
Lutheran, Hollitlaysburgh, Pennsylvania . . ...... _..................... .
Presbyterian, Hollidaysburgb, Pennsyl vania ....... . .... . .............. 1
Catholic, Hollidaysbnrgb, Pennsylvm1ia .......... . .. . ........ . ....... -Ash my, Holliday~ burgh, Pennsylvania ..... ......... . . ........ ... . .. .. .
Dnnkanl, Hollidaysbnrgh, Penusylvania . .. ............. . ... ... ....... .
Phillips burgh, Pennsylvania .......................................... . ·
:.\{cthodist. }~piscopal , :Mercershurgh, Pcnnsyh-auia ....... ............ ..
l'resbytenan, ::\frrcersburgb, Pennsyh·auia .. .... .............. . ...... -Union, Upton, Prunsylvania .. . . . .................... . ................ -I.ackawaxen. l'ike Count:r, Pcnnsyh-ania ............................ .
Gr<?YC, C}tambcrsburgh, Pennsylvania ........................ - --
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:Forrest Home, ::\1ilwnnkee. '1\'iscousin ................ .. ............. .
.l<'ot·t Crawford, Prairie dn CliieJJ, "\Viscow;ill ..... ... .................. .
Greeu Bay, Wisconsin .......................... . .................. ... . .
Oshkosh, vViscousiu ................................................. .
Wcmd, Fon<l dn I.ae, 1\'iscousin ..................................... .
.roliet, \Visconsiu ...................................................... .
Dnndee, Illinois . . .................... . .................. . .. . ........ . . .
Elg·in, Illinois ................................ -~ ........................ .
Rockford, lllinois ............................... ... ........ . ........... .
Saint Charles, lllinoi,; . ...................... . ........................ .. 1
Dixon, Illinois ................ . ......... . .......... ... .................. 1
"\Voodland, QuiJH·y, llliuois ......................... . ........... . ...... .
A lto11, Illinois ........................ . . . . . ............................ .
Fort \Vayne, l\1il'l1igau ........... . ................ . ... ... ............. .

}~/gl~~~;ond(~iF~~t \\;:}_~-~~~·~ l·J;tii:;;l;t·. ·.·_ -.-. -_ ~ -. -. ~ ~ -.::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -·:
Ohio Township, Bartholomew County. Judiana ....... . .................. i
Thornton, Indiana. ..................................................... ·1
Sugar JUdge Township, Cl:t.v ()l)nnt.y, In(litma ......................... .
Center !'oint-, Clay County, lndiamt .. . ............................... -- I
Crawford Conuty. Indiana .............................................. •
J>erry Township, Clay Com tty, lm1iam~ . ... .... ............ . ............ j
Miller TowJJship, Dearborn County, Indiaua ........................... '
Crease1· Creek Township, Dearborn Connt,r, Indiana .................. . .
lim-rison Towm;hip, Dearborn Count;\·, Im1iaua ..... . ............... . ... '
Log[tn Town;,hip, Dearborn Connty, liHliaua .......................... :
necatur, Inilimm ................... . ................. .. ............... .

~iE~fl~~~~~\~~~t:~~~~~~~;~:;~ :. :::::::-::::: :- :· :- :.:-:::: ::·~·:·: :. :-~: ~-::·:::::::: :-: :
!;'~~~:~~~~: ~;;~~~,tT!E1£·:~i~~:it~-~-:.:i;l;l:i;,;l:,~_:_:_:_: _:_:::::: _: _: _::::::: :-:::::.:::::: i

Pcp]wrton , l <'nmldin County, Ill(li:ma ... . ................... . .. .. ... . ..
\fetamor~. }'rm1klin Cmmt,1·, Jndlrma ........................... . ..... .. 1
Trenton, ]<'rauklin ('mmty. lnui:w:t . ... .. . .......... . ....... . .......... . '
1

~{;~~~~~c~~,~-c~~~n~~~lyl~~i~~~~ ~~~-;~ . -_ ·_·_·.-.: ~ -.·. ·. ·. ·. -_ ·_ ·. ·_ -.::::-. ·_:: -_·_ -_ ·_-. -_ -_ ·_ ·_ ·. ·. ·_ 1

Blensoc ' ~ Burial Gl'Ound. G1·rrn•· ( 'ouuty, ludiann. ..... . ...... . . . .. . ... .
Jlauoh ·;;Burial G-t·ound, G rrcun Count -y, J mlimHt ............... .. ...... 1
Grerno County, Inrlinna .................... . .............. . ............ '
l~llcnswortlt ]~nrlal Uromul , Urrmte Connty, lllllia,wt . .......... . ...... -I

~ Jf\i~\f,li~\;(~);Il\~it;~;~,~:'· •••••••••••••••••••

l-itony Creek Township, Hcllry Connt~-. ludiana . ......... . ............ . .
.Tefrerf\on TowuF\ltip. Henry County, Jutliana . ... . ............. . . . ...... .

~~~~:~~~js~l::~;/,~~: ~;-;;.~~f~~~l:K:-~?~~d1 ~~)-'~: : :::::::::::::::: : :::::::: : :: : :::::
J[pnr~·
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Frmlldin •.rowm•hip.

Count_,., Lmliana .................. .. . . ..... .
Trm11SlJip,
.Lndlana ... . ................. . ... . ... ,
Libeny Township. J((·nry County, lndin.na . ........................... .
Henry Township, H<'m·y Couuty, Indiana .......... . .................. .
Uree~1sboroul!·h 'J'ownr-;hip. HPill',Y Cotmt.v, Jm1iaua ...... . ... . ......... .
!Iarnsou To·wuship, Henry ('ounty, Intliamt ................ . . . ....... .
L•'all Creek Township, Henry Couuty, lndiana . . . . ..................... .
Prairie Tuwu~hip, Henry County, llHliaua ................. . ........... '
'1\ralcots\'llle. Lagrange Cmmty, Tndiana .. . . ..... ... ................... .

Dudley

County,
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::\fount Carmel, ::\fadl~on Conniy, I lillian a . . ..... . ...................... .
Alfont, Madison Count~· .
Cnmhol'land, ~1adiRou Count,,-, lndiaua . .... .. . . ....................... .

I)](liam, .......... ... ........................ .
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REI'OR 1' O.F THE SECllETAH.Y OF \L<\R.
List of ·number of interments of Union soliliers, <)·c.- Continued.

1\amr· alll1 vl::tcc

]~vans \"i ile,

Ohio

Connt~·,

or l't'llldc:ry .

Iulliana. . .... . . . ...
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Allan. Yille, Sv/iize1-land Count~-, [m1inna . . . ............................
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Tlill sbol'Onll:h, \\'ayno Com1ly, Tm1iana............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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i-ihellJyville, Shell>y Count..\·, Incliana ........ . ......•.... .... ....

1
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J
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at n lo"n.lup,l\a.\ noCount.y.Inil.t:.ma.... . ................... .... ..
W"asl~iugton, \\"aync Conuty, In'uiana.......... . ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

llarrl»on Township, \Yayno County, Indiana......... .. . ...............
::'llilton Town~hip, ·wayno County, Iudiana. . .............. . ............
Jlaynstown, "Va~·no Ccnmty, Indiana . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.\.oington TownRllip, lv'ay1w County, Im1imw..........................
\Vayuo County, Int1inna. _. _. . _. _. __ ... _. .. ___ ..... ___ .... _... _____ .... _. __
.Elmwood. Colmnuin, ~outh t ':u-olina. ... . . . . ....... .. ........... .. . . . . . .
D:uwille, KentHck~........................ .. ........................... .
Halvc~lon, ChapC:'l Hill, aml Jlemp:;tead, Tcxa · ................... --.---
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K::l.llf'a:< . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
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lola, JCa nsas ...... . .................................................... .
Paola, Kan":.u; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1J
7 i
Ottumwa, Kauso,; . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
:\[arrnit(Jn. Kansu;;...... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
1
'l'opclw, Kan,a.;.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~:J ... .......
1
Loui~;dlle, Ranaas . ... ........ : . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
L 1
~SSa\latomi(·, 1\..lllbas...................................................
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Fort ·wingate, Xcw Mc·xic·o 1.:enitory................ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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IXFOJ'C\IAT10X FOn Hf])l >E H S.FOl~ I'L'1{~{IS1 U~GlU~AD-STO . rES FOH NATIO~AL
MILITARY CE1IETERIES.
l'i 'liJI<i8IIIN

.for

\\ - .\1 ~

ltf'arl-8iou e.~

jiJI· nalionaf

] )J·:t'.\I:"L\1 E;\" r,

'll~ililto·!f

C£'mclcriu3.

Qt:.\HTEH!\IASTEH- Q J .;,· Et:AJ.:~ 0FFIC~:,

Washiugton, D. C., .August J, 1872.
P1·oposals are invited fo r marki11g the gmvcs in the ll::ttio~J:L1 ccmt>t-eries as rciJ.nired
uy law, to l1e ncldrcsscu to thr foln::trtcnnustor-Gcncml, vVasl11ngtou, D.().
Proposals shoul<l state tho price for rneh hcad-ston<', properly inscriucd, and set at tl1c
head of the gr::n c, h1 each natioualmilitm·~- cemetery.
Bias may be for the whole work of all the ccJuet<:ri<•s, or for tlwt of sev<'l'al cemeteries in a district, or fOT a single cemetery.
The bonds reqn il'ed ·w ill he iu amor1111, twcnt.y (20) pPr cent. of the total amount of
each contract.
All proposal1> receiYctl hy the Qnartcnnaster-Gcnoral will 1H'> openNl on the 12th day
of Octobf'l·, l t'7:!, at noon, at the office of the C-luartcrmastcr-General, \Va~hington , D.
U., in presence of bidtlcrs, aJHL contracts will he awardetl to the low est respousiblo
bidders, as Hoou as the comparison of the samples :wcl pricet> can be complPtct1, provided the samples :uc deemed suitable by tbc Secretary of " rar.
All sample1> hould be distinctly markr<l in order to prevent mi stakPs.
List of the ccmetericr:;, with the number of grav<·s in e~wh, togcLher with fnll information as to coll(litions, requ irements, &c., will h e fumislJCd on upplication in writing
to the Quartermastc•r-Gcnernl, a.t 'Ya sbi ng-tou, D. C.
Envelopes coJJ!aiuiug- proposalR sho uld he indorsc1l, •· Propo~als for heacl-stones for
national lllilit:lry ('(·m<·tcri1·s." :uHl :ulilr<·s>:e·ll to lhe qnart-cnnaster-C:<•ncra1 1 Washington, 0. ('.

f,·J·fmd

fi'UII!

1/w law r~f fl llt ,June, 172.

The f.:ccrdar,r of War shall <· all"l' r•adt gnn·r to be marku1 with a .:Jtnallllcad-stone,
with 111<' 1 :un1· <1f tlu· sf•ld ir r and tllf· name of his St:1tc ino;;cribed thereon, when tho
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sa,me are known, in addition to the number required to be inscribed l.>y said ~-;cction,
(section 1 of act of 22d February, 1867 ;) and he shall, within ninety days from the
passage of this act, advertise for sealed proposals of bids for the making and erection
of such head-stones, which advertisements shall be made for sixty days, successively,
in a,t least twenty newspapers of general circulation in the United States, and shall
call for bids for the doing of said work, in whole or in part ; anu upon the opening of
such bids, the Secretary of,Var shall, withont delay, award the contracts to the lowe. i
responsible bidders or bidder, in whole or in part; and sa id hi elders Rhall give bond;;
to ltis satisfaction for the faithful completion of the work.

Section 1 of act of 2Zd Febmm·y , 18G7.
Be it enac/Nl by the Senate cuul House of Re:]_Jresentatives of the United States of .d mel'ica
i11 Coug1·es8 as8emble(l, That in the arrangement of the nation::tl cemeteries established
for the burial of deceased sol<licrs and sailors, the Secretary of 'Var is hereby directed
?f

')(.

·if

;'f

•

-Yo-

•T

to cause each grave to be marked with a small h ead-stone, or block, with t he number
of the grave inscribell thereon, corresponding with the number opposite to the 11ame
of the party in a register of burials to be kept at each cemetery (LlHl n,t the oftico of thn
Quartermaster General.
·

J:EQCJ rm:.-.mxTs.

Each proposal should be accompanied by n, sample of the stone proposed to h e u~cd:
said sample to be finished complete, so as to show the size of the head-stone, the form
aml style and size of the lettering, and the quality of the material oifered.
.
.
The inscriptions will give the uumhcr of the gmve, the narno of the solt1ter, b1 s
company, regiment, rank, and State, n,ncl the date ancl pl:1ee of death, when t hese an·
known . ·w hen none of these are known the head-stone -will he marked \Yith the Jllli111Jer of the gr(We and the inscription, "Unkno,vn,'' "U. S. Solclirr," th ns:
.3,269.
J OH~" S~IITH .

Corporal,
Co. B, lOth Ohio Yolt;.
Died 25th ::'\ o,·ew her,

1 8G:~.

Chattanooga, Tenn .
Or,

:2,4fi7.

t: nku own.
1'. , ' . , olllier.

By <mler of the Sf•c:n·tary of \Var.
~L

C . .MEIG. ',

f.JHarlr·ruwxter -(:uural, Jfrral Jf~jor-Ornf'ral, {'". S. . I ~
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CO~IMISSARY-GENERAL

OF SUBSISTENCE.

0I,'J''1Cl<~ OP UO}DIISSARY-GENEI{,.A.L OF SUBSI~'l'ENCE.

TV askington City, October 5, 1872.
Snt: I h<we the ho11or to submit the following report of the operations of the Subsisteuce Department of the ..._-\rmy for the fiscal year
terminating June 30, 1872:
No changes of special importance or magnitude have taken place in
the motl(.j of subsisting the A r my during the past year, the sonrcr.s and
methods of supply having, ~-;iuce tt~e war, been gradually brought into
close conformity with the customary usages gm,~erning in commercial
tr~nsactions. .A responsible officer is placed at the head(Jnarters of
each of tile tllree military divisions an<l eleven military uepartments
· into which tll e whole territory of the United States is divided, who,
u11der the General Regulations of the Army, the instructions of this
office, and the orders of the commanding generals of such divisions and
departments, is charged with suppl,ying the troops of tlwir respective
commands.
There being three vacancies in the Subsistence Department, the number of its officers is now twenty-six. Of these, one colonel and two lieutenant-colonels, assistant commissaries-general, are stationed at the
headquarters of the Divisions of the Atlantic, the Pacific, and the Mis·ouri. Ten commissaries, of the rank of m<tjor and captain, are stat.ioued
at the headquarters of the Military Depat·trnents of the East, the Lakes,
Dakota, the Platte, tlle Missouri, Texa~, California, the Columbia, the
South, and the Gulf. Most of t.hese officers, besides performing the duties
of chief commissary of their seven'tl headquarters, usually also perform
purchasing and depot duties. Of the remaining officers of t.he Department-tllirteen-four are ou duty in the Sub:-3i~tence Burean, eig·ht are
stationed at important poiuts of purchase or at depots, as vVashiugton,
Baltimore, Saint Louis, Ollicag-o, Sioux City, Pueblo, S .m ta Fe, and
Oheyenne, one being on leave. An offieer of cavalry is temporarily performing the duty of cllief commissary at the headquarters of Arizona.
A terrible conflagration haYing laid in ashes a large part of the city
of Chicago, the Subsistence Department was, under the telegraphic
instructions of the Secretary of War to Lieutenant-General P. H. Shericlan, United States Army, dated Oetober 9, 1871, called upon to furnish
and distribute food to the sufferers by that calamity. Accordingly,
~mpp1ies were hurried forward from Saiut Louis aud Cincinnati, but the
magnifice_nt contributions by the people for their snffering fellow-citizens,
soon poured into Chicago from all qnarters so freely that the sum of
$5,705.83 only was expended for this purpose by the Subsh;tence Department. The supplies sent to Chicago were, however, most opportunely there, to meet a call from the governor of Wisconsin for the suffer~.rs by the forest-fires which swPpt over portions of that State. For
this purpose, Lieutenaut-General Sheri<lau, under the authority of the
' ecre.tary of War, of November 15, 1871, caused food valued at
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$30,836.11 to be issued to the governor, "on condition that the State of
Wisconsin will account for the stores at their value if required to do so
hereafter."
During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1872, there were reported to
this office 198 advertisements inviting proposals for furnishing supplies,
336 contracts for fresh beef, 75 contracts for complete rations, 159 contracts for miscellaneous articles, and 370 contracts consisting of written
proposals and acceptances. In order promptly to meet the requirements of the troops, it is occasionally necessary to make purchases in
the open market. When this is done the purchasing officers take the
customary means for obtaining their supplies at the lowest market rates
for kind and quality of articles purchased. The ayerage prices paid for
fresh beef, under contracts made during the year, were as follows, for
the several States and Territories:
States or Territories.

Sta~el:!

States or Territories.

Maine .................. . 13.15 Alabama ... . ........... .
Massachusetts .... : . . ... . 1:3.1:33 Louisiana;. ......... . ... .
Rhode Island .......... __ 13.16 Texas .................. .
Connecticut ...... ....... . 11.23 Tennessee ............. .
New York·--·····------· 11.75
Pennsylvania ........... . 11.12 ~~~~t~~~:::::: ~:::::::::
Marylancl ............... . 11.50 Illinois ................. D~str:ie.t of Columbia .... . 12.00
Vn·g1ma .. .............. . 10.96
North Carolina .......... . 10.77 Minnesota ............. .
South Carolina .......... . 11.23 Nebraska .. . ... . . ...... .
10. sa Kansas ............•....
~t~:i~~:::::::::::::::::: 8.12 Indian Territory ....... .

~~~~~~~f.:::::::::::: :::

7.10
9. 00
5. 57

8. 04
7. 83

9. 25
8. 56
12.06
5. 00
10.18
7. 54

9. 56
7. 62

or Territories.

9. 82

Dakota Territory ...... .
Wyoming Territory ... .
New Mexico Ten-itory .
Colorado Territory . -.. .
Utah Territory: ........ .
Montana Territory ... -.
California .......... -.. .
Oregon ...... : ........ - .
Arizona Tern tory ... -.Washington Territory-.
Idaho Territory ..... --.
Nevada ................ .

9. 48

9. 82
E. 37
10.26
11.12
10.1:l9
!).2!l

12. 6h
12.43
13.50
19.12

Making the average contract price for the year 10.36 cents per pounu
net.
The monthly average cost of the established Army ration at the principal points of purchase was for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1872,
a follows:
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As required by law, (section 6, act of :!\'larch 3, 1865,) the Subsistence
Department has furnished tobacco for sale to enlisted men of the Army
at cost price. From the returns received at this office, and transmitted
to the Paymaster-General, it appears that during the year the sales of
tobacco to troops amounted to $157,113,24, making an average of
$13,092.72 per month, and indicating that fully two-thirds of the enlisted men availed themselves of the means the Government thus affords
them of obtaining this article. As the Government is repaid by the
soldier for the tobacco supplied him, it is deemed right to Ipeet his demands by furnishing him with the best article of plug-tobacco offered
in response to advertisements for proposals.
The Freedmen's Hospital, at 'Vashington, D. C., has, during the year,
been furnished, on requisitions of the Commissioner of Refugees, Freedmen, &c., with subsistence stores valued at $31,630.36. Of this amount
the sum of $10,303.49 has been repaid, leaving a balance of $21,326.87
due the Subsistence Department.
Under the provisions of section 16 of the act of June 30, 1834, and
paragraph 1202, Revised Regulations for the Army, 1863, subsistence
supplies valued at $89,048.12 have, in the discretion of commanding
officers, been issued to Indians of the various tribes visiting the military
posts on the frontier, or in their respective nations, no part of which
amount is returned to the appropriation for the subsistence of the Army.
Issues of subsistence stores to Indians have also been made under
proper instructions aud to meet special emergencies, as follows:
In Arizona, valued at ...................... _.. • ........ _•....•..•.. __ •.
At Camp McDermit, Nevaua, val ned at...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
At Camp Harney, Ore~on, valued at...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
At Grand River agency, Dakot,a Territory, valued at.....................
At Fort Yuma, California, valued at ............................ _..•. _..
At Big Springs, Nebrat:~ka, valued at....................................
At Sidney Barracks, Nebraska, valnecl ~tt.... ...... .... .... .... ...... .. .
.A.t Forts Fetterman and Laramie, Wyoming Territory, va1ucfl at.........

$81, 787
3, 358
3, 037
2, 492
659
821
1,119
9, 862

29
71
47

10
04
58
68
12

103,137 99

Of which the following sums ha\"re been repaid by the Indian Department:
For Forts Laramie and Fetterman, Wyoming Territor~ .................... $9,862 12
For ~Sidney BarmckR, Nebraska...... .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 1, 119 68

10,981 80

Leaving, for future settlement, $93,018.31.
During the fiscal year there were received from 513 different officers
of the Army, who have been on duty in the Subsistence Department,
and who were responsible for subsistence funds or supplies, the followjug monthly and quarterly papm~s, each with its appropriate vouchers:
Returns of provisions ............................................. _..... . . . .
Returns of commissary property.................................... . . . . . . . .
.Accounts-current ................................................•.... _.....

2, 990
1, 107
3, 109

Making a total of ... . ............. -··... . .............................

7, 206

Of whichReturns of provii-lious.. . ............................... . ............ __ ... _.. :2, 7 47
Returns of commissnry property.... . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . 1, 050
.Accountf:;-currcnt_ ................................................. _....... _. 2, 790
)faking a total of. ..................................................... 6, 587

Have been r-xamined and forwarded to the Third An<litor of the Treus-
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ury for final settlement, leaving in this office, for examination or a\raiting correction, 619 accounts and returns. These accounts and returns
indicate considerable improvement in promptuess of rendition and
general accuracy upon those of the previous year.
Under the act of June 23, 1870, authorizing the proper accounting
officers of the Treasury in the settlement of certain accounts of di~::~burs
ing officers of the Army and Navy, to allow such credits for overpayments,
and for losses of funds, vouchers, or property, as they may deem just
and reason~ble, when recommended under authority of the Secretaries
of War and Na,·y, by the bead of the l\iilitary and Naval Bureaus, to
·which such accounts respectively pertain, credits have, during the
past fiscal year, been recommended in the cases of 370 officers, imTolving the sum of $109,320.79. Since the pastmge of the act. credits have
been recommended in the cases of 410 officers, involving $127,452.09.
Up to the 30th <lay of September last 5,877 claims, amounting to
$3,200,677.37, had been submitte<l for examination under the third section of the act of July 4, 1864, for subsistence taken or furnished during
the war for . .t\.rmy
.
use in States not in rebellion. One hundred anu five
of these, accompanied by regular vouchers given by the officers when
purchasing the stores, have been recommended for payment, in the aggregate sum of $9,1.):3.75, by the Third Auditor of t.lte 'rreasury, as
purchases under contract; 1,261 others (aggregating $411,440.73) have
been recommended to him for settlement under the act, in the aggregate amount of $295,554.42, and 4,400, amounting to $2,664,939.70,
have been examined anu disallowed. The act under which these claims
are presented bas now been in force upwards of eight years, and it is
believed the great mass, if not all, of tbe well-founded claims that come
within the terms of the third section have been filed. And it is apparent, ·w ithout argument, that the task, originally very tlifficnlt, of
investigating and deci<ling these cases with equity and justice, becomes
daily more so from the passing away by deaths and removals, and from
the imperfect memories after the lapse of so long a period, of ROmany
officers and others alleged to have taken or received the stores, or to
have knowledge of them in cases still being presente<l or called up for
a re-examination, while these very difficulties but add security, if not
increased facilities, to the prosecution of fraudulent claims. The expe<lieucy is therefore suggested of recommending to Congress to set a future but not distant day as a limit, after which claims shall not be presenteu to or received at this office under this act, and another day, ~ot
later tltan twelye months thereafter, for the termination of all actiOn
by this office on claims under this law. The nnm ber of certificates re<·eive<l and pai<l up to the 30th of September, 1872, is 6,523, amounting
to · ·~87 ,:nR, for commutation of rations to lJ nion soldiers, prisoners of
war, aud their heirs under the joint resolution of ,July 2.>, 18GG, and section :J of the act of ){arch 2, 18G7.
The ucc . sitieH of the ,,ervice at every military po.·t have always
r qnir ,d the .·erYice: of at least one man to asRist the commi ·sarv in hi"
dutic:. ~"'"ow that the Snb. istence Departmeut i required by law (section 20, act of J1ll,y 2.', 1 G6) to keep on hand and ell, to officer. and
~~ nlL · tpcl m ·n of the Army, certain good: formerly snppliecl by sntler ,
t~te q:mntity an~l ntri ·t.r of :~ore: for" hich the commi.'sary i.' r<~spon·tlle 1.· gre(. t1 • merca:ell a· 1 · al.o the labor connected with receiving,
L·niu!!'
.. e11it1o·, and acconntino·
for them.
·toring.
OYerhaulinn,
invoi ·ilw:.
r
· ~
•
~
" '~
' ·"'
b
Iile ~;omm1.=-:ar.r.' a· a llf!ce::m·,\· cou:cqn>tw ,, 11ow nflrd14, more than 'Yer,
a l'Plmh1<' n_ltPlllgent, xp rt man to a ·.-i:t him. Under exi. ting laws
a1 1l ]'('rrnlatJon · tlwrc> ar1· hnt two nwan nf ohtaininp; :nch a..·i, tance:
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1st, uy hiring civilians; 2d, by details from the enlisted men of the
Army. The first, besides other objections, is the most expensive, so
costly in fact as to preclude its use except in rare and exceptional cases.
The second, which, from necessity, is that resorted to in nearly all cases,
is objectionable, from the fact that the commissary is rarely able by it
to obtain relial>le men having the proper requirements, and also from
the fact that such details are from their nature but temporary and frequently cllanged, thus affording the commissary as a rule. only inferior,
unreliable, and unskilled assistance. It is scarcely just to the young
subaltern officers of the Army, most of whom before being assigned to
duty in the Subsistence Department have had little or no experience in
the purchase, preservation, handling, issuing, or selling of subsistence
stores, and who become and are held officially and pecuniarily responsible to the Government for all such stores as are placed in their charge,
to hold them to a rigid pecuniary accountability at the ~rreasury, without providing them with at least one reliable assistant. For the want
of such reliable assistants there are frequent losses of stores. Such
losses, until they can be proved to have taken place without prejudice
to the officers nominall,y responsible, stand charged to them. In the
interest of the Treasury, and in that of the junior officers of the Army
and of the soldiers, some means should be provided for giving to each
of those officers who are by the necessities of the service forced to become responsible for subsistence supplies at least one reliable assistantfor the Treasury, to save money; for the youn·g officer, to enable him to
perform his duties more satisfactorily and with less pecuniary loss to
himself; for the soldier, that the food placed at his post may be more
surely preserved and reach him in good wholesome condition. The want
of such an assistant to each post-commissary is the greatest evil with
which the Department has now to contend in its important ministrations.
To remedy it, I recommend that Congress may be asked to authorize
the Secretary of War to select from the non-commissioned officers of the
Army who shall have faithfully served therein at least five years, three
.:years of which in the grade of non-commissioned officer, as many persons, to be by him appointed commissary-sm·gec.tnts, as the service may
require, not to exceed one for each military post or place of deposit of
commissary stores, whose duty it shall be, under the orders of the
proper officer of the Subsistence Department, to assist in receiving,
preserving, issuing, selling, and duly accounting for, under such regu~
lations as shall be prescribed, all stores pertaining to the Subsistence
Department that may be placed under their charge, and who shall
receive for their services the pay and allowances of ordnance-sergeants.
This would make a small addition to the enlisted force of the Army, but
I have no hesitation in expressing the opinion that as a result it would
lessen the total exp~nses of the Government for its support, as by the
constant care and skill of well-selected commissary-sergeants the large
quantities of stores llOW lost for want of such care and skill would be
saved for issue.
1 have the honor to he, Yery respcctfnlly, your obedient servant,
A. B. EA'l'ON,
Oomnzissary- General nf 8u bsistence.
Hou. WILLIAM \\'. BJ!~LKNAl',
8N·retary of Wm·.
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v\rAl~ DEl'AR1'MEN1', SUI{GEON·GENEl{AL'S OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., October 1, 1872.
I have the honor to submit the following statement of finances
and general transactions of the Meclir-al Department of the Army for
the fiscal year ended June 30, 1872 :
SIR:

FINANCIAL S'1'A1'EMEN'l'.

Under the operation of sections .) and 7 of the act approved J nly 12,
1870, the financial transactions of the Medical Bureau form a constantly
increasing series of separate accounts, which, for the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1872, were as follows :
I. .Appropriation for the relief of sick aud dischargecl soldiers, under
the act approved .July 5, 1B62:
Balance unexpended July 1, 1871. .•..• _......•. __ .....•..•...•. :
Disbursed during the year ...... ·----·......... . ....
$7,290 7:3
Carried to the surplus fund ............... _........ _ 280, 597 87

$2~)9,

80.2 77

287,888 fjO

:w, 1872 ..•• _. . . . . • . . . . .

. .........•.••..

11,914 17

II. .A.ppwvriation under act of March 3, 18G9, to enahlc the Secretary
of the Treasury to settle the accounts of disbursing officers:
Balance unexpended July 1, 1871. ...••...•...........•.•........
Transferred during the year ...•.. _...... _•.................•....

$80,251 15
64,400 77

DaJance J nne

Balance J nne

~~0,

1872 ........................... .... . .

15,850 3.a

III. Appropriations for the Medical an(} Hospital Department of the
Arruy for the time prior to July 1, 1tl70:
Balm1ee unexpended July 1, 1tl71 .••.. _ ....•....... $1, 488, 684 28
Received from sales . . . . • . . . . . • . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16,859 87
H.efunded from appropriation for sick and discharged
soldiers ...................... _. . . .. • • . . . . . . . . . .
1, 345 50
- - - - - $1, 50G, 889 65
Disbnr. rd during the year...... . .. .. . .. . .. . . • .. . .. . . . . . . . • . . . . •
258, 67 4 03
Balance June 30, 1872 ............................ _.. ..

n·.

1, 248,215

6~

Appropriation for the Medical and Hospital Department of the
Army for the fiscal yearcuded June 30, 1871 :
Balance unexpenrled July 1, 1871. ................ .
$77,499 50
Uecei ved from sales ....•.......••............•....
2, 400 ;n
$79,989 81

Di8hursed during theyear ...................................... .
Balance .June 30, 1872 ................................ .

47,954 62
32,035 19

===
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Appropriation for the Medical and Hospital Department of the
Army of the :fiscal year ended June 30, 1872:
$200, 000 00
Appropriated by act of March 3, 1871....... . . • • • •
Received from sales.................. . . . . . . . • . . . .
3, 114 87
$203,114 87

Disbursed dnring the year for t.he current expenses of the Medical
and Hospital Department, ................ . ....... ........ •...•

177,753 66

Bala.nce June 30, 1872.... . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Estimated amount necessary to pay for supplies and services contracted for ........... _................ _..... _........ _. . . . . . .

=--

25, 361 21

25, 361 21

===

VI. Appropriation for the Army Medical Mnseuru, and Libra.ry of the
Surgeon-General's Office:
Appropriated by act March 3, 1871. ...................... - ...... .
Disbursed dnriug the year ......................... . .. ..•.. .....

$7,000 00
7,000 00

==

ARTIFICIAL LDIBS.

The number of a.pvlications approved during the year for :trtificial
limbs or commutation for the same was as follows:
Commutation.
Legs ........................ 148
Feet......... ........ ......
7
Arms...................... 219
Apparatus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 132

L ·imbs in J[ind.
Legs ........................
Feet ............... ~ .... - ~ - .
Arms .......... .. . ... .......
Apparatus. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

75

4
27
1

HEALTII OF TilE AJDIY DURJNG THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED .JUNE 30,

1872.

The monthly reports of sick and wounded received during t.he year
represent an annual average mean strength of 24,101 white allll 2,494
colored troops.
Among the white troops, the totalnum ber of cases of all kinds reported
as taken on the sick-list was 47,575, being at the rate of 1,974 per 1,000
of mean strength. (rrhat is very nearl.v two entries on sick-report
during the year for each man.) Of the whole number, 40,265, or 1,671
per 1,000 of strength, were taken on the sick-report for disease, and
7,310, or 303 per 1,000 of strength, for wounds, accidents, and injuries.
The average number constantly on sick report during the year was
1,217, or 51 per 1,000 of strength; of these, 962, or 40 per J ,000 of
streugth, were under treatment for disease, and 255, or 11 per 1,000 of
strength, for wounds, accidents, and injurit>s.
TlJe total number of death· reported was 367, or 1.3 per J ,000 of mean
strength. Of the e, 26 , or 11 per 1,000 of strength, died of disease, and
99, or 4 per 1 ,OOO·of trength, of wound , acci<lents, and injuries. The
pro1)0rtion of <leath from all causes to case. treated wa 1 <leath to 130
ca. e,·.
Eight hundred an<l forty-:-;i. · ·w hite ·o1dier. are reported to have been
di ·c har~·ecl on ". urgeon'. eertifif'ate of diRability," being at the rate of
35 per 1,000 of mean tr twth.
~rh I'<•port: fr m the eolorC><l troop.· gi\e th • following figure.·, which
<lo not iu<:lude th • whit oflieer.· :
Th total nnmher >f ca:e: of all kind.· r~portecl wa 3,.'311, or 1,409
PN' 1 000 of' m ·~n1 .·tr ·ngtlt.
{' tlH· ·e, 2,!>:3 , or 1,178 per 1,000 of
. rc·ugth, W<!r <;a·<· of eli ·ea:e, and !)7{), m· ~:n p~r 1 000 of tr ngtb,
w r • ·on 11d.: af• ;iclent : allll injm i(• . .
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The average number constantly on the sick-report was 103, or 41 per
1,000; of whom 78, or 31 per 1,000, were under treatment for disease,
and 25, or 10 per 1,000, for wounds, accidents aud injuries.
The number of deaths from all causes reported was 54, or 22 per 1,000
of strength. Of these 44, or 18 per 1,000 of strength, died of disease,
and 10, or 4 per 1,000, of wounds, accidents, and iujuries. The proportion of deaths from all causes to cases treated was 1 death to 65 cases.
The num bcr of discharges on "surgeon's certificate of disability"
.reported was 70, or 30 per 1,000 of mean strength.
WORK

PERFOI;:,~'I.ED

IN THE

l~ECORD

AND

:PEN~UON

DlVJSION.

The oftlcial calls for information from the rceords filed in the Pension
Division have pot materially diminished during the fiscal year. It was
mentioned in my last annual report that at the close of the previous
year, owing to inadequate clerical force, this work was ver,y much behind,
han(l~ 9,244 applications for information, chiefl,y from the Commissioner
of Pensions, remaining on hand unanswered J·une 30, 1871. The judicious increase in clerical force authorized shortly afterward by the honorable Secretary of War bas remedied this difficulty, enabling the division to dispose of this mass of back work as well as to meet current
demands for information.
The total number of new applications for information received during
the year was 19,237, of which 14,205 were from the Commissioner of
Pensions, 4,470 from the Adjutant-General of the Army, and 562 from
miscellaneous sources. These new cases, added to the 9,244 back cases
on hand at the commencement of the year, made 28,481 to be disposed
of.
Search was made and replies furnished to the proper authorities in
23,654 of these cases, viz.: 17,573 to the Commissioner of Pensions,
5,365 to the Adjutant-General of the Army, and 716 to miscellaneous applicants, leaving 4,827 unsearclled cases on hand on the 30th of June,
1872. This number had fallen below 3,000 by the middle of September,
and itis confidently believed that with the present force the duties of
the division can hereafter be performed with reasonable promptness.
As during previous years the applications for information continue to
refer chiefly to the cause of death or discharge from service and the
hospital history of soldiers dead or disabled during the war of the rebellion. The applicat.i ons for hospital history have of late become more
and more numerous and for some time have constituted the majority of
.cases acted on. These cases are the most tedious of all to search, it
being frequently necessary to trace the patient ·through the books of
many hospital . It can not therefore be said that there is any immedi.ate prospect of a reduction in the amount of work neceF{sar,y to l>e performed in this division.
WOR,K

P~RFOl~MED

I . 1'llE DIVJSIO

OF :-3l"J{GICAL RECORDS.

Ten thou , and sL hundred and twenty-four cases of wounds and
injuries and 404 histories of surgical operatioas were entered, making
a grand total of 2±6,426 histories at present on the records of this divi~ion.
Additional information was entered in 8,325 cases.
The various indices were searched iu 35,820 case. and 23,107 new
names entered.
The rrcords of tlle Record and Pen ·ion Division were earched for
j n formntion in 1 O,R4l cases, and the rcn. ion-Office record· in 2,:303
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cases. Eight hundred and sixteen letters and indorsements wel'e written and entered iu letter and indorsement-books during the year aud
942 letters received. One thousand nine hundred and fifty-two surgical
1·eports were received, examined, and indexed.
ARUY 2't1:EDIC.AL 2\'lUSEillf.

Sm·gica.l secti011.
Specimens in museum July 1, 1871. .•...•......•.... . .. . ....... . . ---- . ----.
Specimen~ in museum July 1, 1i:l72 .......................... . ............ -.

5, 9:.!~
6, 093

Increase ........... .. ............................... . .. ... ........ --.

171

Jledica.l section.
Specimens in museum July 1, 1~71. ............... _. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Specimens in museum July 1, 1872. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . •

1, 088
1, 125

Increase ...........................•............. . ................ -

37

Jlicroscop'ical section.
Specimens in museum July 1,1871............................... .. ....... . .
Specimens in museum July 1, 1tl72.. .. . . .. . .. . . . . ... ... . . . . . .• . . . . .. . . . . .. . •

4, f>:~
5, 53~

In ere a e . . . . . . . . • . . . . .. _• . . .. _.. _... ___ . __ . _ .... _. . .. _. . . . . . . . . .

61:50

..:Lnalornical 8ectiolt.
Specimens in museum July 1, 1871. _................................. . .. --..
Spec 1mens in mnsenrn July 1, 187~. _.•.. _.. _____ . __ .. __ ... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .

-lS:~

917

Inerease ..... .

Section of contpa.mtive anatomy.
Specimens in mnsenm Jnly 1,1871 ...... __ ..... ______ ... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .• . . . .
Specimens iu mu eum July 1, 187~2 .. _.•.. _.................. _........ . . . . . . ..

1,100
"1, 200

Increase ........................ __ .... _.. _ .. ____ .. _. _... _.. . . . . . . . . .

100

=
The total number of specimens a<llled to tlle muceum during tile year
was 1,022.
The Army Medical Museum continues to receive valuable contributions, which are at once properly prepared, mounted, and their histori~~
entered in the descriptive catalogue. The number of visitors to }t
during the J~ ear was over se\enteen thousand, many of whom were m
search of information not obtainable in any other quarter. Memoranda
and pbotograplls ha\e been furnislwd to a. sist in the decision of caRe.
of applicauts for the benefits of the various acts of Congress iu relatiou
to maimed and di ~ abled oldiers and pen ioners; and, as the extent of
this collection become better known, its usefulness is widely increa~e<l,
not only by aftordiug opportuuities for study to the professional man,
but al.' o in promotin~· the ends of justice in snpplyiug eYidencc for compari:on in criminal trh.tl . The m·auiological cabinet contains nearly a
thou . and sp cimem~, including a large number of crania of existiugtrib ' f Iuc1ian~, a. erie.· of ~knll, from tumuli, and many rare Rpceim n ' of artiti ·ial <leformatiou of thP cranium, making it the most com pi t ·abint>t of th .~ kind in thi.- country. It bas been hnpo.·sible wi~h
b m an a my <11. po.-al to .-upply th d mancl in this c•om1try ~md lit
J

•

f bt~;;H ~u:; ar · ('(Hnpld..+· kl'lt ton" of :lllillJal au<l 71G :m' c·rnnill.
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Europe for a descripti ,~e catalogue and tabulated measurements of these
crania, and I would earnestly renew the recommendation, made in my
annual report of 1870,* that the necessary legislation be procured to
enable me to publish an edition of one thousand of the catalogue and
tables of the anatomical section of the . .<\nuy
.
:Medical JYiuseum in a style
similar to l\iorton's Crania Americana.
MEDICAL AND SURGICAL HIS'l'ORY OF 'l'HE WAR A1 D O'l'IIER JlOBLlCA'I'IONS.

The first part of the :Medical and SurgicaJ History of the \Var was inn.
state of sufficient forwardness to lay before Congress near the close of
the last session. By the wording of the aet making appropriation for
the continuation and completion of this work, its distribution is still to
be ordered by Congress.
During the year, Circular No.3, 1871, being a report of surgical case~
treated in the Army of the United States from 1865 to 1871, of three
hundred pages, -quarto, bas been published for distribution.
At the commencement of the fiscal year, the library of the SurgeonGeneral's Office contained about 14,000 volumes, and a catalogue was
printed during the year, making a volume of 451 pages, royal octavo.
Since the scope and character of this library have become known,
mueh interest bas been expressed iu its progress by physicians throughout the country, and many valuable contributions of old and rare books
have been received. It now contains about 19,000 volumes and 7,000
pamphlets, conveniently arranged in the fire-proof building of the Army
Medica.l Museum, and open to the public under regulations essentially
the same as those of the Congressional Library.
:NUlVfllKI~

OF Ml1DICAL OFFJOJi:::ltB, VAOANCIBS, B'l'C.

At the date of my last report there existed fifty-four vacancies in the
Medical Department, as follows: Chief medical purveyor, one assistant
medical purveyor, three surgeons, and forty-nine assistant surgeons.
During the past year one assistant medical purveyor has been appointed
clJief medical purveyor; one surgeon, two assistant surgeous, and one
medical store-keeper have died, and one assistant surgeon has resigned,
leaving at present fifty-nine vacaucies in the corps, viz. Two assistant
medical purveyors, four surgeons, fifty-two assistant surgeons, and one
medical store-keeper.
The 11um ber of military posts July 1, 1872, 'vas 210 .
.l\Iy previous reports have called your attention to the large number
of vacancies existing in the medical corps, and the injury to it and the
service resulting from the prohibition of appointments and promotions.
It would. require many years to fi.ll the vacancies now existing, t"LS the
number of successful candidates rarely exceeds eight or ten in any one
"The collections now include ~97 humau crania :md ~4 skeletons. :Elaborate table~;
have been prepa.red, exhibiting their mcasnremcuts. The diameters, facial angle, internal capacity, aud position of the j'ommen 11W!J1111'Yit are indicated for each cranium.
It i'3 hoped that the publication of tbis important contribution to anthropological
kn.owledge will be authorized by Congre~:;s. The tahles, arranged to correspond with
those published in the Crania Amcricau;~ of Samuel George Morton, would worthily
supplement that great work. The museum poHsesses a larger number of skulls from
tumnli and of crania of North America.u Indiallti tb~tn are elsewhere collected, and it
would appear due to ethnologists throughout the world tlJat descriptions of the Rpecimcns t>hould bo puhlislted, as waH done h~, the Russiau government for the < ~ollection of
l'rofc...;;;or ,-ou B:tFr, at ~t. Peter..-J,nrg-.-( . I!1111lalrcport C!/ the SurrJ<:OII-GCII('I'al for 1~10. )
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year. This is not the greatest evil, for many of the best of our medical
officers, having the advantage of the large experience of the late war,
disheartened by the faint prospect of advancement, are resigning, and
numbers of most desirable candidates, after waiting years for examination, have established· themselves in civil practice. With the Army at
its present standard, distributed as it now is, there is a constant and
absolute necessity for a medical corps of the full number established by
the act of Congress approved July 28, 1866.
J . K. BARNES,
'fhe Honorable the

Surgeon-Gene'fal, United States Army.
vVAR.
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REPORT
OF

THE P AYMAST ER-G EN ERA L.
P AY3IASTER-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, October 10, 1872.
the houor to submit my annual report of the transactions of the Pay Department of the Army for the last fiscal year, ending
,June 30, 1872. Tabular statements herewith inclosed Rhow in detail
the fiscal operations of the Department for tl1at year, summarily stated
as follows:
SIR: I

han~

rtECEirTS AND

DISBURSE:\IE~Ti3.

Balance on Land nt the bcginuing of the fiscal year, Jnly l, 18iL _. $Z, 68!, 8i3t 49
Received during the :fi:-;cal year from the Treasury . _........... .. .. ... 13, 392, 343 00
Received from otller sources ... _.. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
59, 092 11
Total ............. _......... _... _..... __ . __ . _ . __ .. _. __ . __ . __ . _ 16, 136, 319 60
Dif.ibursed to the Army, including the :Jiilitary Academy
Disbursed to volunteers, an<l bounties ..... __ .... __ . _..

~11,

76!, 124 35
962, 391 29

========-

Total disbursements. __ .. __ ... _. . ..•.. __ ... _.... 12, 726, 515 65
Refunded to tlle Treasury.... . . . . . . ............ _....
675, 929 90
Balance in bands of Paymasters, to be accounted for in
next report ...................... _. _. _. . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, :'33, 874 05
Total.·.. _............ _............................. .. .... _..... $16, 1:36, :n9 60
RECONSTRUCTION l<'UXI).

$723 52

Balance in hands of paylllastcrs June 30, 1871 ........................ .
Received from snndry sonrees ............. __ ............... .... ..... .

2,417 87

Total ........................................................ .
Refunded to Treasury .............................................. .

3.141 39
3;141 39

The most uotable e'"ents, so far as the Pay Department is concerned,
of the last twelve months, are the passagp, by Congress of the act of
1.)th l\Iay, 1872, "to establish the pay of tltc enlisted men of the Army,"
aml of the act" to establish a system of deposits," &c. Your Ia.st annual report referred to the necessity of actiou on these subjects.
By the failure of Om1gress to continue the acts passed during the war
inereasing the pay of the enlisted men, it had fallen back from $16 to
$13 per month for the privates. This reduction occurred simultaneously
with the abolishing of the deposit system, and the paying back of the
deposits by the 30th of June, 1871, and the repayment of clothing-money
saved, the combined effect of all being to increase desertion, to dishearten
the recruiting service, and depress the enlisted men. But the recent legislation has corrected all these things, and must materially encourage and
irnpro\e the condition of the rank and file of the Army. The pay-bill
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carries the system of'' retained pay" to those of aU ranks, heretofore confined to the privates. It is deemed important that the non-commissioned
officer should also be compelled to save a portion of his pay, and not
look, when discharged, with envy upon the private, who had been forced
to ue more provident. There is every stimulus given for re-enlistment,
and the re-enlisted soldier is encouraged by being assured at once of the
highest rate of pay. He not only receives the additional pay given by
the act of 4th August, 1854, but is placed (if he has ever at any time
re-enlisted under that act) upon the maximum rate provided by the act
of 15th May, 1872. The recent act provides (like the old system) that
the deposit shall not be repaid until the discharge of the soldier, and it
adds the important provision, " that for any sums of not less than $50,
so deposited for the period of six months or longer, the soldier, on hi~:~
final discharge, shall be paid interest at the rate of four per cent. per
annum."
In time of peace nine-tenths of the Army are stationed remote
from savings uanks and all access to the usual modes of investment. In time of war the soldier has most trouble to take care of his
money, and the Government is most in want of it. The deposit system
fully ~arried out during the late war would have put millions into the
public chest, at a point of time when the Government was most straightened to raise the adequate resources. And no one can doubt the effect
of such a system in raising the spirits, stimulating the ambition, and
elevating the tone of the enlisted men. If the captains of companies
will encourage and persuade their men to make deposits, they will find
that it will diminish the number of desertions, and render "pay-day,"
and the sequel of it, a <]_uiet, orderly event iu a ganison-a result which
would be a source of great satisfaction to the Pay Department of the
Army.
In the month of November, 1872, a system was adopted of comparing
the weekly statement of paymasters (giving their ualances remaining
in the various depositories) with similar statements rendered by each·
depositary to the Treasurer of the United States in tllis city. If thi.
comparison reveals discrepancies, an explanation is reqaested. Usually
all such discrepancies are accidental, and admit of immediate explanation. But it has been found that otherwise, this system afford
information highly important to the Government, and is a very salutary
provision. It would have leu to the speedy detection of the defalcation
of Major Hodge.
I reRpectfully invite your attention to the importance of OongrC'SR
repealing the interdict upon promotions and appointmentB in the Pay
Department. Promotion is the liL'c-bloocl of an army; and this Department is already so reduced, that H any exigency or additional vacancie.
shall occur, it will be difficult to carry ou its business. Two officers
being retired during the last y ar, and two not being reportea for dnty.
'the numb ·r in certain regions on tile froutier, as also in tile East, ha.
been .diminished. ~ 'itkne: or temporary disability i: likely to occur.
c. p cmlly " -here tllC tour. of duty performed arc so severe. Tiler fore.
a few more payma.. t r .. are nC'eclecl for the ab:o1utc ·w ants of the serYic , '\Yithout any r ·fercnce to' tltc propriety of euabling the '\Var Departm nt to gin~ oec:a .:ionalr .·pitcandrelicr'to those " ·ho are cli:charging
~ - ucl.l ardnon:. c.lntie ·. Th • Ya<:~n,cie::1 exi 'ting (acconli11g to the organIzatl n c. tahh he11 h~· the aet of 2 th ,Jnly, lti(HJ) are one Deputy Payma.-t .1·-(~ 'lll'ntl and t<·n JIHyma. t ·1-.·. I recomnwnc1 that the number of
1m. na. tl·r he: c:.' tah1i .lt ·1ll,,,. law at fifty-t.wo. 1f on, pa~ma:teri.' prom r tPd t o I> ·pnt~· P a .v 1n~._ tf·r ( r ·u ·ml: thm·c woul!l iu that ea.·e rrlllai1
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three vacancies at the foot of the list to be filled, or eight less than by
tlle present organization.
Probably an allusion ought to be here made to the act of 4th June,
1872, but I should not make it if it concerned only myself. It authorized
the President to appoint a Paymaster-General to fill the existing vacancy,
with the rank, &c., of colonel. The act of 28th of July, 1866, established
the rank as brigadier-general; and when the next vacancy occurs it will
be filled with that grade, unless the last-named act is changed. The
act of 5th June simply permitted the vacancy then existing to be filled.
I respectfully submit that the grade should remain that of a brigadiergeneral. During the war he had charge of more than five hundred
paymasters, there being a permanent provision for the expansion of the
Pay Department in time of war. Now, two colonels of older date are
commanded by myself. This awkward position of affairs would recur
in every staff department if snch a policy should be carried out, of
reducing to colonel the rank of chief of staff whenever a vacancy shall
occur. The deliberate action of Congress, after careful consideration of
the wants of the Arm,y, led, in 18GG, to a gradation of rank in each staff
corps, which, I respectfully submit, should not be changed.
As certain schemes for radical changes of organization in the staff
have been suggested during the last year, it is proper to call attention
to the fact that similar experiments of consolidation have been tried
U.uriug the last three years in the English service, but are regarded as
an utter failure. Witness the proceedings at the meeting of the United
Service Institution of England, held on the 5th February, 1872, when E .
.B. De Fonblanqne, deput,y controller (retired,) set forth in graphic terms
the incongruous elements and inefficient workings of the "control department," as the new system is called. As he had been one of the
original advocates for tllC same, his testimony is the more significant.
His criticisms are fully confirmed by papers in Colburn's Naval and
)filitary Journal for November, 1871, and 1\fnrch, 1872; the first de:
~cribing the "disasters" which hau already attended the experiment;
the latter speaking of the "collap:::;e of controL" At this time, more
than at any other, it is natural that we sboul<l be Jed to a close scrutiny
of the condition of like branche:s in foreign armies.
Members of the ''control" department 'vere given no military rank,
and forciule arguments are advanced by them in favor of such a step,
which would iucrease their prestige when in contact with otller branches
of the service. This is mentioned as but one example bow far advanced
we are in our organizations, in which the assimilated rank in the staff
involves no collision with the line of the Army, put imparts force and
efficiency in the discharge of their duties. Officers of that army, of
great iutelligence, express unqualified admiration of the snccessfnl working on so large a field, of our various stafl' aucl supply departments during the late war.
As to the economy of admillistration, I hope it will not be considered
out of place here to recur to the U.ebate in tbe House of R-epresentatives
in April last, between t\TO leading advocates on opposing sides in the
q 11estiou of Clvil-serviee reform. Hach quoted the statistics of the Pay
Department. The one said, ''IIere is already in existence a system in
wbieh, during the late war, the whole expense of administration (includiug defalcatillnR) was but tltree-fourth~; of one per cent. of the total
amount <1isunrsed, aud in which tl10 defalcations (even if that of lVIaJor
Hodge is iucluded) were not one-tenth of one per cent. of the same
total." Tue other debater said, Thish; true, but it is owing to Hs being
real ci\'il-serYice reform, Yiz, an orgauization iu<lependent of politicR.''
1

'
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I will add that the result was due (as contrasted with the expenence
of the war of 1812) to high rank and pay, under a separate organization,
being given to the officers of the Pay Department, thus giving every
stimulus to good conduct to those who are appointed.
Thus it is respectfully submitted that Congress should not rashly
tamper, as some have proposed, with said system, but leave undisturbed
an organization of fifty years' growth, which, during that period, has
brought honor upon the public service both in time of war and in time
of peace.
It is proper that I should add that! have lJeen in charge of this office
since the 1st of J anuar~y. 1872.
Hespectfully submitt'e(l.
BE:NJ. AI.~VOHD,
Paymaster-Geneml, V"niter7 States Army.
The Honorahle the Sg c RETARY OF \V AR.
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THE CHIEF OF ORDNANCE.
WAR DEPAR1'3fENT,

Ordnance O:ffice, October 21, 1872.
SIR : I have the houor to submit the following report of the principal
operations of the Ordnance Department during the fiscal year ended
June 20, 1872, wHh such remarks and recommendations as the interests
of that bl'anch of the military service seem to require.
The fiscal resources and disbursements of tlle Department during tlle
year were as follows, viz:
Amount of appropriations in Treasury .June 30, 1871. ................. $22,764, 2U5 17
Amount in Govemment depositories to credit of dislmrsing officers on
• same date ................................ _.................. _.. . . .
346, 796 52
Amo_un~ of deposits in Treasury not r6ported to the credit of the appropnatwns...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
706, 519 83
Amount of appropriations from July 1, 1H71, to Jnne :iO, 1872, including
the fixed annual appropriation for arming and eqnippingthemilitia.
2, 022,804 00
Amonnt transferred from the Quartermaster's Department from "clothing of the A1·my" for manufacture of knapsacks, haversacks, canteens, &c ...................•.............. __ •... _.... . . . . . . . . . . . .
20, POO 00
Amount receive<l since June :~o, 1871, on account of damages to arms
in hands of troops, from sales of arms to officers and condemned
stores, and from all other sources not before mentioned .......... _..
1, 796, 868 85
Tota] .................................................. ~. . . . .

27, 658, 084 ~~7

Amonnt of expenditures since June !j0, 1871. .................. ... .. .. %i1, 934, !j83 :n
Amount of expenditures atteuding auction sales of ordnance ·tores
since June 30, 1871, transporting stores to place of sn1e and prepa1·ing
stores yet to be sold ......................... _......•.............
Amo_unt of deposits in Treasury not reported to the credit of the appro478,38:3 8G
priations ..........................•..............................
Amount in Government depositories to credit of dislmrsing officers
3!j6,9G8 6G
Jnne 30, 1872 .........•....•...........•........... ·..•............
Amount tnrned into tbe "surplus fund" .......................... - .. 22,003,491 40
if
2,
689,
308 62
Amount of appropriations in Treasury June 30 1 1872 ................. .
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

27, 65!::5, 084 37

The operations at the arsenals, with the limited appropriations made
by Uougress, have been confined to the care and preservation of ordnance and ordnance stores, tbe manufacture of metallic ammunition and
other supplies for the use of the troops, the manufacture and alteration
*Of this f;nm, $1,fi43,965.78 pertain to appropriations prior to July 1, 1870, and
can only be m;ed in liquidating liabiJities incurred prior to that time, a,nd of the balance
$1,14G,04 l.OG he]ong to the l1ppropriation for arming and eqnippiug the mUitja~ leaYing only the Hum of $:101.79 available for the current expenses of the Department for
tbe year.
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of irou caniages for our heavy guns that arm the most important of
our southern forts, the erection of public buildings at the arsenals
where authorized, arid the supplying with arms and other ordmmce
stores the militia of tlle seYeral States and Territories.
S:J1ALL-AR:niS.

At the 8pringfield armory the operations have b~en limited to the
completion of a few thousand arms necessary to meet the requiremeuts
of the Army and militia. At the date of this report, work of every
kind at the armory is about ceasing, as a consequence of the following
provision in the "act making appropriations for the support of the
Army for the year ending June 30, 1873, and for other purposes," approved June G, 1872:
For mannfacture of arms at the natiouaf armory one hundred and fifty t.housaml
dollars : P1·ovicled, That no part of this appropriation shall be expended twtil a breechloading system for muskets and carbines shaJl have been adoptetl for the militar~-.
~:;ervice upon the recommendation of the uoard to be appointed by the Secretary of
\Var, &c.

Under the provision of tbis Ia·w, a board of five members, of which
Bri-gadier-General A. II. Terry, United States Army, is president, was
convened in the city of New York on the 3d Sep!ember, 1872. The
widest publicity was given to the order assembling the board, (hereto
appeuded, marked A,) that all persons interested in breech-loading arms
might ::wail themselves of the opportunity offered to present their invm~
tious for examination and trial. The board is now in session, and unt1l
their labors are concluded, and report made, and a" breech-loading system adopted for the military service," this Department is estopped
from expending any of the money above appropriated. Should the
report of the board be delayed so that the appropriation, or a large portion of it, may revert to the Treasury at the close of the fiscal year, it i~
recommended that such unexpended balance be re-appropriated in addi·
tion to the amount estimated for the ensuing year.
Arms upon the system a(lopted ought to be manufactured witbout
delay, in quantities sufficient to supply the entire Army with them,
and fill requisitions for the militia; and it is earnestly recommended
that liberal appropriations may be made to enable tb.is Department to
manufacture, from year to year, a sufficient number to accumulate a
re. erve for the exigenrJes of war. In the adoption of an arm for the
military seryice, it should be the policy of the Government to determine
and fix upon tbe best arm that can be bad for present manufacture, and
to be provided in quantities for future emergencies, and retained as the
standard arm only so long as none more perfect and efficient as a military weapon has been invented. The object of this Department is, and
ha been, to 'CCure for the Army and militia the Ycry best military arm
that the inventiYe g nin of the age can devi e.
REVOLVER'.

n

port:-{ from the field are all favorable to the uHc of revoh-el" u.·i1w
tallic cartridg .-, a limited number of which have been l1eretofor
i::n'd to the cavalry. crvic for trial. A , oon a.· certain experiments
ar comp1 t cl looking to the improveruent of the arm a a militar~
weapon i i: th' int ntion f thi11 Bureau to rPcommend the manufactnn·
of a . nfliC'i nt munher to meet th r lquirement. of the ~\nu~-.
Jn
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NEW EQUIPMENTS.

Since the dat<: of my last annual report the manufacture of knapsacks~
canteens, and lm\ersacks for the Army bas, upon the recommendation
of the Quartermaster-General, and of the board instituted by Special
Oruer No. 433, Adjutant-General's. Office, of November 6, 1871, and by
;your order, been transferred to this Department, which alone has the
proper manufacturing facilities in its arsenals. Five thousand sets of
infantry equipments have l>een made and issued to the troops for trial.
These equipments combine the knapsack, haversack, and canteen,
with the cartridge-box, waist-belt, and bayonet-scabbard into one system,
that can be used by the soldier either in whole or in part, as convenience
or necessity may require; and his entire kit in complete marching order
can be carried, it is believed, with ease and comfort, and without danger
of impairing his health or strength.
An estimate bas been maue for a sufficient sum to provide the service
with these equipments, which it is believed will give satisfaction. The
knapsacks on ban<l, left o\·er from the war, are now worthless and unfit
for issne, and will l>e sold as soon as they ·can be replaced .
.ARMING .AND EQFIPPING THE :MILITIA.

I ha\e to renew the recommendation of last year that the permanent
annual appropriation for arming and equipping the militia be largely
increased. The views then expressed are 8till entertained by me. It is
hoped that the bill introducefl at the last session from the Committee on
the Militia, which was complete in its proYisious, may receive the favorable action of Congress during the coming srssion.
IlEA VY ORDN.A.NCK

Under tlle following proYision of tlle act of Cougrexs appro\ed June
6,1872For experiments aud test::; of llNtv;r 1·iill'd on1na,u("e, $270,000: ProiJiclccl, That
tllis appropriatiou shall he applied to at h'ast tbrnc mo(lel~:> of l1eavy ordnance, to be
designated hy a board of officers,
"
"
w1iclt report shall i nclnde both classes,
lneech aud muzzle loading cannon, &c.-

a board of seven officers of different hntnc11es of the service was
appointed, to meet iu New York 011 the lOth July, 1872. The result of
their deliberabons are herewith submitted, (mar¥eu F.) This Department has taken steps to carry ont the recommendations of the board
in the procurement and mauufactnre of these g·m1s deemed most worthy
of trial. (See proceediugs of board herewith, marked G.) As they
are to be of large caliber, for which 110 suitable powder and pr~jectiles
m·e on hand, as contemplated by the law authorizing the experiments,
an estimate for money to provide this essential anu expensive necessity
for the trial has been submitted.
The procurement and trial of these guns wil1 probably co11sume all
of the year 1873, and no estimate has therefore been made in advance
of the probable results, for the manufacture of the successful gun in
the quantities now urgently needed for the armament of our forts.
The very moderate estimate made for cannon and carriages for the
next .fiscal year, it is hoped will be allowed b:r Congress. This sum can
he expended on cast-iron smooth-bore guns, considered the best of the
kind in any en-ice, nearly 800 of which, besides 300 morta.rs, are still
needed for onr fort:-;. The markP<1 improvemeM~ in the manufacture of
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our gunpowder seems to indicate that our smooth-lJore gnus may he
used with wonderful battering power, as recent experiments with the
1£)-inch gun resulted in increased initial Yelocities, or largely increased
working energy, with strains on the gun far withiu tlle limits of safety.
If such results can be predicated on all future manufactures of gunpowder, tllen oue-llalf of the difficult problem of our heavy armament
is satisfactorily solYed.
'l'he accuracy of smooth-bore guns of large caliber, within a mile distance, is full.v eqmil to that of rifled guns, and, in many of our exposed
positions within easy rauge of hostile ships, would be entirely effective.
To solYe the problem completely, rifled guns with great accuracy at
long ranges, and great penetratiug power, must be provided, and the
results of the experiments authorized by Congress at its last session are
looked to 'dth great interest and solicitude.
In previous reports this Bureau llas earnestly impressed. on Uougress
the crying demari<l for cannon in sufficient numbers to complete the
armarueut of our forts, for the defense of mu· important harbors ana
largest eities, with their millions of wealth. There appears to be no
indi.sposition on the part of Congress to make large approprirttious for
tlle construction of fortifications, not consi<lering the mHlonbted fact
that forts can be readily improvised, at short notice, strong enough to
withstand a long siege, as witnessed ou more than one occasion during
the rebellion, while cannon and carriages are necessarily the work of
time, requiring· previous preparation, on a large scaJe, of sllops, machinery, skilled labor, and material of a quality to be specially prepared r
and not to be found in the markets. Forts, without 13nitable armaments,
are silent monuments of large expenditures without corresponding benefits. They caqnot be utilized or defended without the costly guus and
carriages that modern science demands, and in war may prove an injury
and lead to disaster, by inviting attack without the power of sncce 'Sfnl
defense. Tirnt- and money can supply these essential weapons. In war,
money alone cannot proyide them, and. it is only duriug peace that "\Te
can command time in which the money can be j udicion ~ ly expended.
CO~DUSSIO:N

'1'0

l~UROPE.

An inYitation haYing bee11 recei,·ed from :Mr. Fried. Kmpp, the mo:-t
extensive manufacturer of r-;teel cannon iu tl1e world, for the pre~";euee
of some of our officers at tlle trial of experimental guns of the large. t
caliber at E~.·en , Rhenish Russia, I had the h0110r to recommend an
acceptance of the inYita.tiou, and that a, commisHion of three ordnance
officers be Rent to "\Tituess the experimcntH, which reeommenc1atiou l'Pceived yonr tqJI>royal. It i.. uelieYed that ~melt an opportunity may uot
again occur to gather Yaluahle profe siomtl infonuation in regard to
what are con. idered l>y Home of the leading· military powers of Burope
the saf .·t and mo:t eftieient heayy orclnall<:e now manufactured. Tlw
eommis ·ion will b ordered to vi~it ~mch otller mam1faC'turing eP.tabli:llmcnt: in Europe of heavy o·nus and kindre(l project~-; a~ their time will
1> rmit, that th y may l1e enabled to group together the hest re.·nlt · ot
manufacture all{l experimentP. ill thix l'C.'ped throngltont the continent.
ancl to dnt\\.- ntlnable c1ednction:-; and eouclu:ion~ for fntnrc' rPf(•renc·1•

and u e.
G"G. T-C.A ItRIAGJ<.: ••.

One ol.' the diftitulti<·: lH·retoforc 'u<·otmterr(l in u:-;iug unmmally large
to ah:orh the J'C'(;oil \rithin rca:on-

<:l1arge: 111 our gmt:. wa..; till' iJ1ability
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able distance. This has been satisfactorily overcome by recent experiments with double air-cylinders, fastened to the chassis, the piston-rods
attached to the upper carriage. The success has been conclusive in
favor of their use, and our carriages are being provided with them as
rapidly as the appropriations will permit.
At the suggestion of the Engineer Department, and to give increased
protection to the men on the terre-plein of our forts, a carriage higher
by fifteen inches than the ordinary pattern has been designed, and tried
with satisfactory results. Another device is now being prepared under
the direction of this Department, the object of which is to enable the
men to elevate and depress, load, point, fire, and manipulate thoroughly
our heaviest ordnance with ease, rapidity, and efficiency, and without
<tt all exposing themselves above the parapet.
Should these two de"Vices prove as satisfactory as they promise, their
adoption will add greatly to the strength of our defense without diminishing our power of offensive action.
L.A.l~GB Al~SEN..A.L

OF CONS'l'RU01'ION ON TilE ATLANTIC COAST, ETC.

I renew the recommendation made in my reports of 18G9, 1870, and
1871, for the establishment of a large arsenal of construction and a

powder and niter depot at some point on the Atlantic coast; and that
authority be requested of Congress to sell snch of the arsenals east of
the Mississippi River as can be dispensed with and can be disposed of
with advantage to the United States, and to apply the proceeds of their
sales to the purchase of sites and the erection of buildings. The concentration into one arsenal of all the work now done at several distinct
establishments would result in great economy of labor and great perfection of product. It would be but introducing into our G-overnment
work the practice tllat obtains in all private enterprises, and which is
being followed by every other first-class power. The network of railroads which co\ers the land and makes close and rapid communication with the remotest points entirely overcomes the necessity of a half
century ago, that demanded an arsenal in almost eV<.'ry State in the
Union.
PROVING GROUND.

The necessity for a proving. and experimental gromul for heavy ordliance bas been felt for years, and this Department has been compelled
to avail itself of the limited extent of ground near Fort :Monroe for the
prosecution of these important duties. As tue artillery school of practice i.· established on this reservation, the space is necessarily too
contracted for tlle operations of uoth. Besides, the range obtained on
land is but little more than a mile, and that o\·er the waters of the
Chesapeake Bay seldom available, whereaR for efficient experimental
purposes a range of at least six miles is iudispensable.
Some central point convenient to railroad communication, with a snitable extent of level ground, could be readil.r selected and purchased
at small cost. Experiment~:; with large ordnance cannot be properly
conducted without the best a1Hl most improved facilities, such as every
military nation has fonnd it necetlsary to proYide. It is recommended
that this important snl~jeet ue brongbt to the attention of Congress.
SALE 0}' IIAlLPEH'S FBRTI Y AK'\IOUY.

I rcfene<l ln my 1:-u.;t ntlllnal report to tlw delilHjuency of the purchasr1·s of' the Harper'~-; Fnr.Y pro pert~· in srttlin ()' for the lands, &c.,
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purchased by them. During the last session of Congress a bill was
introduced for the relief of some of these purchasers, but it failed to
become a law. The limitation of time for final payment having expired
last December, and the purchasers having had the grace of a whole
session of Congress for obtaining an extension of time, but without success, I felt it my duty, after the adjournment of Congress, to ask yon
to place the case of the principal delinquents in the hands of the Depart·
ment of Justice for legal settlement. Suit has accordingly been entered
against them in the United States court of this district, and is now
progressing.
SALES OF

ARSE~.ALS.

Tlle law for the sale of several of om· small arsenals, it is submitted,
requires modification. It directs the Secretary of War to sell, afte1·
sixty days' advertising, "either by pnblie auction or by inviting pro·
posals for the purchase thereof, and ia either ca.:;:;e to the highest bidder,
all the lands and tenements belonging to the UHitetl States" ali certain
~pecified places. It may not have been forese e a that if the Secretary
should enter upon a sale under this provision he wonld have no discre·
tion, but must accept the highest bid or offer made. '.rhis might lead
to a sacrifice of the property through .combinations of bidders; and it
is recommended that the matter be brought to the attention of Congress in order that the necessary legislation may be taken to guard
against such a contingency. A minimum price in each case, it is· submitted, might be authorized to be established, below which the property
should not be sold, and the Department could then re<leem the property
from sacrifice by withdr<1wing it from sale, to be subsequently disposed
of under the authority of the Secretary of \Yar, either at public auction ,
or private sale.
The old arsenal site at Augusta, Georgia, was formally adverti. ed for
sale before the defect of the law \Yas dif3covered, and there being no
authority under the law to dela,y after having begun, the sale has been
allowed to proceed.
The act directs the sale of the Apalachicola arsenal at Chattahoochee,
Florida. This arsenal was, by act of December 15, 1870, donated to the
State of Florida for educational purposes. The provisions of the act
which directs its sale should, in my opinion, be repealed.
PERSON~EL.

I haYe again to renew my recommemlati011 made in the last two annual reports from this Offi ·e, that the law of l\1ar<:h 3, 18GD, prohibiting
promotions and appointments in the OnlnmJCe Dep::trtment be repealed
and I earnestly ask that the sn~ject may be brought to the notice of
Uongre. , aud that they may be requested to repeal the law.
The present number of oflicers in the Ordnance Corps is not, nflicieut
for the proper performatH'P of the duties in trw;; ted to it by Uongre. .
The act to increa. e and fix the military e:tahlishment of the Unite<l
State:, approved ,July 2 , 1 GG, gave to tlle Ordnance Department ·ixtyfour officer: ancl thirteen .. tore-keeper. , ancl the Department was kept
np to that nmnl r until aft r the pas,'age of the act approYed l\Iar ·h :t
1 ' (j~) pr hihitinp; p1·omotion: and appointment.· in the staff corp , and
which i.' :till in forc·e. ~ 'iuee that time varancies have occnrred wlljclt
1 >clnc:" th : tren,th of tltc· D _partrnent to fifty oftiers awl eleven , torckePpc!r.~ .

.

1 < Tn of tl1 ·opin ion tltat thf· 1111lll1H·r of orclmmc·r offiecr.' (:-;jxty-fonr.}
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fixed by the act of .Tnly 28, 1866,sbon1d not be diminished. That number is needed for the proper and efficient performance of the duties with
which it is charged. The officers command the arsenals, armories, and
depots, (twenty-eight in number), superintend the manufactures of every
kind at the arsenals, requiring in the aggregate a force of 2,500 men,
hired and enlisted, the manufacture and proof of all cannon, small arms,
and gunpowuer for the armies of the United. States, and our national
militia, and the arming of our fortifications; make all trials and experiments required to perfect our ordnance and other material; have charge
of all ordnance stores and other property, valued at over $50,ooo,ooo,
and see to its proper care and preservation; and in addition thereto
perform the duties of assistant quartermaster and commissary of subsistence for the enlisted force. These duties are sufficient to furnish full
employment for the entire number of officers allowed the Department by
the act of .July 28, 1866.
Ours is the only service in which offic~rs are deprived of all promotion for an indefinite period. Such a course is contrary to all military
rule and usage, and is unjust to the officers themselves; and in the
matter of apppointments very discouraging to graduates of the Military
Academy, who look to such an appointment as a reward of merit.
CC>llgress, at its last session, by repealing the act prohibiting appointments and promotions, so far as it related to the Engineer Corps, seemR
to have admitted that such relief was necessary. It is hoped that
similar liberal legislation will be extended to the Ordnance Corps, which
is organized. in the same manner, having officers of all grades, from
brigadier general to second lieutenant, and with duties and responsibilities of no less importance, and demanding equal study, labor, and
fidelity.
It is believed that if the attention of Congress is specially called to
the necessities of the case, prompt and full relief will be granted, and
the distinction, which the law now makes between the two corps, resulting in great hardship to the ordnance, will be at once removed.
THE SPRINGFIELD BREECH-LOADING RIFLE-:l\IUSKET.

In my annual report for last year I had the honor to invite your attention to the subject of royalty claimed on the breech-loading rifle. muskets
which have been ::~..ltered at the Springfield armory. I said:
The conflicting interests of inventors and holders of patents on breech-loading smallarms have seriously embarrassed thisDepartmentin the selectionofasystemfor adoption.
It appears there are patents (one or more) upon all breech-loading small-arms, and it is
not thought that any gun has been made, or can be made by the Government, upon
which a claim for royalty will not be made against this Department. I have declined
to give an opinion upon the validity of any patent which the Government may have
used, or to recommend the allowance of royalty by the War Department. on any smallarms which have been made by the Government; and I shall continue to do so, believing that the amount of compensation, and the persons who may be entitled to receive
it, should be determined elsewhere than in the War Department.
In my annual report for 1869, I said:
'f/1" The chief difficulties which this Department had to contend a,g ainst in producing a
good breech-loading musket, have arisen from the impossibility of making any improvement which is not immediately claimed under some one of the many patents which
l1ave been granted for improvements in iire-:ums, and from the extreme eagerness and
strong efforts of some inventors, and all other parties interested in patents, to have
their improvements used by the Government. Many persons claim to hold patents for
improvements which arc used in the coli version of the Springfield muskets; in some
instances several parties have claimed to bold p;Ltents for the same thing, and it is
believed that ('.very improvement is claimed by more than one inventor. The Bureau
l1as decHned to acknowledge the validity of :my patents for improvements 'nsell in the
convprsion of thP ~pri ngficJa riftctl musket, knowing that it was not competent for it
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to deciJe the qnestion, and believing that the proper course tor patentees to take was
to establish satisfactorily the validity of their claims, and tlleu apply to Congress for
compensation for the use of the patents.
"These difficulties have continued to em barr ass this Department, and to affect inj nrionsly the interests of the Government; and it is respectfully suggested whether a law
may not be devised, which, ·while affording protection to all inventors in the rights
secured to them by patents, will enable the Govemment to use unrestrictedly any improvement which it may be Llesirable for it to use. I have no desire to see any inventor
deprived of any of his rights, without just compensation; but I am so fu1ly convinced
that some law protecting the Government against improper claims of inventors aml
ovmers of patents should be passed, that I feel it my duty to bring the matter particularly to your notice, in the hope that Romething may be done to secmre so tlesirable an
end. Snell a law would relieve this Department of much annoyance and embarrassment, and would tend, in my opinion, to increase to a considerable degree the efficiency
of the public service.
"It is respectfully suggested that a law be passed which will autllorize officers in
-charge of public works to make use of all inventions, or improvements whatever, applicable to the work under their charge ; and which will provifle that when a claim for
<lamages is made by any person for an invention or improvement so used, at least - tlays' notice shall be given, requiring all parties claiming said invention or improvement to present their claims, with the evidence in support of the same, to some special
tribuual authorized to try the same, whose duty it shall be to decide who is the party
.entitled to damages or remuneration, and to fix the amount which should be paid by
the United States for the use of the invention or improvement; their desision to be
:final, so far as the United States are concerned; and the amount decla1·ed to be dr~e
from the United States to be paid out of the appropriation for which the work <lone 1s
paid."
I repeat this, an(l earnestly ask that such legislation may ue re(p10sted of Congress
as may be necessary to secure the rights of inventors and owners of patents, and to
protect those of the Govemment and its agents. These latter are not protected now.
The commanding officer of Spring1i.eld armory aud myself have, for more than a year,
l)een subjected to the annoyance of a suit brought against us personally for onr ofticial
action in having arms ma<le at Spriugfield armory under the order!:! of the Secretary of
\Var, and the Government has at the same time been compelled to fmbmit to au expensive lawsuit brought to restrain it from making the anus. Such a state of thing:
ought not to exist.

The suit alluded to terminated in December last, the court rendering
the following- decision:
This is a snit in equity for alleged infringement of letters-patent of the United
States, grantefl to the complainant as assignee or one .James \Y. Preston, February :,,
1567, for impro\"emeut itl breech-loading fire-arms.
'l'hc defendant, au officer of the United States onlnancc, was, l>y order of the Secretary of \Var, datc<.1 ~lay 3, L66, assigned to the cormnan<l of the 1Tnitccl States armory
at ~pringfield, Massachusetts, and took t;orumaud accordingly, and held such command
up to the commencement of this snit.
All the hrecch-loading fire-arms, for making which the defendant is complained of
in thi. suit, were made after l\1ay :~, 1 66, at the United States armory, SpringHelcl,
under tl1r snperi utendcnce of the defendant as au officer of the Army, aud as such commandant of the armory, and in obedience to specific orders from the Secretary of \Var,
rlircctiug the con trnctiou of the arms which were made in the specific fol'ln as made,
according to models furnished by him or by his authority, and so made under the
superintendence of the defen<laut., for nse in the military service of the United State::;.
The ca:e came on for argument <Lt this term. 'l'be court are of opinion that the letter.,;patent of the aomplaiuant on which the bill is founded are valid, aud that the hreechloadiu~ ftrc-arms maile as aforesaid, at the 1Tuitecl Statrs armor.v at 'priugfiell1,
_Ja:saclm ·etts, infringe the sai(l patent; hnt they are divided in opinion on the follow~ng (lUPstions, ·which arose and were argued, on which flttestions tlle opinions of the
JUdges were oppo eel:
1. \Yhether the respon(lcmt, haxin::J: mac1c al)(l snperintcndr<l the making of the said
arms, under the circluustauccs hcrcinlJciiJt'C stated, is lialJle to a,n injunction as prayc<l
in the lJill.
~· \Yhether the responc1cnt, haviu~ so made and snperiutcmdc<l the makincr of the
saH~ n.nll. under. uch circmn~ta.ur.cs, io liahl€\ to au a(·count as prayed in the hill
. 1 hereupon, at the I:cqne:·t.of the connsd for hoth parties, the points upon whiel\ ~he
JUtl <: · ~v,•r , oppo. e1l1u ?JIIlllO!l _an• . tated as a.lJOve, awl the same arc hereby cert1bed
to tlu; · 11pr •mo 'omt oi th1: I Iutc<l •'tatPs in accordance wi 1h the provi:;ions of t110 act
of_ 1nil \l' , 1-02.

'

a c:ou •c1n nee a <1 ~man<l ha: lH~Cll preferrccl n o·ai n.t the Unitell
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States for an allowance of royalty on all arms heretofore altered. at t.lw
Spl'ing:field armory, in which this patent has been used. Besides this
special device several others are used in the alteration, which are known
to be claimed in existing patents of other parties, and it is the opinion
of the Bureau that a settlement, once for all, should be made with all
pe1·sons interested.
To effect this some tribunal ought to be appointe<l and empowered to
im-estigate the validity of these latter claims against the Springfield
gun, all(} to settle the total a.mouut to be paid-per gun, and the proportional amount thereof due to each·inventor; and I earnestl~7 recommend
that the matter be pressed upon the attention of Congress at the ensuing session, that this Bureau may, through legislation, be relieved from
further embarrassment arising out of the subject.
In addition to the papers heretofore mentioned I submit herewith the
followiug:
B.- Statement of pr-incipal articles procured by purchase and by fabrication at the arsenals during the year ended June 30, 1872.
C.-Statement of ordnance and ordnance stores issued to the Regular
Army and to posts during the year ended .June 30, 1872.
D.-Statement showing the apportionment of arms for the year ended
June 30, 1872, under the law of 1808 for arming and equipping the
militia, as amended by the seventh section of the act approved March
3, 18;35, au d. regulations established in conformity therewith ..
E.-Statement of ordnance and ordnance stores distributed to the
militia from July 1, 1871, to June 30, 1872, under the law of 1808, as
amended by the seventh section of the act approved March 3, 1855.
I haYe the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
A. B . DYRR,
Chief of Ordnance United Stcttes Army.
Tlle ADJUTAN'l'-GENERAL UNITED S'l'ATES ARMY.

APPENDIX.
A.
[GENERAL 0HDEHS N 0 . 58.

J

WAR :PEPARTMEN'T, ADJUTANT- GENI~HAL'S OFFICE, .

Washington, Jtme 2l:l, 1872.
The following is an extract from section 1 of the "act making appropriations for
the s upport of the Army for the year ending Jnnc 30, 1873, and for other purposes,"
approved June 6, 187~:
"For manufacture of arms at the national armory, oue hundred and fifty thousand
dollars : Proviclecl, 'rhat no part of this appropriation shall be expended until a breech loadi11g system for muskets and carlJines Bllall have been adopted for the military service npon the r ecommencJa,tion of the board to be appointed l.ly the Secretary of vVar,
wh ich hoard shall consist of not less than five officers, as follows: oue general officer,
one ordnance officer: and three officers of th e line, one to he taken from the cavalry,
one from the infantry, and one ii'om the anillery: And proviclerlfurther, That the system, when so adopted, shall be the only one to be nsed by tue Or(lnmwe Departm ent
iu the manufacture of muskets and carbines for the military service; and no ro.Yalty
shall lJe paid by the Govemment of the United States for the nse of sai(l patent to any
of its officers or employes: or for any pateut in which sn.i<l officers or cwployes may
l>e <1 irectly or inilircc tly iu teres ted."
In conformity witb the alJove provisions, a boanl will assembl e in tl.Je city of New
York on tbc 3<1 clay of September, 1872, with authority to adjourn to Springfield

21 w
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ttrmory in order to avail itself of t.he resources of that establishment, which are hereby
placed at its disposal, to consider and recommend for adoption a breech-loading system
for muskets and carbines for the military service.
Detail fo?· the bom·d.-Brigadier-General A. H. Terry, United States Army; Colonel
P. V. Hagner, Ordnance Department; Colonel H. B. Clitz, Tenth Infantry ; Major M.
A. Reno, Seventh Cavalry; Captain L. L. Livingston, Third Artillery; Second Lieutenant Henry Metcalf, Ordnance Department, is detailed as recorder of the board.
All persons interested in small-arms are invited to submit samples and appear in
person, under such rules as may be adopted by the board.
The Ordnance Bureau will supply such information bearing on the matters under
investigation as may be called for by the boanl.
By order of the Secretary of War :
E. D. TOWNSEND,
.Adjutant-Generctl.

B.
Statement of p1·incipal articles p1·ocm·ed by · pu1·cha8e, and by fabrication at the m·senals,
dm·ing the yem· ended June 30, 1872.

23 15-incb Rodman guns.
9 carria.gcs for Gatling guns.
56 breech and muzzle sights.
2 tar-bnckets for :field-gnn.
56 cannon-spikes.
287 elevating and maneuvering bars.
12 fuse-gouges.
:39 gunners' gimlets.
78 handspikes, miscellaneous.
72 harne~;s-bags.
1 ladle and staff for 300-pounder gun.
152 priming-wires.
45 rammer. and staves.
8 worms and staves.
19 shell-hooks.
48 cannon-scrapers.
17 sponge-covers.
24 sponges and rammers.
25 sponges and staves.
9 woolen sponges.
2 tangent scales.
19 paulins, 12 hy 15.
:3G tompions for heavy guns.
6 tube-pouches.
132 vent-covers.
9 vent-punches.
2 wipers for mortars.
:3i8 feed-cases for Gatling guns.
2~ 1~-pound er shot.
50 -inch cani ter, fixed.
2UO 3-inch Hotchkiss shells.
120 3-iuch Hotchkiss case shot.
· 0 :~-inch Ilotcl1 kiss canister.
~ experimental muskets, caliber .40.
1 Hemington navy 1·ifle.
0 HPml11gton rille-rnn:kcts.
1, OlG \Yarcl-Burton rifle-lltllsl{ets.

HJ:) .~pringfil'lfl rille-mllsk<-ts repairN1.
1, ;:,:-,7 .:pringfil'lrl riile-11111 l·et., caclet.
model 1bfiD.
3 il ,!J ~I> ' Jll'er ·arbiue · n·paired.

1, 108 rifle-muskets converted from
Spencer carbines.
13,710 rifle-muskets repaired.
10, 010 ritie-muskets, model1870.
317 Ward-Burton carbines.
20 Springfield carbines.
500 sets cavalry accouterments.
500 sets cavalry equipments.
1, 000 carbine cartridge-boxes.
53, 000 appeudages, various.
1, 686 saddles covered with leather.
3, 676 side-lines,lariats,picket-pins,&c.
15, 807 cartridge bags filled, for field
and fortress guns.
37,947 cartridge bags, em~y.
3, 718, 701 metallic cartridges for smallarms.
650 cartridge-shells.
25, 570 friction-primers.
90 metallic fnses.
265, 650 lead bullets.
223 pulley-blocks.
2 derricks.
1 gin.
7 gin·f<tlls.
19 cranes.
40 chocks.
160 sldd s, rollers.
sling-carts.
6 pbtforrns for siege-carria ge .
2 plane-tahlcs.
140 various parts of gun-carriage
1 stases for siege-guns.
47 sahots.
70, 7:{9 parts of small-arms.
4, :}!), part~; of horse-CIIuipmcnt-;.
2 2 arnt-chcflts.
G, !JM1 packing-lJoxPs.
9:3 tin cans.
4 machines for lo:u1ing, &e., lllPtallic cartridges.
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c.
Statement of ordnance and on7nance siores issued to the Regulm· A1·my, and to posts, dm·ing
the yeiw ended June 30, 1~72.
CLASS 1.
1:3 15-inch Rodman guns.
2 6-pounder bronze guns.
24 100-pounder Parrott guns.
12 12-poun<ler light bronze guns.
32 200-pounder Parrott guns.
3 12-pounder mountain howitzers.
6 300-pounder Parrott guns.
1 12-pounder boat howitzer.
4 10-ponnder Parrott guns, iron.
8 13-inch sea-coast mortars, (Rodman.)
10 3-inch wrought-iron guns.
17 Gatling guns, t andl.
8 10-inch Rodman guns.
CLASS

2.

1i! 3-inch 6 anc110 pounder gun-carriages. 17
t and1 Gatling-gnn carriages.
17 12-pounder light gun-carri::~ges.
18 13-inch mortar-beds, (Rodman.)
3 12-pounder mountain howitzer car8
3-inch, 6 anc110 pounder caissons.
riages.
7 12-pouncler field-gun caissons.
1 12-pounder boat howitzer slide, wood.
2 12-pounder mountain-howitzer caissons.
8 100-poun<ler Parrott carriages and
chassis.
15
t and 1 Gatling-gnn caissons.
1 traveling forge. ·
12 200-pounder Parrott carriages and
chassis.
1 battery wagon.
1 10-inch barbette carriage and chassis,
1 portable forge.
with air-cylinders.
CLASS

:3.

50 sets of field-artillery harness for 2-, 95 sets of freld-artillery harness for 2-lead
wheel horses.
horses.
CLASS 4.

360
200
120
80
260
100
100
2, 100

p, 000
2, 700
3, 050

123
500
2, 000

4.5-inch shot, Hotchkiss patent.
3-inch shell, Hotchkiss patent.
3-inch case-shot, Hotchkiss patent.
3-inch canister, Hotchkiss patent.
30-ponnder shot, Parrott patent.
30-pon]J(ler shell, Parrott patent.
30-poun<ler case-shot, Parrott patent.
100-pouncler shot, Parrott patent.
100-ponndcr shell, Parrott patent.
200-ponudcr shot, Parrott patent.
200-pounde.r shell, Parrott patent.
300-ponnder shot, Parrott patent.
300-pouncler shell, Parrot.t patent.
100-pounder case-shot, Parrott patent.

2, 000 100-pOl'mder canister, Parrott patent.
2, 200 200-pounder case-shot., Parrott patent.
5 32-pounder Parrott shell.
5 42-ponll(1er Parrott sbell.
17 10-inch Columbiad shell.
22 8-inch Colnmbiad shell.
200 S-inch seige-shell.
200 10-inch seige-shell.
100 3-inch Abstenlam shot.
100 4.5-inch Absterdam shell.
60 3-inch Eureka shell.
· 100 3-inch Eureka case-shot.
100 8-inch siege-mortar shell.
587 13-inch sea-coast mortar shell.
400 15-inch shot; (Rodman.)
917 15-inch shell, (Rodman.)

CLASS

196 12-ponnder shot, strapped and :fixed.
346 12-ponnder sbells, strapped and :fixed.
:350 12-poundcr spherical case--shot, strapped and .fixed.
200 12-ponn<ler canister, strapped aud
fixed.
86 12-ponnder .field-howitzer shell, strapped and ftx:ed.
113 12-poun(ler field -howitzer casc-.·hot,
strapped and fixed.
61 12-pouuder :field-howitzer canister,
strapped and fixed.
116 12-pouuder mon11tain-howitzer shells,
strapped and :fixed.
865 12-ponnder mountain-bowitzer caseshot, strapped and fixeu.

5.

116 12-ponnder mountain-howitzer canis-

ter, strapped and fixed.
268 3-inch Hotchkiss shot, strapped and
:fixed.
1, 043 3-inch Hotchkiss shell, strapped:
and :fixed.
699 3-inch IIotchJdss case-sl1ot.
696 8-inch Hotchkiss canister, strapped and fixed.
50 30-ponnder Parrott canist<:>r, strapped and :fixed.
50 8-inch siege-howitzer canisterr
strapped and fixed.
100 10-iuch Colw11hincl or Rodman,.
grape.
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CLASS 6.

3, 182 Sharp's carbines, caliber .50.
245 Remington breech-loading ritle2f>O Sharp's carbines, experimental, calimuskets, experimental, caliber .50,
1870.
ber .50, 1870.
302 Sharp's breech-loading rifle-mu~k
206 Remington carbines, experimental,
caliber .50, 1870.
ets, experimental, caliber .50, 18i0.
207 Springfield carbines, experimental,
947 Ward-Burton breech-loading riflecaliber .50, 1E70.
muskets, experimental, caliber .50,
1871.
612 Spencer carbines, caliber .fiO.
445 Spencer carbines, caliber .50, with 1, 432 Colt's revolvers, caliber .44.
Stablee's attachment.
1, 957 Remington revolvers, ealiber .44.
211 WaTd-Burton carbines, experimental,
377 Smith & vVesson revolvers,caliber .44.
caliber .50, H371.
·
99 Smith & Wesson revolvers, nickel1, 211 Springfield breech-loading rifleplated, caliber .44.
muskets, caliber .50, 186t;.
50 Colt's, caliber .36.
17 sabers, artillery.
Springfield breech-loadigu riflemuskets, caliber .50, 1870
1, 605 sabers, cavalry.
243 Spriugficld breech-loading rjfje146 svvords, musicians'.
muskets, experimental, caliber .50,
152 swords, non-commissioned officers'.
12 sabers, cavalry, nickel-plated.
1870.
CLASS 7.
2, 867 carbine cartridge-boxes.
391 waist-belts, non-commissioned ofii584 carbine cartridge-pouches, with
cers'.
327 waist-belt plates, non-commissionslings and slides.
:3, 0:~2 carbine slings.
ed officers'.
2, 8:34 carbine sling-swivels.
5, 494 waist-belts, privates'.
:3, 977 pistol-belt holsters.
2, 375 waist-belt plates, privates'.
2, 439 pistol cartridge-pouches.
3, 139 bridles, curb.
2, 795 s~Lber belts.
2, 994 bridles, watering.
:3, :377 saber belt-plates.
8, 699 curry-combs.
1, 6 5 saber knots.
954 girths.
9RO Stewart's saber attachments.
4, 415 halters and straps.
GO accoutm•ments, sets of, for infantry. 9, 877 horse-brushes .
.5, :379 bayonet scabbards.
7, 594 lariats.
489 bayonet-scabbards, with Hoffman's 4, 959 nose-bags.
a ttaclun en t.
3, 847 picket-pins.
215 bayonet-scabbards for trowel-bayo- 3, 701 saddles.
nets.
2, 065 saddle-bags.
5, :3~:1 cartridge-boxes, caliber .58.
359 saddle-blankets, red.
963 cartridge-boxes, various patterns.
7, 420 sat1dle-blaukets, blue.
1, U44 cartridge-box plates.
6, 581 spms and straps.
:3, 187 cartridge-box belts.
2, 327 surcingles.
1, 18 cartridge-box belt-plates.
4, 581 canteens.
4, 54:3 gun-slings.
5, 597 haversacks.
75 swor<l belts, for musicians and non- 4, 897 knapsacks.
commissioned ofllcers.
980 great-coat straps.
64 sword-belt plates.
400 kuapsack-straps.
1, 071 canteen-straps.
CLASS 8.

330, 541 Spencer carbine-cartTidges, caliber .50.
4, 016 S1> ·ncer carhine-cartridges, caliber .52.
.-, 000 Spcn ·cr
carbi no-cartridges,
hlauk, calihcr .50.
10,000 ~lartin car1Jine-cartric1ges, centc>r-fire, calihcr .50.
00,000 Cf:lltPl' priming carbine-cart] idg<' · calilJel· .50.
1 , 000 ronnel hall musket-cartridges,
C'alihC'r .GO.
1 , '!.L. 50;) -uite<l , tate~; center-fire mnskct-f·tn'trifl~P:-; ealiher .50.
~'21, fiGv -nit eel. late. cc:ntl•J'-firellln. kdeartridge:-, hlauk calilJer .:Jo.
~'lG, 0>: 0 ~I:ntill mr:ta1lic Inn~kPt-cart
h.I,

. ~o

riflgP:. f·;~lilH·r .:;o.
wrapJH:d lll e tallif: JIIU k ,t-c:ntridgt~ s,

calih ·r .GO.

~17, 114

219, 880
11, 6fi0
130, 0 8
5, 000
6, 000
4, 000

, 400

Colt's an<l R<'mingtou pi.tolcartridgeH, caliber .44.
center-fire pi&tol-cartritlges, caliber· .44.
ccnter-fircpistol-cartriclges 1Jlank .
caliber .44.
Martin pistol-cartridge· for mith
& We son. caliber .44.
pistol-cartridges, caliber .36.
.
center-fire cartridgrs for Gat1lll
gun, caliber .1.
center-fire caubter for Gatlin gnu.
caliber .1.
ponnds camwn-powdcr.
pounds mortar-powder.
}JOlllldS InalllUl01h-pO\'IdCJ'.
pounds muHkPt and rifle powdtr.

14, 000
50, HJ~
:WO
10 , :iliO fliction-priuu.•rs.
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D.
.dppol'tionment of al"rns fo1' the yeal' cnd£1d June 30, 1872, under the law of 1808, for arrn·ing
twd equipping the 1nifilia, as amencled by the seventh section of the act app1'ored March 3, 1855,
and 1·egnlations establishecl in conformity therewith.

States and Territories.

[:)tates and Territories.

Alabama .................. .
.Arkansas .... ... ........ .. .
California ...... _. . . __ . _... .
Connecticat _____ ..... _.. - ..
Delaware _- .... _.- ... - .....
Floriua, ....... ·-·-···-··· · ··
Georg-ia, ....... . ......... .. .
Illinois . . ___ ._ ...... _.... __ .
Indiana,···---·----- __ ··---Iowa········---·····- · · ... .
Kansas ........... _. _...... .
Kentucky. __ .... ___ .. -.... Louisiana, ___ ......... _.... .
:Maine ..................... .
)far_yland . __ ..... . ..... _.-.
Ma!lsachusctts --·······--·-

~t~~~~~~:i:: ~ ~:::: ~ ~:::: ~ ~ ~ ~

:]tfiRsouri
Mississippi..
__ .--- .. _..... .
_.... __ .... _...... .
Nebraska ....... ..... __ -- ..

1)cvac1a, .... _.. _. _... _...... .

:Xcw Ham-pshire .......... . .
Kew Jer~c.v _. . _.. _.... -.- ..
New York .... . .. . -·-·----North Carolina._ .. _...... --

Ohio···-·--·---·--·---··--- ·

8
5
5
6
:3
3
9
16
13
8
3
11
7
7
7

12
8
4
7
11
3
3
5
7
33
9
2L

S4, 380
2, 737
2, 737
3, 285
1, 642
1, 642
4 927
76o
7, 117
4, 380
1, 642
6 022
33: 832
832
•R
3 32
6; 570
4 3R 0
2•
3 ; 832
G 022
1J'• 642
642
2• ~ 37
:.l: 832
18, 068
4, 927
11, 498

tl:

J.9o

29
68
68
21
61
61
82
58

1

Oregon_ ... ....... ........ .
Pcnnsyl\·ania .... __ ...... .
Rhode Island ........ _._ .. .
South Carolina._ ..... _.. .
Tennessee. _... _...... _.. ..
Texas . _. . ................ .
Vermont ... __ ..... _.... __ .
Virg·inia ............... . ..

!17 1 ~r:;o!~~t~~-i~-::::::::::::

29
61
89

$1, 642
14, 2:15
2, 190
3, 285
5, 475
3, 285
I 2, 737
5, 475
2, 7:37
4, 380

3
26
4
6
10
6
5
10
5
8
317

75
1 .A.·nzona T enl
. ··t ,
oo ~-o
75
ory ........ . ""'a:><+-<
l'l..!:l o:;;..!:l •

75

44
20
14
7;)
89
61
61
60
75
69
82
26

1 64'> 61
1'64~2 61

Colorado ............ _... __ . ~..., ..!:1 ::::..., :g
,
, Dakota. Te1:ntol'.Y ___ _..... ~ .S:
'S ~ 1, 642
I Idaho Tern tory ..... _____ . ~ "' "' >=l...:- 1, 642
1, 642
N cw Mexico Territory _.... ;: ~JJ ~JJ"~ .;:!
.:\1ont1~ua?:on:1tory ........ ~ ~ ~ ~-'-~ ~ ~
1, 642
Utah rerntory ............ 0 0
::l,.!:i
1,642
Washii_Jgton Te_rritory .... >=><8 t;~ ~o6 1, 642
Wyommg ·.rerntory. _... __ ::::>< ~,........, ;... M
1, 642
District of Columbia ...... <j
1, 642
I
Total. ........ __ . .. . .. ___ ... _.. _.. 189, 905
Freight, &c .. __ ..... _ .. __ . _.. __ .. 11, 005

2:S

·g.

II

01
94
14
21
36
21
68
36
68
29

61
61
til
61
61
61
61
61
00
00

200, 000 00

E.
Statement of orclnance ctncl Ol'dnance slol'es distl'ilmted to the militia jl'om J-uly 1, 1871, to Jmw
30, 1872, under the law of 180,3, as amende£l by the seventh section of the act ap1n·ored
March 3, 1855.
2 :3-ineh wrought-iron gnus.
1 6-pon!ll1er bronze gnu.
2 12-ponu<ler bronze gnus.
2 3-ineh gun-carriages.
1 6-ponnder gnu-carriage.
2 12-ponuder gun-carriages.
2 caissons.
:J , 0Ci1.J breeeh-loacli ng rifle-muslwts, caliber
.50, wHll appendages.
2, 144 rifle-mnskets, caliber .G8, with appenuages.
ltlO Spenc-er carbines.
24 Remington reYolvcrs.
f>O sets Lorse-eqnipments.
:3:3:) sahcrs, cavalry and artillery.
205 sal.Jer belts ao(1 plates.
40 sets cavalry accouterments.

2, 364
241
:3, 386
2, :386
1, 000
100
100
1, 000
300
1, 200
200
50
3, 500
200
430
500
388, 000

sets infantry accoutermmtts.
non-commissioned officers' swords.
waist-belts.
waist-belt plates.
gnu-slings.
carbine-slings.
carbine-swivels.
cn.rtridgc-boxes .
carbine cartridge-boxes.
bayonet-scabbards.
tumbler-screws.
tang-screws.
friction primers.
12-ponuder blank cartridges.
shot and sheJJs.
.
pounds powder.
cartridges for small-arms.
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F.
PROCEEDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE BOARD ON HEAVY RIFLED
ORDNANCE, INSTITUTED UNDER THE ACT OF JUNE 6, 1872, FOR THE
SELECTION OF BREECH-LOADING A~D MUZZLE-LOADING RIFLED ORDNANCE FOR EXPERIMENTS AND TESTS.
NEW YORK CITY, .Angnst 27, 1872.
GENRRAL: I have the honor herewith to transmit the proceedings and recommendations of a board on heavy ordnance, convened in this city by virtue of gener:.tl orders
No. 57, dated War Department, Adjutant General's Office, ·washington, June 20, 1872.
The board suggests that the reports fumished by the Navy Department for its use
be not printed without the consent of that Department.
I am, sir, yours respectfully,
R. H. K. WHITELEY,
Colonel of Ordnance.
Brigadier-General A. B. DYER,
Chief of Ordnance, Washington City.
PROCEEDINGS OF THE BOARD ON HEAVY CANNON.

A board was convened at New York City, July 10, 1872, by the following order:
[General Orders No. 57.)

OFFicE,
" Washington, June 28, 1872.
"A board, to consist of Colonel R. H. K. Whiteley, Ordnance Department; C'olouel
George W. Getty, Third Artillery; Lieutenant-Colonel H. G. Wright, Corps of Engineers; Lieutenant-Colonel T. T. S. Laidly, Ordnance Department; Major Trnmau Seymour, Fifth Artillery ; Major Silas Crispin, Ordnance Department; First Lieutenant C.
E. Dutton, Ordnance Department, is hereby appointed to meet in New York City, New
York_, on the lOth day of July, 1872, for the purpose of examining such models of heavy
ordnance as may be presented to it, and of designating and reporting to the Chief of
Ordnance such models as may be selected for experiments under the following provision of the act of Congress approved June 6, 1872.
* "That the -following sums be, and the same are hereby, appropriated,
out of any moneys in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the support of the
Army for the year ending June thirtieth, eighteen humlred and seventy-three:
"vVAR DEPARTl\IENT, ADJuTANT-GENERAL's

"

;.

·)f

"For experiments ancl tests of heavy rifled ordnance, two hundred and seventy
thou and dollars.: P1·ovided, That this appropriation shall be applied to at least three
models of heavy ordnance, to be designated by a board of· officers to be appointed by
the Secretary of War, which report shall include both classes, breech and muzzle loading cannon; and the powder and projectiles necessary for testing the same shall be
supplied from stores on band.
"The Chief of Ordnance will supply the board with all information bearing on the
subject under consideration to be found on the tiles of his bureau, an(l will extend invitations to all inventors aud others interested in heavy rifled ordnance, to present
their plans and specifications as to model, method of construction, cost, &c., and all
other information that may be of assistance to the board. The junior member of the
board will act as recorder.
''By order of the Secretary of War.
"E. D. TOWN E JD,
'' Adjutant-G(}neral.
' Official:
" \V:\1. D. \YrriPPLE,
"A111!i8la11t .Acljztiant-Genel·al."
. Pnr:1~ant to the foregoing orcler the hoal'<l a!l cmhlcd at the Army Building .._T _w
rork C1ty at 11 o'clo ·k on the lOth day of July, 1 72, all the memhers specified m
the foregoing order h •ing- pr •:cnt.
A l·tter to tlH· hoarc1 from D. F. Aann, of Pitt ·burrrh Penn. ylvania rebting to hi:->
plan for tlu· con.tru ·tion of h<'avy bre c:h-loadiuo· can~o~ was read antl placed on file.
(I lHlnr. 1:<1 • •o. 1.)
""
A l•:tt1·r from. -orm~n ~Vi:nc1 to ~fajor ... 'l'ispin, and

the hoanl, wa read.

'

nlJmitted hy )fnjor rispin to
lln: 1· tcr tran 1mttcd a paper containing a proposition to con-
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struct a 12-inch cast-iron rifle, and to furnish projectiles; which paper was also read.
It also transmitted a printe<.lletter to the Secretary of the Navy, with photographic
illnstrations explanatory of his views and the details of his proposition. (Letter
indorsed No: 2, and inclosures indorsed No.2 a, and No.2 b.)
A letter from the Chief of Ordnance was read, transmitting copies of ordnance memoran<.la Nos. 9 audiO; papers explanatory of inventions by numerous persons; a communication of Major S. Crispin, on the subject of sea-coast armament; a list of persons who have been furnished with a copy of the order convening this board, and a
letter of Major-General A. De Gorlo:ff; and informing the board of his readiness to furnish it with all information which it may desire and which may be in his possession.
(Filed. Indorsed No.3, and inclosures marked No.3 a to No.3 r, inclusive.)
A telegram was read from J. B. Moody, of Cincinnati, Ohio, asking permission to lay
before the board his plan for the construction of breech-loading cannon. (Filed. Indorsed No. 4.)
.
Dr. W. E. Woodbridge being present, explained his plan for the construction of cannon, and was invited to submit his plans in writiug.
WilHam W. Hubbell, being present, explained three plans for the construction of
hea.vy cannon. He submitted a. written explanation of his plans, which was filed.
(In<lorsed No.5.)
A letter from Treadwell Cleveland was read, submitting in behalf of Edward L.
Brown and himself a plan for the construction of heavy cannon. (Filed. Indorsed
No. 6, with inclosure No.6 a.)
E. B. Brown, of Rhode Island, appearetl before the board in person and exhibited
and explained a model for a. breech-loading gun and carriage. This design being
obviously applicable only to movable guns of small caliber, it was decided that it did
not come within the purview of the board.
The board then adjourned at 3 o'clock p. m. until 11 o'clock a. m. of the 11th
instant.
N:Ew YORK, July 11, 1872.
The board met, pursuant to adjournment, at 11 o'clock, all the members being
present.
A letter of Hermann Boker & Co., agents of the Bochum Mining and Manufacturing
Company, to MaJorS. Crispin, and submitted by Major S. Crispin to the board, was
read, stating that their agent in London bad been telegraphed to procure from B ..F.
Stevens, United States <1iRpatch agent, a set oj' English official publications relative
to ordnance material. (Filed. Indorsed No.7.)
A letter from Hermann Boker & Co. was submitted by Major S. Crispin, giving
information relating to the lining of cast-iron guns with steel tubes. (Filed. Indorsed
No. B.)
A. letter to the Chief of Ordnance, from W. H. H. Terrell, of the Post-Office Department, was read, askiug that the plan of his brother, John A. Terrell, be considered by
the uoard. (Filed. Indorsed No. 3 o.)
A document, with a model explanatory of Mr. Terrell's plan, was laid before the
board, an<.l ordered to be .filed. (Indorsed No. 9t.)
A copy of the specification of the patent of L . W. Wright, illustrated by drawings,
for the construction of heavy cannon, was read and filed. (Indorsed No. 11.)
A lett.er of William Field~, of Wilmington, Delaware, was read, explaining his plan
for the construction of projectiles and the use of a new gunpo\vcler. A model of his
projectile was also before the board. (Filed. Indorse<.l No.9.)
A telegram of H. J. Allen, of Arkadelphia, Arkansas, was read, calling attention to
his plan for the construction of cannon, and inquiring if his presence is necessary. A
letter of H. J. Allen to the Chief of Ordnance, explaining his plan, and transmitted by
the Chief of Onlnance by Doc. No. 3, 'vas read. The telegram was filed, (indorsed
No. 10,) and the recorder directed to telegraph to Mr. Allen that his plan was before
the board and his presence optional but not necessary. (Letter-hook No. 5t.)
(J!Jarlcs W. Moody, being present, explained to the board the plan ofhis father, John •
B. Moody, for constructing breech-loadiug cannon.
Norman Wiard being present, explained to the hoard the plans and views already
submitted by him, and was invited to submit further explanations.
John A. Terrell being present, explained his plan, and asked permission to withdraw
hi · document from the files, in order to conclem;e it, which was permitted.
L. W. Wright, of Brooklyn, New York, being present, explained his plan, wbich was
alrPafly l)efore the board.
•
Tl.te board here adjoumed until half past 10 o'clock of the 12th instant.
NEW YORK, July 12, 1872.
The boan1 met, pursuant to adjournment, at half-past 10 o'clock a. m., all the members being prescut.
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A letter wns read from Alex. T. Loyd, of Chicftgo, Illinois, asking for the consideration of his plan, a11d placed on file. (Indorsed No. 12.)
A letter from Williaw Fields, of Wilmington, Delaware, was read, notifying the
uoard tllftt a package containing models and other material had been sent. The
recorder was directed to acknowledge the receipt of the package. (Letter filed.
Indorsed No. 13.)
A letter from .James F. Hall was read, calling attention to the invention of James
A. Ball, of Cold Spring, New York, and requesting permission to la;y it before the
board. (Filed, and indorsed No. 14.)
A letter from Major J. G. Benton, commanding Springfield Armory, was read, in
reply to letter No.5, stating that no pieces of Dr. W. E. Woodbridge's gun were at
Springfield Armory. (Filed, indorsed No. 15.)
A Jetter from Charles W. Moody was read, further explaining the plan of his father,
John B. Moody, which plan is alreaf1y before the board. (FHed. Indorsed No. 16.)
A letter from Hermann Boker & Co. was read, stating. the ability of the Boclmm
:Mining and Manufacturing Company to furnish a 12-inch rifle within one year.
(Filed . Indorsed No. 17.)
A letter from Thomas Prosser & Son was read, giving information and references
respecting the Krupp guns. (Indorsed No. 18.)
Alban C. Stimers being present, informed the board of the Lyman 1\Iulticharge gnn,
and requested permission to lay before the board plans and other matter relating to it,
which was granted.
James F. Hall, in behalf of James A. Ball, being present, submitted a drawing of a
muzzle-loading gun anu a model of a breech-loading gun, and requested pcrmiBsion to
be hea1·d again, ·w hich was granted. (Models filed. Indorsed No. 23.) [Paper ancl
drawing subsequently withdrawn.]
Daniel Fitzgerald being present, explained his plan for constrncting guns, anc1 exbibitccl a model. He also submitted his letters-patent. His letter of July 11 was placed
(Ill file.
(Indorsc9. No. 19.)
Nat han Thompson beiug present, submitted a proposition to construct two guns,
·w hich ·was read and filed. (Indorsed No. 20.) He requested permission to be beard
t~gaiu, 'vbich was grantetl .
. The recorder was directed to write to the Cllief of Ordnance, asking that the Dcpartlll<'llt furnish informatiou respecting tlle Lyman Mnlticba.rgc gun, and a letter correctiug an error of letter No.6, in the name of John B. Moody.
Tlle board tllen adjourned till 10.30 a.m. of tho 13th instant.
Nmv YORK, Jnly 13, 1872.
The board assembled at 10.30 a. m., pursuant to adjournment, all the member·
heing present.
It was resolved that tlle Chief of Ordnance be requested to furnish tlle board with
iHformation giving the numbers and calibers of serviceable sea-coast guns on Laud,
hH.:luding those in service. Also that the Adjutan1.-General be l'C(lnested to obtain from
the Chid of Engineers information as to tho number and calibers of sea-coast gun::.
n·c1nircd to arm permanent positions, now completed, in process of construction. nncl
projected. Al~:>o that Yo]s. v, vi, ancl vii, of the "Minutes of the proceediugs of the Royal
Artillery Institntiou," now in the Library of Congress, be obtah1cd for the usc of the
hoard. AlHo that the Chief of Ordum1ce he I'cqnestPd to fumish drawings of the
~wedisb br ech-loading gun and Vavassenr muzzle-loading gnu.
Mr. John A. Terrell being preseut, explained the plan ~1lrcady snbmittedby him, and
rdnmed tlH' do<·nnwnt withdrawn by him on .July 11. (No . 21.)
The l>Oard then adjourned till12 m. Jnly 15.
NEW YoRK, July 15, 1872.
The hoard a sembled, pursuant to adjournment., at 12 m., all the members being
pn~sent.

The indorsement of tl1c Chief of Ordnance upon letter No.8 waB read, transmitting
the report on tlw trial of a steel cylin<l<'r, callPd for hy that letter. (Inc1orsell To. 2:!.)
A l<·tter from B. \Viler Dnnlop, of Tr<•nton, New Jersey, asking for information, wa::~
nacl and filed. (Indon;cd To. 24.) Therecorcler wasiustrnc::ted to reply. (Letter-book
~·o.

H.)

.\.paper from .James A. Ba1l wa. rc-acl, setting forth the merits an<l advantages of bL
(Vilcrl. Inclor eel 'o. 2:~.)
.Jamc.- A. Ball lwin~ pre. <-n1, C'xplainc·c1 at length t]J(' i<l(':tS involvcc1 in l1i~ invPntion
of' :t pro,iectile au<l of a hn·cc·lt-]oaclin~ eallllOll, lwth of which were alr•acly before the
hoard. li e was n·clncstc~cl to p11t hi~ Yi<:w: anrl explanatious in "-riti11g, and for tl.Jat
pnrpo,.,: wa!') allowed to withclraw lli!-i paper, 4·o. '2:J, for fnrJ,her elncidation .
• '1 h.~".n~C'onlc·r wa. in:tnH:tP<11o "Titc· to \Y. E. \\~ooclhriclge ~lllcl to Norman \Vi anl.
ltlljllll'lllg wll!'n the·;\· would lw n:acly to lH•·.euL their additioual cxplauation. to tlu•
projc~etilc:.

bo, rd.

(J~!·ttf·r-lH,ok ~ ·o~ .

Vi allll Hi.)

Th • boarcl theH acljonru .. cl to 10.:10 a.

111.

of the lfitb instant.
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NEw YonK, Ju.ly 16, 1872.
The board assembled at 10.30 a. m ., pursuant to adjournment, all the members
being })resent.
.
.
The indorsements of the AdJutant-General and the Ch1ef of Ordnance upon the letters
of D. K. Swisher, of Union City, Indiana, were read. The letters themselves were also
read, and the recorder instructed to inform Mr. Swisher that his plan being for small
guns alone, did not come within the purview of the board. (Filed and indorsed No.
:!5. Letter-book No. 21.)
It was decided to request the Chief of Ordnance to furnish the board with the records
of firing, &c., of 12-incb and 8-inch Hodmauri:fles. (Letter-book No. 17.)
Tile recorder was im;tructecl to write to Messrs. Cooper&. Hewitt, asking for information respecting the cost of manufacturing· steel wire of three-tenths inch square
gange, in large quantities, and whether any experiments had been made by them to
ascertain bow its properties were affected by the prolonged action of heat. (Letterhook No. 18.)
A letter of Alexander T. Loyd, of Chicago, Illinois, was read, transmitting a paper
explaining a new project.ile. Tho paper was also reacl. (Filed. Indorsed No. 2f>.)
A letter from W . \V. Hnbboll, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, was read, transmitting
a further plan and copies of his letters-patent; also explaining their operation. (Filed.
Iudorscd No. 27.)
Norman ·wiard's brochure, containing a printed letter to the Secretary of the Navy
and other matters, was read in full and discnssed. (Doc. No. 2, b.)
The board then adjourned to 10.30 a. m. of the 17th instant.
NEw Y01m:, Jnly 17, 1872.
The board assembled at 10.30 a.m., pursuant to adjournment, all the members being
present.
A letter from Jacob Reese, of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, was read, submitting a plan
for constructing a gun with a tube from crucible steel and a body of Bessemer steel or
gun-metal, (cast iron.) (Filed. In11orsed No. 28.)
.
.
The recorder was instructed to write to Mr. Reese, and inquire whether be can construct with a core of cast steel anc1 a jacket of Bessemer steel, in the manner he proposes in his letter of Jnne 6, a rifle of 12-inch bore, weighing 50,000 to 70,000 pounds,
throwing a projectile of not less than 600 pounds, with a charge of 80 pounds of powder, and, if so, that he prepare the speciii.cations for such rifle, with data as to cost,
and present the same to the board as soon as practicable. (Letter-book No. 22.)
Alonzo Hitchcock being present, explained his proposed method of constructing heavy
cannon of Bessemer steel or wrought iron, and submitted drawings and documents,
which he subsequently withdrew for the purpose of putting them into more systema.tic
form. His letter of transmittal was filed. (Indorsed No. :30.)
Henry DnreJl being present, explained his plan for constructing cannon, and exhibited models. His memorandum was filed. (Indorsed No. 29.)
A letter from Clifford Anick was read, offering for trial a wrought-iron 6.4-inch
gun, with a steel core, and asking permission to lay before the board his plan for shotting guns of every caliber. (Filed. Indorsed No. 31.)
The recorder was instructed to inform Mr. Arrick that the board does not rega.r rl a
6.4-inch gun as classifiable with heavy rifled cannon, within tbe meaning of General
Orders No. 57, and therefore his proposition respecting three 6.4-inch rifles does not
come witbin the pmvieV\' of the board; if, however, he bas any plaus to submit
for the construction of similar guns of ten and twelve inches caliber, the board
would be pleased to receive them, with estimate of costs and any other information be may be able to give concerning them, and this as soon as practicable; that the
subject of projectncs JW' .se does not properly come before the board, but only as an
essential feature of some system of gun-construction. (Letter-book No. 24.)
The indorsement of the Chief of Ordnance upon letter No. 12 was read, giving tbe
information callcu for lJy that letter as to the numbers and calibers of sea-coast guns
on band; also tTausmitting drawiugs of the twenty-four centimeter breech-loading
Swedish gun and the Vavasseur steel gun. (Filed. Indorsed No. 32.)
The letter of A. vV. Kercheval, of Romney, West Virginia, to the At1jntant-General,
"·ar, read, referring to provions communications from him explaining his section battery. (Filed. ludorsed No. 33.)
Tbe letters of A. W. Kercheval, of February 2 anu 21, 1872, transmitted by the Chief
of Ordnance, were read, and the recorder was instructed to inform :arr. Kercheval that
the plan proposed by him, being for small cannon, diu not come within the purview of
the board. (Letter-book No. 23.)
A letter from Charles Alger, of Frostbnrgb, Maryland, to the Secretary of War, was
read., asking for the consideration of his plan for a breech-loading gun ; also a copy of
,lie report of Ca}ltain S. V. BenC:.t to General .J. W. llipley, Chief of Ordnance, upon
the trial of :\Ir. Alger's gnu in 18fH. (Filed. Indorsed .No . :H.)
Tl.le board here adjourned to 10.:30 a.m. of the 18th instant.
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The board assembled at 10.30 a. m., pursuant to adjournment, all the members being
present.
The recorder was directed to write to Mr. Charles Alger, of Frost burgh, :Maryland, inquiring if be can make a twelve-inch rifle, on the plan proposed by him, and, if so,
requesting him to submit plans, with estimate of cost. (Letter-book No. 27.)
The following resolution was submitted by Lieutenant C. E. Dutton:
Rcsolvccl, That the board proceed to determine what calibers and natures of guns
come within the meaning of the order convening the board. It was moved and carried that the resolution be laid upon the table.
AYES--Colonel Whiteley, Colonel Getty, Lieutenant-Colonel Wright, LieutenantColonel Laidley, and Major Seymour-5.
NoEs-Major Crispin and Lieutenant Dutton-2.
The following resolution was offered by Lieutenant Dutton.
Resolved, That the board will not recommend for trial any gun which is constructed
on a plan which does not offer reasonable ground for the belief in the probability
that the same mode of construction is applicable to the construction of a twelve-inch
rifle. It was moved and carried to lay the resolution on the tabl~.
AYES-Colonel Whiteley, Colonel Getty, Lieutenant-Colonel Wright, LieutenantColonel Laidley, and Major Seymour-5.
NoEs-Major Crispin and Lieutenant Duttou-2.
A letter of the Chief of Ordnance was reacl, transmitting information respecting 8inch and 12-inch Rodman rifles. (Filed. Indorsed No. 36.)
Na,tban Thompson having appointed to confer with the board on this day, Mr. Jennings appeared in his behalf, and read a letter from Mr. Thompson, explaining that he
was prevented from fulfilling the appointment by reason of illness in his family. It
was decided to hear Mr. Thompson on the 22d instant.
A letter from W. E. Woodbridge was read, stating that he would prepare and submit to the board immediately an account of his method of gun-construction. (Filed.
Indorsed No. :~5.)
A letter from Lieutenant 0. E. Michaelis was read, offering for consideration the
French and Swedish method of constructing guns, and data respecting those guns.
(Filed . Indorsed No. 37.)
The documents transmitted by the Chief of Ordnance, relating toW. E. Woollbriclge's
gnu, were read. (Filed. Indorsed No. 38.)
W. E. Woodbridge· being present, gave information respecting his plan.
.
The report of the trial of the Lyman multicharge gnu, forwarded by the Chief of
Ordnance, was read and £led. (Indorsed No. 39.)
It was decided to request the Chief of Ordnance to forward report of the trial of Dr.
Woodbrillge's gun at Springfield Armory, in the year 1866. (Letter-book No. 25.)
The board then adjourned till10.30 a. m. of the 19th instant.
•
NEw Yomc, Jnly 19, 1 72.
The boarc1 met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10.30 a.m., all tho members being present.
A letter to the 8ecretary of \Var from E. R. McCabe, of Leighton, Mahaska County,
Iowa, was read, asking for information as to the proper course to be pursued in order
to hring his invention before the board. (Filed. Iudorsed No. 40.)
The recorder was directed to ·write to E. R. McCabe, informing him of the answer of
the board. (Letter-book, No.2 .)
.
A letter of James II. Tolman, of Saint Louis, Missouri, in behalf of Horace E. Dunic:k, to the Adjutant-General, was read, transmitting a printed expression of the view.
of ~fr. Dimick on the. nhj ect of projectiles. (Filed. Indorsed No. 41.)
It was decided by the board. to inform Mr. Dimick that the powers of the board,
convenecl under General Orders l o. 57, are confined to action in the selection of moclels
for heavy cannon, aucl if ho has any plans and specifications to snbmit of gnn-con~trnction, involving any special principles he wishes to advocate, if he will forward
tltem, that they will receive consideration at the hands of the board. (Letter-book
_·o. 29.)
Alban . • timers was pre cut before the 1ward, and submitted a communication and
clrawiug explanatory of the Lyman multicharge gmt. (Filed. Indorsed No. 4~.) .
The doC'ument · referred to by the letter of the Chief of Ordnance (No. 36) hannl-{
anivecl, wcw laid hefor tltc hoard and filed.
A 1 'ttl'r from\ . E. Woodl>ri<lgo, further explaining hi plan, was read an!l filed.

( lnclor. Nl ,·o. 4:~.)
. ~fiJC.: l~Jtt<·r of John A. Tm;rr.ll, P.xplaining lti viPws at great length on the au:f'" of
1atlnrc lll gnn , ancl def1~tHhng tlw plau 11pon wlticb Le propo.-es to build rrun.~, wa.
ta~~·n up anrl rc·arl. _(.·o. :J i.j_, atHlu, aucl ~~o. 21.)
co
lb1 ~ hoard tllcu a<lJottrttt:<l ttlll-2 n1. of tlte ~:!d iJJstant.
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NEW YORK, ,July 22, 1872.
'l'be board met, pursuant to adjournment, at 12m., all the members being present.
Two letters were read from Messrs. Cooper, Hewitt & Co., in reply to letter No. 18
from the board. (Filed. Indorsed4Nos. 45 and 46.)
A letter was read from L. S. Parker, of Lockport, Illinois, to the Adjutant-General,
askitw information as to the course to be pursued in order to bring his patent before
the b~arcl. Referred by the Adjutant-General to the Chief of Ordnance, and by the
latter to the board, with the statement that the writer had been requested to send his
papers to the Loard. (Filed. Indorsed No. 47.)
A letter was read from the Chief of Ordnance, transmitting the report of Lieutenant
Colonel Laidley, of experiments upon a small Woodbridge gun. (Filed. Indorsed No.
44.)
T'vo letters from T. W. Clark, of Wausau, Wisconsin, were read, one addressed to
the president of the board, the other to the recorder, and both having the same purport. They coutained a description of a breech-loading cannon invented by him, but
were unaccornpanietl either by a model or drawing.
The recorder was directed to acknowledge the receipt of these letters, which were
filed. (Indorsed No. 48. Letter-book No. 30.)
Mr. Nathan Thompson being present, submitted to the board five models of breechloading cannon and drawings of the same. (Filed. Indorsed No. 49. Models marked
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.) Mr. Thompson further explained the history and details of his
inventions.
The board then arljourned to 10.30 a. m. of the 23d instant.
NEW YORK, July 23, 1872.
The board met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10.30 a.m., all the members being present.
A letter from Jacob Reese, of Pittsburgh, PennsylYania, was read, in reply to letter
No. 22, stating his inaiJility to construct a 12-inch gun with a body of Bessemer steel,
there being no plant in the country adequate to the casting, and suggesting the construction of a 3-inch or 4t-inch gun; also offering to submit plans for a suitable plant
for large guns. (Filed. Indorsed No. 51.)
The recorder was directed to inform MI'. Reese that the trial of a 3-inch or 4t-inch
gnu would not be satisfactory, as it would not be decisive of the success of such he'avy
rifles (10-inch or 12-inch) as come wi'thiu the action of the board; but the board would
be pleased to recei ''e specifications for a 9-inch rifle, preparatory to the construction of
a 10-inch and12-inch rifle, aud that for both of these (10-inch and 12-inch guns) specifications are invited, with estimates, in each case, of cost, &c., of the :first gun, aml
subsequently for guns for service. (Letter filed. Indorsed No. 51.)
A letter from H. F. Mann, of Pittsuurgh, Pennsylvania, was read, asking the board
to name a day wben he could be heard.
The recorder was directed to reply that his appearance is optional with bimself,
but that, if be chooses, the board will be pleased to hear him as soon as practicable.
(Letter filed. Indorsed No. 50. Letter-book No. 32.)
Edwin Gomez being present, snlHnitted to the board a sample of a new gunpowder
and also his p~Ltent, No. 99,079, January 25, 1870, for a new cartridge, and explained its
manufacture ancl operation.
.
A letter from W. E. ·woodbridge was read, explaining the reason for delay in transmitting e~timates of cost of building his gun. (Filed. Indorseu No. 54.)
A letter from Hermann Boker & Co. to Major Crispin, was read, transmitting a Jetter
from the Bocbum Company, and stating their ability to construct a 12-inch muzzleloading gun, and their inability to construct a 12-inch breech-loading gnu. A dmwing
of a 12-inch muzzle-loading gun was inclosed. (Filed. Indorsed No.5~ . )
A letter from Hermann Boker & Co. to Major Crispin, transmitting drawings and
Yarious information respecting the guns constructed by J. Vavassenr, of London, England, was read, ar;,d the documents placed on file. (Indorsed No. 52.)
A copy of the work of Captain F. S. Stoney, R. A., on tbe constrnction and manufacture of rifled ordnance in the British service, was submitted by Major Crispin, and
placed on file. (No. 55i.) Also a copy of the report (English) of the ordnance select
committee on coiletl wrongbt-iron inner tuues for ordnance. (Filed. Indorsed No. 55.)
The board then proceeded to cousi<ler the plan of John B. Moody, (No. 16,) of Cincinnati, Ohio, and to take :final action tilereon.
After a review of this plan and the documents relating to it, the following I'esolntion
was unanimously adopted:
Resolved, That the breech-closing arrangement presented by John B. Moody, of Cincinnati, Ohio, does not possess sufficient merit to warrant the hoard in recommending it
for trial, with a view to its application to heavy ordnance.
The board then proceeded to iinal cousiderution al)(l action upon the plans of William
'Yheeler Hubbell, of Philadelplli~, Pennsylv~uia. (Nos. :3, 7c 5, and 27.)
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The following resolution was passed unanimously:
Resolved, That the board does not recommend for experiments and tests, with a view
to adoption for heavy ordnance, tlle mode of cou8Lruction for a 12-inch rifle presented
hy 'Villiam Hubbell, of Philauelphia, Pennsylvaeia, and marked A in his written
description.
Actron upon Mr. Hubbell's plan marked B was postponed for further consideration,
ancl the board proceeded to consider his plan C.
The following resolution was passed unanimously:
Re.sol1•ecl, That the breech-closing arrangement presented by William Wheeler Hullbell, ca1led plan C in his written description, does not possess sufficient merit to warrant the board in recommending it for trial, with a view to its application to heavy
ordnance.
A communication was read from Edward L. Brown, of New York City, calling attention to his patent for casting iron upon wrought-iron. (Filed. Indorsed No. 57.)
The board then adjourned to 10.30 a. ru. of the 24th instant.
NEW YORK, July 24, 1872.
The board met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10.30 a. m., all the members being
present.
·
·
Three letters from C. Ga.gstatter, of Saint Louis, Missouri, transmitted by the Chief
of Ordnance, giving views upon gunpowder and projectiles, and mentioning an invention of a caunon, were read.
The recorder was directed to acknowledge the receipt of these ]etters, aucl to invite
him to submit his plans. (Letters filed. Indorsed No. 56. Letter-book No. 45.)
The board then proceeded to a consideration and final action upon the plan (file No.
21) proposed by John A. Terrell, of Bloomfield, Kentucky.
·
The following resolution was oifered by Lieutenant-Colonel Laidley:
Be~>oll·ed, That the bo~trd cannot assent to the arguments Oll which Mr. John A. TerJ·ell, of J3loomfiel(1, Kentucky, bases his theory of making guns, and does not recommend ltis plan for experiments and tests for heavy ordnance.
Lieutenant-Colonel Wright moved the following amendment, viz, to strike out all
after the '\Yor<l "resolved," and to snbstitnte the following: "That tlle boa,nl does not
recomlllend for experiments and tests, with a view to adoption for heavy orduance, the
moll· of construction for guns of large caliber presented by Mr. John A. Terrell, of
Bloomfi lcl, Kentucky.''
The [llncndment of Lieutena,ut-Colonel Wright was passed.
An;s-Colonel Whiteley, Colonel Getty, Lieutenant-Colonel 'Vright, Major Seymour,
and Major Crispin-5.
NOEI:i-Lieutena,nt-Colonel Laidley and Lieutenant Dnttou-2.
The resolution as amended was then passed unauimonsly.
The following resolution was also passed unanimously:
Rc8olvccl, Tlutt the board does not recommend tor experiment:; and tests the breechJ,>ad.iug arrangement presented by Mr. John A. Terrell, of Bloomfield, Kentncky, fur
!teavy ordnance.
Tlw plan (No.3 land No. 11) of L. W. Wright, of Brooklyn, :rew York, was taken
up for eon<;idemtion, but final action was postponed.
A lC'tter from H. J. Allen, of Arlmdelpltia, Arkausas, was rea.cl, transmitting a dra\Yiug of his gnn. (F iled. Inclorseu No. f>8.)
Tlte hoard then proceeded to consider and take final action npon the plans (file To. ~1)
of \Villi;un Fields, of Wilmington, Delaware.
Tlw following retiolutions were passed nuanimonsly:
Rc8olrerl, That the "improvem<'nt in hattery-guns" inYented by Dr. \Villi am Ficl<l~,
of \Villllington, Delaware, being iuapplicable to gnu. of hC'avy calibEir, does not pmperly come within the action of tbis board.
ReNolred, That the projectiles antl mo<le of makiug powder snbmittetl hy Dr. 'Villiam
Field~, of \Vilmington, Delaware, arc not properly subjects of consideration hy this
hoard.
Tlw plan (file No. 3 m ancl 1T0. fiB) of H. J. Allen, of Arkadelphia, Arkansas, wa
th(·n taJ:Pn up fin· tonsi<lcration aud final aetiou.
Tlw following rc:;olution was passed nnanimo1tsly:
I:t·wJlrcrl, Thattlte urccch-clo iug arrangement an<l mode of gnn-coustrnction presentPrl
h.\· H . .J. All~:n, of Arka1lelphia, .\.rkan:a., do not posse!:!. snl1icient merit to warrant tlw
hoanl in l'I'Collltuf~!Hling them for trial with a view to their application to he;n·~·
Ol'lh!lllll 'l' .

Tim plan.'> (file Xo. 26) of Alexaud()r T. Loy<l, of Chicago, Illinois, were then i:tkcn np
f •r fiual (:on irl1•ration aJHl ac:twn.
'J h1: f'ollowin~ n•:olntion was pn . ·c: r1 nnanimonsly:
f:t•·u/1' tl, 'I hat the hoard do(·s 11ot n:l:ollllll('IHl for eXJWl'illl<'lltH ancl tests tiH· plan~
ulnuittt•'l h~· :-.Jr . .AiexaurlPr T. Lo,rrl, of Chicago, Illinois, for con. tructing hea,·y
Ol'',lnnnc ·anti pro,jl·r:ti)(• .
I hl· buaJ1l tlu.'u :uljonm(·c1 tcJ Jo.:m a. 111. of the 2Gtll instant.
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NEW Yomi:, Jnly 25, 1872.
The board assembled, pur. uant to adjournment, at 10.30 a.m., all the members being
present.
A telegram was read from H. J. A11en, of Arkaclelpllia, Arkansas, ipquiring if his
presence is necessary. (Filed. Indorsed No. 59.)
The recorder was instrncted to reply by telegraph in the negative. (Letter-book,
No.3:{_)
A letter from James P. Ha,lJ, attorney for James A. Ball, was read, with a description, accompanied by a drawing, explaining the projectile and breech-loading cannon
already submitted by him. (Filed. Indorsed No. 61.)
A letter from Thomas Prosser & Son, of New York City, to 1\Iajor Crispin, ancl submitted by Major Crispin, was read, conveying the offer of Prederick Krupp, of Essen,
Prnssia, to supply a 9-inch or 11-inch breech-loading rifle and projectiles, without expense to the Government, subject to certain conditions; also, a price-list of the Krupp
gnus. (Filed. Indorsed No. 60.)
The board then proceeded to a discussion of the Lyman mnlticharge gnn, which
was postponed in order to enable Eel wat'd L. Brown to explain to the board his invention for casting cast-iron upon wrought-iron.
W. E. Woodbridge, being present, submitted estimates of the cost of making 8-inch
and 12-inch ri:lles~ which were filed, (indorsed No. 62.) He also explained further
several points connected with his plan for constructing cannon.
Alb~u C. Stimers, being present in behalf of the Lyma,n mnlticharge gun, gave the
board further information respecting that cannon.
The fmther consideration of the Lyman multicharge gun was postponed.
The following resolution was passed unanimously :
Re.solred, Tllat the board does not recommend for experiments and tests the plan
(file No. 19) proposed by Daniel Fitzgerald, of New York City, for constructing heavy
ordnance.
The proposition (:file No. 25) of D. K. Swisher, of Union City, Indiana, was then taken
up.
rfhe following resolution WaR pasSe(l unanimously:
Re.solted, That the proposii,ion of D. K. Swisher, of Union City, Indiana, does not
come within the purview of the board, not being applicable to hea.vy ordnance.
Charles Alger, of Frostbnrgh, Maryland, being present, gave the board furtller information respecting his plan, and submitted a model of his breecll-loading cannon.
(Filed, No. 63.)
Tile l.JOard then adjourned to 10.30 a. m. of the 26th instant.
NEw YoRK, ,July 26, 1872.
The board met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10.30 a. m., all the members being
present.
The plans (No. 29) of Hcmy Durell, of Morrisania, New York, were taken up and
the following resolution was passed unanimously:
Rcsolted, Tbat the board does not recommend for experiments and tests tlle plans
proposed by Henry Durell, of Morrisauia, New York, for heavy ordnance.
Tile plan (No.3 g and h and No. 33) of A. W. Kercheval, of Romney, West Virginia, was then taken up, and the follo'l\7 ing resolution was passed unanimously:
Re8olted, That the board does not recommend for experiments and tests the plan of
a section battery proposed by A. W. Kercheval, of Romney, West Virginia, it not being
applicable to heavy ordnance.
The plan (No. 48) ofT. W. Clark, of Wausau, Wisconsin, was then taken up, and the
following resolution was passed unanimously:
ReRolved, That the board does uot recommend for experiments and tests the plan proposed by T. W. Clark, of ·wausau, Wisconsin, for Lreecll-loading caunon.
The communication of Edwin Gomez ·was then taken up, and the follo'lving resolution was pnssednnauimously:
Be8olved, That the communication of Edwin Gomez, having reference to po'lvder and
projec:tilt>s, does not come within the action of the board.
Alhan C. Stimers, being present, gave further explanations of the Lyman mnlticl1:1rge gnn, and submitted a communication respecting the dimensions and cost of
tl.JP gnn. (Piled. Indorsed No. 64.)
Printed documents were submitted by Daniel Fitzgerald aml Alonzo Hitchcock,
w!Jic·h were filed, (indorsed Nos. 65 and 651.)
H. F. Mann, being present, explained llis methocl of constructing guns, and promised
to submit a written descri11tio11 aud a model on the 30th insta,nt.
Daniel Fi1zgera1d, being present, explained to the board llis plan for a submerged
cannon, cxlJihiting a moclel.
The following n~solution \vas passed unanimously:
Resolwl, That the uoard a<ljouru until Augnst 7, 12 ru., in order to giYe time to such
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persons as have signified their intentions to submit further matter to complete the
same, and that they be informed tha.t they are expected to lay before the uoarcl such
additional information on or before that date.
NEW YORK, August 7, 1872.
The board met, pursuant to adjournment, at 12m., all the members being present.
Two letters from Lieutenant J. G. Butler, of Ordnance, were read, transwitti11g a
document explaining his ·dews on rifling and projectiles, with drawings. (Filed.
Indorsed .Nos. 67 and 68.)
A letter from H. F. Mann was read, containing a proposition to construct a 12-inch
breech-loading rifle. (Filed. Indorsed No. 66.) A model of his gun was also received,
(No. 66.)
A letter from Thomas Prosser & Son, in behalf of Fried. Krupp, was submitted, containing a statement of the views and wishes of Mr. Krupp in furnishing a trial gun.
(Filed. Indorsed No. 69.)
.
J. H. Cogill, being present in uehalf of E. W. Dunlop, submitted a paper explaining
the plan of the latter for constructing a breech-loading cannon and projectiles. (Filed.
Indorsed No. 70.)
A let ter of E. R. McCabe, of Leighton, Iowa, to the Secretary of War, ancl transmitted to the board by the Chief of Ordnance, was read, urging the consideration of
his proposition to use gun-cotton. (Filtd. Indorsed No. 73.)
A letter of E. R. McCabe to the board, explaining his plan for the. construction of a
breech-loading gun, using gun-eotton, was reacl. (Filed. Indorsed No.7~.) Also,
another letter transmitting his letters-patent of a breech-loading gun. (Filed. Indorsed No. a.) A model in wood was also received and placed on file; (No. 72.)
The followiug resolution was adopted unanimously:
Resolred, That tue board does not recommend for experiments and tests the plan presented by E. H. McCabe, of Leighton, Iowa, for a breech-loading cannon.
Natbau Thompson, being present, gave furth er argument in favor of his system
of brcech-loa<liug gnus. A printed circular, presented by Mr. Thompson, setting forth
the advantages of his syHtem, ·was also receive<l. (Filed. Indorsed No. 78.)
Daniel F itzgerald, being present, <.liscussed further his proposed method of utilizing
water iu rest mining tbe force of powder in cannon.
A letter of U. W. Stafford, of New York, was read, asking if his plans would be conidere<.li.Jy tlw board. (Filed. Indorsed No. 74.)
Tbe recorder "as instructed to inform Mr. Stafford that his propositions would be
ousiclered, if forwarded immediately. (Letter-book No. 44.)
A letter fro1n L. S. Parker, of Lockport, Illinois, was read, transmitting letters-patent of a hn·cch-loading gnu, which he desired to lay before the board. (Filed. Indorsed No. 75.)
The fi.1llowing resolution was passed unanimously:
Resolrt(Z, Tbat the board does not recommend for experiments and tests the plan of
a brcech-loadiug gnu submitted by L. S. Parker, of Lockvort, Illinois, as described in
letters-patent 'o. 74,557, granted to Lucius l\1. Lull and James T. Starr.
A Jetter from E. Wiler Dunlop was rca<l, stating that he had been unable to prepare
aud anang·c, his drawiugs, &c., of a projectile for the action of the boa,rd. (:Filed. IndOl·sed :Ko. 70.)
A letter ·w as n·ad from C. Gagstatter, of Saint Louis, Missouri, referring to a breechloadiug cannon inveute<l uy him. (Filed. ludorse<l No. 77.)
The n:conler wa instructed to \Vl'ite to Mr. Gag ·tatter, inviting him to lay his drawings and descriptiOns hefore the hoard. (Letter-hook No. 45.)
.
A letter from C.:liffonl Arrick was read, having reference to his projectiles and tb'e1r
effects npon riilNl canuou . (Filed. Inclorsed ro. 76.)
The board theu adjourned to 10.30 a. m. of the ~th instant.

NEw YonK, ..d.ufJu8l8, 1872.

The 1Joard met, pur:nant to adjournment, at 10.30 a. m., all the meml>Crs being
cut.

pres~

A ldh•r frmn, ' . L. C.:ntl r, of, an Francisco, California, to the Secretar.v of \Var, wa
l'C'acl. trawmdttiug a C•!p~· of the 'an Francisco S<·iPntific Pres., conLaining:w acconut
of the hn·t·c·h-lo:t<ling cannon invented hy .A. 1•'. Potter, of Oaklau<l, Ualifonlia. The
lcttPr a'kt·tl fm·:~ cou:-.idcratiou by tlw hoard of this gun. (Filed. ludor:,e<l .~:To . 0.)
The· following n :solntion was adopted nuauimously:
J:c.vJlral, Tl1at the boarcl does uot rc•cmunH:ncl for expcrinwuts ancl tcsh; the hrecchJoarlin~ gun nnlJ mitt ·d IJy amul'l L. C.:utlcr in l!cbalf of A. F. Polter, of Oaldand,
Califorltia.

A ll'tteJ· from .Jar·oh }{pc•sc•, of Pitt ·lmrgh, Pennsylvania, wa rC'a<l, Rtating hi rear1iw·s.· to r:ontr;~r·l li n· a 1~-iur·h rifl" of He. sr,mer ~-;tet!l. with a tnhe oi c-nwible _,f peJ, nud
hi. iutl'ntiou to. t'llfl. JH •r· inH·ns of nw1al a1JC1 a partial ~.tiUJ:ttc of the cot;t of makin."
tL · l'lOpo. t:d g11u. (Ftlt-tl, iuclor. ed ..:o. 'iU.)
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The paper of Lieutenant J. G. Butler, United States Ordnance Corps, (No. 68,) was
then taken up and reacl.
The Lyman multicbarge guu was then discussed, and the following resolution
was•passed unanimously:
Resolved, That inasmuch as a 6-inch Lyman mnlticharge gun is now constructed
and really for experimental firing at Reading, Pennsylvania, and the improvement
claimed is for the purpose of giving greatly increased initial velocities, without corresponding increase of pressures, the board recommends, if the proprietor consents, that
said gun be snbjected to snch trial as may be nece~sar_Y, to tes~ the principle.s of its
conRtructi.on, and that the cost of the powder and proJectiles used m such expenments,
with all the expenses attending the test, but not the cost of the gnn, be borne by the
United States.
The board then proceeded to a discussion of the plan of Norman Wiard, and the
following resolntion was unanimously adopted:
Resol-ved, In conshleration of the fact that the system proposed by Norman Wiard, of
cast-iron guns of heavy caliber, in which a special system of projectiles and 1ifling
is designed, with a view to obtaining a combination gun possessing the qualities of
both a smooth-bore aud rifle, is to be tested nuder the direction of tLe Secretary of the
Navy, under the act of May 28, 1872, the board doef.l not recommend his proposed
12-inch l'i:fted gun, involving the same principles as the gun referred to above, for
experiments and tests under the provisions of the act of Congress approved Jnne 6,
1872.
The plan of Dr. W. E. Woodbridge was then taken up and discussed, and the following resolution was pa-ssed unadmously:
Resolved, That the board recommends the plan of constructing heavy ordnance proposed by Dr. W. E. Woodbridge, of Little Falls, New York, as one of the systems for
experiments and tests nnder the provisions of the act of June 6, 1872, and that the
gun be fabricated according to designs and specifications approved by the War Department.
The system of. Frederick Krupp was then taken up, and the following resolution
was passed unammously:
Resolved, That the board recommends that a Krupp 12-inch breech-loading steel
rifled gnu be procured for experiments and tests under the provisions of the aet of
June 6, 1Fl72, both as a representative of a breech-loading system and one of gnnconstrn ction.
TLe bo:::trd then adjourned to 10.30 a. m. of the 9th instant.
NEW YonK, Augu8t 9, 1872.
The board met, pursuant to adjoumment, at 10.30 a. m., all the members being
present.
A letter from the Adjutant-General, in reply to letter from the board (No. 13) of July
13, was read, giving the desired information respecting the number of sea-coast guns
required and notifying the board of the forwarding of vols. v, vi, aml vii o£ Proceedings of the Royal United Service Institution. (Filed. Indorsed No. 81.)
A letter from the Chief of Ordnance was read, transmitting extmcts copied from
the reports of Captains .Simpson and Marvin, of the Navy, upou Enropean ordnance.
The extracts were read m part. (Documeuts filed. Indorsed No. 82.)
A letter from Charles Alger, of Frostburgh, Maryland, was read, stating his desire to
construct a 12-ineh rifle on his plan. (Filed. Indorsed No. 83.)
The following resolntion was offered by Lientenaut-Colonel Laidley, bnt was laid
upon tl1e tahle fur the present:
·
Resol1·ed, That the board recommends the plan of con.strncting heavy cannon patented
lJy Mr. Alonzo Hitchcock, of New York City, a,s one of the systems selected for experimeuts and tests under the act of Jnne 6, 1872, the gun to be fabricated acc()rding to
drawings and specifications approved by tbe vVar Department.
The board then adjourned to 12 m. of the 12th instant.
NEW Yomi , August 121 1872.
The boarcl met, pursuant to a(ljournment, at 12m., aU the members heing present.
A letter from E. R. McCabe, of Leighton, Iow<~, was rea,d, conveying further information respecting his breech-loading canon. (.Filed. Indorsed No. 85.)
A letter of Jacob Reese, of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, was read, stating the 'terms
upon which he Vi'Ould be williug to ma.ke a gun according to his plau. (Filed. Indorsed No. 84.)
A letter from C. W. Stafford, of New York City, respecting the use of a process for
strengthening ca t iron, ,yas read. (Filed. Iuclorsed o. 8(5.)
The rea<liug of the extracts from the dispntches of Captains Simpson and Marvin
was continued.
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Two letters ftom Alex. T. Loyd, of Chicago, Illinois, proposing modifications in the
cartridges for cannon, were read. (Filed. Iudorsed No . 87.)
The plan of Alonzo Hitchcock (No. 30) was then taken up and discussed, and it wa~
decided to ask Mr. Hitchcock to fnrnish the board, as soon as possible, with estimates
of the·probable cost of the plant for his special method of gnu-construction; also, as
to the cost of a 12-incb rifle, constructed on his plan, and accompanied by such further
iuformation regarding the details of his method as he may b e able to furnish .
The proposition of C. W. Stafford, (No. 86,) of New York City, was ta,ken up, and the
following resolution was adopted unanimously:
Resolved, That the board does not recommend for experiments and tests the gun propo_;;ed by C. W. Stafford, of New York City.
The board then proceeded to consider the plan proposed by William \Vheeler Hubbell, (No. 27,) of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and designated by him plan B.
The following resolution was adopted unanimously:
Resolved, That the board does not recommend for experiments an<l tests, with a ·dew
to adoption for heavy ordnance, the mode of construction for a 12-inch rifle preseute<l
by William Wheeler Hubbell, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvauia, and marked B ill hi:i
written description.
The board then adjourned to 10.30 a. m. of the 13th i nstant.
NEW Yo me, August 13, 1872.
The board met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10.30 a. m., all the mcm bers being present.
The board proceeded to final action upon the plan proposed by E. Wiler Duulop, (No.
70.)
The following resolution was adopted unanimously:
Resol1,ecl, Th~Lt the board does not recommend for experiments and tests the guu and
projectile proposed by E. Wiler Dunlop, of Trenton, New Jersey.
A letter from Rear-Admiral A. Ludlow Case, chief of na\Tal Bureau of Ordnance, and
transmitted by the Chief of Ordnance, was read. The letter was accompanied by a
re1wrt of Captain W. N. Jeffers of a trial of J. B. Moody's breech-loading gnu. (Filed.
Indorsed No. 88.)
The board tben proceeded to :final action on the plans presented by James A. Ball,
(Nos. 23 and 61.)
The following resolution was adopted unanimously:
Resohed, Tbat the board does not r ecommend for experiment.s ancl tests tho breechloading gun proposed by James A. Bali, of Cold Spring, New York, nor his system of
projectile~:>.

The uoard then proceeded. to discuss the proposition of H. F. Mann, (Nos. 1 and 66,)
of Pitts1mrgh, Pennsylvania. It was decided to request the Chief of Ordnance to forward the reports of the t1·ial of Mann's 8-inch breech-loading gun, and further cliscm;siou was postponed.
The plan of Edward L. Brown, (Nos. 3 j, 6, and 57,) presented by his attorney, Trea<~
'vell Clevelaud, was then taken up, and the following resolution was passed unammous1y:
Resolt:ed, That the boanl does not recommend for experiments and tests the method
of gnu-construction presented by Treadwell ClevelancJ, in behalf of Edward L. Brown,
of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
The plan of Lemuel W. ·wright, (No. 3 land No. 11,) of Brooklyn, New York, wa ·
then taken np and discnsse.d. It was decided to iuqui1·e of Mr. Wrio·ht concemiug the
cost of eoustrnctiug his proposed gu11.
""
The propol'lition of the Bochum Miniug and Mannfactnring Company, (Nos. aml
G:3,) ~mbruittccl throngh Hermann Boker & Co., of New York, was taken up, aud the following- rcsolntion wal-l pa:sed nua,uimonsly:
RomlrNl, In view of the fact that a, Krnpp breech-loader has been selected ns one ot'
the moc1cl<> for experilliC'uts and tests nncler t.ho provisions of the act of Cougre ·s appron<l .June G, ld72, the hoard does not recommend for trial the ca:t-stcel muzzleloader of illlilar conf>tructiou lllauufacturcd by the Bochum Mannfacturinrr
()ompauy
0
of Prn ·si a.
.A ~clc·gram was received from II. I. }.fann, of Pittsbmgh, Penus:yl vauia, a king perJIJJ.'~JOII to appc~ar pcrr-;onally before the hoard.
Tlw n:c1mlc·r was in trnctecl to reply. (Filed. Inclor. eel ~o. 89; letter-book Xo. :>1.)
The ~Jnarc~ th<':,~ l~·occ:ec1ecl to consider tllc plan of Jacob Rec~;e, of Pittshmgh, Pcnu·ylnmtn, (. o .. :. , 1\), aucl -1.)
'l:hc li>llowill~.re:oh.ttiou wa: p~u.;secllltlflllimonr-;ly:
l; lf5o~rul: I11 vww of t.hc <·:·cp<·.'tve price aslcl'C1 h,r .Jacol> RC'Pse, of Pithhurgh, Pt'llllyh·ama. n J.n·,. r·nt<·cl 1ll l11 . offer of the lOth iu&t:mt, (Xo. 1'\.J,) for a 10-illc·h t·illt• c:olltntl't ·rl 1111 !11 pl:lll. tlw boanl dtH':O. not n :eO illlll!'LHl this "llll for 1 ~x pcriu 1 cttr . :w<l lt·. t.::
uwll'l' the provi iuns (Jr the ad 'Jf Congn·,;: appron:tl Ju~c G, l d7:!.
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The communications of Cliffonl Arrick (Nos. :n and 76) were taken up, ::mel the followino· resolntion was passed unanimously:
Resg[zwl That, as the papers submitted by i\Ir. Arrick present no features coming
within th~ purview of the hoard, no further action is necessary.
The board then adjourned to 10.30 a. m. of the 14th instant.
NEW YORK, August 14, 1872.
The board met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10.30 a. m., all the members being present.
A letter from the Chief of Ordnance was read, transmitting the report on au 8-inch
gun of Mann's J)attorn. (Filed. Indorsed No. 90.)
The hoard then proceeded to a consideration of the propositions of Nathan Thompson, (Nos. 20and4!:l,) of Brooklyn, New York, and, after discussion, they were laid over for
the pTeSCJJt.
,
A letter was recciYed from Merritt \V. Griswold, of New York, calling attention to the
breech-loadiug and breech-recoiling gnu invented by Mr. Henson. The letter was accompanic(l by a drawing. l\Ir. G:riswol(l, who wa:~ present, was invited to meet the
board on Monday next. (Letter hled. Indorsed No. 91.)
The board thou discussed the feasilJility of a plan of converting cast-iron smoothbores into rifies. No conclusion being reaehed, the board adjourned to 11 a. m. of the
15th instant.
NEW YORK, Angust 15, 1872.
The board met, pursnant to acljonrmnent, at 11 a. m., all the members being present.
A letter was read from George A. Thurston, of Cumberland, Maryland, in behalf of
Mr. Charles .Alger's plan for a lJreech-loading cannon. (Piled. Indorsed No. 92.)
Alonzo Hitchcock, being present, gn Ye the board information respecting his plan for
constructing a 12-incb riflP~ aud was again refiuested to furnish an estimate of the cost
of the required plant, and of snbseqncnt gnus.
Lemuel W. Wright, being present, was again invited to furnish the board with an·
estimate of tho cost of constructing a 12-inch rifle according to his plan.
The hoard then proceeded to a consideration of }1 plan for converting cast-iron
smooth-bore guns into riilcs. The following resolntion was adopted:
Resolvecl, That tho boal'tl recommenlls, in order to test the system of gun-conversion
by lining with wronght-iron or steel tnbes, (as brought to the notice of the board iu a
communication addresscll to the Chief of Ordnance by MajorS. Crispin, ::tncl referred
to the board by the Ordancc Bnrean,) that four 10-inch smooth-bore Rodman gnus be
converted to muzzle-loading rifies, using two calibers, two of the guns to have ~L caliber
of not Jess than tl inches, aud two to have a calilJer of not more than 9 inches; ttncl,
further, that two of the gnus be converted by tubing from the rear end and two by
tubing from the front; the ch::tracter of the metal lining, whether of steel or wrought
iron, and other details of conversion, to be determined lJy the vVar Department.
Lieutcmtnt-Coloncl Laidley votetl negatively and the ret>t of the bo::trd affirmatively.
The following resolution was also passed:
Resolved, Tba.t the board rocommellds, in order to test the efficiency of the French
and Swedish brePch-closing arrangement, that a tO-inch Rodman smooth-bore gnu,
converted to a rifle in snell manner and of such calilJer, not less than 8or more than
9 inches, as may be detcrlllined b,y the War Department, and conditional upon the
snecess of tests, with tl1e four 10-inch guns converted under the previous resolution,
be provided with that fennetnre and the gnu be submitted to test and experiment
under the act of .June fi, 1872.
Lieutenant-Colonel Laidley -voted negatively and the rest of the board affirmativel;v.
The boaru then adjourned to 10.30 a. m. of the lGtb instant.
NEW YORK, .clug1t8t 16, 1872.
The board met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10.30 a.m., all the members being pres-

ent.
The board then proceeclerl to discuss the plan of J. Vavasseur, of London, England,
(No. 52.) No eonclnsion hcing reached, the subject "·as laid over for the present.
The papers of Nathan Tholllpson were tlleu taken up anrl discussed, and it was decided to write to .M r. Thompson rerruesting him to appear before the board some day
next week for consultation. (Letter-hook, No. 5:3.)
The board then proceeded to a consideration of tho recommendations of Lieutenant
J. G. Bntler, Onluauce Corps. No conclusion being reached, the bo::tnl adjourned to 12m.
of the 19th instant.
NEW YORK, ..thtgust 19, 1872.
The boanl met, pursuant to atljournment, at 12 m., all the members being present.
H. },, :Mann, of Pittsburgh, Pennsyhauia, being present by ::tppointment, g::tve the
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board juformatiou respectil1g his plan for a breech-loader and submitted a drawing for
a proposed 12-incll rifle. (Filed. Indorsed No. 95.)
A letter was read from Charles Alger, of Frostlmrgb, Maryland, indicating some of
the details he would propose to auopt in the construction of a 10-inch breech-loading
Tifle according to his phtn. (Filed. Indorsed No. 9:~.)
A letter was read from Samuel L. Cutler, of San Francisco, California, asking the
attention of the board to Potter's breech-loading needle cannon. (Filed. Indorsed
No. 9'1.)

Messrs. Merritt Griswold and Henson, being present, exhibited a model of the Henson
gun, and described its mode of performance and its construction. After the withdrawal
of these gentlemen, the gun was discussed and the following resolution was passed
unanimonsly:
Resol!•ed, That the board does not recommend for experiments and tests, under the
p·rovisious of the act of J nne 6, V:l72, Henson's breech-loading and breech-recoiling
gun, presented by Merritt W. Griswold.
The board then proceeded to a final consideration of the plan of Charles Alger, and
the following resolution was passed unanimously :
Resolved, That the board does not recommend for experiments and tests, under the
provisions of the act of June 6, 1872, the plan of a breech-loading gun presented by
Charles Alger, of Frostburgh, Maryland.
The board then t~roceeded to a final consideration of the gnu proposed by H. F.
Mann, of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and the following resolution was passed unanimously:
Resolved, That inasmuch as the Ordnance Department is now in possession o~ an
8-inch breech-loading rifle constructed accorcliug to the plan of H. F. Manu, of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, wllich bas not, in the opinion of the board, been yet fire<l a sufficient number of times to fully test the. va1ne of the invention, even when apulied to tllat
caliber, tbe board does not nov,r recommend the eonstrnetion of a 12-inch rifle according to his proposition for experiments and tests, under the act of June G, 1872, but that
such fnrther trials as may be deemed necessary be made with the 8-inch gun referred to.
The board then adjourned to 10.30 a. n1. of the 20th instant.
NEW YORK, August 20, 15372.
The boar<1 met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10.30 [L. u1., all the members being
present.
A letter was read from Nathan Thompson, in repl~~ to letter No. 5:3, stating that he
would uppear before the bou.rd on tile 22d instant. (Filed. Indorsed No. 96.)
.
A copy ot tbe report of the board on wrought-iron gnns mannfactnred by HoratiO
Ames wa ·submitted by Major Crispin and read. (Filed. Indorsed No. !:H.)
Alonzo Hitchcock, beiug present, submitted a partial estimate of tbe cost o~ constructing a 12-inch rifle<l gun on his plan. (Filccl. Iu<lorsed No. 97.) Afte~· hiS <lepartnre the board proceeded to a discussion of his plan, bnt uo conclusLOu was
reacllecl.
Daniel Fitzgerald, being present, submitted another model of a gun, which was filed,
(indor eel No. 99.)
The board then adjonrnec1 to 10.30 a. rn. of the 21st instant.

NEW YORK, Augu.st 21, 1 72.
The board met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10.30 a.m., all tho members beiu(r
present.
Tl1c proposition of Lientenant .J. G. Butler was taken up, and the following re ·olu1ion was pnssrd unanimonsl~T:
Re~o lred, That thiH board bas rea<l :mel consi<len•<l with mncl1 inter1•st, ihe paper ubmittNl hy Lieutenant .J. <-J. Bn1l1·r, of th<' Onluance ()oq>l:l, npon tho s nhjr1ct of ri~ing
and pl'OjPcti1es for hPavy ordnance, anrl "·hile it doc'S 110t 1·ccommeiHl tbr ca~t-u·ou
lllnzzle-loarling 12-inch rift c propos<'rl by hilll for experiments and t1•sts 11ncler the a<·t
?f ongr~ss of Jnne fj, 1 72, it desires to cxprc•ss tlw opinion that tliP bopo of crnploylllg ca. 1-mm as a llHLterial for th<: constmdiou of heavy gnm; f:!hould not he aban~lon~·cl hnt that the I'XpPrinwnts h~T tlw 0l'Clnancc· DepartnH•nt with expanding proJC<:tl~<:: anrl Yarion. lllOdl'. of rilling ancl kill(ls of powr1er lH! continnc<l with a Yii'W to
ohtallllll:.{ .JH:h :~r:c~ll'ac:y of moVPllH'nt of projpr·tllr·s :111<1 uniformity of pressm·e a·
!-h:•lln·udP.r adnns:1hlr~ the nKr~ of cast-iron in lu·aYy-orclnancP com;trudion.
The l,oanl thr·n proc:c:<·rlP<l to a C'OJL i<lcmtiou of ilw pl;tn of Alonzo Hitchcock, an<l
tlu: following re,o1ution: wen~ a<lopterl :
l:t r~l!'ld:.'l hat t~H: hoanl JC•('OJllll.H:lllls for <'XJW1'ilt1Cilts a11<l t<·st~>, nn<lcr tl1c act of
.TIIlH~ f,, l
a 12-lllr·h tnnzzle-loaclwg J'ifl<:, to l1P const ruct<'d after the manner lll'01'0 ed hy )h ..\lou~o Jl~tehc~>r:k, ~f. Tew York City, the hloc~ks or <lisk of whieh t h' gtin i:
·omp •:<1 t~) \ll· of an tutcnor nng of low or \Hlcling t<:E'1, proviclccl a steel of suitahl•
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weldin(J' CJnnlitics can be obtained, and, if not, then of wrought iron, and of an outer
riug ol" siwilar steel, or of wrought irou, as may be determined by the War DepartIDPnt.
Re8olrecl, a78o, That if, in the opinion of the War Department, tho construction of a
1n·elimiuary gnu of smaller caliber, not less than 9 inches, be necessary in order to facilitate the fabrication of the 12-inch rifle, snch preliminary gun is recommended to be
made nuder the provisions of the act of June 6, 1872.
Lieutenant. Dutton voted negatively and the remaiuder of the board affirmatively.
The board tlwu proceeded to a consideration of the plan of J. Vavasseur, of Loudon,
Englaucl, ancl the following resolution ·was adopted unanimously:
Resolrcd, In consideration of the fact that a well-established representative system
of cast-steel bnilt-np gnn-constrnction has already been recommended for experiments
auu tests, the importance at present of trying another built-up steel gnn-constrnetion
is not apparent to the !Joard, and hence, while recognizing the merits of Mr. Vavasseur's
system, it does not recommend the procurement of a gun on his plan for experiments
aud tests under the act of Jnne 6, 1S72.
The !Joartl then adjourned to 10.30 a. m. of the 22cl instant.
NEW YORK, August 22, 1872.
Tlw board met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10.30 a. m., all the members being
preseu t.
A communication from 0. Gagstatter, of Saint Louis, Missouri, accompanied by a
drawing, was read, explaining the details of his pla11 for a breech-loading ca,nnon.
(Filecl. Indon;cd No. 100.)
E. A. Sutcliffe, of New Yotk City, being present, submitted a model of a breechloading lllechanism, and his letters-pateHt No. 39,596 refening to this invention.
(l'ilNl. Imlorsed No. 101.)
_
·
Tlu~ phtn of C. Gagstatter was then taken up, and the following resolution was
passed unamionsly.
lte.solt·etl, Tllat the board does not 1·ecot)lmend for experiments and tests, under the
act of June 6, 1872, the breech-loading arrangement for heavy guns proposed by Mr.
Gagstatter, of Snint Louis, Missonri.
Nathan Thompson, b eing present, was consulted by the board respecting the cost of
snh~w<JllCDt guns upon his plan and upon the general features of his proposition.
A lett e!' from Merritt Griswold was read, having reference to Henson's breechloading and brcech-recoili11g gun. (Filed. Imlorsed No. 102.)
The hoard then proceeded to consi<ler the plan of E. A. Sutcliffe, and the following
resolutiou was passeclunanimonsly:
Re8oll'ed, Tbat the !Joard l'ecommorHls, under the act of Jnne 6, 1872, for tests and
experiments, the breecb-loading system invented by E. A. Sutcliffe, of New York City,
and that iL he appliecl to a cast-iron 8-ineh rifle, lined witil a steel tube, the details of
the construction to be determined by the War Department.
The board thou adjourned to 10.:30 a. m. of the 23d instant.
NEW YORK, August 23, 1872.
The board met, pursuant to aujonrnment, at 10.30 a. m., all the members being
pre, ent.
Natllau Tbompson, being present, submitted to the hoard an estimate of the cost of
constructing subsequent gnus on his plan. (Filed. Indorsed No. 104.)
The board tlwn proceeded to final action upon the propositjons of Nathan Thompson,
and the ii)llowing resolntiou was passe<l:
Resohecl, That the boanl does not recommend tbe acceptance of eitber of the proposals of
Mr. Nathan Thompson, of Brooklyn, New York, but recommeucls tlle fabrication by the
United States of a C}tst-iron 8- inch rifle, lined with a steel tube, for experiments and
tests nnd<·r tho act of Jun e 6, 1872, ou hi::~ plttu for breech-loading heavy ordnance, Mr.
Thomp~on conscuting tlwreto, the details of consLrnction to be submitted by him to,
aD<l to he approvcrl by, the War Department.
_
Lientena11t-Coloncl Laidley voted in the negative and the remainder of the board in
the affirmative.
Tlle !Joard then proceeded to a consideration of the plan of Lemuel W. Wright, and
the following resolution was adopted:
Re8olred, Tl.utt tlJe board does not recomm end for experiments and tests, un<ler the
act of Congress of June 6, 1872, the plan for constructing heavy guns proposed !Jy
Lernncl. W. Wright, of Brooklyn, Ne~· York.
AYES-Colonel Whiteley, Lien tenant-Colonel Laidley, Major Seymour, Major Crispin,
anrl Lieutenant Dutton-5.
NoEs-Colonel Gett.y and Lieutenant-Colonel Wright-2.
There being no further plans or propositions before it rec1uiriug :final action, the
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board then proceeded to determine the order in which to arrange for recommendation
the selected models, which was determined as follows:
Muzzle-loaders:
1. Dr. W. E. Woodbridge's.
2. Alonzo Hitchcock's.
3. Converted gnus.
Breech-loaders:
1. Krupp's.
2. E. A. Sutcliffe's.
3. Nathan Thompson's.
4. French and Swedish.
Miscellaneoul:l :
H. F. Mann's.
Lyman's mnlticbarge.
The board then proceeded to consider the report to be made of its action and deciions, and, after consultation, adjourned to 10 a. m. of the 24th instant.
NEW Yomc, .August 24, 1872.
The board met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 a. m., all the member!:! being
present.
The entire proceedings of the board were then read and approved.
.
The consideration of the subject of the report was resumed and final actwn taken
as follows :
RECOMMENDATIONS.

The board has discussed and considered with care and deliberation the various inventions and proposals indicated in the foregoing p:J;oceedings and recapitulated, as
follows:
21. Hubbell, W. W.
1. Allen, H. J.
2. Alger, Charles.
22. Kercheval, A. W.
3. Arrick, Clifford.
23. Krupp, F.
4. Ball, James A.
24. Loyd, A. T.
5. Bochnm Company.
25. Lyman, A. S.
G. Brown, E. B.
26. Mann, H. F.
7. Brown, Edward L.
27. McCaue, E. R.
8. Butler, Lieutenant J. G.
28. Moody, J. B.
9. Clark, '1'. W.
29. Parker, L. S.
,
10. Cntler, S. L.
30. Parsous's system of conversion.
11. Dimick, Horace E.
::n. Reese, Jacob.
12. Dunlop, E. W.
32. Stafford, C. W.
1:~. Durell, Henry.
33. Sutcliffe, E. A.
14. Fiot>l<1s, Doctor William.
34. Swisher, D. K.
15. Fitzgerald, Daniel.
35. Terrell, John A.
1G. Frc'n ·hand Swedish s;ystem.
3G. Thompson, Nathan.
17. Gagstatter, C.
37. Vavasseur, J., & Co.
1 . Gomez, Edwin.
38. Wiard, Norman.
19. Griswold, }1. W.
39. Woodbridge, Doctor W. E.
20. Hitchcock, Alonzo.
40. Wright, L. W.
The detailed description of these proposals will be found in the appendix to tbi
report.
From tho above the board has selected the following models, inclnc1ing breech and
muzzle loading cannon, for toRts ;md experiments under the act of J nue 6, 18;2, aml
in accordance with ther<'solutious embodied in the proceedings:
~Inzz1e-1oa<ling gnns:
1. Doc·tor W. E. Woodhric1ge's.
2. Alonzo Ilitehc:ock's.
:J. Cast-iron gnus, liliC~cl ''"ith wrought-iron or steel tubes.
Hn•r•ch-loar1ing gun · :
1. Fric:rlrieh Kntpp's.
2. E.. A. ~ ntc:lill'e': .
:J. ~·a than Thotnp,.,oll'..
L FrPtH:h a111l . 'wrc1i.-h sy:;tcm .
. Ii (·e11aw~ous:
H. } . .Mann' .
L_ Jnnn'- lilnltichargo.
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It will be seen from resolutions passed by the board that further trials are recommended with Mann's 8-inch breech-loading rifle and Lyman's 6-inch multicharge gnu.
Should the appropriation nuder the act of June 6, 1872, not prove sufficient to include
all the models selcctecl by the board, jt recommends that the appropriation be expend.ed
upon them in the order in which they are named.
The board, having no further business before it,·then adjourned sine clie..
R. H. K. WHITELEY,
Colonel of Orclnance, Pt·esident.

GEO. W. GETTY,
Colonel Thi1·cl At·tillm·y, Brevet Mr(jo1·-General, U.S. A.

H. G. WRIGHT,
Lieutenant-Colonel of Engineers, Brevet MCt;jor-General.

T. T. S. LAIDLEY,
Lieutenant-Colonel of Ordnance.

T. SEYMOUR,
Ma:for, Fifth Artillery.
S. CRISPIN,
Bt·m•et Colonel, U. S. A., Major of Ordnance.
C. E. DUTTON,
Pirst-Lientenant of Ordnance.
[Indorsement.]

ORDNANCE-OFFICE, September 18, 1872.
Respectfnll,y submitted to the Secretary of War, approved.
It is recomm<'nded that this Bureau be authorized to assemble a bo.c<trcl of ordnance
officers to fix the place, manner, and details of the construction of these guns.
A. B. DYER,
Chief of Orclnance United States Army.
Approved:

WM. W. BELKNAP,
Secreta1·y of War.

DOCUMENTS PERTAINING TO THE REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS OF THE
BOARD ON HEAVY ORDNANCE, INSTITUTED UNDER THE PROVISIONS
OF TilE ACT OF JUNE 6, 1 72, AND CONVENED BY GENERAL ORDERS
No. 57, ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE, DATED JUNE 28, 1872."
PAPERS SENT FROM Tim Ol!'lriCE OF TilE Cilll~l!' OF ORDNANCE.
H. 0. No. 3.J

ORDNANCE OFFICE, .WAR DEPARTMENT,
Washington, D. C., Jnly 8, 1872.
Sm: In compliance with tl10 instructions contained in General Orders No. 57,
Adjutant-General's Office, of 1872, I enclose herein, for the information of the board
on heavy on1uauce, the f(>llowillg p~tp ers t from the files of this office, being ilitroductory and explanatory of varionf> inventions aud improvements in ordnance:
Office-reg-ister
ntuuber.

InYcntor.

.Address.

Date of letter.

,2,1871. .... .. Jolm Robbins ..... .... Raint "Louis,Mo -----------------·-------·----1238,1871 ....... A .•J. Dull.-- ..... --- .. Kittannin,g, Pa ------ ... ------- ....... - ........ Drc. 21,1870
1305, 1871...... . J olm ..A. Terrell . . . . . . . :Bloom fleifl, Ky ...................... _. . . . . . . . . :1\-Iar. 11, 1871

~~~g; }i~L::::: ::::: :~~: :::::::::::::: ::::: :g~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::: :::::~

236!), 1871....... IT. ,J. .Allen............ A rlmdrlpllia, Ark............................. ~fay
3 [15,1871. ...... L. ·w. ·wright . ....... . J~rooldyn, N.Y ............. _.------- ... ---- .. Aug.
4155, 1871....... "\V. W. liubbell. . ...... I'hila!lelplria, Pa.... . ............... . .......... Sept.
5!J4, 1872 ....... A. "\V. Kercheval. .. --- Jtomn cy, W. Va ............... ------ .......... l<'Pb.
842, 1872 ............. do ..................... flo ... ..... ..... .. . ... ....... ..... ........ . Feb.
o17, 1872 ....... E. L. Brown ........... 27Wallstrrct,N.Y.,Treaclwell Cleveland, att'y. Feb.
12fl5,1 72 ... .... U."Buriu .............. NcwYorkCity -------------------·-----------~Mar.
21!!7,1872 . ...... E.R.McCalJo,M.D --- ~ Leighton, Iowa ................................ May
2172, 1872....... .A. T. Loyd . . . . . . . . . . . . Chicago, IlL ................... - ....... -. . . . . . . May

10, 1871

18, 1871
11, 1871

2, 1872
21,1872
8,1872
20, 1872
2,1872
6, 1872

* XOTE.-Tbrsc clocumrnts do not comprise all that wore snlJmittccl to the lJOarcl. St1cb lJapers
only as arc drem r d n ccPs:;ary to an mHl<· r~tandin~: of the various mctbotls of conf!Lruction propose<l are
hr·t·cwith puhlisl10tl, accompanied, in some ca~cs. hy tho corr!•RpOtH.lence of the board with ti.Je inventors.
The drawingil baYe b eenrcduc!'d from the ori~inals laid before the lJoard.
t Such of the eomnmuicatious inclo:;r•!l iu this letter as arc deemed of sufficient ,importance are embraced in the document:; printed herewith.
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I inclose three copies each of ordnance memoranda Nos. 9 anc110, for the use of the
board, and invite attention to the various recommendations of the boards of 1868 and.
1870 upon the subject of ordnance.
I inclose also a commnnication of MajorS. Crispin, of Jnne 12, 1872, (2809, 1872)
upon the subject of the introduction of rifled guns into our granite casemated sea-coa::;t
defenses, &c., for the consideration of the board.
I inclose also a list of person·s who have been specially furnished, from this office,
with a copy of General Orders No. 57, Adjutant-Genera,l 's Office, of 1872.
The Bureau will supply the board with any further information that may be. on its
files upon an intimation from the board as to the nature of the information desned.
Respectfully, your obedient servant,
By order of the Chief of Ordnance :
~. V.BENET,
Majm· of Ordnance.
Colonel R. H. K. WrrELEY,
President of Board on Heavy Ordnance,
New Yo1'k City, New Yorlc.

[Inclosure. ]

A copy of General Orders No. 57, Adjutant-General's Office, 1872, was sent to each of
the follO\Ying- per:,;ons on July 3, 187~, from the Onlnance-Office, Washington, D. C.,
without HtCOillpanying letter or remark:
Alcxallt1cr T. Loyd, 10:3, 10f. South Caual street, Chicago, Illinois.
W. S. Smoot, (care of Rennngtou & Sons,) Ilion, New York.
Wi11iam Wheeler Hubbell, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
L. W. ·w right, 90 Amity street, Brooklyn, New York.
.
Jolm A. Terrell, Bloomtielcl, Nelson County, Kentncky.
.
Jacou Reese, (care of Fort Pitt Iron and Steel Works,) Pittsburgh, Pennsylvama.
John Houbius, Saint Louis, Missotui.
H. J. Allen, Arkadelphia, Arkansas.
Treadwell Ulcvelan<.l, 27 Wall street, New York City, New York.
H. Bmin, :3 South Fifth avenne, New York City.
Doctor E. R. McCabe, Leighton, Mahaska Com1ty, Iowa.
A. W. Kercheval, Romney, \Vest Virginia.
.
.
Messrs. Jean :Fran9oisPourrat and Antoine Mt. The, 109 Greene street, New York Ctty,
New York.
D. K. Swisher, Union City, Indiana.
E. Gulick, H,orne, Nev;· York.
Doctor William Fields, 213 West Seventh street, Wilmington, Delaware.
C. F. Atwoocl, H:tncock, \Visconsin.
Louis P. Elenterius, 91 E planacle street, New Orleans, Louisiana.
John B. nllivan, Davenport, Iowa.
Walter Jau1icson, Brooklyn, New York.
Met-lsrs. Alger & Co., Boston, Ma. sacbnsetts.
W~st Point Foundry, Colu ,'pring, New York.
M · s1s. S ;~y fert, McManus & Co., Heading, Pennsylvania.
Knapp't> Fort Pitt Foundry Comp:tny, PitLslmrglJ, Pennsylvania.
II. Boker & Co., New York City, New York.
II. F. ~1:uw, Pittshnrgh, Penn sylavania.
CliHonl Arrick, (care of '. S. Henkle, 21G I<' street, Washington, D. C.)
Torman \Vianl, Te w York CiLy, New York.
\tthan Tholllpsou. (care of Donn Piatt, \Vashington, D. C.)
Doctor W. E. \Voodbritlge, (care of Henry Talwad"e, 39 Pine streot, New York City
'ew York.)
"'
•·. B. Dt·an A1Cl'<'r's found •ry, Boston, )Ia sachnsetts.
CharlPs P<•rlt':y, Xew York Uity, 'ew Yol'k,
T. \V. 'larkt • \Yausan, \\'i~";consiu.
Thoma · ' ..John stou, Al,ingllou, Virginia.
(jporgt: Lin ·s, Alma \\'ahann . PC~ County, Kan ·a .
. ·.E. Kil·rolf'1 BrowJlSYillP, TPIJJH•:spt•.
bark F. Bmw11, (c·a rt: of I unum ~Iannfaetnrintr Compauy \Varrcn Rhode I land.)
.Jatr c·~ A. Ball, Co1tl • pl'i11g, ~ "e~w York.
"'
'
'
Alhan 'C .. tinwn.. , ·1:> \Villiam. tn·c:t .. ·,!W York City, .~.rnw York.
(;t ·nr~t: AnnP.: ()hic·opt·c· .\ln. "':tchn:etts.

Hi tlculwu

atHl

Locouwtiv1: \ "ork , , 'au I~ranci . co, California.
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NEw Yomc,
J 'uly 13, 1872.
Sm: I baYe the honor to inform yon that the board on heavy cannon desires to be
informed what ntuubers and calibers of serviceable sea-coast cannon are on hand,
inc1tH1ing those in service. Also, that you will furnish the board with drawings of the
SwedislJ 24-centimelier l.>reech-loadiug cast-iron banded gun and of the Vavassenr steel
gnu.
Very respeetfnlly, sir,
R. H. K. 'WHITELEY,
Colonel of Ordnmwe, President of Boanl.
The CnmF OF Onn:~uxcE.

L. B. To. 12.]

ARMY BuiLDING,

[Indorsement.]
[No.3~.]

Respectfully returned to Colonel R. II. K. WhHeley, president of board on heavy
ordnaucc.
The following guns and mortars are on hand at the arsenals and forts, viz:
197 8-inch Rodman gnus.
1.269 10-inclt Hodruan guns.
·:317 15-inch Rocllmw gnns.
172 100-pouudcr Parrott guns.
81 200-pounder Parrott guns.
40 :~OO-vounder Parrott guns.
20 10-inch Rodman sr.a-coast mortars.
59 1:3-inch Rodman sea-coast morta,rs.
TJJe drawi:lgt> a ·ked for n.re herewith sent you.;,
By order of Chief of Ordnance.
S. V. BENET,
Majm· of Ordnance.
ORDNANCE OFFICE, Jttly 16, 1872.

L. B. No.7.]

NEW Yomc,
Jnly 11, 1872.
SIR: I have the honor to request that the board organized nnfler General Order No.
57, dated Acljntant-Genera1's O!lice, Jnne 28, 1S72, be fnmisbed with snell information
as can be outained from the fi]ps of th~ Navy Burean of Ordnance reo-ardinc, the subject of the construction and tests of heavy ordnance, as found iu tlJ~ repo1~ts of Captains Simpson and Marvin regarding Enropean systellls.
Ver,Y respectfully, your obedient servant,
R. H. K. WHITELEY,
Co lonel of Ordnance ancl President Board.
CIIIEF OF ORDNA-'-~cE, Unitecl Stale8 .Anny,
Washington, D. C.

No. 82.]

ARMY BUILDING,

OnDNANcE OFFicE,

vVAR

DEPARTMl~NT,

1Vashinglou, D . C., August 7, 1872.
Sm: Yonr communication of the 11th ultimo, asking for information from files of
Navy Department regarding the suhjeet of construction an<l tests of heavy onlna.nce,
as fonnd 111 tbe reports of Captains Simpson and Ma,rv in, regarding European Rystems,
is received; and in reply thereto J transmit herewith copies of the follo\Ying reports,t
viz: On Whitworth, Vavassenr, Pan;ou'll, Abonkoff guo, Frazer system, auc1 Krupp's.
By order of the Chief of Orc1nance.
Ret>pectfully, your obedient servant,
S. C. LYFORD,
Captain of Orclnance, P J'incipal Assistaut.
Colonel R. H. K. 'WIIITELEY,
P1·esidcnt of Boarcl 011 IIeary Ordnance,
Corner Houston cwd Greene streets, New Yorlc City, N. I'.
*Tile drawing-s arc not pnhlishNl herewith.
t By rcq uc$t tho reports arc omittctl from publication.
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NEw YOim, August 21, 1872.

L. B. No. 55. ]
General A. B. DYER,

Chief oj Ordnctnce, Washington, D. C. :
The board desire that the different models before it be photographed to accompany
Hs report, the expense to be borne by the Department. Please telegraph authority.
R. H. K. WHITELEY,

Colonel of Ordnance, PTesident of BoaTel on Heavy Ordnance.

OnDNANCE OFFICE, V\TAR DEPART.i\IENT,
August 23, 1872.
Colonel R. H. K. WHITELEY,

President of Bom·cl on Hem:y Ordnance, corner Houston ancl G·reene st·reets, New York;
Purchase the photographs desiret1.
A. B. DYER,

Chief of Orclncmce.

PAPERS SENT BY 'llliE ADJUTANT-GENERAL.
L. B. No. 13. j

ARMY BUILDING, NEW YORK,
Jnly 13, 1872.
Sm: The board on heavy cannon (convened by General Orders No. 57) respectfully
requests that information be obtained for it from the Chief of Engineers as to the number and calibers of sea-coast guns required to arm permanent positions now completed,
in procc~::; of construction, and projected. Also that there be oiJtaine(l, for the iufonnat.ion of the uoanl, volumes v, vi, and vii, of the Minutes of the Proceedings of the
Ro~~ al A1'tillery Institntiou, which arc in the Library of Congress.
Very respectfully, sir,
R. H. K. WHITELEY,

Colonel of 01'clna11ce, President of Boctrcl.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL, U. 8. A.,

Washington, D. C.

No. 81.]

ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S

Ol~[<'ICE,

Wasllington, L11tgust 8, 18i2.
Sm: In reply to the inr1uiry upon the suhjcct in your commnnication of the 1:3th
ultim o, I lmYe respectfnllJ' to contmuuieato for yonr information the following iudonsement of tlll:l Chief of Engineers :
"The total lllltuher of sea-coast gm1R required, in acldition to those on l1a1Hl, to arm
r>latfonw; completed, projceted, and in process of construction, are about as follows:
"Ten 20-iueb gnus.
·
"One thons:mcl and seventy 15-inch smootl1-borcs and12-inch rifles.
"SeYen bmH1rec1 and fifty 10-ineh rifles am1 equivalent smooth-bore guns.
"Three lll1Jl(1recl mortars of largest si~cs .
"Tbese numbers refer cxclnstvely to gnns for barbette positions, casPnmtes not having hce11 tal; en iuto consic1era1 ion, as tbPir nHHlification has not ;vet been settled.
' FnrtLer mo<lificatiottH of the harlwttes may reduce the number of 10-iuch rilies and
eqniYah·nt ~onnoot!J-uore gun~; rectnircc1, and, on the other hand, the number of ~0-incll,
10-ineh, ancl 12-inch rifled gnns will be increased by projects of defense contemplated
but not yet ptcpar'd."
'With l'Pft·rentt• to yonr request for volumes v, vi, vii, of the l\linntcs of the ProCPedings eli' 1lte Royal Artill<~r:v In . titntiou, I baYe re ·pectfully to state, that findiug
no" Artillery-.·<·rvice" journal, I lwvc 1-wnt you hy A<lams's Express the de:iguate<l
volnllle: of tlte ".Jotmwl of tlw Ho~·a] United, 'en•iee lnstitutiou," from the 'Var Dcpartml'llt lihrary, whith yon will p]t>asc: rdnrn to tbis office 'dwn done with them.
Plt:a. e :H·knowlt·<l!.!;<' r<·c·dpt, :tncl. tate if this is not tlw work desired by tlw lJoard.
Y<:ry re. pcctfully, J·our olH~ dicnL scrvaut,
E . D. TO,YX 'EKD
.LI djula11 t-General.

'olo1u·l RoBEHT H. K. 'YIIITELLY. Ordnrwrr Df'pa1'lmenl
f'ru! irlwt oj' lJo,otl 011 lil·ary Cannon, Al'm!J lJuilding: ]{cw J'ork City.
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CIIAHLES ALGER.
FROSTBURGII, MARYLAND, July 10, 1872.
Xo. 34.]
Sm : I bf'g leaYe to make some inqniry in regard to a proposecl test of breech a,nd
mnzzle lo:uling ordnance, agreeable to your selection, for which, I understand by the
daily papt·rH. an appropriatioll h_as bee~l made by Congress ..
I \VOnlcllike to know what cal!lJer of gnu you would reqmre for a model. In 1861,
abont the lOth of December, I hacl the honor to have a breech-loa(ling cannon, carrying au 8-pon1Hl Rhot, tested at 'Yest Point, by order of the Ordnance Departwen t, which
I hclieYe \Yns the 011ly breech-loacling cn.unou that was ever tested at 'Vest Point by
onlcr of thP Ordnance Department. It was tested at the time by Captain Benet, who
I believe has since lJeen promoted in the t>crvice. I beg to refer you to the report made
by Captain Benet to the Vvar Depart,JOellt.
l\[ajor Benton, who was in the Onluance Office at the time, was pleased with the ,
mechanical construction of the nHHll'l I showed him, and he stated it was simpler and
stronger in its constrnction than the celebrated "Armstrong gun."
I shoulcl be much pleased to srn(l yon a tlrawing of the gnn, aud would like to know
what sized g;nn yon wouhl rcqnire in case you am clisposecl to have a tri~tl made of m,y
pat<>ut breeeh-loacler, so I conhl sen(l (lra,wiugs for the sa,me. I shall feelmncil honored
if yon will refer to Captain Benet's 1·eport in 18fH. I r,hiuk I cau improve very much
on tho original model.
Hoping to hear from yon, I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
CHARLES ALGER.
Ron. vV:.r. \V. B!i:LKNAP,
Secretary of Tl'ar, ·wasllington, D. C.

,

[Indorsement.)
0BDNANCE OFFICE, ,Jtily 16, 1872.
Respectfn11y referred to the boa.rd on heavy ordnance, accompanied l>y a copy of
the rcpo1-L witihin referred to.
By order of the Cllief of Onlnauce.
S. V. BENET,
Major of Orclnance.

[Inclosure.]
\YEST PoiNT, NEW Yomc, December 14, 1861.
Sm: Having conclmled a limited trial of Alger's breech-loading cannon, I have the
honor to snbmit tllC following rqwrt:
The brrecb armngerue11t confJi:-;ts of a pcrforatecl steel splwrc that closes tlte bottom
of tlw bore, and is hclc1 i11 place h.v a perforated screw of great power, having a ltemi,·pberical concavity at the end that closes npou the sphere. The sph0re is revolved in
its place by means of a lever working on n circular slide that is screwed to the gun;
tlle hole in the sphere 1wing in the pmlongation of tlle bore when the lever is perpendicular to it. By pnlling the lever down parallel to the axis of tile bore, tl10 bole in
the sphere is brought pcrpcnclicnhr to tltn.t axis, :uHl the bottom of the bore is closed.
The screw i<; worked by lJan<llcH, and the Hlightest turn of it snfti.ces to free the sphere,
and permits its being worke(l h,Y the ]ever. The entire arnwgement can be easily
undcr!:ltood from the inclosed sketch,* fnrnished by tho inventor.
The gun is of cast iron, with a cham her 7 inches loug and bore 89 inches long, rifled
with 2~ narrow grooves. Tho !lhot used \Ycre cast iron, cylin(lro-conoiclal, with a band
of soft mdal (lead and tin) covering moRt of the cylindrical portion and projecting
somewhat beyond the diameter of the shot. The carh·idges \vero made of stont paper,
cylindrical in f(n'm. An annnlar <lisk of sole-leather was used between the sphere and
the cartridge, to act as a gas-check, and \Vhich remained at the bottom of the bore after
the discharge.
Iu loading. a rn.mmer 12 inches long was necessary to drive the shot, cartridge, and
leather ga<>-check to their position!> in tho chamber. Tho lever was then drawn down,
closing tl1e breech with the Hphere, aud afterward a slight turn of the scre\Y, with a
tap or i woof the mallet on the hnudles to bring it to its plare, completed the loading.
After l1eing discharged a tap of the mallet on the handle!> turnc:d the screw and relieved
the S]1lH~ re; the lever wa~:> then raised, bringing the hole in sphere in the prolongation
of the l10re.
A moist sponge \Yas then thrust throngh the bore from the rear, and the gun was
ready for another charge.

* Omitted from publication llerewlth.
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Charge of powder, 10 to 12 ounces. \Veight of shot, 6 to 8 ponnds.
The object of the inventor being to show by the trial solely the working of tbe
breech-arrangement, I will merely remark that in accuracy tlle firing rlid not compare
favorably with that of some rifled gnns now in service. This I attrilmte partly to tbe
fact t,ha,t the shot t1id not fill the chamber sufficiently to cloRe the windage and take
the grooYes thoroughly in s1ngging through the bore. At the distance of a mile, the
elevation 11eecled was from ~ 0 to 1"}0 greater tlutn required ior other rifled guus triecl
at this post.
To test the efficiency of the 1Jreech-arrnngement, the screw and sphere being well
oiled, 55 ronn(ls wtre fired on the 4th instant. After the firing, upon eX[Lminatiou the
sphere was fonnd black and coated with fonlness; the screw-tllreads.nearest th e sphere
were bl ack, showiu.g the escape of gas in c.ousiderable quantity. The working of the
entire breech was, however, easy and satisfactory to the end of tlw firing. The gnu
was left in this coudit,ion, nnclea,ned, until the lOth iustant, when, a supply of ammunition having been prepared, 29 ronuds were fired, the breech-a1T:tngeu1ent working
easily. On the 11th instant 21 rounds were fired, with same rcsniLs. Iu all, 105 rom~ds
wore fired \'i'itbont other oloaniug than passing a w et r;ponge throngh the bore af!er
each discharge; and Lluring the firing, and at its terminatiou, tbe workiug of th~ entne
b1·eecb-appamtns was free, easy, and satisfactory. The F:Jcrew a1Hl sphere belllg removed from the gun for examination, it was fonnd that, the breech-nrrang·ement had
fonled very considerauly; the blackness exteudcd along tho threads of tho screw nearly
np to the hantlles; tbr~ sphere was perfectly black and fonl, :md considerable accumulation of foulness filled the vacant space between the t;phere and tho lower edge and
cud of the screw. But aU this dic1not interfere wit,h the oa.sy and free working of the
breech-arrangement. There was no pcrceptiul<:' yie}(]ing of any portion of the .gnn or
breech, and the loading nnd handling were sitnple all(l e~LflY to the er.d of the tnal.
For rapidity of fire it was 110 eqnal to a mnzzle-loa(ling cannoll, althongh a larger
· caliber of gnn. By permitting the insertion of projectile ~tlHl cartri(lgc by band, the
gas-cll<:'ck 1H:ing; aMachecl to the cartri(1ge; might improve it in this regarcl.
VeT;y respectfully, your obedient servant,
S. V. BENET,
Captain of Or(lnance.
Brigadier-General J. vV. RIPLEY,
Chief of Ordnance, Washington, D. C.

L. B. No. 27.]

NEW Yomc,
July 18, 1872.
DEAR Sm: Your letter of the lOth instnnt to tho Secretary of War has beeureccivcu
by the board on heavy cannon, and I :un dirpcterl to \\Tito to son, inqnirin~ wheth~r
you can con~;t,rnct a 12-inch l'iilo on the plan propo~erl, aud if so, tl1at yon w1ll sub m1t
plans and an estimate of the cost.
A copy of tho report oJ the trial of your gun by Captain (now Major) S. V. Beu6t
bas also been receivecl.
Very respectfully, sir,
C. E. DUTTON.
First Lieutenant Ordnauce, Recorder.
CIIAS- ALGER, Es([.,
Fro.stburgh, 1llarylancl.
ARMY BuiLDING,

To. 63.]
CHARLES Au.mn, Fro8llmrgh, lJfaryland.
'nhmittin g modr>l of a hrc('ch-loadi1w
gun of hi s invention.
0
before the board July 25, 1 72. .

; To. ~.]
Tu ihl' Board

(No papers.)

Ile was

FnosTJH ' HGH, l\fAHYLA:XD, All(Jit.9t G, lt-172.
OrrlnrtncC' .•1nny fl11ilrlili[J , Xl'w York ('ify:
Cit . n 1-.)!E. : I lw~ leaH~ to Htat«· I lwcl l10pc·d to havl' ll:Hl the honor tofonvnrc1 with
thi. :1 plan all(] c·stuuatn for a 111-iuc·h rifl1·, nsitl~ 111.\" p:tt«·nt hn·r•r'h-loacling sysfl'llL I
lt:t\'f~ only appli•••l to ~flo. -.r . l'auldin~ Kl'mhl«· 1.: • (o.,of tIll' \V«•st l'oiut FonrHlry, Cold
.~plin~. for a dmwi11~ anclt>.-tirnatr· ol' tlw (·ost of tlt•· c·onstrnf'tion of a 10-inch ritiP. I
l'l'~r.et to. '-:I~' I han· oul;·jn ·t H!C'I·.in·<] a lc:ttr·rfrnrn tlu•nL" (lt·elin ing to mak«· an Psi irnatr·,
tatuw 1t W()ll)ll rPrtnrn· cxp1~lU\"C pn·paratiortfl which tlH~J' ncitl.Jcr hn,ve tl.Jc tim· nor
011 I!C'ctl'!f
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means to mHleTtake at present.'' I beg i.be board wil1 give me further time to fnrnish
a plan and e:-;timate, aud W?nhl .much appreciate an,v suggestions as t? wbo woul.d be
the best parties to apply tom th1s conntry or abroad for tbe coustrnctwn of a 10-tnch
rille. My i<lea of 1·i£1.ing a 10-inch rifle wonld be to have about 35 gro?ve~, t.he gr?o:ves
sli•rbtly widt•r than t.he lands, the corners of the grooves rounclecl off, w1th a gammg
t"i'st bco·inuino· say, at 0, and leave off at a tnrn of about 40 to 45 calilJers, or 400 to 450
inclJe~c;. l'he d~;t.b'or the grooves, say, tvl'o-t.euths of an inch. The projectile to have
a soft casing, to be compressed into the grooves of the rifling, similar po the projectiles
used b~' Krn pp.
.
\Vonlll ~nploy with my system a steel gas-check, as nsed m the Broauwell and Krupp
ordnance. I presume Sir Willi:tm Armstrong·, or .Messrs. Krupp, or otuer makers, conld
construct a breech-loading 1jfle according to my s,ystem of breech-loadiug. I am disposeu to take tlJe ground, ~y plan is mnch stronger and more simple than auy system
now nsecl. As regards my pateut, I should be glad to have tbe Ordnance Department
construct a lllodel rifle or trial 10-inch gun, according to my plan, which wonhl be
free of any royalty for tbe first oue maue. I wish to have my plan of breech-loading
staud on its own merits.
Trusting the board will grant me more time for furnishing a plan and estimate, and
that I may have the pleit~mro of hearing from them,
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
CHAS. ALGER.

CUMBERLAND, :MARYLAND, August 13, 1872.
I presnme yon have long since forgot,ten me, tbough my rt~ceut appearance at vVest Point as ~1member of the Boai'(l of Visitors may have resuscitated
me m your recollection, if I IJ:.tve not passed entirely ft·om your memory.
Tbere is bore an estirmtlJle young gentleman, Mr. Charles Alger, ,~·ho is now managing successf1tlly au iron-furnace, and I luwe become acquainted antl much pleased
with hint. He has, he tells me, invented a IJreech-loacling cannon, or new form of
breech-loader, wbich he hopes will prove successful, bnt he fears somewhat that his
invention will not attract sufiicient attentio11 without some expensive models and
very filll description, &c., awl IJe has neither the means nor time to spare to give it
the advantages of such outlays of mtmey, time, and attention.
He is thoroughly aware that with your board no adventitious aids or patronage
wonld be other than injnrious, and tha,t yonr standard is the true merit of tlle invention itself; bnt he thinks that the success might be forwarded in explaining and demonstrating the superiority of the gun, if he conld have several made of uifferent sizes,
or rather some experiments made with the breech-pieces their sizes, proportionate to
the size of gun, the sizes of various parts trieu in ditl'erent weights and proportions.
I simply write out of friendship to him, and because, if successful, the whole will
inure to the benefit of the country and yonr own rcputatiou, that if, in your own
opinion, nfter tcstiug t.he inveutwn, :you think tl1e same kind of gun would answer,
with some mocliticatious, you will give him the benefit of such suggestions.
If I am in auy ·w ay transgressing, or trespassing on your time, please excuse my
ignorance, which is wholly to blame in the Jllatter. He is not aware of my writing to
you, and I wonld rather that he should not know it. But is there any impropriety in
yonr suggesting improvements in his model, if it appears to be successful~ I cannot
see any.
With sincere regards and respect, I am your obedient servant,
GEO. A. THURSTON.
Colonel GEOIWE w. GETTY, Lieutenant-Colonel H. G. vVRIGIIT, Lieutenant-Colonel
T. T. s. LAIDLEY.
No. 92.]

GI<~NTLEi\mN:

No. 93.]

FROSTBURGH, MARYLAND, August 16, 1872.

To the Boal'd on lieavy 01'clnance, Anno1'y Bnilcling, New Ym·k:
GE>"TLEMEN: I beg leave to send you herewith a sketch of a 10-inch breeclJ-loading
rifle with my patent breech-loading system. In the coustrnctiou of the gun, 'vonld
make the body of the gnu of cast iron and use a heavy wrought-iron reinforce hand.
In shrinking on the hand, would have the body of the gnu in a vertical position ancl
have a stre~tm of w~ttcr rnnning through the p1eco of ordnance; after the bancl was
shrunk on, would have the breech of the gnn thoroughly annealed at a low temperature
for forty-eight honrs, aud arrange to h!tve it cooled as slowly as possible, so as to have
the contraction of the reinforce band as uniform and just as possible. It is possible a
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heavy breech-loading rille might be constructed so as to employ a steel tnbe for the
center of the gun aud to reeei ve the rifling, then shrink Oll the steel tube. The body of
the gull might be made of alumillinm lrronze, all alloy of 90 parts pure coppe!.'
::mel 10 parts of aluminium . Outside, of all, a heavy \Yrought-iron reinforce band or
steel reiuforce band, properly shrunk on.
.
"Would use a projectile similar to Krupp's plan for breech-loaders, and a simil:.tr plan
of rifling. Hoping the boa.rd will be able to adopt in their trials some American plans
for breech and muzzle loading ordllance that will prove superior to those aclopted by
foreign govemmcnts, I have the honor to remain,
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
CHARLES ALGER.

H. J, ALLEN.

H. 0. No.3, rn.J
ARKADELPHIA, A.RKANIUS, May 10, 1871.
DEAH SIR: Inclosed find a duplicate of patent issued to me for improYement in
cannon. It bas been suggested that material aid conhl he secured by applying to the
Departtnent, and I am quick to believe that yon will lend me all the assiHtauce your
official position will permit in order to test the improvement. Satisfied, aH I am, that
it will bear a scientific and practical test, I am des irous tbat this should be done as
soon as convenient. I am not conversant with the manner of proceeding, but will
state to you what I wish, and tbeu ~~on can decide officially what should be tluue. I
am a poor man and without sufficient means to carry ont the enterprise, HO I would
like, after you have examined inclosed duplicate, and think it wortl1y of trial, to suggest what stops a,re necessary in order to got Government patronage to coustruct a p;~m
and make trial thereof, wishing to be present at the construction anu trial, &c. ·w111
yon please answer, &c. ~
If :yonr official duties are such that you cannot atteml to this, please hantl this to
the proper person, aucl be kinu enough to put me iu communication with such party.
Respectfully, &c.,
H . J. ALLEN,
SECRETARY OF wAR,

.A1·kadelphia, A1·kansas.

u. s. A.,

Wa11hington City, D. G.
[Inclosure.]

H. J. Allen's improvement in breech-loacling cannon.
April 25, 1871.

Letters-patent No. 113,963, dated

To all whom it may concern:
.Be it kuowll that I, Hiram J . Allen, of Arka,lelphia, in the com1ty 01 CJark, ancl
State of Arkansas, have invented a n ew all(l nsefnl improvemeut i11 cannon ; :u.Hl I .do
hereby declare that the following is a fnll, clear, mul exact d escription ttH~rpof, \\·hu~h
euahJc othnrs skilled in the art to make aucl use the same, reference bPiug had to
the .accompanying dntwing, fonrdug part of this spccifictLtion, in whichFtgnre lrepreHents a side view, partly in section, of my improved cannon.
Figure 2 is ~L plan or top view of tlle samr.
Figure 3 is tL ltorizontallougitnrlinal sect ion of the flame.
:Figure 4 iH a detail horizontallon <ritu<liuul ~ection of a moclification of the same.
Fignre 5 is a vertical transverse s~ctiou of the same, the plane of scctiou being indicated l>y the line x .t, Fig. 1.
.
·
l:;iut~1ar letters of refcn•nce indicate corrrspoudi11g parts.
.
M y mvention relates to ca.unon, and con:;ists in a certain combination of parts, '"luch
·will first he hereinafter dcscrihecl in councction with all that is neces~ary to [t full
unclr:rst:wdin~ thereof, an<l thPn he clearly pointed out in the claim.
TIH· harrel A is constructed as follows:
A sui~ablc; lltllnber of 1ongitn<linal bars, a a, is arrangecl to form the innrr portion ?r
bore of. the p;nn. ArontHl them are lairl Hcries of bands b b, which arc anang-erlm
Inter: 111 ·11c;h mamter that: nvc~ry ~>ntr:r layer coven> the joint~ in the layer .lwtwatl.t~
"\\ hc;u th~: ont!:,rmo t layer of hancl:-; 1::; p11t ou, the collar c, carrymg U11• tntnmon' d, 1.
al. o appltcrl. The~ hancls arc .put on warm cnontrh to shrink titrht aromHl the liar a,
11ot. howc;vc:r. c, ti~ht that th~·y won1d tc:ntl to hr~ak or iujnre s~icl hars.
:wuon c:on:trnc.tc·ll on tln }1lan arc· c·onsirlcrably ]iolt(er and str01wcr
than those
0
:t . t .olicl.
'1'111' lnmcb. are either marlc: of st<·d or wrongBt. iron.
•
••ca~IIIJII maclu o11 tl11 · plan ::r~: pref,·rabl~· to be: c·onstrnc:h!cl as hrf'N:h-1oa c1Prs. a. 1n
1· '~· ,, ; lmt tl1ey may, hy 1·ece1Ytllg tl.l>lug J3 at tlw breech-cud be readily wacle lllllZZleloadcr .
'
•
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The plng, B, should have a shoulder, e, fitting into a groove of the inner layers, a,
as is clearly shown in Fig. 4.
The banel, A, is, with its trunnions, hung in a U-shapecl frame, C, which is pivoted
by pins, j, to the gun-carriage, D.
,
·
In the bnck end of the f!·ame C is fastened the breech-block E, which closes the bore,
as in Fig. :l, and which has a longitudinal groove on its upper face, <:ts shown.
A lever, F, is pivoted to the frame C, and has its front end connect.ed with the barrel
A. When the lever is swung down, the breech-end of the barrel will be raised above
the block E, so that the bore will come in line with the channel in such block. In this
P?sit,!on the gun will be ready for lo:;tding, the charge being placed upon the block a~cl
sl~d mto the barrel. The lever is then swung down to close the br.eech-end, as m
FJg. 1.
The range of the gun is regulated by a screw, G, which supports the rear end of the
frame C.
·
On the frame Care, in rear of the trunnions, and on the inner side, formed inclined
shoulders g, which serve to support inclined shoulders h formed on A when the gun is
in the firing position. In front of the trunnions are, in the frame C, similar shoulders,
i, to support shoulders j of the cannon, when the same is in the loading position.
These shoulders, should the gun expand by incessant firing, will still support it,
althou~h the position will be slightly varied.
Havmg thus described my invention, I claim as new, and desire to secure by letterspatentThe grooved breech-block E and pivoted barrel A, combined as described with the
lever F and frame C, as and for the purpose set forth.
H. J. ALLEN.
[The above letter with inclosure was referred to the board uuder cover of the letter of the Chief
of Ordnauce of July 8, 1872.]

rTelegram.J

H. 0. No. 10.]
ARKADELPHIA, ARKANSAS, July 10, 1872.
Colonel R. H. K. WHITELEY,
P1·esident Board of Examination of Heavy Otclnance :
Attentio~ called to my patent. Is my personal presence necessary f How long will
the board s1t '~ Answer.
H. J. ALLEN.

rTelegram.]

L. B. No. f>t.J
ORDNANCE AGENCY, New York, Jttly 11, 1872.
H. J. ALLEN, A1·lcadelphia, A.rlca11sas:
Your plan is before the board. Your presence is optional, but not necessar~r.
C. E. DUTTON,

Recordel'.

No. 58.]
ARKADELPIIIA, ARKANSAS, July 16, 1872.
. DEAR Sm: My personal pl'esence being impossible at the present time, I think it ad\''lSable to submit the accompanying diagram and explanation, which may not suggest
themselves by an inspection of the plans furnished you by the Chief of Ordnance, of my
patent.
1st. Should my patent meet the favor of the board, I would suggest as a test piece
the size in the diagram I send.
2d. The 11·ame C may be made of two or more pieces, as indicated by the Jines.
Suggestions: The object of using bars or staves is to get length, and smooth, even
l)ore.
The principle of the patent js applicable to light or heavy guns.
H.espectfnlly,
II. J, ALLEN.
Lieutenant C. E. DCTTOX,
Secl'elary Boarcl of Examiners of Hca~:y Orclnance, New York.
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[Telegram.l

AmL\DRLPIIIA, ARKANSAS, July 24, 1872.
No. 59.]
C. E. DuTTON,
( Cm·e Board of Examiners of Heavy Orclnance:)
How long will board be in session~ Can come if necessary.
H. J. ALLEN.

[Telegram.]

L. B. No. 33.]

AR;-.ry BuiLDING,

H ..J. ALLEN, A1'7caclelphia, Arkansas :
Your presence is unnecessary before the board.

NEw YoRK,
July 25, 1872.

C. E. DUTTON.

A;\IES'S WROUGHT-IRON GUNS.

No. 31.]

CHESTER, Mi\SSACTIUSETTS,

Jnly 1:3, 1872.
Sm: I reccivecl from yonr office copy of Genera] Order No. 57, at tbis place, forwarued
front \Vasbington a <.lay or two an·o. On beluLlf of Charlotte L. Ames, wiclow and
a<illliniHtmtrix: of Horatio Ames, lle~ense<l, I desire to snbmit to thiR board au Ames
6"A ritle, steel core, finishe(l and ready for trial. The estate has three of Lbese guns,
and I am of opinion that they are the best of this C<Lliber to be fonud in tl1is
country, and tltat they will do more work than any ten guns of like dimen~ions
of any otller rnannfactnre. On my own behalf, I de::;ire: nlso, if not excltHled by th.e
terw .., of the ordPr, to submit my plans for sbottin<r muzzle-loading rifles of every calluer mHl make. The Bnreau is fully informetl as t.~ what they are, and can advise me
as to the matter of exclusion.
Hcspectfully, yone obedient servant,
CLIFFORD ARRICK.
CIHEI~ OF 0HJ>XA "CE,

Ww· Department, Washington, D. C.
[Indorsement.]
ORD'K AXCE OI•'FJCE, July 16, 1872.
Resprrtfnlly fotwarcll"cl to the board on heavy ordnance for consideration and reply
to the writer, who has been in fonne<l of this reference.
By order of the Chief of Ordnance.
S. V. BENE'I',
JJfluor of Ordnance.

L. B ....·o. 24.]

A.JniY

Nmv YonK,
July 17, 1 72.
Sm: I am <lirrctrclby the boanl on hrn,vy cannon to inform yon tl1at the lH~ard doe.
not n·garcl a fi"..l rill<~ as classifiahle with heavy gnns withiu tlw uwaning of GetH·ral
On len;,~ 'o, :)7, Adjntaut-Geueral':-; Orfic<~~ and tltt' rcfore yonr pro posit ion rc:-;pec~IIl§7 tlm·e
G''A riflt·!i lwlonging to the estate~ of the late Horatio 1 mcs docs 1wt eonw 'utl11u .the
purvif'\\' of the board. If', lH>W!!Ver you have any piau.., to snhnlit for the constrnctt_on
of i111ilar g1111. of 10-in<:Jt alHl 1~-incb e:dih<:r, the hoarcl WOHl<l ])(' plea~ed. to.l'!'Ct:IYC
tlH·m, with t·.timnl!!.-; of' c:o. t, ancl any otlH:r inft~rmation yon may lw ahlt~ to gn·e r.onc·f:rnin).!; th1:1ll. l am aho clire<:tf·<l to :-;tate that tlw snlljul't of projm~till'S,Jil'l' 8C cloc,
not properly c·otne 1Jl'l'oru the hoal'll, lwt only a~ u.n es!:!entbl feature of sol!lc sy::;tolll of
gun-c:on.

BuiLDIXG,

tn~<:IIOit.

Y~:ry

n::·pe<:tfnlly, ir,

'LII"FilHll AHJ:ICJ\.

'h ' Ia,

E ·q.,

JlaB acho81JfltJ,

C'. E. Dt!TTO. ·,
Ordnance, Rc:curd< /'.

Jr'in~l Lif'ltlcllall t
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YORK,
~6, 1872.
Sm: I am directed to inform you that the board on heavy cannon bas acljonrnt~cl
until tlw 7t.h proximo, by wllich time it is expected that all matter intended for its
action will IJe l>efore it.
Your obedieut servant,
C. E. DUTTON,
First Lieutenant Ordnance, Becorcler.
CLIFI~OHD AmucK, Esq.,
Chester, Massacltu8eits.

L. B. Xo. 39.]

ARMY

BUILDING,

NEW

July

No. 76.]
WASHINGTON CITY, A1tgust 3, 1872.
Sm: I receiv1~d the letter of your board of the 17th, in reply to mine addressed to
the Bnn'an of Ordnance of the 13th ultimo; also yonr note of the 26th.
T!Je 100-poundcrs to which I called the attention of the Bureau are the onl.v "Ames
guns" with "steel core!:i" ever made; and until they are subjected to trial none
others arc iikely to be nndertttkeu, as very certainly it wonhl prove a useless expenditure of either public or private eapiLal to continue the experiment in tho h ig-her
calibers, nnless these prove their snperiority in sorne way in a high degree. My plaus
for Hhot,tiug rifled cannon extend to those of any desirell c~Lliber, but do not "essentially," if at. all, constitnto a" feature of so1t1e," or inrleoll of any, "system of g un-construction ." I hence con elude that, by the terms of your letter, a!:i well as of Geueral Order
No. 57, I am exchHled.
Fe(•ling rJI:it.e certain, however, that .von will not recommoncl for trial any system ot
gnn-constrnction "of 10-inch and 12-inch caliber," ·whereof the projectile is an "esstmtial fpaf me," I deem i"t important t.hat those yon do recommend be properly shotted at
the trial, lest the whole performance, as it nndoubteuly would, go :-tbsolutely for
nothing.
It lws been repeateLlly n.ffirmecl by the ordnance anthorities of the Uni ted St.ates
that the cast-iron cannon of the public sP.rvice, known as the Rodman ancl Dahlgren
s.\' StetnH, "wlwn used as smooth-boreR," are'' perfectly reliable,'' n.1Hl yet we ha,ve Hot
hn1l explained the nprmrent p~tradox that, "when nsecl as rifles," they are" ''"holly unreliable,') if 110t "a.bsolutely worthless."
It will Hot be controverted that <tny number of Rodman or Dalllgren 9-incb, 10-inch,
anrl 11-ineh smooth-bore cannon, proving tbemselves in practiee to be "perfect ly reliaule," 11ecessarily demonstrates the proposition that, with cast iron, any series of such
pie<"PS may be proclncccl of uniform mannfactnre, ancl hence possessing, practically, a
uniform enpacit.y fm· ,york. Er1nally plain is it that no sories of pieces of any other
s.rskm, fabricated of whatever material, can la.y claim rationally to anythiug more
tLan this.
A higher capacity, where a higher stancbrcl of material is used, may be, ancl unclouutedl.r i~, nttainable, but the problem of reprodnction won lrl still be unsolved, and, when
f~tvorably 1lemonstrated, could give in tho end only what we· already possess, at an immense iucrease in cost.
Tlll' Pxcelleuce of the cast-iron Rystems of Rodman aml Dahlgren, when used as
smooth-bores, is not only conceded by the intelligent onluance.ma.u, bnt. their uniform
enrl11mnce in service has inspired even thB gunners of th~A.emy and Navy with perfect all(l absolute conftdence in both tlwir eniciency and satety. It is not claimed tha.t
at every cast the same exact rcsnlt is :tttaiuable, unt experience has demonstra.tcd
that, UJl(lPr a carefulm::wipnlatiou, inspection, and proof, au armament of heavy cannon llla.v l1e tlms olJtained, possessing pr:wtically a uniform capacity for work.
Tilt' :ulvocntes of the varions "built-up" systems of heavy ordnance a.re contenrling
ratiouall.v for merely a. higher capacity than is possibly attainn.l>le wit.h cast iron; anu
the.v do 1iot hope in the end for more than snccessfnl procluction and reprodn.c tion of
a11 iJHlt·fini t e st•ries of pit',ces, possessing a nniform cn.pa.ctty fi>r work. Mom won ld be
alJsnnl. \Vhile, tlH'reforc, by good nmnagement aud gootl lnck, they may present us
with a sing-le piece possessing an extraordinary capncity for work, experience bas
sl.own that the snccessf'nl repdition of the pcrfnrlllance is exceedingly problPlllatical,
anll that. i he production of au annawent, under a.uy knowu method of mauipulatiou, is
reasoiJa,llly illlpossible.
But ~uwtl1er important inqnir,v ariBes in the case. These cast-iron :o;ystems may, and
in lilY j1ttlgmcut. do, po. ·sess a, surficicnt capaeity for the work proposorl, ancl with tlwm
the !'lame vdocities nre atta.iuable that conld he were the pieces composed of perfect
nm~o;sPH of homogeneous wronght imn or steel. This being so, what is to compeusn.t.o for
t1H~ inllll('llSe tlifference in cost? No intelligent pen;on wonlcl for a. moment entertain
tbe i1lea of substituting wrought-iron or steel 9-illt·b, 10-ineh, and 11-iuch gnns to l>e
used a!:i smooth-bores, in place of the cast-iron Dahlgrens of the Navy, or of substi-
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tuting in the Army 15-inch and 20-inch smooth-bores made of such material. Snch
pretension would be without reason, aud1mworthy of your consifleration.
Having therefore a system of gun-construction wherein uniform ity of manufacture,
and hence a uniform capacity for work, are practical facts, the r esulting qnalit:y, uniform eudnrance, jnstifies the conclusion that the system is not only efficient in actiou,
but also, as nffirmed, perfectly safe an<l reliable. We cannot, however, fail to perceive
that the logical prerequisi~ here is the imposition in practice of a uniform system of
work. Now, as no tw·o charges of gunpowder, all else being the same, can b e relietl
npon to develop the same intensity of pressure, a uniform imposition of work might he
saicl to be impossible; but the variance from this source is known and wit.hin limits,
and the maximum development furnishes a safe criterion for the establishment of a
practica1ly 11niform system .
If with a 10-inch Dahlgren, with its spherical shot and service-charge, we have a
maximum pressure of 40,000 pounds, we tLre within the easy capacity of the piece, and
auy variance to a lesser pressure would be in its favor, never exceeding the maximu~;
we hence have safety, and within Hmits always below tho capacity of the piece. Thrs
is practically a uniform system of work.
The resistance of the projectile is of course practically uniform, and the conclusion,
as demonstrated in action, i.s uniform endurance. \Ve hence have, as the elements of
success, uniform manufacture, nniform capacity, uniform work, uniform endurance,
aml hence a system "perfectly reliaule." ·
What I propose to <lois to guarantee the same conditions, and hence the same resn~ts,
with these guns as rifles, anu what. I affirm is, that with none of the projectiles wlnch
the Govemment has in store is such a result possihle. Both propositions are of easy
demonstration. If such a discussion can be brought withiu the pnrview of yonr board,
and I am permitted to submit my plans with a view to their adoption, I vill do so
with pleasure. I will also demonstrate that the results of practice in all the m at ters of
success at the object, excel in a high degree auythiuoattaiuaule w ith any of these
0
inferior and condemned devices.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
CLIFFORD ARRICK.
Colonel R. II. K. WIIITEJ,EY,
Pnsiclent Beavy-Orclnance BoarYl, Arrny Building, New York.

LNo. 98.]

Copy of the r·eports of the boarcls on wrought-ir·on quns, mamifaclurecl by Horatio Ames, and
cor1'esponclcnce r·elatiug thereto.
UNITED STATES 0HDNANCE AGENCY, NEW YORK,
All[JllSt 19, 1872.
RespcctfnlJy referrecl to the board on h eavy ordnance, convened by General Orders
No. 07, date<l Ac1jntaut-Gencml's Office June 28, 1872, as bearing on the subj ect of
wrought-iron gnu construction.
S. CRISPIN,

BreL·et Colonel United Stales Army, Mqjor of Ordnance.
NAVY DEPARTi\IENT, .Augu&t 25, 1 64.
, m: By direction of the President yon are hereby appointed memher of a boa.rtl to
meet at Bridg<·port, Connecticut, on the 1st of Scptembc•r next, of which Major-Genc•ral
Gillmore, ruite<l States Army, is presic1cut, for the pnrpo~e of testing and inspectinl!; a.
certain wrougut-iron cannon with a. virw to detcnniue its fitness for the United State ·
senice. You will proc<wcl and report for this duty accordingly.
Y Cl'J' re. ·pectfully,
GIDEON \YELLE.',
Secretary of the ...Yary.
Commodore T. A.. II! .·T, U., '. N ..
lJo&ton, .Jlcwwchu8ctls.

OnD. ·.L'CE OJ.rH'E, "\V.m DEP.\nnm.-T,.
Wa&hington 1 ~li!!JII~<f ~:J, 1-:()4.
~m: I tr:m. mit hc·r '·ith a P-op~· of an orc11'l' fro111 the Presi<lc>nt cliredin•r that a
~oanl of olTtr•r•x l!H'~'t at Bri,lgPJHll't. 'omwetient, on the 1st of S~ptt'mhcr ~'>nt'xt, to
111, l' ct m11\ t t a_ c·aun_on HHHlu ],~, .lr. Ame:;, "·itlt the in~tructiom; of tlw S<·<: retar~~ of
\\ ar th r •ou, cl • tguatlllg ;;on as the ordnance officer 011 Mid uoard ; al. o diTectlll~
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that all necessary ammunition for the trial be furnished. You will conform to this
order and directions, and yon are authorized to call on any arsenaJ for such ammunition as may be reqnired to make such trials as the board may desire.
Respectfully, your obedieut servant,
GEORGE D. RAMSAY,
B1·igadier-General, Chief of Orclnance.
Major T. T. S. LAIDLEY,
Inspectot of Cannon, g.c., No. 710 B1·oadway, New York.
EXECUTIVE MANSION, August 21, 1864.
Mr. --Ames having constructed certain wrought-iron cannon of 7'-i nch caliber,
which he desires to have inspected and tested wit.h a view to cletermine their fitness
for the United States service, it is ordered: F'i1·st. That a board of officers, to consist of
Major-General Gillmore as president of the board, a competent ordnance officer to be
designated by the Secretary of War, and a competent officer to be designaterl by the
Secretary of the Navy, shall be organized and meet at Briclgeport, Connecticut, on the
1st day of Septern her next, with a view of inspecting aud te:sting tile aforesa,id cannon,
and determining their capacity and fitness for the United States service, \Yith such
testf> and trials as they shaJl deem proper, and make report to the President of their
opinion in respect to said caunon, and their value and fitness for the service.
~cconcl. That the Ordnance Bureaus of the vVar and Navy Departments shall provide
smtablo shot, shells, aml ammunition for making the aforesaid tests, and provide all
the necess:1ries for a careful and fair test of the a.foresaid cannon.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
In pnrsnance of the foregoing orders and subsequent orrlers from the Secretary of
War postponing the meeting of the boanl until the 15t.h day of September, 1864, the
b_oard met, and the trials commenced at Bridgeport, Connecticut, on the day last mentiOned. All the members of the board were present.
~he gnn to be tested was in readiness and smtably mounted. It is of wrought iron,
WCighs, according to :Mr. Ames's statCJuent, 19,400 pounds, is bored to a 7-inch caiiber,
anrl is rifled with a uniform twist of one turn in 35 feet.
Tl!e gnu is built up froru tlw cascable on the en<l of a long cylindrical port-bar. The
enrl of this bar is first enlarged by welcliug pieces arouud it. It is then enlarged still
fnrther uy placing two rings on the eud, one over the other concentrically, and welding
~he~ tilere in succession. Against the end of the cylinder, thus increased to 28 inches
m_cliaJnet<·r, is welcled a circular plate or dif>k, also 28 inches in diameter and 4 inches
thick. This disk is composed of a ceuter-uiece 10 iuches in diameter, surrounded by
two conceutric rings, one outside of the other, all acettrately fitted together by turning.
The bottom of the lJore terminates aga,inst this disk. Upon this disk is Wt!l<led a ring.
of 28 in ches exterior diameter, 4 inches interior diameter, aud 5 inches thick, comJ>OUtH1etl of three couceutric rings, accurately fitted together by turning. The inner one
~t> 10 111cbes m exterior diameter, and about Rlx inches in thickness, so that its ends pro·1ect on either side about half an inch be.yond the faces of the other two rings. This is
1lltencle(l to secnre a perfect weld next the bore and force out the slag.
O_ther compound rings, made in the same manner, are welded on, one after the other,
1mtll tbP g~tu is of the rec1nired length.
Iu makin g the compound rings for the small part of the gun b etween tho trunnions
and mnzzle, the outer riug is omitted .
. The gmt remains in a horizontal position during this process of construction, and
IS ll:tndled by means of the bar proj ecting from the cascable.
1'he weldiug on of tile disk aud rings is done with a hammer worked hori;~,ontally by
steam. A ha.Iumer, working vertically, it~ also used against the sides of the piece.
'l:he inner riug of tho colllponnrl rings is made from a block 6 iucl.Jes by 10 inches by
10 Jllth e ·by boring a hole 4 inches in diameter t.brongh it and turning off the corners.
The lihers and lamin re of tbe metallic in planes at rigllt angles to the axis of the gun.
1he center an<l ouLer rings are made like ~L tire by bending the bars and welding tho
end!-l togetltPr, thns placing the layers of the metal in cylindrical snrfaces.
Th e trunuions are attached by being screwed iuto tl.Je t>ides of the piece 3 inches.
The grooves of the piece Slll>mitted to trial were found to be only fifty-ciglJt thousa nd thf> of a11 inch in depth, 'vllich waf> not snfficient to conf ·r a. rotary motion upon 1.l1a
projP<:tile with certainty, as wa a certaine<l after a few tri:tlH. Tb e boar<l therefore
adjourned to Juwc the grooves cut to one-teutll of an inch in depth. This having l>een
accoHlplishPd, the trials were resnme<l on the 27th <lay of SPptemher.
·
. UoHsi<1erah le delay and many interruptions in the progress of the trials were occaawncfl J,y tlte wanL of suitable projectiles. Those of the Hotchkiss p;~ttern, which have
been oflicially 1Jroscril>ed Jor rilles of large caliber on acconnt of th<·ir excessive strain
upon the gnu, were almost exclusively used. In weigilt tiley varied from 104 to 127

23 w
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pounds. The powfler used was what is known as No.7 experimental powder, giving
a pressnre of 57,000 pounds per square inch in an 8-inch gnu.
The charges were varied, increasing from 13 to ::30 pounds, although it ·was frequently
nccesFary to reduce the higher charges iu order to accommoclate the projectiles, from
which the packing would often strip, or the cap break, even with comparatively low
charges.
The proper iustrnments for determining the ranges of the shot, fired n,s they were
OYer the water, were not received until the gnn bad been ftred 600 times,_ mul was
mnch enlarged, giving a windage of more thau three-teuths of au iuch over the shot,
and thet·eby cansiug a great loss of velocity and rauge.
The initial velocity of the shot fired with 19 ponnds of pow<ler was rletorminecl hy
means of the Vignotte chrouos~ope, when the gnu bad been fired 1:30 rounds. The
velocity thus obtained was 1,4RO feet.
Owing to the difficulty experienced from the fragments of the lead thrown from the
shot cutting the wires prematurely, no efforts were made snusequenlly to obtain the
velocities with other charges.
Tbe greatest enlargement of the bore of the piece for the :first one bundrccl ronnds
was one hnndred and tweuty-one thou~atHltbs of an iuch, and rtt 15 inche~ from the
bottom . After this enlargement was slight for each arlditionaJ one hmHlred rounds
until we 1l;ul reacbec1 :five llnndrecll·ountb and began to use 2G-ponncl charges.
After the six bnu1lredtb ronud the enlargement exceeded three-tenths of au inch,
which is the gre~tt<>st mcasnrement the star-<ra1wc wonld recorcl. This maximnm enlargement extendnd for a distance of 3 inche~ al~ng the bore, beginning at a point 20
inches from the bottom.
When the trials coillmenceu the vent was in the metal of the gun, tl)ere being no
vent-piece, anti was so much enlarged by the first one-hnndreclrouuds thttt it ball to
be bouched. A copper vent-piece, secured by a steel plng screwcll in, was inserteu
and answet·c<l for the rest oftlle firing.
At about the ilve bnndrcll and :;ixtieth ronnd it was first discoverc<1 that the metal
of the gnn bad heen so much stretched lateralJy at the place of maximnm interior eulargemen t that it was plainl,r visible in a f:lwell on the outside, cntir1·ly encircling the
pit•ce. Tlwl'c was an increase of one-eighth of an inch in the exterior diametel' at that
place. This swell gradua1l,\ diminir;he<l to uothit1g at ~t distauce of 4 inches on either
!:!ide of the circle of greatest eulargt~ment.
\Vllen the gnn ha<l l>e<m fired hnt nineteen roun<l::>, ancl before the grooves had l>een cnt
to the n•flnirc<l clepth of one-tenth of an inch, a craf'k on the inHi<le, sulliciently wicle and
deep to he easily fdt with a steel point, appeared, rnnning a, little mon• than half .way
ronn<l tlw bore, at a distance of ~5 inebt~S from the hottoru. This ernck wn.s partm1ly
t.aken ont of tire grooves in reriiling the piece. SnbHeqnont !iring cli<l not materially
alter itr-; appc•arauce, or in COl!) lt'Ct.lf enlarge it on the snrf~wc of tho laud,;, while in the
groons it was gradually mcrge<l into or replaced hy n snries of holes or cavitie::;, one
• iu each groove, which appean·d, one after tlte other, as the trials progressed. The
first one that attraete(l altentiou grew wi<ler and c1eeper, until, at the i,wo lmn<lrec1th
nmnd, it measnn~cl tllree-cightbH of an inch in <1cpth, ~tncl about 1 inch in wi<lth at the
smfacc of the IJore. After the three lwn<lre<lth ronnel it was 1~· inches deep, and had
cviclc·ntly peuetratP<l Ci11irP1y throngh the tnbe formNl by the inner l'ing:-l. Its .rrogrcs~ was then apparently arn~ste<l, in a greater or less degree, hy the metal of the
mitlc1le rings. Arter tl1e six htmdredth round this cavity measured 1-f inches in depth,
an11 ahont lt inches in wi<lth.
After the .-enn hnncln·clth round these cavities measnrecl as follows: The largest 1!
iuclws in <lepth, and H· inches wide. Tlw others have enlarged sl ig l1tl.v, hnt are _apparently no cleP[H'l'. They average abont three-C'ighths ofan iuch c1cep alHl 1 i nc·h wHle.
At the close of the trialH, (Fwven hn!Hlrodtb rouncl,) tlw vent-pieee having lwen n~ed
six hnudrecl tinH·s, the int<·rior oritic·e of vent nwasnred O.i5" iu dianwter. Hacliatwg
from the entran<·e of the vent,-pieec into the IJorc are three crack:;, one in front an1l
two in rear, and mea uring in length O.G" and O.G" and 0.6" 1'CBpecliuely, and about
0. "<leep.
The r·<lges of the lands are at, present hut slightly worn, and the ri:fling of the piece
not JlltH:h i111pairecl .
It ilS the unanimous opinion of the hoard that Ames's wrought-iron gnns posse. s, to
a dcgrPe IH!VI~r hefore ec1nalcd hy a. cannon of c<plal wcio·bt offered to onr sen·tcc, till~
· s<:utial rpwliti<>s of grt:at lateral antllougituclinal strength, and great power!i of.euclnranr·<! uncler h~:avy chat·ge;; thaL they are not liable to burst exp lo ively an<l ,-nthOil
wnnriu~, ev<:n when Hretl nrHler very high charges 1· aud that th<·y are well
arlaptt:<l to thr~. wants of t!H! s<:r\'icc generally, !Jut espccia lly wherever loug range:
awl l11 ~ h n:I<H'Jt~· an: n·qflltl'(l.
lt i al ~'.the nn:lllim~"':-; opiuion of thP hom·<l that Ames':; 7-incb gnn., of wh!ch he
h~ uow hi c<·u tll'tu·l!l l1111. 111'<1, )JO. sl:lSS ~omf1ieicut weight and strPngth io receiVe an
nwh bore, aurl even gu:utcr, although not heavy enough for a 10-inch bore.
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The lHlanl rccommencl that, in any future contracts for these gnus, the limits of
wcin·bt for certain calibers be fixed by the agent of tlJC United States.
The ].ward furtlH~r recommend that the gnu which they have tried be re-bored to
S inches ,and ritlecl, <llld then submitted to another s ries of tests similar to those
through whieh it has jnsL passed, to be then cut up for examination.
Sttrnmary of ji1·ing.
G,m fired se\'en hundred times as follows:
:3fl0 times with 1H pounds No.7 powder.
114 ti1nes with 25 pounds No.7 po"rder.
60 tinH'H with 20 ponn<ls No.7 powder.
20 tinH'R with 1:3 ponnds No. 7 powder.
1:l tinws with 15 ponnds No. 7 powder.
(j times with 30 ponnds No.7 powder.
5 tim<'S with 21 pounds No.7 powcler.
5 times with 22 pounds No.7 pcnnler.
4 tirne!:l with 2:3 ponncl::; No.7 powcler.
3 times with 17 pounds No.7 powder.
:3 titnes with 18 ponnds No. 7 powder.
2 times with 24 ponnds No.7 powder.
37 times wit.h 20 pOllllds cannou-pow<ler.
2-t times with \W pounds cannon-powder.
6 tillles wit.h 1!) pounds cannon-powder.
:~times with 15 pounds cannon-powder.
:~times with 17 pounds cannon-powder.
2 times with 1:3 pountls cannon-powder.
6 times with 25 pounds cannon and mortar powder.
In additiou to the foregoing, Mr. Ames states that he fired from the gun, before the
board a:>sem Lled, thirteen rounds as follows:
10 ronuds '.vith 1:3 pound!:! No.7 powder.
1 roullll with 16 pounds No. 7 powder.
1 round wit.h 20 ponn<ls No. 7 powder.
1 rotllld witll 25 ponn<li:! No. 7 powder.
Tlle hoan1 ba.vo the honor to submit this report of its proceedings to this date, and
have ~111journed t9 await further instrnetions.
BHIDGEPORT, CO.NNECTICU'l', Ootober 27, 1864.
Q. A. GILLMORE,
MajoT-Gcnc-ral Voluntcers 1 P1·esident of Bom·d.
T. A. HUNT,
Cornmoclote, Dniled States Navy.

T. T. S. LAIDLEY,
Majm· of Ordnance.
The PHESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES,
Washington, D. C.
(Xo-m.-Tlw <letail<'tl tnrget-rrcor<ls of firing the Ames gun are too voiuminous for publication with

tl\,.is report, au<l

ar•~

therefore omitted.]

FAI,LS VILLAGE, CONNECTICUT, June 13, 1866.
Sm: I have the honor to inclose herewith tho report of the board on the wrought~
iron 100-pouncler guns maunfactured by Horatio Ames at this place.
The l.Joard bas been dissolved this day, as directed in your instructions of the 5th
instant.
I am, very respectfulJy, your obedient servant,
T. A.. HUNT,
Gornrnodo1·e ancl Inspector of Ordnance.
Commander H. A.. WISE, U. S. N.,
Chief of Bm·eau of Ordnw.we, Navy Department, Washington, D. C.

F ALT}S VILLAGE, CONNECTICUT, June 13, 1866,
SIR: In accon1a.nce with your order of the fitb instant, the l.ward convened at this
place as therein clirPctecl to examine the wrought-iron guns manufactured by Horatio
A.mf's, and respectfu1l.v report as follows:
\Ve commenced with the examination of the five guns that had been offered for
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proof, four of w_hich had been fired, and one, No.2, was withdrawn by the agent of Mr.
Ames before firing on account of a defect in the bore, and is now being bored out to ue
liued with steel. The uores of th6 remaining four gnus No. 1, 3, 4, and 5, were
thoroughly examined and impressions taken of the vents and dHferent parts of the
bore where defects were visible. The impressions indicated the same defects as had
been preyiously found iu the bore by Commodores Hitchcock and Hunt, at the time the
gnus were subjected to the powder-proof, the reports and impressious of wbich have
been sent to the bureau. No other defects were di::;covered except in the cavity at t.he
bottom of tbe bore of gun No. 4, which by inserting a hot iron rod was found to be
four inches in depth.
The board are of opinion that guns can be made on Mr. Ames's plan without materially injuring the strength. of the wrought iron; and when the ·welding is skillfully
effected a stronger guu can be made in this way than in any other of which the board
have any knowledge.
Experience has shown that all the guns m'ade on this plan have not been welded
perfectly, t~vo 7-inch gnus having been broken in firiug ten ronuds of 20 pounds of
powder and a rifle projectile of 125 pound:-;, though they gave previously no eviueuco of
defective welding.
Mr. Amos thinks that the experience gained in the manufacture of the gnns heretofore made has enabled him to produce in these better gnus than those above referreJ to.
Whether it is possible to make on this plan guns which can be relied upou iu all cases
is a qnestion that the board do not feel competent to decide, at this state of deYelopment of the p1:ocess, bnt they are of opinion that the importance of the subject, the
necessity of introclucing stronger rifle-guns than any now in service, wnrrants a fuller
trial of the plau before pronouncing definitely against it.
The experiments with those wrought-iron guns have been thus far limited, and the
only tests to w'hich they have bee11 subjected are those with very large cbarg-es.
It is not known what eudurauce they wonlcl show if fired with ordinary servicecharges, the experience gained on such matters not being snfficieut to emtule us to
j ndge with any degree of certainty from what they Lave undergone, what 11 umber of
rounds they would endure if swaller charges were used.
The moue of manufacture of these guns is such that the strength of each gnn d_epends entirely upon the skill with which it has been made, the perfection of the C:hfferent wcltls, so that it is not possible to Jetermine the strength or endurance of one
gnu from the kno"·letlge of that of another gun of the same lot. ·The boanl caiJnot thereforo pretend to decide upon the safety of the seven gnus which have not been til·eJ or
tested in any manner.
One of tlJO guns undei· consideration has ueen fired 220 times with a riflell projectile
weighing 100 pounds and a charge of 20 ponnds of No.7 powder, without breaking--a
mnch severer test than any gun in service is known to have witlJHtood. \Vhat fnrt!Jer
endurance it may exhibit canuot ue told without further experiment, though it iH believed it may he fired many times with s rvice-charo·es
without mnch further altera0
tion in its conclition.
Before, however, the board should feel at liberty to recommend to the Bnreau the
reception of these guns, they deem it de~:;irable that further trial shonl~l be made '' ith
them to te t more thoroughly their entlurance with such charges as will be fired in
them in actual service.
Thus far it has not been found practicable to get a projectile that will st.a.ncl the
cha~·gcs of_powtlcr use<l in these gnus, so tha.t the strain to which the:-;e guns have hecn
subJected JS an exceptional one, greater than that to which tbe gnu would ever he
callecl nyou to bear, at least until au improvement is macle in t!Je pro,j<'ctiles; au_d
though 1t has b<>en proved that the guns of this lot tlms far tried will wit!Jstaud th1
strain, and the gnu may he fired with these excessive charges, it is deemed of illlportance 1cfore making any recommendations in reference to their disposal that some gun
of the lot, say .1.To. 5, which Las already been tired fifty rouu<ls with 20 pounds of
po':·de1> hhonld l!~ ~red oue thonsauu rounds with 1~ ponn.cls of !wwder :1.~1d 100-ponud
]li'OJt'ctllc. , and 1i 1t ·hould staud the tc~:~t then to be fired :further w1th 15-pouud
chur~c~, and Iinally with 20-pouud charges.'
Very respectfully, we are, your obedient servants,
T. A. IJUNT,

Commodore, Unile(l Stafe8 Nat•y.
Wl\1. ROGEH' TAYLOR,
C:aptain, ulliferl 'tales .L\'at'y.

'1'. '1'. S. LAllJLEY,
B1·eret Colonel ancl Major of Ordnance.

Cornmauder II. A. Wr ·E,
Chirj of Bun'all ·of Ordnance, WafJltington, D. C.
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BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS, June 25, 1866.
Sm: Your letter of the 20th instant, in relation to the. report of the board on the
Ames guns, is received.
Tn reply to the question, "Does the board consider these wrought-iron 100-pounders
suitable and safe guns in erm·y respect; and does it recommend the Bureau to accept any
or all of them for service in the Navy of the United States'(" I would state that I would
not cousider those that have been fired with 20-pouud charges (Nos. 1, !3, 4, and 5,) suitable and safe guns in ~'l'e'I'J/ 1·espect, nor wonld I recommend that those guns should be received for service in the Navy of the Unitecl States. The other gun& that bave not
been fired, I can form no opinion of, except from the effect that the powder-proof bas
bad on those that have been proved. As all of them have been forged from the same
iron, and manufactured with the same care, and as all were free from any visibl!; defects, I can see no reason why those that have not been subjected to proof sho uld stand
the powder-proof nny better tban those that have been proved, that is with 20-pound
charges aud a shell weighing 100 pounds. If, therefore, they are t,o endure auy number of rounds of 20 pounds of powder and sllell weighing 100 pounds, I conltl not recommend that they should be received for service in the Navy, nor do I consider them
safe allCl suitable gnus in every respect, for I do not believe they can endure many
fires of these charges withvut showing some defects which would cause a doubt as
to their cfficietlC,Y and safety.
In explanation of the report of the board, I would state that one of these guns, No.4,
had been fired two hundred and twenty times with 20-ponud charges and a shell weighing 100 pounds, ten times with 15-ponud charges, and :five times with 10-pound eharges,
making in nll two lnmclred and thirty-five times, whicb, I think, tcl:lted the strength of
the welding f:.drly, but the defects at the bottom of the bore were sufficient to condemn the gun. I wished to know then what effect less powder, say 12 pounds, the
ordinary charge, would have on the bottom of the bore; therefore, gun No. f., which
had been fired fifty times with 20-ponnd charges and 100-pound shell, (which gave the
wchling a fa,ir trial,) was recommended to be fired with 12-ponnd charges, to see
the t-fl'ect it would baYe ou the bore. If the same defects began to be clevelopeu as in
gun No. 4, after a series of :fires, then the firing to cease and tlle gun to be condemned;
bnt if tbe bore was not materially damaged, then more confidence might be bad ill the
otller gnus. It is true that in welding such large masses of iron some of the weldings
may 11ot be perfect, although the greatest care may be used in their manufacture, and
which cannot be seen when the gnu is fnruished; that is a risk that must necessarily he
illcurre<l in the manufacture of all wrought-iron gnus. 'rwo of the Army gnus made
by Mr. Ames burst by tbe blowing oft' of the breech, one at the first fire, the other at
t!Je ninth fire; since then, iu the w~tnufacture of guns for the Navy, more care bas been
observed in the beating and welding, and the manufacturer thinks that be has overcome that difficulty; it ma,y be so, as thus far in the prol)f none have burst, althongh
one of tbem (No.4) has endured a severe trial. I tbought, therefore, that if gun No.5,
'"llich bad beun fired fifty ti111es with 20-p<1und charges, stood the trial of a series of
roun<ls with 12 pounds of pow<ler witllout further material iujnry to the bore, some
proof of :.t few beavy charges might l>e determined on to test the strength of tlle welding in the other guns, without injuring them for service. Some risk must be incurred
in aH gnus, cast as well as wrought iron.
As these gnns have been made by Mr. Amos at a great expense of time and money,
and as the Government have no reliable ri:fle<l gun for heavy ch;uges, I thought tha,t,
with the approval of the Bureau, a further trial of their strength and endurance would
be more satisfactory to all concerned.
I bave forwarded covies of your letter to Captain Taylor and Major T. T. S. Laidley.
I am, very respectfuHy, your obedient servant,
T. A. HUNT,
Inspector of Ordnance.
Commander HENRY A. WrsE, U. S. N.,
Chief of Btweazt of Ordnance, Washington, D. C.

NEwPOHT, RnoDE ISLAND, June 27, 1866.
Sm: I have received from Commodore Hunt a copy of your letter, elated 20th instant
in reference to the report of tlle board on the Ames guns, requiring "an explicit and
categorical reply" to questions propounded in your order to the board, dated June
5, 1866.
.
I ha\'e no hesitation in expressing my opinion that none of the 100-pouuder rifled
wrought-iron guns made by Mr. Ames, which have beeu subjected to proof, are safe
guns for" service in the Navy of the United States." They have all been injured more
or less by firing, and although it is possible or even probable that they would undergo
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greater endurance, I could not advise theBnrean to place either of them on board ship,
where, if they should bnrst, the consequences might ue so deploraule .
.An examination of two gnus which burst., one at the first and the other at the ninth
fire, inclines rue to doubt tile safety of any guns wllich hnve been maue on this plan.
I think it possible that guns may ue rnade on l\Ir . .Ames theory wllich will be perfectl;\·
strong and safe; t"·o such guns have already sustained extraordinary tests, thongh
one of them is so much injured that it may be expected to fiy to pjcces at auy future
discharge.
The great difficulty consists in obtaining uniformly good workmanship, wherelly the
welding may invariably be perfect. Practical workmen assure me that no certainty
exists of attaining tbis result in all cases. Therefore, some gnus may be perfectly strong
wllile others, maile b_y the same men, may prove worthless.
The gnus which have not been fired were examiucu, a,ncl they present a fn,ir appearance. Mr. Oliver Ames assured me that they have been made with greater care than
some which have preceded them; but it is impossible for me to form a,ny opinion concerning them, except the general one drawn from the examination and coutlition of
those which have been fired. I cannot., therefore, achise the Bnrean to accept them
for" scnice in the Navy of the United States."
·
I am, sir, very respectfully, your ol>edient servant,
WM. ROGERS TAYLOR,

Captain ancl In!ipector of Ordnance.
Commander H . .A. WISE, U. S. N.,

· ()hief of Bu1·eau of Orduance, Washington, D. C.

NEW YORK .ARSENAl,, .]nne 28, 1B6G.
SIR: I have the houor to aclmow]eclge the roceipt of a, copy of yom letter of t.he 2.0th
insta11t, nddre:Red to Commodore T. A. Hnnt, askiug fol' "an explicit and categoncal
reply" to the qnesti.on, "Does the uoanl consider tlH·se wronght-iron 100-ponn<lers smtahle m11l safe guns m every respect, and clo tbey recoum1e1Hl the Bnreau to accept any
or all of them for service ht the Navy of the United States'?"
I am of the opinion that the ans;ver given in tlw rep01 t of the bo:trcl is as explicit as
the information plaerd before them on the snbject wonld warra.ut them in expressing.
If pressed for a fmther rq>ly, I am coufltrained to say thn.t I do not know whether the
gnus ~u·e snitaulo and safe in every respect or not, and therefore make no recommendation.
To t.he course of remarks given in the report of the bonnl it may be ]H'O]lPL' to all~l
that the impossibility of determining without trial whether one of these gnu~ he safe
or not, is the tial!le as th~Lt which cxistH in tho case of an onlinar_y mnsket-ba,l'rel. ~~> ono
can venture to say that a mnskPt-harrel i: safe nntil it has been provecl; much les"
C!lD it he saill of a gnu of the size of these 100-potuulers, that it is s~tfe till it has been
fired with large cbargrs.
·
.As the perfection of the 'n'! l<l of a mnRl>:et-uarrd is determined uy firing it with
proof-charges, and afterwanl finish boring it, so may it he possil>lc to tleterllline the
.trength of gnns made like these 100-ponnde,rs in a similar lllilllll('l'.
Bnt tlwre are other qualities n~(IIlircd in large gnns lH·si<ll's ~;tre nr;th, :mel w~JCther
these 100-poulHlPr~ po.·st·ss them can only IJe ddinitely set.tletl by 1iring HO!IH' of them
a great number of tinws with the ~en ite-clntr•reH proposed to l>o use<l ill tllem, awl
hence the recomltH'tHlation of the hon.rcl.
o
Very re!:!pcctfully, your obe<licnt servant,

T. T. S. I.JAIDLEY,
Breret Colo11el, Mt{jor of Urdncmrc.
Commancl(•r H. A. \Yrsr·:, U.S X.,

C!titf of Burwn of Ordnance,

.1.\~m•y

Dr1>arlmenl.

.r.um · .\. n.u.r..
H. 0. ~yo. 14.]
1 M.urm .- LA~m, .1Ycw York, .July !J l~i-2.
CCJLO. · 1·:L: I have tltc houorto ask the pal'ticuhrsof t.ime ~w<l place of uwetin~ of the
hoarrl on Jw:w.\· OJ:1lnan1:c: 111:~1 tt•J·. : of' wlJi(·h yo11 ar(: prP~o>i(l 1 :nt.
.
I n :pn• cut the.ll!t(·n· ts of )lr..Jauw: llaU, of tlw Cold, prillg Fonnclcry, who h:~s a
mod •I : 11.(~ tlr, SliiJ!; of a uew gnn ancl pwjectile to prei-t•nt lH'forc yon; lu: havlll~
h. en noiifted from the nlnauc · Hun:au to <lo so. A :~-inch rruu i::; now being ma(lt on
}ll
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jedilc of Parrott a practical success; and the pla?s for his hew gun have been favoralll\' rec·eived in the Orclnance Department, Washmgton.
' H.eHlH~etfully,
JAMES F. HALL.
Colonel R. II. K. "\VIIITELEY,
PreiJident Ordnance Board, U.• A.

s.

No.2:{.]
[James A. Ball. Papers withdrawn; see resolution of the board, proceeding:; of July
15, 18i2.]

No. 61.]

JULY 24, 1872.
I have not been able to get away during the hours of your session, but
inclost8 descriptions, &c.
I hope to have a :3{--inch slwt and rod ready to submit to you on Monday; and if you
are in ::;essiou I will call 011 that clay.
. Resr,eetfully,
JAMES 1?. HALL.
General R. H. K. WrUT1£LEY, P1·csident.
GE~JWAI.:

No. Gl.J
GENEJU.r.: I have the honor to present herewith
of a, riilt•d breeell-loading cannon invented by me.

NEW YORK, Jnly 15, 1872.
a model, together with description,

The simplicity of my invention, which I esteem as its important feature, enables it
to lJe reatllly understood on exarnining the moclel.
A lever is _attached .to a pinion t.hat woves a stra ight breech-piece baekwanl or forward by a smgle motwn. The breech being closed, one motion of the lever llloves tl.le
breeel1-pi('ce, so ibat the hole through it will coincide with t.he uore of the 0o·nn. The
load is tbc11 inst>rted, the gnu remaiuing aU the time in battery. A counter motion of
the lev<•r 111oves back the breech-piece a.ncl the crnn is read,y to fire .
.I claim sitnpl.iei.ty iu .constrnetio11, :m.d conscq'"'nent non-liability of the gn11 to get ont
of onler; that 1t m easlly clranC\d a ncl HJ not liable to heat; that it may he fired with
r~piclity; that it may be easily disabled by drawing out a piu ancl removing the breechpiece; aud that the gnnners arc uyt expoHed while serving tlJC piece.
I alll, general, very respectfully, yours,
JAMES A. BALL,
By JAMBS F. BALL,
His Attorney in fact.
AclclrcRs: General James F. Hall, 18 1\fa,iden Lane, New York.
Gcuera.l Hom:wr H. K. \VmTELEY,
PreiJideut of Boardjor E.cpe1·iments ancl Te~Jts of Heavy Rifled 01·dnance.

No. Gl.]

NEw Yonrr, Jnly 15, 1872.

GE;-.;EruL: I have the l10nor to present herewith :t model, togPther with clntwings

all(l cl('f.icriptious, of a riflt>cl cannon atul projectile for t,he s:tmf', iJJVeJJted IJ:'{ me.
Ji'ig. 1 i'cprescnts the cannon, whielt mny be of a.ny cle:-.;irecl shape. The bore of the
gnn is prolongc·d. through the hreech, hut of less diauwLPl'. The proportion of tho
diameter of the hore to the diametPr of its prolongntion through the breech, in :t 3~-inch
gun, is as:{} inches to l ~-inch; tlw corrert proportions for largPr calibers will he aRccrtailled 1Jy c1etcrmilli1Jg ilw Jll'f']lOJHlt·raJtCe of the ~-;hot <lH hereinafter explained . The bore
through the breech should be made so that the rocl attached to tho shot will pass
SIJugly hut freely through it.
Fig. 2 repn~S<'llLS t1Je shot, whiC'h may hP madP of nny of the onlinary Rhap<·s. To
the 1·ear, or base of the shot, i~-; at tachcfl a rocl or tnhc, which, where tho gun iH loac1c<l,
passc·s through tl10 boro iu tlw lH'Pc·ch. The rod or tnhe shonJcl be a. little longer than
the horc of the gnn. The rod is attached to tho shot by being cast iuto it with a
shonJder. (Fig. 2, a.)
With solid shots I propose to use iron or steel rocls, an<l with shells tubes. Tho
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tubes may be filled with explosive materials, like rockets or Roman candles, and used
for signals as well as to a<ld to the velocity. Tile tubes are cast into the shells in the
manner that the rods are cast into the shots. (Fig. 3, a.)
The preponderance of the projectile should be in favor of the shot or shell at its
junction with the rod or tube.
The cartridge may be of ordinary cartridge or of compressed powder, but so ar.ranged tba.t t.be rod or tube may pass through it. In loading, it is shpprd on the rod
until it meets the shot; the rod is then iusertecl into the gun, and instead of ramming
the ball home from the muzzle it may be pulled home by the rod as soon as the rod bas
passed through the bore in the breech to the rear of the gun, thus saving the gunners
from exposure.
The rear of the cartridge may be furnished with a disk of copper or other material.
so as to more thoroughly prevent the escape of gases through the bore iu the breech.
I do not believe that there will l>e auy necessity for this disk, as the rer,mlt of my
own experiments shows that there is practically no escape of gases through the bore
in the ureech. 'fhe operation is very much the same as that of a, pistou-rod in an
engine.
I claim that there will be a more complete comlmstion of the povirder on account of the
increase in the area of the surface in the cartridge; and that notwithstanding the
additional weight of the projectile on acconnt of the rod or tnbe, tbe initial velocity
of the projectile will be greater; that the rod or tnbe will correct the acceleratory
motion of the shot, aml wi.ll prevent it from tumbling; that the aim will be _m ore
exact, and the range and penetration greater; that less elevation will be reqUJre~;
and that when the shot strikes its object Jt will not glance off, but will be held to Its
work uutil its force is expended.
I am, general, very respectfully, yours,
JAMES A. BALL,
By JAMES F. HALL,
His Attorney in fact.
Address: General James F. Ha11 1 18 Maiden Lane, New York.
General RoBERT H. K. WnrTELEY,
President of BoaTdfor Experiments and Tests of Heavy Rifled Ordnance.

BOCIIUM 1\HN'ING AND CAST·STEEL MANUJ.;,ACTURING COMPANY.
H. 0. No.7.]

OFFICE oF HERMANN B01mn. & Co., &c.,
New Ym ·lc, .July 2, 1872.
COLONEL: Agreeably to yonr verbal instructions we telegraph ed to-day to the
Bochuru Mining an1l Cast-Steel Manufacturing Company, Bochnm, Prussia:
"llow soon aud at what price can yon deliver 12-inch caliber guus f Ordnance
board in session this month to receive specifications."
And to Horstman & Co., bankers, Loudon :
"Get from Vavassenr, Bear Lane, drawing and specification of 12-inch cast-steel
breech and mnzzle loading rifled-gun~ . Express immediately. Get Stevens's book .
Express i rumediately ."
And also telegraphNl to Horstman & Co. on t.he 27t.h ultimo:
"Recci ve alHl pay Ste,·en , London , 17 Hamilton street, for books for Unitccl States."
Awaiting replies, we remain yours, respectfully,
HERMANN BOKER & CO.
Colonel S. CHI. PIN,
Major of Ordnance, corner GTeene and Houston St1·eets, City.
[Indorsement.)

u

ITED STATE. ORDNANCE AGENCY,
New J'orlc, July 10, 1 ,z.
"RI~qpcctfully refcrr d to the lJoard on heavy orduance, convened by G ·ueral Order
~f) 57, dated June 2 , 1 ,72.
. CH.I 'PIN,
Bn:vet Colonel, U. S. Lf.., Major of Ordnance.
No. 17.]

OFFICE OF HERMANN BOKER & Co.,
New Yo1·lc, ,July 9, 1872.
or. . ·F,L: \Ye have rec iv c1 a di patch from the Bochum Mining and Ca t- teel
Innufacluriug (:owpany, Bochuru, Ptus&ia, with oii'er of cast-steel rifled, 12-inch cali-
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ber, muzzle-Joader, weight of barrel abont 33,000 pounds, ~eight of armor rings. ab?ut
36,000 ponnds, total wRight about 69,000 pouuds 1 to b.e delivered at European sh1pp1~g
port, within one year from date of order. Spemficatwns are now under way and will
be duly presented.
Yours, respectfully,
HERMANN BOKER & CO.
Colonel S. CRISPIN,
Major of 01'dnance, G·l'eene and Houston Streets, City.
[Indorsement.]
UNITED STATES ORDNANCE AGENCY,

New York, JuJy 10, 1872.
Respectfully referred to the board on heavy ordnance, convened by General Orders
No. 57, dated June 2B, 1872.
S. CRISPIN,
Brevet Colonel, U. S. A., Major of Ordnance.

H. 0. No.8.]

& Co.,
New York, Jnly 10, 1872.
COLONEL : We have the pleasure to hand traciJ1g of cross-section of the shell for
OFFICE OF HERMANN BoKER

BocLum cast-steel 6 pound (Prussiau standard) rifled gun, which we sent to yon some
time ago.
In regard to your inquiries as to the steel-lined Rodman guns, we have received the
following notes from the Bocbuw Miniug and Cast-Steel Manufacturing Company.
In the absence of specifications of th~ guns to be changed in that manner no definite
methods can be proposeu, but the following general observations are respectfully submitted:
"The system of changing cast-iron smooth-bores into steel-lined rifled breechloaders bas heeu abandoned in England, after thorough an(l manifold trials, and has not
been tried in Prnssia.
"The ca~;t-steellining for muzzle-loaders appears to be more feasible, and unless the
steel barrels al'e to be inserteu at the works it would be advisable to furuish them
bored out and turned from the rough to a nearly finished state. This seems necessary
because tue turning and boring are the only means to ascertain whether the steel barrels are free from flaws, and barrels in the rough could only be deliveTed at the risk of
the rmrchnser.
"The Boclmm company offers to make one or a few of these barrels experimentally,
and incidelltally proposes as most convenient for the present manufacturiug arrangeDieuts to furuish barrels of the following dimensions, to wit: :For 10-inch caliber,
smooth-bores, rifles of 21 centimeters caliber; for 8-inch caliber, smooth-bores, rifles
of 15 centimeters caliber.
"The above metrical dimensions are the Prussian standard, and are worked at present
at the Bochurn works."
Yours, respectfully,
HERMANN BOKER & CO.
Colonel S. CRISPIN,
Major of Ordnance, corner Greene and Hous.ton Streets, City.
[Indorsement.]
UNITED STATES ORDNANCE AGENCY,

Ne:w Ym·k, Jttly 10, 1872.
Respectfully referred, together wHh its inclosures, to the board on heavy ordnance,
convened by General Orders No. 57,datedAdjutant-General'sOffice,Jnne 28, 1872.
S. CRISPIN,
Bt·evet Colonel, U.S. A., Major of Ordnance.

L. B. No.8.]

OFFICE oF UNITED S'rATES ORDNANCE AGENCY, &c.,

New Y01·k City, July 11, 1872.
Sm: I have the honor to request that a copy of the record of the mechanical tests
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made by General Rodman with a cast-steel cylinder, fabricated by the Bochum Manufacturing Cornpany, lJe furnished for tbe inforlllation of the lJoard on hmwy ordnance.
Very respectfull;)7 , your olJedient servant,
R. H. K. WHITELEY,
Colonel of Ordnance, and P1·esiclent of Bom·d.
CHIEF OF ORDNANCI~, UNITED STATES AlUIY,

Washington, D. C.
[Indorsement.]

Respcctfn1ly retnrnerl to Co1onfl R. H. K. Whiteley, president of the board on heavy
rifled ordllancc, with the report asked for.
By order of the Chief of Ordnance.
S. V. BENET,
Major of Ordnance.
ORDNANCE OFFICE, July 12, 1872.
No. 22.]

jinclosures.]

I.-Table showing extension, 1'esto1·ation, and permanent set per inch in length ca11secl by the
nndermelltiouecl weights pm· inch of section, applied [J1'aclually, acting 011 a solid cylinder 10
inches long cmtd 1.128 inches in diameter, cnt from the extel'ior of a trial cylincler 4 feel long
a.nd 2 feet in cUameler, of lwmrne1·ed cast steel, made by the Bochnrn Mining and Cast Steel
Company, Bochwn, P1·ussia.
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II._:_ Table sl10wing the exten.9ion, restoration, and penncment set per inch in length causecl by
the unrlennentio.ned tceights ZJC1' square inch of section acting on a solid cylinder 10 inches
loug and 1.128 in diameter, cut from near the a.xis of a trial cylinder of hamrne1·ed cast steel,
made by the Boclw m 11lining aml Cast Steel Company, Boclwm, Pn1ssia.
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.And tbc Apccimcu broke; diameter ~tt point of rupture. 995; length of specimen 12. 2.

III.- Table showing the extension, 1'C8fomlion, and pe1·mauent set per i11ch in length caused by
tlw uncler-rneutio1tcil weight8]Jel' sqzwre inch of section, acting gradually on a solid cyliuder
10 iuclie8 in lcn.r;llz ancl1.128 inche8 in iliameter, cnt from the lower enil and perpendicular
to tltc a.ris of a trial cylinder of lzammerecl cast steel, made by the Boclmm il.fining and CastSteel Compauy, Bocluon, Prussia.
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IV.-Table showing the extension, 1·estora.tion, and pe'rmanent set per inch in length oaused by
the repeated application of the under-mentioned weights per squa1·e inch, acting g1·adually on
a solid cylinder 10 inches long and 1.128 inches in cliametm·, cut from the exterior of a trial
cylinder of hammered cast steel, made by the Bochum Mining ancl Cast-Steel Company
Bochum, Pmssia.
,.q

:;3

Weight per square inch of section-pounds.

:-.•..-.I
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specimen.
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. C54\J5
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. 05493
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. 00000
. 00 1100
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0
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ilar specimen.
100 . 03625
After sixteen hours' rest ..... ....... . . .. ----- - ·-- -·--·
similar specimen.
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After sixteen hours' rest ..... .......... .

55,000 pounds, breaking weight of a similar
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. 00000
. 00000
. 00000
. 00000
.00000
. 00010
. 00000
. 00000

Broke at the niuth repetition, at the l:lhonluer.
From the above table it appears that tbc repeated application of the same strain could only extend the
specimen a. certain di_l:ltance, the particles having assumed a permanent re-aujustllleut requiring a
grPater strw1 to alter 1t.

v.-Table showing the C0ntp1'es.sion, ?'eslomtion, and jJe1'manent set pet inch in length cau-9~d
by tlte unclel'-mentioned 'Weights pel' sq!tare inch of section acting g1·adnally on a sol1d
cyli11CleJ· 10 inches long and 1.1~8 inche8 in diameter, C!£t 8 inches fl'orn the lowel' end, ancl
pel'pendiculm· to the axis of a t1'ial cylinder of hmmne1·ecl cast sleel, made by the Bochurn
Mining and Cast-Steel Company, Boclmm, Pntssia.
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VI.- Table showing the comp1·ession, 1·estoration, and permanent set per inch in length, caused
by the unde'l'-mentioned weights pm· sq1ta1·e inch of section, acting grad·ually on a solid cylinaer hJ inches long and 1. 112 inches in diameter, cut from the extm·io1· of a trial cylinde'l' of
hammered cast steel made by the Bochmn M ·i ning and Cast-Steel Company, Bochum, P'l'ussia.
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VII.-Dejleclion, 1'estoration, and pennanm~t set p1·oduced by the under-mentioned weights ~p
plied to a rectangular bar C!tt from the exterior of a trial c_yl-indcr of hamnu:red cast steel,
made and furnished by t!te Bochwn Mining and Cast-Steel Compauy, Bochum, P1·ussia.
The ends of the bar were h ell! llowu l>:r knife-edges 20 inches apart, ani! the c enter pulled upward by
a knife-edge. D epth of bar, 2. 080 inches; !Jreaclth, 2. 080 in ches.
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No sign of rupture.

VIII.-Deflection, Tcstoration, anrl p ermaucnt set, <S-c., of a rectangular ba1· cut from n ea1'
axis of the same trial cylinder.
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No ::.ign of rupture.
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IX.- Tenacity u.ndm· a graclually increctsing strain of ct specimen of hamrnered ca8t steel cut

from 11ear the axis of a lrial-cylinde1· 4 feet long and 2 feel diameter, made and fumishecl
by th~J Bochwn J!IininJ and {)ast- Ste~Jl Company, Bochum, Prussic£.
Original d iameter, 1.12R".
'l'lJe strain was ra ised to 55,000 pounds per square inch ancl then taken off entirely,
then raised again, and the specimen broke before reaching 55,000, with uniform :fibrous
fractnre .
Diameter at point of rupture, .920".

Compressibility urzcler a gmclzwlly increasing strain of a specimen cntfrom outside of the lower
encl of same trial cylinder.
Origi nal c1iameter, .76"; length, 1.983"; density, 7.8481.
'I' be strain was ndsecl to 150,000 ponnds per sq nu.re inch, and then taken off eutircly.
There ·\\'aS uo sign of rnptnre, lmt only a h·ad-1ike yielding of the specimen.
Length of the specimen after compression, 1.:210".

Comp1·cssibility of a specimen cut j1·o1n the onlsicle of upper encl of the same trial cylinder.
Original diameter, .761'; length, 1.983"; density, 7 .8-181.
.
The strain was raised to 176,000 pounds per sqtHtre inch, and then taken off entirely.
No sigu of rupture.
Leugth of ~:>pecimcn after compression, 1.072".

Bursting test or tangential 8lrc~in of ct hollow cylincle1· 6 inche8 lonr; ancl 3 i11ehes diameter
with a bore 1 inch in diameter, aut from the out8icle of lite same i1'ial cyliudcr.
Tbc bore was fi]Jcd with water, and, hy meaus of a piston, the strain was raised ~o
40,000 ponuds per Slpwrc inch, ancl then taken off. Diameter of uore, 1.014"; straw

rai.,;e(l a~ai11 to 4fl,OOO pon11ds per sqnare ineb, then taken off; t.ben raise(l ~tgain, an(~
the paelu11g gave way before 4tl,OOO pouncls per square inch was reache<l. D1ameter of
bore, 1.02".
·
The hore was then fill(~d \Yith a mixtnro of bees-wax aud tallow, and the stra.in was
rais~~d to !J3,00.0 pontHlh per square iucb, wlleu the pauking gave way.
Dmmeter of bore, 1.047".
Tlw bore "·as then cast fnll of 1eacl, a11d tho strain raised to 101,000 pounds per
S<Jnare. ineh, "hen the pi~:>ton bent and jammed in the hore.
No s1gn of ruptnrc to Lhe cylinder. .Exterior diameter slightly cnlarge(l ar rrnter.
W. P. BUTLgH.,

Second Lieutenant Ordnance.

No. 53. ]

0J.'FICE OF HEIL\IANL' BoKER

& Co.,

New l'ol'k, ,J,ly 22, 1872
Cor,oxm,: \VP herewith hand :yon copy of lPtter received of B1whnm Ven·in, dated
July 9, iu anHWI'r to our tell'g"l'<llll !lent by your reque~;t, a::l al::;o traciug of H-iud1 tnu:tzle-loacll'r, \\ llic·h i-; OIH:-twclfLh part of origiual ~;izc.
Yonrs, I'espectfull,r,
HERMANN BOKER & CO.,

.Age11tB for Boclwm Vel'ein, Bochum, Tre11tplwlia.
Colonr1 f.;. C'rn PIX,

Major of Ordnance, Gl'ecne and Houl1ion

Street.~,

New Yo1'1c.

[Indorsement.]

OnD. 'A, ·cg AnENCY,
New Yol'k, .Joly 2:~. 1...,72.
iticlosnn·s, to the hoard ou ht':n y onlnauce
XITED

'TATES

Re. pe~_;tfully rrfmT<•<l to~l'thc·r with it~
•u by (:em·ral Order, ·f), 57, dat•!<l June~~, 1 72.

COil\'1;11

K CHI. PLT,
JJrr:rct Colonrl, U.S. A., :Major of Urd1iallce.
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[Inclosure.]
Bocnmu, July 9, 1872.
1\fessrs. HEmiANN BOKER & Co., New York:
\Ve rcceiv1~d yonr telegram: "How soon, and at what price, can yon deliver 12-inchcalil>er guns t Ordnance board in se$sion tbis mouth to rceeive specifications." To
which we reply that we regret t,o report onr iuabilit.v to make 12-iueh ln·eeclJ-lo:u1ers
for tho present. As far as uow \YC are oul,v prepared to l>nih1 9-iuch breech-loading,
Prnssian system. Our preparation for making heavier guns conld ouly be nndertaken
if we were supportecl by an order for ~t unmuer of such heavy gnns as caliber 12, and
on condition that we were to receive a reasonal>J.e a<lvauce to defray the preliminary
e:xpm1ses.
To involve ourselves in such a costly enterprise without direct orders iu hand, we
hesitate for the present.
Should yonr Gover11ment., Lowever, also desire 12-inch-caliber muzzle-loaders, as we
infer from ~'our telegralll, then we are in a position to offer you these gnus according
to the with fi>llovving drawings.
Tbc l>arrei is solid cast steel, riile(l, rib system, wHh fifteen steel rings, and two double
rings. Fnrtller p:uticnlars we will report. latt>r. The gnu weighs, when completely
JjnisLcd, G:l,OUO pounds; the cast-sted tubing, 30,000 pou11ds. \Vo are able to deliver the
first gnn withiu twelvo months after rceeipt of onler, the second gun about two months
later, the third guu one ~tlld one-llnlf (al>ont) months later than the second.
Bocumvnm VERIUN :FUR BEHGLEAU UND GussTAHLFABRICATI ON.

Co.,
Sole Ageut8 for Unitecl States.

HEHllfANN B01mn. &

E.L.

BHOWN.

H. 0 . No.3, (f.)]
No. 27 WALL STRRgT, New York, February 8, 187:J.
Sm: S~m1e t!me since I had the pleafmre of calling your atttmtion to a new method
of manntactnnng heavy onlnance. You were good enongh to reply, requesting that I
should gn·e yon the details of the process, but for various canses I have been unable
to do so until now .
. TLis plalJ. has for its sole ohjcct the st.rengthenillg of heavy guns. It c.msists simply
m maklllg a core or skeletou of wrought-iron wire-Tope or bars, of the same general
shape a~ the guu to be cast, placing tltis in tlte mold, and casting tile gnu upon or
aro nnd 1t.
.. I an~ well aware that the general method of strengthening cannon by an iusicle wrongbtl!'?n imme-work has hceu lJefore the pnblic for some time, aut1 has had very injudieions
fnetH1s; !Jut the practical canse of the failnre has beeu that it has been fouud impossible to secnre a perfect cm;tiug free from blow-boles or other defects. The pec;nliar
and ouly eltaracteris1 ic featnre of the method I now lay before yon, is that by it
?-perfect casting can be invariably secure(l. This is attained by castiug the wroughtu~n skeleton with nickel or some other snl>stance that will melt only at a higher degree
of temperature tl1au the cast irou that is poured about it.
For a .full description of this proces::>, I beg to refer you to the inclosed copy of specification of Mr. Brown's pnteut.
I <leem this an opportune time to hring this matter to yonr attention, and n-il1beg1atl
at any time to lay before you positive an<l incontesta,lJle proof tha,t wbat is claimed by
the patent can be done. The patent is in nse fin· other pnposes than orduauce, at oue
of our largest iron-works, and perfect castiugs are, by it, always SP.curet1.
Yours, very respectfully,
TREADWELL CLEVELAND.
The CnmF OF 0nD~ANCE 1 Washington.
[Inclosure.]

Specification of patent granfecl to Edward L. Br·own, No. 78,786, granlecl Juue 9, 1868.
Be it known that I, Eclwaw1 L. Brown, of the city of Philadelphia, State of Pennsylvauia, United States of America, have discovel'ed a new aud mmfnl meUtlltugical process for use in the mechanic art~:~.
·
In <ml ·r Lo et1ahle the pnh1ic to nnder,;tan<11.1Je nature of my invention, aud those
skilled in 1he art~:~ to use the same, I de crihe it as follows:
Wrought metal is valuable in cast,ings on account of its tensile strength, the tensile
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stre11gth of wrought metal being n early double that of cast metal. In efforts that
have hitherto been made to introduce wrought metal into castings for the pnrpose •>f
imparting to them addit.ional strength to resist varions strains or concussions, the
wrought metal has been first coated with tin, or some ot!Jer metal easily fnsiule, to act,
first, as a solder or means of union b etween the wrought and metal, and second to
absorb a part of the b eat of the cast met11l and thns prevent the crystallization or granulation of the wrought metal. The use in this connection of a metal or alloys of metal
easily fusible, is, I believe, valueless, indeeu worse than that, posit.ively injurious, and
for tile following reasons: it is unnecessary as a solder, for, by my process, the cast
metal shrinks closely around the wrought metal and forms a perfectly tight joint, and
the compact comuination of the metals is also further secnretl as hereinafter mentioned.
In order to have the fnsible metal act as a solcler a consiclemble t!Jickness of it must be
used, and thus a layer of comparatively weaker metal, either the sol(ler alone, or the
solder alloyed with the cast metal, must necessarily intervene between the wronght
metal and t.he uody of the cast metal. The fusible metal or alloy act ing as a solder,
does ausorb some of the beat of the molt.en cast metal, but in so doing it melts, }1nd
allows the cadt metal, at a heat ouly slightly diminished, to come in contact with the
wrought metal. This melting of the fudi ble metal produces var ious inj urions redu 1ts.
The wroug·ht tn etal, uncler the influence of the heat of the cast metal in contact with
it, is crystallized, either entirely or partially, and its tiber commensurately dest,royed,
and to a degree sufficient to materially reduce its tensile strength. The tin or other
fusible metal or alloy in melting is chemically decomposed, aud a gas or gases generated, which, being very votatile, anc1 elastic, must expand and force their way into or
throngll the molten metal. These gases g'Jttemlly showiug their effects on the cope, or
upward 1:>idc of the castmgs, force t!Jeir W<1Y eitl.wr entirely throngh the castings, tb_us
forming blow-holes visible from the ont.sid e, or partially through the castings, not discernible till the casting be urokeu. \Vhen uroken these castiugs present a honeycombed or Rpongy appearance, fnll of cell:-~ and holeR of irregular shape, C<WSR!l by the
gases generated as auove mentioned; and for th iH reason it is utterly impo,.sihle, as I
uelieve, to make as solid componn <l casting with the use of any fusible nwtal or alloys
of metal as a coating for the wronght metal. If vvronght metal be ns c!l wiLllo nt auy
coating, either heate!l or cold, polil'.lhec1 or uupoli Hhed, t!Jc molten metal by its heat. decomposes tlJC oxide of iron which it is well known is always preseut iu all iron 111 a.
greater or less dPgree, am1 releases the oxygen gas. T!Jis gas forces itself into or
through the casti11g in a simi lar manner as the gas generated from the fusible metal.
or alloy as alJOve 1uentioned, and causes tlle casting to present ~1 similar appearance of
houcy-coml>ing or sponge. All t h eHe gases, wlwt,her evolved from the oxide of ~he
wronght metal, or from tbe <1 ecompoHition of the fusibl e metal, act a:; an e1astic cnslllon
aucl preve nt the do.:>c ~-;hriukage of the cast metal around the wrou ght 111etal. '~he
trne solntion of tho probl em, which I claim to lla,·e di sco vered from my ex ten~l\'e
l'CHearches and experiments, is thi!:l: to prt>sent to the molten metal, in ste: ul ot an
easily fusible ltletamc snrfac<', and one tlms ren<lily rPsolved by heat, a uJCtal, n,lloy of
metal, or met<tllic or mineral snbstance difficnlt or Impossible to melt [tt the degree of
the heat of the molten metal ponred about it. 1 t,lws secure important ancl essential
re:;ultH, an<l the following is a description of my process: That all, iron thongh perfectly cleansed, is very easily, itHleed al111ost iustantaneonsly oxi<1izetl by expo,;ure to
tl1c lttUlOHilil ' re, and that the presence of a high heat on an oxidized ~-;urf<H'e relea ·es
the. oxygcu gas, aud tlutt oxygen gas is very volatile aud clastiu, are well-kn~wn. fa.et ·
It IS ah;o true that the action of molten metal at a great h e:tt on any casliy-iuHible
metal, or on any metal fusible at a lPss degree oi heat than the molten ml'tal, ovolvcH
frotn that fu1-,ible metal, wheu heated to the point. of ftU;ion, a volatile ancl clastic gas.
It is therefore essential, in order to prodnce a :;olid casting comhinP<l of wronghL and
cast mc•tal, to wevent the formation of the oxyg<'n or other gaHes dnring the proce ·s
of caHting. To accompliHh this result, I first thorough I.\· clcan~->e the wronght metal bX
Uf!C of acich; or otberwise, ancl imm ediate!~· then·after thoroughly and perfectly co:.tt ~t
with a Jlon-oxidizahlP m ·tal or substance very diffi(•ttlt to fnse. For thi s coating 1t IS
uccessary to use a metal or substance tlutt will melt only at a higher ht'at than thr.
c:t t Jlletal that is to he ponrecl uhont it. I prdi·r to use Dickel for this pnrpo c,a.·
~hit> melt._ onl,y at an cxc€'ediugly high heat, nmch higher than that of iron, and iuclec<l
IS almost llltllO~>. ihle to flt. 'P.
Otb«"r mt'tal, sncb a~; pl:ttioum, can he Pmploycd; and I lJelieve thn.t . nch non-oxidiz~lhle aucliJOIH.:olldHctiug nh. tan ·es a pltunlmgo can he snccessfnlly lllied for this c:oatIng. The wrought llH:tal shonlrl h · coatn1l immt>!liately artcr lwin•T clt"au<'cl to prc•\"P llt
oxHl:ttion frotu taking pla1·1:, and i· '0\'P!'t~(l witl1 it:·! coatin1r hv"'nwans of galvanicbatt ry or ot hl'r c·lcnric aet ion, or by tneaus of h<·at or oth~r clwnt i<·al proct·. s. In
nrd(·r tn ohtaiu a Jwrft:d ·oating of tlw no11-fn ·i hl<' metal, the IHOU"ht Jnetaltuu.-t be
vcr~· th~H<111ghly c:IPan-ed, ~1.ntl it may ltP lirst coa.te< l w1t!J copJH'I'
other nH·~al. for
whwl1 Jt'on ba a gr ·at alfltuty to :1:rvc· a· a lmsts for the coatitw of tlJC uon-fn~thle
111 ·tal. '1 lu· uu,h(HJ c:: •. t mc·tal <::wnot, wlwtl it ·omes in contact i71 the molcl with tb~
no1wh metal tbu.- pr 'J.HlH·<l, UH:lt this coatiug, and cannot strike the wrought metal
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itself. No gas can be evolved either from the coating or from the wrought me!.al.
The cast metal shrinks closely and tightly about the wrought metal, and not comtnl!:
in contact with it, but with a coating that it cannot meH, that is not oxidizable, aml
does not readily conduct heat, it cannot imp.air the fiber of the wrought met~!. No
gas beino· evolved, no blow-holes, honey-combmg, or cells are formed, and a perfect. and
solid ca~tiu<r is produced without difficulty. My experiments jnstif.y the conclusion
that neit.beF gold, silver, copper, nor tin can be used for this coating iu iron mannfacture, as they all melt, and consequently oxidize, and generate gas, at a ruuch low~r
heat than the cast metal. Only such metals, alloys, or substances can be used as wtll
not melt at the degree of heat required for casting metal. By the process above
descdbed the cast metal shrinks closely about the wrought metal and holds it firrni_.Y
without the intervention of any solder. But to secure this result beyond any possible rloubt and prevent displacement under the heaviest concussions, before coatiug the
wrought metal I rag or barb it with a shnrp chisel, or otherwise rougheu or cormgate
it. About each of these points, projections, or irregularities, however produced, the
cast wetal flows, anfl they thns act as internal rivets. By this means the wrought
metal is mon, firmly imbedded than can be done by any solder.
I believe that the above-described process of coat,iug the wrought metal wit.h a uonfnsible metal or substance is the exact opposite of all methods heretofore em ploycd jn
tbe combination of wrought and cast metal in castings, aud is the only one by which
solid castings composed of wrought and cast met.al can be made.
'fherefore what I claim as new and useful, and what I desire to secure by letterspatent of the United States of America is, preparing wrought metal for combining it
wit.h cast metal for castings of all descript.wns, where great strength of any kind is .
r~quired, by first thoroughly co~tting it, by galvanic action or oth.er process, with
mckel or any other metal or metals, alloys of metals, or metallic or mmeral substances
or their alloys, uot easily oxidizable and very difficult to fuse, and which only melt, or
whose point of fusion is at a higher degree of heat than the molten cast metal t.o be
poured about it, the whole substantially as above described. Tlte production of castmgs strengtheuerl by the intro.dnction of wrought metal coated with a ruetal, alloy of
metals, or substance less fusible tha,u the cast metal, substantially as above set forth.

No.6.]

No. 56 WALL STREET, New York, July 10, 18i2.
I herewith submit to yon, on behalf of Ed ward L. Brown and myself,
the followiug method of streno'thening heavy cast-metal ordnance. This plan consists iu fortuing a frame-work ~r net-work of interlaced rods, bars: or chains, of the
same general shape as the piece to be cast, and placing this frame in the center of the
~old before casting. The cast metal being poured abont it, penetrates tbrongh the
mterstices of the net-work, and a gnu is made of outwardly the same appearance as
those in use, but having this wronght-metal frame-work imbedded in it. lf preferred
the strengthening core can consist of a barrel of steel or iron. I am aware that. this
method of streugthening ordnance bas been heretofore partially tried, and unsuccessfully; bnt the only objection I know of, urged against this plan, was the fact that the
gun, when broken up, was funnel not to be a solid casting. The new and patented
feature of the plan now submitted consists iu securing invariably a perfect casting.
'l'his result is attained hy coating the wrought-metal core with nickel or a metal
which the cast metal will not melt. The details of the process are set forth in the
patent granted to Mr. Brown, a copy of which is herewith submitted. This process
bas IJeeu for some time in daily use by the Taylor Iron-Works at High Bridge, New
Jersey, for the manufacture of car-wheels, and has given complete satisfaction to the
experienced iron-founders of that establishment, a pe1ject casting, free from blow-boles
or other defects arising from the use of the wr·onght metal, being always secnred.
No particular form of frame-work or core is suggested; that will be used which will
be thought best to resist the different st.rains. It is confidently submitted that the
principle of manufacture for the purpose of gaining strength is a correct one, and that
the process patented will secure perfection of casting.
Very respectfully,
TREADWELL CLEVELAND.
Colont>l R. H. K. WHITELEY, Colonel GIWllGE W. GETTY, and the member8 of the Board
appoiutecl by the Wa1· Department for the purpose of examining models of heavy ordnance
'« nder late act of Con{J1'eBB.
GENTLE::\IEr :

[No11~.-Tho

inclosure of the above was the same as that of the prcccdil1g letter.]
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No. 57.1
NEW YORK, Jttly 23, 1872.
SIR: I beg leave to submit for the consideration of your board the following views
in relation to the manufacture of heavy cast-iron ordnance.
The snccess of the bronze gun made in accordance with the suggestions of Dr.
\Voodbridge, and tested at the Springfield arsenal, is, I believe, acknowledged; and I
nnderstancl that tile a,ttempt to apply the same principle to cast-iron guns failed for
tile following reasons :
1. Imperfection of the cast.ing, from honey-combing or blowing.
2. Loss of tensile strength in the steel wire or rods, from granulation or crystallization of the fiber.
Should such be the case I propose to remedy and remove entirely the above-named
objections by preparing the rods in the manner described in the patent-paper herewith, and to make a solid casting, having a series of rod~:; or wire~:> therein, the fibers
of which shall be perfect and preserved in all their integrity. As proof of my ability to
do this I send a small sample, cut in such a manner as to show the solidity of the
cast iron, and the closeness of the shrinkage about the wire or rods. This process has
been in successful use for some time past by the well-known Taylor Iron-Works at
High Bridge, New Jersey, in the manufacture of car-wheels, to whose general manager,
Mr. William I. Taylor, I would refer.
The principle involved is simply that by coating the wire with a substance that,
will not oxidize, no gas can be generated to honey-comb the molten cast iron, which ,
on cooling, must therefore be perfectly solid.
·
The coating being non-fnsible at the temperature of the molten cast metal poured
about it, forms a fire-proof covering to the wire, through which no carbon can pass
from the molten metal to granulate the fibers.
Should your board deem this matter of sufficient importance to investigate more
fnlly, I would be pleased to rua,ke an oral and more definite explanation, at such a
time as it m:ty suit yonr convenience to appoint.
.
Req,nesting the return of the original patent-paper when you h ave finished with It,
I have the honor to remain, very truly, your obedient servant,
EDWD. L. BROWN,
No. 93 Liberty Street, New York City.
The

PRESIDE~T OF TTIE BOAHD ON HEAVY OimNANCE.

T. W. CLARK.

No. 48.]
WAUSAU, Wisconein, July 17, 187:2.
DEAR SIR: Having received from the Ordnance Office, War Department, at Wa hiugton, a copy of General Order No. 57, and a request to prese11t to you my plans aiHl
specifications for breech-loading cannon, I now comply with said request. Not beiup;
sufficiently proJicient in the art of draughting to get up a suitable plan, I will confine
myself to description. I propose to use a main barrel situilar to the Parrott guu, the
greatest weight of metal to be put where the greatest pressnre comes upon it. I propo:;e to use fixed ammunition, of the water-pr.1of copper-percussion-cartridge style.
In tead of using a revolviug cyliuder, with chambers drilled through it, I propose t<~
uHe two revolviug cylinders with one-half of a chamber grooved in opposite sides of
each cyliuder. Tile breech of the main barrel is to be securely faste11ed in a heavy
steel cro ·s-piece which shall he wide or lo11g enough laterally to receive the gndg 011s
on the front end of the c~'linc1ers, and also the heavy bolts that will connect it with a
imi1ar cross-piece or backing at the rear end of the cylinder . The gudgeon or arbor:<
on the rear end of the cylinders to be long enough to press entirely throngll the backing, and to receive, each of them, a lJcvel pinion-wheel which shall meet with a donbl '
pimon-wheel, which silall be ju t about the center of the cylinders, and shall revolve
th m downward in the center. The cylinders sbuJl be held statiou:uy, while in th acr
of firiug, hy m an of notcbe in the cylinder , aud a pring-catch underneath; the
notche. to he o pla c1 that the half cilambers shall exactly match with ·ach other
and al 'O with the bore of the main barrel. Th cartrid<Ye is to be exploded by mean.'
of a y~ ·1 spindle.or "n edle" pa iug through th back cross-piece, anu which ·ball
l1e w~thclraw11 a bttl hy means of a bair-Hpring, and which shall be maue to ·trike the
<'nrtwlge hy a b~ow from the wainspri ng, which shall tancl perpendicnlar just h bind
tlw hack cro. s-.ru •c ·, and ha.ll be worked l1y means of ~L cam or catch on th edge <!f
tlH! (lonhle pmwn-~vlw ·1, whtth .. hall catch the top cncl of th • main priug an<l beiHllt
h:u·k anc~ t)u·n let 1t fly at th e 1n tant the ·artriclgc ~ is in the proper position. The
•lonb~ .. p11110IJ-W~H :d . p nk u of to b<· on a hori:wntal trausv ·rse shaft, with a crank on
th n••!Jt-}Ja11C1 . Hl · ot th h:c· ch, the ~nn to h worked 11y on man turning the crau~
'nu lJL 11gbtlJ.lllc1 ancl t ·udlllg tl! · srmng-catch lever with the left band. The amwur11-
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tion to be in a hopper-shaped box above the cylinders ; the cartridges to roll down between the cylinders as fast as nsed, and the exploded cartridge-shells to drop out at the
bottom. By these means one man will fire two shots at every turn of the crank, and
will easily fire sixty rounds per minute.
In my opinion the shot or shell for long-range firing should be of conical form, the
iron projectile to be a trifle smaller than the bore of the gun, and be coated or incased
with lead. The rifling of the main barrel should be on the gain-twist or increase-twist
principle, and the bore of the gun what is called press bore, i.e., the caliber at the
muzzle should be one-sixteenth to one-fourth of an inch less than at the breech, so as to
force the lead into the creases of the gun and compel the shot to acquire the whirling
motion necessary to insure accuracy.
•
I wish that the Board of Ordnance would order the construction of a gnu on this
plan at the Springfield Armory, or elsewhere. I believe it to be far in advance of anything now in use; and in case of an appeal from the Geneva arbitration to the God of
battles, the supreme court of nations, it would be of great importance to our country
to have better arms than our opponents.
For heavy artillery I would have the powder in the copper cartridge detached from '
the ball, and dispense with the hopper, and get the ball to the cylinders by rolling it
on a level or down a gentle incline, and place the powder-cartridge behind it by hand.
This would be easy, as the charge of powder for the largest gun does not exceed 35 or
40 pounds. For a sample gun I would recommend :3-inch caliber; an old Parrott gun
could be used for the main barrel. If you desire it I will cheerfully give you my opinion in regard to the size and proportions of the various parts.
Hoping to hear from yon on the subject, I remain, very truly, your obedient servant,
T. W. CLARK,
Wausmt, Wisconsin.
Colonel R. H. K. WHITELEY.
[Inclosure.]

Sorne observations regarding o1·dnance in geneml, and the advantages of Clark's breech-loader
in 1Jarticula1·.

I hold that the points of excellence in ordnance consist:
1. In accuracy.
2. In random or long range.
3. In ease and rapidity of loading and firing.
4. In cheapness.
5. In simplicity of construction, fewness of parts, and small liauility to get out of
order.
ti. Ease of rendering gun useless in cll(se the necessity should arise .of abandoning
it to the enemy.
7. Ease of altering elevation .
.1. Iu reganl to the first. point I hold that the accuracy of a gun depends upon the length
of the barrel, and the trueness anti polish of the bore, and upon the proper adjustment
of the sights; and as I would use a long main barrel of the best possible construction,
I claim an equality with the best on tl.Je point of accuracy.
2. I hold that the random or range of a projectile depends on the quantity and qnalit:y: of the powder or otL1er explosive compound used, and npon the elevation. On this
pomt I claim equality with the best.
3. I firmly believe that I can work :fieltl-artillery, of any caliber not exceeding 4t
inches, at the rate of forty to sixty shots per minute. In regard to heavy siege and
naval guns I believe guns, of my plan, of 11 or 12 inch caliber, will easily deliver five
shots per minute, and guns of 15-inch to :W-inch caliber, two shots per minute. On tb is
point I claim immense superiority over any other gun ever invented of equal accuracy
and raugfl.
4. Cheapness. I do not think my guns will cost more than 25 to 50 per cent. more
than ordinary muzzle-loaders of the :same caliber.
5. There will be the fewest parts used that is possible to accomplish the objects sought,
and the liability to get out of repair will be reduced to the minimum.
6. The gnu can be rendered temporarily useless, either by removing or breaking the
crank, which can be done in a few seconds.
7. The breech will rest on a jackscrew, the same as a common muzzle-loader, and
can be elevated or depressed the same.
T. W. CLARK,
WauiJau, Wi8C011bin, formerly of the A.nny of the Tennessee.
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No. 48.]
WAUSAU, WISCONSIN, July 17, 18i2.
DEAR SIR: Having received from the Ordnance Office of the War Department a copy
of General Order No. 57, and a request to present to your board my plans and specifications for a breech-loading cannon, I now comply with said request. Not being snfficiently proficient in the art of draughting to get up a suitable plan, I will confine myself to a tlescription. I propose to use fixed ammunition of the water-proof copper
percussion-cartridge style. I propose to use amain barrel similar to the Parrott gnu;
the greatest weight of metal to be put where the greatest pressure comes upon it. Instead of using a revolving cylinder with chambers drilled through it, I propose to use
two revolving cylinders with one-half of a chamber grooved in opposite sides of each
cylinder. The breech of the main barrel is to be securely fastened in a heavy steel
cross-piece, which shall be wide or long enough transversely to receive the gudgecns
on the front end of both cylinders, and also the heavy bolts that will connect it with a
Riruilar cross-piece or backing at the rearend of the cylinders. The gudgeons or at·bors
on t.he rear end of the cylinders to be long enough to pass entirely through the backing
and to receive, eaciJ of them, a bevel pinion-wheel which shall meet with a double
pinion-wheel on a transverse shaft, which shall be just above and to the rear of the
uevel-pinions on the cylinder-gmlgeons, and shall revolve the cylinders clown ward
toward each other. The cylinders shall be stationary, while in the act of firing, by
means of notches on the cylinders and a spring-catch underneath; the notches to .be
so placed that the lm1f chamben! shall exactly match with 'each other and also with
the Lore of the main barrel. The cartridge is to be exploded by means of a s~eel
spindle, or" needl e," passing through the back cross-piece, the "needle" to lJe Withdrawn a little by a. hair-spring, and to be made to strike the cartridge by means of a
blow from the mainspriug, which shall stand just perpendicular behind the back crosspiece, and shall be worke(t by means of a cam or catch on the edge of the double pinionwllecl, which shall catch the top end of the mainsprin~ and lJentl it back, a.ud then let
it fly at the instant the cartri(lge is at the proper position. The double pinion-~vheel
spokeu of to be on a borizoatal transverse shaft, with a crank on the right-hand sHle of
th e breech. The gun to be· worked by one man turning the crank with his right ha1Hl
and tending thespring-catchlever with his left band. The armunnition to lJ ein abopperRhaped box alJovetbe cylinders, the cartridges to roll down between the cylinders as fast.
as use(l, and the exploded cart. ridge-sh ell~:; to drop ont at the bottom. By these meau.
one mail will fire two shots at every tnrn of the cranl\:, and will easily Jire ten ronuds
per minnte. In my opinion the siJot for long-mnge tiring should ue conical in form,
:md a littl e smaller thau the bore of the gun, the deficiency being made up by a coating of leafl. ThP- main barrel to be rifted on the increase-twi st principle, and to be
one-sixtt•cnth to one-fourth inch smaller at the muzzle than at the lJreech,so as to force
ihe Jc ad into tl1e crea ses of the gun, and give the shot the wl.Jirling motion necessary
to insnre accmacy.
For heavy siege or naval guns I would have the powder in the copper cartridge detach e<1 from the sllot and dispe11se with the hopper, and get the shot to the cylind.erR
by rolling it on a leYeJ, or dow11 a gentle inliue, and place the powder-cartridge lJeiJllld
it hv haud.
F'or guus of 12 to 20 inch calilJer I only claim from two to five shots per minute,
which I believe is a great a<lvance on present practice.
I would li.ke to be informed of any critici~:~m or objection of any member of the boan1,
that I may have opportnnity to explain any matter satisfactorily. Hoping to l.Jea.r
from ~you, I remain 1
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
T. W. CLARK,

JVau sau, Wisconsin.

Lieutenant C. E. D TTON.

MAJOR S.

H. 0. No.3 (b).]

OFI<'ICE OF THE
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UNrmD

STA'ms OrmNANCE AGE,?CY,

New York City, Jun e 12 1 72.
In recent interviews with some of the members of the permanent hoard
of engineers of the nitcd •'tateR Army my att ntion has been forcibly called to the
~;n1lj ct of tb utilizatio11 of our cxi. tiJJg grm1ite casenmted sea-coa t defen e , by the
rep lac men of tueir pre ent smooth-bor' armamcut and the introduction of ritl••(l
gun .. of til high.e. t pow •r which .tlw. e work~, from their capacity, will admit of bein~
a.pph ><1, auu v.:lncb annam. nt w!ll al o lJe of adequate power for many other po Itwll . not n Nhn , onr bea.v~er ca.hber. of 10 a.n<ll:l inch rifles .
. The u?nnou co. t of th e wo1·ks, and the necessity of t1Ieir utilization by tb
~ntrcHln ·twu of an armament uot too bnlky for their con truction-effective agniiL t
1rou-clad , as at preM ·nt cou tnJCt ·d-to r ·place their present low power, 8 and lU iuch
GE~EHAL:
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smooth-bores and others, and mothres of economy, should lead, in myjudgment, to
experiments with u, view of determining if conversion (alread,v successfully iuaugumtetl in the English service) of our cast-iron :smooth-bores to rifles of greu,tly increased
power cannot lJe satisfactorily made in oar service, t.hus utilizing both gnus and casemates.
The recommendations of the armament hoard of 1867, restricting our calibers to 10
ancl12 inches for rifles, pro,·ide only for constr1lCtions of a capacity for the.tr inteodnctiou; but as rifled ordnance, at least as low in caliber as 8 inches, can be effectually
lll'lecl against iron-clads, this question of the utilization of existing works, inadequate
for our standard cai.ibet·s, receives additional importance.
Considering that General Rodma.u, in his plans for heavy ordnance, contemplated an
excess of strength for practical use. and !mowing that England bas already converted
over 500 71-cwt. smooth-lJores, and bas 100 more now under way at Elswick,(p1·inwj£wie
evidence of success,) it would seem that we would be warranted in undertaking the
experiment of the conversion of a 10-iuch smooth-bore Rndman gun into a rifle, of a ·
caliber of either, say, 8 or 8t inches; the exact caliber to he determined by a thorough
examination and considemtion of data, and the formation of a mature judgment as to
what should lJe the maximum bore, consistent with a safe and durable converted gun.
The general priuciples of conversion proposed-the lining of the bore with a tube-it
will be remembered, was proposed for 10 anJ 12 iueh experimental rifles by the
ordnance board of U:l68.
Accurate data at present are not at band regarding the English plan of alteration,
understood to be the design of Palliser, but. its general features consist in boring out
th.e cast-iron guns~ (8-inch caliber,) and the insertion fron1 the front of a wrought-iron
cozl tube, 6.4 inches interior diameter, rifled bore. The tube, closed hy a screw-plug at
~be rear, aud tittin!.\" not too dosely, is secured at the muzzle b.Y a hollow plug, screwed
mto the cast iron, and fitting over the tnbe, tnrned down at the muzzle about half its
th.iclmess to receive it. The first charge perrnaueut.Jy sets the tube in close contact
wtth. the cast-iron walls. Parson's plan (American) in general consists in the introductiOn of a re-enforced steel tube, lJored from a solid bar, introduced t.brongh the
breech, differing thus in mode of introduction and character of metal of the tnlJe from
the plan adopted iu the Brit.ish service.
Reports of a 64-pounder, (English,) altered to so high a caliber as 8 inches, (on the
P~usou plan,) claim extraordinary en(lnrance with full charges, and that the yielding
of th~ gun was gradual, and not sudden: as in the case of pnre cast iron. It is of course
a desideratum that the high est caliber consistent with safety should be olJtain ed in
onr altei"atiou, and it may be that the superior qualit.y of our cast-iron 10-inch lwllowcast gnu may enable us to reach, say, ~t inches. In tllis case it is probable a coil-t.uhe
uf wrought iron, 2 inches thick, would be required. This will require the cast-iron
gnn to be bored out 2.50 inches, or 1.2!1 inches taken fi:·om the walls.
The tube would weigh 2,200 ponuds, and have an exterior diameter of 12.5 inches.
Tile present weight of gnu of 15,059 pounds would be increased to about 15,800 pounds,
~bont the weight of our present H-inch ritle. A maximum thickness of walls (only 12
mches in Parrott's 8-inch) woulrl be !"inches greater than the present 8-inch rifle, and
tl.Je thickness of the muzzle would be ;{.85 inches, a lit,tle less than the present casti~·on 8-incb, hut superior in strength, it is helhwed, at this point, to either the 8-iuch.
nfle or cveu Parrott's 10-inch, ~tnd in other respects de<~ id e1l. ly stronger than the PtLrrott 8-iucb. Its length of bore would lJe 120 inches, as in the 8-inch rifle, and lJe only
5 inches short.er than the English 9-inch (12-toll) Fmser gnu. It is believed that <L
charge of 20 to 30 pounds of powder, with a 225-pound projectile, could be used with
this gun. The 9-inch Englisb nses 43 pounds of powder, aud a 250-pound projectile.
The center of gravit;y would be t.hrown to the front of the axis of the trunnions by
the proposed change, Lut this, it is believed, uot sufficiently as to lead to any difficul~ies which canuot he met Ly a practical a.ud easy solution. The cost of the alteration
IS an essential item. By conrmltiug English official records I tind t.be cost of alteration
of a" 65-cwt. 8- inch gun to a 71-cwt. 64-pounder," is less than£ 100, or, say,$600 United
States currency. If these fignres arc correct, it will set at rest the question of comparative expon~;e of new 8-inch cast-iron rifles and the converted g·nns, the former cos t•ing nearly ·2,000 for their constrnctwn. Evidently eco uomy as well as strength points
to t!Je converted gnn as the superior for our casemates requiring rifle-gnus of this size.
If 8-inch is proposed for caliber, I woulcl sug-gest a boring out of ~.50 inches, aud the
nsing of a tulJc 2.25 inches in thickness. Tlw wrought-iron coil tube \Yould weigh
2,330 poun1ls, and. the gun15,H!JO pounds, with a maximnm tbicknessof walls of 17 inches,
and 4.10 inches thickuess at the mnzzle; ~L stro ng g-un, and one eapable, it is presumed,
of firing a heavier cha.rge all(l wPigbt of projectile tlJau our preseut 8-incl1 ritle.
It ill evid ·nt that a ().4-iuclt rifle, if the 10-inch experiments honld prove a uccess,
can he madP, if this caliber is not dcomed too low for efl"ecti ve service, from our present
-inch smooth-bor .
TI.Ji •xpcriment, preliminary to tho one proposed by the hoard of 1 68 to liuc a 10
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and 12 inch rifle, ·would, at a moderate cost, throw considerable light upon this subject,
and is another reason for its being undertaken.
If the proposed experiment is authorized, its cost, firing 500 rounds, may be approximately estimated as follows, to wit :
Cost of alteration of gun .•..•................ _.. . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . $1, 200
150 barrels of powder...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 000
Projectiles, (t recovered) .......•....... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 3, i50
Labor, &c .........•........•........ _.. . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 250
Total ..••....•••...........•..............•.•... _.. . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . .

9, 200

The power to he obtained from this gun shonld he at least that resulting from 1,200
feet imtial velocity and 22!1 pound~ weight of metal, or sn.y energy at tile umzzle about
4,900,000 foot-pounds. The 9-inch English gun, with an initial velocity of 1,336 feet
and a 250-pound projectile, has an energy at the muzzle of, say, €,900,000 foot-pounds.
It is deemed best., if it is determined to institute experiments in this direction, that
data be obtained by this office as to the details of the English mode of conversion, and
also as to the parties who can manufacture the tube, (it is presumed that this will have
to be imported,) its cost, and other information which might be of use in enabling t.h e
Department to decide upon the merits of the English mode, and other matters of mformation in this connection. The question of proper caliber and mode of alterationPalliser's, Pa.rson's, or any others submitted-can, if desired, be determined by a board.
It is believed that if the conversion is a success, wrought-iron coil tubes can he
secm·cd in this country after a short time. Hoping that these general views may meet
with favorable consideration and action, and that moneys are now in the hands of tile
Department available for the purposed experiment,
I am, si1·, ve1·y respectfully, your obedient servant,
S. CRISPIN,
Brm•et Colonel, U. S. A., Majm· of 01·dnancc.
General A. B. DYEH,
Chief i>f Ordnance, U. S. A., Washington, D. G.

E. WILER DUNLAP.

No. 70.]
TRENTON, NEW JEHSEY, Jnly 22, 1872.
To special board of ordnanee fm· testing heavy gnns: Colonel R. H. K. Whiteley, Ordnauce
Department; Colonel George W. Getty, Thinl Artillery; Lieutenant-Colonel H. G. Trright,
Corps of Engineers; Lieutenant-Oolonell: 1'. S. Laidley, Ordnance Depm·tment; Major 1'.
Seyrnom·, F'ifth A.Tiillm·y; Majo1· Silas Crispin, Ord'flance De]Jm·tment; First Lieutenaut C.
E. Dutton, Ordnance Depm·trnent, and 1·ecorder of bom·cl :
GEXTI.El\1EN : I beg leave, in accordance with your request, to submit for your consideration tbe following paper. I shall enter into no dissertation on the merit or
tlemerit of any well-known gnu, bnt shall confine myself to a plain, st,raightforward
explanation of the theories upon which I base the construction of my 1·iile. I shall be
brief as possible; will use no scientific tem1s nor technical words to create erroneon
impre sions, bnt language so plain as to admit of neither c.loubt nor miscoustructioi_~·
The gun which I ofl'er for the consideration of tbe board is.p. steel breech-loadmg
rifle, of varying calihe1·s, but the principles I advance are more applicable to a gnn of
15 in ·lles. M~· claims are superior accuracy, g1·eater penetration, and longer raugt>
than any rifle yet made. The bore of the gun is of an equal caliber from muzzle to
cham her.
Priuciple.-Many br eeh-loading gnus are made upon what I term the force-principle,
and tllu cause the projectile to generate :t terriLle amonnt of friction; and not only
th! , hut it often happen that the crude mu,terial of the projectile, while passing through
tll1s ordeal, comes in contact with the gnn. Tllo result is dimiuishml power, d ep
crat(·h ·s, and ultimate wearing of the cutting-edges of the grooves pPrfpctly ronud,
and in ·om caseH loug thin li\·er:-~ have b en toru from the edge of the groove.. Tbe
ma~lller of r n1 d:yi~g ti.Jf• e defect iH very simple. It is to be found in an e()nal caliher,
a ·.~ t1·1~ hy.n Jl" ·uba1: groovP. _n~y gun!" rifl(·d with four grovp,s, which ~uak: hut Ollt1
re' olu.twn m th (·n~ 11'1' cllaHe ic ·t. 'J he. · groov •s arc at the rum:zle ~ 111 ·h 111 cl ·pth,
lmt \\lth R gru1lt~Hl JJH:n·u . e to the .·hould ·r, where they reach a depth of 1 incll, autl
thn wrr ,']HHHlm d.-pth to the n :tn·atiug shoul1ler.
T.l11: t_lwory 11Jl.on "hi<"h I hav. has1•d 111<' con. truction of tlw e grooves i to giY~ tho
lH. 0 JI'f:tlll~ u uwdmm 1otary nwt1011 an1l acf'ornpli ·hit with a. little friction a po . ii.Jlt·.
\ 11 tlJ • ahoY· th ·ori · culminate in tile retreating shoulder. Tbe angle of tbi
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sbonlder is not so acute but that it will readily allow the outer surface of tl1e sabot
to slip easily iuto the groove~, an.d the superflnons metal becomes compressed .at ouce,
and undergoes no change durmg 1ts passage through the bore. Hence no contmned or
progressive friction is exerted upon it, as in the force-principle. 'fhe metal that ente1 s
the grooves must, of a necessity, fill them accurately, and the little friction generated by
this metal in its depression from 1 inch tot inch, is passed npon a surface so small as to
need no comment. The adherents of the old principles of the so-called scientific gunnery may say that the extraordinary pressure brought .t o bear against the sabot by the
retreating shoulder, will be so great as to tear or break the sabot and thus leave a ragged
surface for atmospheric pressure to work upon, the result of which would be diminished power, and inaccuracy of flight.
This is an erroneous impression, inasmuch as the shoulders of the sabot are deepl.v
corrugated or scored, and as the sabot is cast upon these shoulders, it becomes a part
aud parcel of the projectile, and cannot be torn off. Again, as t1le retreating shoulder
is an easy angle, the compressure or elongation of the sabot is not accomplished by a
blow, but takes place in a manner which cannot be autagonistical to any solid principle.
The advantage of the retreating shoulder is so palpably plain, and so consistent with
every correct idea of expansive force, as to need bnt a few words; aud ;yet, in justice
to it, I will call the attention of the board to the advantages it possesses overall other
forms as applied to heavy guns. Those ignorant of the properties of f\Xplosives natlually imagine that a service-charge of powder will burn with electrical quickness;
but, gentlemen, yon know that this is uot true, for a certain amount of time must
el~pse between its ignition and complete change into the gaseous state. Admitting
thts to be true, a means of rapid ignition must be had, and this can be accomplished
by :firing from the bottom.
All the members of the boa.rd are thoroughly conversant with the properties of
powder, so I will allow them to form their own conclusions regarding this important
hypothesis, confident that my theory will prove correct. And here it is that theretreating shoulder proves its superiority over all other forms, becanse the change at
that particular time of ignition possesses the greatest expansive force, and thus the
shoulder enables it to perform the greatest amount of work at that particular time, and
~ll this work takes place in the space of a few inches, thus doing away with the a'bsnrd
1dea of weakening that power, when every means should be adopted to augment it.
~am positive tllat the expansive force of the charge can be husbanded in no more
sctentific way than by the aid of the shoulder. After a thorough and complete analysis
of the force-principle, I find that at least one-eighth of the entire expansive force possessed by the charge is rendered as nil by the extraordinary amount of friction generated by the projectile in its forced passage through the bore. In concluding this part
of my pa.per, I will add that I have arrived at these conclusions by logical deductions,
and no surmise exists in any shape, but a string· of facts that cannot be broken.
'file breech is of a peculiar construction, and so formed that when the breech-block
is i~ place, it becomes most truly a part of the gun, :fitting so accurately that the exploswu cannot move or jar it the one-hundredth part of an inch .
. On loading the piece the concave top of the block accommodates itself to the lower
run of the chamber, thns acting as a rest and a slide for the projectile, enabling the
piece to be loaded with as much ease as any heavy gnu possibly can be. The charge
is inclosed in heavy flannel, the cartridge eucased in stout canvas, preserving it.s cylindrical form by ai(l of a block of wood turned to tit the chamber, and attached to the
base of the cartridge. As this block is made of deal, it adds no perceptible weight to
the cartridge, and by being made of different thicknesses, the charge is varied from experimental to service.
·
This block projects beyond the rim of the chamber, (by a slant,) and as the breechblock is raised to it,s place the wooden 'block is forced iu upon the charge, and it in
turn is driven firmly against the base of the projectile, thn::; accomplishing a compression necessary to angment the expansive force of the coorge. Tllis compression also
forces the sbonlder of the sabot to rest firmly against the retreating shoulder·, and as
these shoulders are anabgous to each other, no particle of air cau remain between them,
hence no windage can exist. The principles I have entleaYored to explain should be applied to a, large gun aud not to oue of small caliber, contending, as I U.o, that a gnu of
my dimensions will increase power iu a manner never thought of bBfore, and the n11tio
of increa:e of power cau be easHy determined by any member of tile board who will
carefully analyze the principles involved.
A gnu of my dim<~ nsion , to prove serviceable, must possess the same ease of haudling
as a HU!Uller gun. This I have accomplishe<l, not only by a pro pet' <listribntion of mpf,al
througlwnt the piece, tllns euabliug it to be elevated or depressed with as little effort
as requir •d by a flehl-picce, bnt, by the md of anti-friction rollers connected to the carriage, a later~Ll movement is accomplished with ease a1Hl rapidity.
The Hhap<' o~ a gnu contributes notbiug to its efficiency, and yet there are certain
lines sy1uUJetncal in themselves and correct in principle, which form a pleasing shape;
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these I have adopted, and the result is a more pleasing specimen of gunnery than some
of the uncouth masses denominated cannon.
After a perusal of this paper the board will see that my principles are few in number,
though plain in fact; and if !'my theories more consonant with true ideas of gunnery
can be produced, I should like to Lecorne enlightened on the subject, and hope that if the
lJOard reject my claim, they furnish me with au official copy of principles adopted in
its designated morlels.
I hope the board will find no fault because I have omitted sending a description of
the machinery used in raising aud lowering the Lreech-block. I have not deemed it
11ecessary, inasmuch as this part of a gun contributes nothing to any of its grand
essentials.
Suffice it to say, that I shall move the block by a combination of well-known mecb:wical powers, allowing no complication to exist in any pa.rticular.
The peculiar mode of fitting ru~' lneech-block precludes that rapidity of movement
possessed by some gnus, and yet this is no drawback, as I sacrifice a httle t.ime to power
and secnrity, and yet can :lire my piece as rapidly as is consistent with safety.
All well-known rifles have a peculiar projectile; miue is no exception to the rule-and
I depend much upon the projectile for increased power of penetration. The proj ectile
I offer to the board is conica.l-shape, st.eel-faced, and I claim the following advantages:
It can be used either as shot or as sbeU, or as both coml>ined, and in this last form I
recommend it for adoption, for thn following reasons: As a percussion-shell it will
explode instauta.neonsly, thus adding to the force of the blow at least one-quarter of
the expansive force of the shell charge, (from 4tl to 60 onnces quick-buruing pow1ler ;)
nud this charge beiug far removed from the apex of the projectile, it is powerless to
clest.roy the face of the shot, but will simply blow to pieces the entire base and sabot,
thus le:tving the penetrating power not only untouched but augmented. If in action
against a wooden vessel, its immense superiority is apparent at once, for although fired
l1y percnssion, it can be made to explode while pas1:>ing through a bulwark, or directly
11pou a gun-deck. Its superiority· in long mnge can easily be demonsl;rated. If an
elon gated body, having an unequal weight ~1t either base or apex, i;; tired at high
elcYation, the iuevit~tLle law of gravity will cause the heaviest end to strike first, not
ht>cause tho heaviest body will fall a. given distauce more quickly than a light one, bnt
l1ecanse the projectile in its flight descrilles the arc of a circle, and as the heaviest poiut
i!:l in front, by reason of its steel face and large shell cavity in its base, its natural
t endency is a gradual depression of its apex. This hypothesis is made more certain
from the fact tuat the unequal surface of the sa.uot, caused by the grooves, will allow
nnd gather more atmospl1eric pressure than the apex; heuce it is that a power exerted
upou the base of a moving body tends to clepress its apex.
"These facts do away with all the old fuse!>, which, hundreds of times at Charleston
Harbor, exploded thrir shells so prematurely as to render them perfectly harmless ~t
l1as been impossible to make all fu~>es with mathematical accuracy, hence ~1 remedy IS
demanded, and I hav~ given it.
Th e cli~gram explains both gun and projectile. This, with a model of the breechlllo<:k, will, I hope, prove satisfactory to tue board; but if it does Hot, and the board
will giYe me a short time, I will furnish a complete working model, and ex hihit :tn
~l']lroximat e cost aB fnrnisbe<l by the largest fonndery in America, (Soutbwa.rk
Foundry, Philadelphia.) The theory I have advanced in favor of rapid ignit.ion is. I
k110W, a direct antagouist to old-time fallacies, and I think that it is time that some
l10ld gunner sbonld leave a path that bas been worn bare, and seek a road that is more
111 accordance with the progressive ideas of t.he age. The almost irresistiule ex pansiYe
force thns generatl'cllllust have au anglllented power upon the projectil e, aud no gun
that has ever ueen uuilt can turu this increased power to the same advantage as my
riiie..
At the time the hoard commenced its session I was wholly unprepared ns r'gardS"
moclt'l , cost, &c., ancl yet can . ay t.hat I will, if directed, proc1nco a gnn of superior
stnff ancl workBJan ·hip, at a enst as low as can possibly be made ; or if the board has
any ll<'!iignated foundry I will ue content to fnmi. h every plan and specHicn.tion, and
nc ; ('~·pt a ro~· ~lty_ for tl1e ns.e of lllY pat 'nts. Hoping tbat snccess may crown n1y ctl'ort ,
I w1ll clo,;e, stgulllg my:clf, gentlemen, yonr most ohedi •nt servant,
I~DWARD

Jnrwlol', J>ale11lee, ancl

WILER D NLAP,

of 1J11ulap 'feel Ih'each-Loruliii[J Rifle,
a11d Conit(£l- 'hot ancl J>(,'I'CUSsion-Slwll combined.

Ot!'llfl'

liE. ·ny T>CHY.LL.

Comprnmcl11cctional gun.

A tPI'] or otlu>r mr·tallir· lHlllm\ c·ylinrlPl' ·nrronJHlec1 with steel or otlH'r metallic
eli k. lu •lcl to '« 'thPl' by rucl , lwlt.., or bar.. Truunious shrunk ou th C.) liud ·r, or ou
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onlside of tl1e O'Un, the butt-end of cylinder surrounded with steHl wire-rope, or water
inclosed for re-~nforce. If a square or triangular gun, the trunnions or suustitute appliances to be secured to platform.
This coustruct.ion may be appliecl to cylinders for hydraulic presses, steam-boilers,
and steam cylinders; where great strength and resistance is required, very large sllafts
for propellers and other uses, reversing the disks that the :fibers shall cross.
HENRY DURELL.

DANIEL FITZERALD.

No. 19.)
NEW YORK, July 11, 1872.
Sm: Inclosed herewith please find letters-patent No. 121455, dated December 5,
1871, for" Improvement in submarine orrlnance ;"also, letters-patent granted for the
United Kingdom of Great Britain, dated Jnne 14,186\:1, aud numbered 182t. I also sentl
a model field-piece or gnu illnstrating to some ext~1t my said invention as descrilled
in the letters-patent herewith sent. I will at all times, upon request, attend yonr
hoard and make snch explanations as to my improvments in ordnance as the same m<ty
ue susceptible of:
Yours, respectfully,
DANIEL FITZGERALD,
Cm·e of Wm. H. Johnson, 267 Broadway, New York.
Colonel R. H. K. WHITELEY,
President of the Board of Hew•y Ordnance.
[Inclosure.]

Daniel Fitzgerald's irnp1·ot•ernent in subrnm·ine ordnance.
Specifications forming part of let.ters-patent No. 121455, dated December 5, 1871 ; antedated December 2, 1871.
To all whorn it may concern :
. Be it known that I, Daniel Fitzgerald, of New York, in the county of New York, and
m the St.ate of New York, llavc invented certain new and useful improvements in snbmariue cannon or mortar; and do llerebydeclare that the following is a full, clen.r, and
exact. clescription tllereof, reference being had to the n.ccompa.nying drawing anJ to
letters of reference marked thereon, making a part of this specification.
The nature of my invention consists in the construction and arrangement of n, vessel
with one or more cannons or mortars, whicll will be partially submerged in water, and
which can be made to throw shells or balls of different calibers.
In order to enable others skilled in the art to which my invention appertains to
make and use the same, I will now proceed to describe H.s construction and operation,
referring to the annexed drawing, which forms a part of this specification, anfl in
which Fjg. 1 is a side view of tlle vessel; Fig. 2 is a longitudinal vertical section of the
same; E ig. 3 is a side view of a steel shaft, tlle use of whicll will be hereinafter fnll.v
set forth; Fig. 4 is a front view of the guns in the stern of the boat; Fig. 5 is a plu.1t
view of the same; Fig. 6 is a plan view of the vessel; and l!~ig. 7 is a longitudinal
vertical section of the large cannon or mortar. A represents a vessel of auy snitable
size and dimensions, having a hole or aperture in its bottom. In this aperture is p~acecl
a large mortar, B, which is bung on trunnions having their bearings in the sides of
the vessel A. The mortar is so arranged that it can be turned on its t.runnions so as to
be horizontal, pcrpemlicnlar, or at any angle £1esired; and when placed llorizoutally it
will fill np and close tbe n.pertnre in the bottom of the vessel.
Usually mortars or cannous of vet'y large caliber have to be very thick so as to withstand the immense pressnl'o from the i Ui'>idc, bnt if such a mortar or cannon were
partially submerged in water the pressure of the water on the outside would counteract
t!Je pressure from the inside to some extent, and hence the mortar need not to be of
snch great thickness. For this pnrposo I place the mortar B, as above described, Ho
that when it is to be fired at an angle, its breech, an<l in fact the greatest portion thereof, will he submerged iu water, and the wn.ter itself receive the greatest portion of tile
concussion. I may not bang tlw mortar 011 trunnions, but have it placed statiomny at
a certain angle, if so de ·ired. It will be Reen tllat in either ca ·e the ves!:!el itself, so
to ~;ay, becomes the gun-carriagP, and as both the gnn and tlw vessel are in the water
the effect of the coucnssion will he greatly les!:lCiled. Be!:lides this advantage the
mortar is kept constantly cool, and aR a cotJ. equence can he fired with greater rapidity
and for a longer periotl than is wmally tho cas( ~ . To incrPasc this cooling effect of the
water I may perforate the side of tbe Ulol'Lar longitudinally either partially or clear
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through, forming a sedes of passages, a a, in or thr.o ugh the metal, as seen in Fig. 2.
Such perforations will not, as might be supposeu, impair the efficiency of the gun.
If it is desired to use smaller projectiles another cylinder, C, may be inserted iu the
mortar B. This cylinder I cut with circular grooves its entire length, or place hoops
or rings arom1d the same at suitable distauces apart, and provide with a lip or flange
b, which extends over the upper edge of the mort.ar B, the main portion of the cylinder
projecting above the same. Water is admitted Letween the mortar and cylinder,
whereby the strength of both these concentric cylinders is collsolidated alld combined,
and, at the same time, it keeps the inner cylinder cool.
In Fig. 7 I have represeut.ed the cylinder C with a series of concave circular grooves
and rillgs, c c, pnt aronlld the outside of a cylillder, cl, which thns increases the strength
of the gun, as the strain has a tendency to go off in two directions; alld, besides,
when the gun is immersed in water it will become cooled a considerable distance into
the metal. I also provide a steel tube, D, which may be smooth or ritlerl, and is inserted into the cylinder C, it~< rear end b eing enlarged, as seen in Fig. 2, so as to form
a chamber for the powder. The tube D extendR beyond the front end of tbe cylinder
C, and is, at its month, provided with an elastic steel rillg, e, which rests against the
outer end of the cylinder C. The 'tize of the mortar B, cylinder C~ and tnbe D should
be such th:1t when the mortar is placed horizontally the mouth of the tubeD shall lJe
flush up against the end of tlte vessel; that is, against the inner front side of the cavit.y
in which the mortar is placed. Through the bow of the vessel is placed a steel tulJe,
j, in such a manner as to form a continuation of the tulle D, so that any,projcctile fired
from the tubeD will pass through the tube f and ont at the bow of the vesst>l.
The tubefmay lJe used alone as a gun, in which case I insert a shaft, E, Fig. 3, of
steel or other suitable material, in the tulJe D, the front end of said shaft being even
with the mouth of the tube. In the inner end of the tulJefis inserted a plug or block,
E', which forms the breech of the gun, and is ~mpported uy the shaft E. A vent-hole, i,
is then also provided. In the stern of the vessel are made t'vo cylindrical opening-s,
in which are iuscrtecl two guns, F P. These guns are made thicker or provided with
rings or bands around the mouth and breech of such size as to fit exactly in the cyliudrical openings in the vessel, while the center of the guns has a chamber or space
around it, which is filled with water through an aperture in tbe upper siue of the
vessel. The gnus F F may also have grooves, as Reen in Fig. 5, for the same purpose
as above described for the cylinder C. Around the months of the guns F F is placed a
block, G, which connects the two guns together, and being secured to the stern of the
vessel holds the guns securely in position.
It will be understood that I may use as many guns or cylinders, one inside the other,
as may be desired, haviug water between them, and not confine myself' to the specific
number above mentioned.
It is well known that heavy guns, which must be of ·great thickness, are very liable
to crack and burst; bnt by combining a series of gnus, one inside the other, and the
interstices filled with water, I get all the advantages of a solid gun of the comlJined
thickness without tho llanger of bnrstiug, as the water tends to consolidate and combine all the thicknesses, and, at the same time keeps it cool. Safety-valves are, of cour e,
placed at convenient points, as well as inlet and outlet tnlJes, so that any steam that.
mip:ht possibly be generated may escape, and so that the water can be drawn off and
replenished again. Another adva.ntagp, of making a heavy gun in this manner, so to
say, in sections, i · that it can be far easier transportetl tllan if it ~vas in one solid piece.
The gun which I have representeu in Fig. 7, having }1 series of conical or concave ring.,
may be u~ed withont water; and these rings may be of almost any 8hape desired, .the
more comcal the better, and answer aU the purposes of a solid gun of the sawo thtckn.ess, with the additional advantage of there beiug no (langer of lJursting, as the expanswn of the metal tulJe has free room to go off without any injury to the outer circumference. Thilse guns may then also lJe used a!l fielu-piece!l, or lJe placed in some tationary
batt ry, in whi ·b laUor case I may also surround it by water, if so uesired.
\.Yhen the gun is placed horizontally in the vessel, the lJrecch should come dir('ctlr
against the rea_rsicl ofthe cavity.in which tho gnu is placed, thus takiug otl' alldi:'l'ct
of tbr concu .·10n fron~ the trunmons. When the gun is placed at an augle ~tud ~on
•q ucntly BULllwrgcd lll water, then the water receives a 0crreat part of the concus ' IOU,
relieving th trunnions.
The gun or tnb 'fin the bow of the vesHel is surrounded by a serie of ring. , m m,
macll! of tt>el or other. nitahle material. Thcs · l'inO's are made in kind of zitrzacr :h:1pe.
a. !oillown in ~'ig. 1, and !:>lipped over tlw gun arH(fct t.elled togetlwr in a7l.Y ni~ahl'
~nanner fornnu15 a part of th. V!' · 1, anclmay lJe of any diameter d1•. irecl, . o a to form
lll f:u:t, a guu _of 1·uonuon tlllckn ·:H .. Tlw ring. nt m )J('iug of the peen liar . llape ahoY
~ll('JJtlllllf'cl, ~·Ill allow for any cxpau.wu of the guu it eH~ without auy uaugcr of IJrcaklllg or bnr tlng.
1 alll awarf' that gun hav · he('ll mado of a scric of straight rings sccur ·c.l tocr ther,
bene· I do not ditilll nch to be my iuv ·ution.
0
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HaYing thus fully described my invention, what I claim as new and desire to secure

uy letters-patent, is-

1. The mortar B, hung on trunnions or stationary in the bottom of the vessel A, so
as to be partially submerged in water while it is being discharged, substantially as and
Jor the purposes herein set fort.h.
2. In combination with the mortar B, the cylinder C, constructed and dP-scribed, and
the space between the two filled with water, substantially as and for the purposes
l1erein set forth.
3. The combination of the mortar or gnu B, one or more cylinders C, and the tube
D, provided with a zigzag or corrugateu flange, E, all constructed substantially as
specified.
4. The arrangement, with the vessel A, of the mortar or gun B, one or mo1·e cylinders,
C, and the perforated bow j forming an elongation of the gun, all substantially as set
forth.
5. The gun herein described, composed of a series of conical or zigzag 1·ings suuoundiug a central core, substantially as set :tort.h.
In testimony that I claim the foregoing, I have hereunto set my hand, i:his 22d day
of April, 1869.
DANIEL FITZGERALD.

C. GAGSTATTER.

L. B. No. 45.]
ARMY BUILDING, NEW YORK, Angust 7, 1R72.
· SJR: Yonr letter of the 21st ultimo to the Chief of Ordnance has been referred to
tlw boanl on heavy cannon. I am directed to inform yon that the board invites you
t.o lay before it, as speedily as practicable, such drawings as you may have, and snch
fmther iuformat.ion as may serve to explain your plans for constructing heavy cannon.
Very respectfully, sir,
C. E. DUTTON,
PiTst Lieutmuu1t Onlnance, Recordm·.
C. GAGSTATTER, Esq.

No. 100.]

Matel"ials fm· tlte construction Q{ oonncm8.

Before describing my breech-loading system, I will advance my opmwn as to the
above snl>ject, which I gave also my attent!on, b.v stud.ving the tests and contests in
the principal European artilleries, of which only those of England and Prussia are to
be regarded, as all others did not do much in this matter, but rather followed either
one of the other named States.
As materials for constructing cannons we have only to cousicler iron in its t.bree
varieties, "cast iron, steel, and pnre malleable ii·on." Bronze has been conclemned,
a nd so ought to be cast iron, unless in combination of one of the other sorts, or n,s
alloy w:ith some other metal. Steel is the most favored on the European continent,
while England holds to pure iron, (Armstrong and }'raser.) Krnpp and Armst1·ong
were alternately ahead of each other in constructing heavy ordnance until H:l68, when
the Prussian government ordered another contest betwean Krupp and Armstrong's
cannon, in wl1ich Krupp's proved mnch superior to Armstrong's. Both were breechloaders, and shot a 600-ponnd projectile each.
They began the test with one-half increased obarges, antl the second shots were
even double charged, and that proved more tha.n the Armstrong could stanu, while
tl1e Krupp bore yet many more. (I forgot the number, and I could not :find the report
of this contest, which I received from a Prussian officer.) Thns Krnpp was mast.er,
and expe1'ts attributed this victory to the new process of Krupp in treating lihe steel
l>lock, whieh is to form the cannon, with his world-1'enowued steam tilt-hammer tha.11;
gives his oteel so superior qualities above all others.
·
As evident, this victory appeared to the Pruss:ian government, it does not seem so to
me, bccanse this contest was only between two pieces, and just that special piece of
Arm ·t.rong may have been a failure, a11d besides that the difference in the breechsystem may have some influence too; iu fact, it bas one.
Further, this victory was snfficieut for tho Prussian government, because snch contests with 600-pounders !tre very expensive, and cannot be often rc•peateil, and then
was the Prnssian artillery ext ensivC'l,V experimenting ou iron-claus for the navy, at
the same ti111e. ~ow I will a!lmit that K1·upp's steel cam1ons have supm·ior qnalities
in comparison with Arlllstrong'. or Fraser's, but I maintnin that es peci:~lly Fraser's
runm1or of con ·tructmg oaunons is the mo t practical, ancl so I will prove now.
At a prt'viow; tim , 1 66, when the English goYernment ordered a contest between
Arm. tronp; H mHl \Vhitworth's gnns, botb pieces were 70-ponnderA, the weight of their
l>rojectile:; 150 pounds, nnu lloth llore up to :~~OOG shot
Whitworth wa a tecl cannon~
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and an experts must acknowledge the extreme accuracy with which WhitVi·orth's
cannons are made, and also the good qualities of his steel, and yet he cvnld not do better than Armstrong.
Now if \Ye compare this contest with the former, we see a striking difference; and
as I cannot believe that Krupp's steel is considerably superior to Whitworth's, yon
will come perhaps to the same coucln~:>ion iu rega1·d to the first-mentioned contest as I,
and th~n admit t.hat Armstrong's system is preferable for its being cheaper, if even
Krupp's steel is superior, but t.ben also much dea.rer. And again, as Fraser's system
is similar to Armstrong's, bnt much cheaper than his, without being inferior in
soli<lity, we must come to the conclnsiou that Fraser's cannous are the most practicable.
Fraser's can"Gon of great caliber costs £40 per ton in }';ng1and, while a common castiron cannon costs already £30 per ton. I did not hear of more tests or contests of
heavy orduance, since 1S69, except the Franco-German war, in which Krup]!'S steel
cannon proved a decided success.
•
Russia made experiments with steel rnnzzle-loaders, a.nd it was found that these
stand only 250 shots at au average, while at t.be same time a steel breecll-loadi~g
9-inch cannon bore 1,000 sllots, and that. is tlte rea::;ou why Prnssia, Russia, Austna,
&c., accepted the breech-loa<liug system ent.irely.
I have yet another fact 011 record, \Ybich approves my above-expressed opinion of
Fraser's cannon, and that is Austria accepted Krupp's steel cannon for her navy, and
.supplied it with that np to lt:liO, when she commeHccd to introduce Arwstroug's or
Fraser's, altllough I canuot say whether she continned so since.
.
The French artillery never experimented much wit.h its heavy ordnance, nor d1d I
ever bear of a contest with ot.her syf:ltems, except the late wa.r, and that pro,·ed uot to
its advantage. Wbat we saw at the Pa.ris exhibition in 1867, \Yas not wortl!y of consideration.
·
In regard to cast-iron cannons, strengthened by pnre iron rings, I mnf:lt say that t~ey
<lon't auswer the pnrpose, as was proven by numeront~ tests; lm t Palliser's a1tcr~twu
of forming the inner part of the cannon of the str·ong r met.al, as steel or pnre uon,
and ca. t the body of the canuon around of cast iron, was a success; although such
ca nnon .cannot be corupare<l•with either the Krnpp's or Frao;;er's.
We may yet expect au impro\·emeut in cast·ir·on cannons by forming an alloy of
cast iron \Yith so me other teu:wious m etal, lmt after all I tbi 11 k that Bessemer steel or
pure iron, well hammered in block, will prevail as material for h ea.vy or<lnance . .
As I have not the time now to enlarge on this s nuj ect, because I am to.wnt~ to
Europe tor rtports aud facts of later experiments in tlHLt lin e, I must elose this .art1~le
'\Yith the remark that I find it s trange why thPy take cannons of so large a ca.hber lll
Ol'der to find out w bich material is better; would not 6-pounders answer as well ?
C. GAGSTATTER.
Which is the best breech-loading

syst~m?

I say, that which allows the qnickest pus~:~ible shooting, which has at the same t_ime
the greatest soliclity, and which with the whole canuou does tl.w least exceed in weight
a muzzle-loader.
Tlle first question may be answered by a comparison of my system with all others
practically ex isting now. The second (1nestion I answer with the "serew-breecl~."
The last I answer also with the "gcrew-breeell," <ts a mere glance at my iigure.s wdl
slww and practice prove.
That a screw-breech offers t.he moRt resiHta.uce is se]f-evi<lent to every expert, hecan e
tb' rt"action of the shot is not only di\·ided on two points, as in Krupp's breech-loader ,
or on a part. of the ciwumfcrence of the barrel, bnt on the whole c ircumference, and
tlwn we can make the worm of the screw as stl'Oug a.~; may ue required, and tlli ·will
always be the strongest of all possil>l· lJt·eecht>t; ocenpying the !:lame length of t~e
lJ:UTt•l as t1Je screw-lm~h. This is an iudi ·putal>le fact, wl!ich to prove ll!opc will
not be uc.cessaxy.
.
Rt-ferl'ing again t.o the contc t between ArmRtrong's aud Whitworth's 70-ponuder , I
will m<:11tion tbat it \Yas b(;n·w that rPsisted th e :~ ,000 s hots .
~·ow a common ~crew-hrc ·ch would auf!wer well euourrh the seconcl and third of the
alHJ\'1' <pw ·t ionR, hut not at all the• iir ·t; ancl to make. ita lso answer the 1in.,t <ill :tiou
I i>tllcliNl a. long till invcutt-d the ·ouie-Rcrew brPech. As simple as this appear: to
lw, it i. uot a.u t•a . y matter to constmf't it proper, atHl al~o~o not any conic ,crew will
an . \\'t!r. Tuere are propo_ itious aiHl rulP>. wLich must be ohsl'l?\'ed.
Th (• princ:ipl<'.' of thi~; y~t ·m willb · e>;plaiu •d in Firr.
1· the followiu(l"
firrnr
. r pr ,0
0
0
'
. c·lltddail~. ( 'pech·awing .. )
l 'i~. 1 r.hiHY the wholt1 arrangement se •n from above, the cannon being cut horizontallY.
I it onl•·r to oprn thr .hrP.f• l~ :u rpti(•k a~ po.· ih1P, the worm of t}1e Fwrew is ~o ·al nlnhlcl.that.lll~; 1Tt; \\' 1nll 1.": in:· aud Jon e ath·r l!alf a turu, and ue ready to be turned
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The screw in FiO', 1 bas two worms, one commencing above at i, going to c, and
aronnd below to c','"'and so on; the other commences at i below, and, going to a, winds
over to a', &c. If we take now compasses and measure the distance from the centerline to a, turn then the compasses around to,Yard a', represeut.ing "the half-tum" of
the Rcrew, we will find that the worm has left the groove, and thus can be turned
aside.
It is self-evident that the whole worm around the screw leaves at the same moment
its groove.
To facilitate the tnrn of the screw we fasten a handle h to it, or H Fig. 4. As the
breech is supposed to be of good steel, we can safely excavate it in the back and
toward the charge, as shown by the lines p cl d' n, in the back, and t i t, toward
the charge. You will also observe that the lines p cl' and n c1 are pointing toward t t,
which I think proper.
In order to keep t.he axis of the breech in the center line of the bore we employ an
arm. j, which has a hinge at o fastened to the body of the cannon, turning around j, and
which forms at 7c a case for an axis, e, of the breech by which this rests on the arm
during t.he motions. Now it is evident that, as soon as the breech js a little turned it
will solely rest on the armjfor the conical shape of the screw, and therefore we will
ouly bave to overcome tbe friction of the axis e aftel' we bring the breech in motion.
In order to tum the breech aside without impediment, after it was freed, we will
hM7 e to fix the point .f. This can be done l>y drawing a line normal to the line an of
the cone from the end of the bore at n. l''urther, when we turn the breech half way
the part a of the worm will have its groove at 1), and as the part a will be ·the most
distant point from j, we will have to draw a line normal to b b1 from b toward j, and
where these two lines cut there will be the wanted poiot,j.
Now v•·e a.re able to open the breech.
'!'o facilitate the insertion of the charge into the barrel it is good to make the bore
a httle conical at 1' s. See Figs. 1, 5, alld 11.
t t shows Broadwell's ring, which closes the bore air-proof.
If the hinge should be found too much exposed we Pll1Y place it to v, in Figs. 2, 3, 4, and
10, bnt tbeu thexe will lJe necessary another binge iu the arm fat w. See l'...,igs. 2, 3, 4,
aud 10.
It must be observed that equal letters signify eqnal parts in all fignres.
Fig. 10 shows the breech opened, seen from above. Nov\· we ilave yet a very simple
arrangement at g, in :F igs. 1 and 3, by which tl!e wortn of the screw is bound to cateh
at ?nee i~s groove when we are closing the breech; g is a strong cog on the breech
wbJCh stnkes against the ann j, in Fig. 3, at g', the same moment when the worm leaves
Jts gro_ov e. 'Vhen we close the breech we will have our band resting at the handle,
(see F1g. 10,) a.ud bring the b1·eech in its due position, and then tnrn it around, by
which H must catch at once.
By the arra.ngen1cut of the arm in Fig. 2 it may pTove necessary that the part v 1u dare
not move farther against the left side of the can non than it is when the breech is
cl?sed. This cau easily be accomplished by the partE in Fig. :3, which is in connection
w1th the arm, and rests on the bottom of the cannon. In Fig.l we need not to provide
for that, as the armj will rest at G ou the cannon any way. In Fig. 5 '"e see the screwu.reech of Fig. 1 enlarged. The dotted lines show t!Je way of the worm on the other
side.
On applying compasses we can easily find that all points of the worm will leave the
groove after ouc half turn.
The gradation of the worm in Fig. 5 is at the beginning 6°, ancl becomes less yet
toward the base. The longer the turn the higher we may make the worm of tbe
screw.
A,_B is the center line of the bore. Fig. 6, on the right side of the lineD, E, is a
contmuatiou of the coue in Fig. 5, but represeuting a singl e-wormed screw, which, by
the same gradation of the worm, will be freed afte1· one halfturn. Measure the distance
from the center line to x, and then from the center line to z, it will be found that the
screw is freell. I would give the double-wormed screw the pretereuce.
In Figs. 7 and 8 we have another form of a screw-breech, which, in view of solidity, I
w~mld prefer to all others, but I fear it will be rather difficult to const.ruct such screw
With the due exactness. Such screw would be always best one-wormed. ln Fig. 7,
1~ Y y' rn mca.ns the outline of the cone. The next to do would be turn ing the coue
l1ke a fusee in a watch, and a.fter that is clone we turn the groove F Fin Fig. 8, by
which again the worm a a is formed.
If we want snch screw to be freed after one-half tnrn the groove dare be made only
half as deep as L J, in l''ig. 7, while the widtll .11 L will have to be proportional. I
consider this system the only possible one to transform muzzle-loaders into breechloaders practically.
As we can make the breech of the best steel, we cau make the worm of the breech
as much narrower, Fig. 9, than that in the barrel, as the metal of which the harrel is
constructed is weaker than steel. Thus we make the best use of this system.
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In Fig. 4, which shows the breech arrangement seen from the left side, G is the touchhole which leads to the center of the bottom of the bore. in accordance to my art.icle
"how to give projectiles the greatest velocity." As I would not consider a cannon
perfect without an arrangement to fire with percussion-caps, we have space enough
in the excavation of the breech to fix one, and to facilitate that we may take off the
edge of K at B, as required.
In Pig. 11 we see that the end of the bore is a little widened at 1· s, and also that the
bead of t.be breech is a little wider than the mouth of the bore, in order to facilitat e
the insertion of the charge.
.
Fig. 12 shows a gun-ladle for heavy ordnance ; h' h' are the handles by which either
two or four men carry the projectile M. The arrangement y" nt" is not very necessttry if
the men are exercised, and hold the back end a little lower on introducing it into the
barrel until the party" pushes against 1'.
In order to speed the act of loading in battery-cannons, I thought of fixing the ladle
to the cannon, Fig. 10, Z, on which the projectile could be laid while the breech is to be
opened, and could then be turned in in a similar manner to the breech, guided by Q Q;
but this would complicate the matter too much without corresponding advantage;
therefore it is best to leave it off.
In small cannons we can insert the charge without any ladle by holding the projectile in the left hand, introducing it into the back of the conic part of the barrel to
the proper place, and pushing then the projectile with the right hand into the barrel.
The left band may rest at the same time on the worm of the cannon.
In regard to cleaning the bore after shots, I must rei:nark, that this can be done with
the common brush; but if there is much dirt in the bore we will have to take care
til at this does not come into the windings of the screw, as this may hinder the closi.ng.
In order to avoid that we will have to i11sert the brush and turn it at the same time
sc.rew-like as far as the charge reaches, pushing it through the bore, a.nd pulling it out
1·apidly. Or we may employ a cotton brush or wiper, which keeps the dirt. Such I
saw in the French and Prussian navy. Or, at last, we will have to construct the
ca,nnon-brusb, as in Fig. 13, that is, with a case of plate-iron or copper, R; T th e
brush; W the stick. This case is fitting to the bore, and rather a little larger. \Vb en
the brush is pushed into the bore another man holds the case in its place, and when
the brush is pulled back this will take up the dirt. · The case may be bit by musketbullets; or else defective, it will answer as long as the brush does.
If this arrangement should be accepted, and we wonld like to spare the man for
holding the case during the act of brushing, we can accomplish that b;y making a ~0re
through the whole length of the stick, and introdncing into it an India-rnuuer ltue,
·which runs near the brush over a mll, Fig. 14, and is fastened to the case. The working of this arrangement is evident.
The end-question now is, "Are there turning-machines for mannfactnring snch screws
with the proper accuracy!" If not, I will invent one in due ti..... e, proYided tllat my
breech-loading system finds approval.
.
If we compare my system with any one now existing, and if I had the time to wnte
more on this subject, to compare it not only with the existing bnt all P< qsiblc systen.~.·,
we would find that mine allows the quickest opening and closing, aml as the projectil e
and charge is brought at once at its place, the act of loading will be effected in the
shortest possible time. We open and close the quickest because there are only two
motions, which are the easiest possible to 'perform; because they are aronncl x:i , and
therefore weare enabltd to shoot the quickest. This system bas also the most .cellent
property of allowing the charge to be "set," that is, pressed into the barrel by the
breech, especially then when we employ projectiles with lead rings.
If I would not abhor to complicate the breech more, I could redtlCC the motions of
opening and partially also closing to only one.
I have already explained that a common screw-breech is the most solid on e, hut I
can prove that my conic screw-breech is yet more so, because, by equal lengths of the
·rews, miue will have~ much longer worm.
•'nppo. ing tl1e reader 1s acquainted with the French breech-loading sy. tern, I will
mention what frigate Captain Ziegler, of the Austrian navy, sa.ys about it:
''If at all the mat rial (cast iron) is considered sufficiently ·olid, there is no ohjectiou
~~ainst this bre ch-loacling system, (with which I am al o related,) becan e th b~trre_l
1 1·. s weakened than by Krupp's or ArmRtrong's, as it has no bore in a cross directiOn.
~·ow it i. vident that my breech must be more than twice as solid, becau ·, i11 the
Fr •ncb lm·ecb, t~e worm of t~e crew i cnt out on corresponding parts so a to ~nahle
th11 hn•f•(·h to be 10 • ·rtN1 for 1t whol length, and but then it i tnrne l f(>r one-fourth .
• ·ow I hope thi. will be found wf'll twli d, and will al·ofuul the de.' rvecl appro>nl
a it 1. to m~· uotion the he. t y . :ihle ;y. tem of breech-loading, and, if a ·c ptecl, you
may 1·xpect much on that snbJ ·ct out of my pen, of no lP'lS importance.
'. GAG. TATTER,
5 Clt<.'U1111t .'J f,.el'f: aint Louis, .JliBBOitri.
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.Appendix.-! forgot to say in the proper place that 1t caliber-space for the breech
will auswer all purposes.
.
The divergence of the cone will be dependent from the thickness of the body of the
barrel.
Tlw more we increase the gradation of the worm of the screw the stronger we
may make the wonu, but that is limited. The measm·es fot· the worm of the screw
1 find as fo1lows: Reckon the half circumference about 1 inch or so off from a, of the
cone, Ji'ig. 15, and reckon with 5° or 6° gmd:;ttion the highness of the half winding,
and be this for instance from cl to b, then will be a d the highness of the worm of the
screw; thou take the middle of b cl, draw c e, and we have the cross-cut of the worm
of the Acrew, ct e c cl, that is of the double-wormed one. For the single-wormed one
the reckoning is the same, but the cross-cut would be a cl n b.

HENSON'S . GUN.

No. 91.]

OFFICE OF MERRITT W. GRISWOLD & Co.,
104 Chambers street, New York: Angltst 14, 1872.
DgAR Sm: I beg leave to snbmit herewith a drawing (a gun will be also submitted
if desired) of "Henson's breech-loaui ug and breech-recoiling gnu," that in actnal Jll'actice has gi von results superior to a solid gun of the same caliber, and accomplishing
mnch beyond the impressions formed by a theoretical examination.
At each cliscbarge the butt recoils from the llarrel proper, which latter does not
appear to receive the least shock, thereby leaving a clear open space for reloading.
A trial was made of placing an independent paper wad between the powder and
breech, and it was left in the same position after the discharge that it occnpie<l pre\·iously, though the shot had been projected with great force and the breech recoiled to
jts proper position for reloading.
Hopiug to hear from you, I remain yonrs, &c.,
MERRITT W. GRISWOLD.
General R. H. K. WHITELEY,

P1·esiclent Boa1·d on Heavy 01·dnance.
P. S.-H::we working drawings for 15-inch gun.

No. 102,]

OFFICE OF M. W. G;mswoLD & Co.,
New Yo1·lc, August 22, 1872.
GE:NTLE:\IKN: I desire to call yonr H~ttention to a few points relative to the "Henson
gnn," some of which were spoken of lly individual members at the time the Tough
model was presented.
1. It opeus a field for investigation by Hs introducing a new principle in .heavy
ordnance.
2. A gun of this form sepnmtes the two strains, can IJe made of almost uBlimited size,
and gives a perfect control of the recoil.
3. A wore perfect llnrning of the powder is secured, and each discharge opens the
bore from muzzle to breech, for the admi~sion of cool air, aud for entering the next
charge.
4. The full force of the powder is exerted upon the ball llefore the breech recoils.
This 'ivas proved l.Jy the penetrating force of tbe discharged ball; also by tbe fact that
tbe gas cbcuk or wad, placed between the recoiling-breach and powder, r emained in
the same p6sition after t,hc discharge that it occupied previously, showing, conclusively,
no gas or explosive force escaped, and that the ball must have pa::osed out of the muzzle
before the llreech recoiled.
5. It can be fired at any desired angle, (the model does not show this,) and with the
greatest rapidity, as there are no moving of parts, before or after the entering of each
charge.
6. As the barrel does not recoil, the officers and men are protected from stray (or well
directed) s hots through the ports.
7. The coustrnctiou of the gnn allows the maker an opportunity of taking advantage of the hio-hest point attained in the scientific knowledge in the working of metals.
At a trialn~tcle before some of onr most prominent engineers, (outside of yonr irnmediate profession,) it wns prononnccd a most. perfect success, in every particnl::u·, an(l
in many poiuts ~urpassing all other guns where an extremely heavy calil.Jer was re(lnired.
The first gnn, of the required size, with a steel or iron rifled barrel, will be made for
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$50,000; after that at such price as may be ag1:eed upon, or at a royalty of one cent per
pound.
Hoping the Henson gun may be selected by your board of examination as one of
the uumber for trial,
I am yonrs, respectfully,
MERRITT W. GRISWOLD.
COMMISSION OX HEAVY ORDNANCE,

,

General R. H. K. Whiteley, Pres'ident.

ALONZO HITCHCOCK.
~0.]

NEW YonK, July 17, 1872.
I herewith submit drawings, specifications, anu evidence of my plan
for constructing heavy ordnance.
Very respectfully,
ALONZO HITCHCOCK,
No. 403 West Ji'ifty-flflh street, New York City.
The Hon. BOARD ON HEAVY ORDNANCE.

No.

GI~NTLRMEN:

[Inclosure. I

Impi'oved process of forging 1lTought-,iron or .steel cannon.
In presenting au improved phtu or process of forging cannon, it may be ~eemccl
to st:1te a few facts in relation to some of tl..le important results obtallleu uy
llly process of forging l<trge masses of iron.
,
For renf.ions perfectly well unclerst,ood bv aU scientific and practical iron-workers, 1t
bas l.>ef'n heretofore impossible to forge a'cannon by any know11 process without clestroyiug the tensile strength of the wrought iron, it being impossible t.o heat this en ormons lllaf.is of iron, consiHtiug of several tons, to a weluing heat throughout the whole
mm.;s, wi t hont keeping it in a candescent state for many hours, wl..len it is well kno~vu
that Ute hl'st wrought iron unclergo~s a total change from the fibril to the crystallwe
state, tot<t,lly unfit for the n~e intended.
Bnt. it ueeds no fnrtherproof of the necessity of some improvement in the rnocle of
forging cannon, when we know that all attempts heretofore l..lavc proved disastrons aurl
8ignal failures, without e~·ceptiou. [This was written in 1856, since which time there
have been ~;low but positiveandin some cases satisfactory improvements.]
.
Prominent among the inveutors in this line .are Sir William Arrnstroug, Mr. \Vlntworth, and Mr. Krupp.
fn 1 59 I bad occasion to dispnte Sir William Arrnst.rong's claims, which I did in the
following article, addre sed to the Chicago Dt1ily Herald:
nece~sary

Tlte .Annstrong gun not a new inveution in this coun.t1'y.
E,·er since the extraonUnary efforts made in France and England to improve their cannoll , we have Leru fearful that onr country wonld be left entirely in the lurch in these illlI>rovemcnts, as the whole patrona.ge ofthmil} governments has bee n brought to he~u upnn
tbts snhject, antl not without goocl results, a.s was sufficiently dernoustrat,ed by the
Fr<>J.tC'It gun in the late war, and Euglall(luow claims that they are about to produce
a sttll hetter one.
H • tlti · as it may, we are now satisfied that we are not only up to the time in onr
country, hut that we can produce a gun f:tr snperior to either of the above, and nen:-r
conl<l an iuvention of thi'l rnagnittule Le more opportune. B elow we publi8h a coutlllnnicatiou from Mr. llitchcocl·, of thi. city, and we will say here that we have exami11ctl
!he whole cletail · ancl process hy which these rrsults are attuiued, and, so far a, o~tr
.111dp;meut goe.·, are }wrfeetly satisfie<l that it has all the merit that is cluimed for It.
Though w<~ don t profi· s to b prn ·tieal or , ci ·ntillc iu snell matters, the whole proce:. trik<!S n a, heing at once o "imp!· and plain that there can be but. one opiu~on
cxprN;. ·<lnpon it: mf'rit. · and w do not he itatc, nuconditionaJly, in recommeu<~tn,g
our Govennent to tnl<e np thi ·improvement and give it a fa.ir test, especially us It 18
attr:nclcd with contp:.ua.tiv ·ly hut \'e ry little cost.-[ED.]
To tltt· Editor of the Chil'afJO Daily Ilemld:

lJonhtlP: yo!tr att,·ntion ha~ fr~~c1n ntl~r lJe n called to the late improvement in ca.n~ou, hoth tn ti11B (:onntry aud m Europ , and prominent among the late improvem~uts
1

th Arm loug gnu.
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It is chimed for t.his guu that it is the most p er fe ct and most effective gun that has
e\'er bel.'n invent.<'fl, and it, has already earned a knighthood for its inveut.or.
But iu oruer to show yon that jt is not new iu priuciple of constrnction, 1 propose
to give yon my little experience in this class of ~un_s. Some sixteen or_eigllteen years
ago, when Captain Stockton proposed to forge h1s lJlg gun of wrougllt uon, my attention was partienlarly called to this subject of welding large masses of irou, not that
there was any prospect of success in forging this gun as proposed, but from certain
'"ell-known practical difficulties it, mnst inevitably prove a failure, as it did. It was
very eas; to tell how it could not be done; but to tell how it coulcl be done was strictly
a personal queBhon, which I immediately set myself about to answer, and really I found
so many difficulties iu the way that I tried many devices to avoid the necessity of
welding suchlarge masses of iron, as for cannon, o11ly one of which I will describe here,
which will go to show at least an extraordinary coincidence.
I proposed then, in order to comb ine tlw greatest amonnt of strength with the least
amount of material, to form a tube of suitable dimensions, either of wronght iron
or cast steel, around 'vhicll I ·propose to shrink a series of heated bauds, from end
to end, 'when another t.ier of ba.nds would be shrunk over the first, so as to break
joints, and so on until the desired strength be attained.
Here, then, we have the Armstrong gnn, pract.ically -and substantially the same, the
only difference being iu the mannel' of hooping or "banding til is tube, Sir William Armstrong using a con tin nons band or bar of iron wonnd on hot feom one end to t.he other,
ancl then back, and thus ton tinned nntil snfticient strength is acquired. Which of the
two plans is the best could only be known by practical test, which I feel no interest
in now, as I think now as then that there are some doubts about the practicability of
either invention nuder extraordinary circurnstances, not necessary to mention now;
and inasmuch as there were some doubts iu my mind abont this mode cf construction,
to say 11othing about the expense, I did not feel at liberty to bring it forward; besides,
I was constautl~ under the impression that the great problem, bow to forge large
masses of wrought iron or Bteel without injuring its quality in a single point, could be
solved.
Accompanying this, yon will find drawings;; and 1uodels of my process for forging
large masses of iron or steel, or both combiuecl, and I will leave it to you to say
whether or not I sob'ed. this problem satisf;lctorily.
I propose, then, to forge a gnn of wrought iron or cast steel-or both combinedas, for instance, the lining t,he inside of the gun with steel, or welding on a steel
breech after the barrel Las been bored ancl rifled, of any given weight from ten to
twenty tons, without t.he wast possible chaucc of a Haw or imperfection . In short, I
can forge any amount of wronght iron or steel, a:-< in gnns or shafting, into one solid
_homogeneous mass, when every part aud parcel of said mass Bhall be as perfect as the
beBt hammered. iron or steel, and more perfect in its texture and tensile strength than
the best rolled iron of commerce, au<l this cau all be done by one man if necessary.
Being able to accomplish all of this, I a.m prepared to make a gun as much superior to
~he An:ustrong gnn as the Armstrong gun is superior to the ordinary gun, far superior
w strength a.ncl dumbilit,Y, ligllter, :tnd at least 50 per cent. cheaper!
ALONZO HITCHCOCK.
CHICAGO; August 9, 1859.
It wonlcl seem by this commn uicu.tion tllat I fnlly comprehended the "situation," which
Sir ·william cliclnot comprehend, as is shown lJy llis subsequent and continuous experimentB np to this <lay.
Iu submitting my proposit.io11 to the board., I stated that I suhmitted drawings,
sprcificationl:l, :w<l cYidence tllat my principle of forging cannon is correct, whicll I
sln.ll elldeavor to sl1ow.
:l\ly fil st evidence will be found in }Ir. Alexander L. Holley's Treatise on Orcluauce
ancl A1 oor, in which he so admirably and ably illustrates and describes my process.
I the ref ,re tran~:>fer the wholu of his article to these pages with accompanying cuts of
the.·
"'1
trry ont, in the fabrication of large cannon, the principles of sound welding
<·on . i
.·u auove, Mr. Alonzo Hitchcock, of New York, proposes the system illustrated
l,y P;g·. 182. The irou is hcatecl in a nwcrlleratory furnace, to avoid. its contact witll
snlpl cur ·tnd other i1npnriticB of coal. TIJC gnu is formed of rings of wrought iron or
low.
111ade without welcls. The rings are so formed as to be united tirst in the
-;enh
·.t tbe super1lnon~ cinder may be sqneezecl ont. The anvil (b) is seated ou
rhe p
of a hyclrost;ttic press, (e,) so as to be lowered as the successive rings (a) are
aclf1el

"T
1rmH·P (f) is sitnat~><l hrhn•en the andl anll the steam-hammer (h) and so
arrflD 1 d that tlw rings projl'ct into it from below alHl ~he hammer drops into it frpm
above.
"'1 l · 1iug to !"o! 111 the muzzle of the guu is laicl upon the movable anvil and pro~:J \Y
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jected snfftciently into the furnace to allow the flame to raise it to the welding beat.
Meanwhile, in another part of the fnmace, the rings (lc) are heated to welding in the
sa1ne ti1ne, by proportioning the heat, by means of dampers, to the relative bnlks of
the two parts. Without removing the parts from an atmosphere in which there is very
little, if any, oxygen, they are laid toget.ber and instant,ly welded by a few strokes of
the stt!am-hammer. The anvil is tben lowered by the thickness of another ring, and
the sa rne process is repeat,ed. Although the gun ma~7 be of ~tny size, the parts actnally
united at. one ' operation may be made so light by reducing their thickness that the
pressure of a hammer of moderate weight will be adeqnate.
"And when the whole operation of upsetting is con tined to one joint, exactly the
requisite pressure for thn.t joint can be applied, and there is no fear of injuring other
parts by setting it np soundly, becanse the mass of the gnu below it is cold a11d forms
a rigid pillar, practically a continuation of the anvil.
"The ulows upon the end of the Armstrong coil have to weld a great number of
joints; those next the anvil, and those that from bad :fitting require the most pressure,
are not alwaJ·s set up nutil other parts of the tnLe, which is a long column sof'Gened by
heat, are Lulged and disfigured. To avoid destroying tl..Je tul.Jes in this way, they are
made in short lengths, which ha.ve to be joined l.Jy a subsequent process at a considerable cost.. Even these are Lulged, and have to be restored to the cylindrical shape by
'patting.'
·
;' rt would appear that, aU the conditions of sound welding may thus be obtained if
the process can be practically carried out. The oLjectiou raised by some iron workers,
t,i..Jat the single ring will be l.Jurnecl before the larger mass is heate1l to welding.
is not well founded. Certainly the heat in what are substantially or may be practically
two different furnaces can be regulated with the utmost nicety. Besides, the mass is
already bot 1Jefore the ring to lH} added is pnt into the flame. Locating an anvil upon
water is Himply ~1 question of tl..Je strength of what hol1ls the water. A screw woul.d
answer the purpose mal would uot be liable to demngerneut, since•an accurate :fit 1
11ot in1portaut, aud the adjustment does uot take place at the instant of the blow. Or
the screw might Le employed simply to elevate and depress the anvil, the force of the
blow being received by l.Jlocks of va,rying thickness, placed between the auvil and it.
bed.
"The mechanical difficulties do not appear to be serious, a,nd a considerable cost of
apparatus is ·warranted by the certainty of sound work. The expense of dressing the
euds of short tubes by the Armstrong process, and of making colossal furnaces and hammers to heat aml condense a 30 or 40 ton forging to the core, is dispensed with. Indeed,
the furuace may ue a little larger tllan that employed for gas-welding the Armstrong
tubes.
"Mr. Ilitchcock's process was iut.etHled especially for f~tbricat.ing guns of low st~eL
the rings to be made without welds, by being originally cast in the form of SJJiall tlnck
rings aud then rolled, in a modification of the tire-rolling machine, to a larger diamet~r
and a suwller section. This treatment would develop au endless grain in the ring JU
the direction of tho cirenmferenco. * * * Again, very short Arn11jtroug coils coulcl
Lc welded together by Hitchcock's present process.''
Mr. Holley also says, on page 382 : " Cast iron, cast steel, and bronze may be welded
at a meltiug beat; but, although wrought iron cannot be melted at a practicable heat,
every iron-worker ktJOWH that iL can be tn•ated so as to have as much trength at th ·
weld as elsewhere, and sometimes more strength, because the iron at this point i ·better worked.
"Hence it appears that, although in the general practice welds are treated as weak
poiuts, and a ~St ill further a1low;ulce is made, especially in large forgiugs, for actnal
seams or fla"·s, there is no phy~Sical law again .t souud weldiug if iron aucl iron am
Lro11ght 1 ogether at a propt>r heat and lliHler the proper pre.·snre.''
. The o11ly thing 11ew that I could suggest or alter after so many yeart~ ba.ve clap. cd
m my iir;;t conception of this plan of forg-ing woul<l be simply to cbaugc the ren!rheratory furnaces to gas-furnaces, which I thiuk would be cheaper, and certainly much
01
1nore convenient.
"
"
'*
"

Further cridencc of the pmclicabilily uf my princi11le of forging.
TIH~

,ioiut conunittee appointed nncler the resolution of the Sruatc and Honse of R 'l're-.<·nt_ativt:. of .the :wth of ~ lard1, 1 fi7, to investigate the purcha •s, contract :and
<'-'JWI'IIIH·nts c'i. th • OnluatJ<'l' Departw<·ut, havi11g- ompl<'ted their labor:; as far a·
rdatt· ·to ex.p ·ruuent on h •avy ot·!lnaue ·, .·ui.JutiL tlle following report ther •on:
'l.E. 1'DIO,"Y HELATL'G 0.-LY TO WELDIXG.

Ti111othy A. Hnnt, commodore, U. . .1..
:r··. rln '. tiou. \\.ha~ ,,·ns _your conc1n!';ion in r~gnr<l to the principle upon '\:hicb.... 1 ~ .
.Am· h 1 b '"II manu1afJ urmg tl1,. o wnmght-irou gnu !-Answer. I tl.J.iuk lu puu~l-
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pie is the best we know· of at the present day; think it will mak\3 the best gun. I
think it is a, much :safer way thau welding them in coils as the Armstrong and other
gnns are made.
Theodore T. S. Laidley.
59. Q. Is it possible, in your opinion, to make a weld of a wrbught-iron gun so perfect that it will not be a weak spot in the gnu ~-A. I think it can be done.
60. Q. What do yon think, then, of the principle of manufacturing guns as Mr.
Ames has undertaken it f-A. I do uot know whether Mr. Ames can make a perfect
weld uniformly or not in such large masses.
89. Q. Do I uuJerstand yon to say this Ames gun is the strongest that you hav~
ever tested, tried, or know anything about 1- A. When the welds are well madt• it is
the strongest gun I have ever knowu .
Q. A. Gillmore.
58. Q. Give your opinion generally about the nse of wrought-iron guns and their
value as compared with cast ones. - A. A wrougl1t-iron gun, in my opinion, if made by
this process of "\velding riugs together, which is Mr. Ames's pateut, aud we can get a
gun without defective welds, would be one of the most valuable gnns we could have;
and I believe that a defective weld would be developed in proving a gun. If it does not
break in the proof charges-say eight or ten heavy charges- I should regard the welds
good.

Isaac French, (forger of Ames's guns).
1L Q. Will yon state briefly the manner in which the guns (Ames's) were manufactured, &c. ~-A. * * * * * There were three rings, tb us: one inside of the other.
The middle riug, which is ten inches in diameter, projects about five-eighths of an inch
from the other on the side that goes on to the guo. The object of this projection is to
have it strike in tbe center of the weld, the center of the guu first.
~4. ~- When the weld is perfectly ma,cle, is there any weakness at the welding
pmnt ~-A. I do not see why there should be, any more than at any other part of the
gun.
15. Q. Is it as strong tbere as at any other portion of the gun ~-A. I do not see
why it is not.
16. Q. Did you have auy failure to make the welds during your experience ~-A.
No, not ou the guns that I made.
17. Q. Did Mr. Ames, in making any guns, fail in making a weld at any time ~-A.
We tried various experiments, and sometimes the welds were not perfect.
18. Q. But, after the system was perfected, you think the welds '"'ere such as could
be depeuded upon ~-A. I think tbe eleven gnus were perfect welds, and were as solid
there as anywhere.
M:r.James Wilson, (foreman and forger at the Washington navy-yard.)
5. Q. Are welds, when perfectly made, as strong as any other part of the iron f A. Yes; I think they are quite as strong.
6. Q. What is your opinion about the possibility of making perfect welds in large
masses of iron, if you have suitable tools and furnaces ~-A. I think you can do it and
make them perfect.
7._T Q. Yon have beard the system of manufacture described here of Mr. Ames's gun 1A . .res.
8. Q. Will you state if yon have any donbt that the welds could be made perfectly
by that system 't-A. I have no doubt in tlte worlcl; I believe it can be clone.
9. Q. Then you think there is no reason why large masses of iron should oxidize so
as to prevent welding, if only skillfully and properly manufactured ~-A. None in the
world.
10. Q. Will not large masses of certain iron be longer in oxidizing than smaller
quantities, owiug to the greater amount of heat ~-A. No, I do not think they would.
11. Q. Do you think that would be in proportion to the surface presented ~-A. Yes;
I do not see any difference in that respect between a large and a small piece.
·w illiam W. Brauley.
6. Q. Ditl yon have opportunities of observing the manufacture of guns 1-A. I did,
perfectly; I took a great interest in it, and saw everything.
.
7. Q. "W hat was your opinon of the va.lnc of that system for making strong guns~
A. I think it was a most admirable sy tem-tbe best I ever saw; that, if iron cannot
be put together by that system, thPre is none by which it can .
. Q. Tlw whole qucstson is whether welUs could be made perfectly by that system.
yon think they could ?-A. Yes; I think the plan of presenting the convex surface
JS the true one, [LlHl that thus all the scoria is forced out by the horizontal hammer.

po

All the evidence that is given before this commission in relation to Mr. Ames's pro-
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cess of welding goes to prove beyond doubt only what was long before known, tl1at
wrought iron, if properly handled, will make a gnu of more than double tbe power of
endurance of cast iron.
But, unfortnoat,ely, !VIr. Ames's plan of welding bas nearly all the elements of failure.
He can never be positively sure that one of several conditions may not intenrene, and
prevent a sound, pflrfect 'veld all over the surfaces. That he makes a better ~·eld by
llis process only proves that he uses better nutterial, and experiencecl, faithfnl forgers.
His manner of heating the fagot and handling it is very primitive. Th ere are three
clements here, either of which is fatal to a perfect welcl, namely, underheating or
overheating, Ol:idizing when removed from the furnace, and time, these cbugerous
elements being duplicated with two pieces thns luwdled.
Re-heating_ is also unavoiclal>le and a dangerous elemeut, so far as tensile strength is
concerned.
How to get rid of all these perplexing elements occupied my mind more or less for
fifteen or twenty years, when a little thought in the right direction overcame a multitn<le of clifficnltics; the result is this very simple mechanical forge, which enables me
to handle tons of iron l'iith less physical labor than Rev. Dr. Col lyer expends in forging
his horseshoes.
I Lave COIHJ.Uered all the above-enumerated dangerous elements. I never re-heat,
11ever overheat, nor underheat; never have one piece too hot, the other too co1d, the
temperature ueing regulated in either furnace by the turn of the hand, wherein an
1·ven ternpen"Ltnrc may ue maintained for hours if nece:>sary. I avoid oxidizing, ue(:£1nse t.hc wel<ling-snrf<~ces are not exposed to the atmosphere.
Lastl~·. time is not taken into account in my case, for I can literally take my own
time, and pnt the t.wo r;nrfaces together when the conclitious are exact. And it makes
no diffetence under snch circumstances whether the area is one foot or twenty feet to
he welded.
I h;we omitted all reference to experiments in foreign countries in regard to tho
man~· different fabrications of heavy ordnance, for the only thing that has been lll'O\'ed
is that snch gnus must l>c made of iron or steel, or uoth coml.Jined. Self-reliance
is a fnndarneutal principle of snccess, aud surely we have the material ancl
talent to work on, alHl it only \vauts capital to unite them, when we cau produce t!Je
best mH1 cheapest gnus in the wol'ld.
_
As fur the tirne rhat it will take to forge a gun with my mechanical forge I canuot
speak ,·ery positive, hut a ny practical forger would not prolJably differ mnch from lllJ'
e ..,timate whcu l1e nndersta11ds t.Jw system.
Tbe coutraHt is so great, however, between my mode and all previous modes of forging, I am aware tlmt I rn11 sowt~ risk of being considered vi:giouary.
~
'lh · celeurated IIon;fnll gtw, which took forty men seven weeks to forge, ,..,.c,ghed
ahout twent,y-six autl a half tons, and l>urned up abollt twenty-three and a half ton
or irou in its fauricatiou; nearly 50 per cent.
One of the largest forge rs of heavy shafting tells me that it is not unusual for them
to hnrn np 50 per cent. of iron, but they base their cstim&tes generally npon :nper
eeut. Snppose a gun to be sixt.ccn feet ill length, average thickness of ringil e1gllt
iuche,, then twenty-three welding heats are required.
All the machinery being perfect, and the workmen well drilled, would it be cxtraxagant to Hay that a h eat might hu taken off every two hours?
.
Here we have forty-six homs instead of seven weeks, and probauly 5 per cent. will
<;OYC~r the los' of lllaterial instea<l of :33 to 50 per cent., us at present.
TlH· labor is :.wotller itmn worth considering, for I cannot conceive wlH'D more t.hau
eight or ten nJ cn could ue wanted around this forgo; perhaps half the numuer Jl1lgllt
an. wc·r.
In cm1clnsion, I will only say that, if a mechanical propo1>ition can he pro\· ·cl w.ithont adnnlly p •rformiug the operation, tlli matter of fOt'ging large mas:es of 1ron
or. h·Pl without injnry to the matPrial would seem to be satisfactorily proved.
Find. It will he cotH~P<l<~cl thaL irou nncl steel ea,n pCijeclly ue wehletl nuder favoraulc
citTllliiSiaut~., the ~·onditiou !wing perfectly simple, namely, a uniform tclllperatnrc
on·r tlw Pllftm surface. to he uni!t>(l.
StNJIHl. That tho ·e snrfacPs are to be brought into contact when in tbi: pcrft>c~ tate
witltollt tl1c intervention of any foreign snbst:tncc or gas to produce nuy mcchan~ca~ or
<"lll'mical c·hangt' or intPrft•relltt' at th<) ill!:>tant of co11tact. Tllis is clone by bmwwg
tlu· t\\'o :mHu:c. togetl11·r in th<· . ame atn1o:phere that has procluced the welclin~ ht·~t.
Tlw ,. c·o.nc1itir~n.: at<;. r,~lfi1lPt1 tlail,v, aucl th • thPory an<l pra<·tice poHitively pruw<l m
tlw' l'ldtng of, n· \\ 1lham Ann~:>tnmg s coil-S<' ·t io11s.
'1 hi,.,/. ThP. ]wc·nliar eon:-.tmf'!io n of 111~· furnace uaulcs mo to pres nt only th · urf<!''~' to lw wl'lclncl to tlw lu:at i1~ the furnace, o that, wbile the sm-f<l:ce of one ~~rIllY
l"lll:.! 111:1 • lw lmnt(.?;ht to a \n·lrilng heat, th•: tltHlPI:-;id' of tlw sa.me rtll).{, :-;a.\·-; nwhe
thic-1·, wonlcl not he hronght np to llHH'! : tha11 what is tl' Chnicallv call •cl a ·· bla ·~
lwat:· all!l i i unt improltaltlr; that it c·oulcl lw clotH' with onc1 Jlllic·h thilllll'l'. Tln
ill dc·pe111l tuniuly Ott the: t •rnp ·rattae of the furuac -heat, atHl mrr · matt •r. of dl'lnil
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so tbat practically,) expect to improve tlw quality of the metals that go through my
for<Ye,
I't is a very easy matter to subsUtute a hydraulic press in the place of my hammer in
comlJioation with the furnace, and I am of the opinion that the true way to forge, i. e.,
to "upset" and weld the Armstrong coil, is by building the furuace high enough to
receive the coil sta:;-tding perpendicular, which may be six feet long, more or ~ess.
The press may work from the bottom or from the top as may be reqmred, anJ tlns 1s
what I propose to do in forging hollow shafting, for it appears to me that this coil is
peculiarly adapted to the fabrication of shafting.
ALONZO ·HITCHCOCK,
408 West Fifty-fifth Street, New York.
In the specification of one of my patents in 1862 will be found the following sentence:
"Oue of the sides of the rings should be sligMly dished or convex, so that when its
convex side is placed on the flat end of the pile, the scoria and oxide are squeezed to the
exterior with the flux by t,he action of the hammer, and the welding of the fagot or
pile is commenced at its interior and continued toward the periphery."

L. B. No. 49.]
ARMY BUILDING? NEW YORK, Augnst 12, 1872.
Sm. : You are requested by the board on heavy cannon to furnish as soon as practicalJle estimates of the probable cost of the plant for your method of constructing a 12ioch ritle, also of the cost of the gun itself, accompanied by such further information
regmdiug the details of your method as you may be able to furnish.
By order of the board.
Very respectfully, sir,
C. E. DUTTON,
ALoNzo HITCHCOCK, Esq.

First Lieutenant, Ordnance Recorder.

No. 97.]
NEW YORK, August 19, 1872.
GENTLEMEN : In regard to the cost of the plant for my forge, I can only give an
approximate estimate.
Takiug Messrs. Sellers's estimate for the hammer, $10,440, as a basis to start from, I
make the following random statements :
In absence of working-drawings, and not knowing the price of the materials that
are to enter into the construction of the gun, my estimates must be very imperfect,
but, in the a.ggregate I hope to cover the cost as far as the estimates go.
Commencing with the cylinder of the hydraulic press, I propose now to make the
internal diameter 19 inches; walls, say, 6 inches thick, and for the first one, 12 feet
loug, weighing alJout 8 tons. This casting, at $160 per ton, $1,280. This cylinder is to ·
lJe re-euforced or hooped at the top and :fitted up with a stuffing-box.
The plunger or ram will be made also of cast-iron, 18 inches in diameter when
tnmed up, with an internal core 6 inches au<l 14 feet long, with the bead :fitted up to
receive the anvil-block. This plunger will weigh about five tons; at $160 per ton,
(fittings, $250,) $1,050.
The auvil-bloek rroper will consist of a large solid casting, say 4 feet diameter and
:30 inches thick, with four arms radiating fi'om its circumfereuce to engage with permanent upright guides, and should weigh about i:l tons; at $125 per ton, $1,000; 4 guides
and fitting- for anvil-block, $1,500; total, $2,500 .
. Over the top of th e anvil-block will be placed several loose blocks, about 2 feet
diameter anc11 foot thick, faced up in a lathe. The castings of these blocks will weigh
al>(mt 8,000 IWUlltls; at 6 cents per pound, $480; facing up, $300; tota.l, $780.
These blocks are made to compensate for the shortness of the cylinder. A part of
these would llave to lJe taken off in forging a gun.
The more weight of iron pnt into these blocks and anvil-block, the better, as they
absorb the momentum of the llammer and relieve the cylinder of strain.
The force-pump to operate this press need not be very heavy or expensive; for all
practical purposes it tna.)' be workeJ by band. It may be estima.ted at $1,000.
Probably reverberatory furnaces will ha.ve to lJe used, and will have to rest on a
fl(!Or 1.npporte<l on \Honght-iron beams, passing through, as it were, between tile legs
of th~ hammer, th • <'tHb of the beam to rest on piers or cast-iron colnmos exterior
and m<lep 'JH]<·Ilt of tlw foundation of th hammer; otherwise the vlbratious of the
hamlller 111ight injure tlw inrnacc.
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I estimate that $5,000 will pnt up this furnace in the most perfect working-order
including the cranes and accompanying gearing and tackleMaking, in all.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $22, 120
Extras . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 880
Total . __ ... ___ . _•. __ ...... _... ____ . ____ .. ____ .. __ ... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

25, 000

This estimate does not include the cost of fonnrlntions or stack.
The rings of which this gnn is composed can be made of wrought iron or of lowwelding steel. Of conrse steel is far preferable, a.ud I have lately been informed by
the agent of the Bolton Works, Englanrl, that they can make thtJ rings as I want them
of perfect homogeneous welding steel, that will sta.nd a tensile strain of 75,000 pounds
per in ch, at 10 cents per pomHl, golt1.
I shall irnmcliately cowmnnicate with them, and, if thi s proves trne, it will not be
necessary to find parties to make them of wronght iron. I hnve 110 donht it can be
clone ill our own country, but it will take some t ime to finll t!Je parties, and then wonld
probably have to wait f()r them to pnt up a tire-rolling machine.
I have agreed with some pract.ical iron-men as to the mmle of mannf,wtnrin g the
rings of wrought iron, if necessary.
Below yon will see that I propose to make the ring:;; in two pa.rt.s· circUtnferentially.
Tbi:;; is n:(lnciug tbe difficulty they complain of iu making so large a ring as one 40
inches in diameter.
· It will he seen that this form enables the maunfactnrer to nse a tire-rolling machine
in co un cction with the hamm er, by wl1ich w eans they can make as goo(l a forging as
can ue m~Hle of wrought iron . In any event, they would probably cost as mnch as 10
ceutti per po n nd.
All of which is respectfully submitted.
ALONZO HITCHCOCK,
408 West Fifty-fifth street, New York.
The Houomble BOARD ox HEAVY OnDNAl'\CE.

WILLIAM WREELEH HUBllELL.

H. 0 . No. :3, K.]
PI!ILADEI,PIII .I, Septembe1·ll, 1871.
Sm : I hav e the honor to inform yon that letters-patent of the United States wPre,
on Feh rn n.r;y H, 1870, g-ranted to m e for the inve11tion of a process by wbiel1 onlna1_1ce
of un.v ca l iller, even to 1G in ch es, cau lle cast direct frorn the smelti ng furna<'l'S USing
pig-iron, alHl the gnn, when cnst, lJB pnre ca.st 8feel all llt1"0'll{lh, po sessing enol'l nO~l s
~-;trcngtl1, <'lHlnrance, and proj ect il e efl"ect, far su rpassing :wytbiug of cast iron now 1n
tbe serv ice.
Very respectfn1ly, your obedient. servant,

Wi\1. WHEELER HUBBELL,
Ll l8o Inventor and Pateutee of th e Unitecl Slates Na ry Coll()nbiacl
and P ercussion Fuses mul of Shells.
Il<llJ.

\V!LL[A)l

\V. BgLT<NAP,

Secretary of Jl"ar.

[Inclosur<'.J

Xo. :-,.]

Thee :·peeijicaliomt of heavy rijftcl ordnauce b!J William Trheclcr Hubbell.
PLAN

A.

TlJi pic·PP of on nan 'I! is for mnzz1e-loadin« but capable of alteration into a breechlo:HlPt on m~· plan (', h«-rewith .·nbmittc·cl. "''
'fhi . ~1111 i: of cmnhinecl steel ancl hrollZP, npon a plan or principlc• pate11te<l by me
tlw I:~ h of • 't·ptc·ndwr, , \. ]). LfiL !"or H'\' t'lltPl' l1 \'Pars. It c·oJIHiHtH of hronzP <"ll'it
aromul_a : ll't ·l tnh • m· lHJI'I' ancl hn•t•t·li. fonnin~ a ~-;,;Jicl st<·tl facin~; within, ancl a finn
hoc1~· of h~o n zt· ~-:.~ . t :ltlfl <·oolt·cl npou thl' stt·t'l witlwnt, forming a solicl, C:Ol!lpart ma. s
lt_\" thf' tlll!Oll pftl'(:ll'tl lty thP fn:ion of tht: hronz 1• npon the HtPd tnb . •· •cmHll~·: a
t·t•l h r11Hl 111a,Y lit' . hn111k npo11 th : ont<·r snrfac:P of tho bronze at t lw breech alon ,
• 1111 ·.· tf'rnlitJ" a. far forwanl as to the 1rllllUion:.
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I propose a gun upon this principle as follows: A rifled cannon, to be 12 inches in
diameter in the bore-measuring across from lmse to hase of the two opposite grooves;
the grooves to be wide and four in number, of equal dimensions; the lan<ls to be
narrow and four in number, of eqnal size, each land to be 2-~ inches wide at the base,
with sides radiating toward the center of the bore, each laud to be four-teuths of an
inch in heigllt; one land to be located at th e bottom at the muzzle, oue at the top,
::mel one at each side, to take a quarter turn in the length, and tltns present the same
relation at the breech in front of the powder-charge. The projectile is supported in
the center of the bore by this constrnction and arranp;ern ent and nnrnb0r of the laurb,
and is readily loaded and constructed of a proper coufignratiou [tnd upon correct principles in consequence thereof, to be descl'iucd.
The length of the bore is equal to fonrteen diameters of the bore; the chamber or
breech seems elliptical in form. The thickness of the steel boee from t.he breech-base
to the trunnions is 4 in ches, and from the trunnions to tlw muzzle it tapers to 3 inches
thick a.t the muzzle. The outer snrface of the steel bore has a screw-thread coarsely
cut on it for the bronze to cast and close upon and bold it secure in every portion of
its length. The steel is left 5 inches thick at the base of the chamber and tho rear
outer face at right angles to the barrel, th<tt is flat. The thickness of the bronze around
the 3 inches of steel at the mnzzle is 2 inches, making, in all, 5 inches thick across the
face of the muzzle, measuring from the base of the groove. The barrel tapers gradually
thicker to the trunnions; each trunnion is 12 inches in diameter and 6 inches face from
the E':honlder. From the tru1inions to tlle rear or breech the gun is cylilldrica.l, 9
inches thickness of bronze and a 2-inch t·hick steel band shrunk upon it, makiug in all
15 inch es of metal at the breech, being- 4 inches of steel -bore, 9 inches of uronze, and
2 inches of steel band. I am aware that this outer 2 inches may be cast of the solid
bronze illstead of steel banding, and make a good gnu, but I prefer the band of steel.
~ine inches thickness of bronze is cast back of the steel breech-facing, to give great
mertia and strength to resist the propnJsi ve power of the charge.
I propose to place the touch-hole of this gun near the front of the charge of powder,
so as to compel the perfect combustion of all the powder. 'The touch bole is formed
through a st.eel bush screwed in throngh the stc~l, bronze, a.n<l steel.
I propose to make the steel bore or tub e of small strips of steel, each about an eighth
of au inch thick and 2 inches wide, reverse lapped helically and welded over a properly
constructed welding-furnace.
I purpose avoiding tlle use of thick pieces of metal t.o either bend or weld, as tl1e
bending of them under any circumstances ruptures the fibers of the m6tal on the oute1·
circuits an<l renders their tensile st.rengt·h unl:it for the uursting strain of large guns.
The cost of this gun
be $90,000.
WM. WHEELER HUBBELL.

'"ill

I now propose a plan for another of the three gnns, which I call
PLAN

B.

This gun is in all respects the same as t.he plan A, with this modification:
l propose to take strips of steel one-tenth of au inch thick an<l 1 iuch wide, and
omitting the co~use screw-thread on th e steel bore betwuen the trnnnious and breec h,
leave ou it the last rough cut of tlw tool, au(l to lap this breec h-portion with this tlat
thin steel helically, ancf reverse-lappP-d, lcav ing an inch space between the edges of the
strips; and thus wrapping it for the 9 inches of thiclmess I cast the bronze into it
solidly Hpon the tube, to test the qu estion whether thin strips of steel thns applied to
avoid the rnptme of their outer fiber in bending them by being thiu will rually add
any strength of importance to the gun, and whether the bronze will with entire certainty peuetrate the interstices between the steel.
The cost of this gun will also be $90,000.
WM. WHEELER HUBBELL .
. Por the third gun I propose a breech-loader as improved upon a priu ciplc I iuventucl
m H:l41. This present improved guu I will call
PLAN

C.

'l'his i.· a hrc ch-loading gnn, and the construction of tlw barrel is sim ilar to plan A
alt 'r ·d. to <t hn·cc~l-lo~uler. 'l'hi. is accomplished II~· boring entirely through the breech
to rccmve the proJechlc and charge in at the r<·ar end.
The charge is inclo ed in a .flanged casing of steel or copper, which forms a. gascb~ck; ~L ccutr:al hole in the rear is covered with pape1· and a l eacl patch, which i~ pnlled
off wheu loadmg. The ordinary friction-prim er fire. it through a toucl.l-hole in tlH)
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steel brePch-gate. It is not deemed by me sufficiently safe to have r:;nch large cartridgecases ready primed.
The charg(~ is secured by a gate on a side-shaft, with bent arm, which allows it to
fall inward and outward past the vertical line of gravitation, operated easn~~ by one
man. The gate is double, with wedge-surfaces between the two parts, allo"-ing it to
tighten up in the act of closing and loosen in opening. The rear half of the gate
controls the front half by a pin working in a slot. The forward balf' fall~S in place, and
the rear tightens up on it in inclosing the charge, and the rear half loosens with its
wedge-surface by its pin in a slot, draws up the forward half, and opens the breech to
receive the charge.
The shaft and bent arm are on the side, close to the gun, and the shaft is secnred to
a block st>cured to the rear part of the side of the gun. The breech is opened and closed
by a handle, and also bas a cog and teeth, with which it may be opened and closed. A
hand extractor slides in and out to receive and extract the case from the rear end.
This gun also will cost $90,000.
A plan of this gun is annexed, represented by Figs. 1, 2, 3.
The plans of guns A and B are t.he same as Fig. 1, excepting that they have solid
breeches for muzzle-loading, and the Fig. 4 represents this solid breech, so formeu, also,
that it can readily be altered into the breech-loading system of Figs. 1, 2, :3.
In the accompanying drawings a are the lands, b the steel bore, c the bronze body, cl
the front half of the gate, e the rear half of the gate, f their bevel-faces, g the touchhole, h the extractor, i the slot in the front ha.lf of the gate, j the pin operating in this.
slot and secured in the rear half of the gate, k is the gate-shaft, Z are the bent arms of
the gates, rn is the arm to open them, set in nits socket in the rear-half, o is the ontcr
steel band, p the touch-hole in the soliU breech or muzzle loading: gnn.
WM. WHEELER HUBBELL,
No. 1607 Surnmer street, Philadelphia, Peunsylvania.

No. 27.]
1607 SuMMER STREET, Pwilaclelph'ia, July 13, 1872.
Sm: Since my return I have received from Washington a copy of my patent for gu11
on the principle of those I propose, particularly plan A.
.
The plans B aml C have additions: B, the steel ribbons; C, the gated breech-loadmg
arrangement. I inclot:e this copy of patent, also one of Woodbridge's, that ,yon may
see their relative dates, and that the latter now abandons his hronze-face<l or cast-iro11
faced gnu, and simply proposes to use steel wire in the bronze of my steel-bored bronzebodied gun.
In plan B I propose simply to place steel ribbons where the hnr~Sting strain coltlt'. ,
using a screw-thread on the steel bore both behind and before the steel ribhous, the
same as my plan A or C, which have the screw-thread the entire length of the steel
bore.
My patent controls the use of the steel bore and ca~t ln'on;!;e ho<ly hy grant of the
United States, and I exhibited the plans to the Military anrl Appropriation Collllllittees
ofthe Honse, and got the appropriation increased to a Sllllt sufficient to test thPlll.
In referring to my records, I can now answer more Jyfinitcly1. That tho use of four grooves and fonr lands on a ri fie-projectile, and with a fi~Jall
expanding base band, is contained in my patent of Jan nary 7, 1H62, of which tlw l mtecl
States now has the control, as provided by a joiut resolution of Congress of Jnne :3,
1864.
2. That the steel ribbons in plan B, being crossed abont 1 inch apart, will al~ow the.
bronze to pass in toward tlle ~tcel bore and till the iutersticPs, provided no pwce of
tho ·and of the mo](l become detached and lodge to form Sftnd-hoki:\; anrl I think I
cau arrange the mold to avoid this in plau B. There is no possil,ility of snell a ca n<Llty in plaus A and C; th 'Y must cast clo<tu and solid and float npward all Hand or
rcfn e matter.
My opinion or vi w is al. o that the hreech-loa<ling plan C C<tn use either loo. e or
serge-bag powder, or cafled in st • l.
'I he .t1·d can be u. ed sev<·ral hnnr1rerl times the same a now in small gnns.
It willnse loo:<' or hag cartri<lges, lJccnn.·e it tightens 11p; but that i i-i a good propert~·
for .au _e!lwrgcn~·y only. ~ l!l'efer to have st<·cl ca!-.eH n•ady for rcgnlar service awl
ra.pHl fumg. wluch latter li-i nnportanr; as a~rain. L steam iron-clads.
~n •qui\:alPnt m ethod of tighlf •Jiing 1117 the hre •cll-gatr•. 110L so good, how<·,·er. l
thmk, 1. w1th a . crew pat1~nte~l h~· 111<' in l ... GO. I incloselitlJOgraph of if, markPtlplau
· I 1lo not pmpo ·p ton. " tl11s 1wn·w, thonglt it could lH! applie1l to plan C, l,ut I pn·fn th e Wf'dge- b.n•ech ~. · in ',for. o lar~n a gun, hecansc it is more qnicldy oJwrarecl ,
a111l tl1P l •ver ~'"'' gr ·atPr pnw1·r to op£·11 it, and it i.· .-tllallPt' anflllHH'f: c·oJII]I:II't. :w<l
th~~- train of tlH· l r !'c.lt in . ' ·nJIJr•s npo11 tlll' . o]i,lnwtal, and not ou a sci .,,·-thn •ad.
I ho patr:nt-plan L 1. a ianct:t brr·t·c:h good for . mall guns. It ubc oulr bag-car-
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tridges; cannot use metallic cases. A 12-inch gun rifled could be made on this plan,
uut it would require sponging out each shot.
The plan C ueeds no sponging out with cased ammunition. It <Jan nse fnll-cased c:r
l1alf-cased with serge-bag projecting, or can in any emergency 11se comnJon amnJlllJItion; is under perfect control in every way. As to power to lo:Hl and extmd.the casf',
I cau attach a lever at auy instant to the extractor to start 1he ease ont \YJtlt 2,000
pounds power if needed. Have done it with a lever in a small gnn. As y.nn !lave to
examine, I present them, but adhere to plans A, B, and C, as presented. All the winor
details are under perfect control in those guns.
Respectfully,
WM. WHEELER HUBBELL.
PRESIDENT OF BOARD OF ORDNANCE OFFICERS

On 12-inch llijlecl 0/'clance, New Ym·k.
[Enclosure. !

[Hubbell's patent 13th September, 1864, for steel-bore and ureecb, with a hronze
body cast upon it. Plan A, B and C, with additions. l
William Wheeler Hubbell's improvement in the construction of ordnance.
44194, dated September 13, 1H64.

Patent No.

Be it known that I, William Wlleeler Hubbell, of the city of Philaclelpbia and State
of Pennsylvania, attorney at law and scientific engiueer, have invented a, new ancL nsefnl improvement in ordnance; and I hereby declare the following to be a fnll, clea.r,
and exact description thereof. reference being had to the annexed dra,wings maki11g
part hereof, in whichFig. 1 is a section of the improved gun and Fig. 2 is a section of the gun with another
form, chamber, and breech.
•
'l'he nature of my invention consists in constrncting large cannon of such material,
for~, and proportions as to combine all the advantages of wrought .iron or steel without 1ts disadvantages, with all the advantages of bronze without its disadvantages.
WTought iron or steel are superior to form the facing of the breech ani!. l>ore, because
they withstand the effects of tbe fire better than other metal, but they cau only he constructed ·witll certainty and extreme strength of a thickness of about 4 incl1es; awl
when thicker, or of large body of an entire large gun, the iron or steel is not oul.v bnt
poorly welded, but granulates rapidly by the vibrations of discharge ancl is Yery liable
to uurst. On the other band, bronze or gun metal, consisting of about nine parts of
copper aud one part of tin, or tue base of which is copper, makes a strong gnn, bnt it
absorbs heat too rapidly for a large gun; and the intense action of the tire 011 a hron;w
bore soon disiutegrates or destroys it by separating the tin and cl1anging its Hize all(l
form. H, bowever, has the advantage over iron or steel in malleability, non-liability
to granulate or \Yeakeu by firing; its vibrations are not intense.
M~r invention retaius all the advantage of the iron or steel anti all the aclvantage of
the bronze, by which I am enabled to make cannon of 12 and 15 iuuhes in the caltber,
and capable of endnriug from (50 to 100 pounds of powder for a charge, and of clriviug
a shot with uuparalleled velocity and consequent destructive effect to crush iron-cla<l
vessels or forts .
. I make a solid lJreech D and barrel A in one piet~e of wrought-iron, abont :) or 4
mcbes thick of metal at the breech, aml tapering slightly ontside smaller toward t,he
muzzle. This urcech and banel is 'vehlcd in any of the well-known metho<ls of forming aud wehling gun-barrels. It shoul<llle mac1e of bars and coils weld eel uy pressure,
and when turned uuiform around jt is snspendeu vertically in a mold, iu a heated
state, aud the bronze breech E and barre] Bin ~t solid body, so that tl1twe <tre no joints
for the vihrations or strain to settle upon; but the entire streng-th of both metals is
obtained.
Around the uronze, when tnrned off, I shrink a single F>leeve of wrongbt irou or steel,
C, which clasps tlw bronze between its inuer surface arHL tile ontcr r-mrface of tlw breech
and !Janel bebiud the trunnions in one grip, without allY joint for vibrations and sLrains
to settle upon.
The brouze, being a malleable metal, takes np tho Yibrations and protects the onter
uan~ .from their eiTects, wlJilc the outer band prevents the expansion of the hronze and
tl1e mner iron or steel protects the bronze from l'Xcessivu tire and disiu tegration. Thus
thes? metals a.id each other, and the extre111o •trength of irou or steel and bronze are
ohtamc<l and nppli cl in this gnn without auy of th(Jir disac1vau1agcs. Tuc cascHble,
G, should or may be large and cylintlric·al a11cl cnrvt ~d off from the centers,/./; to atror<l
strenp;th ttud ha ·c of resistance to th action of the charges on the hase of tbe breechcl!amb r.
'I'lwre an· C'Prtaill proportiOns or limitR of th". e 111 ·tals "ithin which these maximnm
prineiplt·s aml rcsnlt:; are lllOf)L achantanecnJsly ol.,taint>cl llamely:
:For a. fi Jltl-gnu :~ wches in the dialllet:r· of tl; •bore, or 4 'iuehes iu c.liarueter of the bore
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the wrought iron or steel of the bore should be 1 inch thick at the muzzle and lt inches
thick at the breech as far forward as the trunnions, and taper gradually from the
trunnions to the muzzle. Fora fortification or a naval gun of6inches orof8 "inches diameter in the bore, the thickness of the wrought iron or steel of the hore at the muzzle should be 2 inches, and the thickness at the breech, as far forward as the trunnions,
should be 3 inches, and t~1per gradually townrd the muzzle.
For a 10-inch or a 12-inch gun the thickness of the wrought iron or steel of the bore
at the muzzle should be 2t inches and the thickness at the breech be 3t inches.
For a 15-inch gun the thickness of tho iron or steel of the bore at the muzzle should
be 2t inclles, aml the thickness at the breech be 3t inches.
For a 20-inch gun the iron of the bore may be increased to 6 inches thick at the
breech and remain 2t inches thick at the muzzle.
The taper may extend from the breech to tlte muzzle gradually.
The thickness ofthe bronze at the muzzle for fichl-gun should be equal to the thickness of the iron of the bore at the muzzle, and for large guns, for iron-clads, to protect
it from being too easily shattered by shot, the thickness of the bronze at the muzzle
may be about twice as thick as the thickness of the iron or steel ot the bore at the
muzzle.
To give requisite strength at the breoeh to withstand very heavy charges, the thickness of the bronze over and a.bovo or in addition to tho thickness of iron or steel
of the bore should be sufficient to make up a thickness equal to the measurement or
diameter of the bore exclusive of the onter baud of iron or steel, and the ontcr band
should be equnl in thickness to the thickness of the inner iron of tho bore. Thus a 15inch gun woulcl have 3t inches of tbiclmess of iron bore, llt inches of bronze, and 3t
inche!:l of an iron band, making 1St inches of metal thickness at the breech, to
stand about 80 pounds of powder for a charge, with a shot of about 450 ponnds
weight. In making a rifled gun, sa.y, of 12 in ches in the bore, to use about 80 pounds
• of powder, with about a 500-pounu elongated shot, the sa.mo, or 18 inciles thickness of
the metals, should be retained, because it mnst always be observed that the st.rain on
the gnu is mainly clue to two ca,uses, namely, the quantity of powder nsed m~d the
weight or resistance of the projectile, and it is increasetl by increasing t.he olevat10n of
the gnu and increasing the quickness of the powder. As a general rnle, taking the
sizes of gnns mentioned for spherical shot, the rifle-gun to throw the same weight of
shot of elongated form, with the same high charges and much greater range, ahould,
although Jess in diameter of the bore, have the same thickness or metals at the breech
as would be used for a smooth-bored gun nsing spherical shot of the san1c >Voight. A
general rule as to the .length of the gnu shonld be a length of bore equal to fifteen times
its diameter, taking tho smooth-bore as the stawlarcl, and not reducing the length of
the rifle-gun, although its bore is reduced in diameter, to throw a projectile e~on.ga.ted
and of the same weight as the spherical shot for the smooth-bore<l gun of s10:1lar
length. The proper extreme limits of the thickness of the inner iron or steel of the
bore arc not less than 1 inch and not ov er 6 inches, the thickness being greatest, as
stated, with larger sizes of guns.
.
For light field-guns the entire thickness at the breech should be eqnal to the d1ameter
of the bore. The outer banclneed not extend forward entirely to the trunnions, except where very heavy charges are intcnoe<l to be nsed , and in case of this ir~n band
extending as far forward as the middle of tho trunniOJI S, as showll in the drawmg, the
trunnions themselves may be of iron welcle<l on to or forged with the baud.
I am aware that suggestions have been mu.de to construct gnns of cast iron, or br~:mze
and iron, or steel and a ilnx, without. definite form, <liHcrimination. tLllcl proportiOn~,
kind or construction of gnu, which I do not claim, leaving the matter in an expertental and undetermined condition, not reduced to tbis positive form, proportiou u e
of metals, or di scriminated constrnction and invention of mine, which Hpecial metalR,
form, proportions and construction are ncce:sary to devrlope the maximum advantages
and my invention.
Thr trnuuions may be cast of bronze with the gun or separately attached to it on
Dahlg-ren's plan.
What I claim, therefore, as my invention is:
.
Lt. Casting the bronze with solicllw~ech and uarr 1, in a solid hocly, aronnd the s0licl
ln ech of wrought iron or stec·l, and thr barrel united in one piece in the form ancl
proportion .. •t forth to combine tbe extreme strength aml oth ·r advantages of both
thf>sr· nwtals, a. ck·crihed.
2<1. ,:Juinking or securing the one wronght-iron or steel banu upon thr bronz, brf' 'h
_urron1111ing the :olid wrought iron or steel breech ancl harrd, so a: to cla:p the bronze
h bvc·t\ll th • wrought iron or t<·<:l of the hancl anrl the wronrtlJt iron or , tee] of the
hr ·rc~l :we~ bore rno .. t, ·oliclly in eomhiuaticlll from the lHceeh r>to the trnnniou:., suhatantwlly m the manner and forth • rmrpo ·e dcscrihc<l.

WM. WHEELER II BBELL.
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[Inclosure.]

W. E. Woodbridge's improvement in the construction of ordnance No. 60979. Patented January 1, 1867.
Be it known that I, W. E. Woodbridge, of the village of Little Falls, county of Herkimer and State of New York, have invented a new and useful improvement in the
construction of cannon; and I do hereby declare that the following is a fllll and exact
description of the same, reference being had to the accompanying drawings. The nature of my invention consists in the disposition of helices of wire, constituting in general the principal part of the mass of the cannon, and their union by a more fusible
metal employed as a solder, and also used, when desired, as the material forming the
walls of the bore.
The helices herein referred to may most conveniently be formed by winding the wire
in successive layers on a cylindrical mandrel or former, which should be enough larger
than tlle intended bore. of the gnu to admit of finishing the bore, including tbe grooves,
if it is intended for a rifle, entirely within the inner helix of wire, and without coming
in con tact with it, as it is better that the surface of the bore should be of uniform metal.
The mass of wire thus wound must, of course, be proportionate to the size of the intended gun. In order to meet the combined strains to which a cannon is subjected,
tending to mpture it both longitudinally aud transversely, it is desirable that the wire
sl10uld be wound in spiral of considerable obliquity (which may be effected by winding a numLer of wires placed side by side at the same time) and that the obliquity
should be reversed in the alternate layers, the wires of each layer crossing those of the
layer itumediately under or over it. It will be perceived that in this way the tendency
to umviud under the action of internal pressure in any particular layer will be counteracted by that contignons to it. The proper degree of obliquity may be attained by
wiudiug such a nnmber of wires at once as ~:~ball form a band about eqnal in width to
the diameter of the bore. This rule is based upon the supposition that a metal equal
~n tenacity to bronze, or nearly so, is used as a roller; but when a less tenacious metal
~s employed the obliquity may be advantageously increased; in no case, howei/er, need
1t excce<l that produced by winding a baud of wires once and a half in width tho diameter of the bore. The arrangement of the wire above described audits position in
relation to the :finished gu~1 are illustrated in the accompanying drawings.
Fig. 1 gives an external view of a gun composed of five helical lnyers of wires,
(a snwller number will often be used in practice, but convenient for illustration,) and
shows the course of the wh·es, indicated by the dotted lines a a, in four layers, whose
surfaces are exposed in parts of the gun differing in diameter. The forward part of
the gnn, composed of two layers, presents but one at the surface, though both are
shown in section in Figs. 2 and 3.
Fig. 2 presents a section of the gnn on the axis of its figure.
Fig. ~' a cross-section on A B of Fig. 2.
The dotted lines b b show the lines of contact between the different layers. Cis
the bore of the gun, and c c the met.al forming its walls within the innermost helix.
In general toe mass of wound wire ·is withdrawn from the mandrel or former before
soldering, unless the latter be made of the metal to be used as a solder, in which case
it may lle unnecessary, as it will be melted in the process. The mandrel may, in other
cases, he made of a material of which it is desired to form the walls of the bore, when
it is evide11t it should be allowed to remain and become united to the wire. I also
propose to nse in place of wire, in some cases, especially when cast iron is to be used
as a solder, rods of metal, iron, or steel, drawn out by rolling or hammering. The
soldering of t.he iron may be effected by any known process, and with any metal or
alloy suited to the purpose, the particular process and the subsequent finishing of the
gun fonuing no part of my present claim. The use of coot iron as a solder is recommended l1y its cheapness, and it should be employed with wire of very large size, or
with rods la,rger than are drawn into wire. This is rendered desirable by the action of
cast iron ou iron containing less carbon, to which it imparts, at the high temperature
Tequisite for its employment as a solder, a portion of its own, changing to some extent
the properties of both metals. 'l'he same action renders it desirable that the spaces for
the passage of the melted metal into the interior of the mass to be soldered should be
larger than wl1eu bronze is employed, and round wire is, therefore, more suitable than
square, which l<'aves, when wound, much smaller spaces between its turns. It is recommended that when cast iron is used as a solder, the walls of the bore and the
closure of that c::t.vity at the breech of the gnu shonld be constituted of tbe same metal,
supplicfl for that pnrpo. e, within the inner helix of wire during the process of soldering, as representr<l in Figs. 2 and 3, at c c. This remark may also apply to the use of
any metal as a solder wbJCh pos. esse the requisite qualities for forming the bore of the
gun. Wh 'Il the mandrel npon which the wire is wound is retained to constitute the
walls of tl1e bore, a portion of the same may be allowed to remain in the formation of
tlle hr<•!·cb, or the lJOre may ue clo ed in any other way that may be preferred. In
onler to carry my invention into effect it is necessary that the fused metal employed
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as a. solder shonld unite with the wires or rods, and not merely snrround them without
adhering thereto. The materials which I esteem the best for 'the constmction of guns,
irrespective of cast., are steel wire of a qnality usua1ly called "low steel," drawn square,
or nenrly so, with a hard bronze as a solder; but I also propose, in some cases, to use wire
wonnd under constant tension, and united wit.b a solder of low fusibility, so that the
elas tic tension of tlle wire may not. be disturbed in the process. I abo propose to apply
the lllode of construction herein described to taLes other than cannon when the mechanical requirements are similar.
\Vhat I claim as my inHmtion, and desire to secure by letters-patent, i.s1. The employnwnt, in 1 he structure of cannon, of helices ofwjre of reversed obliquity,
applic(l one over another, and brought into union by the intervention of a more fusible
111etal Clll]lloyecl as n. solller.
2. I clain1, in ge11eral terms, the construction of cannon substantially as herein described, modifying the selection and use of rnateria.ls as herein set forth.
3. 1 also claim t l1e application of the mode of construction herein described to tubes
ot,!Jer than C:ll11lOII, Wht:U the mechanical requirements are similar.
W. E. WOODBHIDGE.
Non~ BY Mn. HummLL.-"Wooclbriclge's patent of Jannary 1, 1867, cousi
iron cast npon n cn:<t-iron shaft, with wire around it, and bored ont; or l.J.
. .....
npon a bronze shait, "itb wire arouml it, and bored ont. Has no steel bore, and not
cast upon a steel tuue. Over two yean; aft.er Hubbell's patent in date."

Plan E.
vV. W. Hubbell's improvement iu breech-loading ordnance, No. 4:3412, patented July
f>, 1864.
iJe it. luunvn tllat I, vVHliam Wheeler Hubbell, of tlw cit~' of Philaclelphia, and State
of P(~Jmsylv:wia, uaY e invented a new and useful improvement in breech-loading ordnance, all(} I l1ercuy declare the following to be a full, clear, and cxa0t description
thereof, reference uei ug bad to the annexed drawings making part thereof, in which
Fig. 1 is a gTOIIIId plan of the cannon.
Fig. 2 is a vertical longitudinal section through the axis of the cannon, with the
faucct-l!l·ee('h opc·11, Hlld tl1e proj ectile aucJ charge in the chamber in front of it.
Fig. 3 is a V( rtical longitmli11al section through the axis of the cannon, with the fancet-J,reech dor-.ed, secmiug the lll'Ojectile and charge in the chamber of the gnn, ready
to be fire(!.
Fig. 4 is It vie"· of tbe fancct-hreech, exhibiting the opening tbrough the upper
half of its lliamder to form the elwnuel for loading the charge turongh, :tncl tbe lovver
half of the faucet-l11·e 'ch i:s left sol ill to form a strong lll·eech to the chamber of the
charge.
Fig. 5 is a front view of the faueet-ureech, exhibiting the copper adjustable facing to
tightell the joint at tbe un·ech.
.
Fig. 6 i~:; a view of tile rear part of the gun.
Fig. 7 i a cross-Rection through the cen'ter of the breech, with the breech closed as
sho"n in the Fig. :{.
Fig. il'i ~L cro:s-secLion turougll the ce11tcr of the breech, with the breech open as
shown in Fig. 2.
.
The 11aturc of my iuv<-'fltiou com;ir-;tr-; i11 the peen liar construction of the fancetbreeclJ, the breech-cylinder, and it~:> loading--hole, aud their combination with the side
plates, and other means presently dc:-;crillt<ll, to com;titntc a can non, or gnn supported
hy trntmions, fur ficlU, fortification, or sh ips nse, ofsnilicieutly light weight anclstreurrth
comhin<:d, and to load witl1 facility at the hrcech, and keep tigbt, with provision to
prevcJJt hiuding from the expauswn lJ.Y heat allC1 from dirt .
I am awar<' that fauCI·t-breechef-i, with acharging-ltolr, :wrol'is t.hrongh the axisoftbe
brc th, and alJOilt au C(Jilal porticm Oflllcla] ld't Oll eal'h sitleofit to fonn CL breeclJ forsmallUlUJS, lJav' becu made; hut su<· h a hrcC'cb fm· cannon ,,·ottl(l be too weak, and would
lC(Iuin· the lm·e ·h-c:vlinc1 r to he 'le\·ated ahov ·the top of the barrel, both of whicll
?rc~ olj<'c·tionahl£' , T1H·lin<' of &ight ~>lwnld he along the top of tl1e barrel, as )n my
mtprovNl <:an1~on. Al o, tl1e ~rew aud th o cam-groove and pin applied to such faucctln c·c·c:bes are waclequH !£· to t1ghtl'll ancl rdt·af;c• the IJrec·ch Jin· a canuon, uucl dog np
with tlirt. Al"o I a111 aware that Ifolf'll. hade':; "1111 with t!w c.·cccntric plates and
charging-th:unlwr ·uut:titH:d within tl.H; fanePt-ht·~c·d; l'('(lllires a, l1<'< vier con~->trnction
hf bty(•l'h .!•an thi . JllCo. ('llt gnn, and al. o r-;hoot!i past' a joint. Ancl it is the ohjl·ct of
w~· Ill Y ·nuuu to c·ou tnu·L til· giiJt f.(J a. to eli mini. l.J tlw . izc· ancl weigltt, uot t-;hoot
pa t a oiut, aucl to lmve the gun . nfticicutly ligbt, and .-truug, aud othcrwi~c ·ervic '-
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able, as herein described; to load at the breech, and u.·· ~ rifle or elongated projectiles,
to compress immediately on starting into the ritle-groo·. es.
a is the barrel of the gun; bb are the trunnions to sustain it; c is the top of the
barrel and line of sight; dis the breech-cylinder; e is the rjfled or smooth bore; the
diagonal line indicates that the rifle-grooves commence immediately in fro.n~ of the
projectile; in loading, it should be set against them; f is the chamber coutamm.g the
projectile g, and the charge of powder h; i is the lower part of the lJreech-cylmder,
which enlarges below the barrel a, to receive the faucet-breech !1; j is ~• small
bole to discharge water and dirt from the faucet-breech, through the bottom of the
breech-cylinder i; k is the coned-faucet brf>~ch;
l, the loading-hole through its upper
0
half, leaving m, the remaining metal, in a: ~ody to form a breech to the chamber f; n
is the loading-hole through the back part of the breech-cylinder, wit.h tlle metal solid
around it at 1, 1, 1, 1, (Fig. 6,) to receive the recoil strain; o is a curved copper plate
let into the faucet-breech, with pp, its bearing-face, against the back facing of the
chamber f . Inside of the facing is a groove shown in the drawing, so that the gas
may form behind, press the bearing-face forward, and tighten the joint at pp, (Fig.
3 ;) q is the shaft or projecting enll of the coned faucet-breech, to which the handle 1·
is attached to work the breech; 1' is the opposite end of the breech which keeps the
plate 8 in position. The plates 88 may be secured firmly to the ends of the faucetbreech; one of them may be cast in one piece to or ·with the breech at its largest, end.
These plates 88 have helical plates attached to their inner faces around the faucetbreech, and working np;ains.t counter-plates secured to the sides of the 1Jreech-c~·linder
at t, t, t, t, to release and tighten np the breech.
'fhe breech is brought up Ydth it.s face, o, from against the rear face of the chawber j.
The copper face o may be dispensed \Yith, and the breech-face left solid and pbin to
form the surface behind the charge. Also the copper face may be used plain, or without the groove cut in it, so as to prevent the faucet-face from being burned, and
the copper when burned or worn cau be renewed. The faucet-breech may be shortened, and the plate 8 8 let in flush with the sides of the ban·el to lighten the gun. The
barrel of the gun may be made of bronze cast around a wrought-iron or steel bore, or
all of iron or steel, or all 'bronze, and the fancet-breech may be cast of bronze, and cored
to lighten it; or it may be made of iron or steel. I tlo not limit myself to any particular metals to make the gun; aud a wrought-iron bantl may be shrunk on a cast-irou
barrel forward of the breech-cylinder, and the trunnions bG afterward attached. n
is a lever to close the vent y, when the l.n·eeeh is open, as in Fig. 2, and to open it
when the breech is closecl, as in Fig. 3, to prevent the gun from being fired wheu the
breech is not fully closed; w is a spring to force the lever over the vent; v is a piu
turning ·w ith the breech to force the lever off of, a.nd uncover the vent y, when the
breech is closed, as in Fig. 1; xis a11other pin, on the plate 8, to force the lever over
the vent y, in case the spring w is broken, when the breech is open for loading, as in
Fig. 2. z z are grooves, one each side of the breech-facing o, to secrete any ~1 irt, and a
small hole extends fi·om their base a.t right angles, out a.t the ends, to let the djrt
escape. The breech-cylindrr may be provided with a spring, and a catch on the plate
8, next to the handle r, to secnre the breech when closed, and another catch or beveled
face and shunlder to secure the breech when open. vVhen the breech is opeu, as in Fig.
2, tho projectile i1:1 ins~rtecl point fqromost into the loading-bole n, through and past
the chan nell of the breech, into the chamber f of the barrel, against the rifle-grooves
and lands; and the charge of po,vder is passed in afterwards, contained in a serge bag;
or the charge h and projeeti le g rn~ty be connected and inserted together, and the
handle?' is turned clown, which mo\'CS and presents the metalm of the lJreech next to
the cLtarge, inclosing it tightly, the helic·.al plates releasing and tighteniug up the
breech i.n turning it, anrl 1he lever u closes, and opens the vent y, to receive the
primer to fire when tbe breech is closed .
Allot her mode of securing tl1e plntcf.i s 8 and the eccentric fac es is to secure the plates
s 8 firmly to the sides of tbe brec·cl1 of the barrel, having the eccentric faces formed 011
their inner Rides around the sltaft of tlw fanc:et-hreech, and extending radiall,v from it
equal to the diarnctf'r of tlH· fancct-hrecch; and the counter-eccentric f~tees arc then
formed on the ends of the fancet-brceclt, extending radially from its shaft, one of them
on each end of it, to tightc•n up and loosen this coned faucet-breech-piece in loading
and firing. The side plates and mC'tal of tho breech behind the charge may be reduced, in diameter an<l thiclmc~s. uelow the thicknesR of the gnu aronud Lhe charge,
and thus still furtbcr lighteu this pecnliar constrnctinn of gnn foflight-artillcry and
boat service. The gn•at :u1vantage of this gun iR its pPcnliar and Himple construction,
adapted to the use or elongated proJectiles wHbin iron-clrut vessels and. in fortifications, whcrchy tho gnnners at thu bn~(·c-h C'nn be• protectccl by a shield from sharpshooters_ \Vh en the plates 11 11 arc lixecl finn, as last ahovo <lescrihPcl, ti.ten the pins v
anrl x, to operato the lever 1r, arn ~Nmrecl to tho shaft of the fanect-ureech outside of
and dose tn the plate ou <'ithc·r sicle.
1st. What I claim is, tl](' p crnliar combination of the loading-hole u, throngh the
brecch-eylitHler, with the metal sol id aronncl it, with tbe cllaunell, through the upper
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side of the coned faucet-breech, and the chamber f in the barrel, for the purpose of
forming a strong, light, and serviceable construction of breech-loading cauuou, as described.
2d. Also, I claim the automatic vent-stopper or finger u, operated by the spring
w and pin v, as described.
3d. Also, I claim eularging the breech-cslinder beyond the barrel, on the low·er side
of the barrel, and leaving tho straight line of sight on the upper part, with tho loading-hole n thro14gh the metal, to adapt it to the faucet-breech for cannon, as described.
WILLIAM ·wHEELER HUBBELL.

A. W. KERCHEVAL.

L. B. No. 23.]

ARMY BUILDING, NEw YORK,

July 17, H:l72.
SIR: Your letters to the Adjutant-General of February 2, February 21, and July 5,
have been referred to the board on heavy cannou, now in session in this city, and 1 am
directed to iuform you that your proposition does not come within the pnl'Yiew of this
board, which was convened for the purpose of deliberating upon heavy rifled gnus.
Very l'el:lpectfully, sir,
C. E. DUTTON,
Fi1·st Lieldenant Ordnance, Recorder.
A. W. KER CHEVAL,
Ronwey, IVcst Virginia.

FRIED. JOWPP.

No. 18.)

[Fried. Krupp

a Essen (Prusse,) Gnsstahl-Fabrik.

American office, 15 Gold

street.. P. 0. Box 287f3.]
NEW Yomc, July G, 1872.
Sm: In answer to your inquiry for t.ipecifieation of 12-inch Krupp steel breech-loading gnu, we sulnuit the following;
Gun:
Caliber, 12 inches.
Length over all, 22 feet.
Weight, :~(j to us.

Projectiles.

Weight.

'tecl shell . .. _.. . .. _.... _..................... _...... _.. G47 pounds.
Chilled-iron shelL .... _...... _... _.... . _................. 670 pounds.
Common shell ............... _.. .. _............. .... ..... 5G8 pounds.

Charge of gun.

115 pound . .
151 pounds.
100 pouuds.

Wl'ought-il·on carriage :
Height of firing, 7 feet inches.
Weight, 21 tons.
\Ve also re pectfully present for the use of yonr board:~
1. Collection of photograplls of guns, r)rojectiles, &c.
:t. 'ritical eompari'lon: Doppclmair.
:3. Co!llp:tri on of Krupp' breech-loaders with Armstrong's muzzle-loaders.
4. GunliPry expPriments.
f>. Re. ults of target-firiug.
6. Fif'ld-artil!H.Y: :M ichaelis.
7. Army :wcl Xnvy Jonrual,, 'pptcmher 9, 1 71, aucl.Jnue 29, 1872 .
. Yarions circular .
ThP Anny aud ~ ·av~· .Journal , ,· ·ptcmbcr 9, 171, page 51, contains an artide de. crihiug th • mc·tltocl of mannfac::tming tho Krupp gnus.
For fnthc·r information on the! ~;nh.i ·ct, we rc·!-,pcf'tfnlly refer you to No. 21, Prof(>s. ional P;qwn; 'orps of Engiw~Pr.;, pages A and 111, 'U ·port on fabrication of iron for
d ·fl·n i\'1: pnrpo!S · -,: hy .1l'IH:rab Bamard :mel \Vrigllt, t uitec1 States Army; al ·o to
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reports dated Decetn~er1, 1~70, (and n<?w on file in Ordnance Bure?'u, N~vy
Department,) of Captam E. Simpson and Lwutenant-C?mtnan~er J.D. Marvm, Umtetl
States Navy, who inspected the works at Essen, under mstructwus from the Secretary
of the Navy.
We remain yonrs, respectfully,
THOS. PROSSER & SON.
A. MOORE.
Major SILAS CRISPIN, U. S. A.
[Indorsement.]
U.NITED STATES ORDNANCE AGENCY,

New York, July 10, 1872.
Respectfull,y referred, together with its inclosures, to t he board on heavyordnance,
convened by General Order No. 57, dated June 28, 1872.
S. CRISPIN,
B1·evet Colonel, U. S. A., Major of Ordnance.

jFrom the Army and Navy .Journal, September 9, 1871.]
THE KHUPP GUN.

Steel-gun making in the perfection of its details is best seen at Essen, in Rhenish
Prussia, in the monster works of Mr. Krupp, since here the manufacture may be followed from the refining of t!J.o crllde ore up to the finishing stroke and proof of the
cotnpleted,;gun; while at the London ordnance-works of Vavasseur only the processes of at>semuling, rifling, &c., can be studied, the various parts being roughly preparcel i11 Sheffield, at the steel-works of Firth. Mr. KTnpp's great estaulishment,
originally designed for the production of rolling-stock, rails, crank-shafts, &c., has
within the last decade ueen gradually so changed in its character as to now render it
practicaule to employ almost the entire force of mechanics in the fabrication of ordnance and aTtilleTy. An idea of the immense facilities here for turning out work may
be formed from the following statistical st~ttement:
·
The works cover an extent of auout 700 acres, !300 of which are under roof; and employ 8,000 men; besides ·which, in theXrupp coal-minet> near Essen, and in the iron-pits
and blat>ting-furnaces on the Rbine, 2,000 men are constantly at work providing
material for tbe use of the establishment, which possesses for the consumption and
manufacture of the products of -the mines 480 smelting, reverberatory, and cementiug
furnaces; 247 steaw-eogiues, from 2 to 1,000 horse-power ; 54 stcam-ha.rrnners, from 1 to
50 tons weight; 169 forges, 331 lathes, 61 cutting and shaping machines, 93 grindingmachines, and furnaces to accommodate 1,600 crnciules, of 7U to 75 pounds capacity
each.
With thtlse appliances, ingots can be cast and worked from the size reqnin~dfor a fileblade np to that of 110,000 11ounds weight, used in the 14-iuch gun; thus representing a
capacity throe times that of the largest Hteel-works in England.
The metal used in tho Krupp gnu is crucible crust steel, made from a corn bination of
puddled steel :wd pure wrought iron, which forms the charge of the crucible. The
proportions of each, manner of preparation, &c., are not made knowu, as the Stlcret by
means of which Mr. Krupp produces a metal fully equal in elastic and absolute
strengtu to the bet>t of Englisb cemoutation steel, and that, too, without oil-tempering,
lies somewhere in the preparation of the elementary substances, or in the combination
of tlwm formed in the crucible. Only this is lmown : the wrought iron is produced
from hematite ores, both English and German ; tho puddled steel from the spath ic ore
of Siegeu; while the spiegeleit>eu,swall qn fwtities of which are used, is made from the
long crystal variety of that ore found in Nas au. The ingots from which the various
parts of tbc gun are formed are cast in cylindrical iron molds, tbe metal being introduced at t!Je top. Every precaution possible is takeu to insure !Jornogeueit_v in the
casting; for unless steel be ausolutely sound iu the ingot, uo amonut of hammering or
press11tg- will make it so, as the bubule-holes cant>cd by air or gas become sealed without being Tellloved, and all t> nbseqncnt treatment simply presses them out into
long slits, more objectionable than the orig-iual defect, since it completely prevents
welding. When sullieiontly hanl to permit handling, the iugot i removed from the
mold and buried in at>hes, where it slowlJr cools. When needed for use, it it> brought
to the l'e<']_uirecl beat in an ordinary fumace 1 and drawn out to the }>roper leugth undeT
a Ifammer, one of 50 tons weight being used for large ingots. After this the h ead eontallling the "piping" an<l all ot!J.er defective metal is cul oil', and the ingot Lhu~; drawn
out again buried in ashes, where it graduallJT anneals, taking out all tent>ion due to
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forgi_ng into sh_a1~c. Ingots tlms. drawn ont arc_, b~ the va_rious processes of boring,
turnmg, aud nflmg-, converted 1uto the tubes formmg the 111ner structure of the rrun
·w hile those intended for use as hoops, trunnion-bands, &c., are cut up into short
l e ngths of the req nirecl \Yeigltt and formrd into rings without weld, the pieces being
split do\YD the ct•uter to a certain distance from either end, and swaged ont under a
heavy haumwr to the desired shape, after which they are annealed and finished by
lathe-work. 'fl1e Krupp guucons:sts (Fig. 4) ofaceutra.l tube, A, and of series ofencirc:ling hoops, B, C, &c., the6-inch having one set, the Sand 9 inch two, and the 11-inch aud
higher calibers, three. The tube, comprising the greater mass of the gnu, is of cylint1rical form, \Yith walls eight-tent.lJs of a caliber thick from a point over the middle of
t.be charge to that at w hieh the rings terminate; thence to the muzzle it is conical,
c.liminishing to one-half caliber.
The hoops, shrnnk on at a black heat, are prevented from working on the tnbe or
inner layers by key-rings, A, A, (Fig. 4,) which are half hoops laid into scores cut toreceive them.
The rifling is polygrooved, the two sides of each groove being of different pitch, by
wllich means the width of the grooves is made to dimini ·h as they approach the
muzzle, or, what is the same thing, that of the bands increases, thus insnring complete
suppression of \Yinclage as the soft-jacketc1l projectile passes along the bore. The
chamber in wllich the shot andchargerest when tlle gun is loaded is of greater diameter
tllan the bore, audits axis is eccentric to and above that of tJJe rifled part. This is
1lone to give 1ler,;ired working room am1 still retain the axis of the projectile a!'l a prolongation of the axis of the bore, for by this the cmur,;e of the shot, from the insta,ut
it is pu t in motion until "i,t leaves the gun, is I1lctilinear, not being canted upward in
passing from a tnbe of greater to one of less diameter, thus abrading its jacket, an<1 at
the san1e t ime a1lowiug gas to escape by it, which occasions loss of power as well as
~-;coring and damaging of the gun, an action which in a perfect breech-loa(lcr is entirely
prevented by the gas-tight joi11t formed by the projectile when properly centered.
The most important detail in the construction of a breech-loading gnn is an efficient
and dma,ble gas-check; and this has been successfully applied in large o·uns by Mr.
KruJ)p alone. The rear of the chamber is reamed out spherically, a,nd iu this recess is
l"itted a Broad \Yell ring (Fig. 3) whose exterior is also a spherical segment., the advantage
of that form heing its easeof adj ostment and the readi uess with which it can be pnshed
into po~;ition by tbe breech-block :sbonld it become unseated. When the gtm is discharged, the ring, being instantaneously ex paneled and at the same time pressed r ear\Yard with trc111eudous force, hermetically closes the tube of the piece an!l preve11ts all
escttpe of gas. On its roar face are annular scores to take up residnnm or oil from the
face of tl1e breech-block and thus avoid clogging. In the slot cut in the rear end of
the tnu<' to receive the mechanism, two guides, b, b, (Fig. 4,) arc l eft in relief, and in the
hreech-hlock, grooves are formed to correspond. These stand at au inclination to the
face of the slot fonued by the breech of the g:un, via. tl.Jc Jines A B and C D, (Fig. 2,) so
that a motion of translation iu or out gives to the front face of the block, at the same
time, a moYe1uent forward. or to the rear parallel to itself. Tile rear of tho Rlot in the
tuue is c11t on the same iu clination as tho guides, so that the block, whose front top and
hotton1 "re plaue surfaces, its rear rounded oft. , iR, when screwed in, well supported
from behind.
The motion of translation is given to the block by the sen w E, Fig. 2, which runs
partly in a thread cut in the npper wall of the slot. Th e locking is accomplished h,r
the sc1·r·w A, Fig. 1, workinrr in a nnt having rings on its exterior partially cnt away,
which take iu the scores g, !/, g, Fig. 21 cut in the solid mar,;s at tho rear of the slot.
Tll(~. e sere'\\ s are \Yorked in tmn by the lPver-wrenclt H, Fig. 2. The vent is through
tlle breech-block in a prolongation of tht· a.xi ·of the boro, terminating in the face-plate
f f, Fig.~.
.
Both stc!cl anc1 chilled-iron projectiles are usc 1 in the c gnns for practice agamst
armor. They arc cyliudro-ogiv:tl in forlll-witll raclitts of heacl approximately t\\'O
ealilwn;. Tho.'t' of sted are for~ccl. IJore1l out to reeciv(' the bur, ting-(:hargc, and have
their point: water-telllptrccl. Tlw;y arc then jacketed by lt proceHs of solclering. It i
of ••rcat importance that tlll' \Yl'ight of kacl s honlcl he n•dnc('(l to a minimnm, in orcler
to avoi<l lo:,:-, of utomcutnm 011 the Htriking of the shot, dnc to the fl~ring oil' of_ the
lt>ad at tht· fir: t instant of itnpact. .Aftt~r long c~XJH'rinH:nt a, plan baH IH'Cll (lt!n, eel
hy lllf'an . of \\'hich practi<:ally no po" <!r i~; lost. Tht· projeetilc, having I wen tnrned
. woot h <HI its c·ylindriC'alpart, is placc·d 1n a hath of. al ammoniac to rem on all oil, after
which it is iutnH·r. <·<l in molt!·n zinc, tlwnce i1~ lead, an<l afterwanl pttl in a mol<l
wlwrc ]Pad is nm arotwd it. It is then tak<'ll to a latlw, where th •Jmd is tnrued <1o_wn
to a vc·t,v thin eoatiug, ring:-; thl'l'l' to five in JtnmiJer, ac('orrling to the e:alilwr, hewg
l·ft ott it. t)Jr! riug:-; lwing 0.1 inf'!1 a11<l tlw . paePs O.O:i inch thitk.
The }IO\\ '~"1' n. Nl. in_ all t be largP guns i. th prismatic, Ih'. t sngw·sh·d h,Y (:PnPr~l
I o<ltnau. btcll gnun IS a hexagonal pri.-111, 1 inch high, faces 0. inch wide, With !'IX
cylinrhic. 1 pPrl'oration. 0.1:-, in1'!1 in rliauwtc·r rnnuin~r tltTotwh it in the (lireC'tion of it!j
ll:ll~llt. '1 he ~~ pli. UJ~, of ~L dcw•it.) 1.70, aYc·rage 12-t:' to thc''iwnnd.
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The following table presents some of the details of this ordnance :
Rough
tube
ingot.

ai

ci

p
1:11
Q)

.;)

"0'

"i:i

~

~

<l)

-~D

:9

<l)

~

~

0

---

0

""'b.O

<l)

,.<:I

~

·a;
~

sc;

---~--

Inches.

~l'ons.

Inches.

(i

10
15
20
30
50

28
34
41
45

8
9
11
14

No. 60.]

P;

-~
a;

:1~

--··--- -

9
141!
25t
55

[Fried. Krupp,

0

~

,.<:I

I!:

<l)

I>
0

•

8

P<'O

b.O

"""'.:<::~
O<LJ

...,

..., t'l)

~

1-107
1-107
1-121
1-120
1-124

15
a6
46 to 52
88
185

....

.;$

~

z

<l)

sp

1-5.4
1-5.1
1-6. 4 to 1-5. 7
1-5.5
1-5.3

P. 0. Box 2,878. ]

>:j

....

E

....

a Essen, (Prusse,) Gnssstahl-Fabrik.
street.

.s

..0

Pounds.

81
209
297
4!).)
1, 000

~
-~

C£""'
"Q)

,..c:::O

-~n

~

1'ons. Pounds.

"0

'H
0

b.O

~

""'...,
~

'+-<d
Op

"al

<l)

,;

<l)

0

0

,.<:I

--

0

~

'P;"'
'+-<
...,0

'+-<

.&

~
•t;l

,;

...

<:)

<:)
<l)

<1=1

Relations.

~

.,.<:;

<l)

s

"0

r-<

...b.O

,;

24
28
32
:~6
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·····----·
to 552
770 to 7tl8
980 to 1, 014

American office, 15 Gold

NI<~W YORK,

July 24, 1.872. ,

SIR: vVe are authorized by :M:r. Krupp, under date 6th instant, to make the following

:proposition: He will place free, at the disposal of the board, either a 9-inch or an 11mch gun, on coast-carria-ge, with projectiles up to fift.y rounds, for the purpose of the
trials contemplated. Either of these sizes can be fnrnisbed at short notice. The board
to pay cost of transport and all expenses of the trials, the gun and carriage to remain
the property of Mr. Krupp. The only conditions :M:r. Krupp attaches to this offer are,
that be shall be furnished with ~~ programme of the trials before the gun is forwarded,
and that one of his representatives shall assist at the trials. :M:r. Krupp also proposes
to send for trial at the same time, and on same terms, one of his field-guns, if agreeable
to the board. If the board are committed to any other caliber, we presume Mr. Krupp
would be willing to meet their vic\-vs in t!Jat respect, though 9-inch and 11-inch, being
standanl si~es, could possibly be furnished more readily than any other.
We iuclose taule of app1·oxirnate prices for guns at Essen, an<l remain, yours,
respectfully,
THOS. PROSSER & SON.
A. MOORE.
Major SILAS CmsriN, U. S. A.
[In closure.]
NEW YORK,

App1·o:rimate p1·iccs (gold) jo1· gnns
Caliber
inches '
9

10
11
1.~

Coasllcarriage.

Gun.

$1!>,250
21,000
29,800
313,500

00
00
00
00

-

-~

deli~:ered

$4,750
6,000
7,200
10,000

00
00
00
00

July 24, 1872.

at the w01·lcs.

~
$20,000
27,000
37,000
48,500

00
00
00
00

-

P1·oject-iles, each.

I Calihcr,
inches.

Steel shell.

Chillec1iron shell.

Common
shell.

- - - - -9

10
11
1~

-26 w

$60
80
100
150

00
00
00
00

$4G 00
60 00
7G 00
100 00

$15 00

20 00
25 00
30 00

THOS. PROSSER & SON.
A . .MOORB.
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[Indorsement.]
UNITED STATES OnDNANCE AGENCY,

New York., Jnly 25, 1872.
Respectfnlly referred, together with its inclosures, to the board on heavy ordnance
convened by General Order No. 57, dated June 28, 1872.
S. CRISPIN,
Brevet Colonei, U.S. A., Majo1· of Ordnance.
No. 69.] [Fried.

Krupp~

a Essen, (PrusRe,) Gnssstabl-Fabrik.

American office, 15 Gold

street. F'. 0. Box 2,878.]

NEW YonK, A.11g1tst 5, 1872.
SIR: Under date July 20, and referring to your application for specification of 12inch gun, Mt· Krupp writes as follows:
"Tbe new construction of this caliber is not yet tested. Gun and carriage are now
:finished, and trials
be made here this year. As soon as decided on I shall give you
notice, so that American officers can ·assist the trials.
"If I send a gun~ I understand it to be for a trial of the system, and not for a competitive trial of calibers. Sufficient trials have been macle with this intention at Berlin
and Vienna. The gun I send must be tri ed for what it is-a 1·epresentative of my system.
, ·'To avoid complication, I will send shot and shells, as many as required, portion of it
to be paid for. Prismatic powder must be sent too. About two months will be required
to finish the carriage for the 11-inch gun."
It appears from this that a 12-inch gun could not be furnished very soon, but as the
views expressed by Mr. Krupp doubtless coincide with tl10se entertained by the board,
we presume an 11-inch gun will answer equa.Uy as well in a trial of " systems."
We remain, yours, respectfully,
THOS. PROSSER & SON.
A. MOORE.
Major Sn.as CRISPIN, U. S. A.,
Boa1·d on Heavy Ordnance.

'"ill

[Indorsement. J
UNITED STATES OnoNA.Ncg AGENCY,

New York, August 5, 1872.
Respectfnlly referred to the boa:d on heavy ordnance, convene<l by General Onler
No. 57, date<l Juue 28, 1872 ..
S. CRISPIN,
B1·evet Colonel, U. S. A., Majo1· of Ordnance.

ALEXANDER T. LOYD.

H. 0. No. 3 c.]
CmcAGO, ]}fay 6, 1872.
Sm : In 18J9 I made application for an opportunity to present for cxami.nation a
novel method of constructing ordnance, recei viug in the matter letter~ from your Department nuder dates of July 27,(or29,) 18u9; March22, 1870; Jnnc 2,1870; Jt'ebruary
15, 1871, top,ether with a covy of .Brevet Major-General Barnard's report to you, nnder
date March 22, 1 70. The action of the board of offic·ers, convene<l March ~1, 1870, on
my application, is set forth in Ordnance Memoranda No. 10 .
.My object bas been to snhmit for examination a description and mortc>l of my proposed method of constructing cannon, claiming increased endurance, ability to vastly
increase the pre:-.~ent caliber without lesseued safety, &c., &c., at dimini;;lw<.l expcu~e.
Tluough a mistake in adtlressing the letter of March 22, 1870, I did not receive it. in
time.to submit my plans to the board then iu session.
H:~ving since chancred my al1clresR, I (] . ire to now place my new acZdtess in your
llanc!s, o that wb~n a snitalJle opportunity for presenting my invention occurs, it ma~·
rcce1ve proper uotJCe.
Tru tiug yon will kinc11y cause this new address to be so recorded that no mistak
may again occnr, I remain,
Yery re pectfully,
ALEX. T. LOYD,
103-105 South Canal Blrect, Chicago.
Bre\'"ct }.!ajor-Gem·ral Dn:n,
(;hief of Ordnanee, WallhitiOfon, D. C.
['l'h ahovo lett<'r wa. r~fcrrcd to tb1. bo~nl by the Chief of Ordnance under co;er of ltis letter of Jnly

i, 10.2.]
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H. 0. No. 12.]
'
CHICAGO, Jnly 8, 1872.
SIR: I have this day forwarded by Adams's Express, two communications relative to
improvements in serving ordnance, desiring to submit them to the board of officers for
examination.
Very respectfully,
ALEX. T. LOYD.
Colonel R. H. K. WHITELEY.
[Inclosure.)
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, Jnly 6, 1872.
GENTLEMEN: I herewith respectfully submit my plan for constnlCt.ing ordnance. I
have refrainecl from taking out a patent thereon, believing that its merits, i.f any,
would be enhanced by remaining a secret with the Government until such time as
need6d for actual service.
Very respectfully,
ALEX. T. LOYD.
The BOARD OF OFFICERS.
P. 8.-If advised that it is desired I appear personally to explain my invention, I
will immediately do so.

JuLY 6, 1872.
GENTLEMEN: The ca'unon I have invented may be briefly described as a cylinder
formed of independent transverse sections, held in position by lateral rods or ties, extending from the terminal muzzle-section to the terminal breech-section. The argument upon which the justifi.cation of the principle rests, is, that the power required
to prevent the lateral separation of such disconnected sections forming a cylinder, is
correspondent to the inclosing strength of an individual section. Hence, in the gun, if
sect.ious A B, severally competent to withstand a ruptive force exerted from within
outwardly, (which force may be represented by, say, one hundred tons,) are held
together by tie-rods, whose combined strength is sufficient to resist a lateral strain of,
say, one hundred tons, the liability of lateral separation among the sections so restrained is no greater than their individual liability to outward rupture when the gun
is fired.
The illustrative model sent herewith is sufficiently accurate to render intelligible the
following more particular description of my proposed ordnance.
The essential component parts of my gun are four in number, viz, the body-sections
(A B,) the t erminal sections (C D,) the tie-rods (F,) the bands (E.)
The body-sections have the form that would result from erecting an isosceles triangle
upon the circumference of a cylinder, with respectively its shortest side, (at:! in B,) or
1ts most acute angle (as in A) in contact therewith, and at right angles with the
length thereof, and prolonged upon the surface of the cylinder until a complete circle
has been described; or, so to speak, the sections may be termed circular isosceles triangles, whose equal sides form the faces of the sections, and whose unequal sides form
the inner and outer surfaces of the gun. 'l'he so-called isosceles-triangle sections, as
shown by the model, are not quite true to their names, in that the sides are stopped
short of forming an acute angle.
For convenient designation I shall name those sections having their bases outward,
forming the greater portion of the exterior of the gun, major sections; and those having their bases inward, forruing the greater portion of the interior surface of the gun,
minor sections.
The major sections, (A,) whose form is exhibited by the model, should be of the
toughest and strongest material possible, as evidently the strength of the cylinder
depends in a great measure upon them, for the minors can be ruptured only by forcing
their way through the overlapping majors, the small portion of the minors (the shortest side of the so-called triangle) not so secured being afterward provided for.
Wrought iron, cast steel, and the best and toughest cast iron may be employed in their
manufacture.
·
'l IJe minor sections, (B,) forming the bore of the gun, should possess hardness and
enrlnrance, comuined with strength to resist the percussive force and abrasion of the
txpelled projectiles. Cast steel, cast iron, or cast iron case-hardened, may he made use of.
Tbe cast-steel and cast-iron sections may be formed by pouring the molten metal
into snitahle molds, and those of wrought iron may be forged in V-shaped swagingblocks, suhscrp tently finishing eacb kind in a lathe.
' 'l'Le termiual sections are the breech and muzzle pieces.
The ure ch-scction (C) is either a major-shaped, with a bevel on the side adjoining
To the Board of Officers:
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its neighbor body-section, a11.d plane or somewhat convex on its outward si<le; or a
minor-shaped, beveled on its interior and plane or convex on its exterior face. Either
style may be adopted. as preferred. My model employs the former. Thi:; section, unlike the others, is solid, not being penetra.ted by the bore.
The muzzle-section (D) may also have on the side adjoining its neighboJ sections a
major or minor section bevel, dependent upon the style adopted for the breech-section.
Probably those in my model are as good as any.
·
These terminals are in diameter equal to t.he diameter of their atljoining body-sections, plus rather more than double that of the tie-rods to au mit of inserting the latter
into thejr projectin~ rims, for which purpose slots (G) a.re snnken into t.hem until flush
wit.h the exterior of the gun. The projecting rims of these terminals must be of sufficient strength and thickness to furnish a" holding" strength, equaling the strength
of all the tie-rods combined.
The tie-rods of wrought iron are designed to bind the sections together forming the
gun. They extend from oue terminal section to the other, an<l must possess, combined,
an absolute strength to resist la.teral strain, at least equaling .the inclosing strength of
t,he strongest section. Practically their endurance may be greatly in excess of this
lim t.
A I either end the tie-rods terminate -i n strong beads, forged" of a piece" with the
rod itself, (not as show·n in model.) The ..distance from the inside snrface of one head
to the inside surface of the other on the same rod is somewhat less than the actnal distance between the outward faces of the terminal sections of t.he gnn, so th~t when the
tie-rods are elongatetl hy th e expansive effect of heat, their length will be just suffi-.
cient to permit them to drop into the slots prepared for thmn in tho rims of the terminals. Contracting in cooling, they bind the sections together with v:tst au1l sufficient
force. The expansion of the gun, under the heat generated by :firing, will only more
strongly bold the sections in sitn.
If desired, espccia11y in case of field-pieces, the rods mny h e made longer, and termiu ated with a h ea<l vn one end, aud a. deep screw-thread on the other. Then, when
th e gnn is prepared for the rods, force a long heavy nut up the thread, with a heavy
wrent;b, until the sections are firmly sccureu. The former metho<l it:l genemlly preferallle.
The bands (E) are heaYy broad hoops or rings of wrought iron, destined to be placed
over the line of jointure IJet>veen the sections. 'fhey are m a(le solllewbat less iu internal diameter tban the external di amct.er of the sections, ovnr which they arc forcc1l
·aud enlarged by beat nntil sufficiently expanded to pass over the sect.ious to their
1)roper place. Then cooling, they serve to give rigidity to tho gnn ancl dfectnally prevent any escape of gas where sections may 110t fit with exactuess, auu abo secure such
11ortiou of the minor section s as are not overlapped IJy the majors.
In ordinn.ry-stzed gnns they may he made sufficiently uroa<l 1.o cover the outward
surface of the minor a,nd liberally overlap the a.<ljoining 1m~jors on eit.hcr si1lt>. In
excessively large guns a band ruay cover only h aJf of the surface of a· minor aud overlap only, say, the right-hand major. A second b:tud >vill seenrc the rendining half of
the minor and overlap the ]eft-band major. Then, if desired, a third uaud may be
tl1rown over the center of the first two.
The cs~;entials of a gun having been thus proviuou, it may be built up in thi::;
manner or any other found d<>sirable in practice.
A core of soli1l iron a· long as the flesire<l gnn, and of the same cliameter as tltP. rough
bo~·o o_f tho s~ctious, bas one end let into a wall or bnmper, hol<ling it ::;nspended, and
aflor<l1ng l'CSJstauco to lateral pr<·ssure. The free eu<l of the core n•sts upon a muvahl1•
snp]lOrt. A scctiou, say a minor, is slipped along thif.l eor<' tmtil it ft'St!'l agninsr tlt •
lJUmper. A major section follows. This eore is provided with a set of jack-screw:-; t:;o
arraug-ed (<leseription of which is 11l11l ccct;::;ar~') that great pres. ure may be npplied tu
the last section, forcing and hoMing it Jinnly against its pre<lccessor, J't!t offeriug uo
rc:istance to the passage of the hand or lJCH>p wltieb is to follow. This banr1, pr ·Yionsly
h eated, is tbcu place(l over the line of jointure, and hautmet·eu suugly clown upon the
gun, ancl then allowed to coni.
A minor and major seetion follow; thlj jaek-screws agnin force them into clo~e contar:t, arl(l' :L lJroarlc~r lHtlHl : s nfli cient to <·.over the faee of the minoe a1Hl overlap th<! 111:1..im-.. plaC'<:Il iu pos1tion. \Vhc!n the p;nn is 1l1nS huilt to ;t snflicient lPllgt.h tht·
lm~ech :~1Hlm11zzl· se ·tio11al piece~> aro plated in posit10n :md prC'ssnm applit:cl at; c~ither
c11rl: while }ml)(]f:i are welded over the luw of meeting between the tenuinals atHl bodysectwns.
Th<· <·omwctiug or til' rorls are now r.longate<l by llf!at until tlw;v will fall into their
)lrrJ) H'l' lots. On~l' t]w,.,P. l'Odl'.lmay lJr. Hl lllk en HbVCJ':t] lJan<lH, girflli11g t!JPJJ\ a}] 1o holil
~ht; rorls w .. J~ clown llJH>Il the ?,Jill: and hy so doin~ gi,·o rigidify to the pief'e, prr!Y<:nt~~~~ au~· po:. 1blH t ~tH_lci:H·~· to. ;'~'' ,~·h_i<:l_t, ho~\'.I'V<·r, I R<·arcdy ff'ar aft<H' tile hands aro
~ n plac-<'. • IHH!111 th1s
ag-~1.11.~' exlnhtt. 11selt m the vc1r;v l:Irgt•st guns, hoJiuw castll'on tnhe or p•pcs may ht! hurl par:tll<'l with the• til'-rodH, atHl other hancb hn111k~n
o ·ur '111.
tHl if .,. ·n all thi \Yas in nfiid(;nt, the t>ide~ of the o(;diolts, ·ay at a 1wiut
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one-third th e di stance from exterior to interior of the walls of the gun, might be
grooved or ch'anneled to a depth of half a n inch or more, the erevice having a width of,
say, half an inch or an inch, (these dimensions will vary with the size of the gun.) A
hoop of wrono-ht iron, in width equaling the depth of this groove, in two sections, and
in thickness the same as the width of these grooves, may then be forced into this cr{lv:ice of one section, and the next section placed in position.
The result would be that the crevice is filled with the band, and neither section can
alter its position.
This uiagram, Fig. 1, will illustrate my meaning.
When the gun is so built up the bore may be trued out in a lathe as if the piece had
been cast entire.
The number of tie-rods required will vary with the size of the gnu, as will the size
of the rods themselves. From three to seven will cover the majority of cases.
If it should result that forming the gun of so many individual pieces impairs the
unity and accuracy of the bore, (which I do not anticipate,) this objection may be overcome in several ways, as:
First. The major sections may be stopped short of entering the bore, and the minors
haviug passed the termination of the majors, will be extended laterally to fill the
space formerly allotted to the interior end of the majors. This would give them shapes
as shown in Fig. 2.
•
Second. The bore having been first "trued out;" a cast-steel or wrought-iron tube
may be inserted, and (in this sectional gun easily fastened) forming a bore "all of a
piece."
Third. The inner surface of the gun may be left ragged, and, if desired, the major
sections may be maue to project a sufficient distance into the bore beyond the
base of the minors. The bore is then filled with molten iron, and, after cooling, dressed
out. 'l,his is the preferred method. When the bore is so large that the meta1 will
shrink away from the walls of the gun in cooling, a core can be inser.ted forming a
rough bore; and the metal may be cooled by the plan employed in casting the Rodman gun. The uneveuness of the rngged bore, especially if made purposely ragged,
will afford ample hold for the molten iron. This latter plan would also absolutely
prevent'' sagging," and I regard it as very important, esP.ecially in the largest pieces.
It might be fouucl desirable, in building guns of the heaviest caliber, to first form a
preparatory cyliuder of sections as for a perfeP-t gun, heretofore described, but with
wa.lls of an even thickness fi·om breech to muzzle, instead of varied thickness as ordinarily. Then, instead of banuing ~Lnd finishing the piece, dress the exterior perfectly
true in a lathe, and place upon this first cylinder a second series of sections, "breaking
joints" with the first, of varying thicknes~ from breech to muzzle, with a trued internal diameter exactly fitting the exterior circumference of the first cylinder. This
would give two cornplete sets of sections, obviating any considerable mass of iron in
any one casting or forging.
Another method of forming a gun is to make all the minor sections of cast iron or
cast steel, and all the major sections of wrought iron-the latter being a litle les~ in
diameter than is required to fit snugly upon the minors. Then place all the majors
into a fnrna.ce and heat until expanded. Place tlrese and the cold minors altemately
upon tlle core and quickly put in position the tie-rods. The cooling of the majors,
resulting in their conscqnent contra0tion, would bind the ,gun more firmly together
thau if formed of a single piece.
If it be desired to form a homogeneous gun, make all the sectious of wrought iron ;
then, heating to the welding temperature, unite them under a steam-hammer, either
section by section, if the gun is large, or in a mass if small, subsequently bringing tho
whole fabric to a proper temperature, aud placing under a steam-hammer until thoroughly nnited.
The advantages of having the line of jointure between the several sections not at
right n.nglcs with the length of the gun are so evident in welding that I need not
enlarge upon them.
.
Among the mauy advantages I claim for my method of constructing ordnance, may
be ennmera ted these:
In such comparatively small castings and forgings as of individnal sections, fln.ws
and imperfections are avoided, or, if fouud present, ouly a small portion instead. of the
entire construction is wasted.
Its pre-eminent economy. The manipulations of small masses of metal is attended
with much less xpensc per pound thn.n of large ones.
Again, when, as inv<Lrinb1y happens, one portion of :1 gun is worn ont in serv ice or
damagPd by acciclent, while the remainder il:l yet serviceable, the worthless portion in
my gun can be replaced, ius tead of condemning tho whole, as now.
It is evident tha,t my lllcthod admits of indefinitely increasing the size of a gun, even
to enorrnou. aud hitlu:rto unattempted uimen~ions, without as now correspondingly
increa ing the clanger attenclant upon its uiSe.
Ordnance can be shipped. to places uif1icnlt of acce s, and then combin ed; or, in scr-
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vice, a gun can be carried by men to points otherwise inaccessible, then combineu,
and used against the enemy.
Aside from the economical gain of ordinary repairs which has been mentioned, is
that of repair at distant points in service, as when a vessel is on foreign service, in time
of -.,var, if a portion of her few heavy guns is destroyed in action or by service, the
wanted section ca.n be carried aboard and put in place. It is evident that only the
breech-sections "~>ill be wo n, and only the muzzle-sections injured by the enemy io
armored ships, and these twd, or these endangered sections, can be carried in duplicate.
Or, if the armament of an endangered fort is partially destroyed, the wanted portions
cao be telegraphed for to the nearest depot of supplies, and quickly forwarded, as are
1)arts of sewing-machines and reapers to-day.
·
The foregoing description of my method of constructing ordnance is in many respects incomplete, and I desire that it may be construed rather as a memorandum of
ruy inventiou than a full ancl restricting definition. If I have left any material point
untouched or obscure, I will, when so advised, endeavor to make it plain.
Very respectfully submitted.
ALEX. T. LOYD,
103, 105 South Canal Btrl!et, Chicago, Illinois.

No. 87.]
JUNE 8, 1872.
To the boa1·d of officm·s :
GENTLEMEN: It is well known that the ])Owder forming the charge of a large gun
i.s only imperfectly consumed when the piece is dischargeu; the cause (it is unnecessary to mention, perhaps) being the lack of sufficient air (oxygen) within t.he small
area forming the bore, to thoroughry accomplish the combustion of the powder. The
consequence is a failme to gain any satisfactory and sufficient ~·esult from increasing
the amount of powder in the charge.
To overcome this difficulty, and to also admit of indefinitely increasing the charge
of powder in the heavy-metaled gnus of cornparati vely small bore, for the purpose of
tlJrovviug projectiles with extraordinary force against nrmorecl ships, &c., or to nnnsna.l
distances, as in bombarding forts or cities from afar ofl', is the object of the inveution I
will DO\Y describe.
Des(:ription.-A tube or other shaped casket of metal (tin, copper, or iron) is filled
with compre ·sed air, or with oxygco, and then securely sealerl to prevent its esca.pe.
This casket of air is placed within the powder forming t,he charge. The discharge of
the gun hre~ks the walls of the casket, liberating the air or oxygen, which is contained
in . ufficient qnantity for the perfect combustion of the powder. The fragments of the
casket are, of course, tbrowu ont from the gnu, anu its walls not requiring much
strengtll, but little metal need be employed; heuce no danger is anticipat.ed from Llle
pieces thrown out. The case -.,yould probably give the best results if made of copper.
The plan is so very simple that a model is quite unnecessary, the uiagram, Fig. 3,
sufficiently illustratiug the idea.
Otber shapes will suggest themselves, but without affecting the principle. For instance, in conical hot the air or oxygen may be rebtined at tllc base of the projectil~,
or the casket way be formed of two disks connected lJy a hoop or circular baud at theJr
circnmfcnmces, allowing space between for tbe reception of the air, a,ncl placeu between
the powder and the proJectile; but the methou first uescribccl seems mnch preferable.
'l'he cost of manufacture wonld, of conrse, be merely triilin•r, and, wben completeu, ~he
ca kets might be stored for yean; without iojury. 'l'lle sizes required would vary w1th
the quanti Ly of powder employed.
I wonld suggest an experiment with miniatnre caskctR iu musket-cartridge::! a well.
If fuuucl of valt1e, a place for the rece]!tion of the air coulU be ananged iu makiug the
copper shell now nscu.
Very rcl:!lJectfully submitted.

ALEX. T. LOYD,
103, 105 South Canal Slreel, Chicavo, Illinoili.

No. 7.]
'l'o tlw board of

Jul\"E , 1872.
o.ffice~·s

:

(!~-- 'TLL:'It l·.... ·:_I h ·g lea\'~ to forwanl the following plan fol'- ,
.
J.1r. t. fA·· l·I tng tlle ~->tram npou the walls ofhcav;y gnu8 whou m serv1ce.

l::1·c:rmd. Lf ·~sl·uiug the r •coil.
1 hinl. Iu~: J·t·a:·illg the rang1: or <li tance the projectil wiJl he tllrown.
J~· phm JH ~-o! tupl.'· to t'>.han. t, th air fJOUl tLe guu after it bns bccm loaded, 1Jy
llll·;Jlt of :t ~uitalJly a!lapll·<l air-pump.
'
A tCilupirm of wood, liueJ on the face, intcndeu to rest on the muzzle, with leal her
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felt, rubber, or other suitable packing, and penetrated by a tube, with a valve placed over
the muzzle of the guu. Then, the vent-hole being stopped, the air is pumped out, and
the valve turned, creating a vacuum. The pressure of the outside atmosphere would
retain the tompion in position.
When the gun is discharged, the casket containing air, as described in my other communication of this date, is broken, liberating oxygen for the combustion of the charge
of powder.
.
The expected gain is the absence of the colnmu of air in the bore of the gnu, which,
aside from its normal resistance, is compressed by the outgoing projectile, so that in
large pieces the power required to overcome its resistance is a serious drawback from
the range otherwise obtainable, and by just so much are the walls of the gun needlessly strained.
Tbe application of this principle would probably be limited to siege and ships' guns.
Very respectfully submitted.
·
ALEX. T. LOYD,
103, 105 South Canal Street, Chicago, Illinois.

A. S. LYMAN AND ALBAN

C.

STIMERS.

L. B. No.9.]
ARMY BuiLDING, NEw YORK, July 12, 1872.
SrR: I have the .honor to inform yon that tbe board on heavy cannon desires such
information as you are able to furnish respecting the Lyman multicharge gun.
Very respectfully, sir,
R. H. K. ·WHITELEY,
Colonel of 0Tdnance, President of Bom·d.
The CHIEF OF ORDNANCE.

No. 39.]

ORDNANCE OFFICE, WAH DEPARTMENT,
Washington, J'uly 13, 1872.
~IR: In compliance with your request of 12th instant, I transmit herewith report of
tn_al of the Lyman multicbarge or accelerating gun, at Reading, Pennsylvania, in 1870,
bewg the only source of information respecting the same on the :files of this office.
Respectfully, yonr obechent servant,
By order of the Chief or Ordnance.
S. V. BENET,
Major of Ordnance.
The PRESIDENT OF TIIE BoARD ON HEAVY ORDNANCE,
Army Building, New York.

fluclosure.]

FRANKFORD ARSENAL, Augttst 8, 11:!70.
SIR: In conformity with your order of the 21st ultimo, directing me to witness and
report upou the firing of an accelerating gnn at Reading, Pennsylva.nia, I have visited
that city, with the necessar,y apparatus for determining the velocities and pressures de'
veloped, and have the honor to suumit the following-report:
Description of the Gun.-'l'he gun is designated by its present proprietors as the
"Multicharge 100-pounder rifle gn u.'' It belongs to the class of accelerating guns,
where the projectile receives an additional impetns after being started from its seat;
and to the system known as "Lyman's," of which samples have beeu exper·mented
with at Wasbiugton navy-yard and elsewhere.
Described hJ the usual formula, it is a riiled breech-loader, caliber 6 inches; of
?ast iron; weigllt, 10,175 pounds; No. 1 of its series; cast October 12, 1869, at ReadlDg, Pennsylvania, by Seyfert & McManus, nuder supervision of Mr. Alban C. Stimers, naval engineer; without names or marks inscriued. Condition: had been fired
once with 17 pounds of powder and 57-pound shot; once with 25t pounds of powder
and 77-ponud shot · once vdth 32 pounds of powder and 90-pound shot; and
twice. with 30 pounds of powder and 90 and 92 pound shot, the only effe9't of which
practtee on the gn n had been to crack the steel plugs of the two front pockets hereafter described, which l'lngs were replaced b,y bronze ones before auy trials for pressure, &c:, were made. Vent, througll the breech-plug, horizontal. l!'onr accelerating
c11arges m pockets along the bore.
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The peculiar characteristics of the gun can be best understood from the annexed
dl'awing;, reduced from working drawings at the fonndery.
The breech-closing' mechanism is nearly identical with the Whitworth system, the
main di:fi'erence consisting in the withdmwing wheel being so arranged as to revolve
through a considerable arc before it begins to rotate the breech-screw, thus allowing
of some -uis -uiva being accumulated before the act of starting the screw occurs.
Along the lower clement of the gun, four globes of 1 foot 6 inches exterior diameter
are cast, coalescing into the general form of the gun and into each other, all ~,brupt reentrants being filled in and reduced to easy concaves.
The globes occupy that portion of the length of the gun between the position of the
front of the shot and a point half way to the muzzle. They were cast solid, as was
the entire gun, bored spherically to a diameter of 8 inches by au expanding drill from
the bottom. · The apertures necessary for the introduction of the flrill (3t inches diameter) were subsequently tapped, and closed with steel plugs, which were themselves
Lored and tapped for li-inch plugs, to enable the pockets to be cleaned. These latter
apertures were used for applying the pressure-plugs in Jetermning pressures.
Throats 4 inches in diameter connect the spherical cavities of these globes with the
bore of the gun, thus forming the "pockets" used for the accelerating charges employed.
These charges are introduced through loaf1ing-boles closed with conical valves, opern.ted by the small wheels and screws represented. in the plan. The position of these
loading-holes, with reference to the bore, is best shown in the transverse sections.
The rifl.iug, as seen in the half-size section annexed, is peculiar and not easy of description in terms usually employed. The width of the lands bears a .very insigni?-cant proportion to that of the grooves, which latter are regarded as the bore proper m
~tatiug the caliber at 6 inches. It is proper to state that the section of the bore represents truly only that portion of it behind the front or fomth pocket. Beyond that point
the non-bearing side of the lauds is made more abrupt, with a view to permitting the
fiame to }lass the projectile for the ignition of time-fuses. The twist is uniform-one
turn in 10 feet.
The shot is cast with recesses for the lands. Its ends are alike, being "Ogilvie
beads "-the element struck from a radius equal to the diam eter of the shot. The cylindrical portion of the shot is 10 inches in lengtl1, the conoidal ends each 5 inches ;
total, 20 inches. The weight iH 100 rJouuds; the surface as originalJy cast, except the
curved ends, which were tnrned down in a(ljustiLg the weight. No expanding or gaschecking device is attached to the shot, which bas a wh1dage 6.1 inch to .15 inch.
The provision for preventing the gas of explo8ion from passing beyonJ the shot-a
condition vit~tl to the whole theory of the gnu-consists of a wall formed of a number
of thicknesses of straw binders' board, sufficient to produce a total thickness of 4t inches,
the planes of the boards beiug transverse to the axis of the gun. These binders' boards
are secured together by three light copper bolt8, which also serve to retain an expanding
copper-cup gas-check on the rear face of the \vad-. The whole affair is shaped carefnl~y
to the form of the grooves and lands-its length, it 'vYill be observed, being slightly m
excess of the diameter of the throats of the pockets. This "lap" is obviously necesary to prevent the :flame from " cutting by " the wad as it passes the st1ccessi ve embouchm·ea. The wad is thul:l particular1 y described, because it would appea.r that to its
failure to perform the important fnuctions intrnstecl to it is attributal>le the fact
of the gun on tl'ial having yielded results entirely iucompatible with the theory and
expectations of its projectors.
The powder useJ in firing tl1e gnn with its full cbarge consists of, first, a small cartridge, :t pounds of mammoth-powder, cOJJtaincd in a bat-shaped copper ca e, fittiug
the cham bcr iu rear of the shot, and. four other charges, of 7 pounds each, of mwy canBon or rifle powder, contained in the four successive pockets.
No special carriage bad lJeeu ·constructed for the gun. During the trial it was
mounted upon two wo<Jden clleek-piPces plac c1 upon a four-wheeled railwtty-truck,
which recoiled uvon rails inclined upward at an augle of 2° 30' for some 40 feet. The
eHtimate<l weight of this trnck-cauiage 'vas 1,200 pounds; its wheels were 1 foot 6
iuebc in diameter, and wc•re chocked iu all firing:; with full charges.
On the 21st of July, before the electrica.l apparatns for determining velocities had
hreu er ·t(·c1, the gnu wa~:> fired ouce with fnll charges in the pre:cnce of the ofiicers
ordered to witnN; tb trial, the ol,.jcct beiug merely to show that everything ahout
the gun \Yas iu proper working or<l •r. On this occasion 2B pouucls of uavy caunonpowd ·r all(l 2 JHH11Hls of mammoth were fir ·d wUh a hnudre<l-pouud shot; which, in fL
(;Hfit-1rou gun of 10,000 pou11cl., cPrtainly se 'IIIPcl a remark~tulc fc:Lt. The loacling and
. ponging by t.ix. workuu~u front the fomHlcry, uot specially chilled, occupied alJont one
llliuutc m~ct thirty_. ·cond:. l<'<~Jtr of the party were cmploycJ in loacling the pock ·t ·,
aud two m t,pougliJ~ ancllmullug a the lJrcecb. The o11ly lii:UlJJC•r in which the gun
waH am: ·ted by this hot, a11cl tbe ftvc• firiugH with pmtial and full clHtrg ·~:>winch had
l-Jlt:Ce<kcl it, wa. the craeking of the st<: ·I plug:; u::~c<l to clo,f! the ap ·rtln 'H in the hotltnu eli"tlh} Lwo front pock ·tswadc hy tb · origiualboriug-tool, a1:1 already 8tateJ. TlH· ·c
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plugs were about the only part of the gun where steel entered into the construction,
and its unfitness for the purpose was strikingly illnstratecl by the. molecular cond ition
of the fragments when, by tedious labor, they were removed, to be replaced by bronze
plugs.
·
On the 2d of Au,g·ust, the new bronze-plugs having been inserted, and arrangements
for taking velocities and pressures being complete, the gun was :fired six times nl1fler
the circumstances and with the results described in each case, as follows: The officers
present were Commodore Hitchcock and Commander Temple, 0f the United States
Navy, and the writer.
The instrument used for determining velocities was the Green- Vignotti pendulum,
of Frankford arsenal, arranged with a single-loop circuit through both targets, and
started hy ruptnring wire at the muzzle; the interval was 100 feet, and began 30 feet
from the muzzle.
The instruments used for pressures consisted of two exterior pressnre-plngs, which
were applied to the apertures at the bottom of different pockets, as described. The small
compass of the breech-charge, and the fact that the vent of the gun was, according to
the vVhitworth system, in the prolongation of the axis of the bore, precluded the use of
the interior pressure-plug.
The mounting and circumstances affecting recoil have been already described.
The density of the navy cannon-powder userl was 1.7044.
.
First ji'l'e.-Breech-charge only used; 2 pounds mammoth-powder, 100-pound shot.
Pressure-plugs applied to the first and fourth pockets, counting from the breech. Truckwheels free.
Pressures, pounds per square inch.
First pocket.

Fourth pocket.

4, 500

2, 000

Recoil.

Velocity.

I

First arc.

Second arc.

Feet per second.

( *)

(")

( *)

Feet.

5t

<·Not takeu, too slow for limits of tho pendulum.

Seconclfire.-Breech-charge 2 pounds mn,mmoth-powder, and the first pocket-charge
7 P.?lllHls navy cannon-powder, ot.her pockets empty. Pressure-plugs applied to :first
auc. fourth pockets. Truck-wheels free.
•
Pressures, pounds per square inch.
First pocket.
8, 000

I Fourth

Velocity.
First arc.

pocket.

10 37'

5, 400

I

Second arc.
55° 42'

Recoil.
Feet per second.
709

Feet.
22

I

Tlti1·d jirc.-Breeeh-charge 2 ponncls mn,mmoth-powder. First and second pockets 7
pounds each navy cannou-pow<lcr. Other pockets empty. Pressure-plugs applied to
second and fourth pockets. Truck-wheels spragged.

Pressures, pounds per square inch.
Second pocket.
74, 000

I F6urth

I

Ji'ir~:~t

pocket.
11,500

Recoil.

Velocity.

I

arc.

Second arc.

1° 61

50°

Feet per second.

Feet.

741

26

Fom·th }ire.- Breech-charge 2 ponnrls mammoth-powder. Pirst., second, and third
pockets 7 pouud;J each JJCLV.Y cn,nnon-powder. Pres~ure-plugs applied to second and
third pockets. Trnck-whccls spmgged.
Pressures, ponnds per square inch.

Recoil.

Velocity.

-Second pocket.
21, 000

---

Third pocket.

I

78,000

First arc.
1° 6'

Second arc.
34° G'

Feet per second.
950

Feet.
34t
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Fifth and sixth .fi1'es.-Brooch-cbarge 2 pounds mammoth-pov,·der, all four pockets
charged witl.1 7 pounqs each of navy cannou-powder. Pressure-plugs applied to second
and fourth pockets. Tmck-v"Yheels spragged.
Pressures, pounds per square inch.

Recoil.

Velocity.

No.offire.
Second pocket.
Fifth ....
Sixth ....

3:3,000
23, 000

I Fourth

I

pocket.

First arc.

Second arc.

39, 500
60, 000

10 6'
1° 181

30° 18'
29° 30'

Feet.

Feet per second.

35
33

1, 0;26
1, 093
I

After the sixth shot the firing ·was suspended for the day. August 3, impressio_ns
were taken of the bore in the neighbor!Joou of the months of the pockets. No matenal
injury appeared to have been snstaineu by tl.Je metal at those points. The firing was
resumed \Yit!J fhll charges, as in the fifth and six:th shots of the previous day. Navy
1·iile-powdcr, however, was substituted for tl1e navy cannon-powder previously used.
The density of tuis navy ri:fie -powder was 1.677.
Fi1·st ji1·e.-Full cl.larges in breec!J auc..1 pockets. Pressure-plugs applied to second and
fourth pockets. Truck-wheels spragged. Interval used for velocities, 80 feet, beginning 50 feet from the muzzle.
Pressures, llOtmds per square inch.
Second po!Jket.

Fourth pocket.

71,000

80, 000

Recoil.

Velocity.
First arc.

I

3° "36 1

I

Second arc.

Feet per second.

27° 30'

1, 075

Feet.
33

The trial was then closed at the req nest of the parties interested.
'l'hc large local pre:::.suros and moderato velocities developed in this trial, where precisely au opposite state of things migb.t reasonably have been lookeu for-, can only be
explaiu~d ~y snpposing that the pocket-charges iu some cases become ignited before
the proJectJ]e has passed over tl.loir embonchures.
This occnrreuco becomes possible, and in fact almost inevitable, if tho wad at any
stage failf:l in its functions. Distortiou of any kind would i.1.1duce this failnre, and this
distortion clonbtless occms in passing thr- first and second pockets. Tbe momeut the
wad bas advanced sufficiently to pnrtially uncover the mouth of the first pocket, the
explosion of the charge in that po<:ket iu all probability tears away more or less of
the rear of the wad, whose structure, laminated transversely to the bore, would facilitate this disruption. The wad, unle~<s of ~:~uffici('ntlength to more than cover the mouth
Of a pocket, wj}l permit :flame to CSC~tpe to tl1e fi·ont in pa sing it, aucl a pocket-charge
is donbtless sometimes explo<led while its mouth is wholly or partially closed by
~he projectile iu the act of passing over it, thus regist01·iug an enormous pressure
m that' })articular pocket, with no corresponding accession of velocity. That a pressure of 78,000 pounds should. be developed in an advanced portion of the barrel, while
parts Hearer tlle breech experience one of only 21,000 pounds, -.,vonl<l certainly seem tq
i1~dic~tte t~at, at the place an(1 inst:mt of occurrence of the greater :pressure, commum ·at10n w1th the Lore generally must have been cut off.
';l'ota1 extinction of wiJl(lage, until tue fourth pocket is passed, js th~ sine qua non of
~lus 'ystem of accelcr~tiou; aud to the accomplishment of this ohject the e.li'orts of
1t promoters should eVJdently be dircctcfl.
:For the gun geuerally, tlley hav e evidently nsed great care in its fabrication anrl in
t~1 s lectiou of materialtl. Th 'Y b::we embodied the Lyman principle iu a much more
s1ghtly !,"llll than any that have h ci'etoforc illn~-;tratcd it. Neither its length nor weigut
~r ex~e. ·iv ' for it. Cftlibcl', even.r •g<tr<ling it U!i a siugle-clmrge guu. vVheu lliOUnted,
1t exu1h1tR none of the uncouth 1catntct~ which have hitherto l.>eou deemed inseparable
from tll !:'\stem.
The pre ·~ nre: endured, without dnmagc, by the pockets, srcak well for the material
of th · ~un, wl.!!Ch wa!:l produced as follows:

Iron used:
l'ounrl~ .

vi~J: ::~ t ~-~~~--.-.-.1 11

_. _· _._._. _._._. : : : : : :

~::: ~ ~:;

:::::

~::::

:::::: :::::: :::::

~:::::

::::::

i: ._?,g

'nrubcrlaucl . _. _ ....... _. __ ... _.... _..• _ ...•..... _. _ . . __ .•. _. ___ •. _....... _ 2, 4:t.J
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Pounds.

Richmond No. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Richmond No.2 .•••..........••........ " ............................ -.- . . . .
Richmond No.3 ...................•.•...................•..................
Remelted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2, 733
2, 733
2,733
2, :300

Coal ttsed:
Broad-top bituminous ............................................... 5, 860 pounds.
Fire started October 12, H:l69 .... .••• .... .•.• .••• •... .... •..•. .... ..•• 8h 40rn a. m.
:Metal fused . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1h 40 111 p. m.
5h

Remainder fuserl ................................... ~ ............... .

't;~~l~:~~~~~u:::~l~i~- ~!~i~-~ ~~ ~ ~ ·.·. ~ ~ -.·. ~ ~ -_-_ :: -_-_ :: --~ :~----~ ~ --~~~ --~~ ~ --~~ ~ --~~ ~

sm

1h 33m
- 3m

10 days.
2 feet.

Length of sinking head .................................•...........
Cast solid.
'

Mechanical tests-Sinking-.h ead- ThTee specimens around the prolongation of the bore.

Number.

Breaking-strain,
pounds per sq.
inch.

Density.

28, 055
28,745
28,754

7. 247
7. 259
7. 258

1. ........................................................................ .
2 ........•......•. ··•••····••·· ...... - .. ······· ..•.•. ·•···· .....•• ·• · ···•··
3 ............. . ....................................................... . ... .

Specimen f1·om center of bore at mwzz le.

Breaking-strain, 28,580 pounds per square inch.

Density, 7.255.

Body of gun-Specimens taken front the th-roats of the pockets next the bore.

From rear.

Brealdng-strain,
pounds per sq.
iuch.

Density.

I

26, 968
2l), 615

7. 251
7. 230

27, 550

7. 238
7. 244
7. 248

Not obtained.
33,245

Weigllt per square inch of entire gun, 0.262 pound.
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Dimensions, from the foundery t·ecords.

.

.

.

~~!ill ~~11flll£i~~fft~1h ))) )•;• : ))•;);•;:))•):.: :) )]f:.

IInWn:o~ 1 _.A_c_tu_a_I_.

Diameter 1 foot beyonrl fourth pocket, t mnecl ............................. clo . .. .
Diameter 2 feet beyond fourth pocket, turned ............................. do....
Diameter 3 feet beyond four-th pocket, turned .. ................... . , ...... do.... .
Diameter 4 feet beyonrl fourth pocket, tumed .. . .. ... . . . ..... ...... . ...... do....
Diameter 5 feet beyond fourth pocket, tmned ..... : ....................... do....
Diameter of tru nnions ... ...... . ...... . ................... . . ..... .. ....... do .. _.

t!~~~ ~~~~~:e~~~~~;-b"a"s·e;:: : ::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : ~~:::: 1
teng~~ ffom .~ace o{-mnzzle to center of trunnions .... _....... _.feet and in~hos . .
11

L:~~tb ~fl~~~~ cl~~~~;~~ .·.·.·.·.·.-.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·_·:.·::.-.·. ·_ -. ._.::: ::::::::::: ::::::::: :i~~hl;;::

~~~~k ~f. ~~~:~~~~-j-~~::::: ·.-.-.-.-.·.-.-.-.-_-_·_· _-.-.-.-.-.-::::.·:.·.·:::::.-.-.-.-.-:::::::::::.(}~~t::

Longtbofgunovf:lrall ......... ... . ... . .... . ..... . .... .. ....... feetandiuches ..
Diameter, interior, of pockets, (spherical) ...... ·--····---------·· . . .. .. inches..
Diameter, exterior, of pockets._._ ........................ ___ ...... .... ... r1o. __ .
Extreme projE>ction of pockets below the symmetrical element of the gun .. do.. ..
Preponderance ____ ........ ___ ........... ... ......... -· ..•... __ ... . ... . pounds..

_

!\:::~:

fl
11a

17i}

15~

15;j14!

14:\1311
13t
6

13~

13t
6

2~
2~
1 ~ ~f
1 ~ ~t
5t
5!
4
10
11 6

7t

l!:l
12
150

4

10
11

6

7t

18
12

Respectfully submitted.

WM. PRINCE, LieMtenant 01·dnanoe.
MaJor T. J. TREADWELL,
U. S. Ordnance, Commanding.
Respectfully forwarded to the Chief of Ordnance for his information.
T. J. TREADWELL,
Major of Ordnance, Conwwnd'ing.
FR.lliimORD ARSENAL,

No. 42.]

Augltst 12, 1870.

141 CENTRE STREET, NEW YORK, Ju.ly 19, 1872.

Sm: The gnn I have the honor to suumit to the board over wl'lich yon preside, is the
breecll-loac1ing mnlticharge riiie.
Tile mnlticharge system is the sul)ject of <1 patent by A. S. Lyman. The rifling and
the breeciJ-loa<1ing arrangements are original with myself; ancl tile gnu, a a whole,
:Las b een dcsige<l by me, the proprietors of the Lyman's pateut having appointed mu as
their agBut to bring tLis system into nse iu this count.ry.
The gnu proper i~ of C<1St iron, and i/:5 not bttnclecl or hoO])ed in any manner. The
breech-cap, pocket., loa<ling-hole, caps, and pocket-plugs are of bronze, that their screws
ruay never rnst nn<l stick them fast.
.
The additional charges, of whiciJ there are fonr, are snspended beneath the bore m
globular pockets of cast iron, which coalesce into the general form of the gun and
into each other, forming a part of the main casting.
DIMEN!:>ION

Caliber to bottoms of riflings, 12 inches.
L >ngt!J of hore from face of breech-plug to muzzle, 24 fc t.
L ·ngth of bore from base of m:1in ·a. ti ng to nwzzle, 24 f< et :~t inches.
Extreme lengtb, from rear of I.H·eech-ca.p to muzzle, ~5 feet 4 inches .
Diameter nndl'r FJcrew-tbreacl of ureech, 2 fe t iuchcs.
Diameter at:{ feet forward of ba:~, 2 ii.•et G inches.
ianH'ter at fourth potket, 2 feet 6 inches.
Dianwter at. mnzzl<', 1 foot!) intlwH.
Interual cliamder of pock ts, 1 foot 4i incll e!'l.
External cliamete r of pockets, 2 fc~ •t f) i11cheH.
Cc·nters of <litto lwlow Cl'lltPr-line of borr, ~ fe~t 2 inrltc•s.
l)~al!H!ter of pocket-t hroat COillleCting \Yith bon• 4 iuc;hc~ . .
D~ tanc:e o~ Cl~lt·r of tir. t I_HJckc•t from fac<· of hrPN·IJ-plng, 4 f ct 4 incbe .
l 1. ta~H'I! ~,t pcH'kd apart 11-om<: •nl •r to ·c·utc·r, 2 fpc•t.
LrJiwJtndlllal depth, ot· tbickuel:l of IJreech-lJlng, 7 inch •s.

~

zy~AJVS

.

&OOPdr,lW!7LTICHARCC RIFLE,

PLAT£9.

Clz-i?led ?·ron O!fh/a.Z ·;ooinfed .s'hof,
fir

IYoRMAN WtA RZJ'S

10 7·nch

im?rot/en7f!'nf i~1

calilrre,

Srnoofh

bore guns.

Ca.sf ?..Ui!houf a ".sinking' head."

Su.b- ccxli Zre ogiva.Z sl-ee7 ;ooz"nled shell)

/or

10 inch

NoRMAN WtAR.D'S im?roifemenf z"n S;,noolh

6ore

C'alz' 6 re
f}'un..s .

__7}elai1ed clz.7nens-zon.s ornz.t!ed.
AM. PHOTO ·LITI/OGf/APH/C CO.N, Y. I OSBORNES Pf/OCESS .}
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Longitudinal depth, or thickness of breec~-cap in rear of plug, 9 inches,
Outsi(le diameter of breech-cap, 3 feet 3i- mches.
Long·itudinallength of breech-~crews, 12 inches.
Pitch of screw, (4-threaded,) 6 mches.
Twist of rifli11g, 1 turn in 36 feet.
Estimated weight of guo, 25 tons.
Weight of shot, 600 pounds,
Weight of powder:
Breech-charge, 60 pounds.
Each 11ocket, 75 pounds.
Total, 360 pounds.
OF THE

MULTICHARGI~

PRINCIPLE.

From the date of the advent of the Armstrong gun, in 1855, to the present time,
there have been innumerable efforts made in Europe and in this country to produce a
breech-loading rifle of large caliber. As yet a saiisfactory gun of this description is
unknown; the existence~ of your board is a proof of this, and also of the fact that the
search is still coutinueu.
The first difficulties encountered with rifled cannon were the weakening effects of
the rifling, and the gre::tter strains to which guns throwing elongated shot. were subjected. To overcome thesP. it has been the uniform practice of every essayist for the
production of the successful rifle, with the single except.ion of Mr. Lyman, to increase
by some means the strength of the barrel, or at lea.st to endeavor to do so.
The number of devices which have been proposed and tried, and the amount of
engineering and mechauical skill which have been expended npou some of them, notably U'pon the Armstrong pattern, are among the wonders of the age. The English
government has spent millions of treasure in this direction, and yet the barrel is uot
strong enough.
Quite r ecently the evil bas been greatly mitigated by having given attention to the
character of the powuer employed, and observing the phenomena of its explosion
'vithin the gun. The late experiments on this subject in England illustrate the wisdom of Rodman's recommendation of the "mammoth" grain-powder.
Mr. Lyman's efforts have been in an entirely different direction. He ha.s studied to
bring the increased propelling force necessary upon the rear of the shot, without adding to the bursting strains npon the llarrel of the gun. That it is reasonably possible to accomplish this becomes evident when we consider the manner in which the
powder exerts its press11re within the ordinary gun.
The light line on the pressure diag.ram, berewHh, ancl the dotted line, are reduced
copies of two of the curves reported by the English board of experimenter~ on explosives, iu their preliminary report, <hte1l Febrnary 5, 1~70. The heavy line represents the diagram which may be expected from the gun herein brought to your attention.
'l'he light Jine was formed by firing 32 pounds of "rifled large-grain" powder in au
8-inch gnu, behind a shot weighing 1130 ponnus.
The dotted line was formed IJy firing :{5 pounds of "pebble No.5" powder with the
same gun and shot. It <lifl'ers from the other only lly the increased size of the grain~,
the SJ1ecification of its manufacture requiring that it shall cousist of the lumps which
are retaiued between sie;vcs of i and t inch mesh, respectively; the e'lfect in the gun
being to prolong the time reqni1·ed to bnrn it, sufficiently to permit the shot to move
forward aml slowly enlarge the space, so that by the time it is all llnrned, the fact of
filliug of the large space r~snlts in a less pressnro than wotlhl have lJeen exerted if it
had filled only the space occupied before the shot began to move; while the charge of
powder l)cing greater, the mean pressure along the bore, representing the useful force
exerted upon the shot, is also greater.
The 1·e ·nlting improvement is in tbe same direction as that proposed by Mr. Lyman,
but is decideuly inferior, as is shown by the following table:
Iuitial
Mean
or bursting m· nseful
pressure.
pressure.

Potcnd.Y.
G6, 750

:34, 501J
30,000

PouncJs.
12, 000
14. 400
20, 600

It is proposecl to employ" mammoth" powder in the br<>ech-charge of tho gun proposed, thil:! being quite l:dlllil:tr ~0 tlw English "pebble," uiiferiug Ollly in having sowew hat larger gmi n~.
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In guns of this caliber (12-inch) it will, perhaps, be afl well to use "mammoth" powder in the pockets; but in smaller guns, such as a 100-pounder, the shot would leave the
muzzle before the powder in the fourth pocket was all burned; and, in every case, the
small-grain powder may be used with propriety in the pockets, because the uecessar_y
space to prevent excessive pressures is already provided as the charge in each IS
ignited.
•
In estimating the initial velocity of the shot to be expected from a gun of this kin?,
it is evident that the ordinary empirical rules applied to the single-charge gun w1ll
not suffice.
Sir Howard Dong1as, in his work on Naval Gunnery, page 43, gives a formula deduced
from one by Doctor Hutton, which is approximately correct for a single-charge gun·
It, however, contains au error which becomes important when it is applied to the
multicharge gun. I have corrected this, and modified the terms to correspond with the
professional language of the day, and the eq nations become2 gh

1·2

7J.

rr p M log Xi

•

Where V =velocit~T of the shot in feet per second;
g= velocity due to gravity;
h = diRtance which the shot moves along the bore, in feet;
.
2
1' rr=area, of the bore in square inches= 107;
p =initial pressure exerted l>y the powder, in ponnds per square inch;
M =modulus of the logarithm of ratio of expansion of powd~r after combustion;
A.= space into which powder expands in terms of the length of the bore, in
feet;
A'= space occupied by powder before it expands and when exciting pressure p;
W =weight of the shot.
The error referred to is that/, is taken to equal not only the space into which the
powder expn.nds, l>nt also the di. tance whi0h the shot moves alo ug the bore. The
error in the ordinary gnn is simply that the shot moves a lesfl distance by the length
of the cartridge, and, with the single small charge of the smooth-bore gun, this is not
very important; 1mt when it comes to the greab charges of the multicharge gun it
wonld give the velocity considerably too high.
The value of M is enoneonsly given also, n,s it assumes that powder expands in the
gun iu accordance with Marriotte's law-tilat is, that the curve of expansion is a parabolic one, whereas it is a diabatic, and I havo taken the valne of M f'rom Rodma,n's
experiments, (see his report, p. 206.) These are not snfficieutly extended to give its
value with nico accuracy, but we know that it is less than 2.:3, (the value given b_y
Hutton,) and more tha,u Ul7. As will be seen in the following table,I have assumed 1t
to be 2 in each case. It is prob~tble that this is too sma,ll in at least three of the cases,
but cannot be matedally so.
The value. of the elements of the formula for the various charges arc given in the
following tal>le:

Powder, pounds.

h

------,----~---·1--

Brrech . ... .. . .
:First J)()(:kf't..Hc<·nntl po<' kr·t
Th in\ pflck r.t ..
:Fourth pock t .

CO 1 11.47
75
11. 41
75
11. 47
i5
l I. -l7
7j
11 . .J7

Tolal.. ... . , 3GO

3
2
2
2
l:J. 5

.,..,

p

-

-

.,..
M log.,..,
:M p

~-1

..,..,

v

v

Point to At each
point.
point .

- --- -----

30, 000
:10, ono
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It i!! no'"· ixteen yc•:tr~ sinee :.rr. Lyman commencecl t make experim nts to test the
merits of his in\'c:ntion, aud havc: it hnHwht into n: .
It i prolmh1e t~utt, if Iw h:ul kllOWll IH~w rnnch care ancl ·kill were reCJnirerl to p~·o
dnce tlu: mo ... Lor1l111ary gnn a.n<t llave it surc·1y good and reliable, be would ha,rdly, w1th
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his limited knowledge of the 1:mbject, have attempted so radical a change in the mechanical st.r ucture as is required to practically apply his invention to large guns. Having no
conception, however, of the magnitude of llis undertaking, he not only provided for several charO"es to be successively ignited in the rear of a single sllot, but he also rifled his
Deficient in mechanical knowledge of every
gunf\ ancf made them breech-loaders.
kind, and especially so of that which relates to ordnance, it is not surprising that his
O'Uns violated every rule of proportion, were expensive to make, inconvenient to use,
~nd exceedingly uncouth in appearance. Added to this be had trouble with h}s projectiles, as did every other promotor of rifled guns. He and his friend, Mr. Haskell,
who has labored with him from the first, have, however, persevered whenever they
could raise the means to pro:secute their experiments. One aft;er another of the innumerable difficulties with which they have bad to contend have disappeared, until at
this moment they have a six-inch gun at Reading, Pennsylvania, ready for trial, wu,iting only for the means to pay the expenses of firing it. ·w hen it was tried two years
ago, the wad pl'oved defective as a gas-check, and the pockets toward the muz~le were
subject to excessive pressures while shut off from communication with the lJore, and
the velocities expected from the shot were not obtained, (see report of Captain Prince
to Bureau of Ordnance, August 8, 1870.) New wads being prepa.red, it was again tried
one year ago, and the breech-loading mechanism was blown otf. This has now been
remedied by the application of a newly-devised arrangement.
Mr. Lyman and his friend Ha.skell have never lost faith in the final success of this
principle, because, whenever matters did go off without mishap, they always obtained
evidenced of velocity which fully met their expectations. I will state one instance
only, as I have it in a copy of au official report made 1Jy Lieutenant-ComnHmder M.P.
Jones, United States Navy, at the ·washington navy-yard, December 18, Hl63.
The gun >vas of 2t inches caliber, and bad three pockets. The shot was hard s·t eel,
coated with brass, sharp-pointed bead, flat rear, and weighed 19-i pounds. The ch~trges
wert~:

Breech, i pound cannon-powder.
First pocket, 1! pounds cannon-powder.
Second pocket, 2 pounds cannon-powder.
Third pocket, 2-1- ponnds cannon-powder.
Total, 6! pounds cannon-powder.
Elevation of the gnu 0° 15'.
Pired at target distant 200 yards. Targ-et made of one 5-inch plate of iron, backed
by 18 inches of solid oak. · Shot struck the target, passing through the plate and timber, ma~ing a hole of about its own diameter, and fell in the water about 100 yards
beyond the target. Such a result requires no comment.
OF TilE RIFLING.

In order that u,n elongated projectile, .fired from a cannon, may follow accurately the
liuo of aim, it is necessary that it shonlcl revolve arouud its longitudinal center of
gravity. To accomplish this, the rifling of the gnn mnst engage the shot lJodily, as in
the Armstrong and Whitworth guns. Fitting a disk at the rear, aud leaving the bead
of the shot to wabble about, can never give unifonuly good results, as the great number of devices of that character brought forward and used in our recent war fully
proved.
.
Of the two guns above named, that of Armstrong r eq uires an expensively-made
shot, which, from the moment of its manufacture until it is fired from tho gun, must
be guarded from injury with the greatest care. This is a highly objectionable feature,
greatly detrimental to its usefulness in actual service.
The shot of Whitworth, on the contrary, may be of the simplest casting, like the
rouud shot used in the smooth-bore; and l1aving windage, it may get rusty or bruised
in the vicissitudes of careless transportation ;.nd storage without t;pecial interference
with its efficiency as a shot.
In a gun like t.be one proposed, where it is necessary that there shaH be a gas-check
between the breech and pocket charges until all the pockets are passed, this can be
provided by using a wad, which is a. umch chearer and more convcuient metholl than
fitting tbe shot to 'Close the windage.
Whitworth's system ofri.Uiug is, however, very defective when considered in relu,tion
to the gun.
When a smooth-bore gun is fired, the entire periphery of metal around the bore is
expanded with the str.tin. Tho circumference is not only enlarged in every part, but
each particle of metal has been moved radially awa.y from the center. In the smoothbore, thi movement being uniform throughout the circnmfenmce, there is no disturbanco in the relations betwern the particles, an<l tbe metal rcsh;ts the strain under
tho most. favomhle po sible circumstauccs. When, however, tho gun is ritled, in auy
manner wb:ttever, this uniformity of train anrl movement among the particles is
destroyed, fLlHl unless the bottoms of t}:w riflings arc ufficiently extended circurnfer-
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entia11y to allow of some flexibility, the metal is strained to great disadvantage at the
junction b etween the riflings and the lauds, and will rupture with comparatively small
straiDs. In the Whitworth system, the bottoms of the. riflings (at the angles o~ the
hexagon) are very narrow, resembling the notch which mechanics are in the habit of
cuttil1g in a bar preparatory to easily breaking it.
To obtain, then, the advantages which the Whitworth system confers upon the shot,
and avoid its weakening effects upon the gtm, it is necessary to have at least three
inclined surfaces to bear upon the p eriphery of the body of the shot, forcing it to the
center and causing lt to revolve around its owu longitudinal center of gravity, (three
being the ]east number which will accomplish this,) ::mel at the same time to make the
bottoms of the riflingR, between these iuclined surfaces, carefully circumferential, and
as extensive as possible. ·
By referring to the accompanying drawing of the gun I propose, an examination of
the full- size section .of the bore will show the form to which these considerations
lead. The metal at the bottom of the riflings has so m tch circnmferentia,l length, and
runs into the lands by curves of such large radius, (one-third the radius of bore,) that,
when under strain and enlargement, the particles adjnst themselves easily to t.h eir new
position, and, consequently, withstand the strain with the same strength as in the
swooth-l.lore gnu.
It 'Yill thm; be perceived that the added force necessary to give high velocity to an
elongated shot, bemg applied without adding to the strain upon the gun, and the riflin_g
lleing of such a character that the gun is not weakened by it, cast iron is used for this
wi th the same propriety as for tile ordinary smooth-bore.
Tile shot is cast with grooves corresponding with the lands of the rifling, and requires no tool-tiuil:!hing. As it has been fonnd that chilled cas t irou will penetrate armor-plates as well as steel, the adoption of this system carries us back to t,he economy
of lll:tUnfact ure, transportation, an1l storage of the old-fashioned ronnel shot.
'l'lte 6-inch gnu, to which reference ilas l.leen made as now ready for trial at Reading,
Penm;ylvania, is rifled in this manner. It has been fired thirteen times, and the wearing-snrfuces of the lan<1s, though commencing to polish, still show the tool-marks, the
polishing beiug due to the sand in the oarelessly-c~aned grooves of the shot.
OF TIIE

BREECH-LOADL.~G

ARRANGEMENT.

The hrcech-lo~uling fl,rrangemeuts which have heretofore been applieil to cannon
hav geurral ly h;tcl Homething to l)e removed to get the gnn open, or something to get
cemeutecl with the debris of the burned powder so as to permanently close the gnu, or
at lea'!t c:wse dela.y and tronhle.
In the anangement il.pplied to the gnn proposed these objoctionab1e featnres do not
appear. Leakage of gas is entirely pre,Tented by the angled ring of copper r:;ccure(l to
the ltreech-Ill np;. (Sec drawing.) Th e fact that it iH h ea.tc·cl at tue sa me ti inc that it is
prcs~e<l out to thr periphery of the l.lore makes it loose when it is dcHired to move it,
lwcause it l'ontract~ as it cools agaiu and il:l quite loose. I state these facts as from my
own personal cxpenence.
\Vith tllis 1lc\pmH1ence for a gas-check it is not necessa.ry to screw the plng tight
a~ain-;t anything; anrl it wil] b e ob5enroc1 tll<tt. the home position of the breeeh-cap is
cletenuiued l1y a Atop-holt, on its forwanl end, coming in contact with a boss cast lJ.pon
tlH· grlll . Tho hreech-scrcw is therefore always loose an<l free to be movecl.
The hrcPch-p1ng is a pendnlnm suspcnr1ccl to a bolt near the periphery of the breechcap_; ancl UH1 whole is so arraugecl that if, from the posif ion shown in the cl•.rawing,
wlnch slJO\YI'l tlw hrerch clm,ed, the cap iH nnl'lcrcwe<lnutil the bolt is vrrtiru~ly over
the <:Pntl~r line of hore, the fa<·c of 1.bc plng will have bPcn withclrawnlongitndinally
from tlre ])on• alH1 free to swing to thP.left in the rear of the gun as the cap Hi continued
t? he tllJ~c~J·e,~·c•cl. A rt>c·e~:~ · is providPcl within the cap to permit the plng to sw incr eutnely Hway irom the bore, a stop-holt COiling in contact with the bm;~ on the guu prcYenting any furtlwr movement.
Th1• center of the cap being bored to corresr>oml with the gun, there is free acce. s
at onr·c~.
An i1~ ·1wc:tinn o~ the_ drawing will show that I have provid t1 holes c. tending fr?m
the pr·npht'l".\' racl1ally mto the eap. These~ arc for tlJO insertion of iron hars by wh1ch
1hP ~'ap nwy lm turn
\Vith the use of bars thr e feet lollg, four men willrc:atlily
~->c:rew anclnn .r:rPw it.
Tlw cap: of tit· pnr:k~t-loarling 1J01Ps a.re arrangecl in the same manner, xccpt that,
a tlw ll' nclt~lnm · are 11~ nc:nly horir.ontal pn:itions, thc·.r arn thro\\'ll to ouP . ich!, at
the prnpt r_ tntH'. ~~y c·otnm~ m C'ontac·t with Htop~ projcctlllg up from the gnn, iu . tu:ul
of l1y granty, a 111 lhe hn;eclJ-arrangcJucut.
·

·u.
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~l1all be material enough to meet with certainty aml safety all the strains upon it during its nse and uo more.
\Vllen the material is of such a chamcter that its strength in the nsPd strnctnre may
diff1~r widely from the specimens tested, or when the strains are not known with certainLy, thenla.rge co-efficients of safety are employed; but where the matPrial ma.y be
relied upon to differ but slightly in its teuacity from that [~ttribated to it, and where
the strains to be brought are also known to be within very narrow limits, the coefticiCltt of safety is reduced accordingly. In the case of guns made of cast h·on, our
ordnance officers have brought into practice a system of careful selection aml mixtnre
of ores, and a uniformity aud care in founding, that not only resnlt in a metal of remarlmule tenacity, bat also in a uniformity and reliability una.ttainablc, thns far, -with
wrongbt iron or steel.
Indeed, cast-iron guns, as now made in this couutry, may undoubtedly be relied
upon to withstand a strain which may be named, 'vith more propriety than almost
any other engineering structure.
In addition to this, the use of the large-grain powder and the pressure-indicator,
enables us to fix the strain to be bronght to almost an exact amount. There is no
reason, therefore, why the co-cfiicieut of safety should not be reduced to a rniuinnun,
the more especially as the great weight which the gun will even then haYe is a serious
dra.wuack to its usefulness.
.
I am aware that weight has been regarded as necessary in a gun, to enable it to
recoil stea,dil.y when tired, and to not recoil too far. With a gun, however, which is to
t hrow a, 600-pound shot, at a velocity of 2,~50 feet per second, no practicable amonnt of
dead weight in the gun is going to accomplish this end. Dependeuce mnst be placed
upon other means entirely to accomplirsh this; and therefore the a.mount of metal
proYi<lcd must be in aeconlaucc with conrsiderations of strength alone.
In Rodman's report of his cxperhw·m ts, page 192, he states that open-ended cylinders,
having a thickness of thrce-fomtbs the c~~liuer, and a tenacity in the testing-machiue
of ;.!6,1'66 pon11ds per square inch of section of the metal, were burst with a pressure of
G:3,:~tl4 pounds per square inch.
Thel'e being no difllcnlty in securing eqnal tenacity in every part of the gnn prolJOI>led, it ma.y be sa.fcly assumed that it would require that pressure per square inch to
unrst it, with a thickness of metal eqmtl to three-fourths the caliber, [tnd as we are
11ever to exceed 30,000 pounds per square inch, we have, with that thickness, under the
circumstances, a sufficient margiu for ausolnte safety. I have, therefore, adopted it in
the design presented, an<l have proportioued tbe pockets and their n.ttachment to the
barrel so that they will have equal strength. At the breech I have anauged for the
insertion of the plng :3 inches; and for one caliber in length I have a.cMccl one iuch to
tl1e thickness of the !Janel, beside the thread of tbe breech-screw, in order that the end
might be as st.rong as other llltrt~ of the barrel. These precautions prouably add
strength enough to render 75,000 pounds per sqnare inch necessary to burst the g~un.
Tho cylinders umst uy H.odman were of uniform diameter on the outside, and the
pressure within was exerted quite the whole length of the bore.

OF THE LENGTII 01? Tim GUN.

The remaining propelling force npon the shot on its arriva.l at the muzzle is so mnch
greater in the multicharge than in the ordiuary single-charge gnu, (see pressure diagrnm<;,) th<tt, to get. t.ltn full n<lvantage of the system, there sHould be a considerable
increase in the length; aud, as it is a breech-loader, this can be done without causing
inconvenience in loadiug.
I Lave, therefore, made the gun sqmcwhat larger tha.n i.be usnal proportion ''"hich
has been given to guns of this large caliber; bnt I wonl(l draw ftttention to tbe fact
tha-t, formerly, wheu the serious work was performed by guns of small calih0r, "·hich
could sustain ccHnparativet.v heavy charges, they were made as many calibers long as
this il:!, aud that, as the caliber increasrd, the proportionate charge lwcl t.o be ndncccl,
or the guns wonld hnrRt; ;mel the length of the gun!:! 'vas re(lncecl accordingly, there
heing 110 lllwfnl effect obtained by cxpaudtug the powder l>cyoJ1(l a. certain m1mll(~l' of
}JrimeH. B: the adoption of tlH~ mnlticharge sy!:!tem '"e confer npon the large ealibC'rs
t~e power(, <~mploy large chargl's of powder, ancl, natnra1ly, we should give a pmportwnatc• lc·ng h. H.eganl for c·mJveuieuce in use h<1s, however, prevented me from giving
the fulllcng h demanded bJ' the ·e couRiderations.
OF TTm COHT Ol<' THE GGX.

Fr~m lll,\-

t'.·l'Pl'iencc in snperinte1Hling the f·onHtrnction of the fi-inch gun now nt
Readmg; l fc• ·l satil:!tiC'd tl1at I can fnmish tlll·st~ gnns for !10 ct'nts per pound, of tl1e
1inik~H'.cl wt'igl t., and that I can fltl'Lli~SIJ a l:!ingle gun for trial for 75 cents per pouucl, of
the finu;hed wl·tght.
I am, very respectfully, yonr obedient servant,

ALBAN C. S1TMEH.S.

Co1onf•1 R. II. K. Wmn:r.EY, U. , . A.,
Pre11ident of Board for Selection of Jioclcl.s for E.rpe1·im.ent.s in Heavy Orduance.
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No. 64.]

141 CENTRE STREET, NEW YORK,
J1ily 26, 1872.
SIR: Referring to my letter to you of the 19th instant, and to the conversations I have
had with yonr board on that dat.e and yesterday, I would respectfully state that, if the
board are disposed to recommend the trial of the multiicbarge gun, but consider that
three-fonrtl1s the caliber does not furnish sufficient strength to that part of the bancl
subjected to the maximum strain, I am prepared to build a gun upon the design represented by the drawing accompanying my former letter, with a quarter caliber added
to the thickness of all parts which receive the maximum strain, tapering from tbet1ce
to the diameter of muzzle represented (21 inches,) the chase remaining as in the drawing submitted, in the form of the frustum of a cone. This change will, of course, add
to the diameter and \\eight of the breech-cap. This will increase tlte weight of the gun
from 25 tons, as given, to 39.
I estimate the cost of the experimental gun, made in this way, at 60 ccntR per pound,
and of situilar guns in the futnre-if a number are made-at 40 cents per pound.
It is proper to state that 1 am prepared to enter into contract with the Department
to make the experimental gun at the prices named, and give the necessary sureties,
submitting to such regulations and inspection as it ma,y bo deemed proper b~- the Department to stipulate, with the understanding that the contract will, in the case of the
trial gun, be completed before the gun is removed from the fonnder.v for trial.
In expressing ruy willingness to furnish a gun heavier than was originally proposed,
I beg leave, very respectfully, to oiler the opinion that the present facilities for determining the pressures exerted within the gun, taken in connection with the reliability of cast-iron guns, as now produced ill this country, render it feasible to test th e
excellence of the multicharge priuciple with the lighter gun proposed. It has form eel
no part of my progratnrue, as I intimated in my former letter, to lolLd tho gnu at once
with the full charges stated, lmt to employ small charges at first, aud gradually iucrease them until tbe desired pressures are obtainell. If, during the progress of such
experiments, the gun gives indications of distress before the pressnreB contemplate1l
arc reached, further experiments can be continued with chttrges which will give safe
pressures, and the value of this principle, as applied to ordnance, can be jndged by intelligent. officers as fully as if the guu possessed the necessary strength for the charges
coutemplated; snbscquent guns could theu be made as much heavier as should be 111dicated by the experiinent.
On the other hand, if the exper"imental gnn is made with the increased weight, it il'!
probable that the guns of the fnture will be made correspondingly heavy, whether
necessarily so or not, and the full benefit of the adoption of this pl'inciple, in case the
added weight is superfluous, will not be obtaiued; tho cardinal advantages exp?ctc<l
from this invention being, that great resnlts shall be secured with a small oxpcnd1tnn·.
The foregoing arc, however, simply my own indiviuual opinions, and I beg leaY~ to
assure yon that I shall bow with perfect cheerfulness to auy deeisiou upon the subJect
which the combined wi dom of yonr board may make, the more l)articnlarly .a. ~'o n
all have fadliticB for correctly informing yourselves upon these matters wluch are
Ol'diuarily ont of the reach of civilians.
I arn, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

ALBAN C. STIMERS.
Colonel R. H. K. WIIITJ•]LEY, U. S. A.,
P1·csiclent of Boa1·d of Selection of Moclel.s for Experiments in Heavy 01'dnance.

II. 1<'.

:\IA~~.

No.1.]
PITT"'BUHGH, PENNSYLVANIA, J11ly 5, 1~i~ .
• m: I han· this clay rc•c('i vccl fro Ill t]l() Orduance D<·partmeut a printed copy of tbe
Alljutnnt-GP.nc•r;.ll's Genc~ral Onl ' r No. ra, dat<•d .]nn e 2 , 1 72, infonning me of thf' aplHli ut nwnt hy or<lPt' of tl1e ~~·crl'tary of \Var, of a board of oflle<·rs to meet iu the city of
1·<·w York on the 10th il!stant, '·for the pnrpo;;c of examining ·nch model of heavy
01 clna JH·c~ a. may lw Jll'C'. I'll tc·cl to it, allCl of 11Psig-ua.ti ng and rPportiug to t h · Chief oi'
0Jtluance. uc·h 111nflp]..; a:-; may he~ Hf'll'etcrl for f•xpcriuteiJtB nuder the " " " pro,.i ion of f}H: :tC•f of 'cmgl'<'li. appt'CJV('(l ,Jntt • () 1 ]14/;l."
f flr· ire to. pn•. <•Jtf pJau _aucl spN·ifitaticms of Ill)' 1\yHtem of hn•f'C' h-Joacling rifJ<•cl
mclnattr·r·, of Jar~e <·ahiH'r, for tho cou.·iclc·rntiml of tlH! hnarcl hnt will not he :tl1ll' to
}ll'f•Jt:ll•' .'wit pl:m. awl Jll'f'ific·ations in timo for· prP~Pntatiml ou thc• <1<lY nanH·Il for
th.' 11li'PIIIlg' oftht•ltoar~l,. flu: lOth in,.tant. I shall ht : gl:ul of an opport11nit,r to .nhn.ut n.d1 plan a11<l l",'c;ilwatJoll a .. 0011 a. J c:a11 ]ll'P)lart· 1lH~llJ 1-.honl<l the lwanl l'OIJ·
111111 111 .e· 1 ll. ot' al1oul111e :111 oppoJ·tnuit~· to do ~;o nt an :uljottl'llt.:lllllc:l'tiug.
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I shall be thankful for any information in regard to the meeting of the board, and if
favored will promise my best etforts to make the matter interesting.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

H.

F. MANN.

General R. H. K. WHITELEY, President of Ordnance Board.
Care Colonel Silas C1·ispin, U. S. A . ..dgency, co1'tu~1· Houston and G1·eene sts., New York.

L. B. No.1.]

ARMY BUILDING,

Cornm· Hanston and G1·eene Streets, New Yo1·k, July 10, 1872.
SIR: I am directed by the board on heavy ordnance to acknowledge the receipt of
your letter of the 5th instant, and to state in reply that the board is now ready to receive from you, either by letter or in person, any communication you may be pleased to
make respecting yom plan for the construction of heavy guns.
Respectfully, eir, yonr obedient servant,
C. E. DUTTON,
First Lieutenant Ordna1we, U. S. A., Recm·dm'.

H. F.

MANN,

Esq.,

Pittsburgh, Pennsylmnia.

No. 50.]

PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA,

July 20, 1872.

Sm: Having been absent from home some days, I find your favor of the lOth instant
on my return.
·
If the board on heavy ordnance will be pleased to name a day on which they will
hear me upon the subject of heavy breech-loading guns, I shall be pleased to meet
them in person.
Very respectfully, &c.,
Lieutenant C. E. DUTTON,
Rec01·der, Contm· Houston and G1·eene st1·eets, New Y01·k.

L. B. No. 36.]

H. F.

MANN.

YORK,
July 23, 1872.
Sm: Your letter of the 19th instant is received. In reply I am directed to state
that yonr presence is optional, but slwnld you choose to appear it would be Letter to
do so immediately.
Very r·espectfully, sir, your obedient sEJrvant,
C. E. DUTTON,
Fli1·st Lieutenant Ordnance.
H. F. MANN, Esq.,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
AHMY BUILDING, NEW

ARMY BuiLDLL~G, NEw

YonK,
July 26, 1872.
Sm: I am directed to inform you that the board on J1eavy cannon has adjourned to
August 7, proximo, uy which date it is expected that all matter for its action will be
before it.
Very respectfully, sir,
C. E. DUTTON,
First Lieutenant Ordnance, Recorder ..
H. F. MANN, Esq.
L.B.No.41.]

No. GG.]

PITTSBURGIJ, PE~'N YLV.ANIA,

Jttl.11 30, 1872.

rr:: Rcfenin~ to my pPrRonnl intNview on the 26th instant witlt the" board on
hea \'Y onln::wc·c," in relation to furni~:ohing a heavy breech-loading rifled gnu con-
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structecl upon my system of brel\ch-Joacling, I wo11lcl submit the follo"·ing as the basis
of my proposition, not having bad the time necessary since the receipt of a notice of
)'Onr meeting to prepare fnU and complete drawings and specifications.
I would propose to make tL l2·inch breech-loading rifled gnn for the Ordnance Department for the purposes contemplated in the act of Congress approved June G, 1872,
providing "for experiments and tests of hea Yy rifled ordnance."
The brecch-loafling arrangements of this gun wonld be snbstantially the same as the
3-inch cast-steel breech-loading rifled field-gnu and the 8-inch breech-loading rifle heretofore submitted to the Ordnance Department, and also as shown in the model herewith submitted.
I would not propose to nse in the conRtruction of this gun a.ny untried metal, bnt
would make the barrel of the best cast-iron gnn-met.al, cast npon the Rodman principle; the sicle·links, breech-trausorn, and smaller parts of the breech-loading arrang('ments of the best forged wrought iron, the breech-block of cast iron, and the screw of
the best cast steel.
For the g-as-checks I would usA a compoRit,ion similar to that used for the sab~ts
upon tlw "Taylor-Dyer" rifle-projectiles, unless papie1· rnache or some other matenal
shon1d be found by experiment to be more s11 i table for the purpose; but from the
nature of the first-named composition, and the fact that gas-checks made of it could
l.Je, after usc, easily recast, I am of the opinion that it would be preferable.
The principal dimensions of tlle gun wonlcl be about as follows: length of bore, 20
feet; maximum diameter, 42 inches; minilllnm diameter, 22 inches. The size of the
«lifferent parts of the breech-loa(1ing anangernents wonld be made upon a basis of
st.rength of metal sufficient to resist a powder-pressure in the bore of the guu of
100,000 ponnds per square inch.
The rifling wou lcl be of a uniform twist, making one turn in 80 feet; the grooves ancl
lands of about equal 'vidths, the groo,,es having rounded corners, and to IJe about
two-tenths of one inch deep.
I would propose, as a proper cllarge for this gun, 100 pounds of perforated cake or
m ammoth-graiucd powtler and a projectile of 47G pouutls weight; also, should it be
desirable to fire from the same gnn a ronml solid sbvt or shell at very high velocity, I
would usc a. charge of 125 pouDlls of powder.
I wonld furnish the above-proposed gnn, delivered at the place where made, for the
sum of twenty-five thousand dollars, ($:!5,000,) one-half to be paid upon the execution
of the contract and the balance when rl1e gnn shall have been fired ten proof:.roun«ls
with the above-named eha,rges of powder au(l weight of projectiles; provided that upon
the execution of the eoutract, and before 1lw J>ayment of said one-half tho price I Rhnll
furnish snfilcient llo1H.1, with surety to the amount of saiu one-half payment, for the
faithful execution of the contract.
With regard to the principle npo11 which my syRtem of breech-loading is foundcc~,
the board wm please bear iu miutl tlutt it is snch as to afford the lllost perfect nmformity llll(l Pf)Uality in the distrHmtion of metal about the scat of the charge, and in
all of its parts; that there is no contact, of thP screw and breech-Joacliug anaugetneJJts
with the charge; that no heat from the charge cau be communicated to tbe~;c parts,
exct>pt through the solid hreeeh-hlock, and that the vent beiug placed in this block,
there can he no unef1na,l expansion or contnictiou of metal in tlle gnn, and I respectfully snbmit that, tbe pn•ssuro per sqnarc iucll in the bore heing given, the required
Hizc and strength of the breecb-loadiug parts, to rc~sist that pressnre, can be aH certainly detenniJJC(l as can be tlle parts of a steam-engine or other mechanical structure.
Very respectfully, your obedient servaut,
II. F. ::\1.~:\.NN.
General R.n. K. \VTUTELEY,
President of the Bow·cl on Ifeai'!J Ordnance,
Comer llOttl$lOn and Greene sli'Cei/$ 1 Xetc York.

[Tl'!Pgram.]

L. B .• 'o. GO.]

ArurY TicrU)L ·c, .rEw Yonr~,
.Jit[JII11l ):{,

1....12.

A. B. DYEH, Tra8hi11(JI011, ]). r.:
The ho:u·cl de. he rc·ltc>rtf; of trial of )!ann',., · -inch hret·eh-1oading ~m.
R. H. 1C. WlflTELI·:r.
Colonel of Ordtl(mcr, P1'Csidl!nf Board I/r·ai'!J Ordnm1cr.

rf'O(•ral
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ORDNANCE OFFICE, wAR DEP.-\.R.Tl\1KKT,
Washington, D. C., August 13, 1872.
Sm : In compliance with request contained in your telegram of this date, please find
inclosed copy of a report of trial with Ma,nn's ~-inch breech-loading gun.
Respectfully, your obedient servaut.
By order of Cb.ief of Ordnance.
S. C. LYFORD,
Captain of 01·dnance, P1·incipal As.sistant.
Colonel R. H. K. WHITEI.lW,
President of Board on Heavy Ordnance,
Corner Houston and G1·eene streets, New York City, New Ym·k.
No. 90.]

[Inclosure.]

FORT MONROE ARSENAL, VIRGThTJA,
May 1, 1865.
SIR: I have the honor to report that, in obedience to your instructions, I have fired
the ureech-loading gnu of Mr. Ma.uu's invention, vvith the projectilljs furuished by hhu,
and transmit berewith a target-record" of fire, giviug in detail the results obtained . As
a drawing of this gun and the projectiles tired from it ha~ been furnished you by Mr.
Mann, no description of either is necessary in this report.
The number of projectiles fired was hardly sufficient to test the merits of the gun.
The main points which could be decidf'd by thi~ firing were the range and velocity,
with a given charge and pressure, as compared with otber guns of the same caliber,
and wbetber the device for closing the breecb could be worked with facility, anu performed properly its office.
All the information obtained with regard to the first point is given you in the targetrecord.
With regard to the second, I would state tha.t the breec~ was opened after firing, the
gun loaded, and the breech closed without difficulty, and in about the same t.ime and
with the same number of men as woul<l be required to load a muzzle-loading gun of
the same caliber. Although ~~Ls escaped fre ely ::Lt the breech, the consequent ,fouli ng
of t.he parts did not interfere at all with workmg them freely, aud would not, I think,
even should the gun be fired continuom;ly and r~Lpiclly. In firiug the gun, gas-ch(:\cks
were used, with a view of preventing tho escape of gas at the breech. At tl1e first fire,
one of copper was used, and Heemecl to prevent all escape. The same gas-check was
nsed at the second and at the laHt eleven tire~, but failed altogether to prevent the
escape. At the other seven tires, gas-checks of cast aud malleable iron were used.
These were broken at the discharge, and of course failed to perform their office.
A great defect in tl1e gnn is its preponderance of nearl,y one thousand pounds, which
interferes materially with rapid maneuvers. I do not see, however, that this is at all
necessary, and if other gnus shonJd be made, I presume the axis of trunnion might be
t hrown nearer the center of gmvity. It is also questionable, I think, whetber the
grooves of the gun bave a snfficicut twist, vi~., one turn in 80 feet. Most of the projectiles Hred took the rifle motion well, but they were shorter and lighter than those
usually fired from gnns of this caliber. Their length was 13 inches and weight
118 pounds. An examination of the table of fire will show that the results obtained
cornpare favorably, so far as range and velocity with a given charge and pressure are
considered, with t.he results obtained with other gnus.
At the close of the firing, tbe bore of tbe gun \vas carefully examined, and showed
no signs of h~Lving been in any way injnred.
.
I would respectflllly suggest that the firing be continued to test the endurance of the

gun.
Respectfully, your obedient servant,
THEO. EDSON,
Captain of Ordnance, Commanding.
Brigadier-General A. B. DYErt,
Chief of Ordnance, Wa.~hington, D. C.

No. 89.]
PITTSBURGIT, PENNSYLVANIA, August 13, 1872.
General R. H. K. WIIITRLEY,
·
Pre1:1iclent Board of Heavy 0/'clnance, Army Bnilding, come/' Houston and G1·eene st1·eets:
If the board will permit me, I will appear and make further representations with
regard to IllY 12-iuch breech-loading rille gun, on Saturday or Monday next.
H. F. MANN,
Ca1·e Jones S· Laughlin.
* The detailed targct.reoord of firiug is oJUittcd ft·om pnl>lioation.
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L. B. No. 55.]

H. F.

ARMY BUILDING,

NEW Yonrr, .Angust 13, 1872.

MANN,

Ca1·e Jones g· Laughlin, Pittsbtwgk, Pennsylvania :
The board will be ready to hear you next Monday at 12 o'clock.
C. E. DUTTON, Recorder.

E. R. M'CABE.

No. 71.]

LEIGIITON, MAHASKA COUNTY, IOWA,

July 24, 1872.
SIR: Your favor of the 19th instant is only just received.
Herewith I send my patent, which contains the required specifications and drawings, which you will please present to the board. I could not get a copy made hm·e
as it ought to be.
I would be anxious to know if the board conld make a requisition on the PatentOffice for a loan of the model of my gun, as I feel, what may seem somewhat complicated in a drawing would be found, on an inspection of the model, to be in rea lity
quite simple.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
E. R. McCABE, M. D.
C.

E.

DUTTON,

Fi1·st Lietttenant, Ordnance Department.
[Inclosure.]

Edward R. McCabe's impro'\1\'lment in breech-loading ordnance, patented May 27, 1862,
No. 35380.
Be it known that I, Edward R. McCabe, of Rochester, in the county of Mahaska,
all(l State of Iowa, have invented certain new and usefnl improvements in breechloading ordnance, and I do hereby declare that the following is a full, clear, and exact description of the same, reference being bad to the accompanyiug drawings forming part of tuis specification, in which Fig. 1 is a side view of the breech part of a
cannon constructed according to my invent.iou; Fig. 2 is a longitudinal central vertical section of the same; Fig. 3 is a transverse section of the same taken immecliatcly in front of and looking toward tlH~ hreecb.
'imilar letters of reference iu(lica.te corresponding parts in the several figures.
The principal object of my invention is to obtain a gnn in which gnu-cotton may he
nsed, and which will therefore be pa.rticnlarly serviceable iu casema,tes and between
tho decks of ships, at~ the use of gun-cott.on, owing to the litt.le smoke produced, docs
not produce in the men working the gnn in a confined place the choking thirst, smothering sensation, or blindness caused by using gnnpowder. Owing to the danger of
loading at the muzzle with gnu-cotton, I employ the breech-loading system, aud my
irnprovelllents are more particularly directed to the strengthening of t,he breech and
its connections, a.nd the surrounding parts, to prodnce a breech-loading gun of the
n'qnisite strength.
The first improvemC'nt consist. in fitting the chamber of a hrcech-lo~uling cannon
' ith a stout tube of steel or other tenacious nH'tal, which I call an iutemal re-enfor ·e,
the inter;or of which is nmvh smaller thrm the caliber of tho gnn, ancl the length of
which is sufficient to enable it to contain the charge, the object of the said tube l.Jeing
hoth to streugtlwu th e guu and to reclnc<· tho arnonnt of the ~tr<'a of the breech that
iH PXposNl to the force of the explosion. The second improvement consiHtH in n. no,·el
morle of locldng au<l tighh'lling np the hreech, whcrehy tbe joint hetwt·en it all(l the
dwmlH•r is mad vrry srcnre and clo. c. A third improvement consists in a 110\'el
prin1ing a111l firing apparatus.
"
To enahl · otlwr') skilled in the art to make and usc my invention, I will proccctl to
de. cril1e its ecmstrnctiou ancl operation.
The gun A "lw nlrl lw macle vc·ry stout at the hrecwh. It is borr<l right throngl~, n.n<l.
c·ountc·r-IJon·cl a littlf' larger for a .-;nt'fi<·ic•nt clistanc~ from the rear for the rPC<'ptwn n1
the intPrnal n·-c·nforc~<' B, which, whpn ins<·ttPrl a~ far as it will go, has its rear f'nrl flnsh
w ith the n·ar c•ttrl of the ~un, whir:h is t:H:c>rl pc'rfc·ctl~· trne an<l flat. anrl p<:l'[H'IHli<:~llnr
to th<' a.·i~ or thP hon'. Thc· illtl'rior of the 1'('-('llfOlC'I! B is e~ lindrieal, Hlld its ealll!t'l'
IIIH~' he ahont half of that of thP n·gnlar hor<• of the gun. Its front ('IHl may lw tlat,
or of o.thc:~· fonn , .a~·c:nnling to tlw 1cn·1n of tl11• projt•<·f i!P mwcl, tlw latt<'r lwing atT!ll.lg<·<l
r·J~, r: 111 Jmnt of tt, a· . howu i11 ontlinP in Fig.~. H ma<lt· of stec·l thi>< rr•-('J.IforC'e
~v tll :~<lcl ".PlY ~~~·atl~· to the .strPngth of tlH gnn. Tlw C'harge is to l>c in-;t•rt<:cllll t!w
mtc nor of tlH rc-eutorce H1 111 a cartridge of thin l!H.:ttll: auc.l. i intetHl ·d to tdlnp It

E, R ..M"-ff dADE}
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interior. Two or more of these re-enforces may l1e nHed and changed after one or more
discharges, to allow them to cool. 'fhe one in the gun is always withdrawn for loading-, as otherwise the projectile could not be inserted at the brPech.
The '''ithdrawal is effected hy au elastic booked fork, which may be compressed to
a1low it to pass throngh iu a forward direction far enough for the hooks to spring in
front of the re-enforce. By removing the re-enforce the gun is enabled to be used like
ordinary guns for gnnpowcler.
The breech is composod principally of two very stout plates or blocks, C D, of
metal, arranged. one behind t.he other, aud connected by screws a a., in such manner as
to permit them a slight movement toward and from each other. These screws are
merely to hold the two plates or blocks together. The front pbte or block C bas
screwed into it, or otherwise rigidJy attached to it, a socket., E, which passes through
the center of the plate or block D, surrounded by a hollow screw, G, which is screwed
through the latter plate or block from the rear. The plate or block C is attached at
the bottom by a hiuge-joint, b, to the bottom pa.rt. of the rear end of the gnn, so that
the breech may open by swinging backward and downward. To each side of the gun,
at a short distance from the rear end, there iH secured by a hinge-joint, j, one of two
doYetail cheek-pieces F F, of steel or wrought iron. These cheek-pieces have each
three dovetails, c, d, and e, two having the same direction, anu fitted to separate dovetail recesses in the corresponding side of the plates or blocks C and D, and the third,
e, fitted to a dovetail recess in the corresponding side of the portion of the gun in rear
of the hinge-joint f. This arrangement of thb dovetails of the cheek-pieces cames them
to lock the breech to the gun iudepenclcntly of the hinges j, which are only to attach
the cheek-pieces to the gun in l.'t snjtable manner to have them always in the proper
position. The screw G screws up against the front plate or block C, to set it np tight
against the rear end of the gun after the breech has been secured by the cheek-piece::;,
which have their dovetails, c d, 1itt.ed very easily into the plates or blocks C D. To
open tho breech, the screw G is first tnrnecl back about one-fonrth of a revolntioo, to
loosen the clJeek-pieces in the plates or blocks C D. The cheek-pieces are then swung
aside, and the brPech thns allowed to <lrop down. To close and lock the breech, it is first
raised up to the rear of the gun ; the cheek-pieces are then brought into the dovetail
cavities in its sides, and the screw G is t.hen screwed up tightly against the plate or
olock C, tbns tendin~ to separate the plates or blocks C and D, and bring C close up
to the rear of the gun, ancl D back lmrd against the dovetail cl cl. The object of
making the breech of the two plates or blocks C D, and applying the screw G, is to
ali'ord facility for opeuiug it easily, and to enable it to be made very tight when closed
and secured.
The socket E is for the reception of the priming-tube H, which is fitted to work
easily back and forth within it, a shoulder~ g, being providecl in the socket, and a corresponding shoulder on the tulle, to prevent tho htttor from entering too far. The
front ettd of the tube His closed, except that there are vents i ito permit the passage
of the fire of the priming to the charge, and it is made with a point, 71, to penetrat.e
the cartridge for the fire to enter. Senne distance from the closed front en<l there is
au opening, n, iu one side of the tuue, for the <.Ldrnission of pellets of percussion-priming.
The tube His fnrnishcd near its frout end with tL spring-catch, j, to retain it in the
socket by eu teri ng a groove, k, providecl in the latter, l>Llt this spring is constructed
aud arranged to be liberatetl from the socket by pressing it with the tlmmb or finger.
I is a plunger working in the primi1tg-tnue Il, for the purpose of exploding the
priwing, anfl a.tt::whed to the tnLe by a slot, l, and pin m, or other means tllat will allow
it to move back and forth some di1;tance within the tube. The plunger has at its
onter eud a knob by which to take hol<l of it, ~tnd withdraw it and the tnbe from tho
lJreech. I will here rernc.uk that. tbe drawing represents the primiug-app;1ratus very
much larger relatively to the gnn than it would rnquire to he iu pra.ctice. To apply
the priming, the knob of the plunger I is taken hold. of.aml the pring j pressed with
the thumb or finger, and. both tlle plunger ancl the priming-tnbe a.re withdrawn
together from the lJreech. A pellet of printing is then droppe(l into the tube in front
of tho plunger through the hole n, and tbe tnbe ancl plnn;;er are replaced in the
socket. To tire, the head of tbe plunger is struck sharply with a mallet or hammer,
and the plnuger aud tube tlm,; clriven forward together, lllaking the point of the tnbe
penetrate the cartridge, and can:;ing t·he priming to lle explouecl between the end of
the plunger and the front of the c~Lvity of the tnbe.
I do not claim hroadly fitting the cham her of a llrcech-loading gnn with a tube, as
I an1 a ware that ~t ligllt tube ha<l hcen used thereiu to outain convenience in lonfling,
wit.l!Otlt :L<lcli11g- to the strength of the gnn, but, on tl1e contmry, its intm·iOI' being of
tbe fnll ~o;ize of tho uore of the gun. Neither <lo I claim broadly the reduction of the
~>ize of the chamber, as that is (lone in mn;,zle-loacliug gnus.
lint what I claim as my inveution, an(l clesire to secnre by lf'ttc~rs-patent, ishit. Fitting the chamber of a breech-loading gnn with a n•movnhle tnbe l3, of the
cl!araeter herein clescribe(l, an<l tPrmed an internal 1'<'-enforce, for th e purpo. e ~o;pccifil'd.
~d. The breech coml'osed of two plates or lJlock:s C D, collll>incd with each other
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and with the gnu by means of the dovetail cheek-pieces F F and screw G, applied and
operating su lJstantially as and for the purpose herein specified.
:1d. The priming-tube H and plunger I, applied in combination with each other and
with the breech, substantially as herein specified.
EDWARD R. McCABE.

No. 72.J

LEIGHTON, MAHASKA CouNTY, IowA,

August 1, 1872.
I know that many are opposed to gun-cotton on account of its quickness, and hence greater danger of bursting a gun.
That such may be the case in ordinary guns is very likely, the more so that the
greater the bulk of metal the more likely to be porous, or loose-fibered in the c.enter.
But, with m'y re-enforce of tough hammered iron, or steel, with the gun of much lighter
metal, I would have uo fear.
.
However, if you should prefer an initial or gradual force, I offer a plan for such m
Fig. 4 oftbe plate inclosed.
It is simply to divide tl1e cartridge into unef]_ua.l parts, by a wad, or by metal the
same as the case is composed of, which will offer a momentary resistance to the bnn:ing of the mean charge, marked letter A on the plate. The percussion-powder at B IS
struck, as is described on the plate by the plunger through the breech. You see the
intention is to fire it in front instead of rear.
Fig. 5 is to show a hollow in the base of the projectile, with the cartridge projecting
beyond the re-enforce into it, so as to give an even center below, and also to prevent
windage, so that little or none of the force of the charge is wasted.
I send by this mail a model, which, although rougbly made, will, I think, show my
plan better than drawings.
You will see that there is great advantage in breech-loaders, from tho fact that w~en
opened there is a free dmnght of air, which, in connection with the re-enforce, whwh
can be changed at every shot, must keep the gnn cool. Moreover, vvben they have not
to be run in and ont of port-holes, will they not require fewer hands to \\'Ork them'
One great advantage in my plan of breech is, jt is easily kept clean, and there can
be no jam, as in the" Armstrong gun," which has a long screw which bas to be screwed
in aliCl out, antllikely to jam from the heating of the gnn and the,powder getting between the malo and female screw.
The band on the muzzle of the moc1e1 I propose to prevent vibration, which, after
continued firing, may change the nature of the mctnl from ftbrous to ~t crystalline state,
and hence make it brittle. The baud may be of India-rubber, or any other non-metal• Jic tmbstance.
Some scientific men say thn,t continued hammering, by causing vibration, will do so;
l1 ence I think that firing will have the same effect, and it ruay be one cause why guns
burst very oftc'n in tlw upper half.
There is another reason why a breech-loader is preferable. You can seo through the
hore, ~md conRcqnently can more easily detect flaws and impcrfectiolls in rifling, &c.,
whereas, in the muzzle-loader, you ca.n only examine by 1·eflected ligllt.
Very respectfully, yonr obedient servant,
E. R. McCABE, .M. D.
The BO.\.RD o~ lh~AVY CA:NNON.
GENTLEMEN:

No. ".]

LEIGHTON, MAHASKA COUNTY, lOW.\.,
..1tt[J118l , H:l72.

GENTLE\rEN: I shonlcl mention that the sides of the dovetails of the cheP.k-pi!'Cl' ,
whe11 tlwy ftt into the sides of the screw-plate, ean be beveled, as also the side of tho
Hcrew-platc·, so 1hat when the HC:rcw is tin·htmwd, or Hcrewed up agaim;t the hr~>Prh
platc·, that uction clt·aws tlle screw-plate lJaek, so that it locks with the hevcl of tho
doYctail. ·, an<l so prevents the eltec)ks from openillCT nntil the crew is n·la:s:ell.
This is iuterHlc•llmcrely as an a<lclitional prccanti'on, ns I ti.Jink th pull of the• »Cl:Pwplate. 011 the check-pi ·ces, lJy the action of tlw screw, quite sufficient to keep them 1rom

opc·un1g.
13ut if c1 erue<l nece., a.ry they conlcl slmt with spring.snaps, which would bo ca,-ily

mauip11latecl.
·
Very rc. p ·ctfully, your obc<licut servant,
Th e D .uw o. · JIJ.:.\YY

'\X. ·o.·.

E. R.

~IcCAUE, )!.

D.

P. • .-\\ill ~·on please infunn me if the pateut.rigbt and moclclllavc l.w ·n r ·ccivcd!

;§'_KETCH sftovYtltfrhe RfNG..INC
or

J.PR.JETTIN6F of .

FRBNO_H & SWL7!JISH tyA 9 T-ER @N"
R

_ffJFJ£ .lE§.

The firmetur-e t's not .rho-wn ~. · n tltis sketch,

AM.I'HOTO·UTHOGRA PHIC CO.H Y.(IISI~Nl:S nOCf,$.)
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L. B. No. 48.]
ARMY BUILDING: NEW YORK 7 August 12, 1872.
SIR : I have the honor to inform yon that your letters have been received and laid
before the board on heavy cannon. Your letters-patent and the model referred to llave
also been received.
Very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant,
C. E. DUTTON,
FiTst Lieutenant of Ordnance, RecoTcler.
Dr. E. R. McCABE,

Leighton, Iowa.

LIEUTENANT 0. E. MICHAELIS.
No. 37.]

WATERTOWN ARSENAL, MASSACHUSETTS,
J~tly 17, 1872.
SIR: In accordance with the invitation extended in General Orders No. 57, AcljntautGeneral's Office, cunent series, I take tlle liuerty of addressing this commnuicatiou to
the board of which yon are president. Slwuld the board deem it ad visa.ble to recommend further trials witll cast iron as a material for the construction of heavy rifled
ordnance, I would respectfully suggest that we avail ourselves of the experience of
Sweden and France in this directiou. Both these countries have used cast-iron mu11zle
and breech loading rifles for years, and their gnus have cxhil.>ited an enclnrance tlla.t
may l.>e deemed satisfactory, if we consider the uncertain nature of the material used
in their fal.>rication. I append for the information of tlw board, though probably they
are alrea.uy before it, some data concerning the performances of French and Swedisb guns. Both states have ndopted the Rodman plan of casting, though Swedeu bas
introduced two important modifications, both foreseen .bY General Rodman, but never,
I believe, applied i'u this country.
First. The flask is surrounded by a very thick layer of sa.ucl for the purpose of retarding outward radiation, (thus replacing the Rodman" pit-fire";) and
Second. The castiDg is cooled by a current of air, which begins its flow simultaneousl_v with the metals.
Af'ter the expiration of about thirty hours the core is withdra.wn, and a stream of
water is substituted for the air-current to complete the cooling. This is in brief tl10
method followed at the FinspoDg foundery, where some of the best European cast-iron
rifled tubes have been fabricated. Both the French and Swedish guns a1·e fumishecl
with two layers of steel rings (frettes)) shrunk on, which produce a sensible diminution in the diameter of the bore, var,ying from 0".00:3 to 0".007, accordillg to the tension
of the ring~:>. As a rnle the cast-iron tube is about one calil.>er tllick under the rino·s,
and tllese are one-half or one-quarter calil.>er thick, according as Olle or two series :re
applied. Lieutenaut Gadaucl, of the French navy, in hi!:! '·L'w·/.illerie de la marine
jranr;aise," gives t.he following figures for the proper •' shrinka.ge'' climensious of the rings:
Caliber,
611 .48.

Caliber,
7". 64.

CHliber,
911 .45.

One layer. Two layers. Two layers.
cc
5 :First layer -_
Diuerencc in diameter.---- . . -.. - ... ·--·-·-···--- ·l Second iayer.

011 .035

011.027
011 .0:15

011 .043
0". 046

I join with this lettrr a rough sketch showing the disposition of the rings or "frettes."
The cost of tho French 274.4 millimeters (allout 11 inches) breech-loader is allout
·4,500, gold.
It seems to me that it wonld lle worth while, provided cast iron is not entirely snpersefled as a mat.erial for the constrnction of 1·iOed ordnance, to construct a. gun 011 t.he
Swedish plan, ringed or "fretted" with Krupp, Bessemer, or other steel, or perhaps
-with the homogeneons metal obtained by the Ma.rtin-Siemens process.
I have the honor to remain, very respectfully, &c.,
0. E. MICHAELIS,

First Lieutena11t Ordnance C07p8.

General R. II. K.

WHITELEY,

New .York,
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Data concerning the endu1·ance of some F1·ench and Swedish guns.
Caliber.,W ght.
Inches.
6. 48

Pound.~.

System.

Place of
Total
experiment. rounds.

Weight of projectile and
charge.

Condition after
trial.

522 ronmls, with pro.iectiles No sign ofinjnry.
of 99 lbs., and 16. 5 l bs.
onlinar.'! cannon-powder.
714 1·onn,ls, with projectiles No sign ofinjur_y.
of 165 lbs. , and chm·ges of
27. 5lbs. ordinary powder.
Projectiles of31i lbs.; charg- No sign ofinjury.
es from 44 to 53 lbs.

11,000

French B.L. France ......

806

1. 64

li, 700

]french B. L. France ......

768

9. 45

3, 350

French B.L. France ......

401

9. 45

31, 900

100

Projectiles of 317lbs.; c1targ- Perfectly
viceable.
es of :i:3lbs. prismatic, powder.

11.24

46,200

Cast on Holland ..•..
Swedish
m ethod.
French B. L.
system.
Cast on Sweden, at
Swedish
request of
metho<l
Danish
with modgovernm't.
ifi eel Ln.
Ditte rifling mt:zzle-loader.

234

Projectiles of462lbs.; eharg- This gun was
burst at a latf'r
es of 44 to 55 Ibs. ordinary
trial by the
cannon-powder.
premature f'x·
ploRion ofa d,ynamite shell.

ser-

0. E. MICHAELIS,
Fi1·st Lieutencmt Ordna-nce Corps.

JOliN B. MOODY.

[No. 16.]
J obn 13. Moody's Improvement in Breech-Loading Or<lna,nce, patented March 6, 1866,
No. 5:3,026.
Be it known that I, John B. Moody, of Cincinnati, in the county of Hamilton, ancl
jn tl1e State of Ohio, have iuvented certain new and u seful improvements in breechloading callnon ; and I do hereby decl::~.re that the following is a full and exacii description thereof, reference being had to the aceompanying drawings tonning a part of
this specification aud to the letters of reference thereon marked:
Fig. 1 is a plan-view showing the breech when closed.
Fig. ~is a plan-vie•;v showing the breech opened from left to right.
Fig. ~{is a longitudinal vHrtical section.
'l'he nature of my invention consists1st, In the comlJination, with an oscillat.ing cannon, of a laterally-swinging stirrup
and an oscillating breech-piece, the said breech-piece haviug its front face curved on
an eccentric to correspond with the eccentric cm·vc~ of the n~ar of the cannon, and ~o
as to always match the same, wbatever may be its posit ion. The rear end of sa~cl
l.>reech-piece is a semicircl e to match the semieircnlar cnrvc of the inside of the stll·rup. This stirrnp swings 011 two additional trunnions that are perpmHlicnlar to the
l.>earing-trunnions, and on a line with the axis of the bore of the barrel, and passeH
fr0m aronu<.l said extra trunnions to a,nd arounl1 tho open breecll-end thereof, aml
over aucl around said Lrerch-pi co.
2d. ~1y invention con.·ists in that the rear end of the cmmon and the face oft he breechpiece arc not laid off from the Harne center that the Rtirmp Rwings on, hnt from nn
eccc·ntric center one and a balf iuch (more or less) to the right of said cPntcr w~ten
stanclin~ at the mnz;r,le and facing the hn•c•eh of tltP gnn, thns having the' hreech-pt:cc
laicl o{f from the eccc·ntrk ceuter ancl Rwinging off ancl ou with the stirrnp, wh1ch
swing.- ou the coucrntric eentPr; tlutt iH, 011 the centre of the additional trunnions; tlll.ul,
l1y c:lo.:ing the hreech, it limns a self-acljnsting rac1iallock-joiut, insnrincr perfect fnctional contaet of the hrPec;h-piece anclrear eucl of tho barr •1.
,
The horc: of tiH:' gun iH cnlar~P<l or tapPrPd in the n·ar part, its cliamc·trrhcing .·nflJric•Jtt to aclmit a cartriclgP-c·a. ~~or ~a. -c·hP<'k of ~;nitahlc· size for the calibt•r of tiH' gnn ~
1lu· C'lo ... t•cl mHl of the c::um is c·nrvc:cl 011 thP ont:icle to conform to 1110 gc·neml snd';wc ot
tl11: rear c:ncl of the harn·l, ;wei i. also providc>cl with a hole• iu its conter !'or· th v nt, au1l
to in ·l'rt an in.-trnnH·nt for withdrawing the f•ase from the 0'1111 aftee firing.
The Jarliallcwk-joiut j,.. fonnc!cl so a~ 1o alwayH llln.t<:h, ,;.'lwthcr the gun is mor? or
lt• r·longatt·cl h~- c:xpnusiou or c:ontrac:t ion, that is, wlwtlwr tlw lJl'!'f'c·h-pi<'CC s\\'10~~
on farther r~r not . o. far or wlmtt!\'c•r ma~· hP its position whPn tloscd, tiH.' jniut. l i
alway p·rfcct aud t1gbt, and tlw brccch-picco, by o:;cillating in tllc rear ol the ~ltl··

.,
JOJIAT_B, AJ/0 OJJY#
.Bre~ch

Zoade'nf Cnnnon .

l_.____

AM. f'HOT'O-UTHOGRAPHIC CONY ( OSOORNtS PROCESS.!

/
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rup, al ways adjusts itself, inclosing to the rear end of the gnu, thus forming the selfacljnsting, frictional, radial lock-joint.
;fhe peculiar effect produced by my invention is as follows: This peculiar construction a.nd combination produces, in au instant after the explosion of the powder and the
discharge of the projectile, a right, lateral motion of the breech and stirrup, which movement is caused, in part, by the sudden pressure or blow of the rear end of the canister or
gas-check against the inclined circular breech-piece, and in part by the rebound of the
urecch-piece against the rear of the cannon, caused by the return of the fibers of the
stirrnp to their normal pm,;ition immediately after their expansion by the explosion.
The breech thus thrown open exposes the surface of the breech portion of the barrel
of the cannon, and also of the canister to the cold atmosphere, which atmosphere,
J1asRing throngh the vent-hole of the canister, (three-eighths of an inch more or less in
diameter,) into the gun, produces, inst.antly after the discharge, (bnt not simultaneously with it,) a complete ventilation and an immediate removal of the gas and caloric
geuerated by the explosion of the powder, thus preventing the heating of the gun.
The canister, by retaining its exact position after the firing, and its not being blown
back against the open breech-piece, demonstrates that tlte breech-piece has not had
time to .be thrown open nutil after the ball has left the muzzle, and the force of the explosion of the powder has been expended, after which the unheated canister can be
wit.hdrawn by the little finger.
To enable those skilled in the art to make and use my invention, I will describe its
co11struction and operation, viz:
The method herein described of constrncting, arrctnging, and operating the breech
of breech-loading cannon, by so forming the rear part of the barrel as to present
ftn onter cylindrical surface, being the arc of a circle laid off from the eccentric center
before described, and by combining therewith a breech piece having an inner surface
confonuing to it, and shaped as before described.
A in Figs. 1 and 2 represent the barrel, it being bored from end to encl, so that a
through passage exists, all(l its rear cu(l being curved in the arc of a circle struck
from an eccentric center: one and a half inch (more or less) to the right of the axis of
the bore when standing facing the muzzle, and on a line with the bearing trunnions.
B, B represent a strong stirrup pas~ing from the additional trunnions C, C, to and
around the open end of the barrel, ttnd also over and around the breech pieceD, forming at the rear an oscillating joint., as shown by the dotted lines.
D represents the breech-piece, which is made in the shape of a semi-circle, the largest
part elongated two inches, more or less, and snfliciently to allow strength enougb for
two pins: E, E, to pass throngh the stirrup and enter this pieceD, to hold it to its place
in the stirrup, and on which pins it oscillates in the stirrup; the face of this breechpiece is laid off from the same eccentric center that the rear end of the gun is laid off
from, and forms, when closed by swiugiug it l1ard up from right to left., a tight, binding, self-adjusting frictional lock-joint with the rear end of the barrel, as shown when
closed, [Lnd having a vent-bole running obli<]_uely throngh it to the center of the rear
of the bore of the barrel, or the vent-hole may be in the barrel.
Having thus fully described my invention, what I claim as new, and desire to secure
by letters-patent, is:
First. Forming the semi-circnla.r end of the breech-piece wit.h the same raclins and
center as the inside serui-circle of the end of the stirrup, snustantially as and for the
pnrposes set forth.
Second. Pivoting the breech pieceD upon the pins E, E, suustantiall.v as and for the
purposes set forth.
JOHN B. MOODY.

L. B., No.

6.1

ARMY BUILDING, NEW YORK, July ll, 1872.
Sm: The boarc1 on heavy ca.m1on respectfnlly re<)_nest that application be made to
the Bureau of Ordnance of the N<wy Department for snell information as that Depart.ment cn.n fnruish respecting a tria,l of a lJreech-loadiug gnu invented l>.v H. B.
Moody, of Ohio. It has been stated that such a gnn has been fired at the Washington navy-yard.
Very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant,
R. H. K. WHITELEY,

Colonel of 01'dnance, President of Board.
The CIIIEF OF ORDNANCE.
No.8.]

B

HEAU OF ORDNA~TCB, NAVY DEPARTME~T,

TVa8hingto11, D. C., .d.n,rpt8t 9, 1 72.
' m: Referring to y \Hll' indorsement of the 12th nltilllo on the letter of the boan1 on
llcavy cmmoiJ, re<)_ncsting revort on trial of breech-loading gun invented by J. B.
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Moody, of Ohio, the Bnreau incloses herewith copy of report of trial of said gun, made
at the navy-yard in this city.
I am, sir, yom· obedient servant,
A. LUDLOW CASE,
Rear AdrniTal and Chief of B~treau.
Colonel S. V. BEJ\"':ET, U. S. A.,
In chm·ge of Ordnance, Wm· Depctrtment.
[Indorseme11t.]

ORDNANCE OFFICE, August 10, 1872.
Respectfully referred to the board on heavy ordnance, Army buildings, New York
city, in compliance with request of July 11, 1872.
By order of the Chief of Ordnance: .
S. C. LYFORD,
Captain of Ordnance, P1·incipal Assistant.
(In closure.]

NAYY ORDNANCE YARD,
Washington City, Jnne 22, 1864.
Memorandurn for Bnreau.-Having witnessed the experiments of Moody's breechloading gnu, reports of which are annexed, I am of the opinion that it presents no
advautagcs sufficient to warrant its adoption.
The arrangement for closing the breech consists of a strap carrying a breech-block
and vibrating in a horizontal plane on a pair of trunnions placed at right angles to
those for elevation . Their axis is placed eccentric to the axis of the bore, consequently
wbeu the strap is brought. in the lin e of the axis of bore the breech-block is wedged
tight. BJ· the shock of firing tbis is loosened, and by forcing the strap and block to
the right the cbarge may be introduced. A gas-check of the ns1.1al form is inserted to
close the issue of gas. The loading is slow and difficnlt, awl with large calibers the
whole arrangement wonhl be impracticable.
The sights placed ou tbe snpplement~try trunnions were very inconveuient for pointing the gnn.
At each fire the breech-closing arrangement flew open, allowing the breech to fall
with violence on the bead of the screw, and breaking an arrangemcut intended to
sustain it, the carriage being mnch racked aud strained.
There was a considerable issue of gas, aud the gas-check much deteriorated by the
Yery limited amount, of fire to which it was subjected.
Very respectfully,
WILLIAM N. JEFFERS,
Inspector of Ordnance.
[Inclosure. J

Gun practice at e:cpe1·ime11tal batte1·y, December 23, 1863.
Gnn: Moody's breech-loading rifle, mounted on :field-carringe in front of batteryCharges: Dnpoot cannon pow(ler-Initial velocity: 1,5:H feet-Projectiles: Moody's
solid shot,--Primers: 'pur tubes-Officer in charge: Lieutenant Commander JonesUecord by Cook-Qna(lrant: Soper-Elcvatec1 50 uy qntu1nwt-Aimed at old wood
targ<;t-\Vind, northwest-Force, 1-Flood-ti!le, 4 feet B inches .
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He pcctfnlly forward ·<1 to. Ilnreml of Ordnanco.
Lir·llfOlflllf
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l11Sjlcclor
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Gun 1Jractice at experimental batte1·y, Janttal'y 22, 1864.
Gun: :\Ioody's breech~loading rifle, mounterl on field carriage in front of batter."Chargrs: Dupont. cannon powder--Initial velocity: 1,521 fect-Proje<.;tiles: :Moo(1y's
shot-Primers: Spnr-tnhes-Officer in charge: Lieutenant Commander RnssellReeon1 hy Cook-Plan e-tnlJle: Holroyd-Quadrant: Joyce-Elevated 3c by quadrant-Aimed at middle screen-pole-Wind, northeast-Force, 4.
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New g;ts-clleck. 80 feet to right; no ricochet ob·
serverl; breech spnmg o~en; the e11cape of gas
blackenc1l the p::tper cons1derably; brolte (>ieee
of iron lllHler breech of ~Llll at tho angle.
40 feet t.o right; ricochetec to l'ight; t.rail thro\YU
7 incites to left; the escap\3 of gas blnckened
the p::tper slightly; breech sprung open.
40 feet to right; ricocheted to right; the ef)c~pe
of gas blackened the paper about the same;
brrech sprung open; H minutes in loading.
40 feet to rip:ht; ricocheted to right: deviation
of recoil to left 7 inches; breech sprung open.
80 feet to ri!£ht. ; ricocheted to rigl.J.t; recoil in
liue; breech sprung open.
40 feet to right; ricocheted to right; deviation of
recoil to left 4 iuches; bt·eecll sprung open.
Strnck short; ricocheted to right; tledat.ion of
recoil to right 2 inc he~; breech sprung open.
40 feet to riglJ t; ricocheted to right; deviation of
recoil to right 2 iuchl's ; ureeclt sprnng open.
45 feet to rip;ht; ricoelJeted to right; deviation of
recoil to right:~ iucltes; breech sprung open .
90 feet to right; l'icochetetl to right; de\·iatiou of
r ecoil to left 2 inchrs; hreecl.t stn·nrtg- opeu.
40 fee t to right; ricochrtetl to ri _
g ht; lef't cnp
square jnmpc<l ofl', :tnfl also some of tbe bolts
holding tlte trunuiou-straps jnmped out; breech
sprung open.

NOT E.-A piece of white pa,pcr was m;ed for olJtaining the esnpe of gas. Commander
H. A. '\Vise, Chief of Bm·ean of Ol'(lJHtllce, and Lientenant Commander William N.
Jeffers, inspector of ordnance, were present and witnessed the experiment.
Re pectfully submitted.
JOHN II. RUSSELL,
Lieutenant Commandm·, Unitccl Siates Navy.

Respectfully forwarded to Bureau of Ordnance.
WILLIAM N. JEFFERS,
Inspeciol' of Ordnance.

No. 16.]
N1~W YonK, July 1!'>.
Gg, ' TLgi\tEN: Not wishing to tal e up too mnch of yonr time this moming, I am
afm!d I did not give yon some of the lerHling points auont the Moot1,Y gnu.
1st. It can he nJHdc of any size, from the small<>st .field·piece to t.hat of the largest
Rieg e gnns, aml can be loaded and fired much oftener than other guns in any given
lcngtl1 of time.
211. The l'anifo3ters or gns· cbeckR can uo usecl over and over again, thus saving considet·alJle XJwnse, as well a:-~ room in tmusportat,ion.
aa. Ail tlwn~ is no possiule chance for Ct!CrLpe of gas, except throngh the vent-hole,
the projectile nece~:~sarily gets the whole beueJit of the f'orce of tbe pO\\·der.
4tlL AH ther" is no compli<.;ation al ottt the gnu, tbere is nothing that can possibly
get on t of orcler.
Hoping yon wHl give this yonr attPntion,
I rPtnain, gcntlellleu, yonr most oi.Jedient scrva11t,
MOODY.
CHAS.

vV.
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L. 8. PARKER.

No. 75.]
STATE OF

LOCKPORT,1~tly 25, }872.

Will Connty:
To the honomble boa1Yl on heavy 01·dnance now in session in New York City :
ILLIXOIS,

GENTS: Please :find herewith letters-patent for breech-loading ordnance, which, by
instructions from Adjutant-General Townsend and S. V. Beuct, major of ordnance: I
am requested to bring t,bis invention before your honorable body. I have a m?del m
iron and brass which, if required, can be sent you by express. You will please gtve the
invention such an examination and test as will satisfy yon of its merits; and if t~1e
model is wanted by your honorable board, please direct where to forward it and I w1ll
send at .once. You will please return the inclosed letters-patent, after getting doue
with them, to me.
Respectfully, your obedient servant,
L. S. PARKER.

[Iuclosure.]

[No. 7G.]
L. M. Lull a,n<l James T. Starr's improvement in breech-loading cannon, patented February 18, 1868, No. 74,557.
Be it known that we, Lucius M. Lull and James T. Starr, of Walnut Grove, in the
county of Knox, and in the State of Illinois, have invented certain new and useful improvements iu breech-loacUng cannon, and clo hereby declare that the following is a
full, clear, and exact description thereof, referP-nce being had to the accompanying
drawings aud the letters of reference marked thereon, making a part of tltis specificacation.
In the annexed drawings, A represents a cannon, constructed of the usual material~,
aud provided with an oblong-shaped breech in the rear end. Within this breech 1s
placed n, cylinder, B, which lies 11pon the bed at the bottom of the breech, and connected to the cannon by means of trnuuioos, b b, which iit into L-sbapec1 grooves on
each si<le of i.he breech. This cylinder is macle rounding at its lower sitle and at its
end, to correspond with the shape of the bed, which is sliglttly cut out at the rear (as
shown ate, Fig. 1) for the rear end of the cylincler when iu a vertical position.
The rear end of the cannon-bore bas a shoulder formed aronu<l it, so as to secure the
collar x, made on the front end of the cylinder B, aud secnre it in its place.
D represents a lever, which is pivotefl in a vertical slot (at y) in the rear end of th.e
canno11, aml which is connected to the cylin<ler by a chain, C, with a hook, so that 1t
can readily be detached from tltc gun. · This lever l1as a sb01t1c~er. x', upon its forwanl
face, which tits over a corresponding shoulder on the upper rear end of the cylinder B.
E represents a horizo11tal bar, pivoted at one side of the gnn, in the rear of the leYPr,
and is intended to lie upon the cannon iu the rear of the lever, for holding upon tho
shoulcler of 1he cylinder. This bar bas a metal loop, a, at its onter end, for tying or
chaining the said bar to the ground or carriage.
It will be seen that when the lever Dis in a vertical position the cylinder is held
in its place uy the collar x, under tbe cmmon-bore, and the slwulrler x', upon the lever,
l:lO that there is but little danger of the cylinder being thrown from its place by the
concus:-~iou.

In loading the gun, the barE is thrown from behind the lever, and the lever drawn
to the rear eanying the cylincler witl1 it hy tiJC c:hain {). Tbcr~may be a small roliN,

o, placed 1mclemeath this cylinder for facilitating its movemcut for loacling.

TIH·

cartri!1gP is placed within tl1c c~·liuder wbeu iu tlt • poRition, as shown in the dottt'd
liJlCH in Fig. 1, ancl t11c c·ylinclc·r then thrown clown all(l forced into position.
By this inv •ution, there is no danger from preruatnre discharges, and tl1o gnn can he
marle inoperative should it 1H~ iu use wh~-.n retretLting. By witlH1mwiug the level: D
aud bar E the cannon caunot he u 'eel, "bile the two said parts can ho ea. ily earned
oft" hy th · JWrsons retreating.
·
Jiavi11g thns fnlly <lc· cribcd onr iuYention, what we claim a. new,aud c1csirc to sccnrc
hy ldtl·rs-patent, iH.
Tlu~ ln<:('(:h-hlo<:k or eylinrler B, cou. trnctefl as hc~rein clescrihed, nnc1n. eel in combrn_ation with a carmon, pro\·iclc•!l with lev ·r D, cl1ain U, ancl barE, when con ·tructed Ill
tht• Jll:lllJlc•r . nln-tantially a. alJ(l for the pmposPs spcciliecl.
In t~·· t irn.on.\ t_~at we claim the foregomg, we have hereunto set our bmHh, thi:s Gth
(1a_- of Aprd, l.,u,,
LF 'Ir. :\I. LULL.
J A~lE. · 'I. . 'T.\.lW.

L.M.Lull & J.T. St-et,r:r
I

.B reecJt Loetdi>-':!J

cQ,~'t

HOJt

,'' )
,'

I

'
I

I
I
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POTTER.

No. 80.]

410 KEARNEY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO,
JMly 17, 1872.
Sm: [learn by the paper8 of an appropriation for testing breech a.nd muzzle loading
heavy ordnance models, to bP- Hdected by yonrself, and, as the agent of Mr. A. F. Potter, the
inventor, I offer for yonr consideration and examination Potter's breech-loading needlecannoll, and ask for it a place in the proposed competition. There are two patents now
existing on the Potter gun, and. further improvements have been made in each sinee
their issue.
I inclose the Scientific Press newspaper of November 5,1870, (published in San Francisco, California, Vol. xxi, number 19,) which contains au illustration of Mr. Potter's
gun, the drawings showing some of the later impro,·ements. It also has a somewhat
careful description of the gun and its parts.
The gun, from which the illustration in the paper was drawn, is a piece of abont 4
ponnds caliber, smooth-bore dimensions. It has been fired many hnudred times, both
shotted and with blank cartriLlges, without injury or accident. The firing was done
partly by Mr. Potter, partly by myself, and by the Republican club of the city of Vallrjo, in this State. It has been in use as a salute-gun on all public occasions since
November, 1870.
In any communications with me, (if desired,) please address me at the street and number given in the heading of this letter.
Respectfully,
SAML. L. CUTLER.
The Hon. SECRETARY OF WAR,
Washington, D. C.
[Indorsement.]

0RDNANCE-0FJTICE, July 27, 1872.
Respectfully referred to the board on heavy ordnance, and the writer so informed.
By order of the Chief of Ol.·dnance.
S. C. LYFORD.
Captain of Orclnance, Principal Assistant to Chief of Orclni:mce.

[Inclosure.]

[Extract from the Scientific Press of November 5, 1870.]
'rhere has been ou exhibition in the Merchants' Exchange, in this cit.y, for some
weeks past, a lH·cech-loatling cannon, which has been exarninerl by a large munber of
and military men, and which would <:crtainly appear a most efteetive
weapon. A full description of this gnu, for which patents have been obtained through
the Scientific: Press Patent Agency, has already appeared in our columns; bnt so
much atteution bas been paicl to it of late, and so runch said in praise of its merits,
that we think it well worth illnstratiug at this time.
This gnn i~:~ a breech-loading needle-canuon, with a. most ingenious elevat.ing and
depressing apparatus and automatic scale. It is constructed in three general parts:
The barrel, which needs no further comment; t.he ring A; and the breech-pin B.
The ring is of the general form and construction shown in the cut, ancl screws into
the rear of tl1e 1Jarrel. Into this fits tl10 breech-pilJ, which is firmly locked in pluce
by mran s of k eys, a, (having a cam motion,) which play in corresponding- grooves,
b, in the ring, b<'iug aetna ted by means of the lcv<'r C. In loatling the breech-pin is removed, the cartritlge inserted into the bore, the pin replaced, and the keys made to project
into the groo,·rs of the ring. The hollow needle d projects into the center of t!Je
cartriclg-f', which is fired ( throng-h the veut which extends through the breech-pin mHl
llc<'<lle) by a commo n friction-primer.
By this c·oJ1sttnction several important adv:antages are gained. The gun unites
fi1:mnc s with sim pli city jn t!JP fastenings of the several parts, u.nd can be worked
w1th less me n ancl fircclworc rapidly thau any other which has como under our notice. A11(l thf'n all that is recruired to disable the gnn is to remove the breech-IJin, a
moRt simple a.nd Pil'ectnal methocl.
Toe main clifJic·nlty in the sncccssfnl working of brecch-loacling cannon has hcen
fonllfl to eonsi~:>t in thr expansion of tltC' parts by tue heaL which is necessarily evoh· ·tl
from rapicl firing, the fouling of the gnn, an<l the escape of gases. Tbcsc <1i01cnlti<·tl
arc ohviated in this iHvention hy rnakiug the brcrc·h in two partR, so arranged that
the expansion of tLc ouc ucntraJizcs tho eiiecL of tho other. It is suppliccl with ~t
t~eientific
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packing of felt and rubber, and a mo>'able face·ring of steel, which render the cscnpe
of g;ases impossiule; for the gr3ater the ]Wes~::;ure, the closer the joint is packed.
The elevating ttnd depressing apparatns, and the automatic scale, render entirely
nnnecessttry the use of a qnaclraut in taking elevations, and, at the same time, the
gunner will not be so liable to wake mistakes as heretofore by the old method .. It
may l.le briefly described as follows: Under the barrel of the gun are two ecceotncs,
c, on the transverse shafts, which are turned by means of a horizontal shaft, f, anfl
'\Yonn-gear, shown more fnlly at C. This shaft is provided with a band-wheel, aml
attached to it is an indicator, which passes over an index-plate, g, with degrees
marked upon it which correspond with the arc of the barrel. In the cannou which
have the ureecb cast on the barrel, there is a vibration, on firing, of the latter part,
which does not extend to the former, just as in the case of a tuning-fork. Now, at the
point at or near the breech, where the vibration ceases, cryi:ltalliz:ttion of t,he metal
is apt to occur, and, of course, the piece becomes worthless. By this coostrnction the
vibration takes place throughout the whole gun, and the crystallization is ouviated.
The patentee of the cannon here illustrated is Mr. Abiather F. Potter, of Oakland,
who has spent years in studying the subject of gunnery, and who bas made sevcml
important inventions relutiug to the subject, as his improved projectile, &c.
,.

410

No. 94.]

KEARNEY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CALtl<'ORNIA,

Ali[JitBt

9, 1872.

Sm: On the 17th ultimo I addressed the Hon. Secretary of War, offering Potter's
1JrP<•ch~loa<ling

needle-cannon and improvements for competition, &c., as stated in my
sai<llctter. I alt~o inclosed with the letter of tlle 17th a copy of tllc Scientific Press
Nt•wspaprr of this city of tlate No-velllucr 5, 1870, (Vol. xxi, No. 19,) containing
drawings andllescription of the gnu and improvements.
I LaNe .iu t received commniJicn,tion frollJ the Ordnance Office, War Departm~nt.
bearing <late Jnly 27, (or 21,) 1872, stating that my com iunnication of the 17th nltuuo
first auove mentioned had been seut to yo\u bom·<l on )wavy ordnance sitting in New
York City, mHlrcfening me to the board "in continuation of the said subject," and
directing me to address you as auove.
I will therefore specially call yonr attention, alHl tbrongh yon tho attention of yonr
saitllJOurd, to my letter of the 17th nltimo, and the paper incloseu theeewitl1, antl
especially to tlJe inventions of Mr. Potter mention ed and d1·scri1Jed in saicllett~·r and
paper, and repeat the reiJllCSt of my Jir:-;t letter for :1 pLtce for said invention!:! Ill the
eo1npet1tion proposed ancl the testing to be made of hreecll and muzzle loading lleavy
onlnnnce models.
:\Ir. Potter haf; two small gnns made after hi s plans, one at the East of abont 1 ponnd
caliber (ronnd shot,) and another on this coast, of abont 4 pounds caliber round sllot,
:1111l both smooth-bore . Mr. Potter's improvements in artillerj- are:
l. A brecch-loa<lin~ ueedle-c:wnon.
2. An automatic registering ttpp::tratns for adjusting elevation and depression of
gnns, adapted to all sizes of a.ttillery.
:3. A pointed shot for smooth-bore guns.
.
As we are here profonnelly ignorant of what yonr board is doing or 1H1S done m. tlw
pre Ill is1•s, I will ask "(;}mt ~·on s1·1H1 me, as early as may he con vt·n ieqt, Hn<' b i nst, ructwn~.
&c., as may ('llahie llle to pnt the inventionS HUOVe !UllllPd properly ucforc> ~'0111' board.
for tc·sting exalllination, aud ~'OlH deci:ion ~U:I to their meritt~, or the merits of any ot
them.
T!Je gnn,ha~o~ hcrn tc·steel prac:tkally to the amonnt anel in tlw tn:lllJH•r :-;tate•el in JIIY
lctte·.r of the 11th nltimo, to which I ag-ain refer yom hoHornhlfl ho<trcl nn 1hi~ snhjl'ct..
Tht· <•le\'Htinr, ~mel dl'preH!:>ing apparat11s el«'Wl'l nwa,Y with till' n~· 11f in:-:trn1n~·nt:-: ~n
aeljwting ('1Pv:l1iou, l.\C'., to clegrees, aJHl is colllpaet, au<l uot lialJll' to au~· ill,)lll)' Ill
a ·t ion t.hat wonlcl not <le'itroy t lu'1 gnn-caningl' it~·wlf.
..
. 'llw conir·a1 "hot for SIIHH>t h-lHH'<' gnn!i we have trit•rl "ith ('OlH·iirh•ra hle antl ~~at If.\:lllg' hiiC<'t''i.' front halls from tltn•e-fourthH ine;il dianJI'tc·r o( hore np to hal\H tor n ~~
JWilJHl EugliHh swooth-hore fi.,l<l-pit·e·<·; au<l the :-;uec<'SSI'"! made Rhow thnt. ;\lr. l'ottt'l ="
plan woulcll>e well worth the attPution and c·xperiillt:nt:; of thn Gen•c•J'IJIII('.nt.
.
Jn nll Illattc:r~ pkuse· acl<ln·!-IK 111, ~~~ TJJ\' ollie:<: a~S giVI'll in thl' IIJH~r~; ·t•iptio n lH·n·ot.
Rt·stH·etfnll~·, your ohe<licnt se rnult,
,·.\~1L. L. CCTLER.

GenP.ral R. H. K.

\VH!TJ:LBY,

Prr. idt11l Boarcl

011

ff,.ary Or luancc, Sew York

City.

0
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JACOB REESE.

No. 28.]

FORT PITT IRON .AND STEJ];L wORKS,
. REESE, GRAFF & Co.,

Pittsbu1·gh, Pennsylvania, July 6, 1872.
DEAR SIR: I have your circular dated June 28, 1872, arHl regret that pressing duties
at home will prevent me from meeting the board in New York, July 10.
Herewith I hand you a brief description of my plan and process of making heavy
cannon, which I shall be pleased to have you place in their hands, and jf considered
worthy of their attention, I shall be at their service on short notice.
Yours, truly,
JACOB REESE.

E. D.

TOWNSEND,

Adj1ttant-General United States War Department, Washington, D. C.
[First indorsement.]
ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washingt011, July 11, 1872.
!Respectfully referred to the Chief of Ordnance, for proper action. The writer has
been informed of this reference.
E. D. TOWNSEND,
Adjutant- General.
[Second indorsement. ]
ORDNANCE-OFFICE, Jnly . 13, 1H72.
Respectfully referred to the boa,rd on heavy ordnance, New York City.
By order of the Chief of Ordnance.
S. V. BENET,
Mayor of Ordnan ce.

[Inclosure.]
OFFICE OF EAST SA~'WY-LLOYD OIL COMPANY,
JACOB REESE, SECHETARY,

Pittsburglt, July 6, 187'2.
1ke manujactu1·e of cannon frout Bessenter steel.- All steel that has IJeen melted and
"teemed" into molds is porous. I iiucl this to be the fact with ingots and castings made
froru crucible cast-steel, Bessemer steel, aud Siemau-Martin steel. In the manufacture
of tool-steel, and other fine steels, the ingot s are heated in a welding-furna.ce, and with
the aid of a flux are brod'ght up to a welding1heat, and then welrled under a steamhammer. This operation not only closes and solidifies the pores of the steel, but welds
the pores into one solid homo~eneons mass.
Rolling or pressing the steel only laminates the pores; welding is the only process
known to the trade by which a perfect solid IJody of cast steel can be made.
In the manufacture of cannon I procr.ed as follows: Say for a gnu of 4-inch bore,
I cast an ingot of best cast steel, say 6 inches in diameter, and of requiTed length of
the gun. This ingot is taken to the welding fire, heated, and when at a welding heat
taken to the hammer and welded. This operation will reduce the ingot to say 5t inches
diameter, and perfectly free from porosity. The ingot is then taken to a lathe antl
turned <lown to 5-incb diameter; tlris ingot or cast-steel core is again heated, and, the
cannon-mold having been prepared, the hot cast steel core is placed in the center of
the mold, and the Bessemer metal is teemed into tlw mold. It will be found that the
metal teemed in wm unite thoroughly with the cast-steel core, as though they lmtl
ueen welded together in the :fire. The gun withdrawn from the mold is taken to the
lathe, the "sinking-bead" turned off, then to tho horing-machine, where a 4-inch hole
is bored ju it; as this center-core is 5 iuches, it wil1lcave t inch of cast steel around
the bore.
I do not confiue myself to any thickness of the cast-steel center, nor do I confine
myself to Be cmer tee! for the body of the gun, but, the di . tingnishing characterii'!tic
of w.v process i the making of cannon of cast- teel IJore, welded to the bouy of the
gun IJy teeming. The metal teemed may be of steel or of gnu-met<tl.
I :hall IJ plea eel to dernom.trate the facts of wdding by 11nx:, ~wd welding by teeming. at any time at onr works, (Fort Pitt teel-Works,) shon l<l you deem it of interest.
I thus ecure a perfect fine-grained homogenous cast- ted bore to ca.unon, 10ade of any
kind of steel or pig-metal.
.JACOB REESE,
Of thf fcnn of Hec8e, Gra.ff' q· Co.,
Fort l'ilt Irou and Steel Work1:1, l'i tt,~burgh .

•
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L. B., No. 22.]
Am.1Y BUILDIXG, NEW YORK, July 17,1872.
Sm : I am directed by the board on heavy cannon to acknowledge the receipt of your
letter of the fith instant to the Adjutant-General, proposing to construct a steel gu~.
The board desires that you will inform it whether you ai'e able to construct a r1fie
with a core of crucible steel and a jacket of Bessetner steel, in the manner proposed ,
of 12-inches caliber, weighing from 50,000 to 70,000 pounds, with the ability to fire .a
projectile weighing not less than 600 pounds, and with a charge of 80 pounds; and 1f
Ho, that you will prepare the specifications for such a rifle, with the data as to cost,
and present the same to the board as soon as practicable.
Very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, ·
C. E. DUTTON,
Fi1·st Lit<ntenant, 01·dnance, Recorder.
J .'>-COB REESE, Esq.,
Fort Pitt Iron and Steel Works, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
No. 51.]

FOH.T PITT IRON AND STEEL WORI\S,
REESE, GRAFF & Co.,

Pittsbtwgh, Pennsylvania, July 19, 1872.
DEAR SIR: Yours of the 17th is at hand. In answer say that I am not able at present to const.rnct a rifle with a core of crucible steel and a jacket of Bessemer steel, of
from 50,000 pounds to 70,000 pounds, as there is at tllis clay no Bessemer plant with
sufficient capacity to teem tbe jacket. The project is entirely feasible, and if the board
desires I will prepare specifications of a plant with capacity to produce a rifle of fro~
10,000 pounds to 100,000 ponnds. In tbe mean time I would suggest that an ex~ert
mentnl gun shall be made of from 3 inches to 4t inches bore. If this meets the approval
of the board I will make out specifications, with probable cost, &c.
Yours, truly,
JACOB REESE.
C. E. DUTTON.
Fh·st Lieutenant Ordnance, RecoTder, United States Army Bttilding, New Y01·k.

L. B., No. 31.]
AR:'I1Y BUILDING, NEW YORK, July 23, 1872.
Sm: Yonr letter of the 19th has been r eceived, ancl I am directed by the board to inform you that a 3-inch or 4f-inch rifle wonld not be satisfactory, as it would not be
.decisive of the success of such heavy Titles (10-inch ancl 12-inch) as come witbin the
action of t he board, bnt that the 1oard won1<1 be pleased to receive specifications for a
!.>-inch rifle preparatory to tho construction of a 10-inch or 12-inch rifle, and that f?r
both of these gnu (10-inch and 12-iucb) specifications ar invited, with estimates m
each case of cost, &c., of the first guns and subsequent ones for service.
Your obedient servant,
C. E. DUTTON,
Lieutenant, Ordnance.
JACOB REgsE,

NO. 79.]

Esq.
FORT PITT UWN AND STJCRL WORK ,
Pi.lt~iburgh, .Augu1:1t Ci, 1

72.
DE.\R m.: I am no\Y prepared to contract for the construction of a steel rifle of from
50,000 to 70,000 pounds ba.vinll' a, core of cmcible cast-steel and a Bessemer jacket, tbe
two mctalt; being w<.:laed together l>y teeming.
I a~ uow getting on:. samples of tllo metals welded by teE>ming, and will for:':nrrl
t~1cm _m a ~ew days. \\ tll nl o endeavor to send you a partial estimate and spcCJhcatwu m a few day. . I regret tba.t I cannot do so this day.
Yours, truly,
JACOB REE. E.
C. E. D TTOX,
Fir~:~t Lieutena11t Ordnance, Recorclc1·, Army Building, Scu· rorlc.
No. ~-t .]

FoRT

Prn Inos

.\ND STEEL

\\oRJ{~.

Piflllbll1'{jh, .AII[Jll81 10, i:..i2.
lJI':~r~ ,)r::

I. nl,rnit tlre following propo:>itioll to yonr lmanl:
I \~·rll agH·t· to c;or.. ~trnet ~l rill· on my proc·r.. ~. the horc of which .-ball h tmulr; of

~·tut:rhl· ra t-~tt•t•l of a kn.JlP. tn·11~fh of 1-Hl, 00 )HJI11H1.- to the sc1narc in<:h, nrul. tl11•
Jfu k ·t to_ lH: ot. Be.,, n'"'' It·(' I of !10,000 ponr11h tPn . ile strcu•tlh. Bor~ 10-indul"! llralllt •r; \\'r;Jght. hnr IH:d: IHJt lc..::o !rau :,;J,OOU l,.,ntHb. The gr7n to be dcJi,·crccl to th
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Government at the works whel'e finished, and the testing of the gun to be at the expense of the Government. For and in consideration of the same the Government shall
pay me the sum of $153,604, the payment to be as follows : on the completion of the
core-ingot the sum of $10,000, If it proves defective, then on completion of a second
core-ingot $10,000. On the completion of the plant for the Bessemer jacket, $31,750.
Bessemer stock ready for melting, $d,OOO. Por the mold and accompanying operations
for carrying the metal from the converters to the mold, $5,320. For teeming, and
before the gun is taken from the pit, which will require thirty days to cool, $4,000.
Shonld the gun be defective a,t this point, then on the completion of the teeming of the
second gun the sum of $37,320. For boring and turning when completed, '$13,061.50;
the remainder of the $153,604 shall'he paid on the completion of the gun and its acceptance by the Government. The rifle to be ready for delivery on or before the lapse of
twenty months from the date of the contract, ,and subject to regulations of the Department that may be hereafter agreed upon. After the completion of this gun, the plant,
molds, machinery, &c., having beeu prepared and having experience, I estimate the
cost of additional rifles of this class at the sum of $40,000 each .
Yours, truly,
JACOB REESE.
C. E. DUTTON,
·
Fir8t Lientenant, Ordnance, Recorder, A1·my Building, New York.

RODMAN RIFLES.
L. B., No. 17.]
ARMY BUILDING, NEW YORK, July 16, 1872.
Sm: The board on heavy cannon respectfully requests that you will forward for its
information all records relating to the construction and trial of 12-inch and tl-inch
llodman rifles.
Very respectfully, sir,
R. H. K. WHITELEY,
Colonel of Ordnance, P1·esident of Boat·d.
The CHIEF OF ORDNANCE.

ORDNANCE Ol•'FICE, vVAR DEPARTMENT,
Jnly 17, 1872.
SrR: I have the honor to send you to-day, in compliance with your request of 16th
instant, the following documents from the files of this office, viz :
.
No. 36. ]

Documents.
I. Relating to 8-inch Rodman rifles :
Rrport of inspection and proof ol' an 8-inch rifle at Fort Pitt, February, 1862 . . .
){C;coru o.f llri~lg' with abO \'C rifle at Fort Monroe arsenal to 1,028th round ... .. .
Letter· o~ Ma.JOl' Rodman, Febrnary 9, 1865 .... _... __..... _. ____ ......... _.... .
Letter of Ma.Jor Rodman, March J, 1865 . . ____ . . .. _..... _. .... _. _..... -- __ ... .
Report of casting and cooling pair 8-inch rifles at South Boston Foundry,
April, 1865.
Tracing of above pair of 8-inch rifles, with cross-sectional views showing
riftiltg;, (four tracings.)
Record of fil'ing; above pair of 8-inch rifles .. __ . ___ .. __ ... _.... _-- . . ____ .. ___ ...
H. Relating to 12-incb Rodman rille!'!:
Report of inspection anrl proof of 12·illch rifle at Fort Pitt Foundry, 1861 . __ .
Record of firing :tbove 12-iuch riao to 472d fire . _. _. _..... __ .. _... __ ·_. _. . _.. . . .
Letter of Mn,jor Roclman of September 10, 1863 .. _.. __ .. _.. ___ .... -· .. __ .. ____ .
J,ctter o1' General Rodm:m of August 4, 1868 . __ .. _... __ .. .. . .. _. ___ .. __ . ____ . _
Letter of General Rodman of August 15, 1868 ... __ ......... . ... .. _... ... _. _. _.
Tracing of 12-inch rifle, (being inclosure to above letter of August 15, 1868) ....
Report of im1pection and proof of 12-inch rifle made at South Boston Foundry
Uctober 23, 1 6 .
J,ctter of (; r-nPral Rorlman, October 29, 1868 ....... _............... _....... ___ .
Rcrorcl of firing the ."outh Boston l2·incll rifle at Fort Deln:ware, 2 rounds._ ...
R ec:rml of firing tho Fort Pitt 12·inch rifle at J<'orL .M onroe -:\ rsenal, 27 rounds ..
Dmwiug of 12-inch rille, moclel1870 .. __ .. _... __ .. __ ................ __ ... _.... .

File reference.

Insp.-1-93.
In guard book.
1-W-392.
1-W-417.
1-R-100.
1-.A.-301; Dt. 21, Port
1, No. 22.
In g uard book.
Insp.-1-9 ..
In guard book:. •
1-W-11:

1-R-153.
1-R-156.
I-R-156; Dt~ 21, Port~
1, No.6.
Insp.-1-644.

1-R-160.
In guard book.
In guard book.
1-lt-173; Dr. 21 , Port
1, No. 24.
).fpmoraTHlnru on initial strain, by General Rodman, March, 186!J ..... __ ..... _. 1-R-163.
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The board is earnestly requested to exercise watchful care over the above documents.
They belonging to the archives of this office, to which they are to be returned when the
board is through with them, together with all other original papers supplied from this
office.
Respectfully, your obedient servant,
By order of the Chief of Ordnance :
S. V. BENET1..

Major of 01'Unance.

The PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD ON HEAVY ORDNANCE, New Ym·k City.
[NOTE.-The papers sent under cover of the above letter of transmittal are entirely too voluminous
for publication.]

RUSSIAN HEAVY GUNS.
NEW YORK, 239 WEST TWENTY-SECOND STREET,
June 261 1872.

H. 0., No. 3a.]

DEAR CcfLONEL :
I give you here, as promised, the information about the pressures in our large coast
cannons.
"'
*
;.
"
*
*
Weight of w~;:f:{C~w- Initial ve- Maximum pressq~~~~ ~!~h.
projectile.
charge.
locity.

Cannons.

11-inch rifled ................................ .
9-incb rifled ...... . ..... __ .................. .
8-inch rifled ................................ .

Pounds.
497
275
174

Pounds.
82.6 prismatic.
46. 9 prismatic.
28.4 prismatic.

Feet.

1, 360

1, 338

1, 290

Pounds.
47,280
45,692
44,202

All measures are English.
Very truly, yours,
A. DE GORLOFF,
Majm·-General of the Suite of His Majesty the Ernperor of Rnssia.
Colonel S. V. BENET.
[Indorsement.)

UNITED STATES ORDNANCE AGENCY, NEW YORK,
Jnly 10, 1872.
Re pectfnlly referred to the board of heavy ordnance convened by General Orders
No. 57, dated June 28, 1872.
S. CRISPIN,
Brevet-Colonel United StateB A1·my, Major of Orc1nance.

C. W. STAFFORD.
No. 74.]
NEW Yomc, July 31, 1 72.
GENTLEMEN: General Orders 57, of June 28, was sent me through Samuel B. Smith
by mi tak , and remained in hilS office until the 26th, and only reached rue ye tcrday.
I desire, there£ re, to be informed if I am still in time to submit some improvements in
heavy ordnance which were 1 ft in charge of Mr. Smith, but sickne s preveuted biw
from giving the ma.tter such attention a I would otherwise have done. Mr. Smith ha
su ·h drawings and other things pertaining to this matter at Washin<Yton, and will no
donut bring tb ame to your notice if allowed to do so.
o
I incr a. e the teu ile strength of the cast. iron, by a process whi ·h ba h n ft~lly
te:t cl, mor than 100 per cent., and my sy tern of compound re-enfiJrce and trnnoiUn
1Jand , tog tb r with the great tr ngth of the m tal, will make a gun that will stand
great r strain, and at ale s cost, than anything that ha been produced.
I rr p tfuliy r ·fer y u to the report ' of Chief Engineers Wood and. Faron, who ba>c
t · te~ th m~t l , and al o to tb.
p ·ificati ns, plans, drawing , pateuts, .., c.,
c \' rtnrr th 1mpr v m ut.
~ Iy y~;t ·rn of cow pound or donble-re- ·nforce band will b found of gr at importau ·
and valu • f r l1 ·avy ordnanc , aud I hope yot1 will not overlook it.
ery r . pectfully, c.,
C. W. TAF.F R .

C. W S"TAffFORD,
Imjz-tnfe111.1ent in Ordn ,a nce .

.Ptt f.

fe.'l. 21. 18tJ;

..N~. :L.

©
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ARMY BuiLDING, NEw YoRK,
.August 7, 1872.
SIR: Your letter to the board on heavy cannon is received.
If you will forward your plans without delay they will be duly considered by the
board.
Very respectfully, sir,
C. E. DUTTON,
First Lieutenant Ordnance, Rec01·der.
C. W. STAFFORD, Esq., 948 B1·oadway.

L. B. No. 44.]

No. 86.]
NEW YORK, .A1tgust 10, 1872.
GENTLEMEN: I have the honor to send drawings of my system of re-enforce and trunnion bands, patented February 21, 1865.
I am also the owner of the Everett process for increasing the tensile strength of cast
iron, some reports of which were made at the Philadelphia and Washington navy-yards,
and by others, which will give some information of its value. Heavy ordnance can be
constructed in this way that will be found to have all "the strength and endurance of
any metal in the world, and at a cost of one-half of steel or wrought iron.
If the Department should desire to test this, the Government shall have the right to
construct any gun or guns, say from 100-pounders to 10-inch bore, and put them to the
hardest possible test, say 1,200 rounds, and then continue until the gun shall burst or
become useless. If, after such trial, it shall be found that this metal and this system is
of sufficient value to warrant its use, then, and not before, shall any charge or cost to
the Government be made, so far as the use of either the process or the guns as constructed under my patent; and in the event of satisfactory tests the Department shall
have the right of both at a valuation to be made by any officer appointed by the Government, and one chosen by myself, who is to fix upon royalty or price.
I am, gentlemen, very respectf~1lly, &c.,
C. W. STAFFORD.

E. A. SUTCLIFFE.
No. 101.]
NEW YORK, August 22, 1872.
GENTLEMEN: Herewith I desire to submit to your consideration my plan for a breechloading cannon, transmitting to you n/y ietters-patent and a model illustrating the
sa.ne.
E. A. SUTCLIFFE,
402 Bleecker Street. Residence, 612 Hudson Street, New Yo1·lc.
BOARD ON HEAVY CANNON,
Colonel R. H. K. Whiteley, President.

[Inclosure.]

(No. 39,596, dated 18th August, 1863.)
Schedt£le of lette1·s-patent issued to E. A. Sutcliffe.
To enable others skilled in the art to make and use my invention, I will proceed to
describe its construction and operation:
A is the gun, bored right through the breech, counter-bored at the breech, and having
a screw-thread, a, cut in the counter-bore for the reception of the breech-tightening
and sustaining screw B. This screw is boreu centrally, of a caliber slightly larger than
that of the gun, to permit the projectile and the cartridge to pass easily through it.
This screw is furnished at its rear end with a suitable lever or levers d, to which to apply the necessary power to turn it. vis the mortise cut in the gun, immediately in
front of the counter-bore of the breech, for the reception of the movable breech-pieces C.
Tbis mortise is of a width from side to side greater th?>n the caliber of the gun, and of
a depth from back to front slightly greater than the tpickness of the breech-piece C.
It is cut fi.·om the under side oftbe gun acros the bore and its upper part is finished in
semicircular form, with a radius equal to half Hs width, as shown in l! igs. 2 and 3, bavj ng the upper part of the gun clo ed, as shown in the .figures. The breech-piece C consi t. of a Llat, circular disk of steel or other metal of a diameter slightly less than the
wiflth of tbe mortise v, but suffici ntly great<>r tban the caliber of the gun to give jt a.
good bearing against the front of the mortise when clo ·eel. This breech-piece is so
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attached near its circumference by a pin, c, to the front end of the screw, c, that it may
come to a position concentric with the screw and the caliber of the gun, as shown in
Fig. 2, when the screw is screwed up tiglitly against it, as shown in Fig. 1, at which
time the pin cis directly over its a:s:is. The said pin is secured firmly in the screw and
the breech-piec~ hangs loosely upon it.
.
To open tlle breech the screw is turned back to the extent of a half revolutiOn,
which brings the pin c below its axis, and by this means the breech-piece, being liberated from the end pressure of the screwJ is caused to roll down one side of the mortise
and drop to the position below the bore of the gun, shown in Fig. 3, leaving au open
passage through the screw into the gun for the admission of the projectile and cartridge. After the insertion of the projectile and cartridge the screw is screwed in to the
extent of half a revolution and the pin c raises the breech, which rolls up one side of
the mortise until it arrives in the position shown in Fig. 2, when the screw comes hard
up against it and secures it to close the breech for firing. If it be required to take out
the breech-piece for cleaning or repairs or for disabling the gun in case o~ necessi~y, t~e
screw is turned back to the extent of one or more revolutions, or until the pm c IS
withdrawn from its bole in the breech-piece, when the latter drops out through theol?en
bottom of the mortise. I do not claim l.Jroadly the combination of a hollow tigbtemng
and sustaining screw with a movable breech-piece; but what I claim as my i_nvention and d~sire to secure by lett.ers-pateut is connecting the movable breech-piec~ C
with t.he hollow tightening and sustaining screw B by means of a pin, c, or its eqmvalent, by which the turning of the said screw in and out is made to raise and lower the
breech-piece and so close the breech of the gun, substantially as herein described.
ELISHA A. SUTCLIFFE.

D. K. SWISHER.

L. B. No. 21.]

ARMY

BurLDmG, NEw

YoRK,

J'uly 16, 1872.

SIR: I am directed by the board on heavy cannon to inform you that your letters to
the Secretary of War and to the Adjutant-General have been referred to it, and the
decision is tltat your proposition does not como within the purview of the board, which
was convened for tl;e purJ?OSO of recommending for trial heavy rifled cannon.
V cry respectfully, sir, yom ol>edient servant,
C. E . DUTTON,
Fi1·st Lieutenant Ordnance, Recorder.
D. K. SwrsnER, Esq.

JOHN A. TEJillELL.

No. 9t.]

POST-0l<'FICE DEPARTMENT,
OFFICE OF

TniRD

AssrsTJU'T PosnrASTER-GENERAL,

Washington, D. C., July 9, 1872.
On behalf of my brother, Mr. John A. Torrell, of Bloomfield, Kentucky, I hav:e
tlte honor to submit a model of his improvement in lleavy ordnance, with a commumcation, bearing his signature, inclosing explanatory docnmcnts and papers relating to
s~id improvement, all which I respectf~tlly reqncst may be presented, for examinatiOn and report, to the board of orunauce shortly to assemble iu tlle city of New York.
I am, siT, very truly yours,
W. II. H. TERRELL.
Tlle ACTING Cnmr OF 0ImN.\NCE,
Ordnance Bw·eau, Trar Department.
~IR:

(Indorscmen t.]
OttDNA~·cE-0FFICE, July

R ·~pectfully referred to tlle board, >Yitll moue] and papers.
By order:

9, 1872.

'. v. BEL'J':T .

.lfajor of Orclllwlcf'.

£ . A.5UTCLI FFE'S Breeclz-L oad-ing

'"' .-,u, ~

GUN.

UTHOf.RAI'H!C CO fol f.t!ISBOIINlS PliO CESS
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[Inclosure.]
BLOOMFIELD, KENTUCKY, July 5, 18i:2.
Sm: Referring to your courteous letter of :March 15, l i:l71, addressed to my brothrr,
General W. II. II. Terrell, (Assistant Postmaster-General,) in which you kindly promi. ·ed to bring to the notice of the next ordnance board my improved cannon, with the
Yiew of having a report made upon its merits, :wd having just leamed that a board of
officers has been appointed to meet in the city of New York, on the lOth instant, for
the purpose of examining models of heavy ordnance and reporting thereon for experimental tests, I have the honor respectfully to submit, for the consideration of the
board, a small wooden model, with explanatory cuts, of my invention; also, some descriptive newspaper articles;;< a copy of a report made 1.\brch 10, 1871, by a board of
officers of the Navy Departmem, in which my gun is considered in relation to its
resistance to a bursting force; antl a paper contaiuing my a.nswer to the objections set
up in said report, with a general exvlanation of the principle and theory upon which
mv inveution is based.
The description contained in t.he Scientific American is incorre0t in one particular.
It is not proposed to cast the re-enforce, or ''jacket," of the piece in "cross-sections,"
for by so doing tue longitudinal support of the re-enforce would be lost and the interior
barrel wonld be required to sustain the longitudinal strain.
The principal feature of my invention is a perforated re-enforce, or "jacket," an
intervalsnpport to the interior barrel of a heavy gnn.
The plan upon which the gnu may be construct,ed is fully set forth in the accompanying papers.
The breech-loading an(l elevating devices may or may not be of value, but are submitted for wl.Jat they are worth.
'The gun may be constructed upon either the breech-leading or muzzle-loading pln.n.
Trusting the ordnance board will duly examine m.v invention and carefully consider
the evidence and arguments I have adduced in its behalf, and that I may be faYored
with a copy of the report when made,
I am , sir, very respectfully: your obedient servant,
JOHN A. TERRELL.
General A. B. DYER,
Chief of Ordnance, Wa1· Department, Washington, D. C.

fin closure.]

[Extractj1·ont ScientijiG American, Ma1·ch 25, 1871.]
IMPROVEMENT IN HEAVY ORDNANCE.

The principle of this gnn was first sn~ested by the explosion of the great wrongutiron gun "Peacemaker," on board the rrincetou, on the Potomac River, in 1~40, by
v:Lich Secretaries Upsbnr and Gilmer, of President Tyler's cabinet, and others, lost
their lives. A model of it wa,s cxbilJited at the Ordnance Office, in 185~, but the theory
of its construction was then regarded as paradoxical, and no attention was paid to it.
Letters-patent upon it were obtained in Decewber, 1868, and, at the same time, steps
were taken to secure patents in Europe.
The part which contains the bore is a steel cylinder, cast with walls of a uniform
thickness of two inches, which secures homogeneonsuoss in the casting, :md provirles
against cooling strains and flaws. To receive this steel barrel, an iron re-enforce of
great thickness is cast, with a caliber a little less than the eutire diameter of the barrel. In the walls of the rc-euforce are eight rd"ws of perforations, having the outlines of
truncated cones disposed in ecrui1ateral triangles, the small end of tl.Je opeuiogs, two
inches iu diameter, being upon the intern~Li surface of the re-enforce. These perforations and the bore are formed by cores, fixed on the flask or pit when the metal is cast.
By thus multiplying the cooling surfa.ce, the requisite tensile strength WRY be olJtaiued
with less da.nger of flaws and neutralizing strains, when the mass of metal "sets," as.
all founclery-men know.
'fo receive the steel barrel, the re-enforce is expanded by heat. It ma.y be cast in sections, tlms saxing the great inconvenience attending the handling of the same if cast
entire, and, in ease of flaws in the casting, involving only the loss of the section in
which they occur.
T!J.e barrel, when inserted, is firmly compressed as tlw iron cools; but since it is not
otherwise secured, its longitudiual expansion, from the beat of di~>cllarges, is not so
cramped as to cause a rupture. The radial expau ·ion of beat i partly provided for l1y
~Omitted

froru tbis publication,

cxc~:pliog

a description froru tho Scientific American.
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the elasticity resulting from the internal support received from the re-enforce; but in this
regard the main reliance is upon the immense radiating surface, penetrating to the very
core of the gun, and preventing the accumulation of heat at the dangerous points
within the walls.
A gun thus constrncted will, it is claimed, stand the rapid and continuous firing of
solid shot indefinitely, without danger of btll'sting. The theory is that the rapid
firing of a thick-walled gun, made after any of the present approved models, must
necessarily produce a degree of heat sufficient to cause unequal expansion in the mass
of metal, and thus create cracks, or, at least, strains that will inevitably result iu rupture when re-enforced by the pressure of subsequent discharges. No gun now in use is
so constructed a.s to be guarded against the silent power of this insidious and tremendous agent. The in ven1.or believes that, with the requisite strength of wall, durability
can only be obtained by providing for the harmless and safe escape of this force, and
that his perforated 1·e-enforce supplies this provision.
Another original feature of Colonel Terrell's invention is its ingenious breech-loading
a,pparatus. Reference to the engravings will enable the reader to understand the details of this feature. Fig. 1 is a perspective view of the gun. Fig. 2 is a vertical longitudinal section, showing the hinged breech-plate and devices for holding it in position.
The dotted outlines show the parts in position for firing. Fig. 3 i& a top view of the
hinged breech-plate, and the screw which holds it in its place when adjusted for :firing,
the screw being in the position shown in the dotted outline, Fig. 2, but the breechplate being dropped into position for loacling. Fig. 4 is a cross-section showing the
form of the rifled grooves and conical perforations in the re-enforce. Fig. 5 is a detailview of tbe device for expending the charge.
· A massive slotted breech is cast to tlw 1·e-enforce. In the walls of this slot is hinged
the solid and close-{i.tting breech-plate. This is firmly compressed against the chamber
by the powerful set-screw, turning in a swinging nut, hinged in the rear end of the
slot and resting against its shoulders wben in position. This screw is located out of
all danger of fouling, which occnrs whtm the screw is inserted in the rear end of the
bore. By giving the screw a tnm or two, it n.ncl the breech-plate are loosened, and
swing by their own gravity through the slot, thus leaving the way clear for swabbing
:wd chargiug the piece.
To raise or lower the muzzle without loss of time, elevating-screws of various lengths
are screwed into a revolving bar, which has its bearings in the gun-carriage below the
cascabel. To prevent the injlll'ies which result fi·om priming-tubes located in the body
of the gun, the device for exploding metallic cartridges, Fig. 5, is fixed in the breechplate; aud wben such cartridges are not used this contrivance can be withdrawn, and
tbe slanting tube it occupied can be used as a receptacle for priming. The inventor of
this gun is Colonel John A. Terrell, of Bloomfield, Kentucky.
;,
~
;,
"
The principal item of cost in the gun is the barrel or inner core. The gun bas, we
are informed, attracted much attention, a11d there are not wanting those who predict
tbnt. it wm effect a revolution in beavy ordnance.

[Inclosure. ]

BunEAU OF

ORDNANCE, NAVY Dl~PARTMENT,

.March 10, 1871.

Sm : We have carefully examined the model of a perforated re-enforce gnu and the
accompanying descriptions and discussion of the tbeory upon wbich it is constructed,
pre cnted by Mr. John A. Terrel!.
We will fir t consiuer it in relation to its resi tauce to a bursting fm·ce. It is evident
to u. that, if an ec1ual number of conical holes wer drilled in a solid casting, the break
of ·ontimrity in each circnlar clement mu t weal•en tho gnn, and we do not think tbat
thi:, lo. ·s of trengtb is compensated by boring the casting to relieve cooling- strains.
All tbe PXJl •rim nt. htth rto made show that, owing to their unequal elasticity aucl
expn.11!;i IJility, it is impo · il>le to in ert a steel tube in a ca. t-u·on gnu in sucb a manner
~Hi to a:ffurd a continuous support to the tube; th refore we must r ly ou tlw tube
alo1t£' ~o ;,n. taiu the C'll'eet of the charge. If we do thi , we have at once a teel gun,
anc.1, lnthf'rto, no r,te l gnn has been made to certainly sustain large char/? s .
. TL • rn·incipal bj ·ct of the e conical op nings i · to' allow a greater ur1ace for rauia!JOn of lll'at, wbicb, according to tho "heat theory," i au important elem nt in cau Ht~ tJw lllJllnre of cannon.
_1\lthou~h it, wonld at fir t app ar tbat tb surface of tbc hore, wbich i. in contact
" "tth tlw Jutlam ·cl 1•a · at a lngb t ·mp •ra.tnrP, w uld b rai •d to, Clmething ncar tllat
~~~~ ~t·c:c of !tc·ut · ye_t, cluring the c'X)Jerim ·ntal firing of tb 15-inch gun a~ Pitt. lmr:.rh.
~ IH! t ·mpl'ratm ·of th lJottom of tlJC horc, aft r repeat •d alHl rapid finng, wa ollly
·~ , tllf~ tempmutur • of th ext •mal air bcin~ 40':l. It i al ·o a matter of uuin;r:-.al
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naval experience that the coating of bee~-wa~, with which t~e naval gun is always
covered is never melted by the most rapid :firmg under a tropiCal sun.
It is 'therefore very doubtful if this cause, the difference of temperature between
the internal and external surfaces, produces the serious effects attributed to it.
A.s this objection is founded on theoretical oo~siderations, it can only b~ satisfact<;>rily
sustained or refuted by the actual test of a tnal gun qf not less than 10 mcbes cahber,
if a rifle, or 15 inches, if a smooth bore.
We are, very respectfully, your obedient servants,
H. K. D.AVENPORT,
Captain United States Navy.
WILLIAM N. JEFFERS,
Captain United States Navy.
Commodore .A. LUDLOW CASE,
Chief of Bu1·eau of Ordnance.

OBJECTIONS ANSWERED-G.ENEUAL DESCHIPTION AND ARGUMENT IN

FAVOR OF THE

lMI!ROVEt~ENT.

Tl1e bursting force is of two kincls, llamely, explosive or projectile force andi the
expansive force of heat; the former ceases when the shot leaves the gnu, while the
latter is increased by every shot fired from the gun. If the gun is composed of wrought
iron or steel, the force of th\s internal-heat expansion must be sustained by the
strength of the wall alone. The nature of wrought iron or steel precludes the idea.
of its accommodating this expansion by the compressibility of the walls, for there is
little or none of it in such metal. Hence the experience of the Ordnance Department,
'' that hitherto no steel gun has been made to certainly sustain large charges." If the
walls are thick, certainly not.
And I ma,y add the same of, wrought iron. In practice, its use in such guns bas
shown only a small improvement; instance the" Peacemaker" on board the steamship
Princeton. If the gun is fired :rapidly with large charges of powder and heavy conical
shot, the heat from such discharges must increase the radius and longitude of the
bore. If the gun be a heavy one, with thick walls, its thickness must prove a point of
weakness, because the gun will remam nnexpanded on the outside, but will be
expanded on the inside. If there is much porosity in the metal-and there will be
some if it is made of cast iron-as the beat expands, the inside metal will compress, or
the porous quality will be forced together if the firing be continued long enough to
force this spongy quality into a solid mass, w ben, if this increasing cause be continued,
the gun must soon become so strained that a rupture will ensue. A.nd we infer that
this is one reason why many artillerists say that in practice "a thick wall in a large
gun is a point of weakness;" that it is not a positive insurance against the bursting
force, and more especially is this the case if the metal of whioh the gun is composed
is wrought iron or steel.
The unequal expansion of heat operating on a mass of metal that has been unequally
or unevenly cooled, mu~t have a very great influence in the destruction of many valuable
guns of large caliber. This force is unquestionably unmaol:lgeable in an ordinarily
constructed large gun, and is destruction to it unless some avenue is provided for its
harmless escape. We present om· perforated re-enforce as a rational remedy for this.
defect. Nearly all scientific men admit the conectness of the "heat theory," but so
far as we know it b~s bad no satisfactory test. We propose to make this, but before
we proceed to do so on our own account, we ask the Government to do it, for if any~
body is to be benefit ed by it it will be our Government.
If a large gun with thick walls be made of cast iron upon the Rodman pla11, the
tmrfac e of the bore will do 1btless be contracted and show less porosir,y, but as it bas
110t l>een perfectly steele
t will, by use, in a short time resume its former porosity; at
all events, the waU of such a gun will be, to a certain e~tent, compressible, much more
so iudeed than that of a steel or a wrought-iron one.
The practical I'esult is apparent, that the wall of such a gun will compress under
strain to a very great extent, and in m~ny instances wj)l accommodate this internal
expan ion. But if the expansion is greater than the compressibility of the metal a
rupture will ensue and a faHure will be the result. Hence the great fatality attending
steel guns. W 13 think this mnst be plain to any constructor of ordinary experience.
If the gun be made of c::t t iro11 on the Dahlgren plan, its power of endurance will
be great r, but even in this regard they are limited, for the reasons before stated. It
mu t be r'mcmbered that I am speaking of heavy o-uns, with thick walls, using larg8
cbarg and solid conical shot, and to be fired rapidly, as occasion and emergency may
require.
ln connection with the foregoing it is llesi rable to know why guns of 01·dinary cali.
ber and tbicknes of wall are ·afe and durable, while nearly all x·iflos larger than 3Q,
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pounders are utterly unsafe wlaen :fired rapidly with large charges and elongated shot.
Why ma,y not the thick walls of a 10-inch gun be made strong enough to stand the
pressure of a proportional charge as 'vell as the thinner walls of an ordinary field-piece¥
And why has the massing of various metals in divers methods about the chamber le~t
the strongest walls more liable to explode than thinner and weaker ones 1 The umform pressure of exploding- gunpowder is measurable and so is the strength of metal.
Captain Andrew Noble, }f. R. S., in his researches upon the explosive force of gunpowder, says, upon the subject of the tension of powder-gases, that they were" generally registered extrava,gantly high." "Experiments had shown t~e P!essure of R. L.
G. powder to be about 32 tons to the square inch. The pressure mdwated by the L.
G. powder was 37 tons on the square inch."
The following are the pra,ctical conclusions deduced from the investigations:
First. The maximum of pressure of fired gunpowder is not much above 40 tons to
the square inch.
Qucere: If 40 tons to the square inch is the maximum of pressure of fired gunpowder, what breaks the steel guns~ It cannot be caused by the projectile force alone.
Does it not look like the unequal expansion of heat has something to do with it~ .
Secon<l. In large guns, owing to the "violent oscillations produced by the ignitwn
of a large mass of p~wder, the pressure of the gas is liable to be locally exalted even
above its normal tension in a perfectly closed vessel; and this intensification of pressure endangers the gun, without adding to its useful effect."
.
Third. Where large charges are made, quick-burning powder increases the stra.ms
upon the gun without augmenting the velocity of the shot.
Fourth. The position of the vent or firing-point exercises an important influence on
the intensity of wave-action, and in further enlarging thl3 dimensions of heavy guns
we must look to improved powder and improved methods of firing the charge, so as
to avoid as much as possible throwing the ignited gases into violent oscillation:
Fifth. That in all cases it is desirable to have the charge as short as possible, so as
to reduce the run of the gas to the shortest limit. Hence increa.se of the diameter of
the gun, by shortening the charge, tends to save the gun from abnormal strains.
By referring to the cut of our muzzle-loader you will notice that the igniting-tube,
or vent, is central, the powder is ignitecl at the base of the shot, the gas overcoming
its inertia, the powder burning backward, thus obviating that violent oscillation,
giving the shot an accelerating motion.
By this arrangement the combustion of the powder is slightly prolon o-ed; at least the
full forces of all the gases is not put into such a state of violent oscifiation as woulcl
be the case if ignited at the bottom of the powder-bed or at a side vent. We thus
avoid the danger of abrasion and deterioration.
Should the breech-block or screw-plug, through which the vent is made, become deteriorated from long use by rapid and continuous firing, it can be removed and a new
one substituted. By this arrangement we lengthen the lives of our heavy guns beyond
the time of allotment by the regulations.
It will be observed, from the printed description of our proposed gun, that there-enforce is to be east with eight rows of perforations disposed in equilateral triangles;
these apertures are to be formed by cores set in the mold or :flask; in this manner
we multiply the cooling surface, the requisite tensile strength is obtained with less
danger of flaws and neutralizing strains.
Yon will please notice in the small exemplifying model that the walls of the re-enforce
are to be of great thickness; whatever amount of metal which may be necessary to
take out of it to form these apertures is to be added to the thickness of the wall.
By examining the model and the cuts you observe that there is about as much metal
re ting against the core or barrel (and sustaining it) as there is on the outside of the
gun .
In oonstructi g a 20-inch gnu on t.bis plan, the wall of the bore or barrel would be
five inche: thick, or on -fourth the diameter of the bore; five inches will then be the
diameter of the apex of tke conical rtpertures. ( ee cnt Figs. :~ and 4.)
.
But to make snrc of giving ample strength to our first experimental gun, we w1ll
redne · the diameter of th apex to abuu t two a,ucl a balf inches.
·
Rdcn-ing to cut Fig. :~,and taking the point equidistant on the inside of the core,
(whic·h will give the angle of truncation,) we "·ill have about the same amount. of
metal, or treugtlt of wall, at very point in the re-enforce from the cascahle to a pomt
beyond th .tnmuions, as is shown in the cut. The tmnnions are corc<l all<lca:t hollow,
bu.t the alllount of metal taken out to form the apertur • i rmpplie<l to their iz ·. By
th1s an-an rement the heat cannot remain any length of time a,t that poinL, but will be
radiated. away. • olid trunnions have at IHlen ·y to aet a! a colllpa . , holcling the ontsi<le of tlt gm.1 at that point :tgaiust an expancl!'d insiclc; l1ence the pcrforntion. Tl~e
core or barn·l 1 to be c u:truct 1 of the ~;tronge~t meta.!, to lH• ie.tccl by hyclmulu:
pre nrc. The iron re-cnforc , having 1J c·u truecl out, is sligl1tly •xp:wclccl hy lwat.
\Yhen the barrc•l iR plac d in:ide of it, tbe re-enforce shrink · Iinnly ou the core and
hctlomea an interval support to it.
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So far as the unequal elasticity and expansibility of steel and iron is concerned, (if
we have not made a wrong estimate,) it is exactly what we want.
Dr. Joule, at a meeting of the Literary and Philosophical Society, Manchester, stated
tltat the experiments of Lavoisier, Laplace, Smeton, Dulong, Petit, and of Toughton
gave a less expansion by heat to steel than iron, especially if the former be in an
untempered state.
We are satisfied that our experiments justify us in accepting the above as true. So
mnch, then, for tile expansiuility of f'teel, and if we are correct in our estimates, steel
is exactly suited for our core or barrel. It must be remembered here that it rel)_uires
the freq nent heating of steel, and that to a temperature 212° , befttr·e there is a. probability of relaxing the rigid cohesion of its particles. This much for the strength of
steel. But grant (if you please) that the elasticity and expansibility of the steel core
and iron re-enforce is un equal, we think you will observe that we have made ample
provision for it. We admit that it would be a failure in practice to" insert a steel
tube in a cast-iron gun" with solid walls. But we do not admit that we cannot do it
in a perforated wall, for we do know that we have done it.
It is true that we have not a continuous support, but we have what will prevent
the gun bursting, and that is an interval support. But we can't see that we rely alone
ou the steel tube to sustain the effort of the charge, for most certainly does the
re-enforce sustain and support the tube at intervals, to say the least of it. But we do
say that the support is, h1 practice, a continuous one, and proceed to proof by comparison .
If a continuous support is so necessary to sustain a force, why is it that in the construction of our railroads au interval support is furnished to the track-bar instead of
a continuous one?
The native elasticity of the track-bar is preserved if supported at intervals by crossties, and this you will find to be a very important part. of its strength.
If you wish to ureak a bar of steel, deprive it of its elasticity by placing it in contact wit.h a perfectly solid body, and strike it a heavy blow immediately over that
]}Oint of contact, a.nd you will find it quite easily broken; but the reverse will be the
result if the bar is not deprived of its elasticity. In the latter case it will give, when
struck, with the blow, and thus prevent the crushing effect of the stroke. The inference to ue drawn from the above illustration is that a very small amount of elasticity
will, it is confirlently believed, have a decided tendency to prevent 'a rupture in a
gun, provided it is furnished to the outside of the gun, to compensate for the inside
expansion.
We find, in the construction of wire suspension-bridges, that the interval support
provided in their construction is justly considered a point of strength, and it so stands
in theory and proof. Such a structure will endure the variations of temperature longer
than a bridge with continuous sides, made of solid cast or wrought iron with unbroken
or continuous walls, becanse there is some elasticity in the former where the continuity
is broken, and none in t.he latter where it Temains intact. Again, anll to illustrate the
operation of heat in a large casting, the huger it is the less soJid will its interior .be
when cooled, because, at the last point of cooling (as tho mass of metal sets) it will
show an unequal porosity accordiug to its uncqu:1l cooling, and the consequence wiU
be _that it will possess less uniform strength to resist a direct force not possessing a
umform density. This uciug the case, the operation of beat upon the mass would expand it more iu some places than at others; the expansion would be unequal, causing
it to warp and crack, and, finally , to fail in its office of suppol't. Bnt this is not so likely
to be the case with the wire bridge, because the metal used in its coustrnction is not
deprived of its native elasticity to prevent jts yicllling to the weight upon it and to
the presslll'c c~~usec1 by the expansive force of hpat, it being slightly elastic, which is
an important point in its strength. In like manner will it be with the w~ll of a large
gun, if this provision is mac1o, hy using a l'C-enforce or interval support to the barrel of
the gun, casting it on cores, causing it to cool more evenly, with fewer intemal fissures.
or flaws. \Vo observe this principle in unildiugs constructed with arched openings
formed in one of tho side walls, while the opposite wall would be constructed entire.
Both \valls are recp.1 ircd to support j(Jists for additional stories, and no practical mechanic would think that tho wall with the arched openings in it woulcl oo more lia.ule
to fnil in its office of support than the ontiro wall, notwithstanding the continuity in
it itj broken; bnt tllis appears not to impair its strength. An interval support seems
to an. ·wcr the pmpose of furnishing a support on the perforated side-wall equal to that
fonnd in th o eutire wall.
Wby will not lhis sa.111c principle of au interval support be adequate to resist an
tho fore in a. brge guu1
Tit ro is .·carcely a flon bt hnt that tho unec1nal expan~ion of heat has greatly assisted
in tl~c de.truction of maDy very vn1 naul o g nns of large calib r, and more especially
ha~ 1t bP '1 1 tl10 C< o with guns mtule of wrongbt iro11 and st 1, the metal in such guns
b cmg 1 •ss pl)rOll:> than ·ast iron, •on ·el)u<· ntly 1 ·ss compres,.ihle.
DuulJtle · · tlli · is ouo reason wlly the ahlgron guns haYo ghown so much ou<lurance
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m our naval contests, ancl it is believed by many intelligent officers and mechanics
that this result is attributaule to the fact of its being cast solid and bored out to form
the barrel. By this process it is made to possess more porosity in its walls and is more
compressible. But if this gun, with all of its porous quality and compressibilit.y, is
subjected to continuous and rapicl firing with large charges of powder and solid conical
shot~ the metal in it would soon become compressed to the extent of its compressibility
by the force from within, and would then be no safer than a steel or wrought-iron one.
The thinness of the walls in our field-guns is doubtless one reason why they so seldom
explode.
The opening in Ollj re-enforce for large guns provides for the escape and radiation of
beat from a dangerous point, and also furnishes a small amount of elasticity to the
ontside of the gnu to compensate for the inside expansion caused by heat from rapid
firing, friction, compression, and the resistance of the solid shot. This heat increases
the radius as well as the longitude of the bore against a comparatively cold orrts~de,
which does not become sufficiently hot (outside) by rapid firing, even under a trop1cal
sun, to melt the coatir.g of wax with which the Navy guns are always covered.
But it is not so much heat that breaks the heavy gun as it is the unequal expansion
caused by it that greatly assists in doing this. Fire a gun rapidly with a wet blank~t
on the outside to keep it cool, and the gun will crack fwm the nu~qual he:1ting, and 1f
the gun is a large one, with thick walls, it will the more surely explode. But reverse
it, if you please. In the place of the wet blanket on the outside of the gun apply heat
to it, so that the outside of the gun is expanded equal to that of the inside, and the
gun will not explode, and if the gun is a large one, with thick walls, made of steel or
wrought iron, it will the more surely not explode.
·
.
A very simple experiment may be had to prove this by placing a glass tumbler m
cold water and pouring boiling water into it; the contraction of the outside by cold
and the expansion of the inside by heat causes it to break. But reverse it; subject the
inside and outside of it to a graduated heat at the same time, and it will never break.
So that it must appear plain that it is the power of unequal heating or unequal cooling that plays such havoc with our heavy guns.
Some intelligent mechanics seem to think, on a first inspection of our model, that the
gun will be strong enough radially, but laterally it will be defective in point of
strength; that the wall of the core or barrel being only about five inches thick it~: a
20-inch gnu, it will pull in two from the force of the gases acting a.gainst the project1le
and breech-block.
But evidently this opinion is erroneous, because the heat of discharge expa.nds the
core again~t the re-enforce, and the adhesion of the parts (core and re-enforce) furnishes
dq.uble th.e ampport and strength required.
As before stated, the conical apertures supply a small amount of elasticity to the
outside to compensate for inside expansion, the smallest amount of which, in many
instances, doubtless prevents a rupture.
So, in like manner, will this cause act in other constructions.
.
The construction of an ordinary wagon-wheel is in point. The pressure hinges m
the hub, and is received at the rim of the wheel, supported by the spokes, which are
an interval support, in which the continuity is broken, and withal is one of the finest
combinations of mechanical strength to be found.
Would its power of endurance be improved by making the continuity of the spokes
complete, or solid from rim to hub'
If we do this we deprive it of its elasticity, which would, in a practical point,
destroy the strength of the vehicle upon which it is to be used, and if so constructed
throughout would not possess that power so nece sary to resist the impact received
from rough thoroughfares in trundling its ponderous loads.
It is confidently expected that our perforated re-enforce or interval jacket-support,
when fairly considered in all of its points, will prove a rational rem dy for the defect
known to exi tin heavy ordnance, and that it will b fnlly able to sustain douule ~be
pre . ure re~tuir d, and al o furnish an escape for :1 silent and insidious agent wblCh
ba heretofore b en unmanag ahle and uncontroll d.
A gun, wb u uhjected to hydraulic pr . ure, sustains a direct force. The a<'tiou of
~he water does 1~ot change t~e structure of the metal; but under rapid fuinrr the gnu
1. 110t onl;v reqotrecl to au tam the force of the ga. · • of unrning gunpowder, coupled
with th resi:tance of th shot, but it mu t sustain the pr . snrc of tho e:xpan. i v force
of b .at, which do s change tho tructnre of metal hy unequal expansion, Lhn br aking
up th fihrou continuity of the rigid cob ·sion of itB p;trticles.
It appear · that teel ha not giv n &aLisfactory r 1mlts a :1 metal for large gun ·
l ' OlJ 'Nltlf!ntly it l1a b en conc1Pmn c1 or n·j
ted i'or snch pnrpoR s. It CC'rtainl~r i '
&tronger rtl(·tal than iron, and if it is manipnla.tcd accordiu•,. to tb law · of it uatur
i will mak<· 1h · Ul t clnra.bl gun.
r•
But the long ancl . bort of the whole matter i that a thin-walJed gun, mad of tr. 1
or ~ ny othc~ Jn(·tal, -upportecl hy a p .rforat ·<1 re- nforc . i tlJ~ prin ·ipal featur to
\'lll cb we WL. b t call th · attention of the board of ordnauc ·. The Orduanc D 1nnt-
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ment seem disposed to accept the failure of Mr. Norman Wiard's test-gnus as final;
but, after all, is not the fuudam{mtal theory of Wiard's correct 'I D~mbtless t.he manner of applying it ~n his Trenton gun was ~rroi'l~ous! and I mn Sl~rpnse(l that he ever
consented to its bemg fired, for most, ccrtamly Ins air-chambers 111 that gun were no
remedy for the defects designed to be corrected, but, on the contrary, were weakening
in every particular, and hence the explosion.
'Ve contend that when it is desired t.o construct large guns there are two points
which must be accomplished, and if they are successfully gained the means employed
are unimportant; these are strength and durability.
The objection to steel as a gun-metal, "because hitherto no steel gun bas been made
to certainly sustain large charges," shoulu not. prejudice its use in the construction of
heavy guns.
The experimental firings had at Pittsburgh with a 15-inch gun seem to be well
authenticated.
It would seem difficult, however, to get np and maintain a high degree of temperature in a 15-inch gnn with sixt.y pounds of powder when the externa,l temperature of
the air was at 40°. The gun wonld seem to be too large in caliber to hold it and the
amount of powder full small to maintain it any considerable length of time under these
circumstances.
Tlw pract.ical inference is that, as the 15-inch gun at Pittsburgh "stood repeated and
rapid firings," it will do it under all circumstances.
,
If a cast-iron gun will endure this pressure, why will not a steel one sustain it?
Steel is decide<ll.v superior in point of strength to iron, and why is it that a gnu made
of it, of the same dimensions, the same weight, the same calibAr, the same thickness of
wall, will not sustain large charges of powder '?
This question has been full.! and repeatedly answered in this paper, and it is unnecessary to refer to it again in this connection.
But, referring to the experimental tests at Pittsburgh. While in this instance the
gun stood the proof, yet we tind nearly aU of our on1wtnce officers still doubting the
safety and durability of our hecwy ordnance. If our heavy gnns are as perfect as the
recent experimental firings at Pittsbnrgh show them to be, why is it tha.t the Chief of
Ordnance asked Congress tluring its session last winter (1871) for an appropriation of
two hundred thousand dollars to make a practical test of some new plan to construct
better and more efficient large guns¥ I quote from the report of tbe Chief of Ordnance
for the year 1870, page 9 :
"In my· opinion it is highly important that the gun should be made a11d tested; and
I earnestly ask that Congress be requested to make the necessary appropriation for
this object, of $200,000.
"The priucipal nations of Europe, recognizing the great importance of ha.v ing reliable gnns oflarge caliber, have expended. very large sums of money in experiments to
uete1·mine in wlt::tt ml:mner and of what material they should be made. ·
"So important is it to the country tha,t we should at least tincl out bow such guns
should be made, (and it can ouly be done by experiment,) that no sum of money that
may be necessary to the end can be too great to be expended for such an object.
"'fhe armaments for the forts must be prepared in time of peace; it will be too late
to do it when war comes."
Here is the admission of the head and front of our Ordnance Department, virtually
acknowledging the inefficiency of our heavy gnns, and that they do not know how
nor of what material to make tllem. There need be no better evidence produced than
this to show that our ordnance officers (as well as all others) have no confidence in
the heavy guns now in use.
One important qnestion ma,v as well be put to rest here, and that is this: If the unequal expansion of the metal of which a large gun is composed, produced by heat of discharge, docs not break it, w bat does f If not, why not¥ The uniform pressure of
exploding gunpowder i~:~ mea nntiJle, and so is tbe strength of metal.
\Vc know that gnus of ordinary calillcr and thickne ·s of wall are safe and durable,
wl.Jile nearly all rifles larger than 30-ponnders arc nnsafe when served rapidly with
elongated shot and heavy cha,rges. Why may not tbe thick ·walls of a 10-inch gu'n be
mad ·strong enough to sta,nd the pressure of a proportional cl.Jarge as well as the thinner
wa 11 · of an onli nary field -piece f And why bas the massing of varion wetals in divers
methods abont the chamuer left the strongest wn,lls more li;tble to explode than thinner
and weaker ones¥ And why will uot steelmaiP the strongest gun in the worltl? Onr
Ordnance Bureau pronounce against it, and say no steel gull has 0\'er been produced to
certainly c:;u. tain large charges.
Bnt we wouM (in as mode t way as we can) in i t th~t, jf tl1 e laws governing the
strength of st el o1· any oth r metal be provided for in <t mtioualinaun er, it will make
the stn•ngcst and most effici •nt gnn the ·world bas ever s '00.
And now ·w e come to an wer the latter part of ti.Je olJj ctions of t!J e Navy board, ancl
simply ay that tho obj ction here made cannot be founded npoa practical priuciples,
because all practical experiments and known laws go to prove the nl.tiouality ami
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reasonableness of the plan or remedy herein proposed, and .that the objection is entirely
theoretical and has not t.ho semblance of the practical about it.
Of course the test as proposed of a 15-inch smootb-hore or a 10-inch rifle will ~ff?rd
ample proof. If the plan proposed should meet the appi:'obation of the. exannmnS'
bonrd, we desire a recommendation to Congress for a suitable apP.i·opriatwn for tlns
object. Should the Government order three test-gnus made, and if they should stand
the test, the guns wonld certainly be worth what t.hey cost.
.
Prinlte individuals ba.ve suuscribed a.n amonnt sufficient to test this plan wtth two
large guns; but before we proceed ')ith their constrnction we ask the ?Pinion of
yonr board of officers as to the feasibility of our proposed plan for makmg h~a~y
ordnnnce, with a recommendation to Congress for an appropriation for this object 1f 1t
should be approved.
It will be observed, by referring to the cut of our muzzle-loader, that we do.not provide conical or1enings in the wall of our re-enforce the entire length of it. The mv~utor
has conducted some troublesome experiments in order to determine the force ot the
shot the moment it left the gun, at every point along the barrel. To do this, he resorted to a plan (as proposed by Major Hanscom, the constructor of the steamer Kearsarge) as follows :
Procuring a small :field-piece with a thick wall, it was loaded with regulation charges
using a spherical shot, firing it against a solid oak target :firmly bolted together, each
section being in thickness equal to the diameter of the shot, and all backed by a stone
wall. 'l'he gun was placed within twelve inches of the target and :fired, the penetration noted. With a double-acting drill a hole was cnt through the wall of the .gun
down to the powder-bed eqnal in size to that of the bore of the gun, and at nght
angles with the plane of bore.
·
·
A spherical shot was driven into this vertical chamber even with the plane of bore
to the powder-bed. The gun was loade(l as before and ii.red, with a target duly
a.nangecl to receive the vertical shot, which was placed twelve inches above the gun
and firmly secured, noting the vertical and horizontal penetrations. In like manner
were chambers drilled at different points along the oarrel of the gun and fired as before,
with a note of each penetration, vertical and horizontal.
Finally five shots were weighed-the one-tentli of their weight was the charge. of
powder put into the gun-four shots having been previously driven into the vert~cal
cbambers~down even with the bore, the gun being regularly loaded with a sphencal
shot as before. The gnn was :fired, and the fimr vertical penetrations and the one
horizontal were severally noted.
Ry this experiment it was fom1fl that the greatest vertical penetration was at or near
the trunnions; nearer to the muzzle the vert1cal penetration was very slight, the shot
making only alJont a quarter-diameter penetration. Consequently we have couform.ed
the wall of our gun (re-enforce) to the line of these vertical penetrations. (see cut, F~g.
1,) and we are inclined to believe t.h~t we will hazard Yery little by making our tnal
gun after this model.
An account of this experiment, accompanied by a sketch, was sent to the Bureau of
Ordnance, Navy Department, care of Captain J.D. Brandt, chief clerk.
Furthermore, in answer to the :first part of the objection, concerning a number of
"conical holes being drilled into a solid casting, the break of continuity in each circular element weakening the gun, and uo not believe the loss of strength is compensated
by coring the ca. ting to relieve cooling strains," &c., lot us Hlustrate this by comparing the str ngth of a solid ca t-iron column, weighing say four tons, with one of ~be
same weight and height, ca t hollow, of the same iron, possessing the same tena01ty.
The power posses ed by each column to snstain a direct force is greatly in favor of the
hollow column.
Will the coring of the castil1g to form the hollow in this column break the continuity
and weaken the ca. ting · Will not thi coring relieve the cooling strains thrown upon
it? I it not tberehy reud rc<l more cf1icient and competent to resi.·t a direct for e.~
Or is the continuity so broken as to weaken theca ting ( Most assuredly not. An~l 1
not the re-enforce of onr gun compos ·cl of apertures substautially tlw sauw in principle
(in point of trengtL) a!:! the interval support which would be furnished by a row of
column: to snpport a strn tnre-to r sist or snstain a force?
.
• laranlagCIJ 01:1'1' the preseut hcaty O)'(lnance.-'l'be gun is furnished with a very tb1ck
pC'rfowtc(l rc- nf'orc , furnishing an inCJ't>flsed ra(liating surface extcnc.liug to tlt very
· nter of tlH! gun, which h; intc~lHlcd to pr vent th accnmulation of heat at a c1a!Jge~
Otl.' point, HlHl is provicl·d with a "·all <:onstrnctccl upon scientific principles, wlu ·h Jti
i 1Jt:linvccl " ' ill onrcome thr .xpan . iv force of uncc1nal heating, po · t• . i1w l >:
poro ity, lmt, provicling more f'ln.ticity, owing to th distribution of ap rtnr,s in th
r!•-r-ufon:<· ( cli~trihnt<'cl in qnilah•ral triangl · ) gidnct about th am amount of w~tal
at t!vc·r~· llOint in th ·gmt; 4Jl' wall of tlt n ·-enforce, \~h ·ro tho pre snro i: fonud to h
~rr·atr· t. Th
tron~(· r atul lH:
1111:tn 1 i. 1t. Ptl in the constructio11 of tlw cor. _or
lwn :l ,,~·th( ~1111 anrl tlti · 1o lH• n·-f'Jtforc·t•fl hy a Yc:rytough iron uppoi'tdll'O\' itlt·~ v~ll?
···nt1latwu 1 a aho,.,.. tat ·r1. By this anaug ·tncnt the effect of the sil•nt aud m ... uh-
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ous force of heat is controlled, and the gun made to sustain the force of heavy charges
and rapid :firino· superior to that of any large gun that the world has ever seen.
Our breech-~ader is practical, and will prove invaluable in the turret of a ship. A
practical test will demonstrate this. If there should be any abrasion or det~rioration
at the vent, the breech-block may be renewed a~ a trifling expense, which would, in
many instances, save a valuable gun to the service.
.
The ignition of the charge is central, (bnt .is not shown in the cuts;) t.he powder IS
i<Ynited at the base of the shot, the explosiOn 1s backward, the gases rushmg forward,
o"'vercomin<Y the inertia of the shot at first, and, in effect, acting upon the projectile
with an ac~eleratingforce, by which the sndden.and violent oscillations are obviated,
and must be still greatly lessened by the use of Improved powder.
The gun will sustain a charge sufficient to throw solid conical shot as rapidly as it
can be served without danger of explosion. If this be trne, a ship armed with these
guns would sink any iron.. clad or other ship of war that now floats, and no fort or
harbor defense now in existence could withstand the enormous amount of solid shot
that would be hurled against it in such a short space of time. Solid shot, with increased charges, rapidly fired, will batter down the strongest and best constructed
defenses known to modern engineering.
At first it would appear that the conical holes in the re-enforce would incline to
weaken the casting, but a trial of this, even on a small scale, shows that it does not
do it. 'l'he continuity seems to be broken, but if the wall is a thick one, it is not
broken, for there is a continuous support in one line, angling or zig-zag, and in effect
·:s much like a support furnished by'tbe edge of a piece of timber, compared to its
dat or side support.
Our interval support in point of strength is equal to a continuous one, for who bas
not observed buildings constructed with arched openings (windows and doors) made
in a side 'ivall, and it supporting additional stories, with the same security that the
entire wall did on the opposite side?
Here we have an interval support illustrated, and a break of continuity shown, but
we fail to discover even in this case a point of weakness. But, of course, the citation
is not minutely nor strictly applicable to the construction of a large gun, but most,
certainly is a liberal comparison upon our part in illustrating the capacity of an interval support to sustain a direct force.
When we make a heavy gun, we aim at two points:
First. To provide a wall that will sustain the pressure of the largest charges.
Second. To further provide an avenue for the escape of heat, knowing it to be a
silent and insidious agent, which if allowecl to remain long at a point within the wall
it. will break up the fil>rous continuity of rigid cohesion. And for this reason we present our perforated re-enforce as a remedy for this defect, and plead for its adoption.
The plan bas its disinterested friends; among them are to be found not a few of the
brave and honored who have graduated in military and naval schools; men 'vho have
become famDiar with the ~rtillery service; men who have fought through the fire and
blood of rebellion, and by meritodous conduct ascended to the highest pinnacle of
fame known among men, by oifering their lives for their country's cause.
These men have had ample experience to know the defects in heavy ordnance. And
'ivith a patriotic desire to have this important arm improved, they indorse the perforated re-enforce for heavy gnns.
For an argument in fn,vor of the principle, as above proposed, we cannot he at a loss
to find it at every step. Look at tbe sides of an iron suspension-bridge; look at the
supporting bars, cords, chain~, anil. wires. In this the continuity seems broken, yet it
stands the test in proof. Look at tbo track-bar of a Tailroad, supported at intervals by
cross-ties; this is not a continuous support. The continnity is broken in t.bis, anJ. it
would at first seem defective in its office of support. But it is not; it stands in proof.
_.And, tin ally, ·look at this re-enforce gun. It possesses more elements to sustain a
force than any solid-wnlle(l gun of equal dimensions ai1cl weight. It will sustain as
muclJ fol'Ce as any solid-·walled gun of eqnal weight, under hydraulic pressure, and
more of the explosive force of powder and the expansive force of heat.
It must be remembereJ. tllat the perforated re-enforce gun is to be of no less weight
tbau a solid-walle'l gun; the amount of metal which is taken out of the wall to furnish
the a.pertmes must be added to thickness of same. So that a 10-incb solid-walled
gun will be no heavier than a perforated one of equal caliber.
Where the apex of the cone-shaped apertnre, or opening, (in the re-enforce 1 ) comes
in contact with the banel or core •of tlJc gun 1 tbe latter is supported by a circular
~Lrch, and thus we have ao interval support; aml a test will show it to be of more
practicnJ utility than a continuous one.
I lJave saicl that this gun " -ill sustain larger cllarges aml heavier projectiles, under
continno11s .fire, tbau any solicl-wallecl gnn of eqnal wcigllt, simply because th gnn is
constructed o that the heat ii:om discharge cannot exert any force; (beyond that which
we may reasonahl.v expect. to l>e pro\"ich·cl for by the compressibility of the metal in
the wall of the gnu;) the power exerted by it is obviated by an avcnne for it.s llarmlcss
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Besides this, we have a wall of great strength and thickness, superior to that
Qf any solid-walled gun now in use.
History of the invention.-About the year 1843 the inventor obtained the description
Qf a large wrought-iron cannon, in which he took quite an interest. The gun was
placed on board of the United States steamship Princeton, under command of Commodore Stockton. The steamship was returning from an excursion down the Potomac,
having President Tyler, with his Secretaries and their families, and several members of
Congress, on board. By the bursting of this gun both the Secretaries of State and
Navy were killed, and quite a number wounded, some of them mortally.
The invenoor, having a natural taste for mechanics and for the investigation of physical science, was incited to take up this question and investigate the failure of the big
gun above referred to. From the most comprehensive data he derived the theory that
the rapid firing of a thick-walled gun must produce a degree of heat sufficient to cause
unequal expansion in the mass of metal, and thus create cracks, or, at least, strains,
sufficient to produce rupture when re-enforced by the pressure of a subsequent discharge. No gun in use was so constructed as to be guarded against the silent power
Qf this insidious agent. The inventor believed that, with the requisite strength of wall,
durability could be attained only by providing for the harmless escape of this great volc-anic force. He made a small model, consisting of a comparatively thin barrel, surrounded by a thick but perforated re-enforce, and exhibited it at the Department in
the year 1t552; but his theory was regarded as paradoxical, and no attention was paid
to it. It appeared to the inventor that constructors were as intent upon securing
strength of wall, initial tension, &c., as if they were constructing cylinders for hydraulic
.
presses instead of cannon.
The inventor quietly awaited the fa.ilure of nearly every plan· to produce a reliable
gun of large caliber. A few guns seemed to stand the test, but the maJority of them
were regarded with much suspicion. Iu the mean time, he had the satisfaction to find
his theory gaining ground among the practical mechanics of the country. At length,
in 1865, it was revived in a memorial to Con~ress by Norman Wiard, a skillful mechanic, who proposed a new plan of constructiOn, intended to obviate the effects of
bea.t. Mr. Wiard's gun, however, notwithstandin~.: the correctness of the inventor's
fnndameJJtal theory, did not escape the action of the destroying force, but failed from
the same cause that, by various exertions of its power, has defeated the hop~s of
others. In 1868 the inventor again exhibited his model in Washington. He obtamed
a pa,tent, and took steps to secure his rights as inventor in Europe.
Since which time a joint-stock company has been organizing under the general incorporation act of the District of Columbia, in the name of the" Terrell Heavy Ordnance
Company," for the purpose of nHtnnfacturing heavy ordnance for forts, harbor and coast
deftmse, ships of war,&c., under patents granted to John A. Terrell by the Government
of the United States, with such improvements in said inventions as may from time to
time be made. The duration of said corporation is limited to twenty years, and it capital stock is to be $100,000. This company proposes, first, to have trial-guns made and
fully tested. The inventor deems it proper ancl right, before proceeding wit.h the
organization of this company further, that the Ordnance Department be requested ~o
take this subject up and inve tigate the utility and feasibility of the plan as herem
proposed; that if they should believe, after such careful investigation, that. the perforated re-enforce for large guns promises any favorable results, that they will so recommend the same in a report to the Chief of Ordnance, or otherwise, so that Congre s
may be memorialized to make a suitable appropriation to make and test three or more
heavy guns upon this plan.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOliN A. TERRELL.
G neral A. P. DYER,
Chief of Ordnance, Washington, D. C.
JULY, 1 72.

NATHAN TIIO:\IP 0 -,
BROOKL-n! PosT-OFFICI-~, Xew York, July 10, 1 72.
to inform :von that I am the inventor of a s •stem of hr hloacli!'l{ nn, which ha. he n .h~i(l ucfor pr minent oflic!'r of the Arm~· anl TaYy.of
the ~nllted. ta~·· and ha ~ h ·tt ~l from th m th mot favorn.bl opinion a to tt ·
rnen~ · · tb. 'VH1 ·n .~ f wb1ch WJlil)e lai!l before you, tog ther with om argn~n ent
r lat~ng to. 1ts p cultar advanta re . It wa al o xhiuit din ·washington to pro1~llncnt
anc1 Jntc·llt~ent •' nator all(lm ·mb r of Congr , invariably r cei viog the lngh · t
·o!nllH:~datJOn, and w, r ferr ·cl t hy tlw II n. John A. Logan, of th )filitarr. 'omWittA:e m th · •' ·uat , nnl thellon. . J. Dicky, oftheAppropdation Committee 10 the
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Honse of Representatives, while advocating the passage of the bill making appropriations for tlm~e heavy rifled gnns, part of 'vhich number were to be breech-londers, duriug- the last session of Congress, and that the two plans of breech-loading wl1ich I lay
before :you herewith for COllsidcrat,ion were both laid lJefore the aforesaid committee!',
and, being highly approved by them, instigated the amendment to the bill providingfor the trial of gnns to be loa<.led at the breech, according to the appropriation bill,
nnder the terms of wbich you bave been appointed. I accordingly propose to mann facture and deliver to the United States two several a,nd different breech-loa,cliug guns,
each of the caliber of 12 inches and weight of 70,000 ponnds, as near as may be obtained con\·eniently by estimates of weight in advauce, but not to <levia,te from that
weight more or less to a greater extent than 1,000 pounds in eith6r gun. These guns
are each to be so constructed as to give reasonable hope that they \Yill withstand 500
ronn<ls or more with charges of 100 pounds of powder, and with rifled projectiles of 600
i)Ouncls weight; a,nd all the records of their fa brication will be so preserve(l, and all
the special appliances will be so carefully coustructed and retained for fnture use, as to
1-'nable me to ofter duplicates of either or botll gnus, of uniform qna.lity, to the vVar
Department if their endnr:mco under extreme proof should rendor it desirable for the
Government to procure more of the same kind, when the guns wanted }nay be furnished
for reasonable and greatly red need prices as compared with the cost of the trial gnus;
first gnns of new and special kinds being always necessarily expensive almost beyond
computation to even the most experienced founders .
The first of the two guns I propose to fabricate, while having the weight before re- ·
fcnecl to, ·will be simila,r h1 model, manner of construction, and material to the English
:i;}-ton gun, viz, the body of the gun will be made in three principal parts, consisting·
of a re-enforce part bearing the trunnions, the breech-block and g~1s-check extractor,
the whole of the best qnality of \nonght-iron, made up witb. rings, all the welding surfaces of which will be turned faces and fitted to each other before tb.e welding heat is
applied, ancl clnring th e final cooling the interior cooling will be hastened and tb.e ex-.
terior surface cooling retanlecl. The second part, forming the chase of the gnn, will
also be of the best wrought iron, coiled aud welded. It \;'ill be inserted for a depth of
1.2 inches, with serew-tLreads within the forward part of the re-enforce; thus there-enforce and tiJc chaBe will form the exterior body of the gun, and ·will be firmly formed
to each other in<lcpendently nf the steel lining-to be described-which forms the third
principal part of the gnu, allll entirely forms tho interior or bore, from the muzzle to
the abutment of the breech-block. 'l'lie lining will .be made of low ductile. steel, tempered in oil. It will be cylintlrieal in form and parallel for its whole length, except at
its rear etHl, where, for 12 inches of its length, it will be tittccl with l:lcrew-tllreads
within the pl'incipalrc-enforee part of the gun. The chase-coil will first be l:lhruuk upon,
the steel lining iu its proper position with mocleratc knsiou. The screw·-thrcads wiH
tll<'n be formed npon t!Je rear end of the chase upon its exterior and also upon the
breech eDfl of the steclliuing, when both will be inserted into their seats, theHt.eel tube
being only littell loosdy wit,lJin the re-enforce part forward of the screw-threa<ls.
'l'!Je steel lining heing at this period of the process hore<l to less than its final aml
Jinil:lhed caliher, lltrec lw:tv;i' enla.rging charges will then be tired from the guu to expand thP steelli11ing within the re-enforce with the proper degree oftnnsion, after which
the gnu will un bored to the proper caliber, 12 inches, riflell, alHl fnruished with its
brceeh-block ancl gus-check rxtractor, aud be 1·eacly for <lelivering.
The second gnn, abo of caliber of 12 inches, aucl rillPd, will be made of cast iron of
tl1e most approved qualit.y. Its body will be cast hollo,~·, and be coole<1 from the interior, Hut1 will have a steel lining similar in all respects to that of gnn No. 1-tbc first
described-iixcd in its position at its rear end within the re-enforce part oftlw body of
the gun by 12 inches iulength of screw-threads, and the liuing-tnbc will be enlarged
to giYe it t.ho propnr tension within the body of the gun in the same manner by enlarging charg<·A, fin·d :fi-om it before the final bming to tix the caliber.
'l'he form a1Hl kind of breech-block, and the manner of operating the same in both
gnnA, will he shown hy the models of each, wh ich will be htid before the board wheneYPr desired . Drawings alfio will be shown which will expla.iu tlw <!Mails more fnlly.
As to thf'J riflillg, I p. efcr tlwtthe board shall determine what sy!:!tem shalllJC adopted,.
:Uicl what ki1Hl or projPctile ~:;hall be use<l. I have been informed that some experiments
arc being eondnctPd at South Boston for tlw Navy wl1ich may exhibit important results, aJHL as th<' <'Xlwtinwnts n·fcnc<l to may soon l.>e completed, I prefer that tbe manller of rilli11g sl1alluot be fixe'(] at present, and I agree tlu.tt I will rille either or both of ·
tbesP gnus if they are or(lered of me, as directed by the Orduauco Department, afte::.1 ·
th(•y arc complct<·<l otiH•n,·il>(',
I ant now huf-iil.r engag<'d in the prqnuation of exact drawings ancl specifications for
lJoth tit(~ alJO\e-<1P:-.crilwd gun.·, copiN!of '.Yhicll, together with motlclH, will be furnishedto ihe OrcliJaiH·<· l><'partnwnt, to he rd'<•rr<•d to in tho contrnct for makinp: either or hoth
oftlt.f'SC' g.uus, ~o;honJ(l the coutract be awanlc<l to me by tho War Dep:utment, npon the
n :c·!·Ipt of .\·otil' !'(•port.
l a111 willin g to <·nlPI' into eontruct for the llHlllllfadnro of tlw flnst gun a.lJovc clc-~tl

w
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scribed for the price of $140,000, and I am willing to enter into contract for the maunftwture of tlio second or last described gnu, for the price of $80,000, and hold myself
ready to give ample security to the Wa.r Department for tlle f<1ithful fulfillment of the
contracts or contra.ct.
NATHAN THmJPSON.
TIIE ORDNANCE BOARD ON IIEAVY RIFLED ORDNANCE.

[No. 42.]

UNITED STATES ARMY BUILDDW,

New York, July 26, 1872.
Sm: I am directed by the board on heavy cannon to inform you tha.t the boarc1llas
acljonmcd to August 7, by which date it is expected that all matter for its action will

be before it.
Very respectfully, sir,
C. E. DUTTON,

First Lieutenant, Ordnance, Recol'cler.
NATUAN THOMPSON,

Esq.

BROOKLYN, ..dug11st 19, 1872.
Returning, I :find your esteemecl communication of 16th.
It will afl'onl me pleasure to meet you on Thursday, 22d instant, the earliest day I
can appoint with my present commitments, at, say 1 o'clock p.m., to confer with yon
on the matter indicated.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
NA'l'HAN THOl\IPSO:N,
By G. H. JENNING.
[No.

96.]

GENTLBMEN:

TnE BOAHD ON HEAVY OrmNANCE,

Amu; Bznlcling, 146 G1·ecne Stl'eet, New York.

[No.

78.]

J..'lte Thompson system of breech-loacling 01'(lnancc.

Inaugurates safety, rapid :fire, and great economy in working-force. In these days of
tnrrctFl aml iron-plate armor, it is important that one gun should do the work of many,
i. <'., J1nmhe1· of shots by rapid fire, take the place of number of guns. Casemates and
tnrrrts 1Jeing too circumscribed to LancUe "nmzzle-loadcrs" to advantage. My syst~m
l'<'Cluires lmt few men, places them behind the gun, which acts as a" pol't-stoppcr,'' In:;tead of ncar the em hrasure, where most dauger lies. It removes tlanger from prcma:
tme Pxplosion, uo Jire being left in the gun after pl'evions clisclwrge, as iu ca c ot
muzzle-loaders. Breech-loaders have been largely approvctl and adopted in Europe.
It is o1lly that so many large gnus of this description have burst that muzzle-loader ·
arc retained in England. This liahility to burst is obviated by my system, aucl makes
one gun equal to four by delivering at least four sLots where bnt ouc is possible under
]n·evious sy!itcws. It includes more til an fonr distinct inventionR, eli ffering from all system.·llithcrto olfercd on either continent, and iFl seen in its most apJH'O\·ed form in No . .
4 and 5. In -o. 5 u, urecch-hlock of one piece, ·with steel rjectol', Jock, and iiriug-pJll
. attac:hnwut, which last, however, may be replaced by oM-style vent if dt•:iretl iuclu.dc ·
al.l itc;; parts. Its operation requires onl,v that the lock be ~;ct to withdraw the firwgpm, allCl tlH'n roll the brecch-hlock, so arl'nngccl as to be m·arly CCjttipoi~c<l toward t!Je
right when thcgnn iH open tore eivc the· charge; a gas-check ofpapicr-maclle, C0111Je~·,
or brass is iusertc:cl lwhincl each charge as in other systems, when the hrcech-l.>lock JS
rullr<11HJillP 1 aJl(l the gun i~:~ r~acly for clisebargc.
Gnn To. 4 is similar to the above, xcept tbat tho gas-check is clispcnsed with ~lw
hn·cch-hlctek ht!ing for<:ccl forward to clo.-c tl1c joint hy a powerful .·c-r 'W' workm!.!;
tlll'Cmgh the hloc:k, aml the operation of closinrr and opP.11ing tlw lm·rch is th• same a
in J. 'o. 5, e.·tept t)Htt the ~-;crew is withclrawu ])~fore the ulock is roJletl a:;ide to jn ·eli
•the chargt!.
•I aw fit to n:tin• gun. ' o. 2, and the c·onstl'llction al)(l opPration of gun . . To·. 1 and
:3 arc: o ohYicm fm111 tho 1no<lds shown, tl1at minute clcsni ption i · harclly lH~ct·~~ary.
I ·laim lor my guu.- eYcry lll<·rit offc!n•cl hy other sy.-tt•nJ:;, :tJHl, ill ~11lclition .• rapid tJrc.
fia~. t~· to mi•JJ from clo. ·d port;-,, elcaning without semhhing antl rc<lnctiou of \\'ol'kll1~
f11n· ':a . . hy tho :nr:lll~elllent of' th • lm· •ch-hlock in 1'o ·. •1 a1Hl.i. 011 • lllall cnn uHJ\'t'
t!11· h ··~vil· t hn•ec;h . .Another ad\'fmtagt· of vital illl}IOl't:uH·t~ 11111~t noL lll' o\'crlon~ d.
hc1· 1 flO\' 'II OI'l•a <~age thwugh tJw Ul' •cch-hlock Ol' l"C-Cilf'Ol'C • for ignition 01 t}u•
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cl1arge; consequently no passage for hot gases through the parts, and no unequal heatTbis prevents unequal expansion, insuring safety to such ·parts and protection
to the breech- ulock, which often becomes set fi·om this cause, and thus useless for
bours, a disaster which in time of tattle might lose the day.
The rf'moval of the breech-block effectually spikes the gun; it is then useless to the
enemy, and gnus t!Jus abandoned may be reclaimed at con veuience.
In couclnsion, my system has commended itself and received complete recognition
from members of the Cabinet and other high officials of our Government, as attested by
certificates iu my possession, to which are attached seals of their various departments,
as all:lo from experts and many officers high in rank in both Army and Navy.
My wish is to place our nation on equal footing with any and every first-class
power, and fairly and thoroughly test a system promising so may advantages.
NA'fHAN THOMPSON.
BROOKLYN, August 3, 18i2.
inrr.
10

Letter-book No. 53.]

ARl\1Y

STREET,
New York, August 16, 1872.
Sm: Referring to your proposition now before the board for the construction of
heavy ordnance, I am directed by the boanl to request you to name a date at which
yon can appear before it to afford some additional information in relation to your
plans.
It is rcqnestec1 that you will name as early a day in the ensuing week as possible.
Requesting an immediate reply, I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
C. E. DUTTON,
JJ'irst Lieutenant of Onlnance, Recorder.
N. THOi'IIPSON, Esq.,
Brooklyn Post-Office, Brooklyn, Long Island.
BUILDINGS, 146 GREENE

NEW Yon~, August 23, 1872.
GENTLE:\mN: 1. H.eferring to my proposal to construct a gun on my system, I think
after the first gun is made I ean furnish the one at specified price of $80:000, in lots of
ten or more for, say, $35,000 each, perhaps less.
2. Mostly all guns of heavy caliber have proved worthless in service, which is demonHtra.tecl hy evidences at navy-yards at vVashington and elsewhere.
:3. The price of cast-iron gnus, as constructed at present, cannot be taken as criterion
for gnns that will stand the wear and tear of service.
4. The object of this appropriation, I have ever.v reason to think, was to test such
H_ystem as promisetl most effectually to obviate this difficulty, which difficulty I propose to meet and overcome.
5. Inasmuch as the Government has spent millions and obtained nothing thus far, if
my gun meets the necessity, it wHl certa,inly prove economical at the price named.·
Should tbe trial-guns 1e adapted to receive the breech-blocks of guns No.4 and 5,
the cost wm be increased by $10,000, the trial-gun then eosting the snm of $90,000.
NATHAN THOMPSON.
The DOARD ON 12-INCII liBAYY 0HDNANCE.

No. 104.J

J,

Xo. 52.]

YAYASSEUH
OFFICE

& CO.

Bo1mn & Co.,
U3 THOMAS STREETS,
York, July W, 1872.
Cor.o. "EL: '\Ve herewith beg to h:tncl yon '~ *
a letter, (ma,rked F,) dated Lon<lm!, Ju1,Y 4, 1872, from l\lessrs. ,J. Vavassenr & Co., to Messrs. Horstman & Co., with
Pstuua,te (markecl G) aucl drawing for 12-ineh caliber rifled steel gun.
~Ve n1so i_nc1_ose ·aval nrHl ~lilitary Gazette, issue Jmmary 20, 1 72, which contains
a. Jnll <ll'scnptwn of the Blnkeley-Vava ·scm· system of heavy ordnance. We expect
RJll'.cifications fiom the Bochnm Miuing and Cast-steel Manufacturing Company for
1~-lllch caliber cast-steel riflc<l muzzlc-loaclers, as before reported from telegraphic
answer, in a fe\\ days,
And remain, yours, very rcsvcctfu1l;r,
IIEHi)fA1"N BOKER & CO.
Colorwl •·. CnrsJ>rx,
.Jfajur of Ortlna11ct, Greene ruul1Iou8lon, tncl81 City.
101
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fiudorsement.l
U~ITED

STATES OnD::s-AXCE AGEXCY,
Rew Y01·k, July 2:3, 1872.
Respectfully referred, together with its inclosnres, to the board on heavy ordnance,
convened by General Orders No. 57, dated June 28, 1K72.
S. CRISPIN,

Brevet r:olonel U.S. A ., Majo1· of Ordnance.

[Inclosure F.]

LONDON ORDNANCE V.Tomcs, BEAR LA...·'m, SounrwAuK,
Loudon, S. E., July 4, 1872.
GENTLEMEN: Inclosed we hauJ you estimate and drawing of a 12-inch cast-steel
rifled gun, which we have so near completion that we could deliver it for proof in
from six weeks tv two months from date of order. This gnu is made entirely of Messrs.
Thomas 1!,irth & Sons' cast steel, the inner t.ube being oil-tempered. The gun t~ he
proYed at the Royal Arsenal, vVoolwich, at the cost of the pnrcbasers, and at onr nsk.
vVith respect to a 12-inch breech-loading gnn, we can hardly quote yon definitelr,
as there would be some difficulty in get.tiug l\Iessrs. Fitth to undertake the ueccss~ry
steel forgings. The price of snch a gun would be about £7,000, and we should reqmre
some nine months for its manufacture. The weight of this gnn would be about ~8
tons.
Your obedient servants,
J. VAVASSEUR & CO.
Messrs. HoRSTMAN & Co.,
2 Crosby Square, London.

[Inclosure G.]

LONDOX OHDXAXCE WOHKS, BEAR LANE, SOCTUW.ARK STREET,
London, S. E., July 4, 1872.
£.

s. d.

Estimate for one 12-ioch bnilt-up cast-steel rifled gnn, sighted and
vented cou1plete __ ........ . ___ .... ____ . __ ... ___ . _.. _. ___ .. _. __ . ___ . 4,725 0 0
Diameter of bore, 12 incllCs.
Length of bore, 187 iuches.
Weight of gun, 26 tons.
Weight of projectile, 600 pounds.
Cl.arge of powder, 110 poun<ls.
Ca ·em ate carriage and sliue for aboYc gun ........... _......•.. _. _ .. _.•. 1, :wo 0 0
Projectiles :
Common F;hcll, each ·- _--· ·----- ·---- _ -· ·- ---· ·- _--· ··-···. ·- _--·. _. __ _
Projectiles for uso agaitJst armor-plates:
, hot each. ____ . _. ___ .. ___ ... ____ . . ____ .. _.. _. _.... ____ . _.... ___ . __ . _. _
Shell, each __ ... ____ .. ____ .. _. __ . .. _.. ____ ... _... __ .. _____ .. _. ____ .. _..
The above prices are exclusiYe of proof of gnu and packing charges .

7 10
11 10

0
0

======

.J. VAYASSE TR

Icssrs. IIonsT:.f\x & Co.,
:G (;ro~Sb!J , 'quare, London.

6 0 0

co.

fExtract.l

Tlw · · fiut' l•·el :..,'1tll: :no m:ttlnfac:tlllc-r11Jy. fl'. !irs . .T. YaYn:-!s ur '- Co .. Lnnr1on ril·
\\'o1k ·.. ~outhwark tr••f't. Lonclo11: . outlu·a. t. Tlu· gllll , from 7-inr·h C'ali~ r
:unl up ·ar•l nrc matmfn ·turcrl entirely from mill ca. t. t •p), ' <:cpt tl1 ·lnwuiou . . wh1ch
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arc of wrought iron. Tlw inner tnbe, A, of the gun is first r0ugb-bored and tnrne!l to
,-r]thin 2 to :~-lOths of an inch of the tiuished dimensions; it is then oil-temperecl. The
apparatus for oil-tempering consists of a vertimtl fnrnace for heating the tubes; at
conYeuient t1istances round the exterior are arranged draught-holes: these holes eau
be opened or closed at will as the beat of the tnue may require it, the fuel employed
for Leating the tube being wood.
At a few yards from this fnrnaee is placetl the oil-tank, the top of this tank being
level with the top of the furnace for heating the tubes. This tank is s upplied with an
exh·rior water-tight casing, a.nd when in use water is kept circulating- between tho exterior of tlle tank and the interior of the casing. The oil-tank is also supplied w·ith a
pair of close-fitting iron doors or covers, with a hole in the center only large enough to
adlllit the cll:1in carrying the tube. These doors are closed irumediutely after the tube
is immersed, so as to at once smother the flame from tho oil, should it be fired hy the
tnhe when it is being introduced. A crane is arranged over the furnace and tank iu
such u m:umer that the gnu can be plunged into the oil-tank, with the least possible
dela;y, when heated sufiiciently. The gnu-tube is placed vertically in the furnace for
l1catiug, and is also plunged vertically into the oil-tank, anti as rapitlly as possible.
The effect of this oil-tempering is to double the elastic limit of the steel, as will be
shown by the tables attacbetl hereto, aud also to render it much more uniform.
'fho tuhe, after being oil-tempered, is turned on the exterior, and fitted or adjusted
to thejackot B, the proper difference being allowed for the shrinking. To adjnst this
shrinkage as aecnra.t,ely as 11ossible, the jacket B, after lleiug bored to the required
dimensions, is gauged every 2 to 12 inches of its own length, according to its size; and
tho tnbe is alRo divided longitn<liually into correspondiug divisions, and each point of
the tnbe is adjusted to the corresponding part of tbc jacket, the. desired amonnt of difference for shrinkage being allowed between the internal diameter of the jacket and
the extemal diameter of tl10 tube.
Tlw jad:et is then placed over a pit, and a temporary furnace constructed around it
by 1.neans of loose fire-urickR, arranged so as to leave draught-holes, in order that, by
clos1ng or opouing these holes, the jacket can be equally heated to the desired tempeTature ; the jacl<et ueing placed ov~r a pit, and the hole at the bottom of the jacket
being kept opeu, the WOl'lunan can, by deH(;OtHliug into tho pit, and looking up throngh
tlte inside of the jacket, readily aflcertaiu when it is sufficiently boated, aud also
whether it is being heated eqnally all over .
. "W hen Uw jacket is snf'ticicutly hot, tbe lire is cleared from the top, and a plate covermg the open etHl of the jacket is l'Cll!O\'Cd 1 and the tuue, being previonsly snspe1Hled by
means of a craue over the jacket, is lowered as rapidl,y as po::;!:ii ble into its place; the
fire iH then smothered by means of sand or ashes, all(1 tho "·hole allowed to reruain till
cool.
The frout hoops are next pnt on; the gnn is then pnt iuto the lathe, and tnrned and
adjusted to receive tho trunnions, the rear hoops, atHl the frout hoop~. Tbese a,re put
on 1n the samo manner as alwvc <lescribo<l, aml the gnn is complctetl on the outsicle to
the cl<·Hil'<'<L dimensious; then iiue-bore<l :llld riLled. It will he noticed that the tnbe A
1s solid at the hrcceh clld, and alw that it rests at the hrc<'eh-e1Hlngainsta. shou ld er on
the in:-;ido of the jacket B, while :1 corrr.:-;poJl(ling tjlJOuldcr at the other end of the jacket
lit:-; in1 o u. r<•cess on tiJc trnunio11 ; thi:-; com;trnct.ion renrler::; u.ny movement lougitn<li nally impossible withont previous rupture of the metal, an<l provi<les amply for the
lot1gitnrlinal str<'ngtlt of tl1e gun.
The ontr•r tier or tiers of hoops or rings arc preferred in short lengths of 6 to B inches,
for the f.>llowing reasons:
These rings arc comparatively small piec<>s of steel, so that they can be well worketl
~m<lcr tlte hamnwr, aud in the rolling-111ill, being thns far more reliable than if made
Jll one length, snilicient to r<'a<'ll fi·01n the trnunion to the ureech.
Ddi,cts <>xisting in the metal can be more rca<lily <lcte<.:te<l.
They can he more readily anrl exactly adjustctl to the ont:-;i<le of tho gun, aucl they arc
considt·rabJy cheaper tll:tiJ if made in one piece. Tho rilling, on the rib system, is a
moclilieatio11 of Uw plan intro<l11er·<l hy LylHtl TIJOmas some ten years ago.
lL app<>anl to po1-;sess the following a<l vantages over the groove system : It 1n·ovirles
f?r 1lw accnrate centeri11g of tlH· projectile; thn'e 1·ihs only arc w,;ed with guns of all
stzeH, from:~ to l::t inch hore; the driving :-;itles or edges of these ribs l>eing radial, tlw
projcetile, if h<'aring or touehing 011 these throe ribs, musL Ill' ecuterccl, prcsnllling, of
Cflllr.·(·. that thP projtctil(' is 1ifled in :1 lllac!Jinc, aud accmat!'l,r divi<1<,<l.
TIH· tnbc of tlw gnn is not, " '(W]{(·nc<l hy havillg the groon·s cut into it; the ribs
pro,jPctiug; illto the hore strPngthcn it. The area of the horP iu a 1·~-inth gnnrill<'<l ou
tit!• \Vonlwir·h sy:-;km is 110.07 KIJil:ll'!' in<·IJPS; Oll tl1e rill systmn, 111.7 HflU:U'e inch<'s, or
:3.:ri- srptare iueiH's of lll<'t:tl in favor of tlu: rib-rifling.
Tlw ribs Jll'Oj(!eting in the horo arc moro perfectly clcanecl l1y R!)OlJgiug than :u-c
groo\'<•s.
TIH' projr<'f ilo lJ:Jf! tlH' following a<hantngrs: It is eonHirlPrahl~' clH·nper, as no studs
aro 1 <'ftllin·<l, awl no holes l1ave to l;e dt'ille<l and couutcrsnnk for fixing tlJL'lll.
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There are no studs projecting from the projectiles, ~tnd they cannot get injured in
transit if fairly used, and no packing of any sort is necessary.
The b earing surface for turning the projectile is seven or eight times greater than in
a studded projecWe, where a gaining twist is useL1, autl consequently only one row of
studs; each stud has a bearing surface about'1 inch long; as there are nine stnlls in
the ·w oolwich gun, this gives a bearing surface 9 inches long for tuming or twisting
the projectile; in a Vavasseur projectile, with three grooves running the whole length
of tbe parallel part, the bearing surface on each is 20 inches to 24 inches long, acconling to the nature of the projectile; three times this gives a total of 60 inches to ilt
inches of bearing surfaces.
Any reqnired pitch of rifling can be given without injury to the gun, or fear that
the projectile will not follow the rifling.
4f
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One angle has been adopted for gnus of all calibers; this angle is about equal to one
turn in 30 calibers. Excellent results ha,-e been obt;tineu in a 12-poundcr Ji.elll-gnu of
3-inch bore, iu a 7 -inch gun of 5 tons, and the principle is to be still further tcstc(l iu a
12-inch gun of 28 tons, now in course of construction.
This 12-inch gun was designed in the early part of last year, and the steel for tbe
different parts ';vas delivered about June or July, 11:570; other work more pr&ssing has •
obliged this gun to be put for some time aside. On refening to the engraving, it will
be seen that the bore is 12 inches, that the gun is nearly 16 calibers long, and that the
weight ot the projectile is to be ()00 ponnds, with a charge of 110 pounds of powder.
The advantages of steel as a material for the oonstmction of heavy guns are so
oTeat, that it is difficult to understand \Yhy it is not more extensively cmp1oyel1.
Heavy guns have to resist such great and sudden strains that homogeneity of structure must be of the highest importance; the pressure of gas produced by the combustion oflarge charges of ]lOwder is so great, that it seems folly not to select for the construction of guns from all the metals at our command the one which has by far the
greatest tensile strain aud elasticity.
To combine in the strncturc of a gnu so highly elastic a material as oil-tempered
steel with RO ductile a material as wrought iron, seems to be wrong in p riuciplc, especially when we consider that in a gnn the ductile material is outside the clastic aud
the exploRive force is applied. from within.
Surroum1illg the steel tube of a large gun with wrought iron may be a good pbu to
Pl'CVCllt the gun from bmsting explosively, (but CXllCl'ience shows ihat this is notalways the case,) hnt it certainly appears to luwe the disadvantage of limiting the ntuuher of rounds the gun will snstain, the wrought iron being too dnctilcto properly snpport the steel tube. This is proved most conclnRivcly hy the failnre of the 9-iudt
Arll1strong guns in Pnu;sia and A11 tria in 18fi8 and 1870. The iirst gnn failed thratwh
ihe steel tulle cracking at the 2~2d round, and the scco1Hl gun from the t>ame cause at
the llltb l'Olmd, (notwitll~;tauding that in Austria the prismatic po\vder \Ya>~ nscd ;) all(l
still further l>y the cracld11g (at th<: muzzle) of the stc·el tuhc of a 10-iuch 11:!-ton Fraser ecmsLmctiou gun on hoard Her Ma,jPsty'tl sbip llcrcnles, through tlw premature explot>ion of a shdlnear tlw muzzle of the gnu.
The charge so often anll so strongly mgt•cl against steP] guns tbat tbey hnrst explosively is hardly borne out l>y practiee. i")tl'el gnn!S that lw ve been burst have <tlmo..:t
jnvariauly been solid steel guns, a plan of construction that has been, at nll events. as
:f':n: as large guns an· conc·ernPd, th e exelusive prac·tice of Krupp. Since tlH' HC'ec•:-;:lty
of lntiltl111 g up guns h~s lwen iin·cell 011 thiioi c·minent mak<>r, no lrtrgc gnus h:wc hnr~t:
ihc recent accident in Hnssia lH'mg to the nnllootwcl mnzzle portion of an 11-inch gnn.
It il-', thcn•fore, an op<'n cptPHt ion as to whctlwr tlwy '"i 11 hnrst cxplosi Y<'l.Y or not:
wlwt. PXlJ<'l'ieJH'e there is on this (jllC'stion goes to show t hat thc·y will fhil, n~ tlH·~~rr
:-;a~·s they shoul<l, from the ont. idP, ancl this opinion is st rengthouecl hy tho J'ollo\\'111~
fact::
On .Jannnry 2G, 1· fl-l, a 0-inc·h sterl Rlnkelry gnn was sn])Jnittetl to proof' at. "·oolwidl; the dwrge was 4:) }Hlli!Hll'\ of H. L. G. powder; ll!Hl :t projc·c·tile of :l(;O ponn~b
Wl'ight. At tlw Jirst romHl 011c of tlH· cxtc·rior hoop~ cnll'kecl; not.witltst:ulllin!!; tlu
tlu: ,.J,arg<· wns, at tlm latt· Captain Blal,clPy':,; l'<''flli'St, in<'reaS<'(l to GO poHtHb, :.111d
anotltPI' IomHl firPC1 withont ally i11jnry to tlJC! gun. Tlw authoritic·s at 'roohn 11,
]l(m CYPr1 (lt!clillc·clto give a c;ertific·af<o of proof \\·it h the gun, :o tlw IJ•Hlp was n·plac·t•d
l1y :111otlwr ancl tlt<· "1111 again . nhtuittt•(l to proof 011 1\pril :lO, l;::li!, when it w~
firPcl . . nc·cc·.. fully two ro1111CI. wi!lt dt:tr<rPs of;)() JHHllHls and prPji'C·tilPs Wf'i"·!tini.:; :~ 0
poutH1 . On AJ;ril ~(J, l ... (;.t, anotlt<·r !J-l~l!'h Blakc·l<·y 1JIIilt-np stP;·l g1111 wa t7nhmittetl
lo proof'. At tho~;cc·on<l nnllHltlu· t1111111ion, wltic·h waH of c·:ts! iron, <'r<ll'l "<•<l: !hi wn
rcplan·d. aJHl tl11• gun again 'llhmil !f'rl to proof in fJf'C'<'tlll)('r, lrltifi, \\'IH!Il it pa . •d.
!11 Dt·<·t·lllh<:l', l,..fj(j, anot]t('r ~1-iuf·h huilt-np t(•<'l "1111 \Y:ts :-,uhmitlc d to pro11f'. (cllll' of
a l,ateh of , gun·:) mt of tlw e · tf'rior !toop.- m·ac~\c·cl: thi: \\'aS rr·pl:I<'C'(l hy auoth •r
l~oup. aud. thr• gnu :!":tilt ~<nhmittr•fl to proof' in .J:Illllary, lcfi7, wlwn it pal- c•cl. 'fh 1
1m 011 -uwh "tilt. m:ulr• at fhP.t wot•J-, i: al o a lin·th!'J' in tanc•p that , tct I ~1111 11o
llo htll t ·.-plo. i !')~·-t!ti gun ;liled trow the: Olltf'id<·, a. all propt•l'ly-t.:llll tJ11<' "tl
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These gnus, it mnst be remembered, ·were all fired with the strong
In
thi la ·t instanee the ca:;t-iron outer case cracked, the steel tube remaining uninjured.
Bnilt-np :;teel guns can he made very much lighter and equally strong with the
"llll now in nse in tlle English service; this saving in tile material will make the
7.-uns not more eostly than guns of corresponding sizeR, constructed on the Armstrong
;ystem, while tlH're remains the advantage of a haurlier gnn.
The 11-inch bnilt-np Blakeley guns now at Callao weigh only 14 tons, yet these
,.,.nus were proYecl a~ \Voolwich with charges of 60 pounds of powdor, :mel projectiles
~f 490 pomHls w1~ight. These g·uns were used against the Spanish fleet in 1866, and
"~n' iirNl a eonsil1erable nnmber of ronnd1:1, some of them over 50 per gnn.
The £J-inch Blakeloy gnns, also at Callao, though only of 8 tons weight, were provecl
with charges of 45 ponncls, and projeetiles of 240 ponnds wei,ght. None of these gum;,
13 in all, Sllstaiuecl the slightest injnr.'i"; althongh the tnhe~ were uot oil-tempered,
and the strongest R. L. G. powder was used.-Kaval ancl JJlilita.I'!J Gazette, January 20,
li"'i:2.
11o.

R. L. G. powc1t~r, now abandoned as too brutal ancl destructive for Armstrong guns.

NORMA~

WIARD.

Ko. 2.]
48 Bno.m STimET, NEW YoRK, July 8, 1872.
Sm: I forward yon hrrcwith a proposition to "the ordnance board on heavy riiletl
orclnancc,n together with a printe(lletter referred to in my proposition, both of which
I will ask yon to lay ueforc the hoard.
BelieYe me, vm·y respectfully,
NOR'M:AN WIARD.
S. Cnn;PI:N,

Brcrcl Colonel, U.S. A., Major of Orclnauce.
[In<1orRoment.]
UXITED STATES OR.DXANCE AGENCY,

New Yorlc, ,July 10, 1872.
Respectfull.Y reCerrerl, together with its inclosmos, to the board on heavy onlnanee
conyened l>y Uem:ral Orders No. 57, dated .June 28, 1872.
S. CRISPIN,
Brevet-Colonel, U. S. A., Major of Orclnauce.

C:ornbinecl T~fle anrl 8mooth bm·e (fltn8-an improvement' in heavy orilncwce. By N01·rnan
11'iard j contained in a letter to the Secrelary of the NaPy, aucl o.ffioial documenls.
NEw Yomc, ltfarcl1 lG, 1872.
Srn: By t1w fl<'misc of General Hodman and Atlmiral Dahlg-ren, both tho \Vn,r and
XaYy Depart11wnts are dcpri VPil of the genius to invent, and skill to execute, improvellll'nt::; in onlnanc:e mnong· their onieials.
Previous Lo tbe 1lcath of these •listinguishecl officers, each of them p1acocl their opinions 011 n·conl <lH to the state of the :ut of fal>ricn,tillg' riJie-gmJs, to tho effect Lhn.t
neither the United States authorities, nor the onlnancP scn·iee of any othc•r conntry,
}JO>-se 'S I'cl n sysil'lll of rifle-gnns which could ue relicll upon for nniform cnthmmce.
At a JatP <late, Aclmiral JJahlgren expressed himself to a committee of Congress in
t hf•se wonls:
c I thiuk tire whole CJlwstion of rifle-gnns is oprn. I clo not think tlw.t anything is
lmfnn1 ahont it, c·itl1cr in wrought or cast iron. I know of 11olhin~ in foreign eonntrics
in w11ic·ll I IHdim'e they have l'<'ally readH·cl bettPr l'C'Slllt.· than WI' have bel'~'·"
Tlw a<lJnir·al, who was at tire time UlJief of the Hnrean of 01'<11lane(', was then asked
the ii>llowing qncstio11s, arHl g-ave the <tllS"'nH sb0\''11. (Sec Hl'port of the Joint ComJnitt!·e on 01'<1ll:tllCt:; H!·p. Com. No. 2Gu, 40th CongrPss, :111 sPs:-.iou.)
'' Qnestion. Have PXJl!'rinH•nts i11 thi1S c·onntl'y llt·Hwnstrat! ~ cl as )"l't t.hnt large riflccl
g1111~ can ho made, a!'eording to the H.odlllan sJ·stc•m, with :1 reasouaule certainty of
I'JHlurarH·c· ~
'· AnS\\'!'1'. I think not.
<: QnPs. How will it C'mnpal'C' \lith the ::;olicl mo!le of casting?
"AnH. The 1;olid mocle of casting has givcnuo hetter rcsultH with riilNl cannon t.hau
thP hollow.
'' (~nes. Arc uut the Parrott rifles con<.lcmnetl by the board of orduancc oilicers?
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"Ans. The 150-poumlers were rccomrnenueLl to be withLlrawu by a board. The Hnrean also re<lnced the charge for tlw 100-pouuders.
"Qnes. If tile condemnation ex:teuclml to all guns mad e by Captain Parrott, wily
b~we they bee n retain ed in servieef
"Aus. 'rt Llicl not extej}(1 to 100-pounders or to rifled gnus of less caliber.
"Qnes. Do yon think the 100-poanders reliable guns?
".Ans. I sbonlcl he apt to haulHe them very carefully.
"Ques. Have any Parrott gnus brust recently in the naval service since the war?
"A ritle gnu, :30-ponncler, hurst recently in the South Pacific squadron, which I just
ldt. Idou't think the nnmher of ronuds bad anwnuted to 200. I reported it to the
8eCl'(~Lar.v of the J'.'ttY,Y, aml told him we hacluo rifled gnus in the Navy that were reliable, as1dllg leave to proceed to investigate the question, and ascertain if reliahlt·
rifle gnus could be procnre<l."
General Hodman also l:l~tid to the same committee:
"My lwlid' is, tlmt no mttion bas yet decided definitely upon which is the best material for 1·ifie guns."
Upon bearing this and other testimony of like chaxactcr, the Joint Committee on
Ordnance, COlnpm;e<l of three prominent Senators, and three me1ubem of Uougress of
well-kuo\\'n ahilit;r, in tlwir report said-referring to the excln~:Ji veness of tile Ordnance D epartments, and their aversion to the intcrfereuee of ont~;ide inventors: .. In
t-Le second place, these ofllcers
"
.,. .
*
come to look 111)on th1~mselves as
po::-;sessing all the knowlct1ge extant npon the subject of ordnance, and regnrd citi~en
inventors ttlJ(l mechanics, ·w ho offer improvemeuts in :-tl'lns, as igunrant and desigmug.
persons, atH1 pretentious innovators, who have no claim to consideration . Instead of
euco1u·aging the inventive talent of the country, these officers Lave coustantly disconmged it, and mauy ccnnplaint.s of improper aucl oppressive tre<1tmeut have been
laid l.Jeforc the committee by persons who have sought to draw tlw attention of tlw
anthorities to 1vhat were ::;upposed to be 'vital principles coutwctell with tlleir art."
The report continues :
"The invt•stigations or tho committ()C l ead them to the following conclusions: .
":lst. That no more heav~r gnus should l.Je pnrchasell for utonntiltl-{ in the fortilicatwns
or on shiplJoanl nntil such improvements arc lllade iu metholls or JalH'icatio n a:; wtl1
inRure more reliable endnrauee than has h eretoiore becu exhibited;" and also recommended_" 4th. That experim ents should be at once comluctecl for the pnrpose of ascertaining
tl1e real e:tttse of the uurstiug of heavy gnm;, :wd of determiniug upou sowe method
of fahrication that will sccnre uniform endtuance.
"6th. 'I'bat ovcry encouragem ent shonld be given to invcnt.orR, nucl a fnll aml fair
trial acconll'd to c1evices oJi'eretl to the Government that }H'Oillise a :-;olntion of the
onlnauce problem.''
The rc~m lt of the 1ong a1H1 patient iuqniry by the committee, as shown in the rcp~JI·t,
(RPp. Cou1. No. 2GG, 40th Uongmss, 2d so:sion,) the losR of t.he valun.bl1~ 1-i!'l'Viees of Adm1ral
Daldgn·n, togetlwr with poptLlar hdief that the heavy gnus w;ecl (lnring· the la~e
war-the only gnm; with whieh onr ships of war allll fortitieations are yet anued-dut
not exbihit tl1e endm:iuec expPctecl of them-a <list.rnst jn~-;tilie<l hy tilt• lis! of guns
whichhnrstinservicewhi1oiu hattle,p llhlislwd in the l'C'I_IOl't 11f tlw eoiJHnittl'e l>efon'
J'Pferre<l to-creat<·w lL foeliug of inseenrity tllrongltollt t.he country, when prl.'isiulc c<!l!tplicatiom; with :forPigu natious ''loom up" in the ftttnl'!\; and wou ld :-><'1'111 1o jn:-;tdy.
or nwkc it impemtive, tb:~t. earnest at,tcntion and carnfnt eonsi<lemtion sltoul<l he given
to tlH· snhj,·ct at tllis time, a:-> well as ont of def\~rcnc:<l to tlw n·c·oJnJnendati()llS of tlw
f·onmtith:e which 1n·osccnt<'<l tlJC inqniry ]auorionsly for ll1HII,Y moJJtlJs.
It woul<l also s<'Plll prop<·r for the JJepartH1ent to makP at Jea:-;t ont: att<·mpt· to soh·<·
1he "or1lnanc:<~ prohl!'lll," hy experiments con<1ucte<1 in a dill'l'rcnt mat11H'l' fro 111 all thosP
which h:n<· henn l11~rdofore cssa~'t>ll, and to gi\'e patro11age to tbos(• inn·ntors and
tho.'w i!J V1'1ilions "·hiGh SI'Pillecl to tlw conJmittl!e to pro1uistJ the most valnalJ!e result:;;
l'SIH'(·ially as ll<!ithPI' onlnance 1lepa1 !mPnt ltn:-; at this time :tny oJ'Iin·r who Ita.-; PXhiiJitt•cl any 1llarkc·<l ability HS an inventor of gullS, or manipnlntor of Ill •tal. , :si11ce tht•
]o:::s <1f tlw t'l'Yit<·. of tlu~ clis ingnislu:cl offiecn; before l'f•f'•·JTecl tn.
A. I l1a·:n fn·qtH·n!ly a:snn·<l ~· on, and as you were :u-;:nrell hy 111~· frie1ul, the Hou.
Holwrt (': S ·il!•JJ<·k. 011 t IJP Ol:{'asion of a \' isit we ma<lc to yon ,ittst; prPViou · to hi· c~<·
part nrP lor Lo1ulon, 111ct\'l' i11\'!'1Jt<·cl wltat I concci\•e to Ill· au i111portant . ystcm tm·
the· ili1Jll'O\'c·lllPJit ol' h<':l\·y gulls, stteh a · are no\\· JnonHt<·.t on the· in,u-el:11l an<l otht•l'
r-;hip·or wa ol' 1lw ·<~V,\', aut! ill tlw fortific-ations of till' t•nit(·<l ~tate. hy " -ltit-h
1110of h-lmn· !!;ll1IH lllil,\' ho c·ot1Yt'J'h•<l into rillt·-glms at s1nal1 c;ost. wit.l11lllt C! \'l'il eli •
tuountiu~ tlw111 1'10:11 their <·nrriagc·s; a11cl hy whil'l1 slll'h rillP-gllllB a· nre po:,.;e · '((l hy
the• .Go\1 Tll!ll ·nt 111:1,\' b · llJado to !Ja\'t' gt'I'Htly in<;l"l'il ·t•rl t·f'lit·i ·11 ·,y, 1'Uc!nra11 ·t•. lH'IWIIaiiOII !'I li'Oil pl: tr • highPr initinl \!']cwity to tll( l:lhot, ltlllf'!t ltlll~l'l' ra11j:!;e. a111l
~n·atly llllpro\ed pl·t·t·J ion; wltilo tho gnu , it' .-mnr,tll-hon·. willrP1ll:tin t>S:<r·utinllr n·
g-ood 111 lit· hdt ·~ z.;:uo(l!lt-J ,,r •. ~1111 • 1 hau 'tht·y an: lttJW; and, if th• •~' :tl'<' riflt•(l,! hf',\'
lila~ lJ •, nftct' t 10 1mpro\' ·mt·ut 1 · applic·<l, n~~·cl efi'<:clivc.:ly a t;t 1wotlt-hon• 1 iJ' 1l1. m·!l.
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By this means rrll the spl10rical projectiles now on hand may l>e utilized, and all carriarres, pivots, implemonts, platforms, onlnance stores, ancl service of t.he gun, may he
ma7le avnilable. 'l'be improved rifle projectiles for them, to be nserl for the principal
service fin· which they will be hereafter required, will, by their use, gi1·e all the advantag·es enumerated; while to test tho val no of the improYemt:mt reqnires bnt an insignificant expenditure compared with the usual cost of experiments on onlnance.
The fo1Jowing axioms, fon!lclecl upon the lat.e discoveries in tbermotlynamics, and
relating to the correlation all<l conservation of force, furnish reliable data from which
l'le may determine to the Yalne of many deYices connected with ordnance and the
canse of failnre of mauy gnns:
\Vhencvn a gun hnrstH, or is injured by no greater charge than such as it has previously withstood withont permanent change of form, it is becanse of the misdirection
of part of~ or all the force of, the powder, intemlcd to be exerted ou the shot to give it
its projrctilc force, the condition re<lnired for range and penetration, to obtain which
we lllake gnns, or because part of the force of the powder has been cxpeucled in unuecessary friction, from the rubbing of the shot against the bore.
If the gun or shot, either or both, be lleated to a:ny degree while the projectile is
being cjccte<1, the force given to the shot would be less than it \vould be if neither
harl been raised in temperatnre.
If the shot or gun, eithe r or both, be permanently changec1 ia form while the shot
i<3 being r>j eeted, the projectile force will be reduced in a ratio which may be exactly
e'timated.
If the sllot be O?ll.IJ changccl in any of its dimensions while being ejected from the
gnn, witl!in i/1-1 pel'manent elasticity, so that it rccovers its form after it has P.scapcd from
the muzzle of the gnn, and if tile change of form does not increase the friction while
His being <·jected. no lofls of po\YCr will result.
A11y change of form of the gnn, not recovered before the shot escapes, detracts from
tlJC projectile fore<• imparted to the sl10t.
If an elongated proJectile could be inserted in the gnu of so much l:11·ger diameter
~han the l10rc that all the expansive force of the powder would be expendcc.l in forcing
1t ont of il1e gnn, nnd t;O thnt, nq proJectile force remaining in it, it would fall to the
ground from tho lllnzzle, all the work the powder bad ability to perform wonlcl be
fonnd in 1he metal of the gun, and in the shot, in the otber form of beat; and that
part of tlw lwat absorhPd by the gnn being communicated to a higher degree in one
part of t1J<• metal thau to other parts, tbe tendency to bnrRt the gnu by nnequal expansion :wonla resnlt, the iorce of which ma.r be estimated: heat and \vork being convertlh1c conditionR."
If a leacl lmll et, laid npon an anvil, receives a blow froru :1 hamm er, no rebound of
the l1amm(~l' will oecnr; all the work of the blow vdll be found to have lJeen expended •
in eha.nging its form and inerea:;ing tbe temperature of the lead. Bnt if the bnllet
experimented npon he of tempered steel, with Stlfficient Jlermanent elastieity to cause
the lJammer to rellOmul, without permanent change of fcmu, no increase of temperatnre will he fonnd to haY!' rNmlte<l in the bnllet, hecansc no work wi1l have hcen expendccl npon it.; frolll whiclt data we may conclncle that, if projectilcH of all the
v:nions iimtts llS<'Il iu ~rent gn11s conlcl be caused to sli<le smoothly ont of the gt1n, invariably without l'rieticm, the proliiie canso of accidontfl to tbc gnus would he aYoided
nlHl the miscliree1 e1l force would be stored np in the projectile instead, to be expended
in tile deHire<l mann<>r.
A few :ulclitional familiar <'xamplcs of the correlation of work au<l heat, as applicn,hlc to gnnll<'r;v, may ho rceitrd.
1\.crolitf'H, projt·dP<l 1hrongh the earth's atmosphere, are Rnpposed to h:we tl>eir l1igh
tf•tnperatnrc-tho wdcling heat of wronght iron-imparted to them b,v friction agaiust
the air.
A lend hnlld, ih1•<1 from a rifle into the mn7.zlo of a hor<>e-pistol, has been known to
mdt anflrnn out of tlw muzzl<' in liqnitl form.
Lea<l hullPts fired agai nst iron targets in the dark have 1oen ]mown to omit a ftnsh
of light, on account of th<·ir su<l<lcn inerease of tempcratnr<' upon Atrikillg.
Hailway-axles fn!<lneutly lH:come red-hot by frictiou, aud set fire to combustibles
near tlH!lll.
\Vrongltt-inm projt•et.ii<'A haYo lwcomc jammed in '\vronght-irou gnns, and therPhy
heat enough has lH'en ovolve<l to wcl1l the two metals togPther.
A common PXamplo of wel<ling of metaJs h,y the heat of' frietion is ln~own to millcr:;.
The step, 01· H:-mlclll'<l stPd point, at tho l>ot,tom of tlw lllill-Hpindlc·, upon wJlich the
"' (;c·lll'l'::\1 HnllHtnn, in 1-!;i\·in~ tc>stimmty lH,fon· I he .Joint ComJIIil fe(\ on OnlumH·<' in n·latiou to tho
r·:lll><C c~f I he· hnn~ting of' a 1~-inc:h rillt·cl Hoc !Juan :.!1111 at Fortn·~s :\Iom·or Haiti: .. Tht• only lhi11g that
would nuli<·alt• tJu, hnrstiu:.r at that round is tltc indi1·atiou c,f th•• .~lwt lw\·ill;! janttnc<l iu tl11 horr nf
tlw gun, as SIJU\\'11 h_\ lh•· illlpl'l'HSiuml of th<l hlluh
llH' gun llJIOII tlw suri'at•(' of llll' Hhot. ,\ grt'at
allt<Hilli of lrin ion wonhl he the rt'llllll; \l·halc:\'er frictiou t·xit;t<:<l tewl<:<l to tlimiuislt lhe Yulodty of tlto
shot.''

or
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weight of the millstone rests, is frequently found welded to the socket in which it revolves.
A unit of heat, being that amount of fire effort or quantity of heat necessary to raise
the temperature of a pound of. water one degree Fahrenheit, hn,s a mechanical
e'luivalent of" work" which is 772 "foot-pounds," or the ability to raise 772 pound~
one foot high.
Seven hundred aud seventy-two foot-pounds expended in friction, or in a,ny other
manner, evolve "a nnit of heat.''
A solid sbot of 484 pounds weight, fired from the 15-inch gun with fifty pounds of
powder, with a velocity of 1,028 feet per secQnd, it has been fonnd, storer1 np in the
projectile work equivalent to 7,094,000 foot-pounds, or a momentum equal to raising
that number of pounds one foot high. Twelve times that number of pounds one inch
high equal85,12i::l,OOO ''inch-pounds," equal also to 9,189 units of heat. If one-tentJ::. of
this amount of work should be expendell in friction on the bore of the gnll, it, bemg
hen,ted so suddenly from one surface of the mass, wonld be heated unequally, and unequa1ly expanded, force enough would be developed to burst it.
A bar of wrought iron one in ch sqnare has its length increased one five-thousandth
part by a tension of two tbousand pounds; an 011 nal extension of lcugth occnrs 'V:hen
its temperature is raised eight degrees Fahrenheit. When such a bar is heated e1ght
degrees, it expauds lougitndinally with a force of 2,000 pounds.
If two bars of irou, of one hieh area. of cross-section each, conld be firmly fastened
together at the ends, so that oue could not expand or contract withon t the other,
upon raising the temperature of oue eight degrees higher than its previous temperature, it would exert a force of instant pl'esstwe upon the other bar of 2,000 pounds.
If snch bars should be formed into rings, like tire and felloes of a wngon-w~eel, of
such relative diameters tlmt one would fit exactly inside the other, upon h.eatn~g th.e.
inner one a. tension eC]_ual to 2,000 pounds would be exerted upon the outside nng, If
the increase of temperature should be equal to eight degrees, If the outside rin.g bad
been of such diameter as to necessitate its being heated before it conld be aclJnste<l
upou i,he iimc1· one, and the contraction caused a tension having a tendency to compress
the inside ring with a force of 2,000 pounds npon it, tho pair would be in a similar condition of initial ten8ion wlth the Hodman gun, which is cooled from the interior more
rapidly than from the exterior at the time it is cast, that condition being neccss~ry.to
enabling a hollow cyhnder to be aftenvanl snb,iected to expansive force ii:om w1thm,
to withstnnd it in the best manner. If too much tension be imparted to the metal of a,
gun in tbis manner, it may burst without any ot!Jer force acting npon it, several . of
the Rollman gnns of large caliber having bnrst in the fonndery before their completiOn
as gnns.•
•
Tile ordnance engineer sl1onld not permit an onnce of momenh11n to be ·w ast~c1, m.isdirected, or di.verted from the objective point of all projectiles firct1 from gnns m p;mn
war, vi11, getting throngh the enemy's defenses. Oue effective shot, getting thro~1gh
an1l expended on n, vital part, snch as fL boiler, a magtLzine, the enginl', or steermgp;cer, might be worth thousands tLat wonld miss, or only knock nt. the entranc:e.
'!'here baRIJeeu too m11ch reason to suspect tl1at onr onlnmJCe aJJtlwritieshaYe adhered to
tl~cir theory of" heavy JH'Ojectiles, with low velocity," giving" meking effect," i~lste:Hl
of relying on penetration, resulting fi:om high velocity, from a telHler cow;ideratwn ior
~ Thr. .joint eommittN>, in reference to this part of tho subject in tlu•ir rrport, snys: "If tllP. fo~·cc
wtth ,\Judi mPtalH coutmct when cooleJ is shown to he so potPut as to lJrp:,J, tbt' gttn from the 11\Hlll.u
when eoolecl from tlu• out~illc, au<l frmu the outHi<l1' when c-uolecl from the in;;idP, it c·n11 ),(' ~<(>l!ll that, 1f
a gun ue in a Hbtte• of tPu~;irm whieh has a tPJ!I]Pury io eOIIIJH·c•Hs the metal of tht• iJJtt·rior all(l c·xtPIIIl
th.•· c:xtPt·i!lr, the h!'~t :d·le!rwanl eomm11nicnted to tho snrfae1· of tlw bore 1Jy tlw httmi11~ pow!IPI'! or h,r.
1ndwn of tlw JIIOYIII '~ Phargr, woul!l asHi8t tlw prrs~onu·e! of thr powcl1·r to hurHt. thn !.!;1111. t•spe•c-!ally Jf
tJu, gn11 shnnl1l lw lir.•d a lntmlwr of routHh; in quic-k snc·ce•fl:-;ion. This a«ltlitioual fon·p lwing collsHlt•ro-<1,
lt may h · po. sihlc· to clr,tcnnille why g1ms mndP of tho !ih·ou l{rRt mah •riul are mon• lial1l«· to hnr:;t tha.n
those· mark of Wt•al;rr iron. auel wh~· the· aceitl!•uts oe·e·nr moH1 f'n•qH«·ntl .r thtriug hut tll', wlw11 th P (!1111 1.
fi!·e·tl Jnon· rapid!.\ tln111 at the time of prvof, wht•11 it iH H;;n11lly firPel slowly. For!'<'- kuown tn lu· su!h·
('u·ut to :wtuall_v ln·l'ak !urge• IIIHHHI'R of iron f<]IOJltHJI(•nur;ly afl it w1-re !i lwultlnot he Cl\·erlookt·tl wlnle
tl-Palill!! so int1iealt· a ~nhjt•d as thi< of h PnYy ~liiiH.''
·'
'
'\'hiJc, it lllH!lt t,.. 1·ouc•·t!Pil that thP cnndi1:-.iom; vf tlu• conllllittPP, H1at. a gitn whir·h r>mhodi .. tl I hi'
le·a. t. trail! of iBitinltt•u ion, 1r1 Pllahlc- iL to hr·st rc-.-;i~t thn rlirr·e·t Jll'P~sun• of till' !!H~t·R of tlH• powllt•r,
woulr~ h .. iu a wor~t· state- tn rrsist the· foJTP of u!lrltn:tl r·xpn11r;ion. nr'l' c·u!T!'ci. it i11n~t lu~ 1·1:nu·m.IH'rl'~l
tha.t, P\·en ,~·Jun the gnu wa. lll:lllo oull11• plun of ~\tlmiral J>ahlgr«•n, it wns al1le· to, :nul tlulln\·annbl~,
I'P. lilt the <l11· (•! lll.('S!\111'1) l)f fh(J )!ft'<!'S Of tht• }lll\\'1}(•1' 1 1('/il•/1. Jill /rr•rJrif'r zn·ujrrfift• f/rfli< /Ill' 8()/id r<illlld J,u
was used: an•!, If nmrl•·.on tlJ,, J:orlma11 sy tPIII. whilt- it wa!l plainl.v strnn!_!; t'IHllll!h to rc i. 1 lht pn·:<-1!r •
o[ till' .l'~'":•ltr, ~'V.ml With dnn;_!nlt•l! proje·dilcs. it,ooly yon• l"II!J o·hro a /rn·rJr' wlrlitit~IWl.f~n·••. rr;s,,lltn!J
Jf<>ltl) I tC{Wll: I' f<u:h ~'Xpr/l(lCd ~~~ /1 ~/Sf Ut/f ·'Jill/ (~l'rqf !I~ rr/odl!f, ·wfls (lr•l ~ ll!JI'JIIIII if; :1111\ ll~ll"t .of 1hi•.J,odlllRil
l:IIIP·~nll. wl wh havH 111n·.1 1hd J!IVH wa.\· win) .. thPy WI'!'!' r·f1111JH11·atl\·o·lv liCit'. 111 tin new of floc nh.tef't, thl' ehrti•tPr on "The Pff•·et of tilo11 in n•u1odu,z t1·111!iuus." ,··1·., (,.1·(• 1h · r1 port of tlw Onloall('l
Counuitt<:•'.J•. I .1,) 1 i,;uifieant. It if.l, llu·n·forP, fail·toe·ou!'lnt!P that. if wr 1·nn "" 1lin·••t tht lilr!'rthat
H<o )'• It of if shall lu• l'X)tPJHlP«Inpon tlo1 "1111, c-xt•CJ•t tlrc• rlin·f'!, )tl·t·s~III·P oJ thP powd1 r, wt lllay liU<l onr
)'r•: cnt ~111111, '~hNhm· r·n t lwlloo~\'111" .ofid, Jllfl.v.lu·. 11 e1\ for tittr·.prr.jl'dilo•. of the s. !liP \\,.i!!hlll 1111'
110l11l rouwl hot, nf tl.•· am· eahh r, lor nn unlwnt~d llllltl}ll·l· nf round ,,jthoul tlw l!':t l •la11;.!• r nf
lnu tinr• IJ1l'au · !1• • furr•t• !H·r••tll~u,· y•·r·a ion:lily rll;\'o!l·tl to hnr t tl 11• Jn11 will, if the plan propo cd
U(' t'l~, ul ,·nys dtr'«'t 1! nnght, t\·1:tncn•as1·1l Yl"loctty to till' tH·njPtlile . .
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the guns, despairing of snccess iu attempting to secure greater efficiency from the guns
we haw or obtaining better ones. If a large part of the work the powder is capable
of performing in the gun has been misdirected, as shown, and has thereby had a tendency to burst the gun, instead of giving high velocity and penetrating power to the
suot, then it would be most proper to endeavor to modify the engine, so tQat the same
clwrge, directed aright, will give us the quality of penetration, in addition to better
endurance to the gun. Afterward, if it is desired, the" racking effect" may be secured
hy reduced charges of powder, by which we shall retain all we have and win that
1rbich we have not: reliable endurance to the gun and high velocity to the projectile.
If we can cause it to be understood, by the publication of the resnlts of practicable
tests and experiments, that the large number of enormous guns vYe have on hand have
been unexpectedly increased in efficiency, so that each has had imparted to it reliable
endurance under rapid fire, with improved projectiles, stored with momentum which
will senrl them easily through the thickest armor-plating carried on any foreign ironclad, tho fact that we have mauy founcleries capable of producing unlimited numbers
of similar or larger gm1s of the same quality, from American iron, at a cost of ten
cents a ponncl-only one-quarter to one-tenth of the cost of the guns relied on in Europe-wo"uld make the award of Alabaml:ll claims one or two hundred millions greater,
insure prompt payment, aml also insure permanent peace in the future between the
United States ancl Enropeau nations.
At this time, tl10 "racking effect" we have boasted of is ridiculed in England as
the best ow· guns can give, even if the guns do not burst, as they are liable to do, at
the first round.
The improvement I propose for the present smooth-bore guns consists essentially in
rifling each gnn 1vith two grooves, having, for a 15-inch gun, a twist of about one full
turn in fifty feet, and so stationiug the grooves a,t the side of the bore ·( see photographic sheet of drawings, No. 1, being a plan, a lougituclinal section, and front view
of a couverted gnu, showing the number ancl station of the grooves) that neither
groove will intersect or cross the bottom or top of the bore, thus leaving it smooth at
tlle bottom and top, where the shot wonld strike in ''balloting," should the gnn be
n.secl as a. smooth-bore, for spherical projectiles, after being rifled. After the gun is
nfied, however, it is proposed to improve the spherical projectiles now on Land by
s~rne pla11 similar to the fo11owing, vi:.-;: b.v drilling three small holes in each, a little
thstauce from the point of contact the. sLot or shell would have 'vith the bore of the
gun, when inserted, as if for firing, the holes to be equi-distant from each other, in
the form of a regnlar triangle. Into these hole::; insert three brass pins, each to be cut,
af_ter insertion, of such exact length as to support the projectile up and out of contact
w1th the bottom of tbe bore, so that the wiuclage shall be equal all around, top and
bottom, as well as at the sides of the bore, the pins supporting the projectile in this
position like the legs of a milkiug-Htool.
Tho injurions effect::; wl1ich result from i;l)e upsetting of the projectile (see photogmpllic sheet No.2) has been rcfened to. The injurious effect sbown would be magnified in a rifled gun with an elongated projectile. The spLerical projectile lying upon
iho hottom of the bore, and in contact with the metal of the gun ftt that point, upon
receiving the sndrlen impulse acting ngainst its rear, has its form changed to th~tt of
an oblate 8plurroicl j the axis, which eoiucides with the axis of the bore of the gun, is
rcdnr.;e< l in length, and the diameter at 1·igbt angles to this axis is increased, within a
]wriod of time too short to be estimated. The time, in tfact, is so short thttt the projectile prefers to indent the bottom ofthe bore, instead ofbei11g lifted up to the extent
the incrrase of diameter reqnin's; and while tho shot is so ponetratiug the bottom of
the gnn, tho pressure behi111l it cansPS it to slip along the bore, creating friction, as iftlte
~>l_wt lwd t lwns:uHlf:l of tons weight loaded npon its top while it is moving. It quickly
(tor whatev0r is done upon this occaf:lion is tlone quickly) recovers its form hy its perlllaucnt elasticity, and,jumpiug up, it :-;trikes the top of the bore a little forward of its
first po:-;itio11, and flies, balloting, or n1houuding, from top to bottom of the bore, until it
<!Scapes in au uncertain l).ir<'etion from the mnzzle of the gnu. By supporting the pro.i <'etile centrally it~ the bore, previous to its recc·iving itH impulse from tlw powder,
with windage all aromHl alike, nn aebie\'f'ment iH arrived at, by llJ05t sim.ple means,
often attempte<l in this eonntry ancl iu Europe, buL without sncees~. 'l'he f:lO -callcd
centrif"al flystem of Cnptrtin Scott, royal navy, only cc·ntere<l the shot, in tho gun, after
it l!acl uJov •fl from itf:l first position, and aner tho fin·ce of the powder lwtl actecl to
npset. thP projectile. That so dbt ingni f:llH~<l an oflicer shoulcl have attempted to overcollie t!JP diflienlty, however, >; IHnve<l thai. a cliHicnlty cxistc(l and tllat a remedy
o11gl1t to.lH• iiJHJHl. ( Seo Holley's Onln a IIC'O all(l Armor.)
, 'phl'rif·:t 1 proj<'<:tilP:> eannot hP 1in·d from riflc<l g11ns, if rifled in tho orclinary manner,
ns the~ balloting, before referred to, woJtlcl soon <lcstroy the bore, l"Pllllering it unflt for
eitll('r ldn<l of prar·tice .
. 'l'l:o llH1st <:il"l•r·~ivel;:ill(l of lirinp; fro11t "sholl-gnns" is wha.t is calle<l "rirltochet practu·c.' In attaf•kJug watr·r-hatt<·ri<·s, or <':trtlt-works ncar the water's edge, and low
down; to :-;ink trausporb, tug:, and wuotlcu ships with. ·hell~-!; to re:ist oft'cusiye opera-
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tions of the enemy, conducted in boats, such as landing of troops, &c., round shells am1
the 1'ichochet firing is necessary, and cannot he adopted with elongated projectiles, or
those having the rifle-motion imparted to t.hern. This is well known and nu<lerstood
by uaval men, and is the principal objection urged by them against the nse of rifled
guns exclw;ively. The improvements upon smooth-bore guns, referrNl to herein. gh-e
increased efficiency to the guns to be used as smooth-bores, and at the same time renders them available as l'ifles. It is based npon the idea that cast-iron gnus, whetller
made according to the system of Admiral Dablgreu·"'-cast solid, and cooled slowly
from the exterior, to leave the whole metal of the block as nearly as possil.Jle in a
state of" initictl1·est"-or whether made after the plan of General Rodman, under which.
the gnu is cast hollow, and cooled from the interior most rapidly, for the purpose of
obtaining the supposed advantage of ·initial tension, by "\Ybich the ability of the gun to
resist clastic pressure from within i:::; believed to be greatly increased, either kin.d of
gun is believed to be capable of restraining the direct pressnre of the powde1~, 1f no
other quality of the force the )lowder is capable of e_·erting sbonld at nny tunc be
permitted to act npon them. If this iclect be a correct one, an<l if it ha.c1 been known
fi·om the first, all the thousands of guns made, experimented upon cxpensi \'ely, and
disabled or burst since the United States began its efforts to produce gnus of large
calil.Jer, the millions of pounds of powder, hundreds of thousands of projectiles, ancl
the immense expenditnrc of money wasted might have been saved, or the l.Jmsted a.rHl
disabled gnm; might have been on hand now, ready to be rifled and mounted on sb1p::~
or fortifications .for the nat.ional defense.
Even now it is proposed that Congress sball appropriate $200,000 for the procurement of one 12-incb rifle-gun, to be tested prolJably in the erroneous manner all ~he
previous experiments have been conducted. Thif'l proposition embraces another wh1c~1
is, of conrsc, to di ...,cn.nl all of the 6,000 large gnns now mounted on our ships and forti:ficationA, to resupply nll the projectiles1 carriages, implements, and ordnance sto~es
adaptccl to the old guns and not to thti new, and to re-arm onr forts and ships w.1th
the new device. If the new gnn should happen-as it has many times before to. h 'l::tlgnns-to endure tlw proof tenderly a pplietl, only to ex hi l>it its weakness at the time of
the next war-far in the fntme it is hoped-when it comes to be snbjectecl to t~w real
test of battle, rdi!lTed to by the ordnance committee, n:nnely, "rapid and contmuous
firing, ·with intcrntl:-; only snfficient for loading," (see Appendix A,) it will not prow
to be a wiHe eXJWnd i tnr('. (Sec report, before refcne<l to, p. 145.)
Hi fled gnns afi'onl greatc·r prPcision than smooth-bores, however ''"ell the gnnmay he
shottccl; the revolving motion imparted to the projectile compcnsa,tcs for the incqna.litics of density :HHl form of auy particular proj<'ctile. Tht·re are other adnmtagc·s
'Which re:ontlL from riiJiug, the principal of wliich is that a better form of front can lw
given to the projt•etile for JWnctration.t
.
The ltemi ~:;plwr ical fvrm of front is as mnch inferior to the ogiva.l point of n, pt·o,jc~tJ.le
as it wonlcl be in a yacht, wlwther tbo o1Jjl'et to he obtninc1l is the penetration of mr,
earth, or iron plate:-;. It lws heen found hy actual oxpcrimenti-1 that the ogival-pointt:;!l
form excel:-; in p('notrating iron phting in the ratio of H2 to GG. (See photographH'
sheet of drawiiJg, No. :q And this gn·at ath1ition to the d1icicncy is absolntely ohtailwcl without any additional strain npon tiJc gnu, as complete!:>' ns an impro\'e<1
model to a steamship gives in<·reased spN•cl withont a,c1clitional r-<tr~iu npon tlle :-;t<!ameuginc which prop<'ls it. As tlw principal <lnty r·xpectc!d oflargc gnus in nto1~ern wn~·
fare is th nJH'lletl'ation of irou plating, if no other n.dvnntagl' <;onlfl be oh1 a1nt:ll, tin..;
alone "\Yonltlj m;tify the change by riHin•~, propm;etl for all the ::;mooth-bon::-; pos'5essel1
hy tlw l.:nited Statl'S.
"'
Tlw riHc-projc:t:tile I have rle\'iserl and adapted to the gnns improvf'fl hy 1·ifling ~s
shown in ont• of its forms or modi!ic;ations on tlH· photographic sheets, ~os. 4 antl •1 ,
*IS<'I' !U·('nnd pam:,:mph of foot-not!; to pa"e H i:l.)
t •. Froltl thiR tahl• it avywar.'O-,..,
.
.
" I t. Thnt hf'llli~phc,I·i"al .. JtP:t<l<·cl Atl·cl slwt, strikin~ tlw hox-taru;l'l will1 't 'wor1> 'of C.ti icmf! lH'l' uwh oi
Al1ot ',; ei!'<'tllll f'er<'ll<'t'. failt•tl t n Jl<'llPtrate t•oJuplctdy. Thi>l rc;.;ult might lJP <•XJwtletl. a:; from eall'ulati<m it wuultlrequin· ahnnt ~:!ton. per illl'll of circiuufcrcnt·c to ,.,cud a ht·Jui;.;p lu rieal .. ht·:Hit'tl sluot t·um ..
I•lctt'ly through nrh n !-ill'llc:liii'C.
.
"~!II. Tlu •>~ival·h•·n•lt-fl. It•<'!. hot. the lH·a<l hc·in~ ln·nn~ld to a pni11t , Rlriki11~ tht· ahoY!' tar:r .. t wllh a
~ ;~~:~.rk' of G tons p<•I' iuth of Aht•t's C'iremnf,~n·JH'<', }ltmf'tral<'<l cowpl<:tcly, with ~;nn10 n·uwiuiu~ tin·,.,•
. ":ld ..That !"•in tell <'11illc·<l shut, r;f rikin!;" the al•nvcl 1ar:zPI. with a 1 ' ork' of Gfi toil S ]It' I' iuch nf l10t'-.
(:l!'<'lllllfl I'f'll<'l·. pt·uetr·a lt·tl c·ompldli\', :nul wr.m l'nllr ''IJII:Ii to thn :<t<·Pl.
·• Hh. Tbnt clllptic·nl, Ill' hhmt -hPn;lt••l,l'!lill"'l ~hot: ~;t rikiuJ,.:: t h,. :t hon• 1argo•! with a 1 wurk' nf 1;1~ ton-.
Jll'r itll'h of hot' <'in'llll<f'Prr uce, htil•·d tu Jlt'll<'tratc t'flliiJih 1Ply tbto irult•ul beilw ahout CCJIIal trolhl'
hemi J•h ·li11al-hc·.ldo·<l
·('} • hut.
· '
~
";,t}l. 'l hat ugh·nl·[l"illtP<l ellillccl H)JOt, ~;trikin~ till' t.:J irwh mrh:wJ;rtl plat< . iul'lil.c·<l :II nn nut!l of
3 '' ith tho rromul, with u 'wmk' of 1;6 tnlll; l•t•r lul'h ol' RlJot'i! drt:otmfci'Clu·e, Jllll<'lrntl'rl t·umpl•·tcl~··
"t.th. Thnt thP :mw hot "ith t ht• B ·l~irlll·Coll<'fi l11·:ul failt·tl to pr>u<'l rate.
.

"7,th. 'J'h tit' 1111\d l'<'<(llilfJ It 1 WIJI•k 0 of llht>\fl ';'() tul18 Jl''l' iw·h l•fl!hOt''\ f'il'!'lllllf'Pri.!IIC< 10 I! 110 fi 11 llll·
l' rtl·nl-hradNllltl'l'l Khnt. t nn nugll' nf 3R~ \lith tlw l!l'< IIlli!. _·ueh n ~:~tnii'!Ur<', tlwn•f'ut•e, pre•l'In n
· tf> compll'L<' )J£Tf'oratit•n tin u tho· • \\·nn icll'' lnl'l!f'f il' 1\n•d at llirel'f ."-it z•ort nf t'crp·
an W.II •• ·o~le,.M.A., i' y l.lrtilluy, ' tociatc ;ocwb ''~ill"' fJnf, ;u".:e 'elet't Committee.
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JJCino· corecl shot of the same weight as the round shot for the same caliber gun. The
abo,~, plate 4, illust_rates a coned shot of .the same w~ight ~s the svhericalprojectile ~or
same caliber of <rnn mtendcd to be used, lll comparatiVe tnals, to detenmne the relati,·e initial velo~ity, precision, range, penetrat,ion of iron plating, and endurance. It
luts acljpsted to it bronze " gibs," fitted mechanically to the grooves stationed forward
of the center of gravit~7 and of form of thn projectile, the rear end of the shot being
centered in the bore by 6 brass boutons, tnrued in a lathe after inspection, to fit as
closely as will admit a ready loading. The botttons keep the periphery of the shot equidistant from the bore, all around alike. By this device all contact of tbe iron of the
projectile with the metal of the gun is prevented and all the frictiou which would
otherwise result is avoided. The shells in plate 6 are designed for cou verted smoothLore gnns, and at1apted to the weight of the gun.
It is obvious that tbe spherical projectiles could be monnted in the same manner
on the '' gibs" in the rifle-gun, if it should be deemed desirable, and tbus the advantage
of the rifle motion to round projectiles could be secured; although the gib, beiJJg stationed ou the part of the shot where the diameter is largest, woulLl, t,herefore, have the
pressure of the powder acting agaiust tbe end of the gibs as severely as it acts against
tlle rem· of the shot, it is believed that it >vonld not upset it, iujnriously, so as to create nndno friction in the grooves. The other shot has tlw gihs stationed forwnnl of the
larg-est diameter, where the windage is much greater, and no such injurious result
could possibly be expected.
These improved rifie projectiles being all of the class termed ''mechanical-fit" shots,
a term used in contradistinction to expanding project.ileR, or those having a soft metal,
or expanding band, no "work" is expended in changing their form in the gun, a more
important consideration than it would appear to be to the inexpert, and shown by the
example of the lead bullet receiving tho ulon-- of a hammer, before referred to.
T!te photographic sheet No.7 is intended to illnstrate the important fact that t,hree
sbot.s of greatly differing weight, (IJy length,) adaptecl to the same gnn, may have
impulse imparted to them with like cbnl'ges of power, giving totaJly different rates of
Yelocity, and yet have store<.l up in each an equal penetrating power as estimated by
"foot-pounds," if it were not for tho f11et that more work wonld be performed on the
projectile of the elongated form upon striking than upon the spherical one. This
difference, however, could be compensated for by making tbe spherical shot of cast
iron, tltc next larger of soft st<'el, a11<.l the heaviest one of tempered steel or chilled cast
iron. Tlte alteration of sha,pe in Plate 8 involves work expended on the slwt, and
therefore waHted. The upset-shot makes a larger bole in the iron plate which it is to
penetrate and necessitates that more "ability to work" should be stored up in the
projectile.
It can be seen that all the improved rifled projectiles, cored shot, shell, steel-pointed
shot, and cllilled-iron shot, shown on the drawings herewith, have the least possiiJle
length commensurate with filling the uore of the gun except windage, and provid ing
for the ogival-shaped point; ::tnd it is expected thnt the ::tbility for work stored up in
the projectile, being made np with more of the element of velocity than of weight, less
of the work will be expen<.1ed upon impact on the projectile itself, by beating it, changing its form, or breaking it.
A tallow-candle thrown against the panel of a door, with a proper velocity, might
he so changcu in form as merely to bespatter the target, witbont indenting it in the
least, while it migbt be fired fi·om a gun with such velocity as not only to penetrate
tlte wood throngh and through, bnt to pass through without the sliglltest change of
form to the unctuous projectile.
This example is referred to for the purpose of showing that, while in England ordnance engineers have been steadily attempting to impart "foot-tons" of ability to
work and penetra,te iron-plating to expensive, elongated, tempered-steel projectiles,
we may, IJy impart ing higher velocity to ligbter projectiles, made of clleaper materials,
(cast iron,) ohtain the same penetration Ol' better, and tbns have both gnns and projectiles at a cost of only from one-quarter to one-tenth the cost expended upon snch
engines i11 England and other European countries, where both guns and projectiles are
made principally of steel, and in tbe most expensive an<llaiJorions manner.
I think tbat I may assert with truth tha,t~ since these improvements were jnveuted,
tbe drawings from which tho photographic copies herewith were m:tlle have been shown
to hundreds of engineers and practical mechanics, with fnll explanations in relation to
all the details as shown in this paper. In every case I have asked their opinions aJJtl
have been answered as follows :
"Question. If two guns of like weight, caliber, and qnality shonld be monnteu on
like carriages, side by side, ouo to be riile<l accon1ing to t.bis plan an<l the other toremain srnooth-hore, and if each shonlct be loa<le<.l with tho same cbarge by wcight of
the same ki n<l of powcler, tho smooth-horo to have its propN· ronnd projectile, and the
rill •d gnn to ltave the improv cl rille-projectile of tlte sante wc;igltt, nn<l then c•acb
shonlfl IH' firPcl at the salllc <>lcvatiou, which gnn wonlcl,gi ve the highe:-;t, initial vc•.locily ~
'· },Jt \\er. lJHlonbledl~ the riflc<l gnu would give the highest vdority.
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"Q. Which would give the longest range?
"A. Undoubtedly the rifled gun, because, with its higher velocity its projectile has
the best form for passing through the air.
"Q. Which would give the best precision?
"A. Undoubtedly the ri.fied gun.
"Q. Which would penetrate the greatest thickness of iron-plating?
"A. Undoubtedly the rifle, because it would have the highest velocity and because
it has the best form of point for penetration.
" Q. Which would injure the gun most ?
·
"A. Undoubtedly the round projectile; therefore the rifle-gun would have the most
endurance.
'' Q. Which wonlcl give the highest velocity to a ronnel shot, if both were loaded
with such projectiles, the smooth-bore gnu having its shot lying on the bottom of the
bore and the rifle-gun having its shot supported centrally upon the brass pins~
''A. Unclonbteclly the rifle-gun."
.
I have no doubt, Mr. Secretary, that any committee of unprejudiced experts, before
whom this subject is properly presented, would answer each of these questions substantially in the same manner.
I have two smooth-bore guns of 15-inch caliber, of superior quality, cast hollo~v,
and cooled from the interior, directly under the supervision of General Rodman. The
guns are new, and were made by the South Boston Foundery. I will rifle one of these
gnus, furnish new wrought-iron carriages for them, two wrought-iron plates for targets, 4t incllcs tllick, 36 inches wide, aud 144 inclles long each, all t4e necessary projectiles, both for the smooth-bore and the rifle gun, allll all the implements required for
a comparative test of tlle efficiency and endurance of the two guns, having in view
beside~; the determinUJtion of the question as to which gives1st. Highest initial velocit;y to the shot of equal weight with equal charge of powder.
2d. Lougest rauge.
3d. Best precision aimed at the bull's-eye of a target.
4th. Which will penetrate a 4i-inch plate with the smallest charge of powder. And:
5th. \Vhich will have the greatest endurance, fired vvith such charges as vdll give
the highest velocity to the shot from the smooth-bore gun.
I will furnish all the ordnance ·Stores above enmnerated and all the powder necessary for all the trials enumerated, together with the guns describet1, and conduct the
test under the patronage of the Navy Department and tho observation of such naval
officers as yon may direct to attend and record the resnlts, for the snm of $40,000, to
be pai<J. to me in advance, upon my giving security satisfactory to you for toe f;tithful
fulfillment of the conditions of a contract which shall embrace and express all these
terms and conditions.
I have the honor to subscribe myself your obedient servant,
NORMAN WIARD.
Hon. GEO. M. ROBESON,

Secretm·y of the Nary, Washington, D. C.

FORTY-SECOND CONGimss, SECOND SESSION.

Letter jro1n the Secretary of the Navy .
.ArmL 10, 1872.-RcfciTccl to tho Committee on .Appropriations ancl orilcrctl to be printed.
K\YY

DEP.mnmNT, Jra.sltill[!ton, D. C., .·lpril 4, 1872 .

.'m: I hnvc the honor to rccomn1end that nn amendment be inserte<l in the bill
1naking appropriations for the mn·al servire for the 11ext fiscal year, appropriatin~
.~40,000 to cnahle the Dcpartnwnt to pnrcl.Jase two pecial, large, trial gm1H, and
to con<lnet a sc:ril'S of c·xperim ·nts for il1e pnrpose of <ldcnHiHing practically' ·hdher
tlw JH'<• ·enL f:imooth-uorc guns of th<· NaYy cau lJe incrmvcd in crticicncy :1111l ::;!r ·~1~th
lJy ri11ing a1Hl by the 11.'1\ of :t He\\ pro,j<•ctilc:, \YitlJ. a view of ohta.ining- Tnoro rcl~ahlo
ciHlurancc, louger range, beU<:r precbion, mul a gre:tt<.:r power of penetratinor Iron-

plating.
A plan fol' thi. pmpo-.o has lJC:cu lail1 lH:fore the J>epartment which i. C'lainwd to
JHl r·
ud1 merit that it i:-; dt:cnle<l <le imhle to ·ubmit it to a. fnH and complete cumJ•arativt• tr> t.
Tht~ :tuu lllllllP<l i , hy tht~ tenns of tlw propo:al, to cover the en tiro <·o:t of the ywo
ucw l:"1-i11 ·h gnu Ill'<' I! ary-onr~ of lh!!m to !11: rillt:<l-t orrdiH•l' with all the projt cttll'!',
pow<l•r, iron I•lnt f'ot• targf't , <·aniagt·,., ;n11l appliauc<·snn·qnirc:<l for illf• PJJtin• t<'. t..
Tho p 0110 'll •·xp ·ntlitui· · i mur:b below the u. nal co t attcn<ling ·imilnr exp •rJ-
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monts, and may result in enabling us to improve and utilize such of our present stock
of guns as we may wish, n,t a trifling outlay pe1· gnn .
The imporbmce of obtaining for the Navy htrge rifled guns of great power and
certain eudnrancc is belicvecl to fully warrant the Department in asking for tbe appropriation bereinrecomml'nclcd.
I am, sir, very res1)ectfnlly, your obedient servant,

GEO. M. ROBESON,
Secrcta1'y of the Nat'y.
Hon.

JAMES

A. GAHFmLD,

Chairman of the Committee on Appropriations, House of Representatires.

Letter of Aclmiml Porter.
OFFICE OF THE ADMIRAL, TVashington, D . C., April 5, 1872.
Sm : The attention of officers in the Navy is at present drawn to the piau of Mr.
Norman Wiard for convcrtiug our heavy smooth-bores into rifled guns, at an expense
so moderate, for each gun, that the Navy can be placed in a much more efficient position than it has been for tt long time past, and with a future prospect of at least being
able to compete with tbe uavies of some of the smaller power::;.
~Ir. "'Wiard tells me that be is in hopes that au appropriation of .$40,000 will be
made to carr,v on expt'rimentEl with his 15-inch guns, ::md I sincerely trust that Congress
will grant the weans neccssa,ry to carry ont these most important experiments, which,
if 1bey suceeed, as I am (1uite sanguine will be the case, will save millions to the country hereafter. Shonhl the plan prove successful, we shall have what no other nation
possesses, <.t com bincd rifle and smooth-bore gnn.
Shonld the guns fail in the experiment, we shoulcl still derive important information from the trial, and shall not have expended one . tenth of the amonnt annually
appropriated by the English nnd French governments in trials of ordnance.
Hoping tktt you will give your hearty support to this important matter, I remain,
very respectfully, yonrs,
DAVID D. PORTER,
.rJ clmiml.
Hon . JAMES A. GARFIELD,
Chairman Committee 011 Approp1·ialious,
Unitecl States House of Representatives.

[GENERAL NATURE-NO.

70.]

.A.X A.CT making appropl'iatious for the navalscrvicrJ for tl1c year en cling June thirty, eighteen hundred

and seventy-three, Hml for other purposes.

Be it enactN1 bytlle Senate and House of Representatives of the UHilecl States of .Llmeric(t
in Congress a&semblccl, That the following stuns be, and they arc hereby, appropriated,
to be paid out of auy money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the naval
service of the Govem:nenL for the year ending Jnue thirtieth, eighteen hundred and
seventy-three, and for other purposes.
lf
lf
lf
*
.,
To enable the Secretary of the Navy to carry on his experiments toward converting
benvy smoot IJ-uorc gnus iuto rifled guns, with a view to obtain a coml>iQ.ation gun
pos~e~sing tlw (tttalitics of 1Joth smooth-bore and riile, forty thousand dollars.
1t
#
1f
*
*
*
*'
*
Approved .May 2:~, 1b72.
APl'E~DL.

[Fro111 tlH·

~~aval

A.

and )Iilitary Gazd t<', May 11, 1 72.]

It is not ]mown w1Htl- direction ~Ir. Grrgory's mot ion as to ca.' t-iron f;'11llS is to take,
hnL if it arons<'H a <liHcns~-;ion on tl.lc cndnrancc of heavy ordnance rnnch goo<1 may
flow fi·om it. Some pcrso11s assert that thr war offic:c is fnll;v a warr that tl1c lllaxinmm
awonnt of work is not got ont of the matc1·ial employed, (! N. \V.,) l>nt that it is relnc-
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tant to embark once more upon competitive tria1s. These add that tens of thou~rnu1s
arc being J·early expenderl in ~L R~~st.em of rifling which, us regards heavier guns, limits
their endurance to slow firing, (f N. \¥.,) ·with intervals of weeks between every fp~y
runnels, aud eYeu then aclmits of only 100 ('? N. vV.) discharges from 25-ton guns, \Yith
rcdncecl charges of pebllle-pow<ler. The aclmimlty have had their attentilm called to
the fact that the whole offensive powers of the Glattun a-re dcpenclcnt upon the life
of two of these gnns; and as naval wnrfare demands contiunou~ and quick firing, it is
proposed to try whether one of the Glatton guns will cndnre a whole day's practice,
firing 100 rounds at a target, with seYeral dcgret>s of eievation. This m:ty set at rest
an important point, "\Yhich has never heen settled, vi;.r,: \Vhether ships armed wHh 25ton guns would not be disarmed by their own projectiles in the midst of an ordinary
IHLYal action.
Ibid., May 18.-The alarm felt on board the Bellerophon as to the 1lisintegration of
the 14-!-ton guns while firing at targets in the Atlnntic appears to have heen a little
exaggerated. It. is qnite trne that the inner steel tubes have in three cases JWOtrndecl
(? N. W.) themsel,'cs outside tbe muzzles; bnt this is wohably due to the SL>.tting home
of tl1e outer coils. And it is also true that in two other gnns tbc onter coil presrnts
openings between them in a clirection transverse to the bore, (f N. \V.,) the separation
in oue case being one foot and in the other case 2t feet from the mnzzle. These eparations occnr just OYer where the accelerating spiral urings the greatest strain upon the
Tifiiug, (f N. \V.) Bnt it is qnestionabl.e whether either of tlw gnns is really disabled.
To the uanticn1 eye, such cracks are not re-assuring. No donut the guns woulclue uetter without them.
There is, as most officers are aware, "a cemetery of suicides" in the royal arsenal,
to which heavy guns are consiguell which have destroyed themselves nnuer fire.
I\Iany a<lditious have been made to this cemetery since the parliameutary returns of
1866, hut Wf' are without·, exact details as to the manner in which thrsr more recent
suicides dcRtroyP<l themselves. Tile time seems, howeYer, to have arriYell when :1 fnrther parliamrntary return might be fairly given, showing what gnns h:we been temporarily or pcrlllanently injured or disaulcd uy firin~ since the introduction of the
prescut fi,Vstem of 1·i!liug in 1865; the uatnre, poRition, aml cause of tho injnrics;
whether_the,r uece:.;~itatec~ any cessation of Jiriug, al}(l, if so, for bow long; £LU<l whether
the r<'patrs wc·re effcctcc11n the battery or ships, or after romoYal to t.he royal arsenal.
To show that t.ltere is plenty of material for a somewhat ]enu;tby rotnrn, we append a
fc\Y exampJes wiJiclt have come nnder our own uotice, remarking that the list does not
pretcml to ahsolut<' couectncss, and that it only refers t.o the ltome-Htation, <tnd 1loes
110t in clncle the injmie~>, whether temporary or permanent, inJlieted by the wabbli_ng,
hammering, wriggliug projt•ctilcs in their efforts to escape from gnm; fired on forctg~l
stations. The general testimony of naval men, tba,t their projectiles almost invtLl'lahly make an intermittent pnfling noise in the n.ir, an<l dispLL.)' a reHHlrlmhlc waltzing action in their flight, and not nnfi·eqnently hrra.k up in escaping frolll the gnn,
together with the inc·ipient aurasions discovered in the ~Ionareh's ~0-ton gnns after
an aceragc of only ildrty-fit•e 1'0IIIIcls, warrants the assnr11ption that the auovH list i: a
Ycry small moiety of the injured gnus which the admiralt.y could produce, if rcqnirecl
to do so.
A few ~years ngo a 9-inch gun burst violently on board tho R11ssiau frigate Alexan<1m.~. wsgi, in tlw Baltic, killing twPlveofHcers and men and wounding thirty vcr:ons,
antl serion:-;ly damaging tho ship. 'riJis explosive bnrst was, at tho time, attribn!.ctl to
the gnn ueing rnacle of hlock-steel; lmt the most cursory Yiew of the "cemetery of
snicidcs" at i he royal nrsenal will show that this is not the onl,y maicrialliahle to stll'h
fearful explosious. \Yilrnevcr a projecti le jams in its exit fron1 a gnu, with a, heav~·
charge lwhirHl, H rnattpr:-; not what material it is rn;ule of, au c:xplosion mnst take
phtc<·.
P\"<'ral \"nought-imn coil gnns, as wrll as con\'N(f'll gnn. an<lrille<l tast-Jrou
gnus, lm,·e had st nddecl r-,hot wedged in their bore while firing with consequences onlynot like tlrat of tlH' AlPxa11tlra Nwsgi uccnmw tho gHn~>' cn·ws wert' hi•l away bf>hi.nd
traver~es and othc•r Ha.fe retreats. \Vc have uot. included in om· list tho:P explosrYe
lJIIr. ts which o<.:ClliT('<l to guns riflP<l on the v:uions ahanclont•tl Armstroll!!," ~;ystems.
But wp, lllay liiClltion tlH! jalllming of a.leacl-coateclshot in a lJrc·ceh-Joculing Arm. trongcoil gnu, 40-pourHlt·r. arHl the jamming of a sLnrltle1l pro,jt>c·tile iu a 0.2~-inch ,\rnrstronv;('oi! H.lll'st v;nn, as instaiiCI'H of cxplo iYe burst nndl'r those• H,\"HIIJIIIS. The fparful
1·xplos!ou ~,f t IH: c:m.n'Pl'tP!l i-inelt fL-ponnrlcl' of niuc:ty-Jive hnndn:cl-weight int<! scv<'nty-st. ' pwe.e. '· \\'hH:h wt·n·11nug over an arra. of GHU yards hy 150 yar<l~, llll'lttlonell
lH:low, wa .llllll:! lly clnc to the wrigglillg proj •c:tilo lH:ii1g ltnahlt· to get. out of the gnu,
and w~t, tu tl1r: lltatr•rial, faulty as wt· r·oDCl'i\'e it to lw, of the r:onv•·rtccl g1111. ."nrb an
I·Xpl<hton lll.:tY alw:1y. lw r:xpr·dc·d wbeJJPV('I' tlH: pit:c<·s of' :L hrok1•11 pro,ic:ctilP \\·edf!e
tll<'llt.l'lv<• 111 a lu•:tvy gun, whalr!\'t!l' n1aterial it hr: m:u1c: of. E\'t:n tl11: impro\'Pi l
Ann tmng (Jl' 1· razt>t'-hnilt gnu cannot witJL,fand ·It(· II :1 "t·ll"<' as wn;;; see n iu the: <"aso!
1Jf an ~"Xplo h c lint· t of a 1'2!-ion rtnn in 1 ~(j • :nul in 1d lw1:: uow in the " t· ·lllPI!'ry of
uit•i(h• / the par·ti•·ular (,r whi1·h h:wo· uot n:aeiH·cl n-;.
\\·hen ·nr n turlclcd }•I'o,jL•dil • ln·cnl · up iu a gnu throngl1 it btucl-lw!t·~: it i a
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mere accident that the broken pieces do not wedge themselves in the bore across the
spirals, and the wonder is not that" the most magnificent guns in the.world" are occasionally exploded. by the wedging of broken or stndded projectiles, bnt that they
escape explosion so frequently, and are only disabled. temporarily or permanently, or
otherwise injured by projectile~ which so frequently break up in the bore. '¥ * *
\Ve may shut our eyes like the ostrich by burying our heads in the sands of secrecy, or
enjoy the silence of the official fool's paradise, but nothing i~ more certain than that
the present system of rifling frequently causes projectiles to break up in the guns;
that such projectiles have jammed in our guns, and that those guns have exploded
with fearful violence.- (Ibid.)

APPENDIX
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Question. Will you give a brief history of the enc1ur:1llce of these guns f
Answer. The first 12-inch gun, the only one that has been proved to extremity, bas
been fired, I think, about 4~0 tires. *
* That gun burst, as was supposed, by the
jamming and wedging of the projectile in the bore.
*
*
'¥
These gum; have both been subjected to extraordinary pressnres from the jamming
and upsetting or breaking of the projectile inside of them.
Question. Do ordnance officers all agree that the breaking or bursting of the projectile is the chief cause~
Answer. No; not that it is the chief canse, for the reason that it onght not to occur,
bnt that it is a potent cause when it docs occur, especially the upsetting of the body of
ri fie-projectiles.
Question.
*
"
"\Vl1y is there no certainty of the cause~
Answer. vVhen a gnu bnrsts, and you find the shot fired at that time to indicate
jamming or weuging, or yon see that it is broken, the presumption is, and I think as
a rule a fair one, .that that was the cause of the bursting of the gnu at that
round. ;,.
·>r
My belief is that, after we shall have procured a projectile that is as
certain in its opcmtion in the l'ifie-gun as the round shot is in the smooth-bore, we
can, by tiring to extremity one or two H~-inch guns, fix a limit within which the gun
may be consirlcre<l as absolutely safe, but it will require experiment to fix that limit.
It is more uifficult to get a perfectly safe projectile for a large gun than for a small
oue.-(Testimouy of General Roclmcm before the Joint Committee on Orclnance.)

His, th erefore, of the highest importance to obtain, if possible, some kind of heavy
ordnance which shall not be liable to these objections. The entire efficiency of an
iron-clad vessel, costing the Govcrnmeut hundreds of thousands of dollars, may depend
almost entirely upon the character of the gnus with which she is ::trmed. In the words
of the Assistant Secretary of the Navy, yon might lose a battle by going into action
with a gun arouU<l which stood. 25 men entertaining the idea all the time that it might
hurst. Considering tbe grrat cost of onr iron-clad vessels, and tho import:mce of the
results to be aLtaiucrl, by rendering thrm as sccnre and effic::tcious as possible, a few
thonsand dollars more of expense would seem to be of but little moment, if it affords
the only means of reaching the end desired. The <li ~astrous results attending the
hnrsting of a gun can be, to a greater extent, gnardetl ngainst upon land than at sea.
In the latter case the loss of the vessel, with all on board, may lJe the consequence,
while the <1£'moralization of the crews of the other vessels similarly armed may lead
to resnlts almost, if not qnite, as disastrous. But upon both land and sea., it is of the
utmost importance to obtain heavy orduance of the most reliable chamcter.-(Extract
jron~

the report of the .Joint Committee on the Coucluct of the War.)

Each system of guns intro<lnced in onr servi \'e has hccu snlljectetl in proof to tests
~11pposed to demom;trn.te lH',YOJJd question its ability to perform the work required of
it, but caclt has failecl \Yhcn snlJmittc<l to tho real test of service. In the operations
11pou MorriH Island 22largc guns was the greatest number wotmte<l at one time, yet GO
in all hun;t (Juring the siege, as is shown hy the evidence of Genernl Gillmore. In the
attack on Fort Fisher all the Parrott guns in the Jlcct btu·st, according- to the report of
Admiral Porter. By tlto lmrsting of Jive of !bcso guns at the Jirst bombardment 4G
JWrsons were ki1led and wonn(kcl, while only 11 were killed or wonndetl hy the pro·
jcdilcs from the ('lH'lll,Y's gnns during the attaek. The hattie at Fort Fislwr was the
oHly occa~ion rlnriug the war when rilled guns of large calilwr were tired rapitlly mHl
(;ontiuHously for a great n111nlwr of ronuds.
'l'lte failnro to discover the weakness of tltese gnm; hcfore putting theru in the field,
or on bo:ml ship for acinnl servi<.:r, mnst bo attrihnl('(l to a dd.eet in the system of
Jtroof employe1l. ThP<o{' sy.tPms apvcar t,• Jta,c !teen cornpamtivdy valurlcs~ anrl to
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have proven little or nothing respecting the auility of the gnu to perform the work
expected of it in battle. The committee cannot learn that any method of proof has
been practiced in the Army or Navy ·which subjects guns to the tests they must endare
when first brought into actual combat, namely, rapid and continuous firing, with intervals only sufficient for loading. Excessive charges have been used and a great number
of rounds fired, but no attempt has ueen made to copy upon the prov:ing-grountl
the conditions existing in batt,le. In the new conditions developed. b.v the rapid and
loug-cuntinued firing in battle, not present during the slow and careful firing when in
process fif proof, it would seem must be found the cause of the frequent ruptnre of the
~nus. The most important new condition present during rapid fire would seem to l>e
the communication of a greater amount of heat to the bore of the gun, having a tendency, by its expansive force, to aid the powder in effecting a rupture. If the gu~ ~e
fired rapidly so as to allow little time for the bore to cool between each discharge, 1~ 1s
uelieved that the heat communicated would exert a powerful expanding force, wh1le
if there should be long intervals between the shots, even if the charges were oxcessive.
sufficient heat to bnrst the gun might not be communicated to the i-nterior. Iu rep?rt-of ordnance officers, the effect of unequal cooling in inaugurating unfavorable tens_w~ ~
in a gun cast solid and coolecl wholly from the outside is treated at length, and It IS
shown that fissures and ruptures have resulted from the contraction toward the on~
side as the gun cooled, audit is stated that three-fifths of the strength of the gun IS
expenrled in this manner, lea;·dng only two-fifths to restrain the pressure of the powder.
The hollow mode of casting of the Rodman system and the band of wrou~ht iro?- ~p
p1ied to the Parrott gun were intended to utilize this force of contraction, by assrstmg
the strength of the iron to restrain the pressure of the po"Tder. It was afterward
noticed that several of the Rodman guns cast hollow, and cooled from the interi?r,
burst in the fonndery from the excess of this force of contraction exerted in the opposrte
~lirection from that before refeiTecl.to.-(Bxtract from the Te1wrt of the Joint Committee
on Orclnance..)
Tm~ STORY OF Tim Gu:xs.-The English guns are made in the most expen~ive
manner, of the best steel and wrought iron, cos tin o- ten times as much as our cast~1ron
ordnance. Yet the Naval and Military Gazette, referring to them in an article eutrtled
''The suicidal system of rifling British guns," furnishes a list of thirty-three, having_ au
aggregate weight of four hundred and fifteen tons, of various rifled calibers, raugmcr
from seven to twehe inches, which had lately been injured or disabled on the homestation alone.
Thus it appears that our English cousins have found that there is a practical difficulty attending the making aud use of large rifled guns; but they have only got half
the idea as to what the difficulty is. The question is one of great consequence, mvoh·ing millions, an<l it is gratifying to us to be convinced that to an American in_ventor,
})l'Obably, the credit must be given for having discovered the errors of constructiOn antl
operation attending the adoption and procurement and use of great rifles, togetber
,...-ith a remedy for the low erH.1 nrance, so simple that it is available for converting our
l>reHent stock of smooth-bore, cheap cast-iron gunH into tho most effective rifie-gunpo sPssec1 by any nation in the worltl, at trilling expense and without even dismountiug them from their carriages. It is also gratifying to know that we have in our
presellt cabinet a Secretary of the Navy Hufti.ciently alive to the necessities of tlle
service and suftleiently praciical to comprehend, not only the intdcn.cies of the compound engine, but the teclmicalities of a subject which has so puzzled the most experienced experts in the worM as to he, hy common con. en t, termed "tho onlnatH e
proulem," and as to which the inalJility to sec clearly tbrough its solution is confc :,erl,
even hy the most exp£'ricnced.
The late Admiral Dah lgrcn, the ]ate General Rodman, atH1 many officers of our
Engineer Corps, whose attention has hccu to a great extent directed to thi subject for
the past few ~'cars, have placed their OlJinious on record to the eil'ect tha.t we have not
yet secured for the Uniterl States service a reliable system of rifle-gnus, of caliber, endurance, an1l power snflicient for the penetration of iron-plating, such as form · tb
armor of mocl1~ru ~>hips of war. The English guns greatly exceed om·s iu power, hut
the above reft'rence to tl1t>ir "c·c>metcry of tmicirlcs" is a plain indication that they lack
the req ni:-.itc cnclnrancc, a- well as that the cnclnrance they sr·ent to hw·c is uncertain. If
the amount of work a powerful large gnn will perform could be foretold with certainty,
c\·eu ti_H)\Jgh H l'lH111l1l ho only the aldlit;v to en<lnrc one Jmu<lr'c<l ronnd , it woulrlu
omctlllnp;; hnt e.·pr·rienct: has tauo-lJt all nations that there i:; uo numlwr of roun£1·
tiH·y <'all pn:dict. a11y ~nn '"ill with. tallrl, 1wwcn'r :;trong it: material or COJJ, trnctiou
lllay lJ£>, an1l, :1 . •-.ai1l hy Adllliral D;thl.,rnn 1 "it, i:-; the llllc.·JH'Gtt·d hnr. ting of gun
\'.'hich rlor·.· tho llli ~ r·liil'l'."
"
It i ltt•li!'wcl that tlw up·etfing of the projPdilr: in the gn11 whilt~ illiP on t e
ho trnn of tlw lum. by whi ·h !ht l1ot is i11c·rca.·!'1l iu <lianu:ter, :-;o as to indent or
actunlly JWnetr; tt: th · lll etn l or tho gnu with. uch foret• that a lal'''C part of the work
h po.wrlr•r i. ca.Pal,Jr of JH•rfi))'ming i t: ·pnn rlutlll)HIII tho guu-b:fvin~ a t<:ndenc: to
bm ·t, tt.-,d, tlw lll taut the pre ur·~ of the po\\ Llct· force~ ll to . lirle out 11f tlwgun 1 the
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friction and abrasion which result detract from the power of the projectile, while it expends the diverted force to the object of bu!sting the gun. It being projectil.e force to the
shot we want, instead of lmrst guns, tlns plan contemplates so mouut.mg th~ shot
within the bore that it is in effect suspended centrally, and escapes essentially w1thout
any contact of the iron of the shot with the metal of the gun, and with greatly increased force-the very condition sought for. Rifle projectiles are more upset in the
gun than spherical. ones of the same caliber; and hence it is that rifle-g~ns are more
liable to burst than smooth-bores. However, round-shots for large calibers are also
upset injuriously, and by removing the cause-indentation, abrasion, friction-the result,
bursting, will not occur.
If these anticipations are realized the United States will be found, as if by magic,
as well or better prepared for offense or defense than any nation with whom Alabama
claims have to he settled, and hundreds or thousands of tons of old iron will be conyerted into the equ ivalent of twenty millions of gold.-( National Republican.)

!Inclosure.]

"Ko. 2 a.]
48 BROAD STREET, NEW Ymm:, July 8, 1872.
GENTLBMEN: I propose to fabricate, from the best charcoal neutral cast iron, a 12inch rifled gun, to weigh not less than 70,000 pounds; the gun is to be cast hollow and
cooled from the interior; the metal necessary to secure the increased weight will be
principally added behind the rear termination of the bore, but in addition to this, beginning with a muzzle of the same diameter as the "15-inch" gun, the diameter
will be gradually increased from the muzzle along the chase, toward the breech, continuing along the re-enforce to the cascabel, retaining, with the above differences, as
near as possible the same general outline of form as that adopted in the latest "15inch" gnus designed by General Rodman.
The gun will be rifled with two grooves, after the plan adopted for an experimental
gnu now nearly ready for the Navy, which is more fully described in the printed letter
addressed to the Secretary of the Navy, referring to 11 combined rilie and smooth bore
g uns ;'' a copy of which I lay before you herewith.
The projectiles also will be essentially the same as those being provided for the Navy
experiment above referred to, but will be increased in weight to about 600 pounds, by
increasing their length while retaining the ogival point.
In designing and manufacturing this gun I hope to make a gun which may be reproduced cheaply and rapidly in large numbers in the future, if required; aud if it
:-;hould prove as successful as I anticipate, and which shall excel in power ttnd uniform
(•ndurance all th~tt was anticipated for the latest English 35-ton gun, even when fired
as rapidly as possible with such charges of powder and weight of projectile as were
contemplated by the designers of that gun, viz, 100 ponnc1s of powder, with a 600l'ound projectile, and that jt will charge the projectile wHh more foot-tons of ability
to work, each time it is f1Ied, than has been achieved by that gnu for any single
l'Otllld.

I desire to Htipulate that if t.his gun is ordered from me I shall be permitted to fire
it not more than twenty rounds, after it is rifled, to test the correctness of the depth,

width, and twist of the grooves, and the adjustment of the projectiles for it, before
being reC]nired to turn it over for official inspection, test, and auoption as a trial gun
hy the War Department; and if any injury to the gun results from any of my private
experiments, that I shall be permitted to supply a second or even a third, if I choose;
and that I shall not be required to deliver any of the first guns I make to be submitted
to test, if I givP, notice that I am willing to make and supply another iu lieu of any of
the first guns I make which, from imperfection or accident, I do not desire to offer as a
trial gun. I, however, only desire to be paid for one. The price of the finally ofiered
nod a•cepted gun to be the sum of $45,000, to be paid to me upon its delivery to the
United StatPs, and before it is sulJjectecl to the official test.
I also desire to stipulate that the extreme proof of GOO rounds each, with 100 pounds
of No. 7 power, and a pr~jectile of auont 600 pounus weight shall be applied to the
g-un I make, anu if the gun withstands the test without hurstiug, I offer to make
twenty or more, hnt not le~s, of the same quality, mntcriaJ, weight, caliber, and model,
for the prico of $10,000 each, and to Jn·ovi1le a<~ many projectiles as may be rCC'Jllired,
of the kinds nsed in the trial gnn, for the pncc of 10 cents per pound.
Upon thf' snpposition that trial prqjectiles may he nsecl morc> than once, if repaired
Jll'Operly after each rounc1, I propo ·e to fnruish as rnauy projPdiles nR nrc neccRsar.v for
the pr()of of the gnu, if not more f,lJitu one bundrc1l, withont <:harg1~.
R1~spectfnlly,

The Onn. 'A:\'CF.

BOARD ON IIEAVY

RrFr.rm Onn

NORMAN WIARD.
TA Tf"I ·:.
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L. B., No.5.]
ARMY BUILDING, NEW Yom{, July 10, 1872.
SIR: I am directed by the board on heavy cannon to acknowledge the receipt of
your letter (to Colonel Crispin) of the 8th instant, and the accompanying propositions
and explanations, and to state that the board is ready to receive any communication
you may be pleased to make, either verbally or in writing, further relating to your
1)lans for the construction of heavy cannon.
Respectfully, your obedient servant,
C. E. DUTTON,
First Lieutenant Ordnance •.
NORMAN WIARD, Esq.,
48 Broad St?·eet) New Yo1'k.

L. B., No. 15.]

ARMY Bun,DING, NEW YORK, July 15, 1872.

SIR: I am directecl by board on heavy cannon to inquire when you will be read~ to·
present the additional plans, or views, or explanations suggested art your last internew
with the board.
Very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant,
C. E. DUTTON,
Fint Lie11tenant Ordnance, RPcorclcr.
NORMAN vVIAHD, Esq.

L. B.,

No.

43.]

U.~rrED STATES AnMY BPII.J)ING, NEw

YonK,

July 26, 1oi:2.

I am directed to jr,form you that the board on h earvy ca.nnon has adjourned_ to·
7, proximo, by whi~h date it is expected that all matter intended for its actiOn
will be before it.
Your obedient servant,
C. E. DUTTON,
First Lieutenant Ordnance, Recordu
Nom,fAN ·WIARD, Esq.
SIR:

Au~m>t

])R, W. E. V. OODBRIDGE.

L. B., No.3.]
Amry Burr-DL.""G, NEW YoRK, July 10, l~i2.
Sm: I am directed by t'he boar<l on heavy cannon to reqnest that you wiU forwani
for its information such records as may be on file in the Ordnance 01lice relatin~ to !Jr.
W. E. Woodbridge's method for the construction of cannon.
By direction of the bon,rd.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
C. B. DUTT01 ,
Ji'il'8l Li.('lllcnant OrclnaiU'e, Jrecorder
The CmEF OF OnD~ L ·eli}, U. S. A.,
Wa /jhinglou, D. C.

OP..u.·.·\. ·cr-: OFFICE, vVAn

No.3.]

DLP

\fn \JJ:. "'1',

Ww!lti11gfou, .!Hl!fl:l, 1 i'l.
,'m: I send herewith, pursuant to your r(~l')llCHt of the lOth instant, papPr~ from th
files of thi!-3 ofticc r•latiu~ to Dr. W. E. Woodbridge' methou for the co11 tructitllt ot

cannon.
It i!i uuc1erfoltoocl to lJe Dr. \Vo0(11Jri<1g•:'s tlC' ire that the tlPRC:riptiou of his 111 ·thntl
of construction he not nw•le pnhlic.
By order of the 'hief of Onlnan•·e.
H•.: )H.:ctfnlly, your oh<"clicut ·crvan ;
~. V. HC.'ET.
Jlr~jot' of Ord 11(11/l , .,

'Ihn Ptm

JIJJ·•• ·'I'

o• 1111-~ llflAr:o ''·· lfEA\'Y 01:1>.' \ .·c t,;,

AI lilY Builtliu[f, ...Yeu• YorJ..
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WASIIINGTON 1 July 30, 1850.
Sm: I would respectfully inform you that I have invented a new mode of making
•cannon, a brief description of which I herewith forward you, together with a statement of some of the advantages to be derived from its use.
I have also a model of the invention (a gun oft pound caliber) which serves to show
the mode of manufacture and the great strength of the material thus obtained, and
which I shall be happy to exhibit at any time or place you may choose to name.
I am aware that the practical utility of inventions of this class can be fully determined only by experiments on a scale sufficiently large for actual service, and it is for
til is reason, together with the fact that I have not myself the means for trying the experiment upon such a scale, that I call your attention to tho subject, with the request
that au examination of the rnerits of my invention may be had, and if it shall appear
likely to resnlt in public ad vantage, that you would recommend an appropriation to
be made to defray the expenses of such experiments.
It will give me much pleasure, if desired, to make personally any other explanation
or statements of fact in relation to the subject, so far as I am able, whenever they may
be called for.
I am, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant,
W. E. WOODBRIDGE.
Major-General WIXFIELD SCOTT,
Acting Secretary of War.
[Indorsement.]

Referred to the Chief of Ordnance Department, who will report upou the merits of
improvement @lr iuYention.
WINFIELD SCOTT,
Acting Secreta1·y of Wm· •
.AUGUST 5 1 1850.

~the

[Iuclosurc.]
( ' O'f TO BE PUBLibHED.)

1'he aclvantageB of a neu· mode of rnalcing cannon, invented by Williarn E. Woodbridge.
The advantages of a new mode of making cannon must be found either in economy
or in an increased capability of the instrurueut. It would doubtless be advantageous
to replace bronze guns, if used in ordinary naval service, 'vith cast iron, on the score
·of economy; and it bas been fonnd advantageous in the field service to substitute
lJronze for cast iron, thongh costing iperhaps four times as much, on the ground of
j ncreased capability.
How far my invention may be servieealJle in either of these respects will best be
seen after a description of it, and an estimate of the attending expenses.
The mode of making canuon which I propose is briefly this: I take a hollow cylinder of iron or steel, the interua.l diameter of which is somewhat less, and the external
diameter of which is somewhat more than the intended caliber of the gun, and the
length of 'vhich exceeds the intendcll length of the bore, and, having closed one eu(]
of the cylinder with a cylindric plug of iron which is allowed to project from the
·cylinder ahout three times its diameter, I wind npon the whole core thus formed iron
or steel 'Nire, drawn in snch form as to have a rectangular transverse section, in close
Hpiral layers, snflicient in number to give the ref)_nirecl thickness, the directiou of
the spiral being reversed in each alternate lnyer.
The eorl' and mails of wire wound upon it I then pla0e perpendicularly in a suitable
furnace', the dosed end of the cylinder heingdown, and subject it to a heat eCJllal to that
of melted hrouze, under circnmstances which completely prevent its oxidatiou, and
while it is thus heated canso it to be. ttrronnclcd with melted bronze so a to fill, from
·the bottom, tlle spaces between the wires, thus soldering the whole togetller.
It i · now allowed to cool, and is turned and bored to the required dimensions.
It is propofwcl to east the trunnions on the gun in the process of soldering; hut they
may he for~(·cl in connection with a riug which may he threarlerl in the inside and
.r,.crewed on tho proper part of the gun threaded to recei-ve it.
The former method is prcferrerl.
It i~; bclien<lihat the grPat streugth of ti.Je mn,t(>rial prepared iu the manner deAcrih cl is sul1icient,Jy a,ppareut, an<l the model which I ha.ve maJe sufficiently demon.;;tratc'<; it.
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It is inquired, however, will the solder interpenetrate a very large mass of wh~e
wound as you propose'? It would be satisfactory to answer the question by the exper1ment, which I cannot do at present. Without knowing precisely what cause is ex})ected to interrupt the flow of the metal, it may be said that the conuition of the mass
of wire in the midst of the melted solder appears to be, in respect to interpenetration,
analogous to that of a similar mass immersed in water, excepting that the surface
attraction between bronze and iron appears to be much greater.
That the closeness of the winrling will not interfere with the penetration of the,
solder may be inferred from the well-known fact thn,t brass and copper used as solders
will enter the closest joints and frequently penetra.te between the fibers of a.pparently
solid iron.
It is also to be considered that thcr~ wm be no tendency to "blow'! (as the expression is in regard to casting) when the melted metal is poured into a receptacle as hou
as itself; for ·any substance from which vapor might arise will be already volatilized
and the gases expanded so as not to be affected by the heat of the melted metal.
It has also been suggested as an objection to this plan that by the alterations of
temperature to which a gun is subjected in repeated firing the metals of which the gun
is composed may be separated in conse<1nence of their different rates of expansi?L·
This obje€tion at first appears to be sustained by facts observed in relation to the muon
of different metals for various purposes in the arts; but it will be found in every caRe
where separation is the result ofalternationof temperature that the mass of both metals
has borne a considerable proportion to the surface of union.
The principle involved in tile consideration of tllis subject appears to be this: WhPn
the force and motion generated by a change of the temperature of the metal is snftieient to overcome the elasticity of either of the metals joined, it will, if sufficiently
often repeated, result in the separation of the metals; but if the force or motion tllu~
generated is insufficient to overcome the elasticit.y of either of the metals, the alterD:ations of temperature may be repeated any number of times without eft(3~ting a disunion of the metals, and they will cohere with a force equal to the difference between
the co~esive streugth of the joining metal and the disjoining force.
It w1ll appear from the a.pplica.tion of this principle that the cohesion of the solcler
1mder the conditions in which we find it~ our cannon (where it has a surface ofnnion
of at least 650 square inches to the pound) cannot be materially affected by any
changes of temperature to which it is liable to be exposed.
It will further appear that, in consequence of the metals having been united at a
higher temperature than that at which the cannon is nsed, its strength is slightly ii.:.- •
ereased mther than diminished by an elevation of its ordinary temperature.
By uniting steel-wire in the manner proposed we obtain a material of about three
til'Iies the strength of bronze and four times the st.1·ength of cast iron, and of sufficient
]tardness and elasticity, at a price which, it is believed, will readily admit of its use
for the purpose designed, and which is believed to be particularly adapted to the fabl'ication of cannon, which, in order to be easily transported, are necessarily wadeligln,.
and of cannon of very large calilJer.
It is evident thn.t field and mountain howitzers made of a material t.hree times a~
strong as. brouze, but in every other respect like those now in use, -would in all ca ·es
l113 as serYiceable, and where tbe recoil could be properly contro1led would possess th ·
a<lditional capability of throwing solid shot with the charges now used i(,r guns of tht•
same caliher. Pcrhapt:!, also, with a material of the strength supposed, tho length of
lto_:vitzer'! might atlvantageousJy 1le increased, the weight remaining the same.
1n making gnus of htereascd caliber it becomes neecssary to incrca e the tbicknes
of tho metal uot merely in the same ratio, but in :t ratio greatly increased, as appears
from tbe following con ·i<lerations:
The weight au<l eons •quentJy the inertia of a call non hall is increa:;c<1 in proportio.n
~o the cull~} of its dil~mct<•r, while the . nrfac:e nt,on which tho propelling power acts J:
tncreased 1n 1noportwn to the ~f111are of its <liameiPT; consequently the pressure l~<'r
~~tnare ineh must be incrca..,c!<l iu tl1eratio of the cube of the increaw<l diameter to Jt ·
:-;quare, or, whic·h is tlte same thi11g, in the ratio or the inctca:-. •d diameter it elf, in
order thnt the J)l'01lClliug ]lOwer may lJC in tlw ·amc ratio to the i1wrlia of the rua.
propi')]Pil.' a ('On.ditiou nt·<'P.":mry for itflTecc:iving tlw sallle veloc·ity.
.
~ccoulu~gly, 1f Wt: "mtlclmakt: two gun · caTJahle of throwiug ball .-uitcc1 to tlw1
c·altbCI':-1 wtth the ~alllP velocity, hut wltose int ·mal <liamPter::; shonlcl he to ·ar:h ot.ht'r
·'~ fonr to mw, we mtt. t give io the~ larp;c>t' gun a strPngth sntfieit•nt to l'{'Sist 1our
1t!ne:; tl11 • ]11'1'~. llll' JH'l' •11 n:m: i 11eh. lJpou tltt• s11 JIJm.·itiou that, with a givPn diamct<-r
oi hem•, the: -.tnmj..(th of a eylimlrr is innP:t.l'll i11 thf~ ratio of the itH·n•a. c·cl thickno." ·
(a tulP. which i~ proxitnatPi y tnH~ wltcll tlw tlJic·kllf~.:; is l'mall in proportion to. th
I~tin•,) tl11· n•qtttn·cl tn·n~th "o1tlcl be· attained l1y gi viug tlH! lar<rl'r gnu i.·tPPII ttnw
1lat• tIt ic:ktH'•. oft he m. llnr n11P.
But vhell the thir;knP sor a lwllow e,yliudct i. propot·tiollall~· gn•at tilt' ntlt: ltP('C~tn C
"~"ry t: rrllltt •ou., o untr-h 11 that i i found tlta vt>r • little in~;n •a-.t· oi' ·tn·u~ th i:- ~1\' t'l
a t-i 1111 ~': 1 non lty incr~?a irw U tltic·ktli' ltt •y<ll t cl t lu tliatnd •r of it <':tlila•t-.
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The praetieal limit of proportional thicknePs of a hollow cj·linder to its bore depends
npon the tenl':lile elasticity of the material of which it is made; and the limit of the
absolute strength of which it is possible to give to a hollow cylinder depends npon
the tensile elasticity and cohesive strength of the materials of which it is to be made.
The ratio of the absolute strengths which it is possible to give to hollow cylinders of
different materials having the same elasticity is the ratio of their cohesive strengths.
As:suming the cohesive strength of brazed steel-wire to be four times that of cast
iron, and its elasticity to be equal, and that cast iron is sufficiently strong for making
guns of seven inches diameter, ( 42-ponnclers,) it will appear from the application of
the rule above that the limit of the absolute strength which it is possible to give to a
cannon of brazed steel-wire will not fall short of that required to give to a ball weighing 2,500 pounds, the velocity now given to a 42-pound ball.
Tlw advantage of guns oflarge caliber for fortifications being already generally conceded, they need not here be mentioned.
""
.,
"
*

WASIIINGTOX, .Augt~st 5, 1861.

SIR: In consequence of the apparent necessity for guns of greater strength and enuurance than are produced by any of the methods of manufacture now established, I
am led to present anew the plan proposed by me at the Ordnance Office some years
since, for making guns of steel-wire united by a non-fusible metal, asking such encouragement as you may see fit to give, by ordering a small number of guns for thorough
trial, or otherwise.
The process is substantially as follows: The wire is wound in coils on a cylindric
former, somewhat larger than the intended bore of the gun, a sufficient number of wires
being wound at once, side by side, to produce the required obliquity of the turns, in
successive layers of opposite twist, their number being of course sufficient to give the
desired exterior diameter to the gun. When thus wound, the mass of wire is inclosed
in a tig-ht case to protect it from oxidation, and h; heated therein to a temperature somewhat above that required for the fusion of the metal to be used for uniting it. When
this is accomplished, the uniting metal is run in, filling the entire space within the case
not occupied by the wire. When properly cooled, the gun is bored and finished from
the mass in much the same way as if it were a common casting.
The bore of the gun will, of course, be made entirely in the poured metal, which may
be a hard bronze, resisting well at the same time both abrasion and corrosion. The
plan is applicable to large and small guns. The great strength and freedom from conceale<i and dangerous imperfections which may be thus obtained need not be dwelt
upon.
The cost of mannfactnre by this method, after the first arrangements are made, it is
believe<l need not at most exceed that of bronze, except in very light guns.
I will also call attention to a device for very readily bursting guns, a small model of
which is left at the Ordnance Departmeut, and which it will therefore be unnecessary
to describe. It is designed to be useful in circumstances where the enemy's guns may
be taken in possession, but cannot be rendered available by removal, or where it may
be necessary to abandon a gun to the enemy.
I would be glad to enter into any arrangement by which these inventions may he
rendered serviceable to the Government, and which my circumstanc-es will permit.
V cry respectfully, your obedient servant,
W. :F~. ·woODBRIDGE.
General.T. W. RrPLBY,
Chief of OrclnmH·e Department.

SnumT, NEW Yom~,
December 24, 1864.
Sm: As the attorue;v and agent of Doctor William E. Woodbridge, of Little Falls, New
York, I rcsrwctfn11y ealt the attention of the Ordnance Depnrtment to his improvement
in the method of constructing eaunon relating to the use of steel and iron wire, united
by soldering- with bron:r.e or other suitable waterial, wltich may be generally described
a<:! follows: The wire, which is sqnare, iR closely coiled in obliqne layers of reverse(l
spiral, over a core oC'cnpying the place of the bore of the gun, and thereafter Leated to
tl.Je melting-point of bronze, without exposure to oxidation, when that metal is supplied in a . ta,tc of fusion so as to completely interpenetrate, surround, and unite the
roaRs of wire.
Its clait~l'-3 for excellPJJCe are its extraordiun.ry strength, 1igl1tnefls, and dumbilit.y,
and caprtcJty to bmn anrl Hlnploy a much greater qnantit.y of powder tbn.n can lw nsed
No. K4 NAS:-lAU
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in any other gun we know of, iu proportion to the weight of projectile, thereby obtaining a velocity, penetratiou, and range yet nnattained.
A model gun was built after above design at Washington arsenal [navy yard] under
auspices of Ordnance Bureau, during Admiral Dahlgren's administration as its head,
which model is now with Mr. Stevens, of Stevens's battery, Hoboken,'.New Jersey. I~s
weight is 145 pounds, bore 2t inches, (not taking into account the groove;) largest ~~
ameter 5flo inches. A piece was cnt from the end of muzzle of this model gun, and Its
tensile strength ascertained to be 108,000 and some odd pounds to the square inch.
Captain (Admiral) Dahlgren was then at work on his own gun, and the interest of
Dr. Woodbridge's gun was, perhaps, considered adverse. After much vexatious delay
Dr. Y.l., finding nothing further could be clone, left Washington. The ostensible excuse
was the lack of time and opportunity "in the midst of the important experiments
being made" for trials of the plans.
This model gun has been fired a little more than a hundred times with very heavy
charges considering the weight and caliber of the piece, (1 pound powder, 4 pounds
shot,) and is a complete success. Doctor Woodbridge bas been relying more upon the
logic of events than anything else for bringing about the introduction of his gun, b.elieving that his plan will eventually be adopted from the necessity of such guns i l l
time becoming apparent.
.
The doctor is well and favorably known as a scientific man, and especially for h1s
knowledge of ordnance, &c. As long ago as 1852 he published a pamphlet, (with several illustrations as to form of cannon, shell, and sabot,) regarding the giving of the
rifled motion to cannon projectiles, and is to-clay deserving of the gratitude aJ?-d
thanks of the nation, as also substantial reward from Congress, for his invaluable discoveries and services in rifled ordnance alone, now in use, disconnected from his name.
Mr. Watson, Assistant Secretary of ·war, and Major Benton, I believe, entertain good
opinion of this gun, and would favor its being tried on a larger scale.
In reply to my letter to the latter, in Ju1y last, as to having trial guns built, Major B
wrote, "The proper course will be to submit a plan of- Doctor Woodbridge's gun to the
Chief of Ordnance, General Ramsey, and state for what price the doctor will furnish.
one or two of these guns to the Department. If the Chief of Ordnance desires my
opinion in the matter he will probably call upon me first in au official form. I think
bo will do so, as I have paid some attention to the subject."
This course I have not hitherto pursued; the doctor;s ill health, the demands of hb
business, and other circumstances, have prevented. He has written me, however, that
detailed drawings can be completed and furnished if necessary at once, which, if desirable, I will forward, and can also submit proposals to build two trial guns, one of iron
and one of steel wire, of say 8-incb, (200 pounder,) tbe size recommended by Doctor
Woodbridge, the same to be built by Doctor W. at Little Falls, where he has the requisite facilities and resides.
Mr. Hewitt, (Cooper, Hewitt & Co.,) Trenton Iron-Works, offers to build two such
trial guns, if requested so to do by the Ordnance Department, at t.he actual cost.
Their attention has been directed to the subject, and they have faith in the efficiency
of such guns. Their house is, I believe, well known to the Department, and somewhat
similar business has been heretofore done by them for the Department,.as I am informed.
IJ?- cas~ of such ~uus ueing built by Trenton Iron-Works, Doctor Woodbridge would
give. h1s personal attendance and superintend when necesl:!ary.
I mclose a statement prepared by Doctor \Voodbridge, comparing Parrott a,ml Dahlgren with propos<>d steel-wire guns.
I have the honor to be, sir, most respectfully, your obedient ervant,
FRED. B. VAN VLECK.
Brigadier-General A. n. DYim,
Chief of Oi·d11ance, Traiihill[Jiou, D. C.
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WASHINGTON, Febt'uary 1, 1865.
Sm: I hand herewith a description of my mode of fa,bricating guns.
The cost of producing one 8-inch rifle would be, (at the present price of materials anu
labor,) as neal"ly as I can estimate it, $22,000; and for a second gun of iron wire,

$12,000.

These are not prices which would be sure to cover the aceidents occurring, even in
the long-practiced art of founding, and cont>equeutly not such as I could safely agree to
furnish them for.
Would my means warrant my assuming any necessary risk I would freely do so; as
the Government is, however, by far the most largely interested party in the success of
the undertaking, it would seem to be more properly the party to assume the cost of
such trials as may be expedient. I propose, therefore, to produce the guns for trial at
a cost to the Government of the actual outlay in their production, and doubt not that
l can give pr<;>per reference and security in regard to t,be fidelity with which the means
would be applied.
Projectiles for the tests conltl be furnished at 10 cents per pound a,t the present prices
of metal.
The cost of guns of this kind, after establishing the manufacture, tloes not, of conrRe,
admit of as close determination now as when the proposed trial guns shall have heeu
made.
I believe that oue hundred guns, each of 6-inch, 8-inch, and 10-inch caliber, can ?e
furnished for 80 cents per pound, of steel wire. The larger calibers would cost a little more than these, partly on account of the greater proportional expense of preparation on a smaller numuer. The use of a steel tube in forming the bore would cause a
slight addition to the cost.
It would l)e a pleasure, sir, to confer personally, if desired, in relation to the subject,
with yourself, or with any one to whom the matter ma,y be referred.
Very 1·espectfully, your obedient servant,

W. E. WOODBRIDGE.

General A. B. DYER,
Chief of OJ'dn.ance D11Jal"lment.

[lnclosurc.J
W. E. WOODBIUDGE'S MODE OF l•'AURICATING WIRJ<; vUNH .

Tho material which is considered Lest adapted for use, in the form o{ wire, in these
guns, if:! steel of a lower degree of carboniza,tion than tool-steel, an article which has,
tlnring the last few years, been brought into extensive use, ancl which appears to be
produced wi~h great uniformity of quality, both at ho!'Ile and abro::ttl. The ·wire uRetl
111 a small tnal·gun was made hy Messrs. Cooper, Hew1tt & Co., Trenton Irou-·works,
and was of excellent quality.
Iron wire would, however, serve to produce a gnu of .great tenacity at a lrss expense than steel. I have observed that iron wire acquires clecided increased strength
in passing through the treatment it receives in the gun-making proce s; and it wonltl
Heem to me well worthy of comparative trial.
·
The :fo1·m of the wire jg square, with the corners slightly truncated. The metal to
he used for uniting (or soldering) the wire, and wh ich also constitutes the walls of tlJC
bore, iH a bronze composed of jive parts copper to ono of tin. It is much harclcr than
orclinary bronze gun-metal, of about the same tenacity, and though considerably le ·
ltexible, is sufficiently ext '11!-liule for the purpose. lt: fusing point i . omewhat lower
than that of gun-metal.
1~he first s_tep toward forming the g-un is tho prepamtion of the core or barrel on
whiCh the Wll't! is to be WOllU(l. Tho form of this eore, and its r>o:ition ju n~lation to
~1e linishe.tl gnu, is hown in Fi~. 1, the ontline of Llu~ gnu being reprPsontcd by dotte1t
l.mcs. . '~lus c:uro lr:ay he nHHlc (•utirely of urom~e of the Harne compnsitiou that i n.: <l
for unitmg tho Wire. For gUJJS of con~;idt!rabln sizP, however, it is donbtl !; he t to
make th~J pa_rt ~>f smallest diameter (a) of tPc1. on aecount of its gn·at 'St strength! ~u<l
al o ~~ tum1 lnug the mean . of in:ertin~ ~L plat"tm vent-pit: c in the: d •sired po. 1tion,
:ui w1ll be further o.·pJaiTH:Il.
. Tho priucipal (;yliuclrical portion of the corn shonl1 ], ~11 t1ci ntly lnrgl'r th:~n th
Ill ~Hlt•t! horc of t!IC gnn to allow of finbhing th horP, iodudiug tho rifling, witl~out
c;uttwg Ill!() tlu w1r , (~s tl10 ln·onz_n is lt• s easily corrotlctl thnn. tc~l,) antl of nftlC'It·Ht
I ng h to~ llow lre' 1ro 111 c a.nly sornmvlmL irr,.~rnlarly won11tl a• tht1 mnzzl '-rn<l
to lu nt oil' in tini hiug th ·gun. 'l'lw flnugt·H, /J c, tnay -\,·pJl bP m:ulc of iron.
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In order to wind the wire upon the core, the latter is placed in a lathe or frame provided for tbe purpose, witlt means for rotating it with sufficient force to produce the
tension necessary for close winding. In making an 8-inch rifle, about thirty-two
wires, finch square, &hould be wound at a time. An equal number of holes, large
enough to receive the wire~, are to be made through the flange close to_ the bod;Y of the
core, and at about equal d1stauces from each other. Into these the w1res are mserted
and fastened, and brought together into a baud of about eight inches in width. This
uand of wires, lying closely si<le by side, is passed between pinching-plates designed
to produce nearly equal pressure on all the wires. The pinching-plates are mounted
on the slide of the lathe, (or equiva,lcnt device,) so as to traverse, at the pleasnre of
the operator, a line paralle.l to the axis of the core. The rotation of the core draws
the wires between the plates, which are advanced on their line of motion with such
speed as is necessary to bring each turn of the band of wires in close contact with
Hs prede·cessor. When the flange at the opposite end of the core has been reached, the
obliquity oftbe wires is reversed, while nuder tension, and they are wound in a spiral
of opposite direction. The process of winding is thus continued until completed, when
the ends of the wires are fastened. It is not necessary that all the layers should extend over the whole length of the core, as the course of the wimling may be reversed
at any point.
As wires of stffficient length cannot be obtained in one piece, it becomes necessary
to join them, which is done in the course of winding, though the cuds of the wires
may be prepared in advance.
Fig. :3 will sufficiently indicate a method of forming a, dove·tailed lap which, wit.h
the aiel of a simple machine, will, I think, iorm a very expeditious and good mode of
joining.
Brazing is a method I have used, and which, with proper appliances, adlllits of tolm·able expedition.
The wire, wound on the core, is inclosed in a ca::.e of iron udore lleing subjected to
the beat reC{uirecl for soldering, to IJrotcct it from oxidation. The case is represente<l
at Fig. 2. It may be made of light boiler-iron, riveted and calked like an ordinary
boiler. It is designed to pa,rt, for receiving the gnn, on the line a b, where the upper
and lower portions are screwed together, threaded rings being riveted to the plates
:for that pmpose. Recesses (c d) are made in the case to receive the metal which is
to constitute the trunnions of the gnu. Extending from the top of the case, and
opening from its interior, is an iron tulle (e) of sufficient length to reach through the
covering of the furnace when the prepa.rations for beating arc completed, and which
iorms a part of au arrangement for determinin~ when the beat of the wound wire
shall have attaiued the melting point of the bronze. For this purpose, two steel rods
standing perpendicularly, one resting on bronze near the bottom of the core, and the
ot-her ou the same metal at its top, are made to extend up through the iron tqbe and
project a short distance above it. To the upper end of the iron tube is :fitted one of
glass, closed at the top. This permits the ends of the rods to lle seen, w ithout danger
of access of air to the interior of the case. The falling of the rods indicates the fusion
of the bronw on which they rested. Provision for the escape of air by expansion
during the lteating, and also during the pouring of the bronze, may be made in connection with this tube. The aperture by which it is intended that the liquid bronze
shall reach the interior of the case and the wire inclosed, in the process of soldering,
is situated at the bottom, ancl is shown atj, Fig. 2.
From it a short tube projects downward into a, shallow iron cup g, attached to the
bottom of the ease, thus forming, when filled with melted 1Jrouze, an air-trnp, admitting the flow of bronze tbrongh it, uut excluding air from the lleated iron. Before
exposure to heat, the aperture f is tightly closed by a plug of bronze, which remains
there until melted from its place.
Fig. 4 prcsentH a sect,ion and Fig. 5 a plan of the furnace to be used in the operation. A is tho fire-place, which need not be particularly described. B is the gunchamber, the position of the case inclosing the wire being shown by the dotted lines a a.
Heat ii:om the fire enters the gun-chamber at the top lly the flue b, and is drawn
downward alJout the case aucl its contents io the ontlet-ilne d, which turns upward
n.nd enters the chimney at c, nearly on a level with the top of the chamber. Both it
n.ud the ilues are inclosed iu a, casing of boiler-iron, strong enough to resist the preRHure of tlw licp1id uronze thc•y arc <leHtined to contain.
•
The chamber m1rl ilncs are ii.mncd principally by mollling ou suitable patterns,
1hc casing (which bould be made so as to be readily talwn apart and rejoined) corrPsponding- to Husks in molds for on1inary casting. The opening e in the cover of tbe~5bamber admits tho melted bronze at the proper time. A furnace for melting the bronzp,
JS also requisite, but as it need not posse:s any peculiarity, it will lle unnecessary to
descri lw it.
'l'lw preparatious for the cornmenc<·ment of the process of soldering consist in inclosing the wound wire in the case pn•pare<l for itt, (the mu7.zle end p1acecl upward,) the
arrang"ll .... t clr.sc:riuecl for H!-1certai ning when the proper hcmt shall have been rC'ached,
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ancl placing the gun-case with its contents in the gun-chamber, as represented l.Jy the
dotted lines ia Fig. 4.
Anthmcite coal may be usec1 for fuel, a,nd is supplied by the occasional removal of
the cover (h) of the fire-place. Small openings, (not shown in the figure,) through the
wall and casing of the gLm-chamber, permit the observation of the comparative progress of the heat at the top aml bottom of the mass being heated, which serves as au
indication for properly regulating the draught. The openings are provided with slips
of mica or glass to prevent the entrance of air when in use, and with means of preventing the escape of bronze in the later part of the process. The upper end of the case and
its contents will of course heat more rapidly than the lower, and an inuication of that
fact will be found in the descent of one of the rods seen through the glass tube before
mentioned, when the bronze on which it rested (near the top) has become fused. The
bronze to be used n.s a solder is now to be made ready for pouring, and, as soon as the
.second indicating-rod is seen to fall, run into the gun-chamber through the opening e.
It enters the gun-case at tho opening g, in the 1ottom, and the flow must be continued
until the melted metal has rison to a height sufficient to cover the wire, with some
ullowance for contraction in cooling.
The draught from the fire, it vdll be seen, is cnt off by the closure of the flue d
1y the liquid metal. It is re-establishetl across the upper part of ~be chamber by
pushing in the orick k, fitted at the outset for removal. By this means the upper part
of the case and the metal contained are kept at a heat which insures the cooling of
the lower part of the mass first; a conJ.ition desii·a ole for insuring the perfect solidity
of the bronze. In order to lessen as much as possible the amount of bronze employed,
the space f!,bont the gun-case within the chamber should be made as small as will suffice for properly conveying the heat from the fire. Judging from past observation,
one inch will be ample for an 8-incb gun.
It will also be desirable, in large guns, to place within the core an iron tube nearly
filling its cavity, closed at the bottom and supported by the steel bar forming the lower
termination of the core. This would allow cooling from the interior, if desirable.
Provi ion must of course be made for preventing the wire from floating in the bronze,
but it will hardly be necessary to particularize the means.
The oxitlation of the case and the adhesion of the bronze to it may be almost entirely prevented by coating it with a wash containing common clay and pulverized
anhydrous borax.
W~en ~,be contents of the fnrnace have cooled sufficiently the casing of the guncham Der 1s removed, and then the walls of the chamber itself. Tl.Je envelope of bronze
may be removed from the gun-case either before or after the mass is taken to the lathe.
The ends of tho block of united wire and bronze arc first turnecl down, to show with
precision the proper points for centering, and afterward the gun is bored and finished
much in the ordinary way.
It is proposed to conform the model of the gnn in some respects to the moue of mann facture. The pwposetl model is represented in Fig. 6. The termination of the bore
a.t the rear is made somewhat conical, following in part the contour of the inner layer
of wire. The trunnions, which are formed of the bronze tilling the recesses o d in tbe
gun-case, are shorter, and larger in diameter, than in guns of the common model. The
vent enters the bottom of tho bore in the line of the axis of the gnu, exto~Hling hut _a
hort distance in the rear of its inner orifice; its course is bent at a right angle, and It
r~aches the exterior of the gun through a steel vent-plug. If desirable a platinu vrntp!Cce may be very securely inserted at the inner orifice by excavating the forward cutl
of that part of the core meutionecl as being preferably marle of steel, (a, Fig. 1,) tq
receive i he block of platina before the soldering.
For rille-cannon in which a soft metal is forcPtl into the grooves 1y the action of tb_r
powder in giving rotation to the projectile, it is proposed that the grooves shouJcl termtuate jn ·t in advance of the po. ition of the expatuling metal in the loaclecl gnn, and
}~ttaiu their drpth gradually at a short di. tance (say one-third of a calibPr) f~utbcr
forward. The object is to prevent tbe escape of ga. · throngh the groove1:> before tllc :ott
metal bas fully expanded.
For rilles of very large caliher, at lr.af:lt, I propo.·r the pln n snccrii:fnlly triecl hy. me
:tL F?rt ~I~mroe in~ 5~, w.itlt a, JitLlc~ moclifieation of form. Tlw hinder part of ~hnt.ron
J~ortwn of the Jlt'O.JPcble 11? taper(:(l toward though not qnite to the rear, (whtch ~~a
lt ttlc; enlarged,) and receive: a ring of soft lmtss, which may he cast upon it, a.nrl w!11ch
ha ~~ · onte.r surfaee Ji ttc·cl, with :t proper allowance for easy loadin~, to thr. lJOre ot. thl'
gun, mdtulmg the groove:. Ad '''P circular channel may he maclo in the l>asc~ of th ·
ring to aiel th · expan. ivn adion.
Fi!4". 7 will as. it i11. giving a mon· c:xad i1lr·a of thn }JI'OjPcttle. Rotation iH imparted to th horl:v of thr: projN:tilo through tlu: friction of the riu~ npon it \UHler
pn• ~ nrc~ of the fire1l powdl't'.
Thi. rotation h •iiw l1• ·:in ·tantaneou lv r·oJmnntlic·at<"rl than it wonlcl he if the mutal
taking hold of thn !4"roovn · wrm! ri~itlly ;tlt:tc;ht·ll, the strain a.IHl friction, both in th
groove of he "Jill :111cl on tlw pn•j ·r.tiou~ e11tr:rin" tlH:m, arc rlimiui;;becl. Of cour r•
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guns desi<•ned for use with this projectile will need to have the grooves carried as far
back as the forward end of the cartridge.
·whether steel or the hard bronze proposetl to be used in these guns would prove t he
more desirable material for the walls of the bore can, perhaps, be determined only by experiments, but it maybe well to remark that the solid union between the metals employed
in this process would remove all objection to forming the bore in a comparati Yely thin.
steel tube: on which the vdre might be directly wound.

Dimensions of pl'oposed 8-incl~ 1'iflc.
Diameter of bore, 8 incl1es.
Length of bore, 138 inches.
Wh ole length of gun, 150 inches, (12t feet.)
Greatest diameter, 24 inches.
Diameter of trunnions, 10 inches.
Length of trunnions, 3i inches.
Weight of gun, about 14,000 pounds.
While it is believed that a gun of the above dimensions would be fully able to sustain a large number of discharges with projectiles of 200 pounds, and charges of 50
pounds of powder, it would doubtless be a great advance on results yet attained to
produce a gnn capable of proper endurance with charges of 30 or even 25 pounds powder and projectiles of full weight. It may, therefore, be suggested as the part of prudence to make the first tests with the lower charges, and subsequently to employ the
largest.
L . B. No.4.]
ARMY BUILDL'W, NEW YORK, July 10, 1872.
Sm: I am directed by the board on heavy cannon to write to you, stating that the
board has been informed that there is at your post a piece (or pieces) of au experimental gun, taken from one made by Doctor W. E. Woodbridge several years p,go, and
experimented with. If this information be correct the board requests that yon will
forward these specimens to it, together with such information as you can furnish rel:tting to them.
By d irection of the board.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant.,
C. E . DUTTON,

Major .J. G. BE)(TON,
Commanding Sp1'ingfiel£l Armory.
No. 15.]

l!'il·st Lim£leuant Ordnance, Rec01·aer..

NATIONAL ARMORY,

Sp1'ingfil3lcl, Massachusetts, July 11, 1872.
DEAR SIR: In answer to your letter of the lOth instant, I have to reply that no speci-mens from the Woodbridge trial gun can be found at this armory.
A specimen taken from near the muzzle of this gun was submitted to the Ortlnance
Office in 1862 or 1863, which, according to my recollection, had a tenacity of llO,OOO
pounds per square inch. This specimen was left by me in the War Department, where
it got mi~:~laiJ, and could not afterward be found. The trial gun made by Doctor Woodbricige at tho Washington navy-yard was tested hero, and afterward sent to the Ordnance Office, wllere I understand it now is.
Your obedient servant,
J. G. BENTO T'
Major OrclnanCP, Commanding.
Lieutenant C. E. DUTTON,
Boarcl on Heavy Gnn8, New York City,
Care Colonel Cri8pin, Ordnance .dgency.

No. 4:3.)
N1..: w YOHK, Ju,l!JlG, 1~72.
SrH: I l1ave th e honor to present herewith a geneml description of the plan of constructing heavy ordnance proposed hy me, respectfully requesting that it may be sub
1uittecl to the hoard.
If any fnrthet· detail:; shall l)e de ired I will gladly presellt them, either Yerba1ly or
in writin!!',.
I aw, sil'1 very respecLfully, ~'onr obctlieut sel'\·ant,
\V. E. WOODBRIDGE.
Gen~ral H. H. K. '\Vnn Jo:LEY,
Pl'(ixidellt lfom·a on Hcal'!f Ql'(luanl'c.
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Plaii)JI"O)Josed by W. E. Woodbridge for the COJI8l1"uction of lleat•y cannon.
The material of which the gun is to be principally composed is steel wire, drawn
::;quare, wit.h the comers slightly truncated.
This is to be wound on a steel tube, in successive spiral layers. A sufficient numher
of wires are to be wound at once to form, wheu placed side by side, a band about ec1 ual
in width to the diameter of the intended bore of the gun, which will give them the proper
obliquity.
The "!iuhe is to be closely covered in this way from end to end, and with layer after
htyer, until the mass bas reached the size of the intended gun.
The whole is then inclosed in an air-ti ght case of boiledron, and, thus protected
from oxidation, is heated to the meltiug point of bronze, when liquid bronze is supplied so as to interpenetrate the mass, and, when cooled, nnite it in one ::;olid piece, to
be afterward turned and finished to the proper form and dimensions.
Steel of a rather low degree of carbonization, (such as will take but little temper,) is
considered best for making the wire to be employed. An excellent quality has been obtained both from Messrs. Cooper, Hewitt & Co., of Trenton, and from Messrs. Hussey,
Welles & Co., of Pittsburgh. 'fhe large demand for steel wire which has arisen during
the last comparatively fe'Y years has led to increased skill in the selection of ingots, and
t,o its production with great uniformity of quality. If it were necessary, the possession
of the requisite properties in each piece of wire might be determined with very con~;iderable accuracy by twisting a piece 2 or 3 inches long in a simple machine which
·w ould show at once the force re<]uired for a given angular torsion, and the limit of its
capacity to twist. The size I have been led to prefer is three-tenths of an inch sqnare.
The steel tube on which the wire is to be wound should at least be thick enough to
permit l)eing rcbored to the proper caliber and rifled without cutting through it, (as
it would ue undesirable to have the surface of the bore present two metals,) some
allowance heing made for a slight possible swaging or ~arping in the process of con::;truction. In some instances it may be clesiraule to increase the t.hickness of the tuhe,
the only objection in any case being the substitution of the inferior metal of the
tube for the stronger material surrounding it. The length of the tube should exceed
the intended length of the gun, and it should be provided at each end with ~t flange,
l"Crewed ou, the 1langes being serviceable for fastening the ends of the wires and for
~ecnrity in Lall(1ling after windi11g.
It shoulcl also be closed at the breech-end, and
for a muzzle-loader the diameter of thf' mt•tal may be reduced in the rear of the hottom of the bore.
Por winding, the tube is rotated in a lathe or windiJJg-machine, and the wires drawn
l)etween friction-plates whic·h are carried with a r<·gulatrd motion in a line parallel
with tbe tube.
In heating, the elose<l end of the tnhe i); plac<'cl downward.
The trunnions of the gun ma.v con~ist of bronze employed in the process, i>paces for
receiving the mrtal heiu~ provided within the case, protecting the wire from oxidation.
The heating-cllambrr, in which the case iuclo~;iug the wound wire au<l tube is placed
hcfore the application of heat, is no larger thau is rc·quisite to afford snftlcient space for
t.he draught from the fnmaC'e to convey the brat from the fnrnace with proper rapidity,
an inch on all sides hcing enough for a very large gun.
The flue ln·inging the Leat from the fur'nace slwuld enter the chamber at the top,
above the protecting-case, and the flue by which the ga~;es leave the chnml>er shonlll
have it::; heginning at the lwttorn, bnt should be ea,rried np near the side of the challlher to about the lc•d of the entering fine. TbCl wall~; of the chamlwr and fincH must, of
<:ourse, l?c composed of refractory materials, and they must also be incased in iron of
such thwknes.· as to enahle them to sustain a column of metal of a depth equal to
their height. They may conveniently be formerl of ground lire-brick, with a small
arlmixtnrc of clay, moi toned and rammecl around pattems of proper form.
J:ior the purpose of a:certaining tho progress of heating, and when the proper t<•mperature shall Lave hccn ohtaincd, pieces of bronze, on whieh perpendicular rorl · may
rest, arc placed within the tube, one at the bottom and another near the top. A t11he,
extendiu~ from ihc top of the protecting-case through the cover of the hrating-ch:unbor, nnd 1ittr!l with a glass tube at ils top, permit!:! the nppPr c•JH1s of rorls fitallllin~ on
the piece• of hrouzo hcforo ment.ionc·d to be Rcr.n. 'l'bu flroppinrr
of tlw rods will in0
tlic:ato the mdtiug of the viecof'! hy which thoy arc supported.
The Jluid bronze for uniting the wires is ar1mittcrl throwrh tho hottom of thr• ca c.
TIIC OJH:UiJ_Jg for tlli. pnrposn is prov~rlr: rl with a sl.wrt tuhc~}lrojcctil)g downw:ml in!o
, hallow uon cnp properly . ceurcrl1u plar:P. 'Jlus tuhc is plli'"'Prl with hronzP nntd
in tlto prog~_·e. "·or lwating, the ping is mr:ltr:rl frf>Jll it ,:; place, .~'hc: u, hr:ing rec·einrl iu
th •np, a.IHJlllll Ynlvc.or trap i. foJ 'IlJPd, prnvr·utin~ acC"ws of air to thr> iutelior oftl.Je
"n , L';'t n ally to a•lnut tl1 mcltcrl hmuz • whr:n pourl'd into llw lH·aling-c:h:llnlwt.
Pounng tlw metal 1 of coUI' r·, cut · otr" thrJ 1lraught fmlll tiH: fin· })J clo..;ing tit • flue
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leadintr from the chamber. As it is desirable that the upper end of the gun shou.ld
coolla~t, provision is made for re-establishing the draught through the upper part of
the heating-chamber.
The advantages of a properdistribution of initial strains may be gained by cooling
from the interior, in the manner practiced by the late General Rodman with cast-iron
guns, and it is proposed to employ a cnrrent of air for that purpose.
I refrain from discussing here the theory of this mode of construction, but will very
respectfully refer the board to some of the practical results as shown in the small guu
made at the Washington mtv~T-yard, and finally tested by Colonel La.i<lley at Springfield. Colonel Laidley's report is supposed to be before the board.

L. B. No. 18.]

AHMY BUILDING, NEW YORK,

Jnly 16, 1872.
I am directed by the board on heavy cannon, now in session in this
city, to inquire of you at what price yon can furnish steel wire three-tenths inch square,
in large quantity; what tenacity yon would estimate it to possess; and whether you
have made any experiments to determine whether the tenacity is injured by keeping
the wire at a red heat for four or five clays; if so, what are the results of these trials.
Very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant,
C. E. DUTTON,
Fi'rst Licutenaut ONlnanoe, Recorder.
Messrs. CoOPER & HgwiTT.
GKNTLEMEN:

NEW YORK, July 19, 1872.
Sm: We have rccei ved an answer to your letter of 16th instant from our manager, from which it appears that experiments would be necessary in order to give exact
answers to your questions. In a general way, however, we would recommend the use
of Martin steel as the most uniform in quality, if, as we suppose, the wire is to be used
for the manufacture of cannon.
The tenacity of the soft steel may be safely estimated at 12G,OOO pounds per square
inch.
The experiments, however, would probaNy show a higher range, especially if the
wire is bard-drawn.
We have macle no special experiments in order to determine the effect of exposing
the wire to a red heat for four or five days, but can readily do so.
Our general experience, however, is sufficient to enable us to say that the tenacity of
the wire would be reduced by such exposure, but how much would )Je a matter of

No. 4ti.]

DEAR

<:E~njecture.

Assuming that the wire is to be accurately drawn, and all defective pieces rejected,
we think thttt the price would be about 16 cent per pound.
\Ve regret that we cannot be more precise in our ~wswer, but, if the board desires,
we will, with pleasnre, institute a series of experiments which will serve to give exact
inf'orm:ttion.
We have the houor to he, very respertfnlly, your obellient servants,
COOPEH, HEWITT & CO.
C<Lpt.a,in C. E. DuTTON,
Rec01·dm·, q·o., Army B11iliiing8.

L. B. No. 25.j

ARMY BurLDING, NEw YORK,

Jnly 18, 1872.
SIR: The hoar<l on heavy cannon respectfully request that you will forward for its
informatiou the report of Lieutenant-Colonel Laidley upon the triaJ of Dr. W. E.
Wooclhridge's gun at Springfield. Armory in 186!).
Ycry re~pectfully, :;ir,
R. H. K. WHITELEY,
CoT.oncl of Ordnance, President of Bocmi.
The CnmF oF OHJ). 'ANCE.
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0RDNA...'\'CE OFFICE, WAR DEPARTi\mxT,

Washington, July 19, 187:2.
SIR: Complying with your request of 18th instant, I send herewith a copy of Colonel Laidley's report upon the trial of Dr. Vv. E. WoodLridge's gun at SpringfieldArmory in 1865.
Respectfully, your obedient servant,
:By order of the Chief of Ordnance.
S. V. BENET,
Major of Ord11ance.
The PRESIDEXT OF THE BOARD 0~ HEAVY 0RDNAN'Clfrl

No. 44.]

NATIONAL ARMORY,

Springfield, July 15, 1865..
SIR: I have the honor to report that, in obedience to your orders of March 6, I have
tested the steel-wire and bronze gun of Dr. W. E. Woodbridge, and I inclose here~ith
tabular statements* of the number of rounds and charges used, and the correspondmg
enlargements of the bore, together with sketches of the gun and projectile.
For the facility of mounting the gun I chased a thread on Hs exterior surface and
screwed on a band to which trunnions were welded; the band was 4t inches wide an<l
.625 inch thick. The gun was then mounted on an old field-carriage. The gun had,
when t.he firing commenced, a projecting vent-piece of steel, and a Dahlgren chamber.
At the one hundred and sixty-seventh round the vent-piece broke off, and it was observed that the bore was elongating rapidly, so that I deemed it proper to bore out the
chamber, to fill jt up with a copper plug, and move the vent forward some three inches
inserting a copper vent-piece.
Mter the twentieth round a crack was observed in the bore, running from the muzzle along the edge of a groove, five inches in length.
At the four hundredth round a small crack was observed in tlle rear side of the trunnion-band.
After the one thousandth round the vent-piece h:Hl started, and was replaced by a.
:new one.
At the one thousand one hundredth round the trunuion was so much bent a'3 to
1·ender the elevation of the gun difficult; and at the one thousand three hundred a!Hl
twenty-seventh r01mcl the trunnion-band opened and the gun recoiled out of it, stnking a wooden building with such force as to go through its side.
The bore is much worn at the seat of the shot, particularly on its upper half surfa,.r,
in the grooves, where holes are worn to the depth of .35 inch and 1 inch iu length.
The core-piece at the muzzle is much burned, and has a honey-combed appearance.
The greatest enlargement of the bore, in rear of the seat of the shot, caused by tle
ono thou and three hundred and twenty-seven rounds of excessive charges, is only seY~Il
thousandths of an inch, anu there are, a.s yet, no indications of the gun giving way Ill
anypart.
.
It was intended to carry the trials further but for tl1e ureaking of the trunmonband; it is, however, believed that the object of the experimeJJt to test the strength and
endurance of the gun has been already fully attaiued, aml tllC str<'Bgth and ·mlurance
of the gnn ahnudantly demonstrated.
Very rc pcctfully, I am, sir, yonr obedient servant,
T. T. S. LAIDLEY,
Major of Ordncwce, Commanding.
Brigadier-General A. B. DYJm,
Chifj of Ordnance, T1'a8hingtor1, D. C.
* Targ<t-J·cconl of firing omit ted from this public-ation.
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1lfeaslu·on~nf&

of the bore of Dr. Woodbridge's u·ire gwn.
Diameter of bore after :firing-
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Mec(,8urements of the boTe of Dr. Woodbridge's wit·e gun-Continued.
Diameter of bore after :firing-

Distance.

--1-----:---1---------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 24
23.5
23
22.5
22
21.5
21
20.5
20
19.5
19
18.5
18
17.5
17
16.5
16
15.5
15
14.5
14

2. 520
22
22
22
20
18
17
17
17
16
16
17

2. 521
2. 520
2. 520
23
22
21
23
22
22
21
22
22
23
21
20
23
19
18
2:3
18
17
1fl
18
17
18
17
17
16
17
16
18
17
22
18
20
32
21
20
-------· ·------21 -------· ----·--·
---·---- ...........
---····· ............ ... ........ ............. -------·
~
............
-----------------·---· -------·
!)
........... ............ ........... ........... -------~
-------- ........... --------------·
----·--·
!J .......... ........... ... ......... ............. ----- --n ........... -------· ....... ..... ·------· -------n ! ............ ---····· ........... ---·---· .............
u zle ....... ········ · ···'···· ···· .......... . ........... -------- -------·
2. 514
16
17
16
15
14
13
12
12
11
11
11
10
10
10

2. 520
22
22
;.n
1!J
17
17
16
16
16

I

2. 521
23
23
22
20
18
18
17
17
17
17
l!l
21
20
70
12
19
20
19
21
21
48

2. 521
23
23
22
20
19
18
17
17
17
20
23
21
21
22
21
70

2. 522
23
2t
23
20
20
18
18
18
17
20

2. 52':
23
2.1
2:J
2'2
20

;24

23
23
23
24
'J5
30

lb
18
IE
1

21
24
23

ao
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----·--·
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...........

No. 62.]
NEW YoRK, Jnly 25, 1872.
Sm: I have the honor to present herewith the estimate requested, of the cost of constructing a 12-inch rifle on my plan. It is inten<1ell to include all items of expen. P,
but I cannot suppose myself to have so far excelled engineers iu general as to make it
prudent to neglect a "iiwtor of safety."
It is, of course, also necessary to be borne in mind tl1at accidents are more liable to
occur in new IH'Occsses (however ]1erff'ct in prineiple) than iu those long practiced,
all(l in which trained men ma,y be employed.
.
It sh?-11 be my endeavor (if the work is unclcrtaken) to bring the expen. es withm
the estimate; but I would be sorry to be limited to thoHe .figures.
Very respectfully, rour obedient servant,
W. 1~. WOODBRIDGE.
General R. H. K. \VHITELEY,
J>re-sidrmt Boarrl on Jfeat•y Ol'(lnat,ce.

fiudosurr..)

E.~limatc

of co!i(of 12-iuch rijfc on tltc plan of W. E. Woodbridge, at

Wa-~hington 1llU'!J·Yard.

'\Vire,60,000 ponncls, nt 14 cents .... ......................................
• tecl tulle, iuclndin~ duty, freight, and exchan~c. __ ........ _..............
Bronze, l~alC of :w,ouo polltHI:-!, cmplo~·ed, at :J4 cents ........ _..............
lJraughtwg a1ul pattPm-nwking .........................................
A!laptat ion oflathc to wiu<liu~ .. _....................... _.............. _
Wirc-n•r:l·, stand.·, ancl appc:uclage:, (..J.O n:d-;) ............. _.. ... . .. ... . .. . .
'\Virc-joining tooh! ...... .... ........ .... . .. •.. .... ...... .•..•. ...... .... •
Case tiJr Jrrotcef ing win·, r,,ooo pot1Jll1 ·,at 17 c:cnts ..•. _ ...... _. .... . _... ..
Jron-work for hPnt ing-c·l1:11n hc·r, 10,000 pouud·, at 1:: n•uts .. _............. .
Iron- •otk for hl'atin~-fttrfl:we ......... . ................................. .
Fir ··bri ~ for.IJPrttillg-r·IJ:uuhr·r, fi,:-"100, at. ~,7pt•J' thou :111cl.. _............. .
(,.~·omHlfu·~}-Ul'J•·k _for lu•at tllg"-eh:uul"'''• I!JO JHI!IItd:, at, · 1. ___ ...... , ...• _..•
l• 1ro-clay 1 r It ·atmg- ·h:111dmr, ~:-, JH•unrl·, at. '2 ........................... .
Jo'iro-hrick for lu•alill••-fumnc;P, :!,f.IJO, at ,-;,7 Jlt'l' t bon ·:11111. .••••••••• _ ..... .
C?mmou briek for h•·ating-fut·nal' , !l IJfJfJ, at 'I:J 1~~''' tholl:-;and ............ .

Lmw, !J lmncl , •!0; awl,:: yard.,, , .................................. ..

: ,400 Oll
:~, 4()0 Otl
il, !00 Otl

l,o:,UO
1, 200
1, ·100
1~>

00
0
0
00

LEMVEL W, WRICHT
..linjrovemen.t in

Orelnance.

AM PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHIC CO NY.(OSBO/IH t: 's P/IOCt:SS.)

CHIEF

o:F
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:Masons' labor on heating-furnace, chamber, and flues ..................•...
$150 00
.600 00
Hoistin0'-apparatus in ordnance-foundery ....•..•..•..• _. _.......•. ___ .. _.
Carpentry, $150; adaptation of melting-furnace, $100 .•••.•..• _.•. _.•... __
250 00
Blower, tubing, and connections with portable engine._ .....•.•..•...•. _._
500 00
Fuel, 30 tons anthracite or equivalent, at $10 .•..•..•.•. _................ _.•
300 00
Labor not included in items above ...•...•..............•..........•..... 2,000 00
Incidental expenses, (minor freights, cartage, oils, &c.) ...•......••... _.• _.
500 00
Tests for selection of steel and bronze .••••...•••...• _......... _.•...•...•
500 00
:Finishing gun, including special tools . _.......... .. _........... _ ..... __ _ 2,750 00
Total .... . ...... - ....... - ........... --- ................. __ .. _..... 32, 474 00
Cost of 8-inolt rifle, weight 17,000 powuk
Independ- With 12ently.
inch rifle.

Wire, 17,000 pounds, at :34 cents ... __ ... _.......... _... _. _ ...... _. $2,380
1,000
Tube, (-.f·r of 12-inch) ·----· ---· ---- ............ ---- ...... -------Bronze .. __ .. _.......... __ ... __ . . __ ........ _... _____ . __ ... ___ . _.
1,360
Drawings and pattern-making .. _..•.. _.. ____ .. __ . _•.. _... _... __ ..
1,300
A(l.apt_a~i~n of lathe and wire-reels . _. _.... _......... _. _......... .
2,400
Wlre-JOlntng tool ........ -·- ... _... ___ ............ _.... _........•
125
Case for protecting wire .. _........................ _............ .
425
Iron-work on beating-chamber ........ _... _.... __ ... _.......... _.
780
:315
Iron-work on heating-furnace .......................... ·----- .. ..
Bricks, &c., for heating-chamber ................... - ............ 300
Bricks, &c., for b,oating-furnace . ___ ... _......................... .
200
Masons' labor . _. _... _. _.... __ ..... __ ........ _... _.... ___ ... ___ ..
100
Adaptation of melting-furnace ....... __ .. __ . _............ __ ..... .
100
Hoisting-apparatus._ ...... _.. _ . ___ ... _............ _..... _. __ ... .
GOO
Carp en try __ ... _... _. __ .. _. _ .. __ . _..... _......... _ . ____ ...... _..
100
Blower and connections .. _... - _. _.... ___ ................ _. _..... .
400
Puel ...... , . __ ........ -.- ... - ............ . -. - .. ---- .• ----- ... - -120
Labor not included in items above ....... _........... _.......... .
1,500
Tests for selection ............ __ .......... -- ..................... .
500

$2, 140
1,000
1,360
500
425
780
100
50

120

600

_· _-:: _· _- ~ ~ ~ .-: ~ ~::: ~ ~: _.::::: _·: _- _-: _· ~ ~: _- _. _.: _· _- .-: .·:

850

850

Total._ ................... _. __ . _.. _ . _.. - ........ _. __ . . . . . .

15, 130

7,975

~~l~~~~~l~~l ::t~~~:~

LE,\llJ~<;L

:~7[)

50

W. WRIGHT.

Lernad W. Wright's improvement in ordnance, No. 55,193, patented May 29,1866.
Bo it knbwn that I, Lemuel Wellman Wrigllt, a resident of Tbornclike, in the county
of Hampden, and State of Massachusetts, have made a new and useful in veution, having
referenee to cannon or ordnance; and I do hereby declare the same to be fully descriue<l in the f<Jllowing speciii.cation and represented iu the accompanying drawi~:~g,
whicll denotes a, longitudinal section of a cannon made in accordance with my invention .
Tlio nature of my said invention consists in a series of concentric cylinuers of wrought
iron or Htecl, ura:~.:ed together to form a cannon iu the manner hereafter shown.
In carrying out my i11veution, or, in ot.ber words, constructing a piece of ordnance in
my lmproYed m~tnuer, I first make a cyllmler or tube, a, of wrought iron or steol, of a
proper length aJHl thieknesH, according to the size of tho gnu I inten tl to make. Next,
I form a series, b b, &c., of rings or tubes of twelve inches in length, more or less, from
rolled-iron plates, au<l place such tuues concentricaJly upon the central tube a, tlle said
tnucs b h:Lviug such an internal c:liametcr as to be easily slipped upon snch tube a. I
next mnke a11otl1er series, c c, &e., of tnbes, of an iutcrnal diametPr sufficient to allow
them to he sl ipp('(ln pon the former sel'ies, ~lila so di)ipORfl them as to cause the latter .to
lm~al · joints witL HH!JU. Tliis OJwra.tiou I repeat. with "series d (Z, &c., c c, &c., of
larg1·r tnlJcs, uutil I Juwe aequirc1l tho proper thiclmess for tbe gnn. These tubes
~:~IJ0 11ld all be '' lap-welde1l."
I lllnke the ln·e~ ·c lt,/, of the gun of Ro1ic1 iron or steel, and with n. bm; to fit into tlw
c-eutntl tul)(' or eyliuclc1',snc-h boRs havingatnalc serew fonnpclnpon it to screw into a
fema)f' l.ien:w tnaclB on tlw iuner surfac:e of the tnlm a, as shown iu tho clrawin<T. I next
put 011 a tnhtl or ring. l1aving the trnnuious welclt\tl to it. This having bc~n accom]>lblwtl, I tiPXt. "pieklo" tlw m:i:;s or sctil's oft nucs in <lilot<•cl :mlphnric aeicl, for the
puq10 ·e of dt.:aniug tlle surfaccH of the iuhcs from o.·i1le, scnlcs, aud other impuritio.'!.
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Next I t.plice tho embryo gun in a vertical position on a movable truck, or other uitable device, and while in such position I coat both the internal and external surfaces ot
the gun with plastic clay, so as to entirely insulate it from the atmosphere, and after
such ch•y has become dry the truck with the gun is to be run into a furnace made for
the purpose, and h:.tving a tempemture such as will soon raise the metallic tubes of the
gun to a red heat, or such heat as will not allow the melted solder, or metallic compound g, which is to be poured into the upper ends of the series b c cl e, of tubes, to become chilled. The fluid metal, or solder, should be poured into such tubes until, aided
by gravitation and attraction, it shall have permeated all the spaces between the serie ·
of tubes or rings and the central tube, and so as to form a solid mass of brass and iron,
after the same may have been cooled.
I claim an improved cannon, or piece of ordnance, as nmde with the breech/, the
central tube a, and one or more series of tubes or concentric cylinders, arranged and
combined substantially as specified; the whole being united or brazed together in the
mannor Rnbstantially as set forth.
LEMUEL W . \YRIGHT.

L. B., ~'o. i:i~.l
Am1Y BUILDL.~G, NE\Y YOHI\ 1 August 13,1872.
Sm: You arc rcspectfnlly requested to furnish the board on heavy cannon an e timate of the cost of making a 12-inch rHle, according to the plan proposed hy you, including the cost of pbnt.
Yonr obedient servant.
C. E. DuTTON",
Lieutenant 01·dnancr, Recol'd('/'.
LE:IIt ·Er.\Y. \Vmcarr, Esq.
NEW YORK, August 29, 187~.
1 have the honor to aclmowledge the receipt of your letter of the 13th instaut
requesting me to fumish the board on heavy cannon an estimate of the cost of making
a 12-inch r~fle, ~tcc~rdiug to the plan proposed by me, including the cost of the plant.
In comphance w1th that request I beg to submit the following estimate:
Cost of materials for one 12-ineh gun._. _.. __ . _ . _. __ ... _..... _. __ ... _. _. _... $4, 000
Co. t of labor for one 12-ineh gun .. __ ... __ ...... _..... _. _... __ .... __ ... _.. _.
4, 000
Cost of plant, not including buildings, bnt including rent and power . _.. . . . . 39, 000
('on tin gent expenses of all kiuds . ___ ..... _.... _. _...... __ ..... _.. .. . . . . . . . . 13, 000
~w:

Total, gnn anclplaut ... _.... __ .... _.. _.. _.............. _........ ___ .

60, 000

=
20 inches diameter, :mel

The ~ame plant will do for making all sizes of guns, up to
will lw sufficient to make one gun per week.
1 have the honor to rer:nain, very respectfn1l,f, yonr obedient servant,
L. \V. WRIGHT.
Lit·nt•·llAilt C. E. DUTTON, Unilecl Stale8 .AI'm!J,
Jir'I'OI'df'r Boa}'(l 011 Hem·y Cannon, ..dnny ]Juildiug, .Yen· York.
[Juuorscment.l

\VA 'Til GTO~ Amm~',\L 1 Scplembr'l' 'J, l."'i'l .
. He ·pu;tfully rcfcncd to the Chid' of Ordnance with tlw suggestion that this paper h •
Jll"d "ith tJw records ofthP lJOanl on lwavy cannon.
C. E. DU'I'TOL ,

Fir8f Lirutnwut (h·dllallt'f',

(~.

l'ro,.ucliti!J of a lJow·d of OrdiiOIH'e O.Uic('l'l1 1 COIII'r·uerl to l'tt'Oii!lllt'JI([ lite Jllar·e, IIIWIIIFI' and
rldail '!!' the cou11fructiou of the tteavy (Jlllll/ 11f'lecfed by thr bow·il infftitutallwda the ari of
./lit/{;

':

1~7~.

of a Boanl of Onlnantc OJTiten; c:mJ\'euecl aL the Orcluam:c OJ1itt', •'cpt
lH'r '21, 1 7'2. in pm·suanC'c of the following ordnr:
Onu, -,\. ·n·~

0FFJC 1:, ". \1:

l

J >t:I'.\J:T;\tl:~T.

lra11hir![JIOn, JJ. (',, 1 'r Jilrmlwr 1

b7'!

A bonrd of ordnallct; r, tit:«·r. ,~· ill a, Plllhlr~ :~t the> OnlnaJJf'e Otlic·e, "·n,hin.!ton,
·.,on tlw ·.nth iu ta11t, iu onlct· to <l •tvnni11t· allll fix tl11• pl:H'f', Jll:lllllt'l': atul d •tnil

f
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the conHtrnction of the guns selected by the boan1 recently in sesHion under General
Orders No. 57, Adjutant-General's Office, 1872.
Df'ictiljol' the boal'cl.-Lieutenant-Colonel T. T. S. Laidley, 1\Iajor .J. G. Benton, Major
S. Crispin, Major T. G. Baylor, and Captain S. C. Lyford.
By order of ibe Chief of Ordn:mro:
S. V. BEKET,
Majo1· of 01'dnance.
FIHST DAY.

boanl met at the OrdnanfJe Office, at 2 p. 111. on Tlmrsclay, th!.l 24th da.y of Sop·
tcmber, and the above order having been read, the members being all present, the
board proceeded to business.
On motion it was resolved to ask tbe Chief of Ordnance to place before the hoard
the report of the board on heavy ordnance recently in session under the act of Congress approved June G, 1872, with such other information as he might think necessary
to a proper understanding of the subject on which the lward was in session. (Copy
appended, marked I.)
The subject of the pbce of manufacture of .the gnu invented by Dr. 'Voodbridge
being under discussion, it was determined to ask, through the Chief of Ordnance, permission to visit the Washington navy-yard to personally inspect the facilities thrre
offered for the construction of this gnn. (Copy appended, marked II.)
The board then a(ljom·nr(l nt :1.30 p. m., to meet to-morro'v at 10 a. m.
'1'110

SECOND DAY.
f-iEPTKUBEH :2~l.

'l'he boar<l met pursuant to adjournment, all the members present.
The proceedings of the preceding day were read aucl approved. The board then
continued the discussion of the preceding day, viz, the place of constructing the
Woodbridge gun.
Dr. Woodbridge being present, was invited to personally submit his views on the
ebaracter and details of his proposed gun, with any other information he might desire
to place before the board, which invitation he accepted.
The board received a letter from Rear-Admiral Case, Chief of Bureau of Ordnance,
United States Navy, addressed to Rear-Admiral L. M. Goldsborough, commandant of
the ·washington navy-yard, requesting him to extend the courtesies of the yard in
accordance with the request coutainctl in letter appended marked II.
Pending the discussion on the Woodbridge gun the board adjonrnecl, at :1.::w p. m.,
to meet nt the navy-yar<1 to-morrow morning at 10.30 :t. m.
THIRD D_\Y.

IS.Jwn;;m.n :n 2().
The boa,nl met, pursuant to adjournment, at the vym>hiugtouuavy-yard,all the memlJCrs present, and through the courtesy of Rear-Adnural L. :M. Goldsborough, commanding, and Commander M. Sicard, in eharge of the onlnauce department of the yard,
personally inspected tho facilities offered at the yard to construct a Woodbridge muzzleloading ri.Oed gun. The inspectiOJ1 being finished, the board took a recess, to meet at
the Ordnance Office.
The board after recess met at the Ordnance Office at 1 o'clock p. 111., all the memher<~
present.
The proceedings of the preceding day wcro read an<1 npprO\'Cd. un<l the discn:-...;ion of
tl•e preceding da,y was then continued.
The board informed Mr. Hitchcock by telegraph of their desire to see hiw. (SC'o
copies of correspondence marked III and IV.)
Pending the <liscnssion of the \Voodbridge gnn, at :t30 p. m. the board n<lJonruPll to
rnf'et to-morrow at 10 a.m.
FOURTH DAY.

The bo;ml met pursuant to a<ljonrnmcnt, all the nw1ubers present.
The proceedings of the preceding day were rea<l and approved.
The hoard thou continued the discussion of tbe \Vooduridge muzzle-loading ri1lc<l
gun. Pending the arrival of infonnation asked for, the bo;trd proceeded to uiscnss tho
subject of the Hitchcock wrought-iron muzzle-loading rifle, .Mr. Hitchcock being present
and Embmitting his views as to the plan and place of construction. It was concluded,
after cowmltatiou, to advise :Mr. Hitchcock to visit Waterdiet arsenal and Springfiel<l
armory, an<l personally view the facilities offered at ciLher place for the construction
of his gnu; after sucll vi~>its Mr. Hitchcock to ag:tin appear before the boarcl.
The \Vo<Hlhridgc question was then taken up nud (lisen sion continu<>d.
A ~.:W p. m. th(· board adjoumP<l to nl<'d to-morrow at 10 a.m.
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FUrTH DAY.

SgPTEMmm 28
The board met pursuant to adjournment, all the members present.
The proceedings of the preceding day were read and approved.
The board then took up the subject of the proposed conversion of the 10-inch Rodman guns into rifles of not less than 8 inches and not greater than 9 inches in caliber,
by the introduction of a steel or wrought-iron tube, as recommended by the board on
heavy ordnance of which Colonel R. H. K. Whiteley, Ordnance Department, was president. It being necessary to interrupt this discussion while certain drawings were
being prepared, the board took up the recommendation of the board on heavy ordnance
above referred to in relation to a trial of the Prench and Swedish breech-loading system of rifled converted guns, and after discussion unanimously adopted the following
resolution, viz :
Resolred, As the approved recommendation of the boanl 011 heav.v ordnance, organized under the act of Congress approved Jtme 6, 1872, regarding the details of the
construction of a represe11tative gun on the :French and Swedish l>reech-loading system,
by the conversion of a 10-incb smooth-bore Rodman gun, is contingent upon the results
of the experiments and tests with the conversion of the Roclma11 guns of this caliber
into muzzle-loading rifles, also ordered to l>e tested, that no action can be taken by
this board on this question; l>nt it is recommended that, when the gun is constrnct~d,·
that the work l>e clone at the \Vest Point or the South Boston Fouudry, as the Chief
of Ordnance may deem best. It was alsoResolved, That, in regard to the 12-inch Krupp rilleO gun, recommemled by the board
on heavy ordnance, organized under the act of Congress approvetl June o, 1872, an~
approved l>y the Chief of Ordnance and Secretary of War, no action by this board Is
deemed necessary.
Pending the discussion on the conversion of the Rodman gnnR, the board adjouruetl
at :J.30 p.m., to meet on Monflay, the 30th instant, at 10 o'clock.
SIXTH DAY.
l::JICI'1 KMBEH Ji).

The boar<llllet pursuant to a<1jourmuen t. All the meru bers present.
The proceedings of the precetling day haviug been read aucl approyed, tho l>oanl
proceeded to business.
Dr. ·woodbridge being present, further consultation was hatl in relation to tho
manufacture of l.lis guu.
After careful consideration of the snh,jeet of the place, manner, antl details of the
construction of the ·woodbridge gun, Dr. 'Vooclbridge asseuting uucrp1ivocally to tho
Yiews of the hoard, it wasEesol!·ed, That a preliminary gun of smaller cnliher l>e lll:t<lc ou Dr. ''-'oodbridge·
l)lanR, for the purpose of giving the necessary experience to thl' workmen to constrnet
thr 12-inch gmt determine(l upou.
The follo·w ing resolution was then unanimously adoptc<1, viz:
f:t.:tsolrccl, That the l>om·<l recommenus that the gnn 1o bo const.rnctetl on the Wootllniclge plan, as recommeudr<l l>y the board on heavy ordnance, organizerl nmler tlw _act
ot: Congress approved June G, 18i2, for experiments aml tests, l>e of 1'2 inchei:! calJI>er
·w 1tbout prcpoll(lenmce; ar.cl tl1at tho other dimensions l>o as iixe<l in tlw a.ppeudt;d
•h-awing, marlwcl V; tbat a. \Voo<luri«lge <run of U inches caliber be made prior to the
1~-inch gun, in form ancl c1imeusions as sh3wu in tho appcncled clrawing, (marked VI; )
that l>otb gun.· l>e coustruf'tcd at the Frankford arsenal; that all other details of cou·
struction, (mulrrstandi11g that the stPel tuhe to l>e used l>o not less than 1 ineh ucn
mor~ than ·2 inches in thi<;kness,) and srlcction, and k:-:.ts of materials bn intrn ted to
Dr. 'Vooclhricl~e, who shall receive such compensation for his sc·ryic<·s an<l cxpcu c ·a
~nay he agrc<·cl npoll. hctwccm the Chid of Ordnance ancl himself; tbat the comm:tn~
!T~g offiu·r of Fnwl;:forcl arsenal fnmbh all matC'rial, lahor, an<l otllC'l' ncel';-;snry taCllJhcs for tlw pn>~< ! c·ntion of the work, lllHlc·r antho.rit.\ of the ()hicf' of Onlnance, ~ud
kr:1:p a rer.onl which lHtll fnmi. ·h a COiuph·te hi.tory of the details of tlw conslruchon
of thc..;c gnns.
·
·
In n:spom;cl to iuvitatinn: )lr. Knh:lifl't: appcan•cl hPfon· tlH· lHl;ll'll, auc1 pre!'>l'llll'tl ht
view as to the coustrnetio11 of his g11n.
Pe1uliug tlu cli.-c:nssiou on thi!-> .-Hh.it·ct, tlu~ hrnrd ;uljnll!'llPil at :tt:, p. 111., to tlll ·t • t

} a.

Ill. 11J·IIlOITII\\.

. 1·:\'E:\''lll I>\ Y.

()!,I )JlJ·:I: 1.
:1 he l,o; rtl ll~tJt J>III"Kllalll I•; ad.tourn'lllf'llt. All tho IIH:IlllH~r. pu:,t•ut.
.
. fh • Jll"Oc<:ctlmg c,f thn pn:c·cclutg rl:ty w••rc rl';ul :uu! appro\·t:cl, :11111 th · IC olutwu
lll l1 • l'll l' of the \\'tHHlhl i1lgP gun WPrP. rl':ul in prP 1'111'1.! of l>r. \Ynodhricl~l', who ex:-
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presi:!ed himself us satisfied as to the place, manner, and details of the construction of
his gun.
Mr. Nathan Thompson being present, after consultation on the subject of his proposed
breech-loading rifled gun, it was determined to address a letter to him, asking his
·dews, and answer to the question as to whether he was prepared to adopt the recommendation of the board on heavy ordnance, (copy appended, marked VII.)
A telegram was received from Mr. Hitchcock, (appended, marked VIII,) stating that
the Springfield Armory or 'Vatervliet arsi7Jnal would be a suitable place to make his
(fUll.

The board then took up the subject of the Hitchcock gun, and, after free and full dis·
cussion, tho following resolutions were unanimously adopted, viz:
Ilesoltwl, That the board recommends that the wrought-iron muzzle-loading rifled
(l'un, to be constructed. on the Hitchcock pl:1n, as recommende~ by the board ou heavy
~rdnance, organized under the act of Congress approved June 6, 1872, for experiments
and tests, be of 12 inches caliber, without preponderance, and that the other dimensions be as fixed in the appended drawing, (marked IX;) that the gnu be madP. at the
pring:fielcl Armory, or at the Watervliet arsenal, as the Chief of Ordnance may elect;
that all other details of construction, and selection, and tests of materials, be intrusted
to Mr. Hitchcock, who shall receive such compensation for his services and expenses as
may be agreed upon between the Chief of Ordnance and himself; and that the commanding officer of the armory or arsenal, as the case may 1Je, provide all material,
labor. and necessary facilities for the prosecution of the work, under authority of the
Chief of Ordnance, and keep a record which shall furnish a complete history of the
tletailg of tbc construction of this gnu.
Res~lvecl, If Mr. Hitchcock deem it important that a gun of smaller size be constructed prior to the manufacture of the 12-inch gun, to give the necessary skill and
experence to the workmen, he be allowed to make a 9-inch gun of the form and
•limersions shown in the appended drawing, (marked X,) under the same conditions as
above expressed in relation to the 12-inch gun.
Mr. Sutcliffe then submitted his views on the subject of his gnn to the board; pencling too discnl'sion of which, the board, at :3.:)0 p. rn., adjourned till to-morrow at 10
o

:\, lll

EIGHTH DAY.

OcTOBER

2.

ThelJoanlmet pnrsmtllt to adjournment. All the members being present.
Theproc1·<·<lings of the preceding day having been read and approved, the subject of
tho Sttcliffe breech-loading gun was taken up, and the following resolution was
unnuinom;ly adopted:
Resdved, That the board recommends that the Sutcliffe 8-inch breech-loading castjron g1n, lined with a steel tube, aR I'ecommeudecl by the board on heavy ordnance,
orgauzecl nn<lcr the act of Congress approved June 6, 1872, he made in accordanct3
with t1e drawiug appeuder1, marked XI, tho details of tile breech-loading part having
been :pprov<•d by Mr. Sntcliffe; that two breech-blocks be made, one for the usc of the
Broaavell ring, and the other for a gas-check placed in the block itself; that the gun
he male at the West Point or South Boston Foundry, as the Chief of Ordnance may
direc1; ancl that Mr. Sutclill"e be employed to superintend the construction of the
brcect-loading device, with snch compensation as may be agreed upon between the
Uhicfof Onlnaucc and himself.
TIB board then proceeded to discnAs the snhjcct of the conversion of the 10-iuch
Rodrn~n smooth-bore guns, and, after cal'cful flelilJeratiou, unauimously adoptccl tht.1
rol 1t)wing resolution, viz:
lc8oll;e([, That the board rccommrnds, in the conversion of the four 10-inch smoothhoe Rodman guns, recommended by the board on heavy ordnance, organized under
t.h' act of Congress approved .June G, 1872, for ex:pernnents and tests, that two be made
of, caliber of 8 inches, one tubed from the front and one from the rear, and two of a
eaJber of!) inches, one tn hod from the rear and one from the front; that the dimensions
an details of construction be as given in tho drawings appended, (marked XII, XIII,
XIT, and XV;) tltat the guns be altered at tho West Point or South Boston Foundry,
a'! 1ay be determined by the Chief of Ordnauec; that the tubes be made in Europe,
at shtblislunents competent to do the work, and that the snpervis10n of the conversio be intnu;ted to some officer or oflicers of the Ordnance Department, to lJe selected
forthe purpose by tlte Chief of Ordna,ncc.
'h~> hoarcl tl11•n :u1jonnwc1, at 4 p.m., to meet to-morrow nt 9.!10 a.m.
XI:'\TH J>.\Y.

'lw board met pnnmant to ac1jonrnmcnt. All the lllPUlbers pre cut.
' he pn1c·c•ec1ings of tlu~ lll'c~c:cdillg cla;v having beNl read u.ncl approve<l, the boanl
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took up the subject of the Nathan Thompson gun, Mr. Thompson presenting his answer to the letter addressed to him, (marked VII,) which is appended, (marked XVI. J
'fhe latter having been read, and the subject having been .discussed, the board concluded to address Mr. Thompson a letter to remove any misapprehension which he
might labor under in relation to the proposed construction of his gun, ( appendedr
marked XVII,) and allow him to modify his letter, (marked XVI,) if he should desireto do so.
Awaiting an answer to this letter from Mr. Thompson, the board adjourned, at 4 p.
m., to meet to-morrow at 10 a. m.
TENTH DAY.
OCTOBER-!.

The board met pursuant to aujournment. All the members pl'esent.
'l'he proceedings of the preceding day having been read and approved, an<l the ~oanl
having waited twenty-four hours for Mr. Thompson to reply to the letter, (m rke(l
XVII,) and no reply having been received, the following resolution was unanim usly
adopted, viz :
Resolvecl, That the board recommenns, in the event of Mr. Thompson consenti g, to
have a rifled breech-loading gun constmcted on his plan, as recommended
the
hoard on heavy ordnance, organized under the act of Congress approved June 6, 872,
for experiments and tests, an 8-inch cast-iron riiled gun, lined with a steel tube, o be
0onstructed in accordance with such plans as Mr. Thompson may submit to the Ordnance Department; that the gun be made under the supervision of Mr. Thomps , at
au appropriate place, to be determined by the Chief of Ordnance and himself, t expenses to be borne and controlled by the United States, and Mr. Thompson tor eive
such compensation for his services as may be agreed upon between the Chief of Or<lmmce and himself.
The board then adopted the following resolution unanimously :
Resolvecl, In order that thfl Department may have the benefit of all expcrirueut that
may be made between this and such time as the guns shall be ready for trial,
detm'llining the details of the rifling and venting of the guns to be made under the I commendation of the board on heavy ordnance, organized under the act of Co gre:-s
approved June 6, 1872, the board recommemls that the subject of rifling and v ting
be deferred until the guns shall be ready for these opemtions, when a ho. u of
officers shall be convened to decide these questions.
There being 110 fnrther business before the board, the hoard adjonrnell, at 1·2
3ine
die

T. T. S. LAIDLEY,
Lieulcnaui-Colonel of Orclnance, Pref:Jir nt.
J. G. BENTON,
Maj01· of Ori111
S. CRISPIN,
Mr~jor of Ordnance, Brevet Colond, C
T. G. BAYLOR,
Major of 01·nna ct.
S.C. LYFORD,
Captain of Onlnant·r·. Hc,•m· ·r.

[ [nrlr•r>-< rn<·nt of tlr< ('hid' of' Ordll<lll<'t' on ll11· n·porl of tht· lwanl.]
OHDX.\XC'E OFFICE, Oclobtr ~~. 1-7~

l:t·~p •ctfully · numittccl to tlw f;ec:rdary of 'War, with the r<•cornmentlaliou that C
\'T0 1 Hlbrid~e, the_ 'ntcliflr, the llitchc:oc·k, aJJtl tl1e Thompson gnus he made,. out 1
monc•y now applH·ahl· to the manufacture of heavy ritlccl ordnance, for <'XJH·nmer :

tlHLt all of th ·. c "llllS he 12-illch rilles, and that they he macle of tho mat1·rialn amln
tlw lllauncr to he: clctcrntine<ll>y tlJC rc. pcc:tive inventors who shall have C'outrol, d
direct ~~w th~:ir r •. p<:<:tive inventionH .hall he made; tl;e gnns to lH! Jll:Hl P nml •r o
11JH'l':Vl. 1011 of 1hl} Ordnance 1Jcpartment, aliCl wh<·r ·it may clin·ct tlJC'ir JJI:Uillf~tctn :
·a ·It mnmtor to lH} allow(l(l a percli1~m ccnnpc·n~ation while snpcrinten<litwor clir ·cti ~
be nnk, the ~mount t? h fL-ed hy thP OnlnaJH·t· lJrpartnwnt. Th JHoeur•mcn •r
m:mnfaetm. c,f t1w 10-mc:h <:ollVC'Jtc:d Rocllnan gnns, antl tho 12-in<:lt Krupp ln •c
load r , whtch lwyo lH!P.Il rrcolllntf'll.clr.!l h:-.· th hoanl, to he ]IO!:Itponc·cl until it. lJ .1
l1av 1, ·c·n n c•c 1 ta1nrorl that tlu·n· will lw :-;nffil'i<·ut of tlw fnncls reJllainitw ftl h r

)•ro ttrt uwn •

"'
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It is recommende(l that, when procured, H shall be in the following order, viz, four
converted 10-inch Rodman guns, and one H~-inch Krupp breech-loader.
A. B. DYER,
Chief of O?·dnanoe, United States Anny.
[Im1orsNnrnt of the Secretary of War.]

Approvetl:
0C'fOBlm

WM. M. BELKNAP,
Secretary of WaT.

H>, 1872.

Documents appcnclccl to t!te report of the board of ordnance officers oonvenecl to ;·ccomm&nd
the place, manner, and cletail, of the constmction of the heavy guns selected by the boaTd
·iu.stiflltellwula the act of June 6, 1872.
I.
ORDNA..'WE or~Frcl!;. vVAn. DEPARTl\1ENt.

'
Septmnbm· 24, l872.
l:im : The board convened, by yom order of September 18, 1872, to determine and fix the
place, manner, and detail~:~ of the construction of the guns selected by the board recently in session under General Orders No. 57, Adjutant-General's Office, 1872, being
now in session, have the honor to request that you will place before them the record of
the proceedings of the said board on heavy ordnance, with the final action thereon,
and such other papers as may be thought necessary to a proper understanding of the
~:.ubject upon which this board is convened.
Respectfully, your obedient servant,
T. T. S. LAIDLEY,
PTes·ident of the Board.
The CniEI•' 01~ ORDXAXCE,
Wa8lt'ington, D. C.

ll.
onoN.ANcE Or•'Fwl!;,

vvAR DEranTMEN1,

Septmnber 24, 1872.
Sm : Being desirous of ascortaiuiug the best locality for the construction of some experimental guns recommended to be tested, under the act of June 6, 1872, the board
requests that it may be permitted to examine the facilities in this respect at the Washington navy-yard, provided any facilities at that station may be available for the purpose.
It accordingly requests that tho Navy Department may be conferred with in this regard, and permission obtained from that Bureau to make the necessary examination.
Respectfully, your obedient servant,
T. T. S. LAIDLEY,
Lieutenant-Colonel of Ordnance, Prc8ident of the Board.
The CumF oF OnD~AXCE, U.S. A.,
Washington, D. C.

III.
OnD.TAXCE O .FFICE, vVAR Dl,;PAR'l'MEi'.-I,

.A LO. ·zo

Washington, S<·ptembe1' 26, l .-:!72
l1 CIICOCK 1

H West Fifty-fifth Street, .Xcw York :
The l>Oard wjsh to see yon here. Answer.

T. T. :->. LAIDLEi ,
P.re8iclenf J:r)a1·d.

Lii>ltft·nwtf-Colonl'l,
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IV.

[ Westeru Union Telegraph Cornpany, New Yot·lc, September 26, 1872. Received at
Septembm· 26, 12.30.]

Wa8hingfl);~

T. T. S. LAIDLEY, Ordnance Depm·tment:
. Will be in Washington to-morrow morning.
ALONZO HITCHCOCK.

VII.
ORDNANCE 0:F:F'ICE, WAR DEPART:\HCl\T,

Washington, October 1,

187~.

SIR: By direction of the board of ordnance officers, convened at this office by order of

the Chief of Ordnance, to determine upon the place, manner, and details of the construction of certain guns recommended by the board on heavy ordnance, organized un<ler the act of Congress approved June, 1872, to be constructed for experiments and
tests, I have to inform you that the said board, in regard to the gun presented by you,
ubstautially resolved not to accept the propositions made by you, but recommended
the construction by the United States of a cast-iron 8-inch rifled gun, lined with a steel
tube, for experiment and tests, on your plan, you consenting to the recommendation.:,
and you to submit the details of construction for approval of the War Department.
I therefore have the honor to request of you in writing a definite answer as to whether
you accept the recommendation as proposed and arc prepared to submit the required
plans.
The board will be glad to have your views npon thiR snbjcct at as early a date a~
possible.
Respectfully, your obedient servaut,
S.C. LYFORD.
Captain of Ordnance, Recorda.
Mr. N.\TIL\~ TITO:\m_,o, ·, Prf'8ent.

VIII.
NEW YonK, Octobtl' 2, 1d7'2.
Sm: I l~twc made snch examination ~s to satisfy myself that there arc g~o•l
foundations at either WaLerv liet or Springfield for the erection of this plant for forgmg
heavy guns.
As a. matter of convenience for workjng the forge when 1mi1t, the location at pringfield might be preferable, inasmuch as there is a bluff there, into which the forge mi~ht
be set, that would bring the furnace floor on a level with the ground on top of th '
bluff. This wonld certainly be convenient for the delivery of the material to llc n. ed,
such as coal and iron, on a level with tho furnaces.
But it is suggested tba.t it would not cost much to hoist the materials one stor~·. say
20 or 25 feet, if the forge was put up in the cud or corner of the forging shops, whero
there is plenty of powc1· a.vailable at that point, costing comparatively notbiug.
.
The same argument is applicable to \Vatcrvliet, as in tlmt location all tbc matena_I-.
would have to. be elevated, but with this additional advantage-a good stack and boilers are ready for usc.
I lJclicve this is all that your hoard expects me to say in regard to the locations, and
I am now rca•ly to go on with the working drawing1', but it will make son:e differcu.
whether or .not we adopt Mr., e1ler 's hainlllcr, or constrnct one especially ior the bu. 1ue:.. 1t m1gbt he well to see Mr .• 'cllcrs first, as it would be necessary for him t? make
.' OJOo alterat~cms. \Ve conl~l savo time, no doubt, by ordering a hammer from b1m, lm~
wo conlrl h_mlcl. one more smtahle~ for the bnsiueRs, and probably for much lr · monel·
I abf! thmk 1t ':·on1c1 lw well for me to go to l'ittshurp;h soon and see abou~ gct~mg
tho:r: nngs mnnulactnr •<1, lmt I 8hall 'vait for a personal intenicw or sngg stwn Jrom
vour honorable hoal<l.
Your.. n•f'pP<:1 fully, &<·.,
ALONZO IIITCIICOCK,
40 /l'cAl P~lf!I-Jifth tre t.
DEAR
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XYJ.
~JJ.;TJ : OPU I XL\-:\

Jfo·n:r.,

lra81tinglou, JJ. C., October:~, 1:::!7:2.
C_\h \L\ : 1 ha\ e ilic Jw11or 1o atknowJ<·dp;t• i lie receipt of yonr commnnicatiou nndtr
<late <11' tho 1st iut:ltau L; also copy of :t rosoJntiou passcc1 h;v tho board of heayy ordnnnn·
Tdatiug to my syt:~tom ol' lwcccll-loadiug.
IJclieYiug, a~ I do, the rc.;;olHtion alJoye mcnLiollcd inc·.ousistent with tlto letter antl
[jpirit of tho ad of Congrc~s makil1g approprin,tion fin· testing heavy riJlecl ordnance .
iu 'Yhich eategory au 8-in<.:lt gun can hardly be pla.ced, a.u<1 by which act I know it wa-;
· intended to test Ill;) :-;ystclll, I must resprctfnJl,v decline to rtccept the '· recommendat.ion as proposra·· iu its present shape. Neither can I jeoprm1ize the re:mlt of years of
~->tudy, labor, m1L1 expense incmTctl in working out the ·problem, by placiug the test ot'
wy &ystcm out of my haml-;, and regret that the lJoanl should do me tilt:~ in,jnstice 1 o
expect me to t:lnlnnit a.t once the full details for a, gun of:.t calihcr not lwretofore consit.lere<l, gi-..ing- me neither time nor opportunity to a.vail of i'n.cilities I possc>ls h ere all<l
~>hroall which I aut conJi<lent will gnanmteo the Rnccess of my syst<~m .
In j nstice to myself aud to the interests I represent in this matter, l muf;t respectl'nll,\entt·r wy prott':-,t agnin:-;t tlH' action oftl1e board, which, if final, kave:-; llH' no nltcm;tt.i. 'l' +hnn to fall h:H·],

ncspcctfnlJy,
c(;: iot:l ill

f'. (',

my original nppli<·a1 ion io Conp;r<•ss.
Ohl'dirnl St'I'Ylllll,
::\'"A'l'l L\X

ll]Hlll

)'0111'

Tlf0~1PI)OK.

LYI-'111:!>.

f,'N'fJI'flr>,·. floal'tl 1!( (Jnillt/ 1/!'t', J1 ·u.,f,illfJIOJ1 1 /J. ( ·.•

X \ 'JI.
Ho.un>.
:O t~l'AHT.\1)-;.r\T,
JVashiuglon, Octobcr 3, ltl7:L

OI'l'J< ' t·: oF THE 01:!>.'\',\:\CE

()!lDX.\X('E OF!'lCE, \V.\.Jt

f:Jm: Hcfvn:in~ to ;yottl' l<·l!t·rofl ili sdai<·. i11 J't\plytotheJettcroftheboanla.udrct:lf;l'd
tu ;yon ou the bt, iut:!Lallt ~ iu relation to 1!10 proposed (jOustrnction of yonr gnll, th ·
hoar<l clirect::o me to say tlw t you nppt•ar 1 o l1a ,· c~ misttpprehcm1rt1 i ho tt'nor of tho lcttt·r
of the boanl ahove n·f'cncd in .
'l'be board tlid not in tend, 110r tloc>s J i now intend, to take tJw con»Lnwtion of the gn11
out of :y our hamls; bnt, on the contrary, if tho ti-inch gun bhall bo built, it will he cOJI ~,tructed on ;rom plans, Hll(lel· ;--·onr c1irect snp<>rvision, by the Unite(l Stn.tcK.
Nor ditl tho hoard )ntend to ha.Rten you in submitting tho flct::tils of yolll' plau, ]Jilt·
only intend to h::tYo nn earlyn·ply to tho riHPstion as to whctlH·r yon ;tecopiPtl tl1c ]lJ,'o poRitio n recommcndecl hy tho hoard OJl l1c:L\~y cmln:tncC'.
BP p leased to p;ivn lllo board nn <':tl'l,\' rrply :t<.; i 0 wlwther ;-·on wish 1() lliOd i r:,· \'IIHl '
'ttt<'•· of this elate!.
!~PRJH'Ctfn ll y,

ymn· obc<liPnt

Ht' l'\' :tllt",

S. U. LYl'OJW.
Caploiu t!f' Ordna11r·t·_ l.'rl'm·dc,·.
• ·\,II.\.· TllCJ\IJ•,-;ox,

Esq. , Prowl/f.
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REPORT
OF

THE CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER.
WAR DEP AH i'MENT,
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER,

Washington, D. 0., October 1, 1872..
SIR: The instruction ot the Army in military signaling and telegraphy
during the past year bas been limited to that had at the Signal-School
of Instruction at Fort Whipple, Virginia,. the Military Academy at West
Point, and in the Department of the Missouri.
Irregular instruction has been given by partially instructed officers at
isolated posts in other departments, but it has been of so imperfect a
character that it cannot properly be taken into account in summing up
the results of the yearis labor. In this connection the Chief SignalOfficer desires to reiterate the views expressed in his annual report of
last year, of the necessity of providing thoroughly instructed officers in
the several military departments, who shall have charge of the duties of
instruction conuected with the signal-service, in these departments,
subject to the direction of the Chief Signal-Officer. Until this plan is
adopted the instruction must necessarily be giyen without thorough
system or responsibility.
At Fort \Vhipple the course of study dcscl'ibed in previous reports
has been followed by such officers of the Army as have been ordered for
instruction during the year. No change has been made in the text-books,
except by the addition recently of a work on military telegraphy, prepared under the direction of this Office.
The number of officers instructed aml the amount of iield-practice had
by each are sllown in tables 1 and 2 herewith.
·The drills of the detachment with arms have been thorougb, and have
been carefully conducted.
Practice· has been had in field telegraphy aud iu the duties of tlle
detachment, with the :field telegraphic train; lmt it has been quite irregular owing to the want of animals for the train, and until recently of
sufficient gl'onnd for the train maneuvering. The transfer of a portion
of the Arlington reservation to the charge of this office has removed the
latter ol>stacle. It is hoped that the 11ecessary animals will be soon provided in order that this important branch of signal dnty may receive
tlle attention it dest>rYes. ..Additional imp1 vemcnts in the seYeral trainwagons are contcmpintcd, to jucrcase sUllmore their ef1ieienc}~.
'l'he duties of tlte sig11ai-~erYice in tl1e branch of military telegraphy
hase heeome ~o l'ecognizPd in their importance ·wlH-!I'CYCr that armies
are maintainr.<l or seiTe, that tltc 01Jief Signal-Officer docs not longer
feel it nccesf.>ary to urge tl10 advautnge of a proper orgauization and
practice of this duty. lt is hy con~:>tant effort only the service of the
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United States willuow be able to keep pace with its rapiUly improyiug
progress elsewhere, and, in case of war, to have within itself the nucleu~·
on which to develop a military telegraphy fit for the uses for which it will
then be certainly required; that the knowledge and skill had by the
enables the service to be employed in many ways for the public benefit.
in time of peace, has been sufficiently demonstrated .
.A. principal duty of the post has been in this year, as in the last, the
drill and instruction of the observer-sergeants and the assistant observers, wl10 are here fitted for the intelligent performance of their
duties. All can<lidates for either of these positions are selected from
the enlisted men of the signal detachment, for which, after careful examination, they have been first enlisted as privates, and in the duties of
which they are regularly drilled. The soldiers seeking the positions of
sergeants are required to present satisfactory recommendations as to
conduct and general fitness from the officer in charge of the post, and
to pass a second preliminary educational examination before they are
placed under especial instruction. Classes are formed, and are supplied
with the standard text-books on military signaling, telegraphy, and
meteorology, and pursue a regular course of study and for recitation a.·
marked out in these books. They are taught the. practical use of the
variou. meteorological instruments, forms, ~c., in usc at the several
stations of observation, and station-duties generally, so far as they can
be taught with the facilities of the post. They are practiced, at the
:3ame time with tlie rest of the detachment, in the regular drills and dutie.:
of the service. vVhen a sol<lier is considered competent as an assistant.
and ha ' been so reported b.v the instructor at the post, he is ordered, a_
vacancie." occur, as an assistant observer to a station. IIere, in auchtion to perfecting himself in the practical details of the duties at the
station, he continues his studies, reciting systematically to the observer~ergeant in charge. A service of six months in this capacity fa\orably
reported upon renders an assistant eligible as a candidate for promotion.
He may then be ordered back to the school to reYicw thoroughly the
whole course of stn<ly and practice, under the direction of the instructor.
and to appear for an examination before a boarcl of oilicer. convened
for the purpose. Passing this examination, he _iH considered competent
to take charge of a station, ancl is promoted to the grade of ob er\er~ergeant a., vacancies occur. 'rhis course ha. been followe<l ·uccessfnll;r
cluring the past year. The fitne. s of each man ha been clearly determined b.- this probationary sen-ice before his a :.;ignmcnt to are. pon. ib~ ·
position. Tl1e total number of a ... is taut. instructed since la t report .1
seventy-l:lix (76). Thirty-scYen (37) assi:.:;tant: ha\e completed the full
com-. e of drill and tud~-, :mel han' pa. Reel the reclnirecl examination~a ·
ob:-erYer-.:ergeant:. The lln!lluer or enlistc·cl men examined for til'
po. ition of a~. i.'tant ha. been one 1mnclrec1 ancl .·e,·enty-eigllt (17 ).
} ifty per cent. of the applicants haYe faile(l to (~ome np to the ~tanc1nrd
of examination. (Tables;~ and 4.)
The in..;trn ·tion at} ort Wllipplr k under th immedi~1tc clirecLion of
First Lientt!nant ('. E. Yilbourne acting :ignal-otli<:cr an<l in trnctor.
who 11. · (lcYotccl himse>lf a:sitluon:Jy to tlte <lisehar()·c of the clnt\. ~nd
h.\· whom it lm: bef'n "·eJ1 c·mHlnetcd.
,...
·'
· ~eton<l Lient 11ant C. C. '\Voleott, acting :-;i•qml-ofllc •r wn: iu ·har"
uutil. >rilll. J,'7:2, at which elate· he· wn .' :n;c'PPclrcl hvLi ut nnntKil11011 rue.
·
·
'rh i, ·~ tlw · v ·ry few m 11 n·portctl fm· final <·xamiuatiottlwn" fttil
, I'• . n•:<~P:.-t'nlly rPflcet.- <:rcclit npon both ofTit •r ·.
lit ·• ·pf'l'tl'llf'f' nt' lH· Otlic·c·h:L· eonfil'lliC(l thP yicwH hitltl'rto c•XJH<~:- d,
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thnt thr yaried smhor<linnte duties in its charge could be rendered by no
other class of Hwn ~;;o snccessfLlll.v as it is by those who, drilled and practic<·<l m; HoldiPrR, continue in its service as non-commissioned officers,
habils of fidelity and prompt obedience, with pride in their especial
orgauization. The tests of, good qualities, endurance, and capacity
gi\'en b.Y military discipline are har<l ones, and those who ha,Te passed
them approved rarely evidence th<tt they have beeu defective. The experience had in the control of themselves and others in the reguhtr and
striet diseharge of duty becomes invalnable when the charge of stations
devohres n pon either assistants or sergeants.
'l'he board of ex<tminers for assistant obser'{ers has consisted of Brevet r.~ieut<'IJant Colonel Garrick MallPry and Brevet Captain H. W.
Jiowgate, aeting Rigmtl-officers. The boanl of examination for observerserg<.·auts has lwen eonstitnted of these offierrs with the a<l<lition of the
iustnwtor, now First Lieutenant Charles E. Kilbourne, acting signaloftieer. 'l'he sessions of both boards are held at this .Office, that for
a~sist:mts nweting weekly; that for observer-sergeants being convened
by order w hctH:'\'Cr necessary.
The COll(lition of Fort W1Jipp1e has been materia1ly improved since
tl1e <late of the last annual report., by the coustruction of a well appoint<.>{] hospital, larg-e enough for the present wants of the comman,1.
The Secl'etnry of \Var having ordere(l the construction of new qna.rten.l atHl a tnPss-lla1l for the men, a gunrd-honse, and a. stable at the
post, th(•se hnil<lillg-s are well advanced to \Yanl completion, and will be
H'iuly for occupation bcforP the wiuter seasou opens. To obtain suitabln :-~pace for the ereetion of these strnetnn>s it was necessary to demolish a part of the fortifieatiom;, <tn<l this work has fallen ht'avily upon
the detneltment. Buildings are 110\\ urgently needed for officers' quarten; and for purposes of ilJstrHetion. 'rlwse no\V occnpicJ arc both
inconveuim1t in size aml dilapidate<l beyond repair, an<l it is recomll1('tHlC'd tllati suitable provision be nuule for the construction of others
to n>plnt:c them. Sen~wl changes " ·ere nta(le in the immediate charge
of the post prior to l\Iay 28, 011 wltieh date First Lientenant H. P.
StroiJg, Fourth United t3tates Artill(:'ry, all<! aeting Hignal oflieer, was
assiguetl to this dnty. UllCler his energ·l'f,ie adrniuistration smTeral import<lllt cha11ges in the management of the post have been made, and
1he eflieiency of the detaehtueut has materially inere~tscd. Tbe importmltl' of the p1orwr maintenanee of Port \V!Jipple, well equipped as a
I)Ost of instruction, can hardl;r l>e e~-;timate<l. It is here aloue, in the
~:~el'viee or the United States, that. either omeer or enlisted lll<lll can be
thoroughly taught the especial dntiL'S of the.Hignal-serdce. At no other
por-;t or place i:-; there the time or the facilities for the study and coutinne<l praetice to properly qnalif',y the ofliccr to be an acting signal
oflieer, uor ean enliHted men be elsewhere drilled aud pnwtieed. iu all
tlw hranehcs of the service.
The lllOI'tling report of Fort Wl1ipple, on September 30, shows thirteen nou-commissioned officen5 and muety-f5ix pri\Tates on duty at that
post.
Instrnctions in militnry signaling aud telegraphy lut,-e beeu given to
a 1i mited extent to tlJC firl'lt atH1 seeoll(l el~11-1~es of eadets at the Military
Academy at West Poiut, l>ut tl1e l'Pport~ recf'i\red lut\'e uot been ~mffi
dently full to reml<>r a detailed l'eport pr<wtica ble. The reeomlliCIHlatiou IIHH1e in pre,-ions reports, t1Jat t-his duty be made a special brnuch
of iw;tnwtion, with a merit Yalue gi,reu to it affecting tlle stmHling of
the cadetl'i, is renewul. Tlle faet that dnriug the past year the military
representatives of seYeral foreign goYernmcnts have made tile signal32

w
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sel'vice of the United States Army a matter of especial study shows
the importance attached to this branch of military science b.,~ tho. e
go-vernments, and the neC(-'.ssity of constant work in this country to
keep in advance of progress abroad.
The instruction in t :1e DepRrtrne ~ t of the Missouri has bt e'l rrgularl y
maintained, and tbe results show a commendable amount of energ,'."" on
the part of the officers who ha Ye been in charge. Second. Lieutenant Y.
A. Goddard, Sixth United States Uavalrs, "'as assigned to <lnt.r as
acting sigmtl-officer of the dt>partmt>nt b,v tlw general commanding,
relie\rNl hy the same authority March 27, 1872, and snccreded on that
date b.'."" Second Lieutenant Philip Reade, Third United States Infantry~
who still remains in charge. Neither of these officers has been reg-ularly ingtructed at the school of instruction. Their labors ha,re, however, been productive of good, b.Y the general dissemination gi,reu a
knowledge of the elements of signaling.
In this llepartment twentyfive officers are reported completely instructed, aud eighty-two as
partiall~r iHstructed during the yt'ar, an<l :fift,y-nine enlisted men are
reported. as compJetely, and one hundred and fifty-fonr as partially
instruct<?<! (lnriug the same periofl. The reports rendered b.v I.~iente!l
ant Reade arc regnlar in form and prontptl.Y rendered, anrl the work Ill
this department is in marked contrast to that of other military departments.
The purchase and issue of such signal equ ipments as Lave beeu
neetled in the different militnr.r dPpmtments haYe bePn ma<lt".
.
In connretion with the inMrnct,ion of the A rmy in the dnties of t~n.
office, refen'!lCC is mlule to papers A and B, h0rewith annexed, ''h1 ~·h
ha,re been iHsued in their preseut form <luring the .Year-tl1 e former for
the first time, and the latter in a corrected and enlarged form.
DIVISION 01<' TELEGRAfiiS AND REPORTS FOR 'I'IIE BENEFIT OF 00)1)'fEltCE AND AGRICULTURE.

In the <liYision of telegrams an<l rt'ports for the benefit of eommer e
and agricu1tm·<', the, ervice hn s continued npon the general plans alJ(l
with the organization minntely explained in the last n'port. At e;u:h
of the priTH'ipal lake, sea-port, mHl river cities at whivh thc~n' are :tatious, the Rtatim1s lllwe bePH maintained <lnring Jhe ~'ear. Tile cli.-play
of bulletin l'Pports; of reports at the river stations, gidng the r ise and
fall of the principal rh·ers ; of the large weather 111aps, slwwinp: h.chm1p;inp; ~ymhols tl)e nwtt'oric cha11p;es at the <liffer<'llt reports: allfl
finally, at cl(•signate<l stations, the exhibition of <lay or nigh t Rigrwl-; ou
occasion s of snppost'<l CSJH'eial danger, hn Ye been regnlmly ma<le. The
reports have he'll ](>.-sened at some poiu ts by ew banas~men t' lJeyon<l
thP control of the Office.

Th fo11owing i. a detailed account of the operation· ()f eaC'h ."tation
from \Yhit.h r •ports Lave been L.ad <luring the year ending eptemh r
30, 1 72:

LPIL. A, 1\HUUIG.A.l..
Th office i · on th .- emHl floor of a
conwr of FIPt<:her an 1 Dock . ti'<'rt:
from wiJieh tlH· r ·ports an~ SPilt. Thd
tia a111l <:O \'Prl'd with tin, ancl atl'onl.
van· au •IJtOrllet ·r, all(lraiu.gauge.

thr

-.·tory brick building at th

a11<l i. n ar Uw tel grath ollie

roof of the hnilding o · ·upi ·d i
a good expcrurc fur th ·'rind-
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The station was opened on tbe morning of September 10, 1872, since
"·hicll <late reports h:-lYe been transmitted to Detroit,, from wldch place
they are sent to \Va1'hington, and distributed to the principal lake
ports. The station is in charge of Sergeant F. P. Bayes, and is supplied with a full set of standard instruments, all of which are in good
condition.
Latitnde of station ..................... . ......... -.... . . . . 45° 05'
I.~ongitn<le of station ................. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
S:3° 30'
Elenltiou of barometer aboYe sea-level . .................... 616 feet.
Tlw instrulllent shelter is built in accordance with the authorized plan
of the Office, and projects fl'om a wiudow on the east side of the room.
A north<>rn expmmre conld not be had.
No reports are received. at this station. and consequently no bulletins
are iss ned..
·

AUGUSTA, GEOHGIA.
[Latitnde, 33° 28'; lougitu<le, 81° 5:3'.]

The office at this station was removed., l\Iay 1, to the third floor of a
larg<' l.,uihling ou the corner of Broad H!Hl Mcintosh streets. Therenw,·<ll wa~ made upon tllr recomnw1Hlatiou of the meteorological committee of the Board of Trade, to sccnre more room for tlle performance of
the olJRelTer'~:~ dnties, a1Hl to get, a better loeation aud exposure for the
iustl'Hillt>Hh;;. Tile station is pro\'i<le<l witll a large wiuu-\'ane of the
stanclanl Signal-Office pattern, and one of Gibl.Jon's self-registering
attaclmwnt to th e Hobimwn anemometer, in addition to the usua,l supply of 8taudard instruments. Tlle shelter projects from a wiudow, and
is well arranged.
~el'genut ,James R. Allen was relieYed from the charge of tl1e station
Octoln•r 7, 1871, by Sergeant :Nathan D. Laue, ,rJIO still remains, and is
as:sist(:'<l by Private Frauk JVfaugels. Both men are favorably mentioned
by the officer who iru.;;peete<l the station in March, 1872.
FnU n·ports from all ~t<l tions were rcet>i \'e<l iH're, and bulletins issued
regularly, nntil ,June :30, 1H72. t;ince that date the ouly reports received
ha,·e been those from the \Vpstel'n Gulf :-;tations au<l Shreveport. Copies
of tllf'~(· are rl'gnlnrly f'nrnislw<l the loc·al press, ~mel selecriont:-~ from them
pnhliHhed. The probabilities isstwd from the central offiee in \Yasllingtcu, in the afterno 111 of each day, are reeeived and published in the
morning· papers of the day following·. During tlle year ending September 30, 1~7~, two thousand uine hnud ed and ninety-two bulletins haye
bren i~sne<l, and uinr hundred and four reports fnr11i~hed to tlJe press.
All :-;tation reports ll::we l.Jeen forwctr<le<l with regularity and. in satisfactor~' slw pe.
'J'lle follo,-ring table shows the meteorological condition of the station
durillg the year:
-----

Year.

Month.

Me:tn barometer.

Mean tber-

30.003

I
:30. :t:JO

66

1. 62

54
47

I

41

7.78
4.91)
5.20
5.87

mometeL

Total rainfall.

Prevailing wind.

Incl1es.
1871 .. October ...... ·--·-·

:3o. o9o

November .........
D<·<·cm l><lr.... . . ...
1872 .. .J,a1111ary ...........

80.Hi0

30.000

}euruary ..........
1

I

46

Southeast.
We~>t.

Northwest.
Northwest.
vVest.
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Year.

Month.

---

Mean baronwtcr.

Mean thermometer.

Total rainfall.

30.090
30. lOO
30.03
30.04
30.05
30.07
30.08

50
66
74
79
81
80

Inches.
10. 88
2. 95
5.36
4.77
6.87
4. 10
1. 33

Pre\ailing wind.

-

1872. - March . . . . . ................ .
April .. . _.. ,.. .. ..... . . . . . . ..
May .. .. ... ....... . ........
Jnne .. . ... . . ... ........
Jn ly ----- ..... . . .. ........
August . . .. . . ......
September . . .. . . . ......
Annual mean ....

--

75

Northwest.
South.
West.
Southenst.
South.
East.
\Vest.

I
61. 751 West.

---~ ------

30. 089

-

BALTIMORE,

63. 31

--M~~RYLAND~

[Latitude, 39° 18'; longHnde, 76::> 36'.]

The location of the office at this station has remained unchanged
since the date of last annual report, nor haR any rssentiaJ change l>een
made in the exposure of instruments, or in im:;trnment shelter. Tile
anemometrr has been provided with the standard self registering att:whrnent, and is elevated upon the telrscopic rod <levh;ed at the central oflkc,
to seeure a proper exposure of the instrument and to fi·ee it from the
influenee of sm-romHh11g ohjects.
Full reports were received from all statjons, and maps rmd bulleti11.
issued regularly, until June 30, 1872. From that date until .A ngnst :!1.
no reportH were received, and the only work done at the station was th e
transmiH!':liou of the local obserYations direetly to \Vashington. On
August 31 the circuit system was again resumed, and full reports ret
eeh·ed and published in l)nlletin form. J\fapH to the Illlmber of thirty
daily are sent from the centn1l office, and are distributed at 3 o'dnck
each afternoon. During the year four thonHand oue hundred and ninPtynine maps and three thommn<l one lmiHlred all(l tbirty-fh·e bulll'tin
liave bC('ll issued, and three thousnnd two hundred and seventy report
fnmished to the press. 'riLe papPI'S generally publish the syuopsr · a)l(l
probabilities as recei \Ted throngh the Associated Pre:..;s, and mo:-<t of them
publish a part, at least, of the tabular report. The weekly Hllllllll<ll'Y f
the weather, and the monthly statements of the range of im;trument ·
are also publh;hed by the lea<ling papers.
.
The Board of Trade has appointed a meteorological committee, ::tiHll_t ...
secretary, ~Ir. George U. Porter, bas manifested a deeifle<l in ten', t_ m
the service. Nme cautionary :-.;ignals havr been dil'3played at this ,'tatwn
<luri11g the yPar, ti\·e of which were fully justified.
Serg-Pant, I- ••J. Penrod ha. remained in charge dnring the year: an
ha pt>d'ormecl hi. dntip. in a, manner satisfaetory to this omce. • 11
report.-_ll<we been forwarcle<l promptly arHl r<·gnlarly. Pri ntte \Va~l!.
the a '-.L"taut; at_t~H! date of l;v~ report, was rclien'd, December ~0: 1 tl:
hy l'l'lvate \V1lham Theo<lo\'ln:, '"ho I'etllainecl until ordered Ill ~ r
pro.motiou, Jnly D, 1 7~. Printte Otto Sclintze is no\\' on duty a
::1 '.'ISblll

t.

. Th ·. :tatiou was in:pcc:te<l April :3, 1872, aml reported in goocl coudibon; 111. tnuneut · iu Jiue order, aud reconls ueatly kept.
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J11eteorologicnl 8U1n1J-ta'r y.
Year.

I
I ~IP:tn har -

Month.

'

ometer.

r:~in-

Mean ther- 1 Total
mom et er.
fall.

Prevailing wind.

I

1871 .. Octo her.._-- _______ j

November.........
DPCPnt ber .. __ .. .. ..
1872 .. .January...........
F<•hrnary,. _______ ..
1\'Lm·h . ____________
ApriL ..... _.... __ ..
May...............

.J11ne...............
.July...............
AngnRt ..... _.. ____ .
September ... __ ....

~0-

150
300L5
30. 14
30.0£)
30.02
30 . 06
30. 09
30.01
29.U7
29.078
30. 042
30. 048

59
45
33
35
36
37
56

I· In~h~'j
1

68

75
81.2
79. :~
69. 5

3.24
1. 90
.r-18
1.46
3.06
3. 06
1.44
4.16
l.fl8
4. 59
5. 06

Northwest-

Northwest.
Son th west.
Nortlnvcst.
Northwest.
Northwest.
West.
Northwest .
Southwest.
Southwest.
Southwest.
North.

-----------------1

Anuualmean .... - -3-0.057 1_

BOSTON~

52.2 J

33.54

.r:-.;orthwest.

MASSACHUSETTS.

[Lati tnde, 400 20'; longitude, 71° 03 1. ]

The office at this Rtation remains at 103 Court street, where it was
located ~Lt the date of lm;t report. Full reports were received from all
stationR until June 30, 1872, and lm11etins and maps issued regularly.
From that date to August 21 the on l.Y reports received were those from
Burlington 1 Portland, aml l\fount Washington, which were here transferred to New York. Since A.ugnst 21, twenty-two reports have been
receive<l and pnblishe<l dnily. Other report~ will be added from time to
timP, aR thr. telegraphic facilities increase.
During the .vear, three thousand one bundred~and twelve maps and
three thom:;and eight hundred and eigbty bulletins have been issued,
and two thom;and two lt undred and forty-six press reports furnished to
the daily newRpapers. Tabular reports, monthly statements, and
sJ' nopses and probabilities have been published regularly by the press,
and a general interest manifested in the senTice.
Mr. Gaffiel<l, cl1ah'man of the meteorological committee of the Board
of Trade, bas displa.y ed marked interest in the condition of the station,
and rendered the office valuable assiHtance.
~Phe anemometer has been supplied with the telcRcopic rod for additional elevation, and also with the standard self-registering attachment.
The other im.;truments remain as at last report, auu are in good conclition. Sergeant II. E. Uole is still iu charge of the station, and. has perf()rmed hh; duties to the sati:-;f',wtion of this Office, and is favorably
mentioned by tlte meteorologi<'H I committee of the Board of Trade in
their annnal report. Private \Villiam Black has been on dnt,y as assistaut siuce Octo!Jer 23, 1871, and is reporte1l faithful and intelligent in
the performance of hiR <lntieR. All reports have been forwarded regularly and in proper form. Fourteen cautionary signals lHwe been displayed at this station during the year. In refercuee to one displayed
No\"Cill h(•r 14, 1871, the repott of the meteorological committee of the
Board of Trade states as follows:
'l'lw cantionary flag was <li splaye<l at ~.lfl p.m., ancl all vessels rPg-ar<lecl tho caution
and remained safely iu port, except the tar of the Ea 't, whose captain ventured out
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and was obliged to put back, the predicted gale coming on with great fnry at 12.1(
a.m. of ti.Je uext day. We neecl not aud that one captain certainly will in future
bear testimony to t.he value of the storm-sigua.ls, and willrcspect tllem implicitly.

In another part" of the same report the comm'ittee make the following statement:
Captain Nash, commander of the underwriters' relief steamboat. told the chairman of your committee that be wonlcl never leave port with a vessel when tlle
signal-officer predicted a comiug dangerons storm or gale of wind.. Ou one oecasion,
wheu tlle appearance of the sky to a snperficial observer might seem quite threateuing, Captain Nash, desiring to take a steamer out of port, applied to the signal-officer
at Portland, and was assured tllat for twenty-fonr honrs he would experience but light
breezes, and a flurry of snow dming the latter p~1l't of the tillle. Perfectly eonfidlll g
in the signal-officer, he immediately left the port, proceP-ded for seventeen hours i.n
almost perfect calm, then experienced the predicted flurry of sno\\' 1 and reached h1s
destination in safety.

The station was visited by an inspecting officer April 29, 1872, and
found in proper condition .

.J.lletcm·ologica l sttmmary.
Year.

Mean barorueter.

Month.

Mean ther- Totaf'al· r a_ in- 1 Prevailing wind._
11
mometer.
_

----1-----------------1

1871 .. October ... __ ... _...
November._ ..
Decem her .. . .. _....
1872 .. Jannary. ·---·- ·--·
February·-·- .. -·-·
March------. ·---·.
April. ____ .-----·-·
May.·---·----·--··
June-----Julv ·----- ---· .....
Angnst . ____ .. ___ •.
September . _. __ ....
Annual mean_. _.

Inches.

30.041
29. 9:)2
30.015
29.93tl
29. 9:30
29.931
29. 996
29.917
29.9:30
29.950
30. oo:~
30.001

54.2
39.8
28.39
27.53
2tl.55
26.40
46.31
57.17
67.G1
74.45
71.8
6:~. 8

5.!-!8 Northwest.
6. 42 Northwest.
3.38 Northwest.
2.11 North·west.
2.31 Northwest.
4.05 Nortllwe::;t.
1. 31 Northwest.
3.29 East.
4. 84 East.
4.00 Nortllwest.
10.G8 West.
6.04 Northwest.

29.964

48.8

54.31

------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Korth west.

BRECKENRIDGE, MINNESOTA.
This station was opened April10, 1872, by Sergeant C. A. Sba"-, who
still reruain8 in charge. Reports are sent to Saint Panl, where they are
transferred. ~ o reports are rccei ved from other station , and con.'eqnently no bulletinH or maps are i sued. The to,cvn is a Rmall one and
the termintv of a urauclt of the Northern Pacific HHi1ro~H1, aud th
o!lice iH located. in a small frame buil<li1Jg·, whore the instnuneut ' lwv 'a
fair exposure. The instnmwnt Rhelter i:-:; of the standanl pattern, awl
was made at~ \tint Paul all(l shipped to this point.
Latitn<1e of .-tation .... _...... _.. _. _.. ___ ........... ___ .
4fi0 16'
f)(;O :; -•t
TJongitnd of station ..... , .. _ ...... __ . _.......... .. --.}.1 ·vati(m of barometer ahoYe ~ea-leYcl . __ . _.. _ ..... _.... 1, 060 f(.•et.
l

Th :tation i.' . npp1iet1 with 011 b:1ronwter, one thermomct r, on hygrouwtc·r, one all •momcl ·r, ou • raiu gaug<>, au<.l oue wiud-Yau ·, all ofth
·ta wlanl patt ·m.
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.Meteorological surnmary.
Year.

Mean barometer.

Month.

Ul72 .. April ...........................
l\Iay ___ --· ... __ ....
Jnne ...............
Jnly ...... -·--·- ...
Angnst ---··------Se1'tember .... - ....
Meanfor6months.

Mean thermoruetcr.

Total rainfall.

Prevailing wind.

29.999
30.004
29.920
29.992
30.023
29.959

Inches.
41
..................... Northwest.
5:3
4.05
Sontueast.
65
5. 10
Southeast.
67.1
6.01
Southeast.
1. 78
65.1
Sontheast.
58.3
1. 18
Soutueast.

29.9d3

58.2

- - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - 18. 12*

Southeast.

*For five months.

BUl!,FALO, NEW YOHK.
[Latitude, 42° 53'; longitude, 78° 55'.]

No change has been made in the location of the office at this station
sinee the date of the last annual report. Full reports from all other
stations were receiYed until June 30, 1872, and published in the cnstomar.v maimer in the form of maps, bulletins, and press reports. Owing·
to the want of telegraphic facilities, the transmission of reports to this
station, in common with other~ on the lakes, was discontinued from
Jnl,y l to September 1, 1872. During this period the work of the station
was limited to the transmission of the local reports and the transfer of
those receiveu from Oamtda, which are re(:eived here from Toronto. On
the 1st of September the regular service was again resumed, and fifty
reports are uow received. au(l published regulady. During the year,
five thousau<l nine hunured and eigllty-three buJletins and four thousand
two hundred maps have been h;sued and distributed, and one thousand
one hundred aud ten reports furnished to the press for vublication. rrhe
leaclillg uewHpapen; haYe publi:;;hed regularly the tabular reportR, Aynopses, aud. prolmbilities, and weekly mHl monthly statewentH, and ht other
wa:ys shown a desire to assist in the development of the service. The
meteorological committee of the Board of Trade has assisted the observer in various ways, and its members manifest a lively interest iu the
work.
T\venty-fiYe cautionary signals were displayed between October 29,
1871, and September 1. 1872, twenty of which are reporte<l as having
been full,y jm;ti.fied. Under date of October 30, 1871, the observer
reports:
Several vessels held in port unring the (lay, although tbo wiuc1 did not exccecl
twcuty wiles per hour. Tlw sigual gayc cutin:> satisfaction, an<lmay br considered a
SUtC('S;) •

.NorembfJ' 10, 1R71.-Signnl for Novemher 10,1871, fully jns!jfietl, anc1 very generally
rcganled hy 111arincrs. A l:trgc number of vebsels held in port uutil sigual wa::;lowered;
gan~ e11tire sati~f'<ICtiou .
.Nol'rmbw15, 1 71.-An unknown amount of ]H'O]Wrty, and perlntps a great manv lives
have hl'en H:tvc<l. Tlw warning was giv(~ll some fiftet•n honrs hefore the fnll violeuce
of tlJe Htnnu wa-; felt at this sf ation. It was h(·P<lt"rl hy <fll sailorFI, nn<l no YPssels left
thi.· port during it~ display. The storm was tho most violent kuowu on the lakes for
yean;.
Xorembrr 2-t, 1871.-Stonn unusually seYere; signal fully justified. No vessels left
this port <1min g its <liHplay.
Srple;mber ~:>, 1 72-This warning was generally observed; no vessels leaving during
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its tlisplay, except one schooner, which left on the moruing of tl1e 2:Jth, hnt returne(l
in a few hour~, ~omewhat dawaged. Among the lake men it was regarded a::; a .-cry
good hit.
8epton7wr ~0, 1872-Thi:;; cautionary was observc·d hy all classes of mariners. No \eSsels left the harbor· during the time it was displayed, a.lt.hongh se\'en w!'re rca~ly to
start ou the morning of the 2()th of Septe111l.wr, <tlld would l.lave done ~o if the ::>l}.pwJ
bad not Leon hoisted. There is no do11ut in the minds of all hnt that a great man~·ln'es
and an imm0nse amount of propPrty were saved IJy this cautionar~· sigual, as the gale
was very severe.

In his semi-annual report to this office of Januar,Y 1,. 1872, the obserYer remarks: "Tug captains probal>ly gh'e the weather-reports more
attention than any other class of mari11e men, and prov<><l very adnmta·
geons to them in calculating \\"here to look for Yessels which are dne or
in distress. The press of the city shows every disposition to give the
service publidty, and promote its interests;" and on July 1, he reports:
"The liveliest interest is now manifested b:v all classes of citizens in the
service, and the office is thronged daily by visitors, commercial men,
pleasure-seekers, &c., and the weather reports are relied upon." * * *
''The demand for the reportR was so great at the opeuiug of navigation
that the 11umber used had to be very nmeh increased-the weather maps
taking precedence of bulle tim;." * * * "The display of cautionary
signals is landed in e\ery instance, and no sailor risks bis craft on the
lakes while the sigual is flying."
Sergeant Allen Buell was in charge of the station until relie\.,.ed .July
17, 187:3, hy Sergeant William McElroy. Both men have sho\Hl themselves energetic and \\""ell qualified to lH.'rform their duties. Priv<:tteJohn
Clark "·as on duty as m~sistant until February 16, 1872, when he was
replaced lJy Private Taylor, who still remains autl bas given sntisfaction.
The station was im;pected in the latter pad of July, aud fonutl in good
condition.
In addition to the instruments named in last report, the station is
provided with a large wind-vane of the stan<lanl pattel'n, aud the telescopic rod and self-registering sta11<lard attachments to the anemometer.

Jl!eteorologicct,l summm·y.
Year.

I ~1eau

Month.
l>ar-11\Iean therl---------l--o-nl_e_te-·r_. _
nwmcicr.

1871.. Octoher______ _____
Kovemhrr.........
lkeellllJer .. ________
1872._ Jannary -----·----Fl'hrnary ___ . __ ..• _

____________ .
April-------------·

~larch

)lay .. __ ..·.________
.June ... ___________

.July_______________
A ll:,!;llst

---- _. __ • __

·j

>St·ptelll1Jl't'-----·---

I
2!J.9H7

Totfa1. rain- Prevaili ug wind.
11
a .
Inclll'.q,
l.!i4

Sontl1west.

:~.60

NorthweHt.

2.5:>

WPst.

30.014

54.3

2U.!J45)

34.7
27.6

29 !)(i;)

2fi.4

29. H-10
2!J.(J()i:l

7

1.94

27.2

2. :21

2U.!.J:JO

40.7
Gt. 7

2. ;t:3

(ifl.:~

:~.;):2

2!UJ0;)
29.:-1().1

;,W,SI"-1.1

~f>.

1.:{0
1.4:3

Wl'st.
Wl'st.

West.
Sourhwc·st.

Rontltwl'st .
Sonthw<:st.

:.w. !J 1:2

7:1.4

J.(j(j

W!·>~t.

7:t

1. !)4

f-:\ont h\\'t•.,t.

2D.!Jil

G1.H

4.:341

:Sonth\\"t•:-t.

Anmw1nwan .... :--~W.U 12

:~

~--~ --2.-!.:36

1-'outhwo:-..t. - -

-----'l'lH. wilJ(l: ecm.-iclcr ,<1 (lftllgc·ronk to nrrvi(J'ntion at tlliH . tntion nre
tho.<· frm11 the northwpst, wit.h a. H~lodt.y of twenty-five mil •s IH'l' hom
and upward Hll<l from the . outhwv. t from tweuty mile.' per hour anti
U}>\\ al'd.
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BURLINGTON, VERMONT.
[Latitude, 44° 29'; longitude, 73° 11'.]

The location of the otlice at this Rtation has not been changed since
the date of tlH' last report, nor is a change considered desirable at present.
Heports have been sent from the station without interruption during t.he
year, but :since Jnly 1, 1873, none have been returned. Two thousand
anu twelve l.mlletins have been issueu. No reports were furnislled the
pre:-:;s.
The station was inspected in May, 1872, and the instruments and
office found in good order. A large wind-Yane, of the standard pattern,
has been <l(l<led to the instrumPnts on band at last report.
Sergeant f}eorge II. Ellery has remained in charge during the year,
and has forwarded. all tlle reports promptly, and given general satisfaction.
Owing to the fact that this is a station of observation and report only,
and does not receive reports from other stations, the citizens feel less
interest in its operations than they otherwise would.

Jl1.eteorological surnmary.
-

Mean Larometer.

Mean thorlllOllleter.

1871 . . October ______ -----·

30. 03:~
2!),995
29.072

1872 .. ,J llllttl'y------- .. -.

29.9~4

FchrHary -·---- ---·
l\Jaruh _____________
April __________ .. __
1\la.y. ·--- ·-----

29.905
29.840
29. r<o:~
29. 900
29. 908
29. 1;83
29.9()5
29.979

47.7
26.7
24.5
16.3
19.2
17. 7
42. 7
54.7

Year.

Month.

Novemher. ___ . ____ DeecmlJer .... _. ----

.....

p

,JllllC ,_- ---

Jnly. ________ -----Angnst ·-··---- ---·
Septcll1ber. -- ____ -Auu nal mean ___ .

- -- - -

Total ra,infall.

Prevailiug wind.

Inche.<J.

2.75
. 73
. 78

71.8
70. 4
60.8

. 42
.13
. 13
. 7:3
3. 59
3.66
7.27
9.70
3.38

43.2

33.27

66.0

South.
Northwest.
South.
Sonth.
South.
South.
South .
South.
Sonth.
Sout1J.
South.
Soutb .

- - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - 29.931

South.

--- ---

CAIRO, ILLINOIS.
[Latitu<le, 370 00'; longitude, 89° 00'.]

Tlte location of the office at thiR station remains unchanged. Previous to .July 1, 1872, a sufficient uumber of reports were received to
enaule the observer to issue a map each moruing, and tbe bul letins three
timeH daily, hut since that date the only reports receiYed haYe been
from the riYer stations in tbe afternoon, and but one bulletin is therefore issuc~<l; The total nnmber of umps is::med during the year is one
thousand one hundred aud fifty-two; of bulletins, four thousand one
hmH1red and eigLty-eigbt, and three llundred aud sixty-six reports furnish d the press.
On the 1st of January the observer began to make regular daily observations of the rise and fall of the Ohio Hiver, using for that purpose
the gauge constructeu by the United States Engineer Corps. These
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observations ha.ve been sent with each regular after~oon telegraphic
report, and distril.mtecl with that report to all tile principal cities ou
the western rivers.
The station has been inspected twice during the period CO'\'erecl by
this report-once in November, 1871, and again in Angm;t, 1872. At
the first inspection several of the instruments were fonnd improperly
located, and suitable ch;mges were made. At the second inspection, the
station was found in good working order.
Sergeant Thomas L. Watson has been in charge dudng the year, assisted by Private James M. Watson. Both men are favorably rneutioued
for their intelligence by the inspecting officers, and all the telegrapllic
reports from the station have been regularly transmitted; some delay
has occurred in forwarding the mail reports.
The anemometer is provided with the standard self-registering attachment, aud tile small wind-vane on hand at last report has be·en replaced
by a large one of the standard pattern.
The inspecting officer reports as follows, in reference to the interest
taken in the serviee:
The citizens takc·a great interest .in the weather service, and visit the office ancl. the
places ·where the maps and bulletins are posted daily, when the reports are recetvNl.
The river reports n.re particularly valnable, and are studied with as much interest and
profit as the market reports.

111 eteorological summary.
Year.
---

Mouth.
- -·

Mean barometer.

Mean thermometer.

30.122
30.130
30.230
30.270
30.063
30.150
30.049
30.054
30.04.2
:30.028
30.07H
:30. OG1

60.3
4:~. 9
34.5
31. :3
37.9
4:3.4
61.4
6tl.7
75.7
79. 8
80.2
70.7

Total rainfall.

Prevailing wind.

Inches.

1871 .. October ...... ·----·
~O\'ember

........... -·-·

Decemlwr ..... ____ .
1872 .. Jannary ...........
February . .......... ___ ..
March .............
April .... ·---·· ....
:M ay··---· .........

June ...............
•Jnly ...............
August .........•..
September ...... _..
Annual mean ......

----

3.81
2.93
4. 25
. 1. 44
2.26
2.02
4.52
5.00
1. 7U
3.45
. 19
2.56

Southeast.
Northea. ·t.
Northwest.
We::;t.
North.
Northwest.·
B(lUthea::;t.
Sont h wc:-.t.
Sontllwcst.
Sontlt .
North .
SontlJ.

30.107 - - 57.:~ ,--:34.22 1 Sontlterly. - -

E.rtrartR from olw·rl'cl''8 journal, Ji'cln·um·y 9, 1P72.-Slight shock of rarthqnakc ~H'
t..,·ecH four. aucl f_tv.e o' clock a.m., lasting ahont ten seconds; calm nearly all day with
the excPp tum oi ltgiJt north aJHl west wi111ls.
Mardt :n, 1 72.-Tlw wiutcr jtt.t }HtH , t:d is getJt•rally eonct·(1ctl to ki\'P heo·n tltc
SC\'en:~t iu mauy ~ <~ars at this vlac:o, antl baH lwl'u c!Jit'fh t1i stitt••·ni~hllll hy the rewarJ·ahle awl eonti iH;t·cllow stag<! of walt•r i nihc ri vPr::;, :w(1 thn fr~cJIH'li<'Y :1nthcnrity of
the~· c·ol1l ,..,lla ps" and thP h:H·kwal'lhH·!;H of' spring. Th e hloo111ing of JH':II'h-trc•t:-;, ju..,t
cont llll-i on clnriug the la:.t lbyo of March, took plac·c ill the middle of February ill th •
prt:ccdllJg y ·ar.
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CAPE 1\f.AY, NEW JERSEY.
[Latitude, 3D 0 , 00'; longitude, 74° 58'.]

No change has been made in the location of the office at this station,
uor is auy eom;idered desirable at present. No reports are received
here, the station being used for ob~ervation and report and the display
of eautiouary siguals only. Of the signals, twenty-two were displayed
between Oetober 28, 1871, and September 1, 1872, with satisfactory
results. No bulletins, maps, or press reports have been issued. The
station was inspected iu .April, 1872, and some irregularities in the
manner of keeping· and exposiug the iustrumeuts corrected.
Sergt>aut T. F. Townsend remains in eLarge, and has given satisfaction by tl1e promptuess with whielt his reports.Juwe been forwarded and
the neatness of bis offieial papers. Since July 1, 1872, the midnight
reports ha,Te not been forwarded until the succeeding morning, the telegraph oftiee closiug IJefore the hour of making the observation. The
transmission of tlle miduight eautionary signal orders is from the same
cause rendered impossible.
Jieteorological summary.
Year.

Mean baroructer.

Montll.

Meanthermometer.

Total rainfall.

Prevailing winds.

-1871_. October .. ____ ·----Nov ern her ................
Decem her . ____ .. - __
1872 .. January ·---------·
l•'eurnary __________
March ------------·
April . _____ . ____ . __
May.·------··----·
Jnne·----· ---·- --·July ___ --· _____ . __ .
Angnst ............. ·----September·----·-·.
Annual mean·-·---

Inches .

30. 15
30.04
30. 12
:30.01:3
:30.01
30. o:34
30.070
2D.985
30.000
29.9HO
30.047
:~o. 04H

59
31.5
31.7
36. 1
48
59. 1
66.8
75.1
7:3. 1
67.4

1.50
2.15
3.27
3.09
4.51

30.047

51.8

42.26

4!~
~~0

4.91
6.42
2.90
2. 9£)
2.99
6.61
. 92

South.
Northwest.
Northwest.
Northwest.
Northwest.
Nort.hwest.
South.
South.
South.
Sontll.
So nth.
Northwest.

------------- -----Northwest auu
south.

CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA.
[Latitude, 32° 45'; longitude, 79° 57'.]

The location of the offwe at tltis station remain.;; unchanged. Full
reports from all stations wr.>re reeeived here until Jnne 30, 187~, when
their transmission was (li:-.;eontiuned, owing to the want of proper telegraphic facilities. The report~ from this station ba\re been sent without interruption to the celltral oltice. During the year two thousand
seven hundred and ninety-seven lmlletins have been is:-med, and five
hundred and eighty-six reports furnished to the press. No maps were
priuted at this station. The afternoon synop. es and probabilities is the
only one received here, anc1 js printed in the morning papers of the succeeding clay. The montl1ly ~-;mmJutries are pnbliHhed regularly. Dnring
the year four cautionary signals were disphtyed, two of which were fully
juHtified, and the others partially so.
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The station was inspected for the first time in July, and found to be
in good general condition. So11w slight irregnlaritit>s in tlte expmmre
and care of instruments, and in the manner of 1u'eping official records,
were noted aud corrected. This station is supplied with the large
standard wind-vane, and witll the telescopic rod and standard selfregistering attachment for the anemometer.
Sergeant J. E. Evans remains in charge and has performe(\ his duties
sa.tisfactorily. Tho inspecting officer remarks in his report upon the
station:
The sergeant in charge is a faithfnl and intelligent man, and very zen.lons in ~he
performance of his duhei:i, with whicll he seems tlwronghly acqmtinted. Th~~ stl~t.wn
genemlly is in better working order than any I have vi~it.ed. Hr>th he anrlbts assistant are spoken of in high terms by tl1e presidents of the Board of Trade and Chamber of
Conuueree, and by the mcmuer~ of tl.1e meteorologica,l committees.

Private J. O'Dowd was on dnty as asRistant until called in for promotion, April 22, 1872. He was succeeded by PriYate Sidney Powell,
who still remains. In reference to the interest felt by the citizens in the
sen·ice, the inspecting officer says:
The cotton interested portion of the commnnity, perhaps more tban any other class,
take especial interest iu the rel_)orts. Mr. Ottin, a kading cotton-broker, r:;tntes that he
l1as been governed to a great extent in hil'3 investments by tl1e weather roports. Mr.
Trenholm, ex-presi<leut of the Boanl of Trade, states that tltero is a gmwml demand
among cotton-growers for more stations in their respective districts, to the end tbat,
if possiule, tho bws 'IVhich govern the loc<tl raitH;hmus in t,lwse pa,rts migltL be more
fully comprehended, a11d the elmractur anrl approach of sn ·h storm'!, which greaMy
inflnence the season, foretold with more ct•rtainty. Tlw agrienlt nml, even lllore than
the mercantile, population iu this section is interested in the state of the weather.

Jleteorological
Year.

s~t1wmary.

Mean bar-1 Mean thcrometer.
mometer .

Month.

-----1------------------1--------

Incltc.s.

30. 1:-JO

60

30. OG

50

30.19

49
45
48.5
51

May . ___ ....• _.. __ _

:30.111
:30. 02:~

.Jnnc ______ ·--·----·

30.045

74.9
79.7

Jnly ---.---- .. _ _ _ __

~0. o:->6
:30.0:>;)

84. 1
81.13

:W.053

77.8

__

30.1:3

29.994
::30. 070

Auunalmeau ______ --:W.07()

Prevailing wind.

1-----------1---------------

1871. _ October_ ... ____ .___
November .. ___ . __ .
December ______ ---·
18i2 . . .Jann~uy -----···--·
Fehnmry ·--··----Marth . ___ . _. _. _...
April.----··--·-·--

Angnst ---· ---· ---'cpteUJber -----·--·

Total rainfall.

G5.6

~--

G5.G

CIIBYE~ TNB, \VYO~II~G

4 . 76
4. 09
3. 67

Northe:tst.
Northeast.
Sont.hwest.

~t78

Northwt~st.

5.13
9. 78

Northwest.
Sonthwest.

2.46
6.:30

East.

1.H7

:w

2.
7.81

7.8~

Soutlnvc·st.
Ronth\\'est.
Ronthwe:-~t.

Sonth.
, onthwest.

~--5H. 8:3 ,_~:~11\Y<:st.-=-=

TEitiUTOHY.

[Latitudt-, .no 12 '; longitude, 1040 42'.]
Th~ ofJ!ec at thi: station wa~ remo\"'rcl Fehrnary 20, 1R72, to t'l10 npp r
tOl'.Y of tlH· hnilding· at the <·orllct of Ferg:mwn a1Hl Sixt(·pnth :trl' 't5
wlH!re it, Rtill remaiw.;. Tlw shelt('r pn~j(•et: from :t wiudow, ancl i: of
tb. :tanclar<l pattem. The· C'Xpn 'lll'P of the wind- aue mwmolllctt>r, ancl
l'U111-gaurr ·, on the roof of t.l1c l.Hlilfliug i:-; good. Hcpol'ts 11·om ten ta-
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tions were received here, and puulislied in tlle autlwrized manner until
J nne 30, 187~, when the failure of the telegraph compauy to carry out
the plan of the Signal-Oflice cansed their suspensiou. Arrangements
were made, lwwever, "'ith another company to transmit the reports,
and Hittee Septemuer 1, 1872, the same number have been received. as
befor0 the iuterrnption. Reports from Dem·er and Santa Fe are receiyecl
here and tntnsferred to Chicago.
During the year eight hundred and forty-eight bulletins have been
issued, and one hundred and sixty-two reports furnished the press.
Since January 1 the Cheyenne Leader bas pnulislled daily a s.rnopsis
of the report immeJiately preceding the hour of publication. No maps
are issued at tllis station.
The anemometer is provided with the standard self-registering attacbmellt, and a staudanl wind-vane of the largo size is in use. Sergeant A.
C. Dobuinl:l i8 still in charge of the station, and bas conducted it since
i~s establishmeut without au assi8taut, and without missing a siugle report. All reports have been for warded punctually au<l iu creditaule form.

Meteorological su1nrna1·y.
I

Year.

Month.

I

Mean barometer.

Mean tiJermomctcr.

--------------------·:---------1871-- October.___________
Novcml>er . ----.--DPecm her . ____ . ___ .
1872 __ JannHry. __________
Ft>lmwry ----·-·--·
1\Ian·h ·------·----·
April- ·----·-----1\l:t,Y.----·--···---·
Jnnc·--------·-··--

29.419
:3H4
2!.>. 418
2f).!J2D
29.859
2!.>.917
2!J.876
2!J.9DO
30.041
:w.098
:-W.l16

~umutl~'lll~-...

29.840

Total rainfall.

Prevailing wind.

------1

Inches.

46.0 I
2.-:l.!) 1
28. 0
2().6
30.9 I

~9.

.JnlY------·----·--·
Angnst ·- ____ ·-- __ .
Sept.cml>er __ __ _____ I ~O.O:ki

1

. 24 West.
• 66
Northwest.
. 16 West.
.02 Northwest.
.27 West.
.!38 Nort.hwest.
l.(il / West.
1.90 Nortll.
1.84 West .
:t90 Wl:'st.
2. 05 West.

3:~.0

3d.:~

J

52.0
(il.:J

____
_

G4.f> I
65.1
55.0 ---~Northwest. _ _

-~~~2

1

i

_

~~· ~5 ~

West. _____ _

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.
[Latitude, 41' G2'; longitude, 87° 35'.]

The great fire of October 8, 1871, de!:;troycd the office rmd instruments
at this station, and it was not until the 14th that a new location was
obtail1ed, with great difiiculty, at No. 10 West ltandoJph street. In
regard to the fire tllC observer, in his journal for October, 1871, says:
Octobel' 16, 1871.--Took possession of new offic~;~, No. 10 \Vest Randolph street, yesterday. Have been without records from Octol>er 8 uutil to-da~', everything official
haxiuglJ!'!'U cle;;tro,yc(luy the great fire, Oetol>er 8 all'19. 'fJH· ohsernttion n,t, 10.53p. m.,
October 8, w;1!> taken an<l trausmittecl as nsllal. At half paHt 9 an alarm of :fire was
rung. Tlt('l'e had lwen a vrr.v large fire tllfl precNling night, wbich was snhdned with
diliiculty. 'I'he weather was intensely dry, au<l tiJe wind blowing from the sontll-southwe t with a. velocity of about twenty mile:; per hour. Accordingly, when by 10 o'clock p.
m. tbe fire h:ul incn·a.sed instead of <limiuishing, many people tumcd ont to Hee it, not
from alarm, lmt simpl,v for the sak(' of the spectacle. At 10.:l0 the fire was still confinecl to two l1locks, with a strong bold of only one. The firemen at tllis time seemed
to llave a fair cllauce of checking it, still the bnruiug was so great as to enable one, by
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the light of it, to read the time on t,Jw city clock, one-nnd-a-half miles distant. The
·wind " -as carryiug th<~ sparli:s right throngh the ceuter of the city, the line lying only
two blocks west of the city hall. Stilluo one fdt alarmed, except those in the immediate vici11ity. I m~·self ;vas present, nnd had seeu the much larger fire of the precediug night cltecked by the ri\'er. By 12 p. UJ. t he fire had increasell considerably in
area and intPnsity, bnt as t,h e wind was sout.IJ-sonthwP-st, an<l the ri\'er ran due north
and south, there Heemecl as yet bnt little <lnnger for anything lwyontl the river. Hitherto tlw tire had been propagated, and wi t h no great velocity, merely hy contact with
the flame~:>, lmt towm·cl 1 a. m. the heat of the fire bacl become so intem;e as greatly
to in cr ease the power of the win<l in tlte inH1l<'<liate ueighhorhood o:f the fln, me~. This
was especially the cnse on the Past anll west of the fim toward the front, the wind
ulmving straight toward the tire in allllirections. Wit.hin forty yards of the blaze. I
cstunated the ''iu<l blowing from the east toward it at thirty ruilcs per honr. Tins
caused a <leei<led whirling motion in the colutuu of flame ;wd smoke, which was
contrary to th e hnn<ls of a watch.
Blazing pieces of timuer of consi(1era.ble size were now whirled aloft, antl carried to
tht~ uorth-11ortheast, st.art.iug new fires as they ft·ll. These no 1v iires being in the line
of the smoke were invistble to those at the old lire. One of tho fires was on the east
side of the river, only a ft:w blocks from the com't-honse. By2 o'cloek the court-honse,
with all the heantifnl hnil<lings a,ronnd it, waH in tlalllCS. The conflagration was now
proceeding iu the line of the wind as fa~:>t as a man could walk. By :3 a. m. the waterworks, two miles to tl1e northeast of the comt-lwnse, were bnrnnl. The city having
h een thn~:> tlivitled in two by a slH•et of 1Lun(', the fire eoutinne<l to work its way more
lci:mrely ro the east an<l wPst at right a.ngllls to tlw wind, ns well as rigltt·, in the teeth
of it. The fire on the night of the 7th alone s~we<l the \Ve8t Division. It IJa<l hnrned
two t1loeks in brml.<lth <lown the west :-;i(le of t.be river. The tire on the Hth origiuated
only a few ulocln; fnrther south, lienee it conl<luot progrf'ss north for w:wt of Itlaterial.
On tbe ea.~:>t sid ·of tl10 river, iu the south dil'ision, the fim continne<l to work to1vanl
tlw em;t; th is it (li(l with t.lw grt>ntest rapi<lity at the sont h ern limit of the ('onilagration, 1weanse there the unbunw<l bmtsPs l1roke the witHl, and cansell a hack cnrrrnt at
the base of the l>uil<lingB. As soon as th e lire h:ul t.hns got a new Rwath of uonses llefore it, au<l the wind hehitHl it., away iL went tearing, tltttH satlly snrp ri :;ing many \Yho
were congmtnlating tlwmselve~:> because tlw first rn~-;h of flnnw ha<l sparr<l them.
The TrihnJJe JH"'t>lo tlwnght the strPngt.h of thPir hnil1ling ha1l S<lVetl tltt•m, lweanse
H. lay at'the ex tremity of one of the swath8. TllH next one took it. In tlw north
division the !irst rush of the Hre I'eaclle<l th o lake, au<l then worked its way westward
to t!Je riv e r. This it did not accomplish bofore 1~ noon on the Bth. The wind bad l.>y
H a. n1. increase<! to twrbaps twe nty-live miles p<'r ll onr, nt the 1listance of three lllil!'S
to the sont hwest of the fire. In the itnlll Pt li:tLe vicinity of it, au<l <'spPeiall.v in the
streets rnn11ing ea'lt an<l west, it was blowin .~ with the force of a hnrriean e , lifting up
on the uorth tli<l<J whole \)()ming WOIHleu bllilllings :uul pitching them on tlw tops ?f
others. Tlw wiJHl, hlowing in allllin,dion::; toward tho lire, eoufnst•<l .·o nJP p<!Ople· Ill
tlwir ('lH1eaYors to eSl':l(H'. This also C<tttSt'<l the J-ire to progress along tlw tops of t.he
bnildings lH'fore tbe wind , nnd along the l1a ses against, t.he wind. Tlu-' heat was Illtense. The unil<lings in front and at the s ides of tho lire began !irst to Snl<Jke from the
lwat nuliaLiug front tlw hnrning. Then, in many caHoH, withont wniti11g for a tongne.
of flame to tonch them, they wonl<l all at oJJCt' bnrst into ;t hhtzl'. To talk of fire-prool
lmildings in the mi1lst, of sneh a fnrnar n i:; ah:mnl. Steel was mclte<l in inntunerable
casefl, an<l sto1wH an<l hriek W<'l'P hnr·tw<l to pow<lPr.
The lirPmen at lir~o>t <'JHleavorcd to clwek the fire in iront. AR soo11 ns the fire lt:Hl
gnthere<l in fore<· Tl1is was not eY('ll to be thonght of; not n. single drop of wat('r tonl'l
rcuth the lirP. The wind swq.t it aloft; b<·sich·s, tht· firemen had to lookont. 'enral
of tlw <·ngines whidl wpnt to th e fronL at, fin;t got hnmL; othl'l'S m:ulP fut.ile pff<~rt
along tlw sille of the fire, playing at righr-angle!'l to tile witHl. The lire ate in hd1~LHl
thew, atJu they ha<l to l'llll. I saw se1'eral engine~:> lJefore the wat1·r Htopp<~d domg
noth.ing. At.lcugt h t!tey flaw what tlwy eonltl 1lo, :uHI coufinecl tiH; lltsd,·t::> to tha~.
Lcttlllg tbe fire have free sco pe to Lhe north atul east, tlwy en<lP:tvon·<l to Jll'('\'l'nt 1t
~ro1n :<p['(~a(l in.g flonth against tlw wincl. In this tlwy sncce('tlP<l, cutting it oil' jn
a
Jt ,~· a . )Jrt'parlllg to lay bold of illllll{'llSe pil•·s of lumber \Yhich lay along thl' U\'('1':
Thtl:i was <lone ahout :3 a. m. ::\londa:y. Th e efforts of the Iireuwn, Janwd for wnnt ot
water, were al,]y seeo nclu<l hy gunpowder in the fon •uoon in the ~;onrhern di\·i~ion.
Th.e ~o;~un£: agPnt h:ul lwen <:mploy<·d to ehN·l · tIt<· north" ard progress of the fir', hut m
vam. Towanlnoon1he further JH'O~l'<!flH of tlio fire Honthwnnl wa:> thu · 1:heek(•(l. Iu
tht! nor~lwm clivi. itm it, h :ul reachecl it8 lintit abont the ame time, ha1• in~ unrut
C\'t•r_rth tllg that wonlcl huru out, a.· far as Lincoln Park, auout fum nlil<~!:! fmm th e
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'I h · lo s of lift· wa.· ~r ·nt •. t a lou~ tlu:}lath of the fir:;t rn. h of fire; it ramP. -o ~nllcl n
• ncluut·Xp<~l't<·d. Only tlJCJst: who di<:<l in thP strPets ha,·e been recovcrc<l. Thn very
lt~J,IIf• of tho. · ~vlw Wl'l'n in t lw httilc!ing!:l wo1tld be hun]('d.
l he oiJ !'t"Yatlon-otli ··lay rigltt in the patll aloug, ·hich the conflagration mow d
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its first swath, from the southwest through the center of the city to the northwest. I
went to the Keene of the fire between 10 anclll p.m., and did not think of t.he clttnger
until too late. Kaufmnn was on dnty, and saved M1e most valuable of the instruments,
but only foe a time. He carried tbclll to his ]o<lp;iugs, which lay neare1· the lake, and
retnrned to rind ;~ll the bnil<hngs around the office in a blaze. Tltiuking himself safe,
he went back to hi:; lodgings t~nd went to sleep, and awoke in t.ime to tincl the flames
jnst upon hi111. Snatching his trunk, he escaped to the lake. Many trunks were lying
there in fl<ttnes, an<[ he pitr;hecl his into the water. It might have been possible to
have ~;aved everyt.hing by pwcnring n vehicle at ilrst; bnt vehicles vvere scarcely to be
]1a<l. A jeweler, only a ulock from the ouscrvatiou-office, is sa.id to ha.ve oiferell a thOtlsand dollars lin· one in vain.
At 10 a. m. Monday I endeavored to find a telegraph-office, but could not; neither
conld I fitt<l a po'lt-office. I wrote a letter and po'lt.ed it in a letter-box. Early ou the
lOth I nwt au opern,tor, who ittforrnerl me where to find the telegraph-office; sent off a
message, aU<llpft, my a.<l<lress both at the post-office atHl telegmph-offieP; ever.vthing
in confttsion, and something like the fahlf~d "st.ate of na.tnre" int.rotlnced. Citizens
attacked with a ~;n pposi tit ions iueenuia.ry mania.; dangerous to go behiml a house for
any purpose. .Fonncl Kn.nfntau.
On the 11 tit. wa,iteu; Sergeant Downes arrived.
On the l2Lli, fonnd Sergeant Downes; reports sent in the afternoon.
On the 1:3th, en<leavore<l to find n. n>om of some sort; fonucl that the price of rooms
bacl t.rehle<l :ltt<l <l_ll:.ttlmple<l, especially in honseR of any pretension.
On tbe 14th 1.ltere was a cotmiderablc min-fall, p erhaps an inch; still continue I in
S(•:nch after an office. An idea of tlw <learth of rooms mav be obtained from the fact that
·w lwn w·e sottght to rrmt a room in Brig·gs' Hon'>e, which· has a VM.Y snitaule roof, tlle
proprietor iufortrted us that lte wonl<l ue very happy to accommodate ns, bnt tlmt in
the smallest of his room:; lte h:ul six persons sleeping at four dollars n. head. Finally,
for lack of a, l>Pt(Pr, rented present offlee, No. 10 \Vc;;t Randolph street.
To-day, tlto H>tiJ, the observations have been taken as nsnal, all except the velocity
of the \\'in<l. \Ve have reo wntches, au<l have song·ht in vain to procnr<' a satHl-gln,ss.
October 17.-The secrdary of tlJC bo:ml of trade Jesires that the reports ue bulletined
as nsual in tlte <'Xternpori~e\l ball.
October 18.-Profcssor Lapham :tncl Colonel Stone t.o-<lay visited the office. Colonel
Stone, in1i ~>e> ing from thl' lit'(', liad his ulanket bnmccl OD his back. Proii~ssor J.lapham
promised a table of corrections.
October 20.-0utaiued a table of b:1rometricaJ eorreetions for altitude from Professor
Lapham.
Octouer 2:3.-Commcncecllmlletining <ts mmal. The_Board of Trade meets in a low
hall, bastil.v preparctl; it is exceedingly crowded.

J11strumeuts were sent from the central office immediatc'ly npon receipt of the telegTa phic aimon11eement of the disaster, but did not reach
the observer until the l~th, upon which date report~ were re:sumed and
contiuued witl10ut further interruption, so far as ~ending was concerned,
altlwnglt it was some days af'terward before full reports were received
regularly, O\\'iug· to the crowded couditio11 of the telegraph lines leading
into the eity. A flag- ~taft' for the <li:play of cautionary signals was
er<>eted willt as little delay as practicable, and a new pri11ting-press for
the issue of W('ather-ma.ps sent from New York. Tl.le office was removed
Juur 11, ll)72, to No. 80 South .Market Htreet, wl1ere a room was leased
for one year, with the pri,·ilegc of renewe:tl. The location wa:s as good
as conl<l be obtained in view of tile nnsettle<l colldition of affairs
iu the city at tile time of its oceupation, bLlt recent clu:tngcs in the telegraphic arrangement of the office have rendered. it mumitable, and a
remoYal will be necessary at an early d~tte. The pres<mt exposure of
instruments on the roof is excellent, aud the location is a favorable one
for the di:-;play of signals. The large wind-vane, rain-gange, and anemometer are on the roof, the lattt>r im~trnmcnt being elevated on a telescopic rod, and provided with the stall(lard self-registering attachment.
The in ·trnment-sheltrr is of the stan11ard pattern, ~lll(l pr,~jects from a
window facing the north, an<l contains a full supply of i11:struments.
Durmg the year tllel'e have been i, ued four thousand six hun<lred aud
:fixe bulletins, and seven t.housa.nd eight hundred and fifty-four maps,
au<l fisc thousand and twenty-three report ha,-e been furnished to the
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press. Previous to the fire, the leading papers published full taunlar
reports, but since that time they only appear occasionally.
The probabilities appear regularly when received; but, unfortunately,
the miduight oues are sent Yery irregularly from New York, aud the
morning papers are compelle<l to u~e those issued the pre·dons afterrwon. Full reports were received here until June 30, 1872; frorn that
date until July 29, 1872, the only ones recei\Ted were those from the
west, nort,hwest, and south'west, which were collected here and transfened to the central office, V'ia, New York. From J nly 29, 1872, until September 1, full reports from all statious 'vere receive<l at midnight, Ne'v
York scn(ling all not obtained from other sonrces, aml the map was
printed during the night, containing, in addition to the reports in fnll,
the afternoon probabilities of the previous day. This map was read;rfor issue at <la~·light, aud was distributed freely throughout the prineipal busiuess portions of the cit,v. Since September 1, fnll reports are
recciYcd three times each da,y, but tlle morning ones come iu so late tllat
the publieation of the midnight map is continued. As soon as the
change to the morningis~me can be made without prejudice to the public
interests it will be <lone.
Tile station was inspected in August, and office and instruments found
in good. condition. 'rue inspector reports that the obserYer in charge,
Sergeant 'flleod.ore 1\1m;her, i~ "au intelligent man, and a zealous mtd
experie11ced observer.'~ lie took charge of the station July 17, 1872,
1·elieYing Sergeant .l\Iackintosh, tran~fened to CleYelaud on that d<tte.
At pre:::;ent there are three assistants on duty there, the uatnre and
amount of work doue requiring thnt nnmlwr. Tue report::; are re~~t,ive<l
at follr diil'erent telegmph-offices, widely ::;eparat('<.l from each other, and
tlwit· collPetion from the8e oflices is a work of much dirtieult;v, and at
11ight not wholly free fi·o111 personal risk. .An·allg'Cilteut::-_.; are in progre~s
for tlw coni4oli<lation of the several telegraph-ofliecs, so far a!S Uuitecl
States bm;iues~ is concerned, and it is lwpe<l they will JH'OYe sucee~:-;fnl.
Twe11ty-niue cautionary siguals were displaye<.l at thi;-; station fmm
Octobt~r ~!.), lo71, to ::;t>pt<.•Inber 1, 1o7:3, tweut.y o'f which are reported as
fully jn~titied. A~:~ to known benefits or iujur.v to commerei<ll or other
intere~ti-l resulting from the display oC siguals, tlle ol>Horver at thiH poiut
reports as follow~;:
Norember 1:~, 1R71.-Sr.veral HhipH stairl in hnrhor an<l <·scnpN1 ilw gall' .
.Xurelllber 1 , lti71.-~lauy vm;:sels slaid in harbor; even persons dl•layed visits to
di;;taut }JOint!,; .
. .Yoremlicr ~~. l f-! 71.-A large nmnlH'r of vessels remainerl in port. Tlw signal wa
jnstifi<·ll hy the heavy Hea anll the I'OI<l.
.. lpriZ 11, 1H7i.-A H<'v<·re H1 onn which wrcckerl !Several vessels Chicago-bound; ve:-;se1:; iu this port. <licluot put out.
Ap1·il ~V, l1~i~.-A JlllJliiJ<:t of vessels <1ela.YL'<1 tltPir clepartnrc.
Scpf,,ulJ,.r ~ ,-;, lc7':!.-Tllis storm is saicl to ltave het•n o11e of the most Sf'\"f'l'<' r.Y<'l' r-x:perii'JH:f'cl on Lak<~ )lic:hig:m. The· Hthouner Franc·is Bkni111an, ,grain-lo::clerl for tlw
lo\\·t·r lakr·s, t!JHlPavorPd, wltilf' t,]w si~11al was flying, to el<':tl' tlw harbor, hut . trnek
hotto111 lweanll; lll1111aJ1a~<·ahl<·, a1Hl gronn<lt:rl harcl 011 the h~lr. A tng wa Kent to her
a. :sistaue<·, and lwtl a :-;ailor wa:she<l o\'t:rlJO:t)'(l aJHl <1rownP<l.
. '"''P!rnrlJII' :w, 1-:72.-~BYeral v<::s:-.1'1:> tlelayed their <l<'partnrc on acrunnt of the warnJng gl\'1'11.

Til • itL'JH!ctiug· ofli<·er rPport: t1tat mtwh Jmhlic intNcst i: m~mife. terl
in tlJC. t'l'Yie1·, atHl tha the> IIJ<'lllhers of the mdrorolog-ical eomlllitt ~
have retHlPr<'<l ,-alw1ble a~ ·i:tance in variou: ways, hoth hPi'on• and .~ iu ·'
tlH~ fir·. .A d~>. ir • is ·xpr<•.':e<l hy the pn•,'j<l< nt of the Hoanl of 'ft·ad
tc, h:w · tl1 • oJJi<;e l'l'll<l<·n~<lmore ea:ily <H.'<'<•.'sil>le to tlw gt>m•ral Yi:itor

!hau at pr •. out. aH<l ,'ub tautial a: ·i:-;tauce to accompli 'h thi · i: prom1 ·<l at nu arly <.h. t •,
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Jlfeteorological summary.
-

I

Year. I

Mean barometer.

Month.

Mean thermometer.

Total rainfall.

Prevailing wind.

I

1871.. 1 October··---- ......

November ..........
i December_ .........
1872 .. January .. - ........
Fcbrnary ... _ ... _..
1 March ....... _.....
April ..............

May ...............
Jnnc ...............
July . _____ ........ - ~
Angnst .. __ .........
September .... _ ....
Mean for 11

(")

30.099
30.099
30. 108
30.051
30. 107
29.98:3
29.978
29.951
29. 969
30. 030
29.912

months. ~ ~O. 026

Inches.
.......... ........ .......................
~

35
20
23.2
25.3
28.3
47.9
56. 1
69.5
72.8
72.0
64.0

3.62
3.44
. 68
. 84
3.78
3.03
2.76
3.45
3.09
2.59
6.43

46.7

33.71

Northwest.
West-southwest.
Southwest.
Northeast.
Northwest.
Southwest.
North.
Southwest.
Southwest.
Southwest.
Southwest.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -·

*Oflice destroyed by fire.

Southwest.

No records.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
[Latitude, 39° 06'; longitude, 84° :30'.]

No change has been made in the lomttion of this office during the
year, nor is any change considered desirable at present. The station is
supplied with a large standard wind-vane and with the telescopic rod and
ssandard self-registering attachment for the anemometer, in addition ta
instrnmeuts on hand at last report. A morning edition of the weathermap was printed and issued regularly until June 30, 1872, when the
issue was suspended on account of the failure to receive a sufficient
number of reports. From that date until August 21, river reports were
received from sixteen stations, each afternoon, and published regularly.
Sinee August 21, twenty reports have been received three times each
day. Dnring the exposition, which openeu September 3, 1872, a full
midnight report was received from all stations, and a map issued in
time for early distribution each morning. In addition to the detailed
report.·, the map contained the midnight probabilities, which were seut
direct from the central office. Reports from the South are transferred
at this station to Uhicago and vVasuingtou.
Six thousand three hundred and fifty-six bulletins and five thousand
eight hundred and niuet,y-eight maps l1ave been issued, and two thousand and sixty-se\Ten reports fnrnisbed the press. The newspapers at
this station hc.tve taken a lively interest in the service, and have devoted
a generous amount of space to the publieation of reports. \Vhile full
reports were received, the Commercial gave each morning a full table
containing the reports of the afternoon and midnight previous. It also
gave the ri,·er report· and probabilites regularly. The Gazette ga,·e
the full midnight report, river report, and probabilities; and the Times
and Ultronicle, the morning report and morning probabilities. Since
the interruption of report· in June, these papers have issued the river
reports aud probabilities and the montllly statements prepared by the
observer.
The station was inspected twice dnriug the year, and the office and
in, trument found in good condition. During the last inspection reports
were made by the president of the Board of Traue and the chairman
33 w
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of the meteorological committee affecting the character of the obsen·er,
which Jed to his immediate relief and ultimate discharge from the service.
Sergeant F. B . Lloyd was in charge until relieved April3, 1872, when
l1is assistant, Private E. F. Maynard, was promoted to the grade of ser-·
geant, and placed in charge. Sergeant Maynard has conducted the station
in a satisfactory manner, rendering all reports promptly, and discharging his duties with marked intelligence and zeal. Two assistants have
been kept permanently at the station, and during the month of September an additional one was supplied, in view of the increased amount of
work required to supply the necessary number of maps and bulletins.
All of them are reported as having performed their duties satisfactorily.
The river reports are regularly made, the observations being made
from the standard gauge erected by the city at the water-works.
Mr. Davis, the chairman of the meteorological committee of the
Chamber of Commerce~ is deeply interested in the service, and gives his
personal attention to the station, with the view of rendering such assistance as may be necessary from time to time.
Meteorological summary.
Year..

Month.

I

30.152
:30.1:35

December . __ .... _...... .
1872 ... January ................. .
Feln·uary _ .... __ . _. __ _
March. __ . _........... .
April. . . .. _________ _

Total rainfall.

60
48

1.80
4.Ul
3.27
•60
1.67
1.47
!),14
4.70

30.208

3:3

~~0.21H

31
36
37.6
57.tl
67
75
80.1
78.6
66.1

7.01
2.21
1.()2

55.9

37.48

30.082
30.149
30.080

80.04l:l

May ................ .

I

Meanthcrwometcr.

Inche8.

1871 .... October . _____ .... __ . _
November .. _....... _.. _ ..

June ......... _........ .
.July. ____ .......... __ _
August .... _...... _. __
September .... _........ _

Mean barometer.

:30.042
30.0:.l5
30.09~

30.072

~t81

Prevailing wind.

East-southeast.
8outhcast.
South-sonthwe. t.
South-southeast .
E<.tst-northea:st.
Sonth.
Sontheast.
West.
Southwest.
Southwest.
Sonth.
South.

-----------------

Aun ual mean._· \

30.109

I

Southeast.

The ob. erYer at this :-)tation has taken unusual paing in the preparation of his monthly st~ tements for publication, and has tllerel>y made
them of special value for future reference.
0I.Jl1JVEI.JAND, OHIO.
[Latitncle, 41" 30'; longitude, 1 :36'.]

. . To change lut hccn made in lllc location of the office at tllis. tation,
nor lm.· it l>eeu in. ·peded Hi nee tlt • date of last revmt. The comliti n
of the in:trmuent: an<l ofliee iH reporte<l good by the ol>s<'l'\"er. 111
:tati~m i.' .·npplied with a large tandanl witHl-vane, au<l with th t l ·
. c:opH: rocl :111<1 ~·taiH1an1 .· ·11'-r<'gi.tc·riug ~~ttachmeut. to the au •uH!met r.
bull rep01 ts from all :tatiom; wer ree ivcd ami puhli:lw<lnutll .Tun
ao l ('i~ . From that <late until '<>vtember 1 l!Oll' were rec· h· I.
•'_iltr·' •'t>pt<!lu_h •r 1 fi {' y- wo r ~ports w ·r r •cei,!ecl, but. 110t with . uflicumt rp(rllh11'1t~· to wake th 'lll of ntlu . It i ·hop ·d how •yer that th
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telegraphic facilities will be increased in a short time, so as to insure
satisfactory work at this station.
During the year, four tlwusand six hundred and seventy-one bulletins and OIJe thousand five hundred and sixty-five maps have been
issued, and tllree thousand and eighty-three reports furnished the press.
But little use was made of th'e press reports, as the papers only published
them at rare intervals. .All the principal dailies, however, publish the
probabilities when received.
Sergeant Theodore Mosher was in charge of station until transferred
to Chicago, J nly 17, 1872. He was succeeded by Sergeant James
:Mackintosh. Both men have given entire satisfaction, and have rendered
their reports promptl;y and neatly. Private Craig, the assistant at date
of last report, was relieved for misconduct, February 12, 1872, and
succeeded b,y Private E. Moran, who still remains.
Twenty-seven cautionary signals were displayed between October
23, 1871, and September 1, 1872. Upon the result of the several displays, the observer reports as follows:
October :30, 1871.-Steamer Benton, Captain McGregor, and several sailing-vessels
remained in port on acconnt of the signal flying.
November 1, 1871.-Steamcr Meteor, Captain Wilson, remained in port until 9 a.m.,
when she >vent out while tLe signal was still up, but had to return. A number of sailiug-ves~:;els also rerhain ed iu on account of the w~nning.
N01,embe1· 16, 1871.-Schoooer H. C. Williams, Captain Fuller, saw signal being hoisted,
but left port. She was obliged to put b~tck about 7 p.m., and in endeavoring to enter
the harl.Jor, struck against the pier and went down, one of the crew being drowned. A
nnmber of steamers, schooners, &c., staid in on acccount of the warning given . .
.Novmnber 19, 1871.--Two schooners and one brig remained in port on account of signal
:flying.

December 4, 1H71.-Scvere storm ; no damage reported.
Decembe1· 6, 1871.-Very heavy wind, blowing in heavy gusts .
.April 4, 1872.-The schooners 'Va.nderer and Traveler, which were just leaving port,
returned aud st::tid in on account of tho warning, and thus escaped the gale.

The observer reports that he is frequently called upon by sailors and
ot.hrrs for information, anu that many of them bring aneroid barometers
to his office for adjustment and comparison.
]Jfeteoro log,ical s~tmmar'!J.

Year.

Month.

Mean barometcr.

Mean ther- Total rainmometer.
fall.

Prevailing wind.

-1871 .. October .. _--- ___ ...
November ...... ---Decem bcr ... _______
1872 .. .January __ .... ___ --.
Febrnary ...........
March ... --·----- ...
ApriL ..............
Ma,y. ,. ____________
.Jnne _.--. -----·--Jnly
----___________
_·--- ·----·
Angnst
-Septew ller -. _.. __ ..
Annual mean ....

30.04
30.03
30.00
30.06
:10.02
30.074
30.018
29.966
29.953
29.968
30.029
2U.9t!4

55.0
37.0
26.3
25.0
25.0
28.3
49.3
58.4
69.0
73.9
73.7
64.9

Inches.
. 60
2.42
. 84
2.00
. 80
1. 30
2.22
3.99
2.68
6. 19
4.53
3.47

Southeast.
Northwest.
Southwest.
Sonthwest.
Northeast.
Northwest.
Southeast.
Southeast.
Sonthwest.
Northwest.
Northwest.
Southeast.

30.012

48.8

31.04

Southerly.

------ - - - -- - - -

The winds con.idere<l dang·erons at this station, by sailors, are those
from the northeast, north, and northwest, especially the latter, with a
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voloeit.y of twenty miles and upward per hour. Southeasterly winds
are not considered dangerous, unless accompanied by snow and fog.
CORINNE, UTAH.
[Latitude, 41° 30'; longitude, 112° 18'.]

No change has been made in the location of the office at this station.
Reports from ten stations haYe been received here, except during the
period from June 30 to September 1, 1872, when the only ones received
were those from Fort Benton and Virgiriia City, which are regularly
transferred here to Chicago.
Six hundred and twenty-three bulletins have been issued during the
year, and two hundred and thirty-one reports furnished the local paper.
A large wind-vane has been erected on a substantial platform since last
report; but other than this, the instruments remain the same, and are
reported in good condition.
Sergeant William McElroy was in charge of station until July 17,1872,
when he was transferred to Buffalo, and was succeeded by Sergeant S.
V\T. Beall. All reports have been forwarded promptly and in proper
form, and the duties of the station performed satisfactorily.
Metem·ological summary.
-

Year.

--

-

Mean barometer.

Month.

--

Mean tb ermometer.

Tota.l rainfall.

Prevailing wind.

-

1 .71 . . October ... __ . _. ____

November ..........
December_ .........
1 72 .. Ja,nuary ........ ____
F ebruary ..... _____ .
Mn.rch .... _...... __
April ______ ----- ____
1\in.y-----.----. ---.Tnn e .... _.. ___ .•••.
Jul y ____ .·----- ____
A.ngn st __ ... __ .. __ ..
September ..........

I

A.nnnalmean ....

Inches.

29.936
29. 859
29.944
:~o. 1H3
30.031
30.033
29.945
29.985
29.993
30.012
30.039

44.0
34.4
30.4
26.6
34.5
40.5
45.6
58.4
(i9. 0

~0.07:3

I

2.4~

. 55
1. 43

2.66
. 47

75.0
72.3
59.9

. 11
1. 04

49.2

17.13

- - -. - - - - 30. oo:~

. 35
3.22
4.04
. 70

.14

North.
Northeast.
South\vest.
North .
North-northeast.
Northwe t.
North.
Northwest.
South .
North.
North-northwest.
North.
North.

DAVENPORT, IO\VA.
[Latitude, 41 ° :30'; longitude, 90° 36'.

Tl1 loc·ation of the offic ha. not been changed during the year nor
i. a chang' <·on,'idered d . irnbl e, as it is in the busin ,' center of th
city. Heport. from twen y-five ,' ta+-ion. were receiv d daily until ,Tnl\
J , 1 72. From tlta.t <late notlling wa.' r c ived xccpt the river r p r~ ·
ti:om . ix t<•en .'ta ionH Clarh afternoon, nntil ugn. t 21, wh n a c1r~·mt
wa: aiTllllg'('(l fr m 'hicago to ain I~oui . pa.','ing through thi .. tatiOil:
h.;.· whic:lt Ill ·an. it wa,' to))· ,' npplied regularly with twenty-fh~ r port· .
p t thP pre. ent date the telegraphic s rvicn at th tation lw · l ' 11
, , ·ry 1~llrP1i_ahl · hnt th ·r i: a r ·a~->onal>le pro.'pect of 'pe dy impr y · ·
1u ut 111 tl.n. I' ·:p · ·t.
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During the year two thousand six hundred and five bulletins have
been issued, and six hundred and seventy-five reports furnished the
press. The leading papers publish the river reports, the probabilities,
and the monthly statements regularly, and the tabular reports occasionally. No maps have been issued.
The station has been twice inspected since the date of last annual report, once in December, 1871, and again in August, 1872. At the first
inspection the office, instruments, and records were found in excellent
condition. At the second one numerous irregularities were discovered
and corrected.
Sergeant George H. Richmond was in charge of station until relieved
on account of ill-health, February 3, 1872. He was succeeded by Sergeant D. S. Pullen, who remained until relieved for misconduct, June 8,
1872, and since that date Sergeant Max Marix has been in charge. Reports are now forwarded promptly and neatly. In reference to the
character of the observer, the inspecting officer remarks:
The sergeant jn charge of this station is an.inclustrious and steady man, and is well
spoken of by the secretary of the Board of Trade. He has bad much to contend with on
account of the bad name the office bad obtained from his immediate predecessor, and
also much back work to do chargeable to the same account.

Private E. Lloyd was the assistant until called in for promotion, February 10, 1872. Two other men were sent and relieved in rapid succession, on account of ill-health. The present assistant, Private W. D.
·wright, has been on duty since June 1, and gives satisfaction.
·
River reports are made from this station, the gauge used being one
constructed by the United States Engineer Corps. The anemometer is
provided with the standard self-registering attachment. All instruments are reported to be in good condition. A large wind-vane has
been erected since last report, which indicates the direction of the wind.
upon the ceiling of the office-room, in the authorized manner.
.LVfeteorologioa.,l summary.

Year.

- -

Month.

----

I

Mean
Mean ther- Total rainfall.
barometer. _ mometer.

Prevailing wind.

-

1871.. October . ____ . ........
November ____ ·---December -----· __.
1872.- January-----· .....
February------ ____
March ______ ------April . .. __ .... __ ...
May---···- ----·-- Jun o -----·
July · ----- .... .....
An gust .... _.. _....
September .........
Annual mean .....

30.050
30.13:2
30.173
30.176
30.070
30.120
29.967
29.978
29.966
29.982
30.051
29.978

54.4
3:3.6
20.5
23.0
27.8
33.3
50.9
61.5
73.2
76.3
74.6
64.6

Inches.
3.19
3.:33
1. 61
.13
.10
1. 82
5.06
4.46
3.78
3. 80
8.91
5.30

30.054

49.5

41.49

---~ -- - - - - -

l

Southwest.
East-northeast.
West-south west.
West-southwest.
Northeast.
Northwe~;t.

l::louthwest.
Northwest.
Southwest.
Northwest .
Southwest.
Southwest.

----Southwest.
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DENVER, UOI.. ORADO.
The office is located on G street, near Larimer, in the business part of
the city, but, as the rent is high, the observer has been ordered toremove as soon as a more suitable location can be obtained. The windvane7 (small pattern,) anemometer, and rain-gauge are well-exposed on
the roof of building, and the shelter is of the authorized form. The station has not been visited by an inspecting officer. It was established
by Sergeant Henry Fenton, and reports commenced November 20, 1871,
and have been sent regularly since that date, with the exception of the
midnight and morning reports since July 1, 1872, delayed on account
of telegraph office being closed.
The station is supplied with one barometer, (Green's standard,) _one
thermometer, one hygrometer, one Robinson anemometer, one wmd- ·
vane, one rain-gauge, one maximum and one minimum thermometer, all
in good condition, except the last-named, which is broken.
During the year oue thom;and and twenty-six bulletins haye been
issued, anu one hundred and thirty-five reports furnished the press.
Latitude of station ........ _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
39° 44'
Longitude ... _...... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
104° 58'
Elevation of barometer above sea-leYel ............. _..... 5, 267 feet.
There is no assistant at the station, and no reports are received from
other stations.

Metem·ological surnrna.ry.
y

-~

M

ear·

1871.

on

th

·

-~ barometer.
Mean

Mean ther- Total rainmometer.
fall.

8
.INovember....
O~tober. __ : ~-~~-. ..- -~.._ .. __ ....29.706_...........23.4__ ....____.....
.. :t~~~~ _·_
_...

Decem her ..... __ . .
1872 .. .January...........
February . . . . . . . . . .
March.............
April . . . .. . .. .. . . . .
:May...............
.Juno -·----........
.July..............

29. 2 ......... __ .
2:3.8
.55
:3:3. 7
. 22
3G. 2
1. 71
46. 1
2. 09
57.7
:3. '74
67.2
2.07
69.3
2.G9

August . . . . . . . . . . . .

29. 788
30.027
29. H91
29.959
29. 8tl9
30.009
:30.0.!9
30 101
:30.124

•·eptember. ........

:w.OG6

60.1

Mean for 11 months.

-29."064

----~

-----

69. H

1. 65
1.57

Prevailinbrr wind.

South.
South.
ontl1.
South.
• outh.
.c orth.
North .
outh .
Sontb.
Sonth .
onth.
~ ~-~-----

- - - 4 i ? ' - 16.
1

* AmCJuut for nine months.

29*1 •outh.
-- ---

DETROIT, MICIIIGAN.
f.LatihH1!·,

42 ~

1

1

;

longitude, 3 J 00'.]

~To change ha.' b ,en mad, in the loeation of the offic·e a tld,. . tatiou.
nor_i: any cmJ:illCJ'(:I1 lH•ee:.-ar,r at pre:Pnt. Fu1l report.- were J'I'I'Cin•d
llllbl .June :30, 1 7:!, anl1 publi:hc<l in tl1e u.'nal rnnnnPI'. Fmm that
dati~ nntil '. l'pt~>Hl her 1 the onlyr ·port. r<'ceiYc>cl were tho. e from (trand
l a\·en. •'111<~ • • eptemhcl' 1 filly-two reportR haYc bceu rccciv •d thr
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times each day when the telegraph-line over which they are transmitted
is in good. order. Some irregularities in this respect have occurred which,
it is hoped., time will correct.
During the year seven thousand two hundred and three bujletins and
three thousand two hundred and six maps have been issued, and one
thousand three hun<lred and sixty-eight reports furnished the press.
The leading daily papers publish the tabular reports, probabilities, and
monthly statements regularly, and manifest a gratifying interest in the
development of the service.
The station is provided. with a large wind-vane and with the telescopic l'Od and the standard self-registering attachment to the anemometer. The station has not been regularly inspected during the year,
but was visited by an officer and found in excellent condition, with the
records neatly kept and up to date, and instruments well exposed and
cared for.
Twenty-five cautionary signals have been displayed here since the
date of the last annual report.
Sergeant Allen Buell was relieved October 16, 1871, by Sergeant F.
Mann, who still remains in charge, and has given full satisfaction, by
the manner in which his <luties have been performed. Private McGovern was relieved as asf-istant Apri115, 1872, by Private Stromberger. The report of the number of maps and bulletins isslled gives
evidence of the amount of work doue and of the energy of the observer.
Heports from Grand Haven and Alpena are transferred here to the
New York circuit.
Metem·ological summary.

Year.

M_o_n_th
_ . ___ ,__
M_e_
a_n _b_a_r--I-M
- morneter.
ea,n therometer.

Total
rainfall.

_ _ _ _ _

---1· - - - -

1

1871.. October............
November.........
December .....•....
1872 .. January------.....
Fdmutry . . . . . . . . . .
March . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ApriL ..... __ ._ .. _.
May. _.... . . . . . . . . .
June..........
July ...... ·----·--Angnst ........ ____
September.........
Annual mean .....

29.997
30.040
29.990
30.040
30. 020
30. Of>4
29. 97()
29. 936
29. 92:~
29.9~0

29.990
29.944

55
3:3

~:3
2:~

2:3
2:>. 6
4fi. 8
56. 8
68.:3
72.tl
71.6
62.6

I

Inche8.
.69
2.76
1. 88
1. 05
. 69
1. 22
2. 1!)
5. ()4
2. 85
2.63
2. 60
3. 84

Prevailing wind.
1- - - --

- - --

Sontbwest.
Northwest.
Wef;t.
Sonthwest.
Northwest.
West.
East.
West.
Southwest.
SouthYrest.
Southwest.
Sonthwe~;t.

---29."96 ---46.s~--2s:Oo ~1th;v;t,"--

DU LUTH,

MIN~ESOTA.

[Latitn<lc, 46° 48'; longitude, 9:2° 06' .]

The office remains, as at last report, in Edmund's Block. The only
report· reeeiYed are tbos<' from Saint Paul. Eight hundred and fifteen
bulletins have been issued ami seven hundred and fifty-five reports
- furnished the pre ·s.
The station is supplied \Vith a large standard winu-Yane and with the
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tele::;copic rod a.nd the standard self-registering attachment to the anemometer. The necessary apparatus for displaying cautionary siguals was
furnished the station in lVIay, 1872, but up to this date only two signals
have been ordered.
Sergeant A. B. Williams was in charge of station until June 1, 1872,
when he was relieved by Sergeant John Dascomb.
From July 1 to September 16, 1872, morning and midnight reports
were sent very irregularly, as the telegraph-office was seldom open at
the hours for reporting. Since September 16, arrangements have been
made by which this difficulty is removed, and these important reports
will be received hereafter witll greater regularity, it is hoped.

Jlfeteorolo,qica.l sumnwry.
Year.

Month.

\ Mean bar1
omcter.

Mean thermorneter.

Total rainfall.

29.990

45.0

30.113

28.~

Inches.
4. 19
1. 47
2. 05

1871.. October. ... __ ._ ... .
N ovem her . _. _-- .. .

December ......... .
1872 .. January .. _....... .
:February ........ .
Mn.rch ............ .
April ............. _
:M ay .......•.•.....
Jnue ............. .

;
July ............. .
Ii Augnst
........... .
Septem bcr ....... .

j

Ann ualmean .... .

30.0G9

7.7

30.061

13.4

29.989

18.2
1H.7
37.0

30. 117

29.916
29.947
29.851:3
29.891
29. 9:3i
29.849

59.6
66.8

29.978

38.7

4n. 4

68.1

55.7

Prevailing wind.

Northwest.
Northwest.
. Southwest.
. 86 South \vest.
. 46 1 Northeast.
. 85 Nortln:vest.
1. 80 Northeast.
4. 62 Northwest.
4. 46 1 North-northea t.
5. 83 North-northeast.
2. 84 ' North-northeast.
5. 01 1 North-northwest.

34. 4~ ~ Northea~erly.

I

The obserYer, in his semi-ammalreport of January 1, 1872, sayR:
Toward th e last. four montlu; before the close of navjgatjon, very few captains lc!'t
the harllor withonl callmg a.t this ofUcc for informa.tion. Tbey all haYe perfect couh11cnec .iu om weather reports and con!;ider them a, grea.t benefit to Jake navigation.
BSOA~ABA,

MICHIGAN.

[Latitude, 46C.. 36'; longitude, 7° 06'.]

No c1wno-e ha.· been made in the location of the office at this tatiou
8inee la:-;t report, nor is any considered desirable. Up to January 1 1 7~,
report: from ten .tatiom; were :ent to tbi, :tation, but, owing to the irr gularity with wbi ·h they were received, tb ir tran mi · ion wa.' di~con
tinu <l 011 the date named. Three hm1dre<l aud one bulletins have b n
is.·ued dllriug the year. No <·antiOimry ·ignal have been di.'playNl:
nor pn· .. s l'CJH>rt puhli.·l1ed, except the monthly statem nt, occa:-;ionally.
1,lw .. tatio11 i:-; Hnpplie<l with a large standard wiud-Yane and th tel .. copi · ro<l a11d the standarll .-elf-regi.'tering anemometer atta ·lun ut.
.All t1H~ in:trnm nt.· arp l'f•port<'<l in good condition.
From .Jnly J tmtil 1't•pt •mber JH, 1 '7~, the morning an<l midnig-ht
rPport. WIW<! d!.!lay('d on ac: ·om1t of th tel 'graph-ofiic l>eino· d : ·d at
tltc· lwnr · of 1 •port. lmt :iuc:c· that <lat ~ this <liffi ·ult.y ha. been Jemm· 1.
• Pr~c·ant .J. ••. .Jlartiu wa , in <.:lun·gc of th •. tatioit uutil 'ept ml er ·! .
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1872, when he was relieved b,y Sergeant Robert J. Bell. Sergeant Martin
performed bis duties in a manner satisfactory to his superiors, and was
relieved at his own request.

Meteorological surnmary.
I
Year.

Month.

Me au barometer.

Mean ther- Total rainfall.
mometer.

Prevailing wind.

I
Inches.

1871 .. October . ...........

............

Novem uer ....... . .
December ____ ............
1872.- January-- - --·. ____
February --------.
.March . ..... . . .....................
April. _____________
May-----------· ...
Jnne ........................... . . ...
July. ------·--·--August .... . . ................. .
Septemuer --·--- ___
Annual mean ....
-

-

29.93
30.09
30.04
30.02
:30.00
30. 077
29.937
29. 921
29. 864
29.9H::l
29.977
29.868

47.0
32.0
11.3
17. 0
20.0
16.2
36. 5
49.8
63. 0
67.0
66.7
57.5

2.94
1. 94
1. 41
. 90
1. 19
1. 24
'1. 50
7.21
2.45
7.11
2.87
3.97

North.

29.970

40.3
--

34.73

South.

South.
Northwest.
West.
West.
Sontb.
West .
SonM1.
Northeast.
So nth.
South.
t:;outb.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -

-

-

:FORT BENTON, MONTANA TERRITORY.
This station was established by Sergeant William F. Slater, and
reports were first made November 25, 1871. Owing to the uncertainty
of telegraphic communication with a location so far removed from the
settled portion of the country, there bas been much irregularity in the
transmission of reports, especially since July 1, 1872, as the telegraphoffice has lJeen closed at the hours for sendiug the morning and midnight
reports, and they have lJeen sent at such times as the operator found it
convenient to be at his post. This difficulty has rendered the position
of the observer an uncomfortable one, by cutting him off from regular
eorre~pondence with his associates, which was possible so long as he
was .free to file his reports at tbe Sctme hours with his widely-scattered
comrades. The office was first loooted outside of the fort, bnt that position being unsafe, the observer moved within the fort, and still remains
there. All mail-reports ba.ve lJeen forwarded regularly and in proper
shape, and the attention to duty of the observer has been unremitting.
No reports were received here and no bulletins issued or published, the
station being one of observation and report only.
It is provided with a complete set of standard instruments, the windvane used bci11g of the small model. All instruments are reported in '
good order. The station has not been inspected since its establishment,
but an officer is now on his way to visit it.
Latitude of station ..... __ .... _....... _. __ .... _.... __ .
470 52'
Longitude of station ___ ..... ___ . _... __ . _.... _. _.. _.. ___
1100 40'
~levation of lJarometer above S<'a-level .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 674 feet.
No description of office has been furnished. 1'he thanks of the office
are due to the commanding oflieer aud to the post quartermaster for
valual>le assistance in .fittiug np the station.
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Meteorological summary.
Year.

Mean barometer.

Moutl!.

I Mean
tber-1
morneter.

T.

otalrainfall.

Prevailing wind.

- - ---1---------------1---------'
Inches.

1871.. December _
1872 .. January----------February·----- ... .
March _..... _..... .
April .......... ---·
May .............. .
J nne .... ___ ... ___ .
July _.. ___ . _... __ . _
August ·----- -----September---------

Mean for ten mont's-

30.22
30.09
29.83
29.99
29.92
29.98
29.96
30.024
30.013
29.923

7.6
18.5

26.0

1. 30
. 27
. 34

36. 7

. 82

43.6
55. 1
63.7

. 67
. 64

61.4

1.14
4.62

65.5
55. 1

. 61
1. 82

Southwest.
Soutb\Test.
Southwest.
Southwest .
Southwest .
Southwest.
'onth,Yest.
Southwest.
South west.
Sonthwest.

--2~~--43.3--12.23 ~~--

FORT SULLY, DAKOTA TERRITORY.
The office at this station is in tbe same room as the telegraph-office,
anu within the 3Yal1t1 of the fort. The shelter is a modification of the
standard form, and the best that could be constructed under tbe circumstances. The anemometer and wind-vane (small pattern) are well
exposeu on a strong platform on the roof of the office-building, and are
reached by means a rude stairway or ladder fi.'Offi one 'Tindow Of the
room. 'Ihe rain-gauge is well exposed. on the parade-ground. The
station is supplied with one barometer, one thermometer, one hygrometer, one maximum and one minimum thermometer, iu addition to the
instruments mentioned above, an<l all are reported iu good condition ..
The station was established by Sergeant George PrelHler, who still
remains in charge, and who has performed hil'i duties in a satisfactory
manner. Heports commenced May 1, 1872, aud have lleen sent as regularly siuce that time as telcgravhic facilitie~ would permit. Owing to the
isolated and unprotected condition of the line from Yankton to the
Fort-a distance of two hundred and thirty miles-frequent accident:;
occur to interrupt communication, which render the transmis. ion of the
reports unreliable. From July 1 to September 16, 1872, the telegT~ph
office was closed at the hours for sending the monwng and midmght
report , which of cour e increased thr diCflculty of getting them off.
Since the latter date arrangement. have ueen made to keep the oflke
open; but little improvement lm~ yet been made in the work of getting
the report to Omaha, where they are tran~ferred ea 'twaru.
Latitude of tation. _. _..... _ ...... ____ . __ ....... _... _.
44° 30'
Longitmle of 8tation __ .... . ____ .... . _. ______ . __ ..... __ ..
100° 40'
I~levation of barometer above sea-level .... _.......... _.... 1, 401 £ et .
.... o lml1ctins ha\e bPen if.lsu d at thi~ station, as no r port · from
OtlH•r , tation: ha \·e lJe 11 l'C('eiVed.
C' em•ral D.~ •.• ' tan ley, nit d tate. Army, whose hNHlcjnart r. < r. at
thi. · fort ha: r nflc~l'ecl Yalnable a::i:ta11ec to the ofli<' , in JH'O\'i<lm«
.·heltP.r forth' ob: ·rv •r an<l ha~ numife:tec1 hi: con ·t<wt intere ·t iu tile

of

. 'l'Yi • ' ·
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Meteorological summary.
Year.

Month.

1872 .. May ...............
June------ ........
July ....... ________
August ............
September .........

Mean baromoter.

Mean thermometer.

29.749
29.646
29.702
29.734
29.714

58.3
70. ;{
7:3.5
72.2
62.4

29.709

67.3

Total rainfalL
Inches.
2.98
2.34

6.48
1. 53

. 21

Prevailing wind.

Northwest.
Southeast.
Southeast.
Southeast.
Northwest .

- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -

Mean for :five months -I

13.54

Southeast.

GALVESTON, TEXAS.
[Latitude, 29° 191 ; longitude, 94° 46'.]

No change has been made in the location of the office since last report.
Reports from eighteen stations were received here, until July 1, 1872,
when the telegraph company discontinued their transmission, and has
not yet resumed. The reports from the station have been forwarded.as
regularly as the telegraphic facilities would permit. Since July 1, the
morning and midnight reports have been delayed by the closing of the
telegraph-office at the proper hours for their transmission.
During the year, two thousand seven hundred and seventeen bulletins have been issued and four hundred and forty reports furnished the
press. The leading papers have published the tabular reports, the
probabilities, when received, and the regular monthly statements furnished by the observer. The station bas been twice inspected during
the year, once in October, 1871, and again in July, 1872. At the time
of the :first inspectiou, the instruments were found badly placed and
the shelter for them poorly constructed. These errors were corrected
at once, and at the time of the second inspection office and instruments
were found in good order, and the latter well exposed and cared for.
The anemometer is provided with the standard self-registering attachment, and the direction of the wind is indicated by a large wind-vane of
the standard pattern.
Sergeant William Von Hake, who was in charge of the station at the
date of last report, was relieved on account of ill-health, October 2, 1871,
and was succeeded by Sergeant George S. Rowley, who was in turn
relieved and transferred to another Rtation, February 27, 1872. Private
Mcinerney, the assistant at the station, was promoted to the grade of
sergeant, and placed in charge on the date last named, and still remains,
having given full satisfaction by his management of the station and
prompt rendition of all reports. Tie worked the station alone for some
weeks, when the labor became too arduous for one man, and an assistant was sent from the central office.
Sergeant Von llake died within a few hour·s after his return to Washington, and was buried in the National Cemetery, on Arlington Heights,
with appropriate military houorR. lie was a bard-working, intelligent
man, and performed his duty zealously and well.
The station is prepared for the display of cautionary signals, but none
have yet been ordered, owing to the want of a sufficient number of re-
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ports from points in the northern and western parts of Texas to afforu
a reasonable basis of observation.
The mem b~rs of the meteorological committee have shown a marked
interest in the station during the year and have frequently pointed out
the necessity for a greater number of stations in the State.
The station has been furnished with an enlarged rain-gauge, to provide for the heavy rains which preYail at certain seasons of the year.
Meteorological summary.

Year.

Month.

1871.. October . _..... _. _..
November------ ...
Decem bcr ....... _..
H372 .. January-----· .... .
February ......... .
March ...... _.... ..
April ............. .
May ....... ·----···
June ...... ------ ..
July ......... .
August .......... ..
September ....... ..
_____A_n_nual mean ....

Mean barometer.

Mean tbermometer.

Total minfall.

30. 059
30. 074
30.200
:30. ~30
30. 002
30. 082
30. 002
30. 023
30. 03:3
30.039
30.04:3
30. 024

72. 0
60.0
56. 0
50. 0
55. 0
61. 4
71. 7
78. 1
83. 0
85.6
84.9
82. 1

Inches.
17.81
5. 67
2. 40
4. 61
2. 27
2. 77
5. 96
2. 21
3. 39
. 34
2. 63
2. 33

Prevailing wind.

East.
North.
North.
North.
Southeast.
Southeast.
Southeast.
Southeast.
South.
South.
Southeast.
Southeast.

-3;()68~--70.0-w~ ~theast-.- - -

GRAND HAVEN, MICHIGAN.
[Latitude, 43° 05'; longitude, 86° 13'.]

The office was removed August 17, 1872, to the Cutlrr Ron e, at the
corner of Washington and Fourth streets, to get a better exposure of
the instruments than could be obtained on tlle buildiug :first selected.
The present exposure of the wind-vane, anemometer, and rain-gauge i
reporteJ by the inspecting officer as excellent. The iustrurneut-sllelter
"as reported defective iu •ize and position, and a change bas been ordered so as to make it conform to the standard. The new shelter will have
a double wall of lattice-work, with a clear space of ten inches lletw~en
the walls. The sta.tion is provided with a large wiud.-va.ue and w1th
the tandard telescopic rod and self-regi~:;tr.riug anemometer atta ·hment.
During the year, two thousand ~ix hundred and fourteen bulletin.~
have been i sued aud tluee hundred aucl fiy·e reports fnrui.'hecl the
pr<'.,, but very few of which have been publi hed. Since ,July 1, 1 'i~,.
no r port· lJaye been receiv d. at thi tation, and the tra11. mi.. ion of
the midnight r ~ports from the station ha. been delnyed on aeeount of
tl1e tel graph office being clo ·eel at that hour. All oth r r port.' have
})ecn . ~ut witll a f<tir <l grce of n,gnlarity, ex ·ppt on LliHlay ', when tll~
t l ·g-raph-ofli ·c i. tvnally clo:ed. The Rtation ba'::l be n in charn· f
~· !rue~mt l'rank
\Voo<l :ince it. ,, tabli:hmcnt. It wa· in. p ·t cl in
• ept·rnh r J < 71, and .· ~Yeral irr gulariti ' in th mann •r of k piurr
· h · lPc·ot <1. eli. <:O\'cr .d a]l(l ('Ol'l'P<:t ·<1, but th main part of th worl· i
li'JHIJ'tf'l1 t Jm,-e lJ · ,u ,'ati. faf·torily performed.
i,
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Tweuty-five cautionary signals have been displayed during the year.
The winds considered dangerous to navigation at this station are reported to be those from the south west.
~Meteorological

Year.

Mean barometer.

Month.

summary.

..
Mean ther- Total rain - Prevailing wind.
mometer.
fall.

Inches.
52.4
1. 75 Southwest.
33.2
2.33 East.
1. 38 West.
22.7
24.4
1. 54 West.
21.6
. 64 West.
24.3
1. 64 West.
29 . 9~3
43.6
2.31 Southwest.
52.9
29 . ~21
2. 94 West.
29.900
64.6
2.27 West.
69.5
29.911
1. 46 South.
29.972
69.5
6.31 Southwest.
60.8
29.890
9.37 West.
-------------- ----Annual mean._ ..
29.970
45.0
33.94 West.

187L. October. __ ........ _
November .... ----December _.... _....
1872 .. January----------.
February-----.----·
March __ . _ .. _..... _
April . ___ .... _.... _
May------·----· ___
June ...... ··---- ___
July ...... _..... __ .
An gust . _..........
September---·----·

29.995
30.074
:30.020
30.012
29.981
30.0:35

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA.
[Latitude, 39° 42'; longitude, 86° 06'.]

No change has been made in the location of the office at this station
since the date of the last annual report. Reports from thirty statious
were received. and published here until the suspension of the circuit
system, June 30. Since the resumption of the system, on Angust 21,
1872, twenty-five reports have been regularly received, but during the
interval between these dates the station-work was limited to the transmission and. record of the local reports alone.
Six thousand and nillety-three bulletins have been issued during the
year and three thousand and twelve reports furnished the press. The
leading newspapers publish either the whole or a synopsis of the tabular
reports, as they have space, the local reports in full, and the probabilities
and monthly statements regularly. Maps have not been issued. The
station is provided with a large standard wind-vane and with the standard self-registering anemometer attachment.
It bas been twice inspected during the year, once in December, 1871,
and. again in September, 1872, and the office and instruments found. in
good condition on both occasions. Sergeant C. F. 1{. Wappenhans t·emain in charge, and has given full sati faction by the regularity and
promptne.·H with which he has rendered all reports. Both inspecting
officers commend his attention to duty. The assistant, Private D. U.
Murphy, is al~o;o favorably mentioned.
Iu reference to the interest mauife~ted in the service at this station,
the observer reports as follows, in his monthly journal abstracts:
Janual'y 2, 1 72.-A practical use of the tabulated report is also made by the agent
of tho West ru Union Railroad and Transportation Company, and by otber freight
agents in settling claims of damage to merchandise by rain, &c., during its transit over
their railroads.
July 2, 1 72.-Several physicians have carefully noted daily, morning and evening,
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the readings of the barometer, and one assured me that he altered his prescriptions _accnnhng1y, as he believes that cl.Janges in atmospheric pressure have a corre.spondmg
effect ou tlle state of healtll of his patients.

Meteorologicctl summary.

Year.

Month.

1871 .. October. ____ •• ____ .
November----.---·
December. ___ ......
1872 .. January·----·----.
Febrnary ... __ .....
March .............
April·----· ........
May--------------·
June ...... ---- .....
Jnly .... _..... _....
Angust ...... -----September--------Annual mean ....

Mean bar- Mean ther- Total rainmometer.
fall.
ometer.

Prevailing wind.

Inches.

30.053
30.065
30.111
:}0.130
30.008
30.04:3
29.960
29.988
29.976
29.964
30.032
29.997

---30.027

1. 54
3.52
2.39
1.17
1. 41
1. :n
3.26
:3.22

58.0
39.0
28.0
2().0
30.0
3fi.O

55.0
64.0
74.0
78.0
76.0
67.0

10.95
2.69
2.81

52.5

37.55

3.2~

--,- -

-- ·

South.
Nortllwest.
Southwest.
Southwest.
Nortlleast.
Northwest.
Southeast.
West.
Southwest.
So11thwest.
Southwest.
South.

--------Southwest.

---

INDIANOLA, TEXAS.

The office is locate(1 in Schultz's Bunui~g, on Main street, the principal
business street of the town, witllin convenient distance of the post and
telegraph offices. The roof of the lmildiug commands the entire bay
and roadstead and the greater part of the town; aud the 'vind-Yane
(small patteru,) anemometer, and rain-gauge, being firmly placed upon
an elevated platform on tlle roof, have an excellent expo ure. The
shelter is of the stalHlaru pattem, and pr~jects fi.'om a window having a
northeastern exposure.
The station was establit;hed by Sergeant Edward Lloyd, and began
reporting May 1, 1872. From tllat date until June 30, 1872, the rep_ort
were forwarded with regularity by the telegraph company, but mce
June 30 tlle telegraph-oflice has been closed at the times for sending the
moruiug and miduight reports, aud they have been serionBly delayed in
consequence. Frequent accidents to the line have also caused the lo
of aftl·rnoon reports :ince tlle same date.
Tbe tation wa · in!'lpccted in July, and the office an1l instrument·
fouud in good c~m<litiou. The iu pector reports that the obi:lmTer wa ·
11igllly spoken of b.Y the members of tlle meteorological committ e for
Li:::; fj<lelity aiHl clo. e atte11tion to duty. No reports from other, tation ·
are receiYecl here, aud the ouly bulletins is ·ued are thoRe of the lo ·al
oh.·ervation. ·. The:e 1mve been supplied to the ''Bulletin,'' a weekly
paper, and regularly puhli~hed.
I.Jatitude of ,'ta tion ..... _ . _..... _.. __ ... __ . _.. _ . _. ___ . _. _. ~ ·o 31'
J1ong-it.nck of :tation ... _. . ...... __ .. _ ...••. _• . _•• _. __ . _... _ !)()O ~ '
Elevation of barom tcr abov • ·ea.-level. ___ ... _... _. _.. _.. . . . 25 fc ·
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Mouth.

Year.

- - -·

-~

-

-

-

Mean ba.rometer.

Mean thermometer.

30.038
30.023
30. 0:37
30.043
30.032

77.1
83.0
84.8
83.4
81.5

:~0.

82. 0

Total rainfa,ll.

Prevailing wind.

-

1872 .. May ...............
June ...... ·-·--- ...
July ... --- ... -----Angust ·----·
September ... _.....

Mean for five mo ...

---,--035

Inches.
1. Ob
. 86
1. 49
2.84
. Hl

Southeast.
Southeast.
Southeast.
Sontheast.
Southeast.

7.08

Southeast.

------ -------

JACKSONVILLE, J1..,LORIDA.
[Latitude, 30° 15; longitude, 82° 00'.]

No change in the location of the station has been made during the
year. Reports from teu Gulf and Coast stations were received here until
July 1, 1872, and since which date from those on the ],lorida coast
alone. Four thousauu one hundred and nineteen bulletius have been .
issued and the press regularly supplied. A. meteorological committee
has been appointed by the Board of Trade, and its memlJers are unanimous in expressing their desire that the station should receive more
reports, especially from points along the coast. The office is much
visitcdlJy people from the North, temporarily stoppiug in the city, and
who are dcsirou~ of knowing the state of the weather at their homes.
Tile station was inspected in March, and tbe office and instruments
found in good condition. Sergeant D. A. Daboll has remained in charge
during the year and given full satisfaction. His conduct and close
attentlon to duty bave been commended by the inspecting officer and by
the chairman of the meteorological committee. Private J. H. Marsh
\vas on duty as assistant until August 9, when he was ordered in for
promotion, and succeeded by Private Simons.
The Rtatiou is pro,.,. ided with tlle large standard wind-vane and with
the Htandard telescopic rod and self-registering attachments to tbe
auemometer.
Meteorologica,l surnma't y.

~·~:1-

MPau barometer.

Month.

-~.Totalfall.min-

Prevailing wind.
1-------

1871.. October ...... -----Novemucr ... __ .. ..
D ecember ... _... __ _

30. 1:n
:30. 091

:30.065
30. 101

69.6

5~~.

Northeast.

30.0M9

--~

:). 62

78.3
81.0
8:3.4
81.4
77.7

.Ma.y . ----- .. ---- -- -

•JllllC . ---- . . . ---- -.Jnly ------ ---·-·. __
Angnst ...... -----tle p tcm her .... _ . _..

7~.5

7. :32
2. !~9
1. 25
6. 97
2. 92
G. 41
10. 65

30.2~6

April------ ____ ....

March .. __ .... __ . _.

Inches.

Northeast.
N ortbeast.
Northwest.
Northwest.
South west.
Northeast.
Northeast.
So nth west .
Southwest.
8ontheast.
Northeast.
Northrast.

:30. 174
29. 99:~
:30. 102
30. u:~

1872 .. .Jaunary ----·-----Fehrnary ·----- ___ _

Annualm ean ....

Mean th ermoweter.

:m.o1:2

:~o.

OHO
:30. OG2

65.4
55.4
52. 7
5:~. 9
59.1

n.s

8. 6:3
2. 65
3. 44
2. 70

95
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KEOKUK, lOWA.
[Latitude, 40° 18'; longitude, 91° 30'.]

The location of the office remains unchanged since the date of last
report. Reports from twenty-six stations were received here from that
date until July 1 and since August 21, 1872. During the interval the
ouly reportn received were those from sixteen river stations each afternoon, which were sent from Chicago after concentration there.
Three thousand se\el'. hundr~d and sixty-three bulletins were issued
and seven hundred and twenty reports furnished the press. The newspapers publish the river reports and the local observations regularly,
and also the probabilities when received. River reports have been made
regularly, the gauge used lJeing constructed in accordance with plans
furnished from the central office. Owing to its improper location it
was injuredlJy floating botlies in the river, and is now out of repair, and
a graduated scale on the pier of the railroad-bridge is used for the readings. The station has been twice inspecteu during the year, once in Decern ber, 1871, and again in August, 1872. At the first visit several irregularities were discovered in the location and care of instruments and
books; but the office was neatly kept and the observer and his assistant attentive to duty. At the second visit of the inspector the office
was found in good condition, but some change was made in the manner
of caring for the instruments.
Sergeant A. C. Barclay was relieved from charge of the station
for misconduct, November 27, 1871, and was succeeded by Sergeant U.
R. Daw, who still remaills. Private Warren was on duty as assistant
until called in for promotion. His successor was relieved for misconduct, August 31, 1872. Private W. 0. Bailey is now on dut.v as
assistant.
In addition to the instruments reported on hand at last report, the
station is supplied witll the large standard wind-vane and with the
standard self-registering attachment to the anemometer.

Meteorological sumrn1,ary.
Year.

Month.

I

1 - - - - - - --

tl~ Tota1rainl T'reY:tilinrr
fall.

Mean barometer.

Mean
mometer.

1 - - -- - · 1 - - - - - .

.1
Octohrr. ___________
Novemher·--··---·Drcrtllher.----·-·-·
1 72 _. Jannary _____ __ ,____
Fe hrnary. . _______ .
Marc:h _. ____ . _____ .
April. _____ ,________
)1ay . ---. . -.--. __ .
.]ntH! -----··-------·

•Jnly_______________
All~n:t .. --·-·---·--

,'ppt·mhcr_________

l

o

29.997
30.039
30.09:5
:30.117
20. 964
:~0. 0:35
2U.904
2£>. 90()
2!J. r*-n

20. D2
2H.H4:>

2!J.UOG .

57.3
30.5
25.8
25.
30. 4
35. 0
5:~.!)

64. 5
7:J.i

IncheB I
5.2~

South.
NortiJwest.

.Ot
. :39
2. 8
:3.6fi
3. 70
5.1'H

7 .()

6. 77

77.:~

1.07
2.26

tJ .2

---

2.89
1.4~

1

wi:

Northwest.
West.
, outltrast.
Northwest.
Sontlmc t.
'YPst .
,'onth .
'o rtltw(' t.

.ontli.
,'onth.

1- - - - - - - - - - -·- - - - - - - Annnalmcan.___

2!J.0721

51.9 1

37.0

I Wc·tc•rly.
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KEY "\VEST, FLORIDA.

rLatitu<le, 24° 36 I;

longitmle, 81° 48'. J

The office at this station was removed, l\farch 1st, to the Louvre
House, on Front street, and is on the third floor. The cupola of the
building is used for the instrument-shelter, and upon its roof the windvane, (large pattern,) anemometer, and rain-gauge are exposed. The
present location is a good one, and well adapted for the display of
cautionary signals, when it is considered advisable to send them to
tbis station.
Three thousand nine hundred and fifty-nine bulletins have been
issued during tbe year, and the local observations have been regularly
published by the newspaper at the station. An inspecting officer visited the station in February, 1872, and reported office and instruments
]n good condition. It was upon his suggestion that the location of the
office was changed, and the new one was fitted up under his personal supervision. The anemometer is provided with the standard self-registering
attachment. The duties of the station were performed by a citizen from
the death of Serg'eant John R. Allen, October 12, 1871, until the arrival
of his successor, Sergeant M. J. Shanefelter, in November. Of the conduct of Sergeant Shanefelter, the inspecting officer remarks:
'l'he sergeant in charge of this station hears a most excellent character in the community, and from my own observation I pereeive that he is both faithful and zealous
in the performance of his duties.

Upon the Ruggestion of an inspector, an assistant was sent to the·
station l\'larch 7, 1872. lie was relieved for misconduct May 28, 1872,
and was succeeded by Private W. A. Chapman, who still remains.
Much valuable assistance to the observer has been rendered by General
R. B. Ayres, commanding, and J..~ieutenant C.
Hobbes, quartermaster
of the post at Key .,\Vest.

"T·

.Meteorological summary.
Year.

Mouth.

·1\l:an baromcter.

I :Meat~
thcr-1 'fotali~ainmouwter.
fall.
-

1R71. _ Octo her. _____ . ___ ..

November __ ._. ___ ..
December ___ .. _....
1t37'.!.. .January _______ ____
.February _. _. __ . ___
March ___ .... ____ . _
April .. _. _. ___ .. ___
MaY--------------Juue ·----· ---- ·-·JulY------ · -------August·----·-----:-:lcptomlwr _____ ____

29. H80

-----

~

H1. 0
7ti. 0

:w. 010

160

71.0

:w. 028

GS. 0
7:~. 0
79. 0
79.8
8:t4

~10.

:{0. 120
:~o.

070

:~o.

056

(i~.

:~O.Oti!)

:w.06:3
:)0.0131
30.02!1

:.W. 91:57

I

0

~-::t!)

i:l4.:~
~4.

Prevailing; wind.

1

Juclws.
~1.

25

1. 90

:). :~2
1. 60

7. 19
1. 04
. 08
1.01
2.14
6.92
4.89

3. 15

East.
Northeast.
Northeast.
North .
Northeast.
East.
East.
East.
East.
East.
East.
Ea6t.

Annual wean ___ . -------;~~--7;-;1--JG~ ~---

.3t w
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KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.
[Latitude, 35° 56'; lougituue, 83° 58'.]

No ci.lange has been made either in the location of the office at this
station or in the observer in charge. No reports have been received
from other stations since July 1, 1872, previous to which date those
from Lynchburgh were regularly received. No bulletins have been
issued, but one thousand one hundred and forty-eight reports of local
observations have been furnished to the local press and published regularly.
The ~tation has been inspected twice during the year, once in N overuber, 1871, and again in July, 1872, and on both occasions the office and
instruments were found in good condition. The station . is provided
with the standard self-registering attachment to the anemometer. Sergeant John K. Payne, professor of mathematics at the Ealilt Tennessee
University, remains in charge, and haR ren'dered all his reports regularly
and in excellent condition.
Upon the interest manifested by t1te pub1ic in reference to the weather
reports, the observer says :
A very general interest bas been and is uu1nifested in tho wea.ther reports by almost
all classes of citizens-e. g., contractors in charge of unfinished buildings which are
endangered by wind and rain; people contemplating trips to the country; men in
charge of brick-yards, when the hack is without roof, (as it usually is;) jobbers sending goods to country merchants by wagons; farmers with some sort of exposed harvests; road-lmilders with loose earth dumped, and liable to be cut away by water
unless protected by dit.ches; "committee of arrangement" on pic-nics; political meetings, camp-meetings, &c.; ladies who "think of paying calls to-morrow," &c.
A l
these classes, and ruan;v more, hnve hecu "observed" to examine the probabilities, :wd
derive benefit therefrom

Meteorologioal snmrna1·y.
Year.

ktr- Mean ther- -~
Total~aiu' Menu
ometcr.
mometer.
fall.
I
--------------1
-·-------

Month.

1871 .. October ... __ ... _...
November ..........
Decem her ..........
lt372 .. Jan nary .. __ ..• ___ .
February·---·- ....
March.·----·-----·
April ....... _.. _.. _.
May ...............
.June •........... - .
July.·-----·----- ..
August .............
Scptem ber .........

:w.155

:w. 100
30. UlO
:30. 18:3

30.007
30.080
30.055
30.029
:w. 020
30.010
:30. 050
30.060

blches.
4.28
2.61
3.27

fi8.

46.5
:J7. 0
:l2.2
:39.
lt:3. 5

2.09
2.24
3.04
:3.61
2.86
(). 68
2.29
6.27
:3. 9

59.5
61:!.0

73.0
7H.O
76.2
t)7. 7

Provailiu« wind.
<-

NortbweF>t.
Northwest.
Southwest.
Northwest
Northwest.
Northwest..
Northv e~:~t.
WeHt.
Southwrst.
West-NW
North a t
Northwc:st.

- - - - - - -

Annu, I menu .. -~
1

30.078 1

I.~AKE
[Lntitrul~>,

or

56.

44

031

Nortlnve t.

CfTY, FLORIDA

:wo 06'; longitude,

~_:t(

t:t'.l

s·

The loe· Uon
t.hc ofiic' kt. remain d unchau d durinn· the
r.
.. ntil th l of .Jul. •, tlw r ·ports from t•u other .-..tati nH were ·w ·i '· J
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and transferred to Key West and Jacksonville and northward. Since
that date the only transfers made have been reports received from Key
West, Punta Rassa, and Jacksonville. The failure of the telegraph
company, by which communication is effected with Savannah, to keep
its office open until the hour for sending the midnight report, has compelled the office to transmit the nine o'clock local observation, and has
prevented any attempt to display cautionary signals on the coast of
Florida. The telegraphic service of the lines running south and east
from Lake City has been performed with regularity, and with as few
interruptions as could be expected, considering the nature of the country
through which the line passes.
No bulletins have been issued during the year. The principal value
of this station consists in the fact of its being the point of transfer between the land and cable telegraph lines. The station is provided with
the large wind-vane of the standard pattern, and also with the standard
self-registering anemometer .attachment. The station was inspected
iu March, 1872, and the office and instruments found in good condition.
Sergeant J. E. Magruder was in charge until April 157 when he was
transferred to another station, and was succeeded by Sergeant George
McDonald, who was relieved July 31, 1872, by Sergeant J. O'Dowd,
who remains in charge. Private S. \V. Beall was on duty as assistant
until .April 10, when he was ordered in for promotion, and was succeeded by Private Jones.

Jl[eteorological summary.
Year.

Month.

Mean barometer.

Mean thermometer.

30. 644
30.015
30.172
30. 115
29.961
:~o. 041
:w.056
:Jo. 045

Total rainfall.

p

T
· d
revaJ mg wm ·

--------1

November . __ ... __ .
December __ ..... __ .
1871.. .January ... __ .... ..
February _________ .
March . ....... .... .
April .•... __ . __ .. ..
May ..•............
June ............ ..
I July . . .. . . . .. . . . ...
August ........... .
I Septem IJer . .. .... ..

30.048
30.019
:{0. 018

71.0
63.0
53.0
49.0
53.5
57.6
71.6
78. 1
79.3
81.2
79.4
76.5

Aunual mean ....

30.047

67.8

ll:l7L. October __ ...... __ ..

I

30.027

Inches.

5. 03
3. 99
2. 05
2. 41

5. 25
4. 53

Northeast.
North.
Northwest.
Northwest
West.
Southwest.
East.
Southwest.
South west.
Southwest.
Northeast.
East.

47. 12

Southwe8t.

3. 02
9. 59
1. 90
. 20
5. 29
:3. tl6

LEAVENWORTH, KANSAS.
[Latitude,

~l£) 0

21' ; longitude, 94° 44'. ]

:N" o chauge ha been made iu the location of the office at Lhis station
flince the <late of last report. Reports from fourteen stations were received here until July 1, 1872, 'ince which date the reports from the
r~ver stations alone have been received each afternoon. During the
yea r four thousand five hundred and ninety-one bulletins have been
1,· 'ued, aufl one thousand four hundred and ninety-one reports furnished
to tl1e pre:-;:-:. Oue pap<-:'r only, t he Oommercia.l, publishes the tabular
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reports, but all publish the monthly summaries. PreYious to July 1,
three papers gave the full tabular reports daily.
The station has been twice inspected during the year, once in November, 1871, and again in September, 1872, and on both occasions the
office and instruments were found in good condition. The station is provided with a large standard wind-vane and the standard self-registering
attachment to the anemometer. River reports have been sent from the
station since January 1, 18·72, and the observations are made from a
gauge constructed in accordance with plans furnished from the central
office. This gauge has been broken by drift-wood, and needs repairing.
Sergeant George Boehmer bas been in charge of station since its establishment, and has performed his duties with marked intelligence and
zeal. Owing to the increased amount of work required by the river observations, he was supplied with an assistant, Private W. S. Jewell,
December 6, 1871, who remained until called in for promotion, May 17,
1872. The present assistant, Private E. W. McGann, bas been compelled
by the sickness of the observer to do all the station-work for some
.weeks, and has given satisfaction. All mail reports have been promptly
and regularly furnished during the year, and some of them have been
prepared with unusual care. Since July 1 the morning and midnight
reports have been delayed by the failure of the telegraph company tt>
have its office open at the proper hours for sending them .

Mcteorolog'ical snmmary.
----

Year.

Month.

-

-~ean
bar- ) Mean thor- i Tot:~1 r~~n-~- PreYailincr wiurl.
ometer.
mometer.
fall.
o

1

I

1871 .. October_.-·-........
November---··---·
December ________ .
1872 .. January...........
February .. _. _. ___ .
March·----·.......
·April ...... ------..
May...............
,June·-···---··....
July .. -_ .... __ .....
August ___ . _.. __ ...
~eptemb<'r ... _ .. _..
Annnal

-

m~>ar

..•.

30. 110
:30.14()

:w. 250

:{0.240
ao. 020
:{0.093
29.910

1

29.972 !

2!1. 990
~9.

9:37

7 .4

(i7. 7

·~outbwcf;1..

:!4. 2

25.0
~W. 9
1

I

-----

West.
Northwest.
Northwest.
Northwest.
Northwest.
Northwest.
Southwe L
Southwest.
Southwest.
Southmu;t.
, outueast.

56. 9
38. 0

1

~9.94:~ 1

~9.91(1

--

:{t.i.(l ,

f>ti.2 I
ti!).6
77.2

78.4

--:HJ 04:3 ~-- ;,:to~-~~ SQnthwcst~--

-

-~--

J.JOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY.
lLat.itndc, :l3' 00'; longitn<le, '-!)r

~f> .]

--
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During the year six thousand and thirty-three bulletins have been
issued, and nine hundred and eighty-six reports furnished the press.
Reports from thirty stations were received here until July 1, from which
time until August 21 the reports from all river stations were received
each afternoon from Chicago as a special message. Since August 21,
eighteen reports have been received daily .. The leading dailies have
published the full tabular reports regularly, and also the river reports,
probabilities, and monthly statements, and have shown a gratifying interest in the development of the service. The river reports have also
been published by the New Albany papers, being furnished them daily
at the request of the editors. The standard city water-gauge, in the
Louisville and Portland Canal, is used for the river observations.
The station was inspected in October, 1871, and August, 1872, and
the office and instruments found in good condition. Sergeant Thomas
J. Brown was in charge of station until transferred to the office of the
Chief Signal Officer August 17, 1872, and rendered all reports promptly
and in proper form. The wide distribution given to the reports here is
due mainly to his personal energy and zeal. Sergeant Robert E.
:McGrady is at present in charge. The assistant on duty here at last
report was relieved for misconduct December 15, 1871, and was succeeded by Private W. T. Boyd, who, being ordered in for promotion,
was relieved by Private H. M. Ludwig June 17, 1872, who performs his
duties satisfactorily.
The Board of Trade appointed a meteorological committee, the members of which h:tvc contributed assistance to the observer whenever
necessary.
Meteoro logical sumrnat'?J·
Year.

Mean thor- Totnl rain- p
. .
· d
mometer.
ftdl.
revar1mg wm ·

Mean barometer.

Mout!J .

1871 .. October.-._-_ . ___ ..
November .. _•• . .. .
December. ____ . _...
1872 .. January . ____ . __ .
February. __ • ___ . ..
March _____________
April .... _..• __ . _..
May ..•.•. ·-------June-------------- July.______________
August·----··----·
September . ____ . .. .

:.~0

106
30. 057
:30. 145
~0. 161
30. 013 /
:W.087
30. 018 1
30.009
29.996
29.979

I

:w.on
30. 009

Annual mean_ ... - 30.051

j

GO. 5
44. 0
38. 0
30. 8
36. 0
38.7
59. 1
67.6
74.3
79.0
78.2
69. 8

T1whes.
1. 85
2. 51
3. 29
(')
( ")
1. 41
8. 40
4.49
H.19

3.67
2.45
4. 41

,- GU - -38. 67

Southeast.
Northeast.
North west.
Southwest.
Northeast.
Northwest.
Southeast.
Northwest.
Northwest.
Northwest.
Northwest.
South.
Northw;;,---

. Ra.in-gauge not in poHitiou.

LYNCHBURGIT, VIRGINIA.
[Latitude, 37° 18'; longitude, 85° 54'.]

Sergeant James B. Murray has been in charge here since the establishment of the station, and has rendered his telegraphic reports with regularity~ There is no assistant here, and none is considered necessary at
present. Se.ven hundred and twenty-six bulletins of the Joca.l observations have been issued.
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The office at this station remains in the building at the"' corner of
Eighth and Court streets; and although so mew hat removed from the
business center of the town, is sufficiently near it for present purposes. No reports have been received here since July 1, 1872. Previous
to that date about twenty reports were sent once daily through the
courtesy of Mr. Joseph W. Kates, district superintendent of the \Vestern Union Telegraph Company, and were displayed by him on bulletins
furnished by this office. The station has been twice inspected during
the year-once in October, 1871, and once in July, 1872. At the las1i
inspection, the instrument-shelter was found defective, and a new one
constructed of the standard pattern. The large wind-vane is used here,
and also the standard self-registering attachment to the anemometer.
~Meteorologica l

Year.

Month.

-- --

-

I

sumrnary.

ra:-~-~revailing winu.

Mean bar- Mean ther- Total
omcter.
mometer.
fall.

- -- - - .- - -- -1

... - ·--

1871 .- Octollel' ........... .
November ......... .
December ... .... .. .
1872.- January ........... .
}i'ebruary . . . . . .... .
March ........ , ... .
ApriL ............ .
May ............... .
June ............. .
July .............. .
Angm;t ........... .
~eptem ber. ....... .

30.175

:{0. 050
30.066

:~5 . 0
33.1
3G.2
39.6
57.5
67.7
74. 1
78.0
77. 1
G9.5

Annual mean ... .

30.072

GG. 0

ao. oso

30. 175
~0.114

30. 037
30.065
30.079
30.012
30.006

29.999

MAR(~UETTB,

fl7.5
47. 1

Jnche8.
1. 60
:t 76
1. 12
2. 08
1. 99
4. 24

3. 20
3. 15
2. 5:l

1. 56
2. 27
1. 26
28.761

-

--

Southwest.
Northwest.
Southwest.
Southwest.
Northeast.
Southwest.
Southwest.
Southwest.
Southwest.
Southwest.
Southwest.
Southwest.

So1~h~l'~St. - -

l\HUIIIGAN.

No change ha · been made in the location of the office uunng the year.
The reports from fourteen other stations were received here until January 1, when they were discontinued on account of the irregulari Y
with which they were received. Much difficulty has been eucoun~ered
in transmitting the reports from this station, owing to the unreha~le
nature of the telegraphic communication with J\1il vaukee, to which
place its reports are sent.
From July 1 te September 16, another difficulty existed in the clo i?g
o~· the telegraph-office at the hour.' for sending the morning and IIll<~
night reports; but thiR is now remoye<l, and it is hoped that commun:cation will l>e more regular hereafter. The geographical po ition of t~
station rend rs it reports of special importance to the hipping mt r ts on the lakes. In addition to the in trument on hand at la ..
r port, the sta ion ha. b n provid d with a large standard wiud- an
c nd the tandard t le ·copic rod and elf-r gisteriug attachment to
e
a.nemom t' .
Pr vious to t 1e di. continuance of report j January, on thou and
t
mdt· ,tl c nd fif y-, ix nll in. w r i ued . Serg ant \Villiarn ·
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Clendenon, the observer in charge, has performed his duties satisfactorily, and has managed his stat~on without an assistant. Arrangements have been made for the display of cautionary signals when ever
necessary.
JJieteorolog ·cal sumrna1·y.
---Year.

--

---

Month.

-

-

-

I Mean
bar~
ometer.

-

Mean ther- Total rainmometer.
fall.

47.0
30.0

29.890
30.060
29.960
29.980
.,.

..

.,.
29.930
29.8£>0
29.890
29.930
29.860

--

-----

·-----

1871.. October ............
November ..........
December ..........
187Q .. January . ....................
February...... . ...
March .............
April. .....
May ...............
June ..........................
July ...............
August ............
September. ........

PTeYa.iling wino.

I

Inches.
2.97
. G5

14. ()

. 33

1H.7
18.7
15.5

. ag
. 31
. 37

:)7. 3

46.0

. 88
6.60

r.9. 4

~{.

59,6

4.79

(ill. 4
rm. G

8.30

38.9

31.65

32

2. 74

-

-

Southwest.
Northwest.
West.
West.
\Vest.
West .
West.
Northwe8t.
West.
West.
Northwest.
Northwest.

------------ - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Annua1 mean .... Blu.nk.

I

West.

• .Barometer broken.

MEMriiiS, TENNESSEE.
[Latitutle, 3!:>0 08'; longitude, 88° 00'.]

The office i~ on the third floor of building No. 204 Second street, in
the business center of the city, and, in the opinion of the inspecting
officers, could not be better located. The station has been twice inspected during the year-once in November, 1871, and once in August,
1872. Alterations in the instrument-shelter were found necessary on
both occasions, but in most other respects the office and instruments
were found in goo<l condition. This station is on the same circuit as
Louisville, and receives the same number of reports. From July 1 to
August 21 the only reports received were t.hose of the river stations each
afternoon. Regular observations of the stage of water in the river have
been made and reported since January 1, 1872, the gauge used being
one constructed by the United States Engineer Corps. In the reference
to the value of the river reports, the observer remarks:
At this port captains and pilots of boats going up the river generally deciue by "the
river reports whether they can continue up tho Mississippi or go up the Ohio, and, if so,
how far. Boats arriving here from "below at 12 o'clock midnight or later, examine the
reports on the board at' the levee, and if they have no business here, continue on up
the river; otherwise, if it were not for the reports, they would have to wait for the
morning papers to learn the stage of the water. Before the signal-service reports
were published, from six to ten hours were lost at night by boats waiting for the morning papers, all of which is now obviated. The serYicc is highly spoken of by rivermen as being of immense value to their interest!:!.

Five thousand five hundred and sixty-nine bulletins have been issued,
and one thousand five hundred and two reports furnished the press.
The leading dailies print the probabilities and river reports regularly,
a1;1d the monthly statements and selections from the tabular reports occasionally. Sergeant S. W. Rhode has been in charge during the year,
and given satisfaction. Two assistants, Rerving a the tation since last
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report, have been promoted. One has been relievedfor misconduct and
one deserted. Private Nuzum, the present assistant, has been on duty
but a short time, having reported September 9.
.
The inspecting officer gives the following illustration of the practical
value of meterological observations:
During my inspection a gentleman came i nto t h e office for information fiS to the
weather on certain days last February, having a law-suit turning on that point. The
observer was able to give him all the information needed.

The anemometer here is provided with the standard self-registering
attachment, and the direction of the wind is indicated by a large standard
vane.
JJ[etem·ological summary.
Year.

Mean barometer.

Month.

Mean ther- Total rainfall.
mometer.

--

----~

1 7L. October .... ---- ....
November··----·--December ...........
18i2 .. January ............
February ...........
March .............. 1
ApriL_ ............. i
MaY--------------·
J nne ... __ ... _. _....
July ..... ___ ........
August .. _. _... ___ ..
September... _. ___ ..
Annual mean ....

--

Prevailing wind.
-- -

Inches.

30. 107
30.085
30.228
30.261
30.037
30.128
30.047
30.058
30.0()5
30.041
30.087
30.071

6"
47
·)

:~!)

;{;)

4:s
47
64
71
76

83

81
73

-------30.100
--

--

62.2

4.04 South.
2.23 Northwest.
1. 62 South.
2.17 West.
4.24 South.
5.19 East.
6.99 South.
4. 16 Southwest.
4.44 Southwest.
4.23 Southwest.
.54 Northeast.
3.62 South.
43. 17

South.

--

MILWAUKEE, WISUONSIN.
[Latitude, 43;) 03'; longitude, 87° 57'.]

Tlle office remains in the same building occupied at the date of last
report, and is well located with reference to the business interests of the
city. It was inspected in September, and severalirregularities discovered
in the condition of the instruments and of the instrument-shelter, all of
which were promptly corrected. Full reports were received here until July
1, 1872, when, in common with the other lake stations, it was deprived of
th~m by the suspension of the circuit system. From that date until September 1, the only reports received were those from the northwestern
stations, which were here transferred to New York. Since September 1
an'attempt has been made to revive the circuit system, and furnish full
reports again. Considerable difficulty was met with in effecting the
necessary wire-connections at other points upon the circuit to enable the
work to be properly done, and, a. a cono.:equence, the sen·ice ha not been
a. regular a. could be wished.
Three thou, and one hundred and ,·ixty lmlletins and two tho 1 ·and
two hundre<l and fifty-one maps have been i.-. ued, and nine hundred and
ninety-three reports furni hed to the pre. :. The leading paperS publi h
the probabilitie: and monthly tatements regularly, and occa ·iouall.Y
:xtra t' from the daily reports. In reference to the amount of pul>hc
mt r t manife:t cl in the >ervic , the oh.'erver remark as follow· :
A :l.Jlroof th· t our signal-servic~ iH a.<lvancin<Y
rnpitll,y in favor nmonrr tbe poop ,
0
I ·o 1.11 fltate th:~t those 11 ·w pn.pP.r:i whi~h a few month~ Hince woulll ba;e notllin~ !~
d
'1 h tlJ • we:l.th ·r-report 1 now }lnhli:>h d:dly, at lea.: t, the probabilities, ·md ev
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go so far us to attract the attention of their readers hya voluntary and favorable notice
of the weather-items. This state of affairs bas been. largely promoted by the people,
who, perceiving the benefits derived oy them from the service, as applied tD their
every-day affairs, have insisted upon the publication of the weather-reports in their
respective journals, and a great many have lately expressed their regret at the sudden
·stoppage of the weather-reports, and their criticisms upon the course of the telegraph
company are extremely unfavorable to that corporation.

Twenty-nine cautionary signals were displayed at this port, of which
twenty were considered as fully justified. As to the results of these
warnings, the observer reports as follows:
November 9, 1871.-0nly two vessels disregarded the signal and put out of the harbor,
The remainder of the
shipping staid in port.
Noventbm· 12, 1871.-No damage to vessels, as all remained in harbor.
November 20 and 23, 1871.-V cssels remained in harbor ; no damage.
November 26 and 28, 1871.-Steamers were kept in port; no damage.
Ap1·il9, 1872.-Tw·enty-two vessels remained in port; no damage.
April 11, 1872.-Vessels staid in port; one vessel, Milwaukee bound, was capsized.
and were overtaken by the storm and were seriously damaged.

Sergeant A. Brimer was in charge of the station until September 6,
when he was relieYed by Sergeant D. H. Sackett. Sergeant Brimer
is favorably mentioned in the report of the inspecting officer, but was
relieved on account of ill-health.
Much trouble was experienced with the assistants at this station
during the year, two having been relieved in quick succession for misconduct, and one for ill-health. Private T. O'Neill was ordered here for
duty February 10, and remained until called in to be examined for promotion, September 13. He was succeeded by Private James Courtney.
The station is supplied with the large standard wind-vane, and the
standard telescopic rod and self-registering attachments to the anemometer.
Considerable interest has been manifested in the welfare of the station
by the members of the meteorological committee, who state that the
suspension of the reports during the harYest seas·on was severely felt by
the farming community.
Meterological summary.

1871.. October. ... --·· ....
November · ---· ___ ._
December .. ___ .. _..
1872 __ January _____ .. _.. __
February __ . ___ ·-- __
March .... -----· __ _
April .. _.. __ .... ___ .
MaY------··---·--J une . _.•.... -.- .. -.
July ...............•
August .. ___ ,. _____ _
September ____ . _.. _.
Anum~l

mean ___ .

Mean barometer.

Mean therruowoter.

:w.o~o
:~o. o9o

!',1. 5

30.040

17.2
21. 0
2:3.0
24. 5
40.0
52.0
67.0
70.0
71.0
f.i2.6

:;o. ooo
:~o. ooo

30.060
29.930
29. 940
29.920
2!l.940
:~o.

ooo

29.913

:~ : t

Total rainfall.

Prevailing wind.

Inches.
~.37
~.54

0

1. 55

. 90
. :~4
. 53
1. 84
2.92
3.67
1. 98
1. 8!)

8.72

Southwest.
Northwest.
Northwest.
Northwest.
Northwest.
Northwest.
Southea!:lt.
Southeast.
Southwest.
Southwest.
Southwest.
Southw est.

- - - -- - - - - - - --------29.!)89

44. 4

____ _____
__,

30. 25

...:..__~

S. W. and N. W.

- - - - - - - -- -

lVIOBILE, ALABAMA.
[Latitude, 30° 42'; longitude, 87o 5;)'.]

The office was removed to the third story of the building at the southeast corner of Government and l{oyaJ streets, May 1, 1872, and is now
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well located within easy reach of the post and telegraph offices, and the
principal hotels and places of business. The wind-vane, (large,) ane-mometer, (provided with the standard telescopic rod and self-registering
attachments,) and rain-gauge, are well exposed and secured upon the
roof of the building. The instrument- shelter is of the standard pattern,
and projects from a window with a northern exposure. The bottom of
the shelter is covered with lattice-work, to guard against the effect of
radiation from the roof of a verandah, fourteen feet below.
Two inspections have been made of the station during the year, one
in October, 1871, and one in August, 1872. The report of the first inspection led to the relief of the observer, and the subsequent change of
the o:ffl.ce. At the second inspection, the office and instruments were
found in good condition.
The reports from eleven stations were received lJere until the suspension of the circuit system, July 1, since which date nothing has been
received except the probabilities each afternoon. Five thousand two
hundred and thirty-one bulletins have been issued. The afternoon issue
of bulletins was furnished to the leading papers, and regularly publlshed, as have also been the monthly statements. Considerable interest in the service is manifested by the principal citizens of Mobile, and
a general desire expressed to have the station furnished with a greater
number of reports, especially from the section of country lying south of
the Ohio River. In reference to this subject, the observer remarks:
At present e-verything connected with this office is hchl in the highest estimation,
especially l1y the cotton merchants and the general merchants of the city, who place
the utmost reliance iu the bulletins anti probabilities; and they are eagerly read by
the numerous persons who remain hovering around the usnal places, especially in the
morning, where the reports are posted.

Three cautionary signals were displayed at this station during the
year, two of which were fully justified by subsequent gales.
Sergeant A. R. Thornett was in charge of the station until November
4, 1871, when he was succeeded by Sergeant D. O'Donoghue, who st~ll
remains, and who has given full satisfaction by the prompt manner m
which he has discharged his duties. Private William Line was on duty
here as assistant until ordered in for promotion June 17, 1872, when
Private F. II. vVash was sent to replace b1m .
.Mftcorologioa,l sumrnary.
Year.

!lloutb.

I

16i1.. October ............ J
November ......... !
December ......... .
1872 .. ,January ...... . ... .
Febrnary .......... .
~farch ........ . .... .
April .............. .

·~~~lo'."."."_"."_ ~ ~ ~ ~-::: ~

July ........ ...... .

August ........•....
~

pt·mu·1· . .•.•.....

::\1ean barometer.

'10. 093
'0.068
:w. 227
:~o. 218
'{0. 015
ao.og~:~

')0 067
30.091

30 052
30.000

:.w. 0(;4
30.071

~1ea.n
~her-1 Tot~lfall.rainwon cter.
G8

30.094

G!l. 0

4ri.1
'"•1. 7 1
Gl. 4 j
ti9. 2
7G.7 ~
00. (j
RO. 7
81. 2
77. G

Gf 1

"'

~- - ---~~or·theust.

f>U . 9

1- - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - 1

Ann u.l nwar ....

1 rcvailiurt vdnd.

North.
South.
North.
Northwe t.
North.
South.
Sonth.
outhw ·t.
Routbw t.
North ast.
North.
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MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA.
Reports were resumed at this station September 5, 1872. The office is
located on the third floor of No. 49 Market street, within a short distance of the post and telegraph offices. The wind-vane, (small,) anemometer, and rain-gauge are supported on a platform on the roof, and
are well exposed. The instrument-shelter is of the standard pattern,
and projects from a window having a northern exposure. In addition
to the instruments named above, the office is supplied with one barometer, one thermometer, one hygrometer, one maximum and one minimum
thermometer, all standard instruments, and in good. condition.
Sergeant George A. Clum is in charge of the station, and as no reports
from other stations are received, he has no assistant.
Latitude of station ...........• _..................... ~ . . . . 32° 22'
Longitude .......................................... _.,...
86° 23'
Elevation of barometer above sea-level .................... 220.5 feet
The transmission of midnight:~reports from this station at the proper
hour is rendered impossible, because the telegraph-office closes early in
the evening. They are regularly sent with the morning reports of the
succeeding da.y.

MOUNT WASHING1,0N, NEW HAMPSHIRE.
[Latitude, 44° lG' ; longitude: 71° lG'.J

The office is located, as at date of last report, in the depot building of
the Mount Washington Railroad Company, through the courtesy of the
company's officers. All attempts to obtain permission to erect a separate building for Government use have failed through the inability of
the office to find any one person possessing an undisputed title to the
summit. The reports have been made with as much regularity as the
uncertain nature of the telegraphic communication would permit, and
have been read with greater interest, perhaps, by the general public
than those from any other station. The cable from the summit to the
depot, at the base of the mountain, bas been put in good repair for the
ensuing winter, and the office thoroughly and comfortably fitted up,
from the experience gained during the two past winters.
The standard self-registering attachment to the anemometer has been
furnished the station with the hope of getting a continuous record of
the wind's velocity, but the experiment has so far proved a failure, as
no instrument strong enough to resist the force of the wind has yet been
found. A new and stronger one has been constructed, and may be
found to answer the purpose.
During the month of May a special series of observations was made
in connection with a temporary station at the base of the mountain, of
which a special report is made elsewhere, (paper H.)
Sergeant M. L. Hearne was in charge of the station until April3, 1872,
when be was relieved on account of ill-health, and was succeeded by
Sergeant A. R. Thornett. Sergeant Hearne's health having been
apparently restored by a temporary absence from the station, he was
reassigned there l\Iay 17, but not being strong enough to endure the
exposure, he was permanently relieved by Sergeant Thornett. Both
men have displayed a marked zeal in the performance of their duties
under trying circumstances, and their reports have been promptly and
correctly rendered. P i"Vat William Stevens, the assistant at date
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of last report, died on the mountain, February 26, 1872, and was buried
at Littleton, New Hampshire. Private R. J . .Bell was ordered to the
station as soon as the sickness of Private Stevens was reported by telegraph, and remained until called in for promotion, June 17, 1872, when
Private William Ramsay was transferred there from Portland, at his
own request, and still remains.
.
To guard against any interruption of reports, and to render duty at
the station more desirable because less lonely during the winter months,
a second assistant has been ordered there.
The thanks of the Chief Signal-Officer are due to Mr. Walter Aikin
and Captain 'J. W. Dodge, of the railroad company; to Mr. Benjamin
Kilbourn, and other citizens of Littleton, for assistance rendered during
the year, especially in connection with the illness. and burial of Private
Stevens.
Meteorological summa,ry.
Year.

Mouth.

I
I

Mean har-1' Mean therometer.
mometer.

--------------

1871 .. Octoher ............ .
November ........ ..
December ........ ..
1872 .. January .......... ..
February ......... ..
March ............ .
ApriL ............ ..
May •...

-------····1

June .............. .
July ...... · ........ .
August.. ......... ..
September........ ..
Annnalmean ....

Total rainfall.

Prevailing wind.

--------1

2!). !)95
2!). 962
29.620
29.681
29.746
29. 573
29.853
29.995
30. 015
30. 166
30.256
30. 154

30. 0
15.0
3. 0
3. 0
5. 0
- 1. 3
21.3
33. 3
44. 5
47. 9
50.7
41. 7

Inches.
6. 10
3. 42
. 85
1. 67
. 29
. A3
. 07
4. 62
18. 46
3. 59

6. 33
9. 56

Northwest.
Northwest.
West.
Northwest.
Northwest.
West.
West.
Northwest.
West.
Northwest.
Northwest.
Northwest.

----29.918 ~-24.6,- 55~ Northwest.-- ·

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE.
[Latitude, 36J 10'; l0ngitude, 86° 4.9'.]

':rue office at this station still remains at No. 30 College street, in the
business center of the city. It was inspected in July, and the office
found in good condition, but some slight alterations were found nece..~
sary in the location of the in truments. The station is supplied with
the large standard wind-vane and with thp, standard self-registering
attachment to the anemometer in addition to the instruments on hand
at last report.
Reports from thirty ·tations were received here until July 1, 1872.
From that date to Augu t 21 reports from all riYer stations were received
each afternoon, and since the latter date the station receives the same
number of report· a other on the river circuit. During the year three
thou and sev n hundred and . e\enty-three bulletins have been issued
an. ~wo hu_ndr d an~l seYenty-four report furnished the pre s. Th
prm 'I pal paper· pubh h the probabilitie and river reports regularly,
·
and. ccasionally the monthly statements.
R1ver report. are mad fr m this tation, the gauge used being
nd
attached to the . onth facP- f th north dn w-pier of the I;oui \'ill
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Nashville Railroad bridge, and constructed under the direction of the
o!Jserver, in accordance with the plans furnished by the central office.
Sergeant .r. H. Garrard was in charge of station until February 15,
1872, when he was relieved and reduced to the ranks for failing to
render his reports proper1y. He was succeeded by Sergeant W. S.
Kaufman, who still remains, and has given satisfaction. He is favor.:
ably mentioned by the chairman of the meteorological committee of the
Board of Trade. PriYnte W. C. Shreck is on duty as assistant.

111 eteorolorrical sutnmary.
Yem.

Mea~
bar-~ Me•n
therometer.
mometer.

Mont h.

I

Total
. d.
fall.rain- p reYatT mg wm
-

1871.. October .... ...................
Novemi>er .. --·----December .. ...................
18n .. January ... . ..... .. ...........
l<'ebrnary .. . .................
March ....•• .............
April ...... . .................
May ...... . ................
Jnne ...... . ---· ...........
.July ...... . ...................
August .... . ..................
l::loptem uel'- - - ..............
Aunnal m ean ....

30. 186
30.137
30.241
:~o. 257
30.053
:30.138

61. 0
47.7
:~9. 0
~~5.

lnrhes.
1. a1

2. 13
1. 65

0

2.3~

43.0
44.2
62. 1

2.11

30.073
30.062
30.059
30. 097
30.093

77.4
79.6
80.5
71.7

:3.09
5.91
3.09
:,,17
4.90
1. 65
4.50

30.123

59. 4

37.83

ao.os5

71.8

-

Southeast.
West.
South.
West.
West.
Northwest.
Southeast.
West.
West.
West.
North.
North.

- - - - - - - - - - -- - -

West.

NBW LO:NDON, CONNECTICUT.
[Latitude, 41° 2:!'; longitude, 72° 9'.]

No change ha:-; been made in the location of the office at this station
the date of the last report, but a removal to the custom-bouse is
recommended by the chairman of the meteorological committee and
assented to by the collector. 1'his change will probably be made as soon
as the necessary arrangements can be perfected. Full reports from all
stations were received here until July J, when the suspension of the
circuit system caused them to be discontinued. Since August 21
arrangement~ have been made by ,\rhich this station receives the same
number of reports as Boston.
Three thousand seven hundred and eighty-four bulletins have been
is~ued, of which copies have been furnished daily to the press of New
JJondon and Nor~ich, and occasionally published. The probabilities
are published regularly, and the monthly statements occasionally. The
anemometer at this station is :fitted witl1 the standard telescopic rod
and self-registering attacluneatH, and the wind-vane is of the large pattern.
The office was inspected in April and found in fair condition, and all
records neatly entered np to date.
Nineteen cautionary signals have been displayed during the year, of
which thirteen are reported as having been fu11y jm;tified.
Sergeant 0. B . .Brinsmade remains in charge of the station, and has
.rendered his reports regularly and in proper form. J>rivate Mark Foley
is 01 dnt. . as assi:taut, · .n<l gives s:l.tisfaction.
~ince
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JYieteorological summary .
Year.

.Mea,n barometer.

:Montll.

Mean thermometer.

Total rainfall.

Prevailing wi ud.

---

--· -

1871 .. October_ . ___ .. ____ .

November •.•...
Decemuer. --·· •....
1i:l72 .. Jan nary ..•...
February ..........
March .............
April ...... . ...... .
May ...............
June. . . . . . . . • • ....
July ...............
August ............
September .........
Annual mean._ ...

Inches.

30.099
29.963
30.049
29.969
29.938
29.952
30.004
29.927
29.939
29.937
30.017
30.031

54.3
37.3
28.4
27.3
27.4
27.5
45.2
58.2
G6.8
74.4
72.6
63.1

8. 35
5.50
2.78
2.46
. 96
2.93
2.30
3.16
2.78
5.35
6.06
6.98

Southwest.
Northwest.
Northwest.
North.
Northwest.
North west..
Northwest.
Northwest.
Southwest.
Southwest.
Southwest.
Northwest.

29.986

48.5

49.61

Northwest.

- - - -- - - - - - - -- - - -

NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA.
[Latitude, 29° 57'; longitude, 90° 00'. J

The office was removed November 1, 1871, to the custom-house, where
it still remains. It is on the third floor, and in every respect better
located than before. No rent is paid for the use of the room, but the
Signal-Office bore the expense of putting it in habitable condition. The
wind-vane, (large,) rain-gauge, and anemometer are well e~posed upon
the roof of the building, and the latter instrument is provided with the
standard telescopic rod and self-registering attachments. The instrument-shelter is of the standard pattern. Until July J, the reports from
thirty other stations were received here, but from that date to August 21
the work of the station was limited to making and forwarding the local
observations, transferring the reports from Shreveport, Galveston, and
Indianola to Augusta, and publishing t he river reports received from
Chicago each afternoon. Since August 31, reports from twenty stations
have been regularly received.
The labor of the station has been increased by the necessity of tran. ·
ferring reports from the office of .one telegraph company to that of
another since July 1. Previous to tha.t <late the work was all done from
one office. Three thousand three hundred and three bulletins and fi've
thousand and seventy-one maps have been issued and seven hundred
and fifty-eight report furuished to th press during the year. Tbe
maps were printed on a pre ·s constructed especially for the office, but
none have been is ued ince the suspen ioa of the reports in July, and
the press has been sent to another station. The leading paper have
publi hed the-river report , probabilitie , and monthly statements reg~
larly, and the tabulated report occasionally. Considerable intere. ~
manife t d in the ervice by the citizens, e. pecially in reference to tb_a
part of it connected with river navigation. The gau'ge u · d here for
making the ri\· rob er rations i one put up by the city engineer..
~igllt caution ry io-m~l b~w b eu di played during th
·e, r of
w~wh ·. v n a~· r port •d a havinQ' b n fully ju ·tified.
.
~ wo m. p t~ons ha v h. •n mad during the year, one 1n
·tob r,
'1, and ne 10 Jul.· 1 7:3.
t be fir. t in. pectiou ·t w.. d ('ided to
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move the office, and several irregularities in the work of the station
were corrected. The office was found in better condition at the second
inspection, but some changes were found necessary in the position and
care of the instrument-shelter.
Sergeant D. S. Pullen was transferred to another station February
3, 1872, and succeeded by Sergeant Frank Mansfield, who still remains.
During the period that maps were issued, two assistants were found
necessary to perform the duties with sufficient promptness. One of
these men was transferred to another station August 20, 1872. Private
D. C. Ralston is now on duty as assistant.
All mail-reports have been forwarded regularly and prompt1y, a,nd the
teregraphic .ones as regularly as the facilities attainable would permit.

JJletem·olo,gical summary.
Tota,l rain-

Moan harometer.

Mean thcrmometer.

:30 069
30. 047
30.190
30. 195
29.987
30.070
30.039
30.070
30.034
:W.030
30.032
30.034

71.0
M.l

70.4
75.8
80.5
82.1
82.6
79.3

9.09
'7.14
1. 46
5. 10
4. 77
9.18
5.01
3. 14
5.34
6.43
3. 75
2.10

j 0,066

68.6

62.51

fa.ll.

Preva,iling wind.

Inches.

187L . October. .......... .
November ... ·----December. . . . . .....
1872 .. January ....... ---·
February ... -- .... .
March ......... ---·
ApriL ........... . .
May ....... ·-··---June ...... ·--- ·--July ........... ·--August . . ........ _..
September . ...... __

Au uual mean .....

J..

56.6
48.7
56.2
f>9. 2

Ea~t.

East.
North.
Northwest.
Southeast..
Southwest.
Southeast.
Southeast.
Southeast.
Southwest.
East.
Southeast.

- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - Southeast.

EW YORK CITY, NEW YORK.
[ Latitu de, 40° 42'; longitude, 74'J 1'. 1

The office still remains in the Equitable 13uilding, at 120 Broad way,
ht t the room occupied at the date of last report proYing too small for

tbe proper discharge of the observer's duties, the company placed two
~csirable rooms on the same floor at his disposal, giving ample space for
all necessary work connected with the interior of the office. Full midnight reports from all stations have been received here without interruption during the year, but the morning and afternoon reports from
the southern stations were suspended from .July 1 to August 21, when
the circuit system was resumed and all reports received with regularity.
:Full reports from the ea.storn States, the Lake region, and the country
west of Chicago were constantly received during the suspension of the
circuit system, and after consoiidation forwarded to the central office.
The publicatiou of the map was suspended from July 1 to July 20,
. hen it wa~ ag·ain resumed, and printed from th midnight reports,
m. tend of the momiul"> ones, aR previously. The night report~-; are
~ttll u. ed for the map in order to get it out and distributed early
w the day. 'l1 he latest i-iynopsis and probabilitie, receiYed are printed
on the map with the detailed report , 'l1 wenty-thre.e thousand eight
hundred aud forty map. and. seven thou:sand. three hundred and fi.ftyfi ve bnl etins .taVf• l>e(•lJ i:i:-; tPd n.nd distributed from the office during
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the yea.r, beRides ten thousand additional maps printed during the fair
of the American Institute, and distributed on the spot. The leading
dailies, both morning and evening, publish the probabilities regularly,
and occasional summaries of such reports as are of special interest.
While the work of setting up the map nightly and the work of correcting it before issue is done under the supervision of the observer in
charge, the actual printing is done by the Equitable Insurance Company,
which has shown a generous and practical interest in the development
. of the service. It is expected to largely increase the daUy issue of maps
during the ensuing year, and also to arrange for their prompt distribution in all parts of the city.
There are three flag-sta:ffs for the display of cautionary signals used,
one on either side of the large staff belonging to the building. On the
central one a wire cylinder is worked by halyardR, and raised when the
approach of a storm is expected; while on the smaller ones large signal-flags hoisted by day, and lanterns at night are similarly displayed. The cylinder has not worked satisfactorily, as it throws too
much strain upon the staff, and other means are being deyised to accomplish the purpose for which it was constructed.
Twenty-four cautionary signals have been displayed· during the year,
with generally satisfactory results. The signal-lights used have been
found too small for display in a city where they are surrounded by
numerous other lights, of nearly equal brilliancy, and others of an improved quality and larger size have been ordered and will soon be rea~y
for use. The merchants, underwriters, and business men generally In
the city have shown a gratifying appreciation of the aims of the service.
~ergeant C. R. Estabrook remains in charge of the station, and has
performed the arduous and responsible duties devolving upon him with
promptness, intelligence, and zeal. ~ergeant A.. W. Eastlake, the assistant at the <late of the last report, was relieved April 8, 1872, and transferred to Washington. Two assistants are on duty at present, Privates
Tighe and Lamont, both of whom are kept busily employed and give
satisfaction.
The station was inspected ·n April, and the offiee and instrumen:s
found in good condition. The anemometer is proYidrd with the sbtndard self-registering attachment.
jlfetcurolouical

su.JtWWJ"Y·
1

Year.

..lonth.

Mean hat-ll\1P:ul ther-

I

omcter.

Total rainiall.

nJOPH'ter.

Prevailing wind.

]u('/tt.~.

1871._ Octolwr. _____ ·----·

:10.1:10

54.:

Novmuh•}r. ___ .. ___ .

:10. 0!10
:l0.07f,

:)!!. ::

~:UJ\l7

~H. !I
:H.H

Dccemhr~r.----·---

:w.:~

1 >72.. J,annary .. ___ . . ___ .:
•nlmta;ry ·----· -- --

2G.!!itl

:!!l.9 ··

:10.::

ApriL-----------·-'

:l0.014

49.7
l il.!J

March. _____ .··-- .. -·

• 1;~Y·-----· · ------ .. 1
.Jmn .. ---·-----·--.July._, ___ ·----··- ·
Au~us ·----- ------

cpt~'mh

:.!U.~!J4
29.!142

Sonthwe.t.

7.07
:1. 71i

1.1!1
~- :l-1
1.44
:tu:~

I

7!.H I

~.,HI
':.!.~0

• 'orthwe:-t.
1
1

,'outlnv•'"t.
\\'est.
We~t.

We.t.
Wl·.t .

WP. t .
~Ul:ll· ontlmt•.t.

2 .. £1.{-'
'i(i.:3 •
9.:~ti , .... ouihwc·~t.
:lO.Ol:{
7~.~
tUJ'" .'outllwt·~t.
aO.Ol41 _ _ o;,,
_ _ ::.4-t 1 .rortl~--

;·----·---·l__

Aur nnl mn, ~~-~-1 ~0. oo·, L~ ~11. ~)

·Hi. • 1 ~

\ Tl'

tcrly.
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NORFOLK, VIRGINIA.
[Latitnde, 36° 51'; longitnde, 76° 10'.]

:No change bas been made in the location of the office at this Rtation
since the <1~1te of last report. Full reports were received here uut,il ,July
I, when t,he discontinuance of the circnit sy~tem caused a suspension of
all service to tbe station, except that rendered necessary for the display
of cautionary signals. Two thousand oue 1iu1Hlretl and fifty bnlletil1s
and two thousand and four maps were issued, aud t\YO lmrHlred a,nd
fifty-seven reports furnished to the press previous to July I, 1872.
The leading dailies publish the tabular reports and monthly statements occasionally, and the probabilities regularl_v. Tbe members of
the meteorological committee of the board of trade have displayed considerable interest in the service, and, together with ot,her leading citizens, have urged its extension by the establishment of a stcttion at Cape
Hatteras. Eil'orts were made during the past winter by these citizens
to get congressional aid for the construction of a telegraph-line to the
cape, but they were unsuccessful, and the project has lleen temporarily
a bandon eel.
Tile office was inspected in .June, aud found i.u good condition.
Ten cautionary signals lla vo been displayed at tllis port, eight of
which are reported as llaving been fully justified.
Portress Monroe has been suggested as a better place for the display
of these signals, but the present condition of the telegrapll cable across
the harbor is not considered reliable euough to justify a change. There .
is a f]arge standard wind-va11e at thi~ station, and the anemometer is.
provided with tlie staudanl selfregisteriug attachment.
8ergeant "-'illiam E. Smith was in charge until transferred to anothei:
station, l\fay 4. lie was succecdc~l by Sergeant James E. Magruder,
who still remains, and has given satisfaction. Two assistants have been
rPlievcd on account of ill-bt>.alth since last l'<'POL't. Private JiJ. B. Hobtin~-;, at preseut on duty there, was ordered to the station July 9, 187~.

Jlleteorological

YearJ

-M<'an l1nrometer.

Mouth.
1

-

- - - - - .:'· -

- I

~ctol>er ..•... ··- __ .
:!Soveu1l>Pr .... _ ... .
Decem
her ........ _.
1
1Fl72 . . .January ........... .

18tL .

:~o.

An u nal mean ....

-----

lnc71('8. 1
4. H

Sonfh .

48 . 0

G. 7(i

North.

aO.lGO
2U. OHO

:W. 0
:35. 0

2. ltl
2. Ul

Norf h wt·Ht.

37.0

7. !3:3
4. Gl

57. 0
61". 7
76.0
81.5
7!.!.2
7:.!. 6

:3. G:~
fl. Gi3
!i. Ofi
:3. ();~

:~o.

Seprem her ...... _.. .

--- - -

!J~O

0.10
:lO. 070
~30. 001

:w. 00~

!30. 004
:~0.0;)
:~o. 000

:w. 0

07.8

a.:.W
2. 40

~Oilthwl'st.

North<'HHt.
North .
Sou t lH•w;t.
Sont!J.
Sont l!wt•st.
Southwest.
Bont!J.
'on~h.

.

lllg WJil(1•

(i1. 0

2H.

,JIJlJC •••••••••••••.

rain- ~ p re\'fllT

Totnl
fall.

159

. . lareh ... -·· ...... .

.Jnly .. _........... .
A ng-n~t ......... - .. .

I .:\Ican
tlwr-1
moJueter.

:30. 0!}0

I FelJmary .......... .

' ApriL ............ .
.l\lay ·-···· ........ .

S'ltmmary.
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OMAITA, NEBRASKA.
[ Lat.itm1e, 41° 16'; longit.nue, 96c 00'.]

No change has been made in the location of the office at this station
since last report. The reports from the stations west to tile Pacific
coast were received here up to July 1 afld siuce Septmnber 1, 1872, and
two thousand four hundred aud sixty bulletins i~:;sued in addition to t'YO
hundred and seYenty-two reports fumisl!ed the press. The daily papers
publish the probabilities when recei\ed, cwd the monthly summaries
regularly, but the tabular reports only occasiona.lly. Ri,·er reports are
made from this station, the gange used being one constructed in accordance wHh plaits furnished from the central office. At preseut this gauge
is unserviceable, owing to a change in tbe channel of the river during
the year.
T~vo inspections have been made sine~ last report, one in December,
1871, and the other in Septem Ler, 1872. The office, instrnments, and
records were found in good conditiou at the time of the first inspection,
but at the last their condition was such as to compel the it11mediate removal of the observer.
Sergeant W. B. \'Vebster was in charge until transferred to another
statioD, March 10. He was succeeded by Sergeant G . .A. Dandelet, who
was relieYed for incompetency, September 13, and was succeeded by
Sergeant H. Barton, who is now iu charge. Wlum river reports were
ordered, the distance of the g·auge from the office was so great that. the
services of au assistant were necessary to the proper performance of
this additional labor, and Private D. H. Sackett was accordingly ordert'd
to the ·station, and remained u11til on1ered in for promotion, .June 17.
Private George W. McKee is now on dnty as assistant. Both ohse~·vers,
who haYe seryed duri11g the year, lmYe rendered all reports l>y mml and
telegraph promptly and in proper form. The station is supplied \Yith
the large-sized stall(lard wind-vane and with the standard. self1·egisteriug
attaehmeut to the anemometer.

JJ.1eteoro logical swnma.ry.
Year. !

Month .

-~

Mean l.Jnromcter.

Mean thrr-

mometcr.

-

: -- - - - - -

l1-17L . Octoher .... _. ___ . _.
XoHtlll:t :r .... _____
l>t•tt· nthPr .•• __ ... _.

172 .. .famt:ll)'···-·------1

:

2D. 921
2£U.l:iG
:w. IJ90
:W.l:lO

~~~:.~::·.\ i.'~-~'-~--~--:~~~~ :

~~:~~~

~Ia~··---···--··----

2!1.'-'0
2!J.7 D-l
l:!!J.t:Hi
l:!!J. 7•1
2D.HJU

;\priL___________ __
.Jntu· ......... ·---··
.July ....... ---·----

I

Angn. t. .•.••..•• ___
. ·t·ptentl,c·r. ___ ..... _

Alllmalmc·an ....

Tot:_11 rainfall.

2U.79~

_ :.:!H.!Jl:J

5~. 4

I Prcvailitw wiutl.
-~

--

I11che.s.

H.l;O

'..!. illi
4 'N
. 91
.(Ill

F;onthcast.
Xorthwt•:,.t.
~ortl1 we.-;t.
, ' ot·tllm·:,t.

~I:~

1:ti:i

~::::n:~~::~~~:

:n.o
}(). 0

:l .... ! ~onlll t• a t.
li.:{:) I Sonth-.ou!lwa r•
:tU1 ,'nllth-sontltl':t t .
G.:w So11tllt'a t.
7.).()
1.7
Sotttlt-:-outheat .
_ _ _n~ . -~~l ·'onfbt<_l"_t._ __
fil.O
Gl.O
7'2.7
77.0

4u.l l

:u.co l ,'ontlH~--
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OSWEGO, NEvv YORK.
[Latitude, 43° 28'; lougitucle, 76° 35'.]

The location of the office at this station remains unchanged. sinne
last report. li1 common with the other stations on the lake circujt,
O~nvego received full reports nutil July 1, when all reports were suspended until September 1, since which date fifty-two haYe been received
daily with as much regularity as the somewhat uncertain telegraphie
commnuicatiou will permit.
Two thousand five hundreu and sixty-six bulletins and two thousand
and eighty-six maps have been issmccl and seven hmH.lred and fifty-two
1·eports fnrnh;hed the press. Selections fi.'om the tabular reports are
published in most of the daily papers and the probabilities gi\reu regnlarly. Considerable local interest is felt in the service. The chairman .
of the meteorologieal com rnittee of the Board of Trade state(l to the inspectiug ofticer that the reportt'l bad a great iutluence upon the price of
grain at this port, as well as in their direct ·application to uavigation .
l\Ir.l\lcvVhorter, the chairman of the meteorological committee, has kept
iu constant communication with the central office, and has shown a desire
to promote the interests of the service lJy making such sugg,estions from
time to time as appeared to him necessary to improve its operations.
Tlle office was inspected in J uue, and found in excellent condition.
Sergeant B. F. llongh, who has been in charge since the station was
e::;tabli~he<l, is highly couunetHled by the inspector for the neat appearance of hi::-; office aud the intelligence displayed in the managmnent of tl1e
station. The sergeant has coustrneted a self-registering attachment to
the large \vind-vaue similar in priuciple to one used in the central office,
from which he obtains a continuous record of the wind's movements.
The a11emometer is provided with lJoth tile standar~d telescopic rod and
self-regi::-;tering attachments. Tlle assi~tants at this statiou have been
men of nnnsually good elwracter. Private T. B. Jenniugs remaiued
1m til ordered iu for promotion, June 17, 1872, 'vhen he was succeeded by
I>rivate McUomas, who has shown commenuable zeal in the service,
especially in the preparation of tables for tile eorrection of the barometrical readings.
T\venty-one cautionary signals have been displayed at this station,
an<l all but four are reported as fully jnstified. In rP:ference to the <lisplay on November 14, 15, and 16, 1871, the observer reports as follows:
Tho warning-~>ip;nal bas been of great benefit, as many vessels were detained on accouut of the display and thus escaped the t>torm. Two vessels ventured ont, but eueonntPrec1 tbc gale nnc1 were o1Jligecl to put. lmch, being cou~:>it1El'<tbly danwged. One
ves ·el that wc·11t out while the ~:>igua l wa~ ilyiug ran ashore about one mile above the
port, a11(l if.! now <L total wrc·ck.

The winds eonsiderrcl dangerous for naYigr~tion at tllis port arc reportNl to b<.> those from the nortll west and we~t-northwest, aud from the
notthea::-;t when accompanied by i:IUOW and fog.
Jlf eteomlogica 7

Year.

~lonth.

I

::\Ic·an har0111 eter.

summary.

::\!Pan thPr- Total raiu ·
ntomcoter.
fall.
Prevailing .rincl.

I

11·71.-

Oe:tolH't'.--- ____ ·--

.1

• 'nV!'Itl hc·r · -· .•. ··-·

. lJPcew her .. __ . . . __ . ,

:30.000
29.9-0

29.

~no 1

5~.~

:H.G

26.5

Jnche8 .
1. 411
2.tl(i
1.:30

Sontl1.

N or1 h west.
South.
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Jlfeteorologica l swnmary-Oontiuned.
-

Year.

I

_I

Mean l.Hll'ometer.

Moutl.J..

Mean thor- Total rain- PrcYailiug wind.
mometer.
fall.

I

Inches .

1872 .. .Tanuary ... _•...•...
Peurnary ... . ..... _.
:M ttrch _.............

April. ..............
:May.- ... ---· .•. --June ...............
Jnly ........... ____
August .............
September ........ _.

Annua.l mean._ ..

29.91)0
2\J.960
29.!:J78
29.953
29.t-172
29.918
29.883
29.!JG9
29.944

26.0
23.H
25.8
42.7
52.7
64.2
72.2
72.8
G2.7

2.44

29.944

46.4

24.61

1. 48
1.17
2.43
1. 44
2. 72
4. 48
1. 84
. 71

West.
Northwest.
Northwest.
\Vest.
\Vest.
"\Yest.
West.
Sontb .
South.

- - - -- - - - - - - - -------·west.

PHILADIDLPRIA, PIDNNSYL V .A.NIA.
[Latitude, 39° 57 1 ; longitndc, 75° 121. ]

The office remains at 133 South Second street, as at tlte date of the
last report. The anemometer and wind-vane are ou tlte top of the cupola
above the office, and well exposed. The vane is the large-size staudanl oue and the anemorrwter is provided with the sLandaru self-reg;i 'tering attachment. The min-gauge is ou the roof of the main building,
nud is affected to some degree by the proximity of the wwer, wllieh
rises forLy-fhre feet above it and shelters it partially from nortltwe:t
storms. l\Icasnres lmYe heen takeu to obtain a better location for it.
Fullrepol'ts w·ere recei\·ed here until July 1, when they were \Yholly
snspeucled until August !l, 187~, wheu the mi<lnight report iu full ml:-n:eein'<l nud tlle publication of the map re::;nmetl. On .A.ugu::;t 21 tile
circuit system ''ms resumed, and fnll reports have siuce that <lnte bl't'll
reeeiYt>d at the three regular reporting honrR. The puhlicatiou of tlte
midnig-ltt map contiuues, in order to get it distrilmteu before the receipt
of the morning reports.
l?iYe tlJOusarHlnine lmndred r~nd fifty-ni11e hu1letins and ten thonsau!l
five hnlHlrc<l and sixty-fh·e maps have hecn issnecl <UHl one thousand
three lmndrecl and sixt.J"-Olle reports fumil'lll<'cl the press. Sev<'ral of the
leading papers print the tabnlar report regularly, an<lnearly all of them
O<~cafiionally. .All print the prol1abilities n'gnlarly, anc1 mo.·t of them
the ,,·epkly a1Hl moutltJ~r statc•tJH..'Hts. In ref<'l'<'nce to tllis snbje ·t th
obsmTcr remm·k~, iu hi::; senti-aumwl report of ,July 1:
The ruh·:wtagN> of om· Ren-icc~ are ttow attrading the most <'arncst consiclcratlon a
iltis placr·; the shippPr, tlu: mannf:u:tnrer, the ltten:hant, atHl, in f:wl all hll.'inr: s men
l1ave aerwptc~!l and <'Tnplo_yc:d tlw IH:IH:Iit.-; of tho SVH(clll in an cmc1Jegs Ill!llllwr of way
11
in thPir n·:JwdiYP oc·c·npatiom;.
*
' *
That tlt<: vah11• of tho wt•athll
rc•pori;; i, n·aliz,·cl hy \,ll.-iTw. s 1111'11 in tlH:ir tnmsa<:timtH is l'Vidt•Jtct'cl hy th<· litct tlll
this oflic:l! L daily in n•c·l'ipt of lf'ttr·J'H J'rotn pnrtil': desiring to he ~:.ttpplieu with them.
11
anclt]w._,. rcrpH' b.; have) in lll':tl'ly all r·a,;Ps, heen gr:111h·d.
*
~r
I tnk~
plPa ·un: in lr·st ifying to the ttlt\'al'ying ~<'ll)l}'ort :tJHl dlit:i<'tlt a ill thl' ahly cnwlnrtt I
Jll'f'~ of this r·ity Ita. en·r l'l'THlen·.rl to this oliiee iu all its t•fl'orts to ·xtcnu any information rl'latin~ to the .c~n·icc.
'~he ·tation wa: in:pcc:tcd in ..tipril, an(l the oh~erYcr then jn dwr~
relievc·d llJ>Oit 1he l'<'pol't of th • inspeeting ofliC'rr who ·on 'i<lcr rl •
(;halJ~t· ll<'I'P ·:nry fo1· the good of the , PT\ i<·P. ~ '<'Y<'ral hnn.~P.- ha,·
11 11 lll:ldt• ill tlH! 111 'll 1111 dnty lJ('J'(' durillg' tJtc _yeal': all of th Ill
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with the yiew of beuefiting the service. Sergeant Daw was traHsfened to another statiou on November 27, 1~71, and was succeeded by
Sergeant S. P. Oarusi, 'ivllo was relieved for reasons above stated April
8, aud was succeeded by Sergeant George H. Richmond, who was in
tnrn relieved for aJlegetl improper conduct, September 13, 1872.
Sergeant W. T. Boyd is now in charge, a,nd has two assistants, one
of them being a printer, who gets out tl1e map. Not'irithstauding these
numerous changes, the amount of work done at the station has been
creditable to the men engaged upon it, and all reports, telegraphic and
mail, have been regularly au<l promptly forwarded. The demand for
maps here, as elsewhere, when they a,re printed, is steadily on the increase and keeps ahead. of the ability to supply.

:Meteorological sum11utry.

Yea'· I

Mean barOllleter.

Month.

Mean ther- Total rainmometer.
fall.

Prevailiug wind.

Inches.
18il .. October ..... ,·----·

November ..........
December . __ .

lti72 .. ,January .. ___ .......

February .. ____ ,. ___
MarciL . .. ---· ___ --·
April._. __ .. __ .. ___ .

May--- -------· ___ _
Jn11e _____ -··- ______
Jnly ................

Angnst. _.- ..... - ...
Supt1·mbcr ...... ---·

:30. 140
30. 046

:30. 14()
iW.053
:-30. on
311.054
:10. 0():3
29.975
20.97()
~9.970
:~o. O·Mi

:30. 049

5n.5
40. 5
32. 9
29.4
31.2
32. 1
51.6
61.5

72.7
78. o

75. 9
67.5

----

4. 09
1. 57
. 95
1. 12
:3.G7

2.60
3.15
4.29
9.20
7. t:n
:3.66

Southwest.
North west.
Northwest.
vVest.
Northwest.
Nort,hwest.
West-north west.
·w est-nort.h west.
vVest-sonth wetJt.
\Vest-southwes t.
Southwest.
Northwe:;t. .

Annualmean .... --30.044~-- 52.5 --4~.11" Northwc:;t. - -

--

--

* For eleven months: rain-gn.uge not in lJOsitiou October, 18'1 1.

PITTSBURG ll, PENNSYLVA.NIA.
[Latitude, 40° 32'; longitude, 80° 2'.]

The office has remained in the First National llank building, at the
corner of Fifth aveune and vVood street, the 01lly change made being
the rPmoval from one Hmall room to two other~:> on the same floor, better adapted for the office l>nHiuess.
Fonr tlJousand three hundred and fifty-eight hnlletins baYe been
issued, some of which were furnished to the press and publi:shed in
wlwle or in part.
:F ifteen reports were rerriYed here until ,July 1. From that date to
Angu~t ~1 the report~ from rivm· stations only were receiYt>d <'a<:h
aftel'uoon, but since t1JC rcHmnption of the <:ireuit ~-o.-:ystem sixteeu report.· are l'f'C<·iYe<lre~· nlarly three times eac~1 d;1y.
The station has hePn twieo i11spcete<l since last report, onee in ,Jmmary an<l again iu Marth. Houw Hlight il'l'eg-nlal'itieH 1vere fonnd to ex_ist
oll both ot·caHions, and immedintely correetNI.
The instnunent-sl!elter
i~ a re<ltwc<l copy of the ob~wtTatory patt<•m, ~H1optPd hy the c<:ntral
oflie<', and mJSW('rs tht· purpo:e satisfadoril,r. 'riH' wilHl-van<·, (htrg· <~
pat.ten1 ) ntin-gange, ;uHl aitPmometer are well expose<l on the roof
of tlw bniltling. I:ivcr reports arc made regularly from this t~ta-
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tion, the gauge used being the Rtandard one constructed by the city
authorities, on the banks of the Monouga heia a short distance abo\·e
its junction with the Allegheny. Oousiderable interest is mauifeste<l
in the service, especially by mern bers of the press and of the Pilots'
Association, and a strong desire expressed for tlJe establishment of additional stations on the upper waters of tlle two ri \'ers forming the Ohio.
The probabilities are nul>lislted when ever received and the river reports
regularly.
Sergeant L. n'I. Crist was in charge until relieved, December :n,
1871, for failure to forward his mail-reports; Sergeant George N. Sullivan from that date until transferred to the central office, May 4, and
Sergeant \V. E. Smith, who succeeded him, still remains.
Private II. Barton was on duty as assistant until ordered in for promotion, June 17, when he was relieved by Private \Villiam Finn.
Reports have latterly beeu forwarded regularly and iu proper form
and the station is reported in good condition.

Jllete01·ological sU?nrnary.
Year.

Mean barometer.

Month.

Mean thermometer.

Totalrain-1 P1·cvailing wind.
fall.

- - - - - - - - -1

1871.. October ...... , _____ ·
NoYember. _______ ..
Decem her. __ .... __ .
1872 .. January.-----·---·
Fehrnary. _. ___
~larch_------------

April .. ......................
l\fay ___ ·----· ______
Jnne. __ -----· ·----J nly ... ____ ........
Angnst ____ -------Beptmnbcr .. _. ___ ..

.

Incltf8.

29.955
30. 1:{0

56.0

30. 1:~o

30.0
28.0
27.0

30. 180
30.102
30.077
2~>. 6:n
29.9:.!0
20.900
20.910
29.9tl0
29.9 u

38.0

2.6()
:~. :~o

2.00
1. 8!)

. 97

34.0

1. :3:3
. 88

6:3.0
71.0
75.0
74.0
66.0

2.61
2.:35
7.70
2.81
2.54

m.o

Son th west.
Nortll\Yest.
Northwest.
West.
West·.
\Vest.
North.
Northwest.
Northwest.
\Vest.
West.
West.

[Latitndc, 4:F 40'; longitude, 70° 14'.]

No change baR been made in the location of the office (luring the
year, uor is any eousillen'<l nere.·1·mry at prm;eut. Ji'nll n'ports ,~·prr>
received here until the snHpeuHion of the drcnit R,YRtPm, .July J, .:J~J<·
whic:h date 11011 haYc he<' II reet>i n.><l, owing to the dilliculty of makmgtlH· nPe's.·ary tel •g-raphie anangPmentH.
.
Two thoLL ·and , ix: huJHhed mt<l six l>nlletins alH1 one tlton:a})(l lllll
1nuH1n~(l and thirt<:Cll map.; han' been i:-;.·twcl ~mel !-ICYC1l l1111Hlrecl. and
fifty report. fnrni:lH'Cl to the ]H't'H.' an<l pnl>li. bed in ·o1Hle11: 'd /onu.
'TlH! proiJahiliti(•,' nncl monthly :nmltHtrie1) arc pnblishPtl rP~l~lnrly
a11cl c·ou:->i<l<·rahl • illt<·rpst. IIHUtiJ(•.-t<~<l in the H<'l'Yicc hy ]Pa<ling <·JtJz 11.,
~nHl .:\Ir. Far](>~-: ehairlllan of tltP rtwt •orolop;ic~al committl' • of tlH· Hcllll't~
ol' Trade. !Ja · l'r•JJCli'J'Prl mueh Yaluablc a. si:-..tall(:c to the oiJspn·<)r ill VaJ'I ·
wa~·: rluring th(• . ·par.

11t1
'

\\'I'}Y(• I'UUticJUal'Y

jn·n:\1;; }t:tn.' l>Cflll

.
<li:play •cl :tt fllj' p< rf
1

clUI'Jl)f'f
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the paRt yrar, and sev-en of tlJis number were fully justified. As to the
result of the differ·ent warnings the observer reports as follows:
.YoiV.'IIIber 1, 1tlil.-Tlw violence of the gale was not felt at this stat.ion, hub n-as reported as heiug very s1were off the coast. On <Lcconut, of the display, rnally vessels
relllaiue<l in the harbor which otherwise would have put to sea, where the.v won ld
h:we onconn tcrerl tile storm.
November 10, 1871.-No iujuries to shipping are rcporteu, as timely preparations fol'
the sh1rm hau been made .
.1.Yorember 14, 18il.-By the timely display of the signal a nnmber of vessels that were
u1aking preparations to leave the harbor during tho evening were detained, thereuy
tscapi11g the gale.
Dccembe1· 4 aud 5, 18il.-Owing to the displa) of the signal, the regnlar steamers to
Kew York and ports east remained in harbor until the violence of tho gale subsidetl.
7

The office was inspected in 1.\tfay, and numerous irregularities jn the
management of the 1'3tation and the location of the instruments and the
mauner of keeping the records discovt"red, all of which were correctrd.
The rain-gauge, wiud-vane, (large pattern,) auu anemometer are well
exposed on a raised platform upon the roof, aud the last-named instrument is provided. with the standard telescopic rou and self-registering
attachments.
Sergemtt R. E. McGrad.Y was relievPd from charge of the station,
.Angnst 17, and transferred to r.ouisville, Kcntnck_y, being succeede(l by
Sergeant A. B. \Villiams, who still remains. Private N. Phelps is on
duty as assistant, having relieved Priva,t.e Ramsay, who W<ts transferred
toMonnt Washington, Juuel7,1872. Ma.iland telegraphicreportshave
been forwarded promptly and iu proper form, so far as the observer is
concerned, but the midnig-ht reports have been delayed until the next
morning by the closing- of the telegraph-office at night since July 1.

.1lfeteorological sumrnary.
Year.
-

:Mouth.

Mean baromete['.

Mean thcrmorueter.

30.053

50.0
3:3. 0
;.!:~. 0

Total raiu-

PreV[Liling wind.

f~tll.

-

-

1871. October. ____ .. ____ .
November. ____ . ·--.
December .. ___ .---·
1872 ·' .Jannnr.Y·------ .......
February------ ---:March ... __ ..
April·----··----·-·
::\lay .. _______ . ____ .
.Jnne. _______ .. ____ .
.Jttly. -· ··---· ·----·

I

I Augm;t ·----- -----·
I St·ptcwbcr ___ · ----I

I

Annual mean_ .. _.

I11clles.
29.926
:30. 004

29.910

22. 5
2:3.0

29.9:24
29. UOO
29.04.9

2:3.:3
41.8
52.3
62.0
fiR.i
()7.1
59.8

29.D0G
2!.1. 9;)0
2U.Ul9

Sontl1west.
Northwest.
Southwest.
SonLhwest.
Nortltwc!lt.
Northwest.
N ortb \vest.
South.
South.
South.
Southwest.
South 1vest.

6.55

6.:3i
3.00
. 77

. 35
1. 44
1. 60
:t 2:3
5.95
2.97

oo1
G.9i
:3. 12
0~0
------------ -------------:~o.

:·W.

2LI.

4:3.9

!J();)

I

42. :3·2

Southwest.

I

POH.TI,AND, OH.EG ON.
The office is located in Gilm8n's Tiuilding, at the corner of First and
Alder tl·eet ·, jn the ceuter of the busi.ness part of the city and within
eal'iy reaeh of the telegraph-oflice. The wi1Hl-vaue, (large pattern,)
l'aiu gange, and anemometer are well expose!l on the roof of the building·. 'I ill' instrnnwnt shl'ltcr is of the 1'3tan<lard pattern, and projects
from a willdow with a northern exposure. Tlw tntion was e:stablishcd
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b.Y SergeautEdwin Gar1:anclwho began tosendreportsNovemherl, 1871.

The ouly reports received at the stati011 were those of San Diego an(l
Ban Francisco, on the Pacific coast, previous to July 1. Siuc:e that
date the work of the ollserver has ueen limited to maki11g and forwarding tl1e local observations. The telegraphic conununication with San
Francisco, where the reports are transferred eastward, has been frequently interrupted. In addition to this difficulty, the telegraph-offire
has been closed at the hour for semling the morning and night reports
since July 1, causing great irregularities in their tra11Smission.
Four hundred aud eighty bulletins have been issued and two thousand one hundred and eighty-seven reports of the local observatious
furnished the press and regularly published.
The station is supplied 'vith a full set of standard instruments, all of
which are reported in good condition. An officer is now on his way to
inspect the station.
All mail-reports have been forwarded promptly and in proper form.
Latitude of station _____ . : .......... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 450 30'
Longitude of station ... _..................... _.... _....... 122° :.!7'
Elevation of barometer above sea-level ........ _......... . . . 07 feet.

JJ!eteorolog,icctl sumnwTy.
Me:tn barometer.

Month.

Year.

Mean tber- Total rainuwmeter.
fall.

Prevailiu~

wind.

Inches.

1871 .. October .................... ---· ........... .
Nov em her ....... _. _
:30. OoO
45. 0
Dcceml>er _........ _

:Jo. 040

1872 .. Jauuary...........
Fchrnary _...... _. _
Marcil . _.......... _
April...... . .......

30.1GO
29. 900

30. 1:10

!ILty.- ............ -

30.150
30. 1:{0

J Ull C

:~0.

•••• •. •••• •••.

0£)0

:1H. 0
:3G.O

44. 0
48. 0
47.0
57. 0
64. 0

Jnly....... .... ....
Angnst . _.. . . . . . . . .
September _. _......

30.040

G~.o

:30. O()O
30. 06:3

Gfi. 0
59. 0

Mean for 11 mos.. .

30. 075

52.0

2. 77
7. G2
6. 56
12.1:3
5. 2H
2. ~)6
. 92

Sontbcast.
Sonthe:u;t.
Son t hcast.
Southeast.
Sonth.
Sonth .

1.5~

Northwest.
Northwest.

. 20
. 1:3

Northwest.
Nortlnwst.

1. ~()

Northwest.

PUNTA RASSA, FLORIDA.
[La tit n<1e, 27° 00'; lollgituc1c, 82:) 18'.]

The locatimt of tltc office at this station ha~ not hccn changPd sin ·e
1a.'t report, there hciug no otlt<·r lmil<liug in the pla<:P. 'l'ltc room i ·
. blall and ~ome,,1Jat ei·ow<led, 1mt i: tJJC bc:.;t that coul<l lw bad, a111l
for its tt.·<· the oflice i~ undt>r obligation to the Internatioual Oceau Tel(._•graph CoHIJlilll,Y, whose Jll'OJH.'rt.r it iH.
'I he. t<11 ion was im-;peetttl in Feln·uary, an<l fomHl wit.hont a JH'OJl r
im>t nmJ<•Jlt.·. One wa~ onlPred by tlr"
·lJelter for the e.·1m. nn~
in~pt>dor !'rout KI',Y \Ye:t, tlw llPHJC. t piHC't; wlwre it eonlcllw obtain d.
Oth~r inPgnlariti ·~ ". •r · ttHTedL•d, aud t li e o1ii<:e lett iu a: good ord I
n.: 1·ottld he 1'.-pl'ct(•(l. ~ o rcpul't: are n!eein·d here for publi 'atiou aml
u• ln1lletin · i.-. lH!(l.
: r•r aut ,_ E . lugram wa, 1 ·lieretl from eharge of the :tatioll: I~b-

or
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rnary 27, and his successor, Sergeant GeorgeS. Ro\vley, September 5,
botll upon the report of the superintendent of the telegraph company
that tlley bad been guilty of misconduct. Sergeant William Tbeodovius
was ordered to the station, September 5. Private John Healy was
assigned to duty here as au assistant, February 27, aHd still remains
fur the purpose of preventing iuterruption of the reports tllrough sickness of the obserTer.
·
All mail-reports have been forwarded with regularity and the duties
of the station in relation to office-work discharged satisfactorily. The
station is supplied with a medicine-chest, furnished by the Medical Department of the Army, for the observer's use, and is comfortably fitted
np with such furniture as could be obtained from Key \Vest. Every
effort bas been m~Hle to renuer the duty here as pleasant as practical>le at
such an isolated post.

Meteorological· sumrnary.
Year.

I

:Mean barOllleter.

Month.

1871 .. Od.ober. ... ________

August ............

30.03G
30.040
~!0. 1t30
:30. 140
30.030
!30. 01-3 0
:30.0!': 0
30.080
:w. 077
!·W. ODO
30.045

September .........

:30.0~0

November---- .....
Deceml>er ......... _
187.2 .. Jaunary _..•.......
February ..........
Murch .............
April . __ . __ . _......
~lay ____ ....... ·--Juue .......... ---·
•Jnly ...............

Me.n ther-1 Total rninmometer.
falL

79.8
71.5
()7.0
62.5
64.0
69.0
77.0
78.0

Incl1es.
1. HO

Annual mean ...... --30. 07(i , - - 74 .. :3

. 98

Northeast.
Northeast.

2.613

Northm~st.

2.64

N ortlwast.
Northeast.

2.71

80.~

81.0
81.0
bO.O

Prevailing wiuu.

. 69 South.
1. 54 Northeast.
2.88 Northeast.
7.16 West .
H.68 Northeast.
3.97 Northeast.
5. 14 Northeast.

-----~--40. !:)7 Northeast.

HOOHESTER, NEW YORK.
[Latitude, 430 08'; longitude, 77° G1'.]

The office remains in Power's Block, at the corner of West Main ancl
State streets, in tlte ceuter of the busiuess part of the city. '£he buil<lillg is fire-proof, beiug lmilt of iron, stone, and brick, aud, although the
office has been on the eighth floor since September 1, it is reached.
eas ily by means of an ele vator. Previous to September 1 it was on tlte
sixth floor, hut the additional stol'ies being acl<led by the proprietor, it
was moved at his request and at llis expense.
The anemometer provided with the staudarcl telescopic rod and selfr egistering attachments, the raiu -g;ange, and large "\YirHl-vane are well expo~ed on the roof of the bnil<ling·, and the sig-nal-staff is sufficieiJtly
elevated to be viHilJle from Charlotte, tll e port of the city, six miles distaut. 'l'he instrumeut-shelter is a modi11ed cop,Y of the observatory
adopted at the central o11ice, and iR ou the roof of the buil<liug.
J>reviou~ to ,July 1 full reports, and since SPptember 1, fifty- t"\YO
rq)()rt~ have heeu recei\' ed with as much regnlal'ity as at the other
lake HtatioJJS. Three thouHmHl eight hurHlrC'<l and sixty-Hi.n e bulletins
aiHl oiJe thousan<.l eight huu<lreu auu seveuty-three maps have been
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issued and fi \Te hundred and eleven reports furnished to the press. The
leading papers pu lJlish the ta.bula.r repnrt, the probabilities, and the
'"eekly and mouthl.v summaries. Mr. Powers, the proprietor of the
building, has displa~Ted a lively interest in tile service· and done all in
his power to make the office perfect in its appointments at some personal expense.
Tile station was inspected on July 1, and the office and instruments
found in good condition. Sergeant F. l\1. l\f. Beall has been in charge
since its establishment and has rendered a.ll reports promptly and in
proper form. He is highly commended by the inspecting officer as
attentive to his duties and always ready to give information to applicants. Tlw assistant, Private L. M. Crist, is also favorably mentioned.
Thirteen cautionary siguals were displayed at tl:.is point, and an lJut
three are reported as fully justified. In reference to known benefits or
injury to commercial or other interests, resulting from the display of
signals, the observer reports as follows:
Decembm· 3, 1871.-People look up to the signal with expectation n.nd confidence, on
account of the accuracy that marks its prenictious .
..tlpril13, 1872.-Signal or<lered on the 12th in!:ltant was hoisted twenty hours before
the gale commenced. This being the first <lispla.y of the season, many persons called
to ascertain th e prohable time aud severity of the expected gale. At 2 p. m., th e
wiud, blowing from the west, reached a velocity of sixty-two miles per Lour. Considerable damage wa!:l done to property, and from personal inquiry I find many builders governiug tlwir operations by it, and gladly acknowledged the benefit of the sigJlal. AU the city pape1·s acknowledged its tiuwly waming. The steamer Norseman
mado her r egular trip on tbe 13th, but encountered very high and dangerous seas.

The wiu<ls considered dangerous at this station are those from the
northeast to the north \Vest.
JJfeteorological summary.
Mean barometer.

Mean tbcrmome ter.

1871.. October ............
Tovemher ..........
December ..........
1 72 .. .Jannar:r ·----· .....
Fchru:uy ...... . ...
March .............
April ..............
JYlay ..•.. ---· ••..•.

51.0
32.0
2·1. 0

.Juno ..............

30. 100
:~o. 010
29.960
2!.1.950
29.950
2U.%0
2U.9:l0
29. 890
29. !380

Jul y .. . ..... ··----·

20.~-<!JO

Angw;t .....................

29.9fi0
29.9()0

Year.

Month.

Total rainfal1.

Prevailing wind.

I

Inch e.~.

f>l'ptclllbt•r ...... __ .

Ammalnwan ...... l~tl.9::i:l - -

- - - --------'A ~.,.

;ns

2;tO
22.0

44.0
54.0
6::i. 0
71.0
71.0
li:l.O

~.59

3.10
1. 82
2.37

\Vest.
Northwest.
West.
WPHt.

1.2

2. ;,o
2. 15
2.18
!), :35
2. 5fi

Southwest.
Torth w1·st.
Xorthw ctit.
West.
West..
West.

1. r-U
1. 72

Rontl1w est.
,'onthwcst.

4;).~--2V.f>l

We~t.----

-------

~---

DIEGO, CALIFORNIA.

TlH' offic. i:-; locntP<l i11 tltc .·ccom1 ancl nppPr story of a hnilding on
the .:c,nth ~Ide of Ilorton t;quarQ, wit1Jiu ea::;y reach of th po:t aucl td<·gr:tph o!lic:<·;· :11Hl th · roof afford .· an w..:c<·lieut exposnre for the windYaH· an 1 <llli ' J.IOIIII' tcr. 'flu• ill ·tnun<•JJt-slJclt ·r j:-; of' the Htanclar<l patt •rn.
ancl }JJ'ojc· •t : lh 111 a window lnH·iug· a JWI'th,n·. ~ t<•I'll <'. ·posnre.
r •tw ·tati ll wa.
·ta uli; lt ·tl hy 'nrgenut .r uhu n. \\' ·lb, who lJeo-an
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sending reports NoYember 1, 1871, and haR kept them up since that
date with as much regularity as the condition of the telegraph-line
would permit. Since July 1 the closing of the telegraph-office at the
hours for sending the morning and midnigllt reports baH been an additional cause of delay. Previous to July 1 the reports of San Francisco,
an<l Portland, Oregon, were reeeiveu, but at present the work of the
observer is limited to the transmission and publication of the local
observations.
Five hundre<l and ninet;y-eight bulletins and seventy-two reports have
been issued aud published regularly. The obserYer remarks as follows
upon the local interest manifested in the ser\ice:
Semi-an nualr(]JOI'l of July 1, 1872.-The importanee accredited to this branch of the
sigual-servico by the commercia,] and agricultural pnlJlic and the zealons interest m;mifeste<l by an classes in its wonderfnl developDlent and snccess are fnlly clemoost.rated
by the COJJfirlence with which the general public a,re pleased to receive onr of'ticia,l
reports and the favorable expresHious of numerous persons from all parts of the
country, geuerally here for their health, who take the occasion to visit my office.
Among my viHitors I take pleasure to mention General Meigs, U. S. A., Genera1 Alexanrler, of the Engineer Corps, and a number of other Army aucl also Navy oflicert! ou
different occasious. *
* * The wonderful equality of this climate, producecl as
it is by the almost constant wes-terly witHls, which receive their tempera.tnre from
their passagt, over the vast expanse of the Pacific, attracts invalids suffering from pnlJnmmry complaints in great nnmlwrs from all parts of the country, where they find
rPlief in tl1e pecnliar qualities of this dry, bracing atmosphere, and their lives are
often prolonge(l io this climate, wlJere extremes of ho:tt and cold are unknown.
Intelligent physicians, in recotl1meuding their patients to an agremtble climate, are
guided or ill1luenced in selecting a location by our published reports.

Latitude of station ....... __ ........ __ . . . . . . . . . . . . ... _..
32o 44'
Longitude of station ......... _.. _____ ........... _.... _... 1170 OG'
Elevation of barometer above sea-level- ........... _... __ ..
62 feet.
The station is supplied with a full set of standard instruments, all
of which are reported in good condition.
Moteorologicals~tmmary.

Year.

Mean hnrometer.

Month.

l\fean thcr-1 Tota.l ndnmorneLer.
fall.

p

T
revm mg

· 1
Wlll( •

-----1-----------------·1-------187L_ November _________ _
DccClnher · -··-· --·1872 __ Jannary. _...... _.. .
February._ .... _ . _. _
:1.\IarelJ _. __ .. _. ____ .
April ...... ··-·--·l\i:Ly --.-- .. ----.- ..
•Jnne. __ _.- .--.- .. -:

July._. __ .. ·-_.- ·_.
A 11 gn Ht __ .. _... __ ..
September . _______ .

Iuclw~.

30.011
:~o. 1 :~:~

50. 7

30.0tlti

5H.5
51. g·
!14. 7

:~o.

56.2

:30. OUl

o:n

30.0G4

1. 1D
1.:39
. 99

1. G:3
. 46
. 2G
.19

G6. 3
60. '
HG.2

:30. 001
29.974
20,97!)

66.6

29.9:-iG
29.9 -1

G8.9
66. 4

. 18

:30. 0~7

G0.3

6. 22

• 00
. 00
. 00

\Vest.
Northwest.
East.
West.
West .
West.
West.
West .
West.
West.
West.
vYest.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.
[Latitude, 37° -!f:j'; longit.ude, 1220 26'.]

No changP lul~ heen mru1e in the Jocatiou of the office since the dr~te
of hvt report. PreYiou.· to Jn1.r 1 aud sinee September 1, report.' from
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eleven stations have lleen received here, aud reports from San Diego,
and Portland, Oregon, regularly transferred to Chicago and eastward.
One thousand nine hundred and twenty-four bnlletins and four lnmdred and four press-reports have been iss\wd. The daily papers oce<Lsioually publish the tabular reports and monthly summaries.
The anemometer is supplied with the standard self-registering attachmeut.
SergeantS. P. Carusi was relieved fi'om charge of the station, October
J G, 1871, and was succeeded by Sergeant F. B'. Pilling, who is still ~~t
the station, but has been unfit for duty on accouut of serious illness
since l\Iarcll 19, 1873, the work having been ably performrd in the mean
time by Sergeant W. B. vVebster, transferred here fl'Om Omaha.
All reports by mail have been sent regularly and in proper form since
the latter took charge, and the telegraphic ones as regularly as the condition of the lines permitted. The instruments are all reported iu good
condition. There is no assistant at this station at present, bnt one will
be sent at an early date to insure the transfer of reports in the event of
the observer's sicknes~.

JJieteorological swnmctry.
Year.]

Month.

Mean barometer.

IUean
therwometer.

29.990
:30.070
:w. 0(}0

65.5
5~3. 0
5:~. 0
52.0
5G.O
54.2
5:~. 7
56.3
59. 9
58.0
5G.4
58.7

Tota,l ntinfall.

IPrevailing " ·iud.

--I

1871.- October._--- .. ____ .
Novcmher ---·· .........
Dt!CI'mLcr ·- ____ . --·
1872 .. Jannar_y . __ . - . ----.
February . __ .. ____ .
1\Iarch ·----·. ·----·
April·----·---··--·
1\Iay- -----· ---· ....
Juue ·----· ---- --·.
,July. ____ .--··_--·August·----··---··
September----_ ......
Annual mean._._

30.l:W
:30.090
:30.106

:Jo. 079
29. 98(i
29.991
29.974
29.945
29.984

--w.

Inclles.
. 07
2.81
14.:3fi
4. o:l
6.!.10

l.f>9
. til
.ltl

. 04
. 01
. 00
. 04

Southwest.

I \Vest.
So nth west.
Nort!J.
Son t lnves t.
vVest.
\Vest .
So11thwest.
SonLhwt>st.
Sonthwest.
S(mtln\'est.
outl1west.

0:35 ~--56.4 --3o~\ So nth west.

SANTE FE, ~EvV MEXICO.
The office iR on the upper floor of a, two-story bnil<ling known a~
,Jolm:on's Bnil<ling, on a, Rtreet without name or ntunber. 'rite roof
i: fiat and afford~ <t good e.·posnrn for the win<l-vmw, (small pattern )
an ·monwtPr arul raiu-gange, all(l also for the im.;tTniiH!llt-sh ·Iter, whielt
is <t .'Jnall ~tnwtnre of lntti<:e-\vork elevatecl ahon• tlH· roof.
'I he :tation wa: c:-;tabli:he<l hy ~ 'el'geant John P. Clnm, who began
·c1Hling l'Ppot·b; ....,.o\·Pllllwr ~0, 1 71, <tll(l haH eontinH~'<l to do :o sinc·c
that elate! with a: mtwh n ;;,nlarity a:; the condition of the tekg:·nph-liuc
\YOil]d JH'l'lldt .

.. I ail eolltiilllllicHtion l1a. al:o hl't'lllllll'eliahl<', cansing· fr<•qn<•nt 1lP1<l. ·:
it th(.>l'• ct·iptof .r pol't.· ·put by lll:til. 11w Rtat.ion has 11ot h<•(•ll inspP<:tecl
but tlw 1Jll ·t·l· 'P l' l'~'lHH'ts all iu. tn1meut: i-tt uoo<l <.:ulJ(litiou. ':rhe work
of th • < fik l ha · 1Jeeu 1luul withou · au a:~iBb~ut.
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Latittule of station . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35° 41'
Longitnde . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
106° 3'
:Elenttion of barometer aboYe sea-level ..................... 6,850 feet.
No bulletins have been issne(1, as no reports from other stations are
received. The monthly summaries have been published by the press
witll regnlarity, and some local iutert>st manifested in the service, mainly
in the expression of a desire for more reports.
~Meteorological

11-fean barometer.

1\Iontb.

summcwy.

Mean tber-1 Total rainmometer.
fall.
Prevailing wind.

1

Inches .
1871.. Decem her .. ................ _. _..
1872 .. January.............
29.770
Fehrnary .. _. . . . . . . . .
29. 7:3:3
March............. ..
29. 7:35
April....... .. . . . . . . .
29. 726
May.................
29.851
June.. ....... .......
2!:). 88:3
July... . . . .. . . . . __ ..
29. 925
Angnst ......... _....
29.970
September._ .... _....
29. 910

34.3
27.0

. 34

34.0
38.8

.20
.13
. 14
. 45
2.44

45.8
5H.1

66.9
G7.6
67.0
60.0

2.6~

2.98
. 27

North.
North.
Nor~h.

North.
Sonthw6s't .
North .
Southwest.
Northeast..
South.
SoutLwast .

Mean ............ - - 29. 8:34 - - 49. 9 ~---9~ Norili. _ _ _

SAV ANN All, GEORGIA.
[Latitude, :32° 03; longitude, 81° 03'.]

No change in the location of the office has been made during tl1e
year, and full reports were receivec1 until the suspension of the circuit
system, since wllicll date the only ones reeeived are those from tlle
Florida stations.
Two thousc_md nine hundred and seyenty-one bulletins, two Lundred
3nd fifty press reports, and one thousand four hundred aml sixty-niue
maps have been iHsned a1Hl diRtrilmted throughout the cit,y. The leading papers publish the probabilities and monthly statements regularly.
The station has been twice inRpected :;;ince last report, once in October,
1871, and agaiu in March, 1873, and found in goocl condition on both
occasions, the slight irregularities discovered in the manner of keeping the recordf.l and caring for the instruments being e~t:;;ily corrected.
Tile large wind-vane is well exposed, and the anemometer is provided
with the standard. telescopic rod and self-registering attachments.
Leading merchants mHl~::;hipper8 L<:t ve manifested a lively interest in
the service and expressed themsel\Tes as having derived much practieal
bendlt from ob~ervation of tlw reports. A general desire is also expressed for tl:e resumption of the bnlletinR.
Four cautionary signals have beeu displayed at this station, c"tll of
which. are reported as fully justified. Tl.le observer reports upon the
result of the several displays as follows:
Novembr1· 15, 1871.-The fliRplay prevPntcu several ships and other craft from goi11cr
to sea, ancl from information I leam there was a he:tvy gale ~doug the inunecliate coasf.
.LYOI'entbeJ' :30, L871.-Sevcral vN;sels wPrc dPtHitwcl from leaving port in the immcuiate
Yic·inity of, ':tvannah; there was a wincl from tweh'c to twenty mile:; per hour.
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Sergeant C. W. Hel<l was in charge until transferred to a northern
station, January 15, 1872, when he was succeetled by Sergeant J. 0 . .Jiauson, wlw stillrewains. Botllrneu have given satisfaction b,y the prolllptuess and regularity with which they have rendered all reports. PriYate
J. K. P. Purdum is still on duty as assistant, and is higllly commended
by the iuspecting officer for his zeal and intelligence.

Meteorological summa.Yy.
Year.

Month.

1871 .. October .............
November .. --- ......
December . . ... ·----·
1872 .. Jaunary .............
Fei.H'na.ry ....... ··--·
March .. _............

April.. ___ . __ ........
:i\1ay .................
Jnue ----- -----· ·--·
Jnly ...... ·----- ---Augnst ... _..........

Bcptembcr. __ . _......
Aunnalmean .. _. __ .

Mean baroweter.

Mean tbermollleter.

30.142
30.051
30.215
30. 1GO
30.000
00.078
30. ]0:3
30. OfiO
30.045
30. OliO
30.060
30.060

68.3
59. 1

---30.0R7

51.5

46.0
50.0
f>:3. 5

G7.0
7G.O
80.0

s:t o

tl4.0
76.0

---~

66.2

Total raiu- Prevailing wind.
fall.

Incl!e.s.
3.55

Northeast.
Southwest.
1. 59 Southwest.
2.09 Nortllwest.
4.65 North west.
10. lH :Km'thwcst.
2.75 East.
5.22 Southwest.
!J.52 Sonthwest.
4. :~G Sontbwest.
12. :n East.
;{, G2 South en st.
2.~~

------ - - - - - Sontll west.

61. 9G

SHREVEPORT, LOUISIA.NA.
[Latitude, 32° 30; longitnclc, 93° 45'.]

The office is on the fonrth floor of the Routhern ITotcl, on :.\Iilnn
street, in the busine ·s center of the town. The roof af1'on1::; an exeelleut expo::mre for the wind-vane, (large pattern,) anemometer, atH1 raingauge, an<l they are well aml firmly HPt up. The shelter is of the staudard pattern, alld projectH from a window having a northern exposure.
rrwo illHpection::; lmve been mac1e during the year, Olle in No\Temlwr,
1871, and the other in Angnst, 187~, ancl sneh ~light irr<'gnlarities a~
"\T('re discovered iu the a.rrangeme11t of the instruments and mauuer of
ke('pjng the records corrected.
Hin~r report:-; are m~Hle from tlli.· station, tlte gange nsed bei11g one
con.·tructecl by the ohs('rver in aeconlan cc with plan:) fnruishcd from
tit<.~ central oflice.
Owing to the f,wt that it was put 11p <luring
high water it ltm; failt>(l to 1n·ove .·edceau1e dnring t he :;nmmer seaso11.
atHl ~t new one will be reqnirP<1. The report~-; from thiH Htation an~ <:onsid·
er '<1 of importance by 1-'hippPr:-; on the }lississippi frotH . . e w Orlean~ to
~ 'aint LouiH, and .·peeial puim; '"ill!Jc btl·eu to reu<ler tH.em aecnrate :wd
trn.' t"·orth v.
~ 'eveuty 'imlldinH aJHl :-;ix htu)(hed and forty-five prp. ·s report:-; ban·
hr! l ! ll i:5.:u ·<1.
TllC lo ·al obHervations arc lHLIJlil'3h cl l>y tl1e pl'inliipa l
T

l'<l]>l'l'.' .

• 'erg<·aut Jingh 'oy1e lta. · be<!ll in ·hnrg-c of the Rtntion , in<'' ...T, YI'Jll c;, 1
an<l is 1Jigltly <.:OJllllH! lllk(l . by the ju:-·peeting oflker f~JL'
att<-nttoll to cluty. ~\11 rc·port:5 lt;we lH'en 1-:iellt regular!.'' a11d Ill
pt·op •r forlll. • 'orn<' d<·la,Y ju th<· t ran:mi. sio11 of tlw tllidni~ht r •por t ·
lta: oecutTCil :iuc • .J11Iy 1: l1y the <.:!using uf the tel<!gntplt-olli ·eat tit·

h~·r
111 ~·

·yt,
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regular hour for sending them. To guard against any interruption of
tl.Jr reports an assistant was ordered to the station, August 2, 1872.
The observer gives the following illustration of the practical legal
value of the reports:
In the mouth of February last somethi ng occurred here which may be stated as an
indication of the esteem iu which onr service is hehl by tile intelligent pnblic.
A Juan was on trial at the district court for murder. A skiif (boat) was one of the
things found hpou the scene C:f the supposed mnrder. It was alleged npon trial that
the boat l.n1d drifted with the wiml in a certain direction to a certain place. Something
was said ~1lwut freezing water, ice in the river, and evaporation ou the day the dead
body was found, but these a.Jlegations were not generally accepted ns facts, ::tncl a contradiction ensth.Jd. The mind of a wide-awttke attoruey soon perceived that these
questions could be determined with scientific accuracy and reliabilit.y by means of the
Signal-Service records at this station. On the 19th of February my office was visited
by two lawyers iu quest of information from said records, aud the same day I recei\~ed
a citation from the district conrt to appear immediately with the records of the weather
for November 28 and 29, 1871. I was sworn to give true evidence in the case, which
wa~ decided lJy the information obtained. from the daily record of olJservations.
~JJ1 eteoro logical

Year. /

Mouth.

I

Mean barometer.

sum rnary.

Mca,n thermometer.

Tota,l raiufall.

Prevailing wind.

Inches.

18iL. October" .. _... _.. _.
Novemuer ____ . ·-··
DecernlJer ___ ... _...
1872 .. Jaunary _ -·--·· ___ _
February------ ___ _
Mnrch - --· ----· ·--·
April-----···-·-· __

MH·Y-----···---·--··
Jnne ------ -·---· ..
July _____ -----·-·-·
Angnst ·-·- --·· ---September--------Mean for 11 months.

30.051

51. 1

30. Hi7
30. 211

47.7

29. 9tif)
30.064
29.984
30.018

50.6
54. 4

5.25
A.89
4. 11

66.5
70.5

9. 10

3.04
1. 30

40.7

7.18

30.002

80.4

29.DB1
30. OW
:30. 00;2

84 .0
84.5
78.6

2.70
1. 62
. 40
2.£11

30. 0.!3

G4.7

43. 50

East.
Sont h.
East.
West.
So nth.
Son theast.
Sontheast.
So nth.
So nth.
East .
Southeast.
South.

*Records iucomplcte.

SAINT LOUIS, lVIISSOURI.
[Latitude, 38° 37'; longitude, 90° 16.']

No change has been made in the location of the office since Jast report,
but. oue is contemplated at au em·ly day, to a buildiug nuwlJ more fa,~or
abJy located for meteorological pnrpoHes. The large \ViJHl-Ya ne, raingauge, aml anemometer are elevated above tlJe roof ou a stroug1y-1Juilt
platform, aud ~Lre substantially pnt up. 'rite latter iustrument is provided. 'ivith the staudard telei:!eopic rod. an<l self.registeriug attachments.
The instrument-shelter is of the standard pattern, aJJCl vrojects from
a window witl1 a uorthern exposnre. Tile statiou was iuspected in
Xovem b<'r, 1871, and in Augnst, 1872, and fonud. in good condition on
UOth OCCHISiOUS.
:D ifteen reports were receiv·ecl here tri-(laily until ,J u1y 1, after which
the same nnnll>er of ri vcr report!:~ were rcc<'i n~d ench afternoon until
August 21, wheu, the circuit sy:'item lwing resntne<l, tiJe unmlJer of report:s wu ' i ncrea ·ed to tweu ty-. ·cren, to l>c recei \'eel tlJree times each d~ty.
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Reports to and from I..~eaveuworth and Cairo are here transferred under
the obser"'er's supervision.
Fourteen thousand and thirty lml1etins and river reports ha-ve been
issued ~tnd fonr thousand five hundred and twenty-four reports furnished
to the press. The leading dailies pul.>lish the tabular reports in full, and
the probabilities, river reports, and monthly summaries regularly and
in excellent form.
•
Tile inspector reports tbat tl1e citizens are very desirous of having· full
reports furniRhed them and a daily map issued, and in compliance with
their wishes and his recommendation arrangements are making for such
issue, which will be completed at an early day.
The members of the meteorological committee have taken an active
interest in the office and render valuable assistance to the observer in
various ways. TlJCy urge the extension of the system by the addition
of several other stations at the months of the principal tributaries of
the lVIissouri and Mississippi Rivers, to give timely notice of the approach
of floods from those sources. They also desire more stations to the
westward, on account of the large carrying business done over the
Pacific Hailroad. The river reports are of special importance to this
station on account of its large river trade, and special messengers are
furnished the observer by the chamber of commerce to assist in tlleir
wide and prompt distribution.
The water-gauge is set up at the wharf of the Saint Louis Elevator
Company, and was constructed by the observer in accordance with plans
furni:;;hed from the central office. It agrees with that of the Pilob;'
Association, and its indications are consi<lered reliable.
Saint LoniH wa.s designated as a recruiting station for the signal detachment, and the observer instructed to examine applicants for admission
to this service and turn oYer all candidates accepted to the recruiting
officer for enlistment aud trausfer to vVashington. The ntun'ber of applications was uuexpectedly large, and the increased amount of work
thus thrown upon tl.J.e observer necessitated the presence of another
assistant to euahle him to perform this dnty and keep up his regnlar
station-worl-, all(l one was, accordingly, ordered here in .March, all(l Htill
remains. The follovi'ing Rtatement shows how energetically the obscrn~r
has carried out his duties in tllis direction:
Number of applicants by mail and in person __ .. _............. 1, :J;">G
Number of men examiued ______ . __ ___ .. ___ . .. __ ... _.. _. _.. _.
8,1,)
Number of men examined who passed examination and were en103
listed. .. - ... -- - -.- - - ... - - - - ... -- .. -- - .. --- . - - -.- .... - . . . .
Sergeant B. II. Singleton hns been in charge of the stntion, and lw:
displayed in its manag-ement, and in hiH unremitting atteution to <1nt~·:
, uldierly qualities of a high order. Hefening to bim the inspeetiuO"
oflicer says:
He~. ecms to h:tYt1 c·oJH1nc:tec1 his station in the hP~t manner possible, an<l to ha,·e
~iYen the peoplP CYcry facility to ohtain :such iuformation as they <lesired. lie eujoy

a high eharaetl \1' in the community.

PriYate.: P ..J.llm1 'ke aml Thomas G. \Ybite are on duty a. a ..si:tant~;
are both appli<:ants fur promotion.

ftlld
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JJ[eteorological sumrnary.
Year.

Mean barometcr.

Month.

I

I

l\Iean ther- 1 Total rain- 1· Prevailino- wind.
mometcr.
fall.
"'

---------1-------Inches .

1871 .. October ............
November ..........
December ......•... ,
1872.. J,annary ...........
];
1 e bruary ....... __ .
1 March ............. .
April.. .......
May ...............
June .....•.........
July ............... !
August ............
September ......... I

······1
1

80.041
30.065
30.090
30. 160
30.010
30.057
29.947
29.960
29.949
29.948
30.006
29.965

60.5 1
40,2 I
30.!) I
28.3
32.4
39.1 I
57.5
67.4
76.9
79.0
74.9
69.8

2.07
1. 83
1.17
. 64
1.15
2.43
3. 17
5.97
4.28
4.41
. 93
3.45

~ -----------

Annual mean....

30. 017

55. 1

31. 50

South-south west.
Northwest.
Southwest.
Southwest.
East.
Northwest.
Southeast.
South.
South.
Southeast.
Southeast.
Southwest.

----Southerly.

SAINT PAUL, lVliNNESOTA.
[Latitude, 44° 53'; longitude, 93° 05'.]

The office was removed, December 27, 1871, to the third floor of the
building at the corner of Third and M~uket streets. The vane, (large
patten1,) rain-gauge, and anemometer are well exposed on the ro9f of
the building, and the latter is provided with the standard self-registering attachment and telescopic rod. The instrument-shelter is of the
standard pattern, and projects from a window having a northern exposure.
Ten reports were receh·ed here regularly until July 1, since which
<late those from the rh·er stations alone have been received each afternoon. Some delays in the transmission of the morning and midnight
reports have occurred since July, hut arrangements have been made
which it is hoped will prevent their future recurrence, except from
accidental causes.
Eight hundred and thirty-four bulletins and two hundred and"thirty:fi.ve press reports have been issued. The principal papers publish
extracts from the talmlar reports, and the probabilities and monthly
summaries in full.
Considerable interest is manifested in the service b,y the citizens, and
a strong desire expressed to have the station furnished \Yith full reports
for the benefit of the agricultural community.
HiYer reportR have been maue since January 1, the observation being
taken from a gauge constructed in accordance with plans furnished
from the central oilice.
The office bas been twice inspected during the year-once in December, 1871, and again in September, 1872. At the :first inspection the
condition of the office was such as to lead to its removal to a better
location and the uischarge of the observer. At the second inspection
the office and instruments were found in good order, and the conduct of
the observer commendable.
Sergeant I. V. Munger was relieved January lv, and was succeeded
by Sergeant C. "\V. Held, the pre. ent incumbent. All mail reports llave
been forwarded promptly and iu proper form.
36 '\V
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~Meteoro logical

Year.

Mean thermometer.

Mean barometer.

~fonth.

summary.
Total rainfall.

Prevailing wind.

----·l---------------1---------;---------!---------l-------------

1871.. October. ....... . .. .
November ........ ..
December ..... . .. __
1872.. January .... _..... .
February ......... .
March . . ..... . ..... .
April ............ ..
l\1ay.......•....•...
J nne ........•••....
July ...... , . ...... .
August .......... ..
September......... .

30. 032
30. 117
30. 128
30. 077
30.002
~iO. 121
29. 876
29.922
29.849
29.919
29.974
29.88!:1

Inches.
1. 90
1. 41

47.3
27.8
9.9
15. 1
20.3
21.9
45.1

1. 20

. 28
. 26
1. 64
1. 69
fi. 71

55.2

3. 81
4. 23

67.9
71.2
69.2
57.6

:3. 52

5. 62

Northwest.
North.
Southwest.
Northwest.
Southeast.
Northwest.
Southeast.
West.
Southeast.
South.
South.
East.

TOLEDO, OHIO.
[Latitude, 40° 39'; longitude, 830 32'.]

Full reports from all stations were received until the suspension of
the circuit system, July 1. Since September 1 those from fifty-two
stations have been received as regularly as the telegraphic facilities at
the command of the office would permit.
J ~ ,
Three thousand eight hun<lred and twenty-nine bulletins and one
thousand six hundred and sixty-three maps have been issued, and a
general interest is manifested in the service by members of the pre s
and leading citizens. The station bas not been insp~cted during the
year, and a detailed account of its condition cannot, therefore, be given.
The anemometer is provided with the standard telescopic rod ami
self.registering attachments, and all instruments are reported by the
observer to be in good working order.
Twenty-five cautionary signals have been displayed with good results:
fifteen being fully justified, and most of the others p:1r6ally so.
Sergeant A. 0. Irord remains in charge, and has rendered all reports
promptly and in proper form.
·
Private Davis was rebeYe<l No,-ember 10, 1871, for mi. conduct, and
his "ueeessor, Private G. A. Dandelet, promoted and transferred, :J.Iarch
19, 1872.

The present assistant, Private vV. II. Oole.'berry, iH r<"portcd a. ,ffi.
· cient aud attentive to duty.
liieteorological 8umnw ry.

Y ar.

11:71 ..

)1outh.

I

~ctolll'r ...... . ••.. • j

_.. ()V(>nJJH~r ••••••••••

Dccerulwr ........ ..
1::7:! .. .Jan nary .......... .

}fean barouwh·r.

::\lean

I

fall.

Pr<:vaiJing willll.

Inclte-~.

:m. o:~s

5fi.

:10. 077
:W.OU:l
:~O.IJ .jG

t:r_ l Total raiu-

JJHJuwtcr.

o1

:35.0

,

:lli.O
~fi. 0 .

. 7

1.4
l.!Jl
1. 20

, ' o11thwl·~t.

. . Tort lm'£•. t.
.·onthwe t.
, outhw · t.
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Meteorological summary-Continued.
Year.

Mean barometer.

Month .

Mean ther- Total rainfall.
mometer.

Prevailing wind.

Inches.
1.10 Northeast.
1. 68 Northwest.
1. 87 Northwest.
3.97 Southwest.
3.96 Southwest.
5.76 Southwest.
1.16 Southwest.
3.38 Southwest.
- - - - - - -- - -- - - - 29;998
49.5
28.25 Southwest.
Annual mean . ...
30.012
30.042
29.977
29.947
29.923
2!9.914
29.982
29.941

1872 .. February .....•....
Maroh ..............
April ..... ___ .... _.
May......... .... .•.
June .......... _....
July .............. .
August------ ......
September .........

24.0
30.0
49.9
60.0
71.9
76.0
75.3
64.8

(

VICKSBURGH, MISSISSIPPI.
[Latitude, 32° 24'; longitude, 91° 00 1. ]

No change has been made in the location of the office since the establishment of the station, but one is proposed, October 1, 1872, to secure
a better exposure of the instruments, at a less expense than at present.
The same number of reports are received here as at the other stations
on the river circuit, and has varied from time to time as at those stations.
Three thousand :fi.ye hundred and eighty bulletins have been issued,
and seven hundred and thirty-four reports furnished the press. The
station was inspected in August, and several changes found necessary
in the location of instruments and manner of caring for them. The
records have been neatly kept, so well, indee<l, as to receive special
commendation from the inspecting officer.
The construction of a new and better instrument-shelter has been
deferred until the removal of the office to its new location.
River reports have been regularly made since January 1, the gauge
used being one constructed by the United States Engineer Corps, an<l
is considered reliable, though ba<.lly located.
Considerable interest is manifested by the citizens in the river reports,
owing to the fact that the principal business of the city is connected
with the river trade.
Sergeant H. R. ·J\:Iartin has remnined on duty since the station was
established, and has given satisfaction by the prompt and correct rendition of all reports. A. special series of' observations, made voluntarily by him, have been placed on file in the central office, as evidence
of his zeal in the service. Private Max Marix was on duty as assistant
until ordered in for promotion, April10, 1872, when he was succeeded
by Private R. McLaughlin, who still remains. Both men are favorably
mentioned by the inspector.
JleteorologicaJ Sttmmary.

_,
-

Ye~r.]

Mouth.

1 71 .. October ............
November ..........
December. . ........
1 72 .. .January ...........

I Mean bar- Mean ther- Total rain- Prevailing wind.
fall.
ometer.
mometer.
I

.

-

30. 170
30.102
:~o. 231
:30.262

67.0
54.7
50. 1
42.7

Inches.
4.13
7.03
2.05
3.24

East.
Northwest.
Southeast.
North east.
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JJfcteorological summary-Continued.
Mean barometer.

.Month.

Year.

--,

- --

Totaf~lil'.~in...,

Mean thermomeLer.

---1

--

I

-

Prevailing wind .

- - -- - - -: - -- - - - -

Inches.
18i2.. Pelmtary .......... '
I March.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
April ....•... ___ . . .
1\Iay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
•Juue . . . . . . . . . . . • . .

July .. _.. _.........

~~~1~~~b~r:::::::: ::

30. 032
30. 118
30. Ofi3
30. 081
::W. 056
30.046

52. 6
56. 0

5. 34
7. 82

~~: ~~~

~~: ~

:~~ ~~~~~~ast.

66. 4

57. 7711::loutheast.

69. 2
75. 2

7. 79

13. 23
3. 82
2.11

81. o
83.5

Southeast.
North.
Southeast.
Southeast .
Southwest.
Southwest.

_ _ _ ! _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Annual mean....

30. 108

1

VIRGINIA Ol':rY, MONTANA.
The office is located in the Cresent Hotel, on Wallack street, and the
instruments are reported by the observer as· well exposed, but the report
of the inspecting officer has not ;yet been received, so that no detailed
description of the office can be given.
The station was established by Sergeant A. B. Knight, who began
reporting November 25, 1871, and has continued to do so since, a
regularly as the uncertain telegraphic communication would permit.
The reports from Fort Benton are received here when the line is in
working order.
Three hnndre<J and sixty-fonr bulletins have been issued, and four
hundred and twenty reports of local observations furnished the pre.-5s,
all of which have been published regularly.
The mail reports have been rendered ueatly, and in exce1lent form,
but not with sufficient promptness, and the report of the inspecting
officer iR expected to account for the delay.
There is a full set of standard instruments at this station, all of which
are reported in good condition by the olJserver.
Latitude of station._ ......... __ . __ . _...... _ ..... _.... _..... 450 1 '
Longitude .. _.............. _.... _....... _. . . . . ...... __ . _.11~0 o:v
Ele....-ation of baromel er above sea-le\el .. _...... _............ :>, 510 ft.

- - --- - - Year. ~

Jlfeteorological sumnw-ry.
Mt·an uar- I MP-an therolllcter.
mometer.

fouth.

I

1 tl.. Dec:emhcr ...•......
1 7"2 .. January ••..... •...

~!J.

20. :~
iii. G

7fir<

2!J.

• 1ar<:I.J. •••••••••• _•.

April ............ ..
~lay .............. .

I

.July ............ ..
Augu t ........... .
,· •pL ·tuber ........ .

!

I

:l-1. :1
4£i. ti
::;;;, o
:, . 4

--:------- --

Total raiuf<.~ll.

1. 1:~
1. 4:)

·
I

,

(jJ. :~ I

1

WPst.
, 'on tlu~a . ·j.,

• 7!1
.20

• :!:>
I. 7
. 7-1
2. 7:J
•

fiO

o1
:;o.4 '
.'J
~9.G70 ,--407,'-lo.:l:i

rl month .

l'rr.vailing wiml.

Jnf'hCR.

I

:n.:~

2D. fi~i
2!J. 721
~W. 7'2
2!1. ,-:-:J!J
2!1 . .. :L I
~u. ·

............ ..

Inn~

20. 2

mu
2!J.u.:{

1 F •hruary ......... .

•fun

2!J. O:{!}

~

West.
West.

. . Tortlm ~ t.
"·t·st.
Wt·st .

I

~:nut1H' 't

t.

\VP:t.

w"~t.

Wt, l-.----
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WAS RING TON, D. C.
[Latitnuu, 38° 53' ; longitnue, 77° 01'.]

Several important cllanges have been made during the year in the
arrangement of the centl'al office. The building occupied at the date of the
last report proving too small for the rapidly-increasing work of the offree, the one immediately adjoining was rented in November, and an addit.ional story put on both buildings. The addition of the new story
compelled the removal of the observatory preYiously used as the instrument-shelter, as the roof was not strong enough to bear its weight with
that of the several instruments and apparatus necessarily exposed upon
it. .A new shelter was, therefore, built, projecting from a window on
the northern side of the building. The whole of the upper story is used
for the examination, comparison, and adjustment of all instruments purchased by the office, whether for local use or issue to stations. Paper
D, herewith, gives a detailed description of the different self-registering·
instruments not previously described, and the manner of using them~
A complete record of each instrument issued is kept, showing its error,.
date of issue, and all changes made thereafter, as reported by the
party receiving it. In the photographic room a series of cloud-views
has been made, in addition to the regular work upon the photographic
registering-apparatus.
Sergeant George C. Schaeffer still has charge of the immediate comparison of station-instruments, under the supervision of a commissioned
officer, who has charge of this department of the office.
The station-work proper is done on the third fioor, where all telegTapbic reports are translated, bulletins written,. and, with the large
daily edition of the weather-map, regularly issued. In this room all
the reports received by mail from all stations are examined, corrected,
and :filed for future reference.
Sergeant D. J. Gibbon was in charge of the station until cottnnissioned
as ~econd lieutenant, U.S. A., March 4, 1872, when he was succeeded
by Sergeant Theodore Smith, who has performed the arduous ~wd
responsible duties connected therewith in an able and satisfactory
manner.
A large amount of correspondence relating to the management of the
distant stations is also done in this room, Sergeant James B. Newlin
remaining iu charge of this branch of work, as at last report.
During the year sixteen thousand and sixty-four bulletins and one
hundred and seven thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight maps have
been issued, and two thousand nine hundred and twenty reports furnished to the press.
As the care of the numerous instruments and a proper regard for the
safety of the who1e building required the constant presence of some
responsible man, the working force was divided May 1 into three reliefs
of eight hours each, and a sergeant placed in charge of each relief,
whose duty is to personally examine the instruments and rooms every
hour to see that everything is safe. As a precaution against :fire, a
"Babcock :fire-extinguisher" and water-buckets, kept eonstantly filled,
are placed on each floor of each building. A :fire-alarm box is attached
to the front of tbe building.
The map-printing was done on the third floor until l\Iay 1, when the
room becoming too small for the pnrpose, tlle pre s was moved to a
larger room in another building near the main office. In addition to
printing the maps, a large amonut of other work has been done.
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Sergeant John T. Downes remains in charge of this division of the
office, and has been faithful and regular in the discharge of his duties.
The work of lithographing the isobars and isotherms upon the tri ·
daily weat.ber-map is done in the same building with the map-printing,
and is under the immediate charge of Private P. F. Nagle, who has
shown commendable energy and skill in the performance of this duty.
The last reports in the morning are frequently not ~~eceived until halfpast ten o'clock, and the maps, :fiye hundred and :fifteen in numb~r, are
required to be ready for delivery by half-past eleven dally. As each
map passes twice through the lithographic and once through the printing press, and both are worked by hand, the speed attained is considered very creditable to the men employed.

Meteoroloqical summary.
Year.

Mean bar- Mean therometer.
ruometer.

Month.

Total rainfall.
Iu ches.

1871.

October-----·----·
30.143
55.5
1.50
30. 068
42. 4
4. 85
November . . . . . . . . .
December ....... _..
:.30. 142
82. 3
1. :.36
1872. January---·.-----:~o. 147
32.7
. 2:3
February ....... _~.
30. 029
34. 0
. 93
March. . . . . . . . . . . . .
29. 999
36. 0
3. 22
April . . . . . .. . . . .. . .
:w. 059
56.2
1. 74
j May-.--- ... -......
20. 979 I
67.8
1. 43
June .. . . .. . . . .. . . .
29. 966 1
76. 0
2. 78
July...............
29.877 I
81.7
.82
Augnst . . . . .. . . . . ..
30. 025
79. 6
5. 72
Scpternber ... ....... -~075 --~:=_-~~

I Annualmean -·--·

1

30.042 1

55.3 1

28.50

Provailin 0' wind.
o

I
South.
Northwest.
Northwest.
Northwest.
Northwest.
Northwest.
Northwest.
Northwest.
South.
South.
South.
No~twes:__ _
Northwest.

WILMINGTON, N. C.
[Latitude, 34° 11'; longitude, 78'"" 10' .]

The location.. of the office remains unchanged since date of last report.
No reports from other stations have been received here since July 1. Previous to that date all were received with regularity.
The tatiou is provided with the large standard wind-vane, and the
. tandard tele copic rod and self-registering attachments to the anemometer.
Two thou, and :five hundred and forty-five bulletins and oue thou. and
.·even hundred and twenty-four maps have lH'en is ·ucd, and two hundred and fifty reports furnished the press. The principal paper publi. 11 extractH from the tabular report · daily, when they are received, aud
continue to publi.·h the p1·obabilitie. and monthly summarie. ·with r gularity.
The met orological committee of the 'ham her of Commerce nrg the
_·on:truction of at ·1 graph line to 'mithville, at the month of til river,
111 _orc~er that th
au.tionary . ig·nal~ may he of gr ·atcr ~Hlvantag to tl_t'
·lnppmg than at pr · ·nt, a.· all larg·c veH. el. arc eomp llf!d to anchor 111
~h~, ln:rbor tl~ere, ou of .·ig-h of the .·ignal: a. lJOW •li. played. Only
1nu1· . lg'nal. lmv' h n or<1 ·r cl here f1uring the ~·ear, of whic;h IHllllU l'
thr '(,a re r port ·<1,: ha,·ing h en fnlly jn.· tifir.<l.
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The station has been twice inspected since last report, once in October,
1871, and again in July, 1872, and found in good condition on both oc-

casions.
Sergeant Robert Seyboth remains in charge, and has rendered all reports, both by mail and telegraph, promptly and in proper form.
The office was inj,ured by :fire February 9, 1872, but no report was lost
in consequence. The instruments were saved through the exertions of
the observer, but the furniture and records were partially destroyed.
Pri,·ate H. Dietz has been on duty as assistant since July 17, and
performs his duties satisfactorily.

]tleteorological summary.
--------

Year. ,

Montb.

I

-1

1871.. October...... . . . . . .
Novemuer . . . . . . . . .
December.... . . . . . .
172 .. Ja.nuary ....... _...
Pebruary . . . . . . . . .
March . . . . . . . . . ...
April . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
May ... -.. . . . . . . . . .
June ...... -----·· July . ---.... . . . .
August . . . . . . . . . . . .
Se1)tem bcr . . . . . . . . .

Mea.n bar-1 Mean therometer.
mometer.

30. 165
30. 070
30. 200
30. 128
29. 998
30.072
30. 108
30. 052
30.045
30. 056
30. 080
30. 078

65. 9
55. I
46. 3
43. 5
45. 9
48.8
63. 2
73. 2
78.3
83. 6
80. 8
75. 7

Total rainfall.

Prevailing wind.

Inches.
3. 02
4. 46
,
3. 90
3. 62
5. 20
6. 42
. 97
4. 89
2.87
5. 54
11. 15
8. 22

East.
Northwest.
Southwest.
N orth-northwcst.
North-northeast.
Northwest.
Southwest.
Southwest.
Southwest.
Southwest.
Southwest.
Southwest.

-

Annual mean ... - ~-30,087 -63.4~-60:26" ~thw~--

NORTH POLAR EXPEDITION.
:Xo intelligence has been received since the date of last annual report
from Sergeant Frederick Meyer, the obserYer with tllis expedition.
ISLAND OF SAINT P .A UL, .ALASKA.
[Latitude, 57° 02'; longitude, 170° 00'.]

Private Charles P. Fish was ordered, March 1D, to proceed to San
Francisco without delay, aud report to Captain Bryant, of tlle Treasury
Department, and accompany llim to the island of Saint Paul, in the
Aleutian group, for the purpo e of making a special series of meteorological observations in that remote locality. Tbrougll some misunderstanding on tlle part of Captain Bryant, t.hat officer left San Francisco
before the ani val of the ol>serTer, wbo was compelled to await the departure of the next vessel, 'ent out by the company having the excluiYe cmttrol of the trade with the Seal I land}). He left San Francisco
April 22, l>ut was unal>Jr to get farther than Una1a ka, from which
i. laud lte reports, August ~, tllat lle llope. · to complete his journey at
an early <late.
The f'ollowing instrnctiou.· will explain the work to be performed. by
tlle ol>~erver:
In addition to the onlinary ou. ·er-vation .· taken at every station of the
·jgnal . cn·i(·f>, jt i: highly important, as al o practicable, that at the
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island of Baint Paul, in Behring's Sea, the following Flpecial observations be made :
1. Tidal observaUons.-These may easily be made by use of the permanent self-registermg gauges which have long been in nse by the Coast
Survey. It is desirable to have two or three of them always in use at
differently exposed points along the sea-coast. The mean of these
registers will give the approximate heights of the tide, fnll explanations
as to the use of the instrument accompanying it.
2. The phenomena of storm wal/.'es m~d swells.-These undulations, which
precede a severe gale sometimes two or three days, may be detected on the tide-gauge, after its registration becomes tolerably well
known.
In the case of severe al)d very heavy storms, it will, perhaps, br sometimes possible to hear distinctly the noiRe of an approaching tempest
when it is yet several hundred miles dista11t, aF; is often uone at the
Bermudas. In this inquiry it will be desirable to ascertain, if possible,
the side of the island on which the swell first makes itself felt and the
direction in which it is translated. This will serve to show the general
direction of the storm when moviug on southerly parallels.
It will also be of great interest to ascertain the muddy appearance of
the water in anchoring depths, as prece<ling the more violent stormr-;,
caused by heavy undulations affecting the bottom of the sea.
3. Keep accurate memoranda of the amount in inches of snow-fall.
To ascertain this, it is desirable to select some spot, or, better, two spots,
not liable to drifts, and yet not exposed to the wind. Take a small
cylinder of glass, and. dip or tllrust it, with open end down, through the
snow, to the ground, which should be previously coyered with a piece of
plank or some non-conducting material. Melt tlle snow, and measure
the height of the melted snow, in the same glass-cylinder, by inches,
multiply the number of inches by 10, and you have the snow-fall.
4. If possible, take the temperature of the sea, surface and submarine
and deep sea, between the Aleutian Islands; also northeast and south
of Saint Paul's.
5. Preserve notes of any icebergs from the Arctic Ocean tuat may pass
through Behring Strait.
6. Especially is exact and reliable information desired as to any ob·
structions or ice-bridges closing up Behring Btrait in winter, and, if ~o,
all information tha.t may show whether, in that eYent, the winter temJ1eratures are higher in Alaska and the Aleutian Islands; and al. o
whether, when Behring Strait is blocked up, tue current of the Kuro
Siwo from being arre ted is thrown oYer upon the American coast with
increased velocity, humidity, and warmth.
7. It is d.esir&ble al o to ascertain the appearance and capture of th
sperm-whale wituin Behring Sea.
8. N ~te of all auroral displays.
!J. The fi·eqnency aJJd type. of the electric (1i. ·chargeR, lightning, ..:~c.,
in the Yicinity of Saint Paul' .
10. The proportion of fog. to clear weather.
11. I i al ·o de. irabl to pre: ·rve ~pecim n: of any campbor-wood ·
v g taule., . ea-w ·d, coral or .·pong s that mny be pick d up upon th
coa t of 'aint aul ~ or tb AI utiaBR, all(l alHo of all . nch drift-matt r
from the Japan, Ban in Looel10o ancl other i.'lan<l.· of the Pacifi ·.
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CAN AD IAN STATIONS.
)IONTREAL.

Telegrapl1ic reports have been made regularly by Dr. Cllarles Smallwood, in accor<lance with the arrangement referred to in my last annual
report. These reports have usually been sent to Portland, where they
were transferred by the observer, with those of his own station, to New
York. Weekly reports by mail are also made with regularity, and are·
filed with those received from other stations.
~Meteorological

Year.

I

summary.

M:n bar- I Mean tilerometcr.
mometcr.

Month.

1

1871.. Octol>er ............ 1
29. 9Fl7
November .......... ,
29.906 1
December .......... I
29 S;J7
1 72 .. Jan nary ........... j
29. s:;s
Pebrnary ...... -...
29. 87G
29. 854
:Mar:h . ---- ........
Apnl .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
29. 915
May .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
29. 8B2
June...............
29.929
29.916
.Jnly...............
Angust . . . . . . . . . . . .
30. OOR
September --------- 1
__29.970 _ _

I

1

Annnalmean....

29.911

fall.

I

I

:- - - -

I T~al rain-

!10. 0
31.3
19.2
19. 0
20. 3
21.2
44. 1
58. 8
68.7
71.0
72.5
6~.0

44.8

--

-~~evail:ng win;, .
- - - -- - - -- -

Inches.
2. 443 West.
8. 6Gt; West.
2. 790 West.
2. 136 \Vest.
2. 669 vVest.
1
2. 245 West.
2. 440 West.
1. 922 West.
2.449 West .
:3. 1B2 West.
3. 314 West.
_ _ 6.374 ·west_
.----40. 632

vVest.

TORONTO •

.Arrangements were made soon after the date of last report with
Professor G. T. Kingston, director of the :Magnetic Observatory in Toronto, and head of the Dominion Meteorological Bureau, for an exchange
of reports as soon as his plans for their collection were elaborated. In
accordance with these arrangements, reports from Toronto have been
received regularly since November 13, 1871, and from the followingnamed stations during the periods stated:
Kingston,
Began reporting January 2, 1872.
Port Dover.
Suspended reporting Fcbrua.ry 13, 1872.
Port Stanley, Resumed reporting J u1y 2, 1872.
Began reports January 2, 1872.
Saugeen,
Sw~pencled reports February 13, 1872.
He. nmed reports July 3, 1872.
Quebec began reporting July 2, 1872.
The ob.·erYations are made, ynchronous with tho. e of the stations in
the United States, and are sent in the same cipher. Tlley are concentrated
at Toronto, and forwarded by Profe or King. ton to the observer at
Buffalo, who transfers them to \Vashingtou. The instruments used are
the property of the Dominion, and the observers are under the exclusive
direction of I>rofessor King. ton.
.
The reports have b en forwarded reg-ularly, and haYe proved of great
value iu reference to meteorological <:hange on the lake.. .At the re-

~
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quest of the Chief Signal-Officer, mail copies of all observations are forwarded weekly, after revision at the Toronto office.
Return reports are furnished from the Buffalo station, as requested
by Professor Kingston.
Several of tlle papers and charts appended to this, afford illustrations
of the studies of the observer sergeants. Papers K and L were prepared by Observer-Sergeant Theodore Smith, signal service, United
States Army, and papers M and P by Sergeants Schaeffer and
Boehmer respectively.
The total number of observer-sergeants on duty at this date is sixtyseveu, and of assistant observers, forty-eight.
The charge of stations and reports has remained under the immediate
direction of Brevet-Captain H. W. Howgate, United States Army, acting
signal-officer and assistant, by whom, as in preceding years, tlle diverse
duties of such a charge, with other duties on occasions of especial serYice, have been ably con(lucted.
Since the date of the last annual report, ten additional stations have
been established within the United States, and reports are had by a
comity of exchange from the seven stations established within the same
period in the Dominion of Canada. The total number of stations at
which observations are now made, and from which reports are receive~l,
is seventy-two. A comprehensive plan for the study of the meteonc
conditions of the country bas been kept steadily in view in the location
of stations. From the stations on the Aleutian Isiands aml those contemplated in the Sandwich Islands are to be bad, it is hoped, the first
intimations of storms or meteoric disturbances having their origin, perhaps, on tlle coasts of Asia, or in the equa.torial regions of the Pacific,
and destined to extend to the Pacific coasts of the United States. The
Pacific coast stations, though few in number, may recognize and report
the first appearance on the Pacific coast of the disturbances thus traced,
and may enable a connection to be established between their own report~
and the reports of the island stations. Eastward of these, the Rocky
Mountain stations and the stations upon the great interior plateau,
though separated by intervals far too great, keep up a possible connection between the reports had from the Pacific coasts mtd tho ·e coming from the valleys of the :Missouri and Mississippi Rivers. It is on
this elevated jnterior some of the most interesting studies arc yet to l>e
made. The meteoric conditions of the Missouri Valley connect clo ely
with those of the 1\Iissi ·sippi Valley and tlle conn try thereto adjacent.
The Htations located in tile valley of the 1\lis, ouri, together witll the
stations of the Northwest, tho. e of the Upper Mississippi Valley, and the
stations in the immediate vicinity of the Lakes Superior and Michig·an.
report tlie first indicatio11s of on cla ,' of eli. turhauces extending towar<l
the lake region. Tlle stations on the Gulf of :\lexico, the Texan .·tation.',
and the station. of the LO\Yer ::\Iis.·isHippi and of the Ohio Valle;y. ~r ·
lo ·ated in part to warn against fliHturbanceH arising on or traxer'Iug
the Gulf of .ill xi ·o; exhibiting tltem:elY s next, perllaps, in the cour:· ~
of tl1 Yallcy · 11amecl and aftel'ward reaching· the lakes or ext ud~ng
them:dn~: O\?er the State: ea:t of the :\lis:i:sippi. The . taUon. lywg
imnH:c1iate1.v ·outll and north of tlle Jake regioJtH, ancl tho:e lo ·at 'd at
tl1 cliff<'l' ·nt lake port:, nablc~ care to l>e h~ul for the cofnmrrce of the
lak • ·.
Thronghout th interior ~'tate: the m teorie <li::;tnrbance
oe ·mTi 11 g lllay b • trae cl from r port to report of t111 , :tation: Joe at 1l
withiJJ th • hmnH1aric~: of tlH! <lifl'c·reHt 'tat !'{. l'a::ing- farthercastwa~·d,
the' :1. teru :uul . onthern :tatlon · on the .:\Iexiean Gulf rc ·eh· ancl gn' '
fJUH!tiJn ·• the fir. pn:tllOllit ions of :torm:. \Yhich aft rwarcl follow th
1
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whole Atlantic coast line northward. The stations located at the Atlantic ports perceive the indications of storms passing eastward of our
coasts and at sea, or they are warned, and by their reports warn each
other in tnru, of the progress of disturbances noted at the stations in
the interior or at stations on the Gulf or on the lakes, and which
threaten the ports at which they are; and, finally, the Atlantic stations,
·with the stations of the Saint Lawrence Valley, and those lying within
the Northern-Middle, and Eastern States, and upon their coasts, note
the last indications of disturbances passing over them, extending yet
farther eastward, and out upon the waters of the Atlantic. Sometimes
there come afterward reports from the meteoric st.ations on the coasts
of the British Islands, which seem to exhibit the presence there of disturbances thus traced out to sea from our shores. From the first station
in the .Aleutian Islands, from which reports are considered, to those
upon the British coasts, the reports from which are noticed, there interYenes nearly half a circumference of the earth's surface. In all the
Tange of connected and connecting stations, there has not yet b~en
found one the absence of whose reports is not unpleasantly felt. Each
accession to their number opens new facts, and brings nearer to certainties the opinious as to the approaching meteoric conditions which those
facts indicate.
\Vith the view of diminishing the expenses of the service, and at the
same time possef'sing the power of suddenly increasing the number of
stations from wbich reports are to be had in any section of the country which may at any season of the year be e·s peeially threatened
b~y the storms ·w hich at the different seasons seem to pass more frequently over particular portious of the terri_tories of tbe United States,
the organization of a mobilized corps of observers has been commenced. This corp~, which will con~ist of picked men, skillful, and
chosen for their special fitness for its contemplated duties, will be
equipped with portat.le apparatus, comprising all the instruments
they will be ref]uire<l to nse at any station to wllich they may be
ordered. The stations to be properly occupied in each section of the
country in reference to the stormR to which that section is habitually
exposed at particular seasons will be designated in advance, and the
properj telegraphic connections for these stations will be previously
arranged. It will be possible to occupy, in this way, the stations, as
stations of report, wit.h very great rapidity. The period of danger for
which they may be occupied being passed, they will be abandoned and
the force left free to be quicklJr transferred for the protection of other
sections whose seasonR of danger may be then approaching.
As the system of life-saving stations extends along the coast, those
placed at prominent points will become useful as signal-stations. These
stations can be connected by telegraphic wires with this Office, under
concurring plans of the Treasury and War Departments, at an expense
at most trivial, and 'vith benefits to both services which ought not to be
overlooked.
li~ifty stations ha,·e been thoroughly inspected during the J·ear by
officers instructed and. detailed for the purpose. The irregularities discoYered and corrected demonstrate the neccsRity of at least two careful
in ·pections of each station in ('HCh year. The iuspections are yet in
progress. (Table .3.) Oflicial applications for the establishment of one
lHm<lred and thirteen new stations have been receh·ed. (Table 8.) :From
the detailed report of the operation.· of each of the establi 'hed stations,
it appears that <luring the y('ar there ha\·c hcen is. ned and di tributed
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at the different lake, sea-coast, and river ports, and in the inland cities,
a total number of bulletins, maps, &c., as follows:
Total number of bulletins, (tabulated weather reports,) one hundred
and eighty-seven thousand six hundred and seyenteen; total number
of maps, (exhibiting meteoric conditions,) two hundred and three thousand five hundred and thirty-three; total number of press reports, fifty
thousand eight hundred and seventy-eight.
The tri-daily synopses ancl probalJilities haYe been regularly furnished
to the several press associations from the central office at Washington, and through these to the newspaper press throughout the country.
The synopses set forth the meteoric conditiuns, with the changes a~
reported for the twenty-four hours antecedent to the receipt of each
report. The probalJilities are the deductions of the Office as to the
changes probably to occur within the eight hours (in some instn,nces
within the twenty-four hours) then next ensuing. (Paper A'.)
In the year past there have been issued from the central office one
thousand and ninety-five of these press reports. The preparation of each
report requires the study of the station reports at the hours due, the
draughting of a map and the consideration of, at least, the reports and
maps received and made within the then current twenty-four hours.
Each may be held to represent the resnlts had from the stu<ly of au
average number of one hundred and fifty meteoric reports. .A total
number of one hund.red aud thirty-six thousand five hundred reports of
obseryatious have been in this way discussed during the year. The
wide diffnsiou given these reports by the relations established by the
office with the preRs is evidenced by the fact th::1.t it is estimated, com- •
puting the number of copie~ published at each edition of each newspaper in which reports or bulletins have appeared, that the aggregate
number of copies of the reports furnished from this Office which ha·re
been laid before the public has reacherl a total of thirty millions. This
extensive publication has been without cost to the United States.
It bas been the policy of the Office to enlist, by this wide diffusion of
its reports, the services of the thousands having some knowledge of
meteorology, and possessing local iustrumeuts, in the work of supplementing the Office reports, by their local knowledge and the u 'e of their
own observations to the end of corrt>.ctly interpreting, each for hi own
location, what the Bureau might be able to foreshadow only for a whole
section of terdtory. To render tLis practice habitual is of the greate t
importance. The usage once establi::;he<l will of itself notalJly dimini:;h
the number of disasters lJy shipwreck. It will be of important ad\~n
tage to all interest. of agriculture. There is hardly a yocation whwh
will not find in it it u. e..
The laten ·s of the hour at which the night telegraphic report. are
received bas rendered it .·ometime impo. sible to furni h the official
deductions from the reportH in time to be teleoTaphed ea, t and we:t
from New York, to reach the varionR cities in the northern and we. tern
portion.' of tl1e Unit d 'tate b •fore tlle morning- paper. haYe be n . •nt
t pre :. Thi: difficulty ha · 1 d to ~t change in tlt time of making an<l
trau mitting th night r port from the honr of 11.~.3 p.m. to that. of 11
p.m., \Ya:llington mean time. Thi: change waH made on •pt mber
l:t of thi: · '<HIt i for (~Y<·ry r a:on ilc•. ira1>1e that eaeh pulJlicaLion of report i1.1 a11y
n •w:1>ap r .·lwnlcl h · of tlt<! H~ port 1a. t i:stwd from this <>J1ir JH'lOl' to
th time at, wllic:h tl1e pap ·r go('.' to pre.·.·. The. motle by whi ·h t
attain thi. •1Hl i: ~·c a :u h.i1·et for :tud~· a ncl PX}>erinH>nt.
.
)rc>ft·. r Clf•\·!·httlll .:\ bhr·: a:--:i:tant: }'ir~t Lientenant Hobert Cr~u!!.
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acting signal-officer and assistant, and Professor Thompson B. Manry,
assistant, have alternated. in preparing the official deductions of the
Office, besides performing such other duties in connection with the
reductions of observations as have been found desirable.
The favorable expression of scientific men, the popular credit given
the publications of the Office, and the surprise and almost irritation
exhibited if at an:y time they chance to be in error, as must sometimes
happen, have sufficiently evidenced the skill and care these officers
have manifesteu in the discharge of their duties.
A comparison of the tri-daily forecasts, or ''probabilities," as they
have been styled, with the meteoric condition afterward reported, so far
as kllown, has given an average of 69 per cent., as verified up to November 1, 1871. Since that date to the present time (October 1, 1872)
the average of verification bas been 76.8 per cent. If regard be had to
those predictions verified within a few hours after the time for which
they were made, this percentage is considerably increased, there being
a total percentage of verifications and partial verifications of 82 per
cent. Those predictions considered verified are, however, the only ones
'to be properly estimated upon. In view of the deficiency of telegraphic
facilities during the year, and the great irregularities of the. working, it
was not anticipated that tbese predictions, based as they are upon the
tri-daily telegraphic reports, would increase in accuracy. Whatever
success bas been attained must be considered an indication of what
success might be with well-organized and full telegraphic facilities. The
difficulty of telegraphic communication with the stations was greatest,
and was most seriously felt during the months of July and August.
It then not uufrequently lJappened that the most important and widespread of the press probabilities-I. e., those drawn at midnight from
the midnight reports-were made in the absence of any current telegraphic iuformation at that hour due from the observers west or south
of the Alleghauies. It is on this section the Office is most dependent
for the intelligence which suggests the meteoric changes impending in
tbe Eastern, Middle, and Southern States, and upon the Lakes.
Three buud.red aud. fifty-four cautionary signal-orders have been issued
during the year, each display of the cautionary signal at any station being
considered a separate order. This signal was announced as to be shown
"whenever the winds are expected to be as strong as twent.r-fi ve miles
an hour, and to continue so for several hours, witlJin a radius of one
hum1red rnileR from tl.ie station."
TlJe percentage of cautionary signals, Yerified by the occurrence of
the winds <lescriued within a few hours after the display of the sigoa.J,
either at the port at which the signal was exhibited, or within the radius
of one hundred miles from that port, is estimated to lJave been about 70
per C'ent. Tue instrmces of siguals displayed, reported not verified, are
thoHe in which they haxe not beeu proYeu neC<.'s.·ary at the station where
exhiuited. The signal is wholly "cantiouary," forewarning probable
danger. It hm; uccu aimed to en on the id.e of caution. The delays
such errors may can~-;e are retrieya blr, the disa ters of sllipwreck are not.
Since tlw 1st of .July of the pre,·e11t year thirty-two cautionary signals,
forewarning tlJc approach of Hix tliffereut storms, have been di played
at difl'er011t poris. Of these storms nve were de:-:;tructi,Te, justifying the
display of tweu ty-cight signals; one, iu ad,ance of which four signals
were dL·played, was not com;id ·red. daugerou '- It i:-:; not ;ret permitted.
to hope thi.~ aecuracy cau be maintained.
It n1nRt 110t be imagiue<l that in the r<:>view of the year there are uot
fouucl <'lTors of omi~siou, or that warning· baYe been given in all
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instances of danger. Local storms of narrow extent, or making their
march in a few hours, may pass between stations or over too few only,
and are not easily traceable.
The practical results of this branch of the service, with all its errors
and imperfections, can be summed~ it is believed, in the statement that
since the inauguration of its duties no great and continuous storm has
traversed the territory of the United States, or raged along· the length
of its lakes, its gulf or sea-coast shores, as in their course such storms
have sometimes done, without fair and general premonition given at the
great majority of the points endangered, to any who cared to seek or
heed them.
The storms of October 31 and November 1; 9th, lOth, and 11th; 13th
and 14th; 18th and 19th; 24th; 29th and 30th; December 5, 6, 7, and
8; lOth; 15th and 16th; 16th; 20th; 23d; 30th and 31st~ 1871; and
February 3; 8th and 9th; 13th and 14th; March 1 and 2; 4th; 18th;
April11; 15th; 24th; 30th; September 24th and 25th; 28th and 29th,
1872, are mentioned as instances of those in advance of which notification has been given.
Papers J, K, and L, witll the appended charts and descriptions of
the storms of November 11 to 16, 1871, March 1 and 2, 1872, and September 28 to 30, 1872, are illustrations of tb~ manner in which storms
may be traced from the reports bad at the Office.
Improving accuracy in the announcement of the approach and force of
Rtorms may be expected to follow longer experience. lt will increase
with each wi e increase in the number of stations and reports. There
is essential need of such control of telegraphic facilities as will in ·· nre
the prompt receipt of these reports at any moment they may be called
for.
Soon after tbe date of the last annual' report, arrangements were made
with rrofeHsor G. T. Kingston, of Toronto, chief of the Dominion
meteorological bureau, in compliance with an official request from that
bnrNtu, and in view of a considerable appropriation contemplated by
the Dominion of Canada for the pnrpose of a ssstem of obserration and.
report similar to tl1at existing in the United States, for an exchange ot
rei>Orts with his office as rapidly as the system may extend in the Dominion. In accorclance with these arrangementf3 telegrapllic reports arc
now received from seven Canadian stations. The observation are macl<'
Rynchronons with those in tl1e United States, and arc worded in the
same cipher. The e report have been forwarded 'regularly to this Ofiicc
after concentration at Torouto, and have proved of value in connection
with the lake region. Separate reports are fnruiRhed from Montreal by
Profe sor Cbarles Smallwood, director of the J.Hontreal Ob ·ervatory.
Returned r ports are fumi .·hed by tbis Office, as requestecl, to both Toronto and l\lontrea1. \VarningR, annouucing probable meteoric change ~ .
and pr pared with e. pecial reference to the Canadian ports, are . ent to
Torouto whell eYer any , erion. di.·tnrbauce i.· indicated. A notabl
iu.·tance of tbi. co-operation was bad in the progre of the great tor!n
of SE'ptem ber 28, ~!J, and ;)0 of this year. V\Tarniug. 11ere giYe~l m
adnlll · at the lakE' port. of the United tate. , and . imilar warrnu g.
w ·r at tl1 ,' am tim t ·l<·gTaph d to Uanacla. The atlYautag · n •. ulthtg; to both ;tatt•.· !rom tlli .· Hrrangement are higlll e. timated. A . icl·
from the . eutnn 11t of iutc~ r11ational omity and good will incid nt t
it. exi. tenf'e it i.· of JH adic·al vahw. To tb Dominion lo at •cl a. it i .....
th · exeh <\llgc·cl n·po:·ts r<·c·e>in•cl fmrn tlH• Tuite<l t<lt<' 'are e 'SC'ntinl t
:afH~? · To tht· { 11ite<1 , 'tctt<>: th • rrpOJt:-; receiYetl from the Domin ion
<n· lil: e . IOH~ of \'id ·ttP . tatious a(•ainst tltc·
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lake region from the north, and thence traversing the Northern, Middle,
and Eastern States, and the adjacent sea-coast. The appropriation
made by each nationality, without in any way lessening its value to the
people who make it, is in effect supplemented by the sums similarly
devoted by the other, a mutual benefit accruing to both. It is to be
hoped the system may be extended in the Canadas, and the co-operation
be yet closer, this connection of the services becoming the first link in
the grand chain of interchanged international telegraphic reports, destined 'vith a higher civilization to bind together the signal-services of
the world.
Arrangements of a similar description are contemplated as to be made
for the exchange of observations by telegraph with various points in the
West India Islands, as soon as the authorization of the different governments interested can be had. These arrangements will be carried into
effect, if possible, before the opening of the stormy spring season.
It is believed that many of the cyclonic storms, the indications of
which are first felt by the stations of the United States, as then showing the disturbance upon the Gulf of Mexico or near the Atlantic coast,
and which storms are afterward to be traced across the States intervening, to the lakes, or along the Atlantic sea-coast, pass in their course
over places in these islands from whence their presence could be preannounced. The retnrniug reports from the United States to the West
India ports might indicate dangers threatening near the sea-coasts of
the United States, or disturbances upon the Gulf westward of those
islands, of which their commerce should be warned.
A. reference to international exchanges of this cbaracter was made in
the last annual report of this Office. They are entirely practicable, useful, and cannot be too widely extended.
Since January 1, 1872, statements of the changes in the depths of
water in the principal ''?estern rivers, being in direct relation to the
meteoric changes, have been reported daily from all stations established
upon those rivers. These reports are carefully prepared, and have been
received with a marked degree of interest. Numerous applications for
additional reports and stations are under consideration. The importance
of the information thus conv-eyed to the commercial interests of the
river and inla11d cities has been fully recognized by the local presses and
the river population. It is hoped that as the number of stations increases,
and communication with the proper authorities is organized, a portion
of tile great problem of the protection of the river commerce from ice
and freshets, and of the lower river levees from breakage and ov-erflow,
with the consequent disasterE;, will be solved, as they certainly can be,
by timely warnings which \vill be giv-en.
By the act of Congress approved June 10, 1872, the duty was imposed
upon the Secretary of War of providing such stations, signals, and
reports as might he found necessary for ''the benefit of agricultural
and commercial interests" througho.ut. the United States. The service
before technically limited to the lakes and sea-coasts was thus extended
throughout the interior. The agricultural societies in tbe United States,
the addresses of whose officer could be obtained, were informed in July
last of this fact, and each was requested to appoint a permanent committee to confer from time to time with the Chief Signal-Officer, and to
take in conjunction with him such steps, or to recommend such action,
a ndght be deemed desirable to accomplish the objects in view. Eightynine ocicties ll;:tve avpointed committees in compliance with this
request, and notice ha been giv u by a large number of other societies
tba . imilar action will l>e taken by them at au earl date. (Ta.ble IX.)
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While tLe agricultural interests ha,Te shared with others whatever
benefit bas followed the daily published reports of the Office, and care
has been had for those interests in the preparation of the reports, the
plans by which it was contemplated to extenrl a ser·vice especially beneficial to those interests have been in some degree delayed by the want
of telegraphic and other facilities by which to reach the interior. There
has not yet been time in which to fairly organize the details of operations. The field for duty is a large oue, and the service in it must be
slowly established. But it is believed that with the daily reports and
notice of the signals of the Office, or its connected stations, disseminated
as they are by the press and channels now in use or known, some simple instructions as to the general courses or probable sequences of meteoric changes on this continent, and one or two inexpensive instruments
and plain directions for using them, alone or in connection with the
reports, results of important benefit can be obtained. The apparatus
can be so cheaply furnished, and its indications be made so simple, that
the whole can be had and used anywhere by any intelligent man.
In addition to the committees of the agricultural associations aboYe
referred to, thirty-eight boards of trades and chambers of commerce of
principal cities and ports have standing meteorological committees which
are in direct communication 'Yith the Chief Signal-Officer. (Table X.) To
all of these committees printed summaries of the meteoric changes for
the week then past are, by direqtion of the Secretary of vVar, mailed
from the office of the Chief Signal-Officer, upon Saturday of each week,
for the use of tlle associations. (Pa,per Z.)
'rllis paper is an abstract made from the daily telegraphic reports in
the form of a general summary of the synopses for the \Yeek. It is
impro-ved from time to time by the addition of such data as it may be
in the power of the Office to give, and which are suggested as desirable
by the associations, or known to be of general utility. In addition to
the copies furnished the a~sociations, copies are furnished the presses
ha-ving the largest interior circulation. Tllis paper has been favoralJly
receiYed.
The great railway enterprises, with their \ast extent of roads, have
an immediate and daily interest in the meteoric conditions existing iu
the sections tra-versed by their tracks, or by those of eonnecting companies. It is in the contemplation of the Office to furnish, if it is found
feasible to do so, by arrangement with the companies, whatever information 1t may be in its power to give, directly beneficial to their interests
The meteoric conditions throughout the United States for each day.
of the year past have been traced on one thousand and ninety-fi-ve separate maps, one being traced for each interval (average) of eight hours
of time. The form of map has been much improved, the base map
now exhibiting an orographic represe11tation of the Uniteu States aml
of the adjacent territory from which reports are ha•l. In the preparation of the map the orographic cba.rts prepared Ly Professor A. Guyot:
of I>rinceton, were u::;ed, the information hall from them being supplemented by the m;e of whateYer data could be elsewhere collected by tile
Office. Each map exhibits in its meteoric features tile results had from
a cousicleration of an average number of three hundred and fifty separate readings of different instruments at Heventy-two stations. Tile~e
readings are of especial value as Leing made from similar instrument:;.,
each of which llas been compared with tlle same standard. (Paper·· \\:
X, au<l Y.)
ln 1\Iarth ]aRt the Office pnl,lieation of a collection of the tabnlatecl
report,. and RJ'Ilopses, together with the official dednctions, or fon•ca:ts~
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and a statement of the meteoric conditions occurring after the latter,
the whole in book form, was commenced. Tllis paper has been continued up to this date, and is intended to form the basis of _a monthly
issue to contain, in addition to the above matter, reduced copies of each
of the tri-daily maps above referred to. The record is perhaps not paralleled by that had in any other country.
The courses of the areas of low barometer have been traced on
especial maps, by months, from 1\farch, 1871, to J nne, 1872, inclusive,
and tables are prepared giving the minimum readings, with latitude
and longitude, at intervals of eight hours during the movement of any
area within the scope of the stations of observation. Illustrations of
these maps are given in Plates U and V, herewith. Some o~ the areas
of low barometer llave apparently traversed the entire contment, from
the Pacific to the Atla.ntic; some have passed over a portion of the
States, while others have made their :first appearance in the Gulf of
Mexico, moving thence over Eastern 'rexas; and following the river
valleys to the lower lakes. A great number of these storm-centers have
passed over the lake region.
The following gives the lowest observed readings of the low barometers, with the 1mm her of areas traeed for each month, from March,
·
1871, to J nne, 1872, inclusive:
March,
April,
May,
June,
July,
Aug.,
Sept.,
Oct.,
Nov.,
Dec.,
Jan.,
Feb.,
March,
April,
May,
June,

1871,
1871,
1871,
1871,
1871,
1871,
1H71,
1871,
li::l71,
1871,
1872,
1872,
1872,
1t:l72,
1872,
1872,

twelve areas of low uarometer, varying from ...........
nine areas of low barometer, varying from ............ _.
six areas of low barometer, varying from ............ _...
twelve areas of low barometer, varying from ...... _.. _.•
twelve areas of low barometer, varying from ...........•
twelve areas of low 1Jarometer, varying from...... . . . . . •
thirteen :uea-s of low 1Jarometer, varying from .....• ____ .
thirteen areas of low barometer, varying from ...........
twelve areas of low barometer, varying from ...........•
thirteen areas of low barometer, varying from ...........
nine areas of low ba,rometer, varying from __ ~ ..•...... _.
thirteen areas of low barometer, varying from ..........
eighteen areas of low barometer, varying from . ~ ........
ten areas of low barometer, varying from ...............
nine areas of low barometer, varying from ..... .. .......
si.x areas oflow barometer, var,ying from ................

29.80
29.t 0
29.60
29.70
29.85
29.79
29.80
29.69
29.85
29.70
29.85
29.70
29.87
29.80
22.84
29.79

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

29.00.
29.44.
29.30.
29.40.
29.50.
28.20.
29.45.
29.20.
29.10.
29.10.
29.26.
29 40.
29.15.
29.00.
29.26.
29.20.

The locations of the areas of higb' ba.rometer have also been mapped
for the same period of time, but while a few are traced directly across
the continent, the majority give traei~gs without apparent regularity.
A large amount of office-work bas been devoted to collating and discussing the observations received from all stations and collected from
other sources, public aud private, with a view to their ultimate publication in permanent form. The Office lias received many very courteous
tenders from public institutions and from private individuals offering
the use of material colle(\ted by them or in their charge.
Attention has continued to be given to the subject of the reduction
of the barometric readings (observations) had at great altitudes to the
hypotheticrtl readings at sea-level. A series of tables for this purpose,
in course of preparation by Assistant Abbe, has been delayed by the
illness of that officer.
A serious obstacle to the accurate reduction of meteorological observations bas been found in the want of the proper information in regard
to tbe' eleYations above sea-level of the diff·e rent instruments at< the
several s~ations. To remm'e this ~li~culty, the work of collecting reliable data from surve,Ys and other offimal sources was commenced in February last, and llas been vigorously prosecuted since by Lieutenant
Henry Jackson, acting signal-officer and assistant. This collection is
37

w
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still in progress. '11Le following statement exhibits the material collected up to this time, and which has been carefully tabulated and corrected for future publication as well as for immediate use.
Number of levels of railroad lines collected from records in the topographical office of the Post-Office Department-, 308.
N nm ber of 1eye1s of canals collected from records in the same office,
14.
Number of levels of railroad lines collected in the office of the Chief
Signal-Officer from railroad t\ompanies, 256.
Number of levels of western suryeys collected from the records of
the Interior Department, 12.
N urn ber of levels of railroau stu'i·eys collected from tlLe records of
the Interior Department, 7.
Number of levels received from city engineers, being connections between different railroads in the respective cities, 46.
Number of complete lists of State surveys received from State
engineers, 43.
Nnmber of surveys of riYers and lakes received from United States
Engineer Department, 7.
In addition to the above the Unite<l States Coast Survey has furnished
a table showiug the !Leight anu range of the tide at all important ports
on the coast of the United States. ITor assistance rendered in this connection the Office is under obligations to Professor W. L. Nicholson,
topographer of the Post-Office Department; to Professor C. S. Peirce,
assistant in charge of the United States ·Coast Survey Office; to the
Commissioner of the Lan<l-Office in the Interior Department; to. the
Chief of Engineers, United States Army; to the officers of the various railroad companies throughout the United States, and to the city engineers
of most of our important cities.
Some attention has been given to the investig:.:ttiou of the meteoric
conditions at different elevations. A series of especial observ::ttions were
made simultaneously on tl.Je summit and at the base of Mount Washington, in 1\fay last, for this purpose.
Tho experiment of a balloon ascension has been tried with fair results.
The ascension was made by contract had with a professional aeronaut,
and ltad in -dew the determination of the question whether the proper
i~struments could be carried and used with neeufti.l accuracy, an obserYersergeant being charg:ed with the duty. One hundred and :fifty-six readings were m::Hh~ during the ascension. This experiment is thought to
have estal>lishecl that very delicate instruments may be employed hereafter, if it is considered. desirable.
J~eference was maue in the last anuual report to the utility of obserYations had in the upper aerial currentB, in relation to some of the data of
practical meteorology. The station at the summit of J\fount Washington, at. an elevation of G,2DO feet above the · sea, has been maintained
since December 15, 1870. I!..,rom that date tri-daily telegraphic report...:
llave been had from the party there stationed. It is desirable that new
mountain-stations · should be establi~hed and snitably provided alonrr
the Apalachian chain and in the Rocky 1\Iountains. 'fhese, together
with certain special stations on the western plains, should be providell
with self-registering apparatus.
To extend the system of synchronal observations, blanks have been
furnished to such ship-captains and others making voyages to sea;;~ ·
have signified tlLeir willingness to make the necessary obserYation. < t
the Rtate<l timeB. Facilities are given for comparing the inl-'trnmet;.'" '
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used upon the vessels with the standard at Washington. Fifty-two
records have been received from the Pacific Mail Steamship Company.
These records have been valuable in tracing the courses of atmospheric disturbances before they reach the coasts of the United States,
or after they have passed from the coasts seaward. Similar assistance
is invited from all ship-owners and those interested in commerce.
The study and comparison of the best known meteoric instruments,
for the purpose of ultimately securing the greatest advantages in the
standard instruments to be constructed for the United States, has con, tinned since the date of last report. The collection already in possession of this Office has become interesting and valuable. The equipment
of the stations throughout the country with reliable apparatus is of the
first importance. .An electric attachment to the Robinson anemometer,
furnishing· a continuous record of the velocity of the wind, devised for
the office by Lieutenant D. J. Gibbon, acting signal-officer, has been
tested and adopted for all the stations. Experiments are in progress
to determine the structures of a water-gauge, wind-vane, and of other
instruments, to be also self-registering by electricity. It is requisite
that they be strong, reliable, and inexpensive. The electric record permits the working portion of the apparatus to be exposed wherever may
be best for its uses. The record alone is had in the office of the observer. The self-registering instruments to which reference has been
made in previous reports, are now more favorably placed in a room
especially fitted for them.
The Department has been again indebted to the Post-Office Department, which, under the especial order of the Postmaster General, has
eontinued the service of transporting, in care of its mail-agents, the
barometers and other delicate instruments needed to supply the places
of those rendered useless by accident at the stations.
The library of the Office has been increased from six hundred volumes
to one thousand three hundred and forty. These books have been catalogued and arranged conveniently for reference, and form the nucleus
<>f a valuable meteorological liurary, to which additions may b4j made
from time to time.
A system of exchanges with fordgn societies has been instituted Juring the year, and on t,he part of this Office over five hundred sets of the
tri-daily weather maps and bulletins have been sent 'abroad.
The full daily issue has been sent regularly to the following parties,
and has been suitably acknowledged: Robert Scott, esq., director of the
London :\;Ieteorological Society; Professor Buys Ballot, director of the
Hoyall\feteorological Institute of tbe Netherlands; Professor H. 1\fohn,
director of the Meteorological Institute of Norway; Captain N. Hoffmeyer, director of the Danish Meteorological Institute; Professor Dr.
Prestel, Emden, East Frieslandj Germany; Imperial Naval School, Kiel,
Germany, furnished through the German legation in this city.
Some idea of the extensive labor devolving upon the Office from its
now wide-spread connections may be bad from the consideration of the
number of papers requiring its action, the record showing thirty-five
thousand nine hundred and ninety letters sent, and one hundred and
seventy-three thousand three hundred and six letters received durino·
the year. Three thousand one hundred and sixty-five accounts bav~
been exc1mi?ed and settled in the property division. (Table 6.)
Brevet J..wutenant-Oolonel Garrick 1\fallery, acting signal-officer and
.assistant ~as had charge of the records, general correspondence and
-orderR; Lieutenant Henry Jackson, acting signal-officer and assidtant,
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bas been in charge of the property division. The untiring zeal of these
officers bas entitled them to especial commendation.
The office sustained a serious loss by the death, on December 24, 1871,
of Brevet 2\fajor L. B. Norton, assistant signal-officer, for many years
property and disbursing officer of the signal-service. He served with
gallantry during the war, and zealously, until the time of his death, a
continuous service on signal duty of more than ten years' duration.
The telegraphic transmission of reports of observations was bad over
the lines of the Western Union Telegraph Company, in accm·d:.tnce with
the plans and working forms of circuit of this Office, substantially as
exhibited in the last annual report, until June 30 of the present year,
\Yhen that company declined to continue the service on terms considered
satisfactory by the officers of the United States. From J nne 30 to July
21 it was attempted to conduct the service upon plans differing from
the systems of working forms of circuits originally devised for it. The
delays, however, proved to be so great, even in what were recognized
as the business hours of the companies, and, despite the orders of the
presidents of the several companies that the reports should be gi veu priority over all other business, that very many of the reports, when received,
were useless. The Office was compe1Ied to resume the form of systematized working circuits as soon as it became practicable to do so. Since
July 21 the reports have been had oYer the wires of the Franklin,.
Atlantic and Pacific, Southern and Atlantic, Pacific and Atlantic, Great
v"Vestern, and Northwestern and International Ocean Telegraph Uompanies, which have consented to transmit the official dispatches to the
extent their combined facilities permitted, and in accordance with theworking forms of circuits furnished by this Office. Papers T 1 to T1:'
exhibit the working forms of circuits adopted. Some difficulty was
experienced in making the proper counections of the8e circuits, involving, as they did, the wires o'f so many distinct companies, and the service suffered from serious delays in consequence. The difficulties in the
way of successful working are being gTadually removed. The subject
of its telegraphic corn munications bas been one of the most delicate with
which the Office bas had to do-duties wholly dependent for their success upon the rapidity and reliability of its telegraphic connections,
and with responsibilities involving often the lives, as well as property,
of those who might look to it for warnings, there is none which couhl
more properly excite anxiety. Very maiiY questions affecting tile relations of the United States and the different telegraph companies ba\e
never been settled by precedent or usage. In the correspondence and
action which have beeu had duriug the year with the different companie:
upon matters ou which there were disagreeing views it has been the
aim of thi:; Office, under the direction of the Department, to maintain
such a position that each company might feel it bad been treated
with equal justice, however mnch the Department might necessarily
differ from aoy of them in its Yiews.
A certain official commen<1ation and good -will seems to be due to
those companies whieh ba\-e e\idenced their willingness to len<l their
aid iu carrying on the service, trusting all (JUestions to futnre satisf~lC
tor.r settlement. The rates of compensation the Office has felt empowered to offer being made in some i1,stances a cause of complaint, the
Offlce has stated to any company so eomplaining that if, upon a ju ;t
statement of the cost of the service arHl its proper n .tlne to the com])anie!-j, it cannot be fonnd to be fairly remunerative, the officers of tim
Department will willingly join the representatives tlf the eompaoie. i1
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the presentation of tlw facts to Congress or other authority, ·with the
view of securing to the company just compensation.
To secure the discllarge of the telegraphic duties of therOffice with
promptness-with the good will and co-operation of whatever companies
might be carrying its service, and with proper remuneration allowed to
them for that service-have been the ends to be attained. As therelations of the people of the United States to the telegraphic companies
having privileges under the acts of Congress become better determined,
and the style of the official communications the Executive Departments
may be permitted to ha.ve over the wires of the companies, the times at
which they are authorized to require the transmission of such communications, and the rates of payment at which tlle communications
transmitted must be paid for, become established, the difficulties which
at the outset have hampered this service will disappear.
Tlle Department has been fortunate in the constant ad vice of the
Ron. vViUiam Whiting, special assistant of the Attorney-General, in
reference to questions of tlle duties of the telegraphic companies.
'rue telegraphic service iu the Office has been under the immediate
charge of l\lr. George C. Maynard, electrician, who has rendered important and special serdce. During the year ended September 30,
1872, seven hundred and sixty-eight thousand and forty-six wocds of
weather reports have been received at, and eighteen thousand seven
hundred and forty-two words sent from this Office. One thousand nine
hundred and forty-four messages other than reports, but on business
connected therewith, were also sent from, and two thousand one hundred and cigltty messages received at this office. One hundred and
thirty-four thousand three hundred and eight mail reports have been
examined and compared with the telegraphic copies and ftled for future
reference.
The numerical cipher used for tlle transmission of tlle reports at date
of last report was replaced on the 1st of January by one of a different
torm. (Paper 0.)
By the use of this cipher the number of words have been reduced one
third, while the amount of information contained in each report has
been increased.
In view of the large and constantly increasing labor of the Office, the
compensation of the clerks of class two, employed in it and having
general charge of its clerical duties, is considered inadequte. It is recommended that to secure to them a just promotion, the employment
of two clerks of class four be authorized.
The propriet.Y of an established organization of the officers of the
signal service becomes more apparent as tlleir~ duties increase in extent
and importance. Separated from the commands to which they belong,
and on a duty differing from the routine duties of those commands, they
lose familiarity with that routine, and by absence from their regiments
incur the displeasure of their commanding officers, who do not always
reflect that such absence is not voluntary, but in obedience to orders
from proper authority. The officers themsel\es cannot feel while on u
detached service that interest in their duties which is felt when promotion and standing is to be obtained by the display of such interest.
They are liable to be detached at any time and returned to their regiments. It seems just to both officers and enlisted men that they should
be given a recognized organization. The attention of the Secretary of
- War is especially invited to this subject.
The recommendation that an appointment to a commission be given
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each year to that observer sergeant who shall in that year be reported
as most distinguished for fidelity and ability is renewed.
The promotion to the grade of second lieutenant of Obser-ver Sergeant D. J.Gibbon last year, recommended for his appointment upon such
grounds, has been productive of good effects. ·
At the end of another year of service, during which the active labors
of the Office and its connected stations have ceased on no clay or night,
the annual report, with its record of duty done, is submitted with satisfaction. In no year to come is it likely the service can be more embarrassed than it has been in the year just passed with the difficulties to
be encountered by a novel service. It has survived them. The encouragement had in the popular good will and interest in the daily
duties, the support of the press and of the different commercial
and agricultural associations, has been continued. The pulllic criticism
has been considerate. The scientific institutions throughout the United
States have received tlle exchanges of the Office with pleasure and
have rendered assistance whenever in their power. From those of al;most every foreign country are had expressions of interest and suggestions of co-operation. The field for study and improvement, under a
higher gti.idance, extends with each day's experience. The possible
public good to be had, with the service properly conducted and sustained, and with facilities now proved to be attainable on this continent,
cannot bP; estimated.
ALBERT J. lVIYER,
Brigad-ier-Generctl and Chief S'ignal-Officer of the AT-my.
llon. vV. W. llELKN.A.P,
Secretary of 11rar.

RECORD OF SIGNAL UAMP OF JNi::\TRUCTION, FORT WHIPPLE, VIHOINIA.
TABLE

I.-Officers inslnwtccl (luring the yem· ending October 1, 1872.

Name.

Hank aiHl corps.

C.llarlea S. Srnitll .... . First lientcnant J<'ourth
Cnitcd t:itatcs Artillery.

Reported
for
instruction.

Relieved I
from
instruction.

I

llcmark,.

.July l.i, 1871 N-:v. 25, 1871 ,--;:mpleted fu11 coUJ·s:
in signalin~. tPh··
·
graphy, a1Hl mc•teurolop:y.

II. II. IIumiJhreys .... l!'irstlicutcnantFiftcenth Aug. 1t!, 1871 Dec. 'i, 1871 ,
Do
United Sta.tes Iufantry.
Charles E. Kilboume . Fi1·st lieutenant SccolHl Sept. l!J, 18"11 I Dec. lR, 1871
DCI.
Urlited States .Artillerv.
Lewis Warrin(!;ion ... Firat Lieutenant J!'ourth Feb. 2, 1872 JHar. !J, 1872 llelil-'vcd lwfore t:OID·
I United States Cavalry.
pleting i:un com·~" uf
I
instn1ctwn.
H.ll.C.Dnnwoocly ... FirRt lientenant Fourth Mar. .J,lfJ72 Aug. 1,1R72 Reportedol'igin'lyJul.\"
Unitcd.'tates.Artill<·ry.
1 10, 1871;
grantPtl
leave of au!leilCC ,J u]\"
12,187l,to:J!ar.3, 187:!.
David .J. Giuuon . . . . . Second li('ntenant ~inth ........... ... 1. _............ Still unclrr ilL tructiun.
United StatPs Cavalry. 1

I
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II.-.d.Jnolwt of field-practice hall by each officer.

Rau k aud corps.

Naruc.

Charles S. Smith.... ... .. First lieutenant Fonrth
1
United States Artillery.
First lieutenant l<'ifteenth
Unitel1 States Infantry.
Charles E. Kilbourne .... Fir~t lieutenant Second
Uniteu States Artillery.
Lewis Warrington ....... First lieutc11aut Fourth
United States Cavalry .
H. II. C. Dunwoody . . . . . . Fit·Rt lieutenant Fomth
Unitrd States Artillery.
David J. Gibbon ....... _. I Set·ond lit>utenaut Ninth
1· uited States Cavalry.

12

H. H. Humphreys.'......

TARLE

16

2

16
~ - . . --.

10

2

I

Stml_y of lLl:tnnal of ;;ig-mtls, wandpracti('c, &.c., for 22 days.

,
, ...... ..... -I Still mlllt'l' instructio11.
I

1

Ill.-Xumber of ob8en·er-sergeant.s in.stnwted from Octobe1·1, 1871, to September 30, 1872.
}lame.

---- ---,-----Instruction ; Date of
commenced. examination.
1----- -

Ttemarks.

---------

.J1me 17,1871 Nov. 6,1871 Promoted to rank of sergeRnt ~ovember G, 1871; in
charge of station at Shreveport, La.
N.D. Lane....... . . . . Aug. 12, 1871 Oct. 6, 1871 In charge of station at Aug usta, Ga.
..
E. 0. C. 1JaclnenlPJ'.. Ang, 113, 11371 :Feb. 23, 1872 Promoted to rank of sergeant .Feuruary 2:3, 1872;_m
charge of station at Galveston, Texas.
F. :Mansfield ........ . Aug 18,1871 Oct. 6,1871 In eharge of station at New Orleans, La.
J. B. Well ......... . .d..ug. 18, 1871 Oct. 6,1871 In charge of station at San Dieg_o, CaL
6,1871 A waiting orders at Fort Whipple, Ya.
G~orge McDonahL .. . Aug. 113, 1871 Oct.
A. J. Tilley ......... . A ug. 19, 1871
Failed to pass :final examination.
F. Mann ...... . ... .. . A 11)1:. 2-!, 1871 Oct. 13, 1871 In charge of station at Detroit, Mich.
Cbarles E. Wheeler .. Aug. 25, 1871 Oct. 13, 1871 Dishonorauly discharged the service.
M. J. Shanefelter .... . Sept. 13, 1871 Oct. 20,1871 In ch arge of station at Roy West, Fla.
A. B. Knight ..... .. . . Sept. 8, 1871 Oct. 20, 1871 In charge of station at Virginia City, l\I. T.
D. O'Donoghne . . . ... . Sept. 13, 1871 Oct. 20, 1871 In charge of station at Mobile, Ala.
F.P.Bayes . . . ..... .. Sept. 14, 1871 Aug. 20,1872 In charge of station at A lpena, M ich.
J'olm P. Clum .... . . . Sept. 18, 1871 Oct. 20,1871 In charge of station at Santa Fe, N. M.
Gustave A . Dn.ndelet Nov. 10, 1871 :Mar. 19, 1872 Promoted to rank of sergeftnt March 19, 1872.
J. 0. Manson ....... .. De<'. 2, 1871 Jan. 5,1872 In charge of station at S[tvannah, Ga.
George Prcndet ..... . .Jan. 15, 1872 JVIa1·. 8, 1872 In charge of station at Fort Sully, D. T.
Discharged before vas~ing examination.
Charles JJever ....... . Feu. 1:~. 1872
E. l<'. Maynaru .. .... . Aug. 4,1871 Apr. 1, 1872 Instmctcd on station; in charge of station at Cincinnati, Ohio.
E<lwardLloyd ---~--- :Feb. 10, 1~72 1 .\.pr. 10,1872 In charge of station at Im1ianola, Texas.
Charles A. SLaw ......Tan. 20,1872 l\Iar. 8,1872 In charge of station at Breckenridge, Minn.
Richard \Villiams ... . Mar. 15, 1872 1 July 11, 1872 ReducCll to the ranks for misconduct; now on dttty
with the 1lrtachment at .Fort ·whipple, Va.
I
Leslie C. Fletcher .... Apr. 1,1872 :May 31,1872 On duty at the office of the Chief Signal-Officer.
Samuel W. BealL . .. . A.pr. 10, 1872 ~Ia,y 31, 1872 In cha1·gc of station at Corinne, U . 'l'.
Max l\1arix .. .. ...... Apr. 10,1872 :May 31,1872 In charge of station at Davenport, Iowa.
John Dascomb ....... Apr. 19, 18'12 May 31,1872 In charge of station at DuLuth, Milm.
,James O'Dowd . .. ... . Apr. 22, 1872 July 11, 1872 In charge of station at Lake City, Fla.
W.S.Jcwell ....... .. )<fay 17,1872 Jnly 1L,l 872 On duty at office of the Chief Signal-Officer.
George A . Clnm ...... ~lay 17, 11372 July 11,1872 In chargH of station at Montgomery, A la.
·william T. Boyd ..... Jnne 17,1872 Aug. 21,1872 In charge of station at Philadelphia, Pa.
Harry Ba1·ton . ....... Juuc 17, 1872 Aug. 21,1872 In charge of station at Omaha,, Ncb.
Thorp B. Jennings. . . J uue 17, 1872 Aug. 23, 1872 On duty at the oflice of the Chief Si_gnal-Ofllcer. ·
David ll. Sackett .... ,June 17,1872 Aug. 23, 1 87~ In charge of station at Milwaukee, Wis.
WilliamLine ......... June17,1872 Aug.23,1872 On station at 111onnt \Vasbington, N.H.
l{obert J. Bell....... June 17, 1872 An g. 2:J, 1872 Tu charge of station at Esconn;wl1a, Mieh.
William Tboedovius. July 9,1872 Aug. 23,1872 In charg-e of station at Punta nassa, .Fla.
Nelson Go rom.... . . . . Aug. 21, 1872 ............. . Still uwler instrncLion.
Hugh Corle.
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IV.-Numbm· of enlisted men instr·ucled for the position of as11istant to observe1·sergeants f1'01n Octobm· 1, 1871, to September 30, 1872.
Placed under
instruction R 0 P 0 r t 0 d
for assist- ~~;i~\~~1.as
ant.

Name.

Ordered on
station.

I

Remarks.

William Black ... ____ .. Oct. 23, 1871 1. ___ .......... Oct. 23, 1871

Ordereu to Fort Whipple, Virginia,
fo r promotion .
1, 1872 At Fort 'Whipple, Virginia, awaitil:lD" orders.
June 27, 1872 .July 9, 1872 On tfuty as assistant at Baltimore,
JYiaryland.
Feb. 10, 1872 Feb. 16, 1872 On dtity as assistant at Buffalo,
New York.
Feb. 10, 1872 Feb. 10, 1872 Ordereu to Fort ·whipple, Virginia,
for promotion.
Do.
do .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . No.v.
3,1811
· ---· · ........ Feb. ti, 1811 On duty as assistant at Indianapolis, lndimm.
... _... __ .. _. . 1 .Jan. a, 1872 Ordere!l to Fort Whipple, Virginia,
untler arrest.
. _............ Feb. 10, 1872 Ordered to Fort Whipple, Virginia,
for misconduct.
Frb. 12, 1872 Feb. 12, 1872 In charge of station at Island of
Saint Paul, Alaska.
........ _..... Mn.r. 15, 1872 On duty at office of the Chief Signal-Officer.
Mar. 15, 1872 Mar. 15, 1S';2 On duty as assistant at Cleveland,
Ohio.
Mar. 15, 1872 Mar. 26, 1872 Ordered to Fort Whipple, Virginia,
for promotion.
Mar, 16, 1872 Mar. 1!J, 1872 On duty as assistaut at Toledo,
Ohiv.
........ _.. __ . Mar. 26, 1872 On du t.y as assistant at Galveston,
T exas.
Mar. 27,1872 April 1,1872 On duty as assistant at Nashville,
Tennessee.
Mar. 27, 1872 May 20, 1872 On sta.tion-dut:v at - office of the
Chief Signal-Ofticer.
Mar. 27, 1872 April 8, 1872 On duty as assistant at Chicago,
I llinois.
April 1, 1872 Apr. 10, 1872 On duty as assistant at Lake City,
Jrlorida.
April 6, 1872 Apr. 10, 1872 On duty as asr,istant at Vicksburgh,
Mississippi.
. ___ ... _... _ .. Apr. 8, 1872 On duty at oflice of the Chief Signal-Officer.
A!)l'. 13, 1872 Apr. 15, 1872 On duty as assistant at Detroit,
Michigan.
Apr. 13, 1872 Apr. 22, 1872 On duty as assi!'tant at Charleston,
South Car-olina.
.Apr. 13, 1872 May 2, 1872 Ordered to Fort "\Vbipple, Virginia,
awaiting onlers.
Apr. 26, 1872 lVIay 7, 1872 On 1lnty as assistant at Key West,
Florida .
Apr. 26, 1872 May 2, 1872 Or<l•·red to Fort Whipple, Virginia,
for misconduct.
Apr. 26,1872 May 17, 18'72
Do.
-...... _................ _... On dntv at oflice of the Chief Si~

E. S. Martin ............ Jan. 22,1872 . . . . _....... _. FelJ.
Otto Schiitze .. _. . . ... .. .June 10, 1872
Thomas .A. Taylor .. . _. .Jan. 22,1872
Timothy O'Neil ........ .Jan. 25,1872
.James H. Marsh ....... Nov. 3, 1871
Daniel Murphy ........ .F eb. 6, 1871
William Stein .... ..... .Jan.

3, 18?2

C. A. Brogan ........... ]'eb. 10, 1872
Charles P. Fish ......... Feb. 12, 1872
A. F. McDermott ....... Mar. 4, 1tl72
Edward Moran_ ....... Mar. 4, 1872
Thomas G. White ...... Mar. 4, 1872
'\V. H. Colesberry ... - .. Mar. 5, 1872

Joseph E. Cook .... - . . . Mar. 9, 1872
W. C. W. Shreck ....... Mar. 15, 1872
L. E. Sebree ...... -. . . . . Mar. 15, 187:2
F. Z. Gosewisch ..• - . ... Mar. 15, 1872
Henry U. Jones ... ... . _ I Mar. 20, 1872
R. McLaughlin . ........ Mar. 22, 1872
William C. Keech ...... Mn.r. 25, 1872
W. Strom berger ....... Mar. 29, 1872
Sidney Powell . ...... -. Mar. 2!J, 1872
A... D. Wolcott .......... Mar. 2fl, 1872
W. A... Chapman .. ... . .. Apr. 6, 1872
.Arthur '\Y. Hart _.. .... Al>r. 6,1872
.James H. Stockwell. __ . Apr. fi, 1872
.John Laurens ...... .. .. Apr. 5, 1872

nal-Otfic1~r.

E. W. McGann .. . -. - ... .Apr. 19, 1872 May 17, 1872 ! 1\fay 11, 1872 On d11t.v as assistant at Leaven·
worth, Kausati .
.JohnW.Everly ..... .. . Apr. 26,1872 May 28, 1872 ...... ........ Awaiting ordersa.t FortWhipple,
I
I
Virginia.
.
J ~dward A
.. Lewis ...... .A.pr. 26, 1872 ..... .. _.... _. May 20, 1872 On duty as asl'listant at Cincinnati,
Ohio.
W. 0. Bailey .. -........ 1 J\Jay 3, 1872 I May 28, 1872 I Aug. 31, 1872 On duty as a~r<istanL at Keokttk,
I
Iowa.
William Finn ........ -. ::\Ia~- :J, 1872 I May 28, 1872 .June 17, 1872 On th1ty as w>,,;istant at Pittsburgh,
Pcnnsylvrmia.
.
Frank li.Wash .... .... ::Yiny 3,1872 M:Ly ::!8,1872 .Juno17,1872 On duty as assiRtant at Mobtle
Alabama.
William D. Wri~ht .... ::\lay 3,1872 ~lay 28,1872 .June 1, 1872 1 On 1luty a<'~ a<lsistnnt at Davenport
Iowu .
•John D. M. J<'ce ....... - ~ May 10, 18.72 ,Jun e 8, 1872 .Jnl y 27, 1872 On dnty as a:-;si.~tant at Chi cal! '
1
l!Jinois.
George W. McK('c .. -.. May 11,1872 ... .. _........ .Juno 17,1872 Ou tlut,l' a~ a~sista'lt at Omaha,
Kt,brasJ.w .
P. G. Dcitr. . ... -....... )Ia:r 11, 1872 .June ~. 1~72 .June 17, 1872 On !lui y as a.·Rislant at Wilm.in:!
ton, Korth Ca rolin a.
E. B. Robbi11s . . ..... .. . ::Y1ay 17,1872 .Jnue 17,1872 ,July !}, 187~ Ou ~~l u\ .r. as a><sislant at Korfolk,
, p n
I
'\trg-1nut.
• · · .utl.tvcu ...... .... )fny 17, 1tl72 . ....... .... ................ 1 On station-rl nt.1' at oflice of 11te
1
Chief Signal-Officer.
ll. f. Ltll1wi~. ... .. .. . ::\Iny 24, 187~ ,Jan e L3, 1 12 ,Juur 17,1872 On duty as a sistnnt at Lonisville,
, Kentucl;y.
1
1

11

I
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IV.-Numbcr of enlisted n~en instnwted, q'·c.-Continuerl.

TABLE

-r-·-

Placed under

I im;truction
for assistI ant.

N;u'le.

- .
Ordered. on
station.

ReP 0 r ted

i~~1~~~tas

Remarks.

- - - - - - - - - ; - - - - - - - - 1- - - - - - 1 - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - ·-·-

On duty as assistant at Oswego,
New York.
Ou dutv as assistant at Jacksonville, Floridll..
June 27,1872 June 27, 1872 Ordered to Fort Whipple, Virginia,
for misconduct; dNJerted.
July ~7, 1872 Aug. 20. 1872 On duty as assistant at New Orleans, Louisiana.
Aug. 19, 1872 ·--·--·-·----- A waiting orders at Fort Whipple,
Virginia.
A ng. 26, 1872 Sept. 3,1872 On duty as assistant at Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Sept. 9, 18'1'2 Ordered to Fort Whipple, Virginia,
for misconduct.
Sept. 10, 1872 Sept. 13, 1872 On duty as as~;istant at Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
Sept. 10, 1872 Sept. 13, 1872 On duty as assistant at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Awaiting orders at Fort Whipple,
Sept. 21, 1872
Virginia.
Sept; 21, 1872 ' Sept. 24, 1872 On duty as assistant at Boston,
Massachusetts.
Sc:pt. 10, 1872 1- ............. . A•vaiting orders at Fort Whipple,
Virginia.
Still under instruction.
::~~:::::::::l:::::
Do.
Sept. 23, 18721 Sept. 24, 1872 On rlnty as assistant at Saint LouiH,
Missouri.
Sept. 23, 1872 1 Sept. 24, 1872 011 duty as assistant at Savannah,
Georgia.
Still under instruction.
'j. i8721 'ji7:
On duty as assistant at l'ortlanll,
Maino.
1
.•.•. ...... _.· . . _ . . . . . . • • . . . Still under instruction.
.. ............ 1 Aug;. 4, 1871 Promoted to rank of sergeant; in
ch:ngc of station at Cincinnati,
I
Ohio.
.
_............. : July 24,1871 Promoted to rank of sergeant; in
charge of station at Indianola,
Texas.
1
Sept. 25, 1871 Promoted to rank of sergeant; in
I
charge of station at Corinne, Utah
Territory.
. _. .... . ...... : Sept. 11, 1871 Promoted to rank of sergeant; in
charge of station at Davenport,
I
I
Iowa.
. _. _......... ·1Dec. 6, 1871 On station-duty at office of tbo
Chief Signal-Officer.
. .......... _.. Oct. 23, 1871 Promoted to rank of sergeant; in
I
charge of station at Mont.gomery,
Alabama.
.. _.... ... .... 1 June 12, 1871 Promoted to rank of sergeant; iu
I
charge of statiou at ·Lake City,
]!'lorida.
. ....... _.. _•. Dee. 11, 1871 Promoted to rank of ~ergeant; in
1
cltarge of station at Philadelpllia,
Pennsylvania.
.............. ' .A.ug. 28,1871 Promoted to rank of SPrgcant; in
charge of station at Omaha, Nebraska.
. ....... _... __ / Nov. 3,1871 P1·omoted to rank of sergeant; on
station dnt.y at office of the Chief
I
Signal-Officer,
.............. I Dec. 20, 1871 l'romotcd to rank of sergeant; in
cl1arge of station at Punta Rassa,
]!'lorida.
............•. Dec. Ll, 1871 Promoted to rank of sergeant; in
<;harge of station at Milwaukee,
Wi:sconsin.
. _............ May l8, 1871 Promoted to rank of sergeant; on
duty on sta.tion at Mount WashI
I ington,
New Hampshire.
.............. .:\fay 2:~, 1871 Promoted to rank of sergeant; in
eharge of station at Esconawba,
Michigan.
.............. ' ,Junu 12,1871 Ordered to F?rt Whipple, Virginia,
for promotwn.
.... .... ...... ............. .
Still under instruction.

E. :F. McComas ... _.... May 24, 1872 June 15, 1872 .Juno 17, 1872

\V. U. Simons ...... .... June 7,1872 Jtme 27, i872 Aug. 9, 1872

James l3rown ... _...... June 7, 1872
D. C. Ralston ........ ... June 27, 1872

}JarkDowning ....... , July 19, 1872
A. G. Tassin .......... . · July 19, 1872
\V. R. Nuzum .......... July 19,1872

James Courtney _. . . . . . Aug. 16, 1872
ll. R. Stockman .... .... Aug. 16, 1872

J. n. Campuell ... . _.... j Aug. 23, 1872
I.awrence Dunne .. .... _I Aug. 23, 1872

I

,John McGuire ......... Aug. 17,1872
R C. Anderson ........ . Aug. 30, 1872
neorge Onslow ....... .. Aug. '30, 1872
Edgar Green ........... Aug. 30,1872

::::::::

William McGillivray .. Aug. 30,1872

~~~~~ s:

•Tolm H. Baer ......... Sept. 6,1872
Newton Phelps ........ May 11,1872

r_rhomas Clear_y. . . . . . . . . Sept. 12, 1872
K .f<'. :Niaynard .. _...... Aug. 4, 1871
J<:dwanl Lloyd ......... : July 24,1871
l:>amue! W.
~Iax:

BealL ...

Sept.

~5, 1871

SepL n, 1871

Marix ........ .

W. ;..;, Jewell ........... Der.

G, 1871

1

G eurge A. Clnm ... _.... : Oct. 23, 18'11

.r tmes

I

O'Dowd ......... · ,Tune 12, 1871

Wi.lliam T. Boyd ....... Dr('. 11. 1871

Harry Barton .......... · Aug. 28,1871
'1.'. R. Jennings ..... .

Nov. :3,1871

William Theodovins.

Dec. 20, 1871

I>av1d H. S:u·kctt ..... _I Dec. 11, .1871

William LinP. .......... I May 18, 1871

I

R. ,f. J~cll .............. May 23, 1871
1

.J. K.J:>. Purtlurn . ...... \ Ju11e 12,1871
J. I<'. Tenney ... .......

·I

Jan.

J, tS-;2
1

~.;~~ :t~7~

1
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v.-Showing station& inspected, by whorn, and when inspeclccl.

---- -Stations.
Augusta, Georgia...

-

-- --

------

------

Name of inspector.

First Lieut. H . .Jackson, acting signal-officer ...... .
First Lieut. C. S. Smith, acting· signal-officer .... ... .
]~altimore, Maryland
First Lieut. L. E. Norton, acting signal -offieer ..... .
Second J~ieut. A. vV. Ureely, acting signal·ofliccr .. -.
Boston, Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . First Lieut. L. J3. Norton, acting signal-officer ..... .
Second Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting signal-officer ... .
Rrec1wnrillgcJ, Minnesota . . . . . . First Lient. Charles S. Smith, acting signal-officer ..
Euftalo, New York............. J:<':irst Lieut. L. J3. Norton, acting signal-oflicer ..... .
First Lieut. Robert Craig, acting signal-oflicer . .... .
13nl"liugton, Vermont_ .......... Second Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting signal-officer ... .
Cairo, lllinoi~ .................. First Lieut. H . .Jackson, acting signal-officer ....... .
First Lieut. Charles S. Smith, acting signal-offic<>r ..
Cape May, New .Jersey ... . .... First Lieut. L. E. Norton, acting signal-oilicer. ..... .
Seconcl Lieut. A. W. Greely, acti11g signa1-oliicer ... .
Corium•, Utah Territory . . . . . . . Seconcl Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting sigmtl-oftic•cr ... .
Charleston, South Carolina..... First Lieut. Charles f'. Smith, :wting signal-officer ..
Chicago, Illil10is................ First Lieut. T. R. Adams, acting signal-officer ..... .
First Lieut. C. S. Smitl1, acting signal-officer ....... .
Cincinnati, Ohio................ First Lieut. T. R. Adams, acting signal-officer ..... .
Second Lieut. H. W. How gate, uctiug signal officer . .
Cheyenne, vVyomin,!:!; Territory. Seconcl Lieut. A. vV. Gree1y, acting signal-officer ... .
Davenport, Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . First J,icut. H . .Jackson, acting sig-nal- officer ...... . .
First Lieut. Charles S. Smith,~actfng signal-officer ..
Detroit, Michigan ... -.......... First Lieut. T. R. A claws, acting signal-officer ..... .
DuLuth, Minne,;ota ............ Fin;t Lieut. T.l"t. Adams, acting signal-officer ..... .
First Lieut. C. S. Smith, acting sigunl-ofticer ....... .
Escar1aba, Michigan ............ :First Lieut. T. R. AdilnJs, acting signal-officer ... .. .
Fort Eenton, ::\I ou tan a 'l'er..... Second JJieut. A. W. Greely, acting sigm\1-officer ... .
Grand Haven, Michigan........ First Lieut. T. R Adams, acting signal-officer ..... .
First Lieut. Charles~- Smith, acting signal-offic er ..
Galveston, Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . .. First Lieut. H . .Jackson, acting sigual-otticer ....... .
Sec.ond Lieut. A . W. Greely, acting signal-officer.·.. .
Indianapolis, Imliana . . . . . . . . . . St>concl Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting signal-officer . . .
First Lieut. H . .Jackson, acting signal-officer ....... .
Inclianola, Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Secoml Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting signal-officer ... .
,Jacksonville, Floritla........... J<'irst Limtt. C. S. Smith, acting signal-officer ...... _.
Keokuk, Iowa.................. J<'irst T~ii:mt. H . .Jackson, acting signal-ofiicer ....... .
l•'irRt Lieut. C. S. Smith, act.ing signal-officer ....... .
Key West, Floriua............. First Lieut. Charles S. Smith, acting signal-ottlcer ..
Knoxville, Tennesl:iee . . . . . . . . . . ]<'irst Lieut. T. R. Adams, acting signal-officer .. ... .
l!'irRt Lieut. C. S. Smith, acting signal-officer ....... .
Leavenwortil, Kansa:s .. ·. . . . . . . :First Lieut. H . .Jackson, acting signal-officer ....... .
SBcond Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting signal-officer ... .
I~ake City, ]'lorida ..........'... -Fir-st Lieut. H .•Tackson, acting signal-officer._ ... _..
]'irst Lieut. C. S. Smith, acting signal-officer ..... , ..
Louisville, Ke-ntucky . . . . . . . . . . First Lient. T. R. Adams, acting Rignal-otfl cer ..... .
Second Lieut. A. vV. Greely, acting ,;ig-nal-officer ... .
Lynchburgb, Virginia.......... FirRt Lieut. T. R. Adams, acting signal-officer ..... .
]'irst Lieut. C. S. Smith, acting signal-otlieer ....... .
Mt.Washington, N. Hampshire . Heconcl Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting signal-officer. . . ·.
Marquette, Michigan . . . . . . . . . . First Lieut. T. R. .A.tlnms, acting signal-officer ..... .
First Lieut. C. S. Smith, acting signal-ofticor ....... .
Memphis, TcnneRsc·e........... First LiPut.ll . .Jackson, acting signal-officer ....... .
Seconrl Lieut. .A. W. Greely, acting- signal-officer .. . .
Milwaukee, Wisconsin . .
First Lient. r. R Adams, acting sign<ll-of'fieer ..... .
]'irst Lient. C. S. Smith, acting signal-otlieer ....... .
_First Lient. H. ,Jackson, actiug l:iignal-oliic:er ...... ..
Mobile, Alabama...........
Second Lieut. A. W. GnJely, aeting si;mal-officer ... .
Nashville, Tennessee........... J!'irst Ueut. T. It. A clams, acting signal-officer ..... .
Fir,;t Lieut. C. S. Smith, acting signal-officer ....... .
New London, Counecticnt ...... First Lient. L. B. :Norton, acting !lignal-oflicE'r ..... .
Second Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting sigmll-ofilcer-.. _.
New Or lea us, Louisiana ..... - .. ]'irst Lieut. H . .Jackson, acting signal-oflicer ....... .
Second Lieut. .A. W. Greely, acting signa 1-officer ... .
New York City, 1'<ew York .... ]'ir::;t UeHt. L. B. Norton, acting sig-nal-officer ..... .
Second Lieut. A. "\V. (:Treely, acting signal-oilic!'r ... .
Xorfolk, Virginia .............. Fir!lt IAent.ll .•TackRon, aeting signal-otbcer ....... .
]'irst Lieut. C. E. Kilbourne, acting sip;nal-ofticer ... .
Oswego, New York ............ l<'irst Lieut. L. B. ~ortou , acting signal-officer ..... .
Snconcl Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting signal-officer ... .
Omaha, Nebraslm .............. First Liont.ll. ,JackRon, acting signal-oJlicer ....... .
Second Lieut. A. vV. Gt·eely, acting signal-officer ... .
J>hila<lelphia, Pennsylvania . . . . ]'irst Lit>ut. L. J3. Norton, acting· signal-ollicer ..... .
Ht>cond Lieut. A. ·w. Greely, acting signal-oflker ... .
I'ittsburgh, PennRylvania ...... ]'ir:-Jt Lieut. L. ll. Norton, aeting sig-nal-officer ..... .
First Lieut.ll. .Jackson, acting sig-nal-officer ....... .
.
Heconcl Lient.ll. W. Jiowgate, acting signal-officer ..
Portland, Marne .. :..... ........ Second Heut. A. vV. Greely. acting signal-officer ... .
Punta RasHa, Flonda .... ....... FirHt Lieut. C. S. Smitlt. actiu_g signal-oJlicer ..... _..
lwchester, New York ..... . .... 1 Ji'irst Lieut. L. J3. Norton, aetiug si.gnal-oflicer ..... .
First LiPttt. H. Craig, acting signal-officer .......... .

Date.
October 7, 1871
March 23, 1872
.June 23-24,1871
April
3,1872
August 8, 1871
April
29, 1872
Sept.
15, 1872
A n~uRt 24, 1871
J ul'" 23-26 1872
May
7:1872
Nuvember9, 1871
August 9, 1872
.J ulv
6-8, 1871
A pi·il
13, 1872
Sept. 18-20, 1872
.Jnh
9,1872
Serit. 9-11, 1871
Al1~ust 26, 1872
Ocf 10-14, 1871
:Man· h 22-23, 1872
Sept. 1.'S-l7, 1872
Dee.
14, 1871
Amn:st 21, 1872
Sept.
-1-6, 1872
Se1ot.
1-3, 1~<71
S ept.
18, 1872
Sept. 16-17,1871
Sept.
28, 11'72
Sept.
7-8, 1871
Sept.
7, 187:!
.Octooer 24, 1871
•T, uly 22-28, ~~~~

Se])t.
3, ~1:5•~
Dec.
30, 1871
.July 23-24,1872
March
4, 187:J
Dec.
18,1871
Augn"t 17,1872
February 12, 1872
Nov.
7-9,1871
.Julv
2!}, 1872
Nov.
29, 1871
Sept.

5-6, 1:372

October 1:!, 1871
M:.rch
9, 1872
Oct. 14-18,1871
An g. 26-30, 1872
Kov. 11-12,1871
.July
18, 1872
Mav 22-23, 1872
Sept. 18-20, 18i1
~opt.

27, 1Si2

November 6, 1871
Aug. 23-25, 1872
Sevt. 13-15, Ifill
Sepkwber4, 1872
October 17,1871
Ano·u:-:t 2-G, 1tii2
Oct~ 19-23, IB'il
July
26, 187~
Augnst 1, 18il
Avril
23, t.:li:l
Octo],Pr 21, 1&71
.August 1, 1t~i:?
.Jnlv
17,1871
Api-il
16, 167~
Sept.
29, 1tsil
.June
29, lili~
_\.lli{ll"t

14,11321,

May

lJ,L•~

.June
3-5, bt:..
Decem her 4,1 i1
Sept.
8-14, ter:!
.Jul\"
1, ltil
Apl·il
7, J8i:!
.Julv
25,1 ~1
.Januar_v 1, 1e~;
1\larch 20-2!, 1~;~
Fel.iruary 20, 1Si::!
Aug11st 17, 11!:1,
.July 18-21. 1e•:.

•
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V.-Showinq stations inspected, by whom, and when inspcctccl-Continued.

Stations.

:Name of inspector.

Date.

Savannah, Georgia ............ . First Lieut. H . .Tackson, acting signal-officer........
First Lieut. C. S. Smith, acting signal-officer........
Shreveport, Lonisiana ......... . First Lieut. H . .Tackson, acting signal-officer ........
Second Lieut. .A. W. Greely, acting signal-officer....
.Saint Louis, Missouri. ......... . First Lieut. H . .Tackson, acting signal-officer ......•.
First Lieut. C. S. Smith, acting signal-officer ..••....
Saint Paul, Minnesota ......... . First Lieut. H . .Tackson, acting signal-officer ..••....
l~irst Lieut. C. S. Smith, acting signal-officer........
Toledo, Ohio .................. . First Lieut. T. R. Adams, acting- signal-officer . . • • • .
Vicksburgh, Missis.;;ippi ..... .. Second Lieut. .A. W. Greely, acting signal-officer . ••.
Virginia City, Montana Ter ... . Second Lieut. .A. W. Greely, acting signal-officer....
Wilming;ton, North Carolina .. . First Lieut. ll . .Tack son, acting signal-officer._......
J!'irst Lieut. C. S. Smith, acting signal-officer._......

Octobe.r 10,1871
March 13, 1872
November 2,1871
Aug. 12-13, 1872
Nov.
11,1871
.August 13,1872
Dec.
11,1871
Sept.
11, 1872
Sept.
1-2, 1871
Aug. 17-20,1872
Sept.
23, 1872
October 4, 1871
.Tuly
12, 1872

VI.-Exhiuiting the com-munications sent from and received at the office of the Chief
Signctl-O.tfice1· (exclusive of trlcgrarns) from Novwtber J, 187], to Septe-mbe1· :10, 187'2.

TABLE

SENT.
DIVISION OF TELEGRAMS AXIJ REPOR'l'S FOR THE DENeFl'I' OF
CULTURE.

C0~1:\lERCE

To beads of Departments and Bureaus .............................. .
To observer-sergeants in reference to their duties ................... _. _
In reply to applications for stations and others similar ........... _•.... _
To telegraph companies in reference to transmission of weather-reports. __
To boards of trade, chambers of commerce, agricultural societies, &c .. _
To foreign correspondents relating to this division .....•..•.••.........
General and special orders with reference to this division._ ... _..... _. _.•
Miscellaneous ........................' ......... - -................... .

AND AGRI-

92
7,215

94
614

4,988
3 202
1'866
1',136

Total...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . •
~IGNAL

19.207

DlVlSION.

To heads of Departments and Bureaus------ .... ---- .. ---- ........ ·.. _
Relating to duties and discipline at Signal-Service School of Instruction
and post of Fort Whipple, Virginia ................•.•....••...•• __ .
Relating to recruiting and enlistment ................ ------ .......... _
Answers to applications for appointmeut in the signal service, United
States Army.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
General and special'"orders with reference to t.h!s division...............
l\fiscellaneous . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

241

71 8
4t:

:315
:)76

107

Total ..•••................................••.. - .. - ..... -- ........... .

J, 705

PROPERTY DIVISION.

To beads of Departments and Bureaus ............................•..•
To manufacturers and others in reference to instruments, equipments, &c.
To observer-sergeants and other enlisted men in reference to property and
money accounts ...............•.....................•....•.•...•.
In reference to quarterly returns of officers ..... _... __ .. __ .. _........ _.
Miscellaneous .................... _.... _.. __ .............. ___ .. _. _. _

288
546

6,188

52
8,004

Total .............. __ .... _............ __ .. _..... _.. _. _ . ____ .... ___ . .

15, 078

.Aggregate--- .... -.--- ..... - . -.- ....... --. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

35, 990
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DTVlSIO~

OF TELEGRAMS AND REI'OR'l'S FOR THF.
CULTURE.

HENE!"IT OF COMMERCE AND AGRI-

l''rom heads of Departments and Bureaus ....•...•••.....••.• _.•... _..
109
Applications for establishment of new stations ........•..•....••......
147
From telegraph companies in reference to transmission of weather-reports
310
From observer-sergeants in reference to their duties .....•.....•••......
5,112
From boards of trade, chambers of commerce, and agricultural societies
317
From foreign correspondents relating to this division ......•.••...•.•...
83
Special applications for suggestions for practical use of weather-maps, &c.
125
929
Reports relative to instruction of observer-sergeants and assistants_ ..... .
Mailed reports of observer-sergeants on station._._ •...•••• _•••........ 153,582
l\fiscellaneous ....••.•.••..••.••.••••••....••.......•..•............
1,202
Total ......•••........•••.•.....••................••................. 16J,91G
SIGNAL DIVISION.
16:~

From heads of Departments and Bureaus .....•.... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
Relating to duties and discipline at Signal-Service School of Instruction
and post of Fort Whipple, Virginia ............................ ---Relating to instruction in signaling at Fort Whipple, Virginia, and in
different military departments...... . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .. . . . . . . • • • • • • • • . .
Relating to recruiting and enlistment ................................ _
Applications for appointment in the signal service, United States Army_.
Miscellaneous ......................•...... _....................... _

()71

684
8.)
310

301

Total ........ _.. _.. __ . __ _

~,214

l'ROPERTY DIVISION.

From head of Departments and Bureaus_. __ . _.. _..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - 167
f>:39
:From manufacturers and others relating to instruments, equipments, &c ..
From officers concerning property, quarterly returns, &c .............. .
983
From observer-sergeants and other enlisted men relating to property and
money accounts .......... _........ _. __ . ________ . ___ ............. .
4,049
Regarding property transferred to stations ____ . _. _... . .....••••••...••.
3,128
Miscellaneous .............. ~ ...... __ . _. ___ . _.. ___ ... _.... __ .... __ ..
:no
Total ........... _.............. _.. __ ... _____ . _____ . _. _...... __ . __ . _.

9, 176

Aggregate ...... _.. ___ . ___ ... __ . ________ . ____________ . __ . ___ .. _____ .. 173,306

±~~~=~::: ::~:i~e-d ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~:::

:::: :~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~: ~ ~ ~: ~ ~::: 1~~: ~~~

Total . ____ . _____ .. ________ .. ________ . __ . __ . ____ .. ______ .•.... ____ ____ 209, 296

TAHLI~

YII.-Sitowing

of meteotological in8lrwnenl& purohased and
November 1, Hl71, to September 30, 1872.

the numur'J'

~

~

... "

.§

~

~ ...

from

~~ ~~
s~
s£
g8 ~ ~

lustrmn e ut>~ .

-~a

L>sucd~o station~- -- ~----· -·· ··-· ·---=- ~~~~
11
8

I~-;sued for special nses . _. __ ......... . . . . . . . .
Issucda.tla.streport ·--······-···-··-·-·---Returned for repairs, &c. __ ._ .. __ . __ ..... _..
Total num her now on station ..... ____ .... _.
Total number purcha:scd. ----- ....... ___ ... _

i88ttcil

57
-~

73
40

I

53
'i

79
56

46

3
GO
12
10:3
50

24

35
1

61
15
70

81

G

75

:.1

113 I

:n

..

~

-;I~~-~
~----·
2
2 -----· --····
3
2
27
1
11)

1
•

3 ·-···· ···· ··
3 ·····- ·--- -26 ..•... ·•·· ·

33

7

I
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TABLE VIII.-List of places for w!tich stations lwve been requested but not established on Sep-

tember 30, 1872.
Place.

_i_

Date.

Applicant.
-

---------

( Hon. H. H. Holt, Michigan legislature,
inclosing- petition of 99 citizens.
Muskegon, Michigan ......... ~ Board of Trade, Toledo .............. .
Board of Trade, Chicago ... _.... _. _.. .
Hon. 'f. W. Ferry, United States Senate.
Manitowoc, Wisconsin ....• ___ •. Ron. P. Sawyer, M. C ....... ---------·
Dubuque, Io,va ............... . Doctor A. Munsell ................. ..
Board of Trade, Toledo .....••..... _..
Board of Trade, Cleveland .. _. _... _•..
Huron City, Michigan ........
Board of Trade, Detroit ..... _........ .
Mackinac ..... _.....•.....••.. Board of Trade, Chicago . . ........... .
Richmond, Virginia . _.••.... _.. W. G. Turpin ...... ------ ...... ·----Board of Trade, Norfolk, Virginia, and
Cape Henry, Virginia . . . . . . . .
resolution of the general assembly of
Body Island ......... ---- ... .
Cape Hatteras, North Carolina.
Virginia.
Lewes, Delaware ..•.......•... Board of Trade, Philadelphia .. _.•• _...
Park's, Colorado ..... - .... -r- •• E. J. Mallett, late consul-general •....•.
Staten Island ................. . C. Keutgen,jr ....... _ ............ _.. .
Ron. John Scott, United States Senate .. .
Chambershurgh, Pennsylvanial Ron. Simon Cameron, United States Senate.
Watertown, New York .•.. : ••... L. L. Pratt ............ _. _.. _.. _...• _.
Xenia, Ohio ................. .. C. E. Case.·---·-- ...... __ . ___ ....... .
Port Hope ................... . Board of Trade, Detroit, Michigan.~. __ .
Illinois Industrial University, 5 Hon, W. C. Flagg, seeretary ........ _..
Champaign, Illinois.
{ Hon. J. M. Gregory, president .... _.. _. _
Hon. J. M. Hanks, M. C .............. .
Little Rock, Arkansas ........
Albert Cohen ...... ------ ........... .
( J. N. Hoag, secretary California State 5
Board of Agriculture.
{
I
Sacramento, California ....... ~ Concurrent resolution of the legislature of
California, presented by Dr. '1'. M. LoI
gan, secretary State Board of Health,
l
NHes, Michigan ............... . J . .B. Pitzgerald, secretary Berrien County Agricultural Society.
Hot Springs, Arkansas ........ . J. H. Morton, M. D . ---~ ......... _.. ..
William Stark ......... __ ........... _.
Louisiana, Missouri .......... {
R. E. Pleasants .. --- ............... ..
Janesville, "Wisconsin ...... _.. { J.B. Whiting,M.D ...... -----------·
Rode Connty Agricultural Society ...•..
Professor George M. Millen, secretary
Hillsdale College.
Hillsdale, Michigan ..........
Hillsdale County Agriculture.! Society_.
Metamora, Illinois ............ . Ed ward Ki pp, secretary Woodford County Agricultural Society.
( J. W. Andrews, president Marietta College.
Marietta, Ohio ... __ .......... <
\Yashington County Agricultural SoI
ciety .
l
.Mount Pleasant Academy, Penn- W. H. McCrery, Mount Pleasant Acadsylvania.
emy and Normal School.
Nebraska City ....... _....... .. H. K. Raymond, secretary Otoe County
Farmers' Club.
l\fount Moosilauke ........ __ . ~ Professor C. H. Hitchcock .... _.... _.. .
A. F. Clough ............... ----·· ... .
Catasauqua, Pennsylvania .. __ .. Hon. E. McPherson, Clerk of United
States House of Hepresentatives.
Galena, Illinois .............. .. D. Wilmot Scott, editor Galena Commercial Advertiser.
Columbus, Nebmska ...... _. _.. J. 0. Sbannon, secretary Platte County
Agricultural Society.

I

l

~

!

t

~

Jan.

21, 1871

Jan. 27, IR7l
Feb. 10, 1871
March 3, 187l
Jan. 25, 1871
.Jan. 26, 1871
Jan. 27,1871
Feb. 19,11:571
Feb. 19, 1871
Feb. 10,1R71
April 3,1871
April 17, 1871
Mav
May
June
June
June

25,187 1
24, 1871
9, 1871
12, 1871
12, 1871

June
June
July
July
Feb.
July
July
July
Jan.
May

21, 1871
30,1871
22, 1871
21, 11:)71
21,1872
26, 1871
1' 1872
26,1871
10,1872
15, 1ti72

July 27,1871
Aug.
Aug.

2,1871
3, 1871

Aug.

7, 1871

Aug.

6, 18i1

Aug.
Aug.

6, 1871
8,1.871

Aug. 10, 1871
Aug. 10,1871
Aug. 11, 1871
Aug. 14,1871
Aug. 16, 1871
Aug·. 16; 1871
Sept. 11,1871
Sept. 14,1871
Sept.

5, 1871
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VIII.-List of places for whiclt stations have been requested,

~c.-Continued.
I

Applicant.

Place.

. I

Date.

---1
Canada-Farther Point. . . . . . . ) , Oswego Board of Trade, by J. L. Me- I
Coburg ............ ~
\Vhorter.
, .
<;olli_ng·wo?d... . . . . . ~
·Spnngfiela, M1ssour1 .. _....... . John E. Worth, for Greene County Agricultural and Mechanical Society.
Port Huron ... - ...... - ....... . Board of Trade, Buffalo .............. .
Ron. M. K. Armstrong, Delegate House
of Representatives.
Yankton, Dakota Territory ....
S. V. Clevenger ............ - ......... .
Mason City, Iowa .... ~--- ..... . T. G. Emsley, secretary Cerro Gordo
County Agricultural Society.
Orono, Maine .... - ..... - ... -- .. ' M. C. Fernald, Maine State College of
Agriculture.
Belize, Louis ian a · ·- · · · · · ·-- · ~ Agent and captains of Morgan Steam}'ort Morgan, Alabama . . . . . . .
ship Company.
\Vaco, Texas .......... - .... .
Fort Randall, Dakota Territory .. R. J. Percy, for Missouri Valley Telegraph Company.
Pike's Peak .... - ....••.•...... 1 'V. W. Allen, Colorado Springs colony ..
Univer'tyofMichigan, AnnArLor. Professor G. B. Merriman._. __ ........ .
Canada-Fort Garry .. - .. - .. -.. N. McDougall .................... _...
:Fountain, Colorado Territory .... ! R. F. Song, editor El Paso Ranchman ..
Erie, Pennsylvania.----.- ...... Ron. G. W. Scofield, M. C ......... ---Bangor, Maine....... . . . . . . . . . . C. A. Boutelle, editor Whig and Courier ..
( Professor J. E. Hilgard, United States
Vine~ard Haven, Massaclm- <
Ct~ast Survey.
.
setLs.
Damel W. Stevens .. _..... _.......... .
1
l Rev. Thomas Hill ................... .
~ Hon. H. B. Anthony, United States Son·
ate, forwarding memorialo£29 citizens.
Newport, Rllodo Island-----..
CaptainS. A. Day, United States Army ..
Cape Ann, Massaclmsetts . . . . . . . Hon. B. F. Butler, M. C .. _... _.... _.. .
Wytheville, Virginia ........... Hon. W. Terry, M. C ............... .
Iowa City ..................... John P. Irish ............ ______ .... ..
Manassas, Virginia .. -.-. . .. . .. George C. RonneL ................... .
Quincy, Illinois .. _... _______ .. H., A. Hill, secretary National Boanl of
Trade .... _.. - . -- .......... - ... -.- .
Dover Point, New Hampshire ... John B. Sti. vcns, mayor. ............ ..
Wilmington, Delaware ...... _.. Board of Trade ....... - ...... - ..... --.
( Hon. S. W. Kellog·g, M. C., inclosing)
I
petition of citizens ............. -. I
l
New Haven, Uonnectieut. .... \ Thomas Trowbridge, president Cham- >
ber of Commerce ........ -- .. - .... 1
I
Faculty Sheffield Scientific School, Yale l
College .......................... j
Additional stations on eaHt<'rn Hon. II. H. Holt, Michigan legislature.
shore of Lake .Michigan.
Additio.nal stations on monn-' 1
·wedderburn, secretary Virginia ~
tains of Virginia.
)
'Ielegraph Company.
( L. A. Go bright, Associated Press ...•
( George P. PlanL .................... .
Adtlitional station:; on vvestern J , \V. H. Scudder ............. _....... .
slope of 11ississippi Valley. i 1 R. P. Fausey, committee of Mercbant.s'
l
Exchange, Saint Louis, Missouri.
Nobscoo Light, Monomdy Poiut, B. B. Forbes, recommended by Hon.
Cape Cod·, Massachusetts.
James Buffinton, M. C.
Southwest :Pass, Pass a l'outre .. Thornton A. Jenkins, rear-admiral,
United States Navy.
Staunton, Virginia; Christian-)
burgh, Virginia; Bristol, Ten- I 1
ue;;:;ee; Easton, Pennsyl- l ! Jed. Hotchkiss
vu.nia ; IIarrisbnrgh, Penn- ( 1
~>)_'l~ania; Winchester, Vir- 1 1

~

1

l

G.?·

g'lfilU.

) I

Aug. 30,1871
Sept. 18, 1871
Sept. 22, 1871
Oct.
5,187t
April 26,1872
6, 1871
Oct.
Oct.

19,1871

Oct.

31,1871

Nov.

9, 18il

Nov.
NoY.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Dec.

15,1871
28,1871
2,1871
4, 1871
11, 187~
14,1871

Dec. 18,1871
q

Dec ..

8,1871

July
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.

26,1872
19,1871
20,1871
14, 1871
27,1871
4,1872

Jan. 13,1872
Jan. 24,lb72

Jan.

13,

187~

Feb. 11, 1Sil
May

7,1571

July 16, biJ
Nov. 29,1 i1
March20, l uil

Aug. 15, foil
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VIIL-Li.:;t of place.s for which ~~ations have been 1'Cf]_uesled, cfc.-Continuetl.
Applicant.

Place.

Towanda,Kansas .............. M. D. ElliH-- -· ··-----·----·----·---Bla:.\k Dome, Black Mouulain, I \Villiam Cain ........................
·
North Ctuolina.
Charlotte; Xew York ........... .T. Eaton and thirty-five others ..... ---Gallitzin, Altoona, ou Pcnnsyl- ' David Peelot• ........ _........... -....
vania Central Railroad.
University of Minnesota. Min- I William ·w . Folwell, president ......•••
neapolis.
( 1Hon. A. J. Boremau, United States I

Al~~ ~~~eel: ivr~~ti~~ -pr~~ic1~~t- 'v~~t Vi·r: I

Date.
Feb. 12,1872
l!'eb. 12,1872
Feb.
Feb.

14,1872
17, 1872

Feb. 21,1872

1

I

ginia University ...... -·--··---·-? Peu. ~a. 1B72
H on. J .C. McGrew, M . C -----····Hon; Pran~c Hereford, M. C ......... . 1
1 U. E. Davis ....................... J
l George C. Sturgiss ................. __ July 2~, 1872
.Each of the State Ag-ricnltnral 1 J. B. Bowman~ regent Kentucky Uni- Feb. 29, 187~
Colleges.
I versity, and others.
Columbus, Ohio ____ .... ____ .. _ J. H. Klippart, secretary of Ohio State March G, 1872
Board of Agriculture.
Norwich Cniversity, Northfield, CaptaiuC. A. Cttrtis._-----------··---- March 15, 1872
' Verm~nt.
. .
I
Grand 'I ower, IllinoiS ........•. A. R. Harris·-----------------· ...... l\fareh21, 1872
Iuka, Mississippi ..... -- .....• Rev. J. T. Freeman, throug·h Hon. March25, 1872
George E. Harris, .M. C.
I
Great Natihalee, :nald Mountain, Charles W. Jenks .................... April 1,1872
Nort_h C~rolina.
i
Deposit, JSew York ·----- ..... . G. W. Hanford ................... ___ _ April 1, 1872
Heilman Dale ............ _. __ . S. P. Heilman------.------ ...... ___ _ April 1,1872
Colorado Springs, Colorado __ . _. Robert H. Lamborn ...... ·----· ..... . April 5, 1872
Booneville, ~Iissouri ....... _... . .J. L. Stephens .......... ------- ..... . April 11,1872
Po.rt Wayne. Indiana .... ·----- F. C. Johnson, Indiitna State Board of April 12,1872
Agriculture.
New Albany, Indian:::.. __ ._ . __ . _I F. C. Johnson, Inlliana State Board of April 12, 1872
Agriculture.
Maryland Agricultural Coll(~ge .. i A. R. Davis, president board of trus- April 19,1872
tees.
San Antonio, Texas ...• __ ..... . Thomas G. Williams ... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . May l 0, 187;2
Atlanta, Georgia ...•........... Hon. John H. James, mayor .......... May 10,1872
Au b.urn, Alabama; Agricultur- ~ Wi·lliam C. Stubbs .................. .
John B. Read ............... ____ ~ __ .. May 14, 1872
al and ::\Ieelmnical College of
Alabama.
W. H. Jenison ...................... .
Racine, V{isconsin __ .......... . Mayor and council ........ _.......... . May 18,1872
Ogdenl':burgh, N.Y ........... . Hon. W. A. Wheeler, M.·c .......... . May 25,1872
Plattsburgh, New York ____ ... . Hon. John Rogers, M. C ............ .. May 28,1872
~ewanee, Tennessee._ ......... . John L. Cooper, through Professor JoJune J0, 1872
seph Henry, Smithsonian Institution.
Newark College, Delaware·.... .. William D. Mackey, secretary ..... ___ . June 11, 1872
Green Bay, ·wisconsin ....... _. _ Hon. P. Sawy0r, M. C ...... __ ------ .. June 13,1872
Kenosha, \Visconsin .......•... Wall ace Mygatt. __ .. _ . _. _ ... __ . __ .... June 20,1872
Warsaw, Indiana._ ..... _ .. _... Marshall H. Parks .. _. __ ... __ .... _..• .June 24,1872
Beaver City, Utah Territory_. __ . Daniel Tyler.. ___ .. __ .... _.......... _ July 8,1872
New Ulm, ~I'nncsota ......... _. Dr. Alfred Muller. ................... . July 10,1872
( F. C. Johnson ...................... .
P. Horubrook, surveyor of customs ... __
Thomas P. Britton, president VanderJnuiaua ...... ____
burgh County Agricultural Society.__ July 1:{, 1872
John Ingle, secretary Vanderburg-h
County Agricultural Society.
l Charles II. Butterfield, mayor ........ _. .
Hon. F. A. Sawyer, United States Sen- July 16,1872
Aiken, Sunth Carolina . __ .. _..
ate, and sixteen citizeus.
J. C. Derby .......................... , Sept. 2,1872
I

Morgantown, \Vest Virg-inia ... ~

1

I

I

-I

1

J~,· anf'ville,

!

I

~
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TABLE

VIII.-List of places fol' which ::Jtalions have been requested, ,fc.-Coutinued.
Place.

Applicant.

Winona, lVli::;sissippi ........... .
Eutaw, Alabama ..•............
Belfast, Maine ............. ! . . .
Ithaca, New York, Cornell University.
Straits of Mackinac .......... ..
Carthage, Illinois ............. .

Date.

A. ~I. Rafter ....................... .. July 20,187;.!
W. S. Bird ........................ .. July 20,1872
George E. Brackett .................. . Aug. 6,1872
A. D. White, president; petition of sev- Aug. 8,1872

enty-five citizens.
Roys I. Crarr.. ......•.•............... Aug. 7,1872
L. J?. M. Easterday; petition of one Sept. 2,1872
hundred and five citizens.
Kutztown, Pennsy 1vania ...... . A. R. Hornel, principal Keystone State Sept. 13, 187~
Nor mal School.

TABLE

IX.-List of agricnltuml sociciiC8 which on 8eptcrnbm· ~10, 1872, had appointed permanent cornmittees to conje1' 1vith the Chief Si:;nal-Officer of the .A1·m.lf.

Name of organization.

I

Momoe County Agricultural Soci·
cty.
.
Mnsldngum County Agricultural
Society.
Louisville an<l .Jefferson Counties
Agricnlt.nral Society.
Schuyler County Agricultural anu
Mcchani«:al Society.
Highland County .Agricultural Society.
A1·kansas State Agricultural and
Mechanical Society.
Bertie Com1ty Agricultural Society_

I

State

I_

.

Committee.
Post-office addresR.
- - r - -

Indiana. . . . . . . . . T. H. Mallow.......... Bloomington, Ind.
Ohio ............. n. S. Mershon,......... Zanesville, 0.
Kentucky ....... L. Young ............. Louisville, Ky.
1\'Iissom-i ....... . .John B. Glaze ......... Glenwood, Mo.
Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . .J. S. Bell ....... _...... Hillsborough, 0.
.J. W.Elli:; ........... .
Arkansas....... Albert Cohen. . . . . . . . . I,ittle Rock, Ark.

North Carolina .. S..J. Whllcler .. .. .... .
J.RChcnry ........ ..
D. E. Tayloe ........ ..
Geauga County Agricultural So- Ohio ........... . Dexter Witter ....... .
ciety.
Geo. IT. l!'onl ......... .
Lmhcr· Russell . ... .. .
,Ot~ego Conuty Agricultmal So- New Yorl' ...... G. Pomero,y Koet-Je .. .
Ciety.
H. M. Rooker . ....... .
l~lisba :Finney ....... .
Crawford Count.y Agricu~tnral So· Pennsylva1Ji:t ... A. 1'. Foster .......... .
deiy.
Col. l!'. Manton .... ... .
Prof.'W. -:I. A rnmtrong
Berrien County Agricultural So· i\fichigau ...... . J. B. Fitzgeraltl .... .. .
ciety.
.;). 0. Wootlru:lf ..... .. .
Wm.Bort ............ .
Greene County .Agricultural So· Missouri ....... . Dr. ,T. E. Ta.fft ....... . .
ciety.
.A. vV. J\IIcPhcrson .... .
Rev. ,John E, Werth . . .
Tolland County Agricultural So- 4lnnecticut .... . Gco. TI. Kingsbury ... .
ciety.
•T. C. Hammond, jr .... .
Burlington County .Agricultural New .J m·scy .... . G. C. Brown ......... ..
Society.
M. S. Pancoast ....... .
.Jas. Lippincott ... . ... .
Agric11ltural and Mechanical Scci· Alabama ....... . W.S.Bird ........... .
ety of \Yestcrn .A.lauama.
H. G. Webb ......... ..
A. '1'. L11pton ....... . . .
Cra.wford County Agricultural So- Ohio ........... . G.Kelier ............ ..
ciety.
E. R Rcamley ...... ..
H. :ttL Scl'oggs ........ .
.Jo;;iah Koller ........ .
Saratoga County Agricultural So- New York ...... B. S.l{ol.Ji.nson ....... .
ciety.
~1:utin Connty .Agriralturnl Sodct.v. 1\finnesot:t ..... .
Cali !(Jrnia State 13oard of .A gricul- Califomia ...... .
turc.
}'. M. Logan ..... .... ..
:Macon Co1mty ]'rnit Growers' lllinoi~:~ ......... Prof. E. A. Gnstm;m ...
Association.
Thco. llilddJt·aD(lt ... .
.J. B.lt. Sherrick . .... .
.Missouri State .Boanl of Agdcul- :Missouri ....... . ,John II. Tice ........ ..
turc.
nev. ChaR. J>cabp<ly .. .
lion. G. W. Kinney ... ,
.Jaehon County Agricultural So· Ohio ........... . Davis Maeldcy ... ... .
cit:ty.
.J. E.l<'enee .... .... ..
Jacob Dungan .... . .

~-~ -~~~¥ ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~::::

vYindsor, N.C.
Burton, 0.
Do.
Do.
Cooperstown, N.Y.
Do.
Do.
Connt>autsville, P:L
Do.
Do.
Niles,Micb.
Do.
Do.

Sprin~fi"elil, Mo.
JJO.

Do.
Rockville, Conn.
Do.
Mount Holly, N.J.
Do.
Do.
Eutaw, .A.Ja.
Do.
Tuscaloos~. Ala.
Bucyrus, 0.

Greenfield Cer1tre,::\. Y
Fairmount, Minn.
i::lacraaumto, Cal.
I>o.
l)o.
Decatur, Ill.
Saint•JJouis, Mo.
D"·
Snow Hill, :Mo.
.Jackson (;.li., O.
Do.
Do.
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IX.- L-ist of agl'icnltnral societies, 4'c.-Cont.inucd.
State.

Name of organization.

Committee.

Pike County .Agricultural Society .. Georgia._ .. .... . .J. S. Pope _..... _... . . _
J. H. Mitchell ..... _. _.
H . Green. -- .. - ....... .
Greene County .Agricultural So· New York ..... . .A. P.Jones ...... --·· ··
G. C. Mot.t ...... ---- ..
ciety.
York County .Agricultural Society . Pennsylvania.-. John Evn,ns ...... . _...
G . .A. Heekert ...... _. .
W. S.l~olnnd .. ....... .
.Ailamakee County .Agricultural Iowa. ____ .. _.. _. C. D. Beeman . ... .... .
County.
Bay District Horticultural Society California .... ___ F . .A Miller.-- .- -.- ...
of California.
Prof. H. N. Bolender __
Maine Board of .Agriculture ... _.. _ Maine . _. _.. ___ M. C. Femald ... - .. ...
Prof. G. L. Goodale. __ .

Tuscola County .Agricultural Society .

Michigan .. ___ __

Central Iowa District .Agricultural
.Association.

Iowa .. _.. _.. __ ._

South Carolina Agricultural and
Mechanical Society.

South Carolina ..

Connecticut State Board of .Agriculture.

Connecticut . __ .

Terre Haute Horticultural Society. Indiana . . __ .. _. .

Post-office address .
Zebulon, Ga.
Do.
Do.
Catskill, N. Y .
Do.
York, Pa.
Do.
- Do.
Waukon, Iowa.

San Fmncisco, Cal.
Do.
Orono, Me.
Bowdoin Coll'ge,Bnmswick Me
Prof. C. E. Hamlin .... Col~y 'uni~'y, Waterville, Me.
C. F. Brockett ... .... . . Bo~cloirt.Coll 'ge,Bmns
wwk,Me.
Hon. S. F. Perley ..... . Naples, Me,
C. C. Stoc1dard . .. _. ___ . Fair Grove, Mich.
Townsend North_. ___ .
Do.
Dr. Wm. Johnson ____ .
Do.
P. F. Bartle _. ___ .. ___ . Des Moines, Iowa.
M. W. Robinson .... . ..
Do.
D. V. Cate _........ __ _
Do.
Dr. F. P . Porcher. ____ _ Charleston, S. C.
Dr. T. T. Robertson . __ Winnsborou;rh, S. C.
Col.J.P.Thomas --·'· C:lumbia., S. C.
Ron. E. H. Hyde ------ Stafford, Conn.
Ron. Thos. H. Butler __ Norwalk, Conn.
H. S. Collins ..... ___ ... Uollinsville, Conn.
J.D. Foote ...... ____ .. TerrD~aute, Incl.
J. F. Sa ule ... .. ....... _
J olm ·Weir __ ___ . ___ . __
Rev.- Stimson .. ____ _
Do.
Jos. Gilbert ...... ___ __
Do.
J ohn B. Bozzo . _..... . Moreland, .Ark.
W. vV. Brusher .. _____ .
Do.
W . .A. Stuart. ___ .. _._. Russellville, .Ark.
G. vV. Thompson. ___ _. New Brullswick, N.J.
D. Tyler .... __ ..... _.. Beaver City, Utah Ter.
·wm. :Fotheringham. __
Do.
Do.
J. L. Smith ...... -----T. C. Johnson __ .. ___ .. New .Albany, Ind.
Thos. Dowling. __ . _. _. 'l'erre Haute. Incl.
J.D. G. Nelson ._ ... _.. Fort Wayn_e;Incl.
1
Providence, R.I.
~ ls!it~a~~~~~: :: :::
Do.
Dr. W. F. Channing. __
Do.
M. In galsbe. _.. ___ __ .. South Hartford, N . Y.
R W. Pratt .. ____ __ _..
Do.
Dr. W. West ...... .. .. Belleville, Ill.
F. H. Pieper __ .... __ __
Do.
E. W. West .. ____ .. _..
Do.
Prof. Chas. E. Bessey __ State .Agricul. College,
.Ames, Iowa.
Ron. John Scott _.. _.. Nevada, Iowa.
G. B. Brackett _.... _.. Denmark, Iowa.
Prof. W. H. Parker ... . Mid~ l ebury College,
1\llddlebury, Vt.
Prof. H. M. Seeley .. _.. Middlebmy College,
M iddlebury, Vt.
Pro±: E. Brainerd ._ ._ . _ Middlebury College,.
Middlebury, Vt.
D.M.Camp ··-------·· Newport, V t.
T. H. Haskins ... _.. __
Do.
Z. E. Jameson .. __ .. _.. Irasbmgh, Vt.
'l'. L. Cat.e ___ ___ . _... __ Cle,eland, Tenn.
Do.
J. C. Mor~n . ....... ..
~r. G . .A. ong ..... .. _
Do.
I eter Melendy .. _.. _.. Cedar ]'alls, Iowa.
S. B. Hewitt,jr. _... _.. Eagle Grove, Iowa.
J. M. Shaffer ......... . Fairfield, Iowa.
.A. M. Rafter . _..... _.. Winona, Miss.
T .•r. Blackmore._ . , __ .
Do.
0. J. :Nioore .. ___ ..... ..
Do.
A.M. Rafter ........ .. Winona, Miss.
\V. W. Dabney ..... __ .
Do.
Jas. Tbomp~on. __ .. __.
Do.

Do.

Pope C01mty .Agricnltural .Association.

.Arkansas . _____ .

Midddlesex County Farmers' Club New Jersey . . __ .
Farmers' Club._ ............... . __ . Utah .......... ..
Indiana State Board of Agricul- Indiana .. __ . ___ .
ture.
Rhode Island Society for the En- Rhode Island _. _
comagement of Domestic Industry.
Washington County .Agricultural New York ......
Society.
·
Farmers' and Fruit Growers' .Asso- lllinois . ........ .
ciation of lllinois.
Iowa State llorticultural Society .. Iowa. __ ... __ . __ .

Addison County .Agricultural Society.

Vermont . __ .. __ .

Orleans County .Agricultural Society.

Vermont. __ . ... .

Bradley County .A.g:ricultural and
Mechanical Society.

Tennessee . _. _..

Iowa State Agricultural Society . .. Iowa .. _.. __ .. __ _
Carroll anc1 Choctaw Counties .Ag- \Mississippi
ricultmal Society.
Belmont Farmers' Club .... -..... . . Mississippi ... _.

38 w

I
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IX.-List of ag1·icultttral societie8, etc.-Continued.

Name of organization.

State.

Committee.

New York ..... . E. G. Crafts ..... . .... .
T. S. Roberts .. . ...... .
.Arch. Stone . . _..... __ .
P. Van Vredenberg ...
Bureau County Agricultural So- Illinois ........ . Geo. W. Stone._ -- ·· · - ·
ciety.
A. Bryant,ir ------ . . _.
H. L. Baltwood .... ___.
Essex County Agricultural Society. Massachusetts._ Charles P. Preston. __ .
William Sntton ...... .
A. W. Dodge .. . .... ..
Kokomo Horticultural Society._... Indiana . . ...... . L. J". Templin ..... _.. .
L. W. Leach ........ ..
C. S. Boggs .......... .
;ro Daviess, La Fayette, and Ste- Illinois .... -.... A.M. J"ones ......... .
phenson Union Agricultuml
Society.
Marshall County Agricultural So- Iowa ..... . . -... . Byron Webster ..... ..
J"ohn Turner ___ ...... .
ciety.
S. P. Kinsley _.... _..
Coles County Agricultural Society. Dlinois . . _.. _... D. C. M. Evans ... .. . .
Charles Penatel. ..... _
Rock County Agricultnral Society. Wisconsin . ___ .. Dr. J. B. Whiting ... ..
·waupaca .A.gricultmal and Me- _____ . do _. __ . ___ . H. C. Mead .......... .
W. Scott ............. .
chanica! Association.
E. Cooledge ......... ..
Ing:ham County Agricultural So- Michigan .. ___ . _ Allen Rowe .......... .
A. . M . Chapin _..... _..
mety.
William Rayner . __ _..
Fillmore and Mower CountiesAgri- Minnesota. ____ . Dr. A. F. Whitman __
H. S. Hart .......... .
cultural Society.
W. L. Kellogg . . __ .. __ .
B. F. Farmer ___ ___ ....
William McNee · --· - .
E. 8. Bumstead . _.... _
Georg;e W. Farmer .. _.
W.A1len ............ .
D. Rathbun ......... ..
Marion County Agricultural So- Ohio _.... _.. _.. _ H.M. Ault .......... ..
ciety.
H. A. True .......... ..
J". K . Newcomer ..... .
Humphreys County Farmer's Club. Tennessee .. _... Rev. A. A. Wilson ... _.
T. U. llarris ......... .
W. H. Hollinger ..... _
A. R. Lankford ...... _
Luzerne County Agricultural So- Penns_ylvania. __ Steuben J enkins ..... .
dety.
Rev. Abel Barker .. .. .
Dr. ,J. M. Lewis . .... ..
Dr. J. B . Crawford ... .
Dr. C. R. Gorman ... ..
Dr. B. H. Throop . ... .
Dr. R. H. Tubbs .... ..
Atlanta Union Central Agricultu- Illinois . _... ... . S. D. Fisher ........ ..
ral Society..
William P. Hunt ... . .
Daniel McFarland .. _.
lloward County Agricultural So- Iowa _......... . H . D. Noble . ........ ..
ciety.
Stephen Rodford ..... .
C. S. Thurber .. .. . . . .
Outagamic County Agricultural Wisconsin . .. __ _ W. H. P.Bogan ..... ..
Society.
Edwin Nye ......... ..
N. B. Clark_ ........ ..
J,ouis Perrot ... ..... _.
Lawrence County Agricultural and Ohio .. __ .... _. _. Dr. G. S. B. Hempstead
Industrial Association.
Cyrus Ellison . _..... . .
Himm Campbell ... . . _
H. W. Gillett _....... .
Samuel Burke ....... .
M!ami Com1ty Agricultural Society. Ohio ______ . _. __ . W. W. Crane ......... _
.M1chigan State Pomological Society Michigan _. _. __ . A. T. Linderman .... ..
C. L. Whitney . _.... ..
Edward Bradfield . ... .
Lamoille County Agricultural So- Vermont ..... .. . George Wilkins . ... . . .
ciety.
II. H. Powers ... ..... .
G. L. Waterman .... ..
Sheboygan County German Agri- Wisconsin ...... Ford. Stoesser .... _.. .
cultural and Trades Association.
Fredericl~: Must ... ... .
Frrrlrrick Zimmerman
Albert Mohlendorf ... .
Thomas Blackstock .. .
W~lworth County Agricultural So- Wir;conRin ..... _ Peter Golder ......... .
CJety.
Da-.:id ·williams . ..... .
Charles E. Buhre ..... .
Broome County Agricultural Society.

Post-office address.
Binghamton, N. Y.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Princeton, ill.
Do.
Do.
Danvers, Mass.
Salem, Mass.
Do.
Kokomo, Ind.
Do.
Do.
Warren, Ill.
Marshalltown, Iowa.
Do.
Do.
Charleston, Ill.
Do.
.Jan esville, Wis.
Wanb~~a, Wis.
Do.
Mason, Mich.
Eden, Mich.
Mason, Mich.
Spring Valley, Minn.
1Jo.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do,
Do.
Marion, Ohio.
Do.
D o.
Waverly, Tenn.
Do.
Do.
Johnsom·il!e, Tenn.
Wyoming, Pa.
Do.
Do.
Wilkesbarrr, Pa.
Pittston, Pa.
Scranton, Pa.
Kingston, Pa.
Atlanta, TIL
Do.
McLean, Ill.
Cresco, Iowa.
Chester, Iow.a.
Cresco, Iowa.
Appleton, Wis.
Freedom, Wis.
Elliugton, Wis.
Greenville, Wis.
Hanging Rock, Ohio.
Ironton, Oblo.
Do.
Quaker Bottom, Ohio.
Arabia, Ohio.
.
'rippc1·auoe City. Oh1o.
Grand Rapids, ~iclt .
Mnskegon, Mich.
Ada, Mich.
Stowe, Vt.
Monisvillo, Vt.
Hyde Park, Yt.
Sheboygan, Wis.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Elk Horn. Wi~.
J>arirn, 1\Tifl.
Geneva, \Vis.
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IX.- List of ag1·icultttral societies, 4'c.- Continued.

.Name of organization.

State .

Committee.

Post-office address.

Floyd County Agricultuml Society. Iowa ........... . E. C. Chapin.......... Charles City, Iowa.
Edgar County Agricultural Society. Illinois ........ . \Valter Booth ......... Paris. Ill.
B. Holcomb . . . . . . . . . . .
Do.
D. B. Elliott...........
Do.
Perry County Agricultural and Indiana ........ . I. T. Patterson ........ Rome, Ind.
I. I. Wheeler . . . . . . . .
Do.
Mechanical Association.
Ad. Ackerman........
Do.
Howard
Willey
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Bloomfield,
Iowa.
Davis County Agricultnral Society . Iowa .......... ..
William J. Hamilton..
Do.
'I'. A. Walker.........
Do.
A. Rankin............ Belknap, Iowa.
William Hill.. . . . ..... Bloomfield, Iowa.
Utah County Agricultural and Utah .......... .. Hon. George Bean .. .. Provo, U. T.
C. D. Evans........... Springville, U. T.
Home Manufacturing Society.
Daniel Graves........ Provo, U. T.
Ontario County Agricultural So- New York ...... Cooper Sayre . . . . . . . . . Oaks Corners, N. Y.
JohnS. Coe ........... Canandaigua, N.Y.
ciety.
Wash'ington County Agricultural Virginia ........ Rev. George R. Barr .. Abingdon, Va.
J. L. White...........
Do.
and Mechanical Association.
Thomas Cosby........
. Do.
Otoe County Horticultural Society. Nebraska ...•... J. W. Pearma,n ... .. .. Nebraska City, Neb.
W. W. Wardell.......
Do.
D. W. Mead ... . ....... Painesville, Ohio.
Lake County Agricultural Society.
C. C. ,Jennings . . . . . . . .
Do.
George Blish..........
Do.
Page County Agricultural Society. Iow:1 ........... . S. H . Kiddlebangh . . . . Clorinda, Iowa.
S. W. Peterson . . . . . . . .
Do.
J. L. Barrett . .. . .. .. . .
Do.
King's Creek Valley Farmers' Club. Ohio .. , ........ . Thomas Cowgill ...... · Kennard, Ohio.
Cerro Gordo County Agricultural Iowa ........... . George R. Miller...... Mason City, Iowa.
Society.
T. G. Emsley..........
Do.
A. Wilson . . . . . . . . . . . . Owens Grove, Iowa.
Henry Martin . . . . . . . . Mason City, Iowa.
C. W. Tenney . . . . . . . . . Plymouth, Iowa.
Nort1mmberlmd County Agricul- Pennsylvania ... Dr. E. H. Horner . . . . . Turbotville, Pa.
tural Society.
·
William A. Dean . . . . .
Do.
Thomas Barr . . . . . . . . .
Do.
Johnson County Agricultural and Kansas ........ . J'ohn M. Giffen ....... Olathe, Kan.
)fechanical Association.
Harry ~.cBride . . . . . . .
Do.
J. M. Hadley . . . . . . . . .
Do.
Albany County Agricultural and Ne·w York ..... . Hon. Geo. H. Tweddle. Albany, N.Y.
Industrial Society.
J. ·winne . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bethlehem Centre,N.Y.
•J. H. Farrell.......... Albany, N.Y.
Pike County Agricultural Society. Mississippi .... . D. M . .Pound .......... Magnolia, Miss.
Warren County Agricultural So- New York .... .. Charles W. Osborn.... Warrensburgb, N.Y.
ciety.
Shenandoah Valley Agricultural Virginia, .... ... . Edmund Pendleton .. . Winchester, Va.
Dr. W. J. Best ....... . Brucetown, Va.
Society.
J. C. Baker ......... .. Winchester, Va.
JarvisJennings ...... . Millwood, Va.
Eelwin S. Baker . ..... . Winchester, Va.
Wabaunsee County Central Agri- Kansas ......... William Coleman .... . Eskridge, Kans.
cultural and Horticultural 'soWilliam Rinehart .... .
Do.
ciety.
George Reynolds ..... .
Do.
Oswego County Agricultural So- New York ..... . Henry L. D::tvis ...... . Oswego, N. Y.
ciety.
P.M. Newton ....... .. Sandy Creek, N. Y.
Himm Walker ....... . Union Square, N.Y.
Thomas H. Austin ... . New Haven, N.Y.
Harr,v Palmer ....... . Parish, N. Y.
Tennessee Central Fair Associa- Tennessee ... .. . W. P. Henderson ..... . Murfreesboro, Tenn.
tion.
Jersey County Agricultural Society. Illinois.. . . . . . . . Dr. J. 0. H::tmilton ... . Jerseyville, Illinois.
George H. Jackson ... .
Do.
William Shephard .... .
Do.
Steuben County Agricultural Soci- New York . ..... R. E. Robie ........... . Bath, N.Y.
ety.
·
Watonwan County Agricultural Minnesota ...... W. IV. Murphy ....... Madelia, Minn.
Society
:Monltrie County Agricultural and Illinois ......... G. W. Vaughan....... Sullivan, Illinois.
Horticultural Society.
E. W. Mills .. .. .. . .. ..
Do.
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X.-List of boards of tmde, chambe1·s of comme1·ce, and other organizations, apa,rt from
those directly connected with ag1·iculture, which !tad on SeptembcT 30, 1872, appointed penna
nent committees to confer with the Chief Signal-Ojficc1· of the ATmy.

TABLE

Name of org·anization.

State.

Committee.

Chamber of Commerce of New York -- New York .......•..

W. Dow.
r M.George
Maury.

~

J.D. Jones.

l Charles G. Curtis.

Board of Trade of Buffalo ________ •.. _ New York ......••..

~

Board of Underwriters of New York ... New York ...•....•...

f
Board of Trade of Toledo ..•• _...•... Ohio · · · · · • · · · · • • · · ~

l

Board of Trade of Washington .... ___ . District of Columbia.
Board of Trade of Detroit ..... __ ... _. Michigan ...... _...
Board of Trade of Chicago .. _....... . Illinois . . • . • . . • . • • .

~
~
~

(

Board of Trade of Boston .. _. _... _~ _. Massachusetts .. _••.

I

~

I
l

Chamber of Commerce of Milwaukee .. Wisconsin ....... _.

~

(

Board of Trade of Nashville ...... _. _. Tennessee ....... _.

I

<
1

.l

Chamber of Commerce of Du Luth ... Minnesota.... . . . . . . . .
(
Board of Trade of Baltimore. ___ •.• _.. MaryI an d - ·- · · ·-- • · '"~)

l

Board of Trade of New London ... _•.. Connecticut.... . . . .

~

(

.
Board of Trade of San Francisco .. __ .. Ca1'f
l ornia .. -- .... -.

Board of Trade of Cleveland ......... . Ohio..............
Chamber of Commerce of Charleston .. South Carolina.....
Hoard of Trade of Charleston .... .... . South Carolina . . . . .
Chamber of Commerce of Memphis .... Tennessee .. - .... -.
Board of Trade of Os,vego .....•..... New York..........

l' I

~
~
~t5

l

Alonzo Richmond.
George S. Hazard.
John H. Vought.
Ellwood Walter, secretary.
W. T. Walker.
M.D. Carrington.
A. W. Colton.
C.A.King.
J. W. Thompson.
A. S. Solomons.
R.M.Hall.
J. Aspinwall.
G. U. Bissell.
E. W. Hudson.
C. Handolph.
D. H. Denton.
E. 'r. Lawrence.
Thomas Ga:ffield.
M.D. Ross.
John Cummings.
E. H. Sampson.
Hobert S. Perkins.
John L. Hathaway.
J. B. Merrill.
L. R. Durand.
James Whitworth.
R. T. Kirkpatrick.
Doctor W. W. Berry.
E. D. Hicks .
M.S. Cochrill.
Charles M. Cushman.
H. L. Wbitridge.
R. R. Kirkland.
Benjamin M. Hodges, jr.
J. Hall Pleasants.
R. S. Raymond.
James 'I'. Skinner.
George P. Rogers.
R. R. S·wain.
J. De Freney.
R. G. Sneath.
C.A.Low.
R. K. Winslow.
R.P.Lyon.
J. C. ~age.
E. H~ Frost.
W. P. Hall.
T. W. Dawson.
Ron. George A. Trenholm.
Professor .F. S. Holme.
E. Lafitte.
lion. J. Thompson.
Colonel Dupree.
J. L. McWLorter.
A.II.Faili11g.
W. J. Malcolm.
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Committee.

State.

N arne of organization.

Board of Trade of Omaha ..•.•...•.••. Nebraska ..........

r

J
l

Committee appointed by mayor of Rochester.

New

York---------~

Board of Trade of Portland ...•.....•.. Maine ......... - - ..

Hoard

?f Trade of Philadelphia._ .. __ ..

Pennsylv~nia .......

~

r

,

l

Board of Trade of Mobile ............ . Alabama ........... ..
Chamber of Commerce of Savannah ... Georgia .... --·· ....

~

Chamber of Commerce of Wilmington .. North Carolina .....

i

Board of Trade of Norfolk ............ . V 1rgm1a ...•.......

~
(

Board of Trade of Indianapoli:L ....... Indiana ............

I

<

l

Chamber of Commerce of Saint Paul. .. Minnesota ......•..

~

Board of Trade of Burlington._ •...... Vermont. ..........

~

Merchants' Union Exchange of Saint
Louis.

Missouri ........... )

(

Chamber of Commerce of Galveston .... Texas .............

~

Board of Trade of Shreveport ......... . Louisiana ..........

~

Chamber of Commerce of San Diego .. . California ..........

~

Philadelphia County Medical Society .. . Pennsylvania ....... .
Board of Trade of Davenport. ....... .. Iowa ..••.. ·····~ ... .
Board of Trade of Jacksonville .... - ... Florida·--- ......... .
Cc.mmittee appointed by mayor of Indianola.

Texas .............

r

<

l

A. D. Jones.
G. H. Collins.
M. Stephens.
Colonel J. Patrick.
0. O.Housel.
Joshua A. Eaton.
Charles A. Poole.
Georg·e Schofield.
C. H. Farley.
J. S. Bedlow.
M.N.Rich.
Henry Winsor.
Thomas C. Hand.
Thomas L. Gillespie.
George N. Taltham.
George N. Allen.
James Hand.
C. Forsyth, secretary.
Charles Green, president.
Robert N. Gourdon, vicepresident.
A. H. Van Bokkelen.
George Harriss.
W. L. De Rossett.
Dr. S. K. Jackson.
W. A. Graves.
E. C. Lindsey.
D.M.Berry.
E.F.Cox.
John E. Wright.
W. R. Nofsinger.
S. T.Bowen.
R. Ormsby Sweeney.
Rev. John Mattocks.
J. Fletcher Williams.
G. G. Benedict.
Professor Peter Collier.
Professor McK. Petty.
George D. Plant.
R. P. Taney.
W. H. Scudder,
J. S. Thrasher.
W. Richardson.
C. G. Forshey.
George Williams.
R. D. Sale.
George A. Pike.
Douglass Gunn.
C. A. Jones.
J. S. Gordon.
Lawrence Turnbull.
James M. Dalzell.
A. S. Baldwin.
William P. Milby.
Robert J. Clark.
W. H. Wood ward.
F. E. Hughes.
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PAPER

A.

A MANUAL OF MILITARY TELEGRAPHY FOR THE SIGNAL SERVICE.
UNITED STATES ARMY, EMBRACING PERMANENT AND FIELD LINES ;
PREPARED UNDER THE DIRECTION OF THE CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER
OF THE ARMY.
INTRODUCTION.

'!'his work is, as its title indicates, a manual of military telegraphy, and is intended merely
to furnish to officers of the United States Army such information as will enable them to
establish and maintain tfllegraphic communication between forces in the :field or points
covered by military operations, as between the center and wings of an army, or an army
and its base of operations, including, of course, intermediate point.s in either case.
The Morse or American system of telegraphy is the one proposed, and no attention is paid
to others. Two kinds of line& are described, but they differ merely in weight and size of
material and equipment: one intended for continued use upon :fixed routes, being the ordinary American line, and herein called permanent, and the other intended for use with moving columns, being composed of lighter materials, more simply equipped, portable, capable
of being rapidly erected and as rapidly taken down, and provided with means of transportation, and a drilled force to handle it, denominated :field-lines.
Sufficient elementary information is given to enable the student to understand the principles
which underlie the work he has to perform, without attempting a scientific treatise, and
technicalities have been avoided as far as seemed practicable. Reference is made to works on
electrics and telegraphy for information of a character too purely scientific to be embraced
in this manual, chiefly to the Modern Practice of Telegraphy, by F. L. Pope, esq.
The two varieties of lines are treated of separately, and each in the same manner: materials of line, method of preparation, tools for and method of erection, equipment, method of
working, and, in case of :field-lines, drill of the force.
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PART I.-PERMANENT LINES.
CHAPTER I.
Materials for permanent lines are:
First, supports; which may be considered as of three kinds only, viz, posts or poles,
gTowing trees, and buildings ; the first-named to be used whenever practicable, the second
to expedite matters in building a line, or upon a route where timber of the proper size for
posts is difficult to procure or transport, (as in forests where are no roads or bad ones,) and
the third in cities or towns where it is not desirable to set posts in the streets.
Posts should be of such timber as is best able to resist decay, such as red cedar or black
locust, either of which, if of proper size and well seasoned, can be expected to last from
thirty to fifty years; and, failing these, of ·white cedar, spruce, white oak, chestnut, sassafras, yellow pine, or cypress, all of which may be made to last well, say from ten to fifteen
years. In emergency, and for lines not expected to last for more than two years, almost any
timber will answer; even cottonwood can be used for one year. White cedar, spruce, and
sassafras are desirable material, being, when seasoned, extremely light and enduring well.
Posts should be the bolls or stems of young trees, straight, free from large hmbs, at least
25 feet in length, and not less than 5 inches in diameter at the top, or small end. They
should, when practicable, be cut and the bark be removed six months or more before they
are used, to allow them to season, and this is urged for the double reason that such preparation adds greatly to their endurance when in position in line and reduces tne labor and
cost of transportation and erection. They might be still further guarded against decay by
injecting their substance with any of the substances which have the property of coagulating
the albumen of the wood, such as carbolic acid, the solution of the sulphate of copper, or others,
but the exigencies of military service will seldom permit the delay necessary for these processes.*
Where posts such as have been described cannot be had, others may be sawed from large
timber, and in this case, the sap-wood being removed, the posts will not decay so rapidly
during the first year or two, and may be made somewhat smaller. For sawed posts, 25 feet
long, 6 inches square at the butt, and 6 by 3 inches at the top, is a good size.
When trees are to be used as supports, care should be taken to select, if possible, such as
have but few limbs, and those at a height from the ground exceeding that to which it is
desired to raise the line, and sparse foliage or small tops, such being less liable to be moved
or thrown down by high winds. In open country, where trees are used, it will be well to
trim them very closely, for the purpose of reducing the surface exposed to the wind. A
tree-insulator should always be used upon trees, which will be described in its place.
When it is necessary or desirable to use buildings as supports, the line should be run over
their tops, resting upon as few supports as possible, and great care must be taken to attach
firmly and insulate well. These are the least desirable of all supports, and rules can
scarcely be laid C.own for their use. The builder must apply general rules, and exercise
great care, as lightning-rods, metallic roofs, gutters, water-conductors, and many other such
dangers are in his route, and must be avoided or guarded against.
Secondly, insulators; and upon the quality of these depends the working of the line. By
insulation is to be understood the severing in any manner the electric connection between
the wire of the line and the earth, except at points where such connection is purposely made,
in order that the current be compelled to flow in the wire. This end is to be attained by
attaching to the support some non-conducting body, to which the line-wire may be attached.
Strictly speaking, there are no non-conductors, but those substances which are enumerated as such are the worst conductors, and are usually spoken of as non-conductors. (See
Pope's Modern Pmctice, page 10.) Such non-conducting bodies are in number manyglass, and all vitrified substances, the resins, dry woods, oils, and all ce1·eous substances,
si.lk, cotton, &c-bnt from the list we may select two classes, vitreous substances and resins, as applicable to the purpose, the others, either from their becoming partial conduct?rs
when wet, as wood, flax, silk, &c., or from their fluidity at ordinary temperatures, as o1ls,
&c., being valueless, or nearly so. Glass is the substance usually depended on, and its
almost universal adoption by telegraph-builders is evidence of its superior practical value.
Either simple, or as covering earthenware or porcelain, it is the substance in common use
wherever telegraphs have been built, except in subterranean or submarine lines.
One form of insulator is shown by fig. l. It consists of a glass cap 4 inches in height,
J t inches in diameter at and for 2t inches from the top, and of a bell-shape below, so that
the diameter at tbe bottom is 3 inches. The glass is nne-fourth of an inch in thickness. A
lJead or projection, one-eighth of an inch wide and high, at about one-fourth of au inch
above the swell of the bell, forms a seat for the wire and prevents it from being slipped oYer
the top of the insulator.
Tl,is may be attached to the posts by a pin in the top of the post, as shown in Fig. 2, or ro

. • yo~ cl ~scrip.ti~n of the processrs for inj ecting posts, soc Shaffner's Manual, pages 681 anu G:::!.
Sa!.nue s Electr1c Telegraph, page 185 ; or Prescott, page 25...,.
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the side, as shown by Fig. 3, or by a cross-arm, as shown by Fig. 4. In either case the glass
cap should be made to fit the peg or bracket sn_ugly, so as to be not easily :em.oved, and a
good plan is to have the peg or bracket made shghtly smaller than the cav1ty m the glass,
and make the fit by layers of
Fig. 1.
cloth (old tent-cloth will answer) which have been dipped
in white-lead and oil. This
preparation, when dry, ce ..
ments glass and wood so
firmly that, when the glass is
broken by violence, the fragments are often held in place,
aud so a partial insulation ser,ured. When the peg is used
in the top of the post, it should
be secured against decay by
the same expedient, or some
other which will prevent the
water which falls upon the top
of the post, or any portion of
it, from finding its way into
the hole in which the peg is driven. The bracket is secured to the post by nails or spikes
of a size sufficient to hold it firmly, and the post should be flattened to make a seat for it.
Brackets should be of white ash or oak, one foot long from point to point, cut from 1i-inch
plank, wedge-shaped, as shown by the figure, 1 inch wide at the lower point and 2t
inches wide at the shoulder. The peg or stud on which the insulator is placed should be
Fir-. 2.
Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

turned true, of a size to fit loosely in the insulator, and of a length sufficient to 11ft the
edge of the bell 1 inch above the shoulder of the bracket. Two holes should be bored
through the bracket to admit the spike, one at a point two inches below the shoulder, and
the other at one inch from lower end, and both should be bored at right angles to the surface of the bracket which is in contact with the post. When cross-arms are to be used, a
seat should be cut in the post, a hole bored for tbe bolt, and the cross-arms secured in position before the post is erected. If bolts and nuts are not at hand, and not easy to procure,
cross-arms may be secured to the post by spikes; it is a question of economy, the bolts
enduring longer than the spikes.
Insulators may be of glazed earthenware or porcelain, made in substantially the same
form as those of glass, and such have been extensively used in Europe, but American telegraphers have not found them profitable, and few are now used. A very convenient form
of insulator bas been and is used, shown at Fig. 5. It consists of an iron stem, terminating
ina cross, the extremities of the arms of which are bent at a right-angle with the cross, and
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parallel with the axis of the stem. .The other end of the stem, which is about six inches
long, is covered for four inches with hard or bone rubber, (so called,) molded into a cylinder,
tapering slightly toward the end of the stem and closely embracing and adhering thP.reto.
On the outer surface of the rubber a screw-thread is cut, and the insulator is screwed into a
Fig. 5.

----------------~--~~-------------~

0

hole bored in the under side of a cross-arm, or of a pine block, spiked to the side of the post,
by which it is intended to protect the rubber from moisture. This insulator is strong, cheap,
aud durable, but it has not been found practicable to exclude moisture so as to preserve the
rubber in its best state, and when its surFig. 6.
face has become roughened by exposure its
value is much reduced.
Paraffine is almost entirely devofd of conducting power or capaeity, and is, therefore, in that respect, a desirable substance
for use in insulation, but its physical characteristics make the problem difficult of sotion. One form of in;;ulator which depend'
upon this material for its value is shown a·.
Fig. 6. It consists of a hollow cylinder ot
cast-iron, closed at one end, and having an
iron stem, like that described in the preced·
ing paragraph, cemented in its center and
projecting beyond its open end. The cement used is composed of non-conductors, one
of which is paraffine, and the exposed portion of the stem, the surface of the cement,
and the inner surface of the iron c·ylinder
are thickly coated with paraffine. Thi:
form is costly, but bears a good reputation, and can but be effective if carefully
made and used. It may be attached to
.
the poles by being inserted in a lwle on the
und~r s1de ?f a <'ross-arm or blnck, like the bone-mbber hook, or the irou shell may be
furmshed '\ 1 th an arm to screw into a hole bored in the pole.
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Another form is tbat of an earthen cup, strong enough for the purpose, shaped so as to
IJe used in the same manner as the glass insulator heretofore described and saturated through
its entire substance with paraffine. This form has not yet been proved, but would seem a
good one for climates in which the heat of summer is too feeble to melt the insulating material.
To aU the forms of insulators heretofore described the line-wire is firmly attached, but, as
this is not desirable where trees are used as supports, the motion of the tree endangering the
continuity of the wire or the attachment of the insulator, or both, a form has been extensively adopted and used for service upon trees which consists of a block of glass, three
inches long by two inches wide and high, having projections at each end on three of its
sides, and a groove or slot an inch deep traversing its long diameter on the side on which no
projections occur. This insulator is attached to a tree by being fitted into the top of a
bracket and the bracket spiked to the tree. When in us e it sustains but does not confine
the wire, (which merely lies in the groove,) and the glass is protected from wet by a wooden
cap nailed upon the bracket. This insulator may also be used on cross-arms by mortising
the arm near its end to receive the glass and using the cap. As will be seen, it is not well
protected against moisture, and is, in that respect, defective .
.As expedients, in the absence of any accepted form of insulator, any non-conductor, so
disposed that the line-wire shall come in contact with it and with nothing else, will answer.
During dry weather seasoned wood, especially if saturated with resin, may be m ade to support line-wire, and signals have been successfully tra11smitted over fifty miles of wire so
insulated.
Thirdly. Wire for permanent lines should be of best charcoal-iron, No. 8 standard gaug·e,
though for military uses, having in view saving of weight and facility of putting up, No. 9
or No. 10 may be used for lines of not more than one hundred to two hundred miles in
length. It should be annealed, coated with zinc in the manner known as ''galvanized,"
joined up in half-mile lE:'ngths, the joints soldered, the lengths run into coils eighteen inches
in diameter inside and six inches wide on the face of the coil, and the coils secured by four
tie-wires equidistant from each other.
Such wire should show no sign of fracture after being bent, when cold, to a right angle
and again straightened, should be free from slivers and splits, and weigh (No. 10) 300, (N0.
9,) 340, and (No. 8) 380 pounds to the mile-length.
·
The following are some of the qualities required by the English postal departmen t for its
standard wire :
1st. The wire supplied under this tender must be of the gauge known as No. 8, Binningham wire-gauge, (diameter .170 of an inch.)
2d. The wire to be highly annealed and very soft and pliable, and to be galvanized. The
wire must be capable of elongating 18 per cent. without breaking, after being galvanized.
3d. The wire to be entirely fi·ee from scales, inequalities, flaws, splits, and other defects,
and to be cylindrical.
4th. No deviation greater than .005 of an inch either way from the prescribed diameter
will be allowed.
5th. The whole of the wire to be passed under and over three or more pulleys or fixed
studs, placed in such position in the plan indicated as shall, in the opinion of the engineer,
admit of the quality of the wire, as regards freedom from splits, heing sufficiently tested.
6th. The whole of the wire to be stretched 2 per cent. by machinery, and after being
stretched to be coiled carefully, so as to contain no bends or indentations, but in all respects
to resemble newly-drawn wire.
The coating with zinc is less important in dry climates than in moist ones, being intended
merely as a protection against oxidation, and consequent reduction of the eonducting capacity of the wire, but is inexpensive, mal~:es the wire easier to handle, in that it ;vears the
hands of the men who handle it less than the iron, and is of further value, in that it aids in
making good conneetions, when line is broken and rejointed after being erected, by preserving a bri ght surface. Tl1is fact becomes of importance where lines are especially liable
to damage, and unsoldered joints (made by· repairers or patrols) are frequent, as is likely to
be the case with military lines.
For that portion of lines which traverses bnildings for the purpose of connecting with
instruments located therein, or to reach the main batteries, in short, for all in~doors work, a
copper wire should be used of a size sufficient to be equal in conducting eapacity to the linewire- say, for a line of No. 10 iron-wire, a No. 18 copper ; No. 9 iron, No. 17 copper; No.
8 iron, No. 16 copper--and such wires always insulated by a covering of silk, cotton, or flax,
or of gutta-percha, caoutchouc, or ballata. :E'or ordinary in-doors use the silk, cotton, or flax
covering is best, as the other materials named deteriorate rapidly in a dry air, becoming
brittle and detached from tbe ·wire. For passing into and out of buildings, where the fail of
water from the roof endangers the insulation of the line, it may be well to use the gums, or
some of ~hem, ~nd renew the wires as .often as may be necessary to keep them in a proper
state of msulat10n; though by saturatwg the fibrous coverincr with shellac or other resin
or better still with paraffine,'~ an equally good result may be obtained.
'
'
* PARAFFINE.-(Pm·vum, little; offinis, affinity.)-There are several subst.ances known in commerce under
thi;; name. It is u~uully applied to a white, solid, translucent substance, free from odor and ta~te, somewhat
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Where copper -wire is connected to iron, the joint must be protected by solder, or in some
other manner, from moisture, or a local galvanic action will result, which will at the same
time reduce the conductivity of the. line, by oxidating the surfaces in contact, and impair
its strength. If appliances for soldering are not at hand, the joint can be preserved by
smearing it witb'a paste of white-lead and oil, of raw rubber, or by coating it with paraffine,
each of which, however, yields to climatic influences, and is inferior to soldering.

CHAPTER II.
The tools and appliances for building a permanent line are few, and can be procured easily,
most of them being found in any ordinary stock of hardware. There are, first: Axes for felling and preparation of posts, and for clearing the way for the line, where such work is required. Hatchets having a bit 4 inches wide, a head or poll with which to drive spikes,
(and weight sufficient to make them effective in that respect, say lk pounds,) and hickory
handles 15 inches long. This tool is of use not only in building but maintaining the lineis in fact one, as the pliers is the other, of the "line-men tools." Diggers, (so called,) which
Fig. 7.

are crowbars of about 15 pounds weight, haviug a fiat cutting point or edge, (Fig. 7,) for
loosening the earth, and shovel, (Fig. 8,) for removing it, in digging post-holes, each being
Fig. 8.

of a length of not less than 5 feet, and the point of the diggers and blade of the shovels
being steel. In soils where they can be used, post-augers (Fig. 9) should be provided in
Fig. 9.

place of bars anJ shovels, as on prairies, or alluvial bottoms free from gravel. With this
tool one man can do the work of one a'nd a half, using digger and shovel, and the hole may
crystalline in texture, of specific gravity about 0.87, melting at about 1220 Fahrenheit, and volatilizing at a
high temprrature. It is but slightly acted upon by re·agents, hence its name. Its chemical composition is
most probably that of a mixture of several hydrides of the higher alcohols, such as corotene, or cerotic hydri~P,
(C2,H5G•) melene, or melenic hydride (C 30 H 62 ,) the lowest in thi~ series being marsh-gas, methylic hydnde
(C.H4.) Alcoholic hydrides, as they get lower in the series, become liquid at the common temperature, and are
tl•en known as paraffine oil. Paraffine is obtained in enormous quantities in the dry distillation of wood,
coal, bituminous hhale, petroleum, peat, and lignite.-Rodwell's Dictionary of Science.
.
PARAFFIXE.-Dil!till beech-tar to dryness, rectify the heavy oil which collects at the bottom of the rece1ver,
and, when a thick matter begins to ri~e. set aside what is distilled and urge the heat moderately a~ long a·
a~ything I? or~ distills. Py• elaine passes over, containing crystalline scale~ of paraffine. 'l'his mixture, bei?~
digested w1th 1_ts ?Wn volume of alcohol, of 0.833, forms a limpid solution, which is to be gradually diluted m b
more alcohol bllJts bulk becomes six or eight times greater. The alcohol, which at first dissolves the whole,
letR the paraffine gradually fall. The precipitate, being washed with cold alcohol till it becomes nearly color·
lP. Hand U1en di~soh:e~ in boiling alcohol, is deposited, on cooling, in minute spangles and needles of 1.nre
paraffinc.-Ul·e s Dlctwnary of Arts, &c.
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be made so nearly of the same size as the posts to be set therein as to gre~~ly f~cilitate ~he
erection of the line, saving labor of tamping, &c. Shears, foot-plates, an~ pu;:es for e.rectmg
and tamping-bars for setting the posts are also needed. The s~ears ~onsists of two pieces of
timber 6 feet lon()' and 5 inches wide by 2 inches thick, (less Will do If posts are not heavy,)
crossed near one <>end, and firmly secured to each other iJ?- such a m~nner as t? form a base :~
feet wide to rest upon the ground and a saddle upon whiCh to sus tam the wmght of the post.
The foot-plate is a curve~ plate of iron or steel, havi?g. a. han~le attached like that of .a
shovel. Its use is to receive the foot of the post while 1t 1s b£mg erected and prevent It
from loosenin()' the material of the wall of the hole. The pikes are spruce, pine, or ash
poles 8 10, a~d 12 feet in length and Jt inches in diameter, armed at one end with a spike
and fer;ule, and are to be used iu raising posts. Tamping-bars are rammers of bard wood,
5 or 6 feet long, and of a size to be conveniently grasped. Tb~y are used to tamp or ram
the earth about the post between it and the walls of the bole, m order that the posts may
stand firmly when in place.
Augers for boring the holes i~ the posts. f~r admitting the peg. on whi~h the insulator
is set or those throu()'h the post for the adm1sswn of the bolts used m attachmg cross·arms ;
saws: if the posts ar~ to be prepared for the reception of cross-arms; wide chisels, to cut the
seat for the cross-arm, and mallets.
Reels, for laying or delivering the wire from the coi.l, shown at Fig. 10, consist of a
base which may rest on
Fig.lO.
the bottom of a wagon,
the deck of a platformcar, (if the car is upon a
railroad,) or other means
of transportation, an d
the reel proper, resting
upon this base and turning horizontally upon an
axis. The b a s e is a
piece of timber 6 feet in
length and 6 in cbes
wide by 2 thick, having a cross-piece of like
width and thickness and
4 feet long, halve'1 on and firmly secured to it at 2 feet from one end. From the center of
the point of intersection rises the axis of the reel. '!'his is an iron rod g inches in
diameter and 2t feet long. From th~ ext~flmity of the long arm of the base an iron st.ay
or bra~e extends to the top of t~e axis, hiJ?ged to the base, and engaging at the top w1th
the ax1s of the reel, to prevent It from bemg bent or thrown out of perpendicular by any
strain upon the reel. The reel itself consists of two pieces of oak or other hard wood, 3
feet lon.g, 3 inches wide? and It. thick, framed toget~er at right angles to each other at their
respective centers, havmg an uon plat~ on one s1de of the intersection, and through the
center a bole for the admission of the axis. Secured to this cross at such a distance from
the center that the coils ?f .wire to be used may drop easily ov~r them, and connected at
the top by another cross similar to the o~e descnbecl, except that its arms are shorter and
do not extend beyond them, are four upnghts of the same size and material as the crosses
-the outsides of which are curviform-representing segments of the circle formed by the
inside of the wire coils, aud are 2 feet in length. When complete the reel is a skeleton of
a fi'ustum of a cone 2 feet in height, 18 or 20 inches in diameter at its base, and 3 inches
less in diameter at its top. When in use it is upon the base described, is retained in position by the axis, and, revolving bodzontally, delivers the wire from the coil placed upon
and revolving with it straight and free from torsion, and so not liable to run into ldnks if
slackened or broken.
Pliers, for making connections in the wire, should be of the kind known as "flat-nosed,"
with a cutting blade on the side of the jaw, should not be
Fig.ll.
less than 8 inches long, strong, and having well-tempered
jaws. Files should be 8-inch triangular saw-files. The
tool for making joints (or connections) in the wire sboul d
be of steel, 6 or 8 inches long, with one lip recurved. In
use the recurved lip embraces the line-wire, while the
shoulder rests against the end which is to be wound round
and clasp it. By carrying the handle of the tool around
the line-wire, the end will be snugly compressed upon and
coiled around the line and a smooth joint marie.
T.ools for soldering joints are an alcohol-lamp of any convement form, a bottle or other vessel containing muriatic
ac.id iu w~icb zinc bas be~n dissolved as long as the acid
w1ll take 1t up, and solder m bars of a foot or so in leugth
and half an inch in width and thickness.
Climbers, to enable the men to reach the top of the posts easily, are of various patterns.
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One or two well approved are shown at Pig. II, as is also the mode of attaching them to
the feet of the men.
Pulleys, for brinO'ing together the ends of a broken wire, so that a joint or connection can
be made, should b~ furnished. Two blocks, one single and one double, with not less than
Fig. 12.

50 feet of rope, form the set. Vises, or other devices for grasping the wire, are attached
to the block-straps, which, together with the method of reeving, are shown at Fig. 12, and
can be better understood by an examination than by the most careful description. In event
of vises or other device for holding the wire being wanting, two ends of pliant rope, the
bight of ·which is through the block-strap, can be made to grasp the wire with sufficient
tenacity by winding them around it in long spirals in opposite directions and tying the
extreme ends together to prevent the unwinding of the spirals. The blocks should be not
less than four inches long, tho sheaves of lignum·vitre, and bushed with brass, and the rope
best half-inch Manila hemp.

CHAPTER

III.

EQUIPMENT OF A LINE.

For the equipment of a line there will be needed batteries, which are to the telegraph
what the boiler is to the steam-engine, the source of the motor on which the action of the
machinery depends. They are but various forms of the voltaic pile, and the principle upon
which all are constructed may be thus stated: When two metals, one more easily oxidized
than the other, are subjected to the action of water, a portion of the water is decomposed,
the oxygen entering into combination with a portion of the oxidable metal, and a portion of
the hydrogen being freed and escaping. At the same time a development of fllectricity
takes place, positive or plus electricity being found at the less oxidable of the metals, and
negative or minus electricity at the other. If the two metals are connected above the water
by a metallic conductor, the metals exchange electricities over and along such conductor,
and a telegraph-line, in miniature, is at once established. In developing the principle thus
laid down it may be further stated that, the greater the difference between the metals and
the more active the excitant, the greater will be the result in the development of electricity.
Zinc is universally used as the positive element in batteries, being easily oxidable and
iuexpensive; but copper, silver, platina; and graphite are used as negative elements, a~d
the excitants are almost numberless, varying from pure water to anhydrous acid. For mnw
batteries, (i.e., those which supply the current that flows upon the line and serve as the
means of communication between distant points,) one of the most approved forms is t~at
shown at Pig. 13, called, from the name of its inventor, "Grove's." Its cell consists of a
glass cup or lnmbler, 4 inches in height, 4t inches in external diameter, and of a thickness sufficient to give the requisite strength; a cup of porous earthenware, equal in he~gh~
to the glass cup, Jt inches in outside diameter at the bottom, and for 3 inches of its he1gbc
having its top funnel-shaped, and 2 inches in diameter, and with its walls one eighth of an
inch thick. The material of this cup must be porous clay, and not vitrified, as it mu. t. be
traversed freely by the electricity generated in the different cells of the battery or ·ene•.
The zinc, or positive element, is in the form of a hollow cylinder, clivid~::d longitudiuall:·.
having projections or feet on which to stand in the cup, and an ann rising from its top
above the cup and extending horizontally, so that its end shall be over the porou· t:Up,
iu the next cell in the battery. The negative element is !L strip or ribbon of platiuuru Joermaut'ntly attached to the projecting arm of the zinc cylinder.
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TJ 1e size of the zinc and platinum may be varied, but a convenient and effective size is
inches for the height of the. zinc cylinde.r, an? :3 i.uche~:r for the horizon~al ~eng:th ?f th~
arm, both cyUnder and arm bemg one-halfmch m thickness, and the latteJ three-fourths 01
an inch in width.

3t

Fig.13.

The platinum strip for use with such a zinc should be three-fourths of an inch wide and
4 inches long and soldered firmly upon the end of the zinc arm. The exciting fluids are
water and sulphuric acid. twenty parts by weight of the former to one of the latter, surrounding the zinc and filling the glass cup, and nitric acid surrounding the platinum in the
porous cup.
The action of this battery may be thus described: The series being connected one with
the other and the extremities with the conductors, the oxygen of the acidulated water attacks the zinc, forming sulphate of oxide of zinc, which is dissolved as fast as formed, and
thus is continued until the solution becomes saturated, when the oxide is deposited upon.the
zinc itself, and finally protects it from the aetion of the oxygen. The flow of electricity then
becomes feebler, and finally ceases entirely. The hydrogen freed at the negative (platinum)
plate is not permitted to escape or to adhere to the platinum, (by which the conducting power
of the battery would be reduced,) but enters into the 'nitric acid, changing it from nitric to
nitrous acid. This battery gives a very steady and powerful current, and is for that reason
much used ; it is, however, costly, and needs much attention to obtain the best results.
The zincs should be amalgamated with mercury by being cleaned in a bath of sulphuric
acid and water strong enough to boil them and then clipped in mercury. This preparation
preserves the zincs from local oxidation, consequent upon impurities in the metal, and preYents the deposit of sulphate upon their surfaces. Fifteen cells of Grove's in good oi·der
are sufficient to work a line of one hundred miles in length, unless there is a large escape or
leakage at some point on the line.
The Bunsen battery (Pig. 14) resembles the Grove in all except the negative element,
which is of graphite or other form of carbon, instead of platinum. Its power is less than that
of the Grove, inasmuch as the carbon is a poorer conductor than the strip of platinum, but
it is cheaper, and therefore much used, especially on the continent of Europe.
The Daniells battery (Pig. ] 5) differs from I hose previously described in eyerything exc<:>pt the use of zinc as the positive element. It is less powerful than the Grove, and
tht>refore less used in America, where long distances are to be traversed, but is much used
in Europe, and is much recommended by its cheapness and the length of time it will remain
in action without attention, deriving from this last peculiarity its name of "constant battf ry." A Daniells cell consists of a copper plate immersed in a solution of sulphate of copper
and a zinc plate immersed in a solution (weak) of sulphate of zinc, or in water to which has
b ~e n added one-twentieth of its weight of sulphuric acid. Its forms are very numerous and
need not be ~ esCJ;ibed here. If the above-named conditions are maintained, the battery will
work, and w1ll g1ve ~bout. half the force of the same number of Grove cells, (provided the
strength of the solution of sulphate of copper is maintained,) until the precipitation of sulphat~ of zin~ clog~ the a~tio~ upon that metal. A f?rm of this battery, intended for military
servH:e, consists of a cyhndncal copper vessel, the mner surface of which forms the nega-
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tive element of the pair, having a diameter of 4 inches and a height of 4 inches, with
a perforated copper cup near its top to contain crystals of the salt, a leathern porous cup
2t inches in diarnet(3r, and of the same hE'ight as the copper vessel, attached to an insulated
cover which fits the top of that vessel, and a prism of zinc 8 inches in height and 11 in
Fig.14.

diameter. To place this cell in action, the copper vessel is two-thirds filled with a solution
of sulphate of copper, (blue vitriol,) and the perforated chamber filled with crystals of that
salt. The porous cup containing the zinc is filled with water slightly acidulated, or with
a weak solution of sulphate of zinc, and placed within the copper vessel and the connections
made. The solution in the copper vessel should fill it when the porous cup is in position,
in order that the crystals in the perforated chamber may be dissolved.
Fig.15.

'Vhen electric communication is established, the acidulated water attacks the zinc, as in
other batteries, and the freed hydrogen finds an office in reducing the copper from the soln·
tion of its salt. The copper resulting from this action is deposited on the surface of the ~op
per clement, kerping it bright and preserYing Hs conducting power. The weakening ot the
solution is prevented by adding fresh crystals as fast as those in the perforated chl\mher are
dissolved, and the battery works with undiminished energy until tlte water in the porous cup
becomes a supersatarated solution of sulphate of zinc, and a deposition of this salt take~
place on the zinc itself. This battery Las much to recommend it, its constancy 11.lone making it everywhere preferred for locals. For military lines it has the merits of not requiring
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the transportation of euncentrated acids or sue~ delicate manipulation as the Grove or the
Bunsen.*
Other battC'ries mig·bt be enumerated and described, but the principles involved in their
construction are substantially the same as in those already named. The necessary number
of cells for any given line can only be determined when the character of the line as to conductiYity and loss of current by defective insulation is known, but fifteen cells of Grove or
Bunsen, or twenty-five cells of Daniells, are usually sufficient for a line of one hundred
miles in length; and if that number of cells in fair order fails to giYe good results, the
remedy should be applied in labor on the line, trimming, re-iJ?.sulating, &c. For lines exceedinO' one hnndred miles in length, one cell of Grove or two of Daniells, for each additional ten ~1iles of line, should furnish a current of sufficient intensity. The Daniells cell is
especially fitted for use as a local battery, two cells being sufficient for each office, or for
each set of instruments where more than one is employed.
Main batteries should be as earefully insulated as any part of.the line, the cells not allowed to be in contact with each other, and each one mounted on a dry insulating-stand.
In one form of stand used the cell rests on the edge of glass strips so arranged as to shed
moisture. The eflk.i ency of this form is much increased by coating both wood and glass
with paraffine. Another method is to make a battery stand by using an insulator ·with a flat
top as a seat for each cell and attaching the insulators to a convenient support. The socalled Wade insulator, with wooden shield, is well adapted for this pnrpose. Local batteries do not need so much care in this respect, as the current generated by them is of low
tension and the circuit ofl'ers little resistance; they should, however, be kept in a dry place.
INSTRUMENTS.

The instruments for equipping a line are the ordinary Morse key, relay, and sounder;
switches, if more than one wire is used, and repeaters if more than one circuit is to be ·
worked. The Morse key is a device for conveniently opening and closing thP- circuit,
and is merely a brass lever of any convenient length, usually about 6 inches, having, about
2 inches from one end, a transverse axis or trunnion ; at the end of the shorter arm a screw ·
with a binding-nut for the purpose of regulating the distance through which the levei· may
move; at the other end a finger-piece, by which it is grasped, of ivory, rubber, or other non-conducting F.iubstance, and on the under-side a platinum stud. The lever is mounted
by its trunnion on a base so that its set-screw shall be in contact with tl1e base when the
front end is raised, and the platinum in stud-contact with an insulated anvil, (also armed
with platinum,) to which one end of the wire is attached when pressed down by the finger.
The other end of the wire is attached to the metallic base of the key. A lever, held in its .
Fig. 16.
D

place by a spring, makes permanent contact, when desired, between the base and the anvil .,
and is called the " circuit.-closer."
'
The key is held open when not in use by a light spring. An examination of Fig. 16 will
enable the student to fully understand the apparatus.
''Note on the chemical action of the Daniells battery.-" When the current passes, the zinc is dissolved and
the copper receiveH an equivalent increase in weight. In the chamber containing the zinc and acidulated
water, the oxygen of each atom of water decomposed unites with an atom of zinc, forming an atom of oxide ·
of zinc, which, in its turn, combines with an atom of sulpb~ric arid, forming sulphate of zinc, which is dis ·
solved in the water. The atom of hydrogen released is transferred, by means of decom_;lositions and recom - ·
positions, toward the copper cylinder. In the interior of the porous cup an equivalent atom of sulphate
of cop~er ill d:compo~ed into one atom of copper, one of oxygen, and one of sulphuric acid. The
atom of copper 1~ depos1ted upon the plate by the current; the atom of oxygen, moving toward the zinc
plate, ~eets the atom of bydro.gen travelin.g from the other compar~ment of the element and combines with
1t, formmg together an a~om of .water! wb1le the atom o.f ,;ulphunc acid goes to the zinc compartment to
renew the supply there for the fot1matwn of sulphate of zmc, as that metal is dissolvcd."-Sabine's Ele,;tric
1'eleg1·aph, page 222.

39 w
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The relay (Fig. 17) is simply an elec.tro-magnet of from five to fifteen miles' resistance,
and fitteo for use on a circuit of high tension, mounted on a flat base, and provided with
convenient posts for the attachment of the main line and local wires, and with an armature
so mounted as to b e
Fig. 17.
opposite to and within the magnetic field
of the poles of the
magnet. This armature is provided with
a spring, by which it
is withdrawn from
the poles when th e
circuit is broken and
the attraction ceases.
From the bottom of
the posts lli and rn ,
connection is made
with the wires of the
magnet, so that when
the line-wires are attached to the posts the magnet is contained in and forms part of the main circuit or route (If the
current generated by the main batteries. From the posts l· and l' wires are connected with
the frame-work that supports the poles of the magnet, and with the armature, which is iP ·
· sulated from the frame-work, so that the electrical connection between the wires can only
'be made when the platinum points, with which both the armature and the frame-work are
, armed, are brought into contact, this being part of the local circuit or route of the curren t
generated by the local battery to work the sounder. Relays ar~-1 of various patterns, bnt
rthis general description will answer for all, as the principles involved and purpose to be
. accomplished are the same in all forms.
The sounder (Fig. 18) is also an electro-magnet, mounted conveniently, with armature,
: spring, connecting-posts, &c., like the relay, but differing from that instrument in the char.acte1· of the magnet and the uses to which it is put. Its magnet is one of very sligh t
Fig. 18.
resistance, and therefore fitted for use
only in a current of low tension, such
as that generated by the local battery,
(by which its action is controlled,) and
repeats its signals so loudly as to render
them distinctly audible, and thus redu ce
the difficulty of receiving or recognizing
them.
Repeaters are a class of instruments
rendered necessary by the difficulty of
working circuits of more than two to
three hundred miles in length, and are
used to repeat automatically in a second
circuit the signals made in the.!lrst by the
manipulation of the key, each repeater
performing the work of a receiving and
a transmitting operator, thus reducing
cost and the chances of error. They
are of various kinds. and need not be
il'' rL £ -A'. Y.
described in this WOrk, it being SUfficient
to say that all of them accomplish their purpose by making the armature of a sounder perform tbe office of a key in a circuit other than that in which the magnets of the sounder are
connected.
Instrument-tables may be of any convenient form, and military lines will usually be
roughly furnished in this respect, but a good form is 2t feet in length by lt in breadth and
2t feet high, with a drawer to contain stationery, &c. Such a table is large enough for a
'Set of instruments and gives room for convenient copying of messages.
Switch-boards are needed where several wires enter an office, and are merely devices by
which any instrum ent in the office may be connected with any line-wire, or, in ca e of an
·.Office · intermediate between th e terminals, by which line-wires on one side can be inter.cha.nged with those on the other. They are of various kinds, but the main features of all
are similar. A board, having brass strips extending vertically across one surface equal in
number to th e line-wires to be attached thereto, with screw-posts at the ends of the s trip ~, has
also, between the strips, buttons hanging on pivots, (all of brass,) which pi vots extend
through to the back of the board, and are connected by a wire with one another in hori z<.ntal
rows, and each row to a screw-post at the side of the board to which the wires which reach
the instruments and batteries are attaehed. It will be seen that when one of the e bufto r is turned to right or ];eft, so as to touch a strip, the connection is complete from the li ne o
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the instruments and batteries, and that, as each row of buttons crosses all the strips, it is
practicable to make any connections desired. Various otber convenient arrangements can
be made, such as bringing· battery and
Fig. 19.
ground wires into switch-boards; arrang·ements for loops, by which an instrument
placed elsewhere than in the office can be,
at will, switched into any circuit on the
board ; tests made of wires, &c. The
switch thus briefly described is known by X
American telegraphers as the "Culgan
switch," (Fig. 19.)
Lightning-guards are devices by which
atmospheric electricity, gathered by the
line-wire, is removed therefrom and conducted to earth without injury to the apparatus or operators. They are of various
forms, the object in all being to present
near the line-wire, and between it and the
instrument-tables, a route over which the
atmospheric electricity can reach the earth,
and this can be done readily, because that
electricity will leap over or through short
spaces without a conductor. One form
brings the line-wire to a plate of metal .
having a serrated edge and a ground-wire to another such plate, the two plates being secured
upon a base of non-conducting material with their points separated by a space not exceeding
the one-thirty-second of an inch. Another is to connect the line-wire with a metallic disk
and the ground-wire with another, the disks being pressed together by a gripe or clamp, but
prevented from coming in contact by a disk of thin paper or of silk. In the one case the
atmospheric fluid will leap through the air to the points of the plates attached to the groundwire, and in the other burn its way through the paper or silk. All devices for this purpose
must be carefully watched, as the passage of electricity through tbAm will often melt a portion of the metal and establish a ground-connection, which will prevent the working of the
line until removed.
In this connection, though not really part of the equipment of a line, it may be well to
describe the manner of making ground-wires or connections. At stations where main bat- teries are to be kept, a good ground-connection is absolutely necessary to the successful
working of the line, and should be made carefully. The ground-wire should be of copper,
and should be equal in conducting capacity to all the wires which are to be worked from the
battery, or rather should equal the conducting power or capacity of the battery itself. It
may be connected by soldering to the water or gas pipes of a city or town; but if none such
exist or are to be bad conveniently, it should terminate in a copper plate having 6 or 8
square feet of surface, and buried in moist earth, below the reach of frost or drought..
If
the copper wire or plate cannot be had, iron wire f.Lnd a plate of zinc may be sustituted, or an
iron wire may be led to and connected with a body of charcoal, or other form of carbon, buried
as prescribed for the copper plate; but all such substitutes must be watched, especially the
iron wire where it enters the Rarth, it being particularly liable at that point to oxidation.

CHAPTER

IV.

The labor necessary to bui.ld a line depends, of course, on the country in which it is to
be built, the time allowed in which to build it, and, in short, the circumstances of each ease,
and much must be left to the discretion of the officer or person in charge. But a few suggestions may not be out of place; and first, the order in w bicb the different portions of the
work should be carried on. When a line is to be built and the route determined, a party or
parties of not less than ten men, each in charge of a non-commissioned officer or foreman,
initiate the work by digging the post-holes, the officer or foreman determining the places for
the holes and seeing that they are properly made; the men working by twos, equipped with
diggers and long-handled shovels or such other tools as the nature of the soil permits. Each
of these parties should be accompanied by one or two ax-men to clear the way for the line by
cutting shrubs and trimming m-feUi.ng such trees as WOll;ld obstruct or impede the work of
erecting the line or impair its insulation by contaet after its erection. Such a party should
dig holes for four or five miles of line daily, making the boles four feet deep and seventyfive yards apart. 'rhis estimate supposes clay or loam in which to make the holes, and is,
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of course, only approximate. For the subsistence of these and all other working parties
proper arrangements must be made, but that is a matter which need not be entered upon
here, as the same care would have to be taken of working parties at any other duty, and is
!::!imply commissary and quartermasters' work.
A party or parties to cnt and prepare the poles should follow closely upon the
diggers and should be strong rnough to supply poles for the iinc as fast as the
boles are dug.
No rule can be given, the number of men and amount of transportation depending entirely upon the work to be done, the distance posts have to
be transported, &c. Axes arc the only tools needed. Wagons can be fitted for transporting poles by removing the bPd or box and subt>titnting a long reach for the ordinary
one. If the ground be impnlCticaLlc for wagons. posts may be hauled two or three at a
time upon a contrivance shown at Fig. 20, which can be made on the ground by any handy
Fig. 20.
man. When the boles have been dug and the
posts delivered for, ~ay, ten miles, the insulators
should follow and be attached, one man (or two,
if more than one wire is to be put up) cloil1g the
work of attaching them, and the party which
is to errct the posts should follow closely the
insulators, erectin g the poles as soon as the insulation is attached, in order that they may be
out of the way of such accidents as wonld injure or destroy them if left upon the gTouud.
The number of men necessary in these parties
win depend upon t!Je size and weight of the
poles, but cannot be less than five men and a
foreman, and only so few when the poles are of
very light wood, white-cedar, for instance, and
well seasoned . For green posts, of oak, locust,
or chestnut, ten men will be needed. In working the foreman or a man places the foot-plate
in the lwlc on the side opposite to that. on which
the post lies; the men, seizing the post with
their bands, raise its top from the ground breasthigh and thrust its foot against the foot-plate;
the man whose duty it is places the shears so as
-="~ .:•-::: to support the post in that position, vvben the
F~~~~~~[-;;.. ;:J:;·~>· ·;>f4 ~ •.: ·· men quit their hold, and, taking their pikrs,
~~G0····i:~~~\'~. arrange themselves on opposits sides of the
~~VY' ,. \\\\ post, and, using their pikes, at once raise the
~,\\·\'~'·'.',·\\\post, which slips into the hole. This releases
.~..:..JJ. the foot-plate, which is removed ; the cant-hook
is applied and the post turn·eo, if neeessary, to the proper position, i. e., with the insulator
on the side next the road, or the cross-arm (if any) at right angles thereto. Two men with
shovels and tamping-bars fill the hole with earth and ram it solid ; then the post is ready
for the wire. In this, as, in fact, in all parts of the work, no pains should be spared to make
the work thorough. The foreman must see that the posts arc perpendicular; that the insulation is properly attached and in proper position when the posts are erected; that the hole:>
are filled and the earth well ramlllerl, and tbe surface of ear th in contact with the post higher
tha,n that surroundiug it, so as to turn the water away from it.
The wirr-party should consist of foreman and six men, with a wagon (or, on railway. a
truck) to carry the wire and wire-reel. The wire being in the wagon and the reel in plac~.
tl1e "·ire-man plP.ces a coil upon the reel, cuts the tie-wires, passes the end (taking care that It
be the outside end) of the wire to the follower, who attaches it to the first post or such other
starting-point as may be designated, the driver starts his team, and the wire is drawn fi·om the
re{'l, the wire-man applying so much friction to the wire or reel (by a clutch or brake ) a may
serve to give the wire proper tension; the follower, at from thirty to forty yards in the rear,
carries the wire to the foot of the pole, and the climbers, four in number, carry the wire to
the top of the post and attach it to the insulator, EJach man taking the fourth post from the
one with which he starts. If more than one wire is to be put up, such a party will be needed
for each wire, and the first pa.rty will put its wire on the insulator farthest Ji·om tbe route.
that is, on the end of the cross-arm away from the road, or the insulator on or neare t the
top of the post, so that the work of the first pa.rty shall not be in the way of the second.
'The foreman must see that the wire is delivered with only so much slack as is necessary, and
does not hang too low when put up ; that the joints or connections are properly made, and
generally that the work is well and promptly performed. In putting up two wires on one
line, the two parties can be l~ept within one-fourth of a mile of each other, and under the
.
c!Jarge of the same foreman or officer.
Connections, joints, or splices, variously so called, may be made in any manner which m il
give a contact equal in area to a cross-section of the conducting-wire, so that the conJuc-
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tivity of the line shall not be less at that point tban"where the wire is continuous. The connection in common u~e is sho"'n at Fig·. 21, and is made by bending the ends of the two
lengths to be connected at right
Fig. 21.
angles, and then wrapping each
eud snugly aronnd the other wire
iu a clo~e spiral. Another form
that has been ·a favorite with some
constructors is made by winding
the ends of the two lengths
around each other in long spirals which interlock. A third, used in England and the
proviuces, and called the "Britannia joint," is shown at Fig. 2~, and no deseription is
Fig .. 22.

necessary. The joint £rst shown is, a11 things considered, the best fur military telegraphs.
The wire of a joint should always be cleaned, and, when practicable, the joint sold<>rcd .

CHAPTER

V.

The line being ereeted, the maintenanee thereof must boat once cared for, and the force
necessary for this purpose must be determined by the circumstances of the case. No rulecan, therefore, be g·iven. Repairmen or patrols mnst be located at an office in order that
their operations may be directed by t.lle offieer or person in charge from auy point ·where he
may be; must be mounted, or providPd with other nwans of n1pil1 transportation, and ue
equipped with hatchet, insulators, pulleys, and rope, or other device for bringing together
the ends of a broken wire, climbers, £le, pliers, and a small quantity of line-\\'ire. Immediately upon the diccoYery of a fault, the repairman on either side of its supposed location
should proceed at once in its direction, and go until he £nels and repairs it or meets the man
from the opposite side of the fault. In addition to this clnty, the repairmen should have
charge of a certain length of line, and should go over it cften, replacing broken insulators,
if any, trimming a·way branches of trees, shrnbs, or climbing-vines, (in short, preserving
the "·ire from any contact except with insulators,) and generally maintaining the line in
g·ood condition. On lono· lines this work should be mt<.ler the care of a ehief, who should be
im operator rapahle of w~rkiug and testiug a line, who should be held responsible for tho
proper condition of the line at all time:; and be required to make proper reports of all work
done under his direction.
The working: of a line should be the duty of a snperintendent, with as many asshitants as
there may be circuits in the line, if more than one, aud as many operators as the lmsi~ess to
be transmitted renders necessary~ At offices that are to be kept open during the clay Ollly,
and where a small amount of bnsincss is to be tmnsactetl, a single opcrcttor ouly is 1w~c1ec1;
but where the labor is continuous, eight hours a clay is as mneb as a man can do and do well,
and this should be broken into two watch aH or tours. Sutlh lines wi lluecessari ly be worked
by some of the usual moclPs, and are treated of as worked on tho :Morse plan, a'' tlw most
flexible, requiring the least mt:chinery and equ ipment, and the skilled labor for which is the
most easily procurable.
The superintendent is of course responsible for tlte working and maintenanee of the whole,
each assistant to him for so much thereof as shall be his eluHge, and the manager of each
office to his immediate superior for his office and subordinates. A system of reports shoul d
show monthly the state of the line, condition, property received, expended, and on ltctml,
labor employed, rate paid, work done, ::mel, if mouey received, its amount, from what sources,
how disposed of, and such other information as may be necessary or desirable.
\Vhere military operations are carried un along a line of railway, telegraphs ·will alwrtys
be ne<:ded to f~te.ililate tbe operation of the railway as ·well as to maintain communica:tion between the force and its base, and to render the service effectual a single officer should have
control of the movement of trains and charge of the raihvay wires, if pradicable.
On military lines, the COillll1Unic!ttions of the commander, or those addressed to him on
military business, must have prececlenee over all otherH, those of subordinate officers next,
and private or ordinary communications, if transmitted at all, mnst go only wlten the line
i,.; not otherwise occupied, and should be subjected to rigiJ scrutiny to prevent the t.ransn!ission
of i1!telligenc~ of an improper character.. When a railway i~ used, aud no wire is set apart
for 1ts exclm:nve use, the messages of the UJastcr of t1ains or trausportation concerning the
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business of his office, affecting, as they do, the movement or supply of the Army, are o
great importance, and take precedence of all except those of the commander of the forces.
The alphabet or code to be used on these Jines may be that hereafter described; but, as
the amount of business to be transacted will always be large, it may be necessary to employ
skilled Morse telegraphers and use that code. For information concerning it and the best
method of acquiring skill in its use, the studeut is referred to the work so often referred to
already, the Modern Practice of the Electric Telegraph, by F. L. Pope; to Wood's Plan of
Telegraphic Instruction, and Smith's Manual of Telegraphy.

PART II.~FIELD-LINES.
CHAPTER

VI.

The materials for a line of field-telegraphs (by which is meant a line to be used in the
presence of an enemy and for the purpose of placing the commanding officer of a force in
constant communication with all parts of his line) differ from those for permanent lines
chiefly in point of size and capability of being quickly erected and put into use and as
quickly removed when the occasion for the line no longflr exists. These materials must be,
therefore, such as can be transported with the troops, handled by enlisted men, and when in
lin e worked by enlisted men or officers.
The supports for a field-line may be either natural-such as trees-or artificial poles or
lances. The use of the former should be guidel1 by the same rules as for permanent lines,
the circumstances being the same. The artificial supports must be of such size and weight
as may be transported, and at the same time have length sufficient to carry the wire above
the reach of mounted men or wagons and strength enough to endure such handling as under
the circumstances they would be likely to receive, as well as to bear the weight and strain
of the line-wire. To meet these requirements they must be made of a material at once light
and elastic, and the timber best adapted seems to be spruce or cypress, either of which,
when well seasoned, fulfills very nearly these conditions. The size may vary within certain JimHs, but that adopted in the field-telegraph trains of the United States Army is 17 feet
long, ::!i inches diameter at the butt, and Jt inches diameter at top, the butt tapering to a
blunt point and the top secured by a sheet-iron ferrule 3 inches in length. Such a lance, of
cypress, weighs about eleven pounds, and of spruce a trifle less, and two hundred and fifty
of them, together with insulation for ten miles of wire and tools for the erection of a iine of
that leng-th, can be carried on a truck made for the purpose and readily handled by six
mules or four horses. A field-line should be supported by forty such lances to each mile of
wire, but in emergency, or upon favorable ground, this number may be reduced to thirtyfive or eveu to thirty without serious difficulty resulting.
In the matter of insulators for fieJd.Jines there is small room for choice. Glass and porcelain, the substances in common use for permanent lines, arc unfit because of their fragility ; the common resins, paraffine, &c., are unfit because of the difficulty of applying
them, and there remain only the gums, caoutchouc, gutta-per~ha, and ballata. Of the"e
gutta-percba becomes friable when long exposed to the sun, rain, and wind, and in such
condition loses its good qualities; its use, therefore, is preeluded. Ballata is not well
proved, and no preparation thereof is yet offered which has consistence enough for the pnrpose. Caoutchouc when raw becomes viscid and loses form under summer temperature ,
but in tbe prepared form known as vulcanite, ebonite, or, more familiarly, " bone-rubber,"'
resists any beat less than that of boiling water, and has strength and consistence enough for
the purpose, at the same time retaining to a great degree the non-conducting power of t~e
raw or unmanufactured gum, making it the most desirable material for insulators for thi'
service.
The form of the insulator is a matter of choice, two conditions only being of importancethat the outer surface shall shed rain and that there shall be an inner surface which ball
remain dry, in order that there shall be between the wire of the line and the lance (which,
when wetted by rain, becomes a partial conductor) a non-conducting surface. This can ~e
obtained only by protecting a part of the surface of the ebonite from moisture, which, 1~
allowed to rr,ach it, forms a film over its surface and acts as a conJuctor. The formation ot
this fih~ may be at least partially prevented by occasionally dippiug the ebonite in ulator
into melted paraffine, the coating of that substance which the ebonite receives acting to pre vent the formation of a continuous film of moisture, breaking the water into drops, at the
same time that it preserves the surface of the ebonite from "weathering," and so acquiring
a spongy character favorable to the formation of the water-film.
Vari4?Us forms or patterns have been used, one of which was a simple cap of fl exi~le
vulcamte to fit over the top of the lance, both lance and cap having a clefL in which the \\:Ire
reste~ and was secured by being wound around the outside of the cap; another, winch
consJ::;ted of a wire suspender or " clamp" of ebonite armed with a gimlet-pointed crew. by
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which it was affixed to the lance or other support; another consists of a spike, which passes
through the top of the lance or is driven into a tree, and a suspender formed _i~ part of
ebonite. Each has merit, but neither gives entire satisfaction. It would seem evident that
the fewer parts the iusulator consists ot: the better, as less liable to become useless by fracture; that the insulator sbonld be readily attached to and detached from the lances or other
supports, and that the device for grasping the wire should be such that the wire could be
easily placed therein and not readily displaced, and be held without bending.
Substitutes for any regular form of insulator can be made from many materials, and the
ingenuity of the officer must be his reliance. The non-conducting properties of bodies being
known, be must make use of the best within his reach, and turn it to such advantage as he
may. An insulator of "fat pine," or any wood saturated with resin , may be made to
answer a good purpose while the saturation continues. Loops of cotton, linen, or silk fabric
suspending the line-wire will insulate it sufficiently during dry weather, and if saturated
with oil will prove efficient on a short line even in rain or fog. Saturation with paraffine
would be more effective than with oil, and a quantity of this substance might be comprised
in the list of supplies for a field-train with much propriety. Wire for field-telegraphs must be
light, flexible, and strong enough to bear a tension which will reduce the deflection or
"sag " between lances 70 yards apart to 2 feet. Iron is the only material w hieh answers
the purpose at moderate cost, and an iron wire, drawn from charcoal rods to No. 15, American gauge, has been adopted for use by the United States. A mile of this wire, joined up
and the j oints soldered, makes a coil 18 inehes in diameter inside, 4 inches in height, and 3
in thickness, and weighing but 75 pounds. The American compound telegraph-wire, a
patented article, consists of a steel core, with a coating of copper, and when drawn to No.
18 size has, when new, equal strength and greater conducting capacity thau No. 15 iron
wire, but is not well adapted for field-use, being less flexible than the iron, breaking more
easily if bent, and deteriorating rapidly in consequence of the oxidation of the steel core,
wherever moisture reaches it, which it can scarcl'ly fail to do, as tbe copper coating or
envelope opens to the steel whenever the wire is rudely bent or handled.
For use where, for any reason, it is impracticable or inexpedient to erect a line upon supports, and therefore necessary to lay it along the ground, conducting lwire must be provided
which is in sulated throughout its entire length. Such a wire has been referred to heretofore
as "office-wire," but especial pains needs to be taken to provide for field use, and the various
descriptions of such insulated conductors, their c.haracteristics, method of manufacture,
strength, flexibility, and conducting capacity understood. Copper, from its high conductivity, is the metal used, and is strengthened in various ways. One device is to form a conducting strand of five wires, the center one of steel, for strength, and the outer ones laid
spirally around the center, of copper. Such a strand, made of No. 30 wire, will have the
strength of a No. 14 iron 'vire and the conducting capacity of No. 8, or very nearly, and
may be insulated in any manner, like a single wire. Kerite, a preparation of caoutchouc,
not yet well kno·w n or proved by use, has shown valuable qualities under experimental tests,
resisting the actio n of the atmosphere, which usually destroys such preparations, and is
highly recommended by many competent telegraphers and electricians. A single copper
wire, covered with a layer of hemp fibers laid parallel to it, and the whole with a spiral covering of cotton, (cotton and hemp being saturated with paraffine,) is light, quite strong,
(sufficiently so to sus tain itself in spans 200 to 300 feet long,) and sufficiently well insulated
for ordinary use. The in sulation can be kept up by occasionally passing the wire through
a bath of melted paraffine. Another device for retaining the hemp fibers in place has been
used by some manufacturers, viz, braiding flax around it, and a preparation of paraffine and
coal-tar, known as "Bishop's compound," is used instead of the pure paraffine. For use
under water, gutta-percha is the best insulating material known, improving when submerged,
instead of deteriorating. For subterranean use the same can be said.

CHAPTER

VII.

Instruments for field· lines must be simple, easily placed in position for use or removal,
easily adjusted, and strong. Several varieties have been tested by the Signal-Office, but
the one from which the best results have been obtained is a form manufactured by Messrs.
L. G. Tillotson & Company, in New York, and known as the "box-sounder" shown in
Fig. 23. Another form, known as the Caton instrument, shown in Fig. 24, eo~sists merely
of ~n electro-magnet mounted horizontally and provided with an armature, the vibrations of
wh~ch, w~en attracted to the poles of ~he magnet or withdrawn therefrom by the tensionspnng, g1ve the so~nd~ by which the Signals are recognized; a key by which the circuit is
opened ~nd. closed m s1gnaling ; a device by which the circuit is kept closed, except when
the l;:ey JS m use, and screw-posts by which to attach the line-wires the whole contained
iJ? a cas~ to protect !t during transportation. The one shown in the' cut is of convenient
size, bemg about 6 mehes long and 2i in width and length.
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Batteries for field-use need not be so powerful as for permanrnt Jines, and others which
1·rqnire the use of such powerful excitants as sulphuric anr1 nitric acids, and must not be
eomposed of glass or other fragile material. These conditions render the Grove and Bunsen
batteries unsuitable and leave the Daniells only for use i.n some one of its various modifications. The form usPd at present by the United States Signal Service is an achtptation of the
Daniells, and consists of a wooden trough divided into c·ells by wooden partitions, the whole
Fig. 23.

bring rendered non-conducting and impervious to water by saturation with paraffine; a thin
copper plate, near the bottom of each cell, having underneath it a layer one -fourth of an
inch thick and above it a layer three-fourths of an in~h thick of crystals of sulphate of
copper; a sponge, satnrated with water and filling the cell to within an inch of the top,
upon the npper surface of which is sprinkled white vitriol, (sulphate of zinc,) and a zinc
plate, w hicl1 rests upon the sponge. The cells are 5 inches square, being the same in length,
breadth, and depth; the top, bottom, and sides of the box or trough containing them, 1 inch
Fig. 24.

and the partitions between the cells one-fourth of an inr.lt in thickness. The copper plat':·
are 4-Jt inches square and about one·sixtcenth of an in~h in thiclmess, am! to ea~h one I'
attaeh('d a copper wire, insulated with gutta·percha or caoutehoue, of :mfficirut le~gth .to
reaeh the zin~ of the adjoining cell. The zinc plates are 4i inc·hes square and] mch tu
thil:kness, al(1 ftre fnrni::.bed with thumb·screws for connecting- with the wire from the copp~r
elPment of the next cell. The cover of the box or trourrh i,.; hino·f:'Ll, and when elosed J;,
sf'cured by hasp~-; and Rlnples. \Vhen closed and secm':"'ed it pre:;~es firmly uppn the zi~c
plates and prewnt,; a11Y <lisplacemellt of the parts of the battery. It will be seen that tluis substantially the Daniells copper-zinc pair, the sponge taking the place of the po;'!u'
Parthen cnp :uH1 the trough or box that of the glass oreartlwllware containing--Ye~sel. lhe
snpcrpo~ition ''r the zine prevents the ~opper solution from n'acbiug it, and the batte~y .so
arrat~ged w'.'rks wili1 little diminution of force as long as any of the crystals uf blue. vttnol
remam nndlRsolvP(l. It i:; only necessary to add a little pnre water from time to tJme •. ro
~npply tl1P wa.te. hy CYH]lOlation or J"akage. ·when tLe cell is filled] imh in clrpth mth
tlu· crp:tal:<, it will work f'rom forty to sixty days without renewal. \Vhen neees:-;ary torenew the batt(·ry, tLP Illaterials must be removed, the sponges well cleaned, aud the wl10le
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replaced in proper position. The form of ce11 and arrangement of the different parts will be
Fig. 25.
understood from Fig. 2:>.
Fig. 26 shows an adaptation of the Marie Davy
cell to field-us e. The
containing - ves.sel is of
ebonite and the cover
screws 'on water - tig-ht.
The zinc is kept in place
by studs that fit closely
in to the containing-cell,
and into one of which a
screw-post passes from the
outside. The porous cup
is'ofleatherand it;fastened
to the cover. The negative element is carbon, a
plugofwhich is fitted with
a metallic head that screws
into the cover within the
porous cup. This cell is
charged by filling the
porous cup with a paste
of the bisulphate of mercury and water and the
outer cell with the water
in which the paste was
made. The action is si milar to that of the copperzinc pair, the oxygen of
the water attacking' the zinc and the freed hydrogen finding its office in reduc~ng the
mercury from its crystalline salt. It gives off no gas and works as long as auy of the salt
remains in the porous cup.
In the absence of any form of battery
Fig. 26.
especially adapted for field use, any of
those described herein can of course be
used, and the ingenuity of the officer
must be his reliance. The principal clifficul ty will be found in providing transportation for them, and this must be
overcome in the best possible manner.
The signal-service battery can be made
roughly und er almost any circumstances-out of a feedtrough, by putti ug in partitions and coating· the inside
with wax, tallow, pitch, or other nonconductor; out of a number of buckets,
or, iu brief, any vessel that will hold
the elements. Cotton, tow, sawdust,
spen~ tanbark) sam1, or almost any
porous ~ubstance may be substituted
for the sponge, and the battery be made
to answer a good purpose unti l others
can be procured. The white vitriol
is not indispensable) as the battery
·will work without it, only requiring a
few hours' time to come to its full
strength.
The ground-connections for a field-line are necessarily such as can be quickly made and
eas ily removed. The most convenient form is that of a cylindrical iron bar, 5 feet long and
I inch in diameter,. pointed at one end and fitted at the other with a binding-screw by which
to attach the ground-wire, the whole zinc-coated, (galvanized,) to prevent oxidation and to
present always a bright surface to the earth. Such a bar, driven two-thirds of its length
into moist earth, is a sufficient ground-connection for field -lines of thirty miles in length.
In cases where the earth at the station is so dry as to render the' bar in effectual, moist
earth must be sought at a distauce and the ground-wire run to it, or the earth moistened by
pouring water iuto the hole made by the bar, the first-named method being preferable for
the reason that the moisture in the second case will scarcely be carried far enough to rernedy
the defect.
Ground-connections may be made as for permanent lines whenever circumstances (loss of
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bars, &c.) may render it necessary or convenient to do so. The rule to be followed is the
same in one case as in the other-a surface in contact with earth that shall equal in conductivity the battery and line.
The tools for the erection of a field-line (which constitute, with the materials for the line,
the outfit of the train) are: marking-pins, by which the points of support are indicated ;
axes and hatchets, to cut. away shrubs or branches of trees or to affix insulators to natural supports; crow-bars, to malm holes in the earth in which to set the lances; bars, fitted for cutting
through frozen ground; climbers, to enable the men engaged in the work to ascend trees,
when necessary, for the purpose of affixing insulators thereto, or to trim away branches ;
reels, for the delivery and recovery (uncoiling and recoiling) of the wire; pliers, to be used
in making connections: files and screw-connectors, which are to be used for making connections between the coils (mile-lengths) of wire in reeling out, and generally where connections are to be frequently made and broken, to avoid loss of time and waste of >vire.
The marking-pins are of iron wire, one-eighth inch in diameter and 15 inches long,
pointed at one end and baying a loop or handle at the other, painted of some bright color,
and fitted with a small pennon of bright-colored cloth, so as to be conspicuous objects, and
are used to mark the places where lances are to be erected, by being· thrust into the earth at
such points, or the natural supports to which insulators should be afiixed by the same
methods.
It is scarcely necessary to describe axes or hatchets, except, perhaps, to say that the latter
should have a hammer-poll with which to drive a spike. But the efficiency of the line may
depend on their use, which is mainly to cut down all shrubs growing near the line-wire, to
trim off such as come, or might be thrown by the wind, in contact with the line-wire.
Crow-bars, with which to make seats for the lances, are cylindrical iron bars 4t feet long,
Jt inches in diameter for 2 feet from the point, and 1 inch in diameter for the rest of their
length, and pointed so as to penetrate the earth easily. Such a bar weighs £fteen pounds.
These (and all the iron used in the work) should be zinc-coated, (galvanized.)
Ice-bars are of the same general form and dimensions as the crow-bars, but have a wid e
chisel-shaped point or blade, and are used for eutting through frozen ground, to facilitate
the work of setting the lances.
Climbers, to enable the men engaged in erecting a line to ascend trees to affix insulators
and attach the wire, are of various patterns. A good form is made of steel, with leathern
straps for attaching them to the feet, and weigh about four pounds the pair. A strap or
sling is carried over the shoulder of the man and used to aid him in maintaining his po5ition without the use of his bands, leaving them free for the work•of handling his tools.
Reels for field use are in general form like those for permanent lines, but are lighter, and
are provided with arms attached to the uprights, which are laid flush with the face of the
uprights when reeling out wire, and secured at right-angles thereto when reeling up, in
order to con£ne the wire and give the coil its proper shape. Each one bas a handle affixed
to the extremity of one of the upper cross-arms, by which it is turned when reeling up wire.
The reel is seated in the wire-wagon, but may be carried by men over ground impracticable for the wagons in the band-bearer, one of which should accompany each reel.
Pliers and files are of the same kinds as for permanent lines, but smaller, as the wire is
smaller and the work to be done lighter. Connectors are simply brass cylinders, perforated
through their length to admit the wires, and fitted with a thumb-screw, the end of which
presses upon and holds the wires so inserted.

CHAPTER

VIII.

The vehicles used for the transportation of the materials, tools, and equipments are al·o
used for offices or stations, anll are called battery-wagons, wire-wagons, and lance-trucks .
The battery-wagon is the central or headquarters office; is of a size sufficient to contam
four instrument· tables, the necessary batteries for four line>, each ten miles in length, in t.ruments and table-apparatus for each table, four ground-bars, a supply of battery-matenal.
seats for four operators, and a stove.
It is mounted on platform-springs, and turns in its own length, is covered with canvas, and
must not be too heavy to be ura\vn by two horses over any ground practicable for artillery.
The tables are each 2i feet long by 1 foot or 1 foot 3 three inches w1de ; are attached to th e
sides of the wagon at a height from the floor of 21 feet; one in each corner of the wagon.
The batteries, in sections or cases of six cells each, are supported by brackets undrrne~th the
tables, each bracket being of a size sufficient to support two such sections . 'l'he 10. trumE>nts and table-apparatus are carried, when not in use, in pouches of leather attached to
the sides of the wagon between the tables; the supply of battery· material in a box u~der ·
neath the driver's s.eat; the ground-bars on the floor, next the sides, (two on each 1de,)
and confined by clamps and k eys; and the seats for the operators (camp-stools) in a~}' con
venient ntanner. 'l'he stove is placed in the center of the floor anu secured against d1 place.
ment. The wagon is entered by a door at the rear.
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The wire-wagon is of the same general form as the battery-wagon, and mounted in the
same manner. It is of size and strength to contain an instrument-table, which is attached
to the front end; a single se~tion of battery underneath the table; a pouch for instrume~t and
apparatus at its side ; a seat (camp-stool) for th.e operator; a ground-bar, secured .as m the
battery-wagon ; a wire-reel, seated in a socket m the center of the floor near the bmd end ;
a hand-bearer, secured at the top of the wagon by straps; ten coils of wire, (one mile in
eaclJ,) secured for transportation at the sides of the wagon ; and a box, which serves to hold
the wireman's tools (pliers, files, and connectors) and as a seat for him when at work reeling out or recovering wire. This wagon must be strong to safely carry its load, but must at
the same time be light enough to be handled by two horses on roads or ordinary ground, and
by four over any ground at all practicable for wagons.
•
The lance-truck is a wagon without springs, of length sufficient to . carry lances, and
of strength sufficient to sustain the weight of 250 lances and all the line-tools and insulators
for ten miles of line. The lances are stowed compactly in the middle of the wagon or truck
and confined by upright stanchions and end-boards. The insulators and tools are contained
in boxes arranged for the purpose on either side of the pile of lances. The weight of the
load will be approximately 3,000 pounds, and a good six-mule team will be needed to move
it. It carries 250 lances, 400 insulators, 16 crow-bars, 4 ice-bars, 2 axes, 12 hatchets, 12
pairs of climbers, and 80 or more marking-pins.
A full train consists of one battery-wagon, four wire-wagons, and four lance-trucks, and
is divided into four sections, each of which consists of a wire-wagon and lance-truck and is
capable of acting independently. Thus a full train may erect lines radiating in f0ur directions from the battery-wagon ; or the four sections, the second commencing to reel out its
wire when the first has finished, may extend a single line forty miles long, having offices at
the termini and at three intermediate points equidistant from each other. Additional instru·
ments being furnished, intermediate offices other than the regular ones can be opened when
ever necessary.
The train is commanded by a chief of train, whose place is with or near the headquarters
of the force with which the train is acting, and with him the battery-wagon with its complement of operators, battery-man, and driver. To work the four lines sPparately twelve
operators will be the ordinary number, three for each of the lines, giving to each eight hours'
duty out of each twenty-four; and this should be divided into two tours or watches of four
hours each. Should the work to be done by the lines be exceedingly heavy, this force
might be increased to advantage, and under other circumstances might perhaps be reduced ;
but it is false economy to require too much of men, and eight hours of close attention is fully
enough. The battery-man will have charge of and be held responsible for the batteries, not
only those in the battery-wagon but also those in the wire-wagons; will see that they are
at all times in order and ready for work; have the care of the supplies for them, and make
regular reports to the chief of train, embracing all necessary information concerning them.
Each section will be commanded by a chief of section and manned by four non-commissioned officers and thirty-six men, whose several duties will be as follows:
One director, (non-commissioned officer,) who, receiving from the chief of section general
orders concerning the direction to be taken or point to be reached, will go over the ground
and selrct the route for the line. He will be accompanied by two markers. carrying guidons, whom be will station so as to guide the surveyor. The director should be carefully
selected, as upon his skill and judgment depends, in a great degree, the promptness with
which lines can be. erected. He must take the most direct line practicable to the point be
has to reach, but, in order to determine what is best, he must examine the character of the
ground and know that there are no obstacles insuperable to the train-streams, ravines,
bluffs, or marshes; that the soil is such that the line can be erected-not loose sand or
rocks ; that the route he selects is not made impracticable by the guns 0f an enemy ; and,
in short, must bear in mind all the contingencies to which the train or line may be subjected,
and be governed by the circumstances of the case. The director and markers must be
mounted, and each marker, on being· relieved from post by the arrival of the surveyor, will
rejoin the director. Over difficult ground it may be necessary to increase the number of
markers, and upon a road or over country 'Yell known it may be practicable to dispense
with them entirely, the director accompanying or slightly preceding the surveyor. For
night-work the markers will carry a lantern instead of a guidon.
One surveyor, whose duty it is to move toward the marker in sight, measuring the distance by paces and directing the pin-men where to plant the marking·-pins. He will be
governed by the general rules for locating lines as laid down herein, in which be should be •
thoroughly instructed. He is accompanied by three pin-men, two of whom have each forty
or more marking-pins, which they plant at points indicated by the surveyor, to indicate the
place where lances are to be erected; or insulators attached, if natural supports are used.
The first man, when his pins are expended, halts until the third, who follows the lance-men,
has ga~here~ th~ pins and overtaken him, when he rejoins the surveyor, and the second on
expendmg h1s pms does the same, the first and second relieving each other and the third
bringing up the pins when the line is erected.
Thirteen bar-men, twelve of whom are equipped with a crow-bar with which at the
points indicated by the marking-pins, they make holes for the foot of th~ lances. Thls must
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be carefully done, and that it is so it is the duty of the thirteenth, who is a nou-commissioned ofiicer and chief of the detachment. to see. The holes must be fully 2 feet deep,
which will be the case if the shoulder of the bar is below the surface when the point is at
the bottom of the bole, and larg·e enough to admit the lanc•e easily. As the lance is of
twice the diameter of the bar, the hole must be made of the proper size by working the bar
around and pressing back the earth, and this should be done as the bar is driven down, for
if the bar be driven first to the full depth and then worked, it will ~e difficult to sufficiently
enlarge the hole in ordinary soils, and when done will not be of unHorm size, bnt large ~t
top and bottom, and smaller midway, a point to be avoided, as in such a bole the lance ·will
be easily drawn from a perpendicular even if it ean be forced to the bottom. The bar-man,
standing erect, should grasp his bar near the top with both bands and drive it into the
ground, workiug with bands close together, as, if he grasps the bar with one band near the
top and the other below, he will not work a,; easily or direct the blows of the bar so accurately, but will be compelled to bend his body sidewise, his upper hand will throw the top
of the bar from him and the lower hand draw the point toward him; the work will be done
in a slovenly manner, and the hole when completed not be perpendicular.
Two wire-men, whose duties are to accompany the wire-wagon and attend to the reeling
out and reeling up of the wire. They will, in reeling out, place the coils of wire up on the
reel, remove the straps or wires by which it is bound, and one of them, seated in the wagon,
by the use of the brake so control the motion of the reel that the wire shall be laid straight
and without slack, and will make the necessary connections as the coils are one after
another paid out. Joints in field-wire should be made in the same manner as in wire for
permanent lines, except that to join the end of one coil to that of another it is well to use a
wire-connl~ctor, as these joints mark off the line into mile-lengths for convenience in recovering the line and recoiling the wire, and time is saved by their use. All joints other than
these must be carefully made in the same manner as for permanent lines, and soldered.
The second man will follow the wagon and carry the wire to the line of lances, and render
such assistance to the first as may be required.
Thirteen lance-men (one of the num bcr being a non-commissioned officer and chief of the
detachment) will affix the insulators to the lances and deliver a lance and insulator at eaeh
hole, one or two men being mounted upon the lance-truck for that purpose, and the others
will place the wire in the insulators, erect the lance, thrust its foot into the hole prepared for
it by the bar-men, and stamp the earth solidly around it.
Three operators, to work the station when opened, and drivers for the wire-wagon and
lance-truck, complete the force.

CHAPTER

IX.

TRAIN DRILL-(ONE SECTION.)

The minimum force for illustrative drills with a section-train is as follows : One (I) lieutenant, one ( l) dHector, one (1) surveyor, two (2) pin-men, seven (7) bar-men, two (2)
wire-men, seven (7) lance-men, two (2) operators, and three (3) clrivert>.
It will be parked in the following order:
Wire-wagon in line with and ten ( 10) paces on the left of the battery-wagon, and the
lance-truck in re~Lr of the center of the wagons, with distance of ten (10) paces, as indic:!.teu
in Fig. 27."lf The figures refer to the illustrations of the train-drill given in the manual.
At the 1 ' first call" the drivers, director, and markers will saddle and harness up.
When the "assembly" is sounded the drivers will lead out .and hit<:h up, the director and
markers will lead out and take position immediately in front of the train, and with the
drivers will stand at '(attention" and "dismounted." The drivers, when dismounteu,
will always stand at their horses' heads.
The men for duty with the seetion will be formed on the parade in two ranks, the roll
called, and the detachments told off, the latter taking position in the foll.nving order: The
surveyor and pin-men on the right, the bar-men with an interval of two paces, the wire-men
with an interval of two paces, the lance-men with an interval of two paces, the operators
and battery-men witl.J the same interval.
, They \Yill be marched in column of detachments to the ground where the train is parked
and wheeled into line by the flank previously designated, facing the train.
. .
The section-train being in park, with the detachments in line ncar it, the chief ot tram
wishing to form the train in column of route, will commaud1.
Form t.raiu front, (right, left, or rear.")
2. ":March, (or double time, march.")
. T!w trnin is alu;ays funned un t!te tine of direction of the battery-wagon, whether the train be
m disord er or in park.
At the first command the director, markers, and drivers mount, and director anJ marker(<

----------------*The figure.; refer to the illustrations of the traiu-urill given in the
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and battery-wagon move, if necessary, to take the direction indic.ated. The chiefs of detachments give the cautionary commands to cause their detachments to m.ove toward the proposed front. At the second command the battery-wagon halts, the duector and markers
take post twenty (20) paces to the front of the battery-wagon. At the. sarne command,
which will be repeated by the detachment commanders, the detachments w1ll move off and
form in close column in the same relative order as before, behind the director and markers)
(Fig. 28.)
The section being formed for the march, the park will be broken, and it will be moved
forward by the command1. ''Forward."
2. ''March,'',
·when the director and markers will move forward, followed in order by the column of
detachments, the battery-wagon, the wire-wagon, and the lance-truck.
On the march the section is formed as shown in Fig. 29.
The direction and swiftness of the march will be regnlatecl by the move ments of the
direetor and markers, under the orders of the captain.
The section being on the march, to halt it previous to opening station, the chief of section commands]. "Section."
2. "Halt."
To open station the chief of section will command1. "Open station, right, (or left.")
2. "March."
At the second command the battery· wagon will move out of the column to the point indicated, and be followed by the battery-man and three (:3) operators; at the same time the
wire-wagon and lance-truck will close up to the column of his detachment; the driver of the
battery-wagon will unhitch his horses and stand at their heads, and the battery·man will
make the necessary ground-connection. To open station, the train being in march, the
command will be the same, (1. "Open station, right, (or left.") (2. "March.") At the
command "march," the detachments halt under command of the chiefs of detachments ; the
battery-wagon wheels out of the column in the direction indicated, and the wire-wagon and
and lance:truck close up upon the column of detachments and halt. The command will
then bel. "Equip."
2. ''March, (or double time, march.")
At the first command, the chiefs of detachments >vill cause them to face about. At the
second command, which will be repeated by the chiefs of detachments, the latter will separate, and .move in equal divisions on either side of the train, the operators and two wire-men
taking position at and to the rear of the wire-wagon, and the lance-men, bar-men, and pinmen on either side of the lance-truck, where they will take equip ments, and face toward
the front of the train; the lance-men 9pposite the rear wheels, the bar-men between the
wheels, and the pin-men and the two lance-men who are to deliver lances, opposite the front
wheels of the lance-truck. (Fig. 30.) The command will then be giveuJ. 1 ' To your posts."
:2. "March, (or double time, march.")
At the first command the direct,or and markers move forward 20 paces, and the bar-men
raise the bar to the right shoulder, the two designated lance-men mount the lance-truck.
At the command "march," the surveyor and pin-men move to the front, and immediately
behind the director and markers. '!'he bar-men follow the surveyor and pin-men. At the
same time the lance-truck will pass the wire-wagon, and close up upon the bar-men. Tht>
lance-men are marched to the rear of the wire-wagon.
At the command!. 1 ' Prepare to reel out,"
the director having been instructed by the lieutenant as to the direction and route of the
line, moves forward rapidly with the markers, stationing the first marker at a point about
300 feet from the wire-wagon. One of the wire-men takes the end of the wire from the wirewagon, and makes it fast to the wheel of the battery-wagon. (Fig. 31.) The first pinman, under direction of the surveyor, marks the first hole about 30 paces from the batterywagon, a bar-man falls out to make it, and the first lance is delivered by it. The command
is then given1. "Reel out."
2. " March."
At this command the director moves forward, taking the second marker, and stationing
him at a second point on the route, visible to the first marker. The distances between the
t~arkers thus placed will be necessarily regulated by the topography of the country. The
heutenant moves forward; the surveyor follows on the line indicated by the markers and is
accompanied by two pin-men.
'
_The first pin: man, with forty markin,g-:pins (for ?ne mile of line) follows the surveyor,
w ~o paces the d1st~nce of 55 steps, or 132 teet, the d1stance between poles, and indicates the
pow ts where the pm-man shall place the pins.
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The second pin-man, similarly equipped, also accompanies the surveyor, and relieves the
first when the pins of the latter are used up.
The third pin ·man takes station at the first pin placed.
The bar-men (each with a crow-bar) follow the pin· man, making, by the side of each pin
thus plaeed, a hole large enough to admit the foot of the lance easily, and two feet deep, the
length of the bar from point to shoulder being the measure, and the hole being made, leaving the pin beside it to guide the lance-men.
The lance-truck will follow close upon the bar-men, the two lance-men in the truck
attaching a spike and insulator to each lance, and delivering a lance so prepared at each
hole.
The wire-wagon with operators and two wire-men follows the lance-truck reeling out the
wire; the first wire-man in the wagon in charge of reel, and the second wire-man following,
carrying wire to the line of poles.
'l'be lance-men, eleven (ll) in number, follow the wire-wagon, placing the wire in the
insulators and erecting the lances, taking care to force them to the bottoms of the holes, and
that the insulator-spikes are at right angles to the line, and the insulator properly adjusted.
The third pin-man now follows the lance-men, and as the line is erected gathers the pins
and delivers them to the pin-man, who sets them, and who waits at the point where he
placed the last pin, when the latter pin-man moves in double time to the front, and relieves
at the proper moment the one who precedes him.
The end of the line having been reached, the command will be given]. "Take station, right, (or left.")
2. "March."
At the command " march," the lance-truck halts and is passed by the wire-wagon, which
moves to take the position indicated by the chief of section, when ground-connection is
made by a wire-man. As. they come in, the lance-men take position behind the lance-truck,
and the bar-men and pin-men behind the wire-wagon. The drivers will then hitch their
horses and stand at their heads. The train is now arranged as in Fig. 32.
Having thus formed, the equipments of bar-men and pin-men are returned under direction
of the chief of seetion, and such disposition made of the men as may be advisable, under his
directions.
Details should then be made for patrols to guard the line and make repairs when necessary. Each man is made responsible for a certain portion of the line which is assigned to
him.
To recover the line, the command is given1. ''Close station."
2. "March."
The wire-man removes the ground-connection, the horses are hitched to the wagons, and
the drivers mount.
At the command1. "Prepare to reel up,"
the wire-wagon and lance-truek whP.el about on their own ground, and then stand fast. The
laace-men, bar-men, and pin-men are faced about. (.Fig. 33.)
At the command!. "Reel up,"
2. '' March,"
the lance-men, commencing at the wire-wagon, draw the lances, free the wire from the insulators, and pass the lances into the truck. The two men in the truck receive lances, detach
insulators, and return parts thereof and lances to their places.
The wire-wagon following, reels up the wire, the pin-men assisting the wire-men, and the
bar-men taking care that the wire does not run into kinks or become entangled, so as to prevent it from being readily reeied up. Care should be taken that the lance-truck and wir.e·
wagon are not more than 150 paces apart, and the lance-men not more than three lances JU
advance of the lance-truck.
Upon reachiGg the central station, and when the lance-truck reaches the first lance, the
lieutenant will command1. " Section."
2. "Halt."
At the command from the chief of train]. "Close station,"
2. "March,"
·
the wire-wagon reelr; up to the end of the line, passing the lance-truck, and moves in rear of
the battery-wagon. The detachments retain their relative positions, and the horses are
hitched to the battery-wagon ; the wire-man detaches the line from the battery-wagon, and
the battery-man removes the ground-conner.tion. (Fig. 34.)
The chief of train then commands]. "l orm train front, (right, left, or rear,)"
2. "March, (or donble time, march,")
when the detachments will be promptly placed as directed in the train formed for the ma.:ch.
The com manu "form train front, (right, left, or rear,) march,'' may be given at any time
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by the chief of train when it is necessary to change his design of reeling out, &c., provided
.
.
.
.
the wagons are near together.
The general rule governing th~ movement 1s, that the di.rect.or and markers shall move, If
necessary, 20 paces in front of the battery-wagon (which IS tnrned toward the proposed
front of the train) ·when the command "form train" is given: then, at the command
"march " the detachments will tfLke the shortest line to their places in column, in front of
the batt~ry-wao-on, and the wire-wagon and lance-truck wheel as nearly into their proper
places as the Jature of the ground will allo.w,. so that they may gain them at once, then
the train is moved forw:ud by the usual commands.
The train being in column en route, in order to move in a line to right or left, the chief of
train will command1. "In line, right, (or left.")
2. "March."
3. "Guide left, (or right.")
At the first command the chiefs of detachments caution them to wheel to the right (or
left.)
At the second command each detachment and wagon turns to the right (or left) and moves
forward in a line, the guide being towards the director and markers.
The drivers must be careful to preserve their intervals, and keep the heads of their lead
horses dressed on the line. (Fig. :35.)
The train may be halted by the command]. "Train."
2. "Halt."
The train being in line, (either at a mareh or halt,) it may be formed in order of eolumn
to the right or left and moved forward by the commands}. "In train, left (or right.")
2. ''March."
At the second command each detachment and wagon will be turned in the direction indicated and move forward in column without further command.
The train being in column, in order to change the march directly to the rear, the
command will be given]. "Countermarch right (or left.")
2. "March."
At tl1e second command the detachments and wagons halt, with the exception of the
director an<l markers, who wheel about to the right (or left) and move toward the re ar of the
train, followed in succession by the detachments and wagons, which wheel about in turn
into their places in the moving column.
When the train is in line or in column, and it is desired to gain distance to the rear without preserving the prescribed formation, the command will bel. "Train right (or left) about."
2. "March."
At the second command each detachment will wheel about to the right (or left;) the wagons at a trot will move to the left (or right) and then wheel to the right (or left) about and
take walk when they have their proper distance. If this command be given when the train
is in line, the guide will be changed when the new direction is taken.
The train being in march, and it is de.sired to park it in the line of the direction of march.
the chief of train will command1. " Forward into park."
2. "March."
At the first command the chief of seetion will command "right oblique."
At the second command, repeated by the chief of section, the director and markers and
the detachments oblique ten paces to the right, when he will command1. "Left front into line."
2. ''March."
At the second command the director and markers halt, and the detachments execute the
prescribed movement; the battery-wagon obliques to the right, and moves at the command
" march" to take the post ten (I O)paces in the rear of the right of the detachment of bar-men;
the wire-wagon moves to take post on line with and ten (10) paces to the left of the batterywagon. The lance-truck moves into posi~ion ten ( 10) paces to the rear, and in the center of
the two wagons, and halts.
To go into park on the left of the line of march the command will be given1. "Left into park."
2. "March."
At the second command the director and markers and the detachments ·wheel to the left
an?, dressin&" to the ri~ht, march th!r~y paces to the front, when they will be halted by the
ch1ef ot sectiOn and aligned on the d1rector; the wao-ons continue tho march until the battery-wagon is opposite the detachment of bar-men, when it wheels to the left and takes post
ten (10) paces in rear of the right of that detachment. The wire-wagon and lance-truck follow, and take their prescribed posts as in the us:1al formation. (Fig. 36.)
To go into park on the right of the line of march the commands are-
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1. "Right into parlc"
2. "March;"
and they are executed by reverse movements to those prescribed for ''left into park ;" but
in this case the wire-wagon will pass the battery-wagon before tnrning to the right. .
The drill being dismissed, the detachments will be marched by their respective chwfs to
the paral1e, where they will be dismissed.
Fig. 40 shows the position of a full train in park.
GENERAL DIRECTIONS FOR RUNNING AND ERECT£NG A FIELD-TELEGRAPH LINES.

They should be as nearly straight as the circumstances will allow. ·when it is impracticable for any reason to follow a straight line, the divergence should be made with a tree,
house, or other firn1- snpport at the angle, and this especially if the divergence is large,
approaching· a right angle. Should such support be unavailable, two or three lances should
be set close together to divide the strain.
\¥hen follovYiug a road or highway the line should be placed beyond the ditch, so as to be
entirely out of the way of trains.
·when r,rossing conntry the same object should be kept
in view, and the line run along the edge of timber, or the brink of ravines, avoiding grouud
likely to be selected for the parking of trains, or upon or across which artillery is likely to
be moved.
In crossing broken country the surveyor should be careful to place lances upon the brink
of declivities and on the top of knolls, in order that no ground between lances shall be high
enough to endanger the line, should troops or trains pass under H.
Cross roads as seldom as possible, and when necessary to do so, select, if possible, a point
where the road is lower than the banks on either side.
Select ground in which the lance-holes can be easily and quickly made, but avoid sand.
Lances should be fifty-three (53) steps apart, but this distanc.e may be varied five (5) to ten
(JO) steps to aYoid bad ground, hard clay, rock, or dry sand.
The sergeant in charge must see that the lance-holes are made of proper depth, and large
enough to admit the foot of the lance easily.
The lance-men must force the lances down to the bottom of the bole, and stamp the earth
about the lance to make it stand firmly; the insulator-spike must stand at right angles with
the course of the line, and the insulators be all on one side of the line of poles.
The wire-men will deliver the wire from the reel only as fast as the wagon moves, allowing no slack, in order that when lifted on the lances it shall be tight and not bang in loose
curves.
Clamp-hook insulators should be put on every fourth pole, and on the poles next to a
telegraphic instrument.
F01·m for inspection and review for section train.
FORM FOR REVIEW.

'rhe train will be conducted to the ground appointed for the review by the chief of train,
and formed" in line nght, (or left,)" facing the stand of the reviewing Qfficer, with the
director and markers on the right.
The chief of train takes his place twenty (20) paces t.o the front and center of the train,
facing from it; the chief of section six (6) paces to the front and center of the line of detachments. (Fig. 37. )
At the approach of the reviewing officer, he is received by the chief of train by an individual salute, and the lattE'r advances, faces the train, and commands}. "Prepare for review.''
2. "Detachments to the rear, open order."
3. ''March."
At the command "march," the director and markers and drivers dismount and stand at
the beads of their horses. The chief of train and chief of section will remain mounted if
the inspector is mounted.
The chief of section, after dressing tl1e front and rear ranks of the detachments, return
to his place in line, when the chief of train commands]. "Front."
He will then accompany the reviewing officer along the front of the train from right to
left, along the rear back again to the right and front, and take his post.
As soon as the reviewing officer takes his stand, the chief of train faces about and com
mandsJ. " Close order."
2. "March."
At the second command the ranks are closed, and the director and markers mount. The
commands will then be given1. "To pass in review."
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2. '' In train, right."
~ . "March."
. .
.
The chief of train then takes his place three (3) paces m front of the. dnect~r and
markers, and conducts the column in review past the reviewing officer, tf:~.e nght .gmdes or
chiefs of detacl.Jments passing within six (6) paces of the latter. ?'he chJef of. tram !~aves
the bead of column afLer saluting the reviewing o~cer, ~nd remams at .h1s s19e _untll the '
train passes, when be will again take cha.rge, and, 1f reqm~·ed, pas.s the tram agam, m double
.
.
.
.
time. When the train passes in double tJme no salut~s w11l be g1ven.
Having finally arrived upon the ground where the lme was first established, 1t w1ll agam
form by the command1. " In line, left."
2. "March."
:3. '(Halt."
4. "Right dress."
5. nFront."
The chief of train then takes his post and reports, saluting as before.
The chang~ of direction in passing in review will be indicated by fixed guidons, or use of
the mounted markers.
If the ceremony terminates with a review, the train is at oqce parked and dismissed.
FORM FOR INSPECTION.

If an inspection is to follow the review, the chief of train will command]. ''Prepare for inspection."
2. " In train, right."
:3. "March."
4. "Halt."
5. ''Detachments, rear, open order."
6. "March."
7. "Front."
At the third command, the detachments and wagons will be wheeled to the right and move
forward in eolumn.
The fourth command will be given as soon as the wagons gain their places in column,
covering as little ground as possible, when the lieutenant will take post three (3) paces in
front of his section.
Tl1e chief of section takes his place six (6) paces from the head of the column. The
director, and markers, and drivers dismount. At the sixth command, when the detachments
are (Fig. :38) brought to ''rear, open order," the chiefs of detachments remain at the right
of the front rank of their detachments.
The inspector, commencing at the head of column, regularly inspects the detachments
and wagons in succession, and as soon as he has finished the ranks will be closed by the
chief of train, and unless a drill is ordered the train will be at once dismissed.

CHAPTER

X.

The lines being erected, the offices must be arrranged for the transaction of business, and
in case of field or flying telegraphs this is a plain matter, the description of the wagons of
the train and direction for use already given -having covered the ground. At the central
station or battery-wagon the ground-bar is connected to the zinc or negative pole of the
battery; the copper or positive pole is connected to one of the screw-posts of the instrument
and the line wire to the opposite screw-post. At the outer station the connections are the
same, except that the zinc pole of the battery is connected to line-wire (through the instrument) and the copper pole to the ground. At an intermediate station, if any exists, there
is no ground-connec·tion, the line-wire being cut and the instrument inserted so that it forms
part of the circuit.
Upon permanent lin~s, where the ordinary Morse instruments are used, the combination
of the main and local cireuits makes the arrangement of the offices somewhat more difficult,
and a few plain directions may be needed. In a terminal office the battery having been
placed in position aud the ground-connection made, a wire, equal in conducting capacity to
the. ground-wire, runs to .the switch-board in the instrument or operating-room. From the
sw1tch-board as many wHes as there may be lines to be worked, run to the several instrument-tables c.onne~ting through the relay and key of each, and return through the switchboard to the h?e·w.Jres. ~nder each table, or in some convenient place, is erected a local
battery, the wues .±rom wh~cb connect through the magnets of the sounder and the ''points"
~f the .relay. At mtermed1ate offices the battery and ground-connection are left out, the
hne-w1res connect through relay l).nd key, and the local wires are run as in the terminal
offices. At intermediate offices, on both field and permanent lines, ground-connections
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should be prepared and iu readiness for use in testing the lines or to enable the office to
work to or with that terminal office to which the conuection by line-wire is perfect in case_ ~f
a break in the line. This will be shown in the directions for testing. Ordinarily, on roihtary lines the switch-boards will be unused, the line-wire run directly io the instrument on
one side and the wire from the battery to the opposite, the switch-board being a convenience
merely and uot a necessity. The fundamental eonditions are that the line-wires be so conDf'eted that the current generated by the main battery, and flowing through them, shall
pass through the magnet of the relay and the insulated post and circuit-closer of the key .
<tnd that the local wires be so eonnected that the current of the local battery must pass
tl:rough the magnet of the sounder and the "points" of the relay. If these are fulfilled the
office is ready for business.
The alplw.bet used is the "General-Service Code" of the Army and Navy, and the signalnumerals thereof are transmitted by blows of the key, like the dots of the Morse alphabet,
one blow indicating tho numeral 1, and a double blow (two blows made without interval )
the numeral 2. It is received by sound, the stroke of the armature of the mag·net making
the sound.
\V1ittcn with pen or pencil, the code is this:

Alphabet.

Flag-code.

A
B
D

c

22
2112
121
222

E

12

F
G
H
I

2221
221 I
122
1
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221
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I
I

I

I
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L
M
N

H
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u
v
w

X

y

z
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&

4
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G
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0
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t

'-

2
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8
9
0
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'l'hree blows. or strokes, without interval; is full stop, and is the only punctuation -m ark
u. ed .
. The points o~· dots in the above code repref!ent, as has been said, sounds,the :;ing-le dot·
filll~le blows of the key in sendi ng c,r of the armature iu rPceiving f'ignals, and the tlou~l
ones double blows. It must he borne in mind that the instrument makes two sonnd, tor
each troke of the l{ ey, one by the forward motion of the armature, corresponding to the
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stroke of the key, and a second by, the back:-vard ~otion of the. arn:ature, which ?CCLU'S
when the key is raised or opened. 1.hus the s1gnal-numeral 1, wh1ch 1s represen~ed
t~e
printed code by one dot, is heard by the operator as the sound of two. blow~, ( d1ffen~g m
tone,) the numeral 2 by four such souJ?ds, (two of e.ac~ !one,) and th~ 3 by s1x. It w1 11. be
seen that the blows of the forward motwn only are s1gmfieant, those of the backward motlon
being the refmlt of a ' 1 return to position" by the armature. The spaees between them represent intervals of time equal to those occupied in giving the blows. In combining the
alphabetic signals to form words this interval must be increased. The rule of practice is
this: Whatever the rate of signaling, the time occupied in giving the stroke is the unit of
time. Between the signal-numerals of anY combination allow one unit of time to intervene.
Between letter-combinations (including, of course, abbreviations and numerals) allow two
units; between words, four units.
MessaD'eS can be sent in this code at from fifteen to eighteen words per minute, but ten
words pe~· minute is a good rate of speed, and as mueh as is s~tfe, if the message is encipltered.
The blows of the key must be firmly and evenly made, especi:1l care being taken to avoid
nervonS11ess and haste, which produce uncertain sound, and confuse the receiver. Five
words per minute, which the receiver can read without "breaking·" or calling for repetitions,
is a better rate and will accomplish more in an hour than double or treble that rate inter
rupted by breaks and frequent repetitions, not to mention the liability to error, which increaser.,
rapidly ::ts the rate of transmission is accelerated.
Each office or station will be known by a sign~:~.! peculiar to itself, which is its "eall," and
each operator by a personal signal, (usually the initial of the name of the person.)
When a messag·e is received at one station for transmission to another, the operator on
duty will "call" the station wanted, by repeati11g its signal four times, and then that of
his own station, and continuing until the signal is perceived and answered. The answer is
given by tLe operator on duty at the called station by opPning· the cireuit, upon which the
caller closes, and the called station sig·nals G. A. and the signal of the station. The operator who ca1lecl then forwards the message, and concludes by sending his own personal signaL
The operator receiving the message acknowledges the receipt thereof by signaling 0 K. and
his personal signal.
When not in use, that is, when no one is signaling, all the circuit-closers are closed-placed
in contact-so that the battery-current finds an uninterrupted path, and flows constantly,
keeping all the magnets active.
This is necessary in order that the line may be ready for
use by any station, whether terminal or intermediate, upon it; and to understand how this
necessity arises, it is neeessary to comprehend the relation of the parts of the line to each
other and the manner in which the sounds are produced.
The batteries furnish the current, which is the power by which the signals are made, the
conducting-wires carry this current to the points which it is desired to connect, and the
instruments are the devices by which the current is manipulated so as to form signals: and
by which these signals are made intelligible to the eye or ear of tho receiver.
The key has already been described and its offices indicated, as also the receiving-instrument: but the essential portion of any such imtrument, relay, sounder, or field-instrumentthe electro-magnet-must be thoroughly understood by the student.
Au electro-magnet is composed of a soft iron core, usually, though not necessarily, approachiug a horseshoe form, around which is coiled an insulated conductor. When an electric current is transmitted through the conductor tl.HI iron core becomes magnetic, and continues mtLgnetic as long as the current continues to flow, losing that property again, quickly,
upon the cessation of the current.
The batteries and ground-connections being at either end of the liue, all the instruments
intervening, it will be seen that when all keys are closed (i.e., circuit-closers in contact) the
current is constantly flowing, and the iron cores of all instruments magnetic. It follows
that by the opening or any one key (circuit-eloser not in contaet) the circuit or path of the
current is interrupted or broken, the current ceases to flow, and the cores are demagnetized.
As it is by the alternate magnetization and demagnetization of these cores, made recognizable by the motion of the armatures, that signals are transmitted, the necessity fur
placing tbe circuit-closers in conta(:t (in telegraphic phrase "closing the key") becomes
apparent. It may be further seen, that while all the offices on any line may receive at the
same time what any one may be transmitting, only one operator can be transmitting, and,
therefore, the necessity for a careful adjustment of the · instrument by the operator, constant
attention thereto at all times, and especially before attempting to tran~mit sign::tls.
By " adjustm~nt " is meant su~h a ~egulation of the distance between the poles of 'the
electro-magnet (t. e., the ends of the non core) and its armature, and of the tension of
the armature spring, as that the armature shall obey the attraetion of the magnet when that
force is ~xcited by th~ flow of the wr_r~nt, and move to the fr?nt contact promptly; while
the temnon of t?e sprmg ::;hall be suffi.c1 ent to overco1.ne the re:ndual magnetism of the iron,
and any attract10n w h1ch may result hum the flow of current consequent on defeetive insulation, and withdraw the armature to the baek contact upou tho opening of anv key.
By t~1e pb.rase "residual magnetism" allusion is made to the fat:t that the attr"active power
of the non 1s developed gradually, and gradually lost, so that in ordinary signaling the foroe
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of attraction generated by one signal-impulse is not entirely discharged or dissipated bef?re
the succeeding impulse is commenced, the result being that the iron is at all times magnetic;
strongly so when the currentis flowing, and weakly in the intervals. This weak attraction
is called "residual magnetism," and must be counterbalanced by the elasticity of the spring·
In addition to the residual magnetism. the spring must overcome any attraction of the magnet, resulting- from escape. On all lines of any considerable lengt.h, a portion of the current passes to the earth through or over the supports, or at points of accidental contact with
trees, buildings, &c. This flow develops the magnetisn1 of the iron in proportion to its
amount; and this attraction must also (as has been said) be balanced by the tension of the
spring.
As these forces are both variable the closest attention is required, and frequent tests
must be made by the operator to be certain that the instrument is properly adjusted. On a
line which is well insulated, having little loss by escape, the adjustment lYill be comparatively easy, th0 difference to be guarded against being that in the rate of speed by different
signalists. If a large interval is allowed between the signals, giving time for the discharge
of the magnetism of the cores, the signals will be clear with a low tension, of the spring; if,
on the contrary, the signals follow each other rapidly, a higher tension will be necessary to
overeome the residual magnetism. A safe rule is to adjust high enough to get the quickest
signals distinctly. Upon a badly-insulated line the matter is more difficult. In this case
the adjustment necessary to get the signals from the distant station may be so high as to
prevent, or render difficult, the reception of the signals made by a nearer station. Suppose a
line with two terminal and three intermediate stations, equidistant, which lose> by defective insulation three-fourths of the eurrent generated by its batteries, the loss being distributed equally over its whole length. Tlw opening of the key at one terminal leaves the instrument at the other still acted upon by three-fourths of its battery-current, whieh flows out at
the points of escape, and to recognize the signals the adjustment must be high enough
to balance three-fourths of the power of the magnet as excited by the battery-current. At the
station next nearer, the opening of the key would cut off the one-fourth of the current
which goes to ground at the terminus, and in addition thereto one-fourth of the escape,
as one-fourth of the line lies beyond it. At the middle station the open key would eut off
one-half the escape, and at the third, or nearest intermediate station, three-fourths of the
eseape, in addition to the one-fourth that would go through ; and thus is rendered necessary
a different adjustment to enable the operator at th e one terminal to work with the other and
with each of the intermediate stations. Praetiee only can give the operator skill in this
respect, and too much attention can scareely be given it, as from want of skill in adjusting
arises much of the delay in transmi ssion of messages, interference with each other by
operators, misunderstanding of signals, &c.

CHAPTER

XI.

T elegraph-lines are sullject to three contingencies which may impede or prevent the transmission of signals. These are the breaking of the conductor. by which the transmission of
the signab will be prevented; the loss of current by contact with th e ground, (or with other
conducting bodies which conn£>ct with the ground,) which will render the transmission of
signals difficult in proportion as the loss of current is greater or less; and contact betwee~
two wires, by which the signals passing upon either may interfere ·with and confuse those of
the other. The first are known as breaks, the secon<l as grounds, (total or partial,) and the
third as crosses.
The operation nece~sary to determine what the fault is, when one is found to exist, aml
where it is, in order to direct concerning its removal, or to devise means of avoiding or overcoming the difficulty of signalin g , is called testing.
This may be. and on long lines without intermrdiate stations, whether aerial. subterranean.
or submarine, necessarily is, performed by the aiel of a galvanometer and artificial resistance.
These methods are many, and are eapable of locating and defining a fault with great cer
tainty and exactness, by comparing the known resistance with the unknown, but as the tiel·
icate instruments and apparatus are unfit for military service, and the conditions-precedent
r:ecessary to testing in this ~nanner generally wanting on military lines, the student is .refe~-red to more elaborate works for knowl edge thereof, and the common methods of te:lt!Dg'
w1th the ordinary instruments only will be con~idcred. If a line be broken, and the broken
ends of the wire prevented from falling to the ground, or having fallen rest on dry earth
or saud, t!Je apparent result will !Je a stoppage of the battery-current, made appreciable. by
the non-action ?f the magnets at the adjustment in use previous to the breaking of t!J~ mrt'.
Attemp~s to adJust the magnets to the uew condition will show no current if the accidental
con~ec~10n to ~arth be ver:>: sli(!h~, and in any case only such as is due to e~cape, ov~r-~~
fechve msulat10u, and the llllp~:J ft ct cuutact at the break. The .work of locatm g ~ueh fllll••'
lies with t~e in.termeclif~:te offic<•&. \Yiwn the power of the magnet is much redlttPd .or !o~t
at any stai10n mtermed1ate bet"·l·eu the termini uf a line, the operator :hould, !Jy placmg hl~
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ground-wire in connection w.ith the liu~ on one s~de or ~he other of h.is instrument, ascertain
in which direction the fault hes. If With the ground-wire on one side he finds the power
of the ma(J'net restored, the fault is beyond the ground-wire. If with the ground-wire on the
opposite slde he receives a feeble current, indicated by a weak action of the magnet, the line
is on the earth, but not broken. If no current is received the line-wire is broken. If, after
testing on each side, no effect is found, (the magnet remaining inactive,) the pro~ability is
that the fault is in the testing-offiee, and it should be at once cut out, aud carefully mspected
and tested. Fig. 39 is a diagram of a line with four stations, broken between the intermediate or "way" stations. It will be seen that there are formed by the use of the groundwires at the way stations two separate circuits, one from A to B, the power furnished by the
battery at A, and one from C to D, the battery at D furnishing the power.
Fig. 39.
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Were the line not broken, but merely thro·wn upon moist earth at the same point, the result would be the same, practically, without the nse of the ground-wire, the earth-contact
acting as ground.
Breaks are usually the result of violence to the line-wire, but occur not infrequently in
offices by the carelessness of an operator in not closing his circuit after working, or by the
loosening of a binding-screw about the instrument or switch. The fine wire of which the
coils of the magnets are made is sometimes burned off by atmospheric electricity, with the
same result.
When a break has been improperly repaired, as by making a "hook-joint," (so called,)
by which the conducting capacity of the line is but partially restored, the result is the same
as though addi tiona! wire had been attached ; the battery-current, encountering more resistance, excites the magnet less powerfully, and the transmission of signals is less prompt and
certain. This fault may be found in the same manner, or if there be more than one wire the
device of cross-eonnecting them may be made use of.
Fig. 40 represents a line having two conductors and intermediate stations. A partial
disconnection exists at Fin No. 2 wire, which, by cross-connection at A and B, is shifted
Fig. 40.
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into No. 1 wire at the terminals, showing that it is between the cross·connections. It will
be seen that any fault except a cross (which affects both wires alike) can be tested fqr in
the same manner.
Grounds are tested for by a terminal station by calling the most distant station and noting
the strength of the current, (by its effect on the magJ;~.et,) when the circuit is left open, and
the tension of adjustment-spring necessary to get signals elearly from the distant office, and
by comparison with the results of the same experiments with the other stations in succession.
vV"hen the open key shows only the ordinary amount of escape, and the signals come clearly
at the ordinary adjustment, tbe fault is passed. If the change is sudden, the emTent is
escaping principally at one point between the last station which required a "high" adjustment and the first which workeu on a lower. If the change is gTadual, as station after
station is tested with, the fault is a general defect in insulation, broken or faulty insulators,
or contact with trees, shrubs, &c.
Crosses may occur between the wires of an intersecting line, in which case they can be
tested for by the same methods as those employ ed to locate grounds; or between parallel
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wires of the same line. When the latter is the case the terminal station conducting the test
should direct the other terminal station to open circuit on one of the wires, and each of the
-intermediate stations. one after the other, commencing with the most distant, to make ~ig-
nals on the wire which remains closed . As long as the cross i;; between the operator mak1ng
the signals anJ the tPsting-terminus the signals wiil como on both wires, bnt as soon as the
eros& i'l more diRtant than the signaling operator, they will come on the one in which they
are made only, the other remaining closed .
If one of the wires only is in the way stations, the testing terminals can made a loop-test
by directing the other terminus to open cirenit on both wires, and connecting one of them
to earth outside the battery. Signals made at the testing-station will then go out on one
wire to the cross and back on the other to earth, and the cross will be found beyonil the
farthest station that hears the signals. All stations beyond the cross will have open circuit,
or no current.
While a cross exists one wire should be kept open in order that the other may work
uninterruptedly; or, having located it, let the stations on either side disconnect the line-wire
from their instruments on the side next the "cross," and substitute a ground-wire. The terminus ean then use one wire "through," and each can reach the way stations between
itself and the fault by the ends of the divided wire.

PAPER

B.

INS'rHUCTIONS TO OBSEHVER-SEHGEANTS, SIGNAL-SERVICE, ON DU'l'Y
AT STATIONS OF OBSERVATION, UNITED STATES ARMY, AND HEPORT
PREPARED UNDER THE DIRECTION OF THE CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER
OF THE ARMY.
INSTRUCTIONS.

1. Each observer, upon arriving at his station, will immediately proC'eed to secure a room
suitable for office purposes and the stomge of instruments and other United States property
in his charge. This room must be in the immediate vicinity of the telegraph office charged
with the transmission and receipt of the weather reports, and should be in the npper story
of a building,. and contain at least one window facing the north. In all cases he vdll
endeavor to get permission to occupy the roof of this bui lding for the necessary e:r:posure of
his instruments, and, at stations specially designatfld by the Chief Signal-Officer, for the
erection of an instrument-room, in accordance with plans furnished by this Office. vVhen
such permission cannot be obtained, or a suitable roof found, and at all stations not desig·natecl as above, an instrument shelter will be constructed similar to the one described in the
Smithsonian directions for takmg meteorological observations, as follows :
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Select a winJow fronting- the north; remove the lattice-blinds, if there be any, and along
the exterior jambs of the window plaee perpendieularly.two pieces of lattice· work (a b, b':)
projecting to a distance ?f from twentY, to twenty-four mche~ from the panes. At half th1s
distance, ten or twelve mches from the panes, and at the hmght of the eye of the observer,
when in th e chamber, pass from one end of the shelter to the other two small wooden transverse bars ( c d, c' d',) each an inch broad, for the purpose of supporting the instruments. Upon
the outer edge of the sides fasten, in the usual way, (H H,) the latticed blinds which were
removed from the jambs, or two others provided for the purpose. That blind behind whieh
the instruments are to be placed is to serve as a screen, and must be fastened, almost
entirely closed, so as to make a little more opening ; the other may remain open, to allow a
free access of air and light, and need not be closed except in great storms. The whole
must be covered with a small inclined roof ot boards. (B E,) placed at least fifteen or twenty
inches above the instrument. The lower part, (J J,) or the basis, may remain open, unless
the shelter is within ten feet of the ground, in which case the bottom will be covered with
slats two inches wide, placed one inch apart.
The building selected should be detached from other buildings, and, where this cannot be
had, should be higher than those surrounding it.
Too much attention cannot be given to the proper setting up of the instruments and their
protection from local influences.
2. An observer, upon arriving at his station, wil1, as soon as practicable, put himself in
communication with the board of trade, chamber of commerce, board of underwriters, and
such other bodies as may desire to co-operate with this Office in its efforts to make the
service locally, as well as generally, useful. If meteorological committees have not been
appointed by any or all of these bodies, their appointment should be urged as a matter of
special importance, and the committees requested to place themselves in communication wit.h
the Chief Signal Officer. He will also communicate with such colleges, scientific associations, and other institutions of learning as may be located at or near his station, and will
explain to their officers and members the nature and object of his duties, and invite their cooperation. He must bear constantly in mind that it is expected he will use every effort in
his power to render his office of the greatest public utility.
3. The office-furniture will be of the plainest kind,and consist only of such articles as are
absolutely necessary for the proper transaction of business. The room, furniture, and instruments must be kept neat and clean at all times, and always prepared for inspection.
4. Thereg·ular reports from station--- will commence with the morning report of---,
and from and after that date three observations will be made daily, and tran~mitted by telegraph, to - - - , and three observations, at different hours, for transmission by mail weekly
to this Office.
!1. The observations for telegraphic transmission will be taken daily a t - - a. n1., - - p.
m., and-- p. m., (local time,) and, after the proper corrections are made, will be entered
on Form 5, supplied by this Office, and also in the daily record of observations and the record
of bulletins, and a weekly record of them on Form 4 will be sent to this Office. 'l'he instruments will be read in the following order:
] . Barometer.
2. Thermometer.
3. Hygrometer.
4. Anemometer.
5. Anemoscope.
6. Rain-gauge.
6. The reports will be banded by the observer in person to the operator charged with
their transmission, in the order and at the times named below, viz: Report No. I, at--a.m.; r eport No.2, at--p.m.; report No. !3, at---p.m.
7. Observers must be at the telegraph-office, with the reports carefully and plainly written
out in duplicate, ten minutes before the hours named above, in order that the operator may
be notified in time to prepare for their transmission, and must obtain the sig-nature of the
operator to both copies of each report, with the exact time of receipt by him. They will also
furnish the manager of the office with a plainly written or printed list of stations (with their
proper telegraphic numbers) from which reports are to be received at, and also of those to be
sent from, his office, with the names of the stations to which they are to be sent. If reports
are to be transferred or selected for transfer at any station, the observer at that station must
personally attend to such transfer or selection, unless prevented by sickness or other extraordinary cause. To provide against such an event, he must so arrange with the manager
that the regular transmission of reports will not be interrupted by his absence.
8 .. The follo~ing is a list of stations, with their proper telegraphic numbers. Those to be
rece1ved at statiOn No.-- are underlined in red ink, and any failure to receive them must
be promptly reported to this Offic.e, with a statement of the probable cause of failure:

a

Station.
Plaister Cove, .Nova Scotia. ___ ...... _
Saint Johu, New Brunswick ___ ... ____
Portland, Maine.-. __ ........... ___ . 1

No.
10
11
12

Station.
Boston, Massachusetts ... _._ .. . .. __ .
New London, Connecticut. ___ ... . . . .
New York City, New York ... __ . _..

No.
1:3
14
15
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Station.
Albany, New York ... --- ..... --.--PhiladelpQia, Pennsylvania ...•.....
Baltimore, Maryland ............•..
Washington, District Columbia ..... .
Wilmington, North Carolina ..... _.. .
Charleston, South Carolina ......... .
Savannah, Georgia ................ .
Augusta, Georgia ..... _.. . ..... _.. .
Lake Ci~y, Florida ..•••....••• _... .
Key West, Florida .......•..... ---Montgomery, Alabawa ...........•..
Mobile, Alabama ......• --- ....... .
New Orleans, Louisiana .... _....... .
San Francisco, California ...•.. _... .
Norfolk, Virginia. . . . . . . . . . . . . ...•.
Oswego, New York .............•••.
Rochester, New York .............. .
Buffalo, New York .••.••........•..
Cleveland, Ohio ................... .
Toledo, Ohio ...........•..........
Detroit, Michigan ....... _......... .
Chicago, Illinois ....•..............
Milwaukee, Wisconsin ........... _..
Saint Paul, Minnesota .•••••.... __ ..
DuLuth, Minnesota ............... .
Pitt&burgb, Pennsylvania .... __ .•. __
Knoxville, Tennessee ........• ____ ..
Indianapolis, ~ndiana .... _.. _... ___ .
Lynchburgh, Virginia .....•.••.....
Burlington, Vermont. ... __ ._ ..• ___ .
Mount Washington, New Hampshire.
Keokuk, Iowa ................ _... .
Grand Haven, Michigan ...••. ·--~-Escanaba, Michigan ......... _.. __ ..
Marquette, Michigan .• _.. _....... .
Davenport, Iowa.... . . . . . .. _.... _.
Leavenworth, Kansas .......... _.. _
Cairo, Illinois ............•........
Cape May, New Jersey ...•.........
Galveston, Texas ........ . : .. .... __
Montreal, Canada .............•...
Quebec, Canada ............ .
Torento, Canada ... ,•...••.••

No.

Station.

16 Punta Rassa, Florida ..••...... - .. --.
17 . ----. -.--- ... - .. ----- .. --- ... - - ...
18 Vickshurgh. Mississippi .•• --- ... --.19 Memphis, Tennessee ....•.. ·-------20 Nashville, Tennessee.--- •.....• -- - -21 Louisville, Kentucky .... -. . . . . ----22 Cincinnati, Ohio ..... __ ~ _... --- .. -.
23 Saint Louis, Missouri ..... --- ...... .
24 Omaha,Nebraska ..•••. -------- ---·
25 Cheyenne, Wyoming Territory .. --.-.
26 Santa Fe, New Mexico ...... ·----· ..
27 Corinne, Utah ........• -- ..... -----·
23 Fort Benton, Montana Territory .. -- ..
29 Shreveport, Louisiana.--- ....•.....
30 Jacksonville, Florida .• _... . . . • - -- ..
31 Portland, Oregon .......... ---- ••. - .
32 San Diego, California ...... - •.......
33 Denver, Colorado ... ·.·---·· ---- ... .
:34 Virginia City, Montana Territory ... .
35 Port Stanley, Canada .............. .
36 Port Dover, Canada . -.-- ........ --.
37 Kingston, Canada .. _•............ - .
38 Saugeen, Canada . -.- ......... - .... .
39 Breckenridge, Minnesota! ..... - . . .. .
40 Fort Sully, Dakota Territory ....... -.
41 Indianola, Texas.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
42 Alpena, Michigan ..••..............
43 •. ---. --- .. - ...• - --· . ---- .. --- .. -.44 La Crosse, Wisconsin .... -----· ....

45

No.

59
60
61

62
63
64
65

66
67

68

69
70
71

72
73

74
75

76
77

78
79
80
81
82
83
8-t

85
86
87
88

46
47

89
90

48
49

92

50

51
52

53
54
55
56
57
58

91

93
94

95
96
97
98

99
100

9. At each station an observation of the barometer will be taken daily at 12m., Wash·
ington mean time, and if a change equal to, or greater than, fifteen-hundredths of an inch
bas taken place since the regular morning telegraphic observation, the fact will be reported
immediately by telegraph to the Chief Signal-Officer, with the direction of wind anu state of
weather, and the velocity of the wind in miles per hour; the whole being sent in the same
order in which they are given here, and in the regular cipher words. A regular weekly re·
port of these mid-day observations will be made out on Form 4 and mailed to the central
office with the other reports on this form.
In these special reports the barometer will be corrected, in the usual manner, for temper·
ature, elevation, and instrumental error.
10. In addition to the observations made for telegraphic transmission, three others will be
taken daily-at 7 a. m., 2 p. m., and 9 p. m., (local time,) respectively. These will be recorded upon Form 4 in the same manner as the telegraphic observations, but on a ~e~ar~te
sheet, and a copy of them will be forwarded weekly by mail to the office of the Ch1et Ignal-Officer.
11. After delivering his own reports to the operator, each observer will remain in the tele·
graph office until they are sent to their proper destination, anu until the reports from other
stations inteuJed for use at his station are received or until assured that their receipt h '
been prevented by some cause beyond the control ~f the operator. The report for 'tation
No.-- should be receh·ed by-- a.m.,-- p.m., and-- m., respectively; and when
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they are delayed beyond these hours, the facts should in all cases be promptly reported to
this Office by mail, with a statement of the cause of delay when known.
12. T o avoid useless delay in getting out the bulletins, observers should arrange, whenever practicable, to have the use of a desk ur table in or near th~ operating-room of the t~le
graph-office, in order that the reports could be translated and wntten out properly as rapidly
as received. Where permission to occupy the room for this purpose is granted by the manager, a sma11 table will be furnished by this Office for the use of the observer, whenever
necessary .
13. The telegraph-offices at which the reports are received will be l>ept constantly supplied
by the observers with Form 2, and in all cases the Ieceiving operator will be required to fill
in the name of station, date, and time that reports are received. Observers will in like manner fill up Form 5 before delivery.
14. Rep01·ts must be made on Sundays at the regula1· hours, and delivered punctually at the
telegraph-office.
15. Immediately upon the receipt of the morning reports at any station the observer will
translate them into ordinary language, and write them out clearly and plainly on the bulletin
sheet, (Form 3,) filling in each column with the data named in its heading. The manifold
issu e of the bulletin will be used, and when completed, copies wi11 be regularly posted in
the rooms of the board of trade, chamber of commerce, and such other conspicuous places
as may have been officia11y designated. Copies may also be furnished to privat~ individuals
when personal application is made for them at the observer's office, and their preparation does
not interfere with the issue of those designed for public use, or with the ordinary and regular
duties of the station. A copy will be furnished to each evening newspaper published at the
station and it.s regular publication secured if possible. The local observations will invariably be entered in all bulletins, press reports, and maps. At stations supplied with the manifold maps, their preparation follows the bulletin, and they will be printed as rapidly as practicab-le, and furnished to such parties as may be designated by this Office, upon the recommendation of the observer in charge. The '' vVar Departrnent Weather Map" will theu be
changed in accordance with the following key and instructions.
The index consists of an arrow, disk, and card, which show the direction and volocity of
the wind, state of the weather, heig·ht of the barometer, and height of the thermometer, and
relative humidity at the place on which they are affixed. The index will be changed once
daily, at 10 a.m., or as near that hour as is practicable. The arrow flies with the wind.
A red l]isk indicates clear weather.
A blue disk indicates sky covered with clouds.
A i-blue disk indicates sky± eov ered with clouds.
A t -blue disk indicates sky t covered with clouds.
A !-blue disk indicates sky i covered with clouds.
A bl ack disk indicates rain.
A white and blade barred disk indicates snow.
A yellow card projecting below the dislr, and held in position by the same screw that
fastens the arrow and disk, shows the velocity of the wind in miles per hour, the height of
the barometer in inches and hundredths, and the height of the thermometer in degrees I''ahrenbeill, and the percentage of humidity.
Example:

A

7

c

29.55

70
98

. The barred disk A indicates snow, and the position of the arrow a a that the wind is blowlD~ fr? m tbe _w es ~, the upper figure on the card, t;, sh0ws that the velocity with which the
wmd IS blo,ymg 1s sev~n m!les per h our. The height of the barometer, shown by the middle fi gures, Is twenty-mne mches and fifty-five hundredths, the height of the thermometer
seven ty degrees above zero, aud the relative humidity, indicated by the lower figures, is
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ninety-eight per cent. \Vhen the temperature is below zero the minus sign should always
To facilitate changing the disks and card:; they are cut so as to slip on and off
w1thout removing the clamp, as shown in the following- figures:
'

b~ prefixed.

A calm is indicated by the omission of the arrow.
l 6. 'I' he afternoon reports will be received and translated in the same manner as those rer:ei.ved in the n:orning, and will be bulletined at such places as will insure the .gre~test publicity. At stat10ns ·w here the morning papers go to press too early for the pubhcatwn of the
midnight report, they will be furnished with the afternoon issue.
17. The night reports, after translation, will be carefully and promptly writteu out on Form
3 and furnished to such 11lorning papers printed at the station as desire them for publication.
Observers will endeavor to arrange with the publishers to have the reports taken ~rom ~he
observer's office, but where this arrangement cannot be effected, the observer, or lns assistant, will deliver them in person at the different newspaper oftiees.
18. At stations where the pub]jshers of newspapers desire to have the three reports of the
previous day, they will be supplied by the observers on the manifold form issued by this
Office for that purpose. In sueh cases, observers will write up the morning· and afternoon
reports during the day and · evening, so that there will be no delay in getting out the full
report at midnight. In filling out the heading of the daily bulletin, for publication, the
tirne of the reports will be the exact local time of the placc1 of publication, and will be so
stateL1 at all stations. In carrying out that part of their dn ty w bich relates to the publication and distribution of reports, observers will be required to act promptly and intelligently,
as tbe u se fulness of the reports depends wholly upon the speed and accuracy with which
they are laid before the public.
1. 9. In jun1is!ting weather Teports and items jo1· publication, obsen;eTs mnst confine tltemselccli
str~ctly tu t!te instntctions issuedfrorn this Office, anrl will not, unde1· any ciTCnm.stances, pubhs!t,
or C(WSe to be published, forecasts or pTedictiuns of the weather not O'rigiuated by t!tis Office.
20. At each station a daily r eeord will be kept of missing reports, showing the name and
official numbers of stations, with the cause of their non-receipt when knO\Yn, and also such
other telegraphic. errors as may eome to the observer's knowledge. A copy of this reeord on.
Form lU will be forwarded weekly to this Office in the same package with the originals ot
Form 2.
21. A copy of the latest synopsis received by the Assoeiated Press at stations where it is
regularly received will be posted with each copy of the bulletin that is publicly displayed.
These copies will be made in manifold on Form !5 furnished by this Office.
22. Observers will be held directly responsible for the correct publication of all weather
reports at their respective stations, and must take every precaution to guard against error~.
especially in the newspaper copies, where they are most frequently found. Th e accuracy ot
the published reports must be verified by daily personal inspection, and when errors a~e
found they should be traced to their proper sources. and weasures taken to prevent t~e1r
reptition as far as it is in the power of the observer. The use of the regular official headiU!!'
authorized by this Office for all reports must be insisted upon, and care taken that correct
time of issue is given to both the bulletin anu synopsis.
23. "When the wires of the telegraph company by which the reports are regularly trans·
mitted are known to be down or obstructed in such a manner as to prevent their promp>
transrnis:>ion, they will be sent, until such obstruction is removed, over the wires of any
other company possessing the necessary facilities.
.
24. In all rPports and bulletins posted or fnrnisheu to the press for pnblication, due credit
must be given to the telegraph company over whose wires they were received.
25. At all stations ordered to make river reports. the depth of water above low-water
mark will be ob erved at 3 o'clock (local time) each afternoon.
The sixth space in first line of Form 5 will be used for the depth in feet whenever the
numbf'r exceeds eight, and the sixth space m second line for the odd inches.
Whenever the depth does not exceed 8 feet, the word " River " will be used to fill the
space in the first liue, an<l thew hole depth given in the second line in inches. The headline "C:hange in last 24 hours" will be erased from the cipher manual.
In furnishing the reports to the press, and in filling up the Bulletin, Form 3, both tb
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depth of water and the daily change will be given. The chan~e will be obtained by taking
the difference between the current report and that of the precedmg day.
26. Whenever any sudllen or unusual change oecurs in the condition . of the river b_etween the regular hours of river observati <~ ns, the observed unusual depth will be reported m
the usual manner at the next suceeding telegruphic report, and these special reports will be
continued tri-daily (,me at ear.h telegraphic report) until the river rrsumes its normal conc1ition, when the morning and midtlight specials will be discontinued.
.
2i. In carrying out these instructions, observers will use the cipl ter words m the column
beaded" Rise," when the river is rising at the date of report., and thuse in the column headed
''Fall," when it is falling.
2P.. The observations for the morning and midnight special river reports will be made
within an hour of the time of report if practicable.
Observers must exercise great care in making and recording the river reports, in order
that they can be relied upon as accurate by interested parties.
29. The amount of rain-fall (or melted ~now) will be measured and reported at each of
the three telegraphic reports only.
INSTRUMENTS.

30. Each station will be supplied with the following· instruments:
One standard barometer, (Green's.) (8igual-Hcrvke U. ~- A.)
One standard thermometer, (Green's.) ( Signal-serviee U. S. A.)
One standard hygrometer, (Glaisher'H model.)
One maximum thermometer. (Signal-service U. S. A.)
One minimum thermometer. (Signal-service U.S. A)
One anemometer, (Robinson's.)
One wind-vane. (Signal-service U. S. A.)
One rain-gauge. (Signal-service U.S. A.)
One clock.
Other instruments may be added from tim e to [ime as the necessity for their use becomes
apparent.
BAROMETER.

31. The barometers will in all cases be carefully compared with the standard at this Office
before issue, and the amount of instrumental error will be sent with each when it leaves
this Office.
The barometer should be placed in a room of a temperature as uniform as possible, not
heated nor too much exposed to the sun. It should be suspended at the height of the eye,
near a window, in such a manner as to be lighted perfectly without exposure either to the
direct rays of the sun or to the t•.urrents of air which are always fonnd at the windowcasings and doors. To protect the instrument from external injuries, lrom dust, :;tnd from
the direct radiation of warm bodies or the currents of air from the window, observers will
fasten the wooden case in which it is carried firmly against the wall in a vertical position
near the window, in such a manner that the cover will open in a direction parallel to the
panes. An opening large enough to admit the tube of the barometer will be cut in the upper
end of the box; and directly above this, at the distance of one inch, a strong book will be
driven into the wall. This hook should extend two or three inches beyond the box, and
upon it the instrume~t will be suspended. When not in use the cover will be closed; but
when an observation is to be taken it will be opened, and the instrument drawn out on the
hook, clear of the box, and in the full light of the window. After the observation is made
the barometer will be slipped back into the box.
32. All readings of the barometer taken for telegraphic transmission will be corrected by
the observer making the observation, for instrumental error, for temperature, and for elevation,
before they are sent from his station. In correcti ng for temperature, the reading of the
attached thermometer will be used, while in correcting for elevation the temperature u sed
will be that of the exposed or open-air thermometer.
In correcting for elevation, the height of the surface of tbe mercury in the eistern of the
barometer above the ground must be added, in all cases, to the height of the station above
sea levP-1, as in the following example, viz: suppose height of station above sea level to be
670 feet ; height of mercury (surface) in cistern to be 17 feet above the ground ; then the
elevation to be corrected for would be 6tl7 feet.
In correcting for temperature, Table XVII, pages 66 to 7 J, paper C, of Guyot's tables,
will be used; and for elevation, Table XIX, page 9~, paper D, of the same book. when special
tahles prepared at this Office are not furnished.
_33 .. ln ~ransporting a barometer, even across a· room, it should be screwed up, and carried
with Its cistern uppermost. For traveling, it is provided with a wooden case. On steamboats or railroads, it should be hung up by a hook in the state-room or car, and the lower
~nd firmly strapJ?ed to the side of th e room or car to prevent jarriug. In wheeled vehicles,
1t should be c~rned by band, supported by a strap over the shoulder, or held upright between
tbe legs; hut It should not be allowed to rest on the floor of the carriage, for a sudden jolt
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might break the tube. If carried on horseback, it should be strapped over the shoulders of
the riner, where it is not likely to be injured, unless the animal is subject to a sudden change
of gait. When abod't to be used, it should be taken from its case, and, while screwed up,
gently inverted and hung up, when it can be unscrewed. While it has its cistern uppermost, the tube is full-is one solid mass of metal and glass-and not easily injured; but when
hung up, a sudden jolt might send a bubble of air into the vacuum at the upper end of the
tube, and the instrument would be useless until repaired. Observers must never swing the
baromete1· or endeavor to force the mP-rcury against the top of the tube without first screwing up the large adjusting screw at the base of the cistern.
If the cistern should become dirty, it can be cleaned with safety, and without changing,
in the sligh test degree, the zero of the instrument. Everything used in the operation must
be clertn and dry. Blowing upon any of the parts must be avoided, as the moisture from
the breath is injurious.
The instrument being placed upright, the cistern uppermost, unscrew and take off the
brai"'s casing which ineloses the wooden and leathern part of the cistern. This wooden part
(which has the grain crosswise, and therefore is not air-tight) is made in two pieces, fasten eu
together by four screws and four brass pieces, each in the form of a half of a circular ring.
It will be necessary to take out two of these screws and loosen the other· two, when the
brass pieces can be taken off. The upper wooden piece, to which the bag is attached, can
then be liftPC1 off, and the mercury will be exposed. By then inclining the instrument a
little, a portion of the mercury in the cistern may be poured out in a clean vessel at hand
to receive it, when the end of the tube will be uncovered. This is to be closed by the
J!loveri hand, when the instrument can be inverted, the cistern emptied, and the tube brought
again to its upright position. Great care must be taken not to permit any mercury to pass
out of the tube. The long screws which fasten the glass portion of the cistern to the other
parts can then be taken off, the various parts wiped with a clean cloth or handkerchief, and
restored to their former positions. The mercu'-y which had been taken out of the cistern
must now be cleaned, or it must be replaced by other that is clean and pure. If the old
mercury is merely dusty, or dimmed by a film of oxide, the cleaning may be effected by
straining it through chamois leather, or through a funnel with a capillary bole at the end, of
a size to ad111it of the passage of but a small thread of the metal. Such a funnel is conveniently made of letter-paper. The dust will adhere to the skin or paper, and the filtered
mercnry will present a clean and bright appearance. At stations where muriatic acid can be.
procm:od, ~he. ~ercury may be easily and quickly cleaned by mixing about two ounce~ ~f
the ac1d w1th It m a small vessel or cup and then pouring into the vessel clear water u~tJl1t
overflows and carries off all the impurities. When sufficiently pure the water w1ll ~e
poured off and the mercury heated over a gas or lamp-light until all remaining moisture 1s
expelled. If chemically impure, it should be rejected, and fresh, clean mercury used.
With such clean mercury, the cistern should be filled as nearly full as possible; the wooden
portions put together and securely fastened by the screws and clamps ; the brass casing
serewed on, and the screw at its end serewed up. The instrument can then be hung up and
readjusted. The tube and its contents having been undisturbed, the instrument should
reaCI the same as before. If a little mercury has been lost during the operation, and
there is none at band to replace it, no serious harm has been doue; but if much is lost, t~e
open end of the tube may become exposed in inverting the instrument, in which case au
may enter. To guard against this error, a little fresh mercury will be added if it can be procured.
THERMOMETER,

34. The thermometer should be hung in the open air facing the north in such a manner
that it 'Nil! be a lways in the shade, and at least one foot from the wall or the building to
whicl1 the shelter is attached, where the Smithsonian form of shelter is used. It must ?e
prote~ted from the light reflected from surrounding objects, and from rain, snow.' and hat!.
fhe mstrument must be placed exactly perpendicular, the middle of the scale betng at the
heigLt of the e.}'e in order to prevent error in reading. The readings should be made at all
times , and, espechtlly in the winter, through the panes, without opening the window, when
the shelter is built out from a window. When the shelter is built upon a roof, great c.are
must be exercised m making the readings in order to prevent the instrument from beJD~
affected by the beat of the body or of the lantern at night. The observations must be made
as rapidly as is cousisteut with accuracy.
HYGROl\IETER.

35. The hygrometer will be placed in the same shelter as the thermometer, and at a. dis~
tance of one foot from it. The cistern will l>e kept supplied with pure water at all tJmfi
when tbe temperature of the air is above the freezing point, and the cover of the wel bnl~
will be changed every m~nth , and the bulb carefully clea~ed . The cover ma_Y be.wa.~h~
as ?ften as necessary, w1thout removal, by means of a Jet of clean water from a ;,Ill
synnge.
. _
Wheu the temperatLue of the air is below the freezing point, the water will be eropt1ed trom
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the cistern, and the wet bulb will be moistened with cold water by means of a c~mel-h~ir
brush fifteen minutes before the observation is made, or long enough to permit the ICe
to form and riry on ti1e bulb. The coating of ice allowed to form should be very thin, ot.herwise the reading will be inaccurate. Alc?hoi must n.ot be used .to preve~t the water trom
freezing. The reading must be made rapidly, aud without opemng the wmdow. !he rela
tive humidity of the air will be obtained from Table VII, page 46, paper B, ot Guyot's
tables.
Especial care must be taken to keep the tub.es of the hygr~meter clean, and the wet ?~lb
properly moistened, and to make the observatiOns and deductiOns accurately, as the hmmd1ty
of the air forms an important element in all calculations of atmosphe:dc changes.
Whenever the dry bulb of the hygrometer is observed to show a higher temperature than
the exposed thermometer under similar exposure, the observer will cut a circular open ing,
about three inches in diameter, in the board to which the dry and wet bulbs are attached,
and directly behind the bulbs.
MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM THERMOME'I'ERS.

36. A board will accompany these instruments, which will be securely fastened with
screws, in a horizontal position, upon the side of the instrument-shelter, or observatory, near
the hygrometer and exposed thermometer.
The brass· support for the minimum will be screwed into the upper part of the bo<J.rd ; the
holes being so arrapged as to slightly incline the left end of the support.
The top of the thermometer will be fastened by the small brass screw upon the support,
while the lower eud will be dropped into the notch to the left.
For the support of the maximum thermometer the long brass pin with a nut will be
screwed into the board, in the hole to the extreme right. The nut will be taken off and the
pin slipped through the hole in the upper end of the instrument, which will be securely fastened by replacing the nut and screwing it tightly. 'I'he plain bra~;s pin is then inserted in
the hole at the left of the board, and the thermometer placed upon it so as to incline slightly
in that direction.
The end of the pin to which the maximum is attached must be occasionally oiled to prevent friction.
After unpacking the minimum it must be carefully compared with the exposed thermometer, and if an air speck is found in the column, the bulb will be immersed in warm water
until all the air-bubbles disappear in tbe space at the top of the tube, grer.Lt care being taken
not to break the buib by heating it too suddenly.
After fastening the top of the minimum upon the support, the lower end of the instrnment
will be raised until the top of the small ind ex touches the top of the column of spirit.
The instrument is read by observing the number of degrees upon the scale where the top of
the inclex rests. After taking a reading, the bulb or lower end of the thermometer should
be elevated until the index comes dowu to the temperature of the air, at the time of thfl observation, and the instrument will then be dropped into the notch at the left of the support.
as before.
The maximum is read by observing the number of degrees upon the scale at the top of
the column of mercury.
After taking a reading the observer will remove the pin t.9 the left, and then take hold of
the thermometer, about three inches from the top, and spin it around several times, or until
the top of the column is brought down to the temperature of the air at the time of observation. Care must be taken not to touch the bulb, and also that the nut is screwed up sufficiently tight to prevent the instrument from striking against the side of the board to which it
is fastened. After adjustment, gradually raise the instrument to a horizontal position, and
insert the pin as laefore.
Care should be taken in P.levating the thermometer not to raise the bulb too high, as the
column of mercury would then run to the upper end of the tube.
The observations upon these instruments will be made at the 11.35 p. m. report., and recorded upon Form 4, in the proper column.
ANEMOMETER.

37. The anemometer will be fixed in a vertical position upon a post of sufficient hei<Yht to
bring the dial on a level vvith the eye of the observer, and will be in an exposed situati~n so
as to receive the full force of the wind; when possible, this post should be framed into 'the
roof, to steady it and prevent the instrument from vibrating; but when this cannot be done
it should be framed at the bottom into two pieces of scantling, not less than three teet i~
length, that cross each other at right-angles, and which can be nailed fast to the roof or
pla~form upon ':'hich th,e instrumen.t is J?lace~. Short br~ces can be 3:dded when necessary
to m~ure steadmess. rhe outer d1al ot the mstrument Is graduated m miles and tenths of
miles-.t he fi~ur~s 1~ 2,. 3, &~., indicating mi~es, a~d the subdivisions tenths. Oue complete
revolutiOn ot tb1s d1al1s eqmvalent to ten m1les ot wmd, and carries the inner dial forward
?ne sub?ivisio~ : This inner d.ial registers _up to one thousand miles, and will uot be used
m makmg ora,nary observatiOns, but w1ll be read by observers daily when making
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the morning telegraphic observation. To obtain the yelodty of the wind for the regu~ar
tri-daily telegraphic ob servations. two readings of the outer dial must be taken, with an mterval of five minutes between them, and the di.fference between these readings will be the
distance of tenths of miles traveled by the wind in that intervaL This, multiplied by twelve
and divided by ten, will g·ive the proximate velocity in miles per hour. Example: suppose
the index of the outer dial to be at 3 when the first reading is taken, and at 3.6 five minutes
after, the difference, ti, is the distance traveled in that time; and this multiplied by twelve
and divided by ten, gives a velocity of seven and two-tenths miles per hour. Whole numbers only ·will be used in expressing the velocity. When the decimal is greater than fivetenths, the unit's figure will be increaseu by one; w ben five or less it will be thrown ont.
The whole distance traveled by the wind in any twenty-four hours, provided it does not
exceed one thousand miles, will be obtained from the inner dial by a double observation
as above, making the interval twenty-four hours instead of five minutes, and will be entered
on both copies of Form 4, opposite 1 he moming observations.
.
38. The following directions for setting- up and the general management of the ele~tnc
self-recording anemometer attachment adopted by this Office will be observed at all statwns
supplied with this apparatus.
.
Near the top of the post on which the anemometer is fixed place two screws "c" and'' d, "
(Fig. J ,) to each of these screw~ fasten the wires separately, (the insulated wire to one, and
the naked wire to the other,) leaving just sufficient of the upper end of each wire to reach to
the outside ends of the contact bars "a" and "b, " to which secnrly fasten with the binding screws, taking great care not .to loosen the insulating attachment "g. " Theu pass the
lower ends of the wire down the post, over the roof and down the side of the house (securing so the wind will not sway them) to the top of the office window, pass them in through two
small holes (where the sa,qh and shutters will not injme them) and down the inside. In
crossing· th e roof it i.s well to fasten them between two wooden strips, one on top of the other.
One wire should then go to the screw-cup "h, " (Fig. II,) and the other to one pole of the
battery at "i," then from the other pole " m " of the battery Tun a wire to the screw-cup
"k, " when the circuit is completed and tbe armature will be closed once for each mile the
wind travels.
Particular cara must be taken that all the connections are tight.
For putting on the papm·.-Place the cylinder "s" on a table in front, with the screw "r"
to the left hand, place the paper on the cylinder with the top of it from the screw. Let the
line marked J2 m. (noon) come on the line marked on the cylinder, and place a small rubber band on each end. The lines on eaeh eud of the paper ·will then exactly coincide.
Place the cylinder "s" in its po:;itiou, so that the end on which there is no screw "t:'
will be close up to the post on which it rests. Slide the small sliding bar "n" on the honzontal bars "o" "o," until it fits on the ends of the screw-axle "r"; then revolve the cylinder until the pencil rests on the end of the upper line marked 12 m . , and tighten the thumb
screw "n."
,
To regulate the length of the mark, first move the armature set-screw "p" until the po!nt
of t.he pencil rests on the upper line markeJ 12m., then (after loosening the set screw wh1c~
holds down the coils) move the. magnet by means of the set screw "q" until the pencil
mark is a little Jess than one·eighth of an inch long. T!te rnarlc should neve1· exceed oneeighth of an inch.
Care must be taken in adjusting the armature spring, so that it will not be too strong for
the magnet, and still strong enough to draw back the pencil in a straigllt line.
The pencil should be kept pointed enough to give a clear distinct mark.
The clock should be wound every day, ·w hen the record is changed.
Th e r~c01·d Hllould be changed daily, at 12 o'cl0ck noon.
.
At sts.tions furnished \\·ith this self-recording apparatus, the hourly velocity of the WJnd
or the three telegraphie reports will be deducted from the recorJ of the half hour immeditely preceding the time of ob.servtttiou.
LA CLANCIIE BATTEH Y.

:m. Place two ounces sal amn10niac in each glass jar, fill in with water to the depth of 1

inch, let the salts dissolve one hour, then set in thfl porous cnps and the zinc~. fhe glass
jars should then l.Je Jl'ST 11'\LF FULL, AND NEVE!t 1\lOitE 'rJIAN TJJ[~i. Th en connect rhe
zinc of one cell with the carbon of the next. Connect the zinc of the last with the carbon
of tLc first, and let them stand six hours ; then loosen the last connection and attach the
wire from screw-cup "k" to one-pole "m" and the wire "d" (from the H.obinsou ancmon,eter) to the other pole ' 'i ."
The battery, f~fter being set, must not be sl1aken, and moved as little as possible.
The: solution Hhould be saturated, i. e., as much sal ammoniac as the ·water will disso!w·
It will probably be neccsl::iary to punr in one or two teaspoonfuls of sal ammoniac eYery four
or fi ve months.
Kt-rp thn cells from one-third to one-half full of water, by pouring it down the ont~ide of
the porous cup. The water must not he allowed to freeze.·;<
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WIND-VANE.

40. Two wind-vanes will be furnished at each station; one small one to be sent with the
observer for immediate use upon his arrival, and one large one to be Rent as soon af(er the
station is opened as practicable. When the latter is received the small one will be removed
and carefully stored by the observer for use in cases of emergency.
41. The vane used for getting the direction of the wind mnst be set in a place as free and
open as possible, in order th at the wind may act freely upon it, and must never be sheltered
by surrounding buildings or other objects. When the small one is used, observers will mark,
with the aid of a compass, upon a wooden dial, at tbe base of the upright which supports
the vane, the true meridian of their respective stations. 'fhe magnetic variation at Station
No. - - is - - - degrees.
42. When the large vane is received at any station it will be immediately erected upon
the building in which the observer's office is located, provided the consent of the owner of
the building can be obtained, and the roof is strong· enough to support its weight.
The general appearance of the vane, and the location of the se\-eral parts, are shown in
the illustration herewith. The iron straps which unite the two parts of the foot-block will
be taken off and the block separated before raising the vane, in order to put the iron socket
holding it in proper position. After the vane is up the pieces will be fastened firmly to
gether again by these straps. The central rod can be lengthened whenever necessary by
adding a piece of the same diameter and cutting a rscrew-thread on both_ends.
\Vhere the office is not on the upper floor so that the rod can be brought into the room
through the roof, the lower half of the rod will not be attached, but must be stored away for
future use. When the office is on the upper floor the central rod will be brought into the room
and allowed to project about two inches through the ceiling. The gilded arrow will then be
screwed on and a circle drawn around it on the ceiling a little greater in diameter than the
arrow . This circle will be divided into the eight points ;of compass used in ,the weather
reports, care being taken to get the true meridian as a starting point.
When permission cannot be obtained to put up the vane the fact will be reported at once
to this office.
The services of a sldlled mechanic may be employed, whenever necessary, in erecting this
vane.
Tbe packing box in which the vane is received will be preserved for use in the event of
its Temoval at any future time.
The observation of the vane requires more care than is usually given. In winds of considerable strength the vane is never at rest, or fixed in the same direction; it oscillates incessantly, and its oscillations increase in extent with certain winds and with the violence of
the wind. In such cases observers must note the mean direction between the extremes.
w·hen the wind is too light to move the vane, and when it is calm, no direction will be given
in the Teport, but the space will be filled with the proper cipher word for "Calm." The
attention of observers is called to this matter in order to prevent them from recording the
direction of the wind when it is calm. The direction of the wind will be designated by the
eight principal points of the compass, beginning with the north and moving around by the
eastward, and numbered from one to eight respectively.
The bearings of both vane and anemometer must be kept well and carefully oiled to pre·
ent friction.
RAIN-GAUGE.

43. The rain-gauge will be placed, whenever practicable, with the top of the funnel-shaped
collector t·welve inches above the surface of the ground, finn!y fixed in a vertical position,
and protected from the interference of unauthorized persons It wiil be examined at the
time of making each of the three telegraphic observations, the amount 9f water it contains
carefully measured by means of the graduated rod sent with each gauge, and then emptied
and returned to its proper position . When a position at the level of the.ground cannot be
found with a sufficiently clear exposure, the gauge will be placed on the top of the instrument-room, or roof of the building occupied by the obse;ver, who will measure the height
above the ground ~nd report it to this Office. The measuring-rod is graduated in inches and
tenths of inches, and the proportion between the cylinder and funnel is as ten to one, so that
ten inches upon the rod corresponu with one inch of actual rain-fall, one inch on the rod
to one-tenth of rain, and one-tenth on the rod to one-hundredth of rain. Snow will be melted
and then measured and reported in the same manner as rain, but the fact of its being melted
snow must be noted under the head of remarks, in the weekly reports, on Form 4.
CLOCK.

44. The ~lock .will be bung upo~ the interior wall of the room occupied as an office, and
at eac.h ~tH.twn w1ll be carefully adJusted to the standard local time.
As 1t trequently happens that the telegraph time differs slightly from the standard local
time, each observer will be careful to note the amount of this diffei'ence, in order to avoid
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confusion in filing his reports. As the time by which the observations are governed must
be as nearly accurate as practicable, the observer will endeavor to arrange >vith the manager
of the telegraph to have both clocks run together as a sure means of preventing errors.
45. Immediately after placing his instruments in. position, each observer will make out
and forward to the Chief Signal-Officer at Washington a full report in writing, stating the
kind, size, and position of room selected; the street and number of the building in which
the room is situated; the position of each instrument, and height of each above the g·round,
and also above the bench-mark furnished by this Offiee. In giving the height of the
barometer the measurement will be made from the surfa.ce of the mercury in the cistern.
Whenever the position of any instrument is changed a record \Vill be made of such change,
with date and amount of difference in elevation, and the facts reported at once to this Office.
In addition to this information, sueh other facts will be stated as will enable tlw Chief
Signal-Officer to judge of the manner in which this part of the observer's duty bas been
performed.
Observers are cautioned against changing the position of any instrument without good
aud suffident cause, and must report every change in elevation of six or more inches.
TOOL-BOX.

46. The following implements for cleaning and repairing instruments will be supplied,
neatly packed in a small box, to each station :
Two screw-drivers, one fitting the screws about the cistern, the other those about the
scale of the barometer; a small glass funnel; two porcelain cups, from two to four inches
in diameter; kid-skin; shoemaker's thread ; white wax; chamois leat.her; a pair of small
forceps ; a small three-cornered file, and a blow-pipe.
MISCELLANEOUS APPARATUS.

47. Printing press for weather-map. -At stations supplied with a press for printing maps
the following articles not sent with the press will be found necessary: A set of typesprings (one for each reporting station) for the rapitl justification of the figures; one stick;
one galley; sponge; brush; lye;· sperm-cil, and benzine.
When the synopsis and probabilities are printed (aud this shonld be clone wLerrver there
is a press) a twenty·five-pound font of pica type will be necessary, in addition to the symbols and figures furnished with the press. The synopsis should be set in a measure of
twenty-eight ems wide. At stations supplied with the type-springs, the figures will not be
removed from the plate after each issue, as the work can be done much more rapidly and
easily by simply taking out the springs and changing only such figures as are necessary.
The figures and symbols should. however, be completely removed twice each month, a!1d,
with the plate, thoroughly cleaned. The figures can be cleaned daily in the plate by us1?-g
a sponge moistened with benzine. The type used for the synopsis sh~uld be washed with
lye. The ink-roller should be cleaned weekly, or oftener if necessary, and everything pertaining to the press must be kept well cleaned to prevent difficulty.
If stations are added for which the bed-plate bas not been pierced, observers will h~ve
the neeessary work done, being careful to get the new stations in their proper geographical
position.
One copy of the map will be kept on file in the observer's office fin reference, and on Saturday of each week a copy of the current issue will be mailed to this Office.
48. Instmctions j01· stamping manifold weather-rnaps.-1. Count off from ten to fifteen
maps from the top of the book.
2. Place the iron plate under the number counted out, and turn a map down upon it.
3. Place a sheet of carbon paper smoothly upon this map, and then turn down the ne~t
map, on which put another sheet of carbon, and so on alternating carbon and maps until
the number to be issued is complete, leaving the last map without carbon upon it, taki.1g
care to smooth all when down.
In making three or four m::~ps only a sheet of blotting-paper should be placed next to the
iron plate and beneath the lower map.
4. Place the box of stamps at the top of the map, with each die in its proper place, and
taking especial care not to allow the hands or mallet to rest on the uaper, and thus mark
and deface the lower maps.
•
5. First stamp with the symbol dies, the direction of the wind and state of weather, a
indicated by the legend on the maps. Hold the Ji e perpendicular to the map and ·trike it
hard enough to make the impre:ssion go through all the maps without cutting the upper
. •
•
one. The actual amount of for ce required can only be learned by practice.
. 6. After ~he weatbe~· u. e the figure dies, taking care that the figures for one statiOn do no.
mterfP-re With those of any other. Stamp the first two figures (Thermometer) clo:;e together ..
the Dl xt two (Barometer, 20 or :30) one·eight h of an inch from the first pair, the last tw o ot
the harOIIletel f~lllowing dosely. The luH or the tignn~s (Velocity of the \Yin d) an~ to be
separateu one-e1gbth of an inch from those for th e barometer. Great care mu::.t l.Je tak~;u to
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mai{e the figures neat anJ regular in appearanc~, and to stamp them so they can be read
without difficulty.
.
7. After the maps are properly stamped write with the stylns _in hcCtcl-hne., the na~1e of
statio1J, day of week, dRte, and time of repor t, thus: " Washmgto::~, D. C., Srttmday,
April 20, 187:!, 7.35 a. m."
WA'l'ER·GAVGE.

49. No definite form of "\vater-gauge has been adopted, owin_g to tl~e difficul~y of getting·
one at a reasonable cost that would be adapted to the essentially Jifferent Circumstance$
ullC1er which it must be u sed at the several river stations. The following description of a ·
simple form of gaug·E:> may be useful in localities wher~ it is difficult to get .one of more scientific construction, or to be used as a temporary substitute for the latter In cases of emergency:
.
Take a piece of pine scantling, from I t to I 4 inches in thickness, a1~d _from 5 to 6 mches
in breadth; the leno·th varying according to the depth of water where It IS to be used.
Having planed th~ scantling smooth, give it a heavy coat of ~'bite zinc paint, and aft~r
the paint is dry divide the scantling into feet and tenths of feet with a rule and lead penc1l.
With a small brush paint the tenths of feet black, exeept the center and initi ttl ones of
each foo~, which will be painted red and in heavier lines than the intermediate ones, thus:

<iiii41illll
Indicate each foot, with its proper number, in plain figures marked on the white surface
just above the triangle.
Having thus marked the staff up to a sufficient height to insure g·etting the maximum
high water, select a pile, or othm stationary object, in some portion of the levee or wharf
where the staff will be secure from being damaged or defaced by coming into contact with
vessels, and wh e re it will not be left dry by the tide. Lower the staff into the 'vvater, taking·
care to keep it in a vertical position until it touches the bed of the river, and then secure it ·
to the pile by spikes.
It would be weli, in selecting a place for fixing the staff, to take the angle of a pier, andl
having fastened a smooth piece of scantling, about the size of the staff, on the side of the
pile, secure the staff to this.
When the gauge is in an exposed place, liable to he washed by the waves, advantge
should be taken of the first low water to secure it from being displaced, by driving in additional spikes, or lashing it with strong cords to the pile.
Care must be taken in reading the staff when the water is rough to ·get the mean of the
rise and fall of the waves. It would be well, after securing the staff, to determine some
point of reference, so that in case it should be destroyed another one could be put up at the
same height. This may be done by taking and marking some given point in the vicinity, a
pile or a rock, at any given height of the water. Thus, by driving a spike or drilling a
hole, and recording the height of the water, as read from the staff at the . time, you have a
"bench-mark," or point of reference, by which to set up another staff. It would be necessary in doing this to make a sketch of the plaee, giving the location of the staff and the
point of reference; noting the local names of the surrounding points so that any other person could find the place from the description.
The record consists of a simple blank-book, '\-vith name of town and particular loca1ity,
and name of observer at head of each page, ruled in columns, with the headings, date, year,
day of month, and the time of observation, hom· and minute; the height of the water,
expressed in feet and hundredths, state of weather, direction and approximate force of wind.
50. Observers, in publishing their local river reports, will give, in addition to the changes
in past twenty-four hours, the height of water above some fixed point known and used by
steam boat men and other interested parties.
51. The river observations must be made and reported with as much care, regularity, and
accuracy as those of the barometer, and where the observer is compelled by pressure of
other duties to intrust this part of his work to an assistant, he must assure himself by frequent personal inspection that it is faithfully and honestly done.
SIG N AL APPA R A TUS.

52. Stations ordered to display cautionary signals will be supplied with two (or more) reel
flags, one six feet and the ot]Jer eight feet square, h a ving sq uare hlaclc centers one-third the
size of the flag ; one red sign al lantern ; one large fiag-staft', and two sets of small staffs for
us~ in cases of emergency. The large flag-staff must be from twenty-five to thirty feet in
height,. a~d s~ s.itnat~d as to be clearly visible from as large a part as possible of the harbor
and shippmg 1t. 1~ designed to :varn of approaehing danger. The staff will be provided with
halyards for nttsmg- anrl lowermg the flags and lantern, and will be erected on the roof of
som.e.l.mi~ding, preferably on the one in which the office is loeated, unless a more desirable
pos1t10n 1s found near the office.
Everything conne~ted with the signal apparatus must be kept in perfect order ; flags
mendPd when torn, ttcs sewed on, balyanlfl renewed, lanterns constantly filleJ and trimmed .

.fl w
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and the approaches to the staff convenient so that there rr.ay be no Jelay in obeying· all
orders to hoist or lower signals.
·
53. Timely requisition mu~t be made upon this office for new articles of equipment when
those in use are likely to become unserviceable.
SIGNAL ORDERS.

'54. Siguals will be ordered up by telegraph from this Office in the words '' Up signals, ''
and will be ordered down in the words " Signals down." Signals will remain displayed
until the order to lower them is received from this Office, unless telegraphic communication
with the Office is interrupted and continues so for some hours after the storm has passed, in
which case the signal will be lowered when the danger is over. Extreme caution must be
exercised in this respect, in order not to mistake the customary lull in the center of a storm
for an indication that it has passed over.
Observe1·s nwst not, under any circumstances, hoist or display cautionary s·i gnals without
authority j1·om this Office.
55. Observers must immediately acknowledge by telegraph the receipt of all signal-orders.
giving name of station, nature of order, and time of receipt. These acknowledgments will
be addressed to the Chief Signal-Officer, and signed by the observer or assistant receiving
the order. The following examples will illustrate the form of message to be used:

J.
Washington:
Chicago-Up ·signal s receiveJ ten-forty a. m.

CHIEF' SIGNAL-OFFICER,

MACKINTOSH,

Obsen:cr.

MANN,

Observer.

2.
Washington:
Detroit-Signals down received six-fifty p. m.

CHIEF SIGNAL-OFPlf'ER,

i>G. At the eud of each week a report, made out on Form 23, will be forwarded in th e
same envelope with· the other weekly Ieports. This report will be forwarded regularly,
whether orders have been received or not during the week.
The hours of duty will be so arranged at cautionary stations that one man will be in th e
office constantly, in rearlincss to obey signal-orders.
RECRUITING FLAG.

57. Each station will be furnished with one United States recruiting flag, for display on
special occasions as ordered from this Office. At cautionary stations it will be displayed on
the signal flag-staff, and at other stations a cheap staff, twelve or fifteen feet in length, will
be procured for this purpose, and so arranged that it can ue put up and taken down a
pleasure.
::lfAP AND BVLLE'l'l.N

J:'RA}IE~.

58. Frames for the proper display of maps and bulletins will be furnished by this Office,
and will not be purchased by the observers without special authority.
rORM S,

59. The following-named forms will be fu rnished for use at each tation :
:Form 2-Receiviug sheet.
Form :~-Daily bulletiu.
Porrn 4-Weekly report.
Form 5-Telegraphic report.
Form 6-Heceipt for property.
Form 8- \Veatber map.
Form 15-Synopsis.
J<..,orm ]6-Montbly chart.
Form J 9-Error sheet.
},orm 20-Barometrical conection.
F01m 22-1\Iontbly mean.
Fonn 24-Records of bnll etiu c;.

J'orm

·~ 0-TP]f'~raphir

tiJrm.
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Sta tit}n s displaying cautionary signals will be furnished, in addition to the above, with
Form 23, for reporting receipt of ·sigual orders.
60. Form 2 is for the use of the telegraph operators in receiving the reports from other
stations, and ivill be furnished by the observers in such quantities as may be required, care
being taken to guard against wasteful and unnecessary use. The spaces will be filled up in
regular order, commencing at the upper left-hand space and filling each space to the right
in succession on the first line, and then commencing at the left-hand space of the second
line, and so on until each space is filled. Ohservers will require the receiving operators to
sign and dat.e each sheet, and also to note the time the reports upon it were received before
taking it from the telegraph office:"
After the reports are transferred to the bulletin the receiving sheets for eaeh full repoi·t
will be placed together and folded neatly in three folds parallel with the writing.
Each morning the three reports of the preceding day will be secured together so as to
form a single package. At the end of each week the seven daily packages of the week
wiil be put up in a neat packag-e and forwarded by mail to this Office, accompanied by the
€rror sheet.
61. Form :1 is the daily bulletin issued for public information. The several columns wiU
be filled up from the receiving-sheet, the words and figures being written plainly and distinctly.
Before making any entries upon the manifold form, the sheets will be carefully smoothed
down so that the registered lines of the several stations will fall directly over each other. If
more than fifteen bulletins are to be written, it is better to make out the number in two equal
parts, than to try and write them all at once, in order that the copies may all be legible.
One copy of the morning issue of the Saturday bulletin will be mailed to this office fi·om
each station.
The headings of the different columns inuicate with sufficient clearness the matter to be
filled in.
When any part of a report is not received, or, if received, is evidently incorrect, the word
"blank'' will be written in the spaces to be filled by such part.
Absence of wind , pressure of wind, clouds, rain-falL or change iu ba rometer, thermometer, anu river, will be indicated by the figure zero.
New stations, whose names are not in the printed list, will be written in the blank lines
at the bottom of the form.
62. Form 4 is the weekly r eport, and three copies will be forwarded to this Office at the
end of each week; one copy containing the full record of the telegraphic series of observations, one the record of the local series, and the third that of the midday observations. This
last will be sent in blank, if no changes have been noted of sufficient amount to call for
report and record. In addition to the items called for by the headings of the different col·
umns , observers will enter in the column of "Remarks" the weekly mean of the barometer
and thermometer for the telegraphic series of observations, giving, firstly, the mean of the
morning; secondly, that of the afternoon: and thirdly, that of the midnight observations.
63. :Form 5 will be used for all of the telegraphic reports, and will be made out each time
in duplicate, one copy for deposit in the telegraph-office, for transmission by telegraph to
this Office, and the other for transmission by mail to the same pl!1ce. Both copies must be
filled up and signed in the manner indicated upon the form itself.
Each regular report will consist of ten words, arranged in two lines of five words each.
At all stations designated by this Office as rive1· stations, the afternoon report will consist of
twelve words, arranged in two lines of six words each, the last word in first line being
"river," and the last word in second line indicating by the proper cipher word the change
in past twenty-four hours.
In filling up the form, the first space of the first line will be used for name of station, tho
second for date and time of report, the third for barometer, the fourth for thermometer, and
the fifth for humidity. In the second line the first space will be used for state of weather,
the second for velocity of wind, the third for upper clouds, the fourth for lower clouds, and
the fifth for rain-fall. The cipher words must in all cases be written plainly and correctly.
The word "blank" will b e u sed when from any cause an observation is not taken.
The duplicate copies of the report for each day will be mailed the succeeding day to this
Office from all stations having daily mail facilities. Other stations ·w ill forward as often as
practicable.
64. Form 6 is a memorandum receipt for property, and will be filled up with the number
and kind of articles received, signed, dated, and transmitted promptly to this Office.
Detailed instructions in reference to this form will b e given under the head of" Property."
65. Form 8 is the weath er map, to be printed or maJe out in manifold, as may be directed
from this Office, and shows the direction of the wind, state of w eather, height of barometer,
height of thermometer, and velocity of wind at each station. Th e arrow is always to fly
with the wind, and ~ot totca1·d it like a .vane. In p~·inting
stamping these maps great
care must he exerCised to make the figures and different s1gns correctly and distinctly.

m:

*' '\Yh1·n tlw reportR.:tre ~·eceivCll in duplicate by t1Je operator, ollser>er~ will rctnjn the orig-inal s11cets
iutnt ~hr;d thr·m hy tlw; Ofl:tce.
'
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Observers must never allow imperfect or illegible maps to leave their offices. To iusur
accuracy, the printed maps, before being issued, must be carefully compared with the reports
received, and if errors are found they will be corrected on t.he map, if the corrections can be
made without disfiguring it and without rendering it illegible. If they cannot be so corrected, the whole edition will be destroyed, as it is better not to issue any map than one
which is imperfect.
66. Observers are authorized to trace upon these maps isobars or lines of equal barometl·ic pressure, in accordance with the following directions:
]st. Ascertain by a general examination of the reports, after they are entered on the map,
whether any of the lines of equal pressure will, when drawn, traverse a large portion of the
map, and if this is found to be the case these long lines will be drawn first. The lines of
29.UO, 30.00, and 30.10, on the map, opposite page ] 2 of the circular issued by this Offic~,
on the practical use of meteorological rrports and weather maps, are illustraLions of this
principal isobar or base line.
2d. If decided differences in barometic readings are observed to exist between neighboring stations, enter upon the map with a reu-lead pencil little dots or dashes, intern-:.ediate
between any two of them, to represent the points at which the barometic reading would be
exactly 2!:U>O, 29.60, &c., or ;)0.00, 30.10, &c., supposing the pressure to change uniformly
in the space between the two stations. The precise position of these intermediate points can
usually be found with sufficient exactness by estimation with the eye.
The interpolated isobars-that is, those which are drawn between stations, as in the preceding paragraph-cannot be relied upon as perfectly accurate, but the amount of etTo~·
need not exceed two-hundredths of an inch in the position of any one line, if proper atten·
tion is paid to the following points: First. The isobars must not be extended west of the
one hundredth degree of longitude west of Greenwich, (or the meridian twenty-three degrees
west of vVashington,) as the barometric readings of very elevated stations cannot at present
be combined with those of an altitude of fifteen lmndred feet or less. s~corul. The barometrical readings reported from Mount Washington must not be used in drawing the isobars
over the New England States. T!tird. Certain allowances or corrections must be made for
the readings reported from several stations whose elevation is not yet accnrately determined.
These corrections will be furnished from this Office upon application.
When a sufficient number of dots or d:tshes have been made to enable the observer to
trace the course of one or two of the principal isobars, they will be joined together by a
curved line passing through, or nearly through, all of them, without following any of the
minor irregularities that would be possibly caused by slight errors in the interpolatiuns.
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Any perplexity tltat may Arise in drawing these lines, us to their proper route, may ge~ er
ally Le removed by cousidc>ring the direction of the wind as reported from each statwn.
Tbu~, if from stations A, B, (;, and D, reports are received as shown in the figure, it wouhl
be :een at once thaf betwern B ant! C there was a central area of low pressure around
which the wind circulatNl in the direction indicated hy the arrows, aud the isobar' would
therefore be drawn as Rl10wn bv the dotted linrs .
. \Vlren the lines r.re very mnch crowded together, as l1appens in a few severo storms, th e
1 SO~nrs ~ny be clntwn for O\'ery two-tenths of an inch, in,~tead of every one-tenth.
Lach J:o?ar should lw plainly marl·rrl at its cxtrE>mities with the figures iudirafing th
conc•;:polHln rg pre~sun•, an1l till' tcntral arr.as of high<'st and lo.west pressare :hould h
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marked "l!io·h" and "Jo·w," respectively, unless by so doing the appearance 0f the map
would be inj~red by the complication of the lines.
When the observer has any doubt as to the course of a given isobar, he should omit it
entirely or simply indicate ~ts p1:obable position by a brok.en. inste~d of a full re~ line.
Observers will forward to th1s Office weekly examples of their 1sobanc maps, and will not
post them in any pnblic place until officially authorized to do so.
66. Form 15 is for the synopsis and probabilities, and a copy properly filled will be posted
with each bulletin at all stations where they are received. The midnight synopsis will be
used with the morning bulletin, and the morning synopsis with the afternoon bulletin, whenever practicable. At stations where the afternoon and not the midnight synopsis is received,
this will be used with the bulletin of the next morning-.
·
In all cases the time and date of issue from vVasnington must be plainly written upon
the form.
6i. }'orm 16 is the blank meteorological chart to 1e made out monthly at each station, and
forwarded by mail to this Office as soon afLer the close of each month as practicable.
The following instructions. taken in connection wi~h the illustration given in the annual
report of the Chief Signal-Officer for 1871, will enable observers to make them out properly:
For the thermometer, tai:{e the weekly reports on Form 4, beginning with the morning report of the first day of the month; with a sharp pencil make a dot on the chart at the height
at which the dry-bulb thermometer stood at 7 a. m., (or the first observation,) at its 7 a. m. ·
relative ciistance from the 12 m. line, as shown in the illustration referred to. Do the same
with each of the six observations. Join these clots with the pencil and afterward traee with
•'ink.
Continue the same way with the wet-bulb thermometer, barometer, and velocity of the
wind, marking the direction of the wind in sn:;tallletters opposite each observation.
The relative humidity and amount of clouds are given at the 2 o'clock observation-the
space between the central horizontal dark lines being 100 per cent. for humidity, and the
squares for clouds being 1, 2, 3, and 4-4ths, respectively.
The dark lines for rain are placed with the right edge at the point where the rain ceased.
The scale may be changed for a g·reater fall of rain than 1~ inches, or a greater velocity of
wind than 35 miles per hour.
Different colored ink may l>e used for the several lines, if preferred.
Jn forwarding these cLarts by mail they should never be folded, but rolled around a central core of paper or wood, the latter being preferable. As they are intended for future
reference, care should be taken in making them out accurately and neatly.
68. Form 19 is the error sheet, which accompanies the weekly packages of Form 2 sent
by observers to this Office. It will be filled up in the following manner:
In the 3d column will be entered the official numbers of all regular reports missing when
the telegraphic circuits are closed. In the 4th, 5th, and fith columns will be entered, on the
s ame line under appropriate headings, the numbers of all reports of previous dates which
may have been receivP.d during the time desiguated at the left hand of the form. In the
7th column the time the last report was received will be noted. Receipt of duplicates, corrections, and report>~ not in schedules, causes of delay, &c., will be noted in the column
headed "Remarks." The number of words must include all reports due at the station
which may have been received up to the time the circuits were closed, whether they were
of the current or previous dates. DuplkateR and corrections are not to be counted. Each
line of the form must contain C£ complete ncord of the work for the date and time specified.
The record will be made up from Form 2 immediately after each report.
69. Form 20 is for the weekly example of the manner in which the observer works out
the barometrical corrections and deduces the relative humidity from the readings of the wet
and dry-bulb thermometer.
70. l!'orm 22 is used for the record of the daily and monthly means of the barometer and
t hermometer, with the pnwailing direction of the wind and amount of rain-fall for the
month.
In filling up this form the means of the barometer and tl1ermometer will be obtained by
·d ividing the sum of the 7 a. rn., 2 p. m., and double the!) p.m. observations, by four. The
telegraphic observations will not be used.
Copies of this form, properly filled up, will, at the end of each month, be furnished by
observers to as many of the newspapers ann other periodicals, published at their stations, as
may desire to make use of it. One copy will also be forwarded to this Office, and one kept
on file in the observer's office.
71. The weekly mean of the telegraphic observations of the barometer and thermometer will
be obtained in the following manner: DiviLle the sum of the a.m. telegraphic observations by
the num)Jer of observations, and the quotient will be the mean of the morning observations;
proceed IU the same manner for the afternoon and night observations, and enter the quotients
s eparately under the head of "Remarks," on Form 4.
The monthly mean of the telegraphic observations will be obtained in the same manner,
a nd forwarded at the end of each month to this offic:e, on a separate form, which will be
r uled by the observers until otherwise supplied.
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The local observations made at 7 a.m., 2 p. m., and 9 p. m., will not be used in getting
this mean.
ILLUSTRATIONS.

Baromcte1·; telegraphic obse1·vations, 7.35 a. m., 4.35 p. m., and ] 1.35 p. m. , Washingto n
mean timt;.

A.M.

P.M.

Midnight

30.04
30.0!:1
30"09
2U. 8~{
2!:1.76
30.04
29.85

30.04
30.11
30.00
29. 7G
29.83
2~1. 96
29.66

30.0tl
:10.06
29.89
29.70
29. 96·
29.89
29.60

7)209. 70

7)209.36

29.957

7)209.18
29.883

29.908

Mean of n. m. observation .................................................... 29.957
Mean of p. m. observation .. .. .. . .. .. • . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. • 29. 908
Mean of midnight obser-vation . . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. 29. 883
Thermometer; telegraphic obse1·vations, 7.35 a.m., 4.35 p.m., and 11.35 p.m., Washington
mean time.

A.M.
24

P.M.
37

Jt
27
40
34

32

42
47

:~2

2:3

34
7)214
30.G

Midnight.

46

38
40

:3~

2~

4~

61

::lH
5:2

7)307

7)2!">6

4:?. 8

:36. ().

Mean of a.m. observation ...................................................... 30. 6
Mean of p.m. observation ...................................................... 43.8
Mean of midnight observation .................................................. 36.5
72. In calculating the mean of the thermometer-readinrrs at Iov1· temperatures, the following rule will be observed :
"'
''When minus-readings occur, the difference between the sum of the positive and the sum
of the negative numbers is to be taken. This differencP, which is the TO'I'AL SUM, has the
sign of the greater of the two partial sums, and "·ill be divided by the TOTAL number of
observations."
The quotient obtained by this division will be the mean sought.
The following arc examples :
Rxample 1

,'um of positive .... ·----- .... _
Sum of negative.--...........

Total sum ...... ·------· .... __
Nnmberofob·ervations ..... _..

Mean·----------- ..... _.... ·-

+
+
+

E.rample 2.

70
50

0

20

0

+ 140
0

+ 140
4
+ 33

+ 6V
+20
-

5

+

'0

Sumofpositive ________ ...... -Rum of negati\'e._ ........ ·--· Total sum ............ ·----- ..
Nnmber of observations.- .... -.
Mean ..... _ .......... ____ .... -

5

+ ']
+ J~.i:-
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E.mmple 3.

Example 4.

+
+
+

+

Sum of positive ...............
Sum of neg·ative .... ------ .... -

2

5

5

0
4
7
;,

0
0

15

0

11

27

Total sum .................... - 16
Number of observations.... . . . .
7
Mean .... ; ................. -- - 2. :3

0
0

Sum of positive .......•..... _..
Sum of negative .......... _____ -

0

G

Total sum------ ............ ..

;)

N urn ber of observations ...... ..

6

Mean---------·--------------

0.8

73. Form 23 is for use at stations designated for the display of cautionary signals, and
will be filled up and forwarded weekly to this Office during the period signals are ordereJ.
Under the head of "remarks" will be recorded the highest veiocity reached by the wind
during the time the signals were displayed.
74. Form 24 is the weekly report of the nnmbor of hulletins and maps issued at each station, and will be forwarded to this Office in the same envelope with the other regular weekly
reports.
75. Form 25 is the one upon which all official telegrams to this Office must be written. As
evE-rything transmitted is charged for, unnecessary words must be avoided. The full date
and time of filing message will be written above the upper heavy line, while only the name
of the city and the day of the month will be written below it. The signature must contain
only the surname of the sender and the word "oLserver." 011ly the matter written between
the heavy lines is to be transmitted.
lWO.KS OF REFERENCE AND RECORD.

76. The following books of reference and record will be furnished by this Office to each
station:
For nferenee.-Gnyot's Meteorological Tables; Buchan's Handy Book of Meteorology;
Loomis's Treatise on Meteorology; Myer's Manual of Signals; Piddington's Horn-Book;
Pope's Modern Practice of the Electric Telegraph; Annual Report of the Chief Signal-Officer for 18il ; Practical Use of Meteorological Reports and ·weather-Maps; Instructions to
Observer-Sergeants, Signal-Service, United States Army; Smithsonian Directions for Meteorol0gical Observations.
For 1·ecords.-J ournal; Daily Record of Observations ; Record of Bulletins; Record of
Letters Sent; H.ecord of Letters ReceiYed; Original l{ecord of Observations; WeatherMap of the United States.
7i. In the journal will be entered, daily, all matters of interest not proviJed for in the
Yarious forms, such as meteoric and a.uroml displays. earthquakes auc.l unusual atmospheric
appearances and disturbances, giving in all cases, when possible, the time of beginning and
.duration of each. Especially will the observer enter a detailed acconnt of the characteristic
phenomena of every serious storm that passes over or near his station. In this book will
also be noted tbe conrlition of thP- instruments, and when they are damaged, in any way, the
cause will be stated. A monthly abstract of the entries in the journal will be forwarded to
the Chief Signal-Officer within five days after the expiration of each month.
78. Observer-sergeants will be particular to note every display of aurora, seeking, by
inquiry of others, if necessary, to make their record complete.
If the heavens are obscured by clouds so that the aurora, if present, cannot be observed,
the word "obscured" will be entered in tltat part of the record devoted to auroral displays.
If the sky is sufficiently clear for observation, the words "aurora" or " no aurora" will be
entered according as one is visible or not. \Vhen observed, a full aceount of the phenomenon will be entered in the journal, showing the exA.ct minute of beginning and endino· of
the aurora, and the principal phases of changes that it experiences. The following partieulars should be especially noted: the azimuth am1 altitude of each extremity and of the
crown of any arch of light and the same data for any corona or glory that may be formed.
When the observer is familiar with tho names of the principal fixed stars, he may locate
the arch or crown by reference to them; but it is preferable that he should observe directly
the altitude and azimuth.
Altitudes are expressed by degrees from the horizon to the zenith. If any circle be divided into 360 parts, and radial lines connect these parts with the center, each pair of lines
s ub tend an angle of one degree; tbe fourth part of the circle will subtend au anD'Ie of ninety
degrees, or one right angle, and the corresponding radii arc perpendicular to"' each other.
Thus, the zenith (that point in tbe heavens immediately above the observer) is ninety
d egrees from the horizon, or, in other words, its altitude is ninety degrees.
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A point half way up from the horizon to the zenith has an altitude of forty-five deg-rees ..
Azimuths are also expressed in degrees, but are measured on the horizontal plane, and Will
be recorded as is done in astronomy, from the south point to the westward, passing successively the west, north, and east points of compass until :360° have been passed over and
the south point is again reached.
Observers must be particular as to the date of the aurora, and when it begins in the evening of one day and,continues into the early morning of the next day it vdll be entered as
occurring on the first day; but its details will be given in the reeord as occurring betw~en
the hours of its actual beginning and ending. Thus, an aurora that began on the evenmg
of the 12th of January, and continued until the early morning of the 13th, would be entered as the aurora of the 12th, bU:t its details would be recorded as occurring, for instance,
between the hours of 10 p.m. of January 12 and 2 a.m. of January 1:3.
All entries in the journal of occurrences and observations of any one day will be made
under or opposite to that day, and not be entered as a subsequent date as is frequently
done. For example; an auroral display occurring May 23, should be entered opposite that
date, and not referred to on the 24th, as having occurred "last evening."
Observers must pay particular attention to accuracy in the use of the terms '' morning"
and "evening," and will be governed by the following instructions in reference to them:
Midnight is the moment 12h. OOm. OOs., and is the beginning or first moment of the new
day, and should receive the date of that day. Thns, whatever happened in the afternoon of
June 10, at llh. 59m. 59s., happened at llh. 59m. 59s. p.m. June 10; whatever happened
onesecondlater was at midnight of June 10 and Jl; and at one second later still, at 12/t.
OOm. Ols. a.m. of June 11; at midday of same date whatever happened at llh. 59m. 59s.,
happened at llh. 59m. 59s. a.m. June 11; at one second later it was noon June 11; at one
second later still it was 12h. OOm. Ois. p. m. June 11.
.
• 79. The daily record of observations will be an exact copy of Form 4, and filled up m
the same manner. The several series of observations can be entered in the same book, care
being taken to date and time ihem properly. The telegraphic series may he entered in the
beginning of the book, and the local series at the end, while the midday reports may follow
either of the two.
80. The reconl of bulletins )vill be filled up regularly from the daily bulletins, of which it
ls a copy.
81. ln the books of letters sent anJ letters received will be entered, all letters sent, and an
abstract of all those received relating to the official business of the station. The original
letters received will be properly briefed and numbered, and filed away for reference. The
numbers used will correspond with those in tho letter-book.
.
82. The large weather-map of the United States will be hung np in the principal room of
the board of trade or chamber of commerce, or both, and tbe state of the weather through
out the United States will be shown upon it in t!Je manner already described, as soon after
the receipt of the morning report as is praeticable.
83. All books of referenee and record must have the naute of the station to which they
llelong plainl.v written on the fly-leaf.
GE~ER.'\f,

IN:S'l'HUCTJONS.

84. l<:ach observer in charge of a ptation ·will, as soon as practicable after arriving at his
station, make arrangements with some competent person to perform his dnties in case of
sickness or disability. The person so selected mnst be carefully instructed in the use and
care of the several instruments, in the manner of taldng the observations, of making out
and forwarding the weather reports sent front the station, and the proper disposition of those
received from other stations. His name and regular post-office address will be reported to
this Offiee as soon as the selection is made. The employment of this assistant will be tem·
porary only, and he will be paid at tbe end of each month in which the services were rendered, at the rate of compensation fixed b.Y the Chief t::-ignal-Officer, on forwaruing the proper
vouchers to this Office, with a certificate from the observer-sergeant stating the number of
da.ys employed, wilh the dates in each case.
85. In case of sidmess or disability rendering an ob><erver or as5istant observer incapable
of performing his duties, the observer in charge will report the fact b.Y telegraph to the
Chief Signal-Officer, and will forward by mail the certificate of his attending- physician.
Bo. At stations ~\· here there is no medical officer, a resident practitioner will be employ~d,
whose account, made out in duplicate, on the form g-iven below, together with the presenptwns when medicines have been required, will be transmitted. for payment to the SurgeonGeneral of the Army, through the office of the Chief Signal-Officer, Washington, D. C.
l3ills for articles of f:>ou, or diet of any kino, liquors, willes, mineral waters, patent or
TJroprietary medicines; instruments or appliances, such as syringes, trusses, or suspeu. ory
uatHlagPs, will not be allowecl by tho Medical Department.
\Vlwn. ~he. sf·rvices of a nun;e are necessary, a sepamtt> bill for the nur..;ing will be ll1acle
!Ln<l Cf'rtthecl m the <;amc munner as that for meJical atteudauce.
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The UNITED SrATES,

DR.
T o - - - - - - , M.D.,
For medical attendance furnished to
- - - , suffering from - - - at
--from - - t o - - . . ~ ....• . ..•.•.................•......•..... -- $--For medicines as per accom panying prescriptions ........ . ................... . . $--I certify that the above account is correct and just; that the services were rendered as
stated and were necessary; and that the charges do not exceed those customary at th is
place.
- - - - - - , M.D.
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this --day of - - , 187I certify that the above account is correct and just; that the services were rendered as
stated, and were necessary; that I was on duty a t - - - , and could not secure attendance
from a medical officer of the Army.
Obsen:er-Sergeant, Signal SeTvicc, U. S. A.
Sworn to and subscribed before me, this-- day of--, 187-

Approved:

--BTiglidie1·-Gencl'al anrl Cltief Signal-Officer of tlte .lrmy.
When the attendance has been to an assistant, the form will be altered accordingly, and
the account forwarded through the sergeant in charge, who will indorse his remarks· upon
:it, and inclose in letter of transmittal to this Office.
87. At stations where there is a medical officer of the Army on duty, observers will be
duly notified, and provided with authority to call on him for medical assistance. When
medicines are not furnished directly by the medical department, but through a druggist, on
the prescription of a medical officer, and the bill of the druggist is presented to tho patient,
that bill in duplicate, approved by the medical officer and receipted, will be attached to an
account made out in the name of the patient, the above form being altered according to the
facts, and the only sworn certificate necessary being that of the patient.
88. At all stations where there is a private soldier on duty as assistant, the observer-sergeant in charge will give especial attention to his instruction in the theory, as well as in the
practice, of meteorology, signalling, and telegraphy.
In order that this may be properly done, the sergeant will require his assistant to give a
reeitation each week from one of the following-named text-books, going· through them in the
order given: Loomis's Treatise on Meteorology; Myer's Mannal of Signals; Pope's Modern
Practice of the Electric Telegraph, until satisfied that the subject is thoroughly understood,
or that the assistant is wanting in capacity to understand it.
The ordinary station work will be fully explained, and the reasons for each instrumental
correction given in detail. A brief weekly report will he made to this Office, showing the
nature of the instruction given and progress made during that period.
This duty must be carefully and faithfully performed, in order thnt 'vorthy men may
receive the promotion due them, and unworthy ones be disposed of.
No application from assistant observers for promotion to the grade of sergeant will be
favorably considered until this course of instruction has been completed in a satisfactory
manner, and is so reported by the observer in charge.
The instruction will extend through the work on meteorology ; to page 9G of the Manual
of Signals, and to page 72 of the work on telegraphy.
89. In the absence of serious special reasons or exigencies of the serviee, no applications
for examination before the board of examiners at this Office for promotion to the grade of
sergeant will be fttvorably considered, except when made by enlisted men of the SignalService Detachment, United States Army, who shall have performed satisfactorily the duty
of assistant to an observer· sergeant on station, or similar duty at this Office, for a period of six
months. Such applications, by men on duty as assistants, must be made in writing, through
the obseryer-Pergeant in charge of station, (who will in all cases indl)rse his report of the
character, habits, and ability of the applicant,) and will be acted upon by the board when
-vacancies exist in the authorized number of observer-sergeants.
90. The publication of the Government weather-reports by newspapers must be done without expense to the United States.
91. Observers will select such places for posting the daily ·w eather bulletins and maps as
will insure their widest publicity at all hours of the day or night, ancl will report the names
and locations of the places thus selected to the Chief Signal-Officer. At the same time, they
will report the location of their own offices, giving name of street and number. This information will also be furnished to tho manager of the telegmpl1-office charged with the trans·
missi0n and receipt of the reports.
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92. Observers must not make use of the telegraph in communicating with the central offi~e
in Washington, except in cases of the utmost importance. 'Vhere the use of the telegraph ts
considered unnecessary by the Chief Signal-Officer, the cost of the telegram will be charged
against the observer sending it.
.
93. Communications to this Office on official business will be written on the official size of
letter·pftper, inclosed in an official envelope, and directed to "The Chief Signal-Officer of the
Army, Washington, D. C." The words "official business" will be written on the righthand upper corner of the em·elope. Letters thus addressed and indorsed are free of
postage.
94. Half sheets of paper will be nsecl in all cases in which letters are completed on the
first page. When more than one page is required, a whole sheet will be useil.
95. Communications written on letter-paper will be folded in three equal folds; on foolscap or legal-cap paper, in four equal folds, parallel with the ruling. Observers must not brief
any official letter to this Office, and must give the full names of all persons referred to.
96 . .All official communications received by observers, wherever serving, from parties not
connected with the signal-service, will be immediately referred to this Office for such action
as may be considered necessary.
97. No reports or letters containing information in reference to the signal-service will be
made or sent to any person or persons by observers on station until such reports or letters
have been submitted to and approved by the Chief Signal-Officer.
.
98. Observer-sergeants will comply with the Reg·ulations of the Army, and wear the1r
uniform-coat buttoned up while on duty. They are required to be especially neat and careful in their dress; and any negligence in this particular coming to the know ledge of the
Chief Signal-Officer will be considere<..l sufficient cause for the reduction of the offender to the
rank of a private soldier.
99. Observer-sergeants will not comprise in the same communication matters relating to
their meteorological observations and general details of duty with those relating to property
received or disposed of, commutation or pay vouchers, bills, or any other particular involv
ing money or property accountability.
Letters of transmittal, application, or explanation, under these two general beads, must
be written on separate sheets of paper, but may be sent in the same envelope as a matter of
economy.
100. Observers will give close attention to the observation and record of all local prcmonHory signs of storms or changes of weather, and report them promptly to this Office. The
followin~ points should be particularly noted: Direction and force of the wind ; kind, direction, motion, and appearance of the clouds; aetion of the barometer and thermometer before,
during·, and after a storm or change of weather, and such other purely local eauses a.s appear
to influence the results.
101. The attention of o bserver-serg·eants is directed to the fact that they are required to
make their reports absolutely correct, and that any shortcoming in this respect renders th em
liable to punishmen t. Aside from this, it should be kept constantly in mind that a single
incorrect rep ort may cause the loss of life and property to an unknown amount, and all
reports must be made with this responsibility clear:y in view. vVhenever an observer is unable, from any cause, to get in his report, properly corrected, at the regular hours of report, he
will not send the uncorrected portion, but will write the word '' blank" in each of the spaces
that would otherwise have been occnpied by this portion of the report. Observers will
never send any report or part of report which they h ave reason to believe is incorrect, and
will bear in mind thaL it is safer and more in accordance with instructions to omit a report
than to make a false one.
J02. Iu the event of one or more instruments at a station becoming disablell and unfit for
u e, observers will fill up the space or spaces in the different forms intended for the readings
?f such instruments \Yitll the word "blank;' until they arc repaired or replaced. If tl_1e
mstrumeuts cannot be properly repaired at the station, tbe observer will at once notify this
Office.
103. Obse rYcrs are expected and required to improve themselves in the Jntics of their
pos~tion, and arc liable at any time after one yeat· .., sen·ice to be called before a board for
the1r second regular enaminatiou.
104. On the tirst days of .Tauuary and July (or within ten days thereafter) of each year,
every observer-sergeant in charge of a station will make ont and forward to this Office a concise statement of the operation of his station for tile preceding six months. This state:nent
mu~t show the changes (if any) that have been made, and the number of reports recen·ed,
d4Lnng tha.t period, with the rea:;on for such changes when known. It will also show the
amouut of public interest taken in the service, and the classe:; of citizens deriving the great·
~3t amount of benefit from the reports. If any marked advantages to commercial or other
mtere~ts hav~ been derived from tl1e use of the rcportR or displtty of cautionary sig·nals, the
facts m each mstance will be briefly set forth.
H~. ~bs~rvers i_n charge of station3 will mail, on Raturclay of ea,r· h \Yeek, a copy ~f tba
mormng s 1·sue o[ every daily newspaper publi:>hed at their stations, which contam the
weati.ter reports in any form.
liJfJ. All applic:~.tion,; from observer sergeants or assistant observers of the signnl-servic ·
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U. S. A., for furloug·hs, or official privileg·es of any description, must be made directly to.
the Chief Signal Officer of the Army.
In cases of urgent necessity such application may be made by telegraph, but in all ordinary cases will be h1 writing·, and forwarded by mail.
107. All communications to this Office fi·om an assistant observer must be forwarded
through and indorsed by the observer-sergeant in charge of the station at whieh he is
serving.
PROPERTY.

JOB. Blank forms entitled '' l~eport of signal-service property," will be furnished to each
observer for m11king out a quarterly report of the property at his slation, which report will
be rendered at the expiration of the quarters ending, respectively, March 31, June 30, Septembe:r 30, and December 31, of each year.
This report will be filled out in the following manner: AH property received from this
Office, and purchased at the station by proper authority from this Office~ will be entered on
the line containing the words " Total during quarter."
109. Bills for all properly authorized purchases must be forwarded to this Office so as to
reach it as near the first day of each month as is practicable.
On the line headed " Issued and expended during the quarter," will be entered in the
proper columns the total expenditures of forms, stationery, &c., consumed in performing
the regular duties of the station during the quarter, with such articles as may have been returned to this Office. These will be deducted from the amounts)n the line beg·inning "Total during quarter," and the remainders brought down and entered on the line "Total on
hand to be accounted for," which completes the first report from any station.
Each quarterly report will be made in duplicate, one copy to be transmitted to this Office
within ten days after the expiration of the quarter, and the other retained by the observer
making it out, to enable him to bring forward for next report the ''Total on hand to be
accounted for," which will be entered in the next report as "On hand from last report."
No article will be entered in tlt'is 1·eport that is not invoiced from this Office.

Every article taken up on this report must be entered under its proper heading, as the misplacement of a single figure may occasion serious difficulty. Before the report is sent in the
two copies should be carefully compared in order that they may be made to correspond
exactly with each other.
110. When an observer is relieved from the charge of a station, he will turn over, on proper
invoices, to his successor all property and stores for which he is officially responsible, and
will take duplicate receipts therefor, one copy of which he will retain, and forward the other
to this Office with a final report, on the regular form, of the property for which he was
accountable, at the date of his relief, made out in precisely the same manner as the reguhr
quarterly report.
One copy of the invoice of property so transferred will be forwarded to this Office by the
observer taking charge.
lll. When publh: property is receipted for by an observer he will make a careful examination of it, a.nd forward a written report of the result of such examination to this Office.
112. Whenever any article of office furniture, stationery, &c., is purchased by an observer,
under proper authority ii·om this Office, it will be entered in a copy of Form 6 as "Received
by purchase," with the name of the party furnishing it, and a memorandum bill of the price
paid or to be paid, am1 forwarded to this Office, properly dated and signed, by mail on the
day of purchase.
113. .Authority must be obtained from this Office for making all repairs and purchases at
stations, except those enumerated in paragraph 119 of these instructions, and all applications
for such authority must set forth the necessity for the expenditure, and state the estimated
amount.
114. No public property will be used or labor employed by observers for any purpose
whatever, without special authority from this Office.
115. When any article of public property, not of an expendable nature, for which an
observer is responsible, becomes unfit for service, from any cause whatever, he will report
the facts in the case to this Office, but will not drop such article from his returns until
authorized to do so.
116. Qbservers will endeavor, by timely repairs, to keep all property for which they are
responsiole in serviceable condition, and necessary funds for this purpose will be provided,
upon satisfactory requisition and estimates forwarded to the property and disbursing officer.
117. If any article of public property be lost or damaged, through the neglect or fault of
any observer or assistant, the money value thereof w1ll be stopped ag·ainst his monthly pay.
11 8. A rigid economy must be practiced by all observers in the expenses of their several
stations, and all irregularities and extravagunces will be promptly corrected by charging all
excesses to the observers at fault.
119.• The following articles will be aliowed at each station, and may be purchased at the
p ces named, by each observer, without other authority:
One room for the performance of his duties will be rented by the month, at each station,
but no more thau eighteen dollars per month will be paid therefor without special authority
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f-rom this Office; one desk, (price not to exceed $20 ;) one table, with drawers, (stained pine
and not to exceed $6;) one wash-stand, (at a price not exceeding $2 ; ) four chairs, (not to
exceed $2.25 each;) one stove, with pipe, (not to exceed $25 ; ) one coal-scuttle; one fire
shovel ; one water-bucket ; one cup or dipper; one goblet; one basin; one large lamp ; one
oil-can; one dust-pan and brush; one broom; two common spittoons; 0ne lantern. The
above-mentioned articles must be of a cheap, plain, and substantial kind. Memorandum
bills (unreceipted) for rent, labor, and purchases will be sent to this Office as soon as presented, and will be settled at the earliest opportunity.
120. Memorandum bills for labor and for articles purchased must be sent in separately.
121. Fuel will be purchased for heating office, by each observer, at the current market
11ates, and bills forwarded to this Office for settlement. The cost of carrying coal and other
fuel to the observer's office will be included in the price of the fuel, and not charged as a.
separate item.
122. The pay and allowances of observer-sergeants and enlisted men serving as assistant
e-bservers, are obtained from three different sources, and will be drawn through the property
and disbursing officer of the Signal Service, United States Army, at the end of each month,
on the receipt at this Office of the following blanks, signed in duplicate:
]st. Form 5-Pay Department.
FORM 5.

The

UNITED STATEI::i,

To JOHN THOMPSON, DR.
Dollars.

Cents.

J:."'or pay from 1st of---, 187 , to-- of - - - , 187 , being-- ,
months. - - days, at - - - dollars per month_ .. _............. 1

Amount ....•...............................
DeJuct forArmyAsylum ···-···---------·····--·-· $ - Due U niteJ States for clothing overdrawn. ___ ..... _..
Due United States for tobacco.......................
-

.

- ·I,_
I

Balance ........ _.. _. _.... __ .... _..........

Received o f - - - - - - , paymaster United States Army, this-- day of---, 1?7 ,
uo dollars, in full of the above acconnt, by check No. - - - , on----, Umted
tates Treasurer,----, this date, for$---.
JOHN THOMPSON,
Sergeant Signal Service, United States Army.
(Signed in duplicate.)

- - -1

This paymont accord,; with the soluier's descriptive list, and is noted thereon.

------,

Paymaslt1', United States Army.

2cl. Form Y-Commissary Departtnent.
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(FORl\I Y.)

---- --·- The

U.KITED STA'l'ES,

To

.JOHN THOMPSON,

-- -T

Sergeant Signal Service, U. S. A.,

DR.

Dollars. ~~ents.

For commutation of rations while on extra duty as---, at---, from
- - t o - - , 187, inclusive,-- days, at 73 cents per

I

I

Jay.---- ,~--

- --1--

I

_I___

I certify that the above account is correct and just; that the commutation was maoe by
order of the Secretary of War, and was necessary for the public service, there being· no
opportunity for messing.

Received at - - - , this day of - - - , 187 , from---, C. S., United . States
the sum of - - - doliars and--- cents, in full of the above account.

Army ~,

JOHN THOMPSON,
(Signed in duplicate.)

Se/'geant Signal Service 7 U. S. A.

C":l

:,1, ~igunl ~o n·icc receipt-roll-Quartermaster's Departmen t

Q1
~

(You<:her to .Abstract D.)

\Yc, the subseribcr8, do hereby acknowledge to have received o f - - - - , QnartermaRter, - - U. S. Army, the sttms set opposite our names, resped
ivd,v. being in fnll of our extra-duty pay and allowances for commutation of quarters and fuel for the periods herein expressed, while stationed a t - - - .

---r-- ---Periotl of senicc.
Datt' of

1

Occnl_):t·
.
From- 1 Totwu.

'\!11Ul''-

Jl!l~n\ ('llt.

_

Rank

· - II-

I
I

_,_

I

-i - -

~00
I _...,..o
-

1

Extra unty.

~~
rn ce

.

!

.Amount.

.,
I"' .Dolls. lets.
~__::__::___ _ _

"'~;..,

I

I

..,":)
<l)

I

1

John Thompson Srrgeant
1Icm_y Smith .. l'rivatc ·

Qurirters.

Fuel.

I

I Amount.

Jtate per
month .

Amount.

!--.-,---

I

Total
amount

PJ

r~ceived. :
I

John Th01~1pson l
Henry Smith .. .

i

I

1

I

I

I

I

T
-),__
I

-< . . .

1
......

~ :~=~~ - ~~-~-~~

certif~·

I

I
I_

1-1

- -

I

I

I

t_:rj

\Yi tnesses.

I

-- -·

I

I

I

I

--·-·~1

_

_I

I

i

0

~

c'::j
"'"'3
~
t_:rj

UJ.

t:::

0

!:::J

I
I
I

thHt the above roll is correct; that the enlisted men therein named have been regularly on cluty a t - - - , during the time charged for; that they
ltrwo not been fnrnished with quarters or fuel by the public, or received a commutation of money in lieu thereof, and that the services are borne on my Form
:1 for the month of - - - , 187 .
(Signed in dnplicate.)

'"c)

~

I
IDoll'-ic". Dolle.,Cte. Dol,_ Ct,. Dolls. ,Cts.

'

Siguatmcs.

t_:rj

"'"'3

>~
~

0
"'J
--'
-:;

~
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These vouchers will be signed by observers and their assistants exactly as shown in tl1e
above illustrations.
123. No pa1·t of the body or rece-ipt of either form uill be filled up before t1·ansmission, and
they must be forwarded direct to this Office at such time as will insure their receipt by the
property officer by the 25th of each month.
124. Observers will not be allowed to sell or otherwise dispose of any of the above-mentioned accounts, nor will they be permitted to draw upon this Office, or any of the officers
connected therewith, without special authority.
125. The following tables show the amount of monthly pay to be received by observers
and their assistants, for the different years of service, and the sources from which it is received:
Estim ate of monthly pay proper and commutation of clothing.
SERGEANTS.

Year.

Pay proper.
-

I

Clothing.

---

J<'irst. ...............
Second ....... _.....

$17 00
17 00

$4 14
2 :36

T hird ....... . ...... .

18 00

3 28

Fourth ..............
Fifth ................

19 00
20 00

2 36
2 94

I
I

-I

!

Total.

Stoppages. Average pay
per month.

$'21 14
19 36
21 28
21 36
22 94

$0 12t

$21 02

12~

12~

19 24
21 16
21 24

1'2t

22 82

12t

PRIVATES.

~

F irst .......... _... _ I

13 00

Seconu .... _....... ..

13 00

2 31

Third ... .... ...... ..

14 00

3 23

Fourth ............ ..

i~ ~~

Fifth .............. ..

I

4 08

17 08

15 34
't

J____:!~

I

1

2;~

16

:~ :~

11)-2l.

15 96

12~

14 22

1 12t

J-

16 11

1

16 22

1 :::

I_ _

17 78

One dollar per month from pay of third year, ~wo dollars per month from pay of fourth
year, ~nd three do~lars p_er mont~ from pay of fifth yea:r will be c_onsidered as retained pay,
and w11l not be pa1d unt1l final d1scharge from the serv1ce, and w11l be forfeited unless the
soldier shall have served faithfully to date of discharge.
Mont!tly estimate of quarterm-aster.

No. of days in
month.

Quarters-rate~~

Fuel-rate per
month.

28

.

_

$8 00

8
31

$ 10 00

oo

10

8 00

oo

1
,

10 00

Extra pay-- - rates.
$10 15

$28 15

10 50

28 50

l 0 85

28 85

1

----------------~-

Assistants arc not allowed extra-duty pay.
Monthly estimate of commutation of rations.

No. of days in the month.

Rate per day.

Total.

28

$0 75

30

75

$21 00
22 50

75

23 25

I -- ----- - --

'l'otal~--

G5G
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Estimate of u'ontltly pay of se1·geants (ousen: ers) and privates, (assistants.)
YE ~\R.

SERGEANTS.-FIRST

No. of days in
the month.

Pay proper.

28
30
:31

$17 00
17 00
17 00
-

-----

Quartermaster's
Dept. pay.

1

Comlllissary
pay.

oo

$66 15

22 50

G8 00

23 25

69 lD

28 15
28 50

21 00

66 15

GO

68 00

23 85

23 25

ti9 1'0

21 00
22 GO
23 25

67 15
69 00
70 10

$21

$•28 15

!

28 50
28 85

I

I

Amount of pay received monthly.

SECOND YEAH.

--,28

30
31

17 00
17 00
17 00

22

THIRD YEAR.

28
30
31

18 00
18 00
18 00

28 15
28 50
28 85

-------

I

-

One dollar per month retained until discharged.
l•'OURTII YEAR.

28
30
31

19 00
]9 00

28 15
28 50
28 83

i9 00

68 ]!)
70 00
71 10

21 00
22 50

23 25

Two dollars per month retained until discharged.
,FIFTH YEAR.

28
30
31

20 00
20 00
20 00

--1
I

--- 28 15
28 50

-

21 00
22 GO

23 23

28 8;)

-

-

/·
I

li9 ];)
71 00

n

10

--

Three dollars per month retained until discharged.
PRIVATF.1' . -FIRST YEAIL

2

1:3 00

18

00

21

ou

;)2 00

:w

13 00

113

0 (1

~~z

50

;,:3 50

:31

J :~ 00

18 00

·~:3

25

G-1

q-

-·'
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Estimate of monthly pay-Continued.
SECOND YEAR.

Amount of pay received monthly.

No. of days in the
month.

Pay proper.

Quartermaster's
Dept., pay.

Commissary
pay.

28
30
31

$13 00
13 00
L3 00

$18 00
18 00
18 00

$2L 00
22 50
2:~ 25

$52 00
53 50

21 00
22 50
23 25

53 00
54 50
55 25

21 00
22 50
23 25

54 00
55 50
56 25

21 00
22 50
23 25

55 00
56 50
57 25

54 25

THIRD YEAR.

28
30
21

18 00
18 00
18 00

14 00
14 00
14 00

One dollar per month retained until discharged.
FOURTH YEAR.

28
30
31

15 00
15 00
15 00

18 00
18 00
18 00

Two dollars per month retained until discharged.
FIFTH YEAR.

28
30
31

18 00
18 00
18 00

16 00
16 00
16 00

Three dollars per month retained until discharged.
Clothing allowance per month.

1st year.

Sergeants .....
Privates ..•...

$4 14
4 08

2d year.

3d year.

4th year.

5th year.

Total allowance
for five years.

$2 36
2 34

$3 28
3 23

$2 36
2 34

$2 94
2 90

$180 96
178 68

But no clothing allowance will be paid the soldier except on "final statements." When
clothing is drawn, if the allowance is exceeded it will be settled by the soldier on the 30th
June and 31st December of each year.
J n addition to the above rates of pay, enlisted men will receive the usual allowance for
first, second, third, and fourth re-enlistments.
126 All useless and broken instruments will be forwarded to this Office by mail, carefully
paeked.
127 Timely requisition will be made upon the property-officer for books of record,
stationery, forms, &c., to insure their receipt before the supply on hand is exhausted.
1~8. Requisitions for forms and stationery will be made quarterly by mail, and will
embrace all the different varieties required for use at stations.

42w
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SPECIAL INSTRUCTIO:KS.

In case of actual or antieipated neglect or refusal on tbe part of the employe:> of any telegraph company by which he is directed to transmit telegraphic communications, at the tim e
and in the mauner stated in the orders of the Chief Signal-Officer to the observer in charge
of a station, then in force, be will proceeJ as follows:
1. He will prepare every telegraphic communication according to his instructions, and
present each, at the time designated, at the proper office of the company for the reception of
such communications. He will continue to present ail reports, as to the regular tender of
which the company bas once been advised, until it has been notified by this Office that such
tender will cease after a certain date, of which notice the observer will be informed.
2. He will, in advance of the presentation of all telegrn.pbic communications, give specific notice to the company, during its usual hours of business, that an official commltnit:ation of a certain-mentioned character, from the observer, addressed to a certain official person or persons, (the address to be specified,) will, at a certain subsequent hour, (stating what
hour,) be presented at the office of the company for telegraphic transmission. This notice
will provide for every regular report to be made during the ensuing twenty-four hours, and
also will be given in advance of any special communication when practicable. Such notice
will be in writing, addressed to the local manager of the company, and will be delivered,
open, to the officer or employe of the company who may be in charge of the local office at
the time of delivery. The written notice will be signed in duplicate by the observer, and one
copy filed and retained by him. The following general form will be observed:
"SIGNAL-SERVICE, UNI'l'ED STATES A.RJHY,

"Observer's Office,---,---, 187
"To-----" Manage1· of the--- Telegmph Company, at - - - .
"SIR: As an agent of the War Department for the purpose of taking meteorological ob·
servations, in pursuance of the laws of the United States, and of preparing telegraphi c
communications relating thereto, and of presenting the same for transmission to telegraph
companies, I have the honor to give notice hereby that, in accordance with orders received
by me to that effect, I will present at the office of the above-mentioned telegraph company
at this place, severally, at the times hereinafter mentioned, certain official communications
from myself, in my official capacity, and addressed as specified, viz:
''One communication will be presented a t - - - o'clock- minutes- m. o f - - - the
---day o f - - - , 1872, addressed t o - - - " One communication will be presented at - - - o'clock - minutes - m. o f - - - the
- - - day of - - - - , 1872, addressed to - - - - - ,,One communication will be presented a t - - - o'clock- minutes- m. of - - - the
---day o f - - - - , 1872, addressed t o - - - - - ''I have the honor to r equest that the communi~,;ations above referred to may be received
and transmitted telegraphically by the said company to their respective addresses at the
times above mentioned, at which they will severally be presented for that purpose.
"I am, sir, respectfully yours,

"---

---

'' Observer-Sergeant, Signal Service, U. S. A."
He will also record the time, place, and person, when, where, and to whom be delivereu
such notice, aud reduce to writing uny oral reply made or action taken. The record must
be dated, timeJ, and made, plaiuly written, immediately after the service of the notice. .
3. He will present his regular reports for tran smission at the times, and as directed in b1s
schedule, at the telegraph offi~,;es, until furth er ord.ers, whether or not the company has any e~l
ploycs then present whose usual duty it is to receive them. If the office is open for his admi~
sion, although closed for the transmission of messages, the communi<:atiou should be 1~re·
sented to the most responsible pen;on present in the em ploy of the company, a copy belll~
always retained, and record made as above directed. If the office appears to be closed, be
will make himself sure of the fact that it is so.
In writing the message for transmission the observer will not use any form imposing
terms or the limitatious of a contract, but will write the communications tendered on the fonn
directed by this Office.
4. He will keep a written record of the time when, place where, and the name of persou
employed by the company, to whom each communication was presented. In case the office
was closed, o that the communication could not be presented to any employe of the company he wm record the time and place with the fact. If any employe of any telegiapb
company refuses to receive the message presented to him, it will be sufficient to have mad ~
the tender, and to ]Jretierve such record as will establish the fact that it wa, made. T~"
record ,. in all cases, must be dated and timed, and mu.-t be made, plainly written, immecha~ely after the tender of the message. It should rehearse all fa<:ts which may teuJ to k~l'Jl
los mcmvry of the transaction colllplete.
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It is desirable, though not essential, that on some of the occasions when the above-mentioned notice is delivered, as well as when the message is tendered, the observer should, if
practicable, take with h1m another person, wholly disinterested, who may serve as an additional witness of the transaction.
Should the officer or employe in charge of the telegraph office inform the observer generally that he will not'in future be admitted to the office at all, he will not, on that account,
discontinue giving notice or making tenders, but will give and make, or attempt to give and
make, them precisely as before.

AN ACT to aid in the construction of telegraph lines, and to secure to the Government the use of the same
for po~tal, military, and other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representativts of the United States of America in
Congress assembled, That any telegraph company now organized, or which may hereafter be
organized, under the laws of any State in this Union, shall have the right to construct,
maintain, and operate lines of telegraph through and over any portion of the public domain
of the United States, over and along any of the military or post roads of the United States
which have been or may hereafter be dec1areL1 such by act of Congress, and over, under, or
across the navigable streams or waters of thfl United States: Pro-vided, That such lines of
telegraph shall be so constructed and maintained as not to obstruct the navigation of such
streams and waters, or interfere with the ordinary travel on such military or post roads. And
any of said companies shall have the right to take and use from such public lands tbe
necessary stone, timber, and other materials for its posts, piers, stations, and other needful
uses in the construction, maintenance,· and operation of said lines of telegraph, and may
pre-empt and use such portion of the unoccupied public lands subject to pre-emption
through which its said lines of telegraph may be located as may be necessary for its stations, not exceeding forty acres for ea~.:h station ; but such stations shall not be within fifteen
miles of each other.
·
SEC. 2. And be itfurtlter enacted, That telegraphic communications between the several
departments of the Government of the United States and their officers and agents' shall, in
their transmission over the lines of any of said companies, have priority over all other business, and shall be sent at rates to be annually fixed by the Postmaster-General.
SEC. 3. And be it further enacted, That the rights and privileges hereby gTant.ed shaH no t
be transferred by any company acting under this act to any other corporation, association,
or person: Provided, ho1ceve1·, That the United States may at any time after the expiration
of five years from the elate of the passage of this act, for postal, l'nilitary, or other purposes,
purchase all the telegraph lines, property, and effects of any or all of said companies at an
appraised value, to he ascertained by five competent, disinterested persons, two of whom
shall be selected by the Postmaster-General of the United States, two by the company interested, and one by the four so previously selected.
SEc. 4. And be it fw·ther enacted, That before any telegraph company shall exercise any
of the powers or priYileges conferre,d by this act, such com,pany shall file theh written
acceptance with the Postmaster-General of the restrictions and obligations required by
this act.
Approved July 24, 1866.
!PUJ;LIC RESOLUTION-NO.

9.1

.JOINT RESOLUTION to authorize the Secretary of War to provide for taking moteorolcgical observations at the military stations and other pnints iu tho interior of the coutinent, ancl for giving
notice on the northern lakes and :sea-board of the approach aml force of storn ts.

Be it resolved by the Senate and House of Rep1·esentatives of the United States of America in
Cong1·ess assembled, That the Secretary of War be, and ho hereby is, authrJrizeu and required
to provide for taking meteorological observations at the military stations in the interior of
the continent, and at other points in the States and Territories of the United States, and for
giving notice on the northern lakes and on the sea-coast, by magnetic telegraph and marine
signals, of the approach and force of storms .
.Approved February 9, 1870.

f.General Orders Ro. 18.]
WAR DIO:PARTMENT,.
OFFICE OF THE CJliEF SIGNAL-OFFICF.R;

Washington, D. C., July 3, 1872.
The following order of the Secretary of War, having been received by the Chief Signal
Officer of the Army, is published for the information of all eoncerned:
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"\VAR DEPARTMENT,

" Washington City, June 27, 1872.
"The Chief Signal-Officer of the Army is hereby directed and ordered to carry into effect
the special duties imposed upon the Secretary of War by the act of Congress approved July
24, 1866, entitled 'An act to aid in the construction of telegraph lines and t? secure to t~e
Government the use of the same for postal, military, and other purposes,' and by the pu~hc
resolution No. 9, approved February 9, 1870, and entitled 'Joint Resolntion to authonze
the Secretary of War to provide for taking meteorological observations at the military stations and other points in the interior of the continent, and for giving notice on the northern
lakes and sea-board of the approach and force of storms,' and by the act approved June 10,
1872, entitled 'An act making appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the Government
fo r the fiscal year ending June 30, 1873, and for other purposes;' and the said Chief Signa.lOffict>r of the Army, and all such persons as have been or shall be designated and employed
by him for the taking of meteorological observations, or for preparing or presenting telegraphic communications for transmission, or for transmitting the same, are hereby recognized and appointed as agents of the War Department, for those purposes, and are hereby
authorized and directed by and in behalf of said Department to offer to any telegraph company in the United States, for transmission, any and all such telegraph communications as
they may be required by the Chief Signal-Officer to make, and to request the transmission
thereof by such company or companies, at such times, and in such places, as may be directed
by said officer.
"WM. W. BELKNAP,
" Secreta1·y of War."
By order of the Chief Signal-Officer of the Army :
GARRICK MALLERY,
Capt. rtnd Brevet Lieut. Cot., U.S. A.,
Acting Signal-Officer and Assistant.

AN ACT making appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the Government for the fiscal year ending June
thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-three, und for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repnsentntives of tlze United States of America in
Congress assembled, That the following sums be, and the same are hereby, appropriated for
the objects hereinafter expressed, for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-three, vi~:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

UNDER THE WAR DEPARTMENT.

*

*

SIGNAL-OFFICE.

For manufacture, purchase, or repair of meteorological and other necessary instruments ;
for telegraphing reports ; for expenses of storm-signals announc.ing probable approach and
force of storms throughout the United States, for the benefit of commerce and agriculture;
for instrument-shelters; for hire, furniture, and expenses of offices maintained for publi c
use in cities or postR receiving reports; for maps and bulletins, to be display<:d in chambers of commerce and boards of trade rooms: for books and stationery; and for incidental
expenses not otherwise provided for, two· hundred aud fifty thou~'>and dollars: Provided,
That the Secretary of War be, and l1e hereby is, authorized and required to provide, in the
system of observations and reports in charge of the Chief Signal-Officer of the Army, for
such stations, reports, and signals as may be found necessary for the benefit of agricultnre
and co~~ercial interests: And provided, That no part of this appropriation, nor of an_y
appropnatwn for the several Departments of the Government, shall be paid to any telegraphic
co_mpany which shall neglect OT refuse to transmit telt>graphic communications between
sa1d Departments, their officers, agents, or employes, under the provisions of the second
s~·ction of chapter two hundred and thirty of the statutes of the United States for the year
eJgbteen hundred and sixty-six, and at rates of compensation therefor to be e. tabli shed by
the Postm~ster-~eneral: Provided also, That when ever any telegraphic company s~all
have filed 1ts wntteo acceptance with the Post master-General, of the n~s trictions aud ob!Jgatio~s required by the act approved July twenty-fourth, eighteen inmdred and sixty- ix.
ent1tled "An act to aid the construction of telegraph lines, and to secure to the Gove~u
ment the use of the same for postal, military, and other purposes," if such comp~ny, Jt5
agen_ts or employes shall hereafter refuse or neglect to transmit any such telegraph1c com~umcatlOns a~ are provided for by the aforesaid act, or by the joint resolution approv~d ~he
moth cl~y of Eebr.nary, eighteen hundred and seventy, "To authorize the Secretary o_t \\ ar
to p:ov1~e for takwg meteorological observations at the military stations and other pomt of
the mtenor of the continent, and for giving notice on the northern lakes aud sea-board ?f. the
approach and force of storms," such Lelcgraphic company shall forfeit ancl pay to the mted
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States not less than one hundred and not exceeding one thousand dollars for each refusal or
neglect aforesaid, to be recovered by an action or actions at law, in any district court of the
United States
Approved June 10, 1872.
~OTE.-In preparing these instructions free use has been made of the Smithsonian " DiT·ect.ions for Meteo
ological Observers," of those issued by the Surgeon-General of the Army, and of Colonel Williamson'~ valu
able work on the barometer.

PAPER

C.

CIPHER USED POR THE TELEGRAPHIC TRANSMISSION OF THE WEATHERREPORTS OF THE SIGNAL SERVICE, UNITED STATES ARMY, PREPARED
UNDER THE DIRECTION 0.1!' THE CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER OF THE
ARMY.
INSTRUC'fiONS.

Each regular report will consist of ten words arranged in two lines of five words each.
At all stations designated by this Office as river stations, the afternoon report will consist
of twelve words arranged in two lines of six words each, the last word in first line
being river, and the last word in second line indicating the change in past twenty-four
hours.
In filling up the form of report for telegraphic transmission, the first space of first line will
be used for name of station, the second lor date and time of report, the third for barometer,
the fourth for thermometer, and the fifth for the humidity.
In the second line the first space will be used for state of weather, the second for velocity
of wind, thii·d for upper clouds, the fourth for lower clouds, and the fifth for the rain-fall.
The cipher words must in all cases be written plainly and correctly. The word blanlc
will be used in all cases when no observation is taken.
EXAMPLE.

REGULAR REPORT.

Mount.

Cake.

Florid.

Throng.

Beast.

Caspian.

Relic.

Hidden.

Three.

Abase.

TRANSLATION.

Station ...............
Date .................
Time . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
Barometer ............
Thermometer .........
Humidity .. .. .. .. .. . .

Mount Washington.
2d.
Morning report.
30.07.
J90,
.35.

Weather .............. Cloudy.
Direction of wind ...... North west.
Velocity of wind ....... 47 miles.
Upper cloud ........... Hidden.
Lower cloud...... . . . . . Fogg·_y.
Rain-fall ...... _........ 01.

EXAMPLE.

RIVER REPORT.

Orleans.

Gay.

Folks.

Trial.

By.

River.

Burns.

Ranch e.

Hidden.

Ten.

Append.

Hang.
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Station ..••.•.....•••.
Date .......•....••..
Time ................
Barometer ........•..
Thermometer .....•...
Humidity ...•........
Weather . . . . . . . . • • • • .

New Orleans.
12th.
Afternoon report.
30.19.
740,
100.
Heavy rain.

Direction of wind...... Southeast.
Velocity of wind .....• 8 miles.
TTpper cloud ...••..... Hidden.
Lower cloud .... . . . • . . Sky covered.
Rain-fall ....•.......•. HS.
River ...•..•........• 9 inches rise.

LIST OF STATIONS.
TELEGRAPHIC DESIGNATION.

All additional stations will be designated by their proper names unless otherwise ordered.
Albany.
Augusta.
Baltimore.
Benton, (Fort Benton.)
Boston.
Bnffalo.
Burlington.
Cairo.
Charleston.
Cheyenne.
Chieago.
Cincinnati.
Cleveland.
Corinne.
Davenport.
Denver.
Detroit.
Diego, (San Diego, Cal.)
Dover, (Port Dover, Ont.)
Dn Luth.
Escanaba.
Francisco, (San Francisco.)
Galveston.
Haven, (Grand Haven.)
ludianapolis.

Indianola.
Jacksonville.
Keokuk.
Keys, (Key West.)
Kingston.
Knoxville.
Lake, (Lake City.)
Leavenworth.
London, (New London.)
Louisville.
Lynchburg h.
Marks, (Saint Marks, Fla.)
Marquette.
May, (Cape May.)
Memphis.
Milwaukee.
Mobile.
Montgomery.
Montreal.
Mount, (Mt. Washington.)
Nashville.
Norfolk.
Omaha.
Oregon, (Portland, Oregon.)
Orleans, (New Orleans.)

Oswego.
Paul, (Saint Paul.)
Pembina.
Phi lade! phi a.
Pittsburgh.
Ponland.
Rassa, (Punta Rassa.)
Rochester.
Saint, (Saint Louis.)
Santa, (Santa Fe.)
Saugeen.
Savannah.
Shreveport.
Stanley, (Pt. Stanley, Ont.)
Sully, (Ft. Sully, Dakota.)
Toledo.
Toronto.
Vicksburg.
Virginia, (Virginia
City,
Mont)
Washington.
Wilmington.
York, (New York.)

DAY OF MONTH AND TIME OF OBSERVATION.

Day.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
1:3
14
]5
1G
17

P. M. report.

A. M. report.
Cad .............•..........
Cake ...........•...........
Calf ....................... .
Can1 ........••.....•.....•..
Camp ..................... .
Cane ...................... .
Cape ...................... .
Cary .............••.........
Ca.e ................. .... . .
Cash ...................... .
Cat. ....................... .
Chew ... ____ ... _...... __ .. .
City .... __ ...... __ ......... .
Clip ....................... .
Coal.. __ .... _. __ . _ .. _...... .
Cob .. __ ...... __ ....... _... _
Coke ................... __ __

~ U . g~~e. ~: ~: ~: ~: -_: ~ .' ~ .' ~ .' ~ ~:: .' ~

J

Gab ...... ____ ............. .
Gage .•....... . .............
Gain ....................... .
Garrte .................... .

g:~~--~--~--~--~--:~ ~~ :~ ~~ ~: ~~ ~:

Gard ...... __ .............. .
Gas .... __ ................. .
Gate ... . __ ................ .
Gaul ........•...............
Gave ...................... .
Gay··----····------·· ..... .
Ge1n ····---- .............. .
Get ....................... .
Gift .. __ ................... .
(Jild -- .. -· .. -- .. -· -- ....... .
Gin ....... ... __ .. __ ........ .
Gird ...................... .
Give ....................... .

Midnight report.
Nag.
Nail.
Nash.
Nave.
Navy.
Nay.
Neal.
Neap.
Ncar.
Neck.
Ned.
Nero.
Nest.
~ew.

Next.
Tice.
Nick.
Nigh.
Nile.
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Day.
20
21

22
2:3
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

P. M. report.

A. M. report.
Copy .......................
Cork .......................
Cost ........................
Cox .. ........... .. .........
Crab ........................
Crow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cuba . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cud ...... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cuff .. _.....................
Cup··-·--------------······
Cur ....... ............. _....

Midnight report.

Glad ........................ '
Glen ........................
Go .........................
Gone ................. .. ... .
Good ............ ---------Gray . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Grin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Grub . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gulf. . . . . -.................
Gun ........ _....... . :. . . . . .
Gust ........................
Guy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

The following words will be used to indicate the date and
reports, when ordered from any station;
1 Mace
() Malt
11 Mean
16 Mine
2 Made
7 Man
12 Meek
17 Minx
8 Mark
3 Magi
13 Meg
13 Moat
9 Max
14 Mend
4 M~tin
19 Mob
5 Make
10 Maze
15 Met
~0 Mood

Nip.
Nod.
Nook.
Noon.
Nor.
Nose.
Not.
Noun.
Now.
Nude.
Nut.
Nye.

time of observations of 9 o'clock
21 Mope
22 Morn
23 Moss
24 Moth
25 Move

26 Mown
27
28
29
30
31

Mud
Muff
Mugs
Musk
Myth

Observers must write all cipher words clearly and distinctly.
BAROMETER.
28.25 to 28.99.
28.25 Faber.
28.26 Fabian.
28 27 Fable.
28.213 Fabric.
28.29 Fabulous.
28.30 Facade.
28.31 Face.
28.H2 Facial.
28.33 Facile.
28.34 Facing.
28.35 Faction.
28.36 Factor.
28.37 Factory.
28 . ~8 Factum.
28. 39 :F aculty.
2~.40 Fade.
2E:l.41 Fading.
28.42 Fady.
28.43 Fagend.

28.44
28.45
28.46
28.47
28.48
28.49
2!:l.50
28.Gl
28.52
28.53
28 54
28.55
28.56
28.57
28.5H
28.59
23.60
28.()1
28.62

Fagin.
Fagot.
Failure.
Fain.
Fairfax.
Fairly.
Fairness.
Fairy.
Faith.
Faithful.
Faithless.
Falchion.
Falcon.
Fallacy.
Fallen.
Fallible.
Fallow.
False.
Falsify.

28.63
28 64
28.65
28.66
28.67
28.68
28.69
28.70
28.71
28.72
28.73
28.74
28.75
28.76
28.77
28.78
28.79
28.80
28.81

Falstaff.
Falter.
Familiar.
Family.
Famine.
Famish.
I<'amous.
Fanatic.
Fanchon.
Fanciful.
Fancy.
I<.,andango.
Fane.
Pang.
Fanning.
Fantail.
Pantasm.
Fantastic.
Far.

28.82
28.83
28.84
28.85
28.86
28.87
2!:l.88
28.89
28.90
28.91
28.92
28.93
28.94
28.95
28.96
28.97
28.98
28.99

Parce.
Farclel.
Parewell.
Farina.
Farley.
Farm.
Faro.
Farrago.
Farrand.
Farner.
Farrow.
Fascine.
Pashion.
Fast.
Fasten.
FaRtness.
Fatal.
Fate.

Corrected for temperature and elevation. All cipher words must be written' clearly and
distinctly. 'l'be word blank will be used when no observatiou is taken.
BAROMETER.
29.00 to 29.99.
29.00
29. 01
;!9. 02
29. 0:3
29. 04
29. 05
::29. 06

Fatalism.
Fated.
Patber.
Fathom.
Fatigue.
Fatling.
Faucet.

29. 07
:t9. 08
29. 09
29. 10
29. 11
29. J2
29.13

Faugh.
Fault.
Fauna.
'Faust.
Favor.
Fawn.
Pay.

29. 14
29. 15
29.16
29.17

Payal.
Fayette.
Faxon
Fear.
29. 18 Fearing.
29. 19 Peast.
29. 20 Feather.

29. 21
29. 22
29. 23
29. 24
29.25
29. 26
29. 27

Peature.
Pebrile.
Federal.
Feeble.
Feed.
Feeling.
Feline.
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28.99 to 30.99.

29. 26
~9. 29
29. 30
29. 31
29. 32
29. 33
29. 34
29. 35
29. 36
29. 37
29.38
29. 39
29. 40
29.41
29. 42
29. 43
29. 44
29.45

Felix.
Felon.
Felony.
Female.
Fence.
Fenian.
Fennel.
Fenton.
Ferment.
Fern.
Ferret.
Ferrule.
Ferrum.
Ferry.
Fertile.
Festa.
Fester.
Festive.

29. 46
29. 47
29. 48
29. 49
29. 50
29. 51
29. 52
29. 53
29. 54
29.55
29.56
29. 57
29. 58
29.59
29. 60
29.61
29. 62
29.63

Festus.
Fete.
Fetid.
Feudal.
Fever.
Few.
Fiance.
Fiasco.
Fibrin.
Fickle.
Fiddle.
Fidget.
Fidus.
Field.
Fiend.
Fife.
Fifteeen.
Fifth.

29. 64
29. 65
29. 66
29. 67
29. 68
29. 69
29. 70
29. 71
29.72
29.73
29.74
29. 75
29. 76
29.77
29. 78
29.79
29. 80
29.81

Figar0.
Fight.
Figment.
Figure.
Filbert.
Filch.
File.
Filed.
Filial.
Fillet.
Film.
Final.
Finance.
Finch.
Find.
Finder.
Finely.
Finger.

29. 82
29. tl3
29. 84
29. 85
2~. !::l6
29. 87
29. 88
29. 89
29. 90
2!:1. 91
29.92
29. 9:1
29. 94
29.95
29. 96
29.97
29. 98
29.99

Finis.
Finish.
Finland.
Fire.
Firkin.
Fiscal.
Fish.
Fit.
FitfuL
Fixed.
Flag.
Flagon.
Flail.
Flake.
Flap.
Flat.
Flax.
Fled.

Corrected for temperature and elevation. All cipher words must be written clearly and
distinctly. The word blank will be used when no observation is taken.
BAROMETER.
30.00 to 30.99.
30.00
30.01
30.02
30.03
30.04
30.05
30.06
30.07
30.08
30.09
30.10
30.11
30.12
30.1:~

30.14
30.15
30.16
30.17
30.18
30.19
30.20
30.21
30.22
30.23
30.24

Fledge.
Fleet.
Flesh.
Flinch.
Fling.
Flint.
Flock.
Florid.
Floss.
Flown.
Flue.
Fluid.
Flurry.
Flute.
Foal.
Focal.
Focus.
Foist.
Folio.
Ji'oiks.
Fondle.
Food.
Forage.
Foray.
Forbid.

30.25
30.26
30.27
30.28
30.2H
30.30
30.31
30.32
30.33
30.34
30.35
30.36
30.37
30.38
30.39
30.40
30.41
30.42
30.43
30.44
30.45
30.46
30.47
30.48
30.49

Forest.
Forfeit.
Forge.
Forget.
Forgive.
Formal.
Formed
Porth.
Fortune.
Forum.
Forward.
France.
Fraud.
Prazer.
Freak.
Fred.
Freely.
Freeman.
French.
Frenzy.
Fresco.
Friar.
Friday.
Friend.
Frigate.

30.50 Frigid.
30.51 Frill.
30.52 Fringe.
30.53 Frisk.
30.54 Prit.
30.55 .Frog.
30.56 Frolic.
30.57 Front.
30.58 }<'roth.
30.59 Frown.
30.60 Frozen.
30.61 Frugal.
30.62 Fudge.
30.63 l<,uel.
30.64 Fugitive.
30.65 Fugue.
30.60 Fulcrum.
30.67 Fulfill.
30.68 Fuller.
30.69 Fully.
30.70 Fullness.
30.71 Fulsome.
30.72 Fulton.
30.73 :E'umage.
30.74 Fumble.

30.75
30.76
30.77
:30.78
:)0.79
30.EO
30.81
30.82
30.83
30.84
30.85
30.86
30.87
30.88
30.89
30.90
30.91
30.92
30.93
30.94
30.95
30.96
30.97
30.91::!
:30.99

Fumid.
Fun.
Function.
Fundling.
Pundless.
Funeral.
Fungus.
Funk.
Furbish;
Furious.
Furlong.
Furnace.
Furnish.
Puror.
Further.
FurtivP..
F'ury.
Furze.
Furzy.
Fusil.
Fusion.
Fuss.
Fustian.
Futile.
Future.

Corrected for temperature and elevation. All cipher words must be written clearly and
distinctly. The word blank will be used when no observation is taken.
THERMOMETER.
-50° to -1°.
-20 Tease.
-30 Tariff.
-19 Tedious.
-29 Tarsns.
-18 Teeth.
-2 Tartar.
-17 Telegram.
-27 Taste.
-16 Tell.
-26 Taunt.
- 15 Temper.
-2G Tavern.
-]4 Tempest.
-24 Tawny.
-2:3 Tax.
-U Temple.
-22 Teach.
-12 Tenl'ut.
-11 Tender.
-21 Teak.
All <"ipher worrls mnst be written clearly and distinctly. The won]
when no ob:ervatiuu is taken.

-50 Tabby.
-49 Tablet.
-4 Taboo.
-47 Tackle.
-46 Tactic.
-45 Take.
-44 Talbot.
-43 Talent.
-~2 Talmud.
-41 Ta!ou.

-40 Tamp.
-:~9 Tampico.
-38 Tangent.
-37 Tangle.
-36 Tannic.
-35 Tansy.
-:34 Tape.
-:~3 Taper.
-32 Tardy.
-31 Target.

-10 Tendril.
- 9 Tenor.
Tenting.
- 7 Tenure.
- 6 Term.
- 5 Terror.
- 4 TPst.
- :3 Texas.
- 2 'l'cxt.
- 1 Thaler.
blank will be u~~d
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oo
0 Than.
1 That.

2 Thebes.
Thee.
Theft.
Thence.
There.

3
4
5
6
7
8

Thermo~

Thesis.
They.
Tbihet.
Thick.
Thief.
Think.
Thomas.
Thou.
Thrash.
Throat.
Throb.

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Throng~

Throw.
Thrum.
Thyme.
Tick.
Tide.
Tidy.

to 100°.
76 Tribune.
77 Triek.

Total.
Touch.
Toulon.
Towel.
55 Town.
56 Trace.
57 Trade.
58 Traduce.
59 Traffic.
60 Tragic.
61 Trail.
62 Traitor.
63 Tram.
64 Transit.
65 Trash.
66 Travel.
67 Tray.
68 Treat.
69 Treble.
70 TrPe.
71 Trend.
72 Trepan.
73 Trepid.
74 Trial.
75 Tribe.

51
52
53
54

26 Tiff.
2:7 Tiger.
28 Time.
29 Tindall.
30 Ting.
3.1 Tinker.
3'2 Tinsel.
33 Tioga.
34 Tip.
3;) Tiptcm.
36 Titan.
37 Tivoli.
38 Toddy.
39 Toga.
40 Toil.
41 Token.
42 Told.
43 Tomb.
44 Tone.
45 Tonic.
46 Topaz.
47 Topeka~
48 Topic.
4!} Torpid.
50 Tory.

7Fl
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
9:3
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

All cipher words must be writt~n clearly and distinctly.
when no observation is taken.

Trifle.
Trill.
Trip.
Triplet.
Tripod.
Trophy.
Truant.
True.
Truly.
Trump.
Trust.
Truth.
Tube.
Tuesday.
Tuft.
Tug.
Tumor.
Tump.
Tunis.
Tunnel.
Turban.
Turbid.
Turf.

The word blank will be used

THERMOMETER.

Tmgid.
Turkey.
Turn.
Turner.
Turtle.
Tuscan.
107 Tusk.

101
102
103
104
105
106

Tutor.
Twain.
Twenty.
Twig.
Twirl.
113 Twist.

108
109
llO
Ill
112

1010! to 125o.
114 Twixt.
115 Tybee.
116 Tycoon.
Jl7 Tyler.

120
121
122
123
124
125

118 Tymbal.
119 Type.

All cjpher words must be written clearly and distinctly.
when no observation is ta.ken.

Th~

Typic.
Tyrant.
Tyrian.
Tyro.
Tyrol.
Tyson.

·word blank will be used

RELATIVE HUMIDITY.

0 to 100 pm· cent.
0 Babel.
1 Baden.
2 Bagni().
3 Bailiff:
4 Balancr.t.
5

Balco.ay~

6
7
8
9
10

Balize.
Ballad.
Balsam.
Bamboo.
B~ndit.

11 Banish.

12 Banjo.
13 Barley.

]4
15
J6
]7
1
19
20

21 Balm.
22 Bane.
23 Bard.
2.4 Barge.
25 Barn.
26 Bask.
27 Bast@.
28 :Bathe.
2!:J Bay.
!30 Beadle.
::n Beak.
32 Beale.
33 Bean.
34 Eeard~
35 Beast.
36 Beat.
37 Beauty.
38 Beck.
39 Belch ~
40 Belfast.

41 Belle.
42 Bench.
43 Bengal.
44 Benzine.
45 Berth.
46 Betel.
47 Bevy.
48 Bilge.
49 Bind.
50 Bite.
~1 Blame.
52 Bled.
5:{ Bless.
54 Blew.
55 Blight.
56 Blithe.
51 Bloom.
5R Blot.
59 Blown.
60 Blurt.

61 Blush.
62 Body.
63 Bold.
64 Book.
65 Botch.
66 Both.
67 Bow.
tiS Bowl.
69 Box.
70 Boyle.
71 Brace.
72 Brad.

n

Brain.

74 Brake.
75 Bran.
76 Brash.

81
82
8:3
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
~1
9~

93
94
95

Brew.
:Brick.
Bride.
Brief.
Brim.
Bring.
Brown.
Brunt.
Brute.
Buchu.
Bud.
Budge.
Buff.
Build.
Bulb.
Bur.
Burg.
Burst.
Busy.
By.

Barnm.
Basil.
96
Basket.
77 Brave.
!:J7
Bauble.
78 Bray.
98
Baby.
79 Bread.
99
Bade.
80 Breathe.
100
Bail.
All cipber worcis must be written clearLy and distinctly. The word blank will be used
when no \lbservation is taken.

STATE OF WEATHER AND DIRECTION OF WIND.

C":l
C":l

-

0'::1

Wind blowing from theN.
Agnes.
Alice.
Amy.
Anna.
Betsey.
Carrie.
Chloe.
~i~~/~:~~ _- ~ ~ _- ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~:: Clara.
Light suow. ·----- ------------ Delia.
Heavy snow __ ..... _........ -- Dinah.
Hail or sleet. ... -------------- Edith.

Clear -........ - ....••.... ___ .
Foggy .. -- .... ----- ---- -----F~tir ... --------------- -------Cloudy . . _._- ... _--- ... ---. ___
Clearing up-----------·-----Threatening storm .... --------

N.E.
Eliza.
Fanny.
Flora.
Grace.
Helen.
Ida.
Isabel.
Jane.
Josie.
Judith.
Julia.

E.
Mabel.
Martha.
Mary.
Maud.
Nellie.
Olive.
RaP-hel.
Rhoda.
Sarah.
Sophia.
Susan.

S.E.
Adam.
Allen.
Andrew.
Bacon.
Ben.
Bryant.
Burke.
Burns.
Byron.
Charles.
Clark.

s.
Cowper.
David.
DiCkens.
Grant.
Green.
Holmes.
Homer.
John.
Mack.

Ross.
Sabine.

s.w.

I

China.
Dublin.
Geneva.
Italy.
Japan.
Malta.
Milan.
Moscow.
Nantes.
Naples.
Paris.

----

w.
Danube.
Hudson.
Huron.
Jordan.
Mohawk.
Niagara.
Ohio.
Potomac.
Tag us.
Volga.
Wabash.

N.W.
Aral.
Azof.
Baltic.
Caspian.
Como.
Garda.
Java.
Lomond.
Simcoe.
Wener.
Yellow.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -·-

All cipher words must be written clearly and distinctly.

Calm.
Beech.
Cedar.
Cherry.
Elm.
Hemlock.
Maple.
Oak.
Palm.
Pine.
Spruce.
Walnut.

~

trJ

0"'='
~

J-:3
0

hj

J-:3
~

trj

U2

trJ

Q

~

trJ
J-:3

:»~
~

0

hj

~

>
~
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s

C)

Signal-service cipher.

0

""

c.o

0

.s};: .
_sg

§rn
C)
~=;:::::

·::,s

P'"O
C<l

:t::

'"OS
.:rn

..s"'co

~

>
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15

Hi
17

18
19
20
21
22
2:3
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
4L
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
!i9
60
61
62
63
64

65
66
67
68
{i9

70
71

Race ......
Rack .....
Raft ......
Rage ......
Raid ......
Rake .....
Rally .... .
Ralph ....
Ranche ...
Ra.nge ...
Rank . .. ..
Rapid .....
Rare .. . ...
Rasp .....
Rat .......
Ratio .....
Havel ....
Haven ....
Reach ....
Read ......
Roody ....
Rebate. ..
Rebel .. ..
Rebuff
Rebuke:~:
Rebut
Redan ....
Redden . ..
Redeem . ..
Reduce ...
Reef ......
Refer .... .
Refit ......
Reflect ....
Reflex.:.
Reform ...
Refuge ...
Refund ...
Regain .. .
Regal .... .
Regard ...
Regent ...
Regret ....
Relate ....
Relax ..
Relay .....
Relent ....
Helie . ....
Relish . ...
Remain ...
Remark ..
Remit ....
Remote ...
Renew ....
Repay . ...
Repeat ...
R epine .. ..
Replant . . .
Report ....
R epose ....
Heps . .. . ..
Reptile . ..
Rescue ... .
R eship ....
Hesicle ....
R esist ....
Resolve . ..
R espect . ..
Rest ... ...
Result . ...
R esume ...
l{etain ....

I

.;;

:0

~

-~

1>'"0

~

Race ......
Daisy .....
Dale ......
Daly ......
Damp .... .
Dan ......
Dance ....
Dark .....
Data.
Daub .....
Deacon ...
Deadly ...
Deaf .....
Deal.
Death ..
Decay . .. .
Deceit ....
Decide ... .
Decry ... . .
Debar. ....
Debris . ...
Debt . .- ....
Deem ..
Deep .....
Deface ...
Defeat ....
Defy ......
Demand ..
Demur ....
Depart ....
Deploy ....
Depot .....
Depth ... .
Derby ... .

E~~\1~. ~ ~:

Devote ....
Dexter ....
Dial ......
Diana .....
Diary ....
Did .......
Die .... ...
Differ .....
Dig-est ....
Digit .....
Dimple ...
Dip . ......
Dit"ect ....
Dirge .....
Dish . . ....
Dismal. ..
Dismay ...
Dispose ...
Ditto .....
Ditty .....
Divan ....
Divide ....
Dixie .....
Dod ge ....
Dome .....
Domino ...
Donkey .. .
Doric .....
Doubt ....
Dove .....
Dowdy ....
DowelL .. .
Down ....
Dozen ....
Drab ......
Draft ... . .

~
o"·
rnrn
p

..,::J

..;-

""

..<:!

-~

~'g

'+-<

§8.

.s

•rl

"".0
-~

§
0
"'

oP

o,5
... 0

~~

...

C)

P-1

0
0. 01
0. 02
0. 04
0. 08
0.12
0.18
0. 24
0. 32
0. 40
0. 50
0. 60
0. 72
0. 84
0. 98
1.12
1. 28
1. 44
1. 62
1. 81)
2. 00
2. 20
2. 42
2. 64
2. 88
3.12
3. 38
3. 64
3. 92
. 4. 20
4. 50
4. 80
5.12
5.4<1
5. 78
6.12
6. 48
6. 84
7. 22
7. 60
8. Oil
8. 40
8. 82
9. 24
9. 68
10. 12
10.58
11.04
1. 52
12.00
12.50
13. 00
13.52
14.04
14.58
15.12
15. (>8
16.24
16. 82
17.40
18. 00
18. fiO
Hl.22
]!J. 84
20.48
21.12
21.78
22.44
23.12
23.80
24.50
25.20

0

l=l

~
C)

A

Calm.

LiBl~~Gentle.
Do.
Do.
Fresh.
Do.
Do.
· Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Brisk.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
High.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Gale.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do,
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do,
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Storm.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
D.o.
Do.
Do.

Signal-service cipher.

::l

0

~

C<l

p

o"·
rnrn

C)

::l .
og;
l=l:;::;

s

bJJ

.s};:

a;;

.

1

o.b

:0~

1>'"0

'"0.$

~rn

Ql

p..
72
73
74
75
76
77

Retake ...
Reveal. ...
Revenge ..
Review ...
Revile ....
Revoke ...
Rh.vmc ...
Riddle ....
Ride ......
Ridge ..
Ridley ... :
Rife ......
Rifle ......
Riga ......
Riggs ....
Right .....
Rigill .....
Rigor .....

78
79
80
81
82
R3
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92 Ripe ......
9:3 Risk ... ...
94 Roam ....
95 Roar ......
96 Ronst .....
97 Robber ...
98 l~obe ......
99 Robin . ....
100 Robust .. .
101 Rocket ....
102 Hocky ....
103 Rodent ...
104 Rogne ....
105 Ruland ...
lOG Rollo .....
107 Roman . .. .
108 Rome ..
109 Romish ...
110 I~on:-p ....
111 l.osm . ...
112 Rosy ......
113 Rough ....
114 Ronnel ....
115 Ront ......
116 Royal .....
117 Rubbish ..
118 Rubrick ..
119
120
121 RudJ.y ....
122 Rude ......
123 Rudely ...
'124 Rutile .....
125 Rugby .. . .
126 Rugged ...
127 Ruler .....
128 Rum ......
129 Rumble ...
130 Rumford ..
131 Rumney ..
132 Rumpus ..
133 Rnnlet·....
134 Running ..
135 Runyon ...
136 Rupee .. . .
137 Rnption ..
138 Rural .....
139 Rush .....
140 Rushes .. .
141 Ruskin
142 Rnsr;ell . ..

fiti~~ -~:::

""

~
Dram ....
Drastic ...
Dream.
Dred ......
Dress ..
Drip ......
Drug .....
Druid . ....
Drnnk ....
Dub ......
DucaL ....
Duce ... . ..
Ductile ...
Due .......
Duello ....
Dnenna ..
Duke .....
Dulcet ....
DmJ!;con ..
Dun ap ...
Dupe ... ..
Duplex ...
Duriug ...
Dusty ....
Dutch ....
Dyke .....
Dwarf ....
Dwindle ..
Dying ....

--------- ···
------------

........ .. ....... .
.....................
......................
- - - -- - - - - - ~

------------------------------·------- ------......................
....................

-----------------·----····--------------·---·
-----··----·
-- ------·----·-------~~~ae~-~:: ------------·----------- ---------..............
-----------·
.......... .... .....
·-----·---------------------·----·
-----------·
----- -----------------·------·---·-----------

143

-------·····
. . ................

--- --------......................
·--------------- ----------------------------------------

Russia .... ....................

o'"O
>:1>:1

oP
::lo
oA
~.g

~~
0

~
25.92
26.64
27.38
28. 12
28.88
29.64
30.42
31.20
32.00
32.80
33.62
34. 4.J
35.28
36.12
36.98
37.84
38.72
39.60
40.50
41.40
42.32
43.24
44.18
45. 12
46.08
47.04
48.02
49.00
50. 00
51.00
52. 02
53.04
54.08
55.12
56.18
57.24
58.32
59.40
60.50
61.60
62.72
63.84
64.98
66.12
67.28
68.44
69.62
70.80
72.00
73.20
74.42
75.64
76.88
78.12
79.38
80.64
81.92
83.20
84.50
85.80
87.12
88.44
89.78
91.12
92.48
93.84
95.22
96.60
98.00
99.40
100. 82
102.24

..,::J

::l

-~
'+-<
0

l=l
0

~

""

t:.()

'fi.l
C)

A

St.orm.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Hurricane.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do .
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
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Signal-service cipher.

p

0

~
~

p

.

0~

p:;::

... s

·st'
0

~

p.
144
145
146
147

b.()

c:;

a)

-~i>

~

:0:.8

p.

'"d.s

.s m
~

-~

<"d

.s
~

~

.-d
p

a<·
rpm

-~

p

~'0

p>=l

.....0

§~

0

oP

~...,

!-oO

~.s
~

....

Po;

Rustic---- ···--·------ 103. 68
Rustle .... ................... 105.12
Uuth ... .. ...................... 106. 58
:Ruthless .. ------·---·· 108 04

:::l

~

ell

~
bl)

·~
A

a:
p

Signal-service cipher.

,8
~

>=l.

om

.s:s

b.()

1'1

19~

-~ h
,.....:;::
..Q'g

0

-o2S
"-!rLl

~

'\s

Q)

~

p.

Hurricane.
Do.
Do.
Do,

All cipher words must be written cleo1rly
u ·ed when no observation i t~~keu,

148
149
150

~ud

$

,0

ell
·~::

~

'"d

.s

~

~
....
<:0

.-d

~00

-~

p

p>=l

....0

.s

oP

~t

~

~

~~

-~IJ

p,

A

.

~

Rutland .. ................ 109 52
Ryder .... . ..................... 111 co
R;ylaud ... . .................... 112.50

distinctly.

Q

.§ ~

c:>'"d

~

I

Hurricane.
Do.
Do.

The word blank will be

AMOUNT, KIND, AND DIRECTION OF UPPER CLOUDS.

Clouds moving from theN
Clear ..........•.•..... _____ .
Hazy . _____ .... ___ .. __ .. ____ .
C I ear to 1-4 cirrus ..... _•... __ .
1-4 to 2-4 cirrus ......... -----2-4 to 4-4 cirrus ...............
Clear to 1-4 cumulus ....... ---.
1-4 to 2-4 cumulus ......•......
2-4 to 4--! cumulus ... ___ .......
Upper clouds hidden ...........

-

Apple.
Citron.
Currant.
Grape.
Orange.
Peach.
Pear.
Plum.
Will be indi

N.E.

E.

Catnip.
Ivy.
Co pal.
Jasmin.
Cubeb.
Lily.
Epsom.
Lotus.
Ergot.
Myrtle.
Jalap.
Pansy.
Pink.
Madder.
Myrrh.
Tulip.
cated by the word

S.E.
Bed.
Carpet.
Chair.
Clock.
Desk.
Gl~ss.

Pan.
Stand.
Hidden.

s.
Bonnet.
Boot.
Cravat..
Glove.
Hat.
Pants.
Shoo.
Vest.

s.w.
Cow.
Dog.
Goat.
Horse.
Lion.
Mink.
Mule.
Wolf.

w.
Canary.
Eagle.
Grouse.
Magpie.
Ostrich.
Petrel.
Pigeon.
Quail.

N.W.
Brass.
Carbon.
Cobalt.
Copper.
Iron.
Mica.
Nickel.
Silve1-.

Calm.
Earth.
Mars.
Neptune.
Pallas.
Planet.
Saturn.
Ursa.
Venus.

0
~

t;;

"".1

m
H

Q

All cipher words must be wxitten clearly and distinctly_

z?t"'
I
0

1-:j
1-:j
H

0

t_:rj

?:!

0":>
0":>
'-0
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AMOUNT AND KIND OF LOWER CLOUDS.

Absence of lower cloud will be indicated by .......•..••••.......•.•••...•..•.
Atmosphere hazy will be indicated by ..........•••.......•••.........•...••..
Atmosphere fogy will be indicated by ....................................•...
Atmosphere smoky will be indicated by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sky clear to 1-4 covered with stratus clouds will be indicated by ............•...
Sky 1-4 to 2-4 covered with stratus clouds will be indicated by .................
Sky 2-4 to 4-4 covered with stratus clouds will be indicated by._...... • . . . • • • • • .
Sky clear to 1-4 covered with nimbus clouds will be indicated by . . • . .. . . .. . .. . ..
Sky 1-4 to 2-4 covered with nimbus clouds will be indicated by ................ .
Sky 2-4 to 4-4 covered with nimbus clouds will be indicated by ........... -- •...
All cipher words must be written clearly and distinctly.
RAIN-FALL SINCE LAST REPORT •

. 00 to .49 inch.
. 00
. 01
.02
. 03
. 04
.05
.06
.07
. 08
. 09
. 10
. 11
. 12

Ab.
Abase.
Abbot.
Abet.
Abide.
Able.
Absent.
Abyss.
Ache.
Acid.
Act.
Active .
Actor.

. 1~
. 14
. 15
. 16
. 17
. 18
. 19
. 20
.21
. 22
.23
.24
.25

Acute .
Add .
Ad en .
Adieu .
Adler .
Admit .
Adorn .
Adri.
Adrift.
Adult.
Advise .
Afar.
Affix .

. 26 Afraid .
. 27 Aft .
. 28 After .
.29 Again .
.30 Agate .
. 31 Age .
. 32 Aged .
. 33 Agent .
.34 Agile .
.35 Aglow •
. 36 Ague .
.37 Ahead.

.38
.39
.40
.41
.42
.4~

.44
.45
.46
.47
.-48
.49

Aid .
Ajar.
Akin .
Alas .
Alba .
Album •
Alder.
Alert .
Alibi.
Alih:e .
Allay .
Allege .

.50 to .99 inch.
. 50
. 51
.52
. 53
.54
.55
.56
.57
. 58
. 59
. 60
.61
.62

Allude.
Alma.
Alms.
Aloe.
Aloft.
Along.
Aloud.
Alpha.
Alps.
Also.
Alum.
Am.
Amaze.

.6:3 Amber.
.64 Amble.
,o;, Amen.
. 66 Amid.
. 67 Amiss.
. 68 Ammon.
. 6!J Ample .
.70 Anchor.
.71 And.
. 72 Angel.
. 7:~ Angry .
.74 Anise .
.75 Ankle .

.76
.77
.78
.79
.80
.81
.82
.83
.84
.85
.86
.87

Annex .
Annoy .
Annul.
Anthem .
Antic .
Anvil.
Any .
Apart .
Ape .
Apex .
Apish .
Appeal.

.88
.89
.90
.91
.92
.9~

.94
.95
.96
.97
.98
.99

Append .
Apply .
April.
Apron .
Aqua .
Arab .
Arcade
An:h .
Ardent •
Ardor .
Argil.
Argue

1.00 to 1.49 inches.
l .00
1.01
1.02
1.03
1.04
1.05
1.06
1.07

Arm.
Armor.
Arrow.
Arson.
Art.
Artist.
A.rtly.
Ascend.
1.0 ~ Ashes.
J.U9 Asia.
1.10 Aside.
1.11 Ask.
1 .I~ Asleep.

1.13
J.J4
1.15
].]()
1.17
1.18
J.1 9
1.20
].21
1.22
1.2:3

Asp.
Aspen.
Asset.
Assign.
Assist.
Assume.
Astral.
Astray.
Astute.
Atone.
Attend.
1.~4 Attire.
1 .25 Attract.

J.26 Attune.
1.27 Aubum.
1.28 Audit.
1.29 August.
1.30 Austere.
1.31 Author.
1.32 Autumn.
1.33 Avant.
1.34 Avenge.
1 .35 A ven ne.
J.36 Avflrse.
1.37 Avoid.

1.~8

J.3Y
1.40
1.41
1.42
1.4:3
J.44
J.45
1.4fi
1.47
1.4
J .49

Avon.
Await.
Awake.
Aware.
Away.
Awe.
Awful.
Awhile.
Ax.
Axis.
Axle.
Azure.

One.
Two.
Three.
Four.
Five.
Six.
Seven.
Eight.
Nine.
Ten.
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1.50 to 1.99 inches.
1.:>0
1.51
1.52
1.53
J .54
1.55
1.56
1.57
1.&8
1.59
1.60
1.61
1.62

Sago.
Salary:
Sale.
Salute.
Sap.
Saul.
Savor.
Saw.
Saxon.
Say.
Scab.
Scald.
Scape.

1.63
1.64
1.65
1.66
1.67
1.68
1.69
1.70
1. 71
1.72
1.7:3
1.74
1.75

1.76
1.77
1.78
1.79
1.80
1.81

Scar.
Scheme.
Scorn.
Scot.
Scrap.
Scud.
Sea.
Seam.
Season.
Sedge.
Seek.
Self.
Send.

1.8~

1.83
1.84
1.85

1.86
1.87

1.88
1.89
1.90
1.91
1.92
1.93
1.94
1.95
1.96

Shield.
Shift.
Shoal.
Shock.
Short.
Shut.
Sick.
Sickly.
Sidon.
1.~7 Sign.
1.98 Silex.
1.99 Silk.

Sense.
Serf.
Serge.
Serve.
Set.
Shake.
Shape.
Sllave.
She.
Shed.
Shelf.
Shell.

All cipher words must be written clearly and distinctly.
when llO observation is taken.

The word blank will be used

2.00 to 2.49 inches.

2.00
2.01
2.02
2.03
2.04
2.05
2.06
2.07
2.08
2 09
2.10
2.11
2.12

Silly.
Since.
Size.
Skate.
Skew.
Skid.
Skiff.
Skin.
Skip.
Sky.
Sled.
Slick.
Slide.

2.13
2.14
2.15
2.16
2.17
2.18
2.19
2.20
2.21
2.22
·2.23
2.24
2 25

Slight.
Slow.
Slug.
Smack.
Smash.
Smile.
Smoke.
Smut.
Snail.
Snake.
Snap.
Sniffle.
Snipe.

2.50
2.51
2 52
2.53
2.54
2.55
2.56
2.57
2.58
2.59
2.60
2.61
2.62

Spur.
Spy.
Stab.
Stack.
Stag.
Stain.
Stake.
Stale.
Stall.
Star.
Stark.
Stay.
Steal.

2.63
2.64
2.65
2.66
2.67
2.68
2.69
2.70
2.71
2.72
2. 73
2.74
2.75

Steam.
Stem.
Step.
Stern.
Stew.
Still.
Sting.
Stock.
Stray.
Striet.
Stride.
String.
Stroke.

2.26
2.27
2.28
2.29
2.30
2.31
2.32
2.3:3
2.34
2.35
2.36
2.37

Snob.
Snow.
Soap.
Soda.
Sodom.
Solar.
Solid.
Soon.
Sort.
South.
Sowing.
Spade.

2.38
2.39
2.40
2.41
2.42
2.43
2.44
2.45
2.46
2.47
2.48
2.49

Span.
Spank.
Spasm.
Speck.
Spice.
Spit.
Spoil.
Spoke.
Sponge.
Spree.
Sprig.
Spring.

2.88
2.89
2.90
2.91
2.92
2.93
2.94
2.95
2.96
2.97
2.98
2.99

Swan.
Swap.
Sway.
Swede.
Swell.
Swift.
Swim.
Swiss.
Sylph.
Synod.
Syntax.
Syria.

2.50 to 2.99 inches.
2.76 Strut.
2.77 Stud.
2.78 Stuff.
2.79 Sturn.
2.80 Style.
2.81 Suck.
2.82 Suds.
2.82 Suit.
2.84 Sum.
2.85 Sunny.
2.86 Surf.
2.87 Swag.

All cipher words must be written clearly and distinctly. The word blank will be used
when no observation is taken. Any fall of rain of 3 inches and over will be given in special
dispatch.
RIVER REPORT.

Change in last twenty.jou1·ltours.

0 to 99 inches.
Rise.

0 Habit.
J Hadley.
2 Hague.
3 Hair.
4 Half.
5 Halo.
6 Halter.
7 Hamlet.
8 Handy.
9 Hang.
10 Happy.

Rise.

Fall.

Habit.
Labor.
Lackey.
Lad.
Laden.
Lady.
Lager.
Lain.
Lamb.
Land.
Landing.

11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19
20
21

Harbor.
Harden.
Harem.
Harlot.
Harm.
Harper.
Harry.
Harsh.
Harvest.
Haste.
Hatch.

Fall.

Lansing.
Lantern.
Lapse.
Larch.
Lard.
Large.
Lash.
Late.
Lath.
Latin.
Latrobe.
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Rise.

22
23
24
25
26

Hawk.
Hayti.
Hazard.
Hazel.
Hazy.
27 Ht::al.
28 HEJap.
29 Heart.
30 Heath.
31 Heathen.
:-m Heavy.
33 Hebe.
34 Hebrew.
35 Hebron.
36 Hector.
37 Held.
38 Helix.
3!:.1 Helm.
40 Helot.
41 Help.
42 Hence.
43 Henry.
44 Herald.
45 Herd.
46 Heresy.
47 Hermit.
• 48 Hernia.
49 Heroic.
50 Heron.
51 Hew.
5:2 Hide.
5:3 High.
54 Hinge.
:J5 Hinton.
56 Hire.
57 Hoar.
58 Hoax.
59 Hock.
60 Hog.
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Fall.

Laugh.
Laura.
Laurel.
Lava.
Lavish.
Law.
Lawn.
Lawyer.
Lead.
League.
Lean.
Leaping.
Learn.
Leaven.
Lecture.
Ledger.
Left.
Leg.
Legal.
Legend.
Leghorn.
Lemon.
Lenox.
lLentel.
Lesson.
Level.
Levity.
Levy.
Lewd.
Lewis.
Leyden.
Libel.
Liberal.
Liberty.
Libra.·
Liehen.
Life.
Light.
Limbo.

Rise.
61 Hoist.
62 Holly.
63 Holy.
64 Home.
65 Homely.
66 Honest.
67 Honey.
68 Honor.
69 Hood.
70 Hoop.
71 Horde.
72 Horn.
73 Hornet.
74 Host.
75 Hotel.
76 Hound.
77 Hour.
78 Hovel.
'?9 Hub.
80 Huff.
81 Huge.
82 Human.
83 Humbug.
84 Humid.
85 Hump.
86 Hunch.
87 Hunger.
88 Hunt.
89 Hunter.
90 Hunting.
91 Hurley.
92 Hush.
93 Hybrid.
94 Hydra.
95 Hydrant.
96 Hymen.
97 Hymn.
98 Hyphen.
9!:1 Hypo.

All cipher words must be written clearly and distinctly.
when no observation is taken.

Fall.

Limit.
Limpid.
Linen.
Lingo.
Lisbon.
List.
Listen.
Litany.
Lithia.
Litmus.
Livid.
Loaf.
Lobby.
Local. ·
Locust.
Lodi.
Logan.
Logic.
Lonesome.
Loud.
Louse.
Love.
Lover.
Loving.
Loyal.
Lubeck.
Lubin.
Lucas.
Luck.
Lucy.
Lumber.
Luna.
Lunatic.
Lundy.
Luster.
Lute.
Lydia.
Lykens.
Lynx.
The word blank will be used

RIVER REPORT.

Change in ·last twenty jour hours.
8 to 30 feet.
Rise.

8 Oakum.
9 Oath.
10 Obey.
11 Obtain.
12 Odds.
13 Odium.
14 Offa.l.
15 Offend.
16 Often.
17 Ogre.
18 Omega.
19 Omit.

Fall.

Wafer.
Waken.
Walk.
Wander.
Water.
Wave.
Wax.
Weak.
Weigh.
Well.
Wench.
Weston.

Rise.

20 Only,
21 Opal.
22 Oppress.
23 Optic.
24 Order.
25 Organ.
26 Other.
27 Ought.
28 Ounce.
29 'Owing.
30 Oxford.

Fall.

Whark.
Wharf.
What.
Whig.
Wick.
Wild.
Wing.
With.
World.
Wore.
Worthy.

The sixth spa~ in first line of Form 5 will be used for the depth in feet whenever it
excePds eight teet, and the sixth space in second line for the odu inches.
vVhenever the depth does not exceed eight feet, the word ''River" will be used as at present
to fill the space in fir t line, and the whole depth given in the second line in inche · The
present cipher words will be used, but the bead-line, "Change in last 24 hours," will be
era ·<'d.
All cipher words must he written clearly and distinctly. The word blank will be n:;ed
wb~:;n no observation is taken.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE MANAGEMENT 01<' THE SELF-RECORDING METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUME~H'S AT THE OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SIGNALOFFICER OF THE ARMY, WASHINGTON, D. C.
INSTRUCTIONS.

Hough's printing baromete1·.

The paper on the cylinder to the right, and the strips on which the record is printed, are
changed every day at noon.
,
The paper on the cylinder to the left is changed at 12m., on the 1st and 15th of each
month of 30 days, and on the 1st and 16th of each month of 31 days.
For the daily record :
l. Date the papers, across the end of the small strip and on top of the cylinder record.
2. Remove the old record from the cylinder (on the left) by drawing back the pencils
from the cylinder, ann holding them back by means of the small brass wire between them,
and raismg the spring-clamps.
3. Put on the new paper in the same position, letting the lower margin rest upon the
shoulder on the c,ylinder, and replace the spring-clan1ps.
4. On the side of the clock is a small cylinder, around which is wound a cord which revolves the record cylinder. Revolve this small cylinder to the left, which will wind up the.
cord and move the record around to its proper position.
5. Allow the pencil to press against it again, by letting go the small brass wire which
holds it. The p•mcil is adjusted to the proper horizontal line by the set-screws on the vertical shaft. (Adjust the pencil of the 15-day record in the same manner.)
6. At the time the small cylinder is revolved, (see 4,) the carriage on which the figures
are printed is carried back to its starting position on the left; to remove the slip, loosen the
set-screws in the middle and at each end, when the old record will drop out.
7. Lay tho new strip down, place a small strip of clean paper, three-fourths of an inch
wide, on the upper margin, and on top of this a piece of carbon paper the size of the record ;
then invert the carriage, and, holding the strips together, place them in the slots of the
carriage, tighten the set-ilcrews, let the carriage hang down, and slide it to the right, until
one inch of it has passed the type, then fasten it to the cord with the set-screw.
8. If the types become misplftced they should be adjusted by revolving the type-wheels
until the proper figures are in front; adjust the weight to the striking lever by moving it to
the right or left, and the leather on the printing lever by the set-screws.
9, The batteries should be examined daily, and all points of contact kept clean.
10. Compare with standard barometer daily, and write the error (if any) on the back of
the recorJ, which should oe carefully traced with black ink.
11. To change the l 5-day record remove the paper by loosening the spring-clamps; pla~e
the new paper ii:l the same position, with the lower margin resting upon the ledge on the
cylinder, and fasten with the sprirw-clamps.
12. Take hold, with the left hand, of the toothed-wheel, around the vertical shaft of which
is wound the cord which revolves the 15-day cylinder, at the same time draw the right end
of the horizontal lever (which fits in an eccentric on the side of the clock and allows the
toothed-wheel to move one tooth each hour) from the eccentric, and revolve the toothedwheel until the. record cylinder turns completely around, and let the pencil rest upon the
proper time-lin e.
J 3. Wind the clock every day. The weight which drives the record portion of the instrument should be wound as often as it runs down, sometimes three or four times daily. Great
care must be taken to prevent the weight from reaching the flooi:.
Hough's electric meteorograph

records barometer and wet and dry thermometers, the barometer being in the room and the
thermometers in a louver-boardfld box outside, and connected to the marking-lever by platinum wires. To change the record, (which should be done at noon on the 1st and 15th of
each month)]. Remove the old record by drawing out the thumb-tacks.
2. Place the new record in the same position, resting the lower edge of it upon the flange
on the cylinder, and replace the thumb-tacks to hold it.
3. Take bold of the toothed-wheel, on the axle of which is wound the cord which turns
the cylinder, and with the right hand draw out the set-screw from the eccentric on the side
of the clock, by lowering of which the toothed-wheel will be allowed to revolve, wind up
th e cord with this wheel until the record cylinder makes an entire revolution, let the recording po!nt impinge ~pon the proper-time line, and fasten the cylinder by replacing the setscrew m the eccentnc.
The instrument records three times each hollr, once for the barometer and once for each
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thermometer ; the barometer recording as the lever is moving upward, and the thermometers
recording as it moves downward.
4. The batteries should be inspected daily, and contact points lrept clean.
.
5. Compare with standard barometer every time the record is changed, and note the difference (if any) on the back of the record. The barometer is adjusted by raising or lowering
the contact point along the rod which moves by the side of the barometer. The thermometers are adjusted to any desired point, giving sufficient room for the variations of temperature.
Hough's electric barometer.

1. The record is cbang·ed at 12m. on the 1st and 15th of each month. (If the month has
31 days change on the l 6th.)
2. Take out the thumb-tack and remove the old record.
3. Place the new paper in position, resting the lower edge of it upon the flange on the
cylinder, and replace the thumb-tack to hold it.
4. Take hold of the toothed-wheel, on the axle of which is wound the cord which turns
the cylinder, and with the right hand draw back the horizontal lever from the eccentric on
the side of the clock, which will allow the toothed-wheel to revolve, wind up the cord with
this wheel until the record cylinder makes one complete revolution. See that the reeording
point impinges upon the proper-time line, and fasten the cylinder by replacing the horizontal
lever upon the pin on the eccentric. The instrument shouid record once every hour.
5. Inspect the batteries daily and see that. the contact points are kept clean.
6. Compare with standard barometer every time the record is changed and note the difference (if any) on the back of record. The barometer is adjusted by raising or lowering the
nut, which carries the contact point, on the rod which moves vertically by the side of the
barometer.
Peelor's barometer.

1. Date the paper, and change the record daily at 12 m.
2. See if the pointer is being driven into the paper; if so, wait until it is out; t~en remove the elastic bands from the ends of the cylinder, letting go the old record, which remove.
3. Place the new record on the cylinder, with the top of the paper to the right, and replace the clastic bands to fasten the paper.
4. Revolve the cylinder (which is held by a ratchet) in either direction, until the needle
points to the proper hour on the paper.
·
.
The vertical rod holding the needle is balanced by the weights on the lower end of_Jt.
The barometer is adjusted by means of a set screw on top of the upper end of the box wh1ch
holds t.he siphon barometer. The instrument should be compared with the standard everv
fifteen days, and the difference noted on the back of the record.
Tf'ild's barometer

consists of a horizontal lever working on a knife-edge at its center, to the right end of
which is suspended the barometer. Tbe lower end of the· barometer is suspended in a cistern
of mercnry. The barometer i& balanced by a weight on the left end of lever, au~ by
another lever projecting slightly from the perpendicular with anotl1er weight. Pcrpend1CU·
lar to the first lever is a long arm carrying a point, which hangs before the ~aper, (the paper
being carried vertically from one roller to another,) and which is driven into the paper once
every ten minutes by the action of the magnets, the contact being made through the clock.
The paper should be marked each day with the time and height of barometer as compared
with the standard, and at the end of each month cut off and properly ruled.
Beck's '' aneroid barometer.''

1. Date the paper, and change the record every Monday at 12 m.
2. Remove the cylin<ler which holds the paper, by lifting it upward and to the left.
3. Remove the old record from the cylinder, by loosening the spring-clamps.
4. Put on the new paper so the lower edge of it rests upon the upper side of the lower
spring-clamp.
5. Replace the cylinder so that the cogs on the lower margin of it will :fit in the end!E.• •-<
screw and the brass marker will point to the proper hour.
6. Adjust the marker to the proper height on the paper, by raising or lowering the burom·
the case.
eter ·w ith the dock-key through the hole in the top
7. Wind the clock .
. Compare with standard barometer every two weeks, and adjust the aneroid with the
clo~k,-kcy through the hole in the back of the case until the indicator points to the prop r
pOSitiOn.
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Photog1·ophic barometer

consists of a slate slab on which is placed a dark chamber. In this dark chamber is
a photograph lens and a cylinder on which is placed the prepared paper and which is
revolved by clock-work once in forty-eight hours. The barometer is plaeed so that the upper
end stands in front of a lighted lamp, the lig·ht being concentrated and thrown upon the
photograph lens by a powerful condensing lens.
Photographic thermometers

consist of a dark chamber and lens, same as in the barometer. The thermometers (wet
and dry) are long and the bulbs are outside the room, the upper ends standing before the
photograph lens. The light is placed in front and reflected back by means of mirrors. The
thermometers are adjusted to the proper height by means of a screw standing between them.
The records are changed in exactly the same manner both on barometer and thermometers, .
viz:
1. The ordinary photograph waxed paper is used as furnished.
2. Is bathed in a solution of potassmm for three hours, of the following proportions:
Iodide potassium, grains ------ ·---·-. ·----· .... ------------------ ·----· .•.••• 582 ..5·
Bromide potassium,grairts ..•••..... ------------ ·----- ..•••• ------------ ·----- 417.5
Distilled water, ounces ...................... ----- .... -------------------....
40
3. It is then made sensitive by floating for ten minutes on a nitrate of silver solution-Nitrate of silver, grains ... _ .... ------ ........ ------ .......... ------ •..••.. ___ ..
Glacial acetic acid, drachms .............................. -----· ·----- ···--- ---Distilled water, ounces .. --- ... --- ............. _........ __ ................. ___ ..

300
2
20

4. Wash twice in distilled water and dry in a dark room, when it is ready to be placed on
the cylinder in the photographic datk chamber.
5. Supposing a record to be already on, to remove it first darken the room, then raise the
cover of dark chamber, lift off of the cylinder, and place in a dark box for the purpose of
carrying it to the dark room.
6. Make. a saturated solution of gallic acid in alcohol and dilute it two-thirds with •water.
Float the record on this solution until developed, then carefully wash.
7. Fh with hyposulphite of soda.
Gibbon's electric self-ncording anemometer.

Near the top of the post on which the anemometer is fixed, place two screws "c" and
" d," (Fig. 1;) to each of these screws fasten the wires separately, (the insulated wire to
one. and the naked wire to the other,) leaving just sufficient of the upper end of each wire
to reach to the outside endR of the contact bars ''a" and "b," to which securely fasten
with the binding screws-taking great care not t-o loosen the insulating attachme1;1t "g.''
Then pass the lower ends of the wire down the post, over the roof, and down the side of the
house (securing so the wind will not sway them) to the top of the office window; pass them
in through two small holes (where the sash and shutters will not injure them) and down the
inside. In crossing the roof it is well to fasten them between two wooden strips, one on
top of the other. One wire should then go to the screw cup "h," (Fig. II,) and the other
to one pole of !he battery at "i," then from the other pole "m " of the battery run a wire
to the screw-cup "k," when the circuit is completed, and the armature will be closed once
for each mile the wind travels.
Particular care must be taken that all of the connections are tight.
For putting on the paper:
_
Place the cylinder "s" on a table in front, with the screw "r" to the left band ; place
the paper on the cylinder with the top of it from the serew, Let the line marked 12 m.
(noon) eome on the line marked on the cylinder, and place a small rubber band on each
end. The lines on each end of the paper will then exactly coincide.
Place the cylinder "s" in its position, so that the end on whieh there is no screw "t"
will be close up to the post on which it rests. Slide the small sliding· bar "n" on the horizontal bars "o, o," until it fits on the ends of the screw-axle "r;" then revolve the cylinder until the pencil will rest on the end of the upper line marked 12m., and tighten the
thumb-screw "n."
Much care must be taken in adjusting the armature spring, so that it will not be too
strong for the magnet, and still strong enough to draw back the pencil in a straight line.
The mark for the record should be a little less than one-eig!tth of an inclt long, and neve1·
more than this. 'l'his is arranged by moving the armature set-screw P, until the pencil
points to the line marked 12m. Then move the magnets, by means of the adjusting screw
Q, until the mark is the proper length.
The pencils should be kept pointed enough to give a clear and distinct mark.
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Use No. 3 pencils.
The clock should be wound every day, when the record is changed.
'l'he record should be changed daily, at 12 o'clock, noon.
NoTE.-For the instructions referred to, see Istructions to Observer-Sergeants.
Gibbon's electrical anemometer and anernoscope

consists of the anemometer above described, for showing the velocity of wind, with the
cylinder made two and one-half inches longer, on the right end of which is printed t~e
direction of the wind once every five minutes. The magnets consist of four single co1ls.
placed in front of the cylinder and connected with the v"Lne on roof of building by means of
four wires. To the armatures which lay on the sides of the coils are attached levers, on the
ends of whieh are types which print the direction of the wind once every five minutes, (on
some of the instruments, on others the direction is given once in every mile the wind travels,)
tbe contact being made through the clock. The paper for the record is changed exactly as
on the anemometer before described, ar.cl the marking points and types adjusted to the proper
position by means of the set-screw on the right, which moves all the magnets at once, all
being fastened upon one plate.
Beclc's anemomete1·.

1. Date the paper.
·
2. Raise the helices from the cylinder by means of the brass handle between them, loosen
the cylinder shaft from the clock by means of the capstan-screw between the cylinders aod
clock.
3. Take off the old record by pressing the spring-clamps which hold the paper.
4. Place the new paper around the cylinder with the side marked "Direction" to the
right, let the small point in the center of cylinder pierce the crossed lines; draw the other
end tight and regular and fasten• by spring-clamps.
5. Wind true clock.
6. Set the cylinder in its proper position by revolving it until the stylus between the
helicPs points to 10 o'clock a. m., then fasten the cylinder by revolving the capstan-screw.
7. By means of the small brass lever press the helices down upon the paper.
8. The pressure of the helices is regulated by moving the small brass weights to or from
tl1em.
9. To adjust the direction helices, loosen the brass nut on the vertical rod, raise the piece
tK> which is attached the ball and socket joint, and adjust the helix by revolving it, at th_e
~;arne time adjusting direc.tion plate indicator on the lower end of the vertical rod, lower Jt
again and make fast the brass nut.
10. The velocity is adjusted in the same manner. They both need adjusting but once
unless disturbed.
Wild's anernomet.e1·, anemoscopc, and rain-gauge

consists of an apparatus for measuring the direction and velocity of the wind and the
amount of rain-fall, having a horizontal ~haft to which is attached points carrying eight
small friction-wheels, corresponding to the eight cardinal points of the compass; the wheel
which corresponds to the point froru wbich the wind is blowing is continually pressed against
the paper by a cam upon a shaft revolved by a vane upon the roof of the building. On ~be
same borizuntal shaft is a slide to which is attached a point for recordiug tbc amount of ramfall; the water being conducted from the gauge on the roof of the building to the water-wheel,
which revolves, drawing the slide to the left; ouce every ten minutes the armature is at·
tracted by the magnets, (the contact being made through the clock,) driving the point. on
the slide through the paper, at the same time letting go the spring whieh draws the slide.
and the slide falls back to its original position, the distance from which, .to the hole made.
showing the number of liters of water fallen duriug the preceeding ten minutes.
The velocity of wind is rPgistercd in precisely the same manner as the rain-fall, the mar~
ing point being drawn to the left by a vertical shaft conneded to the Robinson hemispbenca~ eups on the roof of the building; the distance from the fiducial line (marked by a fi~ed
pomt) to the hole made, showing the number of miles the wind traveled in the precediU!r
ten minutes.
The paper is drawn from one roller to another, ::tnd should be recorded. and compared a' on
the hygrometer and tbermometf'r.
Once each day the time and date should be marked on the paper opposite the record made
at that moment.
Draper's anemoscope.

1. Date the paper, .and cha~ge .tb~ record daily at noon.
'l. Draw out tbe w;re to which lS fastened the rubber spring which urives the pencil: r"·
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move the cylinder, by raising with one hand the vertical shaft (outside the .case) ab.out one
inch; then raise the cylinder and lift it clear of the lower socket, and by agam lowenng· take
it out.
3. Remove the old record, by raising the spring-clamp and sliding the paper off the lower
end of the cylinder.
4. Place some paste along the baek side of left margin of the new record paper; wrap it
around the cylinder, and press the edg-es together closely.
5. Slide the paper up 1.mder the spring-clamp, until the left side of the clamp is in a line
with the left margin of the paper at the point marked "North."
6. Raise the vertical shaft; place the cylinder in its proper position, and let the shaft
down; then revolve the cylinder until the axle on top of it slips into the noteh cut for it in the
shaft.
7. Wind the clock, which will raise the weight with marking point to top of cylinder, and
to the line marked 12 m.
8. Put in a piece of No. 2 lead one inch long, and replace the spring which presses it,
taking care that the pencil points to the proper-time line on the paper.
Dmper' s anemometer for fo1'Ce of the wind.

1. Date the paper, and change the record at 12 m. daily.
2. Draw out the wire w bicb drives the pencil; remove the old record by raising the springclamps which hold the paper to the carriage.
3. Place the new paper in the plaee. from which the old one was removed, taking care to
alljust it so the pencil will press directly upon the lower line on the right end of the paper.
4. Wind the clock, which will draw the carriage to the right, drawing until the pencil
presses upon the intersecting lines marked 12 m. and the lower line of the paper.
5. Replace the wire which pushes the lead against the paper. Use No. 3 lead.
Draper's anemometer fm· velocity of the wind.

1. Date the paper, and change the record daily at 12m.
2. Draw out the wire which pushes the lead against the paper; remove the old record, by
raising the spring-clamps which bold it to the carriage.
3. Place the new paper in the place from which the old one was removed ; let the lower
edge of the paper rest upon the points in the carriage, (which should always be adjusted so
the pencil wnen down will strike on the lower line. )
4. Wind the cloek-wbicb will draw the carriage to the right-until the pencil rests upon
the proper vertical time line.
5. Replace the wire which pushes the lead against the paper. Use No.2 lead.
Draper's min-gauge.
1. Date the paper, and change the record daily at 12m.
2. Hold the carriage back from the pencil, and remove the old record by raising· the spring·
clamps which hold it to the carriage.
3. If there has been rain since the noon previous, and water remaining in the suspended
reservoir, remove it by means of a siphon.
4. Place the new paper in the same place, and let the pencil point to the upper line.
5. Wind the clock-which will draw the carriage t0 the right-until the pencil rests upon
the upper horizontal line and the proper vertical time line.
6. Adjust the pencil to make a very light line, afterward to be traced with ink. The
amount of water should be measured by the hand-gauge every two wee]u;, and the spring-balance adjusted by screwing it up or clown.
Beckley's 1·ain-gauge.

/

l. Date the paper, and change the record daily at 12m.
2. Press the spring which holds the pencil back from the record, and lift off the cylinder
with tue old record on it.
3. Remove the old record by loosening the spring-clamps.
4. Place the new record on the cylinder with the lower edge resting on the lower springclamps.
5. Wind the clock by turning the cylinder sl1aft to the left. If any water Jemains empty
it out by reversing- the top portion of the reservoir.
6. Place the cylinder with new record on its shaft, letting the pencil-point rest upon the
upper horizontal line and the proper-time line.
7. ~tart the clock by turning the large thumb-screw over the clock.
8. \Vhcn rain bas fallen trace the record with ink.
9. Adjust the pencil by means of the small set-screw over it.
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Wild's hygrometer and thermometer

consists of a metallic coil thermometer and hair hygrometer. The record is made by
means of points which are driven through the paper every ten minutes by a lever attached
to the armature of two pairs of magnets, the connection being made between the instrument
and the battery by a clock. The record paper is drawn from one roller and coiled upon another by the recoil of the armature when the contact is broken. The distance from the
armatnre to the end of the magnets should be adjusted with just sufficient room to allow the
ratehet to play properly in the ratchet-wheel, so as to move the friction rollers, betw~en
which passes the paper. The paper should be marked each day with the time, the relatr~e
humidity, and the height of the thermometer by comparison with the instruments placed m
the observatory >vith it, and at the end of each month the record for that time will be cut off
the long strip, and the lines for time, height of thermometer, and for relative humidity ruled
upon it.
This instrument runs in conjunction with Wild's "barometer," and 'Wild's "anemometer
and rain-gauge," all being driven by the same battery and the time regulated by one
clock, the contacts following each other at intervals of one second.
La Clanclte battery.

Place two ounces sal ammoniac in each glass jar; fill in with water to the depth of one
inch ; let the salts dissolve one hour; then set in the porous cups and the zincs. The glass
jar should then be just half full, and never more than t!tis. Then f'.onnect the zinc of one cell
with the carbon of the next. Connect the zinc of the last with the carbon of the first, and
let them stand six hours.
The battery, after being set, must not be shaken. and moved as little as possible.
The solution should be saturated, i. e., as much sal ammoniac as the water will dissolve.
It will probably be necessary to pour in one or two teaspoonfuls of sal ammoniac every
four or five months.
Keep the cells from one-third to one-half full of water, by pouring it down the outside of
the porous cup. The water must not be allowed to freeze.
It is essential that the rules for this battery be strictly followed.
Carbon and zinc batte·ries.

(Large size.)
Dissolve in eacL jar one pound of salt and one pound of alum in a jar three-fourths full of
water. Let them stand ten or twelve hours, then place in the carbon cylinders and the
zinc, taking great care that the zinc does not touch the carbon. Wash off the carbon and
zinc once every six months, and fill in with water whenever needed.

PAPER

E.

THE GREAT FIRES OF 1871 IN THE NORTHWEST. BY PROF. I. A. LAPHAM:
ASSISTANT TO THE CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER UNITED STATES ARMY.
•

The great fires that have recently spread, with such disastrous results, over our whole
northern frontier, from the Rocky Mountains to Central New York and Pennsylvania, must
be regarded as the effect of meteorological causes. Unusual dryness bas pervaded the
atmosphere during the past two months; the amount of rain-fall bas been ver.f considerab.ly
less than the average and the amount of evaporation considerably more." Very little ram
has ~allen ~pon most of this extended region since August.
Wmds .from a southwesterly direction, blowing often with great force and for several
day~ contmuouslJ:', bring to the great prairie 1egion of the West this excC'ssive dryuess.
Th~Jr prevalence 1s often shown by the direction toward which the trees Jean; they absor~
m01stu~e froll}- ~very source, making everything of a combustible nature still more combu~tl
ble. '1 he ROIII~self beco mes desiccated to a considerable depth. Pine lumber, of wluch
houses, barn., f~~ce., &c., are made, bec-omes excessively inflammable. The weed· ami
grass of the )Hames and stacks of bay and grain are deprived of all moisture, and partake
of the natnre of tinder .
. \Vhen the ·e wiuds are blowing-, a small spark is sufficient to kindle a great fire; the ramp
fi:·e, the w:_d from a gun, a spark from a locomotive, even tbe remuant of a cigur, or the
•nain at ~Tilwaukcr· in .-(·pteml.Jer; .:\1axirumn (18·11) i.O~_inchcs; mean of twenty-nine year,;'.!.·- ;
uiuimum (kil) O.GO.
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ashes from a pipe, may start a fire tbat will spread over a county. A stro.ke of lightning
bas, doubtiesSI, been the origin of many a prairie fire. The Indians are sa1d to bave purposely set them on fire to rout the deer and other game.
.
.
.
The violent wind hastens to spread the flame over a constantly w1denmg space, until
large districts are laid waste by the "destroying .eleme.nt." It is ~atJ?ili.arl;y known .tbat
these fires have annually spread over the great praine regwu of the M!sSISSIPP; Valley smce
their first exploration. Prairie fires are no new thing. Of course they vary m extent f~·om
year to year, according to the varying dryness of the seasons and. other meteorological
causes. A smoky atmosphere in autumn has been the common expenence every year; and
this smokiness has its origin in prairie fires at the West.
The fire once started in the dry grass and weeds of the prairie cannot be extinguished;
it must take its own course, gradually widening as it moves forward, until it presents a
front of a hundred miles or more; and the flames, often reaching a great height, are blown
fmward, setting nre to places many rods ahead.
These fires do not kill the roots of the prairie grass, w hicb springs up fresh from the
blackened soil when its proper season returns; but the germs of other plants, including all
forest trees, arP destroyed.
When these nres reach the borders of the forest recrion the trees are attacked, and many
of them destroyed; others are more or less injured. The young shoots are killed; the roots
beneath the soil, and in many cases even the soil itself is consumed.
It is when the southwest wind is high, and the atmosphere dry, and when, from long
absence of rain, the vegetation is also dry, that we are to look for these great prairie fires.
We thus have before us the true theory of the origin of the prairies: they are clearly due
to the dryness of the climate in autumn and the consequent fires. Their existence is not
due to the effect of dryness of climate upon the growth of trees themselves, for, when protected from fires, trees are found to flourish in the prairie region. It is by nre (induced by
dryness) that the trees are destroyed or prevented from growing.
These conditions of climate, the autumnal dryness and th~ prevalence of southwest winds,
have existed for ages, and hence the normal condition of the great western plains is that. of
prairie; and so long as these causes exist, this region must always remain in this condition,
unless changed by ingenious and persistently-applied devices of art.
The normal condition of other regions is that of forest growth. When old fields are
abandoned within these forest regions, as in Virginia, &c., or wherever lakes have been
drained, a growth of trees immediately take!> possession of the soil. In a few years the
forests have resumed their possession.
Within the prairie region the soil is equally well adapted to the growth of trees, and, by
continued effort in the prevention of fires, they may soon be made to cover the land with
their grateful shade, their beauty, and their usefulness; but should thesE:> efforts be discontinued for a few years, the dry weather, the high winds, and the accidentalji1·es will surely
do their appointed work, and the prairie grass will resume its possession of the ground.
The normal condition of prairie will again be established.
The northern boundary of the region of prairie forms a line which varies from year to
yPar as the seasons vary. A continued succession of dry seasons encourages great' nres,
that penetrate the forest border and extend the area of the prairie; while a similar succession
of wet seasons may allow a growth of trees to spread far within the proper boundaries of the
prairie. A constant struggle is thus maintained between the two conditions of forest and
prairie, alternating within certain limits, and changing the position of the dividing line. It
is here that we find the "openings." or scattered trees, chiefly of the burr-oak, (Quercus macrocarpa.) which give so much park-like beauty to the landscape.
The work of extending the prairie border was exhibited in the autumn of 1871 upon the
grandest scale. Fires have swept more or less completely along the whole northern frontier, from the Rocky Mountains through Dakota, Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Michigan, and
even into .t4ew York and Pennsylvania.
Within th-&_ past two or three decades this region has been occupied and "improved;"
farms have been opened, mills built, especially throughout the "lumber region," or places
·where the stately w bite pine (Pin u.s strobus) predominates. Villages, large towns, and
even great cities have sprung up along this prairie border-line with a rapidity truly wonderful: And now it is found that these natural, ever-recurring meteorological causes which
have for so many ages prevented the growth of forest trees, are equally operative in preventing the building of houses, towns, and cities.
Not only bas the wild prairie region been swept by the fires of 1871, but thousands of
square miles of forests have been dest-royed. Many farms, with their houses, barns stacks
of hay and grain, miles of fences, &c., have been destroyed. 'At the same time a n~mber of
towns and a large part of the city of Chicago was consumed, involving the loss of many
thousand human lives. The ground upon which these improvements were made has been
reduced to the normal condition of prairie.
It b~co~es apparent, then, that :ve wish t~ occupy a?d improve this prairie region, to
cover 1t wit~ VIlla~es, towns and ('.lt.Ies, to cultivate 1ts ncb and productive soil, we must
contend agamst th1s natural law, which constantly and surely tends to assert its power to
reduce everything to its former normal condition. To do this will require more than indi-
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vidual effort; only united a~d enforced, or in other words governmental effort can afford
hope of suecess.
The precautions necessary to resist this destruction of property are of the simplest kind,
being only such as are necessary to prevent the occurrence and spread of fire. This involves
not only watchfulness, but the disuse, as far as possible, of all combustible materials. The
watchfulne~:>s should extend not only to our own premises, but to prevent the carelessness
and criminality of others, which cau only be done by public authority. 'l'he use of_ kerosene in all its forms should be prohibited; no locomotive should be allowed to move w1thout
adequate means to prevent the emission of sparks from the smoke-stack, and no fenees of
wood should be built. If the farmers of France, Germany, &c., can do without fences,
certainly we can do the same, and thus save not only this food for the fires, but one-half of
the aggregate capital required in the conduct of our agriculture! A thousand other measures, needless here to mention, should be adopted and enfm·ced, looking to the same end.
It is announced that some farmers who have "lost their all" by these fires have become
disheartened and di:seouraged, and will entirely abandon their possessions. If this is done
now, while everything is fresh and new, while the soil retains its virgin richness, what may
we expect in after years? Gradually, but surely, the whole country will be reduced Ca;s
have been the once fertile plains of the East) to the condition of a desert. It is true th1s
may be in the distant future, but it is nevertheless our duty to prevent this result, so far as
it is within our power.
If fences could be dispensed with, and if onr houses could be constructed of materials
other than wood, the very great destrudion of our forests, now going on with such fea1:ful
rapidity, would be checkeu. It is estimated that fifty years will suffice to consume the pme
lumber of Wisconsin and Michigan, the chief present sources of supply; the time therefore
is close at hand when the forests will no longer supply the lumber used in temporary construction, erected only to increase the danger of great public calamities by fire!
Should the present poiicy be cont,inned, the destruction of a large share of the newlrbui lt railroad stations in the prairie-region of the West will surely come; they are built m
opposition to the law of the land, a law that sooner or later must be enforced . A dry sea·
son, a strong wind, and an accidental fire, wbeuever they occur together, will do the work.
If these views be correct, it is apparent that the precautions against these greater calamities are most needed at the southwest part of the town or eity; here is always the place of
greatest safety, and here should be erected buildings for the preservation of the most precious records and works of art, which, if lost, cannot be restored. Had the fire of Chicago
originated at the north or east side of the city, the_harn in which the kerosene lamp was
kicked over alone would have been burned.
The question is often asked whether the great fires of the Northwest, during the months of
September, October, and November, 1871, and especially the one which leveled to. the
ground a large share of the city of Chicago, had any decided effect upon the weather, mther
by creating or modifyiug currents of air or by causing a fall of rain . It was reported by
telegram to London, England, and there published, "that this fire was chiefly checke~ on
the third or fourth days by the heavy and continuous down-pour of rain, which it is ?onJ~C
tured was partly due to the great atmospheric disturbances which such an extensiVe fire
would c~use, especially w ben we are told that the season just previous to the outbreak of
the fire hal been particularly dry." This wa~ said to afford an additional example from
which to judge of the truth of the so much disputed assertion that extensive fires are almost
invariably followed by heavy down-poms of rain which have been caused by them.
A very little attention to the facts exhibited by the great fire will show that no such downpours occurred, and that the fire was cbecl,ed, not by rain, but for want of other combustible
material in the direction toward which the flames were driven by the wind.
The fire commenced at 9t p. m. of Suuday, Oetober 8, and continued during that night
and most of the succeeding day. By 2 a. m. of the 9th, it had reached the court-house and
the Sherman House, and was consuming the most valuable portions of the city. Twelve
hours later it was ravishing Lincoln Park, in the north part of the city. The last house
consumed (Dr. Foster's) was in flames at 10 p. m. Commencing a.t a point in the sontl~
wes t part of the city, the fire moved rapidly to the northeastward, and only ceased when It
hacl reached the extreme north part of the city, or the shore of Lake Michigan on the eas t.
After this time there was but little spread of the flames, though the burning buildings were
not yet entirely consumed.
Dnring all this time, twenty-four hours of continuous conflagration upon the large ·t
scale, no rain was seen to fall, nor diu any rain fall until 4 o'clock the next morning; and
this was not a very considerable "down-pour," but only a gentle rain, that extended over u
large district of country, difl'ering in no respect from the usual rains. The quantity, a
~eporteu by meteorological observers at various points, was only a few hundredth of an
mcb.. It wa~ not t~ntil fuu~· days aft~rward (14th) that anything like a heavy rain ~ccurrc d.
It IS th<~ r P. for~ qmte c01·tam that th1s ease cannot Le referred to as an exawple ot the produetirm of ra.in by a great fire.
~lust w~ th~refore conclude that fires do not produce rain, and that Profc~:>sor E~py wanu:,tak<·u Ill lus tlleory on that subject?
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By consulting his reports, it will be found that he only claimeil that fires would produce
rain under favorable circumstances of high dew-point and a calm atmosphere*
Both these important conditions were wanting at Chicago, where the air w_as almo~t
entirely destitute of moisture, and the wind was blowing a gale. To produce ram, the mr
must ascend until it becomes cool enough to condense the moisture, which then falis in the
form of rain. But here the heated air could uot ascend very far, being forced off in nearly
a horizontal diredion by the great force of the wind.
.
The case therefore neither confirms nor disprove& the Espian theory, and we may stlll
believe the 'vvell authenticated cases where, under favorable circumstances of very moist air,
and absence of wind, rain has been produced by large fires.
At some localities where fires occurred of considerable extent, rain was observed to fall
during their progress; but so far as is known, these were general rains, extending equally
over the country, and not produced or apparently affected by the ~re.
.
.
Had these great fires occurred during a calm. doubtless many of the phenomena descnbed
in Espy's theory-the ascending current, the in-blowing air from all Jirections, the clond
formation above, and possibly E>ven rain, may have been prodeced ; but 8:ll thes~ were prevented or very materially modified, by the lack of moisture and the great force of the southwest gale.
The effect of these great £res upon the currents of air was also materially modified by the
great force and velocity of the southwest g·ale.
While it is undoubtedly true, as stated by Espy and others, that the increased temperature
of the air eauses it to rise, and thus produce an inflow of the surrounding atmosphere from
all sides, it is manifest that the gale prevents au inflow from the front and increases it in the
rear. Different observers represent the wind as sweeping along at a fearful rate, increasing
as the fire progressed. While some report a whirling motion, others say the motion wa~
direct.
As the flames arose above the top" of the houses, or of the forests, they were forced forward by the fieree gale. Fire-brands were carried a gn~at distance ; and even roofs of houses
are said to have been lifted up and precipitated upon adjoining buildings. It was, at times,
diffieult for a strong man to resist the force of the wind. 'The approach of the fire is represented as very rapid, and accompanied by unusual sounds, increased to that of Niagara.
Piles of lumber were blown away, chimneys thrown down, and sand and ashes were swept
along like drifting snow.
Under these conditions, the fires of course spread with the most fearful rapidity in the
direetion toward ·which the wiud wa;; blowing, its velocity bemg such as to carry the hot
air, the flames, and the burning brands directly forward. The predominant force of the southwest wind was suffieient to overcome any tendency toward local currents. But fluctuations
in the direction of the wind always oc~ur, and give rise to different statements as to its direction. t The draught of air upon the two sides of this rapidly progressing stream of fire, near the
ground, was often very considerable. The lateral spread of the flames was against this
draught, and of course was eomparatively slow in its progress.
·
Masses of flames were blown forward, and are described as "balls of fire that were observed to fall like meteors in different parts of the town, igniting whatever they came in contact with." Another account says "that the fire came horn the air above, more than from
the earth . It swept along in detached clouds borne with a tornado-like fury. The clouds of
fire would be swept along in waving mas~es of different sizes. A man describes one of these
clouds as of 40 feet in size each way. Whatever he saw it touch, the object, tree or house,
wilted direetly down. These clouds of fire usually touched the tops of the tallest houses first,
when the building would burn down as if saturated with kerosene. It seems as if the air
was charged with clouds of fire.''
The intense beat and great rapidity with which houses were consumed, are among the
most wonderful facts connected with these fires, and have given occasion for the suggestion
of several causes, both natural and supernaturaL It is believed, however, that a slight consideration of the effects of the blow-pipe and of the blast-furnace will sufficiently explain all
the observed facts. The strong wind, by constantly adding oxygen to the flames, inereased
their magnitude and the intensity of the heat.
The telegraph wires indicated no unusual disturbance of the electrical condition of the
atmosphere, and the rapid production of flame, under the fierce blast of wind, will aceount
for the intensity of the heat, wit.bout resorting to the absurdity of the decomposition of the
atmospheric air.
·
We may therefore conclude that tl1ese fires were rendered possible, and owe their intensity
and magnitude to meteorological eauses, and that they neither confirm nor disprove Pro·
fessor Es?y's theory of storms and the artificial production of rain.
* Fourth Report, 1857, p. 29. .
t But there can. be no excuse for the blunder of an illustrated New York paper, by which the flames are
represented as bemg carried in a direction exactly contrary to tbe fact.
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LIST OF THE GREAT STORMS, HURRICANES, AND TORNADOES OF THE
UNITED STATES. PREPARED BY I. A. LAPHAM, ASSISTANT TO THE CHIEF
SIGNAL-OFFICER, UNITED STATES ARMY.
1635. Aug. 15.-A violent storm or hurricane did much damage in New England.-(Dwi~ht.)
1678.-A bark cast away on Lake Ontario in November-the first lake disaster.-(Hennepin.)
1679, Aug. 26.-Tbe Griffin, the first sail-vessel on the upper lakes, encountered a severe
gale on Lake Huron.-(Hennepin.)
Sept.-The Griffin lost on one of the upper lakes.-(Hennepin.)
Oct. l, 4.-Voyagers driven ashore, on the west coast of Lake Michigan, by stress of
weather.-(Hennepin.)
1692, March 4.-A furious storm of wind and rain at New Haven, Connecticut.-( Am. Jour.
Sci., 42, p. 399.)
March 13.-Another storm at New Haven.-(Ibid.)
1697, Oct.18.-Hurricane in Maryland, Delaware, in Philadelphia, &c.-(Tr. Am. Phil. Soc.,
i, p. 350.)
1609.-A severe hurricane in South Carolina.-(Draper ; Blodget, p. 397.)
1700, Sept. 16.-Storm at Charleston, South Carolina.-(Ramsay, Hist., 2, p. 314; Blodget,
Clim., p. 397.)
1713, Sept. 16, 17.-Hurricane at Charleston, South Carolina.-(Ramsay, p. 314: BLodget, P·
397.)
1717, Feb. 18, 24 (0. S. )-Great snow-storm in New England.
1723.-A very destructive hurricane at New Orleans, Louisiana.-(Rarton; Blodget, p. 397.)
1728, Sept. 14 -A great storm at Charleston, South Carolina.-(Hewat; Ramsay, p. 314;
Blodget, p. 397.)
1751. March 12.-A violent tempest in New England.
1752.-Hurricane at Charleston, South Carolina, early in September.-( Chalmers's Weather
of South Carolina; BlodgE>t, p. 397.)
Sept. 15.-Tbe second hurricane in this month at Charleston, South Carolina.-(Prioleau; Chalmers; Ramsay, p. 314; Blodget, p. 397.)
1754, Oct. 2!.-A great storm in New England, with heavy rains.-( Smith; Mass. Agr. Rep.,
1854, p. 3t:l.)
1756.-Saint Simon's Island, Georgia, flooded during a storm.-(Lyell, 2d Visit, 1, p. 253;
Blodget, p. 397.)
1757, Oct.-A hurricane from West Florida, to Boston.-(Investigated by Benjamin Franklin; Volney's View, p. 196.)
1761, May 2.-A tornado at Charleston, South Carolina, at 2t p. m.-(Am. Register; Piddington, p. 97.)
1769, Sept. 8.-A. tempest in New England.
1770, Oct.19.-A tempest in New England.
.
1771, Feb. 8.-A storm at Philadelphia., Pennsylvania, with very high tide.-(Tr. Am. Phil.
Soc., 1, p . 179.)
1772, Aug. 31 to Sept. 3.-Hurricane in Louisiana.-(Guyarre; Blodget, p. 397.)
1773, Aug. 14.-A very destructive hurricane in Eastern Massachusetts.-('fr. Am. Phil. Soc.,
2, p. ]:~7.)
1778, Aug. 18.-A violent tempest in New England.
Oct. 7, 10.-Storm at New Orleans, Louisiana.-(Golver; Guyarre; Blodget, p. 397.)
1779, Aug. 18.-Hnrricane at New Orleans.-( Dunbar in Tr. Am. Phil. Soc., 6, p.53; GuyaJre;
Blodgett, p. 397.)
Oct. 7, JO.-Storm in Lower Louisiana. Very hiD'h sea.-(Guyarre; Blodget, p. 397.)
1780. May 19.-Was known as the" dark day'' in No~them States and Canada.-(Thompson's Vt., p. Hi.)
.
Aug. 24.-Storm in Louisiana.-Guyarre; Blodget, p. 397 ; Dunbar in Tr. Am. Phil.
Soc., 6, p. 53.)
Oct. 3, 5.-Hurricane in Jamaica. Cuba, Florida, &c.-(Redfield, Am. Jour., 31, P·
120, and ii, 2, p. 323; Blodget, p. 397.)
1783, Oct. 14.-A severe storm on Lake Erie.-(Tr. Am. Phil. Soc., 3, p. 63.)
17 7, Aug. 15.-Five tornadoes in different States on this day.-( Butler; Atmos. Syst., p. 332. )
1794, June 19.-Tornado at Northford, Connecticut.-( Maltby in Am. Jour. Sci., 3!), p. 3 ~. )
1797, St>ptembr.r.-Storm at Charleston, South Carolina.-(Drayton; Blodget, p. 397.)
1 04, Aug. 19.-A violent tempest from tbe southwest in New Erwland.
Sept. 3, 9.-. 'torm at Charleston, 7th; Norfolk, 8th; Bo;ton, 9tb.-(Redfield, Am.
Jour. 20, p. 42, and 31, p. 124; Chart, No. v; Ramsay; Drayton; Lyell; Blodget, P·
:~97; Piddington.)
~. . <?ct. 9, 10.-Very extensive storm in New England.
1e0b, ept. 19.-Tempest at 'outh Hadley, Mas achusetts.
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1809, Jan.-Violent storm over great part of the country.-(Dewey inN. Y. Reg. Rep., 1849,
p. 235.)
May28.-Tornado at Qincinnati, Ohio, &c.-(Drake: Blodget, p. 403; Entler, p. 310.)
1810, .Jan. 19.-Known as the "cold Friday" in the Northern States . .
1811, Feb. 2.-.A great snow-storm in New England; continued three days.
Sept. 10.-Hurricane on the .Atlantic coast, called" the Cuba hurricane."-(Redfield,
Am. · J., ii, 2, p. 186; Piddington, p. 313; Niles's Register; Blodget, p. 398 and
40:1 ; Barton.)
1812, .Aug.-Hurricane at mouth cf the Mississippi.-(Drake; Blodget, p. 398.)
lb13, Jnly 15.-.A tornado in New York.
Aug·. 27.-Hurricane at Charleston, South Carolina.-(Niles's Register; Blodget, p.
398.)
1814, July 1.-Hurricane at Charleston, South Carolina.-(Niles's Register; Blodget, p.
39".)
1815, Sept., JS, 24.-Hurricane in New England States.-(Farrar; Am. Phil. Trans.; Beck,
Am. J., 1. p. :389; Darling, Am. J., 42, p. 243; Piddington, p. 3; Redfield, .Am. J.,
20, p. 42; Blodget, p. 398.)
1816, late in November.-Schooner Hercules ·wrecked in a storm on Lake Michigan.-( Schoolcraft N ar., p. 393.)
1819, July 26.-Excessive rain-storm at Catskill, New York.-( Am. J., 4, p. 124.)
Nov. 9.-.A very dark day on the upper lakes, Detroit, Green Bay, &c.
Steamboat ·walk-in-the-Water, first on the lakes, lost at Fisherman's Point.
1820,June 20,21.-Violeot storm on Lake Superior.-(Scboolcratt Nar., p. 149.)
July 1.-Storm on Lake Superior.-(Schoolcraft Nar., p. 191.) ·
Sept. 9.-A gale of wind at Mackinac.-(Schoolcraft Nar., p. 403.)
182L Sept. 1, 4.-Storm on Atlantic coast.-( Redfield, .Am. J., 20, p. 20, and 31, p. 126; Chart
No. viii; Piddington; Blodget, p. :~98; Barton.)
Sept.. 9.-Tornado at Warner, ~ew Hampshire, at 5 p.m. Two others same day.(Hubbard, Am. J., 35, p. '233.)
1822, .Aug.-Storm on the coast of the Carolinas.-(Blodget, p. 398.)
1823,May.-Tornado at Natchez, Mississippi.-(E. Loomis. Am J., 43, p. 2'!9.)
June 19.-Tornado at Morgan, Ohio, at 9t a. m.-(Loomis, Am. J., 43, p. 298; Butler, p. 318.)
Sept. 18, 20.-Storm on Lake Snperior.-(Keating-; Long's Ex., 2, p. 182 and 186.)
1824.-Hurril'ane at Saint Simon's Island, Georgia.-(Lyell; ~d Vis., 2, p. 253.)
May.-Tornado at Natehez, Mississippi.-(E. Loomis, Am. J., 43, p. 298.)
1825. Oct. 7 -A storm and gre1:1t fire, Mirimichi River, New Brunswick.- (.Am. J., 36, p. 55.)
1826, June 28.-Hurricane on the White Mountains, New Hampshire.-(Am. J. Sci., Vol.
15, p. 220.)
Aug. 27.-Hurricane on the White Mountains, New Hampshire. Willey family destroyed.-( Am. J., 15, p. 219.)
1827, .April 12.-A storm from Upper Mississippi to Vermont, uprooting trees, &c.--(Hildreth, .Am. J., 14, p. 63.)
Aug. 17, 27.-Hurricane at Charleston 24th; New York, 27th.-(Redfield, Am. J.,
31, p. 123 ; Chart No. jjj ; Blodget, p. 398.)
L829.-A storm on the Rio Grande, Texas, causing inundations.-(Bousignes; Lieutenant
Webster ; Blodget, p. 398.)
830, March 30.-Tornado in Manry County, Tennessee.-(E. Loomis, .Am. J., 43, p. 298.)
May 31, at midnig·ht.-A tornado at Shelbyville, Tennessee.-(J. H. Kain, Am. J., 31,
p. 252.)
Aug.15, 19.-Rurricane, Saint Augustine, Florida, 15th; Charleston, 16th; New York,
17th; Boston, 18th; Newfoundland, 19th.-( Redfield, Am. J., 20, p. 34; 25, p. 115,
and 31, p.125; Chart No. vi; Piddington; Blodget, p. 398.)
Aug. 22, 27.-Cape Hatteras, &c.-(Redfield, Am. J., 20, p. 39; 25, p. 115; 31, p. 125;
Chart No. ix ; Blodget, p. 398.)
Sept. 29, Oct. 2.-Storm on Atlantic coast.-(Redfield, Am. J., 31, p. 125; Chart No. vii;
Blodget, p. 398.)
Dec. 5, 6.-Storm on Atlantic coast.-(Redfield, Am. J., 31, p. 126; Chart No. x.)
31, Jan. 13, 15.-Storm on Atlantic coast.-(Redfield, .Am. J., 31, p. 126; Chart No. x.)
Aug. 10, 18.-Storm in Florida, Louisiana, &c.-(Redfield, Am. J., 24, p.191, and 31,
p. 123 ; Chart No. ii; Berlanclier; Blodget, p. 398; Barton.)
1832, May 7.-Tornado at King-ston, Mississippi.-(K Loomis, Am . J., 43, p. 298.)
1833, Aprilll.-Toroado at Springfield, Ohio.-(E. Loomis, Am . J., 43, p. 298.)
Oct. 12.-Tornado in North Carolina.-:-( E. Loomis, Am. J., 43, p. 293.)
1834, Aug. 14.-Tornado at Uti(•a, New York, at 4 to 5 p.m.
Sept.-Storm in Lower Texas.-(Lopez ; Bousignes ; Lieutenant Webster, Survey of
Coast at Mouth of the Rio Grande, J i:l48.)
1835, June 19, at 5 p.m.-Tornado at New Brunswick, New Jersey.-(Beck, Am. J., 36, p.
115, and Bache, Tr. Am. Phil. Soc., 5, p. 421; Hare, Tr. Am. Phil. Soc., 5, p. 375, and
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1835, Am. J., 32, p. 153; Redfield, Am. J., 35, p. 206, and 41, p. 69; Piddington, p. 315;
Blodget, p. 403.)
June 19.-Tornado at Kinderhook, New York, at 4 p. m.
June HJ.-Tornado at Pine Plains, New York, at 6 p.m.
June 19.-Tornado at Paterson, New Jersey, 17 miles north of New Bruns·wick, St
p. m.-(Espy, Tr. Am. Phil. Soc., 5., p. 425.)
Aug. 12, .:.B.-Hurricane in Louisiana, Texas, and Mexico.-(Redfield, Am. J., 31, p.
124; Chart No. iv; Berlandier; Blodget, p. :j78; Piddington; Chart No. v.)
1835, Nov. 9, I I.-Great storm on Lake Erie, &c.-(Redfield, Tr. Am. Assoc., 1854, p. 209;
Chart xi, and Am. J., 31, p. 1:26; Piddington.)
1836, Dec. 20.-Storm on the lakes, &c.-( E. Loomis, Tr. Am. Pltil. Soc., 7, p. 126; Pro.
Am. Assoc., J855, p. 170; Sur. Cont., vol. J 1; and Am. J., 40, p. 34; Redfield, Pro.
Am. Assoc., 154, p. 208; and Am. J., ii, J8, p. 186; Chart No. xxvii.)
1837, March 18.-A norfhwest gale on Lake Michigan.
July 25, 26.-A heavy storm on Lake Michigan.
Aug. 21.-Great gale and storm on Lake Ontario; began at 7 p. m.-(Doctor E. S.
Marsh.)
Oct. 3, 12.-Hurricane, Matamoras, :3d; Galveston, 5th; New Orleans, 6th; Mobile,
7th; Charleston, 8th.-(Berlandier·; Lopez; Reufield, Am. J., ii, 1, p.166; Chart No.
15; Blodget, p. J98; Piddington; Chart No. xv.)
Oct. 20, at 3 p.m.-Tornado at Stow, Ohio.-( Loomis, Am. J .. 2~~. p. 368.)
1838, July 25, p.m.-Tornado in Allegheny County, Belfast, &c., New York.-(W. Gayton.
Am. J., 37, p. 90.)
Aug. :iO, between 3 and 4 p.m.-Tornado at Providence and Somerset, Rhode Island.(Robert Hare, Am ..J., :38, p. 73 ; Redfield, Am. J., 4:3, p. 2()3.)
Sept.-Hurri<:ane, Florida to Newfoundland.-(H,edfield, Am. J., 3!i, p, 206.)
1829, May 23.-Tornado at, Maurr.ee, Ohio.-(Loomis, Am. J., 4::l, p. 298.)
July 3J, at noon.-Tornado at New Haven, Counecticut.-(D. Oimstead, Am. J., 37,
p. 340.)
Dec.15.-Storm in New Jersey, Connecticut, and New Hampshire.-(Redfield, Am. J.,
42, p. 112, and ii, 1, p. 169; Chart No. xvi.)
1840, March 24,7 p.m.-Tornado at Mobile, Alabarna.--(E. Loomis, Am. J., 43, p. 298.)
April 2:~, 4:$ p.m.-Tornado at Marietta, Ohio.-(S. P. Hildreth, Am. J .. 41, p. 346.)
May :3, 4t p. m.-TornaJo at Gallipolis, Ohio.-(8. P. Hildreth, Am. J., 40, p. 34G.)
May 7, 2 p.m.-A very destructive tornado at Natchez, Mississippi.-( Am. J. , iii, 2, p.
98; Blodg-et, p. 403; Loomis, Am. J., 4:3, p. 29B; 'l'ooley.)
Aug·. 1:3.-Storm at Woodbridge, near New llaven, Conneeticut.-(Piddington, p. 31!1.)
Sept. J4.-Destructive thunder-storm at On;;ida, Madison, and Onondaga, New Yorlc(Arn. J. St:i., 42, p. 210.)
1842, Feb. 4, 4i p.m.-Tornado at Mayfield, northeast part of Ohio.-( Loomis, Am . .T., 43, P·
298; 'l'r. Am. Phil. Soc., vol. 9; Pro. Am. A"soc., 1855, p. 181; Butler, p. :318.)
July 12.-Storm off Cape Hatteras, Washington, &c.-(Johnston's Physical Atlas;
Blodget, p. 400.)
Storm on Gulf of Mexico, Key West, Louisiana, Texas.-(Redfield, Am. J., ii, 1, p.l7;
Lopez ; Blodget, p. 399.)
.
Sept. 18, 22.-Storm on the Gulf of Mexico.-(Redfield, Am. J., ii, 1, p. 15.)
...
Oct. 5.-Storm in North Florida, &c.-( Redfield, Am. J., ii, l, p. 153; Chart No. xm ;
Blodget, p. 399; Piddington.)
1843, Jan.12.-Gale on Lake Mid1igan at 9 p.m.
July 28, 29.-Gale on Lake Michigan.
Aug. B.-Tornad o in Queen Anne's County, Maryland.
.
Aug. 20.-Water-spouts seen on Lake Michigan, off Kenosha.-(Lapham's Wisconsin, p. 77.)
Sep. 2-!, 27.-Storm on Lal{e Michigan.
1844, March 21.-Storm on Lake Michigan.
March 28, 29,-Great snow-storm on Lake Michigan.
A.ug. 4.-Very destrnctive hurricane at mouth of the Rio Grande, Texas. Brllzos Santiago de. trnyed.-(Lopez ; Berlandier; Blodget, p. :39~.)
Sept. 14.-Jlunicane at Charleston, Sonth Carolioa.-(Blodget, p. 399.)
Sept. 2 .- 'torm and deep snow in Pennsylvania, &c.
Oct. 2.-Storm on the Upper Lakes.-( Redfield, Am. J. Sci., ii, 2, p. 316.)
Oct. 5, 7.-" The Cuba hurricane," Atlantic coast.-(Redfield, Am. J., ii,_ 2, J?· :3.:{3:
Chart No. iv, ii, 2, p. 16~; Pro. Am. Assoc., 1~51, p. zu· ; Chart No. xviil; P1ddmg..
ton's Chart, No. xvii; Espy; Thrasher; Blodget, p. :~9~.)
Oct. 11:3.-A storm on the lakes; hurricaue on Lake Erie.-(Redfield, Am. J., 11, 2, P·
321 ; Espy, :3d Rep.)
Nov. 10.-Gale at Buffalo, Ne}V' York,
1845, Feb. 4, 5.-, 'torm iu New York.-(Dewey.)
April J.-Uall' on Lakes Michigan and Erie.
April 7.-. 'now-storm on Lake .Michigan.
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1845, April 10.-Squ all on Lake Saint Clair.
May 27.-Squall on Lake Erie.
June 15.-Sqnall on Lake Michigan.
Sept. 4.-Squall on Lake Huron.
Sept. 11 .-Gale on Lake Huron ..
Sept. 20.-Tornado on Lake Ontario.-( Dewey in Am. J., ii, 2, p. 86,)
Sept. 23.-Gale on Lalie Erie.
Oct. 1.-Gale on Lake Erie.
Oct. 13.- Storm on Lake Superior. Dr. D. Houghton, geologist, drown,ed.
Nov 2.--Nort.heast gale with snow on Lake Michigan.
Nov. 23.-Great gale on Lakes Erie and Ontario, from the west, with snow.
Dec. 18.-Gale at Black Rock, New York.
1846, June 13.-Gale on Lake Huron.-(W. W. Mather.)
July 13.-Gale from 64 to 10 a.m. on .Lake Superior.
Aug. 7, 9.-Storm on Lake Superior, uprooting trees, &c.-(Mather, Am. J., ii, 6, p.4.)
Sept. 6, 7 .-Gale on Lake Superior.-( Mather.)
Oet. 9, 14.-Storm on Lake Superior; also in Florida, Georgia, &c.-(Redfield;
Blodget, p. 39;), 400; Mather, Am. J., ii,6,p.8; Piddington, Chart. No. xx.)
1847, Feb. 19.-Storm at Milwaukee and New York.-(Davy; Blodget, p. 390.)
July 25. 29.-Heavy northeast gale on Lake Michigan and Lake Superior.
Oct. 24.-Gale on Lake Superior.-(N. Y. Reg. Rep., 1852, p. 278.)
1848, April 8.-Snow-storm on Lake Michigan.
April18.-Snow-storm on Lake Michigan.
June 4.-Sma!l tornado at Milwaukee, ·wisconsin, at 4 p. m.
July 30.-Storm on Lake Superior.-(Geol. Rep., p. 445.)
Aug. 22 to Sept. 3.- Stonn on the Atlantic coast.-(Blodget, p. 399.)
Sept. 13, 14.-Storm and gale on Lake Superior.-(Geol. Rep., p. 5~:3.)
Nov. 29.-Northeast snow-storm and gale at Milwaukee, Wiseo~sin.
1849, March 22.-'l'ornado at Beardstown, Shelbyville, &c .. Kentucky.
June 23.-Hurricane in New Brunswick.
July 29.-Severe storm on the lakes.
Oct. 6, 7. -Storm at New York, &c.-(Blodget, p. 386.)
Nov. 24.-Nortbeaststorm on Lake Mkhigan.
1850, Feb. 28.-Gale on Lake Michigan.
March l 3.-Gale on Lake Michigan.
May 22.-Storm on the lake1:> .-(Dewey, Reg. Rep., 1851, p. 370.)
July lf>.-Gale on the Atlantic aoJ the lakes. -(Dewey, p. :~71.)
July :30.-TornaJo at Saukville, Ozaukee County, Wisconsin.
Aug. 2:3.-Hurricane in Florida.-( Blodget, p. 399.)
Aug. 28, 29.-Gale on the lakes.-( Dewey, p. 371.)
Nov. 26.-Hurricane in Missouri,
Dec. 6, 8.-Storm in Western New York.-Blodget, p. 385.)
Dec. 23.-Great snqw-storm northeast to northwest.-(Dewey; Blodget, p. 384.)
1851, May 31.-Tornado or hurricane at Madison, Oconomowoc and Eagle, Wiscom;in.
Aug. 9.-Tornado in Connecticut.-(J. Brocklesby, Pro. Am. Asso., 18.S<t, p. 109.)
Aug. 13.-Hail-storm at Warren, New Hampshire.-(E. Loomis, Pro. Am. Asso., 1853,
p. 73.)
Aug. 16.-Storm on Lake Michigan.
Aug. 22.-Tornado at Cambridge, Massachusetts.-(Bf'ooks and Eustis; Blodget, p.
404.)
Aug. 23, 27.-Hurricane from FloriJa, on Atlantic coast.
1852, Feb. 28, March I.-Storm on the lakes.--(Dewey, Reg. Rep., 1853, p. 250; Espy, 4th
report.)
March 24.-Storrn and gale on the lakes.-(Dewey, p. 250.) .
April18, 20 .-Great storm on the Atlant.ic coast.-( Dewey, p. 250.)
April 30.-Tornado at New Harmony, Indiana.--(Cbapplesmith, Sm. Cont., vol. 7;
Am.J.,ii,23,p.1tl; Blodget,p 404.)
·
Dec. 16, 17.-Gale on Lah:e Michigan in the night.
1853, July 1, 5 p.m.-Great bail-storm in New York City.-(Loomis, Am. J., ii, 17, p. 35;
Pro. Am. Assoc., 1853, p. 56.)
July 2.-Great storm in Wisconsin.
Sept. 6, 16.-Storm on Atlantic coast.-(Redfield, Am. J,. ii, 18, pp. 1 and 176; Blodget,
p. 400.)
.
Oct. 24.-Great gale on the Atlantic coast and on the lakes.-(Dewey, N.Y. ReO',
Rep
0
'
1854, p. 301.)
1854, Jan. 12.-Storm, Saint Louis, Chicago, &c.; also in Western New York.-(Dewey
Rep, 1855. pp. 290, 294.)
'
Jan. 30.-Storm traced from Arkansas to New England. Tornado at Brandon Knox
County, Ohio.-(Am. J.,ii, 17, p. 290; 0. N. Stoddard, Am. J., ii, 18, p. 70'; Proc .
.Am. Assoc., 1854, p. 188; Butler, p. 311 ; Blodget, p. 404.)
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1854, Jan. 20.-Tornado in Washington County, Pennsylvania.
Jan. 29.-Storm on the Ohio Hiver.-(Dewey, 1855, p. 294.)
Feb . 14.-Tornado at Harrison, Ohio.-(0. N. Stoddard, Am. J., ii, 20, p. Hil.)
March 17, 18.-Snow-squalls and hurricane on Lakes Erie and Ontario.-(Dewey,l854,
p. 303, and 1855, p. 296.)
Jan. 23.-Hurricane at Manteno, Kankakee County, Illinois.
.
Sept. 9, 11.-Storm on Atlantic coast-Charleston, Norfolk, and Boston.-(Baldwm ;
Posey ; Blodget, p. 400.)
Nov. 1::3.-Storm on the lakcs.-(Dewey, 1855, p. 298.)
1~55, Jan. 4, 6.-Storm on the lakes.-(Blodget, p. 389.)
April2.-Great snow-storm in New York.-( Dewey, 1856, p. 344.)
Sept. 18.-Violent gale on Luke Michigan.
Oct. 24.-Storm on Lake Ontario.-( Dewey, 1856, p. 347.)
1856, Aug. 9.-Hurricane at New Orleans and Boston.-(Blodget, p. 400.)
Aug. 25.-Nortbeast gale on Lake Micbigan.--(Graham Harbor Report.)
Aug. 30.-Hurricane on Gulf coast.-(Blodget, p. 400.)
Oct. 14.-Heavy blow on Lake Micigan.-(Graham.)
Oct. 23.-Heavy blow on Lake Michigan.-(Graham.)
Nov. 6.-Heavy blow on Lake Michigan.-(Graham.)
Dec. 14.-Gale from the west on Lake Michigan.-·(Graham.)
1857, Jan. 18. -Storm on Atlantic coast.
April 1.-Gale from the northeast on the lakes.
June 13,4 p.m.-Tornado at Schuyler, (near Utica,) New York.-(Am. J., ii, 24, p.290.)
Aug. 24.-Strong gale from northwest on Lake Ontario.-(Graham.)
Sept. 7.-Gale from northeast on Lake Ontario.-(Graham.)
Nov. 19.-Storm at Rochester, New York.
1858, March 17, 18.-Storm in Ohio and New York.
May 31.-Gale at Chicago.
July 11, 21.-Storm on Lake Ontario.-(Dewey, Reg. Rep., 18f>9, p. 233.)
Aug. 18.-Heavy gale on Lake Ontario.-(Dewey, p. 233.)
Sept. 30.-Storm on the lakes.-(Dewey.)
1859, March 14, 18.-Storm from Texas to New England.-(Results of Met. Obs. Smithsonian Institution, vol. 2, p. :325.)
March 28, 29.-Gale from north and northeast on Lake Michigan.-( Colonel Graham,
Harbor Report.)
Sept. 1.-Storm on Lake Superior.
Sept. 17, 19.-Storm on the lakes, &c.-(Results of Smithsonian Met. Obs., vol. 2, P·
331.)
Sept. 16.-Gale on Lake Michigan.
Nov. 25.-Storm on Lake Michigan.
1860, May e. -Storm in Wisconsin.
May 21.-Tornado at Cincinnati, Ohh
Nov. 1, 2.-Storm on the lakes and A.tlantic.-(Dewey.)
1861, May 19.-Northeast storm on L ake Michigan.
June 19.-Tornado in Champaign County, Illinois, at 4 p.m.
July 8 .-Tornado at Rockford, Freeport, Warren, &c., Illinois.
July 8.-Tornado, at 2 a.m., at Oshkosh, Wisconsin.
Aug. 11.-Storm and flood at Chicago.
Aug. 14.-Hurricane at Key West.-(Hunt, in A.m. J., ii, 35, p. 393.)
1862, May 21.-'l'ornado at Wheeling, &c., West Virginia.
Aug. 10.-Tornado at Dubuque, Iowa.
1863, Aug. 1J.-Tornado at New Lisbon, Juneau County, Wisconsin.
Aug. 21 -Tornado at Buena Vista. Portage County, Wisconsin, at 9 p.m.
1864, Jan. I.-Hurricane on Lake Superior. Excessively cold weather in Wisconsin.
Sept. 2:~.-Tornado at P~tris and Mattoon, lllinois , from 4 to 5 p.m.
1865, Jun e 29.-Destrnctive tornado at Viroqua, Vernon County, Wisconsin.
June 18.-Tornado near Red Wing, Minnesota; crossed the Missis ippi River at
Diamond Bluff.
1866, May :l9.-Tornado destroyed the light-bouse at Bay Point, Port Royal Harbor.
June 15.-Storm and hurricane at Winona, Minnesota.
June 17.-Gale in New York C1ty.
Sept. 20.-Severe gale on the lakes.
Oct. 21 .-Hurricane at Indianapolis, Indiana, from midnight to 3 a.m.
Dec. :lG, 2 . - 'torm on the lakes and Atlantic coast.
67, Jan. 20, ~I.-Great snow-storm in Mtddle and Eastern States.
April20, 10 a.m.-Tornado near Tuscaloosa, Alabama.-(ll. S. Whitfield, Am. J., iii, 2
pp. DU, l 05.)
July 31.-\Vater-spout reported on Lake Michigan this morning.
Oct. 3.-Uurricane at Galveston, Texas.
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1868, March 17.-Hurricane at Chatham, near Springfield, Illinois. Extended over Illinois,
Indiana, &c.
May 3.-Hurricane (or tornado) near Muscatine, Iowa.
May.-Tornado on the Bigbee River, south of Columbus, Mississippi, and across Pickens and Tuscaloosa Counties, Alabama.-(Whitfield, Am. J., iii, 2, p. 97.)
Aug. ( 17 ?)-Hurricane a,t Janesville, Wisconsin.
1869, April lB. -Tornado at Dubuque, Iowa.
April HI.-Hail-storm at Saint Louis. Hurricane at Burlington, Iowa, Indianapolis,
&c.
.
May 28.-Tornado at Athens, Ohio. Hail-storm at Wheeling, West Virginia.
Oct. 4.-Gale at Sackville, New Brunswick. Tidal wave.
1870, Jan. 17.-Gale on LakA Erie.
May 17.-Gale at Saint .l:'aul, Minnesota.
Oct. 15.-Tornado in the city of Milwaukee. A frightful tornado in Southern Ohio
and Northern Kentucky.
Oct. 21.-Tornado in the evening at Bellville, Richland County, Ohio.
Oct. 30.-Violent southwest gale on the lakes.

PAPER

G.

LIST OF DISASTERS TO · SHIPPING UPON THE GREAT AMERICAN LAKES
DURING THE YEAR 1872.
JANUARY.

21st.-Tbe propeller Manistee, damaged in the Manistee River, by striking a wrec.k left
by the fire in October last.
24th to 26th.-The steamer Ironsides left Milwaukee for Grand Haven, but compelled
to return, being covered with ice.
FEBRUARY,

Propeller Favorite broke her wheel in the ice at Detroit.
8th.-Propeller Ironsides reached Grand Haven after several days' detention in the ice off
that harbor.
. 9th.-Propeller Ironsides broke her wheel in the ice on Lake Michigan, there being more
ice than ever before known on that lake.
lOth.-Propeller Favorite broke her rudder in the Detroit River.
23d.-Barge Saginaw sprung a leak at Detroit; 200 bushels of grain damaged.
'Z6th.-Steamer Ironsides burst her cylinder-head on her passage from Milwaukee to
Grand Haven.
27th.-Scow Onward, in Detroit River, cut through by a mass of floating ice, and sunk
in 20 feet of water.
29th.-Schooner Len Higby drifted ashore near Milwaukee, having been abandoned by
the crew at Little Point Sauble, damaged by ice ; total loss.
MARCH.

2d.-Tug M. I. Mills burned at Amhurstburgh, near mouth of Detroit River; damage
$5,000.
3d.-Schooner Jason Parker driven back by a gale from Ashnapee to Manitowoc, on
Lake Michigan.
Ferry steamer Detroit broke her wheel on the Detroit River.
7th.-Steamer Ironsides detained by ice during a violent gale on Lake Michigan.
Schooner Challenge sprung a leak at Ludington, on Lake Michigan.
Scow Ellen Doak and schooner Jason Parker detained by ice several weeks at Manitowoc.
Propeller Missouri, grain, injured by ice at Malden, causing a bad leak.
Steamer Manistee aground at Manistee Harbor ; goods thrown overboard.
17th.-Propeller Ironsides aground several hours at Milwaukee.
Steam-barge East Saginaw damaged at Centreville pier.
30th, (night.)-Schovner North Star stranded three miles north of Racine, in a snows~rm.
·
Schooner Two Brothers ashore south of Kenosha; crew jumped ashore from the bowsprit.
Schooner C. L. Johnson damaged in the gale.
Tug Margaret sunk at Milwaukee.
Scow Rough and Ready sunk at Toledo.
3Jst.-Propeller Saint Joseph had her furniture injured by rough weather.
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lst.-Schooners Octavia, Union, and Toledo, slightly damaged by collision at Milwaukee.
4th.-Sehooner .J. and A. Stronach sprung a leak at Ludington, Lake Michigan; cargo
dischargt>d.
5th.-Propr.11er Saint Joseph damaged by fire at Milwaukee.
Propeller East Saginaw ashore on the west coast of Lake Michigan.
6th.-Propeller Ironsides detained by fog on Lake Michigan.
Scow Laurel, lumber, had her fore-boom broken at night.
Sth.-Schooner Horton ashore at Michigan City.
9tb.-Scbooner Tempest fill<•d with water and capsized at Milwaukee.
Schooner Toledo lost jib-boom at Mil waukee.
Schooner Worthington lost jib-boom by striking a bridge in Chweland.
Barge Agnes Porter aground at Milwaukee.
J 1tb.-Scow Christie, wood, ashore on a rock, filled with water, on White Fish Point, north
of Wolf H.iver, Lake Michigan.
Schooner Two Charlies, wood, struck the south pier at Milwaukee, at 11 p. m., in a
southeast gale, and capsized.
Schooner Napoleon lost jib-boom by collision with the steamer City of Toledo, at Milwaukee.
Schooner H. F. Henry, provisions, ran aground at nig bt on Fighting Island, in the Detroit River.
J2th.-Propeller Truesdell damaged by contact with a bridge at Chicago.
Scow Planet sunk in the Manistee River.
J3th.-Barge Filar slightly damaged at Milwaukee by contact with a bridge.
Propeller Messenger struck a bar at Manistee, and lost rudder, shoe, and anchor.
Scow Annie 'l'omine struck the pier at Sheboygan; afterward damaged by drifting
against a dock.
·
Scovv Nettie dismasted in a gale off Bass Island, Lake Erie.
14th.-Scow Christie sunk in 7 feet of \Vater at Stony Creek.
Sehooner Union lost anchor and damaged at Manitowoc.
Sehoooner Game-Cock damaged at Bailey's Harbor, on Lake Michigan.
Steamer Jay Cooke slightly damaged at Put-m-Bay, Lake Erie.
Bark El Dorado, lumber, agronml at Ludington; lightened. (Owing to low water in
the lakes.)
~ehooner Eva M. Cone lost foretop ou Lake Michigan.
Scow Minnie Corlett lost two of four spars which she was towing on Lake Michig~n. .
15th.-Sc:booner Liberty dashed to pieces on the pier at Milwaukee early this mormng, m
a violent northeast gale and snow-storm. One man (Nicholas Thompson) lost.
Scow Selt, shingles, stranded near North Poi11t light-house, Milwaukee.
Bcow Alaska lost deck-load of w0od near Milwaukee.
Steamer Sheboygan driven back to Milwaukee by stress of weather.
Prope1ler Navarino sunk at the pier at Chicago.
Bark Acorn, schooners Sardinia and Jones, scows Chapin aml Ereuca, and the bark Two
Nellies damaged at Chicago.
Schooner Kate Lyons lost canvas in the gale on Lake Miehigan.
Schooner J. Bean lost fore·boom on Lake Michigan.
George Williams, cook, drowned from the propeller Phil Sheridan at Detroit.
Propeller Lady Franklin, with two scows in tow, ran a5hore in the Detroit River this afternoon in a violent snow-storm.
Seow Juno, co::tl, driven ashore at Peninsular Point, near Marble Head light, Lake Erie,
in a northeast storm
Schooner L. W. Perry, lumber, aground on Kelley's Island, Lake Erie.
Schooner iJ. L. Johnson damaged by collision at Manitowoc.
Schooner Charley Hibbarjl damaged in the gale on Lake Michigan.
Schooner C. L. Davis damaged by collision with the schooner Sea Gem at Manitowoc ..
Fish-boat Hattie supposed to be lost, with John Babbineaux and his son, near Hernng
Creek, Frankfort.
Propeller East Sagmaw ashore at South Manitoo Island.
Scow .Mary Jane aground at Sandusky in a snow-storm.
16th.- cbooner Gipsey lbst mait1-boom and jib-boom by collision at Chicago.
17th.-Bark Cambridge aground in the Detroit River.
Scow ludustry ashore on ~aint Joseph, on Lake Michigan.
l~th.-,'chooner James Couch lost jib-boom by striking a bridge at Chicago.
<.:liooncr Two Brothers injured by collision with the Augustus Ford at Oswego.
•'teamer Jay Cooke damaged at Detroit.
'<.:l10oner Active ashore and full of water at Saint Joseph.
lUth.-Tug Morey broke her wheel at Oswego.
Tng Diana lost ·rnokc·stA.ek by collision with the schooner Ariadne at Oswego.
~Oth.-:-icows Lime Rock and 0. T. Wilcox aground in the Detroit River.
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Steamer Ottawa damaged wheel in the Portage River.
Schooner Ebenezer lost her yawl on Lake Michigan.
SchoonerS. H. KimlJall al)d propeller Michael Groh injured by collision at Cleveland.
Scow 0. 0. Bates lost scow-load of lumber on Lake Michigan.
2Jst.-Schooner Speed damao-ed and sunk at Kenosha on Lake Michigan.
Steam-barge Anna Laura ashortl on Colchester Reef, Lake Erie.
:t2d.-Schooner Eva M. Cone, wood, ashore at Port Uloa7 on Lake Michigan.
Tug Monitor seriously damaged by fire at Chicago.
2:3d.-Sehooner Concord ag-round in the Detroit River.
Bark Alice, coal, struck a rock in the Detroit River and sunk.
( Mauy acc idents on account of the unusually low water of the lakes.)
~-Hh.-Schooner P. Hayden ashore ten miles north of Whitehall, Lake Michigan.
26th.-Schooner Guiding Star ashore at Morgan's Point, Lake Erie.
27.-Several vessels damaged by ice near Kingston, Lake Ontario.
Schooner Mail ashore at Fish Point, Lake Ontario.
Tug Lady Franklin went ashore at 2 a. m. on Gull Point, Lake Ontario.
Schooners Irene and W. W. Grant slightly damag·ed by collision on Lake Ontario.
Propeller Empire State aground on the Saint Clair Flats.
Schooner Dane damaged by collision at Toledo.
Barge Banner aground at the mouth of Swan Creek.
Schooners Kate L. Bruce and H. Rand injured by collision at Chicago.
:!9th.-Steamer Marine City and schooner Owasco injured by collision at Detroit.
Barge Birchard sunk (at night) at East Saginaw.
Seow Louisa lost jib-boom in a blow on Lake Michigan.
30th.-Schooner \V. H. Chapman lost a spar by collision at Milwaukee.
Scow Agnes aground in the Detroit Ri VE'r.
Steam-barge McKerrell damaged by collision at Bear Creek.
Barge Jennie Graham capsized on Lake Huron. ·A sailor and the cook were drowned.
Schuoner Jane McLeod ashore on East Sisttlr Island, Lake Erifl.
Schooner Kate Gillett aground near Maldfln.
Schooner Fannie Campbell, lumber, capsized in a squall on Lake Huron. The captain
and two men lost.
Tug Caroline Williams damaged by fire in the Manistee River.
MAY.

lst.-Three fish· boats capsized by the gale in Saginaw Bay; all saved.
Vef'sel injured at Buffalo by ice ; carried by the current in the harbor.
Bark Lottie Wolf damaged by collision at Chicago.
!:schooner Kate Gillett hard aground at Malden.
Scow Saint Stephen aground at Detroit.
Schooner Eliza badly damaged by collision on Lake Michigan.
2d . -Several barges with lumber bruke away on Lake Huron 7 owing to the heavy sea this
evening.
Propeller Empire State aground in Milwaukee Harbor.
.
Schooner Napoleon ashore near Stony Creek on Little Point Sauble, Lake Michigan.
3d.-Ferry-boat damaged by ice between Fort Erie and Buffalo.
Schooner E. M. Carrington. lumber, ashore at head of Belle Isle, Detroit River.
Barge Enterprise, lumber, sunk by collision at East Saginaw.
4th.-Scbooners Fitzhue and 'Nilliam Sanderson injured by collisiOn at Port Colborne.
S:hooner Red, White, and Blue damaged by colli->ion with the Maria Martin on the Saint
Clan· Flats.
·
bchooner Miama Belle, salt, sunk on Raisin Reef, near Monroe, Lake Erie.
Propeller Philadelphia damaged by ice at Buffalo.
Bchooner Saint Andrew aground in Detroit River.
Schooner Maria Shaw, lumber, sprung a leak in the Welland Canal.
S ehooner Persia, corn, ashore at ~ilkirk Point, near Port Colborue, Lake Erie.
Sdwoner Bob Wilson, barley, and William John, ballast, ashore at Northport, near
Kiug·ston, Lake Ontario.
:Sehoouer Onward sprung a leak in the Welland Canal.
Schooner W . 0. Brown ashore in the Detroit River.
S · huonNs Evaline, Powhata,n, aucl Czar damaged by collision on the Saiut Clair Flats.
t;teatuer Allegheny and two barges aground on the S~:tint Clair Flats.
~chooner Jo. Vilas lost jib-boom in a blow on Lake Michigan.
5th.-Schooner Buena Vi~:>ta dism~:t.sted near Chicago.
6th -Thomas Sexton, seaman, drowned from the schooner Jennie and Annie, near Long
Point, on Lake Erie.
7tb.-Steamer Reynolds damaged on a hidden rock at Pine River.
Schooners Jennie Mullen and Mediator injured by collision in Weiland Canal.
Barges D. P. Rhodes and G. II. Illsley aground on the Saint Clair Plats.
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Schooner Lake Breeze partially dismasted on Lake Huron.
S<.:hooner Eliza Fisher aground on Mill Point, Lake Ontario.
Schooner Russel Dart, wheat, sunk at Port Colborne.
Sth.-Schooner Forest May sunk by collision with propeller Empire State, near Kelley' s
Island.
Captain John Reed drowned from the bark John Breden at Buffalo.
Bark "Vanderbilt and schooners City of the Straits, Hans Crocker, and Perry Hannah
damaged by grounding and collision near the mouth of the Detroit River.
9th.-The yawl of the schooner H. C. Winslow crushed at Milwaul;:ee.
Tug Compound exploded her boiler and sunk near Buffalo.
Buffalo Harbor bloekaded by ice blown in by the gale.
Samuel Krumm drowned, from the barge S. Gardner, at Bay City.
lOth.-Scows Pannie and Forest Maid sunk, by collision with the Granite State, n ear
Kelley's Island.
George Burridge died from injuries received from the explosion of the tug Compound.
Propeller Nebraska broke her ~udder near Marine City.
Schooner J. B. Penfield damaged at Oswego.
• Schooner Clara Parker, coal, aground, forced ashore by ice on Rose Reef, Canada, jettisoned part of her cargo.
Tug Wales fast on a rock at mouth of Muskoga River, Georgian Bay.
1 lth.-Bark P. S. Marsh lost jib-boom at Chicago.
Yessels injured by the gale at Cleveland.
Barge Somerset, lumber, wrecked off Monroe, Lake Erie.
Bark Sweet aground at Wind-mill Point, Canada, on Lake Erie.
Bark Newsboy damaged in Detroit River.
Schooner Star of the North, railroad ties, capsized in a squall in the afternoon, off Point
au Pellee.
Barge Orontes lost anchors in a gale on Lake Erie.
Propeller City of Boston damaged by collision with the bark Sea Gull in the W elland
Canal.
Propeller Michigan damaged by ice on Lake Erie.
Sclwoncrs James Platt and Mont Blanc damaged by being blown against the dock at
Windsor in a squall this afternoon.
Schooner Ashtabula damaged by collision, near Chicag·o.
Tugs Bismarck and others injured by ice at Buffalo.
Propeller Atlantic delayed twenty-four hours in the Saint Clair River.
Steamer Union broke her shaft on Green Bay.
Barges Dauntless and Wanda aground on Lake Saint Francis.
Schoon er Jennie Bell injured by collision at Milwaukee.
Bark Erastus Corning compelled to lighten in m·ussing Saint Clair Flats, owing to lo"·
water in the lakes. (Vessels carrying lighter loads on that account.)
12th. -Propeller Buffalo filled with water in the ice near Buffalo; was towed ashore much
damaged.
Propeller Atlantic, ashore at Elk Island, Detroit River.
Propeller-barge Dubuque, with a tow of barges, aground in the Detroit River.
Schooner Perry Hannah damaged at the mouth of the Detroit River.
13th.-Tugs Miller, 0. B. Greene, and Mary McLane, damaged by collision at Chicago.
Henry McGuinn drowned from the propeller Saint Lawrence, near Kingston.
14th.-Barge Ocean, lumber, on a reef in Niagara River.
Schooners Tempest and Josephine ashore near Point au Pellee.
Scow :Mary Jane aground on Lake Erie.
.
15tb.-Scbooner William Young, coal, sunk upon a reef near Buffalo, a tug entangled m
ice having abandoned her.
Propeller Winslow damaged and delayed on Lake Erie.
Several vessels injured at Buffalo on account of the blockade of ice.
16th.-Schooner Truman Moss dismasted in passing a bridge in Chicago.
Schooner Wyoming sunk on the Horseshoe Reef near Buffalo.
17th.-An easterly wind cleared the ice from the harbor at Buffalo.
Tug Champion damaged by the ice at Buffalo.
'chooner .Josephine ashore in a dense smoke on Point au Pellce.
Schooner weet Home lost a man overboard, a sea1nan named Kilroy, at Hamilton.
18th.-Navigation of L ake Huron rendered dangerous by smoke of burning fonlets.
Propeller Ontonagon ashore in a fog this morning in the Straits of Mackinac.
Barge :Fulton, lumber, sunk at \Venona, Lake Huron.
Schooner Etbau Allen bad cargo of corn wet in bad weather on Lake IIuron.
At I 1 o'l'loek a wind-storm at Buffalo drove vessels back to port.
Propeller City of Traverse hard aground on Saint Clair Flats, and again on Pe. ch
I sland.
J_Dth.- choor~er "Mary B. Hale agronncl on a reef and leaking.
,,cllu(Juer Len Grant damaged by collision at l\Iilwuul•ee.
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Schooner Hubbard became leaky on Lake Michigan.
Schooner Fearless injured by running upon her anchor at Racine.
BarD"e Monitor, salt, ashore at Round Isiand, Straits of Mackinac.
Propeller Idaho injured machinery at Buffalo.
.
Barge Empire State, lumber, aground on Squaw Island, near Tonawanda, havmg· lost her
anchor.
Schooner Mag·gie, coaL ashore at Marigold's Point, Lake Ontario.
.
Tug Margaret damaged by collision with schooner Napoleon,. at Mamstee.
Steam barge East_ Saginaw dtsabled her machinery 11ear Mamtowoc.
Propeller Saint Louis broke her machinery at Erie, Pennsylva~da. .
Schooner Ethan Allen detained bv heavy weather on Lake Ene by 1ce at Buffalo.
At night tbe propeller Merchant, ·merchandise, sunk on Bar Point, near the mouth of the
Detroit River. Loss, $10,000.
Barge Detroit aground on Peach Island, L~tke Saint Clair.
Tugs Stranger, Satellite, and Champion, broke wheels in the ice at Buffalo.
Schooner Helen Blood lost jib-boom near Chicago.
Schooner Hero waterlogged near Chicago.
Schooner American lost her jib-boom at Oswego.
.
Propeller East Saganaw broke down near Manitowoc.
Schooner Tempest ashore at Point au Pellee.
Schooners Petrel and Lodnda severely injured by collision, in a dense fog this morning, off
Muskegon, Lake Michigan.
Propeller Manistee and schooner Robinson damaged by collision on Lake Michigan.
21st.-A number of vessels detained by grounding on the Saiut Clair flats.
2:-.!d .-Scboone r Centurian ashore near Rockwell, Lake OJtario, 500 bushels wheat wet.
Steam-barge Detroit ag-round in Detroit River.
Propeller Burlington ashore on Charity Island, Sag·inaw Bay.
23d.-Schooner Hattie Johnson, coal, aground in the Milwaukee River.
Barge Fulton sunk at Winona, in Saginaw Bay.
Sthooners Arab and R. B. Hubbard arrived at Chicago leaking-.
Propeller Colorado on a rocky shore at Point SturgePn, Lake Erie.
24th.-Schooner S. l~obinson, 16,000 bushels of corn, was run into and sunk in Lake
Michigan, in a deuse fog.
Propeller Kitty Hoyt damaged by striking a log near Ray City.
Steam-barge East Saginaw, lumber, went ashore and materially damaged on the Pancake
Shoals, near Manitowoc.
Propeller Enterprise ashore at South Bay Point.
Schooner Mail lost jib-boom by collision at Oswego.
Schooner Bahama broke her rudder on Lake Erie.
Tug Sweep's takes aground at Port Ed ward.
Schooner Colonel Cook ashore on Forty Mile Point, Lake Huron.
26th.-At 10 p. m. a heavy squall on Lake Michigan.
Schooner F lea damaged in the sqmdl on Lake Michigan.
Schooner Hero sprnug a leak and put back to port.
Schooner Harvest Home, railroad iron, sprung a leak on Lake Erie.
l:::lchooner Netta Weaver damaged on Lake Erie, at night.
Schooner Marquette, corn, sprung a leak on Lake Ontario.
Schooner Star of the North, railroad iron, sunk near Point au Pellee.
Schooner Dan Tindall, lumber, ashore near Manitowoc.
27tb. - Schooners S. Bates, Mary Collins, Swallow, and Flying Cloud damaged by colli
sion at Chicago.
Barge Guiding Star damaged by collision with the ferry-boat Great Western, at Detroit.
Tug H. P. Smith burned to the water's edge at Portsmouth, Saginaw River, value $4,500.
28th.-E. B. Sackrider jumped from the steamer Winslow and was drowned.
Tug Frank Gule damaged by fire at Sheboygan, ($200.)
30th. -Schooner Josephine and tug Ransom considerably damaged by collision.
Propeller Saint Louis aground in the new canal at Saint Clair Flats.
Schooner Evergreen ashore in a dense fog near Saugatuck, Lake Michigan.
~lst.-Bark Nelson and schooner Page aground in the harbor at Milwaukee.
Schooner Irene struck a rock and sprung a leak.
The low stage of water in the lakes in the early part of the year 1872, which has caused
so many of the disasters to shipping, is a direct result of the diminished rain-fall and increased evaporation of the latter part of the preceding year.
The mean level of Lake Michigan, as shown by observations made by me at Milwaukee
during the month of May, 1872, was one inch below the city zero of street grades; the
average level during the same month for the past twenty-six years was one foot and five
inches aboYe that zero.
The amount of rain-fall in September, 1871, at Milwaukee, was but little more than half
an inch, .while the average for twenty· nine years was nearly two inches. The amount of
evaporahon from the surface of an expose<.l basin of water during the months of September,
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October. and November, was nine and three-fourths inches, while the average for the same
months during ten years past was only seven and one-fourth inches.
JUNE.

lst.-A dense fog on Lake Michigan.
Schooner Fashion lost her jib-boom at Chicago.
Brig Pilgrim and schooner Bridgewater danmged at Chicago.
2d.-Bl'ig !Ylenornonee and schooner Atlanta damaged on Lake Michigan near Chicago.
Tug Quayle broke her crank in the Saint Croix River.
Tug Goodnow brol>e her erank in the Detroit River.
Schooner Alva Bradish aground in the Detroit River.
A number of vessels aground on the Saint Clair Flats.
::ld.-Sttam::;hip Gordon Campbell agroum1 this morning on the Saint Clair Flats.
John Goodrow drowned from the scow Bnffa.lo on Lake 011tario.
Tug American Eagle aground at Milwaukee.
Schooner Toledo damaged by eolllsion at Milwaukee.
Schooner Tom Simms, grain, aground at Kingston, Lake Ontario.
4th.-Steamer Dove damaged by fire at Malden.
Tug L. H. Boole burst her steam-pipe at Pentwater, Lake Michigan, while towing the
schoon·er North Star, lumber: both dl'iftfld ashore, and the tug sunk.
Bark American Giant lost 25,000 staves, a1Hl heca me w~:~.ter-logged l'.bove Port Stanley.
James Keyes, sailor, drowned from the scow Joseph Wright, near Cleveland.
Steamer Kingston burned to the water's edge, off Grenadier Island, eighteen miles from
Brockville; Mrs. Dr. Jones drowned.
Tug J. T. Ransom capsized in Nia~ara River, and Ira I-hnson and - - Smith drowned.
6th.-Propeller Cuyahoga ashore on Beaver Island.
Schooner Millard P1llmore on Hog· Island Reef, in the straits of Mac.kinac.
7th.-Barge Mary Barton struck a snag, causing a leak, near Bay City.
Bark Colonel Elbworth, corn, ashore near Point Albiuo and filled with water in thick
foggy weather, at. night.
Schooner Jennie Graham capsized, and one of her crew drowned.
Schooner Forwarder struck by a heavy squall on Blaelc River, Lake Erie, and damaged.
1-<th.-Schooner Philo Scoville, c0al, beealmed, and drifted upon Rose's Reef, near Buffalo.
9th.--Tng· Bismarck broke her wheel at Racine.
Barge Emma E. Tyson ran agrouud at Racine and became leaky; 2,000 bushels corn
wet.
Propeller Union lately ashore on Strawberry Reef, Green Bay, now on Laughing Whitefish Reef, twenty-four miles below Mftrquette, Lake Superior, at 2 a. m., in a d·euse fog.
Schooner C. Mears aground at Buffalo.
Schooner Cascade ashore on Laughing 'Whitefish Reef, Lake Superior.
lUth'-Steftmer Mary \Varcl hard aground at mouth of the river Thames.
S~:hooner Moses ashore in the Detroit River.
Schooner Canadian lo.st her jib-boom by collision with the Frank D. Baker at Oswego.
Seow Aunt Ruth ashore six miles above Round Bau.
11 fh.-Scow A. Rust damaged by collision at Chicago.
Bark Racine, railroad iron, sprung a leak on Lake Erie and returned to Buffalo.
l;ltb.-Propeller Cuba hard agrOlmd in old channel, Saint Clair Flats.
Steamer Clara damaged by collision in Detroit River.
13th.-Two tows aground on the Saint Clair Flats.
Scow Martin damaged by lightning shortly after noon at Windsor.
Tug Frank Geele slightly damaged by fire at Sheboygan.
Bark Sweepstakes struck an obstruc.tion in Saginaw Bay and filled with water.
A remarkable tidal wave ou the lakes on the 12th and 13th. At Oswego at 3.30 p. m. of
the 13th.
14tb..-Steam barge J. S. Fay aground on the flats of Saint George, Sault River.
Vessels hindered by dense fog on the lakes on the 13th, 14th, and 15th.
1Gtb.-Steamer Alpena aground on the shore of Lake Michigan.
Schooner Forwarder, lumber, aground in Detroit River.
18th.-Sc:hooner Glen Cuyler, staves, lost foremast by collision with the scow Hunter at
Manitowoc.
Propeller J. L. Hurd agrounJ several days in South Reach, Saint Clair River.
lUth.-Schooner Alvin Bronson damagt:"d by collision at Chicago.
Propeller 1\li~;souri, salt, aground in Saginaw l{iver.
Bark TaunPr, coal, aground on Two Riven:; Point, Lake Michigan.
Schooner ~Jury Ilalti ~, lumber, ashore in Detroit River.
Schooner Gem of the Lakes, brick, snnk at Cleveland .
:lOth.-,'clwoner Jamaica struck (at mast-head suddenly, at noon, without warning) by
t~:nado am1 iu.-tautly capsized, off Rock Falls on Lake Huron. Eliza J-h·adington drowned.
E1ghteeu thou. anJ lmshels of wheat da.n1aged.
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Scow Mountain Maid, coal, became leaky on L'tke Erie.
Barge Saginaw, timber, struck a~t obstruction near Saint Catharine's and s:mk.
Schooner Lncinda Van V alkenburg and an unknown vessel lost all theu canvas in a
tornado on Lake Hurou.
::3lst.-'fug Hunter sunk in 8 feet of water by collision on Lake Huron.
22d.-A fleet of vessels passed Detroit, having been detained by calms and fogs f.Jr whole
days; some were leaky.
Schooner Imperial, lumber, damaged by collision with the bark J S. Austin, near Death's
Door, Lake Michigan.
Schooner Portland, grain, ashore on Colchester Reef, L ake Erie.
Steame.r Mason and barge American Giant, staves, aground on Carrolton Bar, Saginaw
River.
Bark J. S. Austin struck by lightning this morning in the straits of Mackinac; two men
itljured .
Michael Morrisey, engineer of the tug Magnolia, drowned at Lft Salle.
;t:~d .-An unknown vessel lost her jib-boom by collision with the schooner Delas De Wolf
on Lake Michigan.
Tug L. B . .Jnhnson and steam barge East Saginaw damaged by collision at Chicago.
Canal-boat Russel Smith, lumber, capsized and lost deck-load at Buffalo.
Tug Bob Anderson broke both her cylinder-heads on the Saint Clair River.
Tug Niagara exploded her steam-pipe at Detroit. James De Orsay, deck .. hand, l\illed.
Rchooner Algcriue, iron ore, damaged by collision with steam-barge Robert Hollen at
Cleveland.
~4th.-Bark .J. S. Austin, coal, damaged by collision on Lake Michigan, near Milwaukee.
Sehooner '!'toledo crushed her yawl in the Milwaukee River.
Schooner William G. Grant, coal, sprung a leak on Lake Michigan.
Schooner Mary struck a snag in Lake Michigan, slightly dama.ged.
:l5th.- Schooner Louise Meeker damaged by striking a bridge at Chicag-o.
Schooners AzHv, Apprentice Boy, a11d Montauk damaged by collision at Chicag-o.
Propeller Rockt>t aground in East Hiver, Green Bay, in a fog.
Steamsr Marine City ashore near Bark Shanty, Lake Huron.
27th.-J3ark City of Painesville, iron ore, ashore on Eleven-Mile Shoal, near Escanaba,
GrPen Bay.
Tug Mystic broke her crank-pin near Port Huron.
28th.-Propeller Georgian damaged by fire at Buffalo.
Tug Merchant sunk by collision with the propeller Ironsides at Grand Haven.
Propeller Peerless ashore near Bay City.
29th.-Schoouer Japan, lumber, ashore near Spider Island, Lake Michigan.
Barge Crow ash OJ c at Stony l sland.
Propeller Jay Gould aground at Econ;e.
30th.-Bark City of Milwaukee lost her mizzen-mast by collision with the schooner L. S.
Hammond at Milwaukee.
PropellerS. D. Caldwell ashore at Mackinac.
Tug Benton, damageJ by fire at Saginaw River.
JULY.

]st.-Propeller Montana, wheat and fillur, aground at Milwaukee.
Schooner W. ,J. Whaling lost jib-bo om by collision in the Chicago River.
Propeller T~ast aground in the Middle Channel, opposite Ganaogue, and became leaky.
2d.-'fug Jennie Bell damaged by beiug struck by the propeller Philadelph ia at Detroit.
Steamer Grace Downer (sixty-eight to11s) burueJ to the water's edge at Beaver Island;
George Burrowf-: 1 mate, burned to death.
3d.-Tug J. U. Masters damaged her machinery at Port Huron.
Schooner S('a Bird slightly damaged by collision at Detroit.
4th.-Propeller B. 1<'. Wacle ashore at Waukegan.
Tobias Touuesseu drowned fro111 the schooner Geo. C. Finney at Kingston.
5th.-Scow Hanson, 12,0UU bricks, cut in two and immediately sunk by collision with the
propeller T oledo at Port Hnron.
6th.-Barge Louisa Bun sunk in Chicago River.
Schooner Herald water-logged by collision with the schooner Ketchum off Chicago.
Propeller Gordon Uampbell damaged by a log in her wheel at Milwaukee.
Propeller City of ClevelanJ had her cu.rgo of wool matt ra~ses accidentally saturated with
linseed oil causing spontaneous combustion.
Bth.-Bcow :::iea Bird lost both rrH:~.sts and bowsprit by collision at Detroit.
'l'ug Kate Moffatt broke lter machinery and was towed to Detroit.
Tug W. A. Moore broke her wheel at Buft'alo.
·Propeller St. Lawrence broke her piston-head at Kingston.
Propell er Java stove a hole in her bow at Cleveland; she afterward broke her machinery
and went to Detroit for repairs.
'
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9th.-Steam-barge Henry Howard broke her bed-plate at Port Huron.
William Barry, sailor, drowned from the schooner Minnie Slauson, near Big Summer
Island, Green Bay.
IOth.-Propeller W. M. Tweed aground three hours at Chicago.
12th.-Propeller Bertschy loosened her wheel at Depere, and was towed to Milwaukee.
13th.-Jobn Leitch drowned from the steam-barge Wm. Cowie at Saint Clair.
14th.-Tug H. N. Martin damaged her wheel at Cleveland.
15th.-Schooners Whirlwind and Col. Glover damag·ed by collision at Milwaukee.
Tug Sol Rummage disabled machinery near Detroit.
Tug Scott broke her wheel on a sunken log at Cleveland.
16th.-Steamer Metropolis damaged at Pentwater.
Propeller Truesdell broke her machinery on Green Bay; towed to Escanaba.
Bark Nelson struck upon a reef in the Straits of Mackinac.
17th.-Steamer Manitoba struck a rock near Michipecoten Island, Lake Superior, and
sunk in 12 feet.of water.
Steam barge Glascon bard aground on Saint Clair Flats.
Steamer Evening Star broke her piston-bead on Lake Erie.
Bark H. Bissell struck a rock in the Niagara River, causing a leak.
H3th.--A tow of barges seen adrift off Forestville, Lake Huron.
Tug Champion burned and scuttled at Detroit.
.
A fish-boat struck by a squall near Mackinac and damaged; men exhausted.
Steamer John Sherman ashore in Detroit River.
Thomas Halbrook drowned from the propeller Fountain City, near Charlevoix.
Scow lno dismasted in a north-northwest storm on Lake Erie, off Ashtabula.
Steam-barge Henry Howard disabled on Lake Huron.
Schooner Pelican aground on the Saint Clair Flats.
20th.-Scow Nellie damaged by collision w1th the schooner J. B. Wilber, in the Saint
Clair River.
Schooner Anglo Saxon ashore at Forty Mile Point, Lake Huron; jettisoned railroaJ iron.
Steam-barge Henry Howard, lumber, broke her machinery on Lake Huron.
Steam-barge Charles Reitz broke her wheel near Gratoit.
Schooner C. G. Breed, coal, aground on a reef at Fox Point, twelve miles north of Milwaukee.
Tug Tempest lost a scow, laden with machinery, in a fog near Copper Harbor, Lake
Snperior, which is supposed to be foundered.
2lst.-A son of Julius Sumner drowned from the propeller Pacific, in Saginaw Bay.
Tug Hunter sunk by collision in 8 feet of water in Lake Michigan.
22d.-Propeller Orontes broke her shaft at Harrisonville on Lake Huron.
Tug Harrison capsized near Chkago.
Barge Robert Emmett lost part of her deck-load of staves in a squall on Lake Huron..
Barge Jesse Drummond lost jib-boom, and became leaky by collision on Saint Cla1r
·F lats.
A raft of timber broken up by heavy weather on Lake Huron.
23d.-Schooner D. L. Couch, coal, sunk off Long Point, Lake Erie.
24th.-Barge J. S. Austin aground at Milwaukee.
Bark Sardinia and barge Iron City damag-ed by collision at Buffalo.
Scow Butcher-Boy lost an anchor on Lake Erie.
Steam-yacht Eva Wadsworth, ashore on Peach Island, St. Clair River.
SchoonerS. and J. Collier lost maintopmast in a squall on Lake Ontario.
Propellor Benton broke her wheel on Can·olton Bar, mouth of Saginaw River.
Propeller Philadelphia (drawing 13! feet of water) struck bottom ne ar Grasse Point hght,
L ake Saint Clair.
John Bassett drowned from the steamer Chicora in Georgian Bay.
26th.-Brig Mechanic damaged by striking a bridge at Milwaukee.
Schooner Pelican, ore, aground on the Saint Clair Flats.
Tug Home ashore at Calumet, Lake Michigan.
Schooner vVandercr ashore at Stony Reef, Detroit River.
.
Schooner Black Duck, coal, fouoden~d iu deep water in Mexican Bay, Lake Ontano.
Total loss.
27th.-Scow Ino damaged by collision with the schooner Long Simms.
Schooner ,Jpnnie Bell damaged against tt bridge at Milwaukee.
- - - Gold~mith drowned from the revenue-cutter Commodore Perry at Bufl'alo.
Scow Lea sprung a leak near Milwankee.
2 th -oc:choorwr Ellington, . tave8, ashore at Fairport, Lake Erie.
John Doyle dromwd from schooner Rising Star at Chicago.
John H('are drowned from stefl.mer Marine City on Lake Erie.
John Cltilds drowned from tlte barge Harvest at Cleveland.
~~hormer ';l'he?dore Perry, coal, damaged by collision with a propeller on Lake Erie.
llwma:; I· lenuug drowned from the schooner L. H. Crocker at Port Colborne.
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29th.-Propeller Mary R. Robinson, 15,000 bushels wheat, burned near Wangoshance
light on Lake Michigan.
:10th.-Propeller Lake Michig·an aground on a shoal at Gananogue, Canada.
Schooner What Ye Catl It lost her foremast in a squall at Detroit.
---Shields drowned from the schooner 'Vebb at Erie, Pennsylvania.
31st.-A seaman from the barge Globe drowned in Tawa-> B tv, L<-tke Huron.
A barge towed by the propeller Edith became water-logged off Tawas Bay, Lake Huron.
Steamer City of Montreal damaged her m~:~,chinery near Windsor.
A raft broke loose in rough weather from the tug Clema,tis off Pomt Austin, and was
driven upon the beach.
AUGUST.

2d.-Schooner Truman Moss dismasted by collision at Chicag-o.
Schooner Evening Star lost head·g·ear b.v nwning ~tga inst a bridge in Chicago.
Scow Home broke from the pier at Free Soil, on Lake Michigan, at 6 p. m., during a
nonher, and went ashore.
Propeller Chicago Belle sunk at Manitowoc.
Schooner Libbie Nan aground in Green Bay.
Bark Jesse Drummond had her cargo damaged by water on Lake Ontario.
Schooners Star of Hope and Florida damaged by collision on Saint Clair Flats.
Steam canal-boatS. D. Gibson, iron-ore, aground and filled with water on Ford's Shoal,
neH.r Oswego.
Barge Seminole, lumber, became water-logged at Tawas, Lake Huron.
Schooners Eliza White and Octavia damaged by collision at Oswego.
4th.-'l'homas Morgan drowned from the propeller Tioga, teu miles off Long Point, Lake
Erie.
Schooner Fearless, lumber, capsized and filled off White Fish Point, near Manitowoc, at
2 p.m.
Charles Smith drowned from the schooner Welland, at Chicago.
Schooner Capella lost jib-boom at Manitowoc.
Schooner Colonel Hathaway, coal, bard aground in the Detroit River.
Propeller China bard agTound in the Neebish, Sault River.
6th.-Fishing-smaek Clara lost her canvas in a squall on Green Bay.
Tug Black Ball disabled at Chicago.
A .scow took fire in the cabin near Detroit.
Tug Babcock sunk at Chicago.
Schooner Mary Nan bad her foremast shivered by lightning at Green Bay, at night.
Scow F. L. Jones lost center-board on Lake Erie.
Propeller Badger State aground in Saint Clair Ri l'er.
7th.-Steam-barge Concord broke her machinery on Lake Erie.
Steamer Ajax burned to the water's edge near Bay City.
Sth.-Tugs New Era and J. T. Ransom sunk at Tonawanda.
Bark Martin, wheat, sunk by collision with a schooner near Long Island, Lake Ontario.
l:Jth.-Tng Bob Anderson broke down off Forestville, Lake Huron.
Schooner Bessie Boalt lost her rudder on Lake Michigan.'
Schooner Golden Fleece aground on Saint Clair Flats.
Lighter America~lost 300 barrels salt overboard by collision with a bridge at East Saginaw.
Schooners S. S. Osborn and American Union much damaged by collision near Fox Island,
Lake Michigan.
Tug Danforth burned to the water's edge at Dn Luth, Lake Superior, and sunk in 18 feet
water.
Schooner Ardent and bark Sardinia damaged in squalls on Lake Michigan.
Steam-barge Im H. Owen, iron-ore. sprung a leak.
Scow Clara, coal, ashore at Stoney Island, in the Detroit River.
l Oth.-Schooner Delawnre aud bark Sardinia aground at Milwaukee.
Schooner Island lost a gaff in heavy w.eather on Lake Michigan.
Schooner J. S. Walter aground at Milwaukee.
Schooner Midnight ashore at Racine.
Bark John Breden, coal, sprung a leak near Buffalo.
Schooner J obq Tibbits damaged by collision with the propeller Vanderbilt at Buffalo.
llth.·-Propeller Thomas A. Scott aground at Milwaukee.
John Cogsgriff drowued from the schooner 0. S. Storrs, at OsweO'O,
12tb.-Capi.ain Elijah Blanchard drowned from the scho.oner Active, at Oswego.
~ark Zack Chandler ha•l mast damaged by lightning off Point Betsey, Lake Michigan.
l .)th.-Steamer ~largaret ashore in the Dueks, in Lake Ontario on a dark niO'ht.
'
"
Schooner Berlin lost jib-boom at Tole<lo,
Schoone~ Ameri~an U ni~n damaged by collisio~ with. schooner Osborne on Lake Michigan.
14th -F;~hoone~ J?ayspnng,,wood, strnck by hghtnmg off .Ashnepee, Lake Michigan; L.
Mueller se:nously lDJnred, and fobias Tobiassen instantly killed.
.
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Propeller Lake Michigan aground on a shoal off Kingston.
Hith.-Schooner J osepbine Lawrence capsized and sunk, by collision with the propeller
Favorite, near Two Creeks, Lake MiflLigan, in a dense fog.
Ultarles Hill drowned from the schooner Midnight, at Racine.
· Stect.mers Corsican and Watertown damag·ed by collision near Kingston.
Schooner Edwin Blake, Hl,OOO bushels wheat, aground on Point Frederick Shoals.
Bark Saginaw, timber, sunk at Saint Catharine's, Lake Ontario.
J7th.-Captain Waggoner, of the barge Severn, drowned at Cleveland.
Schooner Len Higby bad her topmast broken on Lake Michigan.
.
Steamer Detroit damaged by collision with the propeller Thomas A. Scott, at Detro1t.
ISth.-Philip Nolan, of the barge Susan Ward, drowned on Lake Erie.
Daniel Elois, of the Tug Star, drowned in Saginaw River.
Luke Sky, of the barge Hotchkiss, drowned at Buffalo.
19th.- Steamer Favorite damaged by collision at Detroit.
Brig Helfenstein, salt, arrived at Detroit leaking.
Schooners American Union, ore, and S. P. Ely, damaged by collision in a dense fog, at
Port Huron.
Scow Industry, walnut lumber, found water-logged and aban.doned on Lake Erie; towed
to Cleveland.
·21 st.-Scow PierrC'point and propeller Mohawk damaged by collision at Detroit.
Tug J. H. Martin broke her machinery; towed into DP-troit.
22d -Bark C. K. Nims, :3:~,000 bmhels corn, struck a reef at Bar Point, Lake Erie.
Schooner Monterey struck a rock, and damnged.
Schooner Middlesex sprung a leak at Marquette,
Schooner Sophia Smith damaged by r.ollision nt='ar Detroit.
Steamer W. H.. Clinton damaged on a rock at Grindstone City.
24th -Propeller Cuba aground at Milwaukee.
Schooner vVelland ran against the pier at Muskegon, was crushed, filled with water, aucl
c.apsized .
Scow Snowbird injured and sunk, by a blast intended for the remcwal of rocks in the
Detroit River.
Mr. ---McDonald drowned from the steamer W. R. Clinton on Lake Huron.
Scow Maria sprung a leak on Lake Huron.
25th.-Propeller Bertschy burned at Depere, near Green Bay, loss $8,000.
Charles Hendrickson drowned from schooner Dayspring, at Ahnepee, Lake Michigan.
Tug J. D. Dudley ashore at Fairport, Lake Erie.
26th.-Schooner David Stewart, ore, hard aground on the Saint Clair Flats.
Schooner Narragansett lost canvas in a squall on Lake Erie.
Schooner Columbia, coal, aground in Detroit River.
A scow driven ashore on Lake Huron, near the entrance of the Saint Clair River.
27th.-Schooner Lewis Ludington lost jib-boom at Chicago.
28th.-.A. northeast storm on Lake Micbigan to-day, driving many vessels into port for
shelter.
Scow Ida H. Bloom struck a pier at Milwaukee and lost jib-boom.
Several small sail-boats lost or damaged at Miiwaukee.
A canal-boat sunk, and another damaged, in the Niagara River.
.
Schooner Louie Meeker, 22,000 bu:;hels of oats, struck by a squall at 10 a. m., ten 1mlh
from shore, nef~r Point Sauble. Lc~,ke Michigan, capsized and sunk. Captain Robert \Vest,
Robert vVe·t,jr., Charles Baker, E. Nelson, and the steward were drowuc:d.
Schooner Glad Tidings lost jib-boom in tlH~ gale on Lake :Miehigan.
Scow Minnie Corlette, shingles and piles, damaged at W aukeguu.
2Uth.-Schooner Garibaldi had sail torn by a bridge at Milwaukee.
Michael Neupert drowned from tho Lug Ballentine, at Bay City.
Schooner Angeline lost mainsail in a squtdl.
Schoonf'r .J R Sanburn split her mainsail and fore-topsail.
Schooner Cortland had canvas blown tnvay.
l:'chooner Almina damaged on the piers at Cleveland.
Scow J. "'·Porter ashore at Clough's Pit·r.
A raft of logs brol'e loose from a tug at Cleveland and washed ashore.
:Wtlt.-13arge ElDorado broke her steering gear, ~md was tc.wed into Milwaukee.
Brig ·waucoma, iron, ~'prnng a IPak near the .Manitou..;, Lake Michigan.
Sd10oner Delos De \Volf, p:raiu, sprung a leak on Lake .Michigan.
'c:hoouer S<:a Gem dan1aged at the pier at Manistee.
Tug Louie Dole damaged by collision with the tug Black Bell, off Chicago.
Scow C. C. Bntts sunk at I\eno~;ha.
• 'uhom erG. J. Whitney, stone, as bore, and full of water, at Vermillion, Ohio.
~ IHJmbt-r of ves~<els aground on the Suint Clair Flats, owing to the low stqge of ~he water.
Schooner .Al}Jha, lumber, wrecked at 5 p. m. on a reef ucar Four-:Mile PoJUt, Lnke
Ont11rio .
•:cLoouer Olion sunk at Long Point, Lake Erie,
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Schooner Richardson ashore at Presque Isle, Lake Erie.
Propeller Buckeye broke her engine on Lake Ontario.
Schooner Odd Fellow, lumber, lost mainsail and a portion of her cargo.
A severe northwester on Lake Huron; vessels unable to proceed, anchored along the
coast.
·
Schooner Franconia, pig-iron, sprnng a leak on Lake Huron.
Scow J. F. Porter stranded on south shore of Lake Erie.
Schooner Montauk and Bark Pathfinder lost jib-booms at Port Huron.
Propeller Toledo bad her gangways dashed in on Lake Huron.
Schooner C. P. Minch aground at Port Huron.
Scow Hannah lost jib-boom by eollision, on entering· the Saint Clair River.
Schooner Governor damaged at th e pier and grounded at Oswego.
Schooner Two Brothers lost 16,000 feet of lumber on Lake Ontario.
Schooner Olivia lost 6,000 feet of lumber on Lake Ontario.
Revenue-cutter Ch~tse lost anchor and chain on Lake Ontario.
A seaman drowned from the Barge Toledo, at Kingston.
Brig Ocean, stune, sunk ia Lake Ontario.
Schooner Vancouver, pig-iron, sprung a leak on Lake Ontario.
31st. -Barks William Howe and Prince of Wales ashore near Port Dalhousie, Lake
Erie.
Sehooner Fanny Campbell disabled near Point au Pellee.
Bark Alexander, timber, sprung a len,k off Long Point.
~ehooner Aug·ustus Ford, coal, sprung a leak ou Lake Erie.
Schooner Erie s•1nk while at unc.hor at Marblehead, Lake Erie.
Schooner Amoskeag struck in Sault Ste. Marie River, and sprung a leak.
Schooner Eliza White damaged by fire at Oswego.
Brig Gen. \V orth lost foremast off the Scotch Bonnets.
Barge Argo lost lumber and shi11gles overboard on Luke Ontario.
Scow Ida an<'l Mary, stone, ashore, at night, on Sturgeon Point, Lake Erie.
PropPller City of Madison damaged and driven bat:k to Marquette, Lake Superior, by
the storm.

PAPER H.
METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS MADE AT MOUNT WASHINGTON, N.H.,
DURING THE MONTH OF MAY, 1872.
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SIGNAL·OFFICER,

Washington, D. C., July 10, 1872.
Sm: I h~ve th e honor to submit the following report of meteorological observations made
in complia11Ce with your orders at Mount vYashington. New Hampshire, from May I to May
31, I t:i7;2, during which time a special station, establisheJ at the milroad depo-t, near the
base of the mountain, was in telegraphic communic.ation with the permanent station at the
SUOI!nit.
Filteen obsm vations were made daily at both stations at hourly intervals, and especial
pains taken to have them made synehronously. (Papers A and l3.)
ln stnanents used at Summit Stations.-Barol.f.eter, Green's staiJdard No. 1797: instrum ental
error.-.005 ; thermometer, Green's mercurial; hygrometer, (Gbi$ber's modei ;) anemorne ..
ter, Hobinson's; rain-gauge, signal-service model.
At base of mountnin.-Barometer, Green's, No. 1914; instrumental error,-.002 ~ thermometer, Green·s; hygrometer, Glaisher's; anemometer, RobiiJSon·s, with Gibbon's selfregistering attachment; rain-g·auge, signal-service model.
Obse?·vers.-Summit station: Sergeant A. H. Thornett, signal-service, United States Army;
Private R. J. Bell, signal i'ervi ce, United States Army. Lower station: Sergeant 'l'heodore
tlmith, signal Sl:'rvice, Unhed States Army ; P1ivate J. H. Garrad, signal service, United
States Army.
Attention is im·ited to the speci11.l report of Sergeant Smith, (Papei C, ) and to the dP.ily
journals kept at both stations, (Papers D anu E.)
l'aper F l·x hiuits, in tauulatt>d fonil, tue daily observations made at tho mountain Rtations,
ancl I>aper G those made at Purtland, Maine, for the same period of time, at an elevation of
54 feet above mean-tide level. Of the Portland observations, those made at 8 2 a.m., 5.2
p. m., and 12.~ a.m. are sy nchronous with th0se made on the mountain st;Ltions at 7.51
a.m . , 4.57 p. m., and I 1.57 p. rn.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
II. W. HOWGATE,
Seco'1.d Lieut~mant and Br.enet G_aptaitf, Unit .d. States Arrny,
Actwg S~gr.wL-Ojj~ceT an</, Assistmvt
Brigadier-General ALBERT J. MYER,
Cltief Signal-Officer

oJ the Army.
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DEPART~:lENT,

OFFICE OF CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER,
DIVl810N OF TELEGRAMS AND RF.PORTS
FOR THE BENEFIT OF CoMl\H:RCE,
Wnshin!(ton, April20, 1872.
SERGEANT: A special series of observations at the base of Mount Washington, in connection with the station on the summit, will be made, under your supervision, during the
month of M&y next, beginning at 6 a.m. of the Jst and terminating at 11.57 p. m. of the
31st of the month. These observations will be the same in all respects as those taken at
regular stations, and will be entered in the same manner upon Form 4, and will be brought
by you iu person to this Office when called in, unless otherwise ordered.
The observations will be made at the following hours, (local time:) 6 a.m., 7 a.m., 7.57
a.m., 9 a.m., 10 a.m., 11 a.m., 12m., 1 p.m., 2 p.m., 3 p.m., 4 p.m., 4. 57 p.m., 6 p.m., 9 p.
m., 11.57 p.m.
Upon your arrival at the base of the mountain you will put yourself in telegraphic communication with the observer on the summit, and will, if practicable, keep this communication u.nbmken during your O~'Cnpation of the station. The observation at each station
must be synchronous, and, i.n order to effect this, the time-pieces at both stations must be
kept carefully adjusted with each other by comparing them three times each day, (by telegraph,) at intervals of e ight hours. l<'ive minutes before the time of each observation you
will call the ob~rver at the summit, and, after getting his acknowledgment, will prepare
for taking the observation. The signal for reading the barometer will be given from your
station one minute before the time. The instruments wia be read in the following order :
lst, attached thermometer; 2d, barometer; 3d, thermometer; 4th, hygrometer; 5th, anemometer; 6th, wino-vane; 7th, rain-gauge.
It is expected that both observers and as~istants at both stations will unite in doing this
s pec-ial work accurately and promptly, as the anticipated results will be of general scientific
interest.
Ve•y respectfully,
H. W. HOWGATE,
Second Lieutenant and Bre'lJet Captain, United Stales Army,
Acting Signal-Officer and Asszstant.
Sergeant THEODORE Si\liTH,
Base of ll1ount Washington, New Hampshire.

Pape1· B.
WAR DEPARTMENT, OFFICE CHIEF SIGNAL·OFFICER,
DIVISlON OF TELEGRAMS AND REPORTS
FOR THE BENEFI'r OF COMMERCE,
Washington, D. C., Ap1·il18, 1872.
SERGEANT: A special series of observations will be made at your st.ation, in connection
with an observer at the base of the mountain, during the month of May; beginning at 6
a.m. of the 1st and terminating at 6 p.m. of the 31st, and at the following hours: 6 a. m.,
9 a . m., 10 a. m, 1 J a. m., 12 m., 1 p. m., 3 p. m., 4 p.m., and 6 p.m. These special
observations will be the same in all respects as those taken at the regular hours, and will be
entered in the same manner upon Form 4, but on separate sheets from the two regular series.
They are not for telegraphic transmission, but will be sent by mail to this Office at the euJ
of the month. These observations must not interfere with the regular reports, which will
be taken, recorded, and transmitted as usual. The observer at the h<tse of the mountain
will be in t~legrapbic communication with the summit, and the observations at both stations
must be synchronous. To effect this, the observers will keep their time-pieces carefully
.adjusted with each other, making a comparison three times each clay, (by tPlegmpb.) at
intervals of eight hours. Five miuutes before tbe time for each observation the observer at
the lower station will call the observer at the summit, who will promptly ackuowl~uge the
call, aud get ready for work. The sigual for n;ading the barometer will be given from. the
lower station one minute before the time. The instruments will be read in the followtng
4Hder: 1st, attached thermometer; 2d, barometer; 3d, tl:ermometer; 4th, hygrometer i ;Jth,
anemometer; 6th, wind-vane; ith, rain-gauge.
It is expected that boih ol.n;ervers and assistants will unite in doing this work acwmtely
and promptly. 1.hc observe:· at the lower ~tation will ta]{e observations for record at the
ume times as the regular observations are taken at the summit station.
Very respectfully, &c .•
H. W. ITO\VGATE.
Second Lir·utmant anrl Brevet Capt11in, Unitu/ Statr,s
Lhmy, ami .t1rtin![ ,_'ignal-O.fjictr and A ·:;t ·taut.
rgeant A. H. TUOIL'ETT,
JJu,wt /r(l:~ltiuglon, iYtw !lrunpd!ti1e.
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Paper C.
WASHINGTON, D. C., .June 8, 1872.
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following report in reference to the work at the temporary station at the base of Mount vVashington, New Hampshire, during the month of
~lay, 1872:
·
I arrived at the station on tt10 eyening of April 25 , but the two cases containing the different instruments to be used there were still at Littleton, New Hampshire, as the roads were
impassable for heavy teams. Captain J. vV. Dodge, the manager of the Mount Washington railway, engaged a team at Bethlehem to bring provisions and my instruments at all
hazards on Friday, April 26, and by using eight horses they succeeded in reaching the ba..<>e
of the mountain the following day. I found the instruments in pretty fair condition unde.:f
the circumstances, as only two g·lass jars of the Daniell battery and two porous cups of the
Le Glanche battery were broken,
Immediately upon my arrival I placed myself in telegraphic communication with the observer at the summit of Mount Washington, using six cups of the Daniell battery, and Littleton office put up a separate battery for the main wire, connecting me with Concord and
Boston at report hours; and, also, regularly every night after 8 o'clock. The wire to Littleton had been kept in fair condition during the winter by Mr. Ranlet, of Bethlehem, but
the cable to the summit worked very hard, owing to imperfect insulation. The observer at
the summit was unable to break any station during rain-storms, and after the snow upon
the trestle-work of the railway commenced to melt, and therefore I concluded to divide and
relay his reports whenever it would be necessary.
Sunday, April 28, was occupied in putting up the instruments. During the afternoon,
Sergermt A. R. Thornett came down from the summit, and we made the necessary arrangements for carrying out the instrnctions received from the Chief Signal-Office in regard to
our special observations.
I divided the hours of duty between myself and assistant, Private J. H. Garrard, in such
a manner that whoever took the night observations was to take the afternoon observations
on the following clay, thus giving twelve hours of duty to each; but whenever the wire
worked bard, and I was not on duty at midnight, my assistant was to waken me for relaying the midnight reports. The signal for reading the barometer, &c., was given from my
station by calling Mount Washington five minutPs before the hour of oeservation, and then
making single dots one-half minute before, and double clots at the exact hour, the~ reading
the barometer the instant the aclmowleclgment was received from Mount 'Washington. I
had given my assistant sufficient instructions in the use of the Morse code for giving these
signals, and this plan was h:ept up during the entire month with but few interruptions, which
were caused by the bad condition of the cable. The time-pieces at both stations were ad.:
justed three times each day, at intervals of eight hours, according to instructiomJ.
The difl.'erent meteorological instrnments were exposed as follows:
BarometPrs in a room on the second floor of the depot building, about 24 feet above the
surrounding ground ; thermometer and hygrometer outside of a window of the same room,
facing the north, being well sheltered by the large projecting roof of the depot building;
the anemometer and anemoscope on the roof of the old log cabin, standing south of and about
20 feet higher than the depot; the rain-gauge in a clearing some 40 feet from the buildings
on the ground.
The instruments worked well and remained in good condition during the month, and the
barometer I used was from time to time compared with the additional one I had, both in~
struments reading alike.
In obedience to orders received from the Chief Signal-Officer, I left the station on the morning of June :t, arriving at Washin~ton on the evening of June 4.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
THEODORE SMITH,
Observer-Serl{eant, Signal Service, United States -tlrmy,
Captain H. W. HoWGATE,
Acting S,~~nal-O.fficer ancl Assistant.

Paper D.
ABSTRACT OF DAlLY JOURNAL FOR THE MONTH OF MAY,

1872.

April 30.-:-Day open~cl with cold ~?d fai~ weather. Barometer, high and steady since
yesterday .atternoon. 'I emperat_ure, 220 at 6 o'?lock ~· m. Wind, west and light. Sky
covered wJth abo~t one-fourth 0'1rrus .clouds movmg rap1dly from the northwest. Very clear
around th~ su1.mmts of Mounts Washwgton and the Green or Franconia ranges. Hazy in the
·w est. W~n.umcreased ~omewh.at toward noon; but barometer remaine] unchang-ed; temperature n;;mg very rapH1ly, Lewg 51C at l o'clock p. m. Commenced clouding up in tho
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afternoon, and loo]{ed hazy and t.hrea.te ning all around, but the clou ds are stil] considerably
higher than the summit of Mount ·washington. Saw some butterflies to-day on the snow,
wh ich me lts away very fast. Cleared away again about 5 o'clock p . m., leaving the sky
covered ·with about one-fourth cirro-stratus elouds. Barometer, still high and steady; tempera tnre, 42° at 9 o'clock p. m.
May 1. -Sky e ntirely overcast at day -break, looking very threatening. Barometer falling
slowly until 9 o'elock a. m . TempPrature rising rapidly. Commenced to cl ear up at 10
o'clock a. m.
Wind southwest and gentle. Barometer eontinned to fall unti l 4 p.
m., and the wind suddenly ehanged to southeast. Very black masses of nimbus clouds
came moving from that direction, soon after enveloping· the mountain down to the
line of vegetation. The summits of Lafayette and the Twin Mountains a re still uncovered,
b ut the clouds a re filling all of the valleys rapidly. At 8 p. m. barometer still falling; wi11d,
due south and gentle. All the mountain-summits are now en veloped in clou .• s . reaching
down below tbe line of vegetatiou.
Observer at the snmmit reports. "Rain and
wind southwest and sixty m iles per hour." Very dark below; could not see objects at
more thrm a few yards distance. 'l'nmpern,ture remains a lm ost undw,nged :oince c; a . m.,
being 50° at midnight. Appearances indicate heavy rain on the mountains, the little stream
here rising very rapidly, and the rush of ·waters in the different ravines resounds from all
s id es .
May 2.-Commenced raining shortly after midnight, and continued qu ite hard at daybreak. Wind still south, but veering at times to southeast. Barometer st ill fallwg slowly.
Temperature steady. Hum iJi ty, 100 per cent.; the clouds moving very fast f rom the southwest and reaching far below this station, forming one la rge continuous sheet over the valley
of the Amouoosue. Rain ended at 9.45 a . m., and soon after the blue sky became visible
in the \Yest. The clomls in the valley and around the tmmmits of the different mountains
dissipated quite rapidly, and shortly after 10 a.m . the top of Mount 'Vashington became
clear. Tile telegraph. lin e works very bard th is n10ruing, and no eommun ication bas bePn
bad with the summit since l~ m. of last night, when we adjusted our time-pieces. Th e rain
has taken nearly all of the snow away from the m•Juntain-sides, and the Amonoosuc R1ver
is highe r tban at any time during this spring-. Wind changed to northwest after 12m., aud
i t commenced to c.loud up agaln. Uaised Mount Washington at l p. m. for barome.ter signal, and eompared time. "l~elayed" his morning report; he snid that he had been unable
to "ureak in" this a.m. Barometer showed tendency to ri se again between 1 and~ p.m.,
but temperature is fall ing sl01..vly. Clouds again cover a ll the mountains and move very
rapidly froJJJ due west, but some low e r masses a re moving fron1 the south west; b..;tween
3 and 4 p. m. all of the mountain-summits were clear of clouds, and the atmosphere generally was remarkably transparent. At 4.30 p. m. it commenced. clouding up again. Temperature falling, but barometer rising. A heavy min commenced at 5 p. m., the observer at
the summit reporting, "Dense fog here." The observer at Mount Wasbing·ton beiJJg unable
to break Littleton, I relayed his p. m. repott at f> 0'2 p. m. Rain endeJ at 5
p. m., but
comJllenced again at night-fall, barometer and temperature falling with southerly winds.
Relayed .Mount Washington midnight report.
May 3 .~ Heavy rain during latter part. of night, continuing until day-break. Temperature,
39°. lt having snowed upon the mountains dnriug the nigh t, they pref'eut quite a wint~ry
appearance this a. m: Weather still threatening . Shortly after 7 a. 1n. all of the mountams
became enveloped in dellse clouds. Barometer stead,y. From 7 a m. until 4 p. m. we·had
rain, snow, and. sleet, but rain prevail in g, temperature ranging from :3:3c to 37°. Calm
nearly all day; eummenced clearing in tlw west :-hortly after 4 o'clock, the upper clouds
(huge cumuli) moving at a moderate mte fmm tlw west, while the lower ones (below the
summit) are moving very swiftly from Jue north. Perfectly calm at this station. Sky became almost clear at 6 p. m., and remained so until II p.m., when it clouded up again, wind
being sout!Jeast and light. Temperature :3~, 1U1d barometer rising slightly. Faint aurora
in tne north.
JJJay 4.-Tbre.atening at day-break, and shortly before 7 a. 111. heavy snow set in. Barometer steady. Ten1perature :~;) 0 ; wind northwest and iight. Observer at summit reported
sleet at 10 a. m. and brisk southeaster. Continued s nowing all day; between ~ and :~p.m.
the snow fell in flakes of an nnu~ually large size, and by midnight nearly G inches cu,·ered
the grouud. BtLrometer ri sing since (j p. 111.; telllperature steady.
111fly 5.-Cleariug up rapidly at day-hreHk, witl1 very light westerly wind and rather low temperatnre. All of the mountain-summits were vh,iblc aud had the appramuce of miJ wmter.
The temperature rear.l1ed :lt:)O before midday and t!w snow commenced t,J melt very rapidly.
~ittleton reported thiR a.m., "Heavy rain dnriug night." The barometer reached its maxlllltlm betwC'eu I and~ p, m. Cloudy in tl1e afternoon; wind northwest nnd frt>sh; ternperntme 41° tLt (i p.m.· clon<ling up again s hortly afte-r IU p. lll . Mount \.Yashiugton ob~e~•·er
reported, ''Temperature lti0 ; wind nortlme:;t and !Ju mile:;." .13arometcr fell quite mpully
nfter lllidJJight.
lay (;.-Commenced fmowing at 5 p.m.; temperature ~oo and wind south; bn.romrter lnw
hilt !'t ·ady; rontinnf'd fHlO\ving until l~.:l0 p. 111, wl1ru the clouds bC'gan to c~··:u· :n~'O}'•
t,olll Uj'Jl"r aJH1 lower rlond:; 11Hiving very rapiclly from the northeast. Baruuwter n,;mg- mce
u. m. i t£·wpuratmc 4~0 at :.3 p. w.; wiud IJOJtlll·a ·t tllld frc h. Tlw ::numuit ot ~louu
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Washington is still enveloped in clouds. Wind changed to northwest at 4 p.m.; observed
some cirri moving from the east, while the cumuli came from the north, and small detached
masses of strata were going with the wind prevaili_ng at this station. The snow is. me_lt!ng
very rapidly, and the ground is bare on the south side of the houses. Barometer still nsmg
slowly. Weather fair after sunset. Barometer steady at midnight.
May 7.-Day opeBcd with fair weather. Barometer steady; wind northwest and light ;
thermom!'lter 41 c; remarkably clear around the western horizon. Mount Lafayette and the
entire Franconia mnge clear, but Mount Washington enveloped in dense clouds, reachin g
down far below the line of vegetation. The summit became clear at 1.30 p.m., bnt the sky
remained overcast with large masses of cumuli. Barometer steady in afternoon. Thermom·
eter 56° at:~ p.m. Observer at summit reports: "Wind north, with heavy gale; temperature 37°; barometer 30.09, with teudency to rise." 'The snow upon the west side of Mount
Washington seems to melt but very slowly. Between 5 and 6 p.m. the thermometer reached
62° ; perfectly clear all around after 6 p. m , barometer rising, wind east and light. Wind
changed to north toward midnight. Weather clear and pleasant .
.May 8.-C loudy at day-break, with easterly wind, but cleared away before 8 a. m., wind
changing to northwest. Barometer steady; temperature 49°. Summit of Mount Washington
remained enveloped in clouds after the sky had become perfectly elear. Summit clear at
12.:i0 p.m. Barometer steady ; temperature rising; 60° at 2 p. m. ; humidity 49 per cent.
Hazy along the different mountain-ranges, probably caused by evaporation, as large masses
of snow still remain in the woods. Sky overcast with cirri after 3 p.m., moving iti a southerly direction; barometer rising until 8 p.m., when it beg-an to fall slowly. Observer at
summit reports: "Fine weather all day; highest temperature 40°." Private Bell, who
came down from the summit this p.m., reports there is hardly any snow at the summit, but
that be found it from 4 to 6 feet deep near the line of vegetation, and also large masses
throughout the woods. No change in the weather until shortly before midnight, when the
wind changed to due east and the sh:y became overcast.
May 9.-Commenced raining about 2 a. m., and rained quite heavy at day-break; barom·
eter fell somewhat during the night, but the temperature is steady; began to clear up at 8.:10
a.m., and wind changed to northwest. Thermometer 63° at midday, the wannest day we
have had so far. Franconia Mountains clear, but Mount Washington still enveloped. Observer at summit reports : "Thermometer 39° at 10 a. m." Weather remained cloudy all
day. Barometer fell Vflry rapidly until 6 p.m. Temperature 65° at 4 p.m. Very hqzy during
the afternoon, and only the outlines of the· different mountains could be distinguished.
Commenced clearing up at 7 p.m., the sky becoming perfectly clear. The wind increased
somewhat toward midnight, being from the northwest. Temperature 50° all night.
May HJ.-Day opened with warm and fair weather. Barometer rising; remarkably clear
in the west. Detached masses of stratus clouds were moving with an extraordinary rapidity
from the northwest, being of a whitish color before reaching Mount Washington, and then
assuming a clark black color; they envelop almost the entire mountain, and it seems to be
raining very bard there, for the Amonoosuc is rising rapidly. Mount Lafayette, only eighteen
milfls distant, is clear to the very top, forming quite a contrast to the Mount Washington range.
Telegraph line to the summit works very hard, and I had to relay the Monnt Washington
signals. Baromeler continued rising very rapidly, and between 2 and 3 p.m. the summit of
Mount Wasbiugton became visible. Temperature steady. Barometer \>till rising· at 9 p. m.,
being now 40° higher than at 6 o'clock this a. m. Sky perfectly clear) excepting a small
bank of E.trata along· the ·w estern horizon. The mountfLins now are entirely free of snow.
Temperature quite low this evening; clouding up after 10 p.m. Barometer steady.
May l 1.-Barometer fell but slightly during night. Sky overcast this morning and Mount
Wash ington in dense clouds. Lafayette and Twin Mountains clear. Barometer pretty
steady all day, with warm and pleasant weather generally. Much free electricity on the
wires during the afternoon. Hazy after dark. Humidity 92 per cent. at 9 p.m. Sky perfectly elear.
ll!fay 12.-Barometer fell very rapidly during the night, and at day-break the sky was
entirely overcast. Wind east, but changed to northwest before 9 a. m. Barom8ter ste'1dy
until 8 p. m. ; perfectly clear at midnight.
May 13.-Clearatday-break; temperature 39°, and humiditylOO per cent. Barometer steady.
Commenced clouding up at 9 a.m., and now. J 1 a. m., it looks rather threatening. The summit, which was clear this morning, is enveloped in dense clouds, aoparently moving £rom
the south. Barometer rising slowly during the day, and after sunset the clouds cleared
away. Temperature falling rapidly during the afternoon, and the humidity increases. The
t,elegraph line has worked very well for the past three days. Barometer rising rapidly after
6 p .m.
May 14.-Day opened with cool and fair weather.
Barometer still rising. Wind northwest, and gentle. Weather remained unchanged, excepting a rise in the temperature until
sunset; clear at midnight. Barometer very high.
'
Ma_Y 15.-Razy at day-break. Wind east and light; considerable ice was formed dnring
the mg~t. Temperature :39° at 6 a.m.,. and barometer very high. Wind changed to north~
west alter 8 o'clock and clouded up, but the clouds are far above the different mountain
summits. Trouble on the telegraph line between here and Littleton; divided here and re-
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}ayed Mount Washington signals. Barometer commenced falling shortly after 10 a. m., and
the sky began to assume a threatening aspect. Heavy masses of nimbus clouds moving from
the north soon enveloped the summit, anr1 the ob~;erver there reported snow at :3.30 p.m. A
light shower, of short duration, set in at 3.10 p. m. ; appeared to be raining very hard a few
miles ·west of this station. Cleared up again at 4.30 p. m., but another shower from the
north passed this station between 7 and 8 p. m. Clear, with easterly wind and steady barometer, until midnight. Temperature 34°, and falling.
May 16.-Very <:old during night and at day-break. 'rhewind changed to west between
8 and 9 a. m. Barometer falling. Brisk northerly and northwesterly winds during the day.
Clouding up gradually after 2. p. m. Appearances very threatening t.tt 4 p. m. Temperature 40° . Barometer still falling; no change during the evening.
May 17.-Day opened with threatening weather. Barometer rising; temperature steady
since yesterday morning. Wind west and light. Mouut Washington entirely enveloped
in clouds, but Franconia range and summit of Mount Lafayette clear. Fair in the afternoon; temperature 51° at 1 p.m. Barometer still rising steadily. After a calm cf a few
hours' duration the wind began to blow from th e east; at 9 p. m. the sky was perfectly
clear, but began to cloud up again between 10 and 11 p.m. Mount Washington observer
reported snow this a. m., and very low temperature; the effect of which was felt here, for
although the sun shone brightly during the afternoon, the air was very c,hilly. Weather
clear at midnight.
May 18.-Day opened with clear and cold weather. Barometer steady; wind east, bnt
changed to west shortly after 8 a. m. Temperature riRiug very rapidly, reachiug 61 c at
4 p. m. Barometer falling very slowl~7 sinc.e 9 a. m. Wind veered again to east between 7
and 8 p. m. Dense haze around the different mountain ranges at 9 p. m. Sky perfectly
clear. No change till midnight.
.
May 19.-Very hazy at day-break; the haze increasing in density as the morumg
advanced until II a.m., when large cumuli commenced to form. Barometer quite l_ow
this morning and still falling. Temperature 59° before midday. Wind from east, veenng
at tjmes to southeast. Very heavy masses of cumuli came moving from the soutben,st after
J p.m., and 1.55 p. m. rain set in. The wind shortly after increased to brisk. Barometer
very low and still falling. Observer at summit reported, "rain; wind south but variable."
Telegraph line works very hard ; divided and relayed Mount Washington reports ; unable
to raise Mount Washington for p. m. reports; raining hard. Concord reports, "Heavy
rain most of the day." The clouds broke away for a short time between 9 and 10 p. m.,
but rained very hard all night; nearly an inch tell since yesterday morning.
.
May 20.-Hainiug very hard at day-break. Barometer stands lower than at any tJme
since this station has been opened. Nearly calm since midnight, but commenced to blow
again between 6 and 7 a. m. ; the wind now being· west. Temperature steady since yesterday morning, having fallen only 20 during last night. Impossible to raise Mount Washing·ton for signal s, but wire works well between here and Boston. Mount Washington
appears unable to break us on account of the bad condition of the cable; called him for two
hours this moming, but without success. Ceased raining at 10.50 a. m., and commenced
clearing shortly afterward. The different mountain summits covered with snow. Barometer seems to have reached its minimum, (10 a.m.) Just raised Mount Washington, and
relayed all of tbe delayed reports and gave him the time. Quite pleasant during the aft~r
noon, but barometer remained low and steady. Clouded up at 7 p. m., and bas been raming ever since.
May 21 .-Haining hard at day-break; wind west and light. Barometer rising. The
clouds are very low this morning, enveloping the station completely. Temperature steady.
I rel ayed 1\f.ount Washington reports again this morning. Commenced to clear up at J() , ;~()
a. m., but clouded up again between 12 and 1 p. m. A very heavy shower set in shortly
after 2 p. m., barometer rising rapidly all day. Wind changed to east at 8 p. m. Weat~ er
fair. Humidity 100 per cent. Temperature fell rapidly during the evening. Fair at nudnigbt. Wind north. Barometer still rising.
.
.May 22.-Day opPned with cool and fair w eather; ice being formed dming the m~ht.
Barometer rising until J l .30 a. m.; falling steauily during the afternoon. Sky remm~ ed
overcast nearly all day. Between 5 and 6 p. m. I observed a peculiar pheuomenon, (win ch
I frequently beheld at the summit during the winter of 187U-'71, while in charge of th a t
station,) con. is ting of heavy masses of cumuli moving from the south and southeast toward
the Mount \Vashington range, from the snmmit we:tward to Mount Pleasant; but,. on
1·eacbing the ridge of this range, they snddenly dissolve, only small detached masses pas:mg
over to th e north side, but they also dissolve soon afterward. Temperature steady all day.
Eumidity variable. Threatening at midnight.
.
.M ay ~3.-A severe rain-storm, accompanied by a brisk southeasterly wind, ..et 1D abo nt
l a. n1. ; for a time the raiu came down in torrents, and after :3 a. n1. the wind incrca. eel to
hif.{h. The rain abated some>vhat about this time, but the wind kept up a velocity nf 20
pnlc ·au ~our u?til io a. m. Barometer falling rapic.lly all night. Temperature ·teady .
•• how<:d s1gns ot clearing after J1 p.m., but a dnzzling rain r;till prevails. The cable to t.ho
Sl.nnnn_t worlo; :cry bard. R elayed Mount \Vashington moruing l't•ports, hut cotLrl not nu:o
hun alt er tlmt tun c. C.:oncord aud Littleton both n ·port rain. Wire w orking hard . outh of
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this station. Lieutenant Greely reached the summit at 6 o'clock last evening, by way of
the old carriage road. rrhreatening after 12m., and a t 3 p . .m. thtr wind veered to the west.
Another shower of short duration set in between 3 and 4 p. m. Barometer commenced to
rise at 7 p.m., and after dark a dense fog prevailed. No change in the weather at mid~
nig-ht.
JW.oy 24.-Heavy shower at 4 a. m., and drizzling rain after 6 a. m. Concord reported
clear weather this morning, saying, "Not a cloud to be seen here." Barometer and temperature steady. Wind west and light; nearly calm since 1 p. m. of yesterd~y. Fair during the afternoon; temperature 61° at 4 p.m. No change in the weather at midnight.
May 25.--Cloudy and threatening at duy-bYeak; temperature unusually high ; barometer falling, wind west and light. Humidity very high. Cleared up toward evening; temperature 64° at 5 p. m.; clear at midnight, with rising barometer.
ll/ay 26.-Day opened with threatening weather. Very cold during night. Barometer
rising rapidly after 6 a. m,; clearing up at 9 a. m. Sky became overcast again between
3 and 4 p.m., with cirri, which formed quite rapidly, but disappeared again after dark .
.May 27.-Clear at day~b reak . 'Barometer falling slightly; temperature high • wind south·
east. Commenced to cloud up after 1 p.m., the wind being dne east and increasing in
velocity. Barometer still falling. Appearances very threatening at 6 p. m., and the peen~
liar haze which always piecedes rain in this section of the conntry commenced to fonn
arouud the mountains, threatening rain at midnight. Barometer falling xapid1y.
May 28.--Rain set in about 2 a.m., and rained quite bard for a time; drizzling after day~
break. Barometer very low. Mount Washington is once more covered with snow. Wind
changed to west about 9 a. m., and the clouds began to break J1 vay. Showers at intervals
dnring the day. Barometer rising after midday. Cable to the summit works very hard 1
and I divi<led and relayed Mount Washington signals. A very heavy rain set in at 6.30
p. m. Mount Wa~>hington reports snow.
JW.ay 29.-Raining very hard all night, especially toward day-break. Barometer rising
rapidly, and at 5 a. m. tlle rain ceased; began to clear up at 6.30 a.m., and the mountains
aJe perfectly covered with a tbick coat of snow, reacl1ing d~wn close to this station. Thermometer only 40° at 6 a.m. Heavy showers during the day. The cable working extremely
hard at 2 p. rn. Concord wire failed also, but commenced working again shortly after 6 p.m.
Clear westward after d~rk, but Mount Washington is still enveloped in dense clouds.
Barometer rising all day. Temperature var:ied only 2° the entire day. No change in the
state of the weather at midnight. Unable to raise Mount Washington for sigP.als.
May 30.-Threatening at day-break, with high barometer and low temperature. Showed
signs of clearing in the west; and at 8 a.m. the clouds began to breali away, moving from
1he northwest, while an easterly wind prevailed at this station, Could not raise Mount
v\Tashington until 8 a.m., when I Ielayed his reports. Concord wire works well. Clouded
up again after 2 p.m., and commenced raining at 4 p.m. Threatening at midnight.
JW.ay 31.-A very heavy rain set in abo11t 1 p.m., lasting all night. Barometer falling
rapidly; temp€rature steady. Nearly c'alm ever since 12m. of yesterday. Unable to raise
l\fount Washington this morning, although we used Concord and Littleton batteries. Received his morning reports at lJ a.m., after much tro-uble. Wire south of here works well.
Continued raining until 3.45 p. 1n. , but commenced again at 5.30 p.m. Barometer rising
since 6 p.m.; temperature steady. Still rai11ing at midnight. Nearly calm all day.
Instruments in excellent condition during the entire month. During the first two days
that the instruments were in position I observed a difference, ranging from 2° to 6°, between
the standard thermometer and the dry bulb of the hygrometer, although the instruments were
exposed under precisely the same condition. I changed the posit1on of the standard fre~
quently, but without success. I then cut a circular opening (diameter three inches) in the
lo•,er part of the hygrometer-board, the center of the opening beiug about at the height 0f
the bulbs, thus creating a free circulation of the air around the same ; aud my experiment
proved a success, as tbe two dry bulbs read alike. As similar di:fferences are reported from
quite a number of our stations, it is believed that the above might be applied with equal ad o
vantage.
THEODORE SMITH,
Observer·Sc1·geant, Signal Service, Unitcrl Stutes .Arrny.
BASE oF MouNT
A8IIINGTON, N.H., June J, 1872.
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Paper E.
EXTRACTS PR0:\-1 DAlLY JOURNAL FOR THE MONTH ENDING MAY =~tf 1872,

JJfay l.~The barometer fell very steadily throughout the clay. The thermometer fluctuated

slightly, rauging betwet>n 37° and 4~ 0 • Humidity 58 to 100 per cent. Wind fi·om the west
until noon, when it changed to southwest, veering between that point and south the rest of
the day; velocity steady, at from forty to fifty mile:; per hour 7 the maximum being sixty-six
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miles per hour at 9 p. m. The weather was very doubtful in the· early day and afternoon,
the clouds changing t.heir formation very often, but ahvays moving with the wind. They
were principally ill· defined cirr0-stratus and cirro-cumalus clouds, blendel1 in all sorts of
shapes. The glens and ravines were fiiled with dense haze until2.30 p.m., when a change
took place; the summit of the mountain became completely shrouded in a heavy, saturating
fog, which turned to rain at 7 p.m. ending at 9.:~0 p.m., with about .02 rain-fall. After
9 p.m. the weather continued threatening, the wind blowing sixty-five miles per hour from
the south.
May 2.-The barometer fell gradually, and oscillated a little during the day. The thermometer steady at from 36° to :~8° until night-fall, when it fell to 32°. Wind ranging between west and south, with a velocity of from thirty to sixty miles per hour, falling off to
gentle wind at midnight. The weather was very unsettled throughout the twenty-four
hours, ntining <Llld hailing in a drizzlp, at intervals, turning to sleet at times. At 10 11.. m.
the sky partially cleared, and the atmosphere became very transparent for a few minutes.
The glens and surrounding ravines were full of large cumulus clouds, which in a short time
surrounded the summit and formed dense fog, vvhieh hung over us until late at night. At
midnig-ht the sky was covered with well-defined stratus clouds. The bail that fell came
clown in very fiue stones, turning to drizzling rain. My morning report was delayed, in
co nsequence of not being able to break Sergeant Smith or Littleton, who called me reprt~t
edly and distinctly, but were not able to g·et my answer to the call. I succeeded iu raising
Sergeant Smith at 1.:20 p.m., wbo then took tlte report and forwarded it .
.AftJy :3.-- The barometer still falling; total fall through the day, .10. The thermometer
steady, fluctuating between 2o0 and :31°, faliing rapidly after night-fall, to 2:3° at midnight;
th\3 wind blowing steadily from south to southwest, with a velocity from fresh to high vvind.
The weatl1er has been Yery unsettler1, constantly changing from light snow to s leet. drizzling
rain, and deme fog; at intervals making feeble attempts to clear, but always failing to do
.. o. After R p.m. the sky partially cleared, bnt remained half covered with stratus clouds;
the stars sb iniug brightly through the spaces. A little before 9 p.m. I noticed a briiliant
slwet of pale yellow light in the northern horizon, partially obscured by a heavy clump of
stratus eloucls; this ''aurora" remained stationary until after midnight, but steadily diminished in intensity.
Ji£ty 4.-The uaromerer showed a steady decrease of pressure in the ea.rly part of the day,
risi11g at night a li ttle highrr than the morning maximum. The thermometer steady, ranging
between 21 ° aud ~4°; very steady nearly all day at 2:2c and ~3°. The wind fluctuated between north and south from the eastern points, with brisk and high wind unti} after 8 p.m.,
when it increased to hurricane veloeity of from ninety to one huudred miles per hour. The
day opened \\'itb threateuing weather, changing to snow and sl.eet, settling dowu to a heavy
fall ()f snow throughout tLe day.
M(ty 5.-Th e barometer fell steadily all day, and rapidly after 8 p.m. to midnight. TLe
thermometer ranged betweeu 15° and 22°. The wind steady from the north, with brisk and
high velocity, veering to northwest and turning to hurricane at night-fall. The weather,
during the hours of daylight, gave a prospect of cleari11g, the sun goiug down clear and
red, and that portion of the sky not covered with stratus clouds being entirely clear. This
changed to tbrea.tcuing weather after 9 p.m., the clouds massing round the summit very
thickly, so as to obscure all surrounding objects from view. A slight fall of snow after midnight; no measurement.
May G.-The barometer show8d a steady increase of pressure, rising rapidly after sunclown. The thermometer rose steadily, and gave hig-her endings than on ye:oten.1ay, (2:3° to
~27 ° .) The wind blew steadily from the uorth, with brisk velocity up to night-f,~ll, rising
to gaie and afterward to storm. The weather was very uw;ett1ef1 all day, snowing rightly
0 t intervals, clearing- partially at 2 p. m., becoming overcast shortly after, and set in threatcuing the rest of the day.
- ft111y 7.-Tbe barometer rosp, steadily all day. The thermometer rose steadily, and gave a
maximum of :3!..1° . The winu changed from north to west at 2 p.m., and settleu afterward
from northwee:t. The da.y opened with drizzling raiu and a storm-velocity of wind, then
tnruPrl to f•)g af~er 8 a. 111., remaining so until 2 p.m., when there were eVIdent signs o~
<:leuriug· wm~ther; turning fair shortly afterward, an 1 remaining· so throughout the re·t ot
the day aml night. The wind turned to high, and (gradually) to brisk at night. Upper
clonc1s moved from the northwest.
Jiay .-The barometer still rising steadily, with a slight rise in the temperaturP. The
~,·ind from the north we ·t, and of brisk and high velocity, blo,·:ing at very uniform rate::..
l'lte weather opened and remained f<~ir all <lay until evening approached, when the 'k ·
lJecallle gradtmlly obscured by stratus and cirro-stratus clouds, which tumecl to uimbu · and
min at 2 a. UJ. the following day, (!..lth instant.)
llfay U.-The barometer fell steadily all day, and rapidly after snndown. The thermome.tH
gave a steady increase of temperature, ri::ling to 47~ . The win(l stea,ly from tho we ·t, with
•u.t exceptional pnff from the southwest. The velocity of "high" and "gale" rnse rapidly
after :tuHlown to a violent hurricane, fairly staggering the building at time·, coming- in tretu!:n~lon-: gu;;t,.:. TIH: day ;;l't in \\'ith a ndserable drizzling- rain, :topping at .:::.:3'1 II. m. ,
tlltUitJg mto ,. ·ry cloudy wt~atLer until f!Yeuing, when tbe stars aud young moon ,.:hou out
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brightly, but became obscured at 11 p.m., from ·wbic~ hour the sky was ne~rly covered
with stratus clouds. A slight margin of clear sky remamed nea.r the easte:·n honzon. .
May 10.-The barometer rose rapidly all day. (I made a report at m1dday of .1? ;1se.)
The thermometer fell rapidly in the early morning, ste~dy through the day at ~1 °, nsm~ a
little at night. The wind steady from the west, decreasmg gradually from hurncaue to h1gh
velocity. The day began with rain, which held up after 8.40 a. m. Cloudy weather from
that hour up to 1.30 p. m., when the sky cleared rapidly, and fair weather prevailed until 11
p.m., when the stars and moon were nearly obscured by about three-quarters stratus clouds.
.
.
.
.
After 11 p.m. the barometer remained very _steady. .
Mrty 11.-'l'he barometer changed very httle unt1l m1dday: after that tlme 1t fell shgbtly
.and steadily. The thermometer rose steadily all day. The wind blew from the west all day
with gale velocity up to night-fall, and then increased to a storm from the same quarter;
sky clear. The weather was very cloudy until after midday, then cleared rapidly, and at
9 p. m. and after the sky was quite free from cloud, the stars and moon being very clear and
bright. During the afternoon the chief part of the clouds were below the summit.
May 12.-'l'he barometer and thermometer steady; wind from the west and northwest,
gradually falling off in velocity and settling down to a fresh breeze. The weather fair during
t.he day, becoming perfectly clear after night-fall. At midnight I notieed a few faint shootingstars crossing the western horizon in close proximity to the moon. Earlier a halo encircled
the moon ; it was of very narrow diameter.
May 13.-The barometer rose. steadily all day, but not enough to denote any particular
change in the pressure. The thermometer fell evenly, dropping to 26° at midnight. The
wind fluctuated between west and northwest, settling steadily from the north after sundown.
The velocity was steady all day, alternating between fresh and brisk wind, except in the
early morning, at w bich time it vvas nearly calm. The weather was quite fair, except during
the latter part of the forenoon, when the summit was covered with dense clouds, rising from
the ravines. The clouds were principally well-defined cirrus, mixing at times with cumulus,
forming cirro-cumulus.
May 14.-The barometer continued rising all last night and to-day. The thermometer
rose gradually until 4 p.m., when it attained a maximum temperature, for the day, of 34'\
remaining steady at that height until after 6 p.m., when it began to fall steadily. The wind
has fluctuated between the points north and west, with a veloeity fluctuating between fresh
and high wind. The weather has been very fair and bracing; the lower atmosphere com
paratively clear. Principal clouds eino-cumnlus, with here and there well-defined cirrus
and cumulus; very little stratus.
May 15.-The barometer fell steadily all day. The thermometer very steady, falling a
little toward night-fall. The wind settling from the north ; after sundown, rising to a strong
gale. During the day the wind fluctuated between north aml west. The weather during
the early forenoon and afternoon was very cloudy, turning to light flurries of snow a~
intervals. The sky became almost free from clouds after 9 p.m.; only a slight streak of
cirro-stratus remained hanging on the horizon at midnight.
May 16.-The barometer fell slight.ly during the clay, going up slowly after dark. The
thermometer fell rapidly last night and this morning, going down to 15° ; rose slightly
through the day, and remained nearly stationary at ~2° alter night set in. The wind blew a
hard gale from the north nearly all day, the direetion veering to west, and intermediate
p oints between west and north. The weather was fair in the morning and forenoon, turning
to cloudy weather after 1 p.m., and rernainefl so the rest of the day.
JUay 17.-The barometer indicMed a gradual increase of pressure throughout the day.
The thermometer rose 8° higher than yesterday. The direction of the wind changed continually alt day between the points of northeast and northwest; the velocity brisk all day,
with a slight falling off to gentle wmd in the afterncon. The morning opened with light
snow, which bad been fa1ling some hours during the night. This changed to cloudy weather
up to 10 a. m., when the weather became very fair, and the atmosphere transparent enough
to allow of seeing the Atlantic Ocean and tbe surrounding country. The night set in clear,
the moon and stars coming out with unusual brightness .
.May 18.-Tbis day has been almost a duplicate of yesterday. The barometer remained
aln10st stationary until after S p. m., when it began to fall slightly. The thermometer rose
steadily, reaching a maximum of 41°. The direction of the wind changed frequently from
nort~east ~o north~vest, and sometimes died out entirely; the velocity g-entle to fresh, rising
to bnsk wmd at mgbt. Clouds nearly all well-defined cumulus, changing· to cirrus after the
moon rose. The atmosphere was not quite so transparent as on yesterday, but the view of
the surrounding country was very fine and extensive.
May,?9.-:rhe baromete~ fell.rapidly a)l day. The ~herm~meter nearly steady, rising to
44° . I he wmd changed directiOn, blowmg from all pomts of the compass in five minutes'
space, making it ~er:y difficult to determine the true direction. The velocity rose to a heavy
gale, and blew pnnc1pally from the southeast and southwest. The weather was fair until
about II a. m., when the summit became completely shrouded with dense stratus clouds·
t1Hned to beav;r r~i.n at 1.30 p._m., which continues. falling the entire day and night, keeping
on after the rrndn1~bt observat1on was ~aken. OwiDg to the heavy wind, a very imperfect
measurement of ram-fall was taken. 'I be ram-storm to-day affected the telegraph communi-
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cation very much, cutting it entirely off after 4.30 p. m.; up to that time I could communi
cate with the base (Sergeant Smith) and Littleton. I could bear Boston and Littleton call
me repeatedly, and answer promptly;- but from the bad working of the line was un~bl~ to
brealr in, or make them understand me. In consequence, to-days's p. m. and m1dmght
reports have been unavoidably held over. No electrical phenomena accompanied the storm
to-day. The roof of the building is letting in water by the g·allon, and we feel damp.
.
May 20.-The barometer coutinued falling until after 5 p. m., when it began to nse
slightly. '1\he barometer was very even throughout the day, fluctuating between 34° 3;nd
37'-'. The wind came from th e southeast and ~cnthwest in the morning, changing direction
to northwest at 9 a.m., blowing steadily hom that point the remainder of the day, ''v i~h a
heavy gale veloc.ity, falling a little after 9 p. m. The rain continued falling all last mght
and throughout the day with very little intermission, the water streaming into our habitation
lil~:e '(all possessed," and it ·was with great difficulty that we succeeded in keeping the books
and stationery from destruction. At 2.15 p.m. the weather showed signs of clearing up a
little; the sun broke through a chink in the stratus clouds and a few cumulus form ed ; this
lasteJ until a few minntes past 6 p. m., when it rained and sleeted until 10.30 p. m.
The weather, from that hour until after sending the midnight report, was threatening;
changed to rain :1gain in the early morning, and continues falling heavily. I bad much
trouble in getting off my midnight report, through the bad working of the line, and would
have failed in doing so had not Sergeant Smith received it at the base and forwarded it to
Boston for me. As it was, it required upward of twenty minutes· close application to send
it through conectly.
May ~1.-The barometer rose rapidly all day. The thermometer comparatively steady at
34° , falling to 29° after 11 p.m. The wind straily from the northwest, with decreasing
velocity, going down to a fresh breeze at midnight. The rain and sleet eoniinued almost
ince~santly until 5.50 p. m., when it cleared rapidly; and in balf an hour from that time the
sky was half eovered with a mixture of cirrus and cumulus clouds. At midnig·ht it was
nearly clear weather, only a few light cirrus clouds dutting the blue canopy above. Th e
moon and stars were very brilliant. From 9 to I 0 p. m., however, a haze obscured the
moon partially, and it was surrounded by a broadly marked halo.
May 22.-'l'he barometer steady all clay, falling rather rapidly toward night-fall. Thermometer steady.
The direction of the wind changed to all points of the compass, with
gentle and fresh velocity, rising to a gale from the south at night. Weather fair nntil night
set in, when it turned very cloudy and threatening. Lieutenant Greely arrived here to-day
at 5 50 p. m., and consumed the rest of the day in making his inspection of the station.
May ~3.-The barometer continued falling all last night, and remained comparatively
steady to-day, "'ith an occasional rise or fall, varying from .01 to .0:3. The thermometer
showed an increase rn temperaturA, and oscillated at times to the extent of ~ 0 between tLe
hourly observations. The wind from the west and southwest, in the morning, with heavy
gale velocity, cLangin g to west and northwest after 2 p. m., the velocity falling off to brisk
wind. The day opened with rain, wl1ich had commenced during the night, and, with slight
intermission, continued falling all day. Lieutenant GrPely departed at 2 p. nt., after finishing his inspection and making a list of articles considered uecessary for use on this station.
May 24.-The barometer rose in the early morning a little and remained very steady
through the middle of the day, falling- gradually after 8 p. m. The thermometer rose to
0
4b , the highest recorded temperature here this year. The wind from the northwest aml
west, with gentle and fresh velocity, ri sing to a gale at night. At J 0 a. m. it was dead
calm for about thirty minutes. Clouds iu de use masses rose from the glens all clay, making
what might Lave been a very fair day, very cloudy at times. Stratus clouds on the summit
formed about 3 p. m., aud continued so the rest of the day and night .
.Ll1ay 25.-The barometer fell steadily all day, more rapidly after 9 p. m. The thermom eter very steady through the day up to 5 p. m. at 4:3o, then H fell very rapidly, reaching a
minimum of 3J 0 at midnight. The wind came steadily from the west, w1th a high wind
and gale velocity; changed to northwest after 6 p.m., and the velocity gradually increased,
~nt~l at midnight it blrw a storm. The morning opened with light raiu, which had bee~
falhng through the latter hours of the night, but stopped at 7 a. m. From that hour u~t1l
ear~y afternoon the weather was of a very cloudy nature. About 3 p. m. it began clear!ng
rap1dly, and at 6 p. m. the sky was about one-half covered with cumulus clouds, cbangwg
in another hour to very clearly defined cirrus clouds. From 9 p. m. there appeared 11: few
stratus clouds high up, the cirrus clouds disappeared, and a dense haze obscured the ~m~ht
~ess of tbe stars; this weather continued until midnight and after, tl1 e thermometer till laHmg, and everything below the summit free from haze or cloud.
.
NOTE.-At 7 p. m., while the wind blew from the northwest, the upper clouds were bemg
driven rapidly from the southwest.
~1c~y 26.-.The barometer rose very steadily all day, and I forwarded a mid!lay tel~gram
showmg an mrreasE>d height of .17 between the hours of 8 a. m. and J2 m. The ma:omnm
height of the barometer ·was given at !J p. m., falling gradually from that hour. Tlw thermometer fell last l}ight to 21:1° , rising gradually from 7 a. m. to 40o in the late afternoo! 1•
The day opened wllh a heavy gale from the northwest, which subsided gradnally, and 1!1
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heavy gusts, to a fresh breeze in the evening, changing direc.tion at intervals to north. The
weather was very fine and almost clear nearly all day. Nothing extraordinary took place
to require recording.
May 27.-The barometer fell steadily all day, with a slight exception at midday, when it
rose a little. The thermometer rose up to 11 a. m., standing· steady from that time until 1
p. m., at 430; it was 440 at 2 p. m., and fell steadily afterward 1 The prevailing wind came
fi·om the south and southwest, with high wind and gale velocity. At 4.50 p.· m. the wind
changed very abruptly, and without any decrease of velocity, to the southeast, blowing
fi·om that point about thirty minutes. 'rhe weather was fair until 3 p. m., when dense
stratus clouds covered the summit and remained there until rain began falling· at lL p. m.
This weather continued into the night.
May 28.-The barometer fell a little in the early forenoon, rising afterward steadily. The
thermometer fell last night, and through the day showed a decrease of about 10c. The
wind prevailed from the west, changing a few points at times north and south, with brisk
and high velocity. The weather was very bad all day: Snow fell during the night and
con tinned up to l 0. 30 a. m. , changing then to rain and sleet ; there was a slight cessation,
of rain and snow at times, but there was no indication of clearing up.
JJfay 29.-Barometer still goint~ up, and the thermometer falling a few degrees. The wind
from the northwest, with high and gale velocity. The rain of last night changed to snow,
which continued falling until a little before day-break, and some of the drifts measured
upward of 15 inches in depth. The mountain, above "Jacob's Ladder," was covered with
snow, excepting where the wind bad cleared the points of rocks. Heavy strat"\IS clouds
obscured the sky and covered the summit all day.
May 30.-The barometer rose steadily until 11 a. m., falling steadily afterward. The
thermometer showed a slight increase of temperature. The wind came from all points of the
compass, decreasing from gale in the morning to fresh velocity in the middle of the day,
rising to brisk wind at night. The forenoon and afternoon were very cloudy, most of the
clourls settling below the summit until evening set in, then the summit became covered with
dense stratus clouds which turned to heavy driving rain at 6.40 p. m., and continued thus
after midnight report was sent. I bad unusual difficulty in telegraphing my midnight
report tq Boston, although a strong current was put on, as the bad weather caused frequent
breaks.
May 31. -The barometer continued falling all through last night and to-day, rising
slightly toward nigbL The thermometer bas been very steady at 3~ 0 and 34°, dropping to
31° at night. The wind has blown from all the points of the compass with brisk and high
velocity; it chopped very suddenly, between 9 and 10 a. m., from southwest to due east,
and back to southwest; the direction of the wind was very uncertain, and changed many
times during the twenty-four hours. The weather bas been one continuous round of snow,
bail, sleet, and rain all day.
Instruments, ""c.-In addition to the instruments previously reported by me as being out
of order, I have the honor to name the following: One cup blew off the anemometer on the
16th instant, during a heavy gale, and was lost down ''Tuckerman's Ravine." I supplied
its place by putting on a cup taken from the other instrument, which had been reported
out of order. Also, one min. thermometer, slightly out of order.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
ALFRED R. THORNE'l'T,
Observer-Se1·geant, Signal Service, United States Army.
SUM:.\111' OF MOUNT W ASHINUTON, N. H., .lnne 1, 18i2.
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Stations, summit and base of Mount Washing-ton, New Hampshire. Elevation of summit above sea-level, 6,282.5 feet.
Elevation of base above sea-level, 2,615 feet. Height of barometer at base above ground, 24 feet.
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Stations, summit and base of Mount Washington. New Hampshire. Ele>ation of summit above sea-level, 6,282.5 feet.
feet. Elevation of l>ase above sea-level, 2,615 feet. lleight of barometer at base above ground, 24 feet.
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Stations, summit and base of Mount Washington, New Hampshire. Elevation of summit above sea-level, 6,282.5 feet.
Elevation of base above sea-level, 2,615 feet. Height of barometer at base above ground, 24 foot.

Height of barometer at summit above ground, 3 feet.
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Stations, summit and base of Mount \Vasbington, New Hampshire. Elevation of summit above sea-level, 6,282.5 feet.
l<::lcvation of base above sea-level, 2,615 feet. Height of baronicter at base above ground, 24 feet.
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Stations, summit and base of Mount Washington, New Hampshire. Elevation of summit above sea-level, 6,282.5 feet.
feet. Elevation of base abo>e sea-level, 2,615 feet. Height of barometer at base above ground, 24 feet.
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Stations, summit and bnse of Mount Washington, New Hampshire. Elevation of summit abo,·e sea-level, 6,282.5 feet.
feet, Elevation of base above sea-level, 2,615 feet. Height of baromet.er at base above ground, 24 feet.
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Stations, summit and base of Mount Washington, New Hampshire. Elevation of summit above sea-level. fi 1 28~.5 feet
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
P.·\ ER 1.

ON THE AURORAL DlSPLA1lS DURING THE MONTH 01', FEBRUARY, 1872.
[Extracts from the montltly journals of the d~tferent stations el!tablislwd by the Signal Service,
[;nited States Arrny.]
LAKE CITY.

February 12.-A slight auror~-A.
February 18.-A very bright aurora ln the west. This light may have been caused by
fire.
February 28.-Spots of aurora throughout the western sky. Weather cloudy.
February 29.-A faint aurora throughout the whole heavens ; that in the south somewhat
brighter than elsewhere.
JACKSONVILLE, FI.ORIDA.

February 4.-Aurom polcuii:i visible from 7. 25 p.m. until nearly 9 p.m.
fect arch , streamers quite numerous antl of a rose tint, at 8 p.m.

One nearly per-

MOBILE, ALABAMA.

February 4.-0n the night of the 4th a brilliant aurora was visible from 7 to 11 p.m. It
became visible in the east1 and spread along the sky from a point south of east to northwest,
and at times rising in the sky to an altitude of about 60°. At 10.45 p. m. it rose higher,
presenting at that time a most brilliant appearance. A portion extending from east to a
point east of north, maintained a uniform color varying but little from a beautiful rose to a
deep blood. The portions lying between north and northwest and east and southeast were
throughout less brilliant, and varying very often in color, sometimes presenting a whitish
appearance, and at other times deepening to a light rose color; at 9.30 p. m. it disappeared
for a short time in the north and northwest, but presenting the appearance of an elliptical
cloud in the east, its length being about three times its height, and of a beautiful deep blood
color. The base was clearly defined, being about 10'' above the horizon. Between its base
and horizon a dense haze existed. It disappeared very quickly at 11.05 p. m.
CAI'E l\IAY, NEW JERSEY.

February 4.-Clear and pleasant, with brisk and fresh winJ8.
aurora in the evening, in the southeast.

Barometer rising.

ReJ.

NASllVIU.E, 1'ENNESSEE.

Ff-bruary 4.-Weather clouuy.

"Wind southeast.

An aurora made Hs appearance about

Gi o'clock, extenuing from east to west. It assumed no definite shape, but was of an extreme bright red color, and was brightest n.bout 8.3G p.m., when it gradually disappeared,
ceasing to be seen at 9.30 p.m.
1~ALTI!\10RE,

l\IARY1.AN

•

Fe-bruary 3.-A brilliant anrora polaris was seen this evening, on the southern horizon,
between 8 and 9 o'clock.
BOSTON", t\lASSt\CHU"'ETT"·

Fel,ruary 4.-6.30 p m.-}'ine uispluy of aurora polari
color.

south of zeuitb, of a Jeep re1l

KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

February 4.-8~ p.m.-Brilliant aurora, beams shoot almost north to :-:outh, am1 through

th zenith. Tho sky is deep red.'
11 p. m.-Anrora lisappearing very slowly.
!\TARQFETTE, l\IICilJ<,AN.

!•'ebr ..ary f>._-:D p. m.-Brillinnt auroral display. The arch througl10ut very wellllefin a,
lJemg of n bnllumt rolor, nncl of not much elevation above the horizon, the streamers rooY-
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ing along the arch from west to east, and presenting the appearance somewhat of broad
waves of light.
10 p.m.-The streamers having subsided, the arch is better defi:ued, but not of such a bright
color.
11.20 p.m.-Aurora more brilliant than ever, streamers shooting up very high. The arch
has not been very well defined during the display, rather resembling a great light in the
north, with ,intervals of almost clear sky. Up to 10 p.m. there was no haze or cloud to be
seen beneath the arch, but at this writing a few very long, t.bin, and perfectly straight-edged
clouds are seen at the western end of the arch.
Feb1·uary 15.-11.20 p.m.-An aurora is now visible, consisting of an arch, quite well
defined, resting upon a bank of thick dark haze at the eastern end of arch ; streamers are
observed to be shootinD' both upward and downward, but not to a great elevation upward,
while downward they ~each almost to the horizon.
11.30 p.m.-The arch has merged into a broad sheet of light, and shows signs of disap pearing.
February 26.-8 p.m.-Brilliant aurora ; elevation of top arch about 45°, base nearly
touching horizon; colors principally white and pale crimson.
t-!.30 p.m.-Aurora much fainter; but few streamers visible as yet.
11.20 p. m.-.Aurora no longer visible.
OSWEGO, NEW YORK.

Feb-ruary 9.-Northern lights commenced at 11.30 p. m., lasted until 1.30 a.m.; not
brilliant.
February 19. -Northern lights same as uescribed in article 351, page 176, Loomis. Commenced 7 p.m . and lasted until 12 p.m.; nothing unusual in th131r appearance.
llOCHESTER, NEW YORK,

February 28. -The assistant observer, Private Tighe, reports, at 9 p. m. last evening, the
existence of two luminous arches, extend;ng across the northern sky, being about 2° apart,
and the upper one, the more lumlnous of the two, about 60'J above northern horizon. He is
unable to give duration of this phenomenon.
LYNCHBURGH, VIIlGINIA.
F~bruary 4.-The aurora borealis was visible during the night of the 4th. At 7 p. m., owing
to the cloudy state of the atmosphere, a reddish hue of the clouds was the only indication.
of the presence of the aurora. As the night advanced the weather became clear, and that
quarter of the heavens from northwest to southwest, from zenith to horizon, presented a
bright red appearance. The aurora grew dim in the southwest and brighter in the west and
northwest at 10.30 p.m. At midnight the lights became very bright due north, resembling
daylight, while in the rest of the heavens the aurora entirely disappeared.

NEW YORK CITY.

February 4. -Clear weather and brisk northwest winds.
At 6.30 p.m. a brilliant aurora
appeared in the north, which soon overspread the whole northern heavens. At 7 o'clock it
had extended eastward and upward nntil it occupied a space in . the southeast from about
15° to 50° above the horizon, about 70° in breadth, and assumed a blood-red tinge, so
dense at times as to obscure thfl stars. On either side of the crimson was a perpendicular
line about 10° in width and 50° in length, of a bright orange and green tint. The display
lasted until about ll p.m., when it gradually disappeared.
J>HTLADELPHIA.

February 4. - On the north the aurora borealis was displaying, while on the south the au ..
rora australls reflected back with tenfold beauty the light of its cold antipodes. As at 7.20
p.m. I opened the latticed door of the shelter, a most brilliant display of glorious crimson
light struck upon my gaze. Further observation discovered that a blood-tinted light, ever
varying, was extending from the south to the southeast. At times the light would subside
to a mellow crimson, and again, with gentle flushings, would shoot up toward the zenith.
At first I thought the lurid light was the reflection of some conflagration upon the sky; yet
upon opening the east door, I discovered that the northern horizon was also lighted by a
pale silvery light, which at times would assume a tinge of pale green. These phenomena
r~mained visible for the greater part of the night, for at 11.43 p.m., when my last observahon was made, the rays of the aurora borealis were plain ly and magnificently visible above
the bank of the stratus clou<ls that interposed above the horizon. The aurora australis bad
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faded ; "'twas 'neath a cloud as dark as woe," for huge and black banks of stratus
had piled themselves on the horizon, so lately illuminated by the soft crimson lig-ht of the
australis. The sky was becoming rapidly overcast, and at 1 a.m. was entirely obscured.
SAINT P.-\l·L, MINNESOTA,

February 4.-A display of aurora was visible in the north and northwest. It was first
seen at 6 p.m.; did not present any particular form, but was a diffused light. It had the
appearance of crimson sand falling to the earth, then rolling in billows and waving toward
the south, and disappearing. It became more brilliant at 8 p.m., and was then of a deep
rich crimson color.
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Februa1·y 4.-The auroral display first attracted the attention of the observer at 7.15 p.m.
Presenting a brilliant carmine color, it gradually crept up from the northeastern limit of the
horizon till it reached the zenith, when the rays began to appear divided, and presented an
appearance as of a flickering flame darting down toward the southwest.
Apart from this track across the heavens them appeared curious globe-like spots of about
15° in diameter, having the same carmine color, and being arranged by the side of the path
of the aurora; not less than three of these spots were noticed.
The auroral track was about 40° in width, less brilliant at the borders than in the center,
and when complete could not be seen below an angle of 30° . The observation was continued until 9.15 p.m., the phenomenon presenting but slight changes.
Another, but not confined to any particular part of the heavens, was observed for a few
moments at 2 a. m February 5. The color was the same as the first, but was somewhat less
brilliant.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

February 4.-At Dp.m. it cleared, and a slig·ht aurora was perceptible. These have always
or nearly always been found at this station to be precursors of colder weather and northerly
winds.
Febnw1·y 19.-A slight dawn-like aurora was observed in the evening.
FebTUary 27.-In the evening there was a slight aurora, resembling the dawn.
KEY l\--EST, FLORlDA.

February 4.-At 7 p.m. a faint light, without any definite form or shape, was observed in
the northeast, reaching from the east to the north and extending half-way to the zenith;
gradually moving- westward, passing by the north, until about 2.30 a.m., when its center had
reached the western point of the horizon, and could no longer be observed, in consequencn
of the sky becoming overcast with clouds. A dense haze was observed at its base during the
<--ntire time, and at D p. m. large black clouds moved from the west and passed by its base.
\Vhen it first appeared its color was very faint, and after intervals of five minutes it increased in brightness, its color becoming a rose hue, and again, after an interval of five
minutes, it would entirely disappear, and again re-appear, very faint at first, but would
gradually increase in brightness, and so on during the entire time it could be observed. ~t
was brightest at about 1 a. m., wh en it was of a red color, the amount of moisture in the au·
at the time being 8 per cent.
CHARLESTON, SOUTH ('AROLrNA.

February 4.-An aurora Yisible in the northeast at 7 p. m., extending from zenith to lite
horizon, of a light red color at first, but died away into n. pale yellow at 9 p. m., when the
haze became very dense.
GALVESTON, TEXAS.

Fcbrnary 4.-Cloudy, harometer falling. Brilliant aurora, color bright red; began G.4:J
p. m.; too cloudy to see it plainly till about 10.50 p.m., when the sky cleared. It gave a
bteady light, shining up about :35 ) above the horizon. Began to disappear 11.30 p.m.;
to.t~lly di ·appeared. 11_.40. Barometer falling, temperature 57') and rPlative humidity 100.
sou thea. t, 16 m1les per hour. H eavy dew falling.

\\ mu

DL" LUTII, l\HNNESOTA.

Feln·~'''_ry ·1 .-At fi.:lf) p. m. very red light running . f'a~t and west. 'ou th of DuLuth it
wa: lm'>"lJtP tat the east. At 'J p. m. heams began to :;boot up at the north, it was not very
brilliuu~
:\l!LWAUKEE, WISCO.'SIN.

Fcbrunry L- .. now: aurora. in the sou thea t.

-
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DESCRIPTION OF THE RTORM OF NOVE\IBER 11-16, 1871, IN ITS PRO
GRESS FROM OMAHA EASTWARD.
At Omaha the barometer commenced falling on the morning of the 11th from 30.19; temperature raised 18°; barometer continued falling until the morning of the 13th to 29.83,
when it rose rapidly; .70 of an inch of rain had fallen; wind unsteady, from fifteen to
twenty-five miles per hour, northwest.
At Leavenworth, barometer 30.40, began to fall at 7 a. m. on the 11th; continued falling
until the afternoon, when it held pretty steady until7 a. m. of the 12th, again falling rapidly
until midnight to 29.95; thermometer raised 25°; 1.10 rain-fall ; wind thirty-five to thirtyeight miles, first from southeast, changing to northwest by the south. At this time one
central area of high barometer was about Cairo, and another about Chicago and Milwaukee.
At St. Louis the barometer, 30.38 at noon of the 12th, began falling; continued until 6
p.m. of the 13th to 29.70; thermometer raised 15° : a high wind followed at midnight of the
14th from northwest, and 1.94 inches rain fell. The high area is now in Pennsylvania, and
the low area west of Omaha.
At Cairo the barometer began falling at 3 a.m. of the 11th; continued falling rapidly until
near midnight of the 13th-14th, at which time the wind raised to thirty-five miles per hour,
first from the southeast, and changing to northwest. It began to rain at 6.30 a. m. of the
13th; amount, l .83 inches.
At Davenport the barometer, 30.38 at 7 a.m. of the 12th, fell rapidly until its minimum,
at noon of the 13th, was 29.83; the temperature rose 15°; wind brisk from east, changing
to southeast, thence northwest. Rain began at 7.20 p.m. of the 12th, continued until 9.40
a.m. of the 13th; amount, .61 of an inch.
At Chicago the barometer, 30.47, began falling at 7 a.m. of the 12th; continued until
midnight of the 13th-14th to 29.66; at 10.53 p.m. of the 13th the wind raised to :3:3 miles,
from northwest, having- veered from the south. Rain began at ().30 a.m. of the 13th, ceased
at 12.30 a.m. of the 14th; amount, 1.18 inches.
"Up signals" ordered at 6.40 p.m. of the 13th; "Down" at 1.13 a.m. of the 15th;
thirteen hours' notice was given of the storm. Observer reports, "Signal justified; several
vessels staid in harbor and escaped the gale.''
·
At Milwaukee the barometer, 30.49, began falling at 7 a.m., and continued until 6 p.m.
of the 13th to 29.68, followed by brisk wind from northwest. Rain commenced falling at
7.30 a.m. of 13th; ended at 2 a.m. of 14th; amount .60 inch. ''Up signal" was ordered
at 7 p.m. of 13th, thirteen hours previous to the storm. Observer reports: "No damage to
vessels, as all remained in harbor."
At Memphis the barometer, 30.31 at 6 a.m. of the 12th, commenced fa1Iing; reached
2!.1.62 at 4 p.m. of the 13th; temperature rose 20° ; wind twenty miles an hour from the
northwest; rain began at 6 p. m. of the 12th ; amount, .50 inch.
At Louisville, on the morning of the 12th, the barometer, 30.40, commenced falling, and
fell rapidly until 8 a. m. of the 14th to 29.44, the thermometer rising 14° . At 7 a.m. of the
14th the wind rose to twenty-two miles, and at 4 p.m. to twenty-five from the northwest.
Rain began at 8 a.m. of the l :~th; ended at 3 p.m. of the 14th; amount, 1.15 inches.
At Indianapolis the baromete1· commenced falling at 7 a.m. from :30.45; fell to 29.45 at 6
a.m. of the 14th; thermometer rose 17° ; wind brisk from southeast; changed to northwest;
rain began at 8.30 a.m. of the 13th; ended at 4.20 p.m. of the 14th; amount, 1.93 in0hes.
At Gmnd Haven the barometer fell from 30.56, 6 a.m., on the 12th, to 29.58, 7 a.m. on the
14th; temperature rose 20°; the wind at 5 p.m. of the 14th rose to thirty-one miles from
the north; rain commenced at 9 a.m. of the ]:3th, ended at 8 a.m. of the 14th; amount, 1.06
inchps.
"Up signals" was ordered at 12.37 p.m. of the 14th, giving five hours' notice of the
gale.
At Cincinnati the barometer commenced falling about 7 a. m. of the 12th from 30.55; fell
rapiuly to 29.45 at about 7 a.m. of the 14th; temperature rose 25° ; rain commenced at
1~.30 p.m. of the 13th ; ended at 8 p.m. of the 14th; amount, 2.21 inches ; the wind at 11
p.m. of the 14th rose to thirty miles an hour from northwest.
At Toledo the barometer began to fall during early morning of the 12th; fel~ until 4 p.m.
of tbe J4th; at 11 p.m. of the 14th the wind had risen to a gctle from the northwest; rain
fell to the amount of 3.19 inches. " Up signals" was ordered at 11 a.m. of the 14th, giving
twelve hours' noti<:e.
~t Detroit the barometer at 30.58 began to fail on the morning of the 12th; fell rapidly
until the morning of the 14th to 29.4tl. The storm reaehed its height at midnight of the
14th-15th, blowing a gale fr<'m the northwest; rain-fall1.95 inches. ·'Up signals ' ' ordered.
twel'le hours previous to gale.
At Cleveland the barometer 30.58, at 7 a.m. of the 12th, fell rapidly to 29.35 at 4. p.m. of
the 14th; at 11 p.m. of the 14th the wind rose to 36 miles an hour, unsteady between
northwest and southwest; thermometer raised 25° , and fell rapidly following the storm ;
barometer rising rapidly; rain-fall1.54 inches. " Up signals" ordered at 11.10 a.m., twelve
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hours before the gale. Observer reports: "Screw H. C. vVilliams, Captain Fuller, saw
signal being hoisted, but left port. She was obliged to put back about 7 p.m., and·in endeavoring to enter the harbor struck the pier and went down; one of the crew drowned.
Some other vessels which put out returned in a damaged condition, and several lives lost.
Many steamers, schooners, &c., staid in port on account of warning signal."
At Buffalo the barometer 30.62, at 7.. 28 a.m. of the 12th, fell to 29.2:3 at 11.28 p.m. of the
14th; at 3.30 a.m. of the 15th the storm began, and. at 7.30 a.m. was at its highest. The
observer states: "An unknown amount of property and perhaps a great many lives have
been saved. 'fhe warning was given some fifteen hours before the violence of the storm was
felt at this station. It was heeded by marine men, and no vessels left port during its display.
The storm was the most violent known on the lakes for years.'' Rain fell to the amount or
2.70 inches.
At Rochester the barometer 30.63, at 7.32 a.m. of the 12th, fell to 29.25 at 7.32 a.m. of the
J 5th; temperature raised ::!4°. The wind at 2 p. m. of the 14th raised to 30 miles an hour,
first from southeast, then changed to northwest. Rain fell to the depth of 2.09 inches.
At Oswego, at 7.37 a.m. of the 12th, the barometer at 30.61 fell rapidly to ~9.29 on the
15th at 7 a. m.; thermometer raised 13°. The gale commenced at 6.45 a.m. of the 16th.
"Up signal" was ordered at J.l5 on the 14th, twenty-two hours before the gale reached its
height. Many vessels were detained by the signal. Some put out and returned in a damaged
condition. One vessel went ashore and was a total wreck.
This storm did not reach Montreal, although the barometer fell nearly au inch; the wind
did not exceed fourteen miles, but a heavy fall of rain, amounting to 3.54 incheo:, is recorded.
At Burlington, Vermont, the barometer fell 1.03; the wind raised to eighteen mi les, and
but .18 inch rain fell. At the same time (between the I 3th and I t:ith) another storm, or part
of this one, was moving up the Atlantic coast.
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THE STORM OF MARCH J AND 2, 18i2, ALONG THE ATLANTIC CO.\. 'T.( With seven maps.)
The morning tei~g-raphic weather reports of Mareh 1, 1872, from the signal station:-; a:ong
the Gulf coast, indicated an area of low baro)lleter to be rapidly developing in that region.
The barometer at New Orleans was then 29.8i, and the direction of the wind at all of the
Gulf stations was northeast, while at Punta Rassaand Key West westerly winds prevailed.
The probabilities issued on that morning predicted falling barometer for the eastern gulf,
with continued cloud and rain and increasing easterly winds. Toward the afternoon the
wind at Punta Rassa and Key West changed to south and southwest respectively, and the
storm-center was rapidly approaching the northwestern coast of Florida. The barometer
fell quite rapidly at the Gulf and south Atlantic stations, anJ raiu set in at New Orleans,
Mobile, Lake City, Jacksonville, Savannah, and Charleston, and by 4.33 p.m. (Washington
mean time) about one-half inch had fallen at most of these stations. The wind was still
northeast there, and reached a velocity of twenty-two miles at New Orleans, but the lowest
barometer was reported from Lake City, 29.7J-falling .21 in eight hours.
The probabilities in reference to this storm, issued at 7 p. m., read as follows: "The !ow
barometer south of Western Florida move northeastwardly into the South Atlantic tates
during the night; the area of rain extending by Saturday morniu5 to Virginia," and dang·erous winds were predicted for the South Altantic coast .
. The stvrm, now fully developed, moved during the evening into Georght, with fearful
VIOlence, cutting off telegraphic communication with FloridEL, and at 11.:35 p. m. (\Ya.hington mean time) the barometer at Savannah had fallen to 2().:37, a depression of .5~ in eight
h~urs, with a northeasterly gale blowing sixty miles an hour. lt was raining thPn at .\Yilmmgton, Augusta, Charleston, and Savannah, and snowing at Lynchburg and Knox·nlle.
The storm .}VaS then predicted to move, or to continue moving, northeastward along the
South Atlantic .coa t, the area of rain to extend during the night over the middle Atlantic
coast, and cautiOnary signals were promptiy ordered and displayed by 2 a. m. of March 2, :i.t
Savatm~:~;h, Charleston, Wilmington, and Norfolk, and the further progress of thi :;evere
storm \\'Ill show how fully these predictions wercl verified.
The reports of the morning of March 2 showed the storm-center to be central over the
sou~bern coast of North Carolina, the barometer at Wilmington being extremely low, ~'1l. '27,
ha':'mg f~1Je~ .f>3 .during the latter part of the night; at Chal'leston ~!J.4i, at Norfolk '.W.47,
(wn;d fifty-five mlle· per hour,) while the pressure gradually recovered at the more outhem
statwn · 'l'he heaviest rain-fall was then reported from Savannah, beiug nearly one inch in
a ~ew houB. The steamer Ri. ing tar, en route from New York to Aspinwall, encountered
tins torm when entering the Gulf stream on the morning of March ~; the barMn tt>r ·i· I
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.76 in eight hours ; and when in lougitude 74° 12' and latitude 34° 3', at 12 m., the barometer stood at 29.00. A " tremendous sea " raged all that day, and the vessel made hardly
any progress. The storm moderated toward midnig·ht, and the steamer escaped without any
serious damage.
The morning probabilities in regard to this storm read : "The very low barometer over
the southern North Carolina coast move northeastwardly over Cape Hatteras, preceded by
very brisk and high northeasterly winds from thence to Cape Cod; the area of snow extending northeastward over the southern New England States dur_ing the day."
The display of cautionary signals at "\Vilmington and Norfolk was continued, while orders
to hoist them were at once sent to Baltimore, Cape May, New York, and New London.
As predicted, the storm kept.· moving northeastwardly along the coast with terrific violence, and by 4.35 p.m. its center was evidently at some d'istance off the New Je:rsey coast,
and the area of snow had extended into Massachusetts, with rapidly falling barometer; the
barometer fell at Philadelphia to 29.67; at New York, to 29.67; at Cape May, to 29.48the wind at the latter place being northwest, and blowing thirty-two miles per hour, anJ one
continuous snow-storm prevailed along the eoast from Portland, MainP., to Norfolk, Virginia.
The afternoon probabilities predicted the storm to still continue moving northeastwardly
during the night, and the midnight reports of this day showed its center off the coast of
Maine, with undiminished force, the barometer at Portland being· 29.57, and at Boston
29.55, while the pressure began to recover south of New York. On the morning of March 3,
the pressure was still very low over and along the coast of Maine; but the storm-center had
already passed within the limits of the stations, and shipping disasters reported from Halifax showed that the storm must have been very severe over New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia.
The aecuracy with which the early development and the subsequent progress and path of
this storm has been traced and predicted by this 0Jlice, prevented many disasters, both on
land and sea, and the reports from the stations where cautionary sig·nals had been displayed
state that numerous vessels were kept in port, thereby saving many lives and an immense
amount of property. Savannah, Georgia, papers estimate the amount of property saved at
that and other southern ports at " probably several millions. "

PAPER
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THE STORM OF SEPTEMBER 28 AND 29. 1872.
(With seven maps.)
A rapid fall of the barometer at Fort Sully, Dakota, on the 27th of September, indicated
the existence of an area of low pressure in the far Northwest; and; althou'gh no further
telegraphic reports were received from that station at midnight of the same day, it was evident that a storm was moving down the Upper Missouri Valley, by the diminishing pressure
reported from Omaha and Leavenworth. The wind was blowing from a southerly direction from Omaha eastward to Lake Michigan, and southward as far as Saint Louis.
The reports, received the following morning, showed that the storm had advanced very
rapidly during the night southeastward, as predicted; and its center was then somewhere between Leavenworth and Keokuk. 'fhe wind at Omaha had already changed to northwest;
while at Leavenworth it was north, at Saint Louis east, at Keokuk southeast, and at Davenport east; thus completely encircling the storm center, and clearly defining its rotary
motion. It was al~;o raining hard at Saint Louis, Keokuk, and Cairo. The "probabilities " issued at 10 a.m. on the morning of the 28th predicted diminishing pressure and rain
for the upper lakes and Lake Erie; thus giving a timely warning· of the approach of the
storm along the lakes, where the barometer was then still above the normal height. The
storm path bad been due southwest ~;o far; but the afternoon reports of the 28th showed that
~he predictions from this Office, viz, falling barometer on the upper lakes, &c., were fully
JUSbtied, as the pressure diminished very rapid ly at Chicago, Grand Haven, and Toledo;
and it was then evident that the storm, now fully developed, w~uld sweep across the
lakes, and cautionary signal orders we re at once telegraphed to Milwaukee, Chicago, Grand
Haven, Toledo, Cleveland, Buffctlo, and Detroit; but were not received at Milwaukee and
G:a~d Haven, .through the neglect of the telegraphic company charged with their transJn!Sf:non and dehvery.
The sto rm was then central over tl1e southwestern portion of Illinois, with heavy rain and
very brisk northwesterly winds at Keokuk, Davenpurt, and Chicago; while at Saint Louis
Cairo, Louisville, and Indianapolis, the wind bad. already changed to a southerly direction.'
'l~h.e lowest barometer was now reported from Saint Louis, being 29.44; and from Lake
~·,ne westward, t?ward .the storm center, the atmospheric pressure diminished .10 of an
me~ for every s1xty 1mles. The st~rm. moved uortbeastwardly during the day, with
~l~mfic nortlJCaf:>terly gale.> on Lake MtcbJgau 1 and wrstetly gales on La.ke Erie; and frGm
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the midnight reports of the 28th, was found to be central over Northern Indiana. The lowest
barometer was then reported from Chicago, being 29.35 ; and heavy rain prevailed at
Chicago, Milwaukee, Grand Haven, and Detroit.
The midnight" probabilities" predicted the storm to continue moving northeastward over
the lower lake region, with easterly gales for Lake Michigan, backing to northwesterly
toward the morning ; and for Lakes Erie and Huron, shifting to northwesterly during the
evening; and for Lake Ontario, shifting to northwesterly tovrard the night. And the cautionary signals, hoisted at the lake-stations in the forenoon, were continued.
These prognostications were verified with fatal punctuality; and the severity of the storm
over the lakes, during the following night, was almost unprecedented; and, as its approach
had been announced from 8 to 12 hours in advance, the amount of property saved must have
been immense. Still, quite a nu'mber of shipwrecks occurred, the storm overtaking vessels
that had not been within reach of the warnings.
The reports of the morning of the 29th showed that the storm was then central over
Northern Michigan, and that the pressure had diminished eastward to the Atlantic coast,
w bile brisk westerly winds prevailed over Lake Michigan, and southwesterly over Lake Erie.
'rhe storm was then predicted to continue moving northeastward into Canada, and down
the Saint Lawrence Valley, with northwesterly gale11 over Lake Huron during the day, and
over Lake Ontario during the night; and the warning-signals, already ordered on Lake Ontario, were continued; aud the Canadian stations were properly notified of the approaching·
storm.
.
Lake Huron came in for its full share of the storm during the day, with heavy rain at
Alpena, Saugeen, and Toronto; and the sto~m-center reached Canada in the afternoon, and.
the Saint Lawrence Valley on the morning of the 30th, thus having traveled a distance ot
nearly 2,400 miles in about eighty-four hours, at an average veloeity of thirty miles an hour.
The path of this storm described an almost perfect rectangle, with its vertex at Saint Louis;
and its severity, especially after reaching the lake-region, exceeded anything experienced
on those waters for years.

PAl'EH.

M.

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK,

September 5, 1872.

GENER:\L: In accordance with Special Order No. 103, dated Office of the Chief Signal-

Officer of the Army, August 16, 1872, and written instructions previoul:ily received from
you, I proceeded to Rochester, New York, to make such observations as yon bad directed,
in the balloon "Aurora," which was expected to ascend from Falls Field, Rochester, ou
Thursday, the 29th day of August, at 3 p. m.
Having ma4e careful comparisons of the different instruments, with the several standards,
previous to leaving 'vVashington, the comparisons were renewed upon arriving in H.ocbester
with the instruments at the observer's office in Power's Block.
All necessary arrangements were made, and I repaired to the ground selected for the
ascension some time previous to the hour named, with the instrument:> in reaJiue.;s to
ascend.
Professor Samuel A. King, the aeronaut, had selected his balloon "Aurora" for this ascension. This balloon and the car belonging to it were made in France, and have been useo by
Professor King in various ascensions during the past two or three years, the capacity being
about 20,000 cubic feet. The balloon was two-thirds inflated on my arrival on the groun·l.
Professor King informed me that owing to the heavy wind then prevailing, the fact of it~
blowing directly toward Lake Ontario, and the threatening state of the weather, be l1ad
drcided to postpone the ascension until Monday, September 2, at 3 o'clock p.m. I at on~e
advised you of this fact by telegraph. The wisdom of Professor King's decision was manifest shortly after dark the same evening, when a steady rain set in and continued during
the night, accompanied by a high southerly wind. The great difficulty the aeronaut b~d to
contend with was the loug time required for inflating the balloon, being about fifteen
hours. This fact, in conjunction with the presence of a high wind, led Professor King to
further postpone the a~ension until Tuesday, the 3d of , eptember, at 3 p. m., of whitb fad
you were duly informed by telegraph. It was necessary to commence inflating the balloon at
J~ o'clock, midniglt. I was on the ground at that time, Sunday night, with the profes or,
auu the fact of its being very dark, with the wind still blowing fresh from the northwest,
seemed to justify his decision. Careful comparisons with the several instruments were continued meanwhile, and arrangements made with the observer at Rochester for making synchronous ob ·~:rvations while the balloon was up in the air.
I proceedeu to Falls Field Tuesday, the ~3d of September, and having fix d the iostrum 'Dts in po ition in the car of the bal!·oon made continuous observations from ~h. 5:{m. l!"Js.
P· m., until 4h. :~Om. lOs. p, m., when th~ car was attached to the balloon preparatory to
Htt.r in::. 1'l11• inflation proceeded slowly until shortly befor 5 p.m., when th hose wa~
l'{ t otl, and tl!e <.. ·rozw.nt ;~ml my. elf got into the cnr.
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After testing the lifting power of the balloon, an.d getting the car properly ba1!asted,
the last rope was cast off, and we started on our aenal voyage at 5.03& p. m., Waslungton
time.
I made eighty-two complete sets of readings in the car, resting on the ground, previous
to its being attached to the balloon.
·
After everything was in readiness to start and the ropes all cleared away, I had the
instruments handed to me in the car, and began my readings at the instant we started.
I took readings from Green's aneroid barometer, and the dry and wet bulb thermometers
of Glaisher's hygrometer, from 5h. 3m. 15s. p.m., the time of starting, at the same time keeping the direction of the balloon in the record, until6.21 p. m., the time we landed. Tiffany's
aneroid barometer was also read from the time of starting until 5.10 p.m., when it ceased to
register, owing to the fact of its reading down to 26 inches only.
At 5h. 49m. 30s. p.m., the clock attached to this instrument stopped, and I lost four minutes and a half in getting out my watch.
'fiffany's barometer was read for a few minutes afterward, but the readings were so much
out that they were discontinued.
I made, on an average, two observations a minute-sometimes getting three and at others
only one a minute.
As the object of this voyag~ was to ascertain how many_ observations could be taken in
a given space of time, and to see if it was practicable to use the balloon for making meteorological observations with any degree of accuracy and safety, I devoted my attention
entirely to this duty, and did not take any time to observe the view of the country over
which the balloon was passing, excepting an occasional glance when attention was especially called to anything by the aeronaut.
I made one hundred and fifty-six observations while in the balloon. The following day I
made forty-seven observations, at the house of Mr. Timothy Buell, a few rods from where
we descended.
Upon my return to Rochester, I renewed the comparison of my instruments with those
at the observer's office in that city. Upon returning to the Office of the Chief Signal-Officer I shall again make careful comparisons with the standards. A detailed description of
the voyag·e in narrative form is embodied in my report, as of general interest, and, also,
adding to the value of the data obtained.
We left the earth amid the shouts of the thousands of spectators and ascended
quite rapidly, moving a little south of east. The· temperature decreased c~nsiderably
as we arose above the earth, falling 20° in ten minutes. The sky was perfectly cloudless, and a light northwest wind prevailed. The aeronaut estimated our speed at about
thirty miles an hour. We observed a thick haze in the northward, and also quite
a haze in the westward. The view of Lake Ontario was very fine. The country we passed
over was highly cultivated, and presented the appearance of one vast garden spread out
beneath us. The noise of ~he crowd below was soon hushed, and for awhile the only
sound perceptible was the rumbling of the railroad trains. This soon ceased, and perfect
stillness reigned supreme for a short time, broken only by the voice of the aeronaut remark~
ing upon the magnificent view spread out before us. We apparantly passed along for some
distance parallel with the New York Central Railroad, for upon the balloon descending a
little the roar of the trains was plainly heard. The aeronaut called my attention to a small
lake which, from its position, I judged to be Lake Canandaigua. At our greatest elevation the air was quite chilly, the breath being perceptible as in winter, although I did not
feel at all inconvenienced by the change, being provided with warm clothing.
Our course changed at 5/t. l~m. lOs. p. m. to due east, and at 5h. 13m. p.m. to southeast,
which ·we kept until 5/t. 24m. p. m. when we moved a little south of southeast until 5/t. 38m
30s. p.m.; the balloon then moved south-southeast. We kept this general direction until
landing.
After reaching our greatest elevation, and descending again, we moved along at a height
sufficiently near the earth tQ enable us to converse with men at work in the fields. They
were apparantly much surprised at our appearanee above them, and inquired facetiously
where we came fi·om, what we were doing up there, and where we intended going; which
interrogatories were answered to their entire satisfaction by Professor King. All the noises
incident to farm life were plainly discernible from our elevated position. Passing over a
pasture we frightened half a dozen horses very much; they pranced up and down the field
and occasionally glanced upward with much alarm. We were unable to plot our course t~
any degree of certainty, owing to our ignorance of the country passed over.
Upon my returri to Rochester, I obtained a copy of a telegraphic dispatch to the editor of
the Union, dated Lima, Livingston County, at 6.20 p.m., New York Central Railroad
ti;ffi~-about twelve minutes faster than Washington time-sent by the telegraph-operator,
g1vmg at that moment, 6/t. 8rn. p.m. of my time, our distance from Lima at about six miles
e_ast of there, descending slowl~ in a southeasterly direction. This coincides with our posi·tlon, so far as I could ascertam, and can be used to advantage as a cheek in plotting our
course. This dispatch was received by the observer at Rochester at 6.30 p. m. when he
'
·discontinued his special observations.
At Gh. 2m. p.m. we hailed a man in the field below us, and ascertained from him that
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we were passing over the township of East Bloomfield. Soon afterward, the aeronaut le
the guide·rope hang from the car, and drag over the ground. W hile traveling along in
this way th e balloon came down quite near the earth, so near that as we approach.ed a
fence, it seemed as if we would certainly strike against it in our descent. The professor
called my attention to this, in order that I might secure the instruments. I got all ready
to pick them up in my hand in case WP- struck. By throwing over a handful of ballast
just at the right time, the balloon ascended, and passed over the fence in safety. Just before
landing, we saw a large oak tree directly ahead of us. At first there was some danger of
the car lodging in the tree, but by discharging a small quantity of ballast, we passed over
in safety, the guide-rope barely touching one of the branches.
Professor King finally decided to descend, as it was getting toward night-fall. He
requested a man in the field below us to take hold of the g-uide-rope. T he man was then
directed to take a turn around the fence with the rope. We were then g-radually lowered
until the car rested on the ground, touching the earth without any jar to the instruments
whatever.
While the car was held clown by willing hands, I took the last observation at 6h. 21 rn. P·. m.
The professor treated as many of our newly made friends, as desired it, to a balloon nde.
The field proved to be on the farm, withi11 a few rods of the house of Mr. Timothy Buell •.
being about two miles east of East Bloomfield railroad-station, which is a little east. of
the village of that name, about six miles west of Canandaigua, and some tvvent.y-four m1les
from Rochester.
After taking one more observation and putting- the instruments in a safe position, I drove
down to the Western Union telegraph-office, at East Bloomfield, and advised you at once
of my arrival on the earth again, and the success of this the first sig-nal-office balloon-ascension for meteorological purposes.
.
I would mention here the courtesy of Mi:. Cheney, the manager of the Western Uni.on
Telegraph Company, at Rochester) in putting under my orders one of his messengers, w1~h
blanks, &c., so that I could inform you at once of our departure from Falls Field, and also m
forwarding my messages to you with all possible dispatch . . Upon my return to Mr. Buell:S
house, I found that the aeronaut had allowed most of the gas to escape from the "Aurora,''
and bad left our aerial carriage and its appendages in the field until daylight.
It would seem from this experiment that there is a reasonable degree of assurance tl.Jat,
with the same amount ot care exercised in this ascension, the balloon can be used for making
more elaborate meteorological observations without risk to the instruments.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
GEORGE C. SCHAEFFER, JR.,
Observer, Signal-Service, United States Army.

Brigadier-General ALBERT J. MYER,
Cltif'j Signal-OfficeT of t!te Army, Washington City, D. C.

PAI'ER N.
STORMS ON THE PACIFIC COAST OF AMERICA.-(Compiled from various authorities.)
The storms of the Pacific coast more nearly re~emble tho,.e of Western Europe tban the
storms which frequent the eastern coast of the United States. The latter move littorally.
ancl follow a northerly and easterly course under the thermo· dynamic influence of the Gulf
stream, and the mechanical agency of the great ROntlm est equatorial current of atmosphere,
which remarkably coincides with the oceanic Gulf stream.
But, on the Pacific ~ide of our continent, the storm-controlling forces ad in a directiou
from west to east, especially upon the coasts of California, Oregon, and \Vashington. The
warm l\:uro-Siwo, or Japan stream of the great ocean, after reaching the middle latitude-;,
on Hs way toward the Aleutian Islands, is, superficially, br011ght under the propel lin!! power
of the westerly or anti-trade winds; and a large drift of this Pacific gulf stream IS borne
eastw d, as a decidedly marked warm stratum of sw face-water, and strikes upon the western shores of America nearly at right angles. This ag<·ncy, as well as that of the general
atmo pberic movement on our Pacific coast, serves to give character and direction to the
storms and cyclones which reach it, no doubt from the western Pacific Ocean.
J . *From San Diego to the Straits of Juan de Fuca) from December till April, the storm.
of the Pacific coast set in, with southeasterly wind:,;, veering, as the storm-ccuter progresse::,
to southwesterly.
'1 l1e <"losing wiuds from the north of we~t are very severe, and, as they blow on to thf!
ke shore, are to be apprehended hy vessels, even though in port.
*M~rcantile

Marine :Magazine, 1858.
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Instances are not wanting in which vessels have been sunk in the Pacific ports of America
by these gales from the west.
2. • These southeasterly gales are more frequent and violent north of San Diego, and
thence along the coast to British Columbia; and this can be easily understood from the fact,
as established by Blodget, that the humidity and rain-fall of the region stretching from San
Francisco north ward to Vancouver's Island are nearly three times as great as of that south of
San Francisco. Unless forced by other causes to deviate from the regions of greatest
humidity, we know, storms seek or are drawn into such regions for their necessary supply of
aqueous vapor. On the Pacific coast there are no other known agencies which would cause
such deviation.
;j, tIt follovvs, therefore, that the ports of San Francisco and Portland, Oreg·ou, and the
·waters of the adjacent sounds, are more endangered by storms than San Diego, or than
points along the coast between San Di<>go and San 1<-,rancisco.
In summer the latter port is so far south of the usual storm-track that it is comparatively
safe ; but it is otherwise from December to April.
4. The northeasterly wind, which on the Atlantic sea-board is often a violent premonitor
of a storm, on the California coast, and uorth:.vard does not precede, but follows the cyclone
in its closing northwest quadrant, and is usually of moderate force.
5. After striking the Pacific coast, the storm will generally advance with but little diminution of cyclonic intensity, but with diminished progressive motion, in a direction east-northeast. The violence of the storm will not cease till the center has passed beyond the Coast
Range Mountains.
6. The great upper current or stratum of warm and moist equa,torial atmosphere, which, in
England, has been observed to ffil'Ve in a southwest direction, is, on our Pacific coast, less
meridional in its course, and pushes more toward the east, especially north of the parallel of
48° north latitude, where it is favored in this more easterly direction by the orographic .features of the con tin en t, which are less elevated and bold than they are south of this parallel.
7. t Vessels sailing southward from San Dieg-o to Mexican ports are peculiarly exposed
from June to November from severe gales, beginning generally at southeast or southwest.
These southeast gales may be looked for in still greater severity and frequency, especially
during winter and the equinoctial seasons, all the way from San Diego to the Straits of Juan
de Fuca, and attended with thick, rainy weather.
8. Vessels sailing northward to San Di~;go from Mexican or southerly ports, should they
encounter a gale moving up the coast, should stand off on the starboard tack, thus getting
the eastward wind of the cyclone, which removes the danger of going ashore.
RECURVATION OF STORM-PATHS IN TilE EASTERN PACIFIC.
~Most of the cyclones which I have last described, however, must have recurvated in a more
advanced position in the Paeific Ocean; and in their subseqnent northeasterly progress they
would fall almost perpendicularly upon the coasts of the two Californias, or the more northern
Territories. Thus, instead of sweeping a great length of these coasts successively, as happens on our Atlantic border, these cyclones appear more like local storms, and cannot be
traced consecutively on the coast line. At the point of intersection with the coast, the first
and main portion of the gale will be felt ti·om the southeast, on its center path, or more
southerly in its right-hand quadrants. And near the coast, the northeasterly or reflex winds
of the cyclone, pertaining to its first left-baud quadrant, will not be strongly developed.
We learn from Lieutenant-Commander Wood, of Her Majesty's ship Pandora, that from
Cape San Lucas to San Diego, or from latitude 23° to latitude 32° north, the coast is subject to violent gales from soutl1east, fi·om November to Aprii, and that they are more frequent as we go toward San Diego. Before their recurvation, these cyclones are likely to
have pa-i!Sed westwaru in lower latitudes than those which fall on the Mexican coast.
From San Diego to San Francisco the coast is subject to southeasterly gales like those
of the coast of Lower California, but tbey are more freqnent here, and blow with greater
force. These gales, according to Lieutenant Wood, ''last from twelve hours to two days,
and are accompanied by heavy rain, which lasts till the wind changes, which it often does
very suddenly, and blows as bard for a few hours from the northwest, when the clouds clear off,
and fine w~ather again succeeds." This is a clear description of the pl11momena of cyclones,
as shown on their center pa_ths, w bile movi?g i~ a northeasterly course. The same authority
states that from San FranCJsco to the stra1ts of Juan de Fuca hard gales from all points of
the compass may be looked for at all seasons. These bE:gin generally from southeast to
southwest, bringing thick, rainy weather with them. After blowing from these quarters for
some hours, they fly rou~d to tbe northward, by the west, with little if any warning, and
blow even harder than before. These changes show the observer to have been in the righthand quadrants of tlle gale, as most often will happen, and are but counterparts of the
cbangPs met with in the cyclones encou11tered in the same latitudes in the North Atlantic.

*English Nautical Magazine, 1850.
tDeductionsfrom foregoing.
Dire<:tions tor the west coast of North .America.
§Mr. W1lliam C. Redfield on cyclones on the Western Pacific.
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HEPOHT OP THE SECRETARY OF ·wAR.
UNIVERSALITY OF THE LAW OF STOHMS.

The law of rotation and progression in storms, as developed on the Atlantic Ocean, which
was substant-ially discovered by the present writer in September of the year 1821, is essentially cosmical or world-wide in its origin and application. This soon became apparent in
exami11ing the accounts of ga.les which are found in the voyages of Cook, Vancouver, and
others, in the several oceans and climatory zones of our globe. Hence, the polar relations
of the phenomena presented are necessarily chang·ed in the southern hemisphere, where, in
all our relative eomparisons, south must be substituted for north, east and west remaining
the same.

PAPER

0.

SOME DEIJCUTIONS FROM THE TRI-DAILY BAHOMETRIC AND TIIERMOMETHIC MEANS FOR JUNE, 1871.

I. The monthly means of tri-daily barometric and thermometric observations present
several interesting and instructive meteorological facts. For the month of June, LSi I, it is
ascertained that the highest barometric mean is at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and is 30.06,
30.00, :~0.06. The lowest barometric mean is at Buffalo, New York-29.90, 29.83, 29.82.
The highest thermometric mean is at New Orleans, Louisiana-81, 85, 78. The lowest thermometric mean is at San Francisco-52, 63. 55. The greatest diurnal variations of the barometer is found to take place at Saint Louis, and is .14 of an inch. The least diurnal variation of the barometer is found equally at Grand Haven and Key West, and is 00.02. The
variation is nearly as small at Chicago, Escanaba, and San Francisco, being at each of these
-places only 00.03; at New York, only 00.04. The variations most nearly approximating
t hat of Saint Louis are at Portland, Maine, Cincinnati, Saint Paul, and Washington, at each
-of which places it is 00. J 0. The average diurnal barometric variation at all the stations is
00.059.
It appears that the insular and littoral-stations on the sea-coast and Gulf, e. g., Key West,
San Francisco, Cape May, Charleston, and New York, have the most uniform pressure and
temperature. This uniformity is in a marked degree shared by all the lake stations. Key
West has the least diurnal thermometric variation, it being only 1° F.; while Leavenworttl
bas the greatest, 13° F. The average diurnal thermometric variation of all the stations is
9° F. The diurnal barometric variation is directly traceable to the diurnal variation of the
thermometer, under the influence of solar heat and nocturnal radiation from the earth's surface.
Thus the fact that the greatest barometric variation (00.1-1 inch) takes place at Saint
Louis is explained by the fact that the greatest thermometric change (13° F.) occurs a little
west of it, at Leavenworth, in Kansas. The least diurnal variation of the barometer at
Grand Haven and Key "\Vest (00.02) is explained by the least diurnal thermometric chang~s
at these places, which are respectively uo F. and JO F.(?) The places whose barometnc
changes most nearly approach these arc coast and lacustrine stations, e. g., Chicago, Escanaba, New York, and Cape May, whose thermometric changes are very small. It also appears that tations on or near the same meridian of longitude experience a simultaneous anLl
harmonious variation, e. g., Washington and Charleston.
Stations.

Barometer.

Washington ... --- ...•.............. ______ ---- 1 30.00, 29. 91, 29. 9!)
Charleston ............• ·-· ...... __ . __________ 30. OJ, 29. 96, 30. OJ

l_

Thermometer.
Gll 0 , 79° , 60

7t:7P, EW' , 7 ·.)

The connection between the barometric and thermometric results bas been long since a
matter of theory. .As the atmosphere becomes warmed by the sun's ht>at it is expaod~d aud
swollen auove it~ nocturnal height, and its upper or intermescent portion will flo\v off lu.terally..,in aU directions to places of lower barometer, and the pressure will diminish. Wh en
t~w s~m has disappeared the expanded volume contracts, and there is formeu a partial depre !'tou mto which the air from all sides flows in and the pressure is increased. It doe· not
appear that the total lunar aerial tide affects the barometer very sensibly, i. c., to a grea ~er
P~ tent th~n . 00;) of an inch, a total effect which seems to be only . 0 l of the diurnal ~ana ·
twn, attr~lmterl to solar heat. Dy a simple calculation li·om the observed aYera~' dmrnal
lHuomP.tn c and thermometric variations, respectivPly .OG9 or .06 of an inch alHl !l 0 ~'., we
d dur·e tho general law. that for ever! increase of temperature J .:> F. the pre.~ . ure Ill the
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mercurial column diminishes .01 of an inch. This, it will be observed, applies in the
United States, where most of the stations are not strictly continental, nor insular, but littoraL
It appears that the greater the absolute humidity of any station, the greate~· will be the
diurnal oscillation in the barometer, as compared with that in the thermometer, smce the sun's
rays will cause a greater expansion of aqueous vapor than of dry air. Thus, at Charleston,
on the humid sea-coast, we have-barometer, 30.01, 29.96, 30.01; variation, .05 of an
inch. Thermometer, 78, 84, 7t3; variations, 6° F; and at Washington, almost littoral, we
have-barometer, 30.00, 29.90, 29.99; variation, .10 of an inch. Thermometer, 69, 79, 69;
variation, J 0° F. At such stations 1° F. rise in the thermometer nearly represents .01 of an
inch barometric fall; but at Memphis, a continental station, it takes a thermometric rise of 12°
:F. to cause a barometric fall of .05 of an inch, and at Leavenworth, another continental station, it requires a rise of 13° F. in the thermometer, to produce a fall of .04 in the barometer.
To arrive at some mean expression for the law of inverse barometric and thermometric variations, we should take the mean difference between the reading·s for the littoral and continental
stations. To give this average in figures corrected for all stations, including such interior
stations as the signal-service may hereafter occupy, the approximate expression would be
an inveTse vari(ltian equal to .01 of an inch in the barometer far evel'y thermometric change of
;jO

F.

II. '\Ve may also apply these conclusions to 'the consideration of annual variation of temperature aud pressure in thr.ir relation to questions of climatology and terrestrial physics.
It clearly follows from what has been :shown, that there is a regular annual variation of the
barometer, according· with the movement of the sun in declination.
The oceanic surface iu the southern hemisphere being much greater than in the northern
hemisphere, the evaporation of the southern hemisphere in its summer greatly exceeds that
in the northern hemisphere. Hence, the total atmospheric weight is greater at that time.
Regarding the constituent of dry air in the earth's atmosphere as a constant quantity, we
have, from September to March, the additional and excessive evaporation from the southern
oceans, which causes the annual variation in the barometric condition of the entire globe
to reach its maximum in the winter of the northern hemisphere. The expansion of air in
the southern hemisphere in summer must cause a large anwunt of the superincumbent
atmosphere to flow off laterally into the northern hemisphere, and, in a smaller degree, vice
versa. Contraction of air in the winter of either hemisphere must be followed by a barometric rise, as is seen in the diurnal contraction about 4 a. m.
It follows, also, that the advance of the seasonal isothermal lines, with the moti.pu of the
~un in declination, will be accompanied by retrogression of the isobars of hig·hest pressure.
The amount of inverse annual barometric variation will be approximately OU.Ol of an inch
for every thermal variation of 1.5° F .
.III. It wonld also seem tht this formula is not inapplicable to the investigation of the
Jaw of storms. For, if it be true, it follows that. the depression in the eenter of storms is not
due mainly to latent heat evolved by condensation, as Mr. W. Clement Ley says in his work,
the latest authority in meteorology would have us believe, but rather to centrifugal force
of the cyclone. The rise of the thermometer 30° F., which is an extreme increase of tern-·
perature in the storm eonter, would only give a fall in the barometer of .15 of an inch,
whereas a fall of 2.00 inches has often been observed.
It should be stated that while thesA deductions are drawn from the means of June 1871 ,
these means very nearly eorrespond with those prepared for March, April, and May, of the
same ye~tl'.

PAPER P.

ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS AND THEIR EFFECTS UPON VEGETATION
.JUNE 1, 1871, TO MAY ~t, 1872.-LEAVENWORTH, KANSAS.-PHEPARED
BY OBSERVER-SERGEANT GEORGI~ H. BOEHMER, SIGNAL-SERVICE,
e:~·\ITED STATES AR~IY.
June, H371.-Although the minimum temperature Llid not reach that of the corresponding
month of last year, it exceeds that of June, 1870, by 8°.5. The mean, too, of this year, was
5° in excess of the average of thirty-four years. These high thermal conditions, with good
and timely supplies of rain, have obtained important resu-lts in the vegetable kingdom.
Corn is beginning to tassel ; is of strong, vigorous growth, promising an early and extraor<Hnary crop. So exuberant is tbe growth, th~t on well-cultivated farms the original cost of
production will not exceed 12t cents per bushel.
The fruit trees and vines are bending under their load of fruit. Already the market is
well supplied with ripe apples, at lower rates than usual. The grapes, thus far, have shown
no tendency to disease, and in a few weeks more the ripe fruit will make its appearance in
market. From the extraordinary yield in prospect, it may be expected that prices "\'Yill mna-e
low, a~d this favorite and healthful fruit will come withiQ the reach of all.
"'
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River attained maximum height on June 18; after that, falling· slowly. From June 9
to 11, the rise was so rapid that it presented a threatening appearance to residents on low
bottom lands.
July, 1871.-The temperature was a fraction above the mean of thirty-four years, though
we had some oppressive weather, not so much from the high thermal range as the excessive
moisture contained in the air.
The rains were abundant, though not copious, except in the first week of the month. Of
the heaviest rain of the season, July 5, 11:;7~, Major Hawn writes, (Leavenworth Times,
July 7,1872 :) "On Wednesday, July 5, at night, we were visited by one of those peculiarly
gentle showers that droughty Kansas is occasionally the recipient of. .About sunset a dark
and portentous cloud obscured the declining sun. Soon after sunset the rising· cloud was
permeated with a net-work of chain-lightning that rendered the ponderous mass luminous,
in the highest degree brilliant, and often blinding. Soon the distant muttering of thunder
added interest to the scene, increasing in tone until it resolved itself int0 a regular cannonade
with a thousand batteries. Anon there was a gentle rustling among the foliage of the trees,
then a sweep that made the rickety buildings creak in their foundations, and then Old Boreas
came down upon us in rage and fury, while the clouds poured down in breakers of water.
The rain lasted during most of the night, interspersed with g·usts of wind and constant
electrical flashes and deafening thunder, and there fell nearly two inches of water. The
wind did some damage in prostrating corn and in dislodging fruit, and occa~ionally damag:ing or destroyin~ a tree; but the loss in the vicinity is not material. 'l'he storm was anticipated for twenty-four hours. The signal-service reports indicated a low range of barometer
at tbis place and Omaha, with a high temperature and a large percentage of lmmidity. "
The season was very favorable for the 'growth of vegetation and equaled that of spring.
The early planting of corn is nearly all mature now, and will be fit to cut in a week or ten
days. It is the heaviest crop ever raised in Kansas or in any of the \Vestern States.
During the month the market was well supplied with apples. Peaches were brought forward on the 18th, and melons on the 20th of July. Grapes were first offered about the 26th of
July. Sweet potatoes and nearly every variety of roots and vegetables are unusually fine,
and yield largely.
River fell to 9 feet water in channel on the 15th of July, and is still declining, though
slowly.
August, 1872.--Tbe temperature of the summer ''.-as 4 degrees above the me~tn, though
it did not reach the maximum by 9°. The temperature was uniform without any extreme
fluctuations. There was an unusual preponderance of clear sky, though onr raius came in
gentle showers, well-timed, and in no instance produced a flood.
vVe were free, too, from those destructive storms which so frequently occurred in different
·
portions of the country.
The summer was but a prolong·ation of the spring.
September, 1H71.-The most prominent feature of the month was tue great prepoudcrance
of clear sky. There were many consecutive days without a cloud. The temperatltre of the
month was within a fraction of the mean of thirty-four years.
Th~ rains were slight, but the ground was well saturated dnring the summer. So that,
thus far, the lack of moisture has not affected the young plants of the fall sowing.
The cl~ar, dry weather has rendered the vintage rich, with the certainty of high fl.avoretl
strong wmes.
The 'ventber has been very favorable for out-door work, and all the branches of productiYe
indnstry con:tined to the open air are in lively progress.
There were two light, white fro:;ts on the i7th and 23th, but no icc has yet beeu observed .
. The la~;t frost in spring occurred on the night of the J lth of April, which was the only frost
m that month, leaving an interval of 169 days free from frost.
Octol~er, 1871.-This month was peculiarly Italian in temperature. The large preponJe rance of clear sky? the mild temperature (mean 600) rendered the season a delightful one.
\Ve had but a few white frosts, but ice did not form until the ni(J'ht of the 31st. The la,;t
i.ce of spring froze ill; .the .last week in March, giving us over s~ven months interval free
irom a temperature of freezmg water.
\Y e la_ad suffi~ient rain to sustain the vegetation, as the luxuriance of the fields of young
gram w1ll attest.
On the 4th of this month we experienced one of thE\ so-called Ka.nrms siroccos, (:\Iajor
Hawn's description of the same in Leavenworth Times, October 7, H:l71 .)
• ~Ym;cmber, ?':!71.- L'"p to the lDlh November, the temperatLLre and other atmo·pheric cou1
<Hhon
, pa.rttcularly the frequent warm showers of rain, resPmblcrl spring more than
autumn. 1 p to that date we had had but tlrree frosts that prorlucod ice since the<! th of
.Iarcb.
'~'he favoralJle weather brought forward the plants of the pro.~pectiYe grain crc~P.' var)'
raptdlr, anrl were deeply rooted at the close of the growing season, and in good condwon for
the wwtcr eason.
Th.e latter purtion of the month was unusually. se>erc aud cold. The ri\·er closed at
.\.t ·h1 ou ou the :!· th: aud at Kan:a: City.
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Dcccm/Jcr, 187J.-The mean temperature fell 5.61 de~rees below the me~n of thirty-f~ur
years. In fact, winter set in vigorously on the 19th of November, and wtth the exceptwn
of a few days continued sharp to the close of the year.
.
..
On two occasions the mercury ranged at 5° below zero, and m some localities 8~ ; and a
few reports are to the effect that the pe~c.h-buds were slightly ?amaged.. If thts be .the
case it must be limited to but few localtttes. There was but httle freezmg and thawmg
duri;1g the month, and the wheat plant was covered with snow much of the time, but has
sustained no injury thus far.
A friend who has observed the winters here for a long time noticed an article in the Saint
Joseph (Missouri) paper, saying that there was a recurrence of the severe winter every seven
years, and, turning· to his diary of 1864, found as follows :
' 'Severe wintm·.-Hundreds of Government teams hauling over the ice all winter. Heavy
snow-storm November g; wind blowing· ; river freezing. On the 22d the ice was running in
large quantities. Ou the 7th December river closed once more : teams crossed till January
17. Began crossing again January 22, continuing till February 10. On 11th of February
ice broke up and passed down the current."
This was in 1864, and we have a repetition of the same experience this winter.
Of the storm of the 25th December, 1871, a writer gives the following article in the Leavenworth Times of December :27, viz:
"The late spell of weather is pronounced, by the oldest inhabitants of Kansas, to be the
most severe one that visited Kansas since the first settlement of the State. We have fre qnently had colder weather for a few hours at the time, but for genuine solid winter-wind,
snow-drift, sleighing, &c., (all that,) the storm of the past few days was the most severe
that ever visited us.
''This occasion afforded the United States signal service an exeellent opportunity to sho-w
its efficiency, and illustrate its value to the people. The approach of the storm was foretold
several days before it came, and those who pay attention to the weather-reports were forewarned and prepared."
January, 187~. -The mean temperature of the month was 2.97 below the mean of thirty·
four years.
T~e winter set in about the 20th of November, and continued, up to the close of the month,
with but little intermission. The temperature was uniform, the a.ir dry, without rain, and
less than two inches of snow.
The grouml was uncovered during the most of the time, and the wheat-fields have a sorry
a ppearance, though the germ of the plant is probably good, as there was bnt little freezing·
and thawing.
Some of the peach-buds sustained a slight injury, in the early part of the winter; and
as the temperature has not been lower than this, at any time, it is hoped that they are safe.
When the wood thaws ont it will be ascertained whether they can survive a range of cold
from 3° to 6° bP.low zero for four or five consecutive mornings.
February, 1872.- The mean temperature of the winter-months fell but 18::> below the mean
for thirty-four years, yet it proved to be one of the severest in this region, probably, since
1831. This was not in degree, but from its great duration. Nor did the mercury fall to the
minimum, at any one time, by many degrees; but a low mean extended through nearly four
months. Nor can we yet write in poetical strains of balmy breezes, for the ground is partially covered with snow, and the frost is still predominant.
During the most of the winter the surface of the ground lay uncovered to the blast, that
told legibly on vegetation. The wheat-fields have suffered to a considerable extent, but, as
there was but little of alternate freezing and thawing, the probability is that the injury is
not equal to appearances now; and, upon the return of warm sunshine and genial showers,
the prospects will materially brighten. The reports from different localities are that the
peach-buds are damaged, particularly the grafted fruit.
We would look with incredulity upon this being applicable in general results, as the lowest temperature marked only 10° .5 below zero; whereas, in former years, abundant crops
were produced after the mercury had descended 14° below zero. It will require a
brisk flow of the sap to develop the damage. The amount of snow and ice in the
mountains should reasonably make us look for rough and changeable weather until late in
the season.
River broke up on the 20th of J!'ebrnary.
March, 1872.-The remarks of Pebruary (that a cold spring might be expected) were
venfied in March, the mean temperature being over 5° below the annual mean. The cold
weather began in November, and on the 21st of March it was snowing heavily, and as cold
a.s i~ ordinarily is in the middle of winter; and there does not seem any show yet for a letup m the weather; and although, for the last two weeks, it has been alternate sunshine
and storm, storm seems now to have the ascendency. The prospective wheat-crop bas un?-oubte9!Y suffere~ by th~ winter and spring frosts ., To what extent. is not definitely known,
il n the -;ufferent s01l_s and m the mode of culture. fbe crops, too, w1ll be late maturing, and
be snbJect to the mfl~ences of the J1_1ne rains and blasts that.may follow. The prospect
o f a heavy crop, of frmt of every spectes, was never more flattenng.
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From the 18th of November to the 20th of March, only 2.46 inches of rain fell and 1.59
inches of snow-water.
The ·winter just
'l'he ground is opened from the frost, and in good tillable condition.
closed was the longest on record, but not the coldest.
April, 1872.-The mean for the month was below the mean of thirty-four years, and
the low temperature caused the vegetation to be twenty days later than last year. Our rains
commenced early, and have been copious thus far.
Peach, cherry, and early pear trees were in full bloom on the 25th; apples followed in a
few days.
. Th~ whea~ bas a prospect of making· a fair crop, but spring-crops will go in ]ate. Grass
1s takmg a fine start, and will make a heavy crop.
Strawberry-plants were damaged, and the supply of fruit from home will not be equal to
the demand.
Vegetation came out late in March. On the 24th of March the pe,ach-buds first evinced
a tendency toward development, and came into full bloom on the 25tb. of April.
May, 1872.--The prominent feature of the month was the excessive rain. The fall was
7.91 inches more than last year, and probably the heaviest in May since 1858. The rains
included several copious storms that swelled the streams into floods, and damaged the country largely by washing away bridges, culverts, and rendering roads impassable for a time.
The ground has l>een saturated wi1h water for most of the month, that materially retarded
or suspended most all farm-work. The planting is not all finished, and the corn and other
crops that are up suffer from wet, weeds, and a want of culture that cannot be given;
and, unless dry weather intervenes immediately, the prospect of the farmer will be anything
but flattering.
The wheat-crop, on au averag·e, will not he worth more than the cost of harvesting.
Grass was never better. The fruit-crop has not so flattering an aspect as last mo?tl~.
Cherries, pears, and apples did not set well, in some localities, and much of the young ±nut
has drooped. Various causes are .assigned for this, other than temperature, such as imperfect fertilization, caused by high winds, rains, &c.* The peach, however, is an exception,
and the trees are bearing a large crop of young fruit.
Strawberries have been in market fur several days, but tbe supply from home-products
will not equal the demanu, as the plant was materiaily damaged by the prolonged winter.
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WAR DEPART.,fEN'I', OI•' L•'ICE OF TilE CIIIEP S!GNAL-OFFICER,
DIVISlON OF TELEGRAM~ AND REPORTS FOR THE
BENEFI'l' OF COMMF.HCE AND AGRICULTURE,

Washington, D. C.,---, lb7·-.
SIR: By direction of the Chief Signal-Offirer of the Army, I Lave the honor to request
that steps be taken in your organization to efl'ect that all propositions, resolutions, or memorials relating to the duties of this Office, as increased by the act of Congress approved June
10, 1872, which may be brought before it, shall be refened to your committee, and that,
after such reference, your committee confer with this Oilice in relation to the matter before.
it, previous to making its recommendation to the organization, in order, by interchange of
opinion and facts, to arrive at a full understanding of them. It is also requested that ~hen
any action may be taken by the organi:;:ation on the above-named subjects, your committee
will forward a statement or copy of it direct to this Office.
It is the object of this request to bring the different boards of tra.le, ebnmbcrs of commerce, and agricultural societies into perfect understanding with this Offite in reference to
their views and wishes.
I am, sir, respectfully, yours,

GA.RUICK .MALLEHY,
C(Jptain, Find Infantry uwl 11rrret Licutenant-Cofond, U.S . .d.,
Acting Signa l-Offit:er a111l ,-lssi:tant.
~Ir.

--- ---,
Chairman of tfte Jfrtcorologiml Committee of tlte - - - - - -

~. uch dl'f,ct~ occurred in some of thf' iurJig,.nou~ Hpecic~ of fruit~.
Tlw t>flect~. in ~ome loealitieo. ~tre ::o
abnor.mul that lbPy cannot br~ explaiuerl ou tiJP tiJr•ory of tcmpPratnre alon,., all<l involv11 'omt" iutrica.lll
f!UI.'b!IOO
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PAPER R.
W_-\.R DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER,
DIVISION Ol<' TELEGR_-\l\18 AND REPORTS FOR THE
BENEFIT OF COMMERCE AND AGRICULTURE,

Washington, D. C., July 1, 1872.
SIR: By direction of the Chief Signal-Officer of the Army, I have the honor to inform
your society that the powers of this Office have been enlarg·ed by the legislation of Congress at its recent session, in a section, a copy of which is hereto appended. He invites
any suggestions or recommendations to perfect the system now established, and to make it
more useful to those varied interests for whose benefit it is designed.
It is shown by experience that the best mode in which agricultural and horticultural
societies can co-operate with this Office is by the appointment, on the part of each society,
of a permanent committee to confer from time to time with the Chief Signal-Officer of the
Army, and to t~tke, in conjunction with him, such steps, or to recommend for the consideration of the society such action as may be deemed desirable. A large number of societies
have given notice to this Office of the appointment of such committees, with statement of
the names and residences of the chairman and members, but your organization has not responded to the suggestion to that effect heretofore made.
It is desired to be understood that no request is presented that the proposed committee
hall take meteorological observations or make reports for the signal service, but that it is
only designed to obtain practical co-operation, through correspondence and conference.
I am, sir, respectfully, yours,
GARRICK MALLERY,
Captain, First lnfanlry, Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel, U. 8. A.,
Acting Si,gnal-Officer and Assistant.
To - - - - - -,
Secretary of the - -- - - - .

PAPERS.

T HE PRACTICAL USE OF METEOROLOGICAL REPORTS AND WEATHEHMAPS .

The office division of telegrams and reports for the benefit of commerce is organizeu for
t he preparation, receipt, and use of these reports.
At every station three observations are taken daily, at the same moment of actual (not
ocal) time for all stations, by the observer-sergeants of the signal service. The reports are
immediately tel(3graphed to the office of the Chief Signal-Officer at Washington.
By a carefully arranged system of telegraphic operation, copies of the fulL reports of all
s tations thus transmitted to Washington, or of portions of them, are sent at the same time
to many of tho signal-service stations iu principal cities and towns.
At each station so receiving a tabular report. one or more bulletins are published. The
observations are made synchronously at the different stations, at the e~mct hours, 7.35 a. m. ,
4.:35 p. m., and 11.00 p. m., Washington time.
'fhe full reports from all stations are telegraphed to and received.. at 'Vashington, translated from cipher, and published in the form of bulletins of reports by the hours of 9 a.m., 6
p.m., and 1 a. m., respectively, (Washington time.) The bulletins of reports are design ated as follows: That published at 9 a. m., the "morning report;" that published at 6 p.
m ., the "afternoon report," and that published at 1 a. m., th13 "midnight report." The
b ulletins, wherever published, at Washington or elsewhere, exhibit the following particu~ ars, viz: Height of barometer; change since last report; thermometer; change in last
twenty-four Lours ; relative humidity, in per cent.; direction of wind; velocity of wind, in
miles per hour; pressure of wind, in pounds per square foot; force of wind; amount of
cloud; rain-fall since last report, in inches and hundredths, and state of weather.
The morning and afternoon reports (bulletins) are posted at each of the local signal-serv i ce offices, and at a number of other pu!Jlic places in the cities and towns to which they
are transmitted.
They are always open for examination. At the more prominent stations, and those in
principal cities, large weather-maps are also posted every morning, exhibiting:, by means of
changeable symbols, the reports of the morning observations at the different stations. The
midnight report (bulletin) is gratuitously furnished to every morning newspaper published
j n the city at which a station of observation may be, which will insert it in its columns.
T he morning report is also delivereu to afternoon papers in time for publication.
The observers at each station are instructed to afford every facility to the press and to the
public for the earliest receipt and most extended use of the reports anu information at their
respective offices.
In addition to the bulletins, a statement of synopses and p1obabilities is prepared at the
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office of the Chief Signal-Officer, and thence issued thrice daily. It is immediately fur·
nished to the Associated Press, by which it is telegraphed to all its agencies throughout the "·

·

oo~tr~

The synopses and probabilities, with which the public is familiar through the columns
of the different newspapers, are issued from the office of the Chief Signal-Officer at 1 a. m.,
10 a. m., and 7 p. m., daily.
In the study of local probabilities the student should make sure that he has before him
(as in the columns of the local newspapers) the latest synopses and probabilities issued at
Washington. To be sure of such facts, he must notice the hours at which they are dated
from the office in Washington. 'I'he midnight reports, dated at 1 a. m. of each day, ought to
be found in the morning newspaperg of that day. The morning report, dated at 10 a. m. of each
day, is furnished in time for the afternoon and evening pape1·s.

At places where stations are established, the use of the bulletined reports, in the mode
suggested iu this paper, would often, perhaps, enable the student to make forecasts of the
weather with greater local particularity than can be expressed in the "synopses and prob·
abilities" telegraphed to the press, as the latter must, in a limited number of words, give
generalizations embracing the whole country; and it is believed that, in many places distant from any station, but on or near the lines of railways or steamers, or with other modes
of rapid communication, the bulletins can be utilized in a corresponding manner. IF, AT
THE STATION NEAREST TO PERSONS INTERESTED, AS, FOR INSTANCE, THE BOARD OF
TRADE, OR CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, OR METEOROLOGICAL COMMITTEE OF AN AGRICUL·
'!'URAL SOCIETY, OR INDIVIDUALS INTERESTING THEl\iSELVES IN THE STUDY OF PRAC·
TICAL ME'I'EOROLOGY, NO NEWSPAPER PRINTS THE BULLETINS FURNI:-3JIED GRATUI·
TOUSLY BY THIS OFFICE FOR THAT PURPOSE, THERE IS A STRONG PROBABILITY THAT,
UPON PROPER APPLICATION MADE TO TilE EDITORS OR PROPRIETORS, THEY WOULU
BE PRIN'l'ED, AS OF INTEREST TO THE SUBSCRIBERS AND READERS.
In cases where

delay would thereby be avoided, arrangements can often be made with the publisher to
have copies of the newspaper containing bulletins sent in advance of its delivery by mai~.
By such means, and others which wiH sugg·est themselves, a record of meteorological cond1·
tions elsewhere can be obtained in many places witLin so few hours after the observations
are taken at the different stations as to enable a student to make for himself many important
deductions. The accuracy of these would be greatly assisted by local observations made
at the same time as those of the observers of this division, with similar ins.truments, and
by frequent local observations made during any time at which there is especial interest or
anxiety as to the probable weather.
The navigator, the agriculturist, or the student can supplement in this way, by the
readings of his own instruments and Lis local knowledge, the reports and information furnibhed by the United States, and is fitted to arrive at intelligent conclusions as to the _data
before him.
There is as yet no provision for furnishing instruments, on the part of the United States, to
any other than the observer-sergeants, although it is possible that some such authority mar
hereafter be given. Full information as to the instruments and their use will, however, be
furnished to all persons, who may provide them for themselves.
In addition to the weather-bulletins and the "synopses and probabilities," a graphi c
weather chart or map is issued thrice daily from the office of the Chief Signal-Officer of thP
Army, at the \Var Department. To those who know how to use them, all of these publieations offer V!:Liuable help in estimating the probable character of the weather at any station,
or over any district, during the following day, and often for a still longer period. The bulletins and graphic chaorts, properly filled, convey the same iuformation, with this difference:
·while the former merely tabulate the reports alphabetically, the latter reveal to a si_ngle
glance of the eye a synoptic view, at once, of tbe meteoric conditions at the different statwns,
and of the deductions thence to be maJe as to the conditions of the atmosphere then extending over the continent.
The graphic charts are of additional Yalne, from the faet that it is often possible to trace
upon them, in lines, the progress of storms, or the change of meteoric condition (as. thC'
movement of an area of high or low barometer) from report to report, and thns, by cons1de1:·
ing the past, and by applying laws and generalizations reasonably well estaulisued, to estimate more ea. ily the'' probability'' of the future.
.
Those who receive the bulletin throngh the nm,·spapcrs, or otherwise, cn.n, if t1wy des1:e
.'0, easily transfer its information to the blank charts, that the rt>ad('r is suppo. eJ to ue l1l
possession of, or familiar with, a Sf'ries of such weather-maps. •
ABBREVIATIONS t'!'ED IN

Till~

l'RES:
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It. ~ay lJe \v~ll to ~tn.te here, that in the weather synopses and probabilities emanating from
the • 1gnal-OfficP, different parts of the country are thus designated :
:M aine, ... ~ew Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Rhode I~lan d, are
alluded to as the Tew En!fland States or the Northeast, or simply as the Eastrrn Stalt ·.
" Blank I' hart!! on whicl1 to cuter r>h~rl rvati'tn ); ean he ohtainc•1l fmm the Oilkf• of tlu• Chif f ;-:,,_ m'·
hin:!t<m, D. c., at ar.tual C/1,4, ( ·l.7:i Jll'l' hunfh't•fl,) anrl will lop SPlit hy mail. fr
Jl
l'r

om. ·r, at \\"a
e

JIPII •,

t'• applir•unt

.
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New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, District of Columbia, and Virginia as
the Middle States, or sometimes as the Middle Atlantic States.
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and Northern and Eastern Florida, as the Soutl£
Atlantic States.
Western Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas as the Gulf States.
Sometimes the Gulf States, the South Atlantic, Virginia, Tennessee, Kentucky, and
Arkansas are grouped together as the Southern States.
The Lowe1· Lakes, when used, mean Lake Erie and Ontario.
11te Upper Lakes are Lakes Superior, Huron, and Michigan.
1'he Northwest, popularly, means the country lying between the Mississippi and Missouri
Rivers.
The Southwest means Texas, Indian Territory, and New Mexico.
Pacific Coast or Pacific States includes California, Oregon, and vVa~hington Territory.
The Ohio Valley includes the belt of country, about two hundred miles broad from Pittsbnrg·h to Cairo.
The Mississippi Valley includes a belt, of about the same width, from Vicksburgh to
Davenport.
The extensions "from Missouri to Ohio," &c., &c., refer to areas reaching to and in·
eluding the central portions of the States named. Thus a report ''Westerly winds e:;;:tend
ing from Iowa to Pennsylvania," would signify that those winds would be felt in the interior
of those States as well as over the territory lying between them of the respective States.
In "the Coasts, &c.," is included the land between the coasts and the parallel range of
coast hills or mountains. In Texas, Louisiana, and Northern Florida a belt of land extending a hundred miles inward would be included.
Winds are said to blow from northeast when they are generally included within the quadrant from north to east, &c., ancl similarly for other directions.
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Saint Louis,
Cairo,
Leavenworth ,
I

ToChicago.

ThroughDavenport,
ToChicago.

. 'l'hrozl>ghCairo,
Davenport,
ToChicago.

At 7.28 a.m., 4.28 p. m., and
11.28 p. m., Chicago w ill
send reports from-

I
I
I

I

Indianapolis,
Omaha,
Pittsburgh,
Cheyenne,
Nashville,
Milwaukee,
Vicksburg,
Cincinnati,
Denver,
Louisville,
New Orleans,
Memphis,
DetroH,
Shreveport,
Grand Haven, Toledo,
Santa F e,
Cleveland,
Fort B enton,
Buffalo,
:Fort Sully ,
Saint Paul,
Chicago,
Th1'ougltDavenport, I Keokuk,
ToSaint Louis.

NOTES.

1. Each station will take down the reports sent by the others, in reg·nlar succession, so
that when the last one finishes, all of them will have the full reports from the others.
2. Each intermediate station will take down the above reports as they pass over the
line. Copies of these reports will be bulletined in the rooms of the different h oards of trade,
and furnished to thQ local papers for publication.
3. The time given for sending reports is the local tim e of that particul ar station.
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WJ\It DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER,
DnriSION OF TELEGRAMS AND REPORTS FOR TilE
BENEFIT OF COMMERCE AND AGRICULTURE.
[Working forms of circuit.]
CIRCUIT No. 2.-CINCINNATI AND CHICAGO.
Pacific and Atlantic Telegraph Company.
-

-

----

~

CINCIN}IATI '£0 CHICAGO.

CHICAGO TO CINCINNATI.
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At 7.19 a.m., 4.19 p.m., and
11.19 p. m., Chiettgo will
send reports from-

s s~

~ :-=-~I

I

• S S'"""' S

~ P.P.~~

p.p..;.::;

--

ToCincinnati.

I

Chicago,
Cairo,
Davenport,
Fort Benton,
Omaha,
Milwaukee,
Fort Sully,
Detroit,
Saint Louis,
Buffalo,
Saint Paul,
Grand Haven,
Keokuk,
Toledo,
Leavenworth, Cleveland,
ThrousrltIndianapolis,
ToCincinnati.

Cincinnati,
Pittsburg-h,
Louisville,
Nashville,
Shreveport,
Memphis,
Vicksburg,
New Orleans,
ThroughIndianapolis,
ToChicago.

I

I
I

NOTES.
1. Each station will take down the reports sent by the others, in regular succession, so
that when the last one finishes, all of them will have the full reports from the others.
2. Each intermediate station will take down the above reports as they pass over the
line. Copies of these reports will be bulletined in the rooms of the different boards of trade 1
and furnished to the local papers for publication.
~t The time given for sending reports is the local time of that particular station.
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WAR DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER,
DIVISION OF TELEGRAMS AND REPORTS FOR THE
BENEFIT OF COMMERCE AND AGRICULTURE.

[WOiking forms of circuit.]
CIRCUIT

No. 3.-\VASHINGTON AND CINCINNATI.

Pacific and Atlantic Telegraph Company.

CINCINNATI TO WASHINGTON.

At 7 · 48 a.m., 4· 48 P· m.,
and 11.48 P· m., Pittsburgh will send-

ToWashing-ton.

WASHINGTON TO C!NC'!NNATI.

At 7.31 a.m., 4.3l p.m.,
anc11J.31 p. m., Cincinnati will send reports fromCincinnati,
Davenport,
Omaha,
Fort Sully,
Saint Louis,
Louisville,
Memphis,
New Orleans,
Saint Paul,
Keokuk,
Leavenworth,
Fort Benton,
Cairo,
Nashville,
Vicksburg,
Shreveport,
Tltrou.ghPittsburgh,
ToWashington.

NOTES.

1. Each station will take down the reports sent by the others, iu regular suc ces~ion, ,;o
that when the last one finishes, all of them wil1l1ave the full reports from the others.
2. Each intermediate station will tal{e down the above reports as tbey pass over the line.
Copies of these reports will be bulletined in the rooms of the different boards of trade, an•l
furnished to the local papers for publication.
3. The time given for sending reports is the local time of that partieular station .
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CHIEJ? SIGNAL-OFFICER.

WAR DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER,
DIVISION OF TELEGH.AMS AND REPORTS FOR THE
BENEFIT OF COMMERCE AND AGRICULTURE.
[Working forms of circuit.]
CIRCUIT No. 4.-CINCINNATI AND NEW ORLEANS.
Pacific anc1 Atlantic Telegraph Company.
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NEW ORLEANS TO CINClNN ATI.
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New Orleans,
Vicksburg,
Shreveport,

I

I
I

I
I
I
I

I

Tit roughII Louisville,
To--

cincinnati.

ToI Cincinnati.

I

ThroughNasbviile,
Louisville,

ToCincinnati.

TO NEW ORLEANS.
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CINCI~NATI

ThroughMemphis,
Nashville,
Louisville,

ToCincinnati.
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Cindnnati,
Saint Paul,
Omaha,
Fort Sully,
Saint Louis,
Pittsburgh,
Chicago,
Davenport,
Keokuk,
Leavenworth,
Port Benton,
Cairo,

---

~

ThroughLouisville,
Nashville,
Memphis,

To-New Orleans.

I
I

NOTES.
1. Each station will take do\Hl the reports sent by the others, in regular succession, so
that when the last one finishes, all of them will have the full reports from the others.
2. Each intermediate station will tahe down the above reports as they pass over the line.
Copies of these reports will be bulletined in the rooms of the different boards of trade, a11d
furn ished to the local papers for publication.
3. The time given for sending reports is the local time of thn,t particular station.
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[Working forms of circuit.]
CIRCUIT No. G.-WASHINGTON AND NEvV YORK.

Franklin Telegraph Company.
WASHINGTON TO NEW YORK.

NEW YORK TO WASHINGTON.
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At 8. 15 a.m., 5.15 p.m., 12. lG
a.m., New York will send
reports from-

At S.GO a.m., 5.50 p. m.,
J2.50 a.m., Washing·ton
will send reports from-

New York,
Boston,
New London,
Portland, Me.,
Burlington,
Mt. Washington,
Oswego,
Rochester,
Buffalo,
Toronto,
Kingston,
Montreal,
Quebec,
Dover,
Stanley,
Saugeen,
Cleveland,
Toledo,

Washington,
Lynchburg,
Knoxville,
Norfolk,
Wilmington,
Charleston,
Augusta,
Savannah,
Lake City,
Punta Rassa,
Key West,
Jacksonville,
Mobile,
New Orleans,
Galveston,
Indianola,

~

00_.-c

ooci:::
~......, ~

I

...q

I

-

<

Philadelphia, I
Cape May,

1'/tJ"ozudtBaltiniore

Detroit,
Grand I-I a ven,
Milwaukee,
St. Paul,
DuLuth,
Breekinridg
Escanaba,
Marquette,
Chicago,
Cheyenne,
Denver,
Santa Fe,
Corinne,
Virginia,
San Francisco,
Portland, 0.,
San Diego,

Th1'0Uf(h-

Pbiln.delphia,

To-

ToWashington. Washington.

I Baltimore,

ToWashington.

Pittsburgh,
Cincinnati ,
Indianapolis,
Keokuk,
Davenport,
Omaha,
Fort Sully,
Fort Benton,
St. Louis,
Leavenworth,
Cairo,
Louisville,
Nashville,
Memphis,
Vicksburg,
Shreveport,

T!trou![hBaltimore,

1Philadelphia,

ToNew York.

I
NOTES.

1. Each station will'take down the reports sent uy the others, in regular succession, ·o
that when the last one finishes, all of them will haYe the full reports from the others.
2. Each intermediate station will take down the above reports as they pass over the linr.
Copies of these reports will be bulletined in the rooms of the difterent boards of trade, awJ
fnrnished to the local papers for publication.
:t The time givrn for .·ending· P<'ports is the local time of that particular station.
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PAPER 'fli,
WAR DEPARTMENT. OFFif'E OF THE CnmF SrGNAL-OFFICER,
DIVISION OF TELEGRAMS AND REPORTS FOR THE
BENEFIT OF COMMERCE AND AGRICULTURE.

[Working forms of circuit.]
CIRCUIT

No. 6.-NEW YORK AND BOSTON.

Franklin Telegraph Company.
NEW YORK TO BOSTON.

BOSTON TO NEW YORK.

At 8.22 a. m ., 5.22 p.m., 12.22 a.
m.,New York ·will send reports
from-

ToKew York.

Boston,
Portland,
Burlington,
Mt. Washington,
Tltrou.f?ltNew London,
ToNew York

I

New York,
Cape May,
Oswego,
BHltimore,
Rochester,
Washington,
Buffalo,
Norfolk,
Cleveland,
Wilmington,
Toledo,
Charleston,
Detroit,
Savaunah,
Chicago,
Jacksonville,
Philadelphia,
New Orleans,
Tl•.ro.ua!tNew L~udon,
ToBoston.

NOTES.

1. Each station will talce down the reports sent by the others, in regular suecession, so
that when the last one finishes, all of th em will have the full reports from the others.
2. Each intermediate station will take down the above reports as they pass ovbr the line.
Copies of these reports will be bulletined in the rooms of the different boards of trade, and
furnished to the local papers for publication.
· 3. The time given for sending reports is the local time of that particular station.
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-.1
-.1

0

rworking forms of circuit.]

CmcurT No.7.-NEW YORK AND MILWAUKEE.
Atlantic and Pacific and Great Western Telegraph Companies.
NEW YORK TO MILWAUKEE.

l\IILWAUKEE TO NEW YORK.
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Detroit,
Grand Haven,

Bnffalo,
Toronto ,
Kin g~ ton,

l
ThroughOswego,

l\Ioutreal,
Qnt>bec,
D0v er,
Stanley,
Saugeru,

Thro7tghIRocb
este r,
Oswego,

ToNew York.

Through-

I

Throngh-

Through-

CIPvf'land,
Buffalo,

Toledo,
Clf'>eland,
Buffalo,
Rochester,
Oswt>go,

Roche~tcr,

Oswego,

ToNew York.
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Milwaukee,
Saint Paul,
DuLuth,
Breckenridge,
E~canaba,
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Buffalo,
Roch ester,
Oswego,

ToNe w York.

ToNew York.
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At 8. 42 a. m., 5. 42 p. m., 12. 42
a.m., New York will send repo r ts from-

0..

~ ~0 ~
....-:

Chicago,
Cheyenne,
Denver,
Santa Fe,
Corinne,
Virginia,
San l•'r:1ncisco,
Portland, 0.,
San Diego,

Tlzrongh-

Chicago,
Detroit,
'l'oledo,
Cleveland,
Buffalo,
Rochester,
Oswego.

l\1ilwaukee,
Detroit.,
Toledo,
Cleveland,
Bn:ffalo,

ToNew York.

To New York.

0

~

1-3
~

t:j

Portland, Me.,
Boston,
Burlington,
Mt. \Vashington,
New London,
New York,
Philad elphia,
Cape May,
B>tltimorf',
vVaRhingto11,
Norfolk,

os .... ego.
Roclwster,
Buffalo,

W!lmington,
Charie8ton,

m

Angu~ta,

0

Savannah,
Mobile,
Jackson ville,
K f' y vVeHt,
Punta Rassa.
Lake City,
Lynchburg,
Knoxville,

Through\ Cleveland,
Toledo,
Chicago,

RochE'~ter,

ToMilwaukee.

NOTES.
Copies of thesEl reports will be bulletined in the rooms of the different

M

~

M
1-3

>-

pj
~

0

~

:1
>~

Oswt>go,

l. Earll gtntiou will t11kc down th e r eports sent by the others, in r egular succession, so that, when the laHt one finishes, all of them will have the full reports from the others.
~. Ench internwdinte ~tn t ion will tnke down the above reports as they pass over the line.
fnmi"lll'll to lht> lnc111 pnperR for publicntiou.
:1. 'l'he lillll' givt•n for ~ending n•pdt·t~ i~ th e local time of that particular station.

~

M

board~

of trade, and
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PAPER T 8 •
"-'.-\R DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER,

DIVISION OF TELEGRAMS AND REPORTS FOR THE
BENEFIT OF COMMERCE AND AGRICUI:TUR E.
[Working forms of circuit.]
CIRCUIT No. 8.--CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO.
Atlantic and Pacific and Great Western Telegraph Companies.
CHICAGO TO SAN
FRANCISCO.

SAN FRANCISCO 'l'O CHICAGO.
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Fort Sully,
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Corinne,
Virginia,
Fort Benton,
ThroughCheyenne,
Omaha,

I
a

>:l;::::: 0
~
-~..;::

~ 0

San Francisco,
San Diego,
Portland, 0.,
Tlt1'UUghCorinne,
Cheyenne,
Omaha,
ToChicago.

NOTES.

1. Each station will take down the reports sent by the others, in reguhr succession, so
that when thP. last one finishes, all of them will have the full reports from the others.
2. Each intermediate station will take down the above reports as they pass over the line.
Copies of these reports will be bulletined in the rooms of the different boards of trade, and
f urnished to the local papers for publication.
3. The time given for sending reports is the local time of that particular station.
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\VAR DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER,
DIVISION OF TELEGRAMS AND REPORTS FOR THE
BENEFIT OF COMMERCE AND AGRICULTURE.

[W m·ldng· forms of circuit.]
CIRCUIT

No. 1.-MARQUETTE AND MILWAUKEE.
Northwestern Telegraph Company.

MILWAUKEg TO MARQUETTE.

MAHQUETTE TO MILWAUKEE.

At 7.10 a.m., 4.10 p.m.,
J 0.34 p. rn., Marquette
will s e n d r e p o r t s,
through-

At 7. I 0 a. m., 4. 10 p. m .,
10.35 p. m., Esranaba will
ports-

send re-

Escanaba

To-

To-

Milwaukee.

Milwaukee.

NOTES.

1. Each station will take down the reports sent by the others, in r<>gular succession, so
that when tl1e last one finishes, all of them will have the full reports from the others. .
2 . Each intermediate station will take down tLe above reports as they pass over the lm e.
0npies of these reports will be bulletined in the rooms of the different boards of trade, and
furnished to the local papers for publication.
:3. The time given for sending reports is the local time of that particular station .

PAPER T!O,
WAR DEPAI1TMENT, OFFICE OF 'I'IJE CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER,
•
DIVISION OF TELEGRAMS AND REPORTS FOH THE
BENEFIT OF COMMERCE AND AGRICULTURE.

[Working forms of circu it.]
CIRCUIT

No. 2.-SAINT PAUL AND MILWAUKEE.
Northwestern Tt>legraph Company.

SAINT PAUL TO

l\11LWAL'K~E

MILWAlJKEI~.

'1'0 SAINT PAUL.

At 6.51 a.m., :~.Gl p.m., 10.1() P· m., Saint
Paul will send reports from-

, aint Pan!,
Du Ln lh,
Breckeu ritl ge,

To1IilwaukN•.

NOTE.'.

1. Each station will tal<e down the rC'ports sPnt by tho others, in rc~nlar succession, o

tll!lt wlwn the last one fini.·hps, all of tlwm will ha•.Te the fnll reports from the 0ther~.
2 .. Eac·h int rmediate station will take clown the above reports as tlwy pass over the line.
C()pl -:of tltPsf" reports will be bullctinecl in the rooms of the different hoards of trade, aud
fnmi heel to. the local papN:-; for pnuliration.
:~. TLo time given fur ·e uding reports is the local time of that particular station.

CHIEJ!'
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WAR DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF THI<: CHIEF SIGNAL-0FHCER,
DIVISION OF TELEGRAMS AND REPORTS FOR THE
BENI<:FIT OF COMMERCE AND AGRICULTURE.

[Working forms of circuit.]
CIRCUIT No. 3.-DU LUTH AND SAINT PAUL.
Northwestern Telegraph Company.
DULUTH TO S 1\1N1' PAUL.

SAINT PAUL TO DU LUTil.

At 6.50 a. m., :3.50 p. m., anu 10.15 p. m.
DuLuth will send. reports-

------------------------------------1-- --------ToSaint Panl.
NOTES.

l. Each station will tahe down the reports sent by the others, in reg-ular succession, so
that when the last one finishes, all of them will have the tnll reports from the others.
2. Each intermediate station will take down the above reports as they pass over the line.
Copies of t1lese reports will be bulletiued in the rooms of the different boards of trade, and
furnished to the local papers for publication.
3. The time given for sending reports is the local tirne of that particular station.

"'\\' AR DEPARTMENT, OI!'FICE OF THE CHIEF SrGNAL-OFFrCER,
DIVISION OF TELEGRAMS AND R~~POR.TS FOR THE
BENEFIT 01<' COMMERCE AND AGIUCULTURE.

[Working· forms of drcuit.]
CIRCUIT

No. 4.-BRECKENRIDGE AND SAINT PAUL.
Northwestern Telegraph Company.

BRECI{ENHIDGE TO SAINT PAUL.

SAINT PAUL TO

.BRECKENRIDG~.

At 6.31 a. m., 3.31 p. m., and 9.56 p. 1'n.,
Breckeuridge will send reports1-----------

ToSaint Paul.

------ ----

-

-----------------NOTES.

1. Each station will take down the reports sent by the others, in regular succession, so·
that when the last one finishes, all of them will have the full reports !'rom the others.
2. Each intermediate station will take down the above reports as they pass over the line.
Copies of thP.se reports ·will be bulletined in the rooms of the different boards of trade, and'
furnished to the local papers for publication.
3. The time gi vcn for sending reports is the local time of that particular station.
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WAR DEPARTMF.~T, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER,
DIVISION OF TELEGRAMS AND RRPOHTS FOR THE
BENEFIT (H' Co:\J!.\'fERCE AND AGRICULTURE.

[Working forms of circuit.]
CIRCUIT No. 5-FORT SULLY AND OMAHA.
Northwestern Telegraph Company.

.

OMAHA TO FORT ::5ULLY •

FORT SULLY TO OMAIIA.

At 6.15 a.m., 3.15 p.m., and 9.40 p.m., Fort
Sully will seud reports-

ToOmaha.
NOTES.

1. Each station will take down the reports sent by the others, in regular succession, so

that when the last one finishes, all of them will have the full reports from the oti1ers.
2. Each intermediate station will take down the above reports as they pass over the
line~ Copies of these reports will be bulletined in the rooms of the different boards of trade,
aud furuisbed to the local papers for publication.
3. The time given for sending reports is the local time of that partieular station.
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WEEKLY WEATHER CHRONICLE.
VvAR DEPAHTMENT, OFFicE or.· THE CmEF SIGNAL-OFFICER,
DIVISION OP TELEGHAJ\!S AND REPORTS FOR THE
BeNEFIT OP COMMERCE AND AGRICUL'L'URE,

Washington, D. C., October 31, 1872.
GENERAL SUMMARY FOR THE WEEK ENDING THURSDAY, OCTOBER

31,

1 87~.

Two extensive rain-storms have prevailed during the past week, the one moving northward o:rer the Atlantic States, with very rough weather from Florida to Cape Cod, the other
advancmg northeastward over Kil.nsas, Nebraska, and Minnesota into Uanada, its rain-belts
extendiug far to the southward and eastw<trcl .
Tlw1·sday, ~4.-The storm which had advanced from Florida eontinued central over the
eastern portions of the Carolinas, moving slowly northward; brisk northeasterly wi.nds and
heavy rains prevailrd thence a long the coast to Count?cticut; incre}tsing cloudiness, followed
by light rain, over the Ohio Valley and the Lower Lake region; clear weather from the Missouri Valley to "the Upper Lakes.
Friday.-Tbe storm slowly continued its northward movement o'ver the eastern portions of
North Carolina and Virginia, b1isk and high northeasterly winds and heavy rains prevailing
tbence to New York; cloudy weather, witlt light min, from Kentucky to MidJigan and the
Lower Lakes; continued cll.'ar weather from the Lower l\1issi;:sippi ValiPy to Lake Michigan
and westward; clearing aud cl<oar weather over the Sonth Atlantic and Gulf ,'tates.
Salurrlay.-Tbe morning reports locate tLe storm-center in Pennsylvania, the afternoon in
.lTe w York, northerly and easterly winds and heavy rains prevailiug thence to the New
England coast; westerly an<l northwesterly winds, with light rains, from )Jichigan to
'Ve~tern Pennsylvania, and with clearing weather from Indiana and Kentucky to Che apeake Bay ; generally clear weather over tbe l:louthern , 'tates and the Northwest.
Sunday.- By morniug the torm·tenter had mowd east\Yard to the cua:t of .Maine. Light
rains coutinuN1 over the Lower Lak e H•g-iun and :Middle and Eastern , 'tales, with brisk
northea:terly winrls ou Lake Ontario, and in the evening on the New England cou:-;t, folJo w!·d ut uight by rapidly ri .· iug barometer and clearing- weatLer.
Monrlay.-Cluudy weather prevaile!l trom We:t Virginia to LakP I~rie anll Past ward to the
Atta11tie, with light rain: and brisk northeastPrly winlls along the coat from ~'urth 'aroliua
to Cor.nectiCHt, !>ucceeded duriug the evcuing by clear weather north of Virginia. Ciear am1
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cold ·weather was reported from Northern New York and New Eng}and, and g·enerally clear
weather from the Southern States; falling barometer, with brisk and high southeasterly and
easterly winds .anc1 occasional rain from the northwest; heavy snow from Colorado and
Wvoming Territories.
Tuesdt.Ly.-In the morning very high barometer an.d clear weather, with frosts, prevailed
over the Lower Lake region and the Middle and Eastern States ; partly cloudy we~ther in
the Southern States, with brisk northeasterly winds on the South Atlantic coast; he31-Jty rains
fi·om Northern Louisiana and Texas to Dakota; the storm-center in Kansas and Nebraska
moved northeastward during the clay and evening to Iowa and Minnesota, preceded by
cloudy weather, light rains, and brisk and high easterly to southerly winds thence to the
Upper Lakes and Indiana. Clear and cold weather was reported in the morning from the
Rocky Mountains, the temperature being 20° at Denver and 17° at Cheyenne.
f,f7ednesday.-The storm, in the morning central in Minnesota, continued its northeastward
course during the day and evenin~t, passing into Canada. Cloudy ·weather and rain prevailed from Minnesota and the Upper LR.kes to the Ohio Valley and thence southward to the
Gulf; clearing and clear weather extending eastward to the Mississippi. Generally clear
weather continued over the Middle and Eastern States; prevailing cloacliness over the South
Atlantic.
Thursday.-In the morning cloudy and threatening weather, with light rain, was reported
from Lakes Michigan and Erie southward to the Eastern Gulf and South Atlantic coasts ;
cool and partly cloudy weather from the Middle States and New England; clearing and
clear weather from the Mississippi Valley and westward.
During the past week rain has fallen at all of the stations, excepting, probably. Southern
California and the peninsula of Florida. The larg·est total amounts reported are : From New
York, 1.99 inches; Baltimore, 2.01; Pittsburgh, 2.22; Shreveport, Louisiana, 2.73;
Rochester, 2.94; Washington, 3 45; Omaha, ~t80; Philadelphia, 4.13; and Norfolk, 6.58.
Published by order of the Secretary of War.
Furnished for the use of the-
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[This official reporb is furnished the press with the explicit understanding that it shall not be altered
or garbled, and tha,t any paper nsing it at all will follow the preciBe wording given l.Jelow the line.
Tlltlrejis danger that incorrect or alto red reports may greatly mislead the pubhc, :ln<l bz·ing discredit
upon ilb.e service. Editors arc requested to insist upon the accurate following of the copy.]
WAR DEPAR'rMENT, OFFICE oF THE~CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER,

Washington, D. C., Friday, SeptemheT 20, 11:-72-8. p. m.
Del'd 7.32 p.m.-Craig.
SYNOPSIS FOR THE PAST 'l'WENTY-FOUR HOURS.

The low barometer, which on Thursday afternoon was over N ortbeastern New York, bas moved
eastward over and beyond the northern portion of New Eng·land, followed by he~h and brisk
north westerly winds from the Lower Lakes to the East and Middle Atlantic coasts. The pressures have diminished north aud west of the Ohio Valley, and a second area of low barometer has advanced eastward to, probably, the southwestern portion of ~innesota and western
portion of Iowa, accompanied by fi:esh to very brisk winds. A high northeasterly wind is
report~d from Eseanaba.
Clear .weather is generally prevailing from the Mississippi to the
Atlant1c. The temperature has fallen, soOiewlJat, over the South Atlantic States, but decidedly risen from Tennessee and Kentucky to the northwest.
PROBABILITIF.S.

For t!ze New England and Middle Sta~es, on Saturd~y, clear weather and rising temperature, With westerly and south westerly wmds over the former, and southerly aud southeasterly winds ?ver the latter. For the South Atlantic States, clear weather and easterly to
southerly wmds. For the Gulf States, southerly winds am1 generally clear weather. Prom
Tennesoee to Lak.e Erie and Lower 1\lichigan, increasing southerly winds and cloudiness, and
pr?b!lbly threatemng weath~r. Southerly gale~ are probable for Lake Michigan to-night,
~lnft111g to n~rthwesterly dunng Saturday mornmg. Brisk and very brisk southerly winds
La~es Ene and Huron during Saturday, and for Lake Ontario, probably, Saturday evenmg. E or the Northwest, on Saturday, northerly to westerly winds and clearing weather.
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WARNING-SIG NALS ORDERED.

Cautionary signals are ordered for Milwaukee, Chicago, and Grand Haven.
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C 1.-FORlVI 5.

vVAR DEPARTMENT, STGNAL-SERvrcE UNITEn STATEs ARMY,
DIVISION OF TELEGRAMS AND REPORTS FOR THE BENEFIT OF COMMEHCE.

Report of observations taken at - - - , on - - - , at - - - .

1

2

I

~-'--"---l-,!.1 - ·

Received at---M.
Sent a t - - M .

,
------Operator.

------,

Obsen:er.

NoTE.-All reports on this form will be made in two lines of fiw~ words each, excr.pt
the oftcnwon repons from river-stations, which "·ill be in two lines of six words eaeh. Operators will send only the matter inside t he he11vy lines, wi~hcut addres~ ur signl:!.tnre.
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PAPER

D 1 .-FOR:\I 24.
1872,

Record of bulletins, maps, anti press 1'tports, issued during thr. week ended
at··--.

Nnmbo' of bnllet;ns.
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Day.

..o
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~

I

Number of press reports.

· Nnmber
lof maps
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~
~ I
--~--,--.

-----:---

l
-------

:Monday . . . ·

'r::;..~------~----~-1·
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Thursday ..

Friday.
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PWER

E 1. -FORM 25.

vVAR DEPARTl\fEN'l', SrGNAL SERVICE UNr'rED STATgs AHMY,
DIVISION OF TELEGRAMS A:r\D REPORTS FOR THE BENEFIT OF COl\ll'rJERCE,

- - - , - - - , 187-, --rn.

Telegram.]

CHIEF gJGNAL-OFPICER,

---,---.

Washington :

N·oTE.-Only the matter between the lwa.v.r lines to be transmitted.
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PAPER F 1.-FORM

26.

OFFICE OF OBSERVATION, SIGNAL-SERVICE, UNITED STATES AR:.\1Y.

Daily 1·eport of tlw statte of water, with changes in the tu:enty-four !tours ended 3 p.m. - - -

- - , 1 87-.
Cbangel'.
Above low water.
Full.

Rise.
I

~·~~~·:.~~~~:: ::: :::: :: F::•.~::I:: ;n:/~,; ::I::::'~':::: I::~~:':'!:: : I :::;~'~-::: ':: /:d~" ::

~FEEi~:.~:·•••::: .••::: :•:r:::: : • •:::: :.:
Keokuk .. ____ . . _. __ .... . ...... . • _...... .

I ::•::

:::1 ••::: :.: c:•. : :

~:l~~ L~t;i~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~::: :: ~ ~:: ~~:: I :::::: :::: :~ ~: ~: ::~: I :~~~~: ::::I:::::: :::: :::::: ::::
Pittsb.urg . . . . . . . . . . . . _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -- .... .

~~~~~Jl!!i :: :::: :::-::::::::f ::: :::: :::::: ::: :I ::::: :::

I :: ::: ::

: : : : : :: :

Vicksburg ..................... . .................. , ............................. .

~:~~,~~ft~·· •• •••••••I • • • • • • •

• • • • • • • • • :: : ::: : • :

~·-w_o·I~·~~:::::::r:::: ::: :::::::::: --------

r:•::----•~:- •::•:--~-: :

I:•:••:::
I ---- ---

I ----

-_--_·_·

------Ousencr, Siguul-Servicc, United States Army.
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\\-TAR DEP.-\ll'fMENT, OFFICE OF THE CIIIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER,
DIVISION OF 'l'ELEGIUMS AND RRPORTS FOR Tim
BENEFIT OF COMMt.;RCE AND AGRICULTURE.

Report of Government messages rPjuserl by - - - Telegraph Company during the week
ending---, 187 , at---.

Time of ten-1
dering mes- Nature of message.
sage.

Date.

N arne of operator refusing message.

Remarks.

---

I

.

!
I

I

I ce rtify that the above statement is correct, and that the messages were tendered by me
aud refused at the hours named.

--.----,

Obscrvo·, S·i gnal-Scrvice, U. S. A.
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H 1.-FoRM: B.

MESSAGES SENT AND RECEIVED.
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SIGNAL·OFl~ICER,

- - - , - - - , J87-.

- --MESSAGES RECEIVED.
I
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MESSAGES SENT.
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I

I

I

I

I

I

l
I

I
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I
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I

I

I

I

I
I

I

I

I
I

------,

Obsrrver.

All message sent and received will be entered in Form B, except ordinary telegr~ms to
the Chief ignal-Office. The account will be kept by messaf{es, whether they conta1~1 one
weather report or more, from one or more stations. Returns to be made weekly to 1gnal·
Office. Original received metisages will accompany the form.
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C.

SIGKAL-SERVICE, UNITED STATES ARMY,

Obse1·ver's Office,---,---, 187-.

To-----,
Manager of the - - - Telegraph Company at - - - :
SIR: As an agent of the War Dep.artment for the purpose of taking meteorological obser,

vations, in pursuance of the laws of the United States, and of preparing telegraphic com. munications relating thereto, and of presenting the same for transmission to telegraph companies, I have the honor to give notice hereby that, in accordance with orders received by
me to that effect, I will present at the office of the above-mentioned telegraph company at this
place, severally, at the times hereinafter mentioned, certain official communications from
myself, in my vfficial capacity, and addressed as specified, viz :
One communication will be presented at - - o'clock-- minutes - - m. of - - - the
- - day of - - - , 1872, addressed to - - - - - - .
One communication will be presented a t - - o'clock-- minutes-- m. o f - - - tLe
--day o f - - , 1872, addressed t o - - - - - - .
One communication will be presented at--- o'clock - - minutes - - m. of - - - the
- - day of - - , U372, addressed to - - - -. - -.
I have the honor to request that the communications a.bove referred to may 1m received and
transmitted telegraphically by the said company to their respective addresses at the times
above mentioned, at which they will severally be presented for that purpose.
I am, sir, respectfully, yours,

------

Observer-Sergeant, Signal-SeTvicc, U. S.' A.
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J 1•

Station:--------.
D a t e : - - - - - - - - , 187-.

Loc<:~.l, (local time) -----· ---- ........ 7 a.m. J

I Telegraphic

(Washington time) ....... -, -

Observed height ................ _....
-- -- --- -- Attached thermometer ............. _..

I

I
I
I
Correction for elevation .. _••. _ ..... _..
I
---Barometer: Corrected for clenttion ....
I

I

--

Correction for temperature ... _... _. _..
-----Barometer: Corrected for tempemture .
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I

I
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I

I
I

-- -Exposed ............

1

I

I
I
I

Barometer corrected .. __ ...... _... ___ .

- Wet bulb ... --·. __ --· ..... ~--- .. ____
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---~----·--- -- --~ , -
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rI-- I

I I 1_ 1-

I Observe·<! height -- ........... --- .....
I -- - --~- I I
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UNITED STATES MIL·ITARY ACADEMY.

oow

REPORT
01<' THE

SUPERINTENDENT OF U. S.

~IILITARY

ACADEMY.

UNI'l'ED S'rATES MrLr'rARY AcADBMY,

l'Vest Point, New York, October 5, 1872.
SIR: I ha, e the honor to sulnnit the following report relative to the
7

Military Academy.
.
Tl1e discipline of the Academy bas, since last annual report, contmned
iu a generall,y satisfactory condition; no serious exerptions requiring
special mention having occurred. The state of instruction is good, and
has apparent.ly impro\'ed since last report. The professors oft he different departUJeuts, ::wd their assistants, have been faithful in the perfvrmauce of dnt.v. The condition as to studiousness of cadets has also been
sa.tisfactor.v. particularly as to th.>se (always a considerable per cent. ia
all Rchools) who study little more than eircumstauces compel.
TlJe imme1liate want.s of the (lepartments of instruction will be snpp1il-'d if the appropria.tions asked for the ensuing fiscal ;year shall be
granted. 1~11e principal sum required is for the dep::trtment of philosophy, whieh needs apparatns for tleld instrnetion necet-~sa.ry to tit gradu. ates for the dnty of conducting surveys, &e., and better means for
optical and aconstimtl illnstnttion. In tile department of practical
engi11eering consi<lerable improvement has been made uuriug the past
year. When changes now contemplated are effected, the instruction in
this department will be as uearly complete as the necessities of ottwr
branches will permit. No changes made or contemplated a:::; to the
other departments of instruction, and to which your attention has
alreac1y ueen given, eall for special remark in this report.
vVith reference to the subject of instruction generally, I wonlu invite
attentio11 to the views :::;tated following, antl which, for the most part, I
eutertained at the time of presenting last year's repol't, but thought
best uot to offer in an official form so soon after entering upon clnty at
the Aea<1emy, uor nuless confirmed by further consi<lenttion. The subjects of study at the Military Academy em brace ~Lll that is essmltial and
nearly all that is necessary to the education of an officer of the Army;
the methodH of instruction, as to which some further remarks will be
oftered lJerein, are thorougn, anu well designed to bring the a\ erage
attainment of cadet~ in the ~mqjects t<"tug·ht to a high stanuard, and to
force on those least studious, or baYing little aptitude, the l:llternative
of makiug· :sufficient e1fort to attain the standard n'quired or separating
from the Academy. The resul:: hns been that tbe l\lilita.ry Academy a.R
a traiuing-:-~cbool for officers of the Army has been practically snccessful
as to :st tHties as well as discipline. This result has, however, been due
n1uch IE'::->S to the clk'uacter of the students tbau that of the professors
and lllilitary officer::; conneeted with tbe institution, am1 the sy:-~tem of
instruction vur:::~ued, aiHl, 1)roperly considered, is only proof of what has
7
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been accomplished with classes furnished without tests adequate to distinguish those possessed of aptitude, intelligence, and desire f(>r study,
from the generally indifferent. That a better general result can be
etl'ected by the Aeadems· than is possible under existing laws, is evident
on slight examination .
TLe n<ttion, I believe, has not been, nor can it be expected that it will
be, served by a body of oflicers more. de,Toted to duty and efficient in
their office than the professors at the J\filitar.v Acatiemy; nor can it
reasonably be expected that any change which may be possible in the
system of instruction would giv~ any general result decidedly for the
better; from which it is seen that suitable care in the selection of
material, in any event the most ready, is aJso the only practicable means
whereby the standanl for graduates can be eifeetively raised. In this
conneetion attention is invited to the following data:
The whole number admitted as cadets at the Military Academy from
1846 to 18GG, (when some change, referred to below, as to qualifications
for admi:-.sion was enacted,) a period of twenty-one years, was 1,731, of
which number !U1 were graduated. Of those aumitteu, and who failed
to graduate, by f::n' the greater part failed for laek of protidency in
studies, aud, for the most part, during- the fin~t yt>ar after admission.
The large per ceut. of failures must have been due to a staudanl lmsuitably high, Ol' material furnished not well selected therefor. That the
standard was too high, no one having knowledge of tlJe matter will
say. The great loss of labor expetuled on so mueh uusuitahle materia.l,
aucl hadug for inYari<tble ending the failure of large numbers of incompetents and idlers, was a Herious evil, but less so than tlle aecompauyiug mw, that a con~iderable per cellt. tt1at passed as qualified, did so
under constant pressure.
To remedy in some degree the evils of too little requirement for
admi~-;~ion, Hll(l supply as far as posflib1e the nt~cessities of tlJe ca.se,
re~nlting from the exdusion of such subjects hom the course of instruction, tlH~ ad. of June 1G, 18GG, was passed, adding to t11e qnalifieations
for ad.mi~siOJJ theretofore requirPd., knowledge of the elemeuts of Ellglish
grammar, of descriptive geog1·aphy, particularly of the United ~tates,
alHl of the history of the United States. Since this act has been in
force, two elasses admitted. under its provi~ions have bt>eu graduated.
The class wl1ieh will have gmclnat(,d in June uext has sustained most
if not all itH loss, and. may, for the purpose of compari15ou, bP include~
with the two preceding in estimatiug tLe effect of the additional qnahficatious.
Tlte \'hole 1mmber of appointments for the twenty-one yPars emling
with tlw year 186G, was 2,1G4:. Of this nmnber, as h<'fore :-;tated, there
were 1,731 a<lmitted, all(} 921 graduatetl, or 4~1 per cent. of those appointed fimdly pas8ed through the course of instruction. Fur the three
years to he comparatively coul';idered sine<' the act refenccl to has bt!en
in operation, the whole number of appoiutment~ wm; ;)~:), all(1 the llHillber of gTauuntes, in<:lncling the vreseut fin~t class, 142, m· 4± per cent.
of seleetiow; by HllJ>oiutment, Jiually :-:~ucceedec1, a rc . . . ult varyi11g' very
little from tlwt had before the passage of the m:t refPITcd ~o. The
stan<lanl of attainment after a<llllis:-;ion hm; renwined :;;nhstantwlly the
f'allH', all<l the concln:ion is, that ~nell aclditional n·quin•meut f~r admi• siou l1a · not hacl for ~t resnlt any partienlar illlJiroYemPut 111 the
chanwtcr of appoiutmeuts, and consequently 110 hcJJ<'fil:ialr<.':-;ult as to
tlH~ an·rag<~ attniunH'Ilt of gTiHluate:; wl1ieh conelu:-;iou i~ cmdirmed by
tlH· Ol)iuiou of thu:e be:-;t. qualifi(•d to judge.
TLe application of additional requirements for ad.mi:sion has not p10-
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dnced any markt'd improvement as to the character _of _graduate.s, for the
rea::;on that the subjeets added to the test for admiSSion a,re of the elementary character of those formerly applied, and no more assure, as to
those admitted, any but- a meager degree of attainment, or serve as a
test of aptitude or inclination for study. The only marked effect for
the uettt>r bas been a greater number of rejected candidates from the
increa:-;ed number of subjects on which examinations for admission are
ba~ed, who otherwise would have been admitted, to be discharged at
the first examiuation thereafter. Shoul<l the standard for admission be
raised sufficiently, with a view of obtaining a superior class of admissiom~, it would secure as to those admitted a much greater degree of
acquirement, aptitude, and inclination for study than is now tlle case,
but wonld inevitably, the present ssstem of appointtuent eontinuing,
result in the reduction of the classes to a fraction of their present and
desirable nnm bers. Any method of selection that will assure suitable
material, and classes sufficient in num hers, rnust, I believe, be based on
some system of competitive examination which shall iusure the selection of the b est qualified from those who desire to enter the Academy.
The details of such a system I will not assume herein to suggest·, , but
they shollld embrace due advertisement as to time, place, and subjects
of examination, and insure competent and impartial examiners. The
beneficial effect of the coi.npetitive system of selection is shOVi'U by the
resui tin the case of tlle few cadets DO\\' at the Academ,y so selected, but
not muler common methods, and with reference only to the ·qualifications for admission now in force. Tile average stauding of such cadets
is in the first half of their respective classes.
'l'here would be mueh in labor and expenditure saved by the adoption
of a metlJOd of selection by whieh comparatively few appointed would
fail to gradnate. The advantage gained in the respects named would,
howenl1·, be trivial in yaJue to (.be nation, compared with that resulting
from the selection of candidates possessing, as a rule, superior aptitude
and intelligence.
The principal objections urged against the competitive system of
selection are1st. That the facilities of education not being equal in aU parts of
onr eomtuon country, some parts would profit at the expense of others.
This objection is based ou the a,s snmption that in some States competent applicants would not be found, and consequently that the equal
distribution of ~Lppointments necessary to be maintained, on grounds of
public po1icy, if uo other, could 11ot l.Je continued. The objection does
not, when examined, appear to have any foundation. There is no congressional district in auy State, nor, I believe, any Territory, in which
young Hl('ll are not coustantly prep<-"tring for and entering coll('ges which
require, preparatory to admission, attainment in studies greater than
required for the Military .Academy, represented by an equivaleut of from
one to two years' systematic study. That of such young men, none in
some districts would accept the offer of the Government is highly improbable.
2d. It is oujected, also, that under a competitive system of selection
the sons of poor parents would not have eqtutl chances with others.
This objer..~tion is merely plausible. If by pewr parents is intended destitute parents, the o~jectiou would no doubt apply, as it does in fact to
t~1e pre~en~, or 1\'0uld to auy rnetb~d of appoiutment not specially desJgued w favor of such youths, but 1t cannot properly be applit~d to the
sons of parents whose circumstances compel effort for support, as
1
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schools, the conn try ov-er, contain a (iue proportion qf young men whose
parents have little means, or are in rnoderate circumstances.
Young men emulou8 and able to snecee<l under a system of competitive selection would as often be fonnd the sons of such parents as otherwise. In :my event, the competiti re plan would give results depending
more dirt>ctly on the sons themsel res than pareu ts or otlier8, '"·hich is
exactly the e11d desirable in the prt>rnisrs.
It is also pertinent, in thi8 connection, to consider that the Military
Amvlemy was not instituted. nor is maintained as a national charity or
bounty, but for the specific purpose of providing, for the natiou~s benefit, a eertt~in IHlllJ ber of professionally well educated military ofl:icers.
To the rrquircr:nents for atlmission should be added knO\vledge of so
much of fllgehrn, as includes quadratic equations, and plane geometr.y.
This greater preliminary requirement and ldgber grade of admission
would, in addition to advantages mentioned, pP,rmit the introduction of
greater development, of branches now taught without increasing the
length of the course.
1'he improvementR of first necessity, and to provide means for which
appropriations an~ asked for the omuiug fiscal year, are:
1 ~:;t. A bo~pitallmildiug for cadets;
2d. A :::;yHtem of sewerage ;
::d. (~uarterR for laundresses belonging· to the engineer company.
Tile p:utieular necessity of appropriations f(w these objects is set
forth in <let}~i.l iu the letter accompanying tile estimate for the coming
year, and to which attention in this connection is iuvited.
I would :-1l~o respectfully invite attention to the necessity for legislation to plnce the .Milital'y Academy hand upo11 a proper footing. This
is the only l.><uH1 in tlJe Army now authorized and proYided for by law,
and should on that account, as wpli a~-; for other evident reasous, he
kept in credit<l ble condition . 1t haH for the past few years been difficult to keep the band supplied with suit:-Lble material, owing to the
much g'l't>ater pa,y which even ordiuar.v musicians could eonstantl.v obtain in New York and otlJer citie~. AR now org<wized, the baud consi:::;ts of twenty-four musicians, divid.ed into three elasses-ouo-fonrth
receiving $:H per month, one-fourth $::!0, aud the remainillg half $17.
It is not pO~{sible to keep the band in proper condition on thi::; footing,
as it has become impo~sible to obtain the servic('S of musicians at all
suitable, on the pay of $17 per month. I would recommend as follows:
That tlte band be composed of one teacher, as now, a civilian~ at $100
per ruou tll, (a l·mitable one cannot be had for lesf:>,) and forty Cillisted
musieiau:, one-fourth t~ recei\'e, as now, $34 per month, and tlle remaiuder $:30 per month. On thi:-:; footing the band :;ould be brought to
and maintained in a snitable condition.
Respectfully submitted.

THOMAS H. RUGER,
Colonel Eighteenth 1 nfantl'y, f:iuperintendent.
The Honorable the

SECI~ET.A.RY oF V\T AR,
Wr~shington,

D . G.
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OFFICERS AND PROFESSORS ON DUTY AT THE UNITED STATES MILITARY
ACADEMY, SEPTEMBER 1, 1872.
Name.

Duties.

Rank and regiment.

Thomas IT. Ruger ......... .
Emory Upton ............ ..
Albert E. Clmrcb, LL. D .. .
RobertW. Weir,N . A . . ... .
H<'IliT L. Kcndl'ick, LL. D ..
Patrice de J':1non ......... . .
Pctrr S. Michie, Ph.D . ... . .
George L. Andrews ....... .
,John Forsyth, D . D ....... .

Colonel Eighteenth Infantry .... ... .
Lieutenant.-colonel First Artillery ..
Professor of nlathematics ... ... .... .
Professor of drawing .. . ....... .... .
Profe~sor of clwmistry, &c ......... .
Professor of Spanish ... .. ........... .
Professor of philosophy . .......... .
Professor of French . _' __ ........... .
Chaplain, and professor of ethics
and law.
.Junius B. Wheeler ..... ... . Professor of engineering ........... .
Thomas A. McParliu ...... . Surgeon me!lical depal'tment ...... .
JosephS. Conrau ........ . . Captain Second Infantry .... ... .... .

Superintendent.
Commandant of cadets.

Post surgeon.
Assistant instructor of iufantry tactics.
Adjntant.
Quarterma11ter.
Assistant instruct{)!' of artillery tactics. Treasurer.
Instrnctor of practical military engineering.
A.Rsistant professor of philORO]Jhy.
Assistant instructor of caYalry tactics.
Instrnctor of ordnance and gunnery.
Assistant professor of engiueering.
Assistant post surgeon.

RolJCrt H. llall. . . . . . . . . . . . . Captnh Tenth Infantry ..... . .... . . .
James M. MarshalL .. . .. .. . First lieutenant Fourth Artillery .. .
J ollu Egan.. . ....... ... .. . . Captain .Fourth Artillery . .......... .
Oswald H. Brnst ........... Captain Engineers .... __ .......... __
Charles \V". Raymourl . . . . . . Captain Engineers . ................ .
Alfred E. l3ates . . . . . . . . . . . . Captain Secon!l Cavalry ....... .. .. .
Jo1m l{. McGirmiRA ....... . Captain Ordnance ....... . ......... .
Al.. xaudm· M. Millt>r ...... . Captain Engineers ................. .
-Jenkins Jl.l•'itzg!'ral!l ..... . A.ssistant surgeon medical department.
.James \V. 1teilly . ......... . Fir8t licutenm1t Ordnance ......... .
.John P, Story,jr ... ....... . ]<' irst, lieutmwnt l•'ourth Artillery .. .
E ·iwa rd H. Totten ... . .... . ]?ir~>f , lieutenant First Artillerv . ... .
<~ · ot·ge G. Greenough .
f•'irst lieutt>naut, Fourth Artillery .. .
Samud M.lllills .. _-_ ...... . rir~t l_ieu~el~!nt Fiftll Artillery .... .
Thorna8 U. lianc11Jlll',Y .... .
~ aptalll En,meers ......... ....... .

Assistant professor of ethics and law.
Assi ::;tan t profrssor of ma thcmatics.
ARsistant professor of drawing.
As::;istant professor of French.
Asf<il-;tant instrnctor of tactics.
Acting assistant professor of engineering.
Acting assistant professor of engineering.
Assi»tant instructor of tactics.
Acti11g assistant professor of mathematics.
Acti11g assistant professor of draw-

.John C. Mallory............ First lieutenant Engineers .. __ .. .. ..
Jol111 F. f;(Tctch ............ First. lieutenant Tenth Infantry ....
·will iam 1!'. ReyJlolcl;., jr . . . . First linatenant :First Artiller.v... . .

:ic:l1gwick Pratt........... . J~irst lieutenant Thinl Artillery ... .
1
John M. K Davis .......... Fir>;t lien tenant First ArtiliPry .... . A~~[;;tant instructor of tactic!:!.
Tlwmas H. BarlJl'r......... First li1·ntPnaut First Arti!Iery .... . A.ssiRtant J1rofesRor of French.
John R Grc.<·r .............. :·keoncllicnttnant Ordnance .. : ..... . AcNng assistant professor of mathe1
matics.
I•lt;"ar IY. llafis ............. Fir.-t lieutenant Engineers . . . . . . . . Acting assistant professor of phi•
losophy.
Ftunk neath . --- ... -- ..... Secollflli.cnt<•Itnnt, Third Art illrry-- Acting aRsistantproft>SSOl' of mathematics.
David D. ,Joltnsml..... .. . . . ~econd lieutenant Fifth Artillery ... Acting assistant profe. sor of chemistry, &c.
.
D:n ifl S. Dl'niRIJ11 .......... • •'!'eonrllif'uh,n:mt Fifth Artillery .. . Assi,taut professor of Spamsb.
:-->alltu!'l L Tillman .. ....... Fir>;t lkutcuant Eugiueers ....... . Assistant professor of cltcrnistr.v, &c.
D •.wid :::U. Taylor .......... ;--,pc·oudlicntenmct :Fir~t Artillery .. . Acting assistant IH'Of!'ssor of
I<'rench.
1
Will;am P. Dn\·alJ . . . . . . . -\cton<llir·utcnan t Fifth Artillery. __ Aetiug assistant profc~sor of rnathematil!s.
Hr-nry L. Harris . . . . . . . . . . . :-;ecolllllicntcnant First Artillery... Acting aHsistant professor of ruathemafics.
David A. Lyle .............. ;-;rC'oncllieutenant Scc<ond iutillery Acting assistant professor of philosophv.
Eclwanl S. Jiolclcn.......... l ~eC:OJJd lieutc•nant I~ugineers........ As:-:iHtntit instructor of pradical
___:1ihtary engineering.

_I___ --_
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MEMBERS OF THE BOARD.

Appointed by the Presiden·t.
General H. T. REID, (President,) Iowa.
Colonel JAMES L. ScuDDER, (Secretary,) Tennessee.
Rev. CHARLES HoDGE, New Jersey.
Hon. Louis S. J.~ovELL, Michigan.
Rev. CHARLES W. ELIOT, I.~L. D., :Nia.~sachusetts.
GEORGE A. THRUSTON, Maryland.
HENRY R. PIERSON, New York.
Appointed by the Pres·ident of the Senate.
Hon. SIMON CAMERON, United States Senator from Pennsylvania.
Hon. ALEXANDER RAMSEY, United States Senator from Minnesota.
Appointecl by the Speaker of the Hotttse of Representatives.
Hon. WILLIAM HoUGH1'0N, Representative from Michigan.
Hou. AARON A. SA.RGEN'l', He presentative from California.
Ron. SAMUELS. Cox, Representative from New York.

ExTHACT FROM AcT o~<

CoNGRESs

APPROVED A uGURT 8,
AND FEBRUARY 21,

J\Lu:cn 16, 186?3,

1846,

AMENDED BY Ac~·s OF

Hl70.

That the Pl'f•si!lent be anthori~e(l to appoint a Board of Visitors to attend the annual
cxami11ation of thf:l Military Academy~ whofle duty it .,;hall he to report to the SBcretary
of \Var, for the information of Cougrcs~, at the cmmnencement of the next succeeding
!W~sion, the aetnal state of th0 disci pline, instn~etion, police, aclrnin i:,;tratiou, fiscal
affairs, and oth!~r conc~rns of the institntiou : Prorided, That the whole llnlllber of
visitors each year shall Hot exceed seven: Pro!Jidcd fnrthel', That no colllpeosation
shall he 1n:ule to sai<l lll<'lnbers beyond t.he payment of their expenseH for boanl :wd
loc1g-ing while nt the Military Academy, and au allowance not to exceed eight cents
per mile, for traveling by the shortest mail-route from their respccti \'e homes to the
Atn!1ellly, an!1 hack to their houws. An!l in addition to the other members of the Board
of Visitors to be appointt'd by the PrN;ic1ent, aced'rdino· to la,w, to attend the annual
ex:unination of cadets at tho UuitNl StatcH Military A~n<lemy, thPre sha,l] bt3 on every
sueh llorn!li" o St•nators, to he deRig11ated hy tl~t~ Vicc-Preside11t, or President,Jn·o tcnt]JOJ'r: of tlH· SPnUt!'; and thnlc mmnbt•rfl of tho Honse of Representat.ives, to he designated hy the Bpeaker of the Honse of Rnpresentatives; sneh designations re:.;pectively
to h<! ma!l<: at the :·:es:-;iou of Congn·ss 1wxt prec:ec1ino· the tin1e of su{'h examination;
and the• St•naton; allfl Mcn!lJers so appointPd shall 111~ke f111l report of their ac:tion as
Stl<"h visitors, with tht!ir Yiews anr1 reeonun~mr1a.tiom; in regard to the ;.;aid Military
AcaclPllt,Y, within t\Ycnty clays after the meet.ing of Congress, at tho session next succeeding tlw tiwe of their appointment.

REPOI=rr OF THE BOARD OF VISITORS.

WES'l' POIN'l',

June,

1,~72.

SIR: The Board of Visitors to the United States .Military Academy,
for 1872, has t.he honor to submit the following report upou "the aetual
state of the discipline, instruction 1 police, admiuistration, fiscal affairs,
and other coneerus of the institution."
DISCIPLINE.

The discipline of the Academy has been exerllent under the administration of the present superintendeut and comm:-mdant, partly because
of the g·ood judgment and soldierl;v qualities of these uffieer:....;, autl p<~rtiy
because of thP firm support which the \Var Department lJas wisely g·i \~en
to the superintendent and the aca(lcmic board. The visitors believe
that, while the diseipline is strict. and severe, as is essential iu a ntilitary
institntiou, it is also, in tlle main, just, and judiciously adapted to the
end~ in view.
The board cordially approYe of the discontinuance, within the last
two years, of the system of exaetiug from eadets plt>dges 011 oa.tl1 or on
honor w1tll reg·ard to their con<lnct. Such pledg·es al'e objeetione\ ble, as
giving; occasion for all sorts of demoralizing ea~uist.r;v, and as being eon fessions of weakness ou the p;nt of the authorities which are singularly
iuadvisable in a military school.
In general, the visitors believe that the punishments used in the
Academ.v are duly proportio11eu to the offeusPs for whieh they are inflicted; bnt tl1ey find the system of summary dismi~;,;ion too s·evere
to be ntade by regulation the Olll.Y legal pnuishmeut for tbf>; offense of
harassing or molesting new cadets, an offe11se whieh may lta.Hl m~my
degrees of heinousness. Excessive or unreasonable pnnblnnents give
grounds for legitimate complaints, aud do more harm thau good to the
dh;eipliue of any place of instl'nction. There are, it is trne, mPans of
a\·oidillg the injm;ti<~e wllicb the literal enforcement of the regulation
numbered 1~2 would uot nufrequently cause; the superintendeut may
l'eeommenfl to mer<·:v a cadet wbo bas committed an offeuse wllieh is
reall,r venial; or tbe' War Departmeut or the PresideiJt may modify the
sentence iutposea by regnhttion; hnt ina~mmeh as the bare existence
of a rt-gnlatiou \rhicll is freqne11tly disreg·arded is an evil iu it8elf, and
inasmuch as the interference of l-lntborities outside of and aboYe the
Acadern~· is to he depreeated as iuevitabl,v iujuriou8 to dil'l(~ipline, unh)ss
suell int{'rferPHee is very rare and very judicious, the visitors respectfully suggest thai there be ad11ed tf) Hegnlation 122 the phr<H~(-\ employed
in se,·eral other 1egulHtious relating to offenses, namely: '·or he otherwi. ·e les~ st>v<~rely vanished, acconling to the degree of his off("'nse."
lt has seemed to the Board of Vi~itors that some of the cadt>t~ IlePded
to be retuinde<1, by the preeep't and example of all their officers ahd
teaelwn;, thnt viohm e of speeeh is as utllwcoming an offi<'er awl a gentleman as auy other sort of brutality, and that it would be well to baye
it uwlerstood tlwt in sel0ctin.~· :roung officer~-; for duty at the Aeademy
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the Department looks for men who are as quiet as they are :firm, and as
self-controlled as they are energetic.
By Regulation 174, as amended March 15, 1872, reveille is at 5 o'clock
a.m . from June 1 to September 1, at 6 o'clock a .m. from November 1
to March 1, and at 51 o'clock a. m. the rest of the year; the signal to
extingui8h lights being· at 10 o'clock p.m. during the whole year. The
great ml-!jority of the cadets go to bed again after reveille and the first
inspection of rooms, and get from an hour and a half to three-qua,r ters
of an hour of stolen sleep. This Yiolation of the regulation has been
winked at for many years, because the youug men actually need more
sleep thau the regulation gi,"es them. 'Hte \"isitors respectfully snggest
that the rrgnlation be so clwnged as to allow every cadet at least eight
hours of nubroken ~leep at all se~tsons of the year.
The bt'st medical opinion is opposed to the use of the eyes in readiug
or stn(ly immediately after waking and before breakfast: aud 'to violent
exerdl:!e of auy sort before breakfast. In deference to this opinion the
Boal'd suggests that the hour of breakfast should be placed. as soon as
practicable atter reveille.
INSTRUCTION.

Terms of <tdntission.-The character of a school is greatly influenced
by the quality of the young persont':l who are admitted to its low est class,
and the requisitions for aumission go far to determine this quality. The
Mihtary Aea<lemy is very di:sad vautageom;l.v situated in this regrtrd; its
requi~ition~ for admission are by no UJeans as high ns t,hose of the leading
seit'utifie a ud polyteeh nic schools of the eouutry; i11deed, there are r11any
high sehools alHl aeademies which demaud more for admission than is
demandt•d a'L 'Vest Point. The average age of the carH.li(lates for admission i"' eighteen yeart':l and eleven months, (see Appe11dix I,) hut these
adult men are only exauriued in readiug·, writing, arithmC>tie, English
granunar, and. the elements of geography and American history. l\lany
boys of tweh"e eould sustain the examination \rith easr.. Dul'iug the
past fi\·e yeur8 tlw number of rt'jectious for irreompeten<:y, at even tllis
admission examination, lws been from ~0 to 50 per ('(•nt. of the whole
nun1lH'l' of applicmrt:-;, in spite of the fnet that the eandi<latt•s haYe recently had Itotice of tl1eir prodsiOiwl nppoiutmeuts :-;en'I alH10llths before
the examinnLiou. 'l'he prof't~:-;~o1·:-; <llH1 iu:-;tnwtors 'vho denl with the
lowest cla~s of the Academy, tm>hfy that they have to teul'l1 the g-reatt•r
v<nt of the cia:-;:-; Low to study. .l\luch time is necc~sal'ily devoted. to
tLis JH'<'Iimiuary ti·<liuing.
Opiniou~ 111ay di lfer as to the rf'al causes of this very lmv iutcllectual
conditioH of the rrutjority of the yonug meu who g<tiu adllli:.;sion to
\Vest, Point, or as to the inm·itableuess of this coudition of' tl1ings, but
as to tlw taet there can be 110 dispute. It is a faet w!rieh afl'eets the
wlwle cour.·e of study at the Ae;.ule111y, am.l it is ueees:-~Hl',Y that ;.m exawining hoard shonld l1em· it com;bllltl,r in Jlliu<l, or tlwy will he liable
to <lo inju:-;tiee to the te< eh<'rs all{l the methods of tlte .A.. ea<lt>my.
The 1'1-'<ISOIJ ror k('epiug the n·quisitiom; for admissioll to 'YI'!it Point
low, i · that tlH'l'e an· parts of the comrtry in whieh a poor uwu': so.n
ca11 p;Pt 110 instnwtion i11 any but the mo:-;t. t'h'lllelltary ~ul~jeet~. Tlt1'
:n·.•··ument, though l'CllSOJ:a uJe Witbill certain Jimi t:, llt'P<lllot be pu::.]Je(l to
tl1e e.·tn•HH! of allowi11g the mo.;t igiJUnmt State or Tenitory to s~t .the
sta1l(1m·tl!<n· all tlw l'P, t of the eon11try. Fin! y(•ars ago tile reqm. ·1t •:
fol' admi.-:sinn wPre im·rea:< d b,Y addi11g· "a kHO\\·lcdg< of the <'IPmeHt.
f>f I•. . ngli .. It grammar, of tleseriptiYe geogl'aphy, partieularly of our own
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country, and of the history of the United States," to the earlier requisites,
wllicll were sim ply reading, writing, and arithmetic. It is neYer wise
to make sudden changes of great amount in the requisites for admission
to an educational institution . The Board of Visitors, therPfore, while
it joins t,he many preceding boards which have reported upon tllis subject in deploring the present low standard of admission, would 011ly recommend that the sta.ndard be raised in a slow wa.y by succest-~ive small
steps. One step would be the addition to the requisitions of a portion
of elementary algebra, uarnel~T' tlte grouud rules, fractions, aud simple
equations; a second step would be the addition of quadratic equations
to this first requisition of algebra; a third step would be the afldition
of plane geometry.
It is in the power of the aeademic board to make much or little of
the requisitions actually prescribed by Congress. 'l'he visitors observed,
with satisfaction, that it was the purpose of the academ ic board to make
the adm ission examination ::;earching and effective within its very limited range.
It is a legitimate and wholesome effect of a national school, to which
admission is obtained through a well -conducted examination of reasonable range, that it stimulates, and to some extent regulates, the lower
schools of tlte country. The lo\Yer schools, both public and private;
exert themselves to fit boys well for snch examinations. Ever,y boy who
succeeds in passing creuitably the Government examination, wins a
prize for the school which fitte<l him, as well as for himself. The strong
eftect, of the college examim11tions for admis~ion upon the preparatory
schools and academies of the country illustrates this principle.
With their present reqnil'litions for admissiou, the Military aud Na,al
Academies of the United States can have no stimulating effect on any
school in the country above a primary school.
Thf~ Board of Visitol's re8pectfully commend this importa,nt subject of
the terms of admission to the consideration of the Department; they
feel that the future welfnre of the Ac:::~demy depends largely upon the
wise solution of this problem. ~rhe Academy must keep up with the
geueral educational progress of the country; its raw material will go
far to determine the nature of its prodnet.
Oouri:ie of instnwtion.-Tbe gTeat merit of the course of instruction
and discipline at West Point, taken as a whole, is, that it cultivates, in
an eminent degree, the virtues of obedience aiHl self-denial, the sentiment of bouor, and the sense of duty. The next conspicuous merit of
the Academy is the thoroughness with wh ich all the instruction is gh-en,
both in tlte theoretical and practical brauches. Iu the theoretical studies thi~:~ thoroughness is outaiued at the sacrifice of range and variety,
but uJttler the peculiar cil'Cumstances of the Academy this sacrifice is
wise. It is a thir<l merit of the Academy tuat it sends out lieutenants
wlw are coUJpetent to command in all three arms of the service; they
J1ave learned the dutieR of a soldier in the artillery, cavalry, and infantry. 'Jlhis is not tbe system of European military schools, but it is,
ne'i.,.ertheless, a sy~tern siugularly well adapted to the peculiar needs of
the people an<l Government of the United States. The Board of VisitorR dt>Hil'CR thus to expreSS it~:; hearty recog11ition Of these COllSpiCUOIIS
merits of the .Jlilltary A.eademy before it makes any criticisms upon the
coun;e of instruction, or indicates the points at which improvements
seem po.·sible.
·
Tbe \'i~it~rs ar~ deeidedly of the opinion that the study of Spanish
shon.ld be d1scontmned, and that the time now allotted to Spanish should
be gi\'en to French. The argument which caused the introduction of
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Spanish h1to the course 'Yas, that we horder upon a people who speak
Spaui8h, and have many relations with the South American Spmlishspeakiug nations. The arguillents which determine the opinion of the
Board of Vi~itors are, firl'it, that, as there is not time for the cadets to
learn two foreign languages well, French is n1stly the best language
for thern to stUtly, because it is still the. most available laugnnge for
comHmnication witb foreigners, and because it bas a very important
militar~- literature, which ::)panisll bas not; secondly, that the mental
training obtained by studying one la11guage thoroughly is more valuable than that gaitwd in g·ettiug a smattering of two languages; thirdly,
that, as a matter of fact, the cadets can get only a very sligllt. acq naint~mee witJ1 Spanish in tlw short time allotted to that study; there is no
possibility of tt>aehing them to speak or write the laugnage, and the
little tlwy learn of it must soon be forgotten by tho great m<:1jority of
the cadets.
If tlti~ 1·rcommei1dation of tl1e Board of Visitors sbould be adopte(l,
FreudL would be studic'd every day fm· t\vo :yem·.::;. A suu~-;tautial
kllO\Yledge of the language eau be gained in that tinw., eveu l>y sonng
men \Yllo have had 110 other linguistic training.
At the end of the
seeotHl y<~ar, however, French is absolntely dropped, according to the
i>reseut programme ot Rtuclies. Jn order to keep up the kno\Yle(lge of
the hmguage ouee aeqnired, the vi.::;itors recommend that a Freueh
text-book be u::;ed in some ituportant department, both in the third and
fourth year of the eonr~-;e.
The Board of Visitors, like many prece<ling board8, bas remarked
among tile cadets a lack of raRe am1 precision in tbe nse of JDngli:-;h.
Hhetorie iH 11ot studied, and there are no excreises in Engli~h tomposition. Uu<ler the t.'xb;ting terms of admission, tlte gradtwte of tlle J\lilitary Academy may uever b<.tve received any adeqnate iustnwtio11 in the
use of ltiH native language. In addition to what be haH lwen taught at
the Acatlemy itS('lf, the grnduatc of the Aeaderlly i:s Oill.Y expected to
know what i: taugl1t in primary schools or in the lower chtsses of grammar :-;clwoiH. If he kuows anything el~e, he has gone heyo11<l the oili<'ial
requircuwnh~.
Iu thi~ corHlition of thiugl':l tlle bonnl reeonnnends that
in the event of the time allotted to French being inen,ased by the snppre~~-;ion of Sp<tlllNh, the department of Fr< 11Ch ue instrneted to l'C<]llil'C
of t.he eatletH h·<'<]tHmt written traushttiom; from Frencll into Buglish,
and to exaet earl:'lul at.telltion to the coneetness and elegance or the
l1Jug·Ii,·h, <lll<l to llt>atne:-;~-; of pemnausbip.
Tile YisitorN thillk hetter of sueh ex<-'reises than of Eugli:h compo:ition.-, lll'liPYilJg' that it i~ a Yicions practice for ~·onng· men to write npon
sul~jeet:-; ·tbout which they really haYe rw ideas. 'rhe Board of ~ri.-Jtors
further rcconl!llPrH1l'l the vigorou::-; atH1 ine(•;.;sarlt, <'nfon·puwnt of acettrat:y
of language mHl cli:-~tilletnP~H of enunciation ou the part of the <::t<let~
at all the onliuary l'l'<!itatiou~.
'l'l!c hoard 1·rsp.ectfnlly n·porb to tbe DC'partmnnt that tlw ~qnipt~Jellt
of the departmf'llt~ of llatural philmwphy and e!H•tllistr.Y is wholly inadcqnatr, atHl that the lllOde of tPaehillg' ill uoth the~e clcpartllWlltS lH.'C<lS~
reeoiL'i<lemtiou and mo<lificatiot~.
Uu<ler the e.·isti11g programme ot
:tudips, the cadet :-;pends o11e-lmlf of all tlte tin1e lw ha:-; for stndy, iu the
fir~t two yPars of l1i~ eonrr;;e, upon the math('lllatic·:.
'l'he prole.':or of
matlH•nJatic;. · is a man ot great a hility, force, aucl t~_,perit>JJeP, all(l he c:olll ' •.
in cou t:wt w i I h (·,·er,v <'a <let e\'l'l'Y week f(>r t\\'o years from his fir.'t<'IJtnutc
into the Academy. Uuder these eireumstan<:(·~ the mode of tl'a<'hiu~· arHl
1lie mode of l'ecitatiou in ali tlwir d(•tail:, inclwling- the u:e of tllt> c!Ja1land poiuter at the ulackiJO!lltl, which are pre~criued, auu 'risely l,re1
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scribed, in the mathematical department, are carried into the teaching
of the sciences of observation and experiment, where they are by no
means so appropriate. There is a peculiar discipline to be got from the
proper study of chemistry, mineralogy, acoustics, optics, and electricity,
a discipline which is not like the discipline to be derived from mathematics, and it is that peculiar discipline which the cadets should get
from these studies; for chemistry and physics, when taught with book
and blackboard, as if they were mathematics, are not as useful for
training as tue mathematics themselves. Indeed, it would be hard to
contrive a more unprofitable aud odious employment for tbe mind than
committing to memory the facts .of chemistry out of a manual.· To commit a Latin grammar to memory would be better training, and more
useful in every point of view. In order that chemistry and physics
should yield to the student's mind their own peculiar fruits, the.r must
be studied hy observation and experi1i1ent on the part of the student.
Only in this way can he acquire any just conceptions of the processes,
methods, and resnlts of these sciences. The student must handle the
tools hiri1self and observe for himself. If the bare facts of chemistry
and pbysies are unprofitable husks, the theories ·a nd hypotheses of those
sciences are not much better mental food when ~eparated from the experimental data on which they rest. Indeed, when an inexperienced
and defenseless student has a physical theory or speculation impressed
on his mind by authority, as if it were a natural fact, he suffers a mental
injury, which is always serious and sometimes irreparable. These vimvs
concerning the right mode of teaching the natural and ·ph;ysical sciences
are bJ no means new. They are admitted in the practice of the best
scieutific schools and colleges. In order to equip working laboratories
in chemistry and physics, it would be necessary to spend a moderate
sum, say $5,000, in each department, in providing the necf>.ssary fixtures
and apparatus. Sevetal excellent examples of such \\"orking laboratories
may be found among the private incorporated colleges and polytechnic
sr:boo1s of the country.
It is, moreover, very desirable that the collections of illustrative apparatus in chemistry and physics should be ·gradually increased. A moderate annual appropriation in each department would be better than a
large sum in one year and notlling in succeeding years.
·
Wllile they make these suggestions about the mode of teaching chemistry and physic~, the Board of Visitors do not mean to cast any imputation upon tile efficiency of the excellent professors in these departments, and they desire expressly to guard against the possible inference
that tlley would like to have. more time devoted to these sciences. The
board is of opinion that enough time is allotted to these subjects; they
only suggest. a different use of the time now given to them.
'l'he thought that it will be hard to find young Army of-ficers, graduates at West Point, who would be competent laboratory assistants to
the accompliHhed professors of chemistry and natural phiiosopby, in giving the new kind of instruction suggested, brings iuto view a general
difficulty in the organization of the Academy which well deserves the
attention of the Department. All the instructors at West Point, apart
from the professors, are young graduates of the Academy, who, after a
few year~ of service on the frontier or on the sea-board, come back to West
Point to act as teachers for four or five :years UD(ler the active supervision of the professors. These young men have had the West Point
traiuiug, and, as a rule, no other systematic instruction. Being under
the orders of the permanent profeHsors, they cannot strike out new ways
of their own, even if they should devise any, which is highly improbahie.
7
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They have no opportunity of enlarging their experience and increasing
their knowledge and skill by studyiug at universities or special schools,
either ofthi.s country or Europe. In short, the Military Academy breeds
in-and-in. The inherent conservatism of the system is only intensified
by the frequency wit4 which the superintendent and commandant are
changed. The Board of Visitors content themselves with calling the
attention of the Department to this danger, which they feel to be a grave
one.
The three departments of mathematics, natural and experimental
philosophy, (which includes mechanics,) and military and civil engineering, form, in some important respects, a sequence or progression . It is
important tllat the se-veral subjects which constitute this series should
occupy the proper proportion of time, and that the transition from one
subject to the next higher sllould be made at the right moment, and
without waste by unnecessary repetitious in one departmeut of whe.t
has reall;y been taught in another. The board has reeei. ved the impression that Rome time might be saved in the last two yea rs of the course
if the relations of the three departments above mentioned should be
thoroughly re-examined by the Academic Board, and they believe that
the present is a propitious time for sueh revision, because two young
professors have lately been appointed, who would bring fresh minds to
the work. The professorship of military aud civil eng·ineering is greatly
overloaded. One professor, however able, is insufficient for such a wide
range of both theoretical and practical knowledge, particularly as the
same professor is called upon to gi;:'e all the instruction in grand. tactics,
strategy, aud the art of war. It is greatly to be desired that military
and civil engineering should be Reparated and a professorship be established for each subject; but so long as the requisitions for admission
remain at their present deplorably low level this improvement cannot
well be ma<le, because the course is full, and the cadets now give as much
time to the general subject of engineering as can fairly be claimed for
it, with <lue regard to the other e(1na1ly pressing demands upon their attention .
At present the iustruction given at the Academy in applied mechanics
and. engineering is necessarily elementary and incomplete. 11 here are
several scientific and polyteclmic schools in the country in which much
ampler courses of instruction in applied mechanics and ci\'11, topographical, and mech~nical engineering are provided than are given at \Vest
Point, or can be given tllere, so long as the startiug-point of the Academy remains what it is.
The drawings made by the several classes at the Academy were carefully inspected by the Board of Visitors. The free-hand drawing' prove
t.hat a certain number of the cadets are cflpable of learuiug to use the
pencil, pen, and brush with skill, bnt that for the majority of the ~ad~t -·
the time spent in free-hand drawing is wasted, iu spite of tbe a.~~mlmty
and geniw; of the professor of drawing. With the greater unmber of
his pupils, neither the eye nor the hall(l can be trained. The attention
paid to mechanical drawing, taking the whole conrse throng-ll, seem ~d
insufficient. The g'(lneral mechanical execution of the last drawing
made by the first class-a drawing of a half front of fortification~, with
tlr, ditehes and horizontal site-wa;:; not very creditable. In Yiew of
the e facts, tlle board veutures to snggest that the drawing of the·:· ·011(1 year (third c1a:s) be coufined to lettering, plottiug, per:pP ·tly ·
. hades and shadows, topography, and other Jdnd8 of mechanieal drawing, aud that the drawing of the third ;year (second. elm;~) be disp u d
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with m~ a requirt><l exPmise. To fill the ,·oi<l thns ma<le, the board further r«->utnrt-'1'\ to ~ng'g'(:'st that <:'aeh emlet. he rt>qnired to study some one
of tile following snh.it~dl'\: fn·e -hand drawing-, eltemistr.r, (laboratory
work,) Pxperiruental philo~oph,,~, (laboratory work,) or Fn'Jit·.b, the Yalue
to be gh·eu in Pit.her t-~nl~jed, iu forming the merit roll, lwing 100. The
cadets would prolJably ehoot-~e with reft:'l'eiwe to their O\Vll tastes and
cap<teities. This measnre wonld give a l'liHil('.e of training as~istant instrnetors in those four <lepartutPnts who would have attainments somewhat lwyond t.he or<lfnary l't-'quirenwHt~.
ThP lJoar<l wt>re surprisetl te tilld that several weeks of the second
year (thir1l elass) were dt>\'Oted t.o ordiHary petttt1a11ship, at the expense
of drawing. In tlte opinion of the hoard, a fair handwriting oug-ht to
be irtsii'ted upon at the alltnit-~~ion exautinatimt, and 110 ti111e should be
giYen, iu the programme of studies at the Aec.Hlemy, to the practice of
pentmlllRitip.
Tilt-' eade.ts gt>t bnt Yery little practice in the use of snrveying-instrumerrt~. In tlte opinion of tl1e board, lllore tirne might wi~l'ly be devoted
to fit>ld-\rork in ~tu\·eying- antl1 h_..\·eling. The aetna.! use of the instruments gi\'t:'~ t:'XeellPnt training- of eye a.tt(l haud, awl the theory of the
subject is made fallliliar by pntctieal applicc-ltions.
Tlte obsen·ator.r of t!Je Aen<leuty is uot in working or<ler. The donws,
~hutterR, and other appHrtt'll<HWt:'S are out, of repair; the equatorial is
an old i11stmmeut, a.tHl b not itt goo(l cOJHlttion; atHl eertain alteratious
in tlle buil<liug h<we ren<lrred it Ies~ lit th<lll it originally was for the
use of at• olJserTatory. H the G-ovt:'t'llllH'ut pmposes to maintain at
West Point an aHtronornieal obsen·atory as a, stcttion for Rcientifie labor,
a. liberal appropriation for bnil<ling Htl(l t>qnipping a new observatory
will lw neeessar·,y, n.rHl thereafter an au11ual appropriat.ion for defraying
tbe·expenHes of incessant oiJ:-;et·vation. H, on the other band, the Oovernm~ut si111ply d<:'sirt>S to lit a ft>w e11gim>ers eY~ry sear for work upon
tbt• sur'Yt-',\'8 whielt are likely to he in progTe:o;s for n1an.v years to eome in
this country, a modt-•rate expell(lit.ure upon tlte ]H't:'S~nt obseiTatory
would urake it an a\·ailable tllongh not <L conveu1ent place of pl'aetiee
in the common astronor11ieal and gt->udetieal observations. vV.ith the
pre~ent progratnnte of instnwtion in the Academy, it is impossible to
give tlw e;:ult:'t~ any pntctieal iustrnetiou ~ither in nstronom,y or geo(lesy,
a]l(l tlte lloa1 d doe~ uot LWr<~ei ve that the obsernttory bas any direct
funetion in n'gard to tlte eadt>ts.
lu all tlw dt:>1mrtmeuts of i11~trnetion i11 the Acnden1y a great deal of
time is gi \'ell to reviews or repetitiont-~ as the. eost of thoronghness. 'I his
facti~ well illnstra.tt>d by the followiug figures obtaiued from the three
leading depart.llleuts:
JJfathematic.r;.
(Algebra-57 lessons in arlv:wce, 47 iu review rlnring the year.
I
( Bt>st St·ct.ion, ~8lessous iu atlvauce, 27 in review during
I Geometry--.-- ~ t.he year:
.
.
1 'Vorst sect wn, 39lessous u1 aclvance, 37m review dunng
l the yt>ar.
I
Bt>st section, 15 lessons in ad Yauce, 12 in review during
Fourth class.< 'l'ri onomet, ~ tht1 year.
I
g
ry. 1 Worst ~ection, 18lessons in ad vance, 16 in revie.w during
I
\. the yt>ar.
Be~t sf'cf'iou, 24 lessons in advauce, :n in review during
Descriptivegethe ypar.
·
I
ometry.
Worst section, 9lessous in advance, 8 in review during
l
the year.

I
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(Analytical gc- 5 Best section, 41 leRsons in a<lv::tnee, 47 in r eview.
otn<'t.ry.
~ \VorBti ~ection, :3~ lessons iu adn111ce, :~6 in review.
Descriptive ge- \ Br~st. section, 14 lt>s~ons in a<lvmwe, 16 ill review.
I
ornetry.
~·worst, twction 2fi l e~o~Rol JS in advance, ~5 in re~riew.
Third class. ~ Diff. and intcg. ~ Bt;st fwct.ion, 36J.,sson!'l in a<lvanee, !-3~ in.revJC'.Y.
I ctLienlns. ~ Worst ~eetion, :):3 lessolls in :HlvmJC~~. 31 111 revtew.
S
.
5 Best st>cti.on, 14 lesi'OIIS in advan0e, 9 in n·view.
I nrveymg · · · · ~ \VoTst i!l:'etion, 15 le::;suus iu adv~mce, 13 in review.
lRight-line drawing-18 days.

I

Natural philosophy.
S

econc1 c1ass.

Mechanics-55 leRsons in ft(lvance, 01 in review, 6 to 8 lectures.
Acoustics-t) lesso ns in advance,() in review, 1 to 2 leetnres.
Optics-16lt·ssous in :.t<lvauee, 1:J in review, 4 to 6lectnres.
lAstronomy-30 lessons iu atlvauce, :31 iul'eview, ~to 4lectures.

f

Military and c·iv·il eng-ineering.

First class.

(Fortification and st.one-cut.ting-9 lf'ssons in advance, 5 in review.
I Civil eugineering-:~4 lessons in a<lvanef', :~6 i11 review.
I Fiehl-works-20 les~"IIH in a<lvatJCt', 14 in revi<nv,
\ Permanent workf'-17 Jes~:;on~ in advance, 10 iu review.
I Outposts-art of wal'-15 lessous iu atlvauce, 9 iLl review.
1 Drawiug-24 1ln.ys.
lLectnre::>-10 <.la~1s.

Every class in the Acnf1emy is diddrcl, for the recitations in each sub- ·
ject, a<~eonling to proticieney in thnt sul~jeet. The seetiorrs into wltich
each class i~ di\'ided in each ~nbjeet do 110t nll nceolltpli::·dJ the same
amount of wol'k. 11 he poorestseilolnrs pass o\·er, in a somewlwt ir ferior
m;wner, from two-thirds to three-<]tmrtPI'S of the groun<l coYer·ed by the
best scbolarH. It is the cm~tom to omit the luudPst proulems or passages
of the text-book with the poorer srctious. 'l'llat the ratio of tlre attainments of the \VOrRt. section to those of the lwst can be }{ept so high
illustratPs the efficiency of the meaus of compelling study which are in
use at the Aca<l<-'my.
The Board or Vi~itors has been mnch impressed with the prominence
which the merit-roll bas in the minds of both tPnclJers aiHl cadets. It
is an importa.ut function or the profe Ron; to tl'<Wh the assi~tnnt instrnctors (\vho are constantly eh;:~ng·ing) how to "mark,'' all(l to w<lteh the
daily recitntionR of the cu<lets with a ,·iew to e:-;tirnating :1ccnratel.Y the
trne standiug of each indi\·idual. The ee~dets Hrc allowed to get their
"marks" eYer.v week, an(l ,'o to kt'ep aecount of their owB and e<~ch
other'::; pro~ress. En1nlation iH titus IIJ~Hle eonstnnt and kef'll. En~ry
ca<let, therefore, wuether a, good scholar or bad, \rorks under an iuten::;e
extt>I'Il<llpressm·p,
The Board of Visitors fee1 some cl\mht ns to t11e nfter effects of thi
system. The training· g·in·n at Wt'St Point is but a good fonndation, on
whieh thP young graduate mu:-;t llinn·wlf bnild, if he hopPs to attain to an.r
broa(l culture or any high prote:-~sional :-;1\ill. Tile Yisitors cannot l>nt
fear that tiw yonng gra<lnate 111<1.\' r11iss the accnstonwd. stimnlu:-;, :111d
fi.JJ(l nothing within IJim:·wlf to lll<lk<:> goo<l tile loss of it. 'Tire fact that
thP perJilaJJent profl•ssor. at \Yt'st Poi11t <lo 1rot, :1s a rn1e, gi,·e instruction them.·Pl\'es, iner('aseH tile <lillicuJty 110w UJ1der discus~ion. Their
tim' i. mainly ~in•n to ,' \l}H'l'\'ising- tht•. <L1il_y work of the as~i~blllt in. trnetor:, au<l ht>nce it hnppPlll'l thnt tlr<~ oJJ!_y eXJH'l'ienl'rd t~at·lrer: at
th<! \.c! a<l<'~ny.<lo 11ot h:tbitn;Jlly <111<1 n•g:ulnrly instnr<'t any portion of the
cat\d ·. ~ ow g·oo<l te;1<·l1 i 11g· is larg-(-'I,Y a 111attl•r of }Wl'SOII<ll . kill n_u<l
V .,. '<JmtlltJflu ·uce, and thi · ·kill aud iuflueuee can very seldoUl l>e 1111-
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parted tD others by any ~mount of ~ril!ing. ~he .cad~ts ~tntl,y.ing un!l~r
tlli~ system have very llt.tlc chance of catchmg· msp11·atwn 1rom th("'lr
te<rclters, and yet inspiration ami enthusiasm are €s.sentiHl to nny large
suceess in any pure or applied science. Tbe hnard regrets the practical din'rsion of the professors from the high ftuwtion of daily tPaehiug,
but does not venture to give any ad vice . concem ing a retm~tly for this
evil.
'J'IJe board is not persuaded that the custom of maldng the ordinary
reeit;-ltions one hour and a ha,]f long-, which hm; p:r evailetl t(n· ma11y yt>ars
at this Academy, is a wise one. The pr·aetice of the academic world is
in favor of one-hour recitations. In Ge-rmany the or<liuary length of a
lecture is three-quarters of an lwur. If the cadets atten«l elosely dul'ing
tlle hour and a half, the continuous strain is nnreasouably loug; if eaeh
atteud:s only while he is himself at work, he wa:-;te~ au honr or· tnore during which he might be doing something profitable. The board is inclined to tl.tink that general ,experieuee would he a t:;afe guide upon tilis
point,
'Ihe visitors would suggest that the Academic Board might .a{lvrmtag·eouRly cot1sider whetl1er· written examinations could not he ~ub:sti
tuted for oral throughout the A~:.ulemy. The oral exa.tlliuatioas whieh
the board atteuded were rather exhillitio11S or specin1ens of 1·eeitations
than examinations. The written examination applie8 tlle same t•~st to
all, aud the written evidenee of co1upetenc.v or iucompetene,y reu1nins
belti11d. It is impossible to give mueh \reigllt to a haMy oral PXatnination, wllich, after aU, is only a :siugle recitation of tive or tt>H minute8 for
eaeh person examined. , The Vt.-ll'.Y general adoption of the wl'ittPn mode
of examination on all serionR oecasiouR, botll iu tllis country a.nd Burope,
seems to tile Board of Visitors sugge~ti ve.
ADMINISTRATION.

The Board of Visitors took pains to inspt>ct freqne11tly and unexpectedly tlle cadets' mess. During their Rtay the uH·ss-baiJ, kitd1en,
awl store-rooms were neat and the food wai:i good. The diet seemed
jtHlicionsly selected, except in one re-spe-ct, to whieh the board hc-,g-s to
call attention. The cadets are not allowed milk to drink. 'l'he uoard
tbin ks that the en <lets should be eneot1ragt>(l to n:-;e ulilk instead of
strong tea and coffee, and advises that as mneh milk as tl1c-y will consntue be reg,ularly prudde<l moming ami evemng. In the opinion of
the board, it is desirable that a 111ore .skillful eook and a. better class of
W<~iters should he employed for the ttw~s.
Tlte cadets' hospital seemed to the board entirely nnsuitable-hadly
place<l and bauly eonstructed, autl lacking light, Yrutilation, and drainage. The buildiug woul<lmake good quarter~ for officer~, whi ~ ·ll are unwh
need<'d. The boa.rd recommends tllat a new hos1>ital be built as soon as
po.s1-;ihle.
The houses on the western side of the plain, occupied h,y officers of
the Academy, have no proper means of draine~ge. The boanl recomID{'!Hl.' tllat a sewer be constructed for tilem with a wa.ter-supply capable
of keeping the sewer clean.
FISCAL AFFAIRS.

The Board of Visitors, through a committee of its number, examined
the l>ooks and vouchers of the trPH~urer and qnal'teml<lSter. The :-;ystem Of accounts is clear aud comprel.teusiYe, SO tha.t tile committee were
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enablPCl readily to ascert:--tin the amounts appropriated and the items of
expeJHlitun... 'file cotlllllittee further exalllined the accounts kept by
tlle tn.. asurt:>r "·ith the cadets, and reporte(l to the board that the accounts were kt:>pt w.i th great care a11tl with all necessar.r details.
'l'he hnilding:o; and appointtnents of the Academy are adequate for a
much larger number of ead~. . t~ than are eV(-'l' present. An inereaRe in
tlw number of cadets will therefore not entail a correspouding increase
iu tLe cost of maiutaining the .A. eademy. Under the new apportionmeut tlu~ size of the corps will be ~omewhat increased. The Board of
Visitors believes that it would be for the intere~t of tbe country to have
the Academy kt:'pt const.antly fnll to tlJe legal limit, and respectfully
sng-gt. . sts that tb.e Departme11 t use all means within its power to aecompli::;h this eml.
ln collclusion, the visitors beg leave to say that they have attended
to the dnty imposed upon t.helll with a sati~faetion qualified only by a
sense of th~ inadequacy of the iuspeetion wLieh tbe,y have been able to
ru<~ kf', and of their untitnP:.;;H for the taHk. A thorough inspection of a
plaee of instruetiou can onlj' he made when the regular work i~ going on.
The anumtl vi:--it to \Vest Point is inevitably sotuewLat of a "sLow"
occasion, when the ordinary ron tine of the Aeademy is interrupted. The
me-tubers of the Bmud of Vi Hi tors reeeived e\·ery faeil it.' and many courtesies fr\Hu tlle oftieers of the Academy, for all of which they beg to return
tbPir ~incere acknowledgme11ts.
Their l>rit-'f study of tlte iu~titntion has qnickened their pricle in its
honorable past and their zeal 1or its impro\Tement and growth in the
futnre. Gratitnde, pridt-~, au<l prn<leuee shonld all impel tbe nation to
cherish tile Military Acade111y <It West Point.
H. T. HELD, of Iowa,

President of the Board.
JAl\lES L. SCUDDER, of Tennessee,

·

tiecretary of the Board.

CHARLES HODGE, of New Jersey.
CIIAHLES vV. 1~LluT, of Massachusetts.
0 EO HG E A. Tf-Il-~USTON, of Maryland.
l.~OUIS I.~. LOVELI.~, of .Michigan.
II. H. Pi EW::\0)[, of Nt--lw York.
~:Hl\10~ UA ~IEHON, of Pemls,Ylvania.
ALEX. RAM::)BY, of Miunesota.
\\'ILLIA~l L. STOUbiiTON, of Michigan.
AAHUN A. SAHGE..NT, of Califoruia.

llon.

vVM.

W. BELKNAP,
SeoTetary of lVar.
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